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Saudi Arabia: A Kingdom in Peril
Aarts, Paul and Roelants, Carolien
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044653
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 12/1/2015

The Saudi royal family has survived the events of the Arab Spring intact and 
unscathed. Any major upheavals were ostensibly averted with the help of oil 
revenues, while the Kingdom's influential clerics conveniently declared all forms
of protest to be against Islam.

Paul Aarts teaches International Relations at the University of Amsterdam. His 
publications include Saudi Arabia in the Balance: Political Economy, Society, 
Foreign Affairs (Hurst, 2006, ed. with Gerd Nonneman). Carolien Roelants is 
senior Middle East editor at NRC Handelsblad.
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Iran Resurgent: The Rise and Rise of the Shia State
Abedin, Mahan
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849049559
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2019

This book argues that Iran has developed sufficient diplomatic strength and 
credible military capability to deter a full-scale US military assault. But absent a 
dramatic lowering of tensions, there remains a risk of limited clashes, with far-
reaching consequences for regional security.

Mahan Abedin is an Iranian-born British journalist and analyst of Iranian and 
Middle Eastern politics. His strong think-tank background includes stints at the 
Washington-based Jamestown Foundation and the Institute for Defense Studies
and Analyses in New Delhi. Abedin regularly appears on international 
broadcasting media, including the BBC and Al-Jazeera English, to comment on 
the latest developments in Iranian politics.
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Corporate Reputation and Social Activism: Strategic Interaction, Firm Behavior, 
and Social Welfare
Abito, Jose Muguel / Besanko, David / Diermeier, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780199386154
264 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2019

Jose Miguel Abito, David Besanko, and Daniel Diermeier argue that harm to a 
firm's reputation is one of the strongest and most practical tools of contemporary
corporate activism and explains the numerous campaigns as well as the 
response of companies.

Jose Miguel Abito is Assistant Professor of Business Economics & Public Policy
at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. David Besanko is IBM
Professor of Regulation & Competitive Practices at the Kellogg School of 
Management at Northwestern University. Daniel Diermeier serves as the 
thirteenth Provost of the University of Chicago, where he is the David Lee 
Shillinglaw Distinguished Service Professor at the Harris School Public Policy 
and the College.
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The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition
Abrams, Meyer H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195014716
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/15/1971

Traces the evolution of the Romantic approach to literary criticism and compares
it to the other methods which prevailed in the early nineteenth century.

Meyer Howard "Mike" Abrams (July 23, 1912 – April 21, 2015), usually cited as
M. H. Abrams, was an American literary critic, known for works on romanticism, 
in particular his book The Mirror and the Lamp. Under Abrams's editorship, The
Norton Anthology of English Literature became the standard text for 
undergraduate survey courses across the U.S. and a major trendsetter in literary
canon formation.
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Alien Legacies: The Evolution of the Franchise
Abrams, Nathan and Frame, Gregory
Oxford University Press .
9780197556030
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2023
25 b&w film stills

As a media franchise, the film Alien has enjoyed a large and devoted fanbase for
over four decades. This new book engages with the franchise in all its forms: not
just the original film, but its sequels, prequels, and multimedia offshoots like 
comic books, audiobooks, action figures and videogames, to offer fresh 
perspectives on the Alien universe. What is it about Alien that still fascinates 
audiences, and why does it still matter so many years after its birth?

Nathan Abrams is Professor in Film and Lead Director for the Centre for Film, 
Television and Screen Studies at Bangor University. He lectures on British and 
American popular culture, history film and intellectual culture. He is co-founder of
Jewish Film and New Media: An International Journal. Gregory Frame is 
Research Associate in Film Studies at Bangor University. His main area of 
interest is the politics of popular film and television, and he has published widely 
in these areas in peer-reviewed journals and edited collections.Discount:
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Beyond the Case: The Logics and Practices of Comparative Ethnography
Abramson, Corey M. and Gong, Neil
Oxford University Press .
9780190608491
344 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/22/2020
Global and Comparative Ethnography.

This is the first volume dedicated to examining how comparative ethnography is
understood and used in different traditions. Includes original chapters by 
internationally known scholars representing various ethnographic traditions, 
including a never before published interview with Aaron Cicourel.

Corey M. Abramson is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Arizona. Neil Gong is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of 
California, San Diego.
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With Pleasure: Thoughts on Nature of Human Sexuality - Revised Edition
Abramson, Paul R. and Pinkerton, Steven D.
Oxford University Press .
9780195146097
328 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2002

What role, authors Paul Abramson and Steven Pinkerton ask, does sexual 
pleasure play in our lives? Is the pursuit of sexual enjoyment in our blood? Our 
brains? Our very nature? Regardless of the source, it can be agreed that the joys
of sex are widely appreciated.

Paul R. Abramson is one of the world's most eminent scientists in the field of 
human sexuality. He is Professor of Psychology at the University of California, 
Los Angeles and a former editor of the Journal of Sex Research. Steven D. 
Pinkerton recently received a doctorate in psychology from the University of 
California, Los Angeles.
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Before European Hegemony: The World System A.D. 1250-1350
Abu-Lughod, Janet L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195067743
464 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/21/1991

In this important study, Abu-Lughod presents a groundbreaking reinterpretation 
of global economic evolution, arguing that the modern world economy had its 
roots not in the sixteenth century, as is widely supposed, but in the thirteenth 
century economy--a system far different from the European world system which
emerged from it.

Janet L. Abu-Lughod is Professor of Sociology at Northwestern University 
(Emeritus).
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Inside Vicious Heart: Americans and the Liberation of Nazi Concentration Camps
Abzug, Robert H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195042368
296 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/8/1987

 Inside the Vicious Heart captures the shock of the discovery, telling the story of 
the camp liberations in the words of Generals Eisenhower, Patton, and Bradley;
editor Joseph Pulitzer; photographer Margaret Bourke-White; and numerous 
American GIs who opened the gates, buried the dead, and desperately tried to 
save those they found alive.

Robert H. Abzug is Associate Professor of History at the University of Texas, 
Austin, and the author of Passionate Liberator: Theodore Dwight Weld and the 
Dilemma of Reform.
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The Cartel System of States: An Economic Theory of International Politics
Acharya, Avidit and Lee, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780197632277
212 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/30/2022

Why are the citizens of neighboring regions that lie across an international border
often subject to very different governance systems? In The Cartel System of 
States, Avidit Acharya and Alexander Lee provide a powerful and field-shaping 
theory to address a fundamental issue in world politics: the character of the 
territorial nation-state. They contend that the defining feature of the modern 
territorial state system works as an economic cartel in which states have local, 
bounded monopolies in governing their citizens. States refuse to violate each 
other's monopolies, even when they could do so easily. Drawing from the 
centuries long process of modern state formation, The Cartel System of States 
explains both how the present system of territorial states--by no means a 
foregone conclusion in retrospect--took over the world and how it might change 
in the future.

Avidit Acharya is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Stanford 
University. His research is primarily in the fields of political economy and game 
theory as it applies to the study of politics. He is the co-author of Deep Roots: 
How Slavery Still Shapes Southern Politics. Alexander Lee is an Associate 
Professor of Political Science at the University of Rochester. His research 
focuses on the politics of South Asia, the process of economic and political 
development, and the role of historical forces and events in shaping modern 
politics.
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Postcolonial Realms of Memory: Sites and Symbols in Modern France
Achille, Etienne / Forsdick, Charles / Moudileno, Lydie
Oxford University Press .
9781802077346
440 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

Addressing the remarkable absence of colonial legacy from Pierre Nora's Les 
Lieux de memoire, the present volume fosters a new reading of the French past
by discerning and exploring an initial repertoire of realms that bridges the gap 
between traditionally instituted French memory and traces of the colonial on the
Republic's soil, including its Outremer.

Etienne Achille is an Assistant Professor of French and Francophone Studies at
Villanova University. Charles Forsdick is James Barrow Professor of French at 
the University of Liverpool. Lydie Moudileno is Marion Frances Chevalier 
Professor of French and Professor of French and American Studies and Ethnicity
at the University of Southern California.
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Just Responsibility: A Human Rights Theory of Global Justice
Ackerly, Brooke A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190662943
312 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Using a feminist critical methodology, Brooke A. Ackerly argues that what to do 
about injustice is not just an ethical or moral question, but a political question 
about assuming responsibility for injustice, regardless of our causal responsibility
and extent of our knowledge of the injustice.

Brooke A. Ackerly is Professor of Political Science and Philosophy and Affiliated
Faculty of Women's and Gender Studies at Vanderbilt University. She is the 
author of Political Theory and Feminist Social Criticism, Universal Human Rights
in a World of Difference, and co-author of Doing Feminist Research.
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The Soviet Union: A Documentary History Volume 2: 1939-1991
Acton, Edward and Stableford, Tom
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895828
304 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/2/2007

Volume Two of this new documentary history of the Soviet Union comprises over
270 documents and is organised into four chronologically distinct parts, 
subdivided thematically; it runs from the fraught diplomatic and military preamble
of the Great Patriotic War to the final fracturing of the USSR along the national 
fault-lines of its 15 Union Republics.

Edward Acton is Professor of Modern European History at the University of East
Anglia, who has published widely on the Russian revolution and the history of 
Russia and the USSR. Tom Stableford is Assistant Librarian, Slavonic and East
European Collections, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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The Soviet Union: A Documentary History Volume 1: 1917-1940
Acton, Edward and Stableford, Tom
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895811
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2005

This is the first volume of a new integrated documentary history of the Soviet 
Union.

Edward Acton is Professor of Modern European History at the University of East
Anglia, who has published widely on the Russian revolution and the history of 
Russia and the USSR. Tom Stableford is Assistant Librarian, Slavonic and East
European Collections, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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Negotiating Relief: The Dialectics of Humanitarian Space
Acuto, Michele
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042666
320 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2014

While humanitarianism is unquestionably a fast-growing subject of practitioner 
and scholarly engagement, much discussion about it is predicated on a 
dangerous dichotomy between "aid givers" and "relief takers" that largely 
misrepresents the negotiated nature of the humanitarian enterprise. To highlight 
the tension between these relationships, this book focuses on the "humanitarian
spaces" and the dynamics of "humanitarian diplomacy" (both local and global) 
that sustain them.

Michele Acuto is Research Director and Senior Lecturer in Global Networks & 
Diplomacy in the Department of Science, Technology, Engineering and Public 
Policy (STEaPP) at University College London.
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Thomas Alva Edison: Inventing the Electric Age (Oxford Portraits in Science)
Adair, Gene
Oxford University Press .
9780195119817
144 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/27/1997

Thomas Alva Edison revolutionized daily life as few people before or after him 
have done. The light bulb, the phonograph, the motion picture--through these 
and countless other technological marvels Edison left his mark on the modern 
world.  

Gene Adair, who has worked in publishing since 1981, is currently the marketing
manager at the University of Tennessee Press. A former teacher and newspaper
reporter, he is also the author of a biography of George Washington Carver. He 
lives in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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Kinship Across the Black Atlantic: Writing Diasporic Relations
Adair, Gigi
Oxford University Press .
9781802077353
210 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP.

This book combines insights from postcolonial, queer and diaspora studies to 
consider the meanings of kinship in contemporary black Atlantic fiction. Diasporic
displacement generates new understandings and new narratives of kinship. An 
analysis of kinship is thus essential to understanding diasporic modernity at the 
turn of the twenty-first century.

Gigi Adair is an Assistant Professor at the University of Potsdam.
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The Good It Promises, the Harm It Does: Critical Essays on Effective Altruism
Adams, Carol J. / Crary, Alice / Gruen, Lori (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197655702
312 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/17/2023

The Good It Promises, the Harm It Does is the first book-length volume to 
critically engage with Effective Altruism (EA). It brings together writers from 
diverse activist and scholarly backgrounds to explore a variety of unique 
grassroots movements and community organizing efforts and reveals the 
weakness inherent within the readymade, top-down solutions that EA offers in 
response to many global problems.

Alice Crary is University Distinguished Professor in Philosophy at the New 
School for Social Research in New York.  Lori Gruen is William Griffin Professor
of Philosophy at Wesleyan University where she founded and coordinates 
Wesleyan Animal Studies.   Carol J. Adams is a feminist scholar and activist 
whose work explores the cultural construction of overlapping and interconnected
oppressions, as well as the ethics of care.
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A Handbook of Diction for Singers: Italian, German, French - 3rd edition
Adams, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197639511
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2022
200 music examples  illustrations

Featuring updates, expansions, and a new chapter on phonetic symbols and 
unique sounds in Italian, German, and French, this third edition of the widely 
adopted A Handbook of Diction for Singers is a complete guide to achieving 
professional levels of diction in the three major languages of the classical vocal 
repertory.

David Adams is Professor Emeritus of the College-Conservatory of Music, 
University of Cincinnati, where he served on the voice faculty from 1980 until 
2015. He also served as administrative head of the Performance Studies Division
for 27 years. He sang as lyric tenor in operas and concerts in Italy, Austria, 
Germany, and the United States. He was artistic director of the summer 
programs Opera Theater and Music Festival of Lucca and CCM Spoleto. Former
students of his have enjoyed professional careers in North America, Europe, and
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Medieval Philosophy: A history of philosophy without any gaps, Volume 4
Adamson, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192856739
672 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2022
A History of Philosophy.

Adamsom offers a lively and accessible tour through 600 years of intellectual 
history, offering a feast of new ideas in every area of philosophy. He introduces 
us to some of the greatest thinkers of the Western tradition including Abelard, 
Anselm, Aquinas, Hildegard of Bingen, and Julian of Norwich.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen.
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Animals: A History
Adamson, Peter and Edwards, G. Fay
Oxford University Press .
9780199375974
472 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/7/2018
OXFORD PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS

Philosophical controversy over non-human animals extends further back than 
many realize -- before Utilitarianism and Darwinism to the very genesis of 
philosophy. This volume examines the richness and complexity of that long 
history.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen. G. Fay Edwards completed her doctorate in 
Ancient Philosophy at King's College London in 2013, and took up a position as 
an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Washington University in St. Louis.
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Classical Indian Philosophy: A history of philosophy without any gaps, Volume 5
Adamson, Peter and Ganeri, Jonardon
Oxford University Press .
9780192856746
432 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2022
A History of Philosophy.

Adamson and Ganeri present a lively introduction to one of the world's richest 
intellectual traditions: the philosophy of classical India. They guide us through 
such famous works as the Vedas and the Upanisads, and tell the stories of how
Buddhism and Jainism developed. Anyone curious about South Asian philosophy
can start here.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen.
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Listing:

Health: A History
Adamson, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780199916443
376 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
OXFORD PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS Series

From antiquity to the early modern period, many philosophers also studied 
anatomy and medicine, or were medical doctors themselves -- yet the history of
philosophy and of medicine are pursued as separate disciplines. This book 
departs from that practice, gathering contributions by both historians of 
philosophy and of medicine to trace the concept of health from ancient Greece 
and China, through the Islamic world and to modern thinkers such as Descartes
and Freud. Through this interdisciplinary approach, Health demonstrates the 
synchronicity and overlapping histories of these two disciplines.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen.
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Listing:

Philosophy in the Hellenistic and Roman Worlds: A History of philosophy without
any gaps, Volume 2
Adamson, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198818601
464 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2018
Studies in Postwar American Political Development Series

Philosophy in the Hellenistic and Roman Worlds offers a tour through a period of
eight hundred years when some of the most influential of all schools of thought 
were formed. From the counter-cultural witticisms of Diogenes the Cynic to the 
political philosophy of Augustine, the book gathers together all aspects of later 
ancient thought in a way that is a pleasure to read.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen.
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Listing:

Philosophy in the Islamic World: A history of philosophy without any gaps, 
Volume 3
Adamson, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198818618
544 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2018
A History of Philosophy

The latest in the series based on the popular History of Philosophy podcast, this
volume presents the first full history of philosophy in the Islamic world for a broad
readership. It takes an approach unprecedented among introductions to this 
subject, by providing full coverage of Jewish and Christian thinkers as well as 
Muslims, and by taking the story of philosophy from its beginnings in the world of
early Islam all the way through to the twentieth century.

Peter Adamson is Professor of Late Ancient and Arabic Philosophy at Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen.
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Listing:

The Spirit of the Blitz
Addison, Paul and Crang, Jeremy A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198848509
432 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2020

Drawing on a wide range of intelligence sources from every region of the United
Kingdom, a small team of officials based at the Senate House of the University of
London compiled secret reports on the state of popular morale as the Luftwaffe 
attacked Britain's major towns and cities between September 1940 and May 
1941. Edited and introduced by two leading historians of the period, who tell the 
inside story of Home Intelligence and why it proved so controversial in Whitehall,
the complete and unabridged sequence of reports provide us with a unique and 
extraordinary window into the mindset of the British during a momentous period 
in their history.

Paul Addison was a historian of twentieth century Britain who taught at the 
University of Edinburgh from 1967 to 2005. He was Director of the Centre for 
Second World War Studies at Edinburgh from 1996 to 2005 and a Visiting Fellow
of All Souls from 1990-1991. Jeremy A. Crang is a historian of twentieth-century
Britain who has taught at the University of Edinburgh since 1993.
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Listing:

Churchill : The Unexpected Hero
Addison, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780199297436
322 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2006

During the Second World War, Winston Churchill won two resounding victories.
The first was a victory over Nazi Germany, the second a victory over the legion 
of skeptics who had derided his judgment, denied his claims to greatness, and 
excluded him from high office on the grounds that he was sure to be a danger to
King and Country.  Churchill was the only British politician of the twentieth 
century to become an enduring national hero.  The curious thing is that it 
happened at the age of 65, at a time when he was considered to be a spent 
force, with a track-record of disastrous decisions.

Paul Addison is an Honorary Fellow at the Centre for the Study of the Two World
Wars at the University of Edinburgh.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionar - English/Chinese Dictionary - 3rd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505314

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary - English/Arabic Dictionary - 3rd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505307

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary - English/French Dictionary - 3rd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505338

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary - English/Vietnamese - 3rd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505321

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary 3E English/Spanish Dictionary
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505284

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary 3E Monolingual Dictionary
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194505291

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 10/1/2016

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Farsi: Bilingual Dictionary for Farsi speaking 
teenage and adult students of English - Edition 2
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194740203

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 9/5/2008

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation. Each unit starts with an Intro page (new 
to this edition) and ends with a story page, with single or double-page sub-topics
introducing new words in a realistic visual context and easy-to-learn "chunks. "

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Russian: Bilingual Dictionary for Russian 
speaking teenage and adult students of English
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194740173

paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 8/15/2008

The third edition of the best-selling Oxford Picture Dictionary provides 
unparalleled support for vocabulary teaching to meet the needs of today's 
English language learners.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Brazilian Portuguese: Bilingual Dictionary for 
Brazilian Portuguese speaking teenage and adult students of English - 2nd 
edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740111
316 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 7/20/2008

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation. Each unit starts with an Intro page (new 
to this edition) and ends with a story page, with single or double-page sub-topics
introducing new words in a realistic visual context and easy-to-learn "chunks."

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Haitian Creole: Bilingual Dictionary for Haitian
Creole speaking teenage and adult students of English  - 2nd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740142
316 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 6/15/2008
Oxford Picture Dictionary 2E

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabularydevelopment, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Japanese: Bilingual Dictionary for Japanese 
speaking teenage and adult students of English  - 2nd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740159
320 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 7/20/2008
Oxford Picture Dictionary 2E

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabulary development, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Korean: Bilingual Dictionary for Korean 
speaking teenage and adult students of English  - 2nd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740166
316 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 7/20/2008
Oxford Picture Dictionary 2E

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabularydevelopment, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Thai: Bilingual Dictionary for Thai speaking 
teenage and adult students of English  - 2nd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740180
316 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 9/15/2008
Oxford Picture Dictionary 2E

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabularydevelopment, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Urdu: Bilingual Dictionary for Urdu speaking 
teenage and adult students of English  - 2nd edition
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme and Shapiro, Norma
Oxford University Press .
9780194740210
316 pages
paperback
$36.3
Pub Date: 7/23/2008
Oxford Picture Dictionary 2E

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, 
People, Housing, Food and Recreation.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer and curriculum consultant. 
She is the series director of Step Forward, series editor of Read and Reflect, 
author of Listen First, and the co-author of numerous ESL texts, including The 
Oxford Picture Dictionary. Jayme gives workshops on vocabularydevelopment, 
focused listening, multi-level instruction and communicative teaching techniques
throughout the United States.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary Workplace Skills Builder: Oxford Picture Dictionary 
Workplace Skills Builder
Adelson-Goldstein, Jayme
Oxford University Press .
9780194740753
209 pages
paperback
$30.8
Pub Date: 4/4/2014

The Workplace Skills Builder seamlessly incorporates visuals, exercises, and 
downloadable activities from the internet to create a unique learning experience.

Jayme Adelson-Goldstein is an ESL teacher-trainer, consultant, and author living
in Northridge, California.
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Science, Technology, and Innovation for Sustainable Development Goals: 
Insights from Agriculture, Health, Environment, and Energy
Adenle, Ademola A. / Chertow, Marian R. / Moors, Ellen H. M. / Pannell, David J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190949518
592 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 8/11/2020

Science, Technology, and Innovation for Sustainable Development Goals 
showcases the roles that STI solutions can play in meeting on-the-ground socio-
economic and environmental challenges among domestic and international 
organizations concerned with the SDGs in three overlapping areas: agriculture, 
health, and environment/energy.

Ademola A. Adenle is the founder of the Africa Sustainability Innovation 
Academy. Marian R. Chertow is Associate Professor of Industrial Environmental
Management at the Yale University School of the Environment. Ellen H.M. Moors
is Professor of Innovation and Sustainability at the Copernicus Institute of 
Sustainable Development of Utrecht University. David J. Pannell is Professor of
Agricultural and Resource Economics, University of Western Australia.
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From Above: War, Violence, and Verticality
Adey, Peter / Whitehead, Mark / Williams, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9780199334803
 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2014

The arrival of the aerostatic balloon at the end of the nineteenth century ushered
in a new perspective on the battlefield, taking over from the mount--the hill at the
edge of the field of combat--and the fortified tower positioned within it. Since then
there has been no perspective more culpable in war, violence and security than 
the aerial one. From Above explores the aerial view in new depth and clarity. It 
draws in vivid detail on studies of the aerial perspective today and on rich 
empirical investigations of the aerial view from the past.

Peter Adey is Reader in Human Geography at Royal Holloway, University of 
London. Mark Whitehead is Reader at the Institute of Geography and Earth 
Sciences, Aberystwyth University. Alison Williams is Lecturer in Human 
Geography at the school of Geography, Politics and Sociology, Newcastle 
University.
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Language Unlimited: The Science Behind Our Most Creative Power
Adger, David
Oxford University Press .
9780192843067
272 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021

Human language allows us to plan, communicate, and create new ideas, without
limit. Yet we have only finite experiences, and our languages have finite stores of
words. Drawing on research from neuroscience, psychology, and linguistics, 
David Adger takes us on a journey to the hidden structure behind all we say (or 
sign) and understand.

David Adger is Professor of Linguistics at Queen Mary University of London, 
current President of the Linguistics Association of Great Britain, and inventor of 
the monsters' language for the ITV series Beowulf.
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Metahistory of the Clash of Civilisation: Us and Them Beyond Orientalism
Adib-Moghaddam, Arshin
Oxford University Press .
9780199327300
288 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/22/2010

This book seeks to dispel the myth that we have ever been embroiled in some 
"clash of civilisations. " Adib-Moghaddam traverses various intellectual 
disciplines in order to find a pathway through the conceptual maze that has 
habituated us to think in "tribal" categories.

Arshin Adib-Moghaddam is Reader in Comparative Politics and International 
Relations and Chair of the Centre for Iranian Studies at SOAS, University of 
London.
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Handbook to Life in Ancient Rome
Adkins, Lesley and Adkins, Roy A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195123326
416 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 7/16/1998
150 illustrations. 7-3/8 x 9-1/4 inches

This handy reference provides full access to the 1,200 years of Roman rule from
the 8th century B. C. to the 5th century A. D. , including information that is hard 
to find and even harder to decipher.

Lesley and Roy A. Adkins are both professional archaeologists. They have 
written numerous books together including Dictionary of Roman Religion, An 
Introduction to Archaeology, and Handbook to Life in Ancient Greece.
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The Battle of the Classics: How a Nineteenth-Century Debate Can Save the 
Humanities Today
Adler, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780197518786
272 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/18/2020

This book analyzes crucial episodes in the history of American higher education 
in order to discover the best way to rescue the humanities. It urges apologists to
stop focusing on the humanistic disciplines as inculcators of poorly defined skills
and envisions a globalized approach to education based on humanistic 
masterworks.

Eric Adler is Associate Professor of Classics at the University of Maryland and 
the author of Classics, the Culture Wars, and Beyond and Valorizing the 
Barbarians: Enemy Speeches in Roman Historiography.
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The Battle of the Classics: How a Nineteenth-Century Debate Can Save the 
Humanities Today
Adler, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780197680810
272 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 12/19/2022

This book analyzes crucial episodes in the history of American higher education 
in order to discover the best way to rescue the humanities. It urges apologists to
stop focusing on the humanistic disciplines as inculcators of poorly defined skills
and envisions a globalized approach to education based on humanistic 
masterworks.

Eric Adler is a Professor and Chair of the Department of Classics at the 
University of Maryland. He is the author of Classics, the Culture Wars, and 
Beyond and Valorizing the Barbarians: Enemy Speeches in Roman 
Historiography.
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The Yijing: A Guide
Adler, Joseph A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190072469
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/18/2022
GUIDES TO SACRED TEXTS SERIES.

This book provides an introduction for the general reader to this classic sacred 
text. Joseph A. Adler explains the Yijing's multi-layered structure, its origins, its 
history of interpretation from the early first millennium BCE up to the present day,
its function of divination, its significance in the history of Chinese thought, and its
modern transformations.

Joseph A. Adler received his Ph.D. in Religious Studies from the University of 
California at Santa Barbara in 1984, with a dissertation on Zhu Xi's 
understanding of the Yijing. Most of his work has focused on the religious 
dimensions of Neo-Confucianism in China.
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Measuring Social Welfare: An Introduction
Adler, Matthew D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190643034
336 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2019

This book provides an accessible yet rigorous overview of the social welfare 
function (SWF) as a tool for evaluating governmental policies.

Matthew D. Adler is the Richard A. Horvitz Professor of Law and Professor of 
Economics, Philosophy, and Public Policy at Duke University, and is the founding
director of the Duke Center for Law, Economics and Public Policy. His 
scholarship is interdisciplinary, drawing from both welfare economics and 
normative ethics.
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The 99 Percent Economy: How Democratic Socialism Can Overcome the Crises
of Capitalism
Adler, Paul S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197656952
248 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
CLARENDON LECTURES IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES.

A pragmatic vision of how democratic socialism can overcome the economic, 
workplace, political, environmental, social, and international crises that we face 
today.

Paul S. Adler is the Harold Quinton Chair of Business Policy, and Professor of 
Management and Organization, Environmental Studies, and Sociology at the 
University of Southern California. In 2014-15, he served as President of the 
Academy of Management, the leading organization of management scholars.
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The Mind's Ear: Exercises for Improving the Musical Imagination for Performers,
Composers, and Listeners - 3rd edition
Adolphe, Bruce
Oxford University Press .
9780197576328
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/5/2021

The Mind's Ear is a unique and fun series of games, exercises, and essays 
designed to inspire musical creativity and spark the imagination of musicians and
music students at all levels. The book can be used in workshops, classes, online
sessions, private lessons, and by a reader alone. Based on theatre games, these
exercises offer new ways to engage with musical creativity.

Bruce Adolphe is Resident Lecturer and Director of Family Concerts for the 
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center in New York. A composer of 
international renown, Adolphe's works are performed by such outstanding artists
as Itzhak Perlman, Yo-Yo Ma, Joshua Bell, and over 60 symphony orchestras 
worldwide.
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Salafism Goes Global
Adraoui, Mohamed-Ali
Oxford University Press .
9780190062460
248 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2020

Adraoui explores the Salafis' individual trajectories, their relationship with politics,
and their vision of the world and of modernity, in order to understand how quietist
Salafis negotiate their social identities and religious obligations in the Western 
context.

Mohamed-Ali Adraoui is a political scientist and international historian, whose 
main fields of research deal with radical and political Islam. He has written 
extensively on the issues of Salafism, Jihadism, political Islam, Islam in the West
and the U. S. foreign policy in the Arab world.
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The Migration-Development Regime: How Class Shapes Indian Emigration
Agarwala, Rina
Oxford University Press .
9780197586402
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2022
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES.

In The Migration-Development Regime, Rina Agarwala seeks to understand how
international migration is affecting sending countries and migrants themselves. 
Specifically, she examines the case of India, the world's largest emigrant 
exporter and the world's largest remittance receiver. Rather than seeing 
emigration as simply a neoliberal disaster or a panacea for globalization, this 
book shows how the Indian state has long used and controlled its poor and elite
emigrants differently to further Indian development, and how Indian emigrants 
have differentially reacted to state practices over time. These findings help 
Agarwala expose what is truly novel about India's contemporary emigration 
practices, which have deepened class inequalities within India more than ever 
before.

Rina Agarwala is Associate Professor of Sociology at Johns Hopkins University.
Agarwala is the award-winning author of Informal Labor, Formal Politics and 
Dignified Discontent in India (2013) and coeditor of Whatever Happened to 
Class? Reflections from South Asia (2016).
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More Than Genes
Agin, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780195381504
416 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/2/2009

In More Than Genes, Dan Agin marshals new scientific evidence to argue that 
the fetal environment can be just as crucial as genetic hard-wiring or even later 
environment in determining our intelligence and behavior.

Dan Agin is Emeritus Associate Professor of Molecular Genetics and Cell 
Biology at the University of Chicago. The author of Junk Science: How 
Politicians, Corporations, and Other Hucksters Betray Us, he writes a column on
science and politics for The Huffington Post.
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The Gene's-Eye View of Evolution
Agren, J. Arvid
Oxford University Press .
9780192872593
256 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/22/2023

The central aim of this accessible book is to show how the gene's-eye view 
differs from the traditional organismal account of evolution, trace its historical 
origins, clarify typical misunderstandings and, by using examples from 
contemporary experimental work, show why so many evolutionary biologists still
consider it an indispensable heuristic.

J. Arvid Agren is a Wenner-Gren Fellow at the Evolutionary Biology Centre at 
Uppsala University, Sweden. His research focuses on genomic conflicts and he 
has published widely on their biology and implications for evolutionary theory.
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The Gene's-Eye View of Evolution
Agren, J. Arvid
Oxford University Press .
9780198862260
256 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2021

The central aim of this accessible book is to show how the gene's-eye view 
differs from the traditional organismal account of evolution, trace its historical 
origins, clarify typical misunderstandings and, by using examples from 
contemporary experimental work, show why so many evolutionary biologists still
consider it an indispensable heuristic.

J. Arvid Agren is a Wenner-Gren Fellow at the Department of Organismic and 
Evolutionary Biology at Harvard University, USA. His research focuses on 
genomic conflicts and he has published widely on their biology and implications 
for evolutionary theory.
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Documentary Resistance: Social Change and Participatory Media
Aguayo, Angela J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190676223
296 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2019

Documentary Resistance: Social Change and Participatory Media offers a new 
approach to understanding the networked capacity of documentary media to 
create public commons areas. This book is distinctive in approach, 
understanding how struggles for social justice are reflected on the documentary 
screen but social change interventions begins before and beyond.

Angela J. Aguayo is Associate Professor of Cinema and Digital Culture at 
Southern Illinois University.
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Cyclops: The Myth and its Cultural History
Aguirre, Mercedes and Buxton, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198713777
448 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/22/2020

This book provides a detailed, innovative, and richly illustrated study of the myths
relating to the Cyclopes from classical antiquity until the present day.

Mercedes Aguirre holds the post of Profesora Contratada Doctora at the 
Department of Classical Philology in the Universidad Complutense in Madrid. 
She is also currently a Visiting Fellow in the University of Bristol. Richard Buxton
is Emeritus Professor of Greek Language and Literature at the University of 
Bristol, specialising in the study of ancient Greek mythology, literature, and 
religion.
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Dementia with Lewy Bodies and Parkinson's Disease Dementia: Patient, Family,
and Clinician Working Together for Better Outcomes
Ahlskog, J. Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780199977567
288 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2013

In Dementia with Lewy Bodies and Parkinson's Disease Dementia, Dr. J. Eric 
Ahlskog draws on 30 years of clinical and research work at Mayo Clinic to arm 
patients and families with crucial information that will enable them to work in 
tandem with their doctors.

J. Eric Ahlskog, PhD, MD, is Professor of Neurology at the Mayo Medical School,
and Chair of the Mayo Section of Movement Disorders, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota. Widely considered to be a leading authority on this disorder, he has
more than 30 years of experience treating people with Parkinson's Disease, both
in the clinic as a full-time, patient-seeing neurologist, and as a clinical-
investigator responsible for PD treatment protocols.
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Jihad & Co.: Black Markets and Islamist Power
Ahmad, Aisha
Oxford University Press .
9780190067939
336 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

In Jihad & Co. , Aisha Ahmad argues that there are concrete economic reasons
behind Islamist success. By tracking the economic activities of jihadist groups in
Afghanistan, Somalia, Pakistan, Mali, and Iraq, she uncovers an unlikely actor in
bringing Islamist groups to power: the local business community.

Aisha Ahmad is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Toronto.
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I Feel No Peace: Rohingya Fleeing Over Seas and Rivers
Ahmed, Kaamil
Oxford University Press .
9781787389311
272 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2023

The travails of the Rohingya in exile, presented in vivid, powerful detail by an 
award-winning reporter.

Kaamil Ahmed is a journalist at The Guardian, covering international 
development, who previously lived in and reported from Jerusalem, Bangladesh
and Turkey. Kaamil was born in East London and studied at Queen Mary 
University of London. This is his first book.
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RoboCop
Ahmed, Omar
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325253
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018
Constellations

RoboCop, Dutch director Paul Verhoeven's first American film, was both a 
commercial and (surprise) critical hit on release in 1987.  Marking its thirtieth 
anniversary, this volume explores the film from a variety of critical approaches, 
including rereading RoboCop as a Western; the neofascist corporatization of the
human body; satire, late-Reagan America and the rise of neoliberalism; 
resurrection, death, and the figure of the cyborg in science fiction; and the legacy
of the film across American cinema and within Verhoeven's own body of work, 
which includes Total Recall and Starship Troopers, both of which develop further
ideological interests about American culture.

Omar Ahmed is a UK-based scholar and the author of Studying Indian Cinema 
(Auteur, 2014).
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Studying Indian Cinema
Ahmed, Omar
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733674
300 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2015
.
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Studying Indian Cinema
Ahmed, Omar
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733681
300 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 6/30/2015

This book traces the historical evolution of Indian cinema through a number of 
key decades.  The book is made up of 14 chapters with each chapter focusing on
one key film, the chosen films analysed in their wider social, political and 
historical context whilst a concerted engagement with various ideological strands
that underpin each film is also evident.  In addition to exploring the films in their 
wider contexts, the author analyses selected sequences through the conceptual 
framework common to both film and media studies.  This includes a 
consideration of narrative, genre, representation, audience and mise-en-scene.

Omar Ahmed is a UK-based scholar and the author of Studying Indian Cinema 
(Auteur, 2014).
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Break all the Borders: Separatism and the Reshaping of the Middle East
Ahram, Ariel I.
Oxford University Press .
9780190917388
280 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/6/2019
1 black and white illustrationsline drawing

Since 2011, civil wars and state failure have beset the Arab world, underlying the
misalignment between national borders and identity in the region. This book 
offers a unique and detailed account of the separatist movements that aim to 
remake those borders-the southern movement in Yemen, the federalists in 
eastern Libya, the Kurdish nationalists in Syria and Iraq, and the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Instead of focusing on incumbent states, the book shows 
how separatists claim the mantle of self-determination and seek to replace a 
broken regional order with more legitimate and stabile polities.

Ariel I. Ahram is Associate Professor in the Virginia Tech School of Public and 
International Affairs in Alexandria, Virginia, and non-resident fellow at Rice 
University's Baker Institute for Public Policy.
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Comparative Area Studies: Methodological Rationales and Cross-Regional 
Applications
Ahram, Ariel I. / Köllner, Patrick / Sil, Rudra
Oxford University Press .
9780190846381
320 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

In Comparative Area Studies, three leading figures in the field have gathered an 
international group of scholars in a volume that promises to be a landmark in a 
resurgent field. The book upholds two basic convictions: that intensive regional 
research remains indispensable to the social sciences and that this research 
needs to employ comparative referents from other regions to demonstrate its 
broader relevance.

Ariel I. Ahram is associate professor of government and international affairs in 
Virginia Tech's School of Public and International Affairs. Patrick Köllner is vice 
president of the German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA), director of 
the GIGA Institute of Asian Studies, and professor of political science at the 
University of Hamburg, Germany. Rudra Sil is professor of political science at the
University of Pennsylvania where he is also SAS Director of the Huntsman 
Program in International Studies & Business.
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Internal Security in India: Violence, Order, and the State
Ahuja, Amit and Kapur, Devesh
Oxford University Press .
9780197660348
392 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2023
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES. 40 b/w line drawings; 1 map; 11 tables

In Internal Security in India, Amit Ahuja, Devesh Kapur, and a cast of leading 
scholars on the subject focus on India's security and the threats it faces, 
including insurgencies, terrorist attacks, caste and communal violence, riots, and
electoral violence. As the contributors in this volume analyze how the Indian 
State has managed the core concern of internal security over time, they address
these questions: How well has India controlled violence and preserved order? 
How have the approaches and capacity of the State evolved to attain these twin
objectives? And what implications do the State's approach towards internal 
security have for civil liberties and the quality of democracy?

Amit Ahuja is an Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science at 
the University of California at Santa Barbara. Devesh Kapur is Starr Foundation
South Asia Studies Professor and Asia Programs Director at the Paul H Nitze 
School of Advanced International Studies at Johns Hopkins University.Discount:
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Mobilizing the Marginalized: Ethnic Parties without Ethnic Movements
Ahuja, Amit
Oxford University Press .
9780190916435
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/26/2019
Modern South Asia Series

In Mobilizing the Marginalized, Amit Ahuja shows how social movements by 
marginalized ethnic groups - those who are stigmatized by others and 
disproportionately poor - undermine bloc voting to generate competition for 
marginalized citizens' votes across political parties.

Amit Ahuja is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara.
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Exporting the Rapture: John Nelson Darby and the Victorian Conquest of North-
American Evangelicalism
Akenson, Donald H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190882709
520 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/11/2018

 In Discovering the End of Time (2016) Donald Harman Akenson traced the 
emergence of the primary packaging of modern apocalyptic millennialism back to
southern Ireland in the 1820s and '30s. In Exporting the Rapture, he documents 
for the first time how the complex theological construction that has come to 
dominate modern evangelical thought was enhulled in an organizational system 
that made it exportable from the British Isles to North America-- and 
subsequently around the world.

Donald Harman Akenson grew up in Minnesota, received his B.A. from Yale and
his Ph.D. from Harvard, and is Douglas Professor of Canadian and Colonial 
History, Queen's University, Ontario. He has published several award-winning 
books on the history of Ireland and on the development of the Judeo-Christian 
tradition.Discount:
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Invisible Agents: Women and Espionage in Seventeenth-Century Britain
Akkerman, Nadine
Oxford University Press .
9780198849421
288 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2020

The very first study to analyse the role of early modern women spies, 
demonstrating that the allegedly-male world of the spy was more than merely 
infiltrated by women. This compelling and ground-breaking contribution to the 
history of espionage details a series of case studies in which women - from 
playwright to postmistress, from lady-in-waiting to laundry woman - acted as 
spies, sourcing and passing on confidential information on account of political 
and religious convictions or to obtain money or power.

Nadine Akkerman is Reader in early modern English Literature at Leiden 
University and Visiting Fellow at All Souls College, Oxford.
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Invisible Agents: Women and Espionage in Seventeenth-Century Britain
Akkerman, Nadine
Oxford University Press .
9780198823018
288 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018

The very first study to analyse the role of early modern women spies, 
demonstrating that the allegedly-male world of the spy was more than merely 
infiltrated by women. This compelling and ground-breaking contribution to the 
history of espionage details a series of case studies in which women - from 
playwright to postmistress, from lady-in-waiting to laundry woman - acted as 
spies, sourcing and passing on confidential information on account of political 
and religious convictions or to obtain money or power.

Nadine Akkerman is a Reader in Early Modern English Literature at Leiden 
University.
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Playing with Fire: Deepened Financial Integration and Changing Vulnerabilities of
the Global South
Akyuz, Yilmaz
Oxford University Press .
9780198797173
288 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2017
Critical frontiers of theory, research, and policy in international development 
studies

A comprehensive account of financial integration of emerging and developing 
countries supported by a wealth of data and information. Includes discussion of 
new vulnerabilities to external financial shocks. Aids understanding of 
destabilizing interactions between key international markets for emerging and 
developing countries through a new concept of commodity-finance nexus. Takes
a critical look at foreign direct investment

Dr Yilmaz Akyuz is former Director of Division on Globalization and Development
Strategies at UNCTAD, principal author and head of the team preparing the 
Trade and Development Report, and coordinator of research support to the 
Group-of-24 in the IMF on International Monetary and Financial Issues.
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Richard Whitford's Dyuers Holy Instrucyons and Teachynges Very Necessary for
the Helth of Mannes Soule
Alakas, Brandon
Oxford University Press .
9781802078466
224 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/3/2023
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP. 2 black and white illustrations

Published in 1541, Richard Whitford's Dyuers Holy Instrucyons is the only Syon 
text printed after the dissolution of the monasteries. This text thus offers modern
readers a rare perspective on the concerns of those faithful to the old religion 
and affirms the continuation of late medieval Catholic piety following the 
Reformation.

Brandon Alakas is Assistant Professor of English at the University of Alberta. 
Stephanie Morley is Assistant Professor in the Department of English Language
and Literature at Saint Mary's University, Halifax.
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A Biography of Loneliness: The History of an Emotion
Alberti, Fay Bound
Oxford University Press .
9780198811350
320 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 3/14/2021

 'A compassionate, wide-ranging study. ' Terry Eagleton, The Guardian Despite 
21st-century fears of a modern 'epidemic' of loneliness, its history has been 
sorely neglected.  A Biography of Loneliness is the first history of its kind to be 
published in English, offering a radically new interpretation of loneliness as an 
emotional language and experience.  Using letters and diaries, philosophical 
tracts, political discussions, and medical literature from the eighteenth century to
the present, historian of the emotions Fay Bound Alberti argues that loneliness is
not an ahistorical, universal phenomenon.

Dr Fay Bound Alberti is a writer and cultural historian. She has taught at UK 
universities, including Manchester, Lancaster, Queen Mary, UCL and York, and 
researches the histories of gender, emotion, health, and medicine.
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All That Glittered: Britain's Most Precious Metal from Adam Smith to the Gold 
Rush
Alborn, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780190603519
276 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2019

A wide ranging work that brings together the intellectual, cultural, political and 
economic history of gold in modern British history and its interaction with the 
world.

Timothy Alborn is Professor of History at Lehman College and the City University
of New York Graduate Center. He is the author of Conceiving Companies: Joint-
Stock Politics in Victorian England and Regulated Lives: Life Insurance and 
British Society, 1800-1914.
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How to Land: Finding Ground in an Unstable World
Albright, Ann Cooper
Oxford University Press .
9780190873684
240 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2018

How to Land: Finding Ground in an Unstable World foregrounds the importance
of embodiment as a means of surviving the disorientation of our twenty-first 
century world.

Ann Cooper Albright is Professor and Chair of Dance at Oberlin College, and 
author of Engaging Bodies: the Politics and Poetics of Corporeality (2013); 
Modern Gestures: Abraham Walkowitz Draws Isadora Duncan Dancing (2010); 
Traces of Light: Absence and Presence in the Work of Loie Fuller (2007); 
Choreographing Difference: the Body and Identity in Contemporary Dance 
(1997).
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How to Think About Abstract Algebra
Alcock, Lara
Oxford University Press .
9780198843382
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2021

How to Think about Abstract Algebra provides an engaging and readable 
introduction to its subject, which encompasses group theory and ring theory.

Lara Alcock is a Reader in Mathematics Education at Loughborough University.
She collaborates with colleagues, PhD students and project students to conduct 
research on mathematical thinking and learning, specializing in reasoning among
undergraduate mathematics students and professional mathematicians.
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Mathematics Rebooted: A Fresh Approach to Understanding
Alcock, Lara
Oxford University Press .
9780198803799
256 pages
hardcover
$33.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2017

Engaging narrative style. Focus on vertical links between mathematical 
concepts. Detailed mathematical explanations informed by research in 
mathematics education and psychology. Over 200 diagrams and a full range of 
verbal, logical and (in some cases) algebraic explanations. Numerous non-
obligatory questions for the reader for follow up

Lara Alcock is a Reader in Mathematics Education. She earned a BSc and MSc 
in Mathematics and a PhD in Mathematics Education at the University of 
Warwick, then spent four years at Rutgers University and two at Essex before 
taking up her present post in the Mathematics Education Centre at 
Loughborough, where she is now Head of Department.
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A New Handbook for Singers and Teachers
Alderson, Richard and Alderson, Ann
Oxford University Press .
9780190920456
328 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/25/2020

With the singer-instructor relationship in mind, Richard and Ann Alderson's A 
New Handbook for Singers and Teachers presents a fresh, detailed guide about
how to sing and how to teach singing.

Dr. Richard Alderson, professor emeritus of voice and opera, served thirty years 
in the School of Music of Northwestern University. Dr. Alderson has also been an
active professional opera director, conductor, and singer.
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The Production of Houses
Alexander, Christopher (with Howard  Davis, Julio Martinez, Don Corner)
Oxford University Press .
9780195032239
381 pages
hardcover
$99
Pub Date: 6/13/1985

The book centers around a group of buildings which Alexander and his 
associates built in 1976 in northern Mexico. Each house is different and the book
explains how each family helped to lay out and construct its own home according
to the family's own needs and in the framework of the pattern language.

Christopher Alexander is a builder, craftsman, general contractor, architect, 
painter, and teacher. He taught from 1963 to 2002 as Professor of Architecture at
the University of California, Berkeley, and is now Professor Emeritus. He has 
spent his life running construction projects, experimenting with new building 
methods and materials, and crafting carefully articulated buildings--all to advance
the idea that people can build environments in which they will thrive.
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A New Theory of Urban Design
Alexander, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780195037531
272 pages
hardcover
$67.95
Pub Date: 11/19/1987

It presents a new theory of architecture, building, and planning which has, at its 
core, that age old process by which the people of a society have always pulled 
the order of their world from their own being- its forms, in essence, the basis for a
new traditional post-industrial architecture created by the people.

Christopher Alexander is a builder, craftsman, general contractor, architect, 
painter, and teacher. He taught from 1963 to 2002 as Professor of Architecture at
the University of California, Berkeley, and is now Professor Emeritus. He has 
spent his life running construction projects, experimenting with new building 
methods and materials, and crafting carefully articulated buildings--all to advance
the idea that people can build environments in which they will thrive.
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The Oregon Experiment
Alexander, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780195018240
202 pages
hardcover
$62.95
Pub Date: 12/11/1975

After a ten-year silence, Christopher Alexander and his colleagues at the Center
for Environmental Structure are not publishing a major statement in the form of 
three works which will, in their words, 'lay the basis for an entirely new approach 
to architecture, building, and planning, which will, we hope, replace existing ideas
and practices entirely. '

Christopher Alexander is a builder, craftsman, general contractor, architect, 
painter, and teacher. He taught from 1963 to 2002 as Professor of Architecture at
the University of California, Berkeley, and is now Professor Emeritus. He has 
spent his life running construction projects, experimenting with new building 
methods and materials, and crafting carefully articulated buildings--all to advance
the idea that people can build environments in which they will thrive.
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Catherine the Great: Life and Legend
Alexander, John T.
Oxford University Press .
9780195061628
460 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/9/1989

Catherine the Great, the first popular biography of the empress based on 
contemporary scholarship, provides a vivid portrait of Catherine as a mother, a 
lover, and, above all, an extremely savvy ruler.

John T. Alexander is Professor of History and Soviet and East European Studies
at the University of Kansas.
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Representation and the Electoral College
Alexander, Robert M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190939434
232 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Focusing on the controversial 2016 election, in which Trump received nearly 
three million fewer popular votes than Clinton, Representation and the Electoral
College shows how the Electoral College acts on behalf of the American public 
and determines election outcomes.

Robert M. Alexander is a professor of political science at Ohio Northern 
University in Ada, Ohio. He is the author of four books and has served on the 
National Executive Committee for Pi Sigma Alpha and on the National Liaison 
Advisory Board for The Washington Center for Internships and Academic 
Seminars.
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Young Muslim America: Faith, Community, and Belonging
Ali, Muna
Oxford University Press .
9780190664435
360 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/5/2018

Young Muslim America explores the perspectives and identities of the American
descendants of immigrant Muslims and converts to Islam.

Muna Ali is an anthropologist and a visiting researcher at the School of Human 
Evolution and Social Change at Arizona State University.
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Earthly Order: How Natural Laws Define Human Life
Ali, Saleem
Oxford University Press .
9780197640272
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/15/2022
44 illustrations

As global leaders worry about a new world order following the pandemic, Earthly
Order: How Natural Laws Define Human Life considers how such 
pronouncements are ultimately dependent on natural laws, which need to be 
understood by the public, to foster sustainable economic and political systems.

Saleem H. Ali was born in New Bedford, Massachusetts but grew up in Lahore, 
Pakistan until his college years, receiving his Bachelor's degree in Chemistry 
from Tufts University, and his Masters and Ph.D. degrees in environmental policy
and planning at Yale and MIT, respectively. He currently holds the Blue and Gold
Distinguished Professorship in Geography and Spatial Sciences at the University
of Delaware.
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Raciolinguistics: How Language Shapes Our Ideas About Race
Alim, H. Samy / Rickford, John R. / Ball, Arnetha F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197521106
400 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

Raciolinguistics reveals the central role that language plays in shaping our ideas
about race and vice versa.

H. Samy Alim is Professor of Education and, by courtesy, Anthropology and 
Linguistics at Stanford University, where he directs the Center for Race, 
Ethnicity, and Language (CREAL), the Institute for Diversity in the Arts (IDA), and
African & African American Studies (AAAS). John R. Rickford is the J.E. Wallace
Sterling Professor of Linguistics and the Humanities at Stanford University and 
the current President of the Linguistic Society of America. Arnetha F. Ball is a 
Professor in the Stanford Graduate School of Education and former President of
the American Educational Research Association.
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Lost Islamic History: Reclaiming Muslim Civilisation from the Past
Alkhateeb, Firas
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043977
256 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2014

Islam has been one of the most powerful religious, social and political forces in 
history. Over the last 1400 years, from origins in Arabia, a succession of Muslim
polities and later empires expanded to control territories and peoples that 
ultimately stretched from southern France to East Africa and South East Asia. 
Yet many of the contributions of Muslim thinkers, scientists and theologians, not 
to mention rulers, statesmen and soldiers, have been occluded. This book 
rescues from oblivion and neglect some of these personalities and institutions 
while offering the reader a new narrative of this lost Islamic history.

Firas Alkhateeb is an American researcher, writer and historian who specialises 
in the Islamic world. He completed his BA in History from the University of Illinois,
Chicago, in 2010 and has since been teaching Islamic history at Universal 
School in Bridgeview, Illinois. He founded and writes the website Lost Islamic 
History.Discount:
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Lost Islamic History: Reclaiming Muslim Civilisation from the Past
Alkhateeb, Firas
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046893
248 pages
paperback
$19.5
Pub Date: 11/15/2017

A lively and eye-opening popular history of Islamic civilization.  Many of the 
contributions of Muslim thinkers, scientists, and theologians, not to mention 
rulers, statesmen and soldiers, have been left out of the history books--this book
seeks to redress that. Includes portraits of key personalities, inventions and little-
known historical nuggets

Firas Alkhateeb is an American researcher, writer and historian who specialises 
in the Islamic world. He completed his BA in History from the University of Illinois,
Chicago, in 2010 and has since been teaching Islamic history at Universal 
School in Bridgeview, Illinois. He founded and writes the website Lost Islamic 
History.
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A Dictionary of Geology and Earth Sciences
Allaby, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198839033
720 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. c.200

A Dictionary of Geology and Earth Sciences contains more than 10,000 entries 
covering all areas of geoscience, including planetary science, oceanography, 
palaeontology, mineralogy, and volcanology. In this edition, 675 new entries 
have been added, along with three new appendices, and web links have been 
fully revised and updated.

Michael Allaby has written many books on environmental science and especially
on climatology and meteorology. These include the Encyclopedia of Weather and
Climate; The Facts On File Weather and Climate Handbook; and the DK Guide 
to Weather. He is the General Editor of the Oxford dictionaries of Ecology, 
Zoology, and Plant Sciences.
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Oxford Dictionary of Zoology
Allaby, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198845089
720 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2020

Over 6,000 entries, all fully revised and updated. Covers all aspects of zoology, 
including ecology, animal behaviour, evolution, earth history, zoogeography, 
genetics, and physiology.

Michael Allaby has written many books on environmental science and especially
on climatology and meteorology. These include the Encyclopedia of Weather and
Climate, the Facts on File Weather and Climate Handbook, and the DK Guide to
Weather. He is the General Editor of several Oxford dictionaries, including Plant
Sciences, Geology and Earth Sciences, Ecology, and Environment and 
Conservation.
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A Dictionary of Environment and Conservation
Allaby, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780199641666
512 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 2/7/2013

Thoroughly revised and updated to include the latest research in the field, A 
Dictionary of Environment and Conservation provides over 9,000 alphabetically 
arranged entries on scientific and social aspects of the environment, including 
concise and authoritative information on key thinkers, treaties, movements, 
organizations, concepts, and theories.

Michael Allaby has written many books on environmental science and especially
on climatology and meteorology. He is the General Editor of several Oxford 
Dictionaries, including the Dictionaries of Earth Sciences, Ecology, Plant 
Sciences, and Zoology. Chris Park is a Professor Emeritus at Lancaster 
University where he was Director of the Graduate School from 2001 to 2009. His
books include The Environment: Principals and Applications.
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Sacred Bovines: The Ironies of Misplaced Assumptions in Biology
Allchin, Douglas
Oxford University Press .
9780190490362
264 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/17/2017

Some assumptions about biology are so deeply rooted in our thinking that they 
seem beyond question. These concepts - expressed in playful jargon - are our 
sacred bovines. With a light-hearted spirit, Douglas Allchin sets out to challenge
many of these common beliefs about science and life. Allchin draws on 
fascinating insights from science to illustrate the ironies in many widespread 
beliefs.

Douglass Allchin is is a historian and philosopher of science and science 
educator. He holds a PhD in Conceptual Foundations of Science from the 
University of Chicago. He has taught at the University of Minnesota since 2001.
Allchin has published extensively on history of science, philosophy of science 
and science education.
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Greenbank House and the University of Liverpool: A History
Allen, Adrian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856196
256 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
100 color illustrations

Chronicles the development of Greenbank House as the home of the Rathbone 
family from 1788 until 1944 and its subsequent use as a Hall of Residence and 
then as a popular staff - student club, until the most recent major restoration of its
distinctive 18th century, Gothic, and Victorian wings.

Adrian Allan served as Assistant Archivist, later University Archivist, from 1970 
until his retirement in 2008.
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Living in Time: The Philosophy of Henri Bergson
Allen, Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780197671610
264 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/13/2023
4 b/w figures

Barry Allen here explains the philosophical ideas of Henri Bergson, a French 
philosopher prominent in the early 20th century. Allen puts forward Bergson as 
worthy of re-appraisal, and explains and interprets the arguments across 
Bergson's work in order to show why they are relevant to  Anglophone 
philosophy today. A chapter is devoted to each of Bergson's four major works, 
explaining his theories of time, perception, memory, and panpsychic 
consciousness, his innovative concept of virtual existence, his objection to 
Darwin, his controversy with Einstein, his philosophy of creative evolution, and 
his social philosophy of closed and open society.

Barry Allen is Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy at McMaster 
University, in Hamilton, Ontario. He has held visiting appointments at universities
in Jerusalem, Shanghai, Istanbul, and Hong Kong, and is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Canada. He is the author of Empiricisms and Vanishing Into Things: 
Knowledge in Chinese Tradition.
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Driverless Finance: Fintech's Impact on Financial Stability
Allen, Hilary J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197626801
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/13/2022

Driverless Finance explores the threats that different fintech innovations pose for
our financial system. With in-depth and accessible descriptions of new financial 
technologies and business models - ranging from distributed ledgers to machine 
learning, cryptoassets to robo-investing - this book allows readers to think more 
critically about fintech, and about how the law should respond to it.

Hilary J. Allen is a Professor at the American University Washington College of 
Law, where she teaches courses in corporate law and financial regulation.
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Al and Al
Allen, Karen (edditor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311482
63 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 8/15/2008
Eternal Youth

Al & Al's spectacular computer-generated videos radically re-appropriate 
contemporary pop culture through an inventive use of celebrity icons, live action
performance and animation special effects.

Al and Al built their own blue screen special effects studio after graduating from
Saint Martin Art School in 2001. They have received numerous awards for their
work from such organizations as the Arts Council England, Channel 4, Film 
London, Acme, and the Center of Attention Arts.
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Jump Up!: Caribbean Carnival Music in New York
Allen, Ray
Oxford University Press .
9780190656850
304 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2019

Jump Up! Caribbean Carnival Music in New York City presents the first thorough
history of calypso and steelband music outside the Caribbean, that emerged first
in Harlem and later, Brooklyn.

Ray Allen is Professor of Music and American Studies at Brooklyn College, 
CUNY, where he teaches classes on American music, world music, and urban 
folk culture. His research has ranged from African American gospel, Caribbean 
Carnival music, and the folk music revival to the works of composers Ruth 
Crawford Seeger and George Gershwin.
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Heroes: What They Do and Why We Need Them
Allison, Scott T. and Goethals, George R.
Oxford University Press .
9780199739745

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2010

In Heroes, Scott T. Allison and George R. Goethals offer a stimulating tour of the
psychology of heroism, shedding light on what heroism and villainy mean to most
people and why heroes--both real people and fictional characters--are so vital to
our lives.

Scott T. Allison is Professor of Psychology at the University of Richmond. 
George R. Goethals holds the E. Claiborne Robins Distinguished Professorship 
in Leadership Studies at the University of Richmond.
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Experimentalisms in Practice: Music Perspectives from Latin America
Alonso-Minutti, Ana R. / Herrera, Eduardo / Madrid, Alejandro L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190842758
368 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 1/29/2018

Experimentalisms in Practice explores the multiple sites in which 
experimentalism emerges and becomes meaningful beyond Eurocentric 
interpretative frameworks. Challenging the notion of experimentalism as defined 
in conventional narratives, contributors take a broad approach to a wide variety 
of Latin@ and Latin American music traditions conceived or perceived as 
experimental.

Ana R. Alonso- Minutti is associate professor of music and faculty affiliate of the
Latin American and Iberian Institute at the University of New Mexico. Eduardo 
Herrera is assistant professor in ethnomusicology and music history at Rutgers,
The State University of New Jersey. Alejandro L. Madrid is author or editor of 
more than half a dozen books and edited volumes about the intersection of 
modernity, tradition, globalization, and ethnic identity in popular and art music, 
dance, and expressive culture of Mexico, the US- Mexico border, and the circum-
Caribbean.
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A Dark Path to Freedom: Rusi Nazar from the Red Army to the CIA
Altayli, Enver
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046978
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

The startling biography of a native Turkestani whose pursuit of self-determination
for his country saw him serve the Nazis in World War II, the Red Army, and the 
CIA at the height of the Cold War.  The author draws on his years of friendship 
and recorded interviews with Nazar for over half a century. Paints a thrilling 
portrait of the struggle of various nationalities for independence through some of
the most climatic events of the twentieth century

Enver Altayli is one of Turkey's leading specialists on Central Asia and a former 
intelligence officer. A close friend of Rusi Nazar for over half a century, his 
biography is based on many weeks of recorded interviews, as well as his own 
scholarship on Turkistan and the history of espionage during the Cold War.
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A Dialogue on Consciousness
Alter, Torin and Howell, Robert J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195375299
128 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 1/13/2009

In recent years, the problem of consciousness has developed into one of the 
most important and hotly contested areas in the philosophy of mind. Many 
philosophers regard consciousness as an entirely physical phenomenon, yet it 
seems to elude scientific explanation. On the other hand, viewing consciousness
as a nonphysical phenomenon brings up even larger issues. If consciousness is
not physical, how can it be explained? Concise, up-to-date, and engaging, A 
Dialogue on Consciousness explores these issues in depth.

Torin Alter is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Alabama. He
holds a Ph.D. in philosophy from UCLA. Robert J. Howell is Assistant Professor
of Philosophy at Southern Methodist University. He holds a Ph.D. in philosophy 
from Brown University.
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National-Level Spatial Planning in Democratic Countries: An International 
Comparison of City and Regional Policy-Making
Alterman, Rachelle (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238454
168 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2001

Challenging common assumptions, this comparative international study finds that
there seems to be a modest trend whereby, on the threshold of the 21st century,
national-level planning has grown in importance in democratic, advanced-
economy countries.

Rachelle Alterman holds the David Azrieli Chair in Town Planning at the 
Technion, Haifa. Her extensive research on planning theory, comparative 
planning law and comparative land policy has been published internationally in 
leading journals, and she is the author of several books.
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The Thinking Manager's Toolbox: Effective Processes for Problem Solving and 
Decision Making
Altier, William J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195131963
240 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/18/1999
Classical presences

This volume is the first to examine this phenomenon in depth, treating examples 
from history, philosophy, literature, psychoanalysis, and art history, from antiquity
to the present, to examine how the Romans' faults have become the basis for 
creative experimentation, for rejections of prevailing ideology, even for comedy 
and delight.

William J. Altier is the President of Princeton Associates, Inc. He lives in 
Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
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Public Secrets: Race and Colour in Colonial and Independent Jamaica
Altink, Henrice
Oxford University Press .
9781802077360
280 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP.

Through case studies on, amongst others, the labour market, education, the 
family and legal system, this book examines the salience and silence of race and
colour in Jamaica in the decades preceding and following independence and its 
impact on individuals and society.

Henrice Altink is a Reader in Modern History and Co-Director of the 
Interdisciplinary Global Development Centre at the University of York.
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Debating Pornography
Altman, Andrew and Watson, Lori
Oxford University Press .
9780199358717
336 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2018
Debating Ethics Series

This volume takes an unusual but radical approach by analyzing pornography 
philosophically. Philosophers Andrew Altman and Lori Watson recalibrate 
debates by viewing pornography from distinctly ethical platforms - namely, does
a person's right to produce and consume pornography supersede a person's 
right to protect herself from something often violent and deeply misogynistic?

Andrew Altman is Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy at Georgia 
State University. Lori Watson is Professor and Chair of Philosophy at University
of San Diego and affiliate faculty in the School of Law.
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Heathen, Hindoo, Hindu: American Representations of India, 1721-1893
Altman, Michael J.
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190873752
200 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Heathen, Hindoo, Hindu is a groundbreaking analysis of American 
representations of religion in India before the turn of the twentieth century. In 
their representations of India, American writers from a variety of backgrounds 
described "heathens," "Hindoos," and, eventually "Hindus."

Michael J. Altman is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Religious 
Studies at the University of Alabama. His research interests include American 
religious history, Asian religions in America, colonialism, and critical theory.
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Listing:

Heathen, Hindoo, Hindu: American Representations of India, 1721-1893
Altman, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190654924
200 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Provides an in-depth study of American representations of religion in India. 
Examines changing perceptions of Indian religion in a previously unstudied time
period. Argues that Hinduism is a late 19th century invention in American culture

Michael J. Altman is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Religious 
Studies at the University of Alabama. He holds a Ph.D. in American Religious 
Cultures from Emory University.
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The Ascent of Babel: An Exploration of Language, Mind, and Understanding
Altmann, Gerry T. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780198523772
272 pages
paperback
$67
Pub Date: 5/6/1999

 In The Ascent of Babel, psycholinguist Gerry Altmann offers a state-of-the-art 
look at what we now know about the miracle of language.

Gerry T. M. Altmann is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Psychology at the 
University of York.
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The Triumph of Emptiness: Consumption, Higher Education, and Work 
Organization
Alvesson, Mats
Oxford University Press .
9780192865274
240 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 10/31/2022

This second edition updates Alvesson's significant critique of the economy of 
persuasion, where organizations and groups assign resources to rhetoric, image,
and reputation rather than production of goods and services. It examines critical
phenomena such as the knowledge society, consumption, higher education, 
organizational change, and leadership.

Mats Alvesson, Professor in Organization Studies, Lund University Mats 
Alvesson is a Professor in Organization Studies at Lund University. His research
focuses on leadership, critical theory, gender, power, identity, and organizational
image and culture.
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Return to Meaning: A Social Science with Something to Say
Alvesson, Mats / Gabriel, Yiannis / Paulsen, Roland
Oxford University Press .
9780198787099
176 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2017

This book argues that we are currently witnessing not merely a decline in the 
quality of social science research, but the proliferation of meaningless research,
of no value to society, and modest value to its authors - apart from securing 
employment and promotion.

Mats Alvesson works at Lund University, Sweden and also at University of 
Queensland, Brisbane and City University, London. Yiannis Gabriel is Professor
of Organizational Theory at Bath University. Roland Paulsen is Assistant 
Professor at the Department of Business Administration, Lund University.
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Narrating Martyrdom: Rewriting Late-Antique Virgin Martyrs in Byzantium
Alwis, Anne P.
Oxford University Press .
9781802077483
224 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP.

This book makes a major contribution to understanding the mentalite of 
hagiographic composition. The readings of three key texts allow for a more 
global perspective on the ways in which the extraordinary deeds and harrowing 
deaths of holy women were realised and manipulated in the medieval world.

Anne Alwis is Senior Lecturer in Classical Literature at the University of Kent. 
She is the author of Celibate Marriages in Late-Antique and Byzantine Studies: 
The Lives of Saints Julian and Basilissa, Andronikos and Athanasia, and 
Galaktion and Episteme (Bloomsbury, 2011).
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Benchmarks for Science Literacy
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Oxford University Press .
9780195089868
448 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/6/1994

The second publication from Project 2061--a long-term initiative of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science which promotes literacy in science,
mathematics, and technology among elementary and secondary school 
students--specifies what all students should know or be able to do in science, 
math, and technology by the end of grades 2, 5, 8, and 12.

Since its founding in 1848, the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science has continually worked to advance science, initially by promoting 
communication and cooperation between scientists, and, more recently, by 
enhancing the public understanding and appreciation of science in human 
progress. An international organization, the AAAS includes over 140,000 
scientists, engineers, science educators, policymakers, and others interested in 
science and technology.
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Listing:

Blueprints for Reform: Science, Mathematics, and Technology Education
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Oxford University Press .
9780195124279
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/30/1998

Concerned about the lack of science literacy among today's graduating students,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science compiled reports on 
the education system aimed at the implementation of specific reforms. 
BLUEPRINTS FOR REFORM is a summation of those reports, offering a starting
point for reforming our education system.

American Association for the Advancement of Science is an international 
organization, including over 140,000 scientists, engineers, science educators, 
policymakers, and others interested in science and technology.
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Asia's Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization
Amsden, Alice H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195076035
400 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/9/1992

This timely book examines South Korean growth as an example of 'late 
industrialization, ' a process in which a nation's industries learn from earlier 
innovator nations, rather than innovate themselves. Discussing state 
intervention, shop floor management, and big business groups, Amsden explores
the reasons for South Korea's phenomenal growth, paying special attention to 
the principle of reciprocity in which the government imposes strict performance 
standards on those industries and companies that it aids.

Alice H. Amsden is Professor of Economics on the Graduate Faulty of The New
School for Social Research.
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To the Mountains: My Life in Jihad, from Algeria to Afghanistan
Anas, Abdullah (with Tam Hussein)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380110
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

A fascinating account of the early years of the anti- Soviet insurgency in 
Afghanistan and its role in rallying Islamists from across the globe.

Abdullah Anas is an Algerian politician-in-exile and former member of the 
mujahideen who fought alongside bin Laden before falling out with the Al-Qaeda
leader over his plans for a global jihad. He lives in London, having gained 
political asylum. Tam Hussein is an award-winning investigative journalist and 
writer who has reported on UK jihadi networks and British foreign fighters in 
Syria.
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To the Mountains: My Life in Jihad, from Algeria to Afghanistan
Anas, Abdullah (with Tam Hussein)
Oxford University Press .
9781787389663
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2023

A fascinating account of the early years of the anti- Soviet insurgency in 
Afghanistan and its role in rallying Islamists from across the globe.

Abdullah Anas is an Algerian politician-in-exile and former member of the 
mujahideen who fought alongside bin Laden before falling out with the Al-Qaeda
leader over his plans for a global jihad. He lives in London, having gained 
political asylum. Tam Hussein is an award-winning investigative journalist and 
writer who has reported on UK jihadi networks and British foreign fighters in 
Syria.
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Spatial Ecologies: Urban Sites, State and World-Space in French Cultural Theory
Andermatt Conley, Verena
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380055
171 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

Spatial Ecologies takes a new look at the spatial turn in French cultural and 
critical theory since 1968. Verena Andermatt Conley examines how Henri 
Lefebvre, Michel de Certeau, Jean Baudrillard, Marc Augé, Paul Virilio, Bruno 
Latour and Etienne Balibar reconsider the experience of space in the midst of 
considerable political and economic turmoil.

Verena Conley is Visiting Professor of Literature and Comparative Literature and
of Romance Languages and Literatures at Harvard University, and the author of
Ecopolitics: The Environment in French Poststructuralist Thought (Routledge, 
1996); and Helene Cixous: Writing the Feminine (University of Nebraska Press, 
1991).
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Apostles of Certainty: Data Journalism and the Politics of Doubt
Anderson, C. W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190492342
240 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2018
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics

In this book, C. W. Anderson traces the genealogy of data journalism and its 
material and technological underpinnings, arguing that the use of data in news 
reporting is inevitably intertwined with national politics, the evolution of 
computable databases, and the history of professional scientific fields.

C. W. Anderson is Professor of Media and Communication at the University of 
Leeds. He studies journalism, politics, and how the production of public 
knowledge is being transformed in the digital age.
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Roman Law Essentials
Anderson, Craig
Oxford University Press . Dundee University Press
9781845860844
136 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/14/2009

The book takes full account of Roman Law.

Craig Anderson is lecturer in law at Robert Gordon University.
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The Monogamy Gap: Men, Love, and the Reality of Cheating
Anderson, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780199948956

hardcover
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2012

Whether straight or gay, most men start their relationships desiring monogamy. 
This is rooted in the pervasive notion that monogamy exists as a sign of true 
love. Yet despite this deeply held cultural ideal, cheating remains rampant. In this
accessible book, Eric Anderson investigates why 78% of men he interviewed 
have cheated despite their desire not to. Combining 120 interviews with research
from the fields of sociology, biology, and psychology, Anderson identifies 
cheating as a product of wanting emotional passion for one's partner, along with
a steadily growing desire for emotionally-detached recreational sex with others.

Professor Eric Anderson is an American sociologist at the University of 
Winchester. He is known for his research on sex, gender, and sport.
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After Digital: Computation as Done by Brains and Machines
Anderson, James A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199357789
400 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2017

After Digital looks at where the field of computation began and where it might be
headed, and offers predictions about a collaborative future relationship between
human cognition and mechanical computation.

James A. Anderson has been a member of the faculty of Brown University since
1973 and is now Professor in the Department of Cognitive, Linguistic and 
Psychological Sciences. He received an SB in physics and PhD in physiology 
both from MIT. He has published extensively in the area of computational models
for cognition and memory and computational neuroscience.
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Enraged, Rattled, and Wronged: Entitlement's Response to Social Progress
Anderson, Kristin J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197578438
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 6/11/2021

Enraged, Rattled, and Wronged examines psychological entitlement--an inflated
sense of one's worthiness over other groups--as an overlooked but essential 
feature of persistent inequality and resistance to social progress. What happens
when entitled people feel marginalized? How does their inflated sense of 
entitlement make them vulnerable to manipulation by the demagogues who use 
them? What are they willing to destroy to cling to their status and power? This 
book explores the ways in which entitlement preserves and perpetuates 
inequality, calling dominant groups to join the vibrant movements for change.

Kristin J. Anderson is the author of the books Modern Misogyny: Anti-Feminism 
in a Post-Feminist Era and Benign Bigotry: The Psychology of Subtle Prejudice.
She is Professor of Psychology at the Center for Critical Race Studies at the 
University of Houston-Downtown. She earned a Ph.D. in Psychology from the 
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Modern Misogyny: Anti-Feminism in a Post-Feminist Era
Anderson, Kristin J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199328178

hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2014

Modern Misogyny examines contemporary anti-feminism in a 'post-feminist' era. 
It considers the widespread notion that the feminist movement has ended, in 
large part because the work of feminism has been completed. In fact, the 
argument goes, women have been so successful in achieving equality, it is now
men who currently are at risk of becoming irrelevant and unnecessary.

Kristin J. Anderson is the author of the books Modern Misogyny: Anti-Feminism 
in a Post-Feminist Era and Benign Bigotry: The Psychology of Subtle Prejudice.
She is Professor of Psychology at the Center for Critical Race Studies at the 
University of Houston-Downtown. She earned a Ph.D. in Psychology from the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Living with Mild Cognitive Impairment: A Guide to Maximizing Brain Health and 
Reducing Risk of Dementia
Anderson, Nicole D. and Murphy, Kelly J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199764822
384 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2012

This is the first book written specifically for individuals with mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI), for their loved ones, and for the health care professionals who
treat them.

Nicole D. Anderson is Senior Scientist at the Rotman Research Institute, in 
Toronto. Kelly J. Murphy is Clinical Neuropsychologist at Baycrest in Toronto. 
Angela K. Troyer is Program Director of Neuropsychology and Cognitive Health 
at Baycrest.
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The Movement and the Sixties
Anderson, Terry H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195104578
544 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 5/16/1996

Why did millions of Americans become activists; why did they take to the streets?
These are questions Terry Anderson explores in The Movement and The Sixties,
a searching history of the social activism that defined a generation of young 
Americans and that called into question the very nature of "America. "

Terry Anderson, a Vietnam veteran, is a Professor of History at Texas A&M 
University, and also has taught in Malaysia, Japan, and has received a Fulbright
to China.
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Zenobia: Shooting Star of Palmyra
Andrade, Nathanael
Oxford University Press .
9780197610817
304 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2021
33 illustratons. WOMEN IN ANTIQUITY

Hailing from the Syrian city of Palmyra, a woman named Zenobia (also 
Bathzabbai) governed territory in the eastern Roman empire from 268 to 272. 
She thus became the most famous Palmyrene who ever lived. This book situates
Zenobia in the social, economic, cultural, and material context of her Palmyra.

Nathanael Andrade is Associate Professor in History at Binghamton University.
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Zenobia: Shooting Star of Palmyra
Andrade, Nathanael
Oxford University Press .
9780190638818
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Women in Antiquity

Hailing from the Syrian city of Palmyra, a woman named Zenobia (also 
Bathzabbai) governed territory in the eastern Roman empire from 268 to 272. 
She thus became the most famous Palmyrene who ever lived. But sources for 
her life and career are scarce. This book situates Zenobia in the social, 
economic, cultural, and material context of her Palmyra.

Nathanael Andrade received his PhD in Greek and Roman history from the 
University of Michigan and has published extensively on the Roman and later 
Roman Near East along with other topics. He is the author of Syrian Identity in 
the Greco-Roman World (Cambridge University Press, 2013) and The Journey of
Christianity to India in Late Antiquity: Networks and the Movement of Culture 
(Cambridge University Press, at press). He is now an associate professor in the
Department of History at Binghamton University.
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Policing Globe: Criminalization and Crime Control in International Relations
Andreas, Peter and Nadelmann, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780195089486
352 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/1/2006

In this illuminating history that spans past campaigns against piracy and slavery 
to contemporary campaigns against drug trafficking and transnational terrorism,
Peter Andreas and Ethan Nadelmann explain how and why prohibitions and 
policing practices increasingly extend across borders.

Peter Andreas is Associate Professor of Political Science and International 
Studies at Brown University. Ethan Nadelmann is Executive Director of the Drug
Policy Alliance.
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Killer High: A History of War in Six Drugs
Andreas, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197629994
352 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2022
44 b&w halftones

In Killer High, Peter Andreas tells the story of war from antiquity to the modern 
age through the lens of six psychoactive drugs: alcohol, tobacco, caffeine, 
opium, amphetamines, and cocaine.

Peter Andreas is the John Hay Professor of International Studies at Brown 
University, where he holds a joint appointment between the Department of 
Political Science and the Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs.
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Intelligence and International Relations 1900-1945
Andrew, Christopher and Noakes, Jeremy (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892438
288 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1987
Exeter studies in history, 0260-8626 ; no. 15

The essays in this volume assess the influence of intelligence on the Second 
World War and open up a number of other important areas for research. Studies
of the growth of the imperial intelligence network cast new light on subjects 
ranging from Canadian surveillance of Vancouver Sikhs to signals intelligence in
the Middle East. Studies of Japanese intelligence indicate the significance of 
Asian intelligence systems as a factor in modern international relations.

CHRISTOPHER ANDREW is Chair of the History Department at Cambridge 
University, distinguished author, frequent BBC radio and TV host and guest 
lecturer at leading American universities. Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History
at Exeter University.
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The Major Film Theories: An Introduction
Andrew, J. Dudley
Oxford University Press .
9780195019919
288 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 4/15/1976

Both a history of film theory and an introduction to the work of the most important
writers in the field, Andrew's volume reveals the bases of thought of such major 
theorists as Munsterberg, Arnheim, Eisenstein, Balazs, Kracauer, Bazin, Mitry, 
and Metz.

James Dudley Andrew (born July 28, 1945) is an American film theorist. He is R.
Selden Rose Professor of Film and Comparative Literature at Yale University, 
where he has taught since the year 2000. Before moving to Yale, he taught for 
thirty years at the University of Iowa.
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The Poems of the Pearl Manuscript in Modern English Prose Translation: Pearl,
Cleanness, Patience, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Andrew, Malcolm and Waldron, Ronald  (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846319495
160 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2014

For students of Middle English, Andrew and Waldron's The Poems of the Pearl 
Manuscript has been the key edition of the four Pearl poems for over thirty years.
With the changing needs of today's students in mind, the editors produced a 
complete prose translation of the four poems - the best known of which is Sir 
Gawain and the Green Knight.

Malcolm Andrew is Professor Emeritus of English Language and Literature, he 
began teaching at Queen's University Belfast in 1985 and retired in 2007. He had
also served as Head of School, Dean of Humanities and Pro-Vice-Chancellor. He
was convener of the English language board of the Arts and Humanities 
Research Board for several years. Ronald Waldron is Emeritus Reader in 
English Language and Medieval Literature, King's College, University of London.
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The Poems of the Pearl Manuscript: Pearl, Cleanness, Patience, Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight
Andrew, Malcolm and Waldron, Ronald
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897914
312 pages
Mixed Media
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2008
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP

For students of Middle English, Andrew and Waldron's The Poems of the Pearl 
Manuscript has been the key edition of the four Pearl poems (the best-known of
which is Gawain and the Green Knight) for 30 years. Now, with the changing 
needs of today's student in mind, the editors have undertaken the most 
comprehensive revision of the book since its inception.

Malcolm Andrew is professor of English language and literature at Queen’s 
University Belfast. Ronald Waldron is reader emeritus in English language and 
medieval literature at Kings College, University of London.
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Six Women's Slave Narratives
Andrews, William L. (Introduction)
Oxford University Press .
9780195060836
384 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/14/1989

Written by six black women, these stories embody most of the predominant 
themes and narrative forms found in African-American women's autobiographies
from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

William L. Andrews is E. Maynard Adams Professor of English at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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Slavery and Class in the American South: A Generation of Slave Narrative 
Testimony, 1840-1865
Andrews, William L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190908386
408 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
25 hts

Slavery and Class in the American South reveals how work, family, and 
connections that made for socioeconomic differences among the enslaved of the
South are critical components of the American slave narrative.

William L. Andrews is E. Maynard Adams Professor of English at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He has authored, edited, or co-edited more than
40 books on African American literature and history.
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Slavery and Class in the American South: A Generation of Slave Narrative 
Testimony, 1840-1865
Andrews, William L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197547311
408 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

Slavery and Class in the American South reveals how work, family, and 
connections that made for socioeconomic differences among the enslaved of the
South are critical components of the American slave narrative.

William L. Andrews is E. Maynard Adams Professor of English Emeritus at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He has authored, edited, or co-edited
more than 40 books on African American literature and history.
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Nicholas Mesarites: His Life and Works in Translation
Angold, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786942043
400 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP Series

The aim of this book is to make accessible to a wider audience the works of 
Nicholas Mesarites, who deserves to be better known than he is. He was an 
ecclesiastic, who from the turn of the twelfth century provides a vivid record from
personal experience of his troubled times, which saw the descent of the 
Byzantine Empire into factionalism, the loss of its capital Constantinople in 1204 
to the armies of the fourth crusade, and its eventual reconstitution in exile as the
Empire of Nicaea.

Michael Angold was Professor of Byzantine History, University of Edinburgh 
(1997-2005).
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The Wailing
Ankenbauer, Sam
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856998
128 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

In Na Hong-jin's The Wailing (2016), a mysterious illness turns its rural victims 
into comatose perpetrators of familicide. This Devil's Advocate investigates the 
world of The Wailing, where religions, politics, cultures, and histories collide, 
resulting in a truly unique film experience.

Sam Ankenbauer is a Doctoral student at the University of Michigan School of 
Information and Programmer for Cinetopia Film Festival.
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Listing:

The Wailing
Ankenbauer, Sam
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857001
128 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

In Na Hong-jin's The Wailing (2016), a mysterious illness turns its rural victims 
into comatose perpetrators of familicide. This Devil's Advocate investigates the 
world of The Wailing, where religions, politics, cultures, and histories collide, 
resulting in a truly unique film experience.

Sam Ankenbauer is a Doctoral student at the University of Michigan School of 
Information and Programmer for Cinetopia Film Festival.
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The Molecular Gaze: Art in the Genetic Age
Anker, Suzanne and Nelkin, Dorothy
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696979
216 pages
hardcover
$47
Pub Date: 12/1/2003
The Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press Series on Genomics, Bioethics, and 
Public Policy

The gene has become a cultural icon and an increasingly rich source of imagery
and ideas for visual artists. Drawing on a wide range of contemporary painting 
and sculpture, The Molecular Gaze: Art in the Genetic Age explores the moral 
and bioethical questions these works address.

Suzanne Anker is a visual artist and theoretician working wity genetic imagery. 
Dorothy Nelkin is Professor in the Depatment of Sociology and School of Law at
New York University.
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Cabinets, Ministers, and Gender
Annesley, Claire / Beckwith, Karen / Franceschet, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780190069001
336 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2019

Cabinets, Ministers, and Gender explains how cabinets are constructed in 
democracies, providing detailed information about the formal and informal rules 
that shape the decisions of presidents and prime ministers in selecting cabinet 
ministers, and the eligibility and qualification standards for those who aspire to 
cabinet positions. The book shows how the decisions of selectors and the 
process of cabinet formation create different opportunities for men and women to
be selected, explaining why some democracies have appointed more women to
cabinet than others by developing the concept of the concrete floor--the minimum
number of women included in cabinet to ensure its legitimacy.

Claire Annesley is Professor of Politics and Deputy Pro-Vice Chancellor 
(Equalities and Diversity) at the University of Sussex. Karen Beckwith is the Flora
Stone Mather Professor in the Department of Political Science at Case Western
Reserve University. Susan Franceschet is a Professor in the Department of 
Political Science at the University of Calgary.
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The Sound of a Superpower: Musical Americanism and the Cold War
Ansari, Emily Abrams
Oxford University Press .
9780190649692
288 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 6/12/2018

In The Sound of a Superpower: Musical Americanism and the Cold War, Emily 
Abrams Ansari offers a fuller, more nuanced picture of the effect of the Cold War
on Americanist composers.

Emily Abrams Ansari is Associate Professor of Music History at Western 
University in Canada. Her research examines relationships between music and 
politics across the Americas during the Cold War period. She has received a 
number of awards for her scholarship, including the ASCAP Foundation's Deems
Taylor/Virgil Thomson Award, the Kurt Weill Prize, and the Petro-Canada Young
Innovator Award.
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The Infidel Within: Muslims in Britain since 1800
Ansari, Humayun
Oxford University Press .
9780190909772
456 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2018

Muslims constitute Britain's second largest religious grouping, and writing about 
their experiences has found a new audience in recent years-though not always 
through a positive lens. But a proper historical treatment of their arrival, 
settlement and establishment had been conspicuously absent until Humayun 
Ansari's seminal work, reissued here in an updated edition.

Humayun Ansari is Professor of the History of Islam and Culture at Royal 
Holloway, University of London. He has conducted extensive research into the 
history of Muslims in Britain, ethnic studies and race relations, the employment 
and career opportunities of ethnic minorities, and racial discrimination and 
disadvantage in society. In 2002 Dr Ansari was awarded the OBE for his work in
race relations.
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BIM for Heritage: Developing a Historic Building Information Model
Antonopoulou, Sofia and Bryan, Paul
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024878
74 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 7/20/2017
.

 This publication addresses the issues surrounding the production and use of 
BIM for history buildings, and provides information about guidance and standards
available elsewhere for managing a building's entire life cycle effectively.
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The Essential Guide to Writing History Essays
Antonova, Katherine Pickering
Oxford University Press .
9780190271169
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2020

The Essential Guide to Writing History Essays is a practical handbook for 
students doing history coursework at undergraduate or master's levels. Chapters
focus on each common type of history writing assignment, with concrete, step-
by-step instructions, exercises, and examples tailored to the specific goals of 
each assignment type.  Includes chapters on common assignments including: 
response papers, primary source essays, book reviews, and imaginative essays.
Combines a general introduction to the goals and methods of historical 
scholarship with nuts-and-bolts writing instruction. Incorporates best practices 
developed in the field of Composition Studies into the goals and methods specific
to history

Katherine Pickering Antonova is Associate Professor of History at Queens 
College of the City University of New York and the author of An Ordinary 
Marriage: The World of a Gentry Family in Provincial Russia.Discount:
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Freedom Girls: Voicing Femininity in 1960s British Pop
Apolloni, Alexandra M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190879907
336 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/15/2021

Freedom Girls: Voicing Femininity in 1960s British Pop tells the stories a group of
singers--Sandie Shaw, Cilla Black, Millie Small, Dusty Springfield, Lulu, Marianne
Faithfull, and P.P. Arnold--whose singing voices transformed understandings of
modern femininity in the 1960s. Often left out of histories of rock and pop music, 
the stories of these singers show us how the way we speak and sing are tied to 
the way we understand race and gender. This book analyzes musical recordings,
television programs, and a wide range of media produced for young audiences in
the 1960s to show how girl singers played a crucial role in the history of pop 
music.

Alexandra Apolloni is a writer, singer, and music historian. She holds a PhD in 
Musicology from UCLA and an undergraduate degree in Music and Women's 
Studies from Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, Canada. Currently, she 
directs the Scholars as Leaders; Scholars as Learners program for the Faculty of
Arts and Science Dean's Office at Yale.
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The Fight For Time: Migrant Day Laborers and the Politics of Precarity
Apostolidis, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190459345
328 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2019
Studies in Subaltern Latina/o Politics Series

In this book, Paul Apostolidis asks what we can learn about social and economic
precarity by considering the situation of Latin American migrant day laborers in 
the United States today.

Paul Apostolidis is Professor and Judge & Mrs. Timothy A. Paul Endowed Chair
of Political Science at Whitman College.
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Dance for Sports: A Practical Guide
Apostolos, Margo K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190621384
144 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2018

In Dance for Sports, author, teacher, dancer, athlete, and researcher Margo 
Apostolos offers a new training approach for athletes and coaches that 
synthesizes common techniques between athletics and dance.

Margo K. Apostolos is Associate Professor of Dance at University of Southern 
California and co-director and co-founder of the Cedars-Sinai/USC Glorya 
Kaufman Dance Medicine Center. In addition to teaching and research in dance
and sport, her research includes work in robot choreography, dance medicine, 
dance science, and conditioning for dance.
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In Hip Hop Time: Music, Memory, and Social Change in Urban Senegal
Appert, Catherine M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190913496
248 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/10/2018

Author Catherine Appert takes us from Senegalese hip hop's beginnings among
cosmopolitan youth in Dakar's affluent neighborhoods in the 1980s, to its spread
throughout the city's ghettoized working class neighborhoods in the mid- to 
late-'90s, and into the present day, where political activism and hip hop 
musicality vie for position in local and global arenas. An ethnography of the 
inextricability of musical and social meaning in hip hop practice, In Hip Hop Time
charts new intellectual territory in the scholarship of African and global hip hop.

Catherine M. Appert is assistant professor at Cornell University, where she 
teaches courses on the music of Africa and the African diaspora, global hip hop 
and hip hop aesthetics, and ethnographic theory. She began working on this 
project in 2007, living in Senegal for a year during 2011-12 and witnessing 
firsthand the tumultuous 2012 presidential elections.
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In My Father's House: Africa in the Philosophy of Culture
Appiah, Kwame Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780195068528
256 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 5/27/1993

 Appiah draws on his experiences as a Ghanaian in the New World to explore 
the writings of African and African-American thinkers.

Kwame Anthony Appiah is Professor of Afro-American Studies at Harvard 
University. His books include Assertion and Conditionals (1985), For Truth in 
Semantics (1986), Necessary Questions (1989), and the novel Avenging Angel 
(1991). He is currently editing the Oxford Book of African Literature.
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Populism and Civil Society: The Challenge to Constitutional Democracy
Arato, Andrew and Cohen, Jean L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197526590
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/16/2021

Populism and Civil Society is the most serious systematic empirically informed 
analysis of the threat of contemporary populism to constitutional democracy 
available today. Cohen and Arato look into the causes, logic, dynamic and 
consequences of the contemporary populist surge and try to offer alternatives to 
it that are not tantamount to returning to the status quo ante, but instead takes 
seriously the critiques populists lay at the door of contemporary oligarchic 
democracies.

Andrew Arato is the Dorothy Hart Hirshon Professor of Political and Social 
Theory at the New School. Jean L. Cohen is the Nell and Herbert Singer 
Professor of Political Thought at Columbia University.
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Low Carbon Energy Transitions: Turning Points in National Policy and Innovation
Araujo, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780199362554
400 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

Examines cases of countries that have successfully transitioned to lower-carbon
energy approaches, in order to draw lessons for current decision-making and 
theory. Draws on the author's interviews with over 120 different scientists, 
governmental employees, academics, and members of civil society. Focuses on 
four unique cases: Brazilian biofuels, Danish wind power, French nuclear power,
and Icelandic geothermal energy

Dr. Kathleen M. Araujo is an Associate Professor at Boise State University in the
School of Public Service, Director of the Energy Policy Institute with the Center 
for Advanced Energy Studies, and Books Series Editor for Routledges Studies in
Energy Transitions.
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The Way of Cane: The Science, Craft, and Art of Bassoon Reed-making
Arbiter, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780190919627
364 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/14/2020

In The Way of Cane, Arbiter demystifies this process for bassoonists of all levels
of experience. Drawing from his decades-long experience as both musician and 
reed-maker, Arbiter provides a comprehensive yet accessible overview of the 
craft, from the differing sound qualities produced by changing the dimensions of 
the reed's blades to the changes in the reed's behaviors as it passes through 
cycles of wetting and drying during production.

Eric Arbiter is a professional musician and photographer. He played with the 
Houston Symphony as Associate Principal Bassoonist for 45 years, and has 
performed with several other groups including Da Camera, the Harvard Chamber
Players, and the San Antonio Chamber Players. He was also Assistant Professor
of Music at Rice University for 19 years, where he chaired the wind department.
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The Monster Evil: Policing and Violence in Victorian Liverpool
Archer, John E.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316838
281 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2011

Liverpool gained a unique and notorious reputation during the 19th century for 
being an abnormally violent and criminal place. The Monster Evil intends to 
explore the historical foundations of this stigmatization: were the fears real or an 
invention of the Victorian newspapers? In answering such questions the book 
examines Liverpool's violent crime and how effectively it was policed by the 
newly established constabulary through the use of local and national press 
reports, contemporary accounts and police records.

Dr John E. Archer is an Honorary Research Fellow, Edge Hill University and 
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
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Advent for Choirs
Archer, Malcolm and Cleobury, Stephen (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193530256
128 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2000

This two-volume workbook includes approximately thirty-five reference maps and
fifty outline maps that provide opportunities to deepen understanding of world 
history through coloring exercises.

Malcolm Archer was educated at King Edward VII School, Lytham, the Royal 
College of Music, and Jesus College, Cambridge, where he was organ scholar.
He studied the organ with Ralph Downes, Gillian Weir and Nicolas Kynaston, 
and composition with Herbert Sumsion and Alan Ridout. He is a prolific 
composer with well over 200 published works, which receive regular 
performances on BBC radio and TV.
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Studying Hot Fuzz
Archer, Neil
Oxford University Press .
9780993238406
110 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Studying Films

By the power of Greyskull! In their second big-screen collaboration after Shaun 
of the Dead (2004), with Hot Fuzz (2007) director and co-writer Edgar Wright and
co-writer and star Simon Pegg took aim at the conventions of the Hollywood 
action movie, transplanting gratuitous slo-mo action sequences into the English 
village supermarket and local pub.  In this first critical study of arguably the most 
influential British film-makers to emerge this century, Neil Archer considers to 
what extent a modestly funded film such as this can be considered 'British' at all,
given its international success and distribution by an American studio, and how 
far that success depends upon what he calls its 'cultural specificity'.  He 
considers the film as a parody of the action movie genre, and discusses exactly 
how parody works - not just in relation to the conventions of the action film but 
also in the depiction of English space.  Exactly what and who is Hot Fuzz poking
fun at?

Neil Archer teaches film at Keele University and is the author of Studying The 
Bourne Ultimatum (Auteur, 2012) and The French Road Movie (Berghahn, 
2012).
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Studying The Bourne Ultimatum
Archer, Neil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733599
124 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2012
Studying Films

At the time of its release in 2007, The Bourne Ultimatum was described by one 
writer as the blockbuster it was 'okay to like'.  What is it about this third entry in a
Hollywood action franchise that satisfied both the cognoscenti and mass 
audiences? In Studying The Bourne Ultimatum, Neil Archer considers the film's 
status as a serious blockbuster'; compares rise of Jason Bourne in relation to the
decline of another J. B.  - James Bond; analyzes how the dynamics of the action
thriller are used to depict the covert operations of US intelligence forces across 
the world; looks closely at the action sequences, focusing on their style and 
technological innovation; and considers the film's questioning of responsibility 
and culpability, asking whether - against the backdrop of the War on Terror- it 
plays as a critique of American foreign policy, but also as a redemption for its 
soldiers.

Neil Archer teaches film at Keele University and is the author of Studying The 
Bourne Ultimatum (Auteur, 2012) and The French Road Movie (Berghahn, 
2012).
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Jim Crow North: The Struggle for Equal Rights in Antebellum New England
Archer, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190676643
312 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2017

Highlights the struggle for equal rights in antebellum New England and the fact 
that the term Jim Crow originated there in 1839. Provides a unique interpretation
that racism in the early 19th century grew from rapid emancipation, not gradual 
emancipation. Uncovers data on mixed marriages in New England before the 
Civil War. Shows how different racism in New England from that in other sections
of the country

Richard Archer is a Professor of History Emeritus at Whittier College. He is the 
author of two previous books on New England, Fissures in the Rock: New 
England in the Seventeenth Century and As If an Enemy's Country: The British 
Occupation of Boston and the Origins of Revolution.
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John Baskerville : Art and Industry in the Enlightenment
Archer-Parre, Caroline and Dick, Malcolm
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856837
288 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This book is concerned with the eighteenth-century typographer, printer, 
industrialist and Enlightenment figure, John Baskerville (1707-75). Baskerville 
was a Birmingham inventor, entrepreneur and artist with a worldwide reputation
who made eighteenth-century Birmingham a city without typographic equal, by 
changing the course of type design.
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The Road Ahead for America's Colleges and Universities
Archibald, Robert B. and Feldman, David H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190251918
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

The Road Ahead for America's Colleges and Universities examines the threats 
posed to the current health of higher education by rising tuition and falling 
government support, as well as from new digital technologies rippling through the
entire economy.

Robert B. Archibald is Chancellor Professor of Economics and Public Policy at 
the College of William and Mary. David H. Feldman is Professor of Economics 
and Public Policy, and former chair of the Department of Economics at the 
College of William and Mary.
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Flawed Advice and Management Trap How Managers Can Know When They're
Getting Good Advice and When They're Not
Argyris, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780195132861
1216 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 1/13/2000
Oxford Handbooks Series

The Handbook of European Legal History supplies its readers with an overview 
of the different phases of European legal history in the light of today's state-of-
the-art research, by offering cutting-edge views on research questions currently 
emerging in international discussions.

Chris Argyris is James Bryant Conant Professor of Orgnizational Behavior, 
Emeritus at Harvard University.
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Organizational Traps: Leadership, Culture, Organizational Design
Argyris, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780199586165
240 pages
hardcover
$76
Pub Date: 6/22/2010

Anyone who has spent time in an organization knows that dysfunctional behavior
abounds.  Conflict is frequently avoided or pushed underground rather than dealt
with openly.  At the same time, the same arguments often burst out again and 
again, almost verbatim.  Turf battles continue for extended periods without 
resolution.

Chris Argyris is the James Conant Professor of Education and Organizational 
Behavior Emeritus at Harvard University. He has consulted to numerous private
and governmental organizations.
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Aristotle, Metaphysics Lambda
Aristotle
Oxford University Press .
9780198833116
432 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2019
Translated and with an introduction and commentary by Lindsay Judson. 
Clarendon Aristotle Series

Lambda, the twelfth book of Aristotle's Metaphysics, is an outline for a much 
more extended work in metaphysics or, more accurately, in what Aristotle calls 
'first philosophy', the inquiry into 'the principles and causes of all things'. Lindsay
Judson provides a rigorous translation of this important book and a detailed 
philosophical commentary.

Aristotle (384–322 BC) was a Greek philosopher and polymath during the 
Classical period in Ancient Greece. Taught by Plato, he was the founder of the 
Peripatetic school of philosophy within the Lyceum and the wider Aristotelian 
tradition. His writings cover many subjects including physics, biology, zoology, 
metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theatre, music, rhetoric, 
psychology, linguistics, economics, politics, meteorology, geology, and 
government.Discount:
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Halal Food: A History
Armanios, Febe and Ergene, Bogac
Oxford University Press .
9780190088408
400 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/7/2020

Here Middle Eastern historians Febe Armanios and Bogac Ergene provide an 
accessible introduction to halal (permissible) food in the Islamic tradition, 
exploring what halal food means to Muslims and how its legal and cultural 
interpretations have changed in different geographies up to the present day.

Febe Armanios is Professor of History at Middlebury College and the author of 
Coptic Christianity in Ottoman Egypt (OUP, 2011). Bogac Ergene is Professor of
History at the University of Vermont. He is the author of Local Court, Provincial 
Society and Justice in the Ottoman Empire and co-author of The Economics of 
Ottoman Justice.
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Maps and Territories: Global Positioning in the Contemporary French Novel
Armstrong, Joshua
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070149
248 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 2 illus.

The rapidity of postwar globalization and the structural changes it has brought to
both social and spatial aspects of everyday life has meant, in France as 
elsewhere, the destabilizing of senses of place, identity, and belonging, as once 
familiar, local environments are increasingly de-localized and made porous to 
global trends and planetary preoccupations. Maps and Territories identifies such
preoccupations as a fundamental underlying impetus for the contemporary 
French novel.

Joshua Armstrong is an Assistant Professor of French in the Department of 
French & Italian at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Emerging Adulthood: The Winding Road from the Late Teens Through the 
Twenties - 2nd Edition
Arnett, Jeffrey Jensen
Oxford University Press .
9780199929382
416 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/25/2014

On the 10th Anniversary of the publication of his groundbreaking work, the 
second edition of Emerging Adulthood fully updates and expands Arnett's 
findings and includes brand new chapters on media use, social class issues, and
the distinctive problems of this life stage. In spite of the challenges they face, 
Arnett explains that emerging adults are particularly skilled at maintaining 
contradictory emotions--they are confident while being wary, and optimistic in the
face of large degrees of uncertainty.

Jeffrey Jensen Arnett is a Research Professor in the Department of Psychology
at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts.
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The Devils
Arnold, Darren
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325758
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2019
Devils Advocates

Undoubtedly the most notorious title in director Ken Russell's controversial 
filmography, The Devils (1973) caused a real furor on its initial theatrical release,
only to largely disappear for many years. Darren Arnold examines the themes 
prevalent in the film-this is the only film of Russell's which the director considered
to be political-and considers the representation of gender and sexuality, gender 
fluidity, and how sex and religion clash to interesting and controversial effect.

Darren Arnold is a writer and film critic who has contributed to Sight & Sound, 
Metro, and Hotdog magazine as well as a number of books on horror cinema.
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A Strategic Nature: Public Relations and the Politics of American 
Environmentalism
Aronczyk, Melissa and Espinoza, Maria I.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055356
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2022
6 figures; 11 tables

In A Strategic Nature, Melissa Aronczyk and Maria I. Espinoza show how public 
relations has dominated public understanding of the natural environment for over
one hundred years. More than spin or misinformation, they argue, PR is a social
and political force that shapes how we understand and address the 
environmental crises we now face.

Melissa Aronczyk is an associate professor at Rutgers University in the School of
Communication & Information. She is the author of Branding the Nation: The 
Global Business of National Identity (Oxford 2013). Maria I. Espinoza is a PhD 
candidate in the Sociology department at Rutgers University.
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Evil in the Mahabharata
Arora Nayak, Meena
Oxford University Press .
9780199477746
376 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2018

Good and evil, loyalty and treachery, faith and doubt, honour and ignominy--the
Mahabharata has served as a primer for codes of conduct of generations of 
Hindus. Over time, the epic has also fascinated those who love a tale well told. In
its telling, however, the story has lost much of its richness and nuance, and the 
characters have become one-dimenssional cut-outs--either starkly good or 
irredeemably evil.

Meena Arora Nayak is Professor of English at Northern Virginia Community 
College, USA. She is the author of the books like In the Aftermath (1992), About
Daddy (2000), and Endless Rain (2006). She has also authored a children's book
The Puffin Book of Legendary Lives (2004). She translated Neela (of the Hindi 
novel by Teji Grover) in the journal Hindi: Language, Discourse, Writing in 2000.
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Lebanon: A Country in Fragments
Arsan, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9781787383654
520 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

A subtle and reflective essay on whether the Lebanese will ever transcend their 
internal divisions and external challenges

Andrew Arsan is University Lecturer in Modern Middle Eastern History at the 
University of Cambridge and a fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. His first 
book, Interlopers of Empire: The Lebanese Diaspora in Colonial French West 
Africa was joint winner of the 2015 Royal Historical Society Gladstone Prize.
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Lebanon: A Country in Fragments
Arsan, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849047005
450 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

This is an account not just of Lebanon's high politics, with its endless rows, walk-
outs, machinations and foreign alliances, but also of the politics of everyday life:
all the stresses and strains the country's inhabitants face, from electricity black-
outs and uncollected rubbish to stagnating wages and property bubbles.

Andrew Arsan is University Lecturer in Modern Middle Eastern History at the 
University of Cambridge and a fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. His first 
book, Interlopers of Empire: The Lebanese Diaspora in Colonial French West 
Africa was joint winner of the 2015 Royal Historical Society Gladstone Prize.
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Strategy in Politics: Plotting Victory in a Democracy
Arterton, F. Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780197644843
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2023

In Strategy in Politics, F. Christopher Arterton seeks to clarify the meaning of 
strategy and delineate a defensible method of pursuing victory in politics. 
Recognizing that unbridled pursuit of power can be corrupting, Arterton 
advocates certain guardrails that political managers should live by in their 
strategic maneuvers and their employment of power. In turn, Arterton shows 
those engaged with the institutions of democratic politics how to be adroit in their
strategic thinking, so that they may enter this battlefield better prepared for the 
conflict of ideas.

F. Christopher Arterton is Professor Emeritus of Political Management at George
Washington University. He is also the founding Dean of George Washington 
University's Graduate School of Political Management, the first school for 
professional politics in the United States. In addition to his academic positions, 
Arterton served as a pollster for numerous campaigns, as a public opinion 
consultant to Newsweek magazine, and as leader of the George Washington 
University Battleground Poll. Arterton also served on three commissions for the 
Democratic National Committee and on the boards of the American Association
of Political Consultants and the Campaign Finance Institute.
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Liverpool, 1660-1750: People, Prosperity and Power
Ascott, Diana E. / Lewis, Fiona / Power. Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846315039
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

Liverpool was unique among English towns in the rate of its commercial 
development from the late seventeenth century. Liverpool, 1660-1750 provides 
the first significant detailed published study of the social and political structure of
the town during this crucial period.

Diana E. Ascott is an honorary Fellow in the School of History at the University of
Liverpool. Fiona Lewis is a freelance researcher. Michael Power, who died 
shortly before this book was published, was an honorary Senior Fellow in the 
School of History at the University of Liverpool.
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Won for All: How the Drosophila Genome Was Sequenced
Ashburner, Michael
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879698027
100 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/10/2006

This is the story of the sequencing of the fly genome as told by one of the 
participants, Michael Ashburner. Written in a diarylike form, half the story is told 
in numerous footnotes. Ashburner has written a delightful, candid, irreverent, 
onthescene tale filled with eccentric personalities all focused on a single goal.

Michael Ashburner is Professor of Biology in the Department of Genetics at the 
University of Cambridge. By training and inclination, he is a Drosophila 
geneticist, although for more than a decade, he has not been where he belongs-
the lab bench-but in front of computer screens.
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Singing in the Lower Secondary School
Ashley, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780193399006
228 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2015
Oxford Music Education Series

This is an essential text on an important area of the music curriculum 
consistently judged weak or inadequate by school inspectors in Britain.
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Science Fiction Rebels the Story of the Science-Fiction Magazines from 1981 to
1990
Ashley, Mike
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789621716
384 pages
paperback
$59.5
Pub Date: 3/27/2020
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

Fourth volume in Mike Ashley's acclaimed set on the history of science-fiction 
magazines. This volume looks at the 1980s. Volume 4 in an acclaimed set.  
Written by the leading authority on SF magazines, and an author who has sold 
more than 1 million books.  Charts the emergence of cyberpunk and 'hard SF' in 
the 1980s.

Mike Ashley has specialised in the history of science fiction and fantasy for over
30 years. He is the author and editor of over sixty books that in total have sold 
over a million copies worldwide.
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The Time Machines: The Story of the Science-Fiction Pulp Magazines from the 
Beginning to 1950
Ashley, Mike
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238652
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2001
Liverpool science fiction texts and studies ; [24]-

This is the first of three volumes that chart the history of the science fiction 
magazine from the earliest days to the present. This first volume looks at the 
exuberant years of the pulp magazines. It traces the growth and development of 
the science fiction magazines from when Hugo Gernsback launched the very 
first, Amazing Stories, in 1926 through to the birth of the atomic age and the 
death of the pulps in the early 1950s.

Mike Ashley has specialised in the history of science fiction and fantasy for over
30 years. He is the author and editor of over sixty books that in total have sold 
over a million copies worldwide.
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Transformations: The Story of the Science Fiction Magazines from 1950 to 1970
Ashley, Mike
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237792
272 pages
paperback
$28
Pub Date: 5/30/2005
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies (Book 30)

This is the second of three volumes which chart the history of the science fiction
magazine from the earliest days to the present. Transformations takes up the 
story to reveal a turbulent period that was to witness the extraordinary rise and 
fall and rise again of science.

Mike Ashley has specialised in the history of science fiction and fantasy for over
30 years. He is the author and editor of over sixty books that in total have sold 
over a million copies worldwide.
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On Monsters: An Unnatural History of Our Worst Fears
Asma, Stephen T.
Oxford University Press .
9780199798094
368 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2011

Hailed as "a feast" (Washington Post) and "a modern-day bestiary" (The New 
Yorker), Stephen Asma's On Monsters is a wide-ranging cultural and conceptual
history of monsters-how they have evolved over time, what functions they have 
served for us, and what shapes they are likely to take in the future.

Stephen T. Asma is Professor of Philosophy at Columbia College Chicago, 
where he holds the title of Distinguished Scholar.
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Shivers
Aspell, Luke
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325970
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2019
Devils Advocates

Shivers (1975) was David Cronenberg's first commercial feature and his first 
horror film.  In a modern apartment block, a scientific project to unleash the id 
results in the equation of passion with contagion and predation.  Because the 
writer-director's imaginative landscape arrived in the genre fully formed, the 
unique forms of this début have often been overlooked or mistaken for 
shortcomings.  Cronenberg's most comedic film until Map to the Stars, Shivers is
also his most spectacularly unnerving, throwing more images of extreme 
behavior at us than any of his subsequent films; it remains, with Crash, his most
disquieting and transgressive film to date.

Luke Aspell is an experimental filmmaker and writer. His film and video work 
have been shown internationally at festivals and venues including the Ankara 
International Film Festival, the CONTACT Festival, the National Portrait Gallery,
and the V&A in London. His writing has appeared in Vertigo, Sequence and Film
International and online at Senses of Cinema.
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The Posthumous Memoirs of Bras Cubas
Assis, Joaquim Maria Machado de
Oxford University Press .
9780195101706
240 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 12/10/1998
Library of Latin America. Translated from the Portuguese by Gregory Rabassa.
With a Foreword by Enylton de Sa Rego. Afterword by Gilberto Pinheiro Passos.

Writing his memoirs from the other world gives Bras Cubas a certain freedom 
from both social and literary conventions. And while he may be dead, he is surely
one of the liveliest characters in fiction, a product of one of the most remarkable 
imaginations in all of literature, Brazil’s greatest novelist of the nineteenth 
century, Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis.

Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, often known as Machado de Assis, Machado,
or Bruxo do Cosme Velho, (June 21, 1839, Rio de Janeiro-September 29, 1908,
Rio de Janeiro) was a Brazilian novelist, poet and short-story writer. He is widely
regarded as the most important writer of Brazilian literature.
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Making Waves: French Feminisms and their Legacies 1975-2015
Atack, Margaret / Fell, Alison S. / Holmes, Diana / Long, Imogen
Oxford University Press .
9781802077377
304 pages
paperback
$45.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 21 black and white 
illustrations

1975 was a key year for the women's movement in France. Through a critical 
exploration of the politics, activism and cultural creativity of that moment, this 
book evaluates the achievements and legacies of second wave French feminism
for subsequent 'waves', including the movement's contemporary resurgence.

Margaret Atack is Professor of French at the University of Leeds. Alison S. Fell is
Professor of French Cultural History, University of Leeds & Director of Leeds Arts
& Humanities Research Institute. Diana Holmes is Professor of French at the 
University of Leeds. Imogen Long is Lecturer in French at the University of Hull.
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The Classical Greek Reader
Atchity, Kenneth J.( editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195123036
470 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/13/1998

 The wonders of the Greek world are presented in a modern, accessible manner,
perfect for those looking to refresh their acquaintance with the classics and for 
those who have yet to explore the exciting intellectual energy of ancient Greece.
Atchity focuses not only on the big names but also on the less-familiar voices--
the women, doctors, storytellers, herbalists, and romance writers of the time. 43
photos.

Kenneth J. Atchity, a former professor at Occidental College and Fulbright 
Professor at the University of Bologna, is the author and editor of many books, 
including The Renaissance Reader, Homer's Iliad, Homer: Critical Essays, and 
The Classical Roman Reader. He resides in Los Angeles, California.
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The Classical Roman Reader: New Encounters with Ancient Rome
Atchity, Kenneth J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195127409
480 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/19/1998

Western civilization is in many ways an outgrowth of the Roman Empire. The 
Classical Roman Reader, which contains a collection of some of the finest and 
most important writing of the Roman period, brings the modern reader into direct
contact with the literature, political thought, science, art and architecture, and 
psychology of classical Rome.

Kenneth J. Atchity, a former professor at Occidental College and Fulbright 
Professor at the University of Bologna, is the author and editor of many books, 
including The Renaissance Reader, Homer's Iliad, Homer: Critical Essays, and 
The Classical Greek Reader.
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Splice, Volume 4 - Issue 2
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733407
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2010
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema-
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines.  Volume 4, Issue # 2, focuses on
recent, internationally known, non-English language cinema, such as Michael 
Haneke's Caché (Hidden) (2005).

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 1, Issue 1
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733209
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema - 
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 1, Issue 2
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733216
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema-
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines.

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 1, Issue 3
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733223
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema - 
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 2, Issue 1
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733230
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2008
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema - 
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 2, Issue 2
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733247
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2008
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema - 
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 3, Issue 1
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733261
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2009
Splice

Splice bridges the gap between contemporary cinema and intelligent discourse.
It is a serial publication that facilitates the study of contemporary cinema, and 
selected films fall into the category of popular, sometimes blockbuster, cinema - 
the success of these films often excluding them from serious analysis.  Published
three times a year, Splice is a practical solution for teachers and students of film
studies, media studies, and related disciplines.

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 6, Issue 2
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733629
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2012

The second issue of Splice Volume 6 is a 'Sport on film'-themed issue, which will
include a major piece on the film Moneyball, an essay that considers the 
relationship between fiction and documentary movies and the Olympics 
(Olympia, Chariots of Fire, One Day in September) and the depiction of sport in 
films that would not normally be categorized as 'sports films' (such as Point 
Break).

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 6, Issue 3
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733636
96 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2013

The third issue of Splice Volume 6 is a 'Prison on film'-themed issue, which will 
include a long article on the film Bronson, which, in star Tom Hardy and director
Nicolas Winding Refn, features two of the rising stars of contemporary cinema; 
and an essay on the cinema tradition of putting faith on film with particular 
reference to the prison-set movies, The Green Mile and Dead Man Walking.

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Splice: Volume 7, Issue 1
Atkinson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733780
90 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2014
Splice

The latest issue of Splice, the journal for all those using popular cinema in the 
classroom, focuses on the work of one of the most successful and studied 
directors at work today, Tim Burton.  Articles in the issue cover Edward 
Scissorhands, Burton's Batman films, and Sleepy Hollow, covering such themes
as mental illness and the representation of disability in his work.

John Atkinson is the UK-based publishing director of Auteur.
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Fantasy: How It Works
Attebery, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780192856234
208 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

Fantasy has become a dominant mode of storytelling and it mirrors our 
experiences and anxieties better than any representation of the merely real. This
book poses two central questions about fantastic storytelling: how can it be 
meaningful if it doesn't claim to represent things as they are, and what kind of 
change can it make in the world?

Brian Attebery, Professor of English, Idaho State University Scholar and editor 
Brian Attebery has won multiple awards for his work on fantasy and science 
fiction, mostly recently the World Fantasy Award for his longtime editorship of the
Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts. In 2019 he was the Leverhulme Visiting 
Professor in fantasy at the University of Glasgow. One of his projects there was 
helping to launch a scholarly series from Bloombury Academic, Perspectives on
Fantasy, which he edits along with Dimitra Fimi and Matthew Sanger. He is the 
author of Stories about Stories: Fantasy and the Remaking of Myth and 
Decoding Gender in Science Fiction, among other books, and co-editor with 
Ursula K. Le Guin and Karen Joy Fowler of the Norton Book of Science Fiction. 
As editor of Le Guin's work for the Library of America he is currently working on a
volume of her short fiction.
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Heart of Grief Death and Search for Lasting Love
Attig, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780195156256
324 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/19/2002

 In The Heart of Grief, Attig gives us an inspiring and profoundly insightful 
meditation on the meaning of grief, showing how it can be the path toward a 
lasting love of those who have died.

Thomas Attig is the author of How We Grieve: Relearning the World (OUP). A 
former professor of philosophy and Past President of the Association for Death 
Education and Counseling, he is a highly sought-after speaker. He lives in San 
Francisco, California.
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How We Grieve: Relearning the World
Attig, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780195397697
264 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/4/2010

The new version of How We Grieve: Relearning the World tells in-depth tales of 
survival to illustrate the poignant disruption of life and suffering that loss entails.

Thomas Attig is Past President of the Association for Death Education and 
Counseling; currently an independent applied philosopher, writer, and speaker.
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Royals and Rebels: The Rise and Fall of the Sikh Empire
Atwal, Priya
Oxford University Press .
9780197548318
312 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 11/1/2020

The incredible history of the Sikh dynasty that rose between waning Mughals and
encroaching Brits, and the women, men and boys who forged its legacy.

Priya Atwal is a historian of empire, monarchy and cultural politics across Britain
and South Asia. She has taught History at King's College London and Oxford, 
where she obtained her doctorate.
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Royals and Rebels: The Rise and Fall of the Sikh Empire
Atwal, Priya
Oxford University Press .
9780197690185
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023

The incredible history of the Sikh dynasty that rose between waning Mughals and
encroaching Brits, and the women, men and boys who forged its legacy.

Priya Atwal is a historian of empire, monarchy and cultural politics across Britain
and South Asia. She has taught History at King's College London and Oxford, 
where she obtained her doctorate. She is currently Community History Fellow at 
the University of Oxford. Her research has been featured in collaborative projects
with Historic Royal Palaces, among others; and she makes regular broadcast 
appearances, most recently presenting the BBC Radio 4 series, Lies My Teacher
Told Me.
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European Disunion: Democracy, Sovereignty and the Politics of Emergency
Auer, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9780197659601
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

A compelling critique of the European project, arguing that the EU has failed to 
establish supranational sovereignty, yet has still damaged national democracies.

Stefan Auer is Associate Professor at the University of Hong Kong. Twice named
Jean Monnet Chair in EU Studies, he has published an award-winning 
monograph, Liberal Nationalism in Central Europe, and articles in Government 
and Opposition; International Affairs; the Journal of Common Market Studies and
West European Politics, among others.
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Imperial Boredom: Monotony and the British Empire
Auerbach, Jeffrey A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198827375
320 pages
hardcover
$58
Pub Date: 12/17/2018

Imperial Boredom offers a radical reconsideration of the British Empire during its
heyday in the nineteenth century. Challenging the long-established view that the
empire was about adventure and excitement, with heroic men and intrepid 
women eagerly spreading commerce and civilization around the globe, this 
thoroughly researched, engagingly written, and lavishly illustrated account 
suggests instead that boredom was central to the experience of empire.

Jeffrey Auerbach his Professor of History at California State University 
Northridge.
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Reset: An Introduction to Behavior Centered Design
Aunger, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197532638
176 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

Reset: An Introduction to Behavior Centered Design presents a new framework 
for achieving behavior change that draws on recent advances in neuroscience, 
evolutionary biology, and ecological psychology.

Robert Aunger, PhD, is Associate Professor in Evolutionary Public Health at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
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Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen, Volume II Pride and Prejudice
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547026
303 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988

This volume is the companion to the BBC television series, a lavish production 
aired on the Arts and Entertainment Network. The Modern Library has played a 
significant role in American cultural life for the better part of a century.

Jane Austen (16 December 1775 – 18 July 1817) was an English novelist whose
works of romantic fiction, set among the landed gentry, earned her a place as 
one of the most widely read writers in English literature. Her realism and biting 
social commentary have gained her historical importance among scholars and 
critics. Austen lived her entire life as part of a close-knit family located on the 
lower fringes of the English landed gentry. She was educated primarily by her 
father and older brothers as well as through her own reading.
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Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen, Volume III Mansfield Park
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547033
304 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988

Dependent on the benevolence of her aristocratic relatives, young Fanny Price 
develops into the moral center of a family gone astray and restores the tranquility
of her adoptive home.

Jane Austen (16 December 1775 – 18 July 1817) was an English novelist whose
works of romantic fiction, set among the landed gentry, earned her a place as 
one of the most widely read writers in English literature. Her realism and biting 
social commentary have gained her historical importance among scholars and 
critics. Austen lived her entire life as part of a close-knit family located on the 
lower fringes of the English landed gentry. She was educated primarily by her 
father and older brothers as well as through her own reading.
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The Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen: Volume I: Sense and Sensibility
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547019
446 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988

This is one of a complete set of Jane Austen's novels collating the editions 
published during the author's lifetime and previously unpublished manuscripts. 
The books are illustrated with 19th century-plates and incorporate revisions by 
experts in the light of subsequent research. The set consists of Pride and 
Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, Mansfield Park, Northanger Abbey and 
Persuasion, Emma and Minor Works.

Born December 16, 1775, Jane Austen is one of the most celebrated authors of 
the English language. Her fiction is known for its witty satires on English society.
Austen wrote anonymously during her life and wasn't widely recognized as a 
great English writer until after her death in 1817.
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The Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen: Volume IV: Emma
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547040
536 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988

This series of Jane Austen features her major books: Love and Friendship [1st 
novel] Pride and Prejudice [most read in the world] Sense and Sensitivity 
Mansfield Park Emma Northanger Abbey Persuasion Jane's books are widely 
read, and adapted to movies or TV series. Austen fans can be found on the 
internet throughout the world.

Born December 16, 1775, Jane Austen is one of the most celebrated authors of 
the English language. Her fiction is known for its witty satires on English society.
Austen wrote anonymously during her life and wasn't widely recognized as a 
great English writer until after her death in 1817.
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The Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen: Volume V: Northanger Abbey
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547057
348 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988

This is part of a complete set of Jane Austen's novels collating the editions 
published during the author's lifetime and previously unpublished manuscripts. 
The books are illustrated with 19th century plates and incorporate revisions by 
experts in the light of subsequent research. The set consists of Pride and 
Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, Mansfield Park, Northanger Abbey and 
Persuasion, Emma and Minor Works.

Born December 16, 1775, Jane Austen is one of the most celebrated authors of 
the English language. Her fiction is known for its witty satires on English society.
Austen wrote anonymously during her life and wasn't widely recognized as a 
great English writer until after her death in 1817.
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The Oxford Illustrated Jane Austen: Volume VI: Minor Works
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192547064
486 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/17/1988
Oxford Illustrated Austen Series

Gathers juvenilea, sketches, comic verses, and three prayers written by the 
eighteenth-century English author

Born December 16, 1775, Jane Austen is one of the most celebrated authors of 
the English language. Her fiction is known for its witty satires on English society.
Austen wrote anonymously during her life and wasn't widely recognized as a 
great English writer until after her death in 1817.
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The Frontlines of Peace: An Insider's Guide to Changing the World
Autesserre, Severine
Oxford University Press .
9780197679197
256 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 12/9/2022

In The Frontlines of Peace, Severine Autesserre, award-winning researcher and
peacebuilder, examines the well-intentioned but systematically flawed peace 
industry. Autesserre sheds light on how typical aid interveners have been getting
it wrong, and, more importantly, how a few of them have been getting it right. 
With real-life examples drawn from across the globe, Autesserre reveals that 
peace can grow in the most unlikely circumstances, with the help of the most 
unlikely heroes. She makes the compelling case that we must radically change 
our approach if we hope to build lasting peace around us--no matter where we 
live.

Severine Autesserre is an award-winning author, peacebuilder, and researcher,
as well as Professor and Chair of Political Science at Barnard College, Columbia
University.
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Hybrid Warriors: Proxies, Freelancers and Moscow's Struggle for Ukraine
Autunyan, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9781787387959
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

Focusing on Putin's volunteer militants, Arutunyan's reportage covers the pro-
Russian insurgency and the war it sparked in eastern Ukraine.

Anna Arutunyan is a Russian-American journalist, author and analyst. She 
covered the 2014 war for USA Today from Crimea and Donetsk, and has since 
analysed the conflict for the International Crisis Group. Her book, The Putin 
Mystique: Inside Russia's Power Cult, was published in over a dozen languages.
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The Ambivalent State: Police-Criminal Collusion at the Urban Margins
Auyero, Javier and Sobering, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190915544
240 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2019
Global and Comparative Ethnography Series

 In The Ambivalent State, Javier Auyero and Katherine Sobering offer an 
unprecedented look into the clandestine relationships between police agents and
drug dealers in Argentina.

Javier Auyero is the Joe R. and Teresa Lozano Long in Latin American 
Sociology at the University of Texas-Austin where he directs the Urban 
Ethnography Lab. Katherine Sobering is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the
University of North Texas.
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Pogroms: A Documentary History
Avrutin, Eugene M, and Bemporad, Elissa
Oxford University Press .
9780190060091
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/8/2021

Pogroms: A Documentary History surveys the complex history of anti-Jewish 
violence by bringing together archival and published sources--many appearing 
for the first time in English translation. The documents assembled here include 
eyewitness testimony, oral histories, diary excerpts, literary works, trial records, 
and press coverage. They also include memos and field reports authored by 
army officials, investigative commissions, humanitarian organizations, and 
government officials. This landmark volume and its distinguished roster of 
scholars provides an unprecedented view of the history of pogroms.

Eugene M. Avrutin is the Tobor Family Endowed Professor of Modern European
Jewish History at the University of Illinois. Elissa Bemporad is the Jerry and 
William Ungar Professor of History at Queens College and the Graduate Center,
CUNY.
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The Velizh Affair: Blood Libel in a Russian Town
Avrutin, Eugene M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197645338
248 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022

The Velizh case was the longest ritual murder investigation in the modern world.
Drawing on newly discovered trial records, historian Eugene M. Avrutin looks 
beyond antisemitism as the single most important factor in understanding ritual 
murder accusations, and in the process, provides an intimate glimpse of small-
town life in eastern Europe.

Eugene M. Avrutin is the Tobor Family Endowed Professor of Modern European
Jewish History at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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The Velizh Affair: Blood Libel in a Russian Town
Avrutin, Eugene M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190640521
248 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

The first account of the longest ritual murder investigation in the modern world. A
new explanation of ritual murder accusations, emphasizing the power of a shared
belief in magic and the supernatural in the dissemination of the tale. Exploration
of one of the most fundamental contradictions of Jewish life in the Russian 
Empire: that, no matter how widespread ritual murder beliefs may have been, the
largest Jewish community in the world continued to feel rooted and secure in its
place of residence. A well-crafted microhistory of small-town lives and 
relationships. Draws on newly discovered trial records

Eugene M. Avrutin is Associate Professor of History and Tobor Family Scholar in
the Program in Jewish Culture and Society at the University of Illinois. He is the 
author of Jews and the Imperial State: Identification Politics in Tsarist Russia and
the coeditor of Ritual Murder in Russia, Eastern Europe, and Beyond: New 
Histories of an Old Accusation.Discount:
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Oxford Dictionary of Idioms
Ayto, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198845621
472 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2020

This dictionary uncovers the meanings of myriad phrases and sayings that are 
used daily in the English language, encompassing more than 10,000 figurative 
expressions, similes, sayings, and proverbs. More than 400 idioms have been 
added to this new edition, and comprise recently coined and common sayings 
alike.

John Ayto is an experienced lexicographer and author of many language titles, 
including The Oxford Essential Guide to the English Language, The Longman 
Register of New Words, the Bloomsbury Dictionary of Word Origins, Twentieth 
Century Words, and Wobbly Bits and Other Euphemisms. He was also editor of 
the nineteenth edition of Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable.
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This Worldwide Struggle: Religion and the International Roots of the Civil Rights
Movement
Azaransky, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190262204
296 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 6/16/2017

This Worldwide Struggle: Religion and the International Roots of the Civil Rights
Movement identifies a network of black Christian intellectuals and activists who 
looked abroad, even in other religious traditions, for ideas and practices that 
could transform American democracy.

Sarah Azaransky is Assistant Professor of Social Ethics at Union Theological 
Seminary. She is the author of The Dream is Freedom: Pauli Murray and 
American Democratic Faith and the editor of Religion and Politics in America's 
Borderlands.
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The Tyrant-Slayers of Ancient Athens: A Tale of Two Statues
Azoulay, Vincent
Oxford University Press .
9780190663568
304 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017
10 b&w line art, 32 b&w halftone. Foreword by Paul Cartledge. Translated by 
Janet Lloyd.

This investigation relies on a rash bet: to write the biography of two of the most 
famous statues in Antiquity, the Tyrannicides. Representing the murderers of the
tyrant Hipparchus in full action, these statues erected on the Agora of Athens 
have been in turn worshipped, outraged, and imitated.

Vincent Azoulay is Professor of Ancient Greek History at Paris-Est Marne-la-
Vallee University.
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The Dawn of Human Genetics
Babkov, V.V.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781936113705
808 pages
hardcover
$69
Pub Date: 3/31/2013

In Russia, the initial euphoria of the Bolshevik leaders for a new socialist society,
combined with a commitment to a truly universal health care system, gave a 
huge boost to the emergence of both the eugenic and medical aspects of human
genetics.  The obstacles that proved so formidable to the successful launch of 
the field in the West-the lack of available data on the genealogy of diseases in 
families, the difficulty in getting a statistically significant number of identical twins
to study, and the skepticism of the medical establishment-were all swept aside in
the Soviet Union.

Vasily Vasilyevich Babkov was a Russian geneticist and historian of genetics.
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Ideas and American Foreign Policy: A Reader
Bacevich, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190645403
544 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2018

Andrew Bacevich's Ideas and American Foreign Policy is a broad-ranging reader
that serves as a comprehensive overview of the role of ideas in American foreign
policy over the entirety of the nation's history. Chronological in structure, the 
book features over 100 writings from major figures across all eras of American 
history, from John Winthrop to John Quincy Adams to Woodrow Wilson to 
George Kennan to Barack Obama.

Andrew J. Bacevich is Professor Emeritus of History and International Relations
at Boston University. A graduate of West Point and a Vietnam Veteran, he has a
doctorate in history from Princeton and was a Bush Fellow at the American 
Academy in Berlin.
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Making Sense: Philosophy behind Headlines
Baggini, Julian
Oxford University Press .
9780192803399
320 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/26/2002

In Making Sense, Julian Baggini examines the philosophical issues and disputes
that lie behind such news stories as the Clinton-Lewinsky affair, the war against 
terrorism, the siege at Waco, genetically modified foods, and advances in human
therapeutic cloning. Baggini, founding editor of the highly popular Philosopher's
Magazine, shows how we can use the techniques of philosophy and the insights
of its greatest practitioners to understand the issues behind the headlines.

Julian Baggini is editor and co-founder of The Philosophers' Magazine.
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Quantum Space: Loop Quantum Gravity and the Search for the Structure of 
Space, Time, and the Universe
Baggott, Jim
Oxford University Press .
9780198809111
448 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/22/2019
30 black and white images

In this book, Jim Baggott describes "the road less travelled": an approach which 
takes relativity as its starting point, and leads to a structure called Loop Quantum
Gravity. Baggott tells the story through the careers and pioneering work of two of
the theory's most prominent contributors, Lee Smolin and Carlo Rovelli. 
Combining clear discussions of both quantum theory and general relativity, this 
book offers one of the first efforts to explain the new quantum theory of space 
and time.

Jim Baggott, Freelance science writer Jim Baggott is a freelance science writer.
He was a lecturer in chemistry at the University of Reading but left to work with 
Shell International Petroleum Company, and then as an independent business 
consultant and trainer. His many books include Mass (OUP, 2017), Origins 
(OUP, 2015), Higgs (OUP, 2012), The Quantum Story (OUP, 2011), and A 
Beginner's Guide to Reality (Penguin, 2005).
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Storm of the Sea: Indians and Empires in the Atlantic's Age of Sail
Bahar, Matthew R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190874247
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2018

Narratives of cultural encounter in colonial North America often contrast 
traditional Indian coastal-dwellers and intrepid European seafarers. In Storm of 
the Sea, Matthew R. Bahar instead tells the forgotten history of Indian pirates 
hijacking European sailing ships on the rough waters of the north Atlantic and of
an Indian navy pressing British seamen into its ranks.

Matthew R. Bahar is assistant professor of history at Oberlin College.
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Unsettled: Refugee Camps and the Making of Multicultural Britain
Bailkin, Jordanna
Oxford University Press .
9780198814214
304 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018
Edinburgh Historical Linguistics Series

Today, no one really thinks of Britain as a land of camps. Yet over the course of 
the twentieth century, dozens of British refugee camps housed hundreds of 
thousands of Belgians, Jews, Basques, Poles, Hungarians, Anglo-Egyptians, 
Ugandan Asians, and Vietnamese. Refugee camps in Britain were never only for
refugees. Refugees shared a space with Britons who had been displaced by war
and poverty, as well as thousands of civil servants and a fractious mix of 
volunteers.

Jordanna Bailkin is a scholar of modern Britain and Empire. She is currently the 
Jere L. Bacharach Endowed Professor in International Studies and Professor of
History at the University of Washington in Seattle.
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Explaining the Future: How to Research, Analyze, and Report on Emerging 
Technologies
Bains, Sunny
Oxford University Press .
9780198822820
196 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2019

Will this new technology work to solve the problem its inventors claim it will? Is it 
likely to succeed? What is the right technical solution for a particular problem? 
Can we narrow down the options before we invest in development? How do we 
persuade our colleagues, investors, clients, or readers of our technical 
reasoning? Whether you're a researcher, a consultant, a venture capitalist, or a 
technology officer, you may need to be able to answer these questions 
systematically and with clarity. Bains provides you with the tools you need to 
think through how to match new (and old) technologies, materials, and processes
with applications.

Dr Sunny Bains is a scientist and journalist based at University College London
where she teaches research, analysis, and communication to science, 
engineering, and technical journalism students.Discount:
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From Kutch to Tashkent: The Indo-Pakistan War of 1965
Bajwa, Farooq
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042307
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2013

Decades of Pakistani resentment over India's stance on Kashmir, and its 
subsequent attempt to force a military solution on the issue, led to the 1965 war
between the two neighbours. This book examines in detail the politics, diplomacy
and military manoeuvres of the war, using British and American declassified 
documents and memoirs, as well as some unpublished interviews. It provides a 
comprehensive overview of the conflict and makes sense of the morass of 
diplomacy and the confusion of war.

Farooq Bajwa completed a PhD in International Relations at the London School
of Economics in 1990. He lectured on history and politics at a variety of 
universities and institutions before training to become a barrister and a solicitor.
He is the author of Pakistan and the West: The First Decade, and Pakistan: An 
Historic and Contemporary Look. The latter is a major textbook in Pakistan for 
students of the country's history.Discount:
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Music and Autism: Speaking for Ourselves
Bakan, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197543122
288 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

The musical talents and affinities of autistic people are widely recognized, but 
few have thought to ask autistic people themselves about how they make and 
experience music, and why it matters them that they do. Speaking for Ourselves
does just that, bringing autistic voices to the center of the conversation.

Michael Bakan is Professor of Ethnomusicology at Florida State University.
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Seven Tales of the Pendulum
Baker, Gregory L.
Oxford University Press .
9780198816904
248 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2018

Using graphs, figures, and narrative to explain scientific ideas and models, 
Gregory Baker gives a lucid account of the physics of the pendulum, showing the
reader how the context of the pendulum progresses over four centuries from that
of a simple system of classical physics, to that of a chaotic system, and 
eventually to that of a modern quantum system.

Gregory L. Baker was born and educated in Toronto receiving his B.Sc. in 
mathematics and physics from the University of Toronto, and his M.Sc and Ph.D.
in physics, also from the University of Toronto. He has taught physics and 
mathematics at Bryn Athyn College since 1970, retiring from fulltime involvement
in 2007.
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Justice in Islam: Abu Dharr and the Quest for the Righteous Community
Baker, Raymond William
Oxford University Press .
9780197624975
296 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022

Justice rather than the jihad or holy war of the Western imagination defines the 
Islam of the Qur'an and explains the global appeal of Islam's quest for the 
righteous community. For centuries, Abu Dharr al Ghifari, the seventh-century 
companion of the Prophet Muhammad, has provided a human face for Islamic 
justice as the core value of the faith. In this study of justice in Islam, Raymond 
Baker focuses on the influence of Abu Dharr, and the work of major intellectuals
who have contributed to the Islamic Awakening.

Raymond William Baker is Professor Emeritus of International Politics, Trinity 
College, Hartford, CT and Board Director, International Council for Middle East 
Studies, Washington, D.C.
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The Muslim Brotherhood in Europe
Bakker, Edwin
Oxford University Press .
9780199327638
224 pages
hardcover
$48.5
Pub Date: 1/8/2013

This volume brings together experts on the European Muslim Brotherhood who 
address some of the main issues on which the discussion has concentrated.

Edwin Bakker is Professor of (Counter-) Terrorism Studies at Leiden University 
and is director of the Centre for Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in the Hague.
Roel Meijer teaches modern Middle Eastern history at Radboud University in 
Nijmegen and is Senior Researcher at the Netherlands Institute of International 
Relations, 'Clingendael.
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The Globotics Upheaval: Globalization, Robotics, and the Future of Work
Baldwin, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780197518618
304 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

A compelling analysis of how a new form of globalization will combine with 
software robots to disrupt service-sector and professional jobs in the same way 
automation and trade disrupted manufacturing jobs in the past.

Richard Baldwin is Professor of International Economics at the Graduate Institute
(Geneva), and Founder of VoxEU. org. He advises governments and 
international organizations around the world on globalization and trade policy 
issues, having served as a Senior Staff Economist for President George Bush's
Council of Economic Advisors. His last book was The Great Convergence: 
Information Technology and the New Globalization.
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Roland Barthes: The Proust Variations
Baldwin, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9781802077384
200 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

This book concerns the 'variations' operated by Barthes on A la recherche du 
temps perdu over a period of three decades. It reads the Proustian oeuvre 
through the prism of Barthes, providing new readings of Proust's novel and of 
Barthes's own writings, and revealing an intricate - and inconsistent - web of 
references and circulations between the two.

Thomas Baldwin is a Reader in French at the University of Kent.
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Toni Morrison: Imagining Freedom
Balfour, Lawrie
Oxford University Press .
9780190673284
240 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 2/24/2023
PHILOSOPHICAL OUTSIDERS SERIES.

In this study of Toni Morrison's writing, Lawrie Balfour explores the idea of 
freedom through Morrison's novels and nonfiction. Morrison's writing illuminates 
the meanings of freedom and unfreedom in a democratic society founded on 
both the defense of liberty and the right to enslavement. Balfour considers how 
Morrison's writing ignites new ways of being free in the shadow of racial slavery 
and colonialism.

Lawrie Balfour is James Hart Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia 
and author of Democracy's Reconstruction: Thinking Politically with W. E. B. Du
Bois and The Evidence of Things Not Said: James Baldwin and the Promise of 
American Democracy. Her research explores how slavery, colonialism, and their
legacies shape modern political life.
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Debating Multiculturalism: Should There be Minority Rights?
Balint, Peter and Lenard, Patti Tamara
Oxford University Press .
9780197528389
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
DEBATING ETHICS.

Debating Multiculturalism brings together two prominent scholars of the political 
theory of multiculturalism. Both agree with the need for minority accommodation 
in liberal democracies, but disagree on the pathway forward. Patti Tamara 
Lenard argues that because of the importance of political inclusion, minorities 
should almost always be granted the rights they seek. In contrast, Peter Balint 
argues that there is no need for minority rights as liberal neutrality is a dynamic 
and fair method of accommodating all ways of life, including those of minorities.

Peter Balint is a Senior Lecturer in International & Political Studies at UNSW 
Canberra. Patti Tamara Lenard is Professor of Applied Ethics in the Graduate 
School of Public and International Affairs, University of Ottawa.
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The Cycles of Constitutional Time
Balkin, Jack M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197530993
260 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

The Cycles of Constitutional Time shows where American democracy has been
and projects where it is going. Jack Balkin explains why our politics seems so 
dysfunctional and why fights over the courts seem so bitter and unhinged. He 
portrays our present troubles in terms of longer, constitutional trends. In doing 
so, he also offers a message of hope for the future. The same trends that put us 
in this predicament are slowly changing. Our political system can get better if 
Americans mobilize to change it.

Jack M. Balkin is Knight Professor of Constitutional Law and the First 
Amendment at Yale Law School
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Enjoy Your Cells
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879695842
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2001
Enjoy Your Cells Series Book 1.

Beneath your skin there is an amazing hidden world of living cells. Millions and 
millions of cells work together, to make everything that is you. But did you know 
that you started life as just one tiny cell? And did you know that everything that 
lives on Planet Earth is also made of these amazing cells? Enjoy Your Cells is a
series of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership of 
scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Enjoy Your Cells Coloring Book
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621822110
32 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2016
Enjoy Your Cells Color and Learn Series Book 1.

Color and learn! Beneath your skin there is an amazing hidden world of living 
cells. Millions and millions of cells work together, to make everything that is you.
But did you know that you started life as just one tiny cell? And did you know that
everything that lives on Planet Earth is also made of these amazing cells? Enjoy
Your Cells is a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership
of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Enjoy Your Cells Series Coloring Books, 4-Book Gift Set, Four-volume set with 
colored pencils and stickers
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821946
128 pages
paperback
$44
Pub Date: 9/30/2016

Color and learn! Enjoy Your Cells is a series of children's books from the 
acclaimed creative partnership of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic
Rolph. Once again, they use their unique brand of simple but scientifically 
accurate commentary and exuberant graphics to take young readers on an 
entertaining exploration of the amazing, hidden world of cells, proteins, and DNA.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Enjoy Your Cells: Collection of 4 (paper)
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621820024

paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/9/2012

Enjoy Your Cells is a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative 
partnership of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Gene Machines
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696115
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2002
Enjoy Your Cells Series Book 4.

Welcome to your familyall the wonderful inhabitants of Planet Earth. We share 
something very special with every human being, animal, plant, and microscopic 
creature. What do we share with all living things? We are all GENE MACHINES!
Enjoy Your Cells is a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative 
partnership of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Gene Machines Coloring Book
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821939
32 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2016
Enjoy Your Cells Color and Learn Series Book 4.

Color and learn! Welcome to your familyall the wonderful inhabitants of Planet 
Earth. We share something very special with every human being, animal, plant, 
and microscopic creature. What do we share with all living things? We are all 
GENE MACHINES! Enjoy Your Cells is a series of children's books from the 
acclaimed creative partnership of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic
Rolph. 4

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Germ Zappers
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879695989
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2001
Enjoy Your Cells Series Book 2.

Planet Earth can be a dangerous place for all living creatures, including you. You
can usually escape from erupting volcanoes and floods. You can protect your 
body from the blazing Sun and freezing snow. But wherever you live and 
whatever the weather, you cannot escape GERMS! Enjoy Your Cells is a series
of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership of scientist/author 
Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Germ Zappers Coloring Book
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821915
32 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2016
Enjoy Your Cells Color and Learn Series Book 2.

Color and learn! Planet Earth can be a dangerous place for all living creatures, 
including you. You can usually escape from erupting volcanoes and floods. You 
can protect your body from the blazing Sun and freezing snow. But wherever you
live and whatever the weather, you cannot escape GERMS! Enjoy Your Cells is
a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership of 
scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Have a Nice DNA
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696108
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2002
Enjoy Your Cells Series Book 4.

Once upon a time you were very, very small. In fact, you were made of just one 
tiny cell. But the incredible thing about that tiny cell was that all the instructions to
make you were hidden inside it. And all because of a very important chemical 
substance called DeoxyriboNucleic Acid--everyone calls it DNA. Enjoy Your Cells
is a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership of 
scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Have a Nice DNA Coloring Book
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821922
32 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2016
Enjoy Your Cells Color and Learn Series Book 3.

Color and learn! Once upon a time you were very, very small. In fact, you were 
made of just one tiny cell. But the incredible thing about that tiny cell was that all 
the instructions to make you were hidden inside it. And all because of a very 
important chemical substance called DeoxyriboNucleic Acid--everyone calls it 
DNA. Enjoy Your Cells is a series of children's books from the acclaimed creative
partnership of scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Principles Matter: The Constitution, Progressives, and the Trump Era
Ball, Carlos A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197584484
312 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/4/2021

Using dozens of examples from the ways in which Trump abused presidential 
powers, this book explains how federalism, separation of powers, and free 
speech can help mitigate the harms that autocratic leaders in the Trump mold 
can inflict on both democratic institutions and vulnerable minorities. In doing so, 
the book urges progressives to follow this rule of thumb in the post-Trump era: If
a constitutional principle was worth deploying to resist Trump's harmful policies 
and autocratic governance, then it is worth defending in the post-Trump era even
if it makes the short-term attainment of progressive objectives more difficult.

Carlos A. Ball is a Distinguished Professor of Law at Rutgers Law School. He 
has law degrees from Columbia University and Cambridge University. He is an 
expert in the fields of constitutional law and LGBTQ rights.
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The Music Instinct: How Music Works and Why We Can't Do Without It
Ball, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780199896424
464 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2012

In The Music Instinct, award-winning writer Philip Ball provides the first 
comprehensive, accessible survey of what is known--and still unknown--about 
how music works its magic, and why, as much as eating and sleeping, it seems 
indispensable to humanity.

Philip Ball is a freelance writer and the author of numerous books, including 
Universe of Stone: A Biography of Chartres Cathedral and Critical Mass: How 
One Thing Leads To Another, which won the 2005 Aventis Prize for Science 
Books.
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East of the Wardrobe: The Unexpected Worlds of C. S. Lewis
Ball, Warwick
Oxford University Press .
9780197626252
296 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/3/2022
55 b/w halftones; 5 b/w line illustrations

In East of the Wardrobe, Warwick Ball explores hitherto unrecognised and 
unexpected Eastern aspects in and influences on C. S. Lewis' The Chronicles of
Narnia.

Warwick Ball is an archaeologist who has carried out excavations, architectural 
studies, and monumental restoration in Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, 
and Ethiopia.
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Comparative Grand Strategy: A Framework and Cases
Balzacq, Thierry / Dombrowski, Peter / Reich, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9780198840855
368 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2019

The essential introduction to the comparative analysis of national grand 
strategies.

Thierry Balzacq is a Francqui Research Chair (Belgium's most prestigious 
academic title) and Visiting Professor at the London School of Economics and 
Political Science .Peter Dombrowski is a professor of strategy in the Strategic 
and Operational Research Department at the Naval War College. Simon Reich is
a Professor in the Division of Global Affairs and Department of Political Science
at Rutgers, Newark.
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Exposing Pay: Pay Transparency and What It Means for Employees, Employers,
and Public Policy
Bamberger, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197628164
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2023

Pay equity has become a hot topic recently with pay transparency viewed as an 
important way to narrow gender and racial pay gaps. Exposing Pay offers 
evidence-based insights into how pay policies and practices impact outcomes at 
individual, organizational, and societal levels. Without taking a position one way
or another, this volume presents the good and the bad of pay transparency. Most
importantly, it presents a reader friendly summary of the evidence demonstrating
when and for what outcomes pay transparency may be beneficial, or 
alternatively, detrimental, thus providing policy makers, managers, and HR 
specialists with the basis for making evidence-informed decision.

Peter A. Bamberger is the Domberger Professor of Management at Tel Aviv 
University's Coller School of Management, and Research Director of the Cornell 
ILR School's Smithers Institute. His research examines pay communication and 
compensation strategy, pro-social behavior, occupational health psychology, and
the cognitive implications of discrete workplace events. Author of several books 
including Human Resource Strategy (Sage, 2000; Routledge, 2014) and Mutual
Aid and Union Renewal (Cornell, 2001), Bamberger has published over 100 
referred journal articles. He currently serves as the Vice-President Elect of the 
Academy of Management.
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Cultivating Democracy: Politics and Citizenship in Agrarian India
Banerjee, Mukulika
Oxford University Press .
9780197601877
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES

Mukulika Banerjee focuses on both India's institutional form and its democratic 
culture, arguing that the project of democracy is incomplete unless it is 
accompanied by a continual cultivation of active, republican citizenship. Covering
the period from 1998-2013, Cultivating Democracy provides an anthropological 
analysis of the relationship of formal political democracy and the cultivation of 
active citizenship in a rural setting in India. Banerjee's analysis shows how 
India's agrarian village society produces the social imaginaries required for 
democratic and republican values. More broadly, she shows that democracy is 
not simply a product of institutional design but also requires continual civic 
cultivation by both parties and the citizens themselves.

Mukulika Banerjee is Associate Professor in Social Anthropology at the London
School of Economics. Her books include Why India Votes?, The Pathan 
Unarmed, The Sari, and the edited volume Muslim Portraits.Discount:
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Covid and Custom in Rural South Africa: Culture, Healthcare and the State
Bank, Leslie and Sharpley, Nelly
Oxford University Press .
9780197659618
320 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 9/15/2022
African Arguments .

Reveals how, in South Africa's villages, heavy-handed pandemic policies and 
governmental communication failures have clashed with culture and tradition.

Leslie Bank, Adjunct Professor of Social Anthropology at Walter Sisulu 
University, is in the South African Human Sciences Research Council's Inclusive
Economic Development division. Nelly Sharpley is a medical sociologist. 
Formerly head of Social Sciences at Walter Sisulu University, she now leads 
Special Projects in the office of the vice-chancellor.
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First Instruments: Teaching Music Through Harmony Signing
Bannan, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780190932053
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Written for K - 5 music educators, First Instruments is a practical guide to 
teaching musical ideas through the first instruments we develop in early 
childhood: voice and hand gestures.

Nicholas Bannan is Associate Professor of Music and the University of Western
Australia Conservatorium of Music. His earliest musical experience was as a 
chorister at Canterbury Cathedral, after which he went on to the King's School, 
where he played violin and viola and composed.
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The Decline of Natural Law: How American Lawyers Once Used Natural Law 
and Why They Stopped
Banner, Stuart
Oxford University Press .
9780197556498
264 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2021

In The Decline of Natural Law, Stuart Banner explores a fundamental change in 
the way American lawyers thought about the law. Until the late 19th century, 
lawyers understood the law in part as something found in nature, the way we 
think of scientific laws today. After the change, by contrast, lawyers understood 
the law as something entirely made by people, especially by judges. The book 
explains the reasons for this change and how it affected the legal system.

Stuart Banner is the Norman Abrams Distinguished Professor of Law at UCLA. 
His nine previous books include Speculation: A History of the Fine Line Between
Gambling and Investing and The Baseball Trust: A History of Baseball's Antitrust
Exemption.
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Monsters to Destroy: Understanding the War on Terror
Bapat, Navin A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190061463
232 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2019
34 black and white line drawings

In Monsters to Destory, Navin A. Bapat addresses why the U. S. continues to 
spend trillions of dollars fighting terrorism when Americans are more likely to die 
from accidental drownings or lightning strikes. He argues that the U. S. fights the
war to protect its dominance over global energy markets, and the peg between 
the U. S. dollar and oil trades.

Navin A. Bapat is Professor of Political Science and the Chair of the Curriculum 
of Peace, War, and Defense at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill.
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Armies of Arabia: Military Politics and Effectiveness in the Gulf
Barany, Zoltan
Oxford University Press .
9780190866204
368 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

Armies of Arabia is the first book to comprehensively analyze the armed forces of
the Gulf monarchies. Zoltan Barany explains the conspicuous ineffectiveness of
Gulf militaries with a combination of political-structural and sociocultural factors.
Following a brief exposition on their historical evolution, he explores the region's
six armies of the region comparatively, through the lenses of military politics, 
sociology, economics, and diplomacy. The book's themes come together in the 
last chapter that critically evaluates the Saudi and Emirati armed forces' record in
the on-going war in Yemen.

Zoltan Barany is the Frank C. Erwin, Jr. Centennial Professor of Government at 
the University of Texas and a (non-resident) Senior Associate of the Arleigh A. 
Burke Chair in Strategy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in 
Washington.
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Buddhist Biology: Ancient Eastern Wisdom Meets Modern Western Science
Barash, David P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190844332
216 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Finds several areas of compatibility between two unlikely partners: modern 
biology and ancient Buddhism.  Compellingly written and filled with personal 
narrative by David Barash, a practicing biologist and Buddhist.

David P. Barash is Professor of Psychology at University of Washington. An 
evolutionary biologist, he has written more than 250 peer-reviewed articles and 
38 books, plus numerous opinion pieces in the Los Angeles Times, The New 
York Times, and the Chicago Tribune.
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Homo Mysterious: Evolutionary Puzzles of Human Nature
Barash, David P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199751945
344 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 6/29/2012

For all that science knows about the living world, notes David P. Barash, there 
are even more things that we don't know, genuine evolutionary mysteries that 
perplex the best minds in biology. Paradoxically, many of these mysteries are 
very close to home, involving some of the most personal aspects of being 
human. Homo Mysterious examines a number of these evolutionary mysteries, 
exploring things that we don't yet know about ourselves, laying out the best 
current hypotheses, and pointing toward insights that scientists are just 
beginning to glimpse.

David P. Barash is an evolutionary biologist and professor of psychology at the 
University of Washington. He has specialized in the ecology and evolution of 
animal and human social behavior, has written more than 250 peer-reviewed 
articles and 38 books, plus numerous op- eds in the Los Angeles Times, The 
New York Times, as well as regular pieces in aeon, Nautilus, and The Chronicle
of Higher Education, among others.
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Only in Canada You Say: A Treasury of Canadian Language
Barber, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780195429848
288 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/17/2008

Only in Canada You Say highlights more than 1,200 words and phrases that are
unique to our neighbors to the north.

Canada's Word Lady', Katherine Barber has been Editor-in-Chief of Oxford's 
Canadian Dictionary department since 1991. She has supervised the production
of two editions of The Canadian Oxford Dictionary as well as five other Canadian
dictionaries and thesauruses.
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Global Race War: International Politics and Racial Hierarchy
Barder, Alexander D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197535622
272 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2021

Global Race War explores the racial foundations of global politics from the 
Haitian Revolution to the present. Alexander D. Barder traces the emergence of 
this global racial hierarchy from the early 19th century to the present to explain 
how a historical racial global order unraveled over the first half of the 20th 
century, continued during the Cold War, and reemerged during the Global War 
on Terror. As Barder shows, imperial, racial, and geopolitical orders intersected 
over time in ways that violently tore apart the imperial and sovereign state 
system and continue to haunt politics today.

Alexander D. Barder is Associate Professor of International Relations at Florida 
International University.
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The Truth About Denial: Bias and Self-Deception in Science, Politics, and 
Religion
Bardon, Adrian
Oxford University Press .
9780190062279
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2019

This volume is a wide-ranging examination of denial and ideological denialism. It
offers a readable overview of the psychology and social science of bias, self-
deception, and denial, and examines the role of ideological denialism in conflicts
over science and public policy, politics, and culture.

Dr. Adrian Bardon is a professor of philosophy at Wake Forest University, where
he teaches courses on political philosophy, philosophy of religion, philosophy of 
space and time, and the history of philosophy. He is the author of A Brief History
of the Philosophy of Time (OUP 2013), as well as numerous scholarly articles on
time, perception, politics, the history of philosophy, and various other subjects.
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The World Come of Age: An Intellectual History of Liberation Theology
Barger, Lilian Calles
Oxford University Press .
9780190695392
392 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

In The World Come of Age, Lilian Calles Barger offers for the first time a 
systematic retelling of the history of liberation theology, demonstrating how a 
group of theologians set the stage for a torrent of new religious activism that 
challenged the religious and political status quo.

Lilian Calles Barger was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina and immigrated to the
United States as a child. She received her PhD from The University of Texas at
Dallas and is the author of Eve's Revenge: Women and a Spirituality of the Body
and Chasing Sophia: Reclaiming the Lost Wisdom of Jesus.
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Pride and Joy: A Guide to Understanding Your Child's Emotions and Solving 
Family Problems
Barish, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780199896240
280 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2012

In Pride and Joy, child psychologist Kenneth Barish brings together the best of 
recent advances in clinical and neuroscience research with the author's three 
decades of experience working with children and families.

Kenneth Barish is Clinical Associate Professor of Psychology at Weill Medical 
College, Cornell University. He is also on the faculty of the Westchester Center 
for the Study of Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy and the William Alanson 
White Institute Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy Training Program.
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Intelligence Success and Failure: The Human Factor
Bar-Joseph, Uri and McDermott, Rose
Oxford University Press .
9780199341740
280 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2017

The study of strategic surprise has long concentrated on important failures that 
resulted in catastrophes such as Pearl Harbor and the September 11th attacks, 
and the majority of previously published research in the field determines that 
such large-scale military failures often stem from defective information-
processing systems. Intelligence Success and Failure challenges this common 
assertion that catastrophic surprise attacks are the unmistakable products of 
warning failure alone.

Uri Bar-Joseph is a Professor at the School of Political Science, Haifa University,
Israel. He concentrates on strategic and intelligence studies, especially focusing
on the Arab-Israeli conflict and Israeli security policy. In addition to numerous 
refereed journal articles and book chapters, he wrote six books, the most recent
of which is The Angel: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel (2016). Rose 
McDermott is the David and Mariana Fisher University Professor of International
Relations at Brown University and a Fellow in the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
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Orientalism and War
Barkawi, Tarak and Stanski, Ketih (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199327782
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/8/2013

Orientalism is a system of truths that imagines the world can be meaningfully 
understood in terms of a distinction between 'West' and 'East' from the Greek 
and Persian Wars onwards. It is also about an institutionalised community of 
experts who represent with authority this world of East and West, as for example
in media and policy discussions of the Islamic sources of terrorism.

Tarak Barkawi is a senior lecturer at the Centre of International Studies, 
University of Cambridge. He specialises in the study of war, armed forces and 
society with a focus on conflict between the West and the global South. Keith 
Stanski is a PhD Candidate in Politics and International Relations at the 
University of Oxford. He is a Visiting Scholar with the Afghanistan Regional 
Project at New York University's Center on International Cooperation.
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Representing Red and Blue: How the Culture Wars Change the Way Citizens 
Speak and Politicians Listen
Barker, David C. and Carman, Christopher Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780199796564

hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 9/18/2012

What is a political representative's job, really? Are they supposed to simply figure
out what 'the people' want and deliver it, or are they charged to do what they 
think is best for their constituents - even if that means sometimes ignoring those
constituents' wishes? In Representing Red and Blue, David Barker and 
Christopher Carman explore what people think about this question, why their 
answers vary, and what difference it makes.

David C. Barker is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Pittsburgh and Director Designate of the Institute of Social Research at California
State University - Sacramento. Christopher Jan Carman is Senior Research 
Lecturer in Government at the University of Strathclyde. He received his PhD 
from the University of Houston in 2000.
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Philosophy of Science: A New Introduction
Barker, Gillian and Kitcher, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780195366198
192 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 8/2/2013
Fundamentals of Philosophy Series

Offering an engaging and accessible portrait of the current state of the field, 
Philosophy of Science: A New Introduction shows students how to think 
philosophically about science and why it is both essential and fascinating to do 
so.

Gillian Barker is Assistant Professor in the Department of Philosophy at Western
University and a founding member of the Rotman Institute of Philosophy, an 
interdisciplinary research center fostering academic inquiry and public discussion
concerning issues at the intersection between philosophy and the sciences. 
Philip Kitcher is John Dewey Professor of Philosophy at Columbia. He is the 
author of books and articles on issues in the philosophy of science.
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Hen Domen, Montgomery: A Timber Castle on the English-Welsh Border: A Final
Report
Barker, Philip
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896528
312 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Exeter Hispanic Texts. Medieval Studies.

This volume marks the final stage in the publication of excavations and fieldwork
carried out at the site, containing a summary of an earlier work published in 1982
by the Royal Archaeological Institute, and a full account of the project's findings 
since 1980.

Robert Higham is Senior Lecturer in Archaeology, University of Exeter. His 
research interests cover two broad topics relating to the medieval period: the 
general theme of defense, in both its military and social aspects, and the 
medieval archaeology of South West England. The late Philip Barker was 
formerly Reader in British Archaeology, University of Birmingham. He has 
directed a number of excavations and published several books.
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Negotiating Democracy and Religious Pluralism: India, Pakistan, and Turkey
Barkey, Karen / Kaviraj, Sudipta / Naresh, Vatsal (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197530023
392 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2021
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES

Negotiating Democracy and Religious Pluralism examines the relationship 
between the functioning of democracy and the prior existence of religious 
plurality in three societies outside the West: India, Pakistan, and Turkey. The 
volume brings together political scientists, sociologists, historians, and legal 
scholars to illuminate various trajectories of political thought, state policy, and the
exercise of social power during and following a transition to democracy, and, 
reflexively, the political categories that shape our understanding of these 
changes in South Asia and Turkey.

Karen Barkey is the Haas Distinguished Chair of Religious Diversity at the 
Othering & Belonging Institute and Professor of Sociology at the University of 
California, Berkeley. Sudipta Kaviraj is a Professor of Indian Politics and 
Intellectual History at Columbia University. Vatsal Naresh is a PhD student in 
Political Science at Yale University.Discount:
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Work and Technological Change
Barley, Stephen R.
Oxford University Press .
9780198795209
192 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2020
Clarendon Lectures in Management Studies

Stephen R. Barley reflects on over three decades of research to explore both the
history of technological change and the approaches used to investigate how 
technologies, including intelligent technologies such as machine learning and 
robotics, are shaping our work and organizations.

Stephen R. Barley is the Christian A. Felipe Professor of Technology 
Management in the College of Engineering at the University of California Santa 
Barbara.
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Brave New Workplace: Designing Productive, Healthy, and Safe Organizations
Barling, Julian
Oxford University Press .
9780190648107
280 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/31/2023

Brave New Workplace argues that organizations should focus on creating 
environments in which employees can flourish, rather than relying on the 
resiliency of workers to withstand difficult working conditions. Author Julian 
Barling outlines 10 elements for a healthy and productive workplace--leadership,
autonomy, meaning, belonging, growth, fairness, clarity, recognition, safety, and
physical environment--and illustrates how these elements can be readily 
implemented and how they can increase levels of work performance and 
employee well-being.

Julian Barling is the Distinguished University Professor at Queen's University, 
and Borden Chair of Leadership in the Smith School of Business. Dr. Barling has
received numerous awards for research and teaching, such as the National Post
Leaders in Business Education Award in 2001 and Queen's University's Award 
for Excellence in Graduate Supervision in 2008. Dr. Barling has written a number
of books, including The Science of Leadership. He was elected as a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of Canada in 2002, and is a fellow of several other 
international research societies.
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Funerary Speech for John Chrysostom
Barnes, Timothy D. and Bevan, George (translators)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318887
0 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2013
Translated texts for historians ; volume 60

This book offers the first English translation of the funerary speech for John 
Chyrsostom delivered by one of his former clergy in a city close to 
Constantinople in the autumn of 407 when news arrived of John's death on a 
forced march in eastern Asia Minor.

Timothy D. Barnes is Honorary Professorial Fellow at the University of 
Edinburgh. George Bevan is Assistant Professor at Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario.
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Innovators, Firms, and Markets: The Organizational Logic of Intellectual Property
Barnett, Jonathan M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190908591
256 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2021
27 illustrations

Innovators, Firms, and Markets challenges the prevailing policy consensus that 
robustly enforced intellectual property rights suppress competition and innovation
by protecting incumbents from entry threats. Jonathan M. Barnett argues that IP 
rights enhance competition and innovation by enabling entry by idea-rich but 
capital-poor firms that may otherwise be blocked from the market. The book 
moves from theory to empirics through an economic history of the U.S. patent 
system and analysis of firms' lobbying tendencies on IP issues. Case studies of 
the biotechnology and semiconductor markets illustrate how patents enable 
entrepreneurs to play the disruptive function that is critical to successful 
innovation ecosystems.

Jonathan M. Barnett is the Torrey H. Webb Professor of Law and Director of the
Media, Entertainment and Technology Law Program at the Gould School of Law,
University of Southern California.Discount:
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Cassiodorus: Variae
Barnish, S.J.B.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853234364
370 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/6/1992

 Cassiodorus (c. 485-585), Roman senator and consul, served in various high 
offices from c. 505 to c. 538, under the kings of the Ostrogoths, who had 
inherited the imperial administration of Italy. For long periods the Goths' chief 
publicist, he compiled the state papers he had drafted, as their regime crumbled
under Byzantine attack. This selection is the first translation to appear since 
1886.
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Adaptation under Fire: How Militaries Change in Wartime
Barno, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197661703
448 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2023
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES.

Militaries that can rapidly adapt to unexpected battlefield challenges are more 
likely to win wars, and those that cannot are more likely to lose. In Adaptation 
under Fire, David Barno and Nora Bensahel identify the characteristics that make
militaries more adaptable, illustrated through historical and contemporary 
examples. The authors argue that the U.S. military often adapted well in Iraq and
Afghanistan at the tactical level, but also displayed disturbing failures by some of
its senior leaders. They conclude that the U.S. military must become far more 
adaptable in order to address future security challenges effectively, and 
recommend ways to do so before it is too late.

Lt. General David Barno, USA (Ret.) is a Visiting Professor of Strategic Studies 
and Senior Fellow at the Philip Merrill Center at the Johns Hopkins School of 
Advanced International Studies. He is also a Contributing Editor and Columnist 
for War on the Rocks. General Barno completed a thirty-year active duty Army 
career where he commanded at every level.
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Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film
Barnouw, Erik
Oxford University Press .
9780195078985
416 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 1/7/1993

Now brought completely up to date, the new edition of this classic work on 
documentary films and filmmaking surveys the history of the genre from 1895 to 
the present day.

Erik Barnouw, now retired, was Chief of the Library of Congress's Motion Picture,
Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division, and long headed Columbia 
University's film division. His books include the prize-winning three-volume 
History of Broadcasting in the United States, Tube of Plenty, The Sponsor, and 
The Magician and the Cinema.
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Tube of Plenty: The Evolution of American Television
Barnouw, Erik
Oxford University Press .
9780195064841
624 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 5/31/1990

Barnouw's new edition of Tube of Plenty explores the development and impact of
the latest dramatic phases of the communications revolution. Since the first 
publication of this invaluable history of television and how it has shaped, and 
been shaped by, American culture and society, many significant changes have 
occurred.

Erik Barnouw, Professor Emeritus of Dramatic Arts at Columbia University, co-
founded and chaired Columbia's Film Division for many years. He also helped to
organize, and headed, the Writers Guild of America. He is Editor in Chief of the 
International Encyclopedia of Communications and the author of several books, 
including Indian Film (with S. Krishnaswamy) and The Magician and the Cinema.
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How We Read Now: Strategic Choices for Print, Screen, and Audio
Baron, Naomi S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197656884
304 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022

An engaging and authoritative guide to the impact of reading medium on 
learning, from a foremost expert in the field.

Naomi S. Baron is Professor Emerita of Linguistics of American University in 
Washington, DC. A Guggenhaim Fellow, Fulbright Fellow, and Fulbright 
Specialist, she has also been a Visiting Scholar at the Stanford Center for 
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.
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Listing:

The Digby Poems: A New Edition of the Lyrics
Barr, Helen
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898171
312 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 8/15/2009
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

In Helen Barr's new edition, the 24 short lyrics of Oxford Bodleian MS Digby 102
are freshly transcribed and edited. The critical apparatus includes a full 
introduction, extensive annotation to each poem, and a new glossary.

Helen Barr is Fellow and Tutor in English at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford. She has
edited and written on the Piers Plowman tradition, is author of Socioliterary 
Practice in Late Medieval England (2001), and co-edited Text and Controversy 
from Wyclif to Bale (2005) with Ann M. Hutchison.
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Building the Skyline: The Birth and Growth of Manhattan's Skyscrapers
Barr, Jason M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190912291
456 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2018

As the first rigorous investigation of innovative ways to accommodate as many 
people as possible on the same location, Building the Skyline is an important 
contribution to understanding the growth and life of cities.

Jason M. Barr is a Professor at Rutgers University-Newark in the Department of
Economics. His research interests include urban economics, and agent-based 
computational economics.
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Literacy, Language and Reading in Nineteenth-Century Ireland
Barr, Rebecca / Buckley, Sarah-Anne / O'Cinneide, Muireann
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854727
232 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Society for the Study of Nineteenth Century Ireland LUP. 12 black and white 
illustrations

This volume explores the multiple forms and functions of reading and writing in 
nineteenth-century Ireland.

Rebecca Barr is Lecturer in English at the National University of Ireland Galway.
Sarah-Anne Buckley is Lecturer in History at the National University of Ireland 
Galway and President of the Women's History Association of Ireland. Muireann
O'Cinneide is Lecturer in English at the National University of Ireland Galway.
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Seeking Connections: An Interdisciplinary Perspective on Music Teaching and 
Learning
Barrett, Janet Revell
Oxford University Press .
9780197511282
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023

This book offers elementary and secondary music teachers new practical tools to
create educational experiences that engage students in exploring an expansive 
relationship with music. With imaginative examples drawn from diverse musical 
genres, visual art, poetry, and historical cases, Seeking Connections provides 
thoughtful principles, models, and instructional strategies to deepen students' 
understandings of musical works and inspire interdisciplinary inquiry.

Janet Revell Barrett is Marilyn Pflederer Zimmerman Endowed Chair Emerita at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is the author of several 
books, including Constructing a Personal Orientation to Music Teaching: Growth,
Inquiry, Agency, and she is the editor of the Bulletin of the Council for Research 
in Music Education.
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Layamon's Arthur: The Arthurian Section of Layamon's Brut
Barron, W.R.J and Weinberg, S. C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896856
312 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies (Book 2001)

Layamon's Brut is a landmark in English literature, the first major work in English
after the Norman Conquest, and the precursor of a rich Arthurian literature, from
Malory to Tennyson and on to our own time. This edition combines a fully-edited
version of the original text with a close parallel prose translation, together with a 
lengthy Introduction, textual notes and a full and up-to-date bibliography.
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The Voyage of St Brendan: Representative Versions of the Legend in English 
Translation
Barron, W.R.J. and Weinberg, S.C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897556
312 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 5/5/2005
Medieval Studies

In recent years Brendan's voyage has become increasingly popular as a topic of 
interest, not only in medieval studies, but also within the history of travel literature
in general.

The late W. R. J. Barron was Senior Research Fellow in the School of English, 
University of Exeter.
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The Anthropic Cosmological Principle
Barrow, John D. and Tipler, Frank J.
Oxford University Press .
9780192821478
738 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 8/25/1988

This wide-ranging and detailed book explores the many ramifications of the 
Anthropic Cosmological Principle, covering the whole spectrum of human inquiry
from Aristotle to Z bosons.

John D. Barrow is University Lecturer in Astronomy at the University of Sussex,
England. Frank J. Tipler is Professor of Mathematical Physics at Tulane 
University, New Orleans.
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Jonathan Edwards and Scripture: Biblical Exegesis in British North America
Barshinger, David P. and Sweeney, Douglas A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190249502
296 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

For too long, scholars have published new research on Edwards without paying
due attention to the work he took most seriously: biblical exegesis. Edwards is 
recognized as an innovative theologian who wielded tremendous influence on 
revivalism, evangelicalism, and New England theology.

Douglas A. Sweeney is Distinguished Professor of Church History and the 
History of Christian Thought and Director of the Jonathan Edwards Center at 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. He has published widely on Edwards, early 
modern Protestant thought, and the history of evangelicalism. David P.
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Polin: Studies in Polish Jewry Volume 35
Bartal, Israel and Guesnet, Francois
Oxford University Press . The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization in association
with Liverpool University Press
9781800859937
484 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Polin: Studies in Polish Jewry. 12, halftones, including photographs

An investigation of how Polish Jews, Polish Zionism, and Polish culture 
influenced Israel's cultural and political development, as well as of the continuing
relationship between Israel and Poland today.

Israel Bartal is Avraham Harman Professor of Jewish History at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem and dean of the Faculty of Humanities there.  Francois 
Guesnet is Professor of Modern Jewish History, University College London and 
chair of the Institute for Polish-Jewish Studies. Antony Polonsky is Emeritus 
Professor of Holocaust Studies, Brandeis University, and Chief Historian of the 
Global Education Outreach Program at the POLIN Museum of the History of 
Polish Jews in Warsaw. Scott Ury is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Jewish
History at Tel Aviv University and director of the Eva and Marc Besen Institute for
the Study of Historical Consciousness.Discount:
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The Epistle to the Romans
Barth, Karl
Oxford University Press .
9780195002942
576 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1968
Translated by E. C. Hoskyns.

This volume provides a much-needed English translation of the sixth edition of 
what is considered the fundamental text for fully understanding Barthianism.

Karl Barth was a Swiss Reformed theologian who is most well known for his 
landmark The Epistle to the Romans, involvement in the Confessing Church, 
authorship of the Barmen Declaration, and especially his five volume theological
summa the Church Dogmatics.
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Sergei Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky
Bartig, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190269579
176 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2017
The Oxford Keynotes Series

Explores the genesis of one of Prokofiev's most performed works. Introduces a 
wealth of new information drawn from archival sources. Includes the first 
sustained analysis of the work's reception in the twentieth century

Kevin Bartig is Associate Professor of Musicology at Michigan State University 
and author of Composing for the Red Screen: Prokofiev and Soviet Film (Oxford
University Press, 2013).
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Madrigals and Partsongs
Bartlett, Clifford (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193436947

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2002

This book contains 59 of the finest examples of the secular choral repertoire, 
ranging from the late 15th to the 20th century and spanning all the major 
European countries. All the pre-twentieth-century pieces are in completely new 
editions going back to the earliest and most reliable sources.

Clifford Bartlett was a music librarian and editor, and a reviewer and publisher of
early music.
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Roman Domestic Buildings
Barton, Ian M. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894159
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

From the hovels of peasants to the palaces of monarchs, this book provides an 
architectural picture of Roman society through a study of domestic buildings.

Ian Barton was until his retirement Head of Classics at University of Wales, 
Lampeter.
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Roman Public Buildings (University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History)
Barton, Ian M.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894753
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1995
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

Roman Public Buildings was first published in the Exeter Studies in History 
series in 1989. It examines the development of Roman architecture and the 
significance of different types of buildings for the political, social and economic 
history of the period. A glossary of technical terms is included.
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Hitler's Army: Soldiers, Nazis, and War in the Third Reich
Bartov, Omer
Oxford University Press .
9780195079036
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 11/26/1992

 Harvard University Junior Fellow Omer Bartov delivers a detailed account of 
how Nazism penetrated the German Army during World War II. Bartov focuses 
on the barbaric struggle between Germany and the Soviet Union--where the vast
majority of German troops fought--to show how the savagery of war reshaped 
the army into Hitler's image.

Omer Bartov is Visiting Raoul Wallenberg Professor at Rutgers University, and is
the author of The Eastern Front, 1941-1945.
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The Origins and Development of Classical Hinduism
Basham, A.L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195073492
208 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/5/1991

 Arthur Basham (1914-86) was one of the world's foremost scholars of ancient 
Indian culture and religion. His account of the origins and development of 
classical Hinduism compiled and expanded posthumously, represents a lifetime
of sturdy and reflection on the subject.

The late A. L. Basham, a distinguished scholar of South Asia, was the author of
many books, among them The Wonder That Was India, and The History and 
Doctrines of the Ajivikas.
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A Scientific Search for Altruism: Do We Only Care About Ourselves?
Batson, C. Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190651374
312 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 11/19/2018

Framed as a detective story, this book traces the scientific search for altruism 
through numerous studies and attempts to examine various motivational 
suspects, reaching the improbable conclusion that empathy-induced altruism is 
indeed part of our nature. The book then considers the implications of this 
conclusion both for our understanding of who we are as humans (the bad news 
as well as the good) and for how we might create a more humane society.

C. Daniel Batson is an experimental social psychologist.
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Music Learning Today: Digital Pedagogy for Creating, Performing, and 
Responding to Music
Bauer, William I.
Oxford University Press .
9780197503713
256 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/14/2020

Music Learning Today: Digital Pedagogy for Creating, Performing, and 
Responding to Music presents an approach to conceptualizing and utilizing 
technology as a tool for music learning.

Dr. William I. Bauer is Area Head for Music Education, Director of the Online 
Master of Music in Music Education program, and Professor in the School of 
Music at the University of Florida. He has previously taught in K-12 and higher 
education in the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Virginia.
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Music Learning Today: Digital Pedagogy for Creating, Performing, and 
Responding to Music
Bauer, William I.
Oxford University Press .
9780199890613
224 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/25/2014

Music Learning Today: Digital Pedagogy for Creating, Performing, and 
Responding to Music presents an approach to conceptualizing and utilizing 
technology as a tool for music learning.

Dr. William I. Bauer is Associate Professor and Director of the Online Master of
Music in Music Education program at the University of Florida. He has previously
taught in K-12 and higher education in the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Virginia.
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The Company They Keep: How Partisan Divisions Came to the Supreme Court
Baum, Lawrence and Devins, Neal
Oxford University Press .
9780197539156
272 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

The Company They Keep advances a new way of thinking about Supreme Court
decision-making. In so doing, it explains why today's Supreme Court is the first 
ever in which lines of ideological division are also partisan lines between justices
appointed by Republican and Democratic presidents.

Neal Devins is Sandra Day O'Connor Professor of Law and Professor of 
Government at the College of William and Mary. Lawrence Baum is Professor 
Emeritus of Political Science at Ohio State University.
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Citizen Hariri: Lebanon's Neo-Liberal Reconstruction
Baumann, Hannes
Oxford University Press .
9780190687168
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

A new political biography of the Titan of Lebanese politics, whose influential 
legacy continues to shape the Levant years after his assassination. Explores 
both Hariri's public and personal legacy. Examines what his rise represented in 
terms of social and economic changes

Hannes Baumann is a lecturer at the University of Liverpool. His current research
looks at the politics of Gulf investment in non-oil Arab states. He previously 
taught or researched at King's College London, Georgetown University, the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, and the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI).
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Cultural Animal Human Nature, Meaning, and Social Life
Baumeister, Roy F.
Oxford University Press .
9780195167030

hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 2/10/2005

Turning conventional wisdom on its head, the author argues that culture shaped
human evolution. Contrary to theories that depict the individual's relation to 
society as one of victimization, endless malleability, or just a square peg in a 
round hole, he proposes that the individual human being is designed by nature to
be part of society.

Roy F. Baumeister (born May 16, 1953) is an American social psychologist who 
is known for his work on the self, social rejection, belongingness, sexuality and 
sex differences, self-control, self-esteem, self-defeating behaviors, motivation, 
aggression, consciousness, and free will.
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Deadly Justice: A Statistical Portrait of the Death Penalty
Baumgartner, Frank / Davidson, Marty / Johnson, Kaneesha / Krishnamurthy, 
Arvind / and Wilson, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780190841546
416 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2017

Now, forty years after the Supreme Court's Gregg v. Georgia decision, the 
eminent political scientist Frank Baumgartner along with a team of younger 
scholars (Marty Davidson, Kaneesha Johnson, Arvind Krishnamurthy, and Colin
Wilson) have collaborated to assess the empirical record and provide a definitive
account of how the death penalty has been implemented.

FB: Professor of Political Science, University of North Carolina; author of many 
books for Princeton UP and the U of Chicago Press MW: Student, UNC KJ: 
Student, UNC AK: Student, UNC CW: Student, UNC.
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Too Simple to Fail: A Case for Educational Change
Bausell, R. Barker
Oxford University Press .
9780199744329

hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2010

Too Simple to Fail presents a startling dissection of what is wrong with our 
educational system and a set of simple, common-sense steps for improving it.

R. Barker Bausell, Ph.D., a professor at University of Maryland, Baltimore, was 
born into a family of teachers and originally trained as an educational researcher,
becoming one of the first investigators to contrast tutoring to classroom 
instruction under carefully controlled, randomized conditions.
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Formal Theories of Truth
Beall, JC / Glanzberg, Michael / and Ripley, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198815686
160 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 5/29/2018

Truth is one of the oldest and most central topics in philosophy. Formal theories
explore the connections between truth and logic, and they address truth-theoretic
paradoxes such as the Liar. Three leading philosopher-logicians now present a 
concise overview of the main issues and ideas in formal theories of truth. Beall,
Glanzberg, and Ripley explain key logical techniques on which such formal 
theories rely, providing the formal and logical background needed to develop 
formal theories of truth.

JC Beall is Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Connecticut and Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
Tasmania. Michael Glanzberg is Professor of Philosophy at Northwestern 
University, having previously taught at MIT, the University of Toronto, and the 
University of California, Davis. David Ripley is Lecturer in Philosophy at Monash
University, Australia, having previously been Associate Professor of Philosophy 
at the University of Connecticut.
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The Caregiving Ambition: What It Is and Why It Matters at Home and Work
Bear, Julia B. and Pittinsky, Todd L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197512418
256 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 3/8/2022

Through firsthand quantitative and qualitative empirical research, plus a wealth of
research reviewed, The Caregiving Ambition brings together psychological 
theories and cutting-edge management research to illuminate how ignoring 
caregiving as an ambition perpetuates the status quo. This book shows the path 
forward by arguing that an honest discussion about caregiving ambition will make
our individual and collective lives more humane, caring, and productive.

Julia B. Bear is Associate Professor of Management in the College of Business 
at Stony Brook University (SUNY). Todd L. Pittinsky is a Professor of Technology
and Society at Stony Brook University (SUNY) and a faculty fellow of the Hannah
Arendt Center at Bard College.
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If We Were Kin: Race, Identification, and Intimate Political Appeals
Beard, Lisa
Oxford University Press .
9780197517321
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2023

Drawing on the political provocations of James Baldwin, Sylvia Rivera, Lorraine
Hansberry, and grassroots LGBTQ activists, If We Were Kin is about the we of 
politics--how that we is made, fought over, and remade--and how these struggles
lie at the very core of questions about power and political change. Lisa Beard 
traces a distinct lineage of political appeals from within race and gender justice 
movements--claims to a we which invoke themes of intimacy and advance 
powerful visions of political relationships rooted in mutuality and shared freedom.

Lisa Beard is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Western Washington
University. Beard's work has been published in Political Theory, Contemporary 
Political Theory, National Political Science Review (now National Review of 
Black Politics), and in the edited volume A Political Companion to James 
Baldwin.
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Narciso Hermetico: Sor Juana Ines de La Cruz y Jose Lezama Lima
Beaupied, Aida
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237716
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/11/1997
Liverpool University Press - Hispanic Studies TRAC Series

A study in Spanish of the hermetic tradition in the works of Sor Juana and 
Lezama Lima.

Aida Beaubpied is Assoicate Professor of Hispanoamerican Literature at 
Pennsylvania State University.
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Gladstone Centenary Essays
Bebbington, David and Swift, Roger (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239352
304 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/2/2001
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

In 1998 an international conference at Chester College brought together 
Gladstone scholars to mark the centenary of his death, and many of the papers 
presented on that occasion are published in this volume. Covering the whole of 
the statesman’s long political life from the first Reform Act to the last decade of 
the nineteenth century, they range over topics as diverse as parliamentary 
reform and free trade, Gladstone’s English Nonconformist supporters and his 
Irish Unionist opponents. A select bibliography, arranged by subject, supplies 
guidance for further research. The collection forms a tribute, appreciative but 
critical, to the Grand Old Man of British politics.

David Bebbington is Professor of History at the University of Stirling. Roger Swift
is Professor of Victorian Studies at Chester College.
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On Revolutions: Unruly Politics in the Contemporary World
Beck, Colin J. / Bukovansky, Mlada / Chenoweth, Erica / Lawson, George / 
Nepstad, Sharon Erickson / Ritter, Daniel P.
Oxford University Press .
9780197638361
256 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2022
2 figures; 2 tables

In On Revolutions, six prominent scholars of revolutions generate a new 
conversation about revolutions: past, present, and future.

Colin J. Beck is Associate Professor of Sociology and affiliate of the International
Relations Program at Pomona College. Mlada Bukovansky is Professor of 
Government at Smith College in Northampton Massachusetts. Erica Chenoweth 
is the Frank Stanton Professor of the First Amendment at Harvard Kennedy 
School, and a Susan S. and Kenneth L. Wallach Professor at the Radcliffe 
Institute for Advanced Study at Harvard University. George Lawson is Professor
of International Relations at the Australian National University. Sharon Erickson
Nepstad is Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the University of New Mexico.
Daniel P. Ritter is Associate Professor of Sociology at Stockholm University.
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In the Shadow of Death: Restorative Justice and Death Row Families
Beck, Elizabeth and Britto, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780195375695
336 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2009

The press called Martin's actions a crime spree.  Already convicted of armed 
robbery, Martin was facing the death penalty.  In less than two weeks the jury 
would decide his fate.  Terrified that his son would be sentenced to die, Phillip 
did the only thing he felt he could do: in an act of faith and desperation in his 
garage with the car exhaust running, Phillip made the consummate sacrifice to 
spare his son the ultimate punishment.

Elizabeth Beck, Ph.D., is Associate Professor in the School of Social Work at 
Georgia State University. Her work has been in the areas of community practice
and forensic social work and is currently examining restorative justice in a 
community context.
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Before the Holocaust: Antisemitic Violence and the Reaction of German Elites 
and Institutions during the Nazi Takeover
Beck, Hermann
Oxford University Press .
9780192865076
576 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2022

As the Nazis staged their takeover in 1933, instances of antisemitic violence 
began to soar. Hermann Beck examines the types of antisemitic violence 
experienced in the prelude to the Holocaust, as well as the reactions of the 
German institutions and elites who still had some capacity to protest these Nazi 
attacks, but often chose to remain silent.

Hermann Beck, Professor of History, University of Miami Hermann Beck is 
Professor of History at the University of Miami. He received his PhD from the 
University of California, Los Angeles after studying Germanistik and ancient and
modern history at German universities (Mannheim, Freiburg, and Berlin), the 
London School of Economics, and the Sorbonne. He has been a Fulbright 
Scholar, a Fellow at the Berliner Historische Kommission, and a member of the 
Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. In addition to his book publications, he
has published more than twenty articles in edited collections and in American, 
British, and German journals, including the Historische Zeitschrift and the Journal
of Modern History.
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Sources for the Study of the School of Nisibis
Becker, Adam H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311611
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2009
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 50)

The more extensive East-Syrian Cause of the Foundation of the Schools offers a
history of learning from God's creation of the world to the time of the text's 
composition at the School of Nisibis in the late sixth century CE, recasting 
patriarchal, Israelite, 'pagan' and Christian history as a long series of schools. 
The last two chapters of the Ecclesiastical History describe the lives of the two 
most important head exegetes at the School. These sources have never been 
translated into English and this is the first time that any of them has received 
close historical, linguistic and thematic analysis.

Adam H. Becker is assistant professor of classics and religious studies, and 
director of the Religious Studies Program, at New York University. His previous 
publications include Fear of God and the Beginning of Wisdom: The School of 
Nisibis and the Development of Christian Scholastic Culture in Late Antique 
Mesopotamia (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006).Discount:
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One Nation Under Stress: The Trouble with Stress as an Idea
Becker, Dana
Oxford University Press .
9780199742912
256 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2013

In One Nation Under Stress, Dana Becker argues that our national infatuation 
with the therapeutic culture has created a middle-class moral imperative to 
manage the tensions of daily life by turning inward, ignoring the social and 
political realities that underlie those tensions.

Dana Becker, PhD, is Associate Professor of Social Work at Bryn Mawr College,
Bryn Mawr, PA. Her previous books include Through the Looking Glass: Women
and Borderline Personality Disorder and The Myth of Empowerment: Women 
and the Therapeutic Culture in America.
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Why Communism Failed
Becker, Jasper
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787388062
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

The author of a definitive book on famine in Mao's China assesses the economic
DNA of Communism as a global phenomenon.

Jasper Becker lived in and reported from Beijing for eighteen years, including as
bureau chief for the South China Morning Post. A Mandarin-speaker, he has 
written on China for The Guardian, The Economist and The Spectator. He is the
author of ten books including the acclaimed Hungry Ghosts: Mao's Secret 
Famine.
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Rorke's Drift and Isandlwana: Great Battles
Beckett, Ian F. W.
Oxford University Press .
9780198794134
256 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 11/3/2021
24 black and white halftones; 4 maps . Great Battles

The story of Isandlwana, the battle that shocked the British empire at its zenith, 
and Rorke's Drift, which immediately followed it and went some way to restoring
wounded British pride: how they were fought, how they have been remembered,
and what they mean for us today.

Professor Ian F. W. Beckett retired as Professor of Military History at the 
University of Kent in 2015. A Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, he is 
internationally known for his work on the history of the British Army in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and on the First World War.
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Ending Mass Incarceration: Why it Persists and How to Achieve Meaningful 
Reform
Beckett, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780197536575
272 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2022
STUDIES CRIME AMD PUBLIC POLICY SERIES.

Ending Mass Incarceration explores why mass incarceration is a failed public 
safety strategy and what should be done to bring about truly transformative 
change.

Katherine Beckett is Chair and Professor in the Department of Law, Societies, 
and Justice and S. Frank Miyamoto Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Washington.
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Political Sociology and the People's Health
Beckfield, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190492472
208 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2018
Small Books Big Ideas in Population Health. Foreward by Nancy Krieger.

A social epidemiologist looks at health inequalities in terms of the upstream 
factors that produced them. A political sociologist sees these same inequalities 
as products of institutions that unequally allocate power and social goods. 
Neither is wrong -- but can the two talk to one another? In a stirring new 
synthesis, Political Sociology and the People's Health advances the debate over
social inequalities in health by offering a new set of provocative hypotheses 
around how health is distributed in and across populations.

Jason Beckfield is Professor and Chair of Sociology and Associate Director of 
the Center for Population and Development Studies at Harvard University.
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The Licensed City: Regulating drink in Liverpool, 1830-1920
Beckingham, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857117
256 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

In nineteenth-century Britain few cities could rival Liverpool for recorded 
drunkenness. Civic pride at Liverpool's imperial influence was undercut by 
anxieties about social problems that could all be connected to alcohol, from 
sectarian unrest and prostitution in the city's streets to child neglect and excess
mortality in its slums. These dangers, heightened in Liverpool by the apparent 
connections between the drink trade and the city's civic elite, marked urban living
and made alcohol a pressing political issue. As a temperance movement 
emerged to tackle the dangers of drink, campaigners challenged policy makers 
to re-imagine the acceptable reach of government.  The Licensed City reveals 
just how battles over booze have made the modern city.
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Photogrammetric Applications for Cultural Heritage : Guidance for Good Practice
Bedford, Jon
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025028
124 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 10/31/2017
.

This guidance covers the practical application of photogrammetry in recording 
cultural heritage, with particular reference to structure from motion (SfM) 
techniques.
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Lithium: The Global Race for Battery Dominance and the New Energy Revolution
Bednarski, Lukasz
Oxford University Press .
9781787385634
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

How a little-known mineral will affect our jobs and daily lives as much as, if not 
more than, AI or Big Data have done.

Lukasz Bednarski is a battery materials analyst, founder of the lithium industry 
portal Lithium Today and a former commodity trader.
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Beyond Talent: Creating a Successful Career in Music - 3rd edition
Beeching, Angela Myles
Oxford University Press .
9780190670580
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/13/2020
1 illus.

Beyond Talent is a practical, step-by-step guide to advancing a career in music.
From booking concerts and creating dynamic promotional materials, to 
overcoming the typical inner challenges musicians face, author Angela Myles 
Beeching offers inspiration for your journey along with straight-talking solutions 
backed by real-world results.  More stories and diagrams to clarify concepts and 
inspire action. Free downloadable companion workbook and online resources to
help you build your future

Angela Myles Beeching has advised hundreds of emerging and professional 
musicians on the entire range of career issues that artists face. She loves this 
work, helping people create their own successful career paths. Her experience 
includes directing the Center for Music Entrepreneurship at Manhattan School of
Music, as well as directing career development programs at New England 
Conservatory and at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music.Discount:
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Beyond Talent: Creating a Successful Career in Music
Beeching, Angela Myles
Oxford University Press .
9780195169140

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2005

In Beyond Talent, veteran music career counselor Angela Myles Beeching offers
up a comprehensive guide for musicians in search of work, demystifying the 
steps to success.

Angela Myles Beeching has advised hundreds of emerging and professional 
musicians on the entire range of career issues that artists face. She loves this 
work, helping people create their own successful career paths. Her experience 
includes directing the Center for Music Entrepreneurship at Manhattan School of
Music, as well as directing career development programs at New England 
Conservatory and at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music.
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Beyond Talent: Creating a Successful Career in Music - 2nd edition
Beeching, Angela Myles
Oxford University Press .
9780195382594
400 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2010

The first edition of Beyond Talent quickly became a favorite among classical and
jazz musicians, and has been used in courses at scores of conservatories and 
universities. This expanded second edition provides updated user-friendly 
advice, inspiring examples, and practical tools to advance a career in music.

Angela Myles Beeching has advised hundreds of emerging and professional 
musicians on the entire range of career issues that artists face. She loves this 
work, helping people create their own successful career paths. Her experience 
includes directing the Center for Music Entrepreneurship at Manhattan School of
Music, as well as directing career development programs at New England 
Conservatory and at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music.
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Reconsidering American Civil-Military Relations: The Military, Society, Politics, 
and Modern War
Beehner, Lionel / Brooks, Risa / Maurer, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197535509
336 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/16/2020

The United States professionalized military is subordinated to civilian control. 
This book looks at that relationship by considering how social media, changing 
means of warfare, deepening political divisions, and an increasingly 
unpredictable operational environment have affected the organization of what is
conventionally assumed to be an apolitical profession.

Lionel Beehner is an International Affairs Fellow at the Council on Foreign 
Relations and formerly Research Director and Assistant Professor at West 
Point's Modern War Institute. Risa Brooks is Allis Chalmers Associate Professor
of Political Science at Marquette University. Daniel Maurer is Assistant Professor
of Law at the United States Military Academy and Non-Resident Fellow with 
West Point's Modern War Institute.
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Learning Greek with Plato: A Beginner's Course in Classical Greek
Beetham, Frank
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675563
460 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/4/2007
Bristol Phoenix Press - Classical Handbooks

This book's material has been tried and tested by the author over the years with
adult classes, and can be used as a course textbook, or as a handbook for self-
teaching. Each of 25 sections is clearly laid out - with tabulation of Greek word-
forms and grammar.

Frank Beetham was a retired teacher of Classics and author of the successful 
Beginning Greek with Homer (Bristol Classical Press, 1994).
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Journalism Research That Matters
Belair-Gagnon, Valerie and Usher, Nikki (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197538487
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2021
Journalism and Political Communication Unbound .

Despite the looming crisis in journalism, scholarly research on the topic is often 
disconnected from the research that the news industry and journalists need and
want, but do not have the time or expertise to do. This book provides valuable 
insights for journalists and scholars about news business models, audience 
research, misinformation, diversity and inclusivity, and news philanthropy, 
offering journalists a guide to what they need to know and a call to action for 
what kind of research journalism scholars can do to best help the news industry 
reckon with disruption.

Valerie Belair-Gagnon is an Assistant Professor of Journalism Studies at the 
Hubbard School of Journalism and Mass Communication and affiliated faculty at
the Department of Sociology at the University of Minnesota. Nikki Usher is an 
Associate Professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the 
College of Media, with affiliate appointments in Communication and Political 
Science.
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Liverpool 800: Character, Culture, History
Belchem, John (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310355
532 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 11/15/2006

This is a path-breaking biography of the city, tracing its society, politics, economy
and culture over eight centuries. Fully illustrated and powerfully written, it offers 
new perspectives on a true World City, as it works to make its future as 
extraordinary as its past.

John Belchem is professor of history at the University of Liverpool and has 
published widely on nineteenth-century British history. Previous publications 
include Popular Radicalism in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Palgrave Macmillan, 
1996) and The Penguin Dictionary of Nineteenth Century British History 
(Penguin, 1997).
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Liverpool City of Radicals
Belchem, John and Biggs, Bryan (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316470
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2011

This fascinating book looks at one hundred years of radicals and radicalism in 
Liverpool. Ranging widely across a century of politics, music, football, theatre, 
architecture and art, Liverpool: City of Radicals concludes with a look at the 
contemporary city and asks what role radicalism can play in the future of 
Liverpool. '

John Belchem is Professor of History and Pro-Vice-Chancellor,University of 
Liverpool Director, Institute of Cultural Capital, Liverpool Editor of Liverpool 800,
and author of Irish, Catholic and Scouse and Merseypride. Bryan Biggs is Artistic
Director of the Bluecoat and co-editor of Malcolm Lowry: From the Mersey to the
World and Art in a City Revisited.
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Before the Windrush: Race Relations in 20th-Century Liverpool
Belchem, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380000
298 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

Long before the arrival of the 'Empire Windrush' after the Second World War, 
Liverpool was widely known for its polyglot population, its boisterous 'sailortown'
and cosmopolitan profile of transients, sojourners and settlers. Regarding Britain
as the mother country, 'coloured' colonials arrived in Liverpool for what they 
thought to be internal migration into a common British world. Before the 
Windrush is a fascinating study that enriches our understanding of how the 
empire 'came home'. By drawing attention to Liverpool's mixed population in the 
first half of the twentieth century and its approach to race relations, this book 
seeks to provide historical context and perspective to debates about Britain's 
experience of empire in the twentieth century.

John Belchem is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of Liverpool, 
author of Irish, Catholic and Scouse: The History of the Liverpool-Irish, 1800
-1940 (LUP, 2007) and editor of Liverpool 800: Character, Culture, History (LUP,
2006).
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Irish, Catholic and Scouse : The History of the Liverpool-Irish, 1800-1940
Belchem, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311079
364 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 9/1/2007

Liverpool in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the mirror of Ellis 
Island: it acted as the great cultural melting pot and processing point of migration
from Europe to the United States.  Here, for the first time, acclaimed historian 
John Belchem offers an extensive and groundbreaking social history of the 
elements of the Irish diaspora that stayed in Liverpool-enriching the city's cultural
mix rather than continuing on their journey.  Covering the tumultuous period from
the Act of Union to the supposed final settlement between Britain and Ireland, 
this richly illustrated volume will be required reading for anyone interested in the 
Irish diaspora.

John Belchem is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of Liverpool, 
author of Irish, Catholic and Scouse: The History of the Liverpool-Irish, 1800
-1940 (LUP, 2007) and editor of Liverpool 800: Character, Culture, History (LUP,
2006).
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Irish, Catholic and Scouse: The History of the Liverpool-Irish, 1800-1939
Belchem, John
Oxford University Press .
9781846311086
352 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2007

Liverpool in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the mirror of Ellis 
Island: it acted as the great cultural melting pot and processing point of migration
from Europe to the United States.  Here, for the first time, acclaimed historian 
John Belchem offers an extensive and groundbreaking social history of the 
elements of the Irish diaspora that stayed in Liverpool-enriching the city's cultural
mix rather than continuing on their journey.  Covering the tumultuous period from
the Act of Union to the supposed final settlement between Britain and Ireland, 
this richly illustrated volume will be required reading for anyone interested in the 
Irish diaspora.

John Belchem is professor of history at the University of Liverpool and has 
published widely on nineteenth-century British history. Previous publications 
include Popular Radicalism in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Palgrave Macmillan, 
1996) and The Penguin Dictionary of Nineteenth Century British History 
(Penguin, 1997)
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Merseypride: Essays in Liverpool Exceptionalism
Belchem, John
Oxford University Press .
9781846310102
245 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2006

Located at the intersection of competing cultural, economic and geo-political 
formations, Liverpool stands outside the main narrative frameworks of modern 
British history, the exception to general norms.  In exploring this proverbial 
exceptionalism, these essays by a leading scholar of the history of Liverpool and
of the Irish show how a sense of apartness has always been crucial to 
Liverpool's identity.

John Belchem is professor of history at the University of Liverpool.
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Paris Savant: Capital of Science in the Age of Enlightenment
Belhoste, Bruno
Oxford University Press .
9780199382545
328 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2019

Novelist Honore de Balzac was the first to use the phrase Paris savant to refer to
the dynamic Parisian scientific and intellectual community of the late 18th 
century. This book discusses how the Parisian scientific community came into its
important place in the French Enlightenment, focusing on the Academy of 
Sciences.

Bruno Belhoste is Professor of History of Science at Pantheon-Sorbonne 
University.
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Bring Me Men: Military Masculinity and the Benign Facade of American Empire,
1898-2001
Belkin, Aaron
Oxford University Press .
9780199327607
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

The masculinity of those who serve in the American military would seem to be 
indisputable, yet it is full of contradictions. To become a warrior, one must 
renounce those things in life that are perceived to be unmasculine. Yet at the 
same time, the military has encouraged and even mandated warriors to do 
exactly the opposite. Bring Me Men explores these contradictions in great detail
and shows that their invisibility has been central to the process of concealing the
darkest secrets of American empire.

Aaron Belkin is Associate Professor of Political Science at San Francisco State 
University and Director of the Palm Center, University of California. He was a 
MacArthur Foundation postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, 
Berkeley and a pre-doctoral fellow at Stanford.
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The Music Technology Cookbook: Ready-Made Recipes for the Classroom
bell, adam patrick
Oxford University Press .
9780197523896
440 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/10/2020

With over 50 lesson plans from music technology experts around the world, The
Music Technology Cookbook offers a recipe for success in all aspects of music 
technology, from making beats and songwriting with DAWs to creating audio 
books and coding with programs like Minecraft.

adam patrick bell is Associate Professor of Music Education in the School of 
Creative and Performing Arts at the University of Calgary.
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Crusoe's Books: Readers in the Empire of Print, 1800-1918
Bell, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780192894694
304 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 1/21/2022
46 Illustrations

Surveys 'mobile readers' in the age of the British Empire to explore what books
meant to shipboard readers, Scottish emigrants, convicts en route to Australia, 
polar explorers, and troops in the First World War.

Bill Bell Bill Bell is Professor of Bibliography at Cardiff University and Senior 
Research Fellow at The University of Goettingen.
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Churchill and the Dardanelles
Bell, Christopher M
Oxford University Press .
9780198702559
464 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2020

The failed naval offensive to force a passage through the Straits of the 
Dardanelles in 1915 drove Winston Churchill from office in disgrace and nearly 
destroyed his political career.  For over a century, the Dardanelles campaign has
been mired in myth and controversy.  Many believe it was fundamentally 
misconceived and doomed to fail, while others see it as a brilliant concept that 
might have dramatically shortened the First World War and saved millions of 
lives.  Churchill is either the hero of the story, or the villain.

Christopher M. Bell is Professor of History at Dalhousie University in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia.
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Full Fathom 5000: The Expedition of the HMS Challenger and the Strange 
Animals It Found in the Deep Sea
Bell, Graham
Oxford University Press .
9780197541579
392 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/29/2022

This book gives an account of the remarkable discoveries that were made during
the 1872-1876 voyage of the HMS Challenger, and it describes the strange and
bizarre creatures that live in perpetual darkness a kilometer or more below the 
surface of the sea.

Graham Bell, FRS, is James McGill Professor in the Department of Biology at 
McGill University.
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Three Political Voices from the Age of Justinian: Agapetus - Advice to the 
Emperor, Dialogue on Political Science, Paul the Silentiary - Description of Hagia
Sophia
Bell, Peter N.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312090
256 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 4/15/2010
Translated Texts for Historians

This one-volume translation, with commentary and introduction brings together 
three important works. All three texts cast great, if generally neglected light on 
politics and ideology in early Byzantium. Agapetus wrote, c. 527-30CE, from a 
position sympathetic to Justinian, when he had still to consolidate his authority.

Peter N. Bell teaches at the University of Oxford.
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A Dictionary of Forensic Science
Bell, Suzanne
Oxford University Press .
9780199594009
288 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/21/2012
Oxford Paperback Reference Series

This dictionary contains more than 1300 A-to-Z entries that cover the key 
concepts of forensic science, including a wide array of relevant terms from areas
such as chemistry, biology, anthropology, art, engineering, firearms, trace 
evidence, crime scene investigation, and forensic computing.

Suzanne Bell is Associate Professor of Forensic Chemistry at West Virginia 
University and a renowned researcher in the field of forensic science.
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Musica Tipica: Cumbia and the Rise of Musical Nationalism in Panama
Bellaviti, Sean
Oxford University Press .
9780190936471
328 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2020
CURRENTS IN LATIN AMER AND IBERIAN MUSIC

In this book, author Sean Bellaviti offers an insightful new look at how music 
plays in the formation of national identity by providing a social history and 
ethnographic account of Panama's most widely embraced musical form: popular
cumbia or, as it is more commonly referred to, musica tipica.

Sean Bellaviti is Adjunct Professor at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada. His
research interests include the development of musical nationalism in Panama, 
genre studies, the political economy of Latin America and Caribbean popular 
music and dance, and folk music collections in the Americas.
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Image of a Man: The Journal of Keith Vaughan
Belsey, Alex
Oxford University Press .
9781802078244
270 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP. 10 black and white images, 22 color 
images

Post-war British artist Keith Vaughan (1912-77) was not only a supremely 
accomplished painter; he was an impassioned, eloquent writer. Image of a Man 
provides a comprehensive critical reading of his extraordinary journal, uncovering
the attitudes and arguments that shaped and reshaped Vaughan's identity as a
man and as an artist.

Alex Belsey is a Visiting Research Fellow at the Centre for Life-writing Research
(CLWR) at Kings College London, researching and writing on diary and journal 
forms, experimental auto/biography, and autofiction.
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A Dictionary of Food and Nutrition
Bender, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198829003
608 pages
hardcover
$42
Pub Date: 9/17/2018

This leading dictionary contains over 6,150 entries covering all aspects of food 
and nutrition, diet and health. Jargon-free definitions make this a valuable 
dictionary that clearly explains even the most technical of nutritional terms.
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Music and Social Justice: A Guide for Elementary Educators
Benedict, Cathy
Oxford University Press .
9780190062132
168 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021

In this book author Cathy Benedict offers practical suggestions to help 
elementary and middle school teachers and students think critically about the 
world around them, by engaging with themes such as friendship, racism, poverty,
religion, and class.

Cathy Benedict is Associate Professor of Music Education at Western University
and co-editor of The Oxford Handbook of Social Justice and Music Education 
(2015)
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Warriors and Worriers: The Survival of the Sexes
Benenson, Joyce F. and Markovits, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780199972234
288 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 2/5/2014

In Warriors and Worriers, psychologist Joyce Benenson presents a new theory of
sex differences, based on thirty years of research with young children and 
primates around the world. Her innovative theory focuses on how men and 
women stay alive. Benenson draws on a fascinating array of studies and stories 
that explore the ways boys and men deter their enemies, while girls and women 
find assistants to aid them in coping with vulnerable children and elders.
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Families and Faith: How Religion is Passed Down across Generations
Bengtson, Vern L. (with Norella M. Putney and Susan Harris)
Oxford University Press .
9780190675158
288 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

Winner of the Distinguished Book Award from American Sociology Association 
Sociology of Religion Section Winner of the Richard Kalish Best Publication 
Award from the Gerontological Society of America Few things are more likely to 
cause heartache to devout parents than seeing their child leave the faith. And it 
seems, from media portrayals, that this is happening more and more frequently.
But is religious change between generations common? How does religion get 
passed down from one generation to the next? How do some families succeed in
passing on their faith while others do not? Families and Faith: How Religion is 
Passed Down across Generations seeks to answer these questions and many 
more. \

Vern L. Bengtson is the AARP/University Professor of Gerontology and 
Sociology Emeritus and Research Professor of Social Work at the University of 
Southern California.Discount:
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The Dilemmas of Wonderland: Decisions in the Age of Innovation
Ben-Haim, Yakov
Oxford University Press .
9780198822233
176 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/13/2018

This book offers a new direction for a wide audience. It discusses examples from
many fields, including e-reading, bipolar disorder and pregnancy, disruptive 
technology in industry, stock markets, agricultural productivity and world hunger,
military hardware, military intelligence, biological conservation, on-line learning, 
and more.

Yakov Ben-Haim initiated and developed info-gap decision theory for modeling 
and managing severe uncertainty. Info-gap theory has impacted the fundamental
understanding of uncertainty in human affairs, and is applied by scholars and 
practitioners around the world in engineering, biological conservation, 
economics, project management, climate change, natural hazard response, 
national security, medicine, and other areas.
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Network Propaganda: Manipulation, Disinformation, and Radicalization in 
American Politics
Benkler, Yochai / Faris, Robert / Roberts, Hal
Oxford University Press .
9780190923631
472 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2018

Network Propaganda challenges received wisdom through the most 
comprehensive study yet published on media coverage of American presidential
politics from the start of the election cycle in April 2015 to the one year 
anniversary of the Trump presidency.

Yochai Benkler is the Berkman Professor of Entrepreneurial Legal Studies at 
Harvard Law School, and faculty co-director of the Berkman Klein Center for 
Internet and Society at Harvard University. Robert Faris is the Research Director
of the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University. Hal 
Roberts is a Fellow at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard
University.
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Last Dictatorship in Europe: Belarus Under Lukashenko
Bennett, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780199327591
320 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/29/2011

Brian Bennett's book tracks the history of Belarus from the collapse of the Soviet
Union to the eventual establishment of dictatorship in 2006. It takes the reader 
through the excitement and mistakes of the first presidential election in 1994, 
undemocratic referendums and elections, suspicious disappearances of critics of
the regime and the suppression of opposition. It ends with a close look at the 
enigmatic Alexander Lukashenko and hazards a guess as to how his regime will
end. Belarus deserves to be better known; this book pulls back the curtain.

Brian Bennett was born in Portsmouth in 1948. After Sheffield University, where
he read Russian, he joined the Diplomatic Service and served in Central, 
Northern, Western and Eastern Europe, the Caribbean and North Africa. His last
posting was as Ambassador to Belarus 2003-2007. He is married with three 
children.
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Bosnia's Paralyzed Peace
Bennett, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190608538
 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 9/15/2016

Christopher Bennett argues that the failure of peace-building is the failure of the 
'liberal peace model'. Policy-makers have focused on 'what should be' in terms of
trying to reproduce Western liberal democracy, rather than 'what is' in Bosnia, 
where ethno-national security concerns remain critically important to most 
people. Bennett's book offers a comprehensive analysis of stalled peace 
process. He concludes by proposing a paradigm shift in strategy aimed at 
ensuring a self-sustaining ethno-national security for all of its peoples.

Christopher Bennett reported from Yugoslavia before and during its breakup. He
later became Balkans Director for the International Crisis Group in Sarajevo. 
From 2006-2014 he worked for the Office of the High Representative in Bosnia 
as, among other things, Communications Director and Deputy High 
Representative.
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The Zinoviev Letter: The Conspiracy That Never Dies
Bennett, Gill
Oxford University Press .
9780198860280
368 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2020

This is the story of one of the most enduring conspiracy theories in British 
politics, an intrigue that still has resonance almost a century later: the Zinoviev 
Letter of 1924.  Almost certainly a forgery, no original has ever been traced, and
even if genuine it was probably Soviet 'fake news'.  Despite this, the Letter still 
haunts British politics nearly a century after it was written; it was the subject of 
major Whitehall investigations in the 1960s and 1990s, and cropped up in the 
media as recently as during the Referendum campaign and the 2017 general 
election.

Gill Bennett is an Associate Fellow of RUSI. She was Chief Historian of the 
Foreign Office from 1995-2005, and senior editor of its official history of British 
foreign policy, Documents on British Policy Overseas.
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Singleness and the Church: A New Theology of the Single Life
Bennett, Jana Marguerite
Oxford University Press .
9780190462628
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2017

In this exciting new book, Jana Marguerite Bennett examines a variety of usually
forgotten models of singleness: the never-married, the casually uncommitted, the
committed but unmarried, the same-sex attracted, the widowed, the divorced, 
and the single parent.

Jana Marguerite Bennett is Associate Professor of Theological Ethics at the 
University of Dayton. She is also the author of Water is Thicker than Blood: An 
Augustinian Theology of Marriage and Singleness (Oxford University Press) and
blogs for Catholic Moral Theology.
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Teaching with Vitality: Pathways to Health and Wellness for Teachers and 
Schools
Bennett, Peggy D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190673987
232 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2017

Written by a life-long educator, mediator, life coach. Concise, practical 
discussions of common, every-day issues. Practical, immediately applicable 
ways to respond internally and externally to the challenges of teaching and 
collegiality.

Professor Emerita of Music Education at Oberlin Conservatory, Peggy D. 
Bennett has spent over 40 years studying the processes of learning and living. 
Certifications in teaching, mediation, and life-coaching further stimulated interest
in how we can, day-by-day, make choices that contribute to wellness for 
educators, students, parents, administrators, and staff.
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Doing Text: Media After the Subject
Bennett, Pete
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325024
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2017

This collection re-imagines the study of English and media in a way that 
decentralises the text (e.g. romantic poetry or film noir) or media 
formats/platforms (e.g. broadcast media/new media).

Pete Bennett is senior lecturer in post-compulsory education at the University of
Wolverhampton.
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Oxford Guide to Brief and Low Intensity Interventions for Children and Young 
People
Bennett, Sophie / Myles-Hooton, Pamela / Schleider, Jessica / Shafran, Roz
Oxford University Press .
9780198867791
352 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 10/18/2022

The Oxford Guide to Brief and Low Intensity Interventions for Children and 
Young people provides a comprehensive resource for therapists, services and 
training providers regarding the use, delivery, and implementation of brief and 
low intensity psychological interventions within a child and adolescent context.

Dr Sophie Bennett is a Senior Research Fellow at the UCL Great Ormond Street
Institute of Child Health and Honorary Clinical Psychologist at Great Ormond 
Street Hospital for Children. Pamela Myles-Hooton is a Senior Fellow of the 
Higher Education Academy and a Fellow of the British Association for 
Behavioural and Cognitive Psychotherapies (BABCP). Dr. Jessica L. Schleider is
an Assistant Professor of Psychology at Stony Brook University. She completed
her Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology at Harvard University. Professor Roz Shafran is
Professor of Translational Psychology at UCL Great Ormond Street Institute of 
Child Health.
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Personalized Law: Different Rules for Different People
Ben-Shahar, Omri and Porat, Ariel
Oxford University Press .
9780197522813
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2021

This book is the first to explore how personalized law can be designed to deliver
precision and justice, how data and algorithms might run the system, and what 
pitfalls the regime would have to prudently avoid. Omri Ben-Shahar and Ariel 
Porat not only present this concept in a clear, easily accessibl

Omri Ben-Shahar is the Leo and Eileen Herzel Professor of Law at the University
of Chicago Law School, and the Kearny Director of the Coase-Sandor Institute 
for Law and Economics. Ariel Porat is the Alain Poher Professor of Law, and the
President of Tel Aviv University.
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Medieval Jews and the Christian Past: Jewish Historical Consciousness in Spain
and Southern France
Ben-Shalom, Ram
Oxford University Press .
9781802070323
310 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Translated by Chaya Naor.

The focus in this book is on the historical consciousness of the Jews of Spain 
and southern France in the late Middle Ages, and specifically on their 
perceptions of Christianity and Christian history and culture. Ram Ben-Shalom 
offers a detailed analysis of Jews' exposure to the history of those among whom 
they lived. He shows that the Jews in these southern European lands 
experienced a relatively open society that was sensitive to and knowledgeable 
about voices from other cultures, and that this had significant consequences for 
shaping Jewish historical consciousness.

Ram Ben-Shalom is Professor of the History of the Jewish People at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, and director of the Center Hispania Judaica; he is a 
member of the academic board of I-Core Center for the Study of Conversion and
Inter-Religious Encounters and chair of the International Society for Sephardic 
Studies.
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King Arthur's Death
Benson, Larry D. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892674
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1986
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

The Stanzaic Morte Arthur engages with the tragic implications of the chivalric 
love between Lancelot, Arthur and Guinevere; the Alliterative Morte Arthur with 
those of the aspirations of militant chivalry espoused by Arthur and his knights. 
The texts have been edited for readers who have little or no training in Middle 
English.

Larry Benson was a Professor Emeritus at Harvard University, specializing in 
Chaucer and Middle English. Edward E. Foster was a Professor at Grinnell 
College in Iowa. He delighted in teaching classes in the Humanities Core, in Old
and Middle English poetry, and in the history of the English language.
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Digitized: The Science of Computers and How It Shapes Our World
Bentley, Peter J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199693795
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2012

his popular science book explains how and why computers were invented, how 
they work, and what will happen in the future. Written by a leading computer 
scientist, Peter J. Bentley, it tells this fascinating story using the voices of 
pioneers and leading experts interviewed for the book, in effect throwing open 
the doors of the most cutting-edge computer laboratories.

Peter J. Bentley has been called a creative maverick computer scientist. He is an
Honorary Reader at the Department of Computer Science, University College 
London, Collaborating Professor at the Korean Advanced Institute for Science 
and Technology, a contributing editor for Wired UK, a consultant, and a freelance
writer.
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Riot Politics: Hindu-Muslim Violence and the Indian State
Berenschot, Ward
Oxford University Press .
9780199327331
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2011

Based on an extensive ethnographic study of Gujarat's local politics, Riot Politics
offers a novel approach to understanding the processes that foster outbursts of 
communal violence in India. Berenschot argues that the difficulties that especially
poorer citizens face when dealing with state institutions underlie the capacity and
interests of political actors to instigate and organise communal violence. As the 
reader is led into the often shadowy world of local politics in Gujarat, the author 
reveals how the capacity and willingness of various types of rioters--from 
politicians, local criminals, Hindu-nationalist activists to neighbourhood leaders 
and police officials--to organise and perpetrate violence is closely related to the 
different positions these actors hold in the patronage networks that provide 
access to state resources.

Ward Berenschot is a political scientist and a researcher at Leiden University, 
specialising in identity politics and local democracy in India and Indonesia.Discount:
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The Blind Storyteller: How We Reason About Human Nature
Berent, Iris
Oxford University Press .
9780190061920
304 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

In The Blind Storyteller, the cognitive psychologist Iris Berent exposes a chasm 
between our intuitive understanding of human nature and the conclusions 
emerging from science. Her conclusions show that many of our stories are 
misguided.

Iris Berent is a Professor of Psychology at Northeastern University, Boston, and 
the Director of the Language and Mind Lab. Berent's research has examined 
how the mind works and how we think it does. She is the author of dozens of 
groundbreaking scientific publications and the recipient of numerous research 
grants.
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The Classical Guitar Companion
Berg, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190051112
246 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/9/2019

The Classical Guitar Companion is a unique anthology that encourages students
and teachers to create custom curricula for guitar study based on their own 
strengths and weaknesses.  Organization of material allows teachers and 
students to devise individual curricula and work in multiple areas simultaneously.
Level of scholarly detail helps students understand historical fingering practices 
and connect these (and other material) to ease in performance.  Includes 
detailed explanations, along with examples and exercises for practice, of 
advanced guitar technique

Christopher Berg received his training at the Peabody Conservatory of Music, in
master classes with Andres Segovia at the University of Southern California. He 
is a Carolina Distinguished Professor University of South Carolina where he 
directs the classical guitar program.
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George Beadle, An Uncommon Farmer: The Emergence of Genetics in the 20th
Century
Berg, Paul
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696887
408 pages
hardcover
$38
Pub Date: 8/18/2003

George Beadle was a towering scientific figure whose work from the 1930s to 
1960 marked the transition from classical genetics to the molecular era. Among 
other distinctions, he made the pivotal, Nobel Prize-winning discovery with 
Edward Tatum that the role of genes is to specify proteins. From 1946 to 1960 he
led the Caltech Biology Division, rebuilding it to a powerhouse in molecular 
biology, and afterwards became a successful President of the University of 
Chicago. This is the first biography of a giant of genetics, written by two of the 
field's most distinguished contributors, Paul Berg and Maxine Singer.

Paul Berg is affiliated with Beckman Centre, Stanford University Medical School.
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George Beadle, An Uncommon Farmer: The Emergence of Genetics in the 20th
Century
Berg, Paul
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697631
383 pages
paperback
$21
Pub Date: 4/19/2005

George Beadle was a towering scientific figure whose work from the 1930s to 
1960 marked the transition from classical genetics to the molecular era. Among 
other distinctions, he made the pivotal, Nobel Prize-winning discovery with 
Edward Tatum that the role of genes is to specify proteins. From 1946 to 1960 he
led the Caltech Biology Division, rebuilding it to a powerhouse in molecular 
biology, and afterwards became a successful President of the University of 
Chicago. This is the first biography of a giant of genetics, written by two of the 
field's most distinguished contributors, Paul Berg and Maxine Singer.

Paul Berg is affiliated with Beckman Centre, Stanford University Medical School.
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More Money, More Crime: Prosperity and Rising Crime in Latin America
Bergman, Marcelo
Oxford University Press .
9780190608774
408 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/4/2018

In More Money, More Crime, Marcelo Bergman argues that prosperity enhanced
demand for stolen and illicit goods supplied by illegal rackets. Crime surged as 
weak states and outdated criminal justice systems could not meet the challenge
posed by new profitably criminal enterprises. Based on large-scale data sets, 
including surveys from inmates and victims, Bergman analyzes the development
of crime as a business in the region, and the inability-and at times complicity-of 
state agencies and officers to successfully contain it.

Marcelo Bergman is Professor of Sociology and Director of the Center for Latin 
American Studies on Insecurity and Violence at Universidad Nacional de Tres de
Febrero in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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Overtime: America's Aging Workforce and the Future of Working Longer
Berkman, Lisa F. and Truesdale, Beth C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197512067
352 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/21/2022

Overtime questions the conventional thinking that living longer means working 
longer, offering incisive new evidence for what the future of the American 
workforce will truly look like.

Lisa F. Berkman is Director of the Harvard Center for Population and 
Development Studies (HCPDS) and the Thomas D. Cabot Professor of Public 
Policy and of Epidemiology at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. 
She is an internationally recognized social epidemiologist whose work focuses 
extensively on social and policy influences on population health and health 
equity. Her research orients toward understanding inequalities in health related 
to working conditions, social and economic policies, and social networks and 
isolation. Beth Truesdale is a research fellow at the W.E. Upjohn Institute for 
Employment Research and a visiting scientist at the Harvard Center for 
Population and Development Studies. Dr. Truesdale is a sociologist whose 
research focuses on inequalities in work and aging, the future of retirement, and 
the effects of social institutions and public policies on Americans' well-being.
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Karl Marx: His Life and Environment - 4th edition
Berlin, Isaiah
Oxford University Press .
9780195103267
256 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/11/1996
New introductory essay by Alan Ryan.

First published over fifty years ago, Isaiah Berlin's compelling portrait of the 
father of modern Communism has long been considered the best short account
written of Marx's life and thought.

Sir Isaiah Berlin (6 June 1909 – 5 November 1997), British of Russian-Jewish 
origin, was a social and political theorist, philosopher and historian of ideas.
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Hollywood Aesthetic: Pleasure in American Cinema
Berliner, Todd
Oxford University Press .
9780190658755
320 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 4/3/2017

Hollywood makes the most widely successful pleasure-giving artworks the world
has ever known.

Todd Berliner, Professor of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina 
Wilmington, teaches film aesthetics, storytelling, and style and American film 
history.
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Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe: From the Ancien Régime to the Present
Day
Berman, Sheri
Oxford University Press .
9780197539347
560 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

A magisterial look at the development of various political regimes in Europe from
the ancien r gime up through the present day At the end of the twentieth century,
many believed the story of European political development had come to an end.

Sheri Berman is Professor of Political Science at Barnard College, Columbia 
University.
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Targeted Development: Industrialized Country Strategy in a Globalizing World
Bermeo, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190851835
200 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2018

In a globalizing world, the world's wealthiest nations have found it increasingly 
difficult to insulate themselves from the residual impacts associated with 
underdevelopment abroad. Many of the ills associated with, and exacerbated by,
underdevelopment cannot be confined within national borders. In Targeted 
Development, Sarah Blodgett Bermeo shows how wealthy states have 
responded to this problem by transforming the very nature of development policy.

Sarah Bermeo (PhD, Princeton) is a political economist whose work focuses on 
understanding relations between industrialized and developing countries. 
Bermeo is currently Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Political Science at 
the Sanford School at Duke University and a faculty affiliate of the Duke Center 
for International Development.
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Teacher Evaluation in Music: A Guide for Music Teachers in the U.S.
Bernard, Cara Faith and Abramo, Joseph Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190867102
232 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
29 charts

Teacher Evaluation in Music: A Guide for Music Teachers in the U. S. aims to 
help music teachers navigate the controversial terrain of teacher evaluation. This
book is intended to help music teachers thrive within evaluation, find balance 
between advocating for themselves and their programs, and use teacher 
evaluation to improve teaching.

Cara Faith Bernard is Assistant Clinical Professor of Music Education at the 
University of Connecticut in the Neag School of Education, where she teaches 
courses in choral and elementary methods, curriculum, and supervises student 
teaching.
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Pictures and Power : Imaging and Imagining Frederick Douglass 1818-2018
Bernier, Celeste-Marie and Lawson, Bill E.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856820
368 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Pictures and Power: Imaging and Imagining Frederick Douglass 1818-2018 is 
the result of decades of collaborations and conversations among academics, 
artists, and activists living and working in the UK and the US. For the first time, 
contributors map Douglass' eclectic and experimental visual archive across an 
array of aesthetic, social, political, cultural, historical, ideological, and 
philosophical contexts. While Douglass the activist, diplomat, statesman, 
politician, autobiographer, orator, essayist, historian, memoirist, correspondent, 
and philosopher have been the focus of a scholarly industry over the decades, 
Douglass the art historian and the subject of photographs, paintings, prints, and 
sculpture let alone mass visual culture has only begun to be explored.
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Quantum Profiles
Bernstein, Jeremy
Oxford University Press .
9780190056865
228 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 2/28/2020

What was Albert Einstein like as a person? How did J. Robert Oppenheimer's 
religious background impact his scientific endeavors? Why did John Stewart Bell
get into physics in the first place? Prolific science writer Jeremy Bernstein has 
followed up on his original Quantum Profiles, published in 1990, with seven 
added profiles: Wendell Furry, Philipp Frank, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Victor 
Weisskopf, Tom Lehrer, Max Jammer, and Robert Serber. The profiles on John
Stewart Bell, John Wheeler, and Albert Einstein from the first edition have been 
revised and expanded, as well.

Jeremy Bernstein is Professor of Physics Emeritus at Stevens Institute of 
Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey and was a staff writer at The New Yorker. 
He has lectured often on the theory of elementary particle physics and 
cosmology.
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Inside Mahler's Second Symphony: A Listener's Guide
Bernstein, Lawrence F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197575642
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2022

This guide introduces concertgoers, serious listeners, and music students to 
Gustav Mahler's Second Symphony, one of the composer's most popular and 
most powerful works.

Lawrence F. Bernstein is the Karen and Gary Rose Emeritus Term Professor of
Music at the University of Pennsylvania
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Sudan's Unfinished Democracy: The Promise and Betrayal of a People's 
Revolution
Berridge, Willow / de Waal, Alex / Lynch, Justin
Oxford University Press .
9780197657546
280 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
African Arguments .

The historical background, key events and troubled aftermath of the Sudanese 
revolution: where can the democracy movement go from here?

Willow Berridge PhD is a lecturer in History at Newcastle University. Alex de 
Waal is Executive Director of the World Peace Foundation. Justin Lynch is a 
writer and researcher living in Sudan.
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Cicero's Catilinarians
Berry, D. H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195326475
288 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2020

The Catilinarians are a set of four speeches that Cicero, while consul in 63 BC, 
delivered before the senate and the Roman people against the conspirator 
Catiline and his followers. Or are they? In this, the first book-length discussion of
these famous speeches, D. H. Berry clarifies what the speeches actually are and
explains how he believes we should approach them.

D. H. Berry is Senior Lecturer in Classics at the University of Edinburgh.
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Orphans of Empire: The Fate of London's Foundlings
Berry, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198860297
384 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/10/2020

Eighteenth-century London was teeming with humanity, and poverty was never 
far from politeness.  Legend has it that, on his daily commute through this 
thronging metropolis, Captain Thomas Coram witnessed one of the city's most 
shocking sights-the widespread abandonment of infant corpses by the roadside.
He could have just passed by.  Instead, he devised a plan to create a charity that
would care for these infants; one that was to have enormous consequences for 
children born into povertyin Britain over the next two hundred years.

Helen Berry is Professor of British History at Newcastle University. She studied 
history at the University of Durham and Jesus College, Cambridge, and has 
published extensively on the social history of Georgian Britain. A prizewinning 
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, this is her third book.
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A Tale of Two Infinities: Gravitational Waves and the Quantum Origin of the 
Universe's Biggest Mysteries
Bertone, Gianfranco
Oxford University Press .
9780192898159
144 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2021
14 b/w and colour images .

The book explores the surprising connections between the study of the universe
on the largest scales, and the physics of the infinitely small, and investigates the
extraordinary potential of multi-messenger astronomy to provide answers to the 
key questions of fundamental physics and thus revolutionise our understanding 
of the universe.

Since completing his PhD at the University of Oxford and the Institute of 
Astrophysics in Paris, Gianfranco Bertone has held teaching and research 
positions at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, the University of Padova,
the Institut d'Astrophysique in Paris and the University of Zurich, before moving 
permanently to Amsterdam in 2011.
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Environmental Pollution Studies
Best, Gerry
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239239
290 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 1/1/2000

This book examines a number of important contemporary environmental issues 
in an informative and easy-to-read style. The topics covered include sewage 
treatment, eutrophication, air pollution, acid rain, global warming and pollution 
from farming. A particularly valuable section of the book describes a range of 
tests that can be carried out on various environmental parameters. The 
procedures require relatively simple equipment and they have been pre-tested in
a school laboratory. Environmental Pollution Studies will be of value to senior 
school pupils and students at college or university embarking on courses in 
environmental science.

Gerry Best was, until his retirement, Head of Chemistry at the Scottish 
Environment Protection Agency.
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Common Enemies: Disease Campaigns in America
Best, Rachel Kahn
Oxford University Press .
9780190918415
272 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Drawing on a century of data, Common Enemies reveals why disease 
campaigns are the battles Americans come together to fight, why certain 
diseases rose to prominence, and how fighting one disease at a time changes 
the way we distribute resources, conceptualize problems, and promote health. 
Combining quantitative and qualitative analyses, Rachel Kahn Best persuasively
demonstrates how disease campaigns have created unintended consequences 
for health policy.

Rachel Kahn Best is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Michigan. She studies political responses to social problems, focusing on how 
advocacy and culture shape whose concerns are addressed and whose are 
ignored.
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College Hookup Culture and Christian Ethics: The Lives and Longings of 
Emerging Adults
Beste, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190268503
376 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

Offers a fresh approach to sexual ethics and Christian religious education by 
engaging undergraduates as co-researchers. Contributes significantly to the 
growing sub-discpline of Christian ethics and ethnography. Offers a sustained 
theological and ethical analysis of contemporary party culture and hookup culture

Jennifer Beste is Professor of Theology and holds the Koch Chair in Catholic 
Thought and Culture at the College of Saint Benedict in St. Joseph, MN.
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Documents of the Christian Church - 4th edition
Bettenson, Henry and Maunder, Chris (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199568987
554 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2011

This selection of writings from the most important moments in the history of 
Christianity has become established as a classic reference work, providing 
insights into 2000 years of Christian theological and political debate. While 
retaining the original material selected by Henry Bettenson, Chris Maunder has 
added a substantial section of more recent writings. These illustrate the Second
Vatican Council; the theologies of liberation; Church and State from 'Thatcher's 
Britain' to Communist Eastern Europe; Black, feminist, and ecological theology; 
ecumenism; and inter-faith dialogue.

Chris Maunder is Head of BA Theology and Religious Studies at York St. John 
University.
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Dr Macnamara 1861-1931
Betts, Robin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238737
416 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/6/1999

This well-researched historical biography is the first on Dr. T. J. Macnamara, the
first ex-elementary teacher to win a government post. Colleague and close friend
of Lloyd George, and praised by Winston Churchill, Macnamara was an 
educationist, journalist and Cabinet Minister. This study of his life and career 
makes a major contribution to educational history as well as to the history of the
Liberal Party, the National Union of Teachers (NUT) and British political history 
generally.

Dr. Robin Betts, a graduate of the Universities of Cambridge and London, was 
formerly a teacher and lecturer in London and Birmingham. He was appointed to
the University of Liverpool in 1976.
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Interpretive Social Science: An Anti-Naturalist Approach
Bevir, Mark and Blakely, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780198832942
224 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 2/20/2019

In this book Mark Bevir and Jason Blakely set out to make the most 
comprehensive case yet for an 'interpretive' or hermeneutic approach to the 
social sciences. Interpretive approaches are a major growth area in the social 
sciences today. This is because they offer a full-blown alternative to the 
behavioralism, institutionalism, rational choice, and other quasi-scientific 
approaches that dominate the study of human behavior.

Mark Bevir is Professor of Political Science, University of California, Berkeley. He
is also Professor of Governance, United Nations University (MERIT), and 
Distinguished Research Professor, College of Arts and Humanities, Swansea 
University. His publications include The Making of British Socialism (Princeton 
University Press, 2011), Governance: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford 
University Press, 2012), and A Theory of Governance (University of California 
Press, 2013). Jason Blakely is Assistant Professor of Political Science, 
Pepperdine University.
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Interpretive Social Science: An Anti-Naturalist Approach
Bevir, Mark and Blakely, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780198832959
224 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2019

In this book Mark Bevir and Jason Blakely set out to make the most 
comprehensive case yet for an 'interpretive' or hermeneutic approach to the 
social sciences. Interpretive approaches are a major growth area in the social 
sciences today. This is because they offer a full-blown alternative to the 
behavioralism, institutionalism, rational choice, and other quasi-scientific 
approaches that dominate the study of human behavior.

Mark Bevir is Professor of Political Science, University of California, Berkeley. He
is also Professor of Governance, United Nations University (MERIT), and 
Distinguished Research Professor, College of Arts and Humanities, Swansea 
University. Jason Blakely is Assistant Professor of Political Science, Pepperdine
University.
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Talking to Terrorists: Making Peace in Northern Ireland and the Basque Country
Bew, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199326273
256 pages
hardcover
$27.5
Pub Date: 6/29/2009

An analytical history of the transition from war to peace in Northern Ireland, and 
compare the violent conflict in the Basque country over the same period, 
demonstrating how events there have developed very differently than the 
advocates of 'the Northern Ireland model' might presume.

John Bew is Lecturer in Modern British History, Harris Fellow and Director of 
Studies at Peterhouse, Cambridge. Martyn Frampton is a Research Fellow, also
at Peterhouse, Cambridge, and an expert on the Irish republican movement. 
Inigo Gurruchaga is the London correspondent for the Basque daily, El Correo.
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Termites in Trading System: How Preferential Agreements Undermine Free 
Trade
Bhagwati, Jagdish
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780195699661
139 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2009

Jagdish Bhagwati, the internationally renowned economist who uniquely 
combines a reputation as the leading scholar of international trade with a 
substantial presence in public policy on the important issues of the day, shines 
here a critical light on Preferential Trade Agreements, revealing how the rapid 
spread of PTAs endangers the world trading system.

Jagdish Bhagwati is University Professor, Economics and Law, at Columbia 
University and Senior Fellow in International Economics at the Council on 
Foreign Relations.
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Unforgetting Chaitanya: Vaishnavism and Cultures of Devotion in Colonial 
Bengal
Bhatia, Varuni
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190873769
312 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 9/8/2017

What role do pre-modern religious traditions play in the formation of modern 
secular identities? In Unforgetting Chaitanya, Varuni Bhatia examines late-
nineteenth-century transformations of Vaishnavism—a vibrant and multifaceted 
religious tradition emanating from the Krishna devotee Chaitnaya (1486-1533)—
in Bengal.

Varuni Bhatia is Assistant Professor of Hindu and South Asian Studies at 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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Claude Debussy's Clair de Lune
Bhogal, Gurminder Kaur
Oxford University Press .
9780190696078
168 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
A Hodder Arnold Publication

Contatti is the course for anyone wishing to learn Italian from scratch. Whether 
learning for work or pleasure, Contatti gives a thorough grounding in the 
language enabling learners to speak, read, write, and understand contemporary 
Italian. The Complete Pack contains the revised editions of the Student Book, the
Support Book and two audio cassettes.

Gurminder Kaur Bhogal is Associate Professor in Music at Wellesley College. 
She has published widely on the music and aesthetics of composers working in
Paris at the turn of the twentieth century (including Claude Debussy, Gabriel 
Faure, Maurice Ravel, Erik Satie, and Igor Stravinsky).
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Minds Without Fear: Philosophy in the Indian Renaissance
Bhushan, Nalini and Garfield, Jay L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190457594
344 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 6/27/2017
The Oxford History of Philosophy.

Minds Without Fear is an intellectual and cultural history of India during the 
period of British occupation. It demonstrates that this was a period of 
renaissance in India in which philosophy--both in the public sphere and in the 
Indian universities--played a central role in the emergence of a distinctively 
Indian modernity.

Nalini Bhushan is Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the Humanities and Professor
of Philosophy at Smith College. Bhushan's research addresses questions in the
philosophy of mind and language, aesthetics, the philosophy of science, and 
19th- and 20th-century Indian philosophy.  Jay Lazar Garfield (born 13 
November 1955) is an American professor of philosophy who specializes in 
Tibetan Buddhism. He also specializes on the philosophy of mind, cognitive 
science, epistemology, metaphysics, philosophy of language, ethics, and 
hermeneutics. He is currently Doris Silbert Professor in the Humanities at Smith
College,
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China and the Islamic World: How the New Silk Road is Transforming Global 
Politics
Bianchi, Robert R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190915285
304 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
42 illustrations

China is building a New Silk Road that runs through the heartland of the Muslim
world, promising it will create integrated economies and stronger ties across 
Eurasia and Africa. Robert R. Bianchi argues that while China has the financial 
and technical resources to accomplish its infrastructure goals, it is woefully 
unprepared to deal with the social and political demands of its partner countries'
citizens.

Robert R. Bianchi is a political scientist and international lawyer who has lived 
and worked in China and the Islamic world for nearly two decades.
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Schooling New Media: Music, Language, and Technology in Children's Culture
Bickford, Tyler
Oxford University Press .
9780190654153
200 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2017

First study of children's uses of mobile music devices. Rich and detailed 
ethnography of children, music, and technology in school. Uniquely 
interdisciplinary-brings together an uncommon range of scholarly fields and 
areas of interest. Engaging and readable, with lively stories and interesting child
characters. Methodologically rigorous and theoretically sophisticated

Tyler Bickford is Assistant Professor of Children's Literature and Childhood 
Studies in the Department of English at the University of Pittsburgh. Trained as 
an ethnomusicologist, his research focuses on the children's music industry and
children's own experiences of music, media, and technology.
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What's Wrong with Rights?
Biggar, Nigel
Oxford University Press .
9780192867278
376 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 11/11/2022

What's Wrong with Rights? argues that contemporary rights-talk obscures the 
importance of civic virtue, corrodes military effectiveness, and subverts the 
democratic legitimacy of law. It draws upon legal and moral philosophy, moral 
theology, and court judgments. The discussion ranges from medieval 
Christendom to debates about justified killing.

Nigel Biggar, Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology, and Director of 
the McDonald Centre for Theology, Ethics, and Public Life, University of Oxford
Nigel Biggar, Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology, and Director of 
the McDonald Centre for Theology, Ethics, and Public Life, University of Oxford
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What's Wrong with Rights?
Biggar, Nigel
Oxford University Press .
9780198861973
384 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2020

 What's Wrong with Rights? argues that contemporary rights-talk obscures the 
importance civic virtue, military effectiveness and the democratic law legitimacy. 
It draws upon legal and moral philosophy, moral theology, and court judgments. 
It spans discussions from medieval Christendom to contemporary debates about
justified killing.

Nigel Biggar, Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology, and Director of 
the McDonald Centre for Theology, Ethics, and Public Life, University of Oxford.
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Art in a City Revisited
Biggs, Bryan and Sheldon, Julie (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310836
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2009
The Bluecoat

This classic text, reissued to coincide with the 800th anniversary of the City of 
Liverpool, was originally published in 1967. It is a milestone in the examination of
urban arts movements and also provides the starting point for looking at art in 
Liverpool from the 1960s to the present day and beyond.

Bryan Biggs is Artistic Director of the Bluecoat and co-editor of Malcolm Lowry: 
From the Mersey to the World and Art in a City Revisited. Julie Sheldon is 
Reader in Art History at Liverpool John Moores University.
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Let the Right One In
Billson, Anne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733506
100 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/31/2011
Devil's Advocates Series

Directed by Tomas Alfredson and adapted for the screen by John Ajvide 
Lindqvist, The Swedish film Làt den rätte komma in (2008), known to American 
audiences as Let the Right One In, is the most exciting, subversive, and original
horror production since the genre's best-known works of the 1970s.  Like 
Twilight, Let the Right One In is a love story between a human and a vampire-but
that is where the resemblance ends.

Anne Billson is a film critic, journalist, novelist and photographer. In 1993 she 
was named one of Granta's 'Best Young British Novelists'. She is a regular 
contributor to, amongst other publications, The Guardian and has written a 
number of works of fiction and non-fiction, including a highly acclaimed vampire 
novel Suckers and a volume in the BFI Modern Classics series on John 
Carpenter's The Thing.
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Gravity!: The Quest for Gravitational Waves
Binetruy, Pierre
Oxford University Press .
9780198796510
256 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2018
 25 color half tones, 89 color line drawings, 3 grayscale halftone and 8 grayscale
line illustrations

What force do the Big Bang, the expansion of the Universe, dark matter and dark
energy, black holes, and gravitational waves all have in common? This book 
uncovers gravity as a key to understanding these fascinating phenomena that 
have so captivated public interest in recent years. Readers will discover the 
latest findings on how this familiar force in our everyday lives powers the most 
colossal changes in the Universe.

Pierre Binetruy was a theorist working on various aspects of the gravitational 
universe: cosmic inflation, dark energy and dark matter, black holes and 
gravitational waves. He was recently very active in setting up the future space 
gravitational wave observatory, the LISA mission.
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The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature
Birch, Dinah
Oxford University Press .
9780199608218
816 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/26/2012

Based on the bestselling Oxford Companion to English Literature, this is an 
indispensable, compact guide to all aspects of English literature. For this fourth 
edition, the dictionary has been fully revised and updated to include expanded 
coverage of postcolonial, African, black British, and children's literature, as well 
as improved representation in the areas of science fiction, biography, travel 
literature, women's writing, gay and lesbian writing, and American literature.

Dinah Birch is a Professor of English Literature, University of Liverpool. Katy 
Hooper is a Special Collections Librarian at the University of Liverpool Library 
and Assistant Editor for The Oxford Companion to English Literature, Seventh 
Edition.
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The Philosophy of Social Evolution
Birch, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780198733058
224 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/19/2017

A fascinating exploration of the role that evolutionary theory can play in 
understanding the social world.  Provides a sound philosophical basis for the 
scientific theory.  Sets out exciting new directions for further work.  Written for an
interdisciplinary readership in philosophy, biology, and social science.  Combines
technical rigour with an accessible style.

Jonathan Birch is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Philosophy, Logic
and Scientific Method at the London School of Economics and Political Science,
specializing in the philosophy of evolutionary biology.
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Aurelius Victor: De Caesaribus
Bird, H. W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232186
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/5/1994
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 17)

This is the first full-scale translation and commentary in English of Aurelius 
Victor's De Caesaribus, which provides a brief survey of the emperors of Rome 
from Octavian Augustus in 30 BC to Constantius II in AD 360.
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Eutropius Breviarium
Bird, H. W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232087
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/5/1993
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 14)

The first full-scale translation and commentary on Eutropius, whose Breviarium 
(Abbreviated History of Rome) was a major vehicle for transmitting knowledge of
Roman history to people of the Middle Ages and beyond.
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Surviving Biafra: A Nigerwife's Story
Bird, S. Elizabeth and Umelo, Rosina
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849049580
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2018

In 1961, Rosina 'Rose' Martin married John Umelo, a young Nigerian she met on
a London Tube station platform, eventually moving to Nigeria with him and their 
children. They found themselves caught up in Nigeria's Civil War, which followed
the 1967 secession of Eastern Nigeria--now named Biafra. Rose kept notes, 
capturing the reality of living in Biafra--from excitement in the beginning to 
despair towards the end. Immediately after the war, Rose turned her notes into a
narrative.

S. Elizabeth Bird is Professor of Anthropology at the University of South Florida.
Her books include The Asaba Massacre: Trauma, Memory and the Nigerian Civil
War, co-authored with Fraser Ottanelli. Rosina Umelo lived in Nigeria for fifty 
years, working as a teacher, writer and editor, most recently at the International 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan.
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Rites, Rights and Rhythms: A Genealogy of Musical Meaning in Colombia's 
Black Pacific
Birenbaum Quintero, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780199913947
344 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music Series

Colombia has the largest black population in the Spanish-speaking world, but 
Afro-Colombians have long remained at the nation's margins.

Michael Birenbaum Quintero received his Master's and Doctoral degrees in 
Ethnomusicology at New York University. His research focuses on the music of 
the black inhabitants of Colombia's Pacific coast region, cultural politics, violence
and trauma, black cosmopolitanism, and vernacular uses of technology. He is 
Associate Professor of Music, Latin American Studies, and African American 
Studies at Boston University.
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Textbook of Global Health
Birn, Anne-Emanuelle / Pillay, Yogan / Holtz, Timothy H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190916527
712 pages
paperback
$62
Pub Date: 7/1/2018

The critical work in global health, now completely revised and in paperback.

Anne-Emanuelle Birn is Professor of Critical Development Studies (UTSC) and 
Social and Behavioural Health Sciences (Dalla Lana School of Public Health) at 
the University of Toronto. Yogan Pillay is Deputy Director General for HIV, 
Tuberculosis, and Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health Programmes in the 
National Department of Health, South Africa. Timothy H. Holtz is an Adjunct 
Associate Professor of Global Health at the Rollins School of Public Health at 
Emory University.
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Palestine: Matters of Truth and Justice
Bishara, Azmi
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387102
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

A leading Arab scholar considers settler colonialism, occupation and nationhood,
powerfully arguing for a justice-based approach to the ongoing conflict.

Azmi Bishara is one of the Arab world's most prominent scholars, a critic of 
authoritarianism and colonialism, and a staunch supporter of democratic 
transition in the region. His works include Sectarianism Without Sects, also 
published by Hurst; Civil Society; The Arab Question; and Religion and 
Secularism in Historical Context.
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Undocumented Storytellers: Narrating the Immigrant Rights Movement
Bishop, Sarah C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190917166
240 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
5 halftones

Undocumented Storytellers offers a critical exploration of the ways 
undocumented immigrants harness the power of storytelling as a means of self-
actualization, to mitigate the fear and uncertainty of life without legal status, and 
to advocate for immigration reform.

Sarah C. Bishop is an Associate Professor of Communication Studies, with 
affiliations in the Marxe School of Public and International Affairs and the 
Macaulay Honors College at Baruch College.
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Enlightenment at court: Patrons, philosophes, and reformers in eighteenth-
century Europe
Biskup, Thomas / Marschke, Benjamin / Pecar, Andreas / Tricoire, Damien
Oxford University Press .
9781800855076
384 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 9/8/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 7 illustrations

This is the first comprehensive analysis of the royal and princely courts of Europe
as important places of Enlightenment. Covering a wide geographical scope, the 
book's contributions discuss patronage relations, consider the court as an 
audience, and analyse the role of Enlightenment writers for royal image-making 
and reform policies.

Thomas Biskup has been teaching and researching Early Modern History at 
Oxford, Wolfenbuttel, Princeton, and Hull. Benjamin Marschke teaches European
history at Cal Poly Humboldt, in California. Andreas Pecar teaches Early Modern
History at Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg. Damien Tricoire teaches 
Early Modern History at the University of Trier.
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Embattled America: The Rise of Anti-Politics and America's Obsession with 
Religion
Bivins, Jason C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197623503
352 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/11/2022

Jason Bivins argues that the claims of Martyrs and Whistleblowers are symptoms
of America's larger failings to strengthen the conditions for democratic life, and 
thus that rather than engaging their claims on the merits, concerned citizens 
should reassess fundamental democratic norms as part of a broader challenge to
embolden American citizenship and institutions.

Jason C. Bivins is Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies at North 
Carolina State University. He is the author of three previous books including, 
most recently, Spirits Rejoice!: Jazz and American Religion. He has written 
widely for popular and academic media, has taught for The Great Courses, and 
has recorded multiple albums of improvised music on guitar.
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How Children Invented Humanity: The Role of Development in Human Evolution
Bjorklund, David F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190066864
368 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/13/2020

Infants and children are the often-ignored heroes when it comes to 
understanding human evolution. Evolutionary pressures acted upon the young of
our ancestors more powerfully than on adults, and changes over the course of 
development in our ancestors were primarily responsible for the species and the
people we have become. This book takes an evolutionary developmental 
perspective, emphasizing that developmental plasticity--the ability to change our
physical and psychological selves early in life--is the creative force in evolution.

David F. Bjorklund is Professor of Psychology at Florida Atlantic University.
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Bad Boys, Bad Men: Confronting Antisocial Personality Disorder (Sociopathy) - 
3rd edition
Black, Donald W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197616918
336 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2022

The newly revised edition of Bad Boys, Bad Men - Confronting Antisocial 
Personality Disorder draws on scientific data, current events, new research, and
real-world case studies to analyze this misunderstood disorder, making it 
essential reading for anyone looking to understand antisocial and psychopathic 
behavior. This new edition enhances the discussion of women, psychopathy, and
narcissistic personality disorder in relation to ASPD.

Donald W. Black, MD, is an Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry at the University of
Iowa Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine in Iowa City.
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Britain and Europe: A Short History
Black, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381186
256 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

Dissects Britain's multi-faceted relationship with 'the Continent' through history, 
whether it be isolation or intervention, as an offshore-balancer or as a full 
member.

Jeremy Black is Professor of History at the University of Exeter, and one of 
Britain's most published academics. Among his many books are English 
Nationalism: A Short History, also published by Hurst (2018).
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Juan Goytisolo and the Poetics of Contagion: The Evolution of a Radical 
Aesthetic in the Later Novels
Black, Stanley
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238461
272 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Liverpool University Press - Hispanic Studies TRAC Series

Juan Goytisolo is arguably Spain’s foremost contemporary novelist. This book is
one of the few major studies in English to examine all of his mature works, from
Señas de identidad in 1966 to Las semanas del jardín, published in 1997. It 
focuses on the interface between the thematic content of the novels and its 
formal expression, viewing this as the crucial nexus of their meaning. Goytisolo’s
writing is, in his own words, a "commitment of myself..  for a transformation of the
world". The Poetics of Contagion dissects the nature of the relationship between
writer and reader to show how Goytisolo’s political commitment is reflected in his
work.

Dr Stanley Black is Senior Lecturer in Spanish at the University of Ulster.
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It's a Setup: Fathering from the Social and Economic Margins
Black, Timothy and Keyes, Sky
Oxford University Press .
9780190062224
368 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/4/2020

In It's a Setup, Timothy Black and Sky Keyes ground a moving and intimate 
narrative in the political and economic circumstances that shape the lives of low-
income fathers.  Based on 138 life history interviews, they expose the 
contradiction that while the norms and expectations of father involvement have 
changed rapidly within a generation, labor force and state support for fathering 
on the margins has deteriorated.

Timothy Black is Associate Professor of Sociology at Case Western Reserve 
University in Cleveland, Ohio. Sky Keyes has devoted his life to providing direct 
services to and advocacy for underrepresented and at-risk populations. 
Currently, he is working on the front lines at the Homeless Prenatal Program to 
support families hardest hit by the Bay Area's housing crisis. His past work 
includes police brutality, anti-war, prison, and labor activism; mental health 
counselling in an acute psychiatric unit; and housing case management for dually
diagnosed clients in San Francisco's Tenderloin District.
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Conversations on Consciousness
Blackmore, Susan.
Oxford University Press .
9780192806239

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 12/26/2006

Conversations on Consciousness is just that - a series of twenty lively and 
challenging conversations between Sue Blackmore and some of the world's 
leading philosophers and scientists. Written in a colloquial and engaging style the
book records the conversations Sue had when she met these influential thinkers,
whether at conferences in Arizona or Antwerp, or in their labs or homes in Oxford
or San Diego.

Susan Blackmore is a psychologist, lecturer and writer researching 
consciousness, memes, and anomalous experiences, and a Visiting Professor at
the University of Plymouth, UK. She is a TED lecturer, blogs for the Guar
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In Mood 17 Choral Arrangements of Classic Popular Songs
Blackwell, David and Carter, Andrew (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193302013

paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 4/6/1995

An anthology of 17 sophisticated arrangements of popular classic songs. The 
collection includes accompanied and unaccompanied numbers, in a variety of 
styles: smoky blues, up-tempo scat, sentimental swing, exuberant Dixieland, 
sophisticated close-harmony, plus an opulent show-stopper or two.

David Blackwell studied music at Edinburgh University, since when he has 
pursued a career in music publishing, first at ABRSM, where he became Editorial
Director, and then at Oxford University Press, where he is now Head of Music 
Publishing. Andrew Carter was born in 1939 into a Leicestershire family of tower
and handbell ringers. Following a music degree at the University of Leeds, he 
joined York Minster Choir, and was subsequently Director of Music at the Bar 
Convent Grammar School, where he achieved his first successes as a choir 
trainer.
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Solo Time for Viola Book 3: 15 concert pieces for viola and piano
Blackwell, Kathy and Blackwell, David
Oxford University Press .
9780193513303
96 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2022
Viola Time.

Featuring tailored arrangements and original pieces by the authors of the award-
winning Fiddle Time series, Solo Time for Viola is a series of graded pieces 
ranging from intermediate to more advanced levels. The books provide concert 
repertoire in a variety of styles and introduces a range of techniques to the 
developing performer.

Kathy Blackwell, B. Mus. (Hons.), LTCL, LGSM, studied music at Edinburgh 
University and continued with post-graduate studies in music at the University of
Oxford. Kathy is a string teacher with many years experience of teaching violin 
and viola.
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Solo Time for Viola Book 1: 15 concert pieces for viola and piano
Blackwell, Kathy

Oxford University Press .
9780193513280
48 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 8/17/2022
Viola Time

Featuring tailored arrangements and original pieces by the authors of the award-
winning Fiddle Time series, Solo Time for Viola is a series of graded pieces 
ranging from intermediate to more advanced levels. The books provide concert 
repertoire in a variety of styles and introduces a range of techniques to the 
developing performer.

Kathy Blackwell, B. Mus. (Hons.), LTCL, LGSM, studied music at Edinburgh 
University and continued with post-graduate studies in music at the University of
Oxford.
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Solo Time for Viola Book 2: 15 concert pieces for viola and piano
Blackwell, Kathy
Oxford University Press .
9780193513297
72 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2022
Viola Time

Featuring tailored arrangements and original pieces by the authors of the award-
winning Fiddle Time series, Solo Time for Viola provides sophisticated repertoire
from the Baroque to the modern age and introduces styles and techniques for 
the developing performer.

Kathy Blackwell, B. Mus. (Hons.), LTCL, LGSM, studied music at Edinburgh 
University and continued with post-graduate studies in music at the University of
Oxford.
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Planning in the Early Medieval Landscape
Blair, John and Rippon, Stephen
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856356
368 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Exeter Studies in Medieval Europe LUP. 102 black and white line drawings

This interdisciplinary book - embracing archaeological and historical sources - 
uses new and unexpected evidence to explore the extent to which buildings, 
settlements, and field systems in Anglo-Saxon England were laid out using 
sophisticated surveying techniques.

John Blair is Fellow and Praelector in History at The Queen's College, Oxford, 
and Professor of Medieval History and Archaeology at the University of Oxford. 
Stephen Rippon is Professor of Landscape Archaeology at the University of 
Exeter.
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Justice, Migration, and Mercy
Blake, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197682432
280 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/23/2022

How should we understand the political morality of migration? Are travel bans, 
walls, or carrier sanctions ever morally permissible in a just society? This book 
offers a new approach to these and related questions. It identifies a particular 
vision of how we might apply the notion of justice to migration policy--and an 
argument in favor of expanding the ethical tools we use, to include not only 
justice but moral notions such as mercy.

Michael Blake is Professor of Philosophy, Public Policy, and Governance at the
University of Washington. He writes on issues of liberal justice and state borders,
focusing on aspects of global distributive justice and international migration.
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Justice, Migration, and Mercy
Blake, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190879556
280 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2019

How should we understand the political morality of migration? Are travel bans, 
walls, or carrier sanctions ever morally permissible in a just society? This book 
offers a new approach to these and related questions. It identifies a particular 
vision of how we might apply the notion of justice to migration policy - and an 
argument in favor of expanding the ethical tools we use, to include not only 
justice but moral notions such as mercy.  Engages with recent events in 
migration policy such as the travel ban and the wall between the United States 
and Mexico. Clearly written, without jargon or technical verbiage. Defends a 
moderate view against both open borders and unlimited sovereignty

Michael Blake is Professor of Philosophy, Public Policy, and Governance at the
University of Washington. He writes on issues of liberal justice and state borders,
with a particular focus on aspects of global distributive justice and international 
migration.Discount:
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The Phoenix
Blake, N. F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893428
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1990
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

The edition of this poem from the Exeter Book includes appendices of the two 
Latin sources of the poem and the prose versions of the phoenix story in Old 
English and Old Icelandic, and a glossary.

N. F. BLAKE was Chair of English Language at the University of Sheffield until 
his retirement in 1999. He is currently a Research Professor at De Montfort 
University, Leicester.
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We Built Reality: How Social Science Infiltrated Culture, Politics, and Power
Blakely, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190087388
184 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

Over the last fifty years, pseudoscience has crept into nearly every facet of our 
lives. Popular sciences of everything from dating and economics, to voting and 
artificial intelligence, radically changed the world today. The abuse of popular 
scientific authority has catastrophic consequences, contributing to the 2008 
financial crisis; the failure to predict the rise of Donald Trump; increased tensions
between poor communities and the police; and the sidelining of nonscientific 
forms of knowledge and wisdom. In We Built Reality, Jason Blakely explains how
recent social science theories have not simply described political realities but 
also helped create them.

Jason Blakely is Associate Professor of Political Science at Pepperdine 
University. He is the author of Alasdair MacIntyre, Charles Taylor, and the 
Demise of Naturalism and, with Mark Bevir, of Interpretive Social Science 
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Wander Women: Tales of Transgression in a Bordered World
Blanchard, Alexandra and Howlett, Alex
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387973
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2023

A deeply thoughtful, intimate yet political exploration of women's free and unfree
movement, sharing stories from refugees, disability activists and more.

Alexandra Blanchard is a writer, teacher and host of the podcast The Grand 
Thunk.  Alex Howlett is currently a reporter with Al Jazeera's Investigative Unit, 
and previously wrote for the Financial Times.
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Human Zoos: Science and Spectacle in the Age of Empire
Blanchard, Pascal / Bancel, Nicolas / Deroo, Eric / Lemaire, Sandrine (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311741
452 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2009

Based on the best-selling French volume Zoos Humains but with a number of 
newly commissioned chapters, Human Zoos puts into perspective the 
'spectacularization' of the Other, a process that is at the origin of contemporary 
stereotypes and of the construction of our own identities. A unique book, on a 
crucial phenomenon, which takes us to the heart of Western fantasies, and 
allows us to understand the genesis of identity in Japan, Europe and North 
America. '

Nicholas Bancel is professor of history at the Marc Bloch University of 
Strasbourg II in Austria. Pascal Blanchard is a historian and the founder of the 
Association Connaissance de l’histoire de l’Afrique contemporaine. Giles 
Boëtsch is director of research at the Centre national de la recherché 
scientifique. Eric Deroo is a historian and filmmaker.
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Many Reasons to Intervene: French and British Approaches to Humanitarian 
Action
Blanchet, Karl and Martin, Boris (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041423
176 pages
paperback
$17.99
Pub Date: 7/1/2011

This detailed study of the comparative history of humanitarianism reveals that it
was by learning from forms of action devised by agencies in the United States, 
Great Britain and Switzerland, that MSF, MDM and many others sought to 
combine relief practices (learnt from the Red Cross) with efforts to mobilize 
public opinion (using strategies invented by Amnesty International) in the way 
that they do. The contributors assess the competing French and "Anglo-Saxon"
models of intervention and propose approaches to humanitarianism for the 
twenty-first century.

Karl Blanchet is a researcher at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine. Boris Martin is is Editor of the French journal Humanitaire, published 
by Medecins du Monde- France. He is also an independent publisher and author.
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China's New Red Guards: The Return of Radicalism and the Rebirth of Mao 
Zedong
Blanchette, Jude
Oxford University Press .
9780197577554
224 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/20/2022
12 halftones

In China's New Red Guards, Jude Blanchette illuminates two trends in 
contemporary China that point to its revival of Mao Zedong's legacy--a 
development that he argues will result in a more authoritarian and more 
militaristic China. This book not only reshapes our understanding of the political 
forces driving contemporary China, it also demonstrates how ideologies can 
survive and prosper despite pervasive rumors of their demise.

Jude Blanchette holds the Freeman Chair in China Studies at the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS).
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France in Flux: Space, Territory and Contemporary Culture
Blatt, Ari J. and Welch, Edward
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070002
240 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

The changing look and feel of metropolitan France has been a notable 
preoccupation of French culture since the 1980s. This collection of essays 
explores concern with space across a range of media, from recent cinema, 
documentary filmmaking and photographic projects to television drama and 
contemporary fiction, and examines what it reveals about the fluctuating state of 
the nation in a post-colonial and post-industrial age.

Ari J. Blatt is an Associate Professor of French at the University of Virginia. 
Edward Welch is Carnegie Professor of French at the University of Aberdeen.
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Poems That Solve Problems: The History and Science of Algorithms
Bleakley, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780198853732
368 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020

Poems that Solve Puzzles is the biography of an idea. The idea that algorithms -
sequences of simple step-by-step instructions - can solve the most complex 
problems. The book traces this idea from the earliest algorithms etched on clay 
tablets 4,000 years ago to the most recent discoveries in artificial intelligence and
quantum computing.

Chris Bleakley has thirty-five years of experience in algorithm design. He has 
taught and written on the subject for the last sixteen of those years.
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Covering Muslims: American Newspapers in Comparative Perspective
Bleich, Erik and van der Veen, A. Maurits
Oxford University Press .
9780197611722
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2021
10 b/w figures; 39 tables .

In Covering Muslims, Erik Bleich and A. Maurits van der Veen conclusively show
that newspaper articles touching on Muslims are strikingly negative. They use 
cutting-edge techniques from computational social science to prove that articles 
that mention Muslims are far more negative than comparable stories related to 
Catholics, Jews, Hindus, African Americans, Latinos, Mormons, or atheists. The 
results examine how media outlets may contribute to pervasive Islamophobia, 
and encourages readers and journalists to tone check the media rather than 
simply accepting negative associations with Muslims or other marginalized 
groups.

Erik Bleich is Charles A. Dana Professor of Political Science at Middlebury 
College. A. Maurits van der Veen is Associate Professor of Government at 
William & Mary.
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German Romantic Part Songs
Blezzard, Judith (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193435124
270 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/22/1993

for SATB unaccompanied 40 of the best 19th-century examples of the genre, 
from the country where partsongs caught the imagination of most major 
composers and delighted their audiences. All the material appears with 
thoroughly idiomatic English singing translations as well as prose translations, 
and notes on the composers and their pieces. The majority of the items are in 
short-score format, for the convenience of the rehearsal accompanist.
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Harvey Cushing: A Life in Surgery
Bliss, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195329612

paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2007

Here is the first biography to appear in fifty years of Harvey Cushing, a giant of 
American medicine and without doubt the greatest figure in the history of brain 
surgery.

Michael Bliss holds the prestigious rank of University Professor at the University
of Toronto.
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William Osler: A Life in Medicine
Bliss, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195329605

paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/22/2007

Meticulously researched and accessibly written, William Osler: A Life in Medicine
brings to life both a fascinating man and the formative age of twentieth-century 
medicine. Features * A compelling biography of one of the greatest physicians in
the history of medicine

Michael Bliss holds the prestigious rank of University Professor at the University
of Toronto.
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A Fine Romance: Adapting Broadway to Hollywood in the Studio System Era
Block, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780197501733
368 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/7/2023
17 color photos + 25 b&w photos

A Fine Romance: Adapting Broadway to Hollywood in the Studio System Era 
explores the symbiotic relationship between a dozen Broadway musicals and 
their Hollywood film adaptations, including some of the best loved, most admired,
and most enduring works in their respective genres. Beginning with the stage 
version of Show Boat and ending with Bob Fosse's cinematic re-envisioning of 
Cabaret, Geoffrey Block explores twelve stage shows and their film adaptations 
spanning nearly a half century (1927-1972). A Fine Romance engages with 
aesthetic and critical concerns while also considering social issues, including 
race and ethnicity, class, gender, and sexual identity.

Geoffrey Block is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Music History and 
Humanities at the University of Puget Sound. He is the series editor for Oxford's
Broadway Legacies and has published widely on American musical theater and 
film. His previous titles include Enchanted Evenings: The Broadway Musical from
Show Boat to Sondheim and Lloyd Webber and The Richard Rodgers Reader.
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Bridges: The Science and Art of the World's Most Inspiring Structures
Blockley, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199645725
328 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/18/2012

In Bridges, eminent structural engineer David Blockley takes readers on a 
fascinating guided tour of bridge construction, ranging from the primitive rope 
bridges (now mainly found in adventure movies), to Roman aqueducts and the 
timber trestle railway bridges of the American West, to today's modern marvels, 
such as the Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge, which has the largest span in the world.

David Blockley is an Emeritus Professor and Senior Research Fellow at the 
University of Bristol and a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering. He was
President of the Institution of Structural Engineers 2001-02.
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The Ph.D. Process: A Student's Guide to Graduate School in the Sciences
Bloom, Dale F. / Karp, Jonathan D. / and Cohen, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780195119008
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/25/1999

The Ph. D. Process offers the essential guidance that students in the biological 
and physical sciences need to get the most out of their years in graduate school.
Drawing upon the insights of numerous current and former graduate students, 
this book presents a rich portrayal of the intellectual and emotional challenges 
inherent in becoming a scientist, and offers the informed, practical advice a "best
friend" would give about each stage of the graduate school experience.

Dale F. Bloom, PhD, received her graduate degree from the Behavioral 
Neuroscience division of the Department of Psychology at UCLA, completed a 
postdoctoral fellowship at the Center for Psychoneuroimmunology at the 
University of Rochester, and is a full-time author. Jonathan D. Karp, PhD, is an 
Assistant Professor of Biology at Rider University. Nicholas Cohen, PhD, is a 
Professor of Microbiology and Immunology, Psychiatry, and Oncology at the 
University of Rochester.Discount:
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History and Morality
Bloxham, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780198858713
336 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/16/2020

Against majority opinion within his profession, Donald Bloxham argues that it is 
legitimate, often unavoidable, and frequently important for historians to make 
value judgements about the past. History and Morality draws on a wide range of
historical examples, and its author's insights as a practicing historian.

Donald Bloxham has taught at Edinburgh University since 2001. He was 
appointed Professor of Modern History in 2007 and given the established 
Richard Pares chair of history in 2011.
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Field Guide for Science Writers Official Guide of National Association of Science
Writers - 2nd edition
Blum, Deborah / Knudson, Mary / Henig, Robin Marantz (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195174991

paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/25/2005

 This is the official text for the National Association of Science Writers. I

Deborah Blum is a Pulitzer Prize winning science writer, former president of the
National Association of Science Writers, and Professor of journalism at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Mary Knudson wrote about medicine for the 
Baltimore Sun for seventeen years and won an NASW Science-in-Society 
Award. On the Primary Faculty at the Johns Hopkins University Master of Arts in
Writing Program, she teaches science/medical writing and the Literature of 
Science. Robin Marantz Henig is a contributing writer for the New York Times 
Magazine.
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A Tactical Guide to Science Journalism: Lessons From the Front Lines
Blum, Deborah / Smart, Ashley / Zeller Jr., Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780197551509
352 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 6/10/2022

A Tactical Guide to Science Journalism brings together award-winning journalists
from around the world to share fascinating tales of science and how it works and
to provide guidance into reporting specialties like infectious disease, climate 
change, astronomy, public health, physics, and statistics.

Deborah Blum is Director of the Knight Science Journalism Program at MIT and
publisher of Undark magazine. She is a Pulitzer-prize winning American science 
journalist, columnist, and author of six books. Ashley Smart is Associate Director
of the Knight Science Journalism Program at MIT and a senior editor at Undark
magazine. Tom Zeller Jr. is a former Knight Science Journalism Fellow (2013-14)
and the editor in chief of Undark Magazine.
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Freaks of Nature: What Anomalies Tell Us About Development and Evolution
Blumberg, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780199736188

paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 8/12/2010

In Freaks of Nature, Blumberg turns a scientist's eye on the oddities of nature, 
showing how a subject once relegated to the sideshow can help explain some of
the deepest complexities of biology.

Mark Blumberg is Professor and Starch Faculty Fellow at the University of Iowa.
The author of two books and more than eighty journal articles and chapters on a
wide variety of subjects, he currently serves as Editor-in-Chief of the journal 
Behavioral Neuroscience and as President of the International Society for 
Developmental Psychobiology.
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The Importance of Work in an Age of Uncertainty: The Eroding Work Experience
in America
Blustein, David L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190213701
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

We live in a new era where old men aspire to maintain health and also find 
dignity in frailty. Old Man Country follows the journey of a writer in search of 
wisdom as he encounters twelve distinguished American men over 80-including
Paul Volcker, the former head of the Federal Reserve, and Denton Cooley, the 
world's most famous heart surgeon. In these and other intimate conversations, 
the book explores how each old man faces the challenges of old age and 
encourages readers to see the same possibilities for themselves and their loved
ones.

David L. Blustein is Professor in the Department of Counseling, Developmental,
and Educational Psychology at the Lynch School of Education at Boston College.
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Diminishing Returns: The New Politics of Growth and Stagnation
Blyth, Mark / Pontusson, Jonas / Baccaro, Lucio
Oxford University Press .
9780197607862
448 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2022
57 line drawings; 27 tables

In Diminishing Returns, Lucio Baccaro, Mark Blyth, and Jonas Pontusson bring 
together a list of top contributors in the field to examine capitalist economies in 
times where economic growth has slowed down considerably.

Lucio Baccaro is Director at the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies in
Cologne. Mark Blyth is the William R. Rhodes '57 Professor of International 
Economics and Director of the Rhodes Center for International Economics and 
Finance at Brown University. Jonas Pontusson is Professor of Comparative 
Politics at the University of Geneva.
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In the Mouth of Madness
Blyth, Michael
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325406
124 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018
Devils Advocates.

 While numerous books and countless academic essays have been written about
Carpenter's work, surprisingly little has focused exclusively on In the Mouth of 
Madness, a film which feels more prescient, more essential, and more daringly 
complex than ever. This book seeks to redress this imbalance, at last positioning
this overlooked masterpiece as essential Carpenter.

Michael Blyth is a film programmer for the BFI London Film Festival and BFI 
Flare: London LGBT Film Festival. This is his first book.
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Invisible Weapons: Infiltrating Resistance and Defeating Movements
Board, Marcus
Oxford University Press .
9780197605233
272 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2022

Radicalism is an inclusive political tradition that lives on in the Movement for 
Black Lives (M4BL). Key radical principles include empowering people to 
advocate for themselves and their communities, the idea that power must 
embrace accountability, and a transformative interpretation of justice and 
change. Everyone is not a radical any more than everyone supports the M4BL. 
And yet, some people claim to support the M4BL while rejecting radical 
movement principles and often practicing deeply anti-radical politics. In Invisible
Weapons, Marcus Board Jr. wrestles with these contradictions and reveals the 
key political stumbling blocks posed by government powerbrokers-from elected 
officials to welfare-bureaucrats-in the face of radical political movements.

Marcus Board Jr. is an Assistant Professor of African American Studies at 
Georgetown University. His research focuses on Black radical traditions, Black 
feminist theories of power, and social justice movements.Discount:
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3D Laser Scanning for Heritage : Advice and Guidance on the Use of Laser 
Scanning in Archaeology and Architecture
Boardman, Clive and Bryan, Paul
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025219
116 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 2/28/2018
.
Description The first edition of 3D Laser Scanning for Heritage was published in
2007 and originated from the Heritage3D project that in 2006 considered the 
development of professional guidance for laser scanning in archaeology and 
architecture. Publication of the second edition in 2011 continued the aims of the
original document in providing updated guidance on the use of three-dimensional
(3D) laser scanning across the heritage sector.
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Trumping Politics as Usual: Masculinity, Misogyny, and the 2016 Elections
Boatright, Robert G.and Sperling, Valerie
Oxford University Press .
9780190065836
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2019

In many elections, candidates frame their appeals in gendered ways--they 
compete, for instance, over who is more masculine. In the 2016 presidential 
election, however, the choice between the first major-party female candidate and
a man who exhibited a persistent pattern of misogyny made gender more 
prominent than in any previous election in the United States. This book explores
how the Trump and Clinton campaigns used gender as a political weapon, and 
how the presidential race changed the ways in which House and Senate 
campaigns were waged in 2016 and 2018.

Robert G. Boatright is Professor of Political Science at Clark University and the 
Director of Research at the National Institute for Civil Discourse at the University
of Arizona. Valerie Sperling is Professor of Political Science at Clark University.
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Seeing Justice: Witnessing, Crime and Punishment in Visual Media
Bock, Mary Angela
Oxford University Press .
9780190926984
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2021
16 black and white halftones .

In Seeing Justice, Mary Angela Bock studies the way the American criminal 
justice system is visually represented in news. Going behind the scenes, she 
examines the way visual journalists negotiate with police and court officials to 
cover the criminal justice system, and how officials endeavour to create 
favourable narratives by controlling what the public sees.

Mary Angela Bock is an associate professor in the School of Journalism and 
Media at The University of Texas at Austin.
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Abundance: On the Experience of Living in a World of Information Plenty
Boczkowski, Pablo J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197565759
248 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021

Abundance examines the experience of living in a society that has more 
information available to the public than ever before. It focuses on the 
interpretations, emotions, and practices of dealing with this abundance in 
everyday life. Drawing on extensive fieldwork and survey research conducted in
Argentina, the book concludes that the experience of information abundance is 
tied to an unsettling of society, a reconstitution of how we understand and 
perform our relationships with others, and a twin depreciation of facts and 
appreciation of fictions.

Pablo J. Boczkowski is Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-Thani Professor in the Department
of Communication Studies at Northwestern University. He is Founder and 
Director of the Center for Latinx Digital Media, and Faculty Director of the Master
of Science in Leadership for Creative Enterprises program, both at Northwestern.
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Samuel Beckett
Bodenheimer, Rosemarie
Oxford University Press .
9780192858733
160 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022

A book on the experience of reading the works of Samuel Beckett that covers 
key topics including Beckett's treatment of human emotion, the importance of 
doubt and second thoughts, his performances as a self-conscious narrator, his 
vexed relationship with memory and autobiography, and writing as company.

Rosemarie Bodenheimer, Professor Emerita of English, Boston College 
Rosemarie Bodenheimer spent her working life as Professor of English at Boston
College, specializing in Victorian fiction. In The Real Life of Mary Ann Evans: 
George Eliot, Her Letters and Fiction (1994) and Knowing Dickens (2007), she 
fashioned a form of biographical criticism that juxtaposes a writer's letters with 
published works. After retirement, she published a history of her German Jewish
family's passage from Nazi Germany to the US, based on a large archive of 
family letters and other writings (2016). An experiment in biographical fiction 
followed, drawn from Mendelssohn family letters in 19th century Germany 
(2018).
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Indian Arrivals, 1870-1915: Networks of British Empire
Boehmer, Elleke
Oxford University Press .
9780192855671
304 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 12/30/2021
3 black-and-white halftones .

Indian Arrivals, 1870-1915 examines how Indian influences and ideas were 
threaded through British society at the height of the empire, in spite of colonial 
divisions.

Elleke Boehmer is Professor of World Literature in English at the University of 
Oxford, and Professorial Governing Body Fellow at Wolfson College.
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Haig's Enemy: Crown Prince Rupprecht and Germany's War on the Western 
Front
Boff, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780199670475
400 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 6/9/2020

During the First World War, the British Army's most consistent German opponent
was Crown Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria.  Commanding more than a million men
as a General, and then Field Marshal, in the Imperial German Army, he held off 
the attacks of the British Expeditionary Force under Sir John French and then Sir
Douglas Haig for four long years.  But Rupprecht was to lose not only the war, 
but his son and his throne.  Haig's Enemy by Jonathan Boff explores the tragic 
tale of Rupprecht's war-the story of a man caught under the wheels of modern 
industrial warfare.

Jonathan Boff is a Senior Lecturer in History and War Studies at the University of
Birmingham, where he teaches courses on conflict from Homer to Helmand. He 
specializes in the First World War.
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Renegades: Digital Dance Cultures from Dubsmash to TikTok
Boffone, Trevor
Oxford University Press .
9780197577684
192 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2021

Renegades: Digital Dance Cultures from Dubsmash to TikTok explores how hip
hop culture-- principally music and dance--is used to construct and perform 
identity and maintain a growing urban youth subculture.

Trevor Boffone is a Lecturer in the Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Program at the University of Houston and a Spanish teacher at Bellaire High 
School.
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Devolution in the United Kingdom
Bogdanor, Vernon
Oxford University Press .
9780192801289
342 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/26/2001

This book places recent developments in the United Kingdom in their historical 
context by examining the political and constitutional aspects of devolution in 
Britain from Gladstone's espousal of Home Rule in 1886 right up to the 1998 
legislation governing the Scottish Parliament and the Welsh Assembly.  Vernon
Bogdanor considers what devolution will mean for Scotland and Wales and 
discusses parallels with earlier devolution debates.

Vernon Bogdanor is Professor of Government at the University of Oxford, and a
Fellow and Tutor in Politics at Brasenose College, Oxford.
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Civil War in Central Europe, 1918-1921: The Reconstruction of Poland
Böhler, Jochen
Oxford University Press .
9780198794486
272 pages
hardcover
$58
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
The Greater War. 12 b/w figures/images

Civil War in Central Europe argues that Polish independence after the First 
World War was forged in the fires of the post-war conflicts which should be 
collectively referred to as the Central European Civil War (1918-1921). The 
ensuing violence forced those living in European border regions to decide on 
their national identity - German or Polish.

Jochen Bohler is a Research Fellow at the Imre Kertesz Kolleg in Jena, where he
teaches courses on the history of early twentieth-century Central and Eastern 
Europe.
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Musical Solidarities
Bohlman, Andrea F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190084080
344 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/23/2020
The New Cultural History of Music Series.1 line, 48 halftones

A vibrant study of music and protest that focuses on the Solidarity movement in 
1980s Poland, Musical Solidarities explores how and why sound mattered to the
opposition to state socialism. Unfurling the rich soundscapes of political action at
demonstrations, church services, meetings, and in detention, it offers a nuanced
portrait of this pivotal decade of European and global history.  Innovative 
approach integrates ethnography, archival work, and sound studies. First 
interdisciplinary study of a pivotal decade of Polish and Cold War cultural history.
Features close sonic analysis of popular song, electronic music, spoken word, 
and religious hymnody

Andrea F. Bohlman is Assistant Professor of Music at the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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Congressional Anecdotes
Boller, Paul F.
Oxford University Press .
9780195077063
368 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/29/1992

 A professional historian and author of the bestselling Presidential Anecdotes, 
Boller again shows his gift for lively--and revealing--stories.

Paul F. Boller, Jr. is Emeritus Professor of History at Texas Christian University,
and is the author of such books as Presidential Anecdotes, Presidential Wives, 
Presidential Campaigns, They Never Said It, and Freedom and Fate in American
Thought.
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Not So!: Popular Myths About America From Columbus to Clinton
Boller, Paul F.
Oxford University Press .
9780195109726
288 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/10/1996

 Boller provides readers with a cornucopia of historical correction, debunking 
myths that range from the trivial to the pernicious. For everyone who loves 
history--or the truth--Not So! offers a candid and absorbing look at the American
past and its people. 'A superior package of intellectual bonbons'. --Booklist.

Paul F. Boller, Jr., is Professor of History Emeritus at Texas Christian University.
He is the author of many popular books on American history, including the 
bestselling Presidential Anecdotes, Congressional Anecdotes, Presidential 
Campaigns, and They Never Said It (with John George).
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Presidential Anecdotes
Boller, Paul F.
Oxford University Press .
9780195097313
472 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/25/1996

This is a collection of humorous stories about U. S. Presidents throughout 
history. Originally published in 1981, this edition is updated to include anecdotes
on George Bush and Bill Clinton.

Paul F. Boller, Jr. is Emeritus Professor of History at Texas Christian University,
and is the author of such books as Presidential Anecdotes, Presidential Wives, 
Presidential Campaigns, They Never Said It, and Freedom and Fate in American
Thought.
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Music for Unknown Journeys by Cristian Aliaga: New and Selected Prose 
Poems: Travels in Europe, Africa and the Americas
Bollig, Ben
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800348103
186 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Aris and Phillips Hispanic Classics.

Why travel when millions are displaced against their will or have no home to 
speak of in the first place? How can we travel without erasing the stories of those
who live there already? These are the questions addressed in Cristian Aliaga's 
compelling collection, Music for Unknown Journeys.

Cristian Aliaga ( Tres Cuervos , Buenos Aires 1962), Argentine writer and 
journalist. He was born in Tres Cuervos , Buenos Aires province on January 18,
1962. He completed his university studies at the National University of Comahue
where he graduated in Communication (1984). He has worked as a journalist in 
different media ever since. He teaches at the National University of Patagonia 
and at the University of Leeds (United Kingdom). He has published books of 
poetry, travel texts, and essays, and is the author of several anthologies and 
compilations. He was a member of the editorial board of the magazine “Último 
Reino”, created the digital magazine Revuelto Magallanes and founded the 
Editorial Universitaria de la Patagonia. Ben Bollig is a Professor of Spanish 
American Literature at the University of Oxford.
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A Legacy of Discrimination: The Essential Constitutionality of Affirmative Action
Bollinger, Lee C. and Stone, Geoffrey R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197685747
192 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2023

In A Legacy of Discrimination, Lee C. Bollinger and Geoffrey R. Stone trace the 
history of affirmative action and the legal challenges it has faced over the 
decades. They introduce evolving, affirmative-action case law that sought to 
dismantle racism and enable social, educational, and economic progress for 
Black people and other minority groups. They demonstrate how and why 
affirmative action policies stand on firm legal ground and must remain protected.
A timely and robust overview of affirmative action, this book will serve as a 
powerful defense of a policy that has accomplished more than most people 
realize in making America a fairer and more inclusive country.

Lee C. Bollinger became Columbia University's 19th president in 2002 and is the
longest serving Ivy League president. He is Columbia's first Seth Low Professor
of the University, a member of the Law School faculty, and one of the nation's 
foremost First Amendment scholars. Geoffrey R. Stone is the Edward H. Levi 
Distinguished Service Professor at the University of Chicago.
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The Violent Image: Insurgent Propaganda and the New Revolutionaries
Bolt, Neville
Oxford University Press .
9780197511671
352 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2020

Neville Bolt investigates how today's revolutionaries have rejuvenated the 
nineteenth century 'propaganda of the deed' so that terrorism no longer simply 
goads states into overreacting, thereby losing legitimacy. The deed has become
a tool to highlight the underlying grievances of communities.

Neville Bolt, PhD, holds degrees from the University of Oxford and King's 
College, London. He has worked as a producer-director with the BBC, ITV, 
Channel 4 and CBC Canada, specialising in making investigative documentaries
in conflict zones ranging from Central America to Africa, the Middle East, and the
Indian subcontinent. He is a Teaching Fellow and Research Associate in the 
Department of War Studies at King's College, University of London.
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The Violent Image: Insurgent Propaganda and the New Revolutionaries
Bolt, Neville
Oxford University Press .
9780199327706
352 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/29/2012

Neville Bolt investigates how today's revolutionaries have rejuvenated the 
nineteenth century 'propaganda of the deed' so that terrorism no longer simply 
goads states into overreacting, thereby losing legitimacy.

Neville Bolt, PhD, holds degrees from the University of Oxford and King's 
College, London. He has worked as a producer-director with the BBC, ITV, 
Channel 4 and CBC Canada, specialising in making investigative documentaries
in conflict zones ranging from Central America to Africa, the Middle East, and the
Indian subcontinent. He is a Teaching Fellow and Research Associate in the 
Department of War Studies at King's College, University of London.
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The Beethoven Syndrome: Hearing Music as Autobiography
Bonds, Mark Evan
Oxford University Press .
9780190068479
344 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/9/2019
4 halftones

The Beethoven Syndrome: Hearing Music as Autobiography traces the rise, fall,
and persistence of a radical new mode of listening from the middle of the 
eighteenth century to the present.  Suggests new--or rather, very old--ways of 
listening to music. Allows us to hear Beethoven's music as his contemporaries 
may have heard it. Helps us navigate ways of hearing expression in 
contemporary music, both classical and popular

Mark Evan Bonds is the Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor of Music at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he has taught since 1992.
He has served as editor-in-chief of Beethoven Forum and has published widely 
on music, aesthetics, and the philosophy of music.
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Absolute Music: The History of an Idea
Bonds, Mark Evan
Oxford University Press .
9780190851170
394 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2017

The first survey of the idea of pure music from antiquity to the present. Proposes
a revised view of music history based on the relationship between music's 
essence and its effect. Discusses the rehabilitation of absolute music in the 
aesthetics of musical modernism

Mark Evan Bonds is the Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor of Music at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he has taught since 1992.
He has served as editor-in-chief of Beethoven Forum and has published widely 
on music, aesthetics, and the philosophy of music.
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Friends and Enemies: The Scribal Politics of Post/Colonial Literature
Bongie, Chris
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311437
416 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 3/15/2009
Liverpool University Press - Postcolonialism Across Disciplines (Book 3)

In this timely contribution to debates about the future of postcolonial theory 
groundbreaking scholar Chris Bongie explores the troubled relationship between
postcolonial theory and 'politics', both in the sense of a radical, revolutionary 
politics associated with anti-colonial struggle, and the almost inevitable 
implication of literary writers in institutional discourses of power. The book builds
directly on Bongie's Islands and Exiles (Stanford UP, 1998), which was described
by the eminent Caribbeanist Peter Hulme as a book that "may well be the 
greatest single contribution yet to expanding the field of postcolonial studies. "

Chris Bongie is Professor and Queen's National Scholar at Queen's University, 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Previous publications include Islands and Exiles: The
Creole Identities of Post/Colonial Literature (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1998) and 
Exotic Memories: Literature, Colonialism, and the Fin de siecle (Stanford: 
Stanford UP, 1991).Discount:
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Beyond Roe: Why Abortion Should be Legal--Even if the Fetus is a Person
Boonin, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190904845
232 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019

In this provocative and important book, David Boonin defends the claim that even
if the fetus is a person with the same right to life you and I have, abortion should
still be legal, and most current restrictions on abortion should be abolished.

David Boonin is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Colorado Boulder.
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Wilder
Borg, Jemma
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854802
64 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Pavilion Poetry LUP.

What is still wild in us - and is it recoverable? Whether revisiting Dante's forest of
the suicides or experiencing new motherhood, these meticulous and sensuous 
poems demonstrate a restless intelligence, seeking out what we are losing and 
inviting us to 'break ourselves each against the beauty of the other'.

Jemma Borg won the inaugural Ginkgo Prize in 2018 and The Rialto/RSPB 
Nature and Place Competition in 2017. Recent publications include the TLS, The
Poetry Review and Oxford Poetry, and anthologies such as 'Out of Time' (Valley
Press 2021) and 'Places of Poetry' (Oneworld 2020), and her first collection, 'The
illuminated world' (Eyewear, 2014), won the Fledgling Award and the New 
Writing Ventures Award for Poetry. She was a zoologist and evolutionary 
geneticist before working in scientific research management in the voluntary 
sector and in science publishing.
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Explaining Knowledge: New Essays on the Gettier Problem
Borges, Rodrigo / de Almeida, Claudio / Klein, Peter D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198724568
400 pages
paperback
$54
Pub Date: 1/30/2018

The 'Gettier Problem' has shaped most of the fundamental debates in 
epistemology for more than fifty years. Before Edmund Gettier published his 
famous 1963 paper (reprinted in this volume), it was generally presumed that 
knowledge was equivalent to true belief supported by adequate evidence. Gettier
presented a powerful challenge to that presumption. This led to the development
and refinement of many prominent epistemological theories: internalism, 
externalism, evidentialism, reliabilism, and virtue epistemology.

Rodrigo Borges is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the Pontifical Catholic 
University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Claudio de Almeida is Professor of 
Philosophy at the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. 
Peter D. Klein is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at Rutgers University.
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Making the Woman Worker: Precarious Labor and the Fight for Global 
Standards, 1919-2019
Boris, Eileen
Oxford University Press .
9780190874629
352 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2019

This book explains how the 20th century labor standard regime, forged by the 
International Labor Organization, cast the woman worker as a special type of 
worker, but a century later, previously excluded home-based workers placed 
caring labor at the center of debates over the future of work amid new precarity.

Eileen Boris is the Hull Professor and Distinguished Professor of Feminist 
Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara.
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Why the Civil War Came
Boritt, Gabor S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195113761
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/29/1997

In the early morning of April 12, 1861, Captain George S. James ordered the 
bombardment of Fort Sumter, beginning a war that would last four horrific years
and claim a staggering number of lives. Since that fateful day, the debate over 
the causes of the American Civil War has never ceased. What events were 
instrumental in bringing it about? How did individuals and institutions function? 
What did Northerners and Southerners believe in the decades of strife preceding
the war? What steps did they take to avoid war? Indeed, was the great armed 
conflict avoidable at all? Why the Civil War Came brings a talented chorus of 
voices together to recapture the feel of a very different time and place, helping 
the reader to grasp more fully the commencement of our bloodiest war.

Gabor Boritt is Director of the Civil War Institute and Fluher Professor at 
Gettysburg College. His books include Lincoln and the Economics of the 
American Dream, Why the Confederacy Lost, and War Comes Again.Discount:
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Why the Confederacy Lost
Boritt, Gabor S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195085495
288 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/7/1993

Five major historians return to the battlefield to explain the South's defeat. 
Provocatively argued and engagingly written, this work rejects the notion that the
Union victory was inevitable and shows the importance of the commanders, 
strategies, and victories at key moments.

Gabor Boritt is Robert C. Fluhrer Professor of Civil War Studies and Director of 
the Civil War Institute at Gettysburg College. His most recent books are The 
Confederate Image and Lincoln, the War President.
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Networking Europe: Essays on Regionalism and Social Democracy
Bort, Eberhard and Evans, Neil (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239413
400 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

Based on papers given at annual symposia held at Freudenstadt throughout the
1990s, this book contributes to a view of the future of the European Union that 
stresses the need for more democracy and for a conception of Europe that 
emphasizes its diversity.

Neil Evans is a former senior tutor in history at Coleg Harlech.
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Next Medicine: The Science and Civics of Health
Bortz, Walter
Oxford University Press .
9780195369687

hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 1/3/2011

In Next Medicine, Walter Bortz shows how the defects of American healthcare 
threaten the stability of our entire nation. A physician with fifty years of 
experience and an expert on aging, Bortz argues that the financial interests of 
biotech and drug companies have eroded the values of the medical profession 
and placed profit before human wellbeing.

Walter Bortz II, M.D., is Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine at the Stanford
School of Medicine.
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Dead Reckoning: Memories of the 1971 Bangladesh War
Bose, Sarmila
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040495
288 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2011

This ground-breaking book chronicles the 1971 war in South Asia by 
reconstituting the memories of those on opposing sides of the conflict. 1971 was
marked by a bitter civil war within Pakistan and war between India and Pakistan,
backed respectively by the Soviet Union and the United States. It was fought 
over the territory of East Pakistan, which seceded to become Bangladesh.

Sarmila Bose is Senior Research Fellow in the Politics of South Asia at the 
University of Oxford. She was a political journalist in India and combines 
academic and media work. She was educated at Bryn Mawr College and 
Harvard University.
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Your Country, My Country: A Unified History of the United States and Canada
Bothwell, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190840815
432 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Offers a chronological comparative history of both Canada and the United 
States, with new insights for readers on both sides of the border. Addresses 
political, economic, cultural, social, and other aspects of history. Written by a 
senior historian of Canadian-US relations

Robert Bothwell is the Gluskin Professor of Canadian History at the University of
Toronto. He has written numerous books on Canadian-American relations and 
international history, including The Penguin History of Canada and Alliance and 
Illusion: Canada and the World, 1945-1984.
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Discordant Harmonies: A New Ecology for the Twenty-first Century
Botkin, Daniel B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195074697
256 pages
paperback
$26
Pub Date: 3/11/1992

In this provacative new approach to the environmental crisis, Botkin argues that
our ability to solve ecological crises is limited not by our scientific knowledge, but
by the age-old myths and metaphors that shape our perception of the natural 
world. He uses revealing case studies to highlight controversial issues and reveal
how old myths blind us to the new technology.

Daniel B. Botkin is on the faculty of the University of California, Santa Barbara. 
He won the 1991 Mitchell International Prize for Sustainable Development for his
work on the environment.
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The Moon in the Nautilus Shell: Discordant Harmonies Reconsidered
Botkin, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780199913916
448 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2012

Why do we keep talking about so many environmental problems and rarely solve
any? If these are scientific issues, then why can't scientists solve them or at least
agree on what to do? In his new book, The Moon in the Nautilus Shell, ecologist
Daniel Botkin explains why.

Daniel B. Botkin is Professor Emeritus at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara.
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HIV Stories: The Archaeology of AIDS Writing in France, 1985-1988
Boul, Jean Pierre
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235781
240 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/6/2002
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

This book draws attention to the existence in France of an AIDS literature from 
1985 to 1988 before AIDS writing became either a widely recognized genre or a
culturally influential form of writing.  It is a predominantly literary critical study, 
informed by gender studies and psychoanalytic criticism in its readings of 
individual texts, and interwoven with contextual information.

Jean-Pierre Boule is Professor of Contemporary French Studies at the 
Nottingham Trent University.
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Herve Guibert: Voices of the Self
Boule, Jean-Pierre
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238713
256 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/1999
Liverpool University Press - Modern French Writers Series

This is the first full-length study to cover the complete texts of Hervé Guibert 
(1955–1991), offering a thorough documentation of his literary output. The book 
is guided by Guibert’s relation to the novel, a major line of enquiry throughout, as
well as his experimentation with voices in particular. One of Boulé’s main 
contentions is that Guibert arrives at the creation of a new literary genre, the 
roman faux, with the publication of his best-known work To the Friend who did 
not save my life. The book ends by considering the works Guibert produced after
he was diagnosed as HIV positive, within the parameter of the voices of the self.

Jean-Pierre Boule is Professor of Contemporary French Studies at the 
Nottingham Trent University.
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Fundamentals of Mathematical Analysis
Boules, Adel N.
Oxford University Press .
9780198868798
480 pages
paperback
$59
Pub Date: 5/9/2021
8 illustrations

Fundamentals of Mathematical Analysis explores real and functional analysis 
with a substantial component on topology.

Adel N. Boules, Professor of Mathematics, University of North Florida
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A Biography of Loneliness: The History of an Emotion
Bound Alberti, Fay
Oxford University Press .
9780198811343
320 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 11/12/2019

Despite 21st-century fears of an 'epidemic' of loneliness, its history has been 
neglected. This is the first book on the history of loneliness to be published in 
English.

Dr Fay Bound Alberti is a Reader in History and UKRI Future Leaders Fellow at 
the University of York. She is a TED speaker and has published widely on 
medicine, the body, gender and emotion in books and scholarly articles as well 
as in the media. She has taught at universities around the UK including UCL, 
Lancaster, Manchester, and York.
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Birkbeck: 200 Years of Radical Learning for Working People
Bourke, Joanna
Oxford University Press .
9780192846631
656 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 12/8/2022
History of Universities Series. over 100 black and white illustrations

Birkbeck traces the 200-year history of Birkbeck, University of London from its 
founding at a time when social elites deplored the notion of educated working 
people to the present day. Joanna Bourke writes a lively history of the institution,
and how it contributed to the shaping of modern British higher education.

Joanna Bourke, Professor of History, Birkbeck, University of London Joanna 
Bourke is Professor of History at Birkbeck College, University of London. She is 
the prize-winning author of books on multiple subjects, including histories of 
modern warfare, military medicine, psychology and psychiatry, the emotions, and
rape. Among others, she is the author of An Intimate History of Killing (1999), 
Fear: A Cultural History (2005), Rape: A History from 1860 to the Present (2007),
What it Means to be Human: Reflections from 1791 to the Present (2011), and 
The Story of Pain: From Prayer to Painkillers. An Intimate History of Killing won 
the Wolfson Prize and the Fraenkel Prize. She is also a frequent contributor to 
TV and radio shows, and a regular newspaper correspondent.
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The Story of Pain: From Prayer to Painkillers
Bourke, Joanna
Oxford University Press .
9780199689439
416 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/10/2017
31 illustrations.

As Joanna Bourke shows in this fascinating investigation, people have come up
with many different answers to these questions over time. And a history of pain 
can tell us a great deal about how we might respond to our own suffering in the 
present - and, just as importantly, to the suffering of those around us.

Joanna Bourke is Professor of History at Birkbeck College at University of 
London. She is the prize-winning author of nine books, including histories of 
modern warfare, military medicine, psychology and psychiatry, the emotions, and
rape.
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Garibaldi in South America: An Exploration
Bourne, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9781787383135
232 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2020

For over twelve years in the first half of the nineteenth century, Giuseppe 
Garibaldi, the hero of Italian unification, lived, learned and fought in South 
America. Richard Bourne combines historical research with his travels in 
Uruguay and southern Brazil to explore contemporary awareness of and 
reflection on how the past can influence or be transformed by the needs of today.

Richard Bourne has been writing about South America since his Political Leaders
of Latin America was published in 1969. He is a senior research fellow at the 
Institute of Commonwealth Studies and the author of many books, including Lula
of Brazil: The Story So Far.
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The Scientific Way of Warfare: Order and Chaos on the Battlefields of Modernity
- 2nd edition
Bousquet, Antoine J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197649671
296 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2022

Considers the impact of technologies and scientific ideas on the practice of 
warfare and the handling of the perennial tension between order and chaos on 
the battlefield. This work explores modern warfare as the constitution of complex
social assemblages of machines whose integration has been made through the 
deployment of scientific methodology.

Antoine Bousquet is Associate Professor at the Swedish Defence University.
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Scientific Way of Warfare: Order and Chaos on the Battlefields of Modernity
Bousquet, Antoine J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199326761
288 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 7/6/2010

Bousquet's book considers the impact of key technologies and scientific ideas on
the practice of warfare and the handling of the perennial tension between order 
and chaos on the battlefield.

Antoine Bousquet is Lecturer in International Relations, Birkbeck College, 
University of London.
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Taming Democracy: The People, the Founders, and the Troubled Ending of the
American Revolution
Bouton, Terry
Oxford University Press .
9780195378566
344 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2009

Americans are fond of reflecting upon the Founding Fathers, the noble group of
men who came together to force out the tyranny of the British and bring 
democracy to the land.

Terry Bouton is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County.
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Concerning the Origins of Malignant Tumours
Boveri, Theodor and Harris, Henry
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879697884
82 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/18/2008

An English translation of Boveri's famous monograph which was first published in
Germany in 1914. Written almost a hundred years ago, Theodor Boveri's Zur 
Frage der Entstehung maligner Tumoren has had a momentous impact on 
cancer research.
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Lactantius: Divine Institutes
Bowen, Anthony and Garnsey, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239888
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/2/2004
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 40)

The Divine Institutes of Lactantius was a vigorous riposte to pagan criticism and
persecution of Christianity, which came to a head in the 'Great' Persecution of 
Diocletian in the early fourth century AD.
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A Gallery to Play to: The Story of the Mersey Poets
Bowen, Phil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311253
198 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 5/15/2008

A Gallery to Play to is an intimate account of the lives and careers of the poets 
Adrian Henri, Roger McGough and Brian Patten. With unparalleled access to the
three writers, Phil Bowen has written an indispensable book for anyone 
interested in poetry, popular culture and society over the last forty years.

Phil Bowen is a poet and playwright. His previous collections include Variety's 
Hammer.
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Pressure Cooker: Why Home Cooking Won't Solve Our Problems and What We
Can Do About It
Bowen, Sarah / Brenton, Joslyn / Elliott, Sinikka
Oxford University Press .
9780190663308
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

Exposes how modern families struggle to confront high expectations and deep-
seated inequalities around getting food on the table. Based on extensive 
interviews and field research in the homes and kitchens of a diverse group of 
American families, Pressure Cooker challenges the logic of the most popular 
foodie mantras of our time, showing how they miss the mark and up the ante for
parents and children.

Sarah Bowen is Associate Professor of Sociology at North Carolina State 
University. Joslyn Brenton is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at Ithaca 
College. Sinikka Elliott is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
British Columbia.
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Back to the Shops: The High Street in History and the Future
Bowlby, Rachel
Oxford University Press .
9780198815914
288 pages
hardcover
$20
Pub Date: 5/24/2022

Over time, shops have occupied radically different places in cultural arguments 
and everyday lives. Back to the Shops offers a set of short, often surprising 
chapters, each one a window into a different shop type or mode of selling.

Rachel Bowlby teaches courses on the history and theory of consumer culture at
University College London.
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The Disparity of Sacrifice: Irish Recruitment to the British Armed Forces, 1914
-1918
Bowman, Timothy / Butler, William / Wheatley, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077858
312 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023

During the First World War approximately 210,000 Irish men and a much smaller,
but significant, number of Irish women, many from Catholic and Nationalist 
communities, served in the British armed forces. This book provides a 
comprehensive analysis of Irish recruitment patterns. These varied notably 
between North-East Ulster and the rest of Ireland and between urban and rural 
areas.

Timothy Bowman is Reader in modern British military history at the University of
Kent. William Butler is the Head of Military Records, The National Archives, UK.
Michael Wheatley is an independent researcher and writes on early twentieth-
century Irish politics.
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Portraits from Life: Modernist Novelists and Autobiography
Boyd Maunsell, Jerome
Oxford University Press .
9780198789369
304 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2018

What happens when novelists write about their own lives directly, in memoirs and
autobiographies, rather than in novels? How do they present themselves, and 
what do their self-portraits reveal? In a series of biographical case studies, 
Portraits from Life examines how seven canonical Modernist writers - Joseph 
Conrad, Ford Madox Ford, Henry James, Wyndham Lewis, Gertrude Stein, H.

Jerome Boyd Maunsell is a writer and critic based in London. He was a 
Research Fellow in the Centre for Life-Writing Research at King's before taking 
up a Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship in the Department of English and 
Creative Writing at Kingston University, London.
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Aldred's Marginalia: Explanatory Comments in the Lindisfarne Gospels
Boyd, W. J. P. and Boyd, Jr. Harper W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890366
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1977
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Aldred's Marginalia provides an introductory discussion to the explanatory 
comments in the Lindisfarne Gospels.
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Austria 1867-1955
Boyer, John W.
Oxford University Press .
9780198221296
1152 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/18/2022

Austria 1867-1955 connects the political history of German-speaking provinces 
of the Habsburg Empire before 1914 (Vienna and the Alpine Lands) with the 
history of the Austrian Republic that emerged in 1918, presenting the case of 
modern Austria as a fascinating example of democratic nation-building.

John W. Boyer, Martin A. Ryerson Distinguished Service Professor of History, 
University of Chicago John W. Boyer is the Martin A. Ryerson Distinguished 
Service Professor in History at the University of Chicago and an Editor of the 
Journal of Modern History.  A specialist in Central European history, Boyer has 
written three books in the field of Austrian political and social history, most 
recently Karl Lueger (1844-1910): Christlichsoziale Politik als Beruf, published in
2010.  In 2015 he published The University of Chicago.  A History. Boyer has 
received the Cross of Honor for Science and Art, First Class, from the Republic 
of Austria, in recognition of his scholarly work on the Habsburg Empire.  He is 
also a Corresponding Member of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.  Since 1992
he has served as Dean of the College at the University of Chicago.
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Mary Shepherd: A Guide
Boyle, Deborah
Oxford University Press .
9780190090333
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023
OXFORD GUIDES TO PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

While they were well received in her day, Scottish philosopher Lady Mary 
Shepherd's insightful philosophical writings have been neglected for some 150 
years and are only now receiving the scholarly attention they deserve. Mary 
Shepherd: A Guide by Deborah Boyle, part of the Oxford Guides to Philosophy 
series, navigates students of philosophy or general readers through two of 
Shepherd's most significant works.

Deborah Boyle is Professor of Philosophy at the College of Charleston in South
Carolina. She is the author of The Well-Ordered Universe: The Philosophy of 
Margaret Cavendish (Oxford University Press, 2018), among other titles. She 
has published articles and book chapters on Cavendish, Shepherd, Elizabeth 
Hamilton, Anne Conway, Mary Astell, Descartes, and Hume. She is also the 
editor of the Journal of the History of Philosophy.
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Rock and Rhapsodies: The Music of Queen
Braae, Nick
Oxford University Press .
9780197526743
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/26/2021
80 figures, 9 tables .

What, exactly, gave Queen's songs their magical and distinct musical identity? 
Rock and Rhapsodies answers this question through a fascinating musicological
study of the band's output.

Nick Braae is Principal Academic Staff Member in Music and Performing Arts at
Waikato Institute of Technology in Hamilton, New Zealand.
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Libanius: Selected Letters from the Age of Constantius and Julian
Bradbury, Scott
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235095
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2004
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 41)

Libanius of Antioch (AD 314-393) stands out as a fundamental source for the 
history of the Greek East in the fourth century AD. Drawn from the 1269 letters 
written between 355 and 365, the 183 letters presented here play an important 
role in making the age of Constantius II and Julian the Apostate the best-
documented period of the ancient world.
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The Common Freedom of the People: John Lilburne and the English Revolution
Braddick, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198803232
416 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/9/2018

Michael Braddick explores the extraordinary and dramatic life of "Freeborn 
John": how his experience of political activism sharpened and clarified his ideas, 
leading him to articulate bracingly radical views; and the changes in English 
society that made such a career possible. Without land, established profession, 
or public office, successive governments found him sufficiently alarming to be 
worth imprisoning, sent into exile, and put on trial for his life. Above all, through 
his story, we can explore the life not just of John Lilburne, but of revolutionary 
England itself--and of ideas fundamental to the radical, democratic, libertarian, 
and constitutional traditions, both in Britain and the USA.

Michael Braddick is Professor of History at the University of Sheffield, and has 
held academic positions and visiting Fellowships in the USA, France, and 
Germany.
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The Brussels Effect: How the European Union Rules the World
Bradford, Anu
Oxford University Press .
9780190088651
424 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

The Brussels Effect offers a novel account of the EU by challenging the view that
it is a declining world power. Anu Bradford explains how the EU exerts global 
influence through its ability to unilaterally regulate the global marketplace without
the need to engage in neither international cooperation nor coercion.

Anu Bradford is the Henry L. Moses Professor of Law and International 
Organization at Columbia Law School. She is also a director for the European 
Legal Studies Center and a senior scholar at the Jerome A. Chazen Institute for
Global Business.
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The Brussels Effect: How the European Union Rules the World
Bradford, Anu
Oxford University Press .
9780190088583
424 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

The Brussels Effect offers a novel account of the EU by challenging the view that
it is a declining world power. Anu Bradford explains how the EU exerts global 
influence through its ability to unilaterally regulate the global marketplace without
the need to engage in neither international cooperation nor coercion.

Anu Bradford is the Henry L. Moses Professor of Law and International 
Organization at Columbia Law School. She is also a director for the European 
Legal Studies Center.
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Arthur Sullivan: A Life of Divine Emollient
Bradley, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780198863267
240 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 6/8/2021
Spiritual Lives .

This biography reveals how important spiritual factors and influences were to 
Arthur Sullivan's life and work and explores his rich corpus of sacred pieces, 
which includes the best-selling Victorian parlour ballad 'The Lost Chord' and the 
tune of 'Onward, Christian Soldiers'.

Ian Bradley, Emeritus Professor of Cultural and Spiritual History, University of St
Andrews Ian Bradley is Emeritus Professor of Cultural and Spiritual History at the
University of St Andrews.
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Vietnam at War
Bradley, Mark Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780192895783
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021
20 figures  illustrations

One of the first books to look at how the Vietnamese themselves experienced the
wars for Vietnam, including both the French and the American wars. Combining
political, social, and cultural history, Bradley examines how the war was seen 
both by top policy makers and also everyday soldiers and civilians in both North
and South Vietnam.

Mark Philip Bradley is Bernadotte E. Schmitt Professor of History at The 
University of Chicago.
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For-Profit Philanthropy: Elite Power and the Threat of Limited Liability 
Companies, Donor-Advised Funds, and Strategic Corporate Giving
Brakman Reiser, Dana and Dean, Steven A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190074500
328 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023

Elite philanthropy has produced countless essential features of modern life. 
Today, for-profit philanthropic innovations like donor-advised funds threaten its 
future. In For-Profit Philanthropy, Dana Brakman Reiser and Steven A. Dean 
reveal that philanthropy law has operated as strategic compromise, binding 
ordinary Americans and elites together in a common purpose. The authors start
with an overview of the size and role of the philanthropic sector in the United 
States and then discuss changes in the regulatory environment that has 
facilitated new forms of philanthropic organizations. Private ordering, targeted 
regulation, or a new strategic bargain could strike a modern balance, preserving 
the benefits of the Grand Bargain's partnership between the modest and the 
mighty, and this book offers a detailed roadmap to show how it can be 
accomplished.

Dana Brakman Reiser holds a chair as Centennial Professor of Law at Brooklyn
Law School, where she also served as Vice Dean. Steven A. Dean is Professor 
of Law and Co-Director of the Center for the Study of International Business Law
at Brooklyn Law School, where he previously served as Vice Dean.
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The Devil We Knew: Americans and the Cold War
Brands, H. W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195093773
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/20/1994

 In the end, Americans claimed victory in the Cold War, but Brands gives us 
reason to tone down the celebration. This wide-reaching history makes clear that
the Cold War was simultaneously far more, and far less, than we ever imagined
at the time.

H. W. Brands is Professor of History at Texas A&M University. His books include
Bound to Empire: The United States and the Philippines, and Inside the Cold 
War: Loy Henderson and the Rise of the American Empire.
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No Magic Bullet: A Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States since
1880- 35th Anniversary Edition
Brandt, Allan M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190863425
344 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2020

Beginning with Victorian hysteria about syphilis and continuing to contemporary 
treatment of AIDS, Allan Brandt recounts the various medical, military, and public
health responses to venereal diseases that have arisen over the years.For this 
35th Anniversary Edition, Brandt reflects on recent scholarship, the persistence 
of sexually transmitted diseases, and the trajectory of the HIV epidemic.

Allan M. Brandt is Amalie Moses Kass Professor of the History of Medicine and 
Professor of the History of Science at Harvard University.
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Secret Chambers: The Inside Story of Cells & Complex Life
Brasier, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780199644001
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/18/2012

The appearance of the modern plant cell is one of the most deeply puzzling and
unlikely steps in the whole history of life, and as Martin Brasier shows in Secret 
Chambers, decoding this puzzle has been a great adventure that has mainly 
taken place over the last fifty years.

Martin Brasier is an English paleontologist made known from his study of 
microfossils, the Origin of Life, and Precambrian fossils such as the Ediacara 
biota. He is Professor of Palaeobiology at the University of Oxford.
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Presidential Transitions: Eisenhower through Reagan
Brauer, Carl M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195056556
336 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/15/1988

Focusing on how five newly elected nonincumbent presidents since 1952--
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Nixon, Carter, and Reagan--created their administrations,
Brauer here offers a behind-the-scenes look at the transfer of power in the White
House. His study reveals great men and women jockeying for position, 
presidents misleading appointees about their future role, and statesmanlike 
behavior as well as pettiness and petulance.

Carl M. Brauer is Director of the Public/Private Careers Project in the Center for
Business and Government at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard University.
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Only the Dead: The Persistence of War in the Modern Age
Braumoeller, Bear F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197624272
352 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2021
47 color figures .

In Only the Dead, Bear Braumoeller assesses the claim that armed conflict is in 
decline and finds it wanting. In the course of his assessment, he also develops a
powerful explanation for trends in warfare over time. His central finding is that, 
although there has been a drop in the rate of international conflict following the 
end of the Cold War, that drop followed nearly two centuries of steady increases 
in the rate of conflict initiation.
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Reading J. Z. Smith: Interviews & Essay
Braun, Willi and McCutcheon, Russell T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190879082
160 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/27/2018

Over the course of a career of more than forty years, Jonathan Z. Smith was 
among the most important voices of critical reflection within the academic study 
of religion, distinguishing himself as perhaps the most influential theorist of 
religion of the last half century. Among his significant body of work are essays 
and lectures on teaching and the essential role of academic scholarship on 
religion in matters of education and public policy.

Willi Braun is Professor of Religion in the Department of History and Classics 
and in the Interdisciplinary Program in Religious Studies at the University of 
Alberta. Russell T. McCutcheon is Distinguished Research Professor and Chair 
of the Department of Religious Studies at the University of Alabama.
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Administration Of the Roman Empire: 241 BC-AD 193 (University of Exeter 
Press - Exeter Studies in History)
Braund, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892049
288 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 1/1/1988
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 18)

In this collection specialist authors consider the growth and workings of the 
Roman Empire from the end of the first war with Carthage, to the accession of 
Septimus Severus, through such aspects as Roman governors, cities, non-urban
areas and client kings.

David Braund is Professor of Ancient History, and head of the Classics and 
Ancient History department at the University of Exeter. His particular specialism 
lies in the Black Sea region, especially Russia, Ukraine and Georgia, and he 
speaks Russian and Georgian fluently.
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Satire and Society in Ancient Rome
Braund, Susan H. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893312
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

These essays explain how satire can, and cannot, be used as a source for 
Roman social history: the possibilities and the limitations.

Susan Braund is Professor of Classics at Stanford University.
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With Stars in Their Eyes: The Extraordinary Lives and Enduring Genius of Aden
and Marjorie Meinel
Breckinridge, James B. and Pridgeon, Alec M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190915674
536 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2022
68 halftones and line drawings, 8 color images

The incredible story of the Meinels has never been told nor have their 
accomplishments and contributions ever been adequately recounted in one 
publication. This book is an effort to redress that oversight using interviews from 
those who knew them best, their own prodigious body of work including an 
unpublished autobiography, and documentation in Presidential libraries as well 
as universities and the National Archives.

James B. Breckinridge is Adjunct Professor in the College of Optical Sciences at
the University of Arizona and Astronomy Visiting Associate at Caltech. Alec M. 
Pridgeon recently retired from the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, where he 
specialized in DNA sequencing and molecular phylogenetics.
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The Land Shall Be Deluged in Blood: A New History of the Nat Turner Revolt
Breen, Patrick H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055615
320 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

On the evening of August 21, 1831, Nat Turner and six men launched their 
infamous rebellion against slaveholders. The rebels swept through Southampton
County, Virginia, recruiting slaves to their ranks and killing nearly five dozen 
whites-more than had ever been killed in any slave revolt in American history. 
Although a hastily assembled group of whites soon suppressed the violence, its 
repercussions had far-reaching consequences. In The Land Shall Be Deluged in
Blood, Patrick H. Breen uses the dramatic events in Southampton to explore the
terrible choices faced by members of the local black community as they 
considered joining the rebels, a choice that would likely cost them their lives, 
supporting their masters, or somehow avoiding taking sides.

Patrick H. Breen is Associate Professor of History at Providence College.
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Faithonomics: Religion and the Free Market
Brekke, Torkel
Oxford University Press . Hurst Publication
9780190627690
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2016

Faithonomics uses economic theory to provide a new and unorthodox view of 
religion in today's world.

Torkel Brekke is Professor in the History of Religions at the University of Oslo. 
He has written and edited twelve books and numerous articles, mostly about 
religion and politics, including Fundamentalism: Prophecy and Protest in an Age
of Globalisation (2012).
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Segregated Time
Brendese, P.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197535745
264 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2022

Although typically conceived in terms of space, Segregated Time argues that 
racial segregation and inequality are also sustained through impositions on 
human time. Drawing on a range of Africana, Latinx, and Indigenous political 
thought, P.J. Brendese demonstrates the way in which time is weaponized 
against people of color and advances a theory of white time as a possessive, 
acquisitive, colonizing force. Segregated Time critically examines the 
racialization of those defined as as behind the times, how racial others are cast 
out of time, perpetually forced to do time in a carceral society, and to perish in 
the segregated times of climate apocalypse.

P.J. Brendese is Associate Professor of Political Theory in Johns Hopkins 
University's Department of Political Science. His research interests include 
critical race theory, decolonial and comparative political thought, and the politics
of memory and temporality. In addition to his articles and essays, he is the author
of The Power of Memory in Democratic Politics.
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Democracy: A Guided Tour
Brennan, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780197558812
328 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/7/2023
2 b/w figures

Democracy: A Guided Tour gives readers a crash course on the evolution of the 
idea of democracy, how it has been and is currently practiced, and how we might
think about it as we head into a new chapter in its story.

Jason Brennan is the Flanagan Family Professor of Strategy, Economics, Ethics,
and Public Policy at Georgetown University.
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Business Ethics for Better Behavior
Brennan, Jason / English, William / Hasnas, John / Jaworski, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190076566
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/20/2021

Business Ethics for Better Behavior teaches readers how to become aware of 
ethical traps, how to avoid them, and how to dig their way out if they fall in. It 
integrates the best work in psychology, economics, management theory, and 
normative philosophy into a simple action plan for ensuring the best ethical 
performance at all levels of business practice.

Jason Brennan is the Robert J. and Elizabeth Flanagan Family Professor of 
Strategy, Economics, Ethics, and Public Policy at Georgetown University. William
English is an assistant professor of Strategy, Economics, Ethics, and Public 
Policy at Georgetown University's McDonough School of Business. John Hasnas
is a professor of ethics at Georgetown's McDonough School of Business, a 
professor of law (by courtesy) at Georgetown Law Center, and the executive 
Director of the Georgetown Institute for the Study of Markets and Ethics. Peter 
Jaworski is an associate teaching professor teaching ethics to undergraduates 
and MBA students.
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Debating Democracy: Do We Need More or Less?
Brennan, Jason and Landemore, Helene
Oxford University Press .
9780197540824
296 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
DEBATING ETHICS

In this accessible book, leading scholars Jason Brennan and Helene Landemore
ask, what good is democracy and is there any better alternative? Brennan 
argues that democracy suffers from built-in systematic flaws. There is no way to 
fix these flaws--we can only contain them, or jettison democracy for a better 
system of representative government. Landemore argues that our problem is that
we have not been using real democracy. Real democracy--in which citizens 
exercise more genuine power--can overcome the problems we see in modern 
republican governments. The book concludes with each author responding to the
other's arguments, ultimately helping readers see how their views of justice 
depend in part on how they think democracy functions.

Jason Brennan is the Flanagan Family Professor of Strategy, Economics, Ethics,
and Public Policy at Georgetown University. Helene Landemore is Professor of 
Political Science at Yale University.Discount:
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Cracks in the Ivory Tower: The Moral Mess of Higher Education
Brennan, Jason and Magness, Phillip
Oxford University Press .
9780197608272
336 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2021
8 illustrations  illustrations

Cracks in the Ivory Tower systematically shows how individuals-students, 
professors, and administrators-at contemporary American universities are guided
by self-interest rather than ethical beliefs and the many negative effects this has
on higher education.

Jason Brennan is the Flanagan Family Professor at Georgetown University. 
Phillip W. Magness is a Senior Research Fellow at the American Institute for 
Economic Research in Great Barrington, Massachusetts.
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Kick It: A Social History of the Drum Kit
Brennan, Matt
Oxford University Press .
9780190683870
384 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/11/2020

The drum kit has provided the pulse of popular music from before the dawn of 
jazz up to the present day pop charts. Kick It, a provocative social history of the 
instrument, looks closely at key innovators in the development of the drum kit: 
inventors and manufacturers like the Ludwig and Zildjian dynasties, jazz icons 
like Gene Krupa and Max Roach, rock stars from Ringo Starr to Keith Moon, and
popular artists who haven't always got their dues as drummers, such as Karen 
Carpenter and J Dilla.

Matt Brennan is Reader in Popular Music at the University of Glasgow. He has 
served as Chair of the UK and Ireland branch of the International Association for
the Study of Popular Music (IASPM) and published several books in the field of 
popular music studies.
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The Fasces: A History of Ancient Rome's Most Dangerous Political Symbol
Brennan, T. Corey
Oxford University Press .
9780197644881
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/3/2022
24 b/w illustrations

In ancient Rome, the fasces were a bundle of wooden rods bound with a leather
cord, in which an axe was placed--in essence, a mobile kit for corporal or capital
punishment. This book is the first attempt to explain in detail precisely how the 
ancient Romans made a familiar and highly effective spectacle of the fasces, and
then how later generations understood, used, and abused this symbol.

T. Corey Brennan is a Professor of Classics at Rutgers University and author of
The Praetorship in the Roman Republic and Sabina Augusta: An Imperial 
Journey. He has appeared on television documentaries that concern the ancient
world, most recently for Netflix, BBC2, and the History Channel.
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Building Faith: A Sociology of Religious Structures
Brenneman, Robert and Miller, Brian J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190883447
216 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2020

The social sciences have largely ignored the role of physical buildings in shaping
the social fabric of communities and groups. Although the emerging field of the 
sociology of architecture has started to pay attention to physical structures, 
Brenneman and Miller are the first to combine the light of sociological theory and
the empirical method in order to understand the impact of physical structures on 
the religious groups that build, transform, and maintain them. Building Faith 
explores the social impact of religious buildings in places as diverse as a 
Chicago suburb and a Guatemalan indigenous Mayan village, all the while 
asking the questions, How does space shape community? and How do 
communities shape the spaces that speak for them?

Brian J. Miller is Associate Professor of Sociology at Wheaton College where he
studies multiple aspects of suburbs, social media use among emerging adults, 
and religion and place.Discount:
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New Urban Spaces: Urban Theory and the Scale Question
Brenner, Neil
Oxford University Press .
9780190627195
480 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2019

In New Urban Spaces, Neil Brenner proposes a radical reconceptualization of 
inherited approaches to urbanization. Rather than focusing on cities as bounded
units, urbanization is conceived here as multiscalar. Drawing on the methods of 
critical geopolitical economy, especially the writings of Henri Lefebvre, Brenner 
systematically elaborates this multiscalar conceptualization of the capitalist urban
fabric in order to investigate emergent patterns and pathways of urban 
restructuring.

Neil Brenner is Professor of Urban Theory at the Graduate School of Design at 
Harvard University.
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Innovation in Real Places: Strategies for Prosperity in an Unforgiving World
Breznitz, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780197695173
280 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2023

All cities and regions prioritize economic growth for a simple reason: it is 
essential to wellbeing and progress. But what are the sources of growth? The 
eminent scholar of innovation Dan Breznitz contends that the answer lies in 
global supply networks. In Innovation in Real Places, he examines the four 
stages of production and argues that struggling regions cannot improve their 
circumstances by imitating tech-centric economies. Rather, they need to develop
their own strengths, and they can do this by focusing on where they best fit in a 
globalized production system. All cities and localities have certain strengths, and
the trick is in recognizing it.

Dan Breznitz is a University Professor of the University of Toronto where he is 
also the Munk Chair of Innovation Studies in the Munk School of Global Affairs 
and Public Policy and the Department of Political Science, as well as the Co-
Director of the Innovation Policy Lab.Discount:
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How Documentaries Work
Bricca, Jacob
Oxford University Press .
9780197554111
232 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2023

How Documentaries Work breaks down the hidden conventions of 
documentaries in clear and accessible language for film studies students and 
documentary enthusiasts alike. Jacob Bricca, ACE, an award-winning 
documentary editor, producer, and director, provides a behind-the-scenes, 
under-the-hood view of what's really going on in the construction of non-fiction 
films and television shows. This book presents examples from contemporary 
documentaries and docuseries and delivers insights from some of the most 
exciting non-fiction filmmakers and craftspeople working today.

Jacob Bricca, ACE, is Associate Professor at the University of Arizona's School 
of Theatre, Film and Television. He is an award-winning documentary editor, 
producer, director, and scholar whose films have screened worldwide from 
Sundance to the Berlinale. His is the author of Documentary Editing: Principles 
and Practice (2018), a definitive textbook on documentary editing that is used by
film schools around the world, including the USC School of Cinematic Arts, 
UCLA, and the MET Film School in London.
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It Keeps Me Seeking: The Invitation from Science, Philosophy and Religion
Briggs, Andrew / Halvorson, Hans / Steane, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9780198808282
368 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/13/2018

Here is a fresh look at how science contributes to the bigger picture of human 
flourishing, through a collage of science and philosophy, richly illustrated by the 
authors' own experience and personal reflection.

Andrew Briggs was elected in 2002 as the first holder of the newly created Chair
in Nanomaterials at the University of Oxford. Hans Halvorson is Stuart Professor
of Philosophy at Princeton University. Andrew Steane is a Physics Professor at
Oxford University.
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Human Flourishing: Scientific insight and spiritual wisdom in uncertain times
Briggs, Andrew and Reiss, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780198850267
368 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2021
66 line drawings and photographs .

This book draws on both scientific insights and spiritual wisdom to help the 
reader focus on what is of value in helping them decide what makes for a good 
life. In using evidence from psychology, sociology, philosophy, theology, and 
other disciplines, it helps readers think through choices about what the good life
consists of.

Professor Andrew Briggs was elected in 2002 as the first holder of the Chair in 
Nanomaterials at the University of Oxford. Reverend Professor Michael J. Reiss
holds the Chair of Science Education at the Institute of Education, University 
College London.
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The Art of Cinematic Storytelling: A Visual Guide to Planning Shots, Cuts, and 
Transitions
Brine, Kelly Gordon
Oxford University Press .
9780190054335
360 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2020

The Art of Cinematic Storytelling is a practical and accessible introduction to 
effective design of shots, cuts, and transitions in filmmaking. The author, an 
experienced storyboard artist who worked on hundreds of television and film 
projects, invites readers to learn how to tell a story and create emotions through
moving images.

Kelly Gordon Brine is a storyboard artist. He has worked on dozens of television
shows, including The Witcher, Umbrella Academy, Lost in Space, Jessica Jones,
and Person of Interest, and has taught drawing as an assistant professor at the
University of Toronto. He holds a Bachelor of Mathematics degree.
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Thraldom: A History of Slavery in the Viking Age
Brink, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9780197532355
408 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2021
39 illustratons.

This book provides a history of slavery in Viking Age Scandinavia by examining a
multitude of sources, including archaeology, runic inscriptions, Icelandic sagas, 
early law, DNA analysis, and place names. Viking society was characterized by 
different dependencies and by fluid transitions between freedom and 
enslavement. Thraldom surveys, in nuanced ways, the unique role of slavery in
medieval Scandinavia.

Stefan Brink is Professor of Scandinavian Studies at the Institute of Nordic 
Studies at the University of Highlands and Islands, and Professor and 
Researcher at the Department of Archaeology and Ancient History at Uppsala 
University, Sweden.
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Free Speech in the Digital Age
Brison, Susan J. and Gelber, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9780190883607
280 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/27/2019

This collection of thirteen new essays is the first to examine, from a range of 
disciplinary perspectives, how the new technologies and global reach of the 
Internet are changing the theory and practice of free speech.

Susan J. Brison is Eunice and Julian Cohen Professor for the Study of Ethics 
and Human Values and Professor of Philosophy at Dartmouth College. Katharine
Gelber is Professor of Politics and Public Policy at the University of Queensland
and a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences Australia.
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Emirati Women: Generations of Change
Bristol-Rhys, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780190627065
224 pages
paperback
$21.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2016

In Emirati Women, Bristol-Rhys weaves together eight years of conversations 
and interviews with three generations of women, her observations of Emirati 
society in Abu Dhabi, the unflattering stereotypes commonly heard in the 
extensive expatriate communities, and discussions with her Emirati university 
students on topics ranging from marriage, independence, freedom, and the 
future.

Jane Bristol Rhys' parents thought that going to Kaduna, Nigeria in 1962 would 
be a great adventure; both of them had apparently read too many explorer 
books. Years later, after entering the American University in Cairo as an English 
literature major, Jane discovered anthropology and chose to pursue the 
understanding and communication of cultures as her avocation. Emirati Women 
is the culmination of over 24 years in the Middle East.
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Vessels: The Object as Container
Brittenham, Claudia
Oxford University Press .
9780198832577
208 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2019
Visual Conversations in Art and Archaeology Series

What is a vessel? In this volume, four essays by leading scholars tackle the 
category of vessels in ancient Greece, Rome, China, and pre-Columbian 
Mesoamerica, offering an innovative comparative art history of vessels in ancient
societies.

Claudia Brittenham is Associate Professor of Art History and the College at the 
University of Chicago.
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The Sense of Community in French Caribbean Fiction
Britton, Celia
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846315008
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

This book analyses the theme of community in seven French Caribbean novels 
in relation to the work of the French philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. The islands' 
complex history means that community is a central and problematic issue in their
literature, and underlies a range of other questions such as political agency, 
individual and collective subjectivity, attitudes towards the past and the future, 
and even literary form itself. Britton examines Jacques Roumain's Gouverneurs 
de la rosee, Edouard Glissant's Le Quatrieme Siecle, Simone Schwarz-Bart's 
Pluie et vent sur Telumee Miracle, Vincent Placoly's L'eau-de-mort guildive, 
Patrick Chamoiseau's Texaco, Daniel Maximin's L'Ile et une nuit and Maryse 
Conde's Desirada.’

Celia Britton is Professor of French at University College London.
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Harold Wilson, Denmark and the making of Labour European policy
Broad, Matthew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857131
304 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
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Philosophy of Medicine
Broadbent, Alex
Oxford University Press .
9780190612146
296 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2019

Philosophy of Medicine provides a fresh and comprehensive treatment of the 
topic. It offers a novel theory of the nature of medicine, and proposes a new 
attitude to medicine, aimed at improving the quality of debates between medical 
traditions (including alternatives) and facilitating medicine's decolonization.

Alex Broadbent is Professor of Philosophy, Executive Dean of Humanities, and 
founding Director of the African Centre for Epistemology and Philosophy of 
Science at the University of Johannesburg.
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Two Early Lives of Severos, Patriarch of Antioch
Brock, Sebastian and Fitzgerald, Brian (translators)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318832
175 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2013
Translated Texts for Historians LUP (Book 59)

Severos, patriarch of Antioch, was one of the most important ecclesiastical 
figures of the first half of the sixth century, a time when the reception, or not, of 
the Council of Chalcedon (451) was still a matter of much dispute.

Sebastian Brock is Emeritus Reader in Syriac Studies, Oxford University and 
Emeritus Fellow of Wolfson College, Oxford. Brian Fitzgerald is an independent 
scholar.
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Vision, Memory and Media
Brogger, Andreas and Kholeif, Omar (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316371
96 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

The relationship among vision, memory, and media is of burgeoning interest to 
the arts, cultural studies, and sciences. This comprehensive introduction to the 
subject couples recent scientific research on memory with a broad cultural 
discussion about vision and media in the technological age.

Andreas Brogger is curator at Nikolaj Copenhagen Contemporary Art Centre. 
Omar Kholeif is an Egyptian-born, UK-based writer and film curator.
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Possessive Individualism: A Crisis of Capitalism
Bromley, Daniel W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190062842
308 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 11/11/2019

Daniel Bromley offers a fundamental critique of contemporary capitalism to 
explain why the world now finds itself in widespread disorder. The basic flaw, he
argues, is the triumph of a culture of possessive individualism. As a result, 
capitalism is no longer an engine of improved livelihoods and social hope. 
Bromley explains that escape from this disorder requires that the private firm be 
reimagined as a public trust whose purpose is to offer plausible livelihoods as it 
also serves our acquisitive wants. However, the possessive individual also bears
urgent responsibilities. We must renew the idea of loyalty to others-whether 
neighbors, fellow workers, or society at large.

Daniel W. Bromley is Emeritus Professor of Applied Economics at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
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How Words Make Things Happen
Bromwich, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199672790
144 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/4/2019

Written by a leading literary critic, this engaging volume studies the words of a 
wide range of speakers and writers to explore the nature of persuasion, the 
effects of words, and how words can lead to action.

David Bromwich is a scholar of British and American romanticism. He is Sterling
Professor of English at Yale University, where he has taught since 1988. Among
his books are Hazlitt: The Mind of a Critic, Disowned by Memory: Wordsworth's 
Poetry of the 1790s, and The Intellectual Life of Edmund Burke.
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Selections from Layamon's Brut
Brook, G. L. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859891394
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1983
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Edition with notes, glossary and an introductory essay by C. S. Lewis.

G. L. Brook is well-respected in his field.
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Essays in Physics: Thirty-two thoughtful essays on topics in undergraduate-level
physics
Brooker, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198857259
488 pages
paperback
$39
Pub Date: 9/16/2021
161 line drawings and halftones .

Essays in Physics is a consideration of the more puzzling and exciting aspects of
physics, including discussions of many errors and misconceptions in the field.

Geoffrey Brooker, Emeritus Fellow, Wadham College, Oxford Geoffrey Brooker 
joined Wadham College Oxford as a Fellow by Special Election in 1969, 
becoming Fellow and Tutor in Physics and University Lecturer in Physics from 
1970 to 2003, when he was awarded the title of Emeritus Fellow.
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Mormonism and White Supremacy: American Religion and The Problem of 
Racial Innocence
Brooks, Joanna
Oxford University Press .
9780190081768
232 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2020

Like most difficult subjects in Mormon history and practice, says Joanna Brooks,
the priesthood and temple ban on Blacks has been managed carefully in LDS 
institutional settings with a combination of avoidance, denial, selective truth-
telling, and determined silence.

Joanna Brooks is an award-winning scholar of American religion, race, gender, 
and culture, a human rights activist, and the author or editor of ten books 
including Mormon Feminism: Essential Writings.
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Mormon Feminism: Essential Writings
Brooks, Joanna / Steenblik, Rachel Hunt / and Wheelwright, Hannah (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190848385
344 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 11/10/2017

The definitive guide to Mormon feminism and to the modern history of gender 
issues in the LDS Church. Gathers together the foundational essays, speeches,
and poems of the Mormon feminist movement since 1970. Features material 
from out-of-print anthologies, magazines, journals, pamphlets, and newsletters. 
Includes a timeline of key events in Mormon feminist history, discussion 
questions, and a topical guide

Joanna Brooks is Associate Vice President of Faculty Affairs at San Diego State
University.  Rachel Hunt Steenblik is a Ph.D. student in philosophy of religion 
and theology at Claremont Graduate University. Hannah Wheelwright is a 
Programs Assistant at Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights, founder of Young 
Mormon Feminists, and a former spokeswoman for Ordain Women, an 
organization devoted to promoting the ordination of women in the Mormon 
Church.Discount:
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Honore de Balzac
Brooks, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192846709
160 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022

A book on the experience of reading Honore de Balzac's La Comedie humaine 
which recounts the process of Peter Brooks's own discovery of Balzac.

Peter Brooks, Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature Emeritus, Yale 
University Peter Brooks has taught mainly at Yale University, where he is 
Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature Emeritus; he has held positions also
at the University of Virginia, Princeton University, the universities of Oxford, 
Bologna, and Copenhagen.
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Race, Sexuality, and Gender and the Musical Screen Adaptation: An Oxford 
Handbook of Musical Theatre Screen Adaptations, Volume 2
Broomfield-McHugh, Dominic
Oxford University Press .
9780197663226
328 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 2/28/2023
OXFORD HANDBOOKS SERIES.

The second of three volumes, Race, Sexuality, and Gender and the Musical 
Screen Adaptation: An Oxford Handbook, traces how the genre of the stage-to-
screen musical has evolved, focusing in particular of issues of race, gender and
sexuality. Enduringly popular adaptations such as Kiss Me Kate and Pal Joey are
considered through the lens of identity, while several chapters consider how 
different adaptations of the same stage musical reflect shifting historical contexts.
Together, the chapters incite lively debates about the process of adapting 
Broadway for the big screen and provide models for future studies.

Dominic Broomfield-McHugh is Reader in Musicology at the University of 
Sheffield. His publications include Loverly: The Life and Times of My Fair Lady 
(2012), Alan Jay Lerner: A Lyricist's Letters (2014), The Complete Lyrics of Alan
Jay Lerner (2018) and Adapting The Wizard of Oz: From Baum to MGM and 
Beyond (2018).
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University, Court, and Slave: Pro-Slavery Thought in Southern Colleges and 
Courts and the Coming of Civil War
Brophy, Alfred L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190933760
404 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

University, Court, and Slave reveals long-forgotten connections between 
universities and pro-slavery thought. Proslavery faculty wrote about the 
economic and historical importance of slavery and helped shape a proslavery 
jurisprudence that made it harder to free slaves and pushed the South towards 
Civil War.

Alfred L. Brophy is the Judge John J. Parker Distinguished Professor of Law at 
University of North Carolina and the author of Reparations Pro and Con and 
Reconstructing the Dreamland.
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Bound by Muscle: Biological Science, Humanism, and the Lives of A. V. Hill and
Otto Meyerhof
Brown, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780197582633
248 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

In Bound by Muscle, Andrew Brown details the lives and achievements of two 
physiologists, Archibald Vivian Hill (1886-1977) and Otto Fritz Meyerhof (1884
-1951). Hill and Meyerhof shared the 1922 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
for discoveries related to metabolic changes underlying muscle activity. Bound 
by Muscle describes how Hill and Meyerhof's lives and careers intersected and 
diverged and how their work changed the course of biological science.

Andrew Brown trained and worked as a physician in London. After emigrating to 
the United States, he practiced as a radiation oncologist in New Hampshire and
North Carolina before retiring from clinical work. He is the author of three 
scientific biographies: The Neutron and the Bomb: A Biography of Sir James 
Chadwick (OUP, 1997), J. D. Bernal: The Sage of Science (OUP, 2005), and 
Keeper of the Nuclear Conscience: The Life and Work of Joseph Rotblat (OUP, 
2012). He has also published papers on clinical aspects of oncology and nuclear
history.
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Scratch Music Projects
Brown, Andrew R. and Ruthmann, S. Alex
Oxford University Press .
9780199309276
216 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

In this practical, project-based learning guide, music students, educators, and 
coders receive the necessary tools to engage with real-world experiences in 
computation and creativity using the programming language Scratch.

Andrew R. Brown is an active creative practitioner and educator working in 
interactive and digital media with a focus on music and sound. S. Alex Ruthmann
is Associate Professor of Music Education and Music Technology at New York 
University Steinhardt, Director of the NYU Music Experience Design Lab, and 
Associate Editor of the Journal of Music, Technology & Education.
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Keeper of the Nuclear Conscience: The Life and Work of Joseph Rotblat
Brown, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780199586585
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2012

As Andrew Brown shows in Keeper of the Nuclear Conscience, Joseph Rotblat's
life--from an impoverished childhood in war-torn Warsaw to an active old age that
brought honors and public recognition, including the Nobel Peace Prize--is a 
compelling human story in itself.

Andrew Brown is Research Associate at the Belfer Center for Science and 
International Affairs, at the Harvard Kennedy School. He is the author of The 
Neutron and the Bomb: a Biography of Sir James Chadwick and J. D. Bernal: the
Sage of Science.
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The Gorbachev Factor
Brown, Archie
Oxford University Press .
9780192880529
444 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 10/23/1997

 Providing a balanced account of the complexities of politics in the U. S. S. R. 
during a period of remarkable change, THE GORBACHEV FACTOR tells the 
gripping story of Mikhail Gorbachev's rise and fall, a story full of intrigue, secret 
meetings, and powerful struggles. The book paints a vivid picture of a man and 
of seven years that changed the course of the 20th century. 27 plates.

Archie Brown is Professor of Politics and Fellow of St. Anthony's College, Oxford.
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The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics and International Relations
Brown, Garrett W and McLean, Iain
Oxford University Press .
9780199670840
640 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2018
Oxford Quick Reference

This bestselling dictionary contains over 1,700 entries on all aspects of politics 
and international relations.

Garrett W. Brown is a Professor of Political Theory and Global Health Policy at 
the University of Leeds. Iain McLean is an Official Fellow in Politics at Nuffield 
College, Oxford, and Professor of Politics at the University of Oxford.
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How to Get Your PhD: A Handbook for the Journey
Brown, Gavin
Oxford University Press .
9780198866923
272 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021

A unique take on how to survive and thrive in the process your PhD, this is a 
book that stands out from the crowd of traditional PhD guides.

Gavin Brown, Professor, University of Manchester Gavin Brown is Professor of 
Machine Learning, and Director of Research for the Department of Computer 
Science, at the University of Manchester, UK. He obtained his PhD in 2004 from
the University of Birmingham, winning the British Computer Society 
Distinguished Dissertation Award, given annually for the most outstanding UK 
thesis in Computer Science. In 2005 he joined Manchester, and since then has 
built a team working on Machine Learning and Data Science, contributing both 
fundamental and applied research, funded by the UK and EU government as well
as industry sponsors
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African American Women Chemists in the Modern Era
Brown, Jeannette E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190615178
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2018

This is the second of two books about African-American female chemists. The 
first book (African-American Women Chemists, 2011) focused on the early 
pioneers--women chemists from the Civil War to the Civil Rights Act. African 
American Women Chemists in the Modern Era focuses on contemporary women
who have benefited from the Civil Rights Act and are now working as chemists or
chemical engineers. This book was produced by taking the oral history of women
who are leaders in their field and who wanted to tell the world how they 
suceeded.

Jeannette E. Brown is a former Research Chemist for Merck & Co. Inc. and a 
former Faculty Associate at the New Jersey Institute of Technology.
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The Drive for Dollars: How Fiscal Politics Shaped Urban Freeways and 
Transformed American Cities
Brown, Jeffrey R. / Morris, Eric A. / Taylor, Brian D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197601525
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2023
16 maps; 7 b/w photographs; 5 b/w illustrations; 20 graphs

In The Drive for Dollars, Jeffrey R. Brown, Eric A. Morris, and Brian D. Taylor tell
the largely misunderstood story of how freeways became the centerpiece of US
urban transportation systems, and the crucial, though usually overlooked, role of
fiscal politics in bringing them about. With the nation's transportation finance 
system at a crossroads, this book sheds light on how we can best fund and plan 
transportation in the future. The authors offer a way forward that will spread the 
financial burden more equitably, provide travelers with better mobility, build more
appealing communities, and safeguard the planet.

Jeffrey R. Brown is Professor and Chairperson in the Department of Urban and 
Regional Planning at Florida State University. Eric A. Morris is Professor of City 
and Regional Planning at Clemson University, where in addition to transportation
history, he studies the links between transportation and geography and activity 
patterns, happiness, and quality of life. He attended Harvard for his 
undergraduate work, and after a decade writing for television programs in Los 
Angeles received an M.A. and a PhD. in urban planning from UCLA. Brian D. 
Taylor is a Professor of Urban Planning and Public Policy in the UCLA Luskin 
School of Public Affairs and Director of the Institute of Transportation Studies at
UCLA.
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Immodest Acts: The Life of a Lesbian Nun in Renaissance Italy
Brown, Judith C.
Oxford University Press .
9780195042252
224 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/11/1986

The discovery of the fascinating and richly documented story of Sister Benedetta
Carlini, Abbess of the Convent of the Mother of God, by Judith C. Brown was an
event of major historical importance. Not only is the story revealed in Immodest 
Acts that of the rise and fall of a powerful woman in a church community and a 
record of the life of a religious visionary, it is also the earliest documentation of 
lesbianism in modern Western history.

Judith C. Brown is an American author and historian. She is Professor of History
at Wesleyan University.
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Saving the Sacred Sea: The Power of Civil Society in an Age of Authoritarianism
and Globalization
Brown, Kate Pride
Oxford University Press .
9780190660956
248 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

"Civil society" is a loaded concept in Russia; during the Soviet period, the voices
that heralded civil society were the same ones that demanded the Union's 
dissolution. So, for the Kremlin, civil society is not the guarantor of democracy, 
but a force that has the power to end governments. This book looks at how civil 
society negotiates power on a global stage, under Russia's authoritarian regime,
and in a particularly isolated and remote part of the world: within environmental 
activism around Lake Baikal in Siberia.

Kate Pride Brown is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. Her research examines environmental politics and civil society in 
Russia and the United States.
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Your Country, Our War: The Press and Diplomacy in Afghanistan
Brown, Katherine A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190879419
296 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019

Based on extensive fieldwork in Afghanistan and eight years of interviews, this 
book reviews the dynamics between Afghan and U. S. journalists, and the global
diplomatic power of the American press within the context of the post-9/11 era.

Dr. Katherine Brown is the President and CEO of Global Ties U. S. and an 
Adjunct Assistant Professor at Georgetown University's Security Studies 
Program.
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Writing and the Revolution: Venezuelan Metafiction 2004-2012
Brown, Katie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854918
210 pages
paperback
$42.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP.

Through a close reading of eight Venezuelan novels published between 2004 
and 2012, this book reveals the enduring importance of the national in 
contemporary Venezuelan fiction, arguing that the novels studied respond to 
both the nationalist and populist cultural policies of the Bolivarian Revolution and
Venezuela's literary isolation.

Katie Brown is a Lecturer in Latin American Studies at the University of Exeter.
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Sister Style: The Politics of Appearance for Black Women Political Elites
Brown, Nadia E. and Lemi, Danielle Casarez
Oxford University Press .
9780197540589
240 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021

In Sister Style, Nadia E. Brown and Danielle Casarez Lemi argue that Black 
women's political experience and the way that voters evaluate them is shaped 
overtly by their skin tone and hair texture, with hair being a particular point of 
scrutiny.

Nadia E. Brown is a University Faculty Scholar and an Associate Professor of 
Political Science and African American Studies at Purdue University.Danielle 
Casarez Lemi is a Tower Center Fellow at the Tower Center at Southern 
Methodist University.
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The Tyne Bridge: Icon of North-East England
Brown, Paul
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387935
288 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2023
24 colour illustrations

A compelling account of how engineering, architectural ingenuity, a region's great
industrial tradition, and the labor of thousands came to span the Tyne.

Paul Brown is a freelance writer for The Guardian, FourFourTwo and When 
Saturday Comes. Among his previously published books, two of which have 
been optioned by Hollywood studios, are Savage Enthusiasm: A History of 
Football Fans, and All with Smiling Faces: How Newcastle Became United.
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The Death of Human Capital?: Its Failed Promise and How to Renew It in an Age
of Disruption
Brown, Phillip / Lauder, Hugh / Cheung, Sin Yi
Oxford University Press .
9780190644314
320 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2020

In The Death of Human Capital?, Phillip Brown, Hugh Lauder, and Sin Yi Cheung
demonstrate that the human capital story is one of a failed revolution that 
requires an alternative approach to education, jobs, and income inequalities. 
Rather than abandoning human capital theory, the authors seek to redefine it in a
way that more accurately addresses today's challenges presented by global 
competition, new technologies, economic inequalities, and national debt.

Phillip Brown is a Distinguished Research Professor in the School of Social 
Sciences at Cardiff University and Distinguished Visiting Professor at Zhengzhou
University, China. Hugh Lauder is Professor of Education and Political Economy
at the University of Bath. Sin Yi Cheung is Professor of Sociology at the School 
of Social Sciences at Cardiff University.
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'The New Poet': Novelty and Tradition in Spenser's Complaints
Brown, Richard Danson
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238133
320 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/6/1999
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool English Texts and Studies

This gracefully written and well thought-out study deals with a neglected 
collection of poems by Spenser, which was issued in 1591 at the height of his 
career. While there has been a good deal written in recent years on two of the 
poems in the collection, "Mother Hubberd’s Tale" and "Muiopotmos", Brown 
innovatively addresses the collection in its entirety.

Richard Danson Brown is a Lecturer in Literature at the Open University.
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Through the Looking Glass: John Cage and Avant-Garde Film
Brown, Richard H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190628086
256 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
Oxford Music/Media Series. 141 illustrations

Through the Looking Glass examines John Cage's interactions and 
collaborations with avant-garde filmmakers, and in turn seeks out the 
implications of the audiovisual experience on Cage's career. The examples 
chosen highlight moments of rupture within Cage's notions of the audiovisual 
experience and the medium-specific ontology of a work of art.

Richard Brown earned a PhD in musicology from the University of Southern 
California. He has published articles on John Cage, experimental music, sound 
art, film music and copyright in The Journal of the Society for American Music, 
Contemporary Music Review, Leonardo, and American Music Review.
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Honor Bound: How a Cultural Ideal Has Shaped the American Psyche
Brown, Ryan P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190693800
232 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

In Honor Bound, social psychologist Ryan P. Brown integrates social science 
research, current events, and personal stories to explore and explain how honor
underpins nearly every aspect of our lives, from spontaneous bar fights to 
organized acts of terrorism, romantic relationships, mental health and well-being,
unsportsmanlike conduct in football, the commission of suicide, foreign policy 
decisions by political leaders, and even how parents name their babies.

Ryan P. Brown, Ph. D., is the Managing Director for Measurement at the Doerr 
Institute for New Leaders, Rice University.
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Joseph Smith's Translation: The Words and Worlds of Early Mormonism
Brown, Samuel Morris
Oxford University Press .
9780190054236
344 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2020

Mormonism's founder, Joseph Smith, claimed to have translated ancient 
scriptures. He dictated an American Bible from metal plates reportedly buried by
ancient Jews in a nearby hill, and produced an Egyptian Book of Abraham 
derived from funerary papyri he extracted from a collection of mummies he 
bought from a traveling showman.

Samuel Morris Brown is Assistant Professor of Pulmonary and Critical Care 
Medicine at the University of Utah/Intermountain Medical Center and the 
translator of Aleksandr Men's Son of Man.
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Creepshow
Brown, Simon
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325918
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/9/2019
Devils Advocates

Released in cinemas in 1982, Creepshow is typically regarded as a minor entry 
in both the film output of George A.  Romero and the history of adaptations of the
works of Stephen King.  Yet this lack of critical attention hides the fact that 
Creepshow is the only full collaboration between America's bestselling author of
horror tales and one of the masters of modern American horror cinema.  Long 
considered too mainstream for the director of Dawn of the Dead (1978), too 
comic for the author that gave audiences the film versions of Carrie (1976) and 
The Shining (1980), and too violent for a cinemagoing public turning away from 
gore cinema in the autumn of 1982, Creepshow is here reassessed by Simon 
Brown, who examines the making and release of the film and its legacy through
a comic book adaptation and two sequels.

Simon Brown is associate professor of film and television at Kingston University.
A lifelong Constant Reader, he has published numerous articles on Stephen King
adaptations, including pieces on Under the Dome, Cell, and Salem's Lot.
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Fountainhead of Jihad: The Haqqani Nexus, 1973-2010
Brown, Vahid and Rassler, Don
Oxford University Press .
9780199327980
320 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2013

Drawing upon a wealth of previously unresearched primary sources in many 
languages, the authors shed much new light on a group frequently described as 
the most lethal actor in the current Afghan insurgency, and shown here to have 
been for decades at the centre of a nexus of transnational Islamist militancy, 
fostering the development of jihadi organisations from Southeast Asia to East 
Africa.

Vahid Brown is a specialist in the history of Islamist militancy and is the author of
Cracks in the Foundation: Leadership Schisms in al-Qa'ida, 1989-2006. He is 
also a PhD student at Princeton University. Don Rassler is an Instructor in the 
Department of Social Sciences and an Associate at the Combating Terrorism 
Center (CTC ) at the US Military Academy.
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An Orientation to Musical Pedagogy: Becoming a Musician-Educator
Browning, Birch P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199928224
240 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/5/2017
9 tables and 11 music examples

Novice music teachers and music education students struggle to form an identity
that synthesizes 'musician' with 'music teacher,' and to separate themselves from
their prior experiences to think critically about music-making and music 
instruction. Throughout this text, readers are encouraged to both reject and 
reflect upon their prior experience and are provided with new frameworks of 
understanding about both music-making and music instruction, as they form a 
new personal philosophy of musicianship and pedagogy.

Dr. Birch Browning is Associate Professor of Music Education and Director of 
Bands at Cleveland State University, and Music Director of the Cleveland Winds.
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The Cathedral Open and Free: Dean Bennett of Chester
Bruce, Alex
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239246
240 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2/1/2000
Liverpool Historical Studies

This book sets the work of Frank Selwyn Macaulay Bennett, Dean of Chester 
1920–37, in context, and traces the influence on other cathedrals of the changes
he instituted at Chester. His earlier work as parish priest and his interrelated 
writings on theology and on education, health, and ecumenism are examined for
the light they shed on his practice.

Alex Bruce is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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Through the Lion Gate: A History of the Berlin Zoo
Bruce, Gary
Oxford University Press .
9780197617236
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
16 illustrations.

In the first English-language history of the Berlin zoo, Gary Bruce traces the 
fascinating story of one of Germany's most popular cultural institutions, from its 
19th century displays of exotic peoples to Nazi attempts to breed back long-
extinct European cattle.

Gary Bruce is Professor of History at the University of Waterloo. He has 
published widely on modern German history, including most recently The Firm: 
The Inside Story of the Stasi.
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Religion in Modern World From Cathedrals to Cults
Bruce, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780198781516

paperback
$65
Pub Date: 8/8/1996

 Spanning 450 years of conflict between religion and modernization, Religion in 
the Modern World offers an engaging look at the evolution of western religion 
from the early 16th century through the contemporary 'New Age' cult. Lively and
accessible, this book provides a comprehensive description of the changes in 
Western religion over the centuries and offers an intriguing view of the direction it
is heading in the future. Tables.

Steve Bruce has been Professor of Sociology at the University of Aberdeen since
1991.
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Secular Beats Spiritual: The Westernization of the Easternization of the West
Bruce, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780198805687
224 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

The decline of the Christian churches in the West is undeniable but 
commentators differ in their understanding of what this represents. For some it 
shows a decline in interest in religion as such; for others, religion has not 
declined, it has only changed its shape. Possible candidates for Christianity's 
replacement are the new religious movements of the late 1960s and what is 
variously called New Age, alternative or contemporary spirituality. Secular Beats
Spiritual offers a detailed study of the religious and spiritual innovations of the 
last 50 years.

Steve Bruce is Professor of Sociology at the University of Aberdeen.
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Cryptoassets: Legal, Regulatory, and Monetary Perspectives
Brummer, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780190077327
456 pages
paperback
$59
Pub Date: 10/10/2019

This book is designed to introduce readers to cryptoassets (also known as digital
assets and cryptocurrencies). The book would be ideal for students, lawyers, 
technologists and economists interested in Bitcoin, Ether, stablecoins and 
Central Bank Digital Currencies.

Chris Brummer is a professor of law and Faculty Director of Georgetown's 
Institute of International Economic Law. He is also the Editor-in-Chief of 
fintechpolicy. org.
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The Sacred Home in Renaissance Italy
Brundin, Abigail / Howard, Deborah / Laven, Mary
Oxford University Press .
9780198816553
400 pages
hardcover
$52
Pub Date: 9/19/2018

The Sacred Home in Renaissance Italy explores the rich devotional life of the 
Italian household between 1450 and 1600.

Abigail Brundin specialises in the literature and culture of Italy in the renaissance
and early modern periods. As of 2017 she has been the Chair of the Faculty of 
Modern and Medieval Languages. Deborah Howard is an architectural historian.
She teaches at Cambridge Unversity. Mary Laven is an early modern historian, 
who has published widely on the social and cultural history of religion. She has 
taught at the University of Cambridge and Jesus College since 1997.
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The Oxford Handbook of Evolutionary Medicine
Brune, Martin and Schiefenhovel, Wulf
Oxford University Press .
9780198789666
976 pages
hardcover
$140
Pub Date: 4/7/2019

The Oxford Handbook of Evolutionary Medicine is a compilation of cutting edge 
insights into the evolutionary history of ourselves as a species, and how and why
our evolved design may convey vulnerability to disease.

Martin Brune is currently Professor of Psychiatry and Head of the Division of 
Cognitive Neuropsychiatry and Psychiatric Preventive Medicine at the LWL 
University-Hospital, Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany. Wulf Schiefenhovel was
president of the German Society for Anthropology, the International Society for 
Human Ethology and fellow of several institutes of advanced study. He teaches 
human ethology at Leopold-Franzens-University Innsbruck.
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Ancient Syria: A Three Thousand Year History
Bryce, Trevor
Oxford University Press .
9780198828907
400 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2019

A three-thousand year tale of ancient Syria, from Bronze Age to Roman era--and
beyond: the essential back-story to one of the world's most trouble-prone, 
volatile, but also culturally and politically important regions.

Trevor Bryce is an Honorary Research Consultant in the University of 
Queensland, and an Emeritus Professor of the University of New England, 
Australia, where he was Professor of Classics and Ancient History.
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The Struggle For Freedom From Fear: Contesting Violence against Women at 
the Frontiers of Globalization
Brysk, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9780190053451
386 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2018

In this book, Alison Brysk shows that gender violence across countries tends to 
change as countries develop and liberalize, but not in the ways that we might 
predict.  She shows how liberalizing authoritarian countries and transitional 
democracies may experience more shifting patterns and greater levels of 
violence than less developed and democratic countries, due to changes and 
uncertainties in economic and political structures.

Alison Brysk is Mellichamp Professor of Global Governance at University of 
California, Santa Barbara. She is the author or editor of fourteen books on 
human rights, including Speaking Rights to Power, From Tribal Village to Global
Village, and Human Rights and Private Wrongs.
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The Struggle for Freedom from Fear: Contesting Violence against Women at the
Frontiers of Globalization
Brysk, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9780190901523
384 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2018

In this book, Alison Brysk shows that gender violence across countries tends to 
change as countries develop and liberalize, but not in the ways that we might 
predict.

Alison Brysk is Mellichamp Professor of Global Governance at University of 
California, Santa Barbara. She is the author or editor of fourteen books on 
human rights, including Speaking Rights to Power, From Tribal Village to Global
Village, and Human Rights and Private Wrongs.
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Everybody's War: The Politics of Aid in the Syria Crisis
Bseiso, Jehan / Hofman, Michiel / Whittall, Jonathan (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197514641
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2021

The Syrian crisis is one of the most serious humanitarian disasters in recent 
history.  Yet the widely reported numbers-more than 6 million displaced, 
including 5 million refugees-reflect only a fractional toll of the conflict.  Numerous
international organizations, states, and civil society movements have called for 
the laws of war to be respected, sieges lifted, and humanitarian access 
facilitated.  But beneath each of these humanitarian appeals lies a complicated 
reality extending beyond the binary narratives that have come to define the war 
in Syria.

Jehan Bseiso is Executive Director for Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
Lebanon. Michiel Hofman has been Senior Humanitarian Specialist for MSF 
based out of Belfast since 2011. Previously, he worked for Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) in field missions between 1993 and 1998 as Emergency 
Coordinator and Head of Mission for MSF in Liberia, DRC, Bosnia, Burundi, Sri 
Lanka, Brazil, South Sudan and Kosovo. Jonathan Whittall is Director of the 
Analysis department for Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Operational Centre in
Brussels.
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Bananaworld: Quantum Mechanics for Primates
Bub, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198817840
288 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

Bananaworld -- an imaginary island with "entangled" bananas -- brings to life the
fascinating discoveries of the new field of quantum information without the 
mathematical machinery of quantum mechanics.

Jeffrey Bub received his PhD in mathematical physics from the University of 
London, UK, in 1966, where he studied physics with David Bohm at Birkbeck 
College and took part in Karl Popper's seminar in philosophy of science at the 
London School of Economics, UK. He is currently a Distinguished University 
Professor at the University of Maryland, College Park, USA.
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Better than Human: The Promise and Perils of Biomedical Enhancement
Buchanan, Allen
Oxford University Press .
9780190664046
216 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Philosophy in Action

Avoids the simplistic rejection of biomedical enhancement, on the one hand, and
vague exhortations to "proceed with caution" and "go slow," on the other. Offers
concrete, feasible proposals for a principled institutional response to the 
challenges of biomedical enhancement.

Allen Buchanan is the author of eleven books on bioethics and political 
philosophy. He has served on the Advisory Council for the National Human 
Genome Research Institute, Staff Philosopher for the President's Commission on
Medical Ethics, and as consultant to President Barack Obama's Presidential 
Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues.
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The Evolution of Moral Progress: A Biocultural Theory
Buchanan, Allen
Oxford University Press .
9780190868413
440 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/9/2018
Kodansha International Series

In The Evolution of Moral Progress, Allen Buchanan and Russell Powell resurrect
the project of explaining moral progress. They avoid the errors of earlier attempts
by drawing on a wide range of disciplines including moral and political 
philosophy, evolutionary biology, evolutionary psychology, anthropology, history,
and sociology. Their focus is on one especially important type of moral progress:
gains in inclusivity.

Allen Buchanan is James B. Duke Professor of Philosophy at Duke University. 
Russell Powell is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Boston University.
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A Dictionary of Critical Theory
Buchanan, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780198794790
528 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2018
Oxford Quick Reference

Containing over 750 in-depth entries, this is the most wide-ranging and up-to-
date dictionary of critical theory available. This authoritative guide covers the 
whole range of critical theory, including the Frankfurt school, cultural materialism,
cultural studies, gender studies, film studies, literary theory, hermeneutics, 
historical materialism, and socio-political critical theory.

Ian Buchanan is Professor of Critical and Cultural Studies at the University of 
Wollongong.
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If...Then: Algorithmic Power and Politics
Bucher, Taina
Oxford University Press .
9780190493035
216 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2018

We live in a world in which Google's search algorithms determine how we access
information, Facebook's News Feed algorithms shape how we socialize, and 
Netflix collaborative filtering algorithms choose the media products we consume.

Taina Bucher is Associate Professor of Communication and IT at the University 
of Copenhagen. Her research focuses on the power and politics of algorithms in
everyday life at the intersection of media studies, sociology and science, and 
technology studies.
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Incremental Polarization: A Unified Spatial Theory of Legislative Elections, 
Parties and Roll Call Voting
Buchler, Justin
Oxford University Press .
9780190865597
208 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/30/2018
Proceedings of the British Academy

In Incremental Polarization, Justin Buchler provides a unified spatial model of 
legislative elections, parties, and roll call voting to explain the development of 
polarization in Congress.

Justin Buchler is Associate Professor of Political Science, Case Western 
Reserve University and author of Hiring and Firing Public Officials (Oxford 
University Press).
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What is Freedom?: Conversations with Historians, Philosophers, and Activists
Buckle, Toby
Oxford University Press .
9780197572221
232 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/26/2021

This book presents a unique collection of interviews on the meaning of freedom 
in the modern world. Drawing on the expertise of the world's leading historians, 
philosophers, and most influential activist it takes up the question of our highest 
ideal from a diverse and exciting range of perspectives.

Toby Buckle is a British born political activist, organizer, fundraiser, and podcast
host.
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The Royal Air Force: The First One Hundred Years
Buckley, John and Beaver, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780198798033
288 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2018
20 b/w illus.; 13 maps

This is the story of the RAF over the first century of its existence: how it has 
confronted the many challenges and threats it has faced--from the Luftwaffe in 
1940, through the spectre of nuclear holocaust in the Cold War, to the fight 
against terrorism in the 21st century--and how it has contributed to the defence 
of the United Kingdom throughout that period.

John Buckley is Professor of Military History at the University of Wolverhampton,
where he has taught and researched since 1992. Paul Beaver worked for five 
years on Jane's Defence Weekly, including spells as Publisher and Editor-in-
Chief, and has operated as a freelance war correspondent for Sky News in 
Bosnia, Kosovo, and Sierra Leone.
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Physics on Your Feet: Berkeley Graduate Exam Questions
Budker, Dmitry and Sushkov, Alexander O.
Oxford University Press .
9780198842378
280 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/4/2022
134 cartoons and line drawings

Physics on Your Feet (2nd Edition) is a significantly expanded collection of 
physics problems covering the broad range of topics in classical and modern 
physics that were, or could have been, asked at oral PhD exams.

Dmitry Budker is Professor of Physics, University of California at Berkeley, USA.
Alexander Sushkov is Assistant Professor at Boston University, USA.
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Locating the English Diaspora, 1500-2010
Bueltmann, Tanja / Gleeson, David T. / MacRaild, Don
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381120
246 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2014
Migrations and Identities LUP

This international collection explores key issues about the nature and character 
of English identity during the creation of the cultures of the wider British World. It
does not do so uncritically. Several of the authors deal with and accept the 
invisibility of the English, while others take the opposite view. The result is a 
lively collection which combines reaffirmations of some existing ideas with fresh
empirical research, and groundbreaking new conceptualisations.

Dr Tanja Bueltmann is a Lecturer in History at the University of Northumbria. Dr
David T. Gleeson is a Reader in History at the University of Northumbria. 
Professor Don MacRaild is Associate Dean (Research & Innovation), and 
Research Professor in History at the University of Northumbria.
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Poetry and the Language of Oppression: Essays on Politics and Poetics
Bugan, Carmen
Oxford University Press .
9780198868323
224 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 8/17/2021

Reflecting on the process of creating literature out of personal testimony and 
drawing on her own experience of political oppression and escaping persecution,
Carmen Bugan explores the relationship between language and freedom.

Carmen Bugan, George Orwell Prize Fellow, is the author of four poetry 
collections. She currently teaches at the Gotham Writers' Workshop in 
Manhattan.
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John Moores Painting Prize 2012
Bukantas, Ann
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781902700465
160 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - National Museums Liverpool Series

The 2012 John Moores Painting Prize exhibition is a highlight of the art world's 
calendar, with the best of the UK's painting talent on display. A detail from this 
year's winning artwork, 'Stevie Smith and the Willow' by Sarah Pickstone 
features on the cover of this accompanying catalogue. The catalogue also 
features the five winners of the John Moores Painting Prize China 2012.

Ann Bukantas is Head of Fine Art at National Museums Liverpool.
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Mass Exodus: Catholic Disaffiliation in Britain and America since Vatican II
Bullivant, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780198837947
336 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2019

Mass Exodus is the first serious historical and sociological study of Catholic 
lapsation and disaffiliation. Drawing on a wide range of theological, historical, 
and sociological sources, Bullivant offers a comparative study of secularization 
across two famously contrasting religious cultures: Britain and the USA.

Stephen Bullivant is Professor of Theology and the Sociology of Religion at St 
Mary's University, London. He is Director of the Benedict XVI Centre for Religion
and Society.
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The South and the Transformation of U.S. Politics
Bullock, Charles S. / MacManus, Susan A. / Mayer, Jeremy D. / and Rozell, Mark
J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190065928
208 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2019

This book describes and analyses the major transformations of southern politics
of the past half century that have had a profound impact on national politics and
government.

Charles S. Bullock, III, is the Distinguished University Professor of Public and 
International Affairs, holds the Richard B. Russell Chair in Political Science at the
University of Georgia. Susan A. MacManus is Distinguished University Professor
Emerita at the University of South Florida. Jeremy D. Mayer is Associate 
Professor in the Schar School of Policy and Government at George Mason 
University. Mark J. Rozell is the founding dean of the Schar School of Policy and
Government at George Mason University.
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African American Statewide Candidates in the New South
Bullock, III, Charles S. / MacManus, Susan A. / Mayer, Jeremy D. / Rozell, Mark
J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197607435
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2022

This book examines the campaigns of Black statewide candidates in the South to
untangle the factors that led to their electoral successes as well as the factors 
that continue to stymie positive electoral results.

Charles S. Bullock, III, is the Distinguished University Professor of Public and 
International Affairs, holds the Richard B. Russell Chair in Political Science, and 
is Josiah Meigs Distinguished Teaching Professor at the University of Georgia. 
Susan A. MacManus is Distinguished University Professor Emerita at the 
University of South Florida. Jeremy D. Mayer is Associate Professor in the Schar
School of Policy and Government at George Mason University. Mark J. Rozell is
the founding dean of the Schar School of Policy and Government, and the Ruth
D. and John T. Hazel Chair in Public Policy at George Mason University.
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Jurassic Park
Bullock, Paul
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348325
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Constellations

This book shows that there's much more to Jurassic Park than a simple special 
effects extravaganza. It does this through close analysis of key characters, story
points and scenes, and the film's place within the context of Spielberg's career as
a whole.

Paul Bullock is a writer based in the UK. Specializing in the work of Steven 
Spielberg, he has written about the director for Den of Geek and Starburst and 
the anthology The Take 2 Guide to Steven Spielberg.
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Jurassic Park
Bullock, Paul
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781999334048
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Constellations. Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool University Press

This book shows that there's much more to Jurassic Park than a simple special 
effects extravaganza. It does this through close analysis of key characters, story
points and scenes, and the film's place within the context of Spielberg's career as
a whole.

Paul Bullock is a writer based in the UK. Specializing in the work of Steven 
Spielberg, he has written about the director for Den of Geek and Starburst and 
the anthology The Take 2 Guide to Steven Spielberg.
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The Member States of the European Union
Bulmer, Simon and Lequesne, Christian
Oxford University Press .
9780198737391
496 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/23/2020

Member States of the European Union combines geographic and thematic 
coverage to provide a comprehensive and nuanced overview of the building 
blocks of the European Union - its member states. The third edition explores the
key concepts of statehood and Europeanization, analysing the wide-ranging 
impact of Europeanization on member state institutions, political parties, social 
movements, public policy and the European political economy.

Simon Bulmer graduated in European Studies from Loughborough University, 
and then took a Masters in European Politics at Hull, followed by his PhD at the 
London School of Economics. Since 2007 he has been Professor of European 
Politics at the University of Sheffield. Christian Lequesne holds BA and MA 
degrees from Sciences Po Strasbourg and the College of Europe, Bruges. He is
a regular Visiting Professor at the Diplomatic Academy in Vienna and LUISS 
Guido Carli University in Rome.Discount:
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Internal Empire: The Rise and Fall of English Imperialism
Bulmer-Thomas, Victor
Oxford University Press .
9781787389342
384 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2023

From the fourteenth century to today, the fascinating past, present and future of
English imperialism in Britain and Ireland.

Victor Bulmer-Thomas is Honorary Professor in the Institute of the Americas, 
University College London. Between 2001 and 2006, he was the director of 
Chatham House. He is the author or editor of some thirty books, including, most 
recently, Empire in Retreat: The Past, Present, and Future of the United States.
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The Origins of Secular Institutions: Ideas, Timing, and Organization
Bulutgil, H. Zeynep
Oxford University Press .
9780197598450
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022

In The Origins of Secular Institutions, H. Zeynep Bulutgil studies why some 
countries adopt secular institutions while others do not. Her main finding is that 
the timing of secular ideas and the organizational strength of secular political 
groups played a key role in the adoption of secular institutions.

H. Zeynep Bulutgil is an Associate Professor in the Department of Political 
Science at University College London. She is also the author of The Roots of 
Ethnic Cleansing in Europe (2016).
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Oz and the Musical: Performing the American Fairy Tale
Bunch, Ryan
Oxford University Press .
9780190843144
232 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/20/2022
23 b/w halftone images

How has The Wizard of Oz become so popular on film, television, and stage? 
This book offers new insights into American identity through the special 
relationship between musicals and L. Frank Baum's children's novel. Drawing on
personal experience, Ryan Bunch offers new readings of the MGM film (1939), 
The Wiz (1975), Wicked (2003), and other Oz musicals to reveal how the 
performative magic of the fairy tale musical, with its implied inclusions and 
exclusions, imagines an American utopia.

Ryan Bunch studies musical theater as well as children's music, media, 
literature, and performance cultures. He studied historical musicology at the 
University of Maryland and is completing a Ph.D. in childhood studies at Rutgers
University-Camden. He is an active member of the International Wizard of Oz 
Club.
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A Dictionary of Ancient Egypt
Bunson, Margaret
Oxford University Press .
9780195099898
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/23/1995

From Áha, king of the 1st Dynasty at Memphis (2920 B. C. ), to the vast complex
of pleasure palaces at Zerukha this A-Z dictionary places more than 1,500 
entries on the rich world of ancient Egypt right at the reader's fingertips.  The first
single-volume reference of its kind, The Dictionary of Ancient Egypt vividly 
combines the historical, religious, creative, artistic, military, and personal details
of this venerable civilization on the Nile.

Margaret Bunson, a writer and illustrator, has had a life-long interest in ancient 
Egypt and has taught college courses on the subject. She attended the Art 
Institute of Chicago and has had one-woman shows in the United States and 
Europe. She lives in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Raise the Debt: How Developing Countries Choose Their Creditors
Bunte, Jonas B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190866174
296 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/26/2019

Why do some governments borrow from China, while others borrow from the 
United States or the International Monetary Fund (IMF)? This book 
systematically explains how governments choose among competing loan offers.
As the strings attached to loans vary across creditors, domestic interest groups 
prefer one type of creditor to the other. However, interest groups disagree about
which creditor is preferable. Governments cater to whichever domestic interest 
group coalition is dominant by borrowing from the coalition's preferred creditor. 
The book offers evidence from Ecuador, Peru, and Colombia as well as an 
extensive statistical analysis. The results show that borrowing portfolios around 
the world reflect the relative strength of societal interest groups.

Jonas B. Bunte is Assistant Professor of Political Economy at the University of 
Texas at Dallas.
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Mahalia Jackson and the Black Gospel Field
Burford, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190095529
492 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019
46 illus.

Nearly a half century after her death, Mahalia Jackson remains the most 
esteemed figure in black gospel music history. Mahalia Jackson and the Black 
Gospel Field situates Jackson's journey from church singer in New Orleans and
Chicago to national pop-cultural celebrity within the expanding visibility of black 
gospel in the U. S. during the decade following World War II.

Mark Burford is Associate Professor of Music at Reed College in Portland, 
Oregon.
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Populism: Before and After the Pandemic
Burleigh, Michael
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787384682
152 pages
hardcover
$15.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2021

Explores how the present 'age of anger' has been abetted by elites, autocrats 
and the legacy of empire.

Michael Burleigh was LSE IDEAS' inaugural Engelsberg Chair in History and 
International Affairs (2019-20). A regular commentator in The Times, the Daily 
Mail and The Mail on Sunday, his books include The Third Reich, which won the
Samuel Johnson Prize, and The Best of Times, The Worst of Times.
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Landscape and Settlement in Britain, AD 400-1066
Burnell, Simon and Hooke, Della (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893862
160 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

This book examines recent views on the emerging settlement patterns of early 
medieval Britain and their relation to land use, drawing on both archaeological 
and documentary sources.

Della Hooke is part-time Senior Lecturer in Historical Geography and Landscape
Conservation at Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education, after
many years as a Research Fellow in the University of Birmingham. Simon 
Burnell taught early medieval archaeology in the University of Exeter from 1990 
to 1992, and has since taught at the universities of Berne and Zurich. He works 
as a freelance consultant and is based in Suffolk.
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Using Technology with Elementary Music Approaches
Burns, Amy M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055653
256 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

Using Technology with Elementary Music Approaches offers an all-in-one, 
classroom-vetted guide to integrate technology into the music classroom while 
keeping with core educational strategies.

Amy M. Burns has taught Preschool-grade four general music for over 20 years
at Far Hills Country Day School. She has written three books on how to integrate
tech into the elementary music classroom.
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The New Public Health Law: A Transdisciplinary Approach to Practice and 
Advocacy
Burris, Scott / Berman, Micah L. / Penn, Matthew / Ramanathan Holiday, Tara
Oxford University Press .
9780190681050
328 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 9/3/2018

Suitable for courses in public health, law, and social work, this text offers 
straightforward chapters that move through the life-cycle of public health law 
practice from the perspective of attorneys and non-attorneys: policy 
development; implementation; advocacy; enforcement; and monitoring and 
evaluation.

Scott Burris, JD, is Professor of Law and Public Health at Temple University. 
Micah L. Berman, JD, is Associate Professor of Public Health and Law, The Ohio
State University. Matthew Penn, JD, MLIS, is Director of the Public Health Law 
Program at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Office of State, 
Tribal, Local and Territorial Support. Tara Ramanathan Holiday, JD, MPH, is a 
public health analyst in the Public Health Law Program at the Centers for 
Disease Control.Discount:
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Imitating Authors: Plato to Futurity
Burrow, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780198883463
496 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/27/2023

People learn by imitating other people. Authors do the same. This book explains
how authors from the earliest stages of Western literature to the present day 
have imitated each other.

Colin Burrow was a Fellow and Tutor and Gonville and Caius College, 
Cambridge, before he took up a Senior Research Fellow at All Souls College, 
Oxford, in 2006. He has written extensively about classical and early modern 
British and European literature, and has edited the complete poetry of 
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson and (forthcoming) John Marston.
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Imitating Authors: Plato to Futurity
Burrow, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780198838081
496 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 7/16/2019

People learn by imitating other people. Authors do the same. This book explains
how authors from the earliest stages of Western literature to the present day 
have imitated each other

Colin Burrow was a Fellow and Tutor and Gonville and Caius College, 
Cambridge, before he took up a Senior Research Fellow at All Souls College, 
Oxford, in 2006.
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The Recordings of Andy Kirk and his Clouds of Joy
Burrows, George
Oxford University Press .
9780199335596
272 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2019
Oxford Studies in Recorded Jazz. 19 illus.

The Recordings of Andy Kirk and his Clouds of Joy examines the music of an 
important and popular Kansas City band in terms of negotiations over musical 
styles between black musicians and the racist music industry during a crucial 
period of popularity and change for American jazz.

George Burrows is Reader in Performing Arts at the University of Portsmouth, 
where he has lectured on music and theatre for more than 15 years. He is also 
active as a performing musician and directs the University of Portsmouth Choir.
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Journeys Through Galant Expositions
Burstein, L. Poundie
Oxford University Press .
9780190083991
320 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2020

This innovative look at eighteenth-century musical form encourages audiences 
and performers to experience Galant music through the eyes and ears of those 
who originally composed, performed, and listened to it. Author L. Poundie 
Burstein argues that this means approaching these compositions through the 
metaphor of a journey.

L. Poundie Burstein is Professor of Music at Hunter College and the Graduate 
Center of the City University of New York.
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The World from 1000 BCE to 300 CE
Burstein, Stanley M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199336135
176 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2017
New Oxford World History. 22

This book provides the first comprehensive history of Afro-Eurasia during the first
millennium BCE and the beginning of the first millennium CE.

Stanley M. Burstein is Professor Emeritus of History and former chair of the 
History Department at California State University, Los Angeles. He is the author
or co-author of seventeen books, and a past-president of the Association of 
Ancient Historians.
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Neighbor Networks: Competitive Advantage Local and Personal
Burt, Ronald S.
Oxford University Press .
9780199691913
416 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2011

There is a moral to this book, which was awarded the 2011 George R. Terry 
Book Award, a bit of Confucian wisdom often ignored in social network analysis: 
'Worry not that no one knows you, seek to be worth knowing' This advice is 
contrary to the usual social network emphasis on securing relations with well-
connected people. Neighbor Networks examines the cases of analysts, bankers,
and managers, and finds that rewards, in fact, do go to people with well-
connected colleagues.

Ronald Burt is the Hobart W. Williams Professor of Sociology and Strategy at the
University of Chicago Booth School of Business. He studies the social structure 
of competitive advantage in careers, organizations, and markets.
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Durham Weather and Climate since 1841
Burt, Stephen and Burt, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780198870517
576 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
213 line drawings and halftones

The book celebrates 180 years of weather in north east England by describing 
how the records were (and are) made and the people who made them, examines
monthly and seasonal weather patterns and extremes across two centuries, and
considers long-term climate change.

Dr Stephen Burt has published widely on many and varied aspects of British 
climatology, including case studies of notable weather events including gales, 
snowstorms, heatwaves and thunderstorms, and citizen science data rescue 
projects including the hourly Ben Nevis Observatory records and 350 years of 
Met Office rainfall data. Tim Burt retired in 2017 after 21 years as Master of 
Hatfield College and Professor of Geography at Durham University
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Oxford Weather and Climate since 1767
Burt, Stephen and Burt, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780198834632
544 pages
hardcover
$54
Pub Date: 7/30/2019

The Radcliffe Observatory possesses the longest continuous series of single-site
weather records in the British Isles, and one of the longest in the world. The book
comprises weather commentaries by month and season, a chronology of notable
weather events in Oxford since the 17th Century, an analysis of climate change 
in Oxford over two centuries.

Stephen Burt retired from the Department of Meteorology at the University of 
Reading in 2018. His career began in the Met Office in 1977, since when he has
published widely on many and varied aspects of British climatology, including 
case studies of notable weather events such as the 'Great Storm' of October 
1987, heatwaves, snowstorms and extreme rainfall events. He holds an MSc in 
Applied Meteorology and is a Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, 
Chairman of the Climatological Observers Link and a member of the American 
Meteorological Society and the Scientific Instruments Society. He is an Honorary
Fellow of the University of Reading.
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The Trouble with Empire: Challenges to Modern British Imperialism
Burton, Antoinette
Oxford University Press .
9780190858551
336 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017

Makes a controversial argument challenging the rise and fall narrative of British 
history. De-centers large and well-known events like the Indian Mutiny of 1857 
and moves smaller-scale insurrections to the foreground. Offers the first 
thoroughgoing account of what British imperialism looked like from below and of
how tenuous its hold on alien populations was.

Antoinette Burton is Bastian Professor of Global and Transnational Studies and
Professor of History at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The 
recipient of a John Simon Guggenheim Foundation fellowship.
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Ready, Set, Improvise!: The Nuts and Bolts of Music Improvisation
Burton, Suzanne L. and Snell, Alden
Oxford University Press .
9780190675929
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/9/2018

Improvisation - the creation of a unique combination of musical content within a
musical context - is core to musicianship. As authors Suzanne L. Burton and 
Alden H. Snell II demonstrate, students already build skills that drive 
improvisation when they listen to music or imitate rhythmic patterns.

Suzanne L. Burton is Professor of Music Education at The University of 
Delaware. Alden Snell is Assistant Professor of Music Education at the Eastman
School of Music, University of Rochester. Together they are co-editors of 
Engaging Musical Practices: A Sourcebook for Instrumental Music.
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Banking Regulation and Globalization
Busch, Andreas
Oxford University Press .
9780199655571
304 pages
paperback
$59
Pub Date: 12/12/2012

Does globalization erode the nation state's capacity to act? Are nation states 
forced to change their policies even if this goes against the democratic will of 
their electorates? How does government action change under conditions of 
globalization? Questions like these have not only featured highly in political 
debates in recent years, but also in academic discourse. This book seeks to 
contribute to that debate.

Andreas Busch holds a doctorate and a Habilitation in political science from the
University of Heidelberg, where he also was Assistant Professor from 1993 to 
2000. In 1997/98 he was John F. Kennedy Memorial Fellow at the Center for 
European Studies of Harvard University. He is Reader in European Politics in the
Department of Politics and International Relations of Oxford University and a 
Fellow of Hertford College.
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The Authoress of the Odyssey
Butler, Samuel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675013
316 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2004
Ignibus paperback. Introduction by Tim Whitmarsh.

The Authoress of the Odyssey is unlike any work of mainstream Victorian 
classics. Butler's theory - that the Odyssey was written by a woman and (even 
more startlingly) by one who configured herself in the epic as the Phaeacian 
princess, Nausicaa - set him on collision course with all the 'orthodoxies' of the 
stuffy, patriarchal establishment of 'Oxbridge' scholarship.

Samuel Butler, scholar, painter, pioneer photographer and novelist (including 
'Erewhon' and 'The Way of All Flesh'), was one of the less orthodox of Victorian 
intellectual provocateurs, who confronted powerful orthodoxies such as the 
Church, the academic establishment, and scientific Darwinism.
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A Dictionary of Electronics and Electrical Engineering
Butterfield, Andrew and Szymanski, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198725725
720 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/21/2018
Oxford Quick Reference

This popular dictionary, formerly published as the Penguin Dictionary of 
Electronics, has been extensively revised and updated, providing more than 
5,000 clear, concise, and jargon-free A-Z entries on key terms, theories, and 
practices in the areas of electronics and electrical science.

Dr Andrew Butterfield holds an honors degree in Engineering and a PhD in 
Computer Science and is currently Head of the Foundation and Methods Group
at Trinity College Dublin, as well as Director of Undergraduate Teaching and 
Learning in the School of Computer Science and Statistics. Dr John Szymanski 
is a lecturer at the University of York. He has written many journal articles as well
as a tutorial guide in electronics called Basic Mathematics for Electronics 
Engineers: Models and Applications (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989).
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Philosophy and Model Theory
Button, Tim and Walsh, Sean
Oxford University Press .
9780198790402
544 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

The first aim of this book, then, is to explore the philosophical uses of model 
theory, focusing on the central topics of reference, realism, and doxology. Its 
second aim is to address important questions in the philosophy of model theory,
such as: sameness of theories and structure, the boundaries of logic, and the 
classification of mathematical structures.

Tim Button is a Senior Lecturer, and a Fellow of St John's College, at the 
University of Cambridge. Sean Walsh is Associate Professor in the Department 
of Logic and Philosophy of Science at the University of California, Irvine.
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Achieving Musical Success in the String Classroom
Butz, Karel
Oxford University Press .
9780190602895
240 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2019

This practical manual for string educators offers new paths to achieving complete
musicianship. Author and music educator Karel Butz incorporates the theories of
Zweig, Rolland, and Suzuki with practical ideas on instrument set-up, posture, 
left and right hand development, music theory, aural skills, assessment, and 
rehearsal strategies.

Karel Butz is Head Orchestra Director at Beckendorff Junior High School in Katy,
Texas. He is a frequent guest conductor, lecturer, and clinician around the 
country. He is also a composer whose pieces have been performed worldwide at
several venues including the Midwest Clinic, Stellenbosch International Chamber
Music Festival, Interlochen, Indiana University String Academy, National 
Association for Music Education, Oklahoma Summer Arts Institute, and several 
all-state and region honor orchestras.
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Notes for Violists: A Guide to the Repertoire
Bynog, David M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190916114
432 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2020
Notes for Performers

Notes for Violists: A Guide to the Repertoire offers historical and analytical 
information about thirty-five of the best-known pieces for the instrument, making 
it an essential resource for professional, amateur, and student violists alike.

David M. Bynog enjoys a diverse musical career as performer, researcher, and 
educator. A former Editor of the Journal of the American Viola Society, he 
established the sheet-music publishing branch of the American Viola Society in 
2010 and has edited more than forty compositions for publication. Currently the
Head of Acquisitions at Fondren Library, Rice University, he holds degrees from
Louisiana State University and Rice University.
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Spitting Blood: The history of tuberculosis
Bynum, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780199542055
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2012

From the medieval period to the modern day, Helen Bynum explores the history
and development of tuberculosis throughout the world, touching on the various 
discoveries that have emerged about the disease over time, and focusing on the
experimental approaches of Rene Laennec (1781-1826) and Robert Koch (1842
-1910).

Helen Bynum is a freelance historian of medicine and a former researcher for 
Wellcome. She is the author of Tropical Medicine in the 20th century. Together 
with Bill Bynum, they have edited the award winning Dictionary of Medical 
Biography (5 vols).
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Sacred Scripture, Sacred War: The Bible and the American Revolution
Byrd, James P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190697563
258 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Examines the biblical dimension of religious violence and patriotism.

James P. Byrd is Assistant Professor of American Religious History and 
Associate Dean for Graduate Education and Research at Vanderbilt University 
Divinity School and Graduate Department of Religion. He is the author of 
Jonathan Edwards for Armchair Theologians and The Challenges of Roger 
Williams.
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The Humble Cosmopolitan: Rights, Diversity, and Trans-state Democracy
Cabrera, Luis
Oxford University Press .
9780190869519
368 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2020

Critics of a cosmopolitan moral approach often assert that it is arrogant, giving 
too little attention to non-universalist moral understandings and local 
attachments. This book argues that a cosmopolitanism focused on advancing 
democratic citizenship within regional and ultimately global institutions will orient 
instead to political humility, or the affirmation of equal status and openness to 
input and challenge.

Luis Cabrera is Associate Professor in the School of Government and 
International Relations and Griffith Asia Institute at Griffith University in Brisbane,
Australia.
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Spiritual Care: The Everyday Work of Chaplains
Cadge, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780197647820
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2022
19 b/w illustrations

Chaplains are America's hidden religious leaders. This book draws on archival 
research and interviews with more than one hundred chaplains to examine who 
chaplains are, where they work, and why it matters.

Wendy Cadge is the Barbara Mandel Professor of Humanistic Social Sciences 
and Professor of Sociology at Brandeis University. She is the author of two 
books, Paging God: Religion in the Halls of Medicine and Heartwood: The First 
Generation of Theravada Buddhism in America, and the founder of the 
Chaplaincy Innovation Lab.
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Phage and the Origins of Molecular Biology, the Centennial Edition
Cairns, John and Stent, Gunther S.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9781621823186
416 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 10/2/2017

This hugely influential book, published in 1966 as a 60th birthday tribute to Max
Delbrück, is now republished as The Centennial Edition. On first publication, the
book was hailed as "[introducing] into the literature of science, for the first time, a
selfDSconscious historical element in which the participants in scientific 
discovery engage in writing their own chronicle.
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Jean-Leon Gerome and the Crisis of History Painting in the 1850s
Cakmak, Gulru
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857155
256 pages
paperback
$54.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

A crisis in historical representation unfolded in French visual culture in the first 
half of the nineteenth century, reaching its climax at the Paris Universal 
Exhibition of 1855, when artists and critics alike came to a troubling realization: 
depictions of past heroes that had once held exceptional influence over their 
viewers now left the public indifferent. This book shows that underneath this 
crisis was a mounting demand for empirical observation in art, and an emergent
modern epistemology that posited the past as foundational and yet inaccessible 
to the physically and historically specific individual.
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Negotiating Opportunities: How the Middle Class Secures Advantages in School
Calarco, Jessica McCrory
Oxford University Press .
9780190634445
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018
2 illustrations

In Negotiating Opportunities, Jessica McCrory Calarco argues that the middle 
class has a negotiated advantage in school. Drawing on five years of 
ethnographic fieldwork, Calarco traces that negotiated advantage from its origins
at home to its consequences at school.

Jessica McCrory Calarco is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Indiana 
University.
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Magic Universe: A Grand Tour of Modern Science
Calder, Nigel
Oxford University Press .
9780192806697
768 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/1/2005

As a prolific author, BBC commentator, and magazine editor, Nigel Calder has 
spent a lifetime spotting and explaining the big discoveries in all branches of 
science. In Magic Universe, he draws on his vast experience to offer readers a 
lively, far-reaching look at modern science in all its glory, shedding light on the 
latest ideas in physics, biology, chemistry, medicine, astronomy, and many other
fields.

Nigel Calder is the author of dozens of books on science, including Einstein's 
Universe, Restless Earth, Nuclear Nightmares, Spaceship Earth, and The Manic
Sun. The former editor of New Scientist, he has conceived and scripted many 
special science documentaries for BBC Television. He lives in the United 
Kingdom.
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Shelley's Living Artistry: Letters, Poems, Plays
Callaghan, Madeleine
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856608
296 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This study of the poetry and drama of Percy Bysshe Shelley reads the letters and
their biographical contexts to shed light on the poetry, tracing the ambiguous and
shifting relationship between the poet's art and life. For Shelley, both life and art
are transfigured by their relationship with one another where the 'poet 
participates in the eternal, the infinite, and the one' but is equally bound up with 
and formed by the society in which he lives and the past that he inherits.
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Sensible Politics: Visualizing International Relations
Callahan, William A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190071745
368 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/7/2020

Visual images are a powerful force in international relations, and in Sensible 
Politics, William A. Callahan presents a unique analytical framework and a 
diverse range of sources to understand what visuals mean, and also how they 
can viscerally move and connect us in affective communities of sense. It 
explores the visual geopolitics of war, peace, migration, and empire through an 
analysis of photographs, films, and art. It then expands the critical gaze to 
consider how visual artifacts -maps, veils, walls, gardens, and cyberspace-are 
sensory spaces where international politics comes alive in the politics of 
everyday life.  First single-authored monograph about visual international 
relations. Examines visual images (like other texts), but also introduces the idea
of visual artifacts. Uses non-western concepts, practices and experiences as 
new sources

William A. Callahan is Professor of International Relations at the London School
of Economics and Political Science.
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John Arderon's De judiciis urinarum: A Middle English Commentary on Giles of 
Corbeil's Carmen de urinis in Glasgow University Library, MS Hunter 328 and 
Manchester University Library, MS Rylands Eng. 1310
Calle-Martin, Javier
Oxford University Press .
9781802078350
192 pages
paperback
$45.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP. 3 black and white plates, 7 black and 
white illustrations

A modern English translation of the Middle English version of John Arderon's De
judiciis urinarum containing the commentary on Giles of Corbeil's Carmen de 
urinis, as preserved in two 15th and 16th century manuscripts. It gives instruction
on the examination of urine incorporating colour descriptions, diagnoses, 
medicines and information about urinary contents.

Javier Calle-Martin is Senior Lecturer in English Linguistics at the University of 
Malaga (Spain). His research interests are Historical Linguistics and Manuscript
Studies, focusing on early English documents on the History of Medicine. He is 
also the leading researcher of a project for the electronic edition of hitherto 
unedited late Middle English and early Modern English scientific prose. Dr Calle-
Martin has been the editor of the Middle English version of De viribus herbarum 
in MS Hunter 497 (2011) and the remedy-book in MS Wellcome 542 (2013).
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What Makes Time Special?
Callender, Craig
Oxford University Press .
9780198797302
336 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 9/6/2017

Callender offers a lively and original exploration of the puzzle of our experience 
of time. An accessible route into the philosophy and physics of time from a 
leading figure in the field. Draws on a wide range of scientific perspectives, 
including psychology and biology

Craig Callender earned his PhD with research on the direction of time at Rutgers
University. He then worked at the London School of Economics before moving to
the University of California, San Diego.
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Reckoning: Journalism's Limits and Possibilities
Callison, Candis and Young, Mary Lynn
Oxford University Press .
9780190067083
304 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2019
Journalism and Political Comm Unbound.

Drawing on their five years of research with journalists in the U. S. and Canada, 
in a variety of news organizations from startups and freelancers to mainstream 
media, the authors investigate modern journalism's founding ideals and methods
and their relationship to power to examine emerging multiple journalisms.

Candis Callison is an Associate Professor at the School of Journalism at the 
University of British Columbia. She is a citizen of the Tahltan Nation and a 
regular contributor to the podcast Media Indigena. Mary Lynn Young is an 
Associate Professor at the School of Journalism at the University of British 
Columbia.
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Sayyid Qutb and the Origins of Radical Islamism
Calvert, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199326877
392 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2009

Sayyid Qutb (1906-1966) was an influential Egyptian ideologue credited with 
establishing the theoretical basis for radical Islamism in the post colonial Sunni 
Muslim world.

John Calvert is Associate Professor of History at Creighton University, USA. His 
research focuses on social protest and political resistance movements in the 
modern Middle East; Egyptian nationalism; and the ideological origins of Al 
Qaeda. He is co-editor and translator of Sayyid Qutb's A Child from the Village.
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The Saints of Santa Ana: Faith and Ethnicity in a Mexican Majority City
Calvillo, Jonathan E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190097806
288 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/13/2020

Catholicism has long been the dominant religion among ethnic Mexicans in the 
U. S.  Recent shifts, however, have challenged the traditional association 
between Mexican ethnicity and Catholicism.  Evangelical Protestantism has 
emerged as a notable alternative of ethnic identity expression for ethnic 
Mexicans.

Jonathan E. Calvillo is Assistant Professor of Sociology of Religion at Boston 
University School of Theology. A son of Mexican immigrants, born and raised in
Southern California, he holds a Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of 
California at Irvine. His scholarship centers on the sociology of religion, race and
ethnicity, and immigration, especially within Latinx communities.
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From Valois to Bourbon: Dynasty, State and Society in Early Modern France
Cameron, Keith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893107
186 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History Series

In August 1589 Henri III, the last of the Valois Kings of France, was assassinated
by a Dominican monk, Jacques Clement. This ill-fated and much maligned son of
Henri II and Catherine de Medici was succeeded by the first of the Bourbons, 
Henri IV and King of Navarre. This collection of studies by international experts in
the field examines fresh evidence and casts new light upon the interpretation of 
the character and politics of the last of the Valois and Henri IV and the Bourbon 
dynasty.

Keith Cameron is Professor in French and Renaissance Studies, University of 
Exeter.
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Ireland's Gramophones: Material Culture, Memory, and Trauma in Irish 
Modernism
Cammack, Zan
Oxford University Press .
9781638040309
248 pages
paperback
$54.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
12 illus.  illustrations

Ireland's Gramophones examines the perpetual presence of the gramophone in 
literature of Irish modernism: the same period in which gramophonic technology
grew to cultural prominence. The book argues that the gramophone, as object 
and instrument, embodies accounts of a culture frequently traumatized through 
violence and disruption.

Zan Cammack is a lecturer in the Department of English and Literature at Utah 
Valley University. Her research primarily focuses on studies of material culture in
19th and 20th-century literature. She has published on Elizabeth Bowen, G.B. 
Shaw, Lennox Robinson, Elizabeth Gaskell, and Jane Austen (the latter two 
publications are manifestations of deep fangirling of said authors).
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The Poetry of Emily Dickinson: Philosophical Perspectives
Camp, Elisabeth  (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190651206
232 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021
OXFORD STUDIES IN PHIL AND LIT SERIES

This brings philosophers and literary theorists together in a sustained, coherent 
conversation about the philosophical status and implications of Emily Dickinson's
poetry.

Elisabeth Camp is Professor of Philosophy at Rutgers University. She has 
published extensively on cognitive phenomena and philosophy of mind.
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Anglo Nostalgia: The Politics of Emotion in a Fractured West
Campanella, Edoardo and Dassu, Marta
Oxford University Press .
9780190068936
234 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Does not seek to judge the wisdom of Britain leaving the EU, but exposes 
nostalgia's great danger: the oversimplification of reality.

Edoardo Campanella is a Future World Fellow at IE University, Madrid. A 
shortlisted author for the Bracken Bower Prize, he contributes regularly to 
Foreign Affairs and Project Syndicate. Marta Dassu, Senior Director of European
Affairs at the Aspen Institute, was Italy's Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs from 
2011 to 2014.
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Mormonism, Medicine, and Bioethics
Campbell, Courtney S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197538524
304 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2021

This book uses first-person experiences to give voice to the lived moral realities
of Latter-day Saints as they experience difficult and wrenching ethical questions
and choices as persons, family members, community members, professionals, 
and as citizens within the context of their distinctive faith convictions.

Courtney S. Campbell is Hundere Professor of Religion and Culture at Oregon 
State University where he directs the Religious Studies Program and the 
Program in Medical Humanities.
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Museum Worthy: Nazi Art Plunder in Postwar Western Europe
Campbell, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780190051983
344 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/23/2023
32 b&w photographs

Museum Worthy examines the history behind works of art that were looted in 
western Europe by the Nazis during the Second World War and never returned 
to their rightful owners, instead claimed by postwar governments of France, 
Belgium, and the Netherlands for display in museums, embassies, ministries, 
and other public buildings.

Elizabeth Campbell is Associate Professor of History and Director of the Center 
for Art Collection Ethics at the University of Denver. She is the author of 
Defending National Treasures: French Art and Heritage under Vichy.
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John Milton: Life, Work, and Thought
Campbell, Gordon and Corns, Thomas N.
Oxford University Press .
9780199591039
512 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2010

Written by two of the world's leading Milton scholars, widely praised as 
"illuminating" (Times Literary Supplement), "seamlessly written (Publishers 
Weekly), and "a book of permanent value" (Literary Review), and winner of the 
Milton Society's James Holly Hanford Award, this magnificent biography sheds 
fresh new light on the writings, the thought, and the life of poet John Milton.

Gordon Campbell is Professor of Renaissance Studies at University of Leicester.
Thomas N. Corns is Professor of English at Bangor University.
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The Addis Ababa Massacre: Italy's National Shame
Campbell, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780190674724
448 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2017

In February 1937, following an abortive attack by a handful of insurgents on 
Mussolini's High Command in Italian-occupied Ethiopia, 'repression squads' of 
armed Blackshirts and Fascist civilians were unleashed on the defenseless 
residents of Addis Ababa.

Ian Campbell, a development consultant specializing in East Africa, has been 
studying and writing on Ethiopia since 1988. The author of several scholarly 
papers on various aspects of Ethiopian cultural history, his works on the Italian 
occupation (1936-41) include The Plot to Kill Graziani and The Massacre of 
Debre Libanos.
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Teaching Music Globally: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture
Campbell, Patricia Shehan
Oxford University Press .
9780195137804
128 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 2/17/2005
Global Music Series

Developed in conjunction with Thinking Musically and the culture case studies in
the Global Music Series, Teaching Music Globally provides teachers and 
students of music education with ideas and techniques for engaging their 
students in the study of the world's musical cultures.

Patricia Shehan Campbell is Donald E. Peterson Professor of Music at the 
University of Washington, where she teaches courses at the interface of 
education and ethnomusicology.
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Escape to Miami: An Oral History of the Cuban Rafter Crisis
Campisi, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780197604380
232 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
23 illus. . OXFORD ORAL HISTORY SERIES

Escape to Miami is an oral history of the experience of detainees from 
Guantanamo during the 1994-1996 Cuban Rafter Crisis. Through life history 
interviews, the book offers the gripping stories of twelve rafters while also 
providing a study of group-level trauma and coping. Though important as an oral
history, the examination of camp culture makes the project an innovative 
contribution to the field of anthropology as Campisi argues that coping with 
trauma experiences as a group can create new cultural forms.

Elizabeth Campisi is an anthropologist who lives in Albany, New York.
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A Cure Within: Scientists Unleashing the Immune System to Kill Cancer
Canavan, Neil
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621822172
298 pages
hardcover
$28
Pub Date: 10/1/2017

Includes interviews with 2018 Nobel Prize Winners James Allison and Tasuku 
Honjo The way we treat cancer is about to change forever.

Neil Canavan is a veteran journalist specializing in science and medicine, a 
career he embarked upon after earning a master's degree in molecular and 
cellular biodynamics from Rutgers University.
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History and Hagiography from the Late Antique Sinai
Caner, Daniel F. / Brock, Sebastian / Price, Richard M./ Van Bladel, Kevin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312168
256 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 4/15/2010

The Sinai peninsula emerged in late antiquity as a distinct region of the Christian
holy land, identified from the fourth century onward as the Old Testament place
where the Hebrews had wandered, Moses received the Law, and 'God's Majesty
descended'. At the same time it was part of the late Roman province of Third 
Palestine and located deep in the heart of 'Saracen Country'. The historical 
essay and accompanying texts in this book enable readers to explore the 
particular ideals and dangers associated with this remote political and religious 
frontier.

Daniel F. Caner is Associate Professor of History and Classics at the University 
of Connecticut. Sebastian Brock is Professorial Fellow at Wolfson College, 
Oxford. Richard Price is Senior Lecturer in the History of Christianity at Heythrop
College, University of London. Kevin van Bladel is Assistant Professor of 
Classics at the University of Southern CaliforniaDiscount:
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From Literacy to Literature: England, 1300-1400
Cannon, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780192856357
314 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/26/2022
2 B&W Illustrations

From Literacy to Literature: England, 1300-1400 is a cultural history that draws a
line between canonical Ricardian writers and the school-books of their time.

Christopher Cannon was educated at Harvard, and has taught at UCLA, Oxford,
Cambridge, NYU, and now at Johns Hopkins University. He has written books on
the traditional nature of Chaucer's language, early Middle English and literary 
form, as well as a cultural history of Middle English.
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The Equations of Materials
Cantor, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780198851882
288 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2020

This primer describes important equations of materials and the scientists who 
derived them. It provides an excellent introduction to the subject by making the 
material accessible and enjoyable.

Bradford Brian Cantor has worked as a materials scientist for over 40 years. He
has been Vice Chancellor of the Universities of Bradford and York, Head of 
Mathematical and Physical Sciences and Cookson Professor of Materials at the
University of Oxford, Vice President of the Royal Academy of Engineering, a 
research scientist at General Electric, a visiting professor at Washington State 
and IISc Bangalore, and a consultant at Alcan, NASA and Rolls-Royce.
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Professional and Practical Considerations for Landscape Design
Cantor, Steven L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190623340
512 pages
paperback
$59
Pub Date: 1/3/2020
132 illus.

Professional and Practical Considerations for Landscape Design is a guidebook 
for students or beginning professionals for all aspects of landscape design. 
Different problems are offered to test one's knowledge and to help stimulate 
discussion among students or professionals in an office setting.

Steven L. Cantor, RLA, ASLA, has worked in private practice for firms in New 
York City and Atlanta.
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Puzzles of Reference
Cappelen, Herman and Dever, Josh
Oxford University Press .
9780198799849
224 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2018
Contemporary Introductions to Philosophy of Language

Written by two eminent philosophers of language, Puzzles of Reference offers an
up-to-date introduction to reference in philosophy and linguistics, summarizing 
ideas such as Kripke's revolutionary theory and presenting the various 
challenges in a clear and accessible manner.

Herman Cappelen is a professor of philosophy at the universities of Oslo and St
Andrews. Josh Dever is a professor of philosophy at the University of Texas at 
Austin and a professorial fellow at the Arche research centre at the University of
St Andrews.
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The Political Economy of Italy's Decline
Capussela, Andrea Lorenzo
Oxford University Press .
9780198866626
312 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2020

Italy is a country of recent decline and long-standing idiosyncratic traits- a rich 
society where the rule of law is weak and political accountability is low. This book
draws on political economic literature and historical analysis to argue that a battle
of ideas can ease the shift to a fairer and more efficient equilibrium.

Andrea Lorenzo Capussela received a PhD in international law with a thesis 
concerning competition policy.
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Call Your Mutha: A Deliberately Dirty-Minded Manifesto for the Earth Mother in 
the Anthropocene
Caputi, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780190902711
324 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2020

The ecocide and domination of nature that is the Anthropocene does not 
represent the actions of all humans, but that of Man, the Western and masculine
identified corporate, military, intellectual, and political class that long has masked
itself as the civilized and the human. In this book, Jane Caputi looks at two major
myths of the Earth, one ancient and one contemporary, and uses them to devise
a manifesto for the survival of nature--which includes human beings--in our 
current ecological crisis.

Jane Caputi is Professor of Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Florida 
Atlantic University.
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Collision of Worlds: A Deep History of the Fall of Aztec Mexico and the Forging 
of New Spain
Carballo, David M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197661451
368 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022
81 b/w maps and halftones; 12 color images

Five centuries ago a group of Spaniards joined forces with Mesoamerican allies 
to topple the mighty Aztec empire. Collision of Worlds offers a unique narrative of
the encounter by providing a long-term perspective that integrates the rich 
archaeological and historical sources for Mexico and Iberia.

David M. Carballo is Professor of Anthropology, Archaeology, and Latin 
American Studies at Boston University. His previous books include Urbanization
and Religion in Ancient Central Mexico.
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Dread Trident: Tabletop Role-Playing Games and the Modern Fantastic
Carbonell, Curtis D.
Oxford University Press .
9781802077056
258 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

Dread Trident focuses on tabletop role-playing games as vital mechanisms in the
increasing creation of 'realized worlds' in modern culture. We often think of these
as emerging from novel reading, film viewing, or video game playing; rarely do 
we consider the worlds of analog games, such as Dungeons and Dragons.

Curtis D. Carbonell is Associate Professor of English at Khalifa University. He co-
edited the Palgrave Handbook of Posthumanism in Film and Television (2015).
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Sound-Politics in São Paulo
Cardoso, Leonardo
Oxford University Press .
9780190660109
272 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/4/2019
Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music Series

In Sao Paulo during Brazil's post-dictatorship period, noise control became a 
recurrent controversy, and the ecological agenda against noise as a harmful 
pollutant has significantly reconfigured the presence of environmental sounds in 
the city. Sound-Politics in Sao Paulo argues that the framing of specific sounds 
as unavoidable, unnecessary, or as harmful noise has been an effective strategy
to organize spaces and administer group behavior in this rapidly expanding city.

Leonardo Cardoso is an assistant professor in the Department of Performance 
Studies at Texas A&M University.
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Thermopylae: Great Battles
Carey, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780198754114
272 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022
Great Battles. 29 black and white halftone; 6 maps

The story of Thermopylae, the famous last stand of the Greco-Persian Wars: 
how it was fought, how it has been remembered, and what it has come to mean.

Chris Carey, Professor Emeritus of Greek, University College London Chris 
Carey was born in Liverpool and educated at Jesus College, Cambridge.
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Confession: Catholics, Repentance, and Forgiveness in America
Carey, Patrick W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190889135
392 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/3/2018

Patrick W. Carey argues that the Catholic theology and practice of penance, so
much opposed by the inheritors of the Protestant Reformation, kept alive the 
biblical penitential language in the United States at least until the mid-1960s 
when Catholic penitential discipline changed.

Patrick W. Carey is Emeritus Professor of Theology at Marquette University. He
was the William J. Kelly Chair in Catholic Theology, the former Chair of 
Marquette's Department of Theology, a past president of the American Catholic
Historical Association.
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Eubie Blake: Rags, Rhythm, and Race
Carlin, Richard and Bloom, Ken
Oxford University Press .
9780190635930
440 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/10/2020

A new biography of one of the key composers of 20th-century American popular
song, Eubie Blake: Rags, Rhythm and Race illuminates the man's little-known 
impact on over 100 years of American culture.

Richard Carlin is a Grammy Award-winning author of numerous books on 
popular music, including Country Music: A Very Short Introduction (OUP, 2019),
The Big Book of Country (1995), and Worlds of Sound: The Story of Smithsonian
Folkways (2008). He is also an executive editor of art, art history, and music at 
Oxford University Press. Ken Bloom is a Grammy Award-winning author of Show
and Tell: The New Book of Broadway Anecdotes (OUP, 2016), Broadway 
Musicals: The 101 Greatest Shows of All Time (2004), and Broadway: An 
Encyclopedia (2004).
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Unfit: A History of a Bad Idea
Carlosn, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Scion Publishing Ltd
9781621822257
451 pages
paperback
$26
Pub Date: 8/2/2001

The Unfit, by Elof Carlson, explores the sources of a movement - negative 
eugenics - that was used to justify the Holocaust, which claimed millions of 
innocent lives in World War II. The title reflects the nearly three centuries of belief
that some people are socially unfit by virtue of a defective biology, and echoes 
an earlier theory of degeneracy, dating to biblical antiquity, in which some people
were deemed unfit because of some transgression against religious law.
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How Scientific Progress Occurs: Incrementalism and the Life Sciences
Carlson, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621822974
209 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 6/30/2018

In the last 20-30 years, research on affective determinants of health behavior has
proliferated. Affective Determinants of Health Behavior brings together this 
burgeoning area of research into a single volume and features contributions from
leading experts in their respective areas.

Elof Axel Carlson retired from Stony Brook University in 2000 and moved to 
Bloomington, Indiana, where he is a Visiting Scholar in Indiana University's 
Institute for Advanced Study. Carlson is a geneticist, historian of science, and 
writer.
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Mendel's Legacy: The Origin of Classical Genetics
Carlson, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696757
332 pages
hardcover
$47
Pub Date: 2/27/2004

This latest book by Elof Carlson (The Unfit) is a first history of classical genetics,
the era in which the chromosome theory of heredity was proposed and 
developed.

Elof Axel Carlson retired from Stony Brook University in 2000 and moved to 
Bloomington, Indiana, where he is a Visiting Scholar in Indiana University's 
Institute for Advanced Study. Carlson is a geneticist, historian of science, and 
writer.
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Mutation: The History of an Idea from Darwin to Genomics
Carlson, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781936113309
163 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 6/3/2011

Mutation: The History of an Idea from Darwin to Genomics explores six 
generations of mutation research, providing the background?the people and the 
ideas?for this biological journey.  After exploring Darwin’s and Francis Galton’s 
concepts of mutation, Carlson shows how the 1900 rediscovery of Gregor 
Mendel’s experiments let to a discontinuous model of evolution by mutation and
how cytological investigations led to the chromosome theory of heredity of 
classical genetics in which there was random mutation in genes.

Elof Axel Carlson retired from Stony Brook University in 2000 and moved to 
Bloomington, Indiana, where he is a Visiting Scholar in Indiana University's 
Institute for Advanced Study. Carlson is a geneticist, historian of science, and 
writer.
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Neither Gods Nor Beasts: How Science Is Changing Who We Think We Are
Carlson, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697860
180 pages
hardcover
$29
Pub Date: 3/28/2008
Science & Society Series

Traditional views of human nature focus on the supernatural, defining us as 
creatures with souls, minds, and spirits that transcend our physical attributes. In 
this provocative book, distinguished scientist and historian Elof Axel Carlson 
argues for a different understanding of ourselves based on our biology--cellular 
organization, genetics, life cycle, evolution, and our origins as a species.

Elof Axel Carlson retired from Stony Brook University in 2000 and moved to 
Bloomington, Indiana, where he is a Visiting Scholar in Indiana University's 
Institute for Advanced Study. Carlson is a geneticist, historian of science, and 
writer.
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Times of Triumph, Times of Doubt: Science and the Battle for Public Trust
Carlson, Elof Axel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879698058
227 pages
hardcover
$39
Pub Date: 8/22/2006
Science & Society Series

Times of Triumph, Times of Doubt, written by the eminent geneticist and 
historian Elof Carlson, explores the moral foundations of science and their role in
these hot-button issues.

Elof Axel Carlson retired from Stony Brook University in 2000 and moved to 
Bloomington, Indiana, where he is a Visiting Scholar in Indiana University's 
Institute for Advanced Study. Carlson is a geneticist, historian of science, and 
writer.
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News After Trump: Journalism's Crisis of Relevance in a Changed Media Culture
Carlson, Matt / Robinson, Sue / Lewis, Seth C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197550359
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/19/2021
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES

News After Trump investigates what a global, anti-journalism movement has 
meant for news. Donald Trump and other far-right politicians challenge 
journalists with antagonistic rhetoric, even labeling the press an enemy.

Matt Carlson is an Associate Professor in the Hubbard School of Journalism and
Mass Communication at the University of Minnesota. Sue Robinson is the Helen
Firstbrook Franklin Professor of Journalism at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison's School of Journalism & Mass Communication. Seth C. Lewis is 
Professor and Shirley Pape Chair in Emerging Media in the School of Journalism
and Communication at the University of Oregon.
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Talking Politics: Political Discussion Networks and the New American Electorate
Carlson, Taylor N. / Abrajano, Marisa / Garcia Bedolla, Lisa
Oxford University Press .
9780190082123
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2020

In nineteenth century Britain the vast majority of people rented, rather than 
owned, their homes. Instead of keeping to themselves, they shared space - 
renting, lodging, taking lodgers in, or simply living side-by-side in a crowded 
modern city. Charles Dickens and the Properties of Fiction: The Lodger World 
explores the significance of tenancy in the fiction of Dickens.

Taylor N. Carlson is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Washington 
University in St. Louis. Her work focuses on political communication, political 
psychology, and race/ethnicity in American Politics.
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Yoga for Singing: A Developmental Tool for Technique and Performance
Carman, Judith E.
Oxford University Press .
9780199759415
312 pages
Spiral Bound
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/13/2012

Yoga, with its focus on connecting mind, body, and soul, is a tool that can greatly
enhance the art of singing in this very way. In Yoga for Singing, author Judith 
Carman outlines the many connections between the two arts, presenting a 
systematic approach to yoga practices to support the development of singing 
technique as well as to lay a foundation for confident performance and a long 
and healthy singing career.

Judith E. Carman has taught singing for forty years, practiced yoga for almost 
twenty years, and taught yoga classes especially designed for singers for a 
decade.
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Repulsion
Carr, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859326
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Roman Polanski's Repulsion (1965), starring Catherine Deneuve as a repressed
and tormented manicurist, is a gripping, visually inventive descent into paranoia
and self-destructive alienation.
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Repulsion
Carr, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859333
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Roman Polanski's Repulsion (1965), starring Catherine Deneuve as a repressed
and tormented manicurist, is a gripping, visually inventive descent into paranoia
and self-destructive alienation.
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Love at Last Sight: Dating, Intimacy, and Risk in Turn-of-the-Century Berlin
Carrington, Tyler
Oxford University Press .
9780190917760
264 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/16/2019

Framed by the life, murder, and sensational trial over an enterprising 
seamstress, Love at Last Sight tells a history of dating in Berlin, where the 
romantic technologies and opportunities of the turn-of-the-century city--such as
missed connections and newspaper personal ads--offered men and women on 
the margins the best shot at finding love but exposed them to tremendous risk.

Tyler Carrington is Assistant Professor of German Studies and History at Cornell
College.
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Human and Animal Minds: The Consciousness Questions Laid to Rest
Carruthers, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192859327
240 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2/25/2022

Claims about consciousness in animals are often made in support of their moral
standing. Peter Carruthers argues that there is no fact of the matter about animal
consciousness and it is of no scientific or ethical significance. Sympathy for an 
animal can be grounded in its mental states, but should not rely on assumptions
about its consciousness.

Peter Carruthers is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Maryland. He is 
the author of numerous articles and books in philosophy of mind and cognitive 
science, and has co-edited seven volumes of interdisciplinary essays in cognitive
science.
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Human and Animal Minds: The Consciousness Questions Laid to Rest
Carruthers, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198843702
240 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2020

Claims about consciousness in animals are often made in support of their moral
standing. Peter Carruthers argues that there is no fact of the matter about animal
consciousness and it is of no scientific or ethical significance. Sympathy for an 
animal can be grounded in its mental states, but should not rely on assumptions
about its consciousness.  An original theory of conscious experience by a leading
expert in the field. Defends the global workspace theory of consciousness. 
Argues that there is no fact of the matter about consciousness in animals. Makes
findings from cognitive science accessible to philosophers. Written in a clear and
engaging style

Peter Carruthers, University of Maryland Peter Carruthers is Distinguished 
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Maryland.
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The Sea Around Us
Carson, Rachel
Oxford University Press .
9780195147018
304 pages
hardcover
$75
Pub Date: 11/13/2003

Published in 1951, The Sea Around Us was a phenomenal success. Rachel 
Carson's rare ability to combine scientific insight with moving, poetic prose 
catapulted her book to first place on The New York Times bestseller list, where it
remained on top for thirty-one consecutive weeks. It stayed on the list for more 
than a year and a half and ultimately sold well over a million copies, has been 
translated into 28 languages, inspired an Academy Award-winning documentary,
and won both the 1952 National Book Award and the John Burroughs Medal.

Rachel Carson was named by Time magazine one of the top 100 Scientists and
Thinkers of the twentieth century. A biologist, writer, and ecologist, she also 
wrote Under the Sea Wind and Silent Spring, one of the seminal books of the 
environmental movement in America. She was a charter member of the Ecology
Hall of Fame. Carl Safina is recipient of the Pew Scholars Award in Conservation
and the Environment as well as a John Burroughs Medal.Discount:
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The Politics of Greek Tragedy
Carter, D. M.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675167
136 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2011
Greece and Rome live

This book addresses the political aspects of fifth-century Athenian tragedies, 
setting them in their immediate historical context.

D. M. Carter is Lecturer in Greek at the University of Reading.
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Inception
Carter, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325055
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/30/2019
Constellations

Christopher Nolan's Inception (2010) is a difficult film to categorize.  It partakes of
various genres, blurring the distinctions between them.  It is science fiction, but it
does not contain many of the ingredients associated with that genre.  It can also
be identified as a kind of heist film, and there are shades of film noir as well, not
only because of the heist motifs but also due to its character types.

David Carter is is retired professor of communicative English at Yonsei University
and the author of East Asian Cinema (2007) and The Western (2007), as well as
Sigmund Freud and On Cocaine, a translation of essays by Freud.
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Union Made: Working People and the Rise of Social Christianity in Chicago
Carter, Heath W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190847371
296 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

Offers a bold new interpretation of the origins of the American Social Gospel. 
Highlights the crucial role that labor played in the rise of Social Christianity

Heath W. Carter is an associate professor at Valparaiso University, where he 
teaches a variety of courses on the history of the modern United States. He is 
co-editor of both The Pew and the Picket Line: Christianity and the American 
Working Class and Turning Points in the History of American Evangelicalism.
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American While Black: African Americans, Immigration, and the Limits of 
Citizenship
Carter, Niambi Michele
Oxford University Press .
9780190053543
296 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2019

What has an expanded immigration regime meant for how blacks express 
national attachment? In this book, Niambi Michele Carter argues that 
immigration, both historically and in the contemporary moment, has served as a 
reminder of the limited inclusion of African Americans in the body politic. Blacks 
use immigration as a way to express their concerns about how race operates to 
structure and constrain their place in the American political landscape. Carter 
draws on original interview material and empirical data on African American 
political opinion to offer the first theory of black public opinion toward 
immigration.

Niambi Michele Carter is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Howard 
University. Her work focuses on racial and ethnic politics in the United States, 
specifically public opinion and political behavior of African Americans.Discount:
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Closing the Opportunity Gap: What America Must Do to Give Every Child an 
Even Chance
Carter, Prudence L.
Oxford University Press .
9780199982998
336 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2013

Closing the Opportunity Gap offers accessible, research-based essays written by
top experts who highlight the discrepancies that exist in our public schools, 
focusing on how policy decisions and life circumstances conspire to create the 
"opportunity gap" that leads inexorably to stark achievement gaps.

Prudence L. Carter is Professor of Education and (by courtesy) Sociology at 
Stanford University. Kevin G. Welner is Professor of Education at the University
of Colorado Boulder.
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Object Lessons: How Nineteenth-Century Americans Learned to Make Sense of
the Material World
Carter, Sarah Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780190225032
216 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2018

Object Lessons: How Nineteenth-Century Americans Learned to Make Sense of
the Material World examines the ways material things--objects and pictures--
were used to reason about issues of morality, race, citizenship, and capitalism, 
as well as reality and representation, in the nineteenth-century United States.

Sarah Anne Carter is the curator and director of research at the Chipstone 
Foundation in Milwaukee. She has published, lectured, and taught courses on 
material culture, museum practice, and American cultural history.
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Oklahoma!: The Making of an American Musical, Revised and Expanded Edition
Carter, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780190665210
384 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

First published in 2007, Oklahoma! The Making of an American Musical tells the 
full story of the beloved Rodgers and Hammerstein musical.

Tim Carter is David G. Frey Distinguished Professor of Music at University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is the author of Rodgers and Hammerstein's 
Carousel (OUP, 2017), Understanding Italian Opera (OUP, 2015), and several 
other books on opera and musical theater.
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Rodgers and Hammerstein's Carousel
Carter, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780190693442
160 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2017
Oxford Keynotes Series

The first book on Carousel's history and impact. Presents new archival materials
on the creation of the show. Explains how musical theater works in terms of 
drama, music, and dance. Situates Broadway musicals in the context of World 
War II and its aftermath

Tim Carter is the author of books on opera and musical theater ranging from 
Monteverdi through Mozart to Rodgers and Hammerstein. Prior to moving to the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2001, he was head of the Music 
Department at Royal Holloway, University of London.
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The Owl and the Nightingale: Text and Translation
Cartlidge, Neil (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896900
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2001

The Owl and the Nightingale is one of the first and greatest long comic poems in
the English language and one of the best-known and most accomplished of all 
medieval literary texts.

Neil Cartlidge is lecturer in Old and Middle English, University College Dublin.
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Zulu Identities: Being Zulu, Past and Present
Carton, Benedict / Laband, John / Sithole, Jabulani (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199326686
670 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2009

What does it mean to be Zulu today? Does being Zulu today differ from what it 
meant in the past? "Zulu Identities" wrestles with these and many other related 
questions to show how the characteristic traditions of a pre-industrial people 
have evolved into different cultural expressions of "Zulu-ness" in modern South 
Africa.

Benedict Carton is an Associate Professor of History at George Mason 
University, Virginia. John Laband is Professor of History at Wilfrid Laurier 
University, Ontario. Jabulani Sithole is a Lecturer in Historical Studies at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal.
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The Twenty-four Hour Mind: The Role of Sleep and Dreaming in Our Emotional 
Lives
Cartwright, Rosalind D.
Oxford University Press .
9780199896288
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2012

Leading sleep researcher Rosalind Cartwright brings together decades of work 
on sleep, dreaming and sleep disorders to propose a new theory of how the mind
works continuously.

Rosalind D. Cartwright is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Psychology 
and in the Neuroscience Division of the Graduate College, Rush University. In 
2004 she was named Distinguished Scientist of the Year by the Sleep Research
Society.
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Neuroexistentialism: Meaning, Morals, and Purpose in the Age of Neuroscience
Caruso, Gregg and Flanagan, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780190460730
392 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2018

Existentialisms arise when the foundations of being, such as meaning, morals, 
and purpose come under assault.

Gregg D. Caruso is Associate Professor of Philosophy at SUNY Corning. Owen
Flanagan is James B. Duke Professor of Philosophy at Duke University.
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Porous City: A Cultural History of Rio de Janeiro
Carvalho, Bruno
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381649
224 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 3/1/2015
Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures LUP.

During the 1990s Rio de Janeiro earned the epithet of 'divided city', an image 
underscored by the contrast between its upper-class buildings and nearby 
hillside 'favelas. ' The city's cultural production, however, has been shaped by 
porous boundaries and multi-ethnic encounters. Drawing on a broad range of 
historical, theoretical and literary sources, Porous City generates new ways of 
understanding Rio's past, its role in the making of Brazilian culture, and its 
significance to key global debates about modernity and urban practices.

Bruno Carvalho is Assistant Professor of Spanish and Portuguese Languages 
and Cultures and George H. and Mildred F. Whitfield University Preceptor in the
Humanities at Princeton University.
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Takin' Care of Business: A History of Working People's Rock 'n' Roll
Case, George
Oxford University Press .
9780197548813
216 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2021

In this insightful and timely book, author George Case shows how an important 
strain of rock music spoke as much to a working-class populist audience as to 
the rebellious youth audience we typically associate with this music, helping to 
reset the boundaries of left and right in American society.

George Case is the author of several books on music and popular culture, 
including Jimmy Page: Magus, Musician, Man, Calling Dr. Strangelove, and 
Here's To My Sweet Satan. Originally from the steel city of Sault Ste. Marie, he 
now lives in Ottawa, Canada.
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The War Beat, Europe: The American Media at War Against Nazi Germany
Casey, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190660628
448 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2017
23 illustrations.

From the North African desert to the bloody stalemate in Italy, from the London 
blitz to the D-Day beaches, a group of highly courageous and extremely talented
American journalists reported the war against Nazi Germany for a grateful 
audience. Based on a wealth of previously untapped primary sources, War Beat,
Europe provides the first comprehensive account of what these reporters 
witnessed, what they were allowed to publish, and how their reports shaped the
home front's perception of some of the most pivotal battles in American history.

Steven Casey is Professor of International History at the London School of 
Economics. His award-winning books include Cautious Crusade, Selling the 
Korean War, and When Soldiers Fall.
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Save the Womanhood!: Vice, Urban Immorality and Social Control in Liverpool, 
c. 1900-1976
Caslin, Samantha
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857162
248 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

Save the Womanhood is a fascinating new history about promiscuity, prostitution
and the efforts of local social purists to 'save' working-class women from 
themselves.  The book examines how the work of the Liverpool Vigilance 
Association was supplemented by others, such as the Women Police Patrols, the
Liverpool House of Help and the local branch of the Catholic Women's League.  
It argues that though these organizations helped many lost and stranded women,
their work also enacted a form of moral surveillance on the streets.

Samantha Caslin is a Lecturer in History at the University of Liverpool.
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Vices of the Mind: From the Intellectual to the Political
Cassam, Quassim
Oxford University Press .
9780192897152
224 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2021

Quassim Cassam introduces the idea of epistemic vices, character traits that get
in the way of knowledge, such as closed-mindedness, intellectual arrogance, 
wishful thinking, and prejudice. Using examples from politics to illustrate the 
vices at work, he considers whether we are responsible for such failings, and 
what we can do about them.

Quassim Cassam is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Warwick. He 
was previously Knightbridge Professor of Philosophy at Cambridge, and has also
taught at Oxford and UCL. He is the author of Self and World (OUP 1997), The 
Possibility of Knowledge (OUP 2007), Berkeley's Puzzle: What Does Experience
Teach Us? (OUP 2014) with John Campbell, and Self-Knowledge for Humans 
(OUP 2014).
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What Do We Mean When We Talk about Meaning?
Cassedy, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190936907
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

A comprehensive journey through the history of meaning, from antiquity to 
modern day. The word meaning appears often in our daily lives: religious leaders
holding out the promise of meaning for their followers, self-help manuals seeking
to demonstrate the power of meaning to enrich our lives, and most frequently 
people questioning the meaning of life.

Steven Cassedy is the author of six previous books, including To the Other 
Shore: The Russian Jewish Intellectuals Who Came to America (Princeton, 
1997), Dostoevsky's Religion (Stanford, 2005), and Connected: How Trains, 
Genes, Pineapples, Piano Keys, and a Few Disasters Transformed Americans at
the Dawn of the Twentieth Century (Stanford, 2014), which won a gold medal in
US history at the Independent Publisher Book Awards (IPPY).
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Doctoring: The Nature of Primary Care Medicine
Cassell, Eric J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195158625

paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/14/2002

 In Doctoring: The Nature of Primary Care Medicine, Dr. Cassell shows 
convincingly how much better fitted advanced concepts of primary care medicine
are to America's health care needs. He offers valuable insights into how primary
care physicians can be better trained to meet the needs of their patients, both 
well and sick, and to keep these patients as the focus of their practice. Modern 
medical training arose at a time when medical science was in ascendancy, 
Cassell notes.

Eric Jonathan Cassell (August 29, 1928 – September 24, 2021) was an 
American physician and bioethicist.
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The Nature of Clinical Medicine: The Return of the Clinician
Cassell, Eric J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199974863

hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 11/6/2014

The Nature of Clinical Medicine takes its direction from a catalog of goals of 
medicine that range from the expected diagnosis and treatment of diseases to 
wider concerns for patients, for physicians, and for medicine itself.

Eric J. Cassell is an attending physician at New York Presbyterian Hospital, as 
well as Emeritus Professor of Public Health at Weill Cornell Medical College and
Adjunct Professor of Medicine at McGill University.
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Adolescents on Music
Cassidy Parker, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780190671365
280 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/18/2020

Many can attest to the importance of the self-growth that occurs for young people
through the arts and their accompanying communities of support, understanding,
and caring. Yet even professionals who work daily with adolescents, and parents
or guardians who raise adolescents, sometimes have difficulty collectively 
articulating why musicking experiences are important for young people. In 
Adolescents on Music, author Elizabeth Cassidy Parker proves that this 
challenge stems from failing to ask adolescents to share their ideas richly and 
fully.

Elizabeth Cassidy Parker is Associate Professor of Music Education at Temple 
University. She has taught adolescents in public schools, community spaces, 
and higher education contexts for the past 25 years. Parker's research interests 
include the social, philosophical, and musical development of adolescent 
musicians and preservice music teacher identity.Discount:
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America through Foreign Eyes
Castanedaa, Jorge G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197660072
320 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2022

America through Foreign Eyes is written for Americans by a foreigner who has 
lived, studied, worked and dealt with America for half a century. In these pages, 
Jorge G. Castaneda seeks to reflect upon some of the more salient features of 
the country. He considers the observations of other foreigners, from Dickens to 
Naipaul, and identifies aspects of the U.S. that were not touched upon by these 
authors. As a former Foreign Minister of Mexico, Castaneda brings a different 
viewpoint to issues ranging from purported American exceptionalism, uniformity,
race and religion, culture, immigration, and the death penalty. Ultimately, he 
describes the United States' arduous and successful road to modernity, and the 
construction of what can justly be called an American civilization.

Jorge G. Castaneda was Foreign Minister of Mexico from 2000 to 2003. In 1997,
he was appointed Global Distinguished Professor of Political Science and Latin 
American Studies at New York University. He has been a Member of the Board 
of Human Rights Watch since 2003. In April 2008, Castaneda was elected 
Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and 
International Member of the American Philosophical Society. He has more than 
15 books published in the United States and elsewhere, including Companero: 
The Life and Death of Che Guevara.
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Our Lady of Everyday Life: La Virgen de Guadalupe and the Catholic Imagination
of Mexican Women in America
Castaneda-Liles, Maria Del Socorro
Oxford University Press .
9780190280406
296 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

For Mexican Catholic women in the United States, devotion to Our Lady of 
Guadalupe-La Virgen-is a necessary aspect of their cultural identity. In this 
masterful ethnography, María Del Socorro Castañeda-Liles considers three 
generations of Mexican-origin women between the ages of 18 and 82. She 
examines the Catholic beliefs the women inherited from their mothers and how 
these beliefs become the template from which they first learn to see themselves
as people of faith.

Maria Del Socorro Castaneda-Liles is Assistant Professor of Religious Studies at
Santa Clara University.
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Aftermath: The Cultures of the Economic Crisis
Castells, Manuel / Caraca, Joao / Cardoso, Gustavo (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199658411
344 pages
hardcover
$59
Pub Date: 9/7/2012

The crisis of global capitalism that has unfolded since 2008 is more than an 
economic crisis. This volume examines the cultures and institutions at the root of
the crisis, as well as the conflicts and debates that may lead to a new social 
landscape, including the rise of alternative economic cultures in the social 
movements that have sprung up around the world.

Manuel Castells is University Professor and the Wallis Annenberg Chair of 
Communication Technology and Society at the University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, as well as Director of Research at the Department of Sociology, 
University of Cambridge, and holder of the Chair of Network Society at the 
College d' Etudes Mondiales, Paris. Joao Caraca obtained a D. Phil. in Nuclear 
Physics at the University of Oxford and the Agregacao in Physics at the Lisbon 
Faculty of Sciences. Gustavo Cardoso is Professor of Media and Society at IUL -
Lisbon University Institute.Discount:
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The Myth of the Community Fix: Inequality and the Politics of Youth Punishment
Cate, Sarah D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197674291
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
17 graphs; 5 tables

In The Myth of the Community Fix, Sarah D. Cate explores the consequences of
the widespread bipartisan embrace of the community-based reform movement in
the juvenile justice system. Using a qualitative comparative case study focused 
on Texas, California, and Pennsylvania, she traces the historical development of
juvenile justice policy and the limitations of the community-based reform 
movement. As Cate shows, the current community-based reform movement has 
led to a number of negative consequences, particularly for racial minorities and 
working-class youth. By contextualizing the community-based reform movement
as part of the broader shift away from the centralized provision of public goods in
the United States, this book demonstrates why those committed to addressing 
the problems of mass incarceration should be wary of the community fix.

Sarah D. Cate is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Seattle University. 
She received bachelor's degree in political science and English from the 
University of Oregon and a master's degree in political science from the 
University of Oregon. She earned a PhD in political science from the University 
of Pennsylvania. Her research focuses on mass incarceration, criminal justice 
reforms, and political economy.
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Public Sculpture of Leicestershire and Rutland
Cavanagh, Terry
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236559
288 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/11/2000
Liverpool University Press - Public Sculpture of Britain (Book 4)

This book provides a comprehensive survey of the surprisingly rich heritage of 
publicly accessible monuments and sculpture in two counties.

Terry Cavanagh is the author of Public Sculpture of Liverpool published by 
Liverpool University Press.
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Transnational East Asian Studies
Cawley, Kevin and Schneider, Julia
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077308
272 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 2/1/2023
Transnational Modern Languages.

This book is a must for students studying East Asia. It will introduce them to the 
transcultural interactions that have shaped diverse but interrelated East Asian 
regions from the past up to the present. It will deal with many themes that are 
important to develop a comprehensive and coherent understanding of the 
transcultural complexity and richness of the East Asia.

Kevin Cawley is a Senior Lecturer in Korean Studies and Director of the Irish 
Institute of Korean Studies at University College Cork.  Julia Schneider is a 
Lecturer in Chinese Studies at University College Cork.
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Manuscripts and Printed Books in Europe 1350-1550: Packaging, Presentation 
and Consumption
Cayley, Emma and Powell, Susan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382691
352 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2016

This collaborative collection considers the packaging, presentation and 
consumption of medieval manuscripts and early printed books in Europe 1350
-1550.

Emma Cayley is Senior Lecturer in French and Head of Modern Languages at 
the University of Exeter. Susan Powell holds a Chair in Medieval Texts and 
Culture in the School of Languages and Social Sciences at the University of 
Salford.
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The Mathematics of Sex: How Biology and Society Conspire to Limit Talented 
Women and Girls
Ceci, Stephen J. and Williams, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780195389395

hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2009

Drawing on research in endocrinology, economics, sociology, education, 
genetics, and psychology to arrive at their own unique, evidence-based 
conclusion, the authors argue that the problem is due to certain choices that 
women (but not men) are compelled to make in our society; that women tend not
to favor math-intensive careers for certain reasons, and that sex differences in 
math and spatial ability cannot adequately explain the scarcity of women in these
fields.

Stephen J. Ceci, Ph.D. holds a lifetime endowed chair in developmental 
psychology at Cornell University. Wendy M. Williams, Ph.D. is a Professor in the
Department of Human Development at Cornell University.
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Privilege at Play: Class, Race, Gender, and Golf in Mexico
Cerón-Anaya, Hugo
Oxford University Press .
9780190931612
232 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2019
Global and Comparative Ethnography Series

Privilege at Play examines social inequality and privilege in today's Mexico 
through rich qualitative data. Taking an intersectional perspective, this book 
analyses how race, class, and gender dynamics as well as spatial exclusion work
together to form and maintain social hierarchies.

Hugo Cerón-Anaya is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Lehigh University. His
work focuses on social hierarchies, inequalities, and privilege, examining how 
class, race, and gender inform the behavior and perceptions of affluent people. 
He is particularly interested in the wide array of ordinary and everyday practices 
that reproduce privilege.
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Political Corruption: The Internal Enemy of Public Institutions
Ceva, Emanuela and Ferretti, Maria Paola
Oxford University Press .
9780197567869
232 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021

This book offers an analytically rigorous definition of political corruption. It also 
investigates the common normative root of its two manifestations--corrupt 
individual character, and corrupt institutional mechanisms--as a relationally 
wrongful practice that consists of an unaccountable use of the power of office by
officeholders in public institutions.

Emanuela Ceva is Professor of Political Theory at the University of Geneva. 
Maria Paola Ferretti is Professor ad interim of Political Theory and Philosophy 
and a member of the Normative Orders Research Center at the Goethe 
University of Frankfurt am Main.
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The Book and the Sword: The Martial Arts Novels of Louis Cha
Cha, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780190974282
511 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
Translated by Graham Earnshaw, Edited by Rachel May and John Minford. 1 
map

In the Book and Sword, Louis Cha revives the legend about the great eighteenth-
century Manchu Emperor Qianlong which claims that he was in fact not a 
Manchu but a Han Chinese as a result of a baby swap.

Louis Cha (Jin Yong) was, until his recent retirement, founder and publisher of 
the Ming Pao Daily news, Hong Kong, Shin Ming Daily News, Singapore, and 
related publications. He is best known, however, as a writer and is the most 
widely read novelist in Chinese communities all over the world. His Martial Arts 
novels, originally written for newspaper serialization, have been adapted for TV, 
film, audio cassette, strip cartoon, computer games, and restaurant menus.
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The Deer and the Cauldron: 3 Volume Set
Cha, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780190836054

hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 6/26/2018
Translated by John Minford.

The Deer and the Cauldron is Louis Cha's last novel. This picaresque, historical 
romance features "Trinket", an irreverent and comic anti-hero unlike Cha's more
conventional, valorous protagonists.

Louis Cha (Jin Yong) is the most widely read novelist in Chinese communities all
over the world. His Martial Arts novels (wuxia genre) have been adapted for TV 
series, films, comic strips, and computer games. The Deer and the Cauldron 
English translation is authorized by him.
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The Hybrid Media System: Politics and Power
Chadwick, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190696733
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics Series

Provides a new, holistic theory of political communication integrating analysis of 
the roles of older and newer media in political life. Presents material from a 
diverse range of cases in the United States and Britain. Contains insights from 
the author's unique ethnographic fieldwork with journalists, party and government
communication staff, bloggers, and political activists

Andrew Chadwick is Professor of Political Communication in the Centre for 
Research in Communication and Culture and the Department of Social Sciences
at Loughborough University.
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The Other One Percent: Indians in America
Chakravorty, Sanjoy / Kapur, Devesh / and Singh, Nirvikar
Oxford University Press .
9780190050771
384 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2019

In The Other One Percent, Sanjoy Chakravorty, Devesh Kapur, and Nirvikar 
Singh provide the first authoritative and systematic overview of South Asians 
living in the United States.

Sanjoy Chakravorty is Professor of Geography and Urban Studies at Temple 
University. Devesh Kapur is Starr Foundation South Asia Studies Professor and
Asia Programs Director at the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International 
Studies at Johns Hopkins University. Nirvikar Singh is Distinguished Professor of
Economics and Sarbjit Singh Aurora Chair of Sikh and Punjabi Studies at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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The Other One Percent: Indians in America
Chakravorty, Sanjoy / Kapur, Devesh / and Singh, Nirvikar
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199475063
384 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2016

Sanjoy Chakravorty, Professor of Geography and Urban Studies, Temple 
University. Devesh Kapur, Professor of Political Science and Director of the 
Center for the Advanced Study of India, University of Pennsylvania, and Nirvikar
Singh, Professor of Economics, University of California, Santa Cruz.
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The Protestant Ethic Debate: Weber's Replies to His Critics, 1907-1910
Chalcraft, David and Harrington, Austin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239864
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/2001
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures (Book 3)

Max Weber's The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism continues to be 
one of the most influential texts in the sociology of modern Western societies. 
Although Weber never produced the further essays with which he intended to 
extend the study, he did complete four lengthy Replies to reviews of the text by 
two German historians. Written between 1907 and 1910, the Replies offer a 
fascinating insight into Weber's intentions in the original study, and the present 
volume is the first complete translation of all four Replies in English.

Dr Austin Harrington is Reader in Sociology at the University of Leeds.
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Against Marriage: An Egalitarian Defense of the Marriage-Free State
Chambers, Clare
Oxford University Press .
9780198744009
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2017

Against Marriage argues that marriage violates both equality and liberty and 
should not be recognized by the state. Clare Chambers shows how feminist and 
liberal principles require creation of a marriage-free state: one in which private 
marriages, whether religious or secular, would have no legal status.

Clare Chambers, University Senior Lecturer in Philosophy, University of 
Cambridge.
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Against Marriage: An Egalitarian Defense of the Marriage-Free State
Chambers, Clare
Oxford University Press .
9780198845683
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/25/2019

Clare Chambers argues that marriage violates both equality and liberty and 
should not be trecognized by the state. She shows how feminist and liberal 
principles require creation of a marriage-free state: one in which private 
marriages, whether religious or secular, would have no legal status.

Clare Chambers, University Senior Lecturer in Philosophy, University of 
Cambridge.
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Capitalist Economics
Chambers, Samuel A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197556894
216 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2022

Modern economics does not explain capitalism. Quite the reverse: both 
introductory texts and advanced scholarship presuppose capitalism as a 
universal, natural entity. Capitalist Economics is the first and only book to attempt
this essential explanation.

Samuel A. Chambers teaches political theory, cultural politics, and political 
economy at Johns Hopkins University.
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Xi Jinping: Political Career, Governance, and Leadership, 1953-2018
Chan, Alfred L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197615225
736 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/8/2022

This book is the first comprehensive exploration of Chinese leader Xi Jinping's 
life and political career.

Alfred L. Chan is a Professor Emeritus at Huron University College, Western 
University, and a Research Associate with the Asian Institute at the Munk Centre
for Global Affairs and Public Policy, University of Toronto.
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African Political Thought: An Intellectual History of the Quest for Freedom
Chan, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9781787385504
240 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 12/1/2021

A fascinating history of ideas about independent Africa's political future, from 
liberation leaders, African American allies and towering postcolonial writers to 
present-day debates.

Stephen Chan OBE is Professor of World Politics at SOAS University of London.
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Spear to the West: Thought and Recruitment in Violent Jihadism
Chan, Stephen
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381308
176 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2019

A probing, at times startling, long essay on how the threat of jihadism has 
shaped our societies since 9/11.

Stephen Chan, OBE was Foundation Dean at SOAS, University of London, 
where he holds the Chair in World Politics. The author of over thirty books and a
former international civil servant, he has worked extensively in Africa, and 
remains involved in current diplomatic affairs in Africa and the Middle East.
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Contesting Revisionism: China, the United States, and the Transformation of 
International Order
Chan, Steve / Feng, Huiyun / He, Kai / Hu, Weixing
Oxford University Press .
9780197580301
232 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2021

Tension between China and the United States has escalated recently. Are these
countries headed for an armed conflict? The answer to this question depends 
importantly on their respective foreign policy intentions.

Steve Chan is College Professor of Distinction, teaching political science at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder. Huiyun Feng is Senior Lecturer of international 
relations at the School of Government and International Relations, Griffith 
University, Australia. Kai He is Professor of international relations and Director, 
Centre for Governance and Public Policy, Griffith University, Australia. Weixing 
Hu is UMDF Distinguished Professor and Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
University of Macau.
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A Dictionary of Media and Communication
Chandler, Daniel and Munday, Rod
Oxford University Press .
9780198841838
560 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/21/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. No

This authoritative and up-to-date A-Z covers all aspects of interpersonal, mass, 
and networked communication in over 3,500 entries, including digital and mobile
media, advertising, journalism, social media, and nonverbal communication.

Daniel Chandler is a faculty emeritus at Aberystwyth University, where he 
established the Media and Communication Studies degree in 2002. Rod Munday
is a lecturer in digital culture and gaming at Aberystwyth University. He has 
worked in television post-production since the 1980s, including jobs at 
advertising agencies and Greenpeace International.
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Is Theory Good for the Jews?
Chaouat, Bruno
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620498
224 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 2/29/2020
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

By looking back to the emergence of a postwar theoretical discourse on trauma,
memory, victims, suffering, the Holocaust and the Jews, Is Theory Good for the 
Jews? explores how French thought is implicated in intellectual, literary and 
ideological components of the global and local upsurge of antisemitism.

Bruno Chaouat received his PhD in French literature from Emory University. 
Since 2002, he has been teaching in the Department of French and Italian, as 
well as in the Center for Jewish Studies, at the University of Minnesota. He has 
been the director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the 
University of Minnesota, and Chair of the Department of French and Italian.
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Grassroots Stewardship: Sustainability Within Our Reach
Chapin, F Stuart
Oxford University Press .
9780190081195
240 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/18/2020

Integrating ecology with the natural and social sciences, F Stuart Chapin III 
creates a framework from which to apply theory to inform scientific practice. 
Providing a pragmatic strategy for tangibly saving the environment, this is not a 
book about what should be done; it is a book about what has been done and 
what can be done.

F Stuart Terry Chapin, III, is Professor Emeritus of Ecology at the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks. In addition to his over 500 peer-reviewed scientific papers, he
has written leading texts in ecosystem stewardship, ecosystem ecology, and 
plant physiological ecology.
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Newcastle United Stole My Heart: Sixty Years in Black and White
Chaplin, Michael
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787385573
280 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

Michael Chaplin's career includes executive roles at ITV and the BBC, and his 
writing credits include highly successful television series such as Monarch of the
Glen, amongst others.

Simon Cottee is a senior lecturer in criminology at Kent University.
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The Chronicle of Ireland
Charles-Edwards, T. M.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786941749
 pages
paperback
$59.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Translated Texts for Historians LUP Series

The Chronicle of Ireland is the principal source for the history of events not only 
in Ireland itself but also in what is now Scotland up to 911.

T. M. Charles-Edwards (born 1943) was Jesus Professor of Celtic, University of
Oxford. He was a Scholar of the School of Celtic Studies in the Dublin Institute of
Advanced Studies, was elected a Fellow of the British Academy in 2001 and an
Honorary Member of the Royal Irish Academy in 2006.
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Anglo-India and the End of Empire
Charlton-Stevens, Uther
Oxford University Press .
9780197669983
320 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

Looks at the dramatic end of British rule in India through Anglo-Indian eyes, a 
perspective that is neither colonial apologia nor nationalist polemic.

Uther Charlton-Stevens is a fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society and the author of
Anglo-Indians and Minority Politics in South Asia. He earned his doctorate in 
history from the University of Oxford. Uther spent his childhood in colonial Hong
Kong. Born in Ferozepore, his Anglo-Indian father grew up in Bangalore before
migrating to England.
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By the Renewing of Your Minds: The Pastoral Function of Christian Doctrine
Charry, Ellen T.
Oxford University Press .
9780195134865
280 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 9/16/1999

This book develops the thesis that classical Christian theology seeks to help 
believers flourish by knowing and loving God. Ellen Charry argues this premise 
by example, offering a close reading of a number of classical texts, from the New
Testament era to the Reformation, including works of Paul, Augustine, 
Athanasius, Basil of Caesarea, Anselm, and Calvin.

Ellen Charry is at Princeton Theological Seminary.
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Civilians and War in Europe 1618-1815
Charters, Erica / Rosenhaft, Eve /  Smith, Hannah
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380123
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014
Eighteenth Century Worlds LUP

Civilians and War in Europe 1618-1815 examines the relationship between 
civilians and warfare from the start of the Thirty Years War to the end of the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars.

Erica Charters is a University Lecturer in the History of Medicine, University of 
Oxford. Eve Rosenhaft is Professor of German Historical Studies, Director of the
Eighteenth-Century Worlds Research Centre, University of Liverpool. Hannah 
Smith is Tutorial Fellow and University Lecturer in History, St. Hildas College, 
University of Oxford.
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Brain, Beauty, and Art: Essays Bringing Neuroaesthetics into Focus
Chatterjee, Anjan and Cardilo, Eileen
Oxford University Press .
9780197513620
280 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/26/2021

In Brain, Beauty, and Art, leading scholars in this nascent field reflect on the 
promise of neuroaesthetics to enrich our understanding of this universal yet 
diverse facet of human experience. The volume consists of essays from 
foundational researchers whose empirical work launched the field.

Anjan Chatterjee is a Professor of Neurology, Psychology, and Architecture and 
the founding Director of the Penn Center for Neuroaesthetics. Eileen Cardillo, 
DPhil is a cognitive neuroscientist and Associate Director of the Penn Center for
Neuroaesthetics. She received her B.S. in Biological Psychology at the College 
of William & Mary and her doctorate in Experimental Psychology while a Rhodes
Scholar at the University of Oxford.
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The Aesthetic Brain: How We Evolved to Desire Beauty and Enjoy Art
Chatterjee, Anjan
Oxford University Press .
9780199811809
248 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2013

The Aesthetic Brain takes the reader on a wide-ranging journey through the 
world of beauty, pleasure, and art. Chatterjee uses neuroscience to probe how 
an aesthetic sense is etched in our minds and evolutionary psychology to explain
why aesthetic concerns feature centrally in our lives.

Anjan Chatterjee, M. D., is Professor of Neurology, and a member of the Center 
for Cognitive Neuroscience and the Center for Neuroscience and Society at the
University of Pennsylvania.
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Syria: The Making and Unmaking of a Refuge State
Chatty, Dawn
Oxford University Press .
9780197577776
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2021

A leading expert offers the definitive account of Syria's long history of welcoming,
and now exporting, refugees

Dawn Chatty is Emerita Professor of Anthropology and Forced Migration and 
former Director of the Refugee Studies Centre, Department of International 
Development, Oxford University and the author of Displacement and 
Dispossession in the Modern Middle East and From Camel to Truck.
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Life in the Middle: Marginalized Moderate Senators in the Era of Polarization
Chaturvedi, Neilan S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197599730
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2021

In Life in the Middle, Neilan S. Chaturvedi argues that the belief in the powerful, 
pivotal moderate neglects their electoral circumstances and overestimates their 
legislative power. Using unique interview data with legislative directors, retired 
United States Senators, and data compiled from the Congressional Record, 
Chaturvedi shows that, because of their precarious electoral circumstances, 
moderate senators must avoid active participation on bills and pushing 
controversial legislation. The book also demonstrates that mainstream concerns
about polarization and its negative effects of increased gridlock and ideological 
legislation are true.

Neilan S. Chaturvedi is an Associate Professor of Political Science at the 
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona.
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Literary Activism: Perspectives
Chaudhuri, Amit
Oxford University Press .
9780199474981
376 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 8/29/2017

The first book on literary activism in India. Offers global perspectives of writers, 
critics, translators, academics, and publishers. Editor, a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Literature, London, a renowned name in the trade market. Editor's 
excellence in non-fiction, fiction, and poetry and his vast experience of publishing
with several houses utilized in putting this volume together. Caters to the trade 
and the institutional market equally

Amit Chaudhuri is the author of six novels, the latest of which is Odysseus 
Abroad. He is also a critic and a musician and composer. He is Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Literature.
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Forged in Crisis: India and the United States Since 1947
Chaudhuri, Rudra
Oxford University Press .
9780199354863
320 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 3/30/2014

Rudra Chaudhuri's book examines a series of crises that led to far-reaching 
changes in India's approach to the United States, defining the contours of what is
arguably the imperative relationship between America and the global South. 
Forged in Crisis provides a fresh interpretation of India's advance in foreign 
affairs under the stewardship of Prime Ministers Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira 
Gandhi, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, and finally, Manmohan Singh.

Rudra Chaudhuri is a lecturer in Strategic Studies and South Asian Security at 
the Department of War Studies and the India Institute, King's College London.
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The African Affairs Reader: Key Texts in Politics, Development, and International
Relations
Cheeseman, Nic / Whitfield, Lindsay / Death, Carl
Oxford University Press .
9780198794295
416 pages
paperback
$48.95
Pub Date: 7/25/2017

Brings together key articles from African Affairs. Includes contributions from 
leading economists. Organised into four clear themes: The African state; the 
political economy of development; Africa's relationship with the world; and 
elections, representation, and democracy. Each Part opens with an introduction
by the journal editors

Nic Cheeseman is Associate Professor of African Politics at Oxford University. 
Lindsay Whitfield is Associate Professor at Roskilde University. Carl Death joined
the University of Manchester in August 2013, after four years in the Department
of International Politics, Aberystwyth University, and a year in the School of Law
and Government, Dublin City University.
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A Journey toward Influential Scholarship: Insights from Leading Management 
Scholars
Chen, Xiao-Ping and Steensma, H. Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190070724
304 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 11/12/2021
3 illustratons.

In this volume, twelve prominent management scholars provide retrospective 
accounts of their success. Through these stories, early-stage and mid-career 
scholars will gain insight on how to develop influential research and remain 
highly productive. These insights include how to develop sharp observations of 
organizational phenomena, how to ask important research questions, and how to
transform these questions into potentially fruitful realms of research. The book 
also offers resources for developing essential collaborative relationships, 
managing the peer review and publication process, and disseminating findings.

Xiao-Ping Chen is Philip M. Condit Endowed Chair Professor of Management in 
the Michael G. Foster School of Business, University of Washington. H. Kevin 
Steensma is Michael G. Foster Endowed Professor of Management in the 
Michael G. Foster School of Business, University of Washington.Discount:
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Ornamentalism
Cheng, Anne Anlin
Oxford University Press .
9780197599778
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
91 illus., with 29 in color

Ornamentalism offers one of the first sustained and original theories of Asiatic 
femininity. Examining ornamentality, in lieu of Orientalism, as a way to 
understand the representation, circulation, and ontology of Asiatic femininity, this
study extends our vocabulary about the woman of color beyond the usual 
platitudes about objectification.

Anne Anlin Cheng is Professor of English and Director of American Studies at 
Princeton University. She is also affiliated with the University's Program in 
Gender and Sexuality Studies and Committee on Film Studies. Her most recent
book is Second Skin: Josephine Baker & the Modern Surface (OUP 2011).
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Ornamentalism
Cheng, Anne Anlin
Oxford University Press .
9780190604615
224 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/18/2019
91 illus., with 29 in color

Ornamentalism offers one of the first sustained and original theories of Asiatic 
femininity. Examining ornamentality, in lieu of Orientalism, as a way to 
understand the representation, circulation, and ontology of Asiatic femininity, this
study extends our vocabulary about the woman of color beyond the usual 
platitudes about objectification.

Anne Anlin Cheng is Professor of English and Director of American Studies at 
Princeton University. She is also affiliated with the University's Program in 
Gender and Sexuality Studies and Committee on Film Studies. Her most recent
book is Second Skin: Josephine Baker & the Modern Surface (OUP 2011).
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Loving Music Till It Hurts
Cheng, William
Oxford University Press .
9780190620134
408 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019
Fundamentals of Biomedical Science

Loving Music Till It Hurts explores how people's intense love and protectiveness
of music can lead to interpersonal conflicts, societal injustices, and violence. But
how might we love music, even embrace it as vital to human thriving, without 
weaponizing this love? What can we do when loving music and loving people 
seem at odds?

William Cheng is Associate Professor of Music at Dartmouth College. His books 
include Sound Play: Video Games and the Musical Imagination (Oxford, 2014), 
Just Vibrations: The Purpose of Sounding Good (Michigan, 2016), Loving Music
Till It Hurts (Oxford, 2019), and Queering the Field: Sounding Out 
Ethnomusicology (Oxford, 2019, coedited with Gregory Barz). He serves as a 
coeditor of University of Michigan Press's Music & Social Justice series.
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Lost
Cherry, Brigid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859227
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
Constellations

From its opening moments featuring the aftermath of a plane crash on a tropical 
island, the television series Lost (2004-2010) became one of the most intriguing
and talked about programmes in the era of digital media. This book is the first 
full-length account of Lost and explores in detail what made this series both a 
popular hit with critics and the public (as 'quality' or 'must-see' TV), and also a 
series accruing intense fan scrutiny (as cult telefantasy).

Brigid Cherry is an independent scholar, retired from the position of Research 
Fellow in Screen Media at St Mary's University, Twickenham.
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Lost
Cherry, Brigid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859234
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
Constellations

FFrom its opening moments featuring the aftermath of a plane crash on a tropical
island, the television series Lost (2004-2010) became one of the most intriguing
and talked about programmes in the era of digital media. This book is the first 
full-length account of Lost and explores in detail what made this series both a 
popular hit with critics and the public (as 'quality' or 'must-see' TV), and also a 
series accruing intense fan scrutiny (as cult telefantasy).

Brigid Cherry is an independent scholar, retired from the position of Research 
Fellow in Screen Media at St Mary's University, Twickenham.
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Unmuted: Conversations on Prejudice, Oppression, and Social Justice
Cherry, Myisha
Oxford University Press .
9780190906771
344 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2019
33 illustrations

This book collects 31 of Myisha Cherry's lively and timely interviews, offering an
accessible resource through which to encounter some of philosophy's most 
socially and politically engaged, public-facing work. Its original illustrations, 
depicting the interview subjects up close, show just how broad a range of 
philosophers--black, white, and brown, male and female, queer and straight, 
abled and disabled--are at the center of crucial contemporary conversations.

Myisha Cherry is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
California, Riverside.
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Open Innovation Results
Chesbrough, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780198841906
224 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2020

In this book Henry Chesbrough, the originator of open innovation, examines the
hype behind its practice, shows where real results are taking place, and explains
how companies can move beyond the hype to achieve real business results.

Henry Chesbrough is Adjunct Professor and Faculty Director of the Garwood 
Center for Corporate Innovation at UC Berkeley's Haas School of Business.
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William Gilbert and Esoteric Romanticism: A Contextual Study and Annotated 
Edition of 'The Hurricane'
Cheshire, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856660
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850

William Gilbert, poet, theosophist and astrologer, published The Hurricane: A 
Theosophical and Western Eclogue in Bristol in 1796, while he was on intimate 
terms with key members of Bristol literary culture. William Gilbert and Esoteric 
Romanticism presents the untold story of Gilbert's progress from the radical 
occultist circles of 1790s London to his engagement with the first generation 
Romantics in Bristol.

Paul Cheshire has written a number of articles on Coleridge and his 
contemporaries, including a chapter on Coleridge's notebooks for the 'Oxford 
Handbook of S. T. Coleridge'.
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Devoted to Death: Santa Muerte, the Skeleton Saint
Chesnut, R. Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190633332
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2017

The first study of Santa Muerte, a saint whose cult has millions of devotees.

R. Andrew Chesnut is Bishop Walter F. Sullivan Chair in Catholic Studies and 
Professor of Religious Studies at Virginia Commonwealth University. He is the 
author of Competitive Spirits: Latin America's New Religious Economy (OUP, 
2003) and Born Again in Brazil: The Pentecostal Boom and the Pathogens of 
Poverty (1997).
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One Nation Under Surveillance: A New Social Contract to Defend Freedom 
Without Sacrificing Liberty
Chesterman, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9780199580378
320 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 1/14/2011

One Nation Under Surveillance proposes a move away from questions of 
whether governments should collect information and onto more problematic and 
relevant questions concerning its use. By reframing the relationship between 
privacy and security in the language of a social contract, mediated by a citizenry
who are active participants rather than passive targets, this book offers a 
framework to defend freedom without sacrificing liberty.

Simon Chesterman is Global Professor and Director of the New York University
School of Law Singapore Program, and Vice Dean and Professor of Law at the 
National University of Singapore. His books include Shared Secrets, You, The 
People (OUP 2004), and Just War or Just Peace? (OUP 2001).
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International Migration Law
Chetail, Vincent
Oxford University Press .
9780199668274
512 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 5/28/2019

A unique and comprehensive overview on the numerous international rules 
governing migration, this book brings together and analyses the disparate norms
and treaties within international and European law. It is a critical study of the role
of international law in regulating the movement of persons, offering an ideal 
introduction to the field.

Vincent Chetail, Professor of International Law, Graduate Institute of 
International and Development Studies Dr. Vincent Chetail is Professor of 
International Law at the Graduate Institute of International and Development 
Studies (Geneva), Head of the International Law Department, Director of the 
Global Migration Centre and Editor-in-Chief of Refugee Survey Quarterly (OUP).
He has published numerous books and articles on international law and 
migration.
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Translating Life: Studies in Transpositional Aesthetics
Chew, Shirley and Stead, Alistair (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236849
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool English Texts & Studies (Book 33)

This volume brings together eighteen substantial essays by distinguished 
scholars, critics and translators, and two interviews with eminent figures of British
theatre, to explore the idea and practice of translation.

Shirley Chew is Professor of Commonwealth and Postcolonial Literatures at the
University of Leeds. Alistair Stead  retired from the School of English, The 
University of Leeds, where he has taught English and American Literature since
1964. He has co-edited several books of literary criticism, most recently, 
Translating Life: Studies in Transpositional Aesthetics (1999), which includes an
essay by Geoffrey Hill. He co-edits the James Joyce Broadsheet and has 
published essays on twentieth-century fiction.
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The Philosophy of Rhythm: Aesthetics, Music, Poetics
Cheyne, Peter / Hamilton, Andy / and Paddison, Max
Oxford University Press .
9780199347780
440 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 11/27/2019

Rhythm is the fundamental pulse that animates poetry, music, and dance across
all cultures. And yet the recent explosion of scholarly interest across disciplines 
in the aural dimensions of aesthetic experience--particularly in sociology, cultural
and media theory, and literary studies--has yet to explore this fundamental 
category. This book furthers the discussion of rhythm beyond the discrete 
conceptual domains and technical vocabularies of musicology and prosody.

Peter Cheyne is Associate Professor at Shimane University, and Visiting Fellow 
in Philosophy at Durham University. Andy Hamilton teaches philosophy at 
Durham University, UK. Max Paddison is Emeritus Professor of Music Aesthetics
at the University of Durham.
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Ideology and Identity: The Changing Party Systems of India
Chhibber, Pradeep K. and Verma, Rahul
Oxford University Press .
9780190623883
336 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2018

Indian party politics, commonly viewed as chaotic, clientelistic, and corrupt, is 
nevertheless a model for deepening democracy and accommodating diversity. 
Historically, though, observers have argued that Indian politics is non-ideological
in nature. In contrast, Pradeep Chhibber and Rahul Verma contend that the 
Western European paradigm of "ideology" is not applicable to many 
contemporary multiethnic countries.

Pradeep K. Chhibber is Professor of Political Science and Indo-American 
Community Chair for India Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Rahul
Verma is a PhD candidate in Political Science at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Ideology and Identity: The Changing Party Systems of India
Chhibber, Pradeep K. and Verma, Rahul
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190941734
336 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/21/2018

Indian party politics, commonly viewed as chaotic, clientelistic, and corrupt, is 
nevertheless a model for deepening democracy and accommodating diversity. 
Historically, though, observers have argued that Indian politics is non-ideological
in nature. In contrast, Pradeep Chhibber and Rahul Verma contend that the 
Western European paradigm of "ideology" is not applicable to many 
contemporary multiethnic countries.

Pradeep K. Chhibber is Professor of Political Science and Indo-American 
Community Chair for India Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Rahul
Verma is a PhD candidate in Political Science at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Nature Behind Barbed Wire: An Environmental History of the Japanese 
American Incarceration
Chiang, Connie Y.
Oxford University Press .
9780190842062
328 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2018

The mass imprisonment of over 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry during 
World War II was one of the most egregious violations of civil liberties in United 
States history.

Connie Y. Chiang is Professor of History and Environmental Studies at Bowdoin
College. She is the author of Shaping the Shoreline: Fisheries and Tourism on 
the Monterey Coast.
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Spirituals for Choirs
Chilcott, Bob
Oxford University Press .
9780193435377
264 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 8/9/2001

A collection of 20 fresh new spiritual arrangements for SATB choirs. Many of the
songs are well-known to most singers, and some are entirely new. There are a 
range of styles, with a mixture of large- and small-scale pieces, both 
unaccompanied and accompanied. The collection provides singers with 
inspirational, moving, and above all, enjoyable repertoire.

Bob Chilcott has become one of the world's most widely performed composers 
and arrangers of choral music. His compositional output reflects his wide taste in
music styles and his commitment to writing music that is both singable and 
communicative.
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Cooperative Strategy: Managing Alliances and Networks
Child, John / Faulkner, David / Tallman, Stephen / Hsieh, Linda
Oxford University Press .
9780198814641
624 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2019

This new edition of Cooperative Strategy provides a comprehensive view of the 
practical and theoretical literature concerning cooperative strategies, and the 
alliance and network organizational forms that are the enablers of these 
strategies.

John Child is Professor of Commerce at the University of Birmingham. David 
Faulkner is an economist who spent much of his early career as a strategic 
management consultant with McKinsey and Arthur.D.Little. He is Professor 
Emeritus of Strategy at Royal Holloway, University of London, and was formerly
Visiting Research Professor at The Open University. Stephen Tallman is the E. 
Claiborne Robins Distinguished Professor of Business at the University of 
Richmond. Linda Hsieh is a Reader in Strategy and International Business at the
University of Birmingham.
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This Side of Doctoring Reflections from Women in Medicine
Chin, Eliza Lo (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195158472

paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2003

In This Side of Doctoring Eliza Lo Chin offers a penetrating analysis of what it's 
like to be a woman in the highly competitive field of medicine. Written over the 
last century and a half, this collection of personal stories, poems, essays, and 
quotations reveals the intimate lives of over a hundred female physicians.

Eliza Lo Chin is a general internist and former Assistant Clinical Professor of 
Medicine at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons.
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Translating the Literatures of Small European Nations
Chitnis, Rajendra / Stougaard-Nielsen, Jakob / Atkin, Rhian / Milutinovic, Zoran
Oxford University Press .
9781802077391
304 pages
paperback
$45.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

The most detailed and wide-ranging comparative study to date of how European
literatures written in less well known languages try, through translation, to reach 
the wider world, rejecting the predominant narrative of tragic marginalization with
case studies of endeavour and innovation from nineteenth-century Swedish 
women's writing to twenty-first-century Polish fantasy.

Rajendra Chitnis is a Senior Lecturer in Russian and Czech at the University of 
Bristol. Jakob Stougaard-Nielsen is a Senior Lecturer in Scandinavian Studies at
University College London. Rhian Atkin is the programme director for Portuguese
and Lusophone Studies at Cardiff University. Zoran Milutinovic is a Professor of
South Slav Literature and Modern Literary Theory at University College London.
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Wicked Problems: The Ethics of Action for Peace, Rights, and Justice
Choi-Fitzpatrick, Austin / Irvin-Erickson, Douglas / Verdeja, Ernesto
Oxford University Press .
9780197632826
280 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2022

Drawing on the lived experiences and real expertise of activists, educators, and 
researchers, Wicked Problems explores how doing the work--around the world 
and in one's own community--often requires tough decisions: between peace and
justice, revolution and reform, violence and nonviolence, and between means 
and ends.

Austin Choi-Fitzpatrick is University Professor at the University of San Diego's 
Kroc School of Peace Studies. Douglas Irvin-Erickson is Assistant Professor at 
the Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution, 
George Mason University. Ernesto Verdeja is Associate Professor of Political 
Science and Peace Studies at the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies,
University of Notre Dame.
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Nature's Third Cycle: A Story of Sunspots
Choudhuri, Arnab Rai
Oxford University Press .
9780198807643
304 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2017

First popular science book explaining the science behind sunspots and their 11-
year cycle. Discusses how solar events influence the earth (sometimes causing 
huge disruptions to human activities) and can have long-term impact on the 
climate. Describes how this research field developed from the point of view of an
active scientist, exposing the human drama of cutting-edge research. Provides 
an introduction to the theory of stellar structure, one of the most important 
classical topics in astrophysics. Gives a non-technical introduction to plasma 
physics and its applications - a major area of scientific research at the present 
time

Arnab Rai Choudhuri is a Professor of Physics at the Indian Institute of Science.
He received his PhD in 1985 from the University of Chicago under the 
supervision of Eugene Parker, usually regarded as the most influential solar 
physicist of our time.Discount:
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The Myth of International Order: Why Weak States Persist and Alternatives to 
the State Fade Away
Chowdhury, Arjun
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190942274
272 pages
hardcover
$19.99
Pub Date: 7/31/2018

The Myth of International Order demands that we fundamentally rethink 
foundational concepts of international politics like political stability and state 
failure.

Arjun Chowdhury is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University 
of British Columbia. He was previously a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of
Pennsylvania. He is the author of several articles and book chapters on 
international relations theory and international security issues.
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The Myth of International Order: Why Weak States Persist and Alternatives to 
the State Fade Away
Chowdhury, Arjun
Oxford University Press .
9780190686727
272 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

Shows why states everywhere face popular dissatisfaction with their 
performance, and why addressing this dissatisfaction is so difficult.  Brings 
together international relations and historical sociology to construct a provocative
theory of state formation. Shows how the violence of European state formation 
shaped the development of polities worldwide

Arjun Chowdhury is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University 
of British Columbia. He was previously a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of
Pennsylvania. He is the author of several articles and book chapters on 
international relations theory and international security issues.
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How to Be Childless: A History and Philosophy of Life Without Children
Chrastil, Rachel
Oxford University Press .
9780190918620
248 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2019

In How to Be Childless: A History and Philosophy of Life Without Children, 
Rachel Chrastil explores the long and fascinating history of childlessness, putting
this often-overlooked legacy in conversation with the issues that childless women
and men face in the twenty-first century. Eschewing two dominant narratives, 
that the childless are either barren and alone, or that they are carefree and 
selfish, How to Be Childless instead argues that the lives of childless individuals 
from the past can help all of us expand our range of possibilities for the good life.

Rachel Chrastil is a historian of modern Europe, an award-winning teacher, and
a Fulbright Scholar. Her first two books, Organizing for War: France 1870-1914 
and The Siege of Strasbourg, examine civilian dilemmas in the face of war. She 
is Professor of History at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio.
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The Rise of Network Christianity: How Independent Leaders Are Changing the 
Religious Landscape
Christerson, Brad and Flory, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190635671
200 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017
Global Pentecost Charismat Christianity.

Drawing on in-depth interviews with leaders and participants, The Rise of 
Network Christianity explains the social forces behind the fastest-growing form of
Christianity in the U. S. , which Brad Christerson and Richard Flory have labeled
"Independent Network Charismatic. " This form of Christianity emphasizes 
aggressive engagement with the supernatural-including healing, direct 
prophecies from God, engaging in "spiritual warfare" against demonic spirits--and
social transformation.

Brad Christerson is Professor of Sociology at Biola University. Richard Flory is 
senior Director of Research and Evaluation at the Center for Religion and Civic 
Culture at the University of Southern California.
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The Insurmountable Darkness of Love: Mysticism, Loss, and the Common Life
Christie, Douglas E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190885168
320 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/24/2022

This book is a reflection on the meaning of spiritual darkness--especially those 
difficult places in human experience where meaning seems to elude us, where 
we are emptied out and are compelled to dig deeper into who we truly are. 
Douglas E. Christie takes up this facet of experience, in ordinary human 
experience, but also in relation to the Christian contemplative and mystical 
traditions, where such experience is often understood to be both painful and 
transformative, allowing the mind and heart to open in love.

Douglas E. Christie is a professor in the Theological Studies Department at 
Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles. Some of his publications include 
The Word in The Desert: Scripture and the Quest for Holiness in Early Christian
Monasticism (Oxford), and The Blue Sapphire of the Mind: Notes for a 
Contemplative Ecology (Oxford).
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Carmen and the Staging of Spain: Recasting Bizet's Opera in the Belle Epoque
Christoforidis, Michael and Kertesz, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780195384567
344 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 12/6/2018
Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music

Carmen and the Staging of Spain explores the Belle Époque fascination with 
Spanish entertainment that refashioned Bizet's opera and gave rise to an 
international "Carmen industry. "

Michael Christoforidis lectures in musicology at the Melbourne Conservatorium of
Music, University of Melbourne. Elizabeth Kertesz is a research fellow at the 
Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, University of Melbourne.
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Rock in the Musical Theatre: A Guide for Singers
Church, Joseph
Oxford University Press .
9780190943479
216 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Today's musical theatre world rocks. Rock in the Musical Theatre: A Guide for 
Singers is a practical guide to the many aspects of performing rock music in the 
theatre through a combination of aesthetic and theoretical study, extensive 
discussions of musical, vocal, and acting techniques, and chronicles of coaching
sessions.

Joseph Church is best known for his work as music director and supervisor of 
two groundbreaking Broadway musicals, The Who's Tommy and The Lion King.
He has worked on countless other productions as music director, conductor, 
keyboardist, and/or arranger, on and Off-Broadway, nationwide, and worldwide,
among them, In The Heights, Sister Act, Les Miserables, Little Shop Of Horrors,
Randy Newman's Faust, and Radio City's Christmas Spectacular. Also an active
composer, he has written for film, television, the concert stage, and over thirty 
plays and musicals. He is the author of Music Direction for the Stage: A View 
from the Podium (OUP, 2015).
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Vietnam and Beyond: Tim O'Brien and the Power of Storytelling
Ciocia, Stefania
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380048
248 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

This is a comprehensive, in-depth study of one of the most thought-provoking 
writers of the Vietnam war generation. This volume breaks away from previous 
readings of O'Brien's development as a trauma artist and an outspoken 
chronicler of the American involvement in Vietnam: its thematic, rather than 
chronological, approach contextualizes O'Brien's work beyond the confines of 
war literature.

Stefania Ciocia is Senior Lecturer in English and American Literature at 
Canterbury Christ Church University.
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The Great Silence: Science and Philosophy of Fermi's Paradox
Cirkovic, Milan
Oxford University Press .
9780199646302
432 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/10/2018

The Great Silence explores the multifaceted problem named after the great 
Italian physicist Enrico Fermi and his legendary 1950 lunchtime question "Where
is everybody?" In many respects, Fermi's paradox is the richest and the most 
challenging problem for the entire field of astrobiology and the Search for 
ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence (SETI) studies.

Milan M. Cirkovic is a research professor at the Astronomical Observatory of 
Belgrade, and a research associate of the Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford
University.
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The Horn of Africa: State Formation and Decay
Clapham, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190680183
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2017

Why is the Horn such a distinctive part of Africa? This book, by one of the 
foremost scholars of the region, traces this question through its exceptional 
history and also probes the wildly divergent fates of the Horn's contemporary 
nation-states, despite the striking regional particularity inherited from the colonial
past.

Christopher Clapham is based at the Centre of African Studies, Cambridge 
University, and recently retired as editor of The Journal of Modern African 
Studies. Until December 2002, he was Professor of Politics and International 
Relations at Lancaster University.
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Fighting Deindustrialisation: Scottish Womens Factory Occupations, 1981-1982
Clark, Andy
Oxford University Press .
9781802077124
240 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Studies in Labour History LUP. 13 black and white illustrations

In 1981-82, women workers at three factories launched occupations to oppose 
closure. As a result, none of the sites closed completely. In Fighting 
Deindustrialisation, the occupations are analysed together for the first time, 
illustrating the complexities of class, gender, and community based experiences
of closure in later 20th century Scotland.

Andy Clark is a Research Associate in oral history with the Newcastle Oral 
History Collective, Newcastle University.
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Melania the Younger: From Rome to Jerusalem
Clark, Elizabeth A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190888237
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/25/2021
Women in Antiquity . 14 illustrations

Melania the Younger: From Rome to Jerusalem explores one of the most richly 
detailed stories of a woman of late antiquity. Melania, an early fifth-century 
Roman Christian aristocrat, renounced her staggering wealth to lead a life of 
ascetic renunciation. Her life spans many crucial events in the history of the later
Roman Empire.

Elizabeth A. Clark is John Carlisle Kilgo Professor, Emerita, at Duke University.
Her previous books include History, Theory, Text; Reading Renunciation; 
Founding the Fathers; and The Fathers Refounded.
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Iamblichus: On the Pythagorean Life
Clark, Gillian (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233268
240 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/6/1998
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 8)

The Pythagorean Life is the most extensive surviving source on Pythagoreanism,
and has wider interest as an account of the religious aspirations of late antiquity.

Gillian Clark is Professor of Ancient History in the University of Bristol. Her 
current areas of research include a collaborative commentary on Augustine City
of God and in more general terms, Greek and Latin patristics in relation to 
Graeco-Roman social and intellectual history.
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Augustine: The Confessions
Clark, Gillian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675037
104 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2005
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live Series

Augustine's 'Confessions', written at the close of the fourth century CE, is a 
highly significant text in the history of European culture. Augustine explains just 
how and why he came to abandon a successful career and the personal 
enjoyments of a largely secular existence to follow a life of prayer and study, 
leading to a true comprehension of God and the Bible.

Gillian Clark is Professor of Ancient History in the University of Bristol. Her 
current areas of research include a collaborative commentary on Augustine City
of God and in more general terms, Greek and Latin patristics in relation to 
Graeco-Roman social and intellectual history.
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Thomas Paine: Britain, America, and France in the Age of Enlightenment and 
Revolution
Clark, J. C. D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198816997
512 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2018

Thomas Paine (1737-1809) was England's greatest revolutionary: no other 
reformer was as actively involved in events of the scale of the American and 
French Revolutions, and none wrote such best-selling texts with the impact of 
Common Sense and Rights of Man. No one else combined the roles of activist 
and theorist, or did so in the "age of revolutions", fundamental as it was to the 
emergence of the "modern world". But his fame meant that he was taken up and
reinterpreted for current use by successive later commentators and politicians, 
so that the "historic Paine" was too often obscured by the "usable Paine".

Jonathan Clark was educated as an historian at Cambridge, where he was a 
Fellow of Peterhouse. At Oxford he was a Fellow of All Souls College, and in the
United States was a Visiting Professor at the Committee on Social Thought of 
the University of Chicago. Latterly he has been Hall Distinguished Professor of 
British History at the University of Kansas.
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Political Science Research in the Middle East and North Africa: Methodological 
and Ethical Challenges
Clark, Janine A. and Cavatorta, Francesco
Oxford University Press .
9780190882976
328 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2018

In conducting political science research today, one's methodology is of 
paramount concern. Yet, despite the obvious chasm between theory and practice
that all scholars experience in the field, there are no specific guidebooks on 
meeting the methodological and ethical challenges that fieldwork presents. 
Political Science Research in the Middle East and North Africa helps fill this 
vacuum, focusing specifically on doing research in the one of the most important
regions in contemporary world politics.

Janine A. Clark is an Associate Professor in Political Science at the University of
Guelph. Francesco Cavatorta is an Associate Professor in Political Science at 
Laval University.
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The Renaissance Flute: A Contemporary Guide
Clark, Kate and Markwick, Amanda
Oxford University Press .
9780190913328
304 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2020

The first ever practitioners' handbook for renaissance flute.

Kate Clark's distinguished solo, chamber and orchestral career has 
encompassed flutes from the 16th to the 19th centuries. Amanda Markwick plays
historical flutes from the Renaissance through the early Romantic eras. She 
received Bachelors and Masters degrees from both Indiana University 
Bloomington (USA) and the Koninklijk Conservatorium in The Hague (NL), 
studying with Barbara Kallaur, Kate Clark, Wilbert Hazelzet, and Barthold 
Kuijken. Amanda performs regularly throughout Europe in various chamber and
orchestral ensembles. She lives and teaches in Berlin, Germany.
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Augustus, First Roman Emperor: Power, Propaganda and the Politics of Survival
Clark, Matthew D. H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675143
160 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2011
Greece and Rome live

Rome's first emperor, Augustus, the adopted son of Julius Caesar, has probably
had the most lasting effect on history of all rulers of the classical world. This book
focuses on his rise to power and on the ways in which he then maintained 
authority throughout his reign. It is often assumed that the close relationship 
between power and presentation, popularly known as 'spin', is a modern 
phenomenon.

Matthew D. H. Clark teaches Classics and Ancient History at Shrewsbury 
School. He is co-author of Measuring the Cosmos (2003) and reviews regularly 
for JACT.
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Understanding the Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania since 1991
Clarke, Charles (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9781787389410
352 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2023

A comprehensive account of the history, politics and growing strategic 
significance of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania since independence in 1991.

Charles Clarke is Visiting Professor at Lancaster University and King's College 
London, and a former MP (1997?2010), having served as chairman of the 
Labour Party, secretary of state for education, and home secretary. He consults
on international education reform and co-leads the Baltic Geopolitics Program, 
University of Cambridge.
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The Great War with Germany, 1890-1940 : Fictions and Fantasies of the War-to-
Come
Clarke, I. F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236429
448 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/12/1997

In the second of a series of anthologies on future war stories, the leading 
specialist in the field presents a selection of prophetic tales about the conflict-to-
come between the British and the Germans, tales which had immense influence 
in the quarter-century before the First World War. An extensive range of 
contemporary illustrations is included.

Ignatius Frederick "Ian" Clarke (10 July 1918, Wallasey, Cheshire, U.K. – 5 
November 2009, Milton-under-Wychwood, Oxfordshire, U.K.) was a British 
scholar and professor of English, known for his work on science fiction as a 
bibliographer, historian and editor, and also, with his wife Margaret, as a 
translator of early French science fiction.
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Inside Computer Music
Clarke, Michael / Dufeu, Frederic / Manning, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190659653
416 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2020

A ground-breaking investigation of how new technological developments have 
influenced the creative possibilities of composers of computer music in the last 
50 years.

Michael Clarke is Professor of Music at the University of Huddersfield, UK where
he is currently Director of the IRiMaS project (Interactive Research in Music as 
Sound), funded by a European Research Council (ERC) Advanced Grant. 
Frederic Dufeu is Senior Research Fellow in Music and Music Technology at the
University of Huddersfield and currently working on the IRiMaS project. Peter 
Manning is Emeritus Professor of Music at Durham University.
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The Difficult Politics of Peace: Rivalry in Modern South Asia
Clary, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780197638415
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022
Modern South Asia . 9 b&w line drawings; 1 table  illustrations

In The Difficult Politics of Peace, Christopher Clary traces the India-Pakistan 
rivalry from both countries' independence in 1947 to the present. Drawing on 
personal interviews and recently declassified documents, Clary offers new 
insights into the political struggles of Indian and Pakistani national leaders as 
they sought to navigate domestic politics and international politics 
simultaneously, and in so doing reveals how the causes of war and peace are 
inextricably linked to political circumstances within rival states.

Christopher Clary is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University at 
Albany, State University of New York, and a Nonresident Fellow with the South 
Asia Program of the Stimson Center in Washington, DC.
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Why Horror Seduces
Clasen, Mathias
Oxford University Press .
9780190666514
200 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2017

Explains horror across different types of media, from films to video games. 
Integrates cutting-edge research on human behavior with horror studies. Looks 
to the future of horror based on past and current trends

Mathias Clasen is Associate Professor of Literature and Media in the Department
of English, Aarhus University.
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E. T. A. Hoffman: Transgressive Romanticism
Clason, Christopher R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856677
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850

This collection of essays addresses a very broad range of E.  T.  A.  Hoffmann's
most significant works, examining them through the lens of transgression.

Christopher R. Clason is Professor of German at Oakland University. He is co-
editor of 'Romantic Rapports: New Essays on Romanticism Across the 
Disciplines' (Camden House, 2017) and 'Literary and Poetic Representations of
Work and Labor in Europe and Asia during the Romantic Era' (Edwin Mellen 
Press, 2011).
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The Power of Race in Cuba: Racial Ideology and Black Consciousness During 
the Revolution
Clealand, Danielle Pilar
Oxford University Press .
9780190632304
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2017
Transgressing Boundaries: Studies in Black Politics and Black Communities.

In The Power of Race in Cuba, Danielle Pilar Clealand analyzes racial ideologies
that negate the existence of racism and their effect on racial progress and 
activism through the lens of Cuba.

Danielle Pilar Clealand is assistant professor at Florida International University in
the Department of Politics and International Relations. She received her PhD in
Political Science at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, an M. A. in Latin
American Studies from New York University and a B.
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Sense and Feeling in Daily Living in the Early Medieval English World
Clegg Hyer, Maren and Owen-Crocker, Gale R.
Oxford University Press .
9781802078305
320 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Exeter Studies in Medieval Europe LUP. 37 black and white illustrations

Through an examination of senses such as sounds, taste, smell, touch and 
emotions such as anger, grief, horror and joy readers are introduced to the world
of the early medieval English through the perceptions of daily life. No less real 
than object, built environment, or waterscape, such perceptions reveal many of 
the ways sense and emotion informed and influenced the lives of the peoples of
pre-Conquest England.

Maren Clegg Hyer is Professor of English at Valdosta State University (Georgia).
She specializes in researching textiles and other elements of material culture in 
the literary imagery of early medieval England. Gale R. Owen-Crocker is 
Professor Emerita of The University of Manchester; she was formerly Professor 
of Anglo-Saxon Culture and Director of the Manchester Centre for Anglo-Saxon
Studies.
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Managing Modernity: Beyond Bureaucracy?
Clegg, Stewart R. / Harris, Martin / Hopfl, Harro (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199563654
326 pages
paperback
$72
Pub Date: 3/15/2011

Bureaucracy has long been a cornerstone of advanced industrial societies, and a
defining feature of modernity.  At the same time, many commentators from all 
quarters argue that it is on the wane in this post-this or that world; or that if it isn't,
it should be dismantled to free up organizations, enterprise, and innovation.

Stewart Clegg is Research Professor and Director of the Centre for Management
and Organization Studies Research at the University of Technology, Sydney. 
Martin Harris is a Senior Lecturer at the Essex University Business School. Dr 
Harro Hopfl is Reader at the Essex Business School, and was formerly Senior 
Lecturer in Politics at Lancaster University.
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The Analects: A Guide
Cline, Erin M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190863128
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2021
GUIDES TO SACRED TEXTS SERIES

The Analects is the most influential record of the teachings of Kongzi (known to
most Westerners as Confucius) and is an important sacred text that stands 
alongside other sacred texts from around the world. This guide, in addition to 
providing an overview of the Analects, argues that we have good reasons to 
study the Analects as a sacred text, and that doing so sheds light not only on the
text and the Confucian tradition, but on what the sacred is more broadly.

Erin M. Cline is the Paul J. and Chandler M. Tagliabue Distinguished Professor 
in Interfaith Studies and Dialogue at Georgetown University and Senior Research
Fellow in the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace, and World Affairs at 
Georgetown University.
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Executing the Rosenbergs: Death and Diplomacy in a Cold War World
Clune, Lori
Oxford University Press .
9780190055592
282 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2019

1st global history of the case. An original study based on never before seen 
State Department documents, this book examines reactions around the world to 
the execution of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg.

Lori Clune is Associate Professor of History at California State University, 
Fresno.
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Prosecuting the President: How Special Prosecutors Hold Presidents 
Accountable and Protect the Rule of Law
Coan, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190943868
248 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2019

In this exceptionally timely book, law professor Andrew Coan explains what 
every American needs to know about special prosecutors - perhaps the most 
important and misunderstood public officials of our time.

Andrew Coan is a law professor at the University of Arizona and a graduate of 
Stanford Law School.
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The Most Southern Place on Earth: The Mississippi Delta and the Roots of 
Regional Identity
Cobb, James C.
Oxford University Press .
9780195089134
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/4/1994
2 b/w illus.

Painting a fascinating portrait of the development and survival of the Mississippi
Delta, a society and economy that is often seen as the most extreme in all the 
South, James C. Cobb offers a comprehensive history of the Delta, from its first
white settlement in the 1820s to the present. Exploring the rich black culture of 
the Delta, Cobb explains how it survived and evolved in the midst of poverty and
oppression, beginning with the first settlers in the overgrown, disease-ridden 
Delta before the Civil War to the bitter battles and incomplete triumphs of the civil
rights era.

James C. Cobb is Bernadotte Schmitt Professor of History at the University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville. His books include The Selling of the South, 
Industrialization and Southern Society, and The New Deal and the South.
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Hidden Power: The Strategic Logic of Organized Crime
Cockayne, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190627331
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2016

What should we make of the outsized role organized crime plays in conflict and 
crisis, from drug wars in Mexico to human smuggling in North Africa, from the 
struggle in Crimea to scandals in Kabul? How can we deal with the convergence
of politics and crime in so-called 'mafia states' such as Guinea-Bissau, North 
Korea or, as some argue, Russia? Drawing on unpublished government 
documents and mafia memoirs, James Cockayne discovers the strategic logic of
organized crime, hidden in a century of forgotten political--criminal collaboration 
in New York, Sicily and the Caribbean.

James Cockayne is an Australian strategist, writer and international lawyer who
works at the UN. His research and practice focus on armed groups, organized 
crime, counter-terrorism and the protection of human rights.
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Lagos: Supernatural City
Cocks, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9781787386945
344 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022

An intimate portrait of life in one of the most vibrant cities on Earth.

Tim Cocks is a British-born Reuters journalist of South African parentage. 
Currently based in Johannesburg, he was formerly Reuters West & Central 
Africa bureau chief, based in Dakar, following four years in Lagos as Nigeria 
bureau chief. He holds an MPhil in philosophy from the University of Oxford.
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Hollywood by Hollywood: The Backstudio Picture and the Mystique of Making 
Movies
Cohan, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190865771
288 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

The backstudio picture, or the movie about movie-making, is a staple of 
Hollywood film production harking back to the silent era and extending to the 
present day.

Steven Cohan is Dean's Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Film and Screen 
Studies in the Department of English at Syracuse University.
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Between Truth and Power: The Legal Constructions of Informational Capitalism
Cohen, Julie E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190246693
376 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

Drawing from law, science and technology studies, cultural studies, and 
information studies to develop a complex theory of information power and 
institutional change, Between Truth and Power is a tour de force of ambitious 
interdisciplinary scholarship that has the potential to transform the entire field of 
scholarship on the Internet and society.

Julie E. Cohen is Mark Claster Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology at the
Georgetown University Law Center. Professor Cohen teaches and writes about 
privacy, surveillance, information platforms, intellectual property, and the 
governance of information and communication networks. She is also the author 
of Configuring the Networked Self: Law, Code, and the Play of Everyday 
Practice.
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Between Truth and Power: The Legal Constructions of Informational Capitalism
Cohen, Julie E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197637548
376 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2022

Drawing from law, science and technology studies, cultural studies, and 
information studies to develop a complex theory of information power and 
institutional change, Between Truth and Power is a tour de force of ambitious 
interdisciplinary scholarship that has the potential to transform the entire field of 
scholarship on the Internet and society.

Julie E. Cohen is Mark Claster Mamolen Professor of Law and Technology at the
Georgetown University Law Center.
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America's Scientific Treasures: A Travel Companion - Second Edition
Cohen, Stephen M. and Cohen, Brenda H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197545508
544 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2020

Stephen M. Cohen and Brenda H. Cohen, a mother-son pair, take readers 
through countless museums, arboretums, zoos, national parks, planetariums, 
natural and technological sites, and the homes of a few scientists in this exciting
volume.

Stephen M. Cohen is a published writer in the areas of chemistry, chemical 
history, chemical literature in Yiddish, and genealogy. Brenda H. Cohen was an 
archivist at The College of New Jersey before her retirement.
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Why War?
Coker, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780197602737
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

One of our most original and compelling thinkers on conflict reflects on the 
Hobbesian impulse of 'war of all against all'.

Christopher Coker is Director of LSE IDEAS, the London School of Economics 
foreign policy think-tank. His recent books include Rebooting Clausewitz, Men at
War, and The Improbable War: China, the United States and the Logic of Great
Power Conflict,.
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Men At War: What Fiction Tells us About Conflict, From the Iliad to Catch-22
Coker, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780199382972
325 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

Since Achilles first stormed into our imagination, literature has introduced its 
readers to truly unforgettable martial characters. In Men at War, Christopher 
Coker discusses some of the most famous of these fictional creations and their 
impact on our understanding of war and masculinity.

Christopher Coker is Professor of International Relations at the London School of
Economics. He is the author of Barbarous Philosophers: Reflections on the 
Nature of War from Heraclitus to Heisenberg and Warrior Geeks, both available 
from Oxford University Press, USA.
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Rebooting Clausewitz: 'On War' in the Twenty-First Century
Coker, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190656539
176 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2017

An accessible and entertainingly written primer to the most influential book in the
history of Western warfare. A novel approach combining theory and fiction to 
elucidate the work of Clausewitz. An accessible and entertainingly written primer
to the most influential book in the history of Western warfare

Christopher Coker is Professor of International Relations, London School of 
Economics. He is author of, among others, Warrior Geeks: How 21st Century 
Technology is Changing the Way We Fight and Think About War, and The 
Improbable War: China, the United States and the Logic of Great Power Conflict.
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The Improbable War: China, the United States and Logic of Great Power Conflict
Coker, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780199396276
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/15/2015

The Improbable War explains why conflict between the USA and China cannot 
be ruled out. In 1914 war between the Great Powers was considered unlikely, yet
it happened. We learn only from history, and popular though the First World War
analogy is, the lessons we draw from its outbreak are usually mistaken. Among 
these errors is the tendency to over-estimate human rationality.

Christopher Coker is Professor of International Relations at the London School of
Economics. He is the author of Barbarous Philosophers: Reflections on the 
Nature of War from Heraclitus to Heisenberg; Warrior Geeks; and Men At War:
What Fiction Tells Us About Conflict, From The Iliad to Catch-22, all of which are
published by Hurst.
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Warrior Geeks: How 21st Century Technology is Changing the Way We Fight 
and Think About War
Coker, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780199327898
384 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2013

Warrior Geeks examines how technology is transforming the way we think about
and fight war, taking three major changes that are driving this process: 
cybernetic technologies that are folding soldiers into a cybernetic system that will
allow the military to read their thoughts and emotions and mould them 
accordingly; the coexistence of men and robots in the battle-spaces of tomorrow;
and the extent to which we may be able to re-engineer warriors through 
pharmacological manipulation.

Christopher Coker is Professor of International Relations, London School of 
Economics. He is the author of Barbarous Philosophers: Reflections on the 
Nature of War from Heraclitus to Heisenberg, also published by Hurst.
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Modern Etudes and Studies for the Total Percussionist - 2nd edition
Colaneri, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780199389148
182 pages
Spiral-bound
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2015

In Modern Etudes and Studies for the Total Percussionist, band director and 
percussionist Chris Colaneri lays out a comprehensive system of total percussion
education.

Chris Colaneri is a percussion specialist and intermediate band director for the 
Berkeley Heights public school system in New Jersey and President of the New 
Jersey Music Percussion Educators Association.
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Mercenaries Pirates Bandits and Empires: Private Violence in Historical Context
Colas, Alejandro
Oxford University Press .
9780199327294
288 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 12/22/2010

Setting private violence in an historical context the contributors consider the 
development of private violence in time, as well as offering a comparative 
analysis of its unfolding across different geographical planes.

Alejandro Colas is Senior Lecturer in International Relations at Birkbeck College,
University of London. Bryan Mabee is Senior Lecturer in International Politics at
Queen Mary, University of London.
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Biosupplynet Labroatory Research Notebook
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697600
50 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2007
Research Notebook Series

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press presents the ultimate research notebook, 
the perfect tool for the student as well as the professional researcher.  With 50 
carbonless, duplicate pages, and table of contents, the paperback edition can 
help you organize the most hectic lab schedule.  Each notebook includes seven
pages of essential reference tables and charts, information on common 
solutions, and measurement conversion factors selected from Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory Press manuals.  This is the most functional, economical, and
professional lab resource available.
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Stevenage: Pioneering New Town Centre
Cole, Emily / Harwood, Elain / James, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9781800855991
176 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2021
100 illustrations . Informed Conservation

This book charts the history of the town centre of Britain's first new town - 
Stevenage - looking at its planning, development, design influences, significance
and survival. The town centre area, with its pioneering and influential pedestrian
shopping precinct, was designed and planned from 1945 and largely complete by
the early 1960s.

Emily Cole, author and architectural historian at Historic England. Elain Harwood
is an architectural historian with Historic England and expert in Second World 
War English architecture.
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Monetary and Fiscal Policy through a DSGE Lens
Cole, Harold L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190076047
280 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2020

In Monetary and Fiscal Policy Through a DSGE Lens, Harold L. Cole develops 
and extends versions of a classic quantitative model of economic growth to take
on a wide range of topics in monetary and fiscal policy.

Harold L. Cole is Professor of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania and 
Editor of the International Economic Review. He is a Fellow of the Econometric 
Society and the Society for the Advancement of Theory. He is a research 
associate of the NBER.
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Finance and Financial Intermediation: A Modern Treatment of Money, Credit, 
and Banking
Cole, Harold L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190941703
264 pages
paperback
$57
Pub Date: 4/30/2019

Harold L. Cole provides a broad overview of the financial system and assets 
pricing, covering history, institutional detail, and theory. The book begins with an
overview of financial markets and their operation and then covers asset pricing 
for standard assets and derivatives, and analyzes what modern finance says 
about firm behavior and capital structure.

Harold L. Cole is a Professor of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania and
the Editor of the International Economic Review. He is a Fellow of the 
Econometric Society and the Society for the Advancement of Theory. He is a 
research associate of the NBER and a visiting scholar at the Federal Reserve 
Banks of Philadelphia
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Doing Documentary Work
Coles, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195124958
288 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/19/1998

In this thought-provoking volume, the renowned child psychiatrist Robert Coles, 
author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning Children in Crisis series, offers a penetrating
look into the nature of documentary work.

Robert Coles, M. D. is a child psychiatrist and the James Agee Professor of 
Social Ethics at Harvard University. He is a founding member of the Center of 
Documentary Studies at Duke University.
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Decadent Modernity: Civilisation and 'Latinidad' in Spanish America, 1880-1920
Coletta, Michela
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855878
200 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP

Through a comparative analysis of three country case studies - Argentina, 
Uruguay and Chile - the book investigates four themes that were central to 
definitions of Latin American modernity at the turn of the century: race and the 
nation, the search for the autochthonous, education, and aesthetic values.

Michela Coletta is Teaching Fellow in Hispanic Studies at the University of 
Warwick.
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Partial Hegemony: Oil Politics and International Order
Colgan, Jeff D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197546383
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
22 illustratons.

International order is easy to take for granted, but it shapes our world. Governing
arrangements allow us to eat food imported from other countries, live safely from
nuclear war, travel to foreign cities, profit from our savings, and much else. Yet, 
the textbook explanation for how order changes-that the most powerful country 
sets up and sustains new rules of international order after winning a major war-
fails to explain a lot of events. Instead of thinking of the international order as a 
single thing, this book explains how it operates in parts, and often changes in 
peacetime. It sheds light on a huge range of topics, from US-China rivalry to 
climate change.

Jeff D. Colgan is Richard Holbrooke Associate Professor of Political Science at 
Brown University.
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Sanctuary Cities: The Politics of Refuge
Collingwood, Loren and Gonzalez O'Brien, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780190937027
224 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2019

Sanctuary cities, or localities where officials are prohibited from inquiring into 
immigration status, have become a part of the broader debate on undocumented
immigration in the United States. Despite the increasing amount of coverage 
sanctuary policies receive, the American public knows little about these policies. 
In this book, Loren Collingwood and Benjamin Gonzalez O'Brien delve into the 
history, media coverage, effects, and public opinion on these sanctuary policies 
in the hope of helping readers reach an informed decision regarding them.

Loren Collingwood is an Associate Professor in the Department of Political 
Science at University of California, Riverside. Benjamin Gonzalez O'Brien is an 
Assistant Professor of Political Science at San Diego State University.
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The Idea of History, With Lectures 1926-1928, revised edition
Collingwood, R. G.
Oxford University Press .
9780192853066
576 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 9/22/1994
Edited with an Introduction by Jan van der Dussen.

 This, the best-known work of the great Oxford philosopher, historian, and 
archaeologist examines how the idea of history has evolved from the time of 
Herodotus to the 20th century. Prepared from newly-available manuscripts, this 
edition offers Collingwood's most important lectures on the philosopy of history.

The late R.G. Collingwood was Waynflete Professor of Metaphysical Philosophy
at Oxford University.
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The Principles of Art
Collingwood, Robin George
Oxford University Press .
9780195002096
368 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1958

This treatise on aesthetics begins by showing that the word "art" is used as a 
name not only for "art proper" but also for certain things which are "art falsely so
called. "

R. G. Collingwood (1889-1943), philosopher and historian, was Waynflete 
Professor of Metaphysical Philosophy, Oxford University. One of the most 
learned men of his generation, he had a remarkable breadth of interest and 
knowledge and originality of mind.
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The Nostalgic Imagination: History in English Criticism
Collini, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9780198800170
256 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 3/10/2019

In the book born from his Oxford Ford Lectures, Stefan Collini challenges the 
historical assumptions at work in twentieth-century English literary criticism, 
showing how the work of critics was bound up with claims about the nature and 
direction of historical change, the interpretation of the national past, and the work
of earlier scholars.

Stefan Collini, Professor Emeritus of Intellectual History and English Literature, 
University of Cambridge.
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The Nostalgic Imagination: History in English Criticism
Collini, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9780198860334
256 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 3/6/2020

This unusual book explores the historical assumptions at work in the style of 
literary criticism that came to dominate English studies in the twentieth century.

Stefan Collini, Professor Emeritus of Intellectual History and English Literature, 
University of Cambridge.
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Politicizing Islam: From the Russian Revolution to the Afghan and Syrian Jihads
Collins, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780197685075
536 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2023
36 b/w halftones; 1 b/w line drawing; 6 tables; 7 maps

In Politicizing Islam in Central Asia, Kathleen Collins explores the causes, 
dynamics, and variation in Islamist movements-first within the USSR, and then in
the post-Soviet states of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. Drawing upon 
extensive ethnographic and historical research on Islamist mobilization across 
numerous post-Soviet Central Asian countries, she covers over a century and 
explains the strategies and relative success of each movement. Collins argues 
that in each case, state repression of Islam and ideology motivated and enabled 
Islamist mobilization.

Kathleen Collins is Associate Professor of Political Science and an Affiliate 
Faculty of Islamic Studies at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. Collins is 
recipient of the national Carnegie Scholar Award and the McKnight Land-Grant 
Professorship Award.
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Poetry by Women in Ireland: A Critical Anthology 1870-1970
Collins, Lucy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380017
316 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

This unique anthology of poetry written by women in Ireland 1870-1970 includes
more than one hundred and eighty poems by fifteen women of diverse 
backgrounds, experiences and creative aims.

Lucy Collins is a lecturer at University College Dublin, and the editor of 
Aberration in Modern and Contemporary Poetry, 2011.
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Oxford Handbook of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Collins, Sally; Hayes, Kevin; Arulkumaran, Sabaratnam; Arambage, Kirana; 
Impey, Lawrence
Oxford University Press .
9780198838678
976 pages
Flexicover
$50
Pub Date: 6/15/2023
Oxford Medical Handbooks. 44 line diagrams, 30 halftones, and 12 colour 
images in a plate section

The indispensable, concise, and practical guide to all aspects of obstetric and 
gynaecological medical care, diagnosis, and management, a must-have resource
for all specialist trainees, junior doctors, and students, as well as a valuable aide
memoire for experienced clinicians.

Sally Collins is a Consultant Obstetrician subspecialising in Fetal Medicine and 
abnormally adherent and invasive placenta, and an Associate Professor at St 
Anne's College Oxford. Sir Sabaratnam Arulkumaran is a Professor of Obstetrics
& Gynaecology at the University of Nicosia Medical School, Professor Emeritus 
at St George's, University of London, and Visiting Professor at Imperial College,
London. Kevin Hayes trained in Leicester and then did postgraduate training in 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the North London Deanery. Kirana Arambage is 
an honorary senior clinical lecturer at the University of Oxford and is an 
accredited trainer in advanced laparoscopic/hysteroscopic surgery. He is also the
lead for gynaecological endoscopic simulation training in the Oxford region. 
Lawrence Impey qualified in 1988 and was awarded the Fellowship of the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (FRCOG) in 2007.
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Tribes and Global Jihadism
Collombier, Virginie and Roy, Olivier
Oxford University Press .
9780190864545
224 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Across the Muslim world, from Iraq and Yemen, to Egypt and the Sahel, new 
alliances have been forged between the latest wave of violent Islamist groups ----
-including Islamic State and Boko Haram ---- -and local tribes. But can one now 
speak of a direct link between tribalism and jihadism, and how analytically useful
might it be?

Virginie Collombier is the Research Coordinator of the Middle East Directions 
Program at the Robert Schuman Center for Advanced Studies at the European 
University Institute in Florence, where her research focus is Libya. Olivier Roy is 
joint chair of the Robert Schuman Centre.
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This Sporting Life: Sport and Liberty in England, 1760-1960
Colls, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780198208334
400 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2020

Why did killing a fox mean liberty? What did parish revels have to do with the 
Peterloo Massacre? What did animal cruelty have to do with the English 
constitution? What did the Factory Acts mean for modern football? In This 
Sporting Life, Robert Colls explains sport as one of England's great civil cultures.

Robert Colls is Professor of History at the International Centre for Sports History
and Culture at De Montfort University, Leicester.
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Peripheral Visions / Global Sounds : From Galicia to the World
Colmeiro, Jose
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855755
344 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This book examines contemporary audio/visual production in Galicia as 
privileged channels through which modern Galician cultural identities have been 
imagined, constructed and consumed, both at home and abroad.
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Selling the Future: The Perils of Predicting Global Politics
Colonomos, Ariel
Oxford University Press .
9780190603649
 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 8/15/2016

n his investigation of the paradoxes of forecasting, Ariel Colonomos interrogates
today's knowledge factories to reveal how our futures are shaped by social 
scientists, think tanks and rating agencies. He explains why conservative and 
linear predictions prevail, and why the future, especially when linked to national 
interest, reflects a systematic search for stability.

Ariel Colonomos is Senior Research Fellow, CERI/CNRS, Paris.
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Dirty Sacred Rivers:Confronting South Asias Water Crisis
Colopy, Cheryl
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199474882
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2016

Dirty, Sacred Rivers explores South Asia's increasingly urgent water crisis, taking
readers on a journey through North India, Nepal and Bangladesh, from the 
Himalaya to the Bay of Bengal. The book shows how rivers, traditionally revered
by the people of the Indian subcontinent, have in recent decades deteriorated 
dramatically due to economic progress and gross mismanagement.
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Napoleon: On War
Colson, Bruno (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780199685578
496 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/13/2017

This is the book on war that Napoleon never had the time or the will to complete.

Brian Colson is professor at the Universite de Namur, Belgium.
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Our Global Neighborhood Report of Commission on Global Governance
Commission on Global Governance
Oxford University Press .
9780198279976
352 pages
paperback
$96
Pub Date: 2/16/1995

Beginning with an analysis of the complex and contradictory effects of 
globalization and the end of the Cold War, this extensive report outlines the 
major transformations that have transpired over the last fifty years including the 
political, economic, military, technological, intellectual, and institutional changes 
that have so powerfully marked the second half of the twentieth century.
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Boko Haram: Nigeria's Islamist Insurgency
Comolli, Virginia
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046619
208 pages
paperback
$19.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2018

What is the real magnitude of the Boko Haram threat? What can foreign partners
do to support Abuja? How effective is the current government's strategy in 
tackling the insurgency? And, more importantly, are the root causes of the 
insurgency being addressed and the foundations for a durable peace being 
established?

Virginia Comolli is the Research Fellow for Security and Development at The 
International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) in London.
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Adoption Beyond Borders: How International Adoption Benefits Children
Compton, Rebecca
Oxford University Press .
9780190914813
250 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/16/2018

Adoption Beyond Borders endorses international adoption as a viable path to 
child welfare by exploring key topics including: · Effects of institutionalization on 
children's developing brains, cognitive abilities, and socioemotional functioning ·
Challenges of navigating issues of identity when adopting across national, 
cultural, and racial lines.

Rebecca J. Compton is professor of psychology at Haverford College, where she
has taught since 1999. She received her BA from Vassar College and her PhD in
biological psychology from University of Chicago. Her previous research focused
on executive function, attention, and emotion regulation in the human brain, and
she has co-authored Cognitive Neuroscience, 4th Edition (2018).
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The World's Major Languages
Comrie, Bernard (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195065114
1040 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 6/28/1990

From English, French, Spanish and Russian to Pashto, Tagalog, and Swahili, 
this is the first comprehensive reference work to provide detailed information 
about the world's forty major languages.

Bernard Comrie teaches at the University of Southern California.
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The Analects of Confucius (Lun Yu)
Confucius
Oxford University Press .
9780195112764
224 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/29/1997

The Analects of Confucius laid the foundation of his philosophy of humanity--a 
philosophy aimed at 'cultivating the individual's moral conduct, achieving family 
harmony, bringing good order to the state and peace to the empire.

Confucius was a Chinese philosopher, poet and politician of the Spring and 
Autumn period who was traditionally considered the paragon of Chinese sages.
Confucius's teachings and philosophy formed the basis of East Asian culture and
society, and continues to remain influential across China and East Asia as of 
today. About the Translator: Chichung Huang was Professor of Chinese at 
Bennington College. He had previously taught at Peking University for three 
decades, two of which were spent in political exile, before coming to the United 
States.
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Solving Social Dilemmas: Ethics, Politics, and Prosperity
Congleton, Roger D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197642788
480 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/5/2022

An original account of the role of ethical dispositions in the development of 
prosperous commercial societies.

Roger D. Congleton is the BB&T Professor of Economics at West Virginia 
University.
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Conington's Virgil: Set of Six Volumes
Conington, John and Hardie, Philip R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675761
1924 pages
paperback
$195
Pub Date: 3/15/2009
Bristol Phoenix Press - Classic Editions Series

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

John Conington was Corpus Christi Professor of Latin in Oxford. Philip Hardie is
a Senior Research Fellow and Honorary Professor of Latin at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and author of 'Virgil's Aeneid: Cosmos and Imperium' (1986), 'Virgil's
Epic Successors' (1993) and 'Ovid's Poetics of Illusion' (2002).
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Exploring the Media: Text, Industry, Audience
Connell, Barbara
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663936
160 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 3/13/2009

Featuring the input of highly experienced instructors, this exciting textbook 
explroes key concepts and develops students analytical, research, and 
production skills.  Each chapter advances the students' knowledge and 
understanding through a series of developmental assignments and a variety of 
approaches.  Contributors employ a range of different media forms and platforms
to consider textual analysis, and they study representation from the point of view
of the position and response of audiences and users.  A section outlining 
approaches to production work considers the creation of texts in different media 
forms, and practical advice aides in developing research skills.

Barbara Connell is the subject leader for media studies at Coleg Glan Hafren, 
Cardiff, Wales, and chief examiner for WJEC Media Studies AS/A2 level.
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The Oxford Companion to Irish History
Connolly, S.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199691869
672 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 4/8/2011

With over 1,800 entries, this acclaimed Companion-now available in the Oxford 
Paperback Reference series-offers a comprehensive and authoritative guide to 
all aspects of Ireland's past, from earliest times to the present day.

Sean Connolly is Professor of Irish History at the School of History and 
Anthropology, Queen's University, Belfast. His previous posts have included 
Archivist at the Public Record Office of Ireland, Lecturer at St Patrick's College, 
Dublin, and Lecturer and later Reader in History at the University of Ulster. He is
the author and editor of a number of titles.
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Bede: On the Temple
Connolly, Sean
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853230496
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 21)

Bede's aim in De Templo is stated in Chapter I: 'That the building of the 
tabernacle and the temple signifies one and the same Church of Christ'. For 
anyone with an interest in mysticism or merely desiring spiritual nourishment, the
reading of De Templo should prove a sublime experience and its own reward. 
This classic in Latin by an English saint is here made available in English for the 
first time since it was written nearly 1300 years ago.

Sean Connolly is professor of Irish history (emeritus) and visiting research fellow
at the Institute of Irish Studies at Queen’s University Belfast. He is the author of 
five books, including Contested Island and Divided Kingdom, and was general 
editor of The Oxford Companion to Irish History. Born in Dublin, he lives in 
Belfast.
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Dead of Night
Conolly, Jez and Bates, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780993238437
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2015

Released a matter of days after the end of the Second World War and a dozen 
years ahead of the first full-blooded Hammer Horror, the Ealing Studios horror 
anthology film Dead of Night featured contributions from some of the finest 
directors, writers and technicians ever to work in British film.
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Seconds
Conolly, Jez and Westwood, Emma
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859289
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Seconds (1966) is John Frankenheimer's criminally overlooked monolith of 
paranoia, part science fiction, part body horror, part noir thriller cum black 
comedy, a film found at the intersection of the post-McCarthy mindset, European
art cinema, the suburban identity nightmares of The Twilight Zone and the mid-
life crises of masculinity aroused by 1960s counterculture. Arguably the bleakest
mainstream Hollywood film ever made, it was famously booed at its Cannes 
unveiling and was a box office failure upon release
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Seconds
Conolly, Jez and Westwood, Emma
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859296
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Seconds (1966) is John Frankenheimer's criminally overlooked monolith of 
paranoia, part science fiction, part body horror, part noir thriller cum black 
comedy, a film found at the intersection of the post-McCarthy mindset, European
art cinema, the suburban identity nightmares of The Twilight Zone and the mid-
life crises of masculinity aroused by 1960s counterculture. Arguably the bleakest
mainstream Hollywood film ever made, it was famously booed at its Cannes 
unveiling and was a box office failure upon release
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The Thing
Conolly, Jez
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781906733773
110 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2014
Devils Advocates.

Consigned to the deep freeze of critical and commercial reception upon its 
release in 1982, The Thing has bounced back spectacularly to become one of 
the most highly regarded productions from the 1980s 'Body Horror' cycle of films,
experiencing a wholesale and detailed reappraisal that has secured its place in 
the pantheon of modern cinematic horror.
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The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet Collectivization and the Terror-Famine
Conquest, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195051803
430 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/12/1987

The Harvest of Sorrow is the first full history of one of the most horrendous 
human tragedies of the 20th century. Between 1929 and 1932 the Soviet 
Communist Party struck a double blow at the Russian peasantry: dekulakization,
the dispossession and deportation of millions of peasant families, and 
collectivization, the abolition of private ownership of land and the concentration of
the remaining peasants in party-controlled "collective" farms. The death toll 
resulting from the actions described in this book was an estimated 14. 5 million--
more than the total number of deaths for all countries in World War I.

George Robert Acworth Conquest (15 July 1917 – 3 August 2015) was an Anglo-
American historian and poet best known for his influential works of Soviet history
which include The Great Terror: Stalin’s Purges of the 1930s (1968, 4th ed., 
2008). He was a research fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution.
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Contentious Compliance: Dissent and Repression under International Human 
Rights Law
Conrad, Courtenay R. and Ritter, Emily Hencken
Oxford University Press .
9780190910983
280 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2019

By introducing dissent to a theory of repression, the book shows when states will
violate rights-and when international laws will protect people. Formal theory and
data analyses show that when political leaders have the greatest incentives to 
repress-when they benefit highly from holding power and domestic courts cannot
stop them-human rights treaties alter the structure of the conflict between 
authorities and dissidents, decreasing repression and increasing dissent.

Courtenay R. Conrad is Associate Professor of political science at the University
of California, Merced. Emily Hencken Ritter is Associate Professor of political 
science at Vanderbilt University.
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People of the Book: Prophet Muhammad's Encounters with Christians
Considine, Craig
Oxford University Press .
9781787384712
232 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2021
8 pp colour illustrations.

A considered study of Muslim-Christian coexistence and dialogue in the time of 
Prophet Muhammad.

Craig Considine is a lecturer in sociology at Rice University and a global 
speaker, who has contributed to The New York Times, The Washington Post, 
CNN, the BBC, Foreign Policy and more. An American Catholic of Irish and 
Italian descent, he has written numerous books and articles on Christian-Muslim
relations.
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Amsterdam Tales
Constantine, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198806493
256 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2017
Numerous black-and-white photographs

Paul Vincent presents a compelling collection of prose fiction, memoirs, and 
anecdotes centering on Amsterdam from the seventeenth century to the twenty-
first century, which gives unique insight into the history and culture of the city.

Helen Constantine Paul Vincent studied Modern Languages at Cambridge 
University and Dutch at Amsterdam. From 1967 to 1989 he was Lecturer, then 
Senior Lecturer, in Dutch, first at Bedford College and afterwards at University 
College London. Since 1989 he has worked as a freelance translator.
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Black Sunday
Conterio, Martyn
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733834
100 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2015
.
Description Despite its reputation as one of the greatest and most influential of all
horror films, there is surprisingly little literature dedicated to Mario Bava's Black 
Sunday (1960), and this contribution to the Devil's Advocates series is the first 
single book dedicated to it. Martyn Conterio places the film in the historical 
context of being one of the first sound Italian horror films and how its success 
kick-started the Italian horror boom.
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Mad Max
Conterio, Martyn
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325864
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2020
Constellations

Mad Max (1979) is a freak picture.  Too classy and well-crafted to be lumped in
with low-budget Ozploitation titles, yet completely unlike other films made during
the 1970s Australian New Wave, George Miller's directorial debut is a singular 
piece of action cinema, one that had a major cultural impact and spawned a 
movie icon in Max Rockatansky (played by Mel Gibson).  This monograph 
examines the film's considerable formal qualities in detail, including Miller's 
theory of cinema as visual rock 'n' roll and his marriage of classical Hollywood 
editing and Soviet-style montage.  George Miller is arguably the single most 
important filmmaker in Australia's history, bringing a commercial and artistic 
vision to the screen few of his compatriots have ever managed before or since.

Martyn Conterio is an editor and journalist specialising in Italian horror who 
contributes to Time Out, Starburst, and Little White Lies amongst many other 
publications.Discount:
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Models of Qualitative Research
Conway, Colleen M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190920975
296 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 3/9/2020

The articles collected in Models of Qualitative Research examine the use of 
qualitative research in answering important research questions regarding music 
teaching and learning in a variety of diverse music education contexts.

Colleen M. Conway is Professor of Music Education at the University of 
Michigan, where she works with both undergraduate and graduate students. She
has published over 100 research articles in music education on the topics of 
mentoring, professional development, teacher education, qualitative research, 
curriculum and assessment. Conway serves as the Editor in Chief of Arts 
Education Policy Review.
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Teaching Music in Higher Education
Conway, Colleen M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190945312
336 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 2/19/2020

With five newly written chapters and sizable additions to nine original chapters, 
this second edition of Teaching Music in Higher Education provides a welcome 
update to author Colleen M. Conway's essential guide.

Colleen M. Conway is Professor of Music Education and Vice-Chair of the 
Faculty Senate at The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. She holds bachelor's
and master's degrees in horn performance and music education from the 
Eastman School of Music and a doctorate in music education from Teachers 
College, Columbia University. She is currently Editor-in-Chief of Arts Education 
Policy Review and on the review board of the Journal of Research in Music 
Education.
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Approaches to Qualitative Research
Conway, Colleen M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190920890
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In this newly updated collection, a diverse roster of scholars place qualitative 
research in music education into its historical context, while providing readers 
with epistemological foundations and theoretical frameworks that can be applied
to a range of teaching and learning contexts.

Colleen M. Conway is Professor of Music Education at The University of 
Michigan, where she works with both undergraduate and graduate students.
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Collecting, Analyzing and Reporting Data
Conway, Colleen M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190920937
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020
Oxford Handbooks.

Discusses a wide range of methods and strategies for working with and reporting
qualitative data. Explores the challenges of collecting data in interviews, focus 
groups, classrooms and musical performances. Engages the problems and 
opportunities presented by digital technologies of data collection and analysis

Colleen M. Conway is Professor of Music Education at The University of 
Michigan, where she works with both undergraduate and graduate students. She
has published over 100 research articles in music education on the topics of 
mentoring, professional development, teacher education, qualitative research, 
curriculum and assessment. Conway serves as the Editor in Chief of Arts 
Education Policy Review.
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The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha: New Revised Standard 
Version
Coogan, Michael D. and Brettler, Marc Zvi.
Oxford University Press .
9780195289602
2416 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 3/19/2010

The premier study Bible used by scholars, pastors, undergraduate and graduate
students, The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha, featuring a 
protective two-piece box, offers a vast range of information, including extensive 
notes by experts in their fields; in-text maps, charts, and diagrams; 
supplementary essays on translation, biblical interpretation, cultural and historical
background, and other general topics.

Michael Coogan is Lecturer on Old Testament/Hebrew Bible at Harvard Divinity
School and Director of Publications for the Harvard Semitic Museum. Marc Z. 
Brettler is Dora Golding Professor of Biblical Studies and chair of the Department
of Near Eastern and Judaic Studies, Brandeis University. Carol Newsom is 
Charles Howard Candler Professor of Old Testament, Candler School of 
Theology, Emory University. Pheme Perkins is Professor of Theology at Boston
College.
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The New Oxford Annotated Bible: New Revised Standard Version
Coogan, Michael D. and Brettler, Marc Zvi.
Oxford University Press .
9780195289503
2096 pages
hardcover
$42.99
Pub Date: 3/19/2010

The premier study Bible used by scholars, pastors, undergraduate and graduate
students, The New Oxford Annotated Bible offers a vast range of information, 
including extensive notes by experts in their fields; in-text maps, charts, and 
diagrams; supplementary essays on translation, biblical interpretation, cultural 
and historical background, and other general topics.

Michael Coogan is Lecturer on Old Testament/Hebrew Bible at Harvard Divinity
School and Director of Publications for the Harvard Semitic Museum. He has 
also taught at Harvard University, Boston College, Wellesley College, Fordham 
University, and the University of Waterloo (Ontario), and has participated in and
directed archaeological excavations in Israel, Jordan, Cyprus, and Egypt.
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Crystal Eastman on Women and Revolution
Cook, Blanche Wiesen (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190881252
406 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/18/2020

A collection of essay, addresses, and magazine articles by the early-twentieth-
century attorney and activist illuminate her militant views on feminism, suffrage, 
pacifism, and socialism.

Blanche Wiesen Cook is Distinguished Professor of History and Women's 
Studies at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate Center of 
the City University of New York. Her books include Eleanor Roosevelt, Volume I:
The Early Years, 1884-1933; Volume II: The Defining Years, 1933-1938; and 
Volume III: The War Years and After, 1939-1962.
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A Woman's Place: US Counterterrorism Since 9/11
Cook, Joana
Oxford University Press .
9780197614259
592 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 2/1/2022

A much-needed book on the role of women in US counterterrorism in the wider 
Middle East and at home

Joana Cook is Assistant Professor of Terrorism and Political Violence at Leiden
University and Editor-in-Chief of the ICCT Journal of the International Center for
Counterterrorism--the Hague.
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Pat Metheny: The ECM Years, 1975-1984
Cooke, Mervyn
Oxford University Press .
9780199897667
328 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
Oxford Studies in Recorded Jazz

The first detailed scholarly account of Metheny's early career to appear in print. 
Constructs a historical account of Metheny's activities in the first phase of his 
career. Includes detailed musical analyses based on new transcriptions of 
recordings

Mervyn Cooke is Professor of Music at the University of Nottingham, United 
Kingdom, where he teaches courses in twentieth-century music, jazz, film music
and composition. An alumnus of the Royal Academy of Music and King's College
Cambridge, he is the author and editor of numerous and widely translated books
on jazz, film music and the life and works of Benjamin Britten.
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Studying Surrealist and Fantasy Cinema
Coombs, Neil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663967
128 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2008
Studying Films

Pan's Labyrinth, Stranger Than Fiction, The Science of Sleep . . .  Surreal and 
fantastic cinema is enjoying a resurgence.

Neil Coombs is a lecturer in film and media studies and a video and multimedia 
artist who has exhibited his work internationally.
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Frenzy
Cooper, Ian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325369
110 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
Devils Advocates

Frenzy (1972) was Alfred Hitchcock's penultimate film, and arguably one of his 
most misunderstood and neglected.  Whereas even Psycho (1960) did 
eventually become respectable - indeed, it's a good contender for the most 
admired of the Master's films - Frenzy still remains problematic for many.  While
Raymond De Foery makes his feelings clear in the title of his book, Alfred 
Hitchcock's Frenzy: The Last Masterpiece, Hitchcock's controversial biographer
Donald Spoto calls the film repulsive and a closed and coldly negative vision of 
human possibility.  Frenzy is perhaps Hitchcock's most nakedly autobiographical
film, representing both a comeback and farewell to the city of his birth.

Ian Cooper is a Germany-based screenwriter, teacher, and writer on film. He is 
the author of Frightmares (2016) and Witchfinder General (Devil's Advocates, 
2011), both published by Auteur.
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Frightmares: A History of British Horror Cinema
Cooper, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780993071737
214 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2016
Studying British Cinema

The horror film reveals as much, if not more, about the British psyche as the 
more respectable heritage film or the critically revered social realist drama.  Yet, 
like a mad relative locked in the attic, British horror cinema has for too long been
ignored and maligned.  Even when it has been celebrated, neglect is not far 
behind and what studies there have been concentrate largely on the output of 
Hammer, the best-known producers of British horror.  But this is only part of the 
story.

Ian Cooper is a Germany-based screenwriter, teacher, and writer on film. He is 
the author of Frightmares (2016) and Witchfinder General (Devil's Advocates, 
2011), both published by Auteur.
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Witchfinder General
Cooper, Ian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733513
128 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2011
Devils Advocates

Witchfinder General (1968), known as The Conqueror Worm in America, was 
directed by Michael Reeves and occupies a unique place in British cinema.  
Equally praised and vilified, the film fictionalizes the exploits of Matthew Hopkins,
a prolific, real-life witch hunter, during the English Civil War.  For critic Mark 
Kermode, the release proved to be the single most significant horror film 
produced in the United Kingdom in the 1960s, while playwright Alan Bennett 
called the work the most persistently sadistic and rotten film I've ever seen.  
Steadily gaining a cult reputation, unimpeded by the director's death just months
after the film's release, the film is now treated as a landmark, though problematic,
accomplishment, as it exists in a number of recut, retitled, and rescored versions.

Ian Cooper is a Germany-based screenwriter, teacher, and writer on film. He is 
the author of Frightmares (2016) and Witchfinder General (Devil's Advocates, 
2011), both published by Auteur.Discount:
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The Lazy Universe: An Introduction to the Principle of Least Action
Coopersmith, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780198743040
272 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 7/11/2017

This is a rare book on a rare topic: it is about 'action' and the Principle of Least 
Action. A surprisingly well-kept secret, these ideas are at the heart of physical 
science and engineering.

Jennifer Coopersmith took her PhD in nuclear physics from the University of 
London, and was later a research fellow at TRIUMF, University of British 
Columbia. She was for many years an associate lecturer for the Open University
(London and Oxford), and was then a tutor on astrophysics courses at 
Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne while based at La Trobe 
University in Bendigo, Victoria. She now lives in France.
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Turing: Pioneer of the Information Age
Copeland, B. Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780199639793
224 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 1/20/2013

Provides an account of Turing's life and work, exploring the key elements of his 
life-story in tandem with his leading ideas and contributions.

Jack Copeland is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand, and Director of the Turing Archive for the History of Computing.
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The Turing Guide
Copeland, Jack / Bowen, Jonathan / Sprevak, Mark / Wilson, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780198747833
544 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/26/2017

Alan Turing has long proved a subject of fascination, but following the centenary
of his birth in 2012, the code-breaker, computer pioneer, mathematician (and 
much more) has become even more celebrated with much media coverage, and
several meetings, conferences and books raising public awareness of Turing's 
life and work.

Jack Copeland is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand, and Director of the Turing Archive for the History of Computing. Robin
Wilson is an Emeritus Professor of Pure Mathematics at the Open University, 
UK, and of Geometry at Gresham College, London. Mark Sprevak is a Senior 
Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh. Jonathan P. Bowen FBCS
FRSA is Emeritus Professor of Computing at London South Bank University, 
where he established and headed the Centre for Applied Formal Methods in 
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Colossus Secrets of Bletchley Park's Code-breaking Computers
Copeland, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780192840554
320 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/7/2006
Oxford History of Philosophy Series

T. M. Rudavsky presents a new account of the development of Jewish 
philosophy from the tenth century to Spinoza in the seventeenth, viewed as part
of an ongoing dialogue with medieval Christian and Islamic thought.

Jack Copeland is a Reader in Philosophy and Director of the Turing Project at 
the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. A contributor to Scientific 
American, his books include Turing's Machines, Artificial Intelligence, and The 
Essential Turing.
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What Is Dance? Readings in Theory and Criticism
Copeland, Roger and Cohen, Marshall (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195031973
300 pages
hardcover
$24.99
Pub Date: 4/7/1983

 Here is the most comprehensive and best-organized anthology of dance writings
ever assembled. The sixty essays here have been selected not only because 
they represent the work of the finest dance writers in America and Europe but 
also for the particular questions they pose about the definition of dance, the ways
in which dance conveys meaning, the relationship of dance to the other arts, and
much more.
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A Poisonous Thorn in Our Hearts: Sudan and South Sudan's Bitter and 
Incomplete Divorce
Copnall, James
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043304
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

A Poisonous Thorn in Our Hearts argues that Sudan and South Sudan remain 
deeply interdependent, despite their separation. It also diagnoses the political 
failings that threaten the future of both countries. The author puts the turmoil of 
the years after separation into a broader context, reflecting the voices, hopes and
experiences of Sudanese and South Sudanese from all walks of life.

James Copnall was the BBC Sudan correspondent from 2009-12, covering 
South Sudan's independence, the Darfur war, rebellions, and clashes between 
the Sudans. He has reported from over twenty African countries.
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A Poisonous Thorn in Our Hearts: Sudan and South Sudan's Bitter and 
Incomplete Divorce
Copnall, James
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849048309
320 pages
paperback
$29.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2017

A lively and comprehensive guide to the fraught shared destinies of Sudan and 
South Sudan in the years after separation.  The fate of Sudan and South Sudan
will continue to grab headlines.  Written by a former BBC Sudan correspondent 
who has on-the-ground knowledge of the recent struggles there.

James Copnall was the BBC Sudan correspondent from 2009-12, covering 
South Sudan's independence, the Darfur war, rebellions, and clashes between 
the Sudans. He has reported from over twenty African countries.
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Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Corbett, Jim
Oxford University Press .
9780195622553
228 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 6/17/1993

Man Eaters of Kumaon is the best known of Corbett's books, one which offers 
ten fascinating and spine-tingling tales of pursuing and shooting tigers in the 
Indian Himalayas during the early years of this century. The stories also offer 
first-hand information about the exotic flora, fauna, and village life in this obscure
and treacherous region of India, making it as interesting a travelogue as

Jim Corbett, who died in 1955, gave up big-game hunting in the 1920s as he 
became an ardent conservationist. His other books include Jungle Lore and My 
India, both published by Oxford.
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The Temple Tiger and More Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Corbett, Jim
Oxford University Press .
9780195622577
190 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 3/17/1989

The last of Colonel Jim Corbett's books on his unique and enthralling hunting 
experiences in India, this volume concludes the narrative of his adventures with 
tigers begun in the famous Man-Eaters of Kumaon.

Jim Corbett, who died in 1955, gave up big-game hunting in the 1920s as he 
became an ardent conservationist. His other books include Jungle Lore and My 
India, both published by Oxford.
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Hallelujah Moments: Tales of Drug Discovery- 2nd edition
Cordes, Eugene H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190080457
332 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

The second edition of Hallelujah Moments shares exciting stories-old and new-of
pharmaceutical drug discovery to reveal how and why drugs are made.

Eugene H. Cordes previously served as Vice President of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology in the Research Laboratories of Merck and Company and as 
President of Research and Development at Sterling Winthrop Pharmaceuticals 
Inc. During his career, he received awards for his classroom instruction at both 
Indiana University and the University of Michigan.
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Watchdog: How Protecting Consumers Can Save Our Families, Our Economy, 
and Our Democracy
Cordray, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780197577561
300 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2021
Foreword by Elizabeth Warren.

Sharing stories of individual consumers, Watchdog shows how and why the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was created in the aftermath of the 2008 
financial crisis.

Richard Cordray served for six years as the first Director of the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. Before joining the Consumer Bureau, Rich served 
as Ohio's Attorney General. He also served as Ohio Treasurer, where he led the
State's banking, investment, debt, and financing activities.
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Disrupt and Deny: Spies, Special Forces, and the Secret Pursuit of British 
Foreign Policy
Cormac, Rory
Oxford University Press .
9780198784609
416 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021

In Disrupt and Deny, Rory Cormac tells the remarkable true story of Britain's 
secret scheming against its enemies, as well as its friends.

Rory Cormac, Professor of International Relations specialising in Secret 
Intelligence and Covert Action, University of Nottingham Rory Cormac is a 
Professor of International Relations specialising in Secret Intelligence and Covert
Action at the University of Nottingham. Alongside Richard J. Aldrich, he has 
researched and fronted two documentaries for Channel 4: Spying on the Royals 
(2017) and D-Day: The King who Fooled Hitler (2019).
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Confronting the Colonies: British Intelligence and Counterinsurgency
Cormac, Rory
Oxford University Press .
9780199354436
256 pages
hardcover
$53.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2014

Moving the debate beyond the place of tactical intelligence in counterinsurgency
warfare, Confronting the Colonies considers the view from Whitehall, where the 
biggest decisions were made. It reveals the evolving impact of strategic 
intelligence upon government understandings of, and policy responses to, 
insurgent threats.

Dr Rory Cormac is a lecturer in international relations at the University of 
Nottingham. He has previously worked at King's College London and the 
University of Warwick. Cormac's research interests include the relationship 
between intelligence and policy, as well as the history of British covert action and
secret foreign policy.
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Byzantine Art - 2nd edition
Cormack, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780198778790
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/8/2018
Oxford history of art

The opulence of Byzantine art, with its extravagant use of gold and silver, is well
known. Highly skilled artists created powerful representations reflecting and 
promoting this society and its values in icons, illuminated manuscripts, and 
mosaics and wallpaintings placed in domed churches and public buildings. This 
complete introduction to the whole period and range of Byzantine art combines 
immense breadth with interesting historical detail.

Robin Cormack is Professor Emeritus in the History of Art at the Courtauld 
Institute of Art, University of London.
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A Well-Regulated Militia: The Founding Fathers and the Origins of Gun Control in
America
Cornell, Saul
Oxford University Press .
9780195341034
270 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 8/4/2008

Americans are deeply divided over the Second Amendment. Some passionately
assert that the Amendment protects an individual's right to own guns. Others, 
that it does no more than protect the right of states to maintain militias. Now, in 
the first and only comprehensive history of this bitter controversy, Saul Cornell 
proves conclusively that both sides are wrong.

Saul Cornell is Associate Professor of History at Ohio State University and 
Director of the Second Amendment Research Center at the John Glenn Institute.
An authority on constitutional history and especially on the Second Amendment,
he is the author of The Other Founders: Anti-Federalism and the Dissenting 
Tradition in America and editor of Whose Right to Bear Arms Did the Second 
Amendment Protect?
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Mussolini in Myth and Memory: The First Totalitarian Dictator
Corner, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780192866646
192 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/22/2022

Mussolini in myth and memory. Paul Corner looks at the brutal reality of the 
Italian dictator's fascist regime and confronts the nostalgia for dictatorial rule 
evident today in many European countries.

Paul Corner, Professor of European History (retired), University of Siena Paul 
Corner is Emeritus Professor of European History and former Director of the 
Centre for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes at the University of Siena. He is the
author of a number of books, including The Fascist Party and Popular Opinion in
Mussolini's Italy (OUP, 2012) and Popular Opinion in Totalitarian Regimes: 
Fascism, Nazism, Communism (OUP, 2009).
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The Mindful Musician: Mental Skills for Peak Performance
Cornett, Vanessa
Oxford University Press .
9780190864613
280 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2019
11 illustrations

The first of its kind to combine mindfulness practices with research in cognitive 
and sport psychology, this book helps musicians cultivate artistic vision, 
objectivity, freedom, quiet awareness, and self-compassion, both on- and 
offstage in order to become more resilient performers.

Vanessa Cornett is Director of Keyboard Studies and Associate Professor of 
Music at the University of St. Thomas in Minneapolis-St. Paul where she teaches
classes in music performance, teaching, mindfulness, and the contemplative 
nature of art and music. She has worked with students and professional 
musicians around the world, and her honors include awards for her research 
publications and outstanding teaching.
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Last Years of Austria-Hungary: A Multi-National Experiment in Early Twentieth-
Century Europe
Cornwall, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895637
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

The eight essays in this volume seek to unravel the complexities of the final 
twenty years of Austria-Hungary and its eventual disintegration, tackling from 
different angles the political, social and international challenges to the Empire's 
existence.

Mark Cornwall is Senior Lecturer in European History at the University of 
Dundee. He is the author of The Undermining of Austria-Hungary: The Battle for
Hearts and Minds (Macmillan, 2000).
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Fixing Democracy: Why Constitutional Change Often Fails to Enhance 
Democracy in Latin America
Corrales, Javier
Oxford University Press .
9780190868901
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2018

In Fixing Democracy, Javier Corrales develops a theory of institutional origins 
that concentrates on constitutions and levels of power within them. He reviews 
numerous Latin American constituent assemblies and constitutional amendments
to explore why some democracies expand rather than restrict presidential 
powers and why this heightened presidentialism discourages democracy.

Javier Corrales is Dwight W. Morrow 1895 Professor of Political Science at 
Amherst College and obtained his PhD in Government from Harvard University in
1996. He specializes in comparative politics and international relations of Latin 
America.
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Enoch Powell: Politics and Ideas in Modern Britain
Corthorn, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780198747147
256 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2019

Best known for his notorious 'Rivers of Blood' speech in 1968 and his outspoken
opposition to immigration, Enoch Powell was one of the most controversial 
figures in British political life in the second half of the twentieth century and a 
formative influence on what came to be known as Thatcherism.

Paul Corthorn is a Reader in Modern British History at Queen's University 
Belfast. He has published widely on twentieth century British political history.
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Enoch Powell: Politics and Ideas in Modern Britain
Corthorn, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780198747154
256 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022
10 black and white illustrations

Best known for his notorious 'Rivers of Blood' speech in 1968 and his outspoken
opposition to immigration, Enoch Powell was one of the most controversial 
figures in British political life in the second half of the twentieth century and a 
formative influence on what came to be known as Thatcherism.

Paul Corthorn, Reader in Modern British History, Queen's University Belfast Paul
Corthorn is Senior Lecturer in Modern British History at Queen's University 
Belfast. He has published widely on twentieth century British political history, 
including In the Shadow of the Dictators: The British Left in the 1930s (2006) and
The British Labour Party and the Wider World: Domestic Politics, 
Internationalism and Foreign Policy (2008), co-edited with Jonathan Davis. He 
lives in Belfast with his family.
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Demand My Writing: Joanna Russ, Feminism, Science Fiction
Cortiel, Jeanne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236245
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/1999

Gives a clear introduction to the major feminist issues relevant to Russ's work 
and assesses its development.

Dr. Jeanne Cortiel is Professor of American Studies at the University of 
Bayreuth.
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The Yew Tree at the Head of the Strand
Cosgrove, Brian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237471
240 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 2/15/2005

From seaside summer holidays to vacations at an uncle's farm to everyday life in
the town of Newry, this evocative and humorous memoir conjures a vivid picture
of an ordinary—yet fascinating—Irish childhood in the 1940s and 1950s.

Brian Cosgrove is professor of English at the National University of Ireland, 
Maynooth.
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When the World Laughs: Film Comedy East and West
Costanzo, William V.
Oxford University Press .
9780190925000
384 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

When the World Laughs is a book about the intersection of humor, history, and 
culture. It explores how film comedy, one of the world's most popular movie 
genres, reflects the values and beliefs of those who enjoy its many forms, its 
most enduring characters and stories, its most entertaining routines and funniest
jokes.

William V. Costanzo is a SUNY Distinguished Teaching Professor of English and
Film who has taught writing, literature, and film courses since 1970. A graduate 
of Columbia University with a Certificate in Film from NYU, Dr. Costanzo has 
published six books ranging from writing and computers to world cinema and film
genres.
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Black Salt: Seafarers of African Descent on British Ships
Costello, Ray
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380147
246 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

In this fascinating work, Dr. Ray Costello examines the work and experience of 
seamen of African descent in Britain's navy, from impressed slaves to free 
Africans, British West Indians, and British-born Black sailors.

Dr Ray Costello is an independent historian and writer and an honorary research
fellow of the School of Sociology and Social Science, University of Liverpool.
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The Branding of Right-Wing Activism: The News Media and the Tea Party
Costley White, Khadijah
Oxford University Press .
9780190879327
288 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2018

From the start of Barack Obama's presidency in 2009, conservative populist 
groups began fomenting political fractiousness, dissent, and surprising electoral
success. The Tea Party was one of the major characters driving this story. But, 
as Khadijah Costley White argues in this book, the Tea Party's ascent to major 
political phenomenon can be attributed to the way in which partisan and non-
partisan news outlets "branded" the Party as a pot-stirrer in political conflicts over
race, class, and gender.

Khadijah Costley White is Assistant Professor of Journalism and Media Studies 
at Rutgers University. She has written for The Atlantic, The New York Times, The
Root, Huffington Post, BBC, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Los Angeles Times,
Quartz, Gizmodo, and Buzzfeed.
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The Apostates: When Muslims Leave Islam
Cottee, Simon
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044691
288 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2015

The Apostates is the first major study of apostasy from Islam in the western 
secular context.

Simon Cottee is a senior lecturer in criminology at Kent University.
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Patent Wars: How Patents Impact Our Daily Lives
Cotter, Thomas F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190244439
360 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2018

In Patent Wars, Thomas Cotter, one of America's leading patent law scholars, 
offers an accessible, lively, and up-to-date examination of the current state of 
patent law, showing how patents affect everything from the food we eat to the 
cars we drive to the devices that entertain and inform us.

Thomas F. Cotter is the Briggs and Morgan Professor of Law at the University of
Minnesota Law School. He previously served on law faculties at the University of
Florida and at Washington and Lee University.
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The First Great Powers: Babylon and Assyria
Cotterell, Arthur
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787382114
208 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

A lavishly illustrated history of Ancient Assyria and Babylon for the general 
reader.

Arthur Cotterell is a prolific historian and author with a special interest in ancient 
ideas, myths and beliefs. His previous books include The Penguin Encyclopedia
of Ancient Civilizations; The Penguin Encyclopedia of Classical Civilizations, and
The Near East: A Cultural History.
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Practical Feelings: Emotions as Resources in a Dynamic Social World
Cottingham, Marci D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197613696
216 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2022
6 b/w halftones

Tracing emotions across work, leisure, social media, and politics, Marci D. 
Cottingham and shows how emotions are key resources for tackling individual 
and collective challenges.

Marci D. Cottingham is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Amsterdam, Senior Researcher at the Amsterdam Research Centre for Gender 
and Sexuality, and a former fellow at the Hanse-Wissenschaftskolleg Institute for
Advanced Study, Delmenhorst, Germany.
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Inca Apocalypse: The Spanish Conquest and the Transformation of the Andean
World
Covey, Alan R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197655320
592 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/26/2022
25 halftones, 5 maps

This is a major new history of the Spanish conquest of the Inca empire, set in a 
larger global context than previous accounts, made possible by new 
archaeological and archival research. Although based on solid scholarly 
foundations, Inca Apocalypse will be accessible to non-academic readers.

R. Alan Covey is a professor of anthropology at the University of Texas at Austin,
and a research associate at the American Museum of Natural History.
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The Devil from over the Sea: Remembering and Forgetting Oliver Cromwell in 
Ireland
Covington, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780198848318
448 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 6/24/2022

Since his brutal conquest of Ireland, Oliver Cromwell has attained the status of 
Ireland's national ogre. This book uncovers the ways in which he was 
memorialized and sometimes conveniently forgotten from 1660 to 1900, 
exploring his diverse personae in history writing, religious works, literature, 
political polemic, folklore, and the landscape.

Sarah Covington is Professor of History at the Graduate Center and Queens 
College of the City of New York, and the Director of Irish Studies at Queens 
College.
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Entrepot of Revolutions: Saint-Domingue, Commercial Sovereignty, and the 
French-American Alliance
Covo, Manuel
Oxford University Press .
9780197626399
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2022
11 black and white halftones

Entrepot of Revolutions centers imperial trade as a driving force in the 
revolutionary Atlantic, arguing that commercial factors preceded and conditioned
political change. At the crux of these transformations was the entrepot, Saint-
Domingue whose economy grew dramatically as a direct consequence of the 
American Revolution and the French-American alliance.

Manuel Covo is Assistant Professor of History at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara.
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Digital DNA: Disruption and the Challenges for Global Governance
Cowhey, Peter F. and Aronson, Jonathan D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190657932
320 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 7/31/2017

Peter Cowhey and Jonathan Aronson demonstrate how the digital revolution is 
transforming the business models of high tech industries but also of traditional 
agricultural, manufacturing, and service sector firms.

Peter F. Cowhey is Dean and Qualcomm Endowed Chair in Communications 
and Technology Policy, School of Global Policy and Strategy, University of 
California, San Diego Jonathan D. Aronson is Professor of Communication, 
Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism, and Professor of 
International Relations, University of Southern California.
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Mrs. Brown Is a Man and a Brother: Women in Merseyside's Political 
Organisations, 1890-1920
Cowman, Krista
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237488
256 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2004

This book offers the first detailed regional study of women’s politics in the United
Kingdom in the period before the First World War.

Krista Cowman is Professor of History at the University of Lincoln.
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The President and Immigration Law
Cox, Adam B. and Rodriguez, Cristina M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197630129
360 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2022

The President and Immigration Law reveals how the President has become our 
immigration policy-maker-in-chief. By deciding how to enforce the law, 
administrations shape the polity, sometimes clashing with Congress. Rather than
lament this dynamic as distorting the Constitution, the authors demonstrate how 
it can advance the law's legitimacy and outline political principles and institutional
devices to curb potential abuses.

Adam B. Cox is Robert A. Kindler Professor of Law at New York University 
School of Law. He is a leading expert on immigration law, voting rights, and 
constitutional law. Cristina M. Rodriguez is Leighton Homer Surbeck Professor of
Law at Yale Law School and a nationally recognized scholar of administrative, 
constitutional, and immigration law.
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William Walton: A Catalogue
Craggs, Stewart R.
Oxford University Press .
9780193409446
192 pages
paperback
$69
Pub Date: 2/25/2022

This revised, updated, and expanded paperback edition of the definitive 
catalogue of works by Sir William Walton (1902-83) follows the completion of the
William Walton Edition. It forms a comprehensive source of musical and 
documentary information relevant to Walton's life and work.

Sir William Walton was born in Oldham, Lancashire in 1902, the son of a 
choirmaster and a singing-teacher. He became a chorister at Christ Church 
Cathedral, Oxford, and then an undergraduate at the University. His first 
composition to attract attention was a piano quartet written at the age of sixteen.
At Oxford he made the acquaintance of the Sitwells who gave him friendship, 
moral and financial support and in 1922 he collaborated with Edith in devising the
entertainment Facade. Less than ten years later, Osbert prepared the text of 
another masterwork, Belshazzar's Feast. From 1922 to 1927 Walton began to 
spend an increasing amount of time abroad, notably in Switzerland and Italy. The
war years were devoted mainly to writing film and ballet scores and he became 
established as amongst the greatest composers for the screen.
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Watching One's Tongue: Issues in Language Planning
Craith, Mairead Nic (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236115
272 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/9/1996
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

These essays investigate the challenge of language planning in modern society.

Mairead Nic Craith is Director of the Academy for Irish Cultural Heritages at the
University of Ulster, UK, where she holds the Chair in Irish Culture and 
Language. She has previously been attached to the University of Liverpool and 
University Colleges, Dublin and Cork.
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Tragic Failures: How and Why We are Harmed by Toxic Chemicals
Cranor, Carl F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190635756
264 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2017
The Romanell Lectures.

The world is awash in chemicals created by fellow citizens, but we know little to 
nothing about them. Understanding whether even the most prevalent ones are 
toxic would take decades. Many people have tragically suffered serious diseases
and premature death, including children during development. This book 
describes these issues and suggests how we could be better protected from 
myriad toxic substances in our midst.

Carl F. Cranor is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy and Faculty member of 
the Environmental Toxicology Graduate Group at University of California 
Riverside. He is the author of Regulating Toxic Substances (OUP 1993), Legally
Poisoned: How the Law Puts Us at Risk from Toxicants (Harvard 2013), Toxic 
Torts: Science, Law and the Possibility of Justice (CUP 2006).
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Teaching Piano Pedagogy: A Guidebook for Training Effective Teachers
Crappell, Courtney
Oxford University Press .
9780190670535
304 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/28/2019
40 illus

Providing essential tools to transform college piano students into professional 
piano teachers, Courtney Crappell's Teaching Piano Pedagogy helps teachers 
develop pedagogy course curricula, design and facilitate practicum-teaching 
experiences, and guide research projects in piano pedagogy.

Courtney Crappell serves as Director and Associate Professor of Piano and 
Piano Pedagogy at the Moores School of Music, University of Houston. He has 
been the recipient of the Music Teachers National Association American Music 
Teacher Article of the Year award, and the Texas Music Teachers Association 
Outstanding Collegiate Teaching Achievement award.
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Dialectical Conversions: Donald Kuspit's Art Criticism
Craven, David and Winkenweder, Brian (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318115
276 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
10 b/w illustrations

Few art critics in Western art history have ever had the broad-ranging impact 
over several decades of Donald Kuspit, a philosopher and psychoanalyst who 
from 1970 until the present has been a commanding figure on the international 
stage.

David Craven was Distinguished Professor of Art History at the University of New
Mexico. Brian Winkenweder, Associate Professor of Art History, Linfield College.
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Deadly Companions: How Microbes Shaped Our History
Crawford, Dorothy
Oxford University Press .
9780199561445
272 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2009

Combining tales of devastating epidemics with accessible science and 
fascinating history, Deadly Companions reveals how closely microbes have 
evolved with us over the millennia, shaping human civilization through infection,
disease, and deadly pandemic.

Dorothy Crawford is Professor of Medical Microbiology at the University of 
Edinburgh, where she is also Assistant Principal for the Public Understanding of
Medicine. She was awarded an OBE in 2005 for services to medicine and higher
education. Books by the same author: The Invisible Enemy: A Natural History of
Viruses.
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Deadly Companions: How Microbes Shaped Our History
Crawford, Dorothy H.
Oxford University Press .
9780192807199
250 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/23/2007

Combining tales of devastating epidemics with accessible science and 
fascinating history, Deadly Companions reveals how closely microbes have 
evolved with us over the millennia, shaping human civilization through infection,
disease, and deadly pandemic.

Dorothy H. Crawford is Emeritus Professor of Medical Microbiology and 
Honorary Assistant Principal for Public Understanding of Medicine at the 
University of Edinburgh.
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Accountability for Killing: Moral Responsibility for Collateral Damage in America's
Post-9/11 Wars
Crawford, Neta
Oxford University Press .
9780190686147
504 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2017

Reveals the little-understood systemic dimensions behind war-related harms, 
from massacres to soldier suicides. Trenchant and well-written analysis of recent
American military operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan

Neta C. Crawford is Professor of Political Science and African American Studies,
Boston University, and author of Argument and Change in World Politics 
(Cambridge, 2002; winner of the 2003 Robert Jervis and Paul Schroeder Best 
Book Award, International History and Politics section of the APSA).
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The Kingdom: Saudi Arabia and the Challenge of the 21st Century
Craze, Joshua and Huband, Mark (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850659020
256 pages
hardcover
$53.5
Pub Date: 6/22/2009

The prominence of Saudi Arabia in international relations today is undisputed. 
Bringing together contributors from the worlds of business, politics, journalism 
and academia, The Kingdom provides a much-needed context to the role that 
Saudi Arabia plays today.

Mark Huband is an award-winning journalist who was formerly Middle East 
correspondent for the Financial Times. He is the author of several books 
including Warriors Of The Prophet: The Struggle For Islam. Joshua Craze is 
attached to the British Institute of Eastern Africa and is a contributing writer at 
Saudi Debate.
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Pharaoh's Land and Beyond: Ancient Egypt and Its Neighbors
Creasman, Pearce Paul and Wilkinson, Richard H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190229078
368 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 7/3/2017

The concept of pharaonic Egypt as a unified, homogeneous, and isolated cultural
entity is misleading. Ancient Egypt was a rich tapestry of social, religious, 
technological, and economic interconnections among numerous cultures from 
disparate lands. In fifteen chapters divided into five thematic groups, Pharaoh's 
Land and Beyond uniquely examines Egypt's relationship with its wider world.

C: Pearce Paul Creasman is Associate Professor & Curator at the University of 
Arizona, author or co-author of fifty articles, and editor of Archaeological 
Research in the Valley of the Kings and Ancient Thebes. W: Richard H. 
Wilkinson is Regents' Professor Emeritus at the University of Arizona, author or 
editor of eleven books, including The Oxford Handbook of the Valley of the 
Kings.
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Of Friends and Foes: Reputation and Learning in International Politics
Crescenzi, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190609535
208 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/22/2018

How do countries form reputations? Do these reputations affect interstate politics
in the global arena? In this book, Crescenzi develops a theory of reputation 
dynamics to help identify when reputations form in ways that affect world politics,
both in the realms of international conflict and cooperation.

Mark Crescenzi, Bowman and Gordon Gray Professor of Political Science, 
earned his B.A. from the University of California at Irvine (1993) and his Ph.D. 
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (2000).
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Oxford Dictionary of Word Origins
Cresswell, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780198868750
528 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021
Oxford Quick Reference

An absorbing A-Z which explores the origins and development of over 3,000 
words in the English language. Drawing on Oxford's unrivalled dictionary 
research programme and language monitoring it brings to light the intriguing and
often unusual stories of some of our most used words and phrases.

Julia Cresswell is an experienced author and language researcher, having 
worked on the 4th edition of the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary. Books to her
credit include Naming Your Baby: The Definitive Dictionary of First Names, and 
The Cat's Pyjamas: The Penguin Book of Cliches.
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England's Islands in a Sea of Troubles
Cressy, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198856603
432 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/29/2020

England's Islands in a Sea of Troubles examines the jurisdictional disputes and 
cultural complexities in England's relationship with its island fringe from Tudor 
times to the eighteenth century, and traces island privileges and anomalies to the
present.  It tells a dramatic story of sieges and battles, pirates and shipwrecks, 
prisoners and prophets, as kings and commoners negotiated the political, 
military, religious, and administrative demands of the early modern state.

Born and educated in England, David Cressy built his career in the United 
States, where he taught in California and Ohio, most recently as the George III 
Professor of British History and Humanities Distinguished Professor Emeritus at
The Ohio State University.
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Gypsies: An English History
Cressy, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198768142
432 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2020

Gypsies have frequently been vilified, and not much less frequently romanticized,
by the settled population over the centuries, but social historian David Cressy 
now attempts to disentangle the myth from the reality of Gypsy life over more 
than half a millennium of English history.

Born and educated in England, David Cressy built his career in the United 
States, where he taught in California and Ohio, most recently as the George III 
Professor of British History and Humanities Distinguished Professor Emeritus at
The Ohio State University.
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Gypsies: An English History
Cressy, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198768135
432 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2018

Gypsies have frequently been vilified, and not much less frequently romanticized,
by the settled population over the centuries, but social historian David Cressy 
now attempts to disentangle the myth from the reality of Gypsy life over more 
than half a millennium of English history.

Born and educated in England, David Cressy built his career in the United 
States, where he taught in California and Ohio, most recently as the George III 
Professor of British History and Humanities Distinguished Professor Emeritus at
The Ohio State University.
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Between City and School: Selected Orations of Libanius
Cribiore, Raffaella
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382530
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2016
Translated Texts for Historians LUP Series

This book is a collection of twelve important but little-read orations of the fourth-
century sophist Libanius, providing an English translation for each with a 
thorough introduction and copious notes.

Raffaella Cribiore is Professor of Classics at New York University.
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Dave Brubeck's Time Out
Crist, Stephen A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190217723
296 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2019

Author Stephen A. Crist draws on years of archival research and interviews with 
family, friends, and the man himself to offer the most thorough examination to 
date of Dave Brubeck's seminal jazz album.

Stephen A. Crist is Professor of Music History at Emory University. He works 
largely in European music of the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, with
additional interests in hymnody and jazz. He served as contributing editor of 
Bach Perspectives, Volume 5: Bach in America and contributing co-editor of 
Historical Musicology: Sources, Methods, Interpretations.
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Not-So Natural Disaster: Niger 2005
Crombe, Xavier and Jezequel, Jean-Herve (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850659549
276 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 6/22/2009

This book makes no claim whatsoever to be comprehensive, or to provide a final,
definitive version of "the truth" with respect to the 2005 famine in Niger. Instead 
the contributors endeavor to shed new light on a multifaceted crisis.

Xavier Crombe is the research director of Medecins Sans Frontieres, Paris. 
Jean-Herve Jezequel, a historian of Africa, is an academic advisor to MSF.
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Power to the People: How Open Technological Innovation is Arming Tomorrow's
Terrorists
Cronin, Audrey Kurth
Oxford University Press .
9780197578933
448 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2022

Based on hard lessons from previous waves of weapons-technology such as 
dynamite and the assault rifle, Power to the People explains what the future may
hold and how we should respond.

Audrey Kurth Cronin is one of the world's leading experts on security and 
terrorism, with high-level experience in public service and academia. She is 
currently Distinguished Professor of International Security and founding Director
of the Center for Security, Innovation and New Technology at American 
University.
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Bugsplat: The Politics of Collateral Damage in Western Armed Conflicts
Cronin, Bruce
Oxford University Press .
9780190849115
192 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2018

Why do states who are committed to the principle of civilian immunity and the 
protection of non-combatants end up killing and injuring large numbers of 
civilians during their military operations? Bugsplat explains this paradox through
an in-depth examination of five conflicts fought by Western powers since 1989. It
argues that despite the efforts of Western military organizations to comply with 
the laws of armed conflict, the level of collateral damage produced by Western 
military operations is the inevitable outcome of the strategies and methods 
through which their military organizations fight wars.

Bruce Cronin is Professor of Political Science at the City College of New York 
and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He received his Ph.
D. from Columbia University and conducted his post-doctoral research at the 
Center for International Affairs, Harvard University.
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Minor Greek Tragedians, Volume 2: Fourth-Century and Hellenistic Poets: 
Fragments from the Tragedies with Selected Testimonia
Cropp, Martin J.
Oxford University Press .
9781802078237
476 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Aris and Phillips Classical Texts. 5 black and white images

The second of two volumes presenting all the remains of tragedies produced by
contemporaries and successors of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. Greek 
texts and sources are accompanied by English translations, historical 
background, detailed explanatory notes and bibliographies. Volume 2 includes 
amongst others Astydamas, Carcinus, Chaeremon, Theodectas, Moschion, the 
Alexandrian Pleiad and Ezechiels Exagg.

Martin J. Cropp is Professor Emeritus of Greek and Roman Studies at the 
University of Calgary. In the Aris & Phillips Classical Texts series he has edited 
Euripides 'Electra' (1988, 2013), Euripides 'Iphigenia in Tauris' (2001), 'Euripides:
Selected Fragmentary Plays', Volume 1 with Christopher Collard and Kevin Lee 
(1995, revised 2009) and Volume 2 with Christopher Collard and John Gibert 
(2004) and 'Minor Greek Tragedians, Volume 1: The Fifth Century' (2019).Discount:
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Poverty and the Poor Law in Ireland, 1850-1914
Crossman, Virginia
Oxford University Press .
9781789620559
272 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 9/30/2019
Reappraisals in Irish History LUP Series

The book provides the first detailed, comprehensive assessment of the 
ideological basis and practical operation of the poor law system in the post-
Famine period in Ireland (1850-1914).

Virginia Crossman was Professor of Modern Irish History at Oxford Brookes 
University until her retirement.
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Design Culture in Liverpool 1880-1914: The Origins of the Liverpool School of 
Architecture
Crouch, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238942
216 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

By the 1930s the Liverpool School of Architecture was the most famous British 
school of architecture in the world, promoting modern architecture and city 
planning internationally.

Christopher Crouch coordinates Higher Degrees by Research in the School of 
Communications and Arts at Edith Cowan University, Australia, and is Professor 
in the School of Art and Design, Southwest University, Chongqing, China. He is 
author of Modernism in Art, Design and Architecture and editor of Subjectivity, 
Creativity and the Institution, and Contemporary Chinese Visual Culture: 
Tradition, Modernity and Globalisation.
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What Forms Can Do: The Work of Form in 20th- and 21st- Century French 
Literature and Thought
Crowley, Patrick and Jordan, Shirley
Oxford University Press .
9781802077407
342 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 1 color illustration

How does form propose a bridge between the text and the world beyond? This 
volume investigates the agency of form across a spectrum of twentieth- and 
twenty-first century French and Francophone writings, renewing the engagement
with form that has been a key feature of French cultural production and of 
analysis in French studies.

Patrick Crowley is Senior Lecturer in French at University College Cork, Ireland.
Shirley Jordan is Professor of French Studies at the University of Newcastle and
Co-Director of the Centre for Contemporary Women's Writing (CCWW) in the 
School of Advanced Studies, University of London.
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Algeria : Nation, Culture and Transnationalism: 1988-2015
Crowley, Patrick
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855717
296 pages
paperback
$52.75
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Algeria: Nation, Culture and Transnationalism 1988-2015 offers new insights into
contemporary Algeria. Drawing on a range of different approaches to the idea of
Algeria and to its contemporary realities, the chapters in this volume serve to 
open up any discourse that would tie 'Algeria' to a fixed meaning or construct it in
ways that neglect the weft and warp of everyday cultural production and political
action.
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Scouse: A Social and Cultural History
Crowley, Tony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318405
190 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2013

Nowhere in Britain is more closely associated with a form of language than 
Liverpool. Yet the history of language in Liverpool has been obscured by 
misrepresentation and myth-making and narratives of Liverpool's linguistic past 
have scarcely done justice to the rich, complex and fascinating history which 
produced it. Scouse: A Social and Cultural History presents a ground-breaking 
and iconoclastic account which challenges many of the forms of received wisdom
about language in Liverpool and presents an alternative version of the currently 
accepted history.

Tony Crowley is Hartley Burr Alexander Chair in the Humanities, Scripps 
College.
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Leftovers: Eating, Drinking and Re-thinking with Case Studies from Post-war 
French Fiction
Cruickshank, Ruth
Oxford University Press .
9781802077520
248 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

The intrinsic ambivalence of eating and drinking often goes unrecognised. In 
Leftovers, Cruickshank's new theoretical approach reveals how representations 
of food, drink and their consumption proliferate with overlooked figurative, 
psychological, ideological and historical interpretative potential. Case studies of 
novels by Robbe-Grillet, Ernaux, Darrieussecq and Houellebecq demonstrate the
transferrable potential of re-thinking eating and drinking.

Ruth Cruickshank is a Senior Lecturer in French and Comparative Literature and
Culture at Royal Holloway, University of London.
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Using Airborne Lidar in Archaeological Survey : The Light Fantastic
Crutchley, Simon and Crow, Peter
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025479
96 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 7/1/2018
.

This guidance is designed to help those intending to use airborne laser scanning
(ALS), also known as lidar, for archaeological survey. The aim is to help 
archaeologists, researchers and those who manage the historic environment to 
decide first, whether using lidar data will actually be beneficial in terms of their 
research
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Making Sense: The Glamorous Story of English Grammar
Crystal, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197521823
304 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

World-renowned linguist David Crystal rids grammar of its undeserved reputation
as a dry yet intimidating subject. Grammar poses a special challenge because of
a centuries-old history of educational practice that taught the 'how' but not the 
'why' of grammar. The more we understand about where our grammar comes 
from, Crystal persuades us, the more sense it will make to us, and the more 
sense we will make.

David Crystal is Honorary Professor of Linguistics at the University of Wales, 
Bangor. He is the author of dozens of books on language. 
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Integrative Pediatrics
Culbert, Timothy and Olness, Karen
Oxford University Press .
9780195384727

hardcover
$69
Pub Date: 8/31/2009

In this volume in the Weil Integrative Medicine Library series, the authors 
describe a rational and evidence-based approach to the integrative therapy of 
childhood disorders and well-child care, integrating the principles of alternative 
and complementary therapies into the principles and practice of conventional 
pediatrics.
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The Frontier of Leisure: Southern California and the Shaping of Modern America
Culver, Lawrence
Oxford University Press .
9780195382631
336 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2010

Southern California has long been promoted as the playground of the world, the
home of resort-style living, backyard swimming pools, and year-round suntans.

Lawrence Culver is Assistant Professor of History at Utah State University.
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Haunting Hands: Mobile Media Practices and Loss
Cumiskey, Kathleen M and Hjorth, Larissa
Oxford University Press .
9780190634988
248 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2017
Studies in Mobile Communication Series

Haunting Hands looks closely at the consequences of digital media's ubiquitous
presence in our lives, in particular the representing, sharing, and remembering of
loss.

Kathleen M. Cumiskey is Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology 
at the College of Staten Island - City University of New York. Larissa Hjorth is an
artist, digital ethnographer and Professor in the School of Media & 
Communication, RMIT University.
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Democracy of Sound: Music Piracy and the Remaking of American Copyright in 
the Twentieth Century
Cummings, Alex Sayf
Oxford University Press .
9780190675110
274 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017
20 illustrations.

It was a time when music fans copied and traded recordings without permission.
An outraged music industry pushed Congress to pass anti-piracy legislation. Yes,
that time is now; it was also the era of Napster in the 1990s, of cassette tapes in 
the 1970s, of reel-to-reel tapes in the 1950s, even the phonograph epoch of the
1930s. Piracy, it turns out, is as old as recorded music itself. In Democracy of 
Sound, Alex Sayf Cummings uncovers the little-known history of music piracy 
and its sweeping effects on the definition of copyright in the United States.

Alex Sayf Cummings is Assistant Professor of History at Georgia State 
University.
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An Equal Place: Lawyers in the Struggle for Los Angeles
Cummings, Scott L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190215927
688 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2021
61 illustrations

In An Equal Place, Scott Cummings focuses on the movement for a living wage 
in Los Angeles and explores greater implications for the role of contemporary 
lawyers outside of the courtroom. The campaign to implement a living wage in L.
A. was the most famous effort in the country, and advocates for it were largely 
successful, in part because they used the law to advance their agenda.

Scott L. Cummings is the Robert Henigson Professor of Legal Ethics and 
Professor of Law at the University of California, Los Angeles School of Law. He 
is faculty director of the Program on Legal Ethics and the Profession (LEAP), and
a longtime member of the Epstein Program in Public Interest Law and Policy.
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Lawyers and Movements: Legal Mobilization in Transformative Times
Cummings, Scott L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197556603
456 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2021

In Lawyers and Social Movements, Scott L. Cummings explores the role of 
lawyers in social movements at a moment in which that role has taken center 
stage in American legal theory and practice. This book is a comprehensive 
analysis of how lawyers mobilize law to advance movement goals and what 
impact they have within liberal democracy. Cumimings' central contribution is to 
show how lawyers act as allies-and sometimes leaders-in struggles for 
transformative and enduring democratic change.

Scott L. Cummings is the Robert Henigson Professor of Legal Ethics and 
Professor of Law at the University of California, Los Angeles School of Law.
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The Scythians: Nomad Warriors of the Steppe
Cunliffe, Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780198820130
416 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
258 figures, images and maps .

The Scythians were warlike nomadic horsemen who roamed the steppe of Asia 
in the first millennium BC. Using archaeological finds from burials and texts 
written, mainly, by Greeks, this book reconstructs the lives of the Scythians, 
exploring their beliefs, their burial practices, their love of fighting and their flexible
attitude to gender.

Barry Cunliffe taught archaeology at the Universities of Bristol and Southampton
and was Professor of European Archaeology at the University of Oxford from 
1972 to 2008, thereafter becoming Emeritus Professor.
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Legions of Peace: UN Peacekeepers from the Global South
Cunliffe, Philip
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042901
256 pages
hardcover
$53.5
Pub Date: 4/15/2014

The huge number of security forces stationed around the world as United 
Nations peace- keepers is second only to the global military deployments of the
USA. But most UN peacekeepers come from the emerging powers and 
developing states that comprise the global South. This is the first book to analyze
this phenomenon at the international level.

Philip Cunliffe is a lecturer in international conflict at the University of Kent. He 
completed his doctorate at King's College London in 2008.
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Vocation across the Academy: A New Vocabulary for Higher Education
Cunningham, David S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190607104
376 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2017

This volume makes a compelling case for vocational reflection and discernment 
in undergraduate education today, arguing that it will encourage faculty and 
students alike to venture out of their narrow disciplinary specializations and to 
reflect on larger questions of meaning and purpose.

David S. Cunningham is Professor of Religion at Hope College, where he also 
serves as Director of the CrossRoads Project and of the Klooster Center for 
Excellence in Writing.
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Hearing Vocation Differently: Meaning, Purpose, and Identity in the Multi-Faith 
Academy
Cunningham, David S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190888671
368 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2019

In this third volume on vocation from editor David S. Cunningham, the thirteen 
contributing scholars identify with a wide variety of religious traditions, including
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and Sikhism.

David S. Cunningham is Director of the Network for Vocation in Undergraduate 
Education (NetVUE), Council of Independent Colleges. As Director of the 
NetVUE Scholarly Resources Project, he developed this volume as well as two 
previous books on vocation and higher education. He is Professor of Religion at
Hope College, where he also served as Director of the CrossRoads Project.
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Making Dystopia: The Strange Rise and Survival of Architectural Barbarism
Curl, James Stevens
Oxford University Press .
9780198820864
592 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
72 b&w illus. and 39 figures

In Making Dystopia, distinguished architectural historian James Stevens Curl 
tells the story of the advent of architectural Modernism in the aftermath of the 
First World War, its protagonists, and its astonishing, almost global acceptance 
after 1945.

Professor James Stevens Curl has been Visiting Fellow at Peterhouse, 
Cambridge, and is a Member of the Royal Irish Academy, a Fellow of the Society
of Antiquaries of London, and a Fellow of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland.
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Agincourt: Great Battles Series
Curry, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780199681020
272 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2021
25 b&w halftones, 5 maps . Great Battles

Anne Curry tells the story of Agincourt, one of the most iconic battles in English 
history - how it was fought, how it has been remembered, and what it has come 
to mean.

Anne Curry is Professor of Medieval History and Dean of the Faculty of 
Humanities at the University of Southampton, after teaching for many years at 
the University of Reading.
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Blood and Black Lace
Curti, Roberto
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325932
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2020
Devils Advocates

Mario Bava's Blood and Black Lace (1964) is commonly considered the 
archetypal giallo. This book examines its main narrative and stylistic aspects, 
including the groundbreaking prominence of violence and sadism and its use of 
color and lighting, as well as Bava's irreverent approach to genre and handling of
the audience's expectations.

Roberto Curti is an Italian film historian who has written many books on Italian 
cinema. They include Italian Crime Filmography 1968-1980; Mavericks of Italian
Cinema; and a trilogy of volumes on Italian Gothic Horror Films (1957-1969; 
1970-1979; 1980-1989), published by McFarland.
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Staying Power: Six Enduring Principles for Managing Strategy and Innovation in
an Uncertain World (Lessons from Microsoft, Apple, Intel, Google, Toyota and 
More)
Cusumano, Michael A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199657780
392 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2012

MIT Sloan School of Management Professor Michael Cusumano draws on nearly
30 years of research into the practices of global corporations that have been 
acknowledged leaders and benchmark setters--including Apple, Intel, Google, 
Microsoft, Toyota, Sony, Panasonic, and others in a range of high-technology, 
services, and manufacturing industries.

Michael A. Cusumano is the Sloan Management Review Distinguished Professor
of Management and Engineering Systems at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology's Sloan School of Management, with a joint appointment in MIT's 
Engineering Systems Division.
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John Murray's Quarterly Review: Letters 1807-1843
Cutmore, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854703
416 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP. 1 illustration

This highly accessible edition of letters relating to the important nineteenth-
century British journal the Quarterly Review makes a balanced contribution to 
scholarly debates about reception, readership, and influence. Its well-researched
chronology, notes, up-to-date bibliography, and various indexes and appendices
are a valuable resource for researchers across all academic levels.

Jonathan Cutmore is a former Assistant Professor of English Literature, 
University of Toronto.
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Thinking Through Breast Cancer: A Philosophical Exploration of Diagnosis, 
Treatment, and Survival
Cutter, Mary Ann G.
Oxford University Press .
9780190637033
248 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2018

Anyone who has been diagnosed with breast cancer or knows someone who has
been diagnosed with breast cancer recognizes that cancer raises a host of 
questions concerning its nature and how we treat it. Such questions frame the 
difficult decisions that patients must make about their treatment and care. 
Thinking Through Breast Cancer is a philosophical investigation of how breast 
cancer is described, explained, evaluated, and socialized in medicine.

Mary Ann G. Cutter is Professor in the Department of Philosophy at the 
University of Colorado, Colorado Springs.
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Movies on Our Minds: The Evolution of Cinematic Engagement
Cutting, James E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197567777
400 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 8/24/2021

This book traces the development of popular cinema from its inception to the 
present day to understand why humankind has expanded its viewing of popular
movies over the last century. Using hundreds of shots from a wide range of films,
this book considers how the visual elements impact our perception, 
understanding, and emotional responses to specific scenes, all of which have 
evolved over the course of cinematic history.

James E. Cutting is a Susan Linn Sage Professor of Psychology, Emeritus, at 
Cornell University, and a Fellow of the Society for Cognitive Studies of the 
Moving Image.
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Oxford Guide to Plain English
Cutts, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780198844617
384 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 3/27/2020

The Oxford Guide to Plain English offers practical guidelines to help readers 
make their writing clearer by improving structure, word choice, grammar, 
punctuation, and layout.

Martin Cutts is a writer, editor, and teacher. He co-founded the Plain English 
Campaign in 1979, and in 1994 he founded Plain Language Commission. He 
gives writing-skills courses in companies, government departments, and law 
firms. He is a leading voice in the international plain-language movement.
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In Search of the Balkan Recovery: The Political and Economic Reemergence of
South-Eastern Europe
Cviic, Christopher and Sanfey, Peter
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040693
288 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 9/14/2010

In the early '90s the Balkans was rocked by the collapse of communism and the
violent break-up of Yugoslavia. But the last decade has seen a transformation of
South-Eastern Europe into one of the most dynamic emerging markets in the 
world. This book explains how the political scene has moved from conflict to 
cooperation, and how the economic recovery has been driven by growing 
investment and trade opportunities.

Christopher Cviic, OBE, has had an extensive career as a writer and 
broadcaster. He wrote for The Economist (1969-1990), and served at the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), 1999-2007. He is 
the author of Remaking the Balkans, published in 1991. Peter Sanfey is a Lead 
Economist at the EBRD, where he analyses economic developments and 
reforms in South-Eastern Europe.Discount:
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Jane Austen's Emma: Philosophical Perspectives
Dadlez, E.M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190689421
264 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit

What has Emma Woodhouse, "handsome, clever, and rich, with a comfortable 
home and very little to distress or vex her" to say to a discipline like philosophy?
How is a novel like Emma, inaccurately but not infrequently caricatured as a 
high-toned version of a pedestrian romance, to supply material for philosophical 
insight or speculation? Jane Austen's Emma is many things to many readers but
it is as inaccurate as it is reductive to consider it just a romance.

E. M. Dadlez is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Central Oklahoma. 
Her work focuses on the philosophy of art and literature, and on topics at the 
intersection of aesthetics, ethics and epistemology.
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How to Free Your Inner Mathematician: Notes on Mathematics and Life
D'Agostino, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780198843597
368 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2020

How to Free Your Inner Mathematician: Notes on Mathematics and Life offers 
readers guidance in managing the fear, freedom, frustration, and joy that often 
accompany calls to think mathematically.

Susan D'Agostino is a mathematician and writer whose essays have been 
published in Quanta Magazine, Scientific American, Financial Times, Nature, 
Undark, Times Higher Education, Chronicle of Higher Education, Math Horizons,
Mathematics Teacher, and others.
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Hezbollah: Mobilization and Power
Daher, Aurelie
Oxford University Press .
9780190495893
432 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 7/15/2019

Drawing on first-hand interviews with rank and file members of Hezbollah, the 
author illuminates the inner workings of this Islamist terrorist group.

Aurelie Daher is Assistant Professor at Universite Paris-Dauphine and at 
Sciences Po, Paris. She was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Oxford in 
2010-2011 ?and 2016-2017, and a postdoctoral research associate at Princeton
University in 2012-2013. Her work focuses on Hezbollah, Shiism, and Lebanese
and Middle Eastern politics.
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New Church Anthem Book One Hundred Anthems
Dakers, Lionel / Rutter, John / Willcocks, David
Oxford University Press .
9780193531093
192 pages
paperback
$28.75
Pub Date: 1/10/1995

50 Christmas carols The volumes of Carols for Choirs have established 
themselves as the quintessential carol books for carol-singers around the world.
Each volume presents a wide rage of carols to suit every occasion, from well-
known tunes superbly arranged to be the best original compositions.

Lionel Dakers was born in Rochester, Kent, in 1924, and died in 2003. He was 
Director of the Royal School of Church Music from 1972 until 1989 and enjoyed 
an international reputation as an ambassador for excellence in church music. He
was also for more than 30 years an examiner for the Associated Board of the 
Royal School of Music. He was awarded a Lambeth Doctorate in Music in 1979,
became a Fellow of the Royal College of Music in 1980 and was appointed CBE 
in 1983.
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Ash Wednesday to Easter for Choirs
Dakers, Lionel and Scott, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193531116

paperback
$24.75
Pub Date: 2/3/1999

This collection aims to provide a comprehensive survey of a highly significant 
part of the Christian Year: Ash Wednesday and Lent, Passiontide, Palm Sunday,
Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Easter.

Lionel Dakers was born in Rochester, Kent, in 1924, and died in 2003. He was 
Director of the Royal School of Church Music from 1972 until 1989 and enjoyed 
an international reputation as an ambassador for excellence in church music. 
John Scott was born in 1956 in Wakefield, Yorkshire, where he was a Cathedral
chorister. In 1974 he became Organ Scholar at St John's College, Cambridge.
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On the Edge of Eternity: The Antiquity of the Earth in Medieval and Early Modern
Europe
Dal Prete, Ivano
Oxford University Press .
9780190678890
368 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2022
16 black and white halftones

This revisionist work challenges the assumption that deep time was discovered 
during the Enlightenment by showing that the possibility of an old or even eternal
Earth circulated freely in medieval and early modern Europe, even in popular 
works intended for a large public, and that it was common to deny any geological
role to the biblical Flood.

Ivano Dal Prete is a senior lecturer in the History of Science and Medicine 
Program at Yale University. He has published a book on the scientific culture of 
eighteenth-century Venice in Italian.
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A Family Guide to Coping with Substance Use Disorders
Daley, Dennis C.and Douaihy, Antoine
Oxford University Press .
9780190926632
152 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2019

This family guide will help families and concerned significant others understand 
substance use, substance use disorders (SUDs), treatment for SUDs (therapies,
programs, medication), recovery and community resources, relapse, and co-
occurring medical or psychiatric disorders.

Dennis C. Daley, PhD is Senior Clinical Director of Substance Use Services in 
the Behavioral Health Integration Division at the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center Insurance Division. Antoine Douaihy, MD, is Professor of Psychiatry and
Medicine, Senior Academic Director of Addiction Medicine Services and 
Addiction Psychiatry Fellowship at Western Psychiatric Hospital of the University
of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC).
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Leonardo's Salvator Mundi and the Collecting of Leonardo in the Stuart Courts
Dalivalle, Margaret / Kemp, Martin / Simon, Robert B. /
Oxford University Press .
9780198813835
416 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 1/19/2020
numerous black and white figures/illustrations

A study of Leonardo da Vinci's Salvator Mundi, the world's most expensive 
painting; this volume recounts the story of the painting's modern-day discovery 
and restoration, but also delves into the collecting of Leonardo's works at the 
courts of Charles I and Charles II.

Margaret Dalivalle is Associate lecturer in Art History, Middlebury-CMRS, Oxford.
Martin Kemp FBA is Emeritus Professor in the History of Art at Trinity College, 
Oxford University. Robert B. Simon is an art historian and art dealer in New York,
specializing in Renaissance and Baroque paintings
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Cowboy Christians
Dallam, Marie W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190856564
248 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2018

Cowboy Christians examines the long history of cowboy Christianity in the 
American West, with a focus on the present-day cowboy church movement.

Marie Dallam is Associate Professor at the University of Oklahoma Honors 
College. Her previous books include Daddy Grace: A Celebrity Preacher and His
House of Prayer (2007) and the co-edited collection Religion, Food, and Eating 
in North America (2014). Her research focuses on intersections of religion and 
culture in the United States.
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Andre Bazin's Film Theory
Dalle Vacche, Angela
Oxford University Press .
9780190067304
240 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2020
15 photos.

By arguing that this dissident Catholic's worldview is anti-anthropocentric, Angela
Dalle Vacche concludes that Andre Bazin's idea of the cinema recapitulates the 
histories of biological evolution and modern technology inside our 
consciousness, unsettling our routines in productive ways and expanding our 
sense of belonging to a much larger picture.

Angela Dalle Vacche is Professor of Cinema Studies at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta. She has written extensively on the representation of 
history in film; on Italian women and early cinema; on intermediality and color.
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Defenseless Under the Night: The Roosevelt Years and the Origins of Homeland
Security
Dallek, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780197503997
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020

In his 1933 inaugural address, Franklin D. Roosevelt declared that the only thing
we have to fear is fear itself. Yet even before Pearl Harbor, Americans feared 
foreign invasions, air attacks, biological weapons, and, conversely, the prospect
of a dictatorship being established in the United States. To protect Americans 
from foreign and domestic threats, Roosevelt warned Americans that the world 
has grown so small and eventually established the precursor to the Department 
of Homeland Security - an Office of Civilian Defense (OCD).

Matthew Dallek is Professor of Political Management at George Washington 
University. He is also the author of The Right Moment: Ronald Reagan's First 
Victory and the Decisive Turning Point in American Politics.
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Flawed Giant: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 1961-1973
Dallek, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195132380
784 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/21/1999

Flawed Giant-the monumental concluding volume to Robert Dallek's biography of
Lyndon Baines Johnson-provides the most through, engrossing account ever 
published of Johnson's years in the national spotlight.  Drawing on hours of 
newly released White House tapes and dozens of interviews with people close to
the President, Dallek reveals LBJ as a visionary leader who worked his will on 
Congress like no chief executive before or since, and also displays the depth of 
his private anguish as he became increasingly ensnared in Vietnam.  Writing in a
clear, thoughtful, and evenhanded style, Dallek reveals both the greatness and 
the tangled complexities of one of the most extravagant characters ever to 
ascend to the White House.

Robert Dallek is Professor of History at Boston University. He is the author of 
several books, including Franklin D. Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, for
which he won a Bancroft Prize and was nominated for an American Book Award.
He lives in Washington, D.C.
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Lone Star Rising: Vol. 1: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 1908-1960
Dallek, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195079043
754 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/12/1992

Like other great figures of 20th-century American politics, Lyndon Johnson defies
easy understanding.  An unrivaled master of vote swapping, back room deals, 
and election-day skulduggery, he was nevertheless an outspoken New Dealer 
with a genuine commitment to the poor and the underprivileged.  With aides and
colleagues he could be overbearing, crude, and vindictive, but at other times shy,
sophisticated, and magnanimous.  Perhaps columnist Russell Baker said it best:
Johnson was a character out of a Russian novel.

Robert Dallek is Professor of History of the University of California, Los Angeles.
He is the author of several books, including Franklin D. Roosevelt and American
Foreign Policy, for which he won a Bancroft Prize and was nominated for an 
American Book Award.
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Democracy to Come: Politics as Relational Praxis
Dallmayr, Fred
Oxford University Press .
9780190670979
192 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/17/2017

In this book Fred Dallmayr lays the groundwork for a new understanding of 
democracy. He argues that democracy is not a stable system anchored in a 
manifest authority (like monarchy), but is sustained by the recessed and purely 
potential rule of the "people". Hence, democracy has to constantly reinvent itself,
resembling theologically a creatio continua.

Fred Dallmayr is the Packey J. Dee Professor of Philosophy and Political 
Science at Notre Dame University. He is the author of thirty books and editor of 
eighteen books, including (most recently) Integral Pluralism (Kentucky, 2010), 
Return to Nature (Kentucky, 2011), Border Crossings (Lexington, 2013), and 
Being in the World (Kentucky, 2013).
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The Chemistry of Wine: From Blossom to Beverage and Beyond
Dalton, David R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190687199
488 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 11/15/2017

Uses analytical chemistry to describe the complex world of wine. Captures the 
science of wine starting from the vine. Includes over 400 illustrations

David R. Dalton is Professor of Chemistry at Temple University and the recipient
of numerous teaching awards. In 2005, students voted him the Honors Professor
of the Year.
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Ruritania: A Cultural History, from The Prisoner of Zenda to the Princess Diaries
Daly, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780198836605
272 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

This is a book about the long cultural shadow cast by a single bestselling novel,
Anthony Hope's The Prisoner of Zenda (1894), which introduced Ruritania, a 
colourful pocket kingdom.

Nicholas Daly, Professor of Modern English and American Literature, University
College Dublin Educated at University College Cork and Brown University, 
Nicholas Daly is Professor of Modern English and American Literature at 
University College Dublin, and a member of the Royal Irish Academy. He has 
also taught at Wesleyan University, Dartmouth College, and Trinity College 
Dublin. His publications include Modernism, Romance, and the Fin de Siecle 
(1999), Literature, Technology and Modernity (2004), Sensation and Modernity in
the 1860s (2009), and The Demographic Imagination and the Nineteenth-
Century City: Paris, London, New York (2015). He edited Baroness Orczy's The
Scarlet Pimpernel for Oxford World's Classics, and he is completing a new 
edition of Anthony Hope's The Prisoner of Zenda.
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Practical Music Education Technology
Dammers, Richard and LoPresti, Marjorie
Oxford University Press .
9780199832231
132 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2020

In Practical Music Education Technology, veteran music educators Rick 
Dammers and Marjorie LoPresti help music teachers introduce technology into 
the classroom by providing accessible strategies to support and enrich students'
musical learning.

Richard Dammers, Professor of Music Education and Dean of the College of 
Performing Arts, Rowan University Richard Dammers is Professor of Music 
Education and Dean of the College of Performing Arts at Rowan University. He 
has published several articles in journals including Update: Applications of 
Research, Gifted Child Today, the Journal of Technology and Music Learning, 
and TEMPO. Marjorie LoPresti has over twenty-five years' experience teaching 
elementary and secondary general/vocal music, piano, music technology, theory,
and composition. She teaches Music Education Technology at Rutgers 
University, and was named the 2016 TI:ME Music Technology Teacher of the 
Year.
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The Gestapo: Power and Terror in the Third Reich
Dams, Carsten and Stolle, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780199669226
256 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022

The true story of the Gestapo - the Nazis' secret police force and the most feared
instrument of political terror in the Third Reich.

Carsten Dams, Professor of Police Sciences at the School of Public 
Management of North-Rhine Westphalia,Michael Stolle, Executive Director of the
'House of Competence', Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Carsten Dams is 
Professor of Police Sciences at the School of Public Management of North-Rhine
Westphalia. His main research interests are the history of policing in the 
twentieth century, and the relationship between policing and violence. Michael 
Stolle is an Executive Director of the 'House of Competence' at the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology, responsible for the institute's training and career 
development programs. He is a specialist in the history of the Gestapo in the 
Third Reich and has published widely in the field.
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Pythagoras' Legacy
Danesi, Marcel
Oxford University Press .
9780198852247
192 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2020

In this book, Marcel Danesi presents a historical overview of the ten greatest 
achievements in mathematics, and dynamically explores their importance and 
effects on our daily lives.

Marcel Danesi is Full Professor of Linguistic Anthropology at the University of 
Toronto and a Co-Director of the Cognitive Science Network of the Fields 
Institute of Mathematical Research. He has published extensively in the field of
mathematical cognition and in the theory of mathematical puzzles. He also writes
a blog for Psychology Today that explore the nature of the puzzling mind.
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Scandal and Civility: Journalism and the Birth of American Democracy
Daniel, Marcus
Oxford University Press .
9780195172126
320 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/23/2009

Daniel's nuanced and penetrating narrative captures this key period of American
history in all its contentious complexity. And in today's climate, when many decry
media 'excesses' and the relentlessly partisan and personal character of political
debate, his book is a timely reminder that discord and difference were essential 
to the very creation of our political culture.

Marcus Daniel is Associate Professor of History at University of Hawaii at 
Manoa.
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Cape Fear
Daniel, Rob
Oxford University Press .
9781800857018
128 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Martin Scorsese's Cape Fear (1991) opens with a shot of water and climaxes on
a raging river. Despite, or perhaps because of, the film's great success, critical 
analysis of the film typically does not delve beneath the surface of Scorsese's 
first major hit. As it reaches its 30th anniversary, Cape Fear is now ripe for a full
appraisal.

Rob Daniel has written and lectured on the cinema of, amongst others, Dario 
Argento, David Cronenberg, David Lynch, Miike Takashi and Guillermo del Toro,
and has over twenty years experience programming multiple UK TV channels.
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Cape Fear
Daniel, Rob
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857025
128 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Martin Scorsese's Cape Fear (1991) opens with a shot of water and climaxes on
a raging river. Despite, or perhaps because of, the film's great success, critical 
analysis of the film typically does not delve beneath the surface of Scorsese's 
first major hit. As it reaches its 30th anniversary, Cape Fear is now ripe for a full
appraisal.

Rob Daniel has written and lectured on the cinema of, amongst others, Dario 
Argento, David Cronenberg, David Lynch, Miike Takashi and Guillermo del Toro,
and has over twenty years experience programming multiple UK TV channels.
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The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri, Volume 1: Inferno
Dante Alighieri
Oxford University Press .
9780195087406
672 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 2/29/1996

This is the first volume of a new prose translation of Dante's epic - the first in 
twenty-five years.  Robert Durling's translation brings a new power and accuracy
to the rendering of Dante's extraordinary vision of Hell, with its terror, pathos, and
sardonic humour, and its penetrating analyses of the psychology of sin and the 
ills that plague society.  A newly edited version of the Italian text can be on facing
pages, and this edition includes fully comprehensive notes as well as sixteen 
essays on special subjects.

Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) was born in Florence to a prominent family and 
trained as a pharmacist. He fought in the Battle of Campaldino and was active in
the internecine Florentine politics of the time, which resulted in his exile. During 
this time, he began writing Commedia, which he finished shortly before his death
in Ravenna.
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A Realistic Blacktopia: Why We Must Unite To Fight
Darby, Derrick
Oxford University Press .
9780197622124
320 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/11/2022
PHILOSOPHY OF RACE SERIES.

In A Realistic Blacktopia, political philosopher Derrick Darby challenges the small
tent approach to racial justice by examining U.S. Supreme Court cases on 
education and voting rights arguing that they hold general lessons about the 
limits of racial politics. Securing racial justice in racist America calls for big tent 
remedies, and Darby argues that pursuing non-race-specific remedies with 
maximal democratic inclusion is a necessary strategy for mitigating racial 
inequality and achieving racial justice.

Derrick Darby is Henry Rutgers Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at Rutgers
University. He holds a BA from Colgate and a PhD from Pittsburgh. He 
discovered his passion for philosophy growing up in the Queensbridge public 
housing projects in NYC. For the backstory, see his TEDx talk, Doing the 
Knowledge. He writes about rights, inequality, and democracy. He has been 
profiled in The Atlantic and published in The New York Times and other outlets.
He is a cohost of A Pod Called Quest. His most recent book, with John L. Rury, 
is The Color of Mind: Why the Origins of the Achievement Gap Matter for Justice.
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World Medievalism: The Middle Ages in Modern Textual Culture
D'Arcens, Louise
Oxford University Press .
9780198825951
224 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2/25/2022
Oxford Textual Perspectives. 4 Illustrations

Explores the ways in which a range of modern textual cultures have continued to
engage creatively with the medieval past in order to come to terms with the 
global present.

Louise D'Arcens is Professor of English at Macquarie University.
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Archaeology of Jesus' Nazareth
Dark, Ken
Oxford University Press .
9780192865397
192 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
50 figures/illustrations

The first book to discuss the arcaheology of first-century Nazareth - Jesus' 
hometown in Galilee - written for the general reader. This is the latest 
consideration of whether the 'House of Jesus' really was Jesus' family home.

Ken Dark is an archaeologist and historian principally researching the 1st 
millennium AD in Europe and the Middle East, and the relevance of the past to 
contemporary societies. He has a PhD from the University of Cambridge and 
taught at Oxford, Cambridge and Reading Universities before moving to King's 
College London. He has also been a visiting Professor at the University of 
Navarra. He is the author of over 100 academic publications, has directed many
excavations and surveys, and is an elected Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries 
of London, the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, the Royal Historical Society, 
and Royal Anthropological Institute.
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RNA: Life's Indispensable Molecule
Darnell, James
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781936113194
416 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 7/21/2011

In RNA: Life's Indispensable Molecule, Jim Darnell provides a comprehensive 
and captivating account of RNA research, illuminated by his own life-long and 
celebrated engagement in the field.  Darnell describes how scientists unraveled 
fundamental questions about the biochemical and genetic importance of RNA-
how mRNAs are generated and used to produce proteins, how noncoding and 
catalytic RNAs mediate key cellular processes, and how RNA molecules likely 
initiated life on Earth.

James E. Darnell, Jr., M.D. has been Vincent Astor Professor at The Rockefeller
University since 1974. His career has included poliovirus research with Harry 
Eagle at the National Institutes of Health, research with François Jacob at the 
Pasteur Institute in Paris, and academic appointments at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, and Columbia 
University.Discount:
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Atoms, Mechanics, and Probability: Ludwig Boltzmann's Statistico-Mechanical 
Writings - An Exegesis
Darrigol, Olivier
Oxford University Press .
9780192844712
640 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/14/2022

A study of Ludwig Boltzmann's oeuvre in early statistical mechanics. It is 
designed to reveal Boltzmann's true endeavors and to give new life to his various
theoretical constructions. It offers introductory historical and biographical 
materials, detailed summaries and analyses of all the relevant texts.

Olivier Darrigol studied physics at the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris, the 
history and philosophy of physics at the Sorbonne and at UC-Berkeley's Office 
for History of Science and Technology (OHST). He is currently a member of the
SPHere research team at CNRS/Paris 7, and a Research Associate at UC-
Berkeley's OHST.
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Relativity Principles and Theories from Galileo to Einstein
Darrigol, Olivier
Oxford University Press .
9780192849533
496 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/22/2022
30 illlustrations

This book is a full, long-term history of relativity thinking in physics, from Galileo's
early reflections on the proper reference of mechanical motion to Einstein's 
exploitation of relativity principles in his theories of special and general relativity.

Olivier Darrigol studied physics at the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris, the 
history and philosophy of physics at the Sorbonne and at UC-Berkeley's Office 
for History of Science and Technology (OHST). He is currently a member of the
SPHere research team at CNRS/Paris 7, and a Research Associate at UC-
Berkeley's OHST.
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Atoms, Mechanics, and Probability: Ludwig Boltzmann's Statistico-Mechanical 
Writings - An Exegesis
Darrigol, Olivier
Oxford University Press .
9780198816171
640 pages
hardcover
$70
Pub Date: 4/22/2018

One of the pillars of modern science, statistical mechanics, owes much to one 
man, the Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906). As a result of his 
unusual working and writing styles, his enormous contribution remains little read
and poorly understood. The purpose of this book is to make the Boltzmann 
corpus more accessible to physicists, philosophers, and historians, and so give it
new life.

Olivier Darrigol, Research Director, Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique: SPHERE Olivier Darrigol studied physics at the Ecole Normale 
Superieure in Paris, the history and philosophy of physics at the Sorbonne and at
UC-Berkeley's Office for History of Science and Technology (OHST). He is the 
author of several books on the history of quantum physics, electrodynamics, 
hydrodynamics, and optics. He is currently a member of the SPHere research 
team at CNRS/Paris 7, and a Research Associate at UC-Berkeley's OHST.
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Arming Mother Nature: The Birth of Catastrophic Environmentalism
Darwin Hamblin, Jacob
Oxford University Press .
9780190674151
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

In Arming Mother Nature, Hamblin argues that military planning for World War III
essentially created "catastrophic environmentalism": the idea that human activity
might cause global natural disasters.

Jacob Darwin Hamblin is Professor of History at Oregon State University. His 
books include Poison in the Well: Radioactive Waste in the Oceans at the Dawn
of the Nuclear Age, Oceanographers and the Cold War, and Science in the Early
Twentieth Century: An Encyclopedia.
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The Second Age of Computer Science: From Algol Genes to Neural Nets
Dasgupta, Subrata
Oxford University Press .
9780190843861
360 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

Author Subrata Dasgupta named the two decades from 1970 to 1990 as the 
second age of computer science to distinguish it from the preceding genesis of 
the science and the age of the Internet/World Wide Web that followed. This book
describes the evolution of computer science in this second age in the form of 
seven overlapping, intermingling, parallel histories that unfold concurrently in the
course of the two decades.

Subrata Dasgupta is a scholar, teacher and writer. He holds the Computer 
Science Trust Fund Eminent Scholar Chair in the School of Computing & 
Informatics at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. For the past thirty years 
he has studied and written on the historical, philosophical, and cognitive nature 
of creativity in various fields including computer science, design, technology, art,
natural science, and intellectual movements. He is the author of fifteen previous
book including, most recently, It Began with Babbage (2014) and Computer 
Science: A Very Short Introduction (2016).
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Listening to War: Sound, Music, Trauma, and Survival in Wartime Iraq
Daughtry, J. Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190887834
360 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

A landmark work within the study of conflict, sound studies, and 
ethnomusicology, Listening to War offers a broad theorization of sound, violence,
music, listening and place, while also providing a discrete window into the lives of
individual Iraqis and Americans struggling to orient themselves within the fog of
war.

J. Martin Daughtry is an associate professor of ethnomusicology and sound 
studies at New York University. His work centers on acoustic violence; voice; 
listening; sound studies; the Iraq war, and musics of the Russian-speaking world.
Daughtry is co-editor, with Jonathan Ritter, of Music in the Post-9/11 World 
(Routledge 2007), and has published essays in Social Text, Ethnomusicology, 
Music and Politics, Russian Literature, Poetics Today, and a number of edited 
collections.
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Tropics of Haiti: Race and the Literary History of the Haitian Revolution in the 
Atlantic World, 1789-1865
Daut, Marlene L.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381854
692 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Liverpool Studies in International Slavery LUP.

The Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) was an event of monumental world-historical
significance, and here, in the first systematic literary history of those events, 
Haiti's war of independence is examined through the eyes of its actual and 
imagined participants, observers, survivors, and cultural descendants.

Marlene L. Daut is Assistant Professor of English and Cultural Studies, 
Claremont Graduate University and Assistant Professor of Africana Studies, 
Intercollegiate Department of Africana Studies, The Claremont Colleges.
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The Peace Continuum: What It Is and How to Study It
Davenport, Christian / Melander, Erik / and Regan, Patrick M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190680138
240 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 7/11/2018
Studies in Strategic Peacebuilding Series

The idea of studying peace has gained considerable traction in the past few 
years after languishing in the shadows of conflict for decades but how should it 
be studied? The Peace Continuum offers a parallax view of how we think about 
peace and the complexities that surround the concept (i. e. , the book explores 
the topic from different positions at the same time).

Christian Davenport is a Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Michigan, as well as Global Fellow and Research Professor at the Peace 
Research Institute Oslo. Erik Melander is a Professor at the Department of 
Peace and Conflict Research at Uppsala University, Sweden. Patrick M. Regan 
is a professor of political science and peace studies at the Kroc Institute for 
International Peace Studies at the University of Notre Dame.
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The Death and Life of State Repression: Understanding Onset, Escalation, 
Termination, and Recurrence
Davenport, Christian and Appel, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780197654927
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/20/2022
65 halftones  illustrations

Individuals and institutions throughout the world have been searching for the key
to understand, as well as pacify, state repression, but they have been hindered 
because of some conceptual and empirical limitations. The Death and Life of 
State Repression provides the first systematic evaluation of why repressive 
behavior starts, escalates, stops, and recurs. It turns out that while the answers 
vary a bit across cases, democratization is the most important factor in reducing 
repression and pacifying repressive regimes.

Christian Davenport is the Mary Ann and Charles R. Walgreen Professor of the 
Study of Human Understanding, Professor of Political Science and Faculty 
Associate at the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. 
Benjamin J. Appel is Associate Professor at the School of Global Policy and 
Strategy, University of California, San Diego.Discount:
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Excavations in Castletown, Isle of Man, 1989-1992
Davey, Peter and Freke, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233992
196 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 1/6/1996
Liverpool University Press - Centre for Manx Studies Monographs Series

This volume is a full report on three excavations carried out in Castletown: Castle
Rushen (1989); Bank Street (1989); and Castle Rushen Stores (1992).

Peter Davey and David Freke are well-respected Liverpool University Press 
authors.
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Dubai: The Vulnerability of Success
Davidson, Christopher M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199326525
392 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2009

Following a detailed historical background, Davidson's in-depth study 
demonstrates how Dubai's pioneering post-oil development strategies were 
implemented against a carefully managed backdrop of near complete political 
stability, despite the lack of democratisation and genuine civil society.

Christopher Davidson is reader in Middle East politics at the School of 
Government and International Affairs, Durham University, a former visiting 
associate professor at Kyoto University, and a former assistant professor at 
Zayed University in the UAE.
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Vietnam at War: The History: 1946-1975
Davidson, Phillip B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195067927
864 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/9/1991

Phillip Davidson weaves together the histories of three distinct conflicts and 
follows the entire course of the Vietnam War--from the intial skirmishes in 1946 
to the dramatic fall of Siagon nearly 30 years later.

Phillip B. Davidson, a retired Army lieutenant general, not only spent two years in
Vietnam as the chief intelligence officer to Generals Westmoreland and Abrams,
but prior to that was Assistant Professor of Military History at West Point. The 
editors of Encyclopedia Britannica have recently commissioned him to rewrite 
their entry on the Vietnam War.
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Thomas Aquinas's Quodlibetal Questions
Davies, Brian and Nevitt, Turner
Oxford University Press .
9780190069537
592 pages
paperback
$59
Pub Date: 11/12/2019

Thomas Aquinas was one of the most significant Christian thinkers of the middle
ages and ranks among the greatest philosophers and theologians of all time. The
Quodlibetal Questions are his edited records of the public debates over which he
presided at the University of Paris in the mid-thirteenth century. They contain 
Aquinas's treatment of hundreds of questions on a very wide range of 
philosophical and theological topics, all of which were chosen by his live 
audience. As such, Aquinas's Quodlibetal Questions provide a window onto the 
interests at the time, and contain some of Aquinas's fullest or only treatments of
questions of interest both then and now.

Brian Davies is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at Fordham University. He
is the author of many books, including Thomas Aquinas's Summa Contra 
Gentiles: A Guide and Commentary (OUP, 2016). Turner Nevitt is Assistant 
Professor of Philosophy at the University of San Diego. His work has appeared in
such journals as The Thomist and History of Philosophy Quarterly.
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South American Independence: Gender, Politics, Text
Davies, Catherine / Brewster, Claire / Owen, Hilary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316845
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2011

The struggles for independence in Latin America during the first half of the 
nineteenth century were accompanied by a wide-ranging debate about political 
rights, nationality and citizenship. In South American Independence, Catherine 
Davies, Claire Brewster and Hilary Owen investigate the neglected role of gender
in that discussion.

Catherine Davies is a Professor of Hispanic and Latin American Studies at the 
University of Nottingham. Claire Brewster is a Research Fellow at the University
of Nottingham. Hilary Owen is Senior Lecturer in Portuguese at the University of
Manchester.
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A Supernatural War: Magic, Divination, and Faith during the First World War
Davies, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780198862659
320 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 10/5/2021
Approx. 15 b&w halftones .

The story of how widespread belief in fortune-telling, prophecies, spirits, magic, 
and protective talismans gripped the battlefields and home fronts of Europe 
during the First World War.

Owen Davies, Professor of History, University of Hertfordshire Owen Davies is 
Professor of Social History at the University of Hertfordshire.
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The Oxford Illustrated History of Witchcraft and Magic
Davies, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780192897787
328 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021
120 black & white illustrations, 16pp colour plate section .

The 4000-year story of witchcraft and magic - from the ancient world to Harry 
Potter, and beyond.

Owen Davies, Professor of History, University of Hertfordshire Owen Davies is 
Professor of Social History at the University of Hertfordshire.
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Grimoires: A History of Magic Books
Davies, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780199590049
384 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2010

No books have been more feared than grimoires, and no books have been more
valued and revered.

Owen Davies is Reader in Social History at the University of Hertfordshire. His 
previous books include The Haunted: A Social History of Ghosts; Murder, Magic,
Madness: The Victorian Trials of Dove and the Wizard; and Cunning-folk: 
Popular Magic in English History.
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NGOs: A New History of Transnational Civil Society
Davies, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780199387533
 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2014

In the first historical account of international NGOs, from the French Revolution 
to the present, Thomas Davies places the contemporary debate on transnational
civil society in context.

Thomas Davies is Lecturer in International Politics at City University, London, 
where he researches and teaches transnational history and politics. He was 
previously a junior research fellow at St Antony's College, Oxford, and a Lecturer
at St Catherine's and New College, Oxford.
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Zen Pathways: An Introduction to the Philosophy and Practice of Zen Buddhism
Davis, Bret W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197573693
480 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2021

This book offers an in-depth introduction to the philosophy and practice of Zen 
Buddhism. Bret Davis explores the philosophical implications of Zen teachings 
and koans, comparing and contrasting these with other Asian as well as Western
religions and philosophies. He relates traditional Zen teachings and practices to
our twenty-first century lives.

Bret W. Davis is Professor and Thomas J. Higgins, S.J. Chair in Philosophy at 
Loyola University Maryland.
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The Compatibility Gene: How Our Bodies Fight Disease, Attract Others, and 
Define Our Selves
Davis, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780199316410
248 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

This is the story of a few human genes and how we discovered what these 
genes do.

Daniel M. Davis, PhD, is a distinguished immunologist whose work has 
established new concepts on how immune cells communicate with each other, 
how immune cells recognize disease, and how viruses spread between cells. He
is currently Professor of Immunology at the University of Manchester, UK.
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Transforming Urban Transport
Davis, Diane E. and Altshuler, Alan
Oxford University Press .
9780190875718
336 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/14/2018

Transforming Urban Transport brings into focus the origins and implementation 
pathways of significant urban transport innovations that have recently been 
adopted in major, democratically governed world cities that are seeking to 
advance sustainability aims.

Diane E. Davis, Charles Dyer Norton Professor of Regional Planning and 
Urbanism, and Chair of the Department of Urban Planning and Design, is author
of Urban Leviathan: Mexico City in the Twentieth Century, Discipline and 
Development: Middle Classes and Prosperity in East Asia and Latin America, 
and Cities and Sovereignty: Identity Politics in Urban Spaces. Alan Altshuler is a
Harvard University Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus.
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A Great Perhaps?: Colombia: Conflict and Divergence
Davis, Dickie / Kilcullen, David / Mills, Greg / Spencer, David
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046282
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2016

Based on field-work in Colombia's regions, this study provides a history to the 
conflict, compares it to other historical and contemporary case-studies, examines
the war from the perspective of the government and the guerrilla, delves into the
development of special Colombian capabilities notably in intelligence and the use
of airpower and special forces, and explains the economic dimension in terms 
both of historical exclusion and ongoing attempts at growth and inclusion.

Dickie Davis is an Associate of the Johannesburg-based Brenthurst Foundation
and a retired Major General in the British Army. David Kilcullen is a Senior Fellow
at the New America Foundation, studying insurgency and unconventional 
warfare. Greg Mills directs the Brenthurst Foundation. David Spencer is 
Professor of Counterterrorism/ Counterinsurgency at the William J. Perry Center
for Hemispheric Defense Studies.
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Opening Israel's Scriptures
Davis, Ellen F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190948948
464 pages
paperback
$57
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

Opening Israel's Scriptures is a collection of thirty-six essays on the Hebrew 
Bible, from Genesis to Chronicles, which gives powerful insight into the 
complexity and inexhaustibility of the Hebrew Scriptures as a theological 
resource. Based on more than two decades of lectures on Old Testament 
interpretation, Ellen F. Davis offers a selective yet comprehensive guide to the 
core concepts, literary patterns, storylines, and theological perspectives that are
central to Israel's Scriptures.

Ellen F. Davis is Amos Ragan Kearns Distinguished Professor of Bible and 
Practical Theology at Duke University.
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Managed by the Markets: How Finance Re-Shaped America
Davis, Gerald F.
Oxford University Press .
9780199691920
328 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2011

In recent years, we've been rocked by a series of economic jolts, and all of them
seemed to revolve around finance. And the most recent, the American mortgage
meltdown, has sent shock waves around the world. Managed by the Markets 
offers an illuminating account of how finance has replaced manufacturing at the 
center of the American economy over the past three decades, explaining how the
new finance-centered system works, how we got here, and what challenges lay 
ahead.

Gerald F. Davis is the Wilbur K. Pierpont Collegiate Professor of Management at
the University of Michigan's Ross School of Business. He has published widely in
management, sociology, and finance.
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A Mirror Is for Reflection: Understanding Buddhist Ethics
Davis, Jake H. and Flanagan, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780190499761
392 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 7/13/2017

This volume offers a rich and accessible introduction to contemporary research 
on Buddhist ethical thought for interested students and scholars, yet also offers 
chapters taking up more technical philosophical and textual topics.

Jake H. Davis is a Postdoctoral Associate at New York University with the 
Virtues of Attention project. He has taught at Brown University and at the City of
College of New York.
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The Reader: 19
Davis, Jane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780954302986
116 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2005
Liverpool University Press - Reader Series

Most literary magazines focus on the craft of writing and cater to a highly select 
audience of writers, literary critics, and scholars of literature. In contrast, The 
Reader is a quarterly literary magazine aimed at the intelligent common reader, 
reaching out to an audience that ranges from students first encountering serious 
literature to professional academics and writers.

Jane Davis is based at the Reader Centre, University of Liverpool, and currently
directs a major social inclusion project based on shared reading. With her 
colleague Sarah Coley, she launched The Reader in 1997.
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Heroes or Villains?: The Blair Government Reconsidered
Davis, Jon and Rentoul, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198862819
384 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 7/20/2021

A unique new account of New Labour in power-drawing on a mass of previously
unpublished contributions from most of the main players in the Blair government,
including Tony Blair himself.

Jon Davis and John Rentoul jointly teach a course on the Blair government at 
King's College London, which began at Queen Mary University of London in 
2008.
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The Chinese Lady: Afong Moy in Early America
Davis, Nancy E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197581988
344 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
10 halftones

In 1834, a Chinese woman named Afong Moy arrived in America as both a 
prized guest and an advertisement for a merchant firm--a promotional curiosity 
with bound feet and a celebrity used to peddle exotic wares from the East. This 
first biography of Afong Moy explores how she shaped Americans' impressions 
of China, while living as a stranger in a foreign land.

Nancy E. Davis is curator emeritus of Home and Community Life at the National
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.
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Reading for Life
Davis, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780198815983
320 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 4/6/2020
11 illustrations

This volume presents original case-histories of readers to delve into just what 
reading is and how it works. Each chapter begins with a poem or excerpt which 
becomes the scene either of a reading-group transcription or of a thought-piece 
from an interviewed reader to explore therapeutic reading and how culture might
impact upon health.  Presents leading research into the processes of reading by
a variety of research methods, from brain-imaging through to transcript analysis
of reading group session. Features detailed interviews with a wide range of 
readers, from professionals to those who are severely under-privileged and 
inexperienced, offering detailed readings of the texts alongside in-depth 
understanding of the people reading them. Questions what literature can and 
cannot do in the service of mental health and wellbeing

Philip Davis is Emeritus Professor of English Literature at the University of 
Liverpool.Discount:
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William James
Davis, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780192847324
208 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022

This volume discusses the life and work of William James (1842-1910), a 
founder of the study of psychology. It concerns life-writing and writing for the 
sake of existence and combines literature, psychology, philosophy, and 
biography.

Philip Davis, Emeritus Professor of Literature and Psychology, University of 
Liverpool Philip Davis, Emeritus Professor of literature and psychology, was 
Director of the Centre for Research in Reading, Literature and Society (CRILS),
University of Liverpool. His books include biographies of George Eliot and 
Bernard Malamud, and works on Shakespeare, Samuel Johnson, Wordsworth, 
and the Victorians. His most recent publications include Reading and the Reader
(OUP, 2013), Reading for Life (OUP, 2020), and with Fiona Magee, Arts for 
Health: Reading (Emerald Press, 2020). He is an editor of two OUP series, The 
Literary Agenda and My Reading, and Studies in Bibliotherapy for Anthem. His 
interests include reading and mental health, and shared reading in the 
community outside academe.
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The Transferred Life of George Eliot
Davis, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780199577378
352 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/9/2017

Reading George Eliot's work was described by one Victorian critic as like the 
feeling of entering the confessional in which the novelist sees and hears all the 
secrets of human psychology 'that roar which lies on the other side of silence'. 
This new biography of George Eliot goes beyond the much-told story of her life.

Philip Davis is Emeritus Professor of English Literature at the University of 
Liverpool.
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The Transferred Life of George Eliot
Davis, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780198825630
432 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/20/2018

This new biography of George Eliot goes beyond the much-told story of her life. It
gives an account of what it means to become a novelist, and to think like a 
novelist: in particular a realist novelist for whom art exists not for art's sake but in
the exploration and service of human life. It shows the formation and the 
workings of George Eliot's mind as it plays into her creation of some of the 
greatest novels of the Victorian era.

Philip Davis is Emeritus Professor of English Literature at the University of 
Liverpool.
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The Book of Pontiffs: Liber Pontificalis
Davis, Raymond (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846314766
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
Translated texts for historians ; v. 6

No complete translation of the Latin text of the Book of Pontiffs--the Liber 
Pontificalis of the Roman Church--exists in any language, though the work is 
indispensable to students of late antiquity and the early middle ages; this book 
provides an english version of the first ninety papal biographies, from St Peter 
down to AD 715.

Raymond Davis is Honorary Senior Research Fellow of Queen's University, 
Belfast, and having taken early retirement, he lives and works in Oxford, 
continuing to specialise in the Later empire and to delve ever deeper into his 
favourite text.
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The Lives of the Eighth-Century Popes AD 715-817- 2nd edition
Davis, Raymond (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311543
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/2/2008
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 48)

In The Lives of the Eighth-Century Popes Raymond Davis continues from the 
year AD 715, where his Book of the Pontiffs (revised edition, Liverpool, 2000) 
stopped, and deals with the next nine biographies from the Liber Pontificalis of 
the Roman Church down to AD 817. This was the period which saw much of Italy
shake off what was left of Byzantine control, the development of the tempo

Raymond Davis read Greats at University College, Oxford. He is currently 
honorary senior research fellow of Queen’s University, Belfast, though he lives 
and works in Oxford.
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The lives of the ninth-century popes (Liber pontificalis): The ancient biographies
of ten popes from A.D. 817-891
Davis, Raymond
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853234791
290 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
Translated texts for historians ; v. 20

In The Lives of the Ninth-Century Popes the translator and commentator 
continues from the year AD 817, reached in his The Lives of the Eighth-Century
Popes (Liverpool, 1992), and deals with the remaining ten biographies of the 
Liber pontificalis down to AD 886, when compilation ceased. The volume thus 
completes the translation, begun in The Book of Pontiffs (Liverpool, 1989), the 
first translation into any modern language apart from continuations written from 
the late eleventh century onwards.

Raymond Davis read Greats at University College, Oxford. He is currently 
honorary senior research fellow of Queen's University, Belfast, though he lives 
and works in Oxford.
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To Change the World: The Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of Christianity in the 
Late Modern World
Davison Hunter, James
Oxford University Press .
9780199730803
368 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2010

The call to make the world a better place is inherent in the Christian belief and 
practice. But why have efforts to change the world by Christians so often failed or
gone tragically awry? And how might Christians in the 21st century live in ways 
that have integrity with their traditions and are more truly transformative? In To 
Change the World, James Davison Hunter offers persuasive--and provocative--
answers to these questions.

James Davison Hunter is LaBrosse-Levinson Distinguished Professor of 
Religion, Culture and Social Theory at the University of Virginia and Director of 
the Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture. He is the author of Culture Wars 
and The Death of Character.
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Through Our Eyes Only? Search for Animal Consciousness
Dawkins, Marian Stamp
Oxford University Press .
9780198503200

paperback
$67
Pub Date: 11/19/1998
10 illustrations.

THROUGH OUR EYES ONLY is an immensely engaging exploration of one of 
the greatest remaining biological mysteries--the possibility of conscious 
experiences in other species. Written in a lively style accessible to the general 
reader, the book aims to show just how near--and how far--we are to 
understanding animal consciousness.

Marian Stamp Dawkins lectures in Animal Behavior at the Oxford University and 
is a Fellow of Somerville College, Oxford.
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Studying The Lord of the Rings
Dawson, Anna
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348530
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/31/2021
Studying Films

Liberally illustrated with over 30 stills, Studying The Lord of the Rings also 
includes over 20 classroom worksheets for readers who want to put theory into 
practice, making this an essential introduction to film and media studies.

Anna Dawson lectures on film and media at Nottingham Trent University, UK, 
and is the author of Studying The Matrix (Auteur).
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Listing:

Studying The Lord of the Rings
Dawson, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9781906733827
120 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/31/2021
Studying Films

Liberally illustrated with over 30 stills, Studying The Lord of the Rings also 
includes over 20 classroom worksheets for readers who want to put theory into 
practice, making this an essential introduction to film and media studies.

Anna Dawson lectures on film and media at Nottingham Trent University, UK, 
and is the author of Studying The Matrix (Auteur).
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Studying The Matrix: Instructor's Edition
Dawson, Anna
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663820
96 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/8/2008
Studying Films

2003 saw the release of two sequels to the surprise 1999 hit, The Matrix, 
prompting producer Joel Silver to declare 2003 as 'the Year of The Matrix'.  
Certainly, interest in the film and its sequels has never been greater, and there 
can be no better time for using the original film for study in the classroom.  
Science fiction fans are absorbed in the revolutionary special effects and the 
convincingly depicted dystopia narrative; action movie buffs relish the 
conjunction of Hong Kong martial arts techniques with mainstream Hollywood 
aesthetics; and intellectuals immerse themselves in the film's explicit and 
deliberate evocation of Baudrillard and higher mathematics.  Studying The Matrix
considers the diverse influences behind the filmbe it cinematic, philosophical, 
literary or comic book-together with its iconographic use of costumes, 
groundbreaking special effects and its stars, alongside its very particular 
industrial and ideological background, all in the context of the key concepts of 
media studies.

Anna Dawson lectures on film and media at Nottingham Trent University, UK, 
and is the author of Studying The Matrix (Auteur).
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Calculus Set Free: Infinitesimals to the Rescue
Dawson, C. Bryan
Oxford University Press .
9780192895608
1616 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 2/28/2022
149 illustrations.

Calculus Set Free: Infinitesimals to the Rescue is a single-variable calculus 
textbook that incorporates the use of infinitesimal methods.

C. Bryan Dawson has been teaching calculus for three decades and currently 
holds the title University Professor of Mathematics at Union University in 
Jackson, Tennessee.
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Faith on the Avenue: Religion on a City Street
Day, Katie
Oxford University Press .
9780190868369
266 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018
Photographs by Edd Conboy.

In a richly illustrated, revelatory study of Philadelphia's Germantown Avenue, 
home to a diverse array of more than 90 Christian and Muslim congregations, 
Katie Day explores the formative and multifaceted role of religious congregations
within an urban environment.

Katie Day is the Charles A. Schieren Professor of Church and Society at the 
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia. She is the author of three other 
books and numerous articles that look at how religion impacts a variety of social 
realities.
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Creative Health for Pianists: Concepts, Exercises & Compositions
de Alcantara, Pedro
Oxford University Press .
9780197600214
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2023
301 music examples, 20 b/w figures

Creative Health for Pianists is a practical method book with an innovative 
approach for musicians of all abilities. Author Pedro de Alcantara invites the 
pianist-reader to adopt the frame of mind of an improviser and composer, 
exploring the secrets of music from inside out. The book presents, explains, and
develops original exercises and compositions suitable for beginners and 
accomplished pianists alike. Creative Health for Pianists is supported by a 
dedicated companion website with 48 pedagogical video clips.

Pedro de Alcantara is a musician, writer, and teacher. He is the author of The 
Integrated String Player: Embodied Vibration; Integrated Practice: Coordination,
Rhythm & Sound; and Indirect Procedures: A Musician's Guide to the Alexander
Technique, all published by Oxford University Press. He is Visiting Professor at 
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Glasgow, and travels the world leading 
workshops intertwining creativity and health.Discount:
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The Integrated String Player: Embodied Vibration
de Alcantara, Pedro
Oxford University Press .
9780199899333
272 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018
The Integrated Musician

Pedro de Alcantara's The Integrated String Player: Embodied Vibration is a 
practical guide for all string players: violinists and violists, cellists and bassists, 
but also gamba players and anyone who makes music drawing a bow across a 
string.

Pedro de Alcantara is a musician, writer, and teacher, leading workshops 
worldwide on creativity and health. His books include Integrated Practice: 
Coordination, Rhythm & Sound and Indirect Procedures: A Musician's Guide to 
the Alexander Technique. He lives in Paris and is Visiting Professor at the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland.
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Why Geography Matters: More Than Ever
de Blij, Harm
Oxford University Press .
9780199913749
368 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2012

In recent years our world has seen transformations of all kinds: intense climate 
change accompanied by significant weather extremes; deadly tsunamis caused 
by submarine earthquakes; unprecedented terrorist attacks; costly wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan; a terrible and overlooked conflict in Equatorial Africa costing 
millions of lives; an economic crisis threatening the stability of the international 
system.

Harm de Blij is John A. Hannah Professor at Michigan State University. The 
author of over 30 books, he is an honorary life member of the National 
Geographic Society.
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Dispatches from the AIDS Pandemic: A Public Health Story
De Cock, Kevin M. / Jaffe, Harold W. / Curran, James W. / Moseley, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780197626528
384 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 3/7/2023

Dispatches from the AIDS Pandemic is a unique firsthand account of the AIDS 
pandemic from three public health authorities who galvanized the AIDS 
pandemic response in the United States and abroad.

Kevin M. De Cock, MD, joined CDC as an Epidemic Intelligence Service officer in
1986. He was Founding Director of the CDC's HIV/AIDS research site in Cote 
d'Ivoire, Director of the CDC's Division of HIV/AIDS Prevention-Surveillance and
Epidemiology, Founding Director of the CDC's Center for Global Health, Director
of the CDC's work in Kenya, and Team Lead for Ebola responses in West and 
Central Africa.  Harold W. Jaffe, MD, began his work at CDC in its Venereal 
Disease Control Division. In 1981, he joined the initial Task Force on Kaposi's 
Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections. He held numerous leadership positions 
across the agency's HIV/AIDS program, including Director of the National Center
for HIV, STD, and TB Prevention, and later served as the CDC's Associate 
Director for Science. James W. Curran, MD, MPH, is former Dean and Professor
of Epidemiology at the Rollins School of Public Health and Emeritus Director of 
the Center for AIDS Research at Emory University. Robin Moseley, MAT, joined
CDC in 1989 as a writer-editor, with assignment to the AIDS division.
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The Limits of the Market: The Pendulum Between Government and Market
De Grauwe, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780198850366
192 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2019

The old discussion of 'Market or State' is obsolete. There will always have to be a
mix of market and state. The only relevant question is what that mix should look 
like. How far do we have to let the market go its own way in order to create as 
much welfare as possible for everyone? What is the responsibility of the 
government in creating welfare? These are difficult questions. But they are also 
interesting questions and Paul De Grauwe analyses them in this book.

Paul De Grauwe is Professor at the London School of Economics. He was a 
member of the Belgian parliament from 1991 to 2003. He is honorary doctor of 
the University of Sankt Gallen, the University of Turku, the University of Genoa, 
and the University of Valencia. He has been a visiting professor at various 
universities including Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, Kiel, Milan, Pennsylvania, and 
Michigan.
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Profit Power Economics
De Kuijper, Mia A. M.
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780198082262
320 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/20/2009

A new economy is emerging from the global financial crisis. In this 
groundbreaking book, seasoned executive and Harvard-trained economist Mia 
de Kuijper guides readers through the fundamentals of this economy and 
explains how companies and individuals can create sustainable wealth now.

Mia de Kuijper is CEO of strategy advisory firm de Kuijper Global Partners, and a
Dean of the Duisenberg School of Finance, Amsterdam. She has held senior 
positions on Wall Street as well as at Royal Dutch/Shell, AT&T, and PepsiCo.
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Borges, Desire, and Sex
de la Fuente, Ariel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789622287
240 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 10/31/2020

Until now Borges has largely been considered an asexual author who could not 
read, think, or write about desire and sex, but in this book historian Ariel de la 
Fuente shows that sexuality was a major preoccupation for him, both as a reader
and as an author.

Ariel de la Fuente is an Associate Professor in the Department of History at 
Purdue University.
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Gustav Mahler, Vol. 2: Vienna: The Years of Challenge, 1897-1904
de La Grange, Henry-Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780193151598
944 pages
hardcover
$190
Pub Date: 5/18/1995

Henry-Louis de La Grange, Mahler's celebrated biographer, offers new insight 
into Mahler's life and work with his latest look at the career of this musical genius.

Henry-Louis de La Grange is President of the Gustav Mahler Musical Library, 
Paris. He is also a chevalier of the Order of the Legion d'honneur, and an officer
of the Ordre du Merite.
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The Fight Against Doubt: How to Bridge the Gap Between Scientists and the 
Public
de Melo-Martin, Inmaculada and Intemann, Kristen
Oxford University Press .
9780190869229
232 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

de Melo-Martín and Intemann show, the criteria commonly proposed as means 
of identifying inappropriate dissent are flawed and the strategies generally 
recommended to tackle such dissent are not only ineffective but could even 
make the situation worse. The Fight Against Doubt proposes that progress on 
this front can best be achieved by enhancing the trustworthiness of the scientific
community and by being more realistic about the limits of science when it comes
to policymaking.

Inmaculada de Melo-Martin is professor of Medical Ethics at Weill Cornell 
Medicine. She holds as PhD in Philosophy and an M.S. in Biology. Kristen 
Intemann is an Associate Professor of Philosophy in the Department of History &
Philosophy at Montana State University.
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Enjoy Our Universe: You Have No Other Choice
De Rujula, Alvaro
Oxford University Press .
9780198817802
224 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

Enjoy Our Universe is a guide for an enjoyable visit to the Universe. The 
Universe refers to all observable things, ranging in size from the entire cosmos to
elementary particles. This small tome on fundamental physics, cosmology, Higgs
bosons, time travel and all that, is unlike any other analogous book.

Alvaro De Rujula, CERN, Geneva Alvaro De Rujula was born in Madrid, where 
he studied physics and obtained his PhD. He has worked in Italy (International 
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Trieste), France (Institut des Hautes Etudes 
Scientifiques), the USA (Harvard and Boston Universities) and CERN (in various
positions, from Summer Student to leader of the Theory Division). He also is 
currently at the Instituto de Fisica Teorica of the Autonomous University of 
Madrid (IFT/UAM/CSIC).
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An English Governess in the Great War: The Secret Brussels Diary of Mary 
Thorp
De Schaepdrijver, Sophie and Proctor, Tammy M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190087616
290 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

An Englishwoman of no particular fame living in World War I Brussels started a 
secret diary in September 1916.  Aware that her thoughts could put her in danger
with German authorities, she never wrote her name on the diary and ran to hide 
it every time the Boches came to inspect the house.  The diary survived the war
and ended up in a Belgian archive, forgotten for nearly a century until historians
Sophie De Schaepdrijver and Tammy M.  Proctor discovered it and the 
remarkable woman who wrote it: Mary Thorp, a middle-aged English governess
working for a wealthy Belgian-Russian family in Brussels.

Sophie De Schaepdrijver is Walter L. and Helen P. Ferree Professor of Modern 
European History at Pennsylvania State University. Tammy M. Proctor is 
Professor of History at Utah State University.
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The Colonial System Unveiled
de Vastey, Baron
Oxford University Press .
9781781383049
340 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2016
Translated and edited by Chris Bongie.

Long neglected in mainstream history books, the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804)
is now being claimed across a range of academic disciplines as an event of 
world-historical importance.

Baron de Vastey was a man of letters in post-revolutionary Haiti. He wrote four 
major books between 1814 and 1819, along with a series of pamphlets, before 
being murdered in 1820. Chris Bongie is Professor and Queen's National Scholar
at Queen's University, Canada.
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Adaptive Strategies for Small-Handed Pianists
Deahl, Lora and Wristen, Brenda
Oxford University Press .
9780190616854
304 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/24/2017

A unique and important guide for almost all pianists. Brings together ergonomics,
biomechanics, physics, anatomy, medicine, and music pedagogy. Includes over
300 musical examples taken from the standard pedagogical and concert piano 
repertoire. Demonstrates the concrete application of adaptive strategies within 
appropriate musical contexts

Lora Deahl is Professor of Piano and Keyboard Literature and Associate Dean of
Curricular and Undergraduate Issues at Texas Tech University. Lora Deahl is 
Professor of Piano and Keyboard Literature and Associate Dean of Curricular 
and Undergraduate Issues at the Talkington College of Visual and Performing 
Arts at Texas Tech University. She is recognized for her solo and chamber 
performances throughout the U. S.
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Assembling Life: How Can Life Begin on Earth and Other Habitable Planets?
Deamer, David W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190646387
184 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2019

This book provides an overview of conditions on the early Earth four billion years
ago and explains why fresh water hot springs are a plausible alternative to salty 
seawater as a site where life can begin. Deamer describes his studies of organic
compounds that were likely to be available in the prebiotic environment and the 
volcanic conditions that can drive chemical evolution toward the origin of life.

David W. Deamer is Research Professor of Biomolecular Engineering at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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The Turnstone: A Doctor's Story
Dean, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237679
272 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 2/15/2005

In this vivid and compelling memoir, Dr. Geoffrey Dean tells the story of his 
lifetime of travel, medical practice, and groundbreaking research.

Geoffrey Dean retired as director of the Medico-Social Research Board in 1985. 
In 2003, he was named a Commander of the Order of the British Empire for his 
services to medicine.
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Plotters: The UK Terrorists Who Failed
Dearden, Lizzie
Oxford University Press .
9781787389298
272 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2023

An eye-opening account of the British terror attacks you've never heard of--
because the perpetrators were caught in time.

Lizzie Dearden is The Independent's Home Affairs Editor. She has been covering
terror attacks, prosecutions and extremism of all kinds in the UK, in depth, since
2017. Lizzie is also a long-term observer of global terrorism trends; she 
previously reported on Isis-inspired attacks in Europe and elsewhere.
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Reading Hebrew Bible Narratives
Dearman, J. Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190246495
232 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Essentials of Biblical Studies Series

Reading Hebrew Bible Narratives introduces readers to narrative traditions of the
Old Testament and to methods of interpreting them.

J. Andrew Dearman has served as a professor both in the USA and abroad for 
35 years. He has worked on archaeological projects in Israel and Jordan, and 
consulted on multiple Bible translation projects.
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Oxford Book of Carols, Music edition
Dearmer, Percy / Rutter, John / Willcocks, David
Oxford University Press .
9780193533158
224 pages
paperback
$33.95
Pub Date: 3/21/1985

A second collection of 50 carols, mostly for SATB, some unaccompanied, and 
some having accompaniments for piano, or organ, or orchestra, or brass 
ensemble. Many of the carols are from traditional sources, rearranged: among 
the items composed especially for this volume are carols by William Walton, 
Benjamin Britten, Richard Rodney Bennett, and William Mathias.

Vaughan Williams has come to be regarded as one of the finest British 
composers of the 20th century. He has a particularly wide-ranging catalogue of 
works, including choral works, symphonies, concerti, and opera. His searching 
and visionary imagination, combined with a flexibility in writing for all levels of 
music-making, has meant that his music is as popular today as it ever has been.
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Songs of Praise: Songs of Praise
Dearmer, Percy and Williams, R. Vaughan
Oxford University Press .
9780192312013
224 pages
paperback
$13.5
Pub Date: 3/26/1963

Songs of Praise was first published in 1925, and is still an immensely popular 
hymnbook, particularly in schools. The compilation falls into two parts: Book 1 
contains hymns grouped by subject and theme, together with a selection of 
verses, canticles and doxologies; Book 2 contains general hymns listed 
alphabetically by first line.
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Songs of Praise: Songs of Praise
Dearmer, Percy and Williams, R. Vaughan
Oxford University Press .
9780192312082
448 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/26/1963

Songs of Praise was first published in 1925, and is still an immensely popular 
hymnbook, particularly in schools. The compilation falls into two parts: Book 1 
contains hymns grouped by subject and theme, together with a selection of 
verses, canticles and doxologies; Book 2 contains general hymns listed 
alphabetically by first line.
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Locating the Medical: Explorations in South Asian History
Deb Roy, Rohan and Attewell, Guy N.A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199486717
320 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

This volume interrogates the foundational categories that have come to define 
medical science in modern South Asia.

Rohan Deb Roy is Lecturer in South Asian History at the University of Reading.
Guy N.A. Attewell is an independent researcher, and divides his time between 
Tamil Nadu, India, and the UK. He was formerly a Researcher in the Department
of Social Sciences at the French Institute of Pondicherry, India, and taught in 
University College London, Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine, 
UK.
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Dignity: A History
Debes, Remy
Oxford University Press .
9780199386000
432 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
OXFORD PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS.

In everything from philosophical ethics to legal argument to public activism, it has
become commonplace to appeal to the idea of human dignity. In such contexts, 
the concept of dignity typically signifies something like the fundamental moral 
status belonging to all humans. Remarkably, however, it is only in the last 
century that this meaning of the term has become standardized.

Remy Debes is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Memphis.
He has published on a wide variety of areas in moral theory, including human 
dignity, respect, metaethics, moral psychology, empathy, and understanding.
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Combined and Uneven Development: Towards a New Theory of World-Literature
Deckard, Sharae and Lawrence, Nicholas
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381915
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP.

The ambition of this book is to resituate the problem of 'world literature', 
considered as a revived category of theoretical enquiry, by pursuing the literary-
cultural implications of the theory of combined and uneven development.

Sharae Deckard, Nicholas Lawrence, Neil Lazarus, Graeme Macdonald, 
Upamanyu Pablo Mukherjee, Benita Parry and Stephen Shapiro are all members
of the Warwick Research Collective (WReC) at the University of Warwick.
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Astaire by Numbers: Time & the Straight White Male Dancer
Decker, Todd
Oxford University Press .
9780197643594
456 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2022
210 Illustrations

Astaire by Numbers offers a complete re-assessment of a twentieth-century icon
of American popular culture through a new looks at every second of dancing 
Fred Astaire committed to film in the studio era. Author Todd Decker provides a 
deep examination of this towering straight white male figure from the ground up 
by digging deeply into questions of race, gender, and sexuality.

Todd Decker is the Paul Tietjens Professor of Music at Washington University in
St. Louis. He has published four books and many articles and book chapters on
popular music and media in the United States in the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries, including Show Boat: Performing Race in an American Musical. 
Decker has lectured on the stage and screen musical at the Library of Congress
and London's Victoria and Albert Museum and was featured in a 2019 BBC 
World Service documentary on the song Ol' Man River.
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Bede: On Ezra and Nehemiah
DeGregorio, Scott
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310010
208 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/15/2006
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians

The Venerable Bede's In Ezram et Neemiam* is the first and only complete 
commentary written on these biblical books in either the patristic or later 
medieval era.

Scott DeGregorio is Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature in 
the Department of Humanities at University of Michigan - Dearborn.
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The Number Sense: How the Mind Creates Mathematics - Revised and Updated
Edition
Dehaene, Stanislas
Oxford University Press .
9780199753871

paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 4/29/2011

 Our understanding of how the human brain performs mathematical calculations 
is far from complete, but in recent years there have been many exciting 
breakthroughs by scientists all over the world. Now, in The Number Sense, 
Stanislas Dehaene offers a fascinating look at this recent research, in an 
enlightening exploration of the mathematical mind.

Stanislas Dehaene teaches at the College de France and is Director of the 
Cognitive Neuroimaging Research Unit at INSERM.
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M
Deighan, Samm
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325772
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/12/2019
Devils Advocates

Fritz Lang's first sound feature, M (1931), is one of the earliest serial killer films in
cinema history and laid the foundation for future horror movies and thrillers, 
particularly those with a disturbed killer as protagonist.  Peter Lorre's child killer,
Hans Beckert, is presented as monstrous, yet sympathetic, building on themes 
presented in the earlier German Expressionist horror films like The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari and The Hands of Orlac.  Lang eerily foreshadowed the rising fascist 
horrors in German society, and transforms his cinematic Berlin into a place of 
urban terror and paranoia.

Samm Deighan is associate editor of Diabolique Magazine and cohost of the 
Daughters of Darkness podcast. She is the editor of Lost Girls: The 
Phantasmagorical Cinema of Jean Rollin (2017) and her writing has been 
featured in various publications, including Senses of Cinema and Cine-Files.
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Bonhoeffer on Resistance: The Word Against the Wheel
DeJonge, Michael P.
Oxford University Press .
9780198824176
192 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2018

Bonhoeffer on Resistance provides an account of Bonhoeffer's resistance 
thinking as a whole. This involves placing his thinking about violent political 
resistance in the context of his thinking about resistance of all kinds; placing his 
thinking about political resistance of all kinds into the context of his thinking about
political life in general; and, ultimately, placing his thinking about political life in 
the broader context of his theology, his thinking about the whole world and God's
relationship to it.

Michael P. DeJonge is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at the University
of South Florida, where he teaches on the history of Christian theology and 
topics in modern religious thought.
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From Here and There: Diaspora Policies, Integration, and Social Rights Beyond
Borders
Délano Alonso, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190688585
256 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2018

This book looks at citizenship and immigrant integration from the perspective of 
countries of origin: specifically the processes through which Mexico and other 
Latin American countries are establishing programs to give their emigrant 
populations better access to education, health, banking, labor rights, language 
acquisition and civic participation in the United States.

Alexandra Délano Alonso is Associate Professor of Global Studies at The New 
School and the current holder of the Eugene M. Lang Professorship for 
Excellence in Teaching and Mentoring.
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Identity, Belonging and Migration
Delanty, Gerard / Wodak, Ruth / Jones, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316890
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2011
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

Identity, Belonging and Migration shows that that liberalism is not enough to 
oppose the disparate and diffuse xenophobia and racism faced by many 
migrants today and calls for new conceptions of anti-racism within and beyond 
the state.

Gerard Delanty is Professor of Sociology at the University of Sussex. Ruth 
Wodak is Professor of Discourse Studies at Lancaster University. Paul R. Jones 
is Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Liverpool.
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The Medical Revolution of Messenger RNA
Delaye, Fabrice
Oxford University Press .
9781621824947
138 pages
hardcover
$29.5
Pub Date: 4/30/2023
4 color, 16 B&W

Delaye's account of messenger RNA medicines is remarkable in several ways. 
As a non-scientist, Delaye has worked diligently to understand the concepts of 
molecules and cells, of DNA, RNA and protein, of lipids and nanoparticles. 
Because he remembers how he struggled to understand these concepts, he 
tailors his descriptions to help his non-scientist readers overcome the hurdles.

Fabrice Delaye is a science and technology journalist based in Switzerland with 
contributions at multiple publications including US correspondent of daily swiss 
newspaper L'Agefi, science and technology editor at business magazine Bilan, 
and now as reporter-at-large for science media Heidi.news in Geneva.
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In Search of Romania
Deletant, Dennis
Oxford University Press .
9781787387010
280 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022
8pp b&w illustrations  illustrations

Paints a portrait of Romania under Communist dictatorship, from political twists 
and turns to daily life and daring dissent in an unfree state.

Dennis Deletant is Emeritus Professor at the School of Slavonic and East 
European Studies, University College London.
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Sanctuary Cities, Communities, and Organizations: A Nation at a Crossroads
Delgado, Melvin
Oxford University Press .
9780190862343
296 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

In this book, Melvin Delgado offers a compelling case for the centrality of 
sanctuary cities' cause to the very mission and professional identity of social 
workers and others in the human services and mental health professions.

Melvin Delgado, PhD, is Professor in the School of Social Work at Boston 
University. Dr. Delgado has over 40 years of scholarship, research, and practice
experience focused on urban population groups, with the Latino community as a
specific focus.
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The Silent Epidemic of Gun Injuries: Challenges and Opportunities for Treating 
and Preventing Gun Injuries
Delgado, Melvin
Oxford University Press .
9780197609767
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/9/2022

Through case studies and statistics, Melvin Delgado explores the physical and 
emotional effects of gun injuries as well as their social, cultural, and economic 
impact on communities. Further, he explains how communities and social work 
professionals can respond to the epidemic of gun injuries.

Melvin Delgado, PhD, is Professor in the School of Social Work at Boston 
University. Dr. Delgado has over 40 years of scholarship, research, and practice
experience focused on urban population groups, with the Latino community as a
specific focus.
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The Parmenidean Ascent
Della Rocca, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197510940
344 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2020

For the Parmenidean monist, there are no distinctions whatsoever-indeed, 
distinctions are unintelligible. In The Parmenidean Ascent, Michael Della Rocca 
aims to revive this controversial approach on rationalist grounds. He not only 
defends the attribution of such an extreme monism to the pre-Socratic 
philosopher Parmenides, but also embraces this extreme monism in its own right
and expands these monistic results to many of the most crucial areas of 
philosophy, including being, action, knowledge, meaning, truth, and metaphysical
explanation.

Michael Della Rocca is Andrew Downey Orrick Professor of Philosophy at Yale 
University, where he has taught since 1991. Della Rocca received his B. A. from
Harvard and his PhD from the University of California at Berkeley.
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A Duty to Resist: When Disobedience Should Be Uncivil
Delmas, Candice
Oxford University Press .
9780197531310
316 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/8/2020

Taking seriously the history of this activism, A Duty to Resist wrestles with the 
problem of political obligation in real world societies that harbor injustice. 
Candice Delmas argues that the duty of justice, the principle of fairness, the 
Samaritan duty, and political association impose responsibility to resist under 
conditions of injustice.

Candice Delmas is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Political Science at
Northeastern University and the Associate Director of the Politics, Philosophy, 
and Economics Program.
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A Duty to Resist: When Disobedience Should Be Uncivil
Delmas, Candice
Oxford University Press .
9780190872199
312 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2018

What are our responsibilities in the face of injustice? How far should we go to 
fight it? Many would argue that as long as a state is nearly just, citizens have a 
moral duty to obey the law.

Candice Delmas is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Political Science at
Northeastern University and the Associate Director of the Politics, Philosophy, 
and Economics Program.
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Predator Ecology: Evolutionary Ecology of the Functional Response
DeLong, John P.
Oxford University Press .
9780192895516
176 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021
39 colour line figures and illustrations .

Predator-prey interactions are ubiquitous, govern the flow of energy up trophic 
levels, and strongly influence the structure of ecological systems. They are 
typically quantified using the functional response - the relationship between a 
predator's foraging rate and the availability of food.

John P. DeLong is Associate Professor of Biology at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln and the Director of Cedar Point Biological Station. He got his start in 
predator biology working with migratory raptors in New Mexico, going on to 
spend 14 years in migration research.
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Music Lesson Plans for Social Justice: A Contemporary Approach for Secondary
School Teachers
DeLorenzo, Lisa C. and Silverman, Marissa
Oxford University Press .
9780197581483
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
8 figures

An innovative, wide-ranging and thoughtful compendium of lesson plans and 
multimedia resources for middle grade music educators, Teaching Music for 
Social Justice makes new inroads at the crossroads of music education and 
social justice.

Lisa C. DeLorenzo is Professor of Music Education at the John J. Cali School of
Music of Montclair State University. Marissa Silverman is Professor of Music 
Education at the John J. Cali School of Music of Montclair State University.
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Across an Angry Sea: The SAS in the Falklands War
Delves, Cedric
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381124
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

An SAS commander's unflinchingly honest account of the Falklands War

General Cedric Delves joined the Army in 1966, was commissioned into the 
Devonshire and Dorset Regiment and later joined the SAS, which he 
commanded at every level. He also led the UK's Special Forces before going on 
to become Commander of the Field Army. He was medically discharged after 
losing a leg to a drunk driver.
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Across an Angry Sea: The SAS in the Falklands War
Delves, Cedric
Oxford University Press .
9781787383425
256 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

In early summer 1982-winter in the South Atlantic-Argentina's military junta 
invades the Falklands.  Within days, a British Royal Navy Task Force is 
assembled and dispatched.  This is the story of D Squadron, 22 SAS, 
commanded by Cedric Delves.  The relentless tempo of events defies belief.

General Cedric Delves joined the Army in 1966, was commissioned into the 
Devonshire and Dorset Regiment and later joined the SAS, which he 
commanded at every level. He also led the UK's Special Forces before going on 
to become Commander of the Field Army. He was medically discharged after 
losing a leg to a drunk driver.
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Biology of Drosophila
Demerec, M
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879698287
632 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 4/29/2008

Biology of Drosophila was first published by John Wiley and Sons in 1950. Until 
its appearance, no central, synthesized source of biological data on Drosophila
melanogaster was available, despite the fly's importance to science for three 
decades. Ten years in the making, it was an immediate success and remained in
print for two decades. However, original copies are now very hard to find. This 
facsimile edition makes available to the fly community once again its most 
enduring work of reference.
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Phoenicians among Others: Why Migrants Mattered in the Ancient 
Mediterranean
Demetriou, Denise
Oxford University Press .
9780197634851
224 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 1/13/2023
4 maps + 21 halftones

Phoenicians among Others provides the first history of Phoenician immigrants in
the ancient Mediterranean from the fourth to the first centuries BCE.

Denise Demetriou is Professor of History at the University of California, San 
Diego, where she holds the Gerry and Jeannie Ranglas Chair in Ancient Greek 
History. Her previous publications include Negotiating Identity in the Ancient 
Mediterranean: The Archaic and Classical Greek Multiethnic Emporia.
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A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth Colony
Demos, John
Oxford University Press .
9780195128901
240 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 9/9/1999

The year 2000 marks the thirtieth anniversary of the publication of A Little 
Commonwealth by Bancroft Prize-winning scholar John Demos. This 
groundbreaking study examines the family in the context of the colony founded 
by the Pilgrims who came over on the Mayflower.

John Demos is Samuel Knight Professor of History at Yale University. He is the 
author of Entertaining Satan, winner of the Bancroft Prize, and The Unredeemed
Capture.
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The Indo-Europeans: Archaeology, Language, Race, and the Search for the 
Origins of the West
Demoule, Jean-Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780197683286
568 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 5/12/2023

The book explores a famous, unresolved, historical problem: How is it that all the
languages of Europe and parts of Asia belong to a single family of Indo-
European languages? The Indo-Europeans: Archaeology, Language, Race, and
the Search for the Origins of the West by Jean-Paul Demoule offers a survey of 
the historiography of the Indo-European debate across several centuries and 
disciplines and poses a devastating challenge to the Indo-European origin story
at its roots.

Jean-Paul Demoule is Emeritus Professor of Archaeology at the Universite de 
Paris I Pantheon-Sorbonne, an honorary member of the Institut Universitaire de
France, and a former president of the Institut national de recherches 
archeologiques preventives (Inrap; National Institute for Preventive Archeological
Research).Discount:
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Science and Religion: Are They Compatible?
Dennett, Daniel C. and Plantinga, Alvin
Oxford University Press .
9780199738427
96 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 9/10/2010
POINT/COUNTER Series

One of today's most controversial and heated issues is whether or not the conflict
between science and religion can be reconciled. In Science and Religion: Are 
They Compatible?, renowned philosophers Daniel C. Dennett and Alvin 
Plantinga expand upon the arguments that they presented in an exciting live 
debate held at the 2009 American Philosophical Association Central Division 
conference.

Daniel C. Dennett is the Co-Director of the Center for Cognitive Studies, 
University Professor, and Austin B. Fletcher Professor of Philosophy at Tufts 
University. Alvin Plantinga is John A. O'Brien Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Notre Dame.
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The Dharma in DNA: Insights at the Intersection of Biology and Buddhism
Denver, Dee
Oxford University Press .
9780197604588
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2022

In The Dharma in DNA, Dee Denver offers a scientific approach to spirituality 
that focuses on explaining the natural links between Buddhism and biology.

Dee Denver is a professor of evolutionary genetics at Oregon State University 
who has contributed numerous insights into the process of DNA mutation and 
evolution of genomes. Professor Denver recently initiated scholarly work at the 
intersection of biology and Buddhist philosophy.
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Contextualising Jihadi Thought
Deol, Jeevan and Kazmi, Zaheer (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199327485
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2012

Departing from the traditional security studies approaches that have 
characterized so much research in this area, Contextualising Jihadi Thought 
bridges existing disciplines and fields of study to create a framework for 
understanding jihadi movements, ideologies, intellectual histories, political 
engagements, and changing geographies.

Jeevan Deol has taught and researched on South Asian history, South Asian 
religion and jihadi ideologies at the Universities of Cambridge, Oxford and 
London. Zaheer Kazmi is ESRC Mid-Career Fellow at the Faculty of History, 
University of Oxford.
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Quantum International Relations: A Human Science for World Politics
Der Derian, James and Wendt, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780197568217
408 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022

In Quantum International Relations, James Der Derian and Alexander Wendt 
gather rising scholars and leading experts to make the case for quantum 
approaches to world politics.

James Der Derian is a Professor of International Security at the University of 
Sydney. Alexander Wendt is a Professor of Political Science at Ohio State 
University.
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Gambling on Development: Why Some Countries Win and Others Lose
Dercon, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9781787385627
360 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022

How do countries achieve development? According to a leading economist, 
success arises when elites bet on growth.

Stefan Dercon is Professor of Economic Policy and Director of the Centre for the
Study of African Economies at the University of Oxford. Combining an academic
career with long experience in international development policy, he is a former 
DFID chief economist and a policy advisor to the UK foreign secretary.
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Gambling on Development: Why Some Countries Win and Others Lose
Dercon, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9781805260080
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2023

How do countries achieve development? According to a leading economist, 
success arises when elites bet on growth.

Stefan Dercon is Professor of Economic Policy and Director of the Centre for the
Study of African Economies at the University of Oxford. Combining an academic
career with long experience in international development policy, he is a former 
DFID chief economist and a policy advisor to the UK foreign secretary.
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Biafra in the News: The Nigerian Civil War Seen from a London News Desk
Derrick, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386860
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

A journalist recounts the tragic facts of Nigeria's Biafra war, reflecting on his 
coverage at the time and how the war has been remembered since.

Jonathan Derrick is a freelance editor and scholar who served twenty years on 
the editorial staff of West Africa magazine. He has authored several scholarly 
articles on African history, and Africa's 'Agitators': Militant Anti-Colonialism in 
Africa and the West, 1918-1939 and Africa, Empire and Fleet Street.
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The Fame of C. S. Lewis: A Controversialist's Reception in Britain and America
Derrick, Stephanie L.
Oxford University Press .
9780198819448
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

The Fame of C. S. Lewis is the most comprehensive account of Lewis's 
popularity to date, drawing on a wealth of fresh material and with much to 
interest scholars and C. S. Lewis admirers alike.

Stephanie L. Derrick is an independent scholar.
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Push: Software Design and the Cultural Politics of Music Production
D'Errico, Mike
Oxford University Press .
9780190943318
336 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
115 figures

Push: Software Design and the Cultural Politics of Music Production shows how
music software has shaped the production techniques and performance 
practices of artists working across media, while also providing a model for 
understanding software as a microcosm for the increasing convergence of 
globalization, neoliberal capitalism, and techno-utopianism that has come to 
define our digital lives

Mike D'Errico is Director of Music Technology & Composition, Assistant 
Professor of Music & Computer Science, and Music Department Chair at Albright
College, where he teaches courses in Music Production, Sound Design, Game 
Design, Songwriting, and User Experience Design.
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The Survivor: An Anatomy of Life in the Death Camps
Des Pres, Terrence
Oxford University Press .
9780195027037
240 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 2/7/1980

An eloquent revelation that touches the foundations of what man is. Neither 
despairing nor conventionally hopeful, The Survivor describes the most terrible 
events in human memory. But what emerges finally is an image of man 
stubbornly equal to the worst that can happen.

The late Terrence Des Pres was Crawshaw Professor of English Literature at 
Colgate University.
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Why Good People Do Bad Environmental Things
DeSombre, Elizabeth R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197523803
266 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

In this book, Elizabeth R. DeSombre integrates research from political science, 
sociology, psychology, and economics to understand why bad environmental 
behavior makes perfect sense.

Elizabeth R. DeSombre is the Camilla Chandler Frost Professor of 
Environmental Studies at Wellesley College, where she directs the 
Environmental Studies Program. Her background is in international 
environmental law (with a particular focus on oceans) and United States 
environmental policy. She has written seven books and won two book prizes.
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Why Good People Do Bad Environmental Things
DeSombre, Elizabeth R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190636272
264 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

In this book, Elizabeth R. DeSombre integrates research from political science, 
sociology, psychology, and economics to understand why bad environmental 
behavior makes perfect sense.

Elizabeth R. DeSombre is the Camilla Chandler Frost Professor of 
Environmental Studies at Wellesley College, where she directs the 
Environmental Studies Program. Her background is in international 
environmental law (with a particular focus on oceans) and United States 
environmental policy. She has written seven books and won two book prizes.
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Dark Skies: Space Expansionism, Planetary Geopolitics, and the Ends of 
Humanity
Deudney, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190903343
464 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In the first book to critically assess the major consequences of space activities 
from their origins in the 1940s to the present and beyond, Daniel Deudney 
argues in Dark Skies that the major result of the Space Age has been to increase
the likelihood of global nuclear war, a fact conveniently obscured by the failure of
recognize that nuclear-armed ballistic missiles are inherently space weapons.

Daniel Deudney is a professor of political science and international relations at 
Johns Hopkins University. He has written extensively on international theory, 
political theory and global issues: nuclear, space, environment and energy. His 
book Bounding Power: Republican Security from the Polis to the Global Village 
received the 'Book of the Decade' award from the International Studies 
Association.
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Dark Skies: Space Expansionism, Planetary Geopolitics, and the Ends of 
Humanity
Deudney, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197656495
464 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2022

Dark Skies provides the first comprehensive and balanced assessment of the 
space enterprise, past, present and future. It demolishes widely-held optimistic 
assumptions about the desirability of many major space activities, actual and 
prospective. Most consequentially, the hiding-in-plain-sight use of outer space as
a corridor for long-range bombardment has increased the probability of 
catastrophic nuclear war. Contrary to the widespread claim that sustainable 
colonies on other celestial bodies are necessary for human survival from large-
scale disasters on Earth, Dark Skies shows that colonization itself poses many 
severe threats and should be avoided. Instead an Earth-oriented space program
should be pursued.

Daniel Deudney is a professor of political science and international relations at 
Johns Hopkins University. He has written extensively on international theory, 
political theory and global issues: nuclear, space, environment and energy. His 
book Bounding Power: Republican Security from the Polis to the Global Village 
received the 'Book of the Decade' award from the International Studies 
Association.
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Debating Worlds: Contested Narratives of Global Modernity and World Order
Deudney, Daniel / Ikenberry, G. John / Postel-Vinay, Karoline
Oxford University Press .
9780197679319
312 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2023

The global distribution of power has shifted and the preeminence of the West is 
receding as new directions for world order emerge. In Debating Worlds, Daniel 
Deudney, G. John Ikenberry, and Karoline Postel-Vinay have gathered a group 
of eminent scholars in the field to analyze the various ways in which the West's 
dominant narrative has waned and a new plurality of narratives has emerged. 
Collectively, the contributors map out these narratives, focusing primarily on their
key features, origins, and implications for world order. Covering the most 
influential narratives currently shaping world politics, Debating Worlds is an 
essential volume for all scholars of international relations.

Daniel Deudney is Professor of Political Science at Johns Hopkins University. G.
John Ikenberry is the Albert G. Milbank Professor of Politics and International 
Affairs at Princeton University. Karoline Postel-Vinay is Director of Research at 
the Center for International Studies at Sciences Po in Paris.Discount:
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Musical Illusions and Phantom Words: How Music and Speech Unlock Mysteries
of the Brain
Deutsch, Diana
Oxford University Press .
9780190206833
272 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/13/2019

In this ground-breaking synthesis of art and science, Diana Deutsch shows how 
illusions of music and speech have fundamentally altered thinking about the 
brain.

Diana Deutsch is Professor of Psychology at the University of California, San 
Diego.
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On a Truck Alone, To McMahon
Dev Sen, Nabaneeta
Oxford University Press .
9780199485246
216 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/10/2019
Translated by Arunava Sinha

Truckbahone McMahone, originally published in Bengali in 1984, is a humorous 
travelogue of the author's journey across north-east India on a truck, all the way 
to the border between India and China called the McMahon Line. This first-
person narrative organized around over fifty chapters, captures the details of her
encounters with countless ordinary individuals, their reactions to a middle-aged 
woman's solo road trip and extraordinary incidents that happen along the way.

Nabaneeta Dev Sen, born 1938, is one of the most versatile Bengali female 
writers of India today. Her spontaneity, unique style of expression, vast and 
varied experience of life are evident in her poems, short stories, novels, features,
and essays. Her wit and humour, sense of detachment together with heart-to-
heart sensibility give her writings a personal touch that is hard to ignore.
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Terrorist in Search of Humanity
Devji, Faisal
Oxford University Press .
9780190076801
224 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020

Argues that various forms of militancy, such as the actions of al-Qaeda, are 
informed by the same desire for agency and equality that animates other 
humanitarian interventions, such as environmentalism and pacifism.

Faisal Devji is Reader in History at St Antony's College, Oxford University.
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Carry Me Back: The Domestic Slave Trade in American Life
Deyle, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780195310191
416 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/31/2006

Carry Me Back restores the domestic slave trade to the prominent place that it 
deserves in early American history, exposing the many complexities of southern
slavery and antebellum American life.

Steven Deyle is Associate Professor of History at the University of Houston.
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Foundations of Behavioral Economic Analysis: Volume II: Other-Regarding 
Preferences
Dhami, Sanjit
Oxford University Press .
9780198837435
352 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2019

Taken from the first definitive introduction to behavioral economics, The 
Foundations of Behavioral Economic Analysis: Other-Regarding Preferences is 
an authoritative and cutting edge guide to this essential topic for advanced 
undergraduate and postgraduate students.

Sanjit Dhami is Professor of Economics at the University of Leicester. He studied
at the Delhi School of Economics and the University of Toronto for his Masters,
MPhil, and PhD degrees in economics.
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The Foundations of Behavioral Economic Analysis: Vol IV: Behavioral Game 
Theory
Dhami, Sanjit
Oxford University Press .
9780198847250
464 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2019

This fourth volume of The Foundations of Behavioral Economic Analysis covers
behavioral game theory. It is an essential guide for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students seeking a concise and focused text on this important 
subject, and examines the evidence on classical game theory and several 
models of behavioral game theory, including level-k and cognitive hierarchy 
models, quantal response equilibrium, and psychological game theory.

Sanjit Dhami is Professor of Economics at the University of Leicester. He studied
at the Delhi School of Economics and the University of Toronto for his Masters,
MPhil, and PhD degrees in economics.
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Black Radio/Black Resistance: The Life & Times of the Tom Joyner Morning 
Show
di Leonardo, Micaela
Oxford University Press .
9780190870188
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2019

Black Radio/Black Resistance tells the story of the decades-old, wildly popular 
Tom Joyner Morning Show, a drive-time syndicated and streaming show with 
progressive politics, wicked humor, and deeply satisfying adult soul music. As 
lively and funny as the show itself, Black Radio/Black Resistance illuminates 
American working and middle-class black lives and politics over the last quarter-
century.

Micaela di Leonardo is Professor of Anthropology, African American Studies, 
Gender & Sexuality Studies, and Performance Studies at Northwestern 
University.
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Transforming Ethnomusicology Volume I: Methodologies, Institutional Structures,
and Policies
Diamond, Beverley and Castelo-Branco, Salwa El-Shawan
Oxford University Press .
9780197517611
272 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2021

This two-volume collection transforms our understanding of the discipline of 
ethnomusicology by exploring how ethnomusicologists can contribute to positive
social and environmental change within institutional frameworks. The first volume
focuses on ethical practice and collaboration and offers strategies for promoting 
institutional and methodological change.

Beverley Diamond is Professor Emerita at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Salwa El-Shawan Castelo-Branco is Professor of Ethnomusicology at the Faculty
of Social Sciences and Humanities of the Nova University of Lisbon, Portugal.
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Transforming Ethnomusicology Volume II: Political, Social & Ecological Issues
Diamond, Beverley and Castelo-Branco, Salwa El-Shawan
Oxford University Press .
9780197517567
272 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2021

This two-volume collection transforms our understanding of the discipline of 
ethnomusicology by exploring how ethnomusicologists can contribute to positive
social and environmental change within institutional frameworks. The second 
volume focuses on the intersection of ecological and social issues and features a
variety of Indigenous perspectives

Beverley Diamond is Professor Emerita at Memorial University of Newfoundland
where she served as the first Canada Research Chair in Ethnomusicology and 
founded and directed the Research Centre for the Study of Music, Media, and 
Place (MMaP) from 2003-15. Salwa El-Shawan Castelo-Branco is Professor of 
Ethnomusicology at the Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities of the Nova
University of Lisbon, Portugal.
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TransLife: International New Media Art
Di'an, Fan and Ga, Zhang
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317460
336 pages
paperback
$59.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2012

This book attempts to explore symbiotic life forms to interrogate an 
anthropocentric modernity; it sets out to examine artistic endeavors and 
interventions challenging the common denominators by venturing into unfamiliar
zones.

Fan Di'an is Director of the National Art Museum of China. Zhang Ga is Curator 
of TransLife: International Triennial of New Media Art 2011, National Art Museum
of China; a Professor at Tsinghua University Art & Science Center MediaLAB; 
and Associate Professor at Parsons the New School for Design. He is editor of 
Synthetic Times (MIT, 2009).
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Birmingham: The Workshop of the World
Dick, Malcolm and Chinn, Carl
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382462
400 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 1/1/2017

The most comprehensive and up-to-date history of Birmingham in forty years. 
The first book to cover the history of the Birmingham area from prehistoric times 
to the twenty-first century. Visually stunning with over 200 images, some of which
have never been published before. Containing the latest research, written by 
acknowledged experts, but accessibly presented for a wide audience including 
children as well as adults.

Malcolm Dick is Director of the Centre for West Midlands History and Lecturer in
Regional and Local History at the University of Birmingham. Carl Chinn is 
Professor of Community History at the University of Birmingham and history 
advisor for the schools of Perry Beeches The Academy.
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The Dictator's Dilemma: The Chinese Communist Party's Strategy for Survival
Dickson, Bruce J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190692193
368 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

Many observers predicted the collapse of the Chinese Communist Party 
following the Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989, and again following the 
serial collapse of communist regimes behind the Iron Curtain. Their prediction, 
however, never proved true. Despite minor setbacks, China has experienced 
explosive economic growth and relative political stability ever since 1989. In The
Dictator's Dilemma, eminent China scholar Bruce Dickson provides a 
comprehensive explanation for regime's continued survival and prosperity.

Bruce J. Dickson is Professor of Political Science and International Affairs, Chair
of the Political Science Department, and Director of the Sigur Center for Asian 
Studies at George Washington University.
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Nationalism and the Multination State
Dieckhoff, Alain
Oxford University Press .
9780190607913
232 pages
paperback
$40.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2016

Published in English for the first time, this book defends the idea that nationhood
remains a central aspect of modernity. After the breakup of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia in the 1990s, the following decade confirmed this hypothesis with the
rise of independence movements in Europe (in Scotland and Flanders) and the 
persistence of claims to nationhood the world over (for example, in Kurdistan and
Tibet).

Alain Dieckhoff is senior research fellow at CNRS and director of CERI Sciences
Po. His research focuses on politics, contemporary society and transformation of
the state in Israel, as well as contemporary nationalism.
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Cinema Pessimism: A Political Theory of Representation and Reciprocity
Dienstag, Joshua Foa
Oxford University Press .
9780190067724
192 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2019

Cinema Pessimism explores the challenges of representative democracy through
film. Film allows us to see the problems of democracy from a unique perspective,
illuminating dangers that are not always visible to us either from day-to-day 
experience or the classics of democratic theory. Joshua Foa Dienstag argues 
that there are threats lurking in our political systems that we fail to perceive due 
to the many pleasures that representation (both political and filmic) provides. 
Ultimately, Dienstag seeks to defend a kind of pessimistic politics that might 
produce a better sort of democratic representation than what we have today.

Joshua Foa Dienstag is Professor of Political Science and Law at the University
of California, Los Angeles.
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The Origins of Greek Religion
Dietrich, B. C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675310
364 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2004

Dietrich starts from the premises that beliefs and their associated rites are 
inherently conservative and that, even where populations change, they tend to 
do so gradually, creating fusions rather than wholesale disruptions in ritual 
practice. An understanding of classical Greek religion thus, necessarily, depends
on appreciation of its forerunners in the Bronze Age; and they, in turn, on 
evidence from the better documented religions of the Middle East.

Bernard C. Dietrich was Professor of Greek in the University of Wales, 
Aberystwyth.
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Crying the News: A History of America's Newsboys
DiGirolamo, Vincent
Oxford University Press .
9780195320251
328 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2019

Crying the News: A History of America's Newsboys is the first book to place 
newsboys at the center of American history, analyzing their inseparable role as 
economic actors and cultural symbols in the creation of print capitalism, popular
democracy, and national character. DiGirolamo's sweeping narrative traces the 
shifting fortunes of these little merchants over a century of war and peace, 
prosperity and depression, exploitation and reform, chronicling their exploits in 
every region of the country, as well as on the railroads that linked them.

Vincent DiGirolamo is a member of the History Department at Baruch College of
the City University of New York.
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Crying the News: A History of America's Newsboys
DiGirolamo, Vincent
Oxford University Press .
9780197533338
720 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022
145 black and white illus. + 16 page color insert

Crying the News: A History of America's Newsboys is the first book to place 
newsboys at the center of American history, analyzing their inseparable role as 
economic actors and cultural symbols in the creation of print capitalism, popular
democracy, and national character.

Vincent DiGirolamo is Associate Professor of History at Baruch College of the 
City University of New York and an award-winning journalist and documentary 
filmmaker.
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Idols of Perversity: Fantasies of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-Siecle Culture
Dijkstra, Bram
Oxford University Press .
9780195056525
480 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/29/1988
302 illustrations 

Bram Dijkstra's Idols of Perversity explores the nature and development of turn-
of-the-century misogyny in the works of hundreds of writers, artists, and 
scientists, including Zola, Strindberg, Wedekind, Henry James, Rossetti, Renoir,
Moreau, Klimt, Darwin, and Spencer. Dijkstra demonstrates that the most 
prejudicial aspects of Evolutionary Theory helped to justify this wave of anti-
feminine sentiment.

Bram Dijkstra is Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of 
California, San Diego, and author of several books, including Cubism, Stieglitz 
and the Early Poetry of William Carlos Williams, A Recognizable Image, and 
Defoe and Economics.
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Statius: Achilleid
Dilke, O.A.W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675112
188 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 3/6/2005
Bristol Phoenix Press - Classic Editions Series. New introduction by Robert 
Cowan.

Statius' Achilleid is perhaps the most remarkable of all Latin epic poems. Its 
project - to tell the whole life of Achilles - was cut short by the poet's untimely 
death. Yet the completed first book and the earliest part of the second have a 
charm and freshness matched only in some of Ovid's most lively and engaging 
work.

O. A. W. Dilke was at the time of preparing this edition Lecturer in Humanities at 
the University of Glasgow.
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Postsecular Catholicism: Relevance and Renewal
Dillon, Michele
Oxford University Press .
9780190693008
224 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

The Catholic Church faces the challenge of maintaining its relevance in an 
increasingly secularized society. On issues ranging from sexuality and gender 
equality to economic policy and social welfare, the church hierarchy is frequently
out-of-step with Catholics and non-Catholics alike. In Postsecular Catholicism, 
Michele Dillon argues that the Church's relevance is increasingly contingent on 
its ability to incorporate secular experiences and expectations into the articulation
of the Church's teachings.

Michele Dillon is Class of 1944 Professor of Sociology at the University of New 
Hampshire.
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Finding Truth in Fiction: What Fan Culture Gets Right--and Why it's Good to Get
Lost in a Story
Dill-Shackleford, Karen E. and Vinney, Cynthia
Oxford University Press .
9780190643607
296 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2020

In Finding Truth in Fiction, two media psychologists reveal that there's much 
more to our desire to seek out stories in film, TV, and books than simple 
diversion--fiction can help us find truth in our real lives. By exploring our 
relationship with fictional stories and characters, the authors will examine the 
influence of fiction on our identities, the paradox of trying to separate actors from
the roles they play, and the types of stories we are drawn to over and over.

Karen E. Dill-Shackleford is a social psychologist who studies human 
relationships with fictional characters from film, television, and books. Cynthia 
Vinney is a freelance writer and independent researcher who studies how 
audiences understand, engage with, and respond to popular media.
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How Fantasy Becomes Reality: Information and Entertainment Media in 
Everyday Life, Revised and Expanded
Dill-Shackleford, Karen E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190239299
280 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 12/30/2015

In this revised and expanded edition of How Fantasy Becomes Reality, social 
psychologist Karen E. Dill-Shackleford explains what the latest science tells us 
about how our devices influence our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. In 
engaging, conversational prose, she discusses both the benefits and the risks 
that come with our current level of media saturation.

Karen E. Dill-Shackleford is a social psychologist who studies the role of media 
in everyday life. Some of her special areas of interest are the psychology of 
engagement with narrative, violence and violence prevention, portrayals of race
and gender, and fandom.
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Politics in a Glass Case: Feminism, Exhibition Cultures and Curatorial 
Transgressions
Dimitrakaki, Angela and Perry, Lara
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381700
293 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Value Art Politics LUP.

Beginning with the feminist critique of the art exhibition in the 1970s and 
concluding with reflections on intersectional curating and globalisation after 2000,
this pioneering collection offers an alternative narrative of feminism's impact on 
art. The essays provide rigorous accounts of developments in Scandinavia, 
Eastern and Southern Europe as well as the UK and US, framed by an 
introduction which offers a politically engaging navigation of historical and current
positions.

Angela Dimitrakaki is Lecturer in Contemporary Art History and Theory at the 
University of Edinburgh. Lara Perry is Principal Lecturer in the School of 
Humanities at the University of Brighton.
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Dictatorship and Information: Authoritarian Regime Resilience in Communist 
Europe and China
Dimitrov, Martin K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197672938
480 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023

In Dictatorship and Information, Martin K. Dimitrov offers a systematic theory of 
the institutional solutions to the dictator's dilemma, which arises from the 
incapacity to calibrate repression and concessions due to distorted information 
about elite and popular discontent. Dimitrov argues that communist regimes are
especially adept at developing sophisticated systems that mobilize the party, 
State Security, and internal journalism to assess levels of dissent. Drawing from
a rich base of evidence across multiple communist regimes and nearly 100 
interviews, Dimitrov reshapes our understanding of how autocrats learn--or fail to
learn--about the societies they rule, and how they maintain--or lose--power.

Martin K. Dimitrov is Professor of Political Science at Tulane University. His 
books include Piracy and the State: The Politics of Intellectual Property Rights in
China; Why Communism Did Not Collapse: Understanding Authoritarian Regime
Resilience in Asia and Europe; and The Political Logic of Socialist Consumption.
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Children of Men
Dinello, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9781999334024
132 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2019
Constellations

A mirror of tomorrow, Alfonso Cuarón's visionary Children of Men (2006) was 
released to good reviews and poor box office but is now regarded by many as a 
twenty-first-century masterpiece. Cuarón creates a documentary of the near 
future when Britain's totalitarian government hunts down and cages refugees like
animals as the world descends into violent chaos.  In the midst of xenophobia 
and power abuses that have led to a permanent state of emergency, Children of
Men inspires with a story of hope and political resistance.

Dan Dinello is the author of Technophobia! Science Fiction Visions of the 
Posthuman Future. Professor emeritus at Columbia College Chicago, he has 
contributed chapters to numerous books including Westworld and Philosophy, 
Avatar and Philosophy: Learning to See, and The Ultimate Star Trek and 
Philosophy.
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Introducing Einstein's Relativity: A Deeper Understanding
d'Inverno, Ray and Vickers, James
Oxford University Press .
9780198862031
512 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 9/7/2022
240 illustrations.

This textbook provides students with a sound mathematical introduction coupled
to an understanding of the physical insights needed to explore the subject

Ray d'Inverno is Emeritus Professor in General Relativity at the University of 
Southhampton. James Vickers is an Emeritus Professor of Mathematics at the 
University of Southampton.
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After the Dance, the Drums Are Heavy: Carnival, Politics, and Musical 
Engagement in Haiti
Dirksen, Rebecca
Oxford University Press .
9780190928063
488 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2020
Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music.3 illus.

Offering rich ethnography and a deep historical perspective, After the Dance, the
Drums are Heavy is about carnival, politics, and the musical engagement of 
ordinary citizens and celebrity musicians in contemporary Haiti.  First substantial
musical ethnography of Haiti since the earthquake. The most in-depth study of 
Haitian carnival to date. Detailed analysis of high-profile musicians and their 
music, including extensive interview material

Rebecca Dirksen is an ethnomusicologist working across the spectrum of 
musical genres in Haiti and its diaspora. She is a professor in the Department of
Folklore and Ethnomusicology at Indiana University Bloomington and a founding
member of the Diverse Environmentalisms Research Team (DERT).
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A Seat at the Table: Congresswomen's Perspectives on Why Their Presence 
Matters
Dittmar, Kelly / Sanbonmatsu, Kira / Carroll, Susan J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190915735
272 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2018

At the same time, Congress is more polarized than ever, and little research 
exists on how women in Congress view their experiences and contributions to 
American politics today. Drawing on personal interviews with over three-quarters
of the women serving in the 114th Congress (2015-17), the authors analyze how
these women navigate today's stark partisan divisions, and whether they feel 
effective in their jobs.

Kelly Dittmar is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Rutgers-Camden. Kira
Sanbonmatsu is Professor of Political Science and Senior Scholar at the Center 
for American Women and Politics at the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers
University. Susan J. Carroll is Professor of Political Science and Women's and 
Gender Studies at Rutgers University.
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TouchIT: Understanding Design in a Physical-Digital World
Dix, Alan / Gill, Steve / Ramduny-Ellis, Devina / Hare, Jo
Oxford University Press .
9780198718581
608 pages
hardcover
$46
Pub Date: 11/11/2022

TouchIT brings together insights from human-computer interaction and industrial
design, exploring these themes under four main headings: human body and 
mind; objects and things; space; and information and computation.

Alan Dix is a Professor and Director of the Computational Foundry at Swansea 
University, Wales, UK, a research centre built on the belief that addressing 
human needs and human values requires and inspires the deepest forms of 
fundamental science. Steve Gill is Director of Research and Professor of 
Interactive Product Design at Cardiff Metropolitan University, Wales, UK. Devina
Ramduny-Ellis is Director of Education and Head of Computer Science at 
Huddersfield Grammar School, UK. She is a computer scientist who worked for
many years in Higher Education before moving to the secondary sector. Jo Hare
is a Senior Lecturer and Programme Leader for the BA in Product Design at 
UWE, Bristol.Discount:
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Heartland Blues: Labor Rights in the Industrial Midwest
Dixon, Marc
Oxford University Press .
9780190917036
192 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2020

The Midwest experienced an upheaval over labor rights beginning in the winter 
of 2011.  For most commentators, the fallout in the Midwest and unions' weak 
showing in the 2016 presidential election a few years later was just more 
evidence of labor's emaciated state.  In Heartland Blues, Marc Dixon provides a
new perspective on union decline by revisiting the labor movement at its 
historical peak in the late 1950s.  Drawing on social movement theories and 
archival materials, he analyzes campaigns over key labor policies as they were 
waged in the heavily unionized states of Indiana, Ohio and Wisconsin-the very 
same states at the center of more recent battles over labor rights.

Marc Dixon is Professor of Sociology at Dartmouth College, where he serves as
chair. Prior to this he was a member of the faculty at Florida State University.
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A New Grammar of Dyirbal
Dixon, R. M. W.
Oxford University Press .
9780192859907
496 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 1/27/2023

This book offers a comprehensive contemporary grammar of the Dyirbal 
language of North Queensland. It includes updated analyses of key features of 
the language based on recent theoretical advances, and draws on the author's 
detailed research over the last 50 years and more.

R. M. W. Dixon is Adjunct Professor at Central Queensland University, Cairns 
Campus, and has previously held positions at University College London, 
Harvard University, the Australian National University, University of California at
Santa Cruz, La Trobe University, and James Cook University. His pioneering 
fieldwork on Indigenous Australian languages began in the 1960s and led, 
among many other works.
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El Teatro de Buero Vallejo: Homenaje del Hispanismo Britanico E Irelandes
Dixon, Victor and Johnston, David (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231295
208 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/1996
Hispanic Studies Series

A volume of original essays in Spanish on one of Spain’s – and Europe’s – 
foremost playwrights, with contributions from almost all the best-known academic
commentators in Britain and Ireland.

Victor Dixon is Emeritus Professor, Chair of Spanish and Fellow at Trinity 
College Dublin. Professor David Johnston holds the Musgrave Chair in Hispanic
Studies at Queen's University Belfast.
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The Films of Terence Fisher
Dixon, Wheeler Winston
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325338
400 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

Tracing the entire career of the British director Terence Fisher, best known for 
his Gothic horror films for Hammer-such as The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) 
and Dracula (1958)-The Films of Terence Fisher covers not only his horror films,
but also his film noirs, comedies, and early apprenticeship work to create a full 
picture of Fisher's life and work.  Brimming with rare stills, interviews, and 
detailed analysis of Fisher's films-both for Hammer as well as his earlier work-
this is the ultimate one-stop book on Terence Fisher, both in his horror films, and
his entire body of work, as well as his legacy to the British cinema.

Wheeler Winston Dixon is Ryan Professor of Film Studies at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln. He is the author of numerous volumes of film history, theory, 
and criticism, including A History of Horror (2010).
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The Films of Terence Fisher
Dixon, Wheeler Winston
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325345
400 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

Tracing the entire career of the British director Terence Fisher, best known for 
his Gothic horror films for Hammer-such as The Curse of Frankenstein (1957) 
and Dracula (1958)-The Films of Terence Fisher covers not only his horror films,
but also his film noirs, comedies, and early apprenticeship work to create a full 
picture of Fisher's life and work.  Brimming with rare stills, interviews, and 
detailed analysis of Fisher's films-both for Hammer as well as his earlier work-
this is the ultimate one-stop book on Terence Fisher, both in his horror films, and
his entire body of work, as well as his legacy to the British cinema.

Wheeler Winston Dixon is Ryan Professor of Film Studies at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln. He is the author of numerous volumes of film history, theory, 
and criticism, including A History of Horror (2010).
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Elusive Compromise: A History of Interwar Yugoslavia
Djokic, Dejan
Oxford University Press .
9780199326396
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2007

Before Tito's Yugoslavia, which disintegrated violently in the 1990s, there was 
another Yugoslav state. This book is about the original, interwar Yugoslavia 
(1918-41), and is based on the author's research in Croatian, Serbian, British 
and American archives and on extensive study of published sources.

Dejan Djokic is Lecturer in Serbian and Croatian Studies at the University of 
Nottingham. He is the editor of Yugoslavism: Histories of a Failed Idea, 1918
-1992 (Hurst, 2002).
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The Knowledge Polity: Teaching and Research in the Social Sciences
Djupe, Paul A. / Sokhey, Anand Edward / Smith, Amy Erica
Oxford University Press .
9780197611920
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2022
75 b/w figures

Producing knowledge is not just about producing research; it is also about 
teaching, about helping others improve their work, and about communicating 
information to the public. The Knowledge Polity examines how faculty in the 
social and behavioral sciences do all these activities.

Paul A. Djupe is an associate professor of political science at Denison University.
Amy Erica Smith is an associate professor of political science as well as a Liberal
Arts and Sciences Dean's Professor at Iowa State University. Anand Edward 
Sokhey is an associate professor of political science and a faculty fellow at the 
Institute for Behavioral Science at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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Ancient Israel's Neighbors
Doak, Brian R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190690601
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2020
Essentials of Biblical Studies

Whether on a national or a personal level, everyone has a complex relationship
with their closest neighbors.  Where are the borders? How much interaction 
should there be? How are conflicts solved? Ancient Israel was one of several 
small nations clustered in the eastern Mediterranean region between the large 
empires of Egypt and Mesopotamia in antiquity.  Frequently mentioned in the 
Bible, these other small nations are seldom the focus of the narrative unless they
interact with Israel.  The ancient Israelites who produced the Hebrew Bible lived
within a rich context of multiple neighbors, and this context profoundly shaped 
Israel.

Brian R. Doak is Associate Professor of Biblical Studies and Faculty Fellow in the
William Penn Honors Program at George Fox University, just outside Portland, 
OR.
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Oxford Book of French Chansons
Dobbins, Frank
Oxford University Press .
9780193435391
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 11/12/1987

The 84 chansons in this collection are mainly for SATB, and were selected first 
and foremost for their musical value. Care has been taken to represent the great
masters as well as lesser-known composers who made significant contributions 
to the genre.
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Blood and Bronze: The British Empire and the Sack of Benin
Docherty, Paddy
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787384569
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
16 illustrations.

A searing account of Britain's conquest of the Kingdom of Benin and plunder of 
its fabled Bronzes.

Paddy Docherty is a historian of empire, with a particular interest in the British 
Empire, anticolonial resistance, and the cultural impact of imperialism. He was 
educated at the University of Oxford and is the author of The Khyber Pass: A 
History of Empire and Invasion.
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Exit, Voice, and Solidarity: Contesting Precarity in the US and European 
Telecommunications Industries
Doellgast, Virginia
Oxford University Press .
9780197659786
312 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2022
15 Illustrations

Downsizing and outsourcing have contributed to increased job insecurity and 
inequality across the industrialized west. But under what conditions do 
companies take alternative approaches to restructuring that balance market 
demands for profits with social demands for high quality jobs? Virginia Doellgast
compares the US and European telecommunications industries to show how 
labor can succeed. Market liberalization and shareholder pressure pushed 
employers to adopt often draconian cost cutting measures, but in certain 
countries labor unions pushed back with creative collective bargaining and 
organizing campaigns. Their success depended on the intersection of three 
factors: constraints on employer exit, support for collective worker voice, and 
strategies of inclusive labor solidarity. Based on findings from ten country 
studies, this book shows how different national political economic contexts shape
what workers can and cannot accomplish.

Virginia Doellgast is Professor of Comparative Employment Relations in the ILR
School at Cornell University and a Senior Research Fellow at the Wirtschafts-
und Sozial-wissenschaftliches Institut (WSI) of the Hans Bockler Stiftung.
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Us versus Them: Race, Crime, and Gentrification in Chicago Neighborhoods
Doering, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780190066581
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2020

In Us versus Them, Jan Doering answers these questions through an in-depth 
study of two Chicago neighborhoods. Drawing on three and a half years of 
ethnographic fieldwork, Doering examines how activists and community leaders
clashed and collaborated as they launched new initiatives, built coalitions, 
appeased critics, and discredited opponents.

Jan Doering is Assistant Professor of Sociology at McGill University.
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Small Power: How Local Parties Shape Elections
Doherty, David / Dowling, Conor M. / Miller, Michael G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197605011
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
85 b/w figures

In Small Power, David Doherty, Conor M. Dowling, and Michael G. Miller 
examine an important, but understudied, aspect of American political parties: the
local organizations that are responsible for increasing the party's community 
visibility, recruiting first-time candidates, and providing the crucial labor that 
campaigns use to mobilize voters.

David Doherty is Associate Professor of Political Science at Loyola University 
Chicago. Conor M. Dowling is Associate Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Mississippi. Michael G. Miller is Assistant Professor of Political 
Science at Barnard College of Columbia University.
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Navalny: Putin's Nemesis, Russia's Future?
Dollbaum, Jan Matti / Lallouet, Morvan / Noble, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9780197680667
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

First book in the English language on Alexei Navalny, who shot to worldwide 
fame when poisoned for his outspoken opposition to the Russian government

Jan Matti Dollbaum is a postdoctoral researcher at Bremen University, 
specialising in activism and civil society in Russia. Morvan Lallouet is a PhD 
candidate at the University of Kent, researching Navalny and the Russian 
opposition. Ben Noble is Lecturer in Russian Politics at University College 
London and an Associate Fellow at Chatham House.
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Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate
Dolman, Han
Oxford University Press .
9780192845269
272 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2021
130 illustrations .

This book describes the interaction of greenhouse gasses with the Earth System.
It takes the perspective of the Earth as an integrated system and provides 
examples of both changes in our current climate and those in the geological past.
The book gives a required elementary description of the physics of the earth 
system, the atmosphere and ocean.

Han Dolman, Professor in Ecohydrology, Department of Earth Sciences, Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands .
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Carbon Dioxide through the Ages: From wild spirit to climate culprit
Dolman, Han
Oxford University Press .
9780198869412
336 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 6/27/2023
52 line drawings and halftones, 7 colour images

This book traces the development of the perception of carbon dioxide through 
the ages, from the history of our understanding of the gas to the recognition of its
radiative properties and impact on climate. It addresses the rise in its 
atmospheric concentration through deforestation and energy production.

Han Dolman is a climate scientist and director of the Royal NIOZ, the 
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, as well as a Professor at the Department
of Earth Sciences, Free University of Amsterdam. For many years, his work has
been centered around the global carbon cycle and its relation to our climate. 
Over the length of his career, he has been involved in several international 
research programs such as the Global Climate Observing System. He is the 
author of Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate (OUP 2019).
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The Horror Genre: Classroom Resources
Domaille, Kate
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663073
40 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Teachers Guides and Classroom Resources

This Teacher's Guide offers a clear solution about how the horror film is 
theorized and taught through a case study approach (using examples of the 
Dracula film, from Nosferatu to Francis Coppola's version) that would apply the 
teaching of genre generally.  The Guide covers all the key theoretical areas, 
stressing the importance of an appreciation of the wider historical context of 
genre to encourage a better understanding of contemporary texts.

Kate Domaille is a freelance lecturer and writer in Film and Media Studies.
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International 08 Made Up: Liverpool Biennial
Domela, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311710
96 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2008

Celebrating 10 years of commissioning ambitious and challenging new work by 
leading international artists, the fifth edition of Liverpool Biennial's International 
exhibition is MADE UP, an exploration of the power of the artistic imagination.

Paul Domela is Deputy Chief Executive of the Liverpool Biennial, a position he 
has held since 2001. He has organised multiple exhibitions, public programmes,
publications and international exchanges with an interest in the reverberations of
globalisation and art as a field of knowledge production.
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The Concise Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary of Current Usage
Doniach, N. S. (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780198643210
472 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 2/3/1983
With the assistance of S. Khulusi, N. Shamaa, and W. K. Davin.

This is a shortened and updated version of the Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary,
designed to meet the needs of the Arabic speaker learning English. It records the
different levels of usage met with in newspapers, radio and TV as well as films.
Where familiar, colloquial and slang levels are indicated, the major Arabic 
dialectical equivalents have been given.

Nakdimon Shabbethay Doniach OBE (8 May 1907 in London, England – 16 April
1994 in Oxford, England) was a British civil servant, lexicographer and scholar of
Judaic and Semitic languages.
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After the War: The Last Books of the Mahabharata
Doniger, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780197553404
192 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022

A new translation of the end of the Mahabharata, depicting the final years of the
surviving heroes, their debates about the justice of war and the meaning of life, 
their ultimate deaths, and their experiences of heaven and hell. The author, a 
distinguished translator of Sanskrit texts, puts the text into clear, flowing, 
contemporary prose, with a comprehensive but unintrusive critical apparatus. 
This book will delight general readers and enlighten students of Indian civilization
and of great world literature.

Wendy Doniger has taught at Harvard, Oxford, the School of Oriental and African
Studies at the University of London, and the University of California at Berkeley,
and, from 1978, at the University of Chicago, where she was the Mircea Eliade 
Distinguished Service Professor of the History of Religions, in the Divinity 
School, the Department of South Asian Languages and Civilizations, and the 
Committee on Social Thought, now Emerita. She is the author of over forty 
books, including translations of Sanskrit texts as well as books about Hindu 
mythology and cross-cultural mythology, particularly about illusion, animals, 
gender, and sex. In 1984 she was elected President of the American Academy of
Religion, in 1989 a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in 
1996 a Member of the American Philosophical Society, and in 1997 President of
the Association for Asian Studies.
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Elizabeth I and Her Circle
Doran, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780198816577
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2018

A vivid and often dramatic account of political life in Elizabethan England and the
queen at its center, offering a deeper insight into Elizabeth's emotional and 
political conduct--and challenging many of the popular myths that have grown up
around her.

Susan Doran teaches at St Benet's Hall and is Senior Research Fellow at Jesus
College, Oxford.
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Theory and Practice of Technology-Based Music Instruction: Second Edition
Dorfman, Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780197558997
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2022

This book helps to establish a theoretical and practical foundation for how to 
teach students to use technology as the major means for developing their 
musicianship. Including discussions of lesson planning, lesson delivery, and 
assessment, readers will learn how to gain comfort in the music technology lab.

Jay Dorfman is Associate Professor of Music Education at Kent State University.
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Understanding Zimbabwe: From Liberation to Authoritarianism
Dorman, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190634889
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2016

Zimbabwe's recent history has been shaped by battles about who speaks for the
nation, one fought out in struggles for control of political institutions, the media, 
and civil society. In her book Sara Rich Dorman examines the interactions of 
social groups - churches, NGOs, and political parties - from the liberation 
struggle, through the independence decades, as they engaged the state and 
ruling party.

Sara Rich Dorman is Lecturer in Politics, University of Edinburgh.
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The Voice of the Provinces: The Regional Press in Revolutionary Ireland, 1914
-1921
Doughan, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854710
320 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

Ireland's regional and provincial newspapers have played a largely unrecognised
role in Irish history, this book charts their experiences in the dramatic and 
sometimes violent years leading up to independence. They were not immune 
from the conflict - they risked censorship, suppression, prolonged closure, and 
sometimes violent attack. This book tells their story for the first time.

Christopher Doughan is a historian who completed a PhD from Dublin City 
University in 2015 and specialises in the history of Ireland's provincial 
newspapers.
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The Help-Yourself City: Legitimacy and Inequality in DIY Urbanism
Douglas, Gordon C.C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190691325
264 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

When local governments neglect public services or community priorities, how do
concerned citizens respond? In The Help-Yourself City, Gordon Douglas looks 
closely at people who take urban planning into their own hands with homemade
signs and benches, guerrilla bike lanes and more.

Gordon Douglas is Assistant Professor of Urban Planning and Director of the 
Institute for Metropolitan Studies at San Jose State University.
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Bioprinting: To Make Ourselves Anew
Douglas, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780190943547
320 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2021

In Bioprinting, Kenneth Douglas comprehensively explains how scientists are 
using 3D printing technology to print human tissues and ultimately human 
organs.

Kenneth Douglas is a research faculty member in the Department of Physics at 
the University of Colorado Boulder.
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A Singing Approach to Horn Playing: Pitch, Rhythm, and Harmony Training for 
Horn
Douglass Grana, Natalie
Oxford University Press .
9780197603567
304 pages
hardcover
$135
Pub Date: 7/29/2022
276 figures

A Singing Approach to Horn Playing is author Natalie Douglass Grana's guide to
the intricacies of horn-playing and the development of aural skills essential to 
beginner and intermediate musicians.

Natalie Douglass Grana is a hornist and educator based in Chicago, IL. Her 
integrative approach to teaching horn through singing and inner hearing has 
garnered international recognition, and she has worked with hundreds of 
students to develop fluency as hornists and complete musicians. Dr. Grana is 
currently on faculty at Lake Forest College and DePaul University in Chicago.
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A Singing Approach to Horn Playing: Pitch, Rhythm, and Harmony Training for 
Horn
Douglass Grana, Natalie
Oxford University Press .
9780197603574
304 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2022
276 figures

A Singing Approach to Horn Playing is author Natalie Douglass Grana's guide to
the intricacies of horn-playing and the development of aural skills essential to 
beginner and intermediate musicians.

Natalie Douglass Grana is a hornist and educator based in Chicago, IL. Her 
integrative approach to teaching horn through singing and inner hearing has 
garnered international recognition, and she has worked with hundreds of 
students to develop fluency as hornists and complete musicians. Dr. Grana is 
currently on faculty at Lake Forest College and DePaul University in Chicago.
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Hacker, Influencer, Faker, Spy: Intelligence Agencies in the Digital Age
Dover, Robert
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787384835
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

Analyzes how espionage operates in the age of rapid technological development,
identity politics, plausible deniability, uncertainty and distrust of authority

Robert Dover is Associate Professor in Intelligence and International Security at 
the University of Leicester.
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Spinning Intelligence: Why Intelligence Needs the Media, Why the Media Needs 
Intelligence
Dover, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780199326945
320 pages
hardcover
$27.5
Pub Date: 10/22/2009

The contributors to this book, drawn from former intelligence officers, the media 
and academia, explore this intriguing and often fraught contest, shedding light on
many hitherto unknown aspects of the intriguing and symbiotic relationship 
between the 'second oldest profession' and the print and broadcast media.

Robert Dover is Lecturer in International Relations in the Department of Politics, 
International Relations and European Studies at Loughborough University.
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Capital Punishment in Independent Ireland: A Social, Legal and Political History
Doyle, David M. and O'Callaghan, Liam
Oxford University Press .
9781802077070
306 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

This is a comprehensive and nuanced historical survey of the death penalty in 
Ireland from the immediate post-Civil War period through to its complete 
abolition. Using original archival material, the book sheds light on the various 
social, legal and political contexts in which the death penalty operated and 
elucidates the extent to which ideas of class, gender, community and sanity 
impacted on the administration of justice.

David M. Doyle is Lecturer in Law at Maynooth University. Liam O'Callaghan is 
Senior Lecturer in Sport Studies at Liverpool Hope University.
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The Oxford History of the French Revolution - 3rd edition
Doyle, William
Oxford University Press .
9780198804932
512 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018

This study shows how a movement which began with optimism and general 
enthusiasm soon became a tragedy, not only for the ruling orders, but also for 
the millions of ordinary people whose lives were disrupted by religious upheaval,
economic chaos, and civil and international war. Now in its third edition, this 
volume has been fully updated in the light of current research, and includes an 
appendix surveying the past and present historiography of the revolutionary 
period.

Emeritus Professor of History and Senior Research Fellow at the University of 
Bristol, William Doyle was educated at Bridlington School and Oriel College 
Oxford.
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Ringtone: Exploring the Rise and Fall of Nokia in Mobile Phones
Doz, Yves and Wilson, Keeley
Oxford University Press .
9780198777199
200 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

In less than three decades, Nokia emerged from Finland to lead the mobile 
phone revolution. It grew to have one of the most recognizable and valuable 
brands in the world and then fell into decline, leading to the sale of its mobile 
phone business to Microsoft. This book explores and analyzes that journey and 
distils observations and learning points for anyone keen to understand what 
drove Nokia's amazing success and sudden downfall.

Yves Doz is the Solvay Chaired Professor of Technological Innovation at 
INSEAD. Keeley Wilson is Senior Researcher at INSEAD. For almost twenty 
years Keeley's work in both research and consulting has focused on global 
innovation strategies, management and processes, strategic alliances, and 
leadership challenges in complex environments.
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Survival Governance: Energy and Climate in the Chinese Century
Drahos, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197534755
272 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2021

To deal with the climate crisis we need a new paradigm of technological and 
social development aimed at the restoration of ecological systems--the bio-digital
energy paradigm. How do we get to this paradigm? The book draws on more 
than 250 interviews across 17 key countries to present a practical answer this 
question. We need a strong state to lead. There are four possible leaders--the 
EU, US, China and India. China is best placed to lead. It is building experimental
cities like eco-cities and sponge cities out of which could grow the climate 
survival governance that the world badly needs.

Peter Drahos is a Professor of Law and Governance at the European University 
Institute, Florence. He holds a Chair in Intellectual Property at Queen Mary, 
University of London and is Professor Emeritus at the Australian National 
University.
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A Century of Miracles: Christians, Pagans, Jews, and the Supernatural, 312-410
Drake, H. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199367412
328 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

In A Century of Miracles, historian H. A. Drake explores the role miracle stories 
played in helping Christians, pagans, and Jews think about themselves and each
other. These stories, he concludes, bolstered Christian belief that their god 
wanted the empire to be Christian.

H. A. Drake is Research Professor of History at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara, and the author of Constantine and the Bishops.
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A Century of Miracles: Christians, Pagans, Jews, and the Supernatural, 312-410
Drake, H.A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197541388
328 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

The fourth century of our common era began and ended with a miracle: 
Constantine's famous Vision of the Cross at one end and Theodosius' victory 
bearing prayer at the other. In this book, historian H. A. Drake shows how 
miracles in this century forever altered the way Christians, pagans, and Jews 
understood themselves and each other.

H. A. Drake is Research Professor Emeritus in the Department of History at the
University of California, Santa Barbara. He is the author of Constantine and the 
Bishops.
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To Know the Soul of a People: Religion, Race, and the Making of Southern Folk
Drake, Jamil W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190082697
288 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/5/2022

To Know the Soul of a People is a history of religion and race in the agricultural 
South before the Civil Rights era. Jamil W. Drake chronicles a cadre of social 
scientists who studied the living conditions of black rural communities, framing 
the religious and cultural practices of the black communities as folk practices that
needed to be reformed.

Jamil W. Drake is Assistant Professor of Religion at Florida State University. He 
teaches and researches in the area of American Religious History, with a specific
concentration in African-American religion and politics. His work explores the 
relationship between race, science, and state governance.
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From Breakthrough to Blockbuster: The Business of Biotechnology
Drakeman, Donald L. / Drakeman, Lisa N. / Oraiopoulos, Nektarios
Oxford University Press .
9780195084009
240 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/29/2022
5 line illustrations.

From Breakthrough to Blockbuster: The Business of Biotechnology tells the 
astonishing story of how the biotech industry grew to thousands of small 
companies around the world, competing with the major pharmaceutical 
companies that had dominated for a century, and how academic research, 
venture capital, and contract research organizations worked together to support 
them.

Donald Drakeman, PhD, was the founding CEO of the US biotech company that
pioneered the development of the checkpoint inhibitor cancer treatments 
recognized in the Nobel Prize for Medicine 2018. Lisa Drakeman, PhD, was the 
founding CEO of one of Europe's most successful biotechnology companies. 
Nektarios Oraiopoulos, PhD, is the Director of the MPhil Programme in Strategy,
Marketing, & Operations and an Associate Professor of Operations and 
Technology Management at the Cambridge Judge Business School of the 
University of Cambridge.
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Practical Manx
Draskau, Jennifer Kewley
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311314
320 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 6/1/2008

There has been a revival of interest in Manx Gaelic of late, with the number of 
Manx speakers rising tenfold over the last twenty years. Jennifer Kewley 
Draskau has now produced the first definitive guide to the language, drawing on
a wide range of written and recorded sources from the earliest times to the 
present. The book covers the grammar, spelling and pronunciation of Manx 
Gaelic in such a way as to render the language accessible to readers of all levels
of competence.

Jennifer Kewley Draskau was born on the Isle of Man. She is a Senior Research
Fellow at the University of Liverpool, where she is currently researching WWI 
internment. Quadrilingual in English, French, Danish, and German, she has 
written eight award-winning plays which have graced stages around the world.
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Living with Diabetes
Draznin, Boris
Oxford University Press .
9780195341669

paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/12/2008

Living with Diabetes: Dr. Draznin's Plan for Better Health offers a practical and 
scientifically proven approach to lifestyle change that will stay with you long term:
a simple way to lose weight and keep it off, and to prevent or manage diabetes.

Boris Draznin, M.D., Ph.D., is Professor of Medicine, Endocrinology, and 
Diabetes at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. He is a world-
renowned authority on diabetes and metabolic disorders, the former Chairman of
the Professional Section of the American Diabetes Association, and the Director
of Research at the Denver Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
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Malignant: Medical Ethicists Confront Cancer
Dresser, Rebecca
Oxford University Press .
9780199757848
264 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2012

Readers of this book will come away with a deeper understanding of what it is 
like to have cancer, better equipped to respond to cancer in their own lives and 
the lives of others. The book also offers insights to doctors and nurses seeking to
improve cancer treatment and to medical ethicists seeking to make their work 
more relevant to patients and caregivers.

Rebecca Dresser is the Daniel Noyes Kirby Professor of Law and Professor of 
Ethics in Medicine at Washington University in St. Louis.
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Middle Kingdom and Empire of the Rising Sun: Sino-Japanese Relations, Past 
and Present
Dreyer, June Teufel
Oxford University Press .
9780190692209
478 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2018

Japan and China have been rivals for more than a millennium. In more recent 
times, China was the more powerful until the late nineteenth century, while Japan
took the upper hand in the twentieth. Now, China's resurgence has emboldened 
it even as Japan perceives itself falling behind, exacerbating long-standing 
historical frictions. June Teufel Dreyer's Middle Kingdom and Empire of the 
Rising Sun provides a highly accessible overview of one of the world's great 
civilizational rivalries that ranges from the seventh century to the present.

June Teufel Dreyer is Professor of Political Science at the University of Miami. 
Formerly senior Far East specialist at the Library of Congress, she has also 
served as Asia policy advisor to the Chief of Naval Operations and as 
commissioner of the United States-China Economic and Security Review 
Commission established by the U. S. Congress.Discount:
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Sense and Solidarity: Jholawala Economics for Everyone
Dreze, Jean
Oxford University Press .
9780198833468
368 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 4/21/2019

This collection of Jean Dreze's essays offer a unique insight on issues of hunger,
poverty, inequality, corruption, conflict, and the evolution of social policy in India
over the last twenty years. Sense and Solidarity enlarges the boundaries of 
social development towards a broad concern with the sort of society we want to 
create.

Jean Dreze, Visiting Professor, Department of Economics, Ranchi University, 
India Jean Dreze, development economist, has taught at the London School of 
Economics and the Delhi School of Economics and is currently Visiting Professor
at Ranchi University. He has made wide-ranging contributions to development 
economics and public policy, with special reference to India. He is co-author 
(with Amartya Sen) of Hunger and Public Action (Oxford University Press, 1989)
and An Uncertain Glory: India and Its Contradictions (Penguin, 2013).
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman Republic
Drogula, Fred K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190869021
376 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2019

Although the Roman historian Sallust identified Cato and Caesar as the two most
outstanding men of their age, modern scholars have tended to dismiss Cato as a
cantankerous conservative who, while colorful, was not a critical player in the 
events that overtook the Republic. This book, in providing a much-needed 
reliable biography of Cato, contradicts that assessment. In addition to being 
Caesar's adversary, Cato is an important and fascinating historical figure in his 
own right, and his career-in particular, his idiosyncrasies-shed light on the 
changing political culture of the late Republic.

Fred K. Drogula is the Charles J. Ping Professor of Humanities and Professor of
Classics at Ohio University.
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American Neoconservatism: The Politics and Culture of a Reactionary Idealism
Drolet, Jean-Francois
Oxford University Press .
9780199327362
256 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 6/1/2011

American Neoconservatism moves beyond recent debates over the intricacies of
the Bush administration's foreign policy to offer a deeper look at the philosophical
premises of this 'new' conservatism in light of the historical events and changing
social compacts that have created a demand for it over the past decades.

Dr Jean-Francois Drolet is Senior Lecturer in International Relations at Queen 
Mary University, London. He studied at Oxford University, the LSE and Lund 
University and his articles have appeared in Millennium, the Review of 
International Studies, International Politics and the Journal of Political Ideologies.
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Popularizing Science: The Life and Work of JBS Haldane
Dronamraju, Krishna
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190848668
168 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2017

In any acute neurologic condition situations come up which generate questions 
about management. In a deteriorating patient there is a strain in decision making
and many acute problems are hard calls. Handling Difficult Situations includes 
solutions for these reoccurring dilemmas.
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The Business of America is Lobbying: How Corporations Became Politicized and
Politics Became More Corporate
Drutman, Lee
Oxford University Press .
9780190677435
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017
Studies in Postwar American Political Development.

The Business of America is Lobbying provides a fascinating and detailed picture
of what corporations do in Washington, why they do it, and why it matters.

Lee Drutman is a senior fellow in the program on political reform at New 
America.
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Breaking the Two-Party Doom Loop: The Case for Multiparty Democracy in 
America
Drutman, Lee
Oxford University Press .
9780197577547
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2022
20 b&w figures

Deftly weaving together history, theory and political science research, Drutman 
shows the only to break the binary, zero-sum toxic partisanship is to break it 
apart. America needs more partisanship, rather than less, but in the form of more
parties.

Lee Drutman is a senior fellow in the Political Reform program at New America.
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Black Folk Then and Now: An Essay in the History and Sociology of the Negro 
Race
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199383221
338 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Wilson J. Moses 

 In Black Folk Then and Now, W. E. B. Du Bois embarks on a mission to correct 
the omissions, misinterpretations, and deliberate lies he detected in previous 
depictions of black history. An exemplary revisionist exploration of history and 
sociology, this essay reflects Du Bois's lifelong mission to bring to light the truths
of Black history and expose the African peoples' noble heritage.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Black Reconstruction in America: An Essay Toward a History of the Part Which 
Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860
-1880
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199385652
672 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by David Levering Lewis.

Black Reconstruction in America tells and interprets the story of the twenty years
of Reconstruction from the point of view of newly liberated African Americans. 
Though lambasted by critics at the time of its publication in 1935, Black 
Reconstruction has only grown in historical and literary importance. In the 1960s
it joined the canon of the most influential revisionist historical works.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Darkwater: Voices from Within the Veil
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387175
166 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham

Considered a sequel to Du Bois's wildly popular The Souls of Black Folks, 
Darkwater revisits many of the same themes with a more militant edge, even 
revising previously published essays and poems to include in this newer volume.
Published in 1920, Darkwater focuses on the political climate following World 
War I. In ten carefully crafted chapters, Du Bois explores the important issues of 
that period- labor, capital, politics, gender, education, and international relations-
in tandem with an overarching theme of race.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Dusk of Dawn
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199386710
222 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Kwame Anthony Appiah.

Dusk of Dawn, published in 1940, is an explosive autobiography of the foremost
African American scholar of his time. Du Bois writes movingly of his own life, 
using personal experience to elucidate the systemic problem of race.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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In Battle for Peace: The Story of My 83rd Birthday
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199386888
184 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Manning Marable

One of the most neglected and obscure books by W. E. B. Du Bois, In Battle for
Peace frankly documents Du Bois's experiences following his attempts to 
mobilize Americans against the emerging conflict between the United States and
the Soviet Union. A victim of McCarthyism, Du Bois endured a humiliating trial-he
was later acquitted-and faced political persecution for over a decade. Part 
autobiography and part political statement, In Battle for Peace remains today a 
powerful analysis of race in America.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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John Brown
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199384310
230 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois, and Introduction by Paul 
Finkelman. The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois

John Brown is W. E. B. Du Bois's groundbreaking political biography that paved 
the way for his transition from academia to a lifelong career in social activism. 
This biography is unlike Du Bois's earlier work; it is intended as a work of 
consciousness-raising on the politics of race. Less important are the historical 
events of John Brown's life than the political revelations found within the pages of
this biography.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Autobiography of W. E. B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on Viewing My Life from the
Last Decade of Its First Century
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387052
330 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Werner Sollors

Published posthumously in 1968, The Autobiography of W. E. B. Du Bois is his 
last and most complete autobiography. Covering his life over almost a century of
living in America, it's the closest thing we have to a true autobiography of this 
important scholar and activist. The book, broken up into three parts, delves into 
the 90-year-old Du Bois's thoughts on everything from his relationship with sex to
his storied association with the NAACP to his political persecution during the 
Cold War years to his many travels abroad

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Black Flame Trilogy: Book Three, Worlds of Color
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387267
302 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Brent Hayes Edwards

Du Bois called his epic Black Flame trilogy a fiction of interpretation. It acts as a 
representative biography of African American history by following one man, 
Manuel Mansart, from his birth in 1876 until his death. The Black Flame attempts
to use this historical fiction of interpretation to recast and revisit the African 
American experience.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Black Flame Trilogy: Book Two, Mansart Builds a School
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199386994
330 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Brent Hayes Edwards

Du Bois called his epic Black Flame trilogy a fiction of interpretation. It acts as a 
representative biography of African American history by following one man, 
Manuel Mansart, from his birth in 1876 until his death. The Black Flame attempts
to use this historical fiction of interpretation to recast and revisit the African 
American experience.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Dark Princess: A Romance
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387434
274 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Homi Bhabha

The Dark Princess is a story of magical love and radical politics, a romance 
facing obstacles in a white-dominated world. Du Bois's allegorical tale follows 
Mathew Townes from his political disillusionment to his association with a 
powerful and seductive revolutionary leader, Kautilya, the princess of the Tibetan
Kingdom of Bwodpur. With Dark Princess, Du Bois explores the color line from a
fantastical angle while inserting his signature sociological style.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Gift of Black Folk: The Negroes in the Making of America
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387465
264 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois

Published in 1924 in response to growing racial tensions, W. E. B. Du Bois's The
Gift of Black Folk explores the contributions African Americans have made to 
American society, detailing the importance of racial diversity to the United States.
Writing for a general audience, Du Bois employs a sweeping scope for his 
argument, covering the European discovery of America to the twentieth century.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Negro
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387144
166 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and John K. Thorton

 Intended as an accessible, up-to-date introduction to African American history 
by its 1915 publisher, The Negro was much more to W. E. B. Du Bois. The 
chance to write on African American History for a wide audience became his 
chance to write a manifesto on African history worldwide. Du Bois focuses on the
continent of Africa, giving justice to its oft-neglected positive history. Drawing on
anthropological and linguistic literature of the time, Du Bois captures a succinct 
portrait of African and African American history ready for any reader no matter 
their prior knowledge.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Ordeal of Mansart: The Black Flame Trilogy: Book One
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199386918
294 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Brent Hayes Edwards

 Du Bois called his epic Black Flame trilogy a fiction of interpretation. It acts as a
representative biography of African American history by following one man, 
Manuel Mansart, from his birth in 1876 until his death. The Black Flame attempts
to use this historical fiction of interpretation to recast and revisit the African 
American experience.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387465
5360 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois

Published in 1924 in response to growing racial tensions, W. E. B. Du Bois's The
Gift of Black Folk explores the contributions African Americans have made to 
American society, detailing the importance of racial diversity to the United States.
Writing for a general audience, Du Bois employs a sweeping scope for his 
argument, covering the European discovery of America to the twentieth century.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199383702
364 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Introduction by Lawrence Bobo

First published in 1899 at the dawn of sociology, The Philadelphia Negro: A 
Social Study is a landmark in empirical sociological research. Du Bois was the 
first sociologist to document the living circumstances of urban Black Americans.
The Philadelphia Negro provides a framework for studying black communities, 
and it has steadily grown in importance since its original publication.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Quest of the Silver Fleece
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199387021
286 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by William L. Andrews

Arguably a contender for the Great American Novel, The Quest of the Silver 
Fleece is W. E. B. Du Bois's powerful first novel about Zora, a determined, strong
Southern black woman who seeks to transcend race and social class in the late
nineteenth century. Following the same path of the Greek myth after which it was
named, Du Bois's novel confronts not only economic and political circumstances,
but also racial and social issues of the time.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Souls of Black Folk
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199384129
143 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Arnold Rampersad.

More than one hundred years after its first publication in 1903, The Souls of 
Black Folk remains possibly the most important book ever penned by a black 
American. This collection of previously published essays and one short story, on
topics varying from history to sociology to music to religion, expounds on the 
African American condition and life behind the "Veil," the world outside of the 
white experience in America.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade to the United States of America
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199384341
290 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois,
and Introduction by Saidya Hartman

The Suppression of the African Slave Trade to the United States of America, 
1638-1870, W. E. B. Du Bois's groundbreaking monograph, recounts the moral 
failures and missed opportunities of the American Revolution and the 
consequences of compromising with slavery. As Du Bois's first published work 
and doctoral dissertation, Suppression lays the groundwork for his early 
commitment to the study of the African American experience.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The World and Africa and Color and Democracy
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199386741
382 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W. E. B. Du Bois, Introduction by Mahmood 
Mamdani, and Gerald Horne The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois

Collected in one volume for the first time, The World and Africa and Color and 
Democracy are two of W E. B. Du Bois's most powerful essays on race. He 
explores how to tell the story of those left out of recorded history, the evils of 
colonialism worldwide, and Africa's and African's contributions to, and neglect 
from, world history. More than six decades after W. E. B. Du Bois wrote The 
World and Africa and Color and Democracy, they remain worthy guides for the 
twenty-first century.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Africa, Its Geography, People and Products and Africa-Its Place in Modern 
History
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195325805
110 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 3/15/2007
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates Jr. Introduction by 
Emmanuel Akyeampong.

 Written in very accessible prose, these two booklets, originally published in 
1930, allowed W. E. B. Du Bois to reach a wide audience with an interest in 
Africa. What is so incredible about the two Africa booklets is their lasting 
relevance and value to the study of Africa today.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Black Folk Then and Now: An Essay in the History and Sociology of the Negro 
Race
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195325829
338 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 3/15/2007
The Oxford W.E.B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates Jr. Introduction by 
Wilson J. Moses.

In Black Folk Then and Now, W. E. B. Du Bois embarks on a mission to correct 
the omissions, misinterpretations, and deliberate lies he detected in previous 
depictions of black history.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Dusk of Dawn
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195325836
222 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 3/15/2007
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates Jr. Introduction by 
Kwame Anthony Appiah.

 Dusk of Dawn, published in 1940, is an explosive autobiography of the foremost
African American scholar of his time. Du Bois writes movingly of his own life, 
using personal experience to elucidate the systemic problem of race. He reflects
on his childhood, his education, and his intellectual life, including the formation of
the NAACP.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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John Brown
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195325744
230 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 3/15/2007
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois. Edited by Henry Louis Gates Jr. Introduction by 
Paul Finkelman.

 This biography is unlike Du Bois's earlier work; it is intended as a work of 
consciousness-raising on the politics of race. Less important are the historical 
events of John Brown's life than the political revelations found within the pages of
this biography.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study
Du Bois, W. E. B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199957958
364 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 3/15/2007
The Oxford W. E. B. Du Bois.

 First published in 1899 at the dawn of sociology, The Philadelphia Negro: A 
Social Study is a landmark in empirical sociological research. Du Bois was the 
first sociologist to document the living circumstances of urban Black Americans.

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (February 23, 1868 – August 27, 1963) was 
an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, 
writer and editor.
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Understanding South Africa
du Plessis, Carien and Plaut, Martin
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787382046
176 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2019

The go-to guide for those seeking an informed, balanced and up-to-date analysis
of South African politics and society in the Ramaphosa era.  The go-to guide for 
those seeking an informed, balanced and up-to-date analysis of South African 
politics and society in the Ramaphosa era.  Includes chapters on all the major 
issues at stake, from education to land redistribution.  Respected journalist and 
academic team up to explain contemporary South Africa.

Carien du Plessis is one of South Africa's most respected journalists. She writes 
for The Huffington Post, The Mail & Guardian, and City Press. Martin Plaut, the 
BBC World Service's former Africa Editor, has published extensively on African 
affairs. An adviser to the Foreign Office and the US State Department, he is 
Senior Researcher at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies.
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Digital Witness
Dubberley, Sam /  Koenig, Alexa / Murray, Daragh
Oxford University Press .
9780198836070
384 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 2/19/2020

This book covers the developing field of open source research and discusses 
how to use social media, satellite imagery, big data analytics, and user-
generated content to strengthen human rights research and investigations.

Sam Dubberley is a research consultant with the Human Rights Big Data and 
Technology project at the University of Essex, and Special Adviser in the Crisis 
Response team at Amnesty International. Alexa Koenig is the executive director
of the Human Rights Center (winner of the 2015 MacArthur Award for Creative 
and Effective Institutions), and a lecturer at UC, Berkeley. Daragh Murray is 
Senior Lecturer at the University of Essex School of Law and Human Rights 
Centre, and the Director of the Digital Verification Unit based at the Human 
Rights Centre Clinic.
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Digital Witness
Dubberley, Sam / Koenig, Alexa / Murray, Daragh
Oxford University Press .
9780198836063
384 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 2/19/2020

This book covers the developing field of open source research and discusses 
how to use social media, satellite imagery, big data analytics, and user-
generated content to strengthen human rights research and investigations.

Sam Dubberley is a research consultant with the Human Rights Big Data and 
Technology project at the University of Essex, and Special Adviser in the Crisis 
Response team at Amnesty International. Alexa Koenig is the executive director
of the Human Rights Center (winner of the 2015 MacArthur Award for Creative 
and Effective Institutions), and a lecturer at UC, Berkeley. Daragh Murray is 
Senior Lecturer at the University of Essex School of Law and Human Rights 
Centre, and the Director of the Digital Verification Unit based at the Human 
Rights Centre Clinic.
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Generalist Counsel Special Edition
Dubey, Prashant and Kripalani, Eva
Oxford University Press .
9780190218164

$62
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

In The Generalist Counsel: How Leading General Counsel are Shaping 
Tomorrow's Companies, Prashant Dubey and Eva Kripalani offer guidance for 
lawyers making the transition to company leadership. They describe the steps a 
lawyer should take to blend legal training with other business disciplines to 
perform a much broader and more strategic role for the organization.

Mr. Prashant Rajendra Dubey is an attorney offering legal services in Business &
Tax and Immigration law matters.  Eva Kripalani provides guidance to 
corporations in areas such as law department management, corporate 
governance, ethics and compliance, and contract management.
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Break Every Yoke: Religion, Justice, and the Abolition of Prisons
Dubler, Joshua and Lloyd, Vincent
Oxford University Press .
9780190949150
264 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/11/2019

Break Every Yoke weaves religion into the stories about race, politics, and 
economics that conventionally account for America's grotesque prison expansion
of the last half century, and in so doing it sheds new light on one of our era's 
biggest human catastrophes. By foregrounding the role of religion in the way 
political elites, religious institutions, and incarcerated activists talk about 
incarceration, Break Every Yoke is an effort to stretch the American moral 
imagination and contribute resources toward envisioning alternative ways of 
doing justice.

Joshua Dubler is Assistant Professor of Religion at the University of Rochester.
Vincent Lloyd is Associate Professor of Theology and Religious Studies at 
Villanova University.
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La Republique de Harrington dans la France des Lumieres et de la Revolution
Ducrocq, Myriam-Isabelle
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802070606
288 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 1/12/2023
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 6 illustrations

This book narrates the reception of Harrington's model republic in eighteenth-
century France. By doing so, it bridges the gap between the great Pocockian 
narrative of Machiavellian republicanism and the historiography of the French 
Revolution.

Myriam-Isabelle Ducrocq is Senior Lecturer at the University of Paris Nanterre. 
Her research has focused on modern political thought and more particularly on 
English republicanism and its reception in eighteenth century France. She has 
authored a monograph: Aux Sources de la democratie anglaise. De Thomas 
Hobbes a John Locke (Presses du Septentrion, 2012).
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A Functional Art: Reflections of a Hymn Writer
Dudley-Smith, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780193408715

paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/6/2017

One of the finest and most influential hymn-writers of our age, Timothy Dudley-
Smith has published around 400 hymn texts. In this fascinating book, the author
explores not only the writing of hymns but many other aspects including the 
study and singing of them. It is not a history, a text book, or an academic treatise,
but the personal reflections of an experienced practitioner who has been 
speaking and writing on this subject, on both sides of the Atlantic, for more than 
fifty years.

Educated at Cambridge University, Timothy Dudley-Smith was ordained in 1950
as assistant curate of St Paul's Church, Northumberland Heath. From 1953 he 
was head of the Cambridge University Mission in Bermondsey, London, and in 
the 1960s served as secretary of the Church Pastoral Aid Society.
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Age of Iron: On Conservative Nationalism
Dueck, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780190079369
240 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2019

In his latest book, Age of Iron, Colin Dueck explores the past, present, and future
of Republican foreign policy nationalism. He argues that American conservatives
and Republican presidents from Theodore Roosevelt onward have always struck
balances between nationalist and internationalist impulses. Dueck offers an 
assessment of the Trump administration's foreign policy, including analysis of 
populist conservative political trends. Finally, he offers recommendations for 
current US national security policy, based upon the recognition that the post-Cold
War Wilsonian moment is over.

Colin Dueck is a Professor at George Mason University's Schar School of Policy
and Government, and a non-resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.
He has worked as a foreign policy adviser on several Republican presidential 
campaigns, and has acted as a consultant for the Department of State, the 
Department of Defense, and the National Security Council.Discount:
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Age of Iron: On Conservative Nationalism
Dueck, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780197582008
240 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2021

In his latest book, Age of Iron, Colin Dueck explores the past, present, and future
of Republican foreign policy nationalism. He argues that American conservatives
and Republican presidents from Theodore Roosevelt onward have always struck
balances between nationalist and internationalist impulses. Dueck offers an 
assessment of the Trump administration's foreign policy, including analysis of 
populist conservative political trends. Finally, he offers recommendations for 
current US national security policy, based upon the recognition that the post-Cold
War Wilsonian moment is over.

Colin Dueck is a Professor at George Mason University's Schar School of Policy
and Government, and a non-resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.
He has worked as a foreign policy adviser on several Republican presidential 
campaigns, and has acted as a consultant for the Department of State, the 
Department of Defense, and the National Security Council.Discount:
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Some Other Note: The Lost Songs of English Renaissance Comedy
Duffin, Ross W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190856601
760 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 2/6/2018

By deducing that playwrights borrowed melodies from songs they already knew,
Ross W. Duffin has used the existing English repertory of songs, both popular 
and composed, to reconstruct hundreds of songs from more than a hundred 
plays and other stage entertainments.

Ross W. Duffin is Fynette H. Kulas Professor of Music and Distinguished 
University Professor at Case Western Reserve University, where he specializes 
in historical performance practice. Among his books are Shakespeare's 
Songbook, and How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You 
Should Care).
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Reading Between the Lines: Claude Simon and the Visual Arts
Duffy, Jean H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238515
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/6/1998
Liverpool University Press - Modern French Writers Series

This is the first extended analysis of Simon’s novels, examining the relationship 
between the work of the French Nobel prize-winning novelist Claude Simon and 
that of a number of visual artists whose work he has used as stimuli in the 
production of his novels.

Jean H. Duffy is professor of French at the University of Edinburgh, the general 
editor of French Studies, and the author of Signs and Designs: Art and 
Architecture in the Work of Michel Butor.
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Overcoming Mobbing: A Recovery Guide for Workplace Aggression and Bullying
Duffy, Maureen and Sperry, Len
Oxford University Press .
9780199929559
256 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2014

Mobbing, a form of abuse in which individuals, groups, or organizations target a 
single person for ridicule, humiliation, and removal from the workplace, can lead 
to deteriorating physical and mental health, violence, and even suicide. 
Overcoming Mobbing is an informative, comprehensive guidebook written for the
victims of mobbing and their families. In an engaging and reader-friendly style, 
mobbing experts Maureen Duffy and Len Sperry help readers to make sense of 
the experience and mobilize resources for recovery.

Maureen Duffy, PhD, is a practicing family therapist and consultant specializing 
in workplace and school mobbing and bullying issues and an Affiliate with the 
Qualitative Research Graduate Program at Nova Southeastern University. Len 
Sperry, MD, PhD, is Professor of Mental Health Counseling at Florida Atlantic 
University and Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the Medical College of 
Wisconsin.Discount:
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Parameters of British Naval Power, 1650-1850
Duffy, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893855
150 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1992

A searching collection of investigations into British naval power in the closing 
centuries of the sailing ship era. The discussions focus on the later seventeenth
century strategy of a 'big ship' battlefleet; the setting up of a Western Squadron 
post-1689; naval recruiting; naval power and foreign policy; and the 
administration of the early Victorian navy and the coming of steam.

Michael Duffy is Head of History and Director of the Centre for Maritime 
Historical Studies at the University of Exeter and General Editor of Exeter 
Maritime Studies.
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The Glorious First of June 1794: A Naval Battle and its Aftermath (University of 
Exeter Press - Exeter Maritime Studies)
Duffy, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896894
312 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Maritime Studies (Book 2001)

The Glorious First of June 1794 was the first great naval engagement of the 
Great War with France (1793-1815). Participants on both sides considered it the
hardest-fought battle between them in the eighteenth century and both sides felt 
they attained their objectives: the British captured or sank seven French 
battleships, the French saved their big grain convoy from America. In this book 
experts explore the naval campaign from both British and French perspectives, 
setting it in its wider context of the war strategy of the rival powers.

Michael Duffy is Head of History and Director of the Centre for Maritime 
Historical Studies at the University of Exeter and General Editor of Exeter 
Maritime Studies.
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New History of the Isle of Man: Volume 3: The Medieval Period, 1000-1406
Duffy, Sean
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236276
480 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 11/29/2015
Liverpool University Press - New History of the Isle of Man Series

This volume is the third of a five-volume definitive history of the Isle of Man, from
the evolution of its natural landscape through prehistory and modern times.  The
reassessment of the island's medieval legacy explored here highlights the 
island's position as a hub of English, Scottish, Irish and Norwegian power politics
as well as it considers the complex nexus of interrelationships-linguistic, 
economic, and political-that linked the various peoples of the British Isles and 
Scandinavia.

Séan Duffy is senior lecturer in history at the Trinity College Dublin and the 
author of Ireland in the Middle Ages.
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Millennial Missionaries: How a Group of Young Catholics is Trying to Make 
Catholicism Cool
Dugan, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190875961
240 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2019

Illuminating the ways missionaries are reshaping American Catholic identity, 
Katherine Dugan explores the contemporary U. S. religious landscape from the 
perspective of millennials who proudly proclaim "I am Catholic"-and devote years
of their lives to convincing others to do the same.

Katherine Dugan is Assistant Professor of Religion at Springfield College, where
she teaches courses on religion in the U. S., world religions, and global 
Catholicism. She holds a PhD in Religious Studies from Northwestern University
and an MTS from Harvard Divinity School.
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Personal but Not Private: Queer Women, Sexuality, and Identity Modulation on 
Digital Platforms
Duguay, Stefanie
Oxford University Press .
9780190076191
184 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
4 figures

Interweaving personal interviews with empirical research, Personal but Not 
Private examines how queer women mediate their digital identities across Tinder,
Vine, and Instagram to form relationships, increase their social and economic 
participation, and counter intersecting forms of oppression.

Stefanie Duguay is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Communication
Studies at Concordia University in Montreal, Canada.
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Strategic Management: State of the Field and Its Future
Duhaime, Irene M. / Hitt, Michael A. / Lyles, Marjorie A. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190090890
784 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

An authoritative overview of the prior development, current state, and future 
opportunities in strategic management The strategic management field, now a 
vibrant arena that offers valuable knowledge for managerial practice, has 
experienced significant growth in the more than forty years since its inception.  
And, until now, there has not been a book that captured the rich breadth and 
depth of knowledge of the discipline, while also looking to the future.  Strategic 
Management provides a critical overview of the prior development, current state,
and future opportunities in the strategic management field.  Editors Irene M.

Irene M. Duhaime is Professor Emerita of the Robinson College of Business at 
Georgia State University. Michael A. Hitt is University Distinguished Professor 
Emeritus at Texas A&M University. Marjorie A. Lyles is International Business 
Distinguished Research Fellow at Florida International University's Department of
International Business and Chancellor's Emeritus Professor at Indiana University.Discount:
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Making the World Safe for Dictatorship
Dukalskis, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780197520130
264 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2021

Making the World Safe for Dictatorship is about how authoritarian states manage
their image abroad using both promotional tactics of persuasion and obstructive 
tactics of repression. All states attempt to manage their global image to some 
degree, but authoritarian states in the post-Cold War era have special incentives
to do so given the predominance of democracy as an international norm. 
Alexander Dukalskis looks at the tactics that authoritarian states use for image 
management and the ways in which their strategies vary from one state to 
another.

Alexander Dukalskis is an Associate Professor in the School of Politics and 
International Relations at University College Dublin. His research and teaching 
interests include authoritarianism, Asian politics, and human rights.
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News and Democratic Citizens in the Mobile Era
Dunaway, Johanna and Searles, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780190922498
176 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

In News and Democratic Citizens in the Mobile Era, Johanna Dunaway and 
Kathleen Searles demonstrate the effects of mobile devices on news attention, 
engagement, and recall, and identify a key cognitive mechanism underlying 
these effects: cognitive effort. They argue that attention and engagement suffer
when people consume news on mobile devices, and then investigate the 
implications of these effects for the news industry and for an informed democratic
citizenry. Drawing on both laboratory and real-world studies, Dunaway and 
Searles bring the psychophysiology of news consumption to bear on the question
of what we could lose in an information environment characterized by a dramatic
shift in reliance on mobile devices.

Johanna Dunaway is Associate Professor of Political Science at Texas A&M 
University. Kathleen Searles is Associate Professor of Mass Communication and
Political Science at Louisiana State University.Discount:
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The Poems of William Dunbar
Dunbar, William
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893299
188 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
UEP - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies. Edited by James Kinsley.

A selection of some fifty of Dunbar's poems, with introduction, notes, glossary, 
and six pages of "appreciations" ranging from John Pinkerton's (1786) to C. S. 
Lewis (1954). The notes to this edition gave a great deal of historical and 
linguistic information as well as much critical interpretation of individual poems.

William Dunbar (born 1459 or 1460 – died by 1530) was a Scottish makar, or a 
court poet active in the late fifteenth century and the early sixteenth century. 
James Kinsley was formerly Professor of English Studies at the University of 
Nottingham.
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Book Parts
Duncan, Dennis and Smyth, Adam
Oxford University Press .
9780198885443
352 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 7/10/2023

A bold and imaginative volume on the constituent elements of the Book, from the
pre-print era through to the digital. The twenty-two chapters written by an 
international team delve into all elements of the book from title pages to 
endpapers, from dust jackets to indices, and everything else in between.

Dennis Duncan is writer, translator, and lecturer in English at University College,
London, and was formerly a British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow at the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, then Munby Fellow in Bibliography at Cambridge. His research 
interests include book history, translation, and avant-garde literature, particularly
French groups like the Oulipo and the College de 'Pataphysique. Adam Smyth is
Professor of English Literature and the History of the Book at Balliol College, 
Oxford.
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Book Parts
Duncan, Dennis and Smyth, Adam
Oxford University Press .
9780198812463
352 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2019

A bold and imaginative volume on the constituent elements of the Book, from the
pre-print era through to the digital. The twenty-two chapters written by an 
international team delve into all elements of the book from title pages to 
endpapers, from dust jackets to indices, and everything else in between.

Dennis Duncan is a writer and translator based in London. He is currently writing
a history of the book index, from the medieval period to the age of the Kindle, to
be published by Penguin in 2020, and is author of The Oulipo and Modern 
Thought (Oxford University Press, 2019). His recent articles have considered 
Mallarme and jugs, James Joyce and pornography, and the history of the Times
New Roman typeface. Adam Smyth is Professor of English Literature and the 
History of the Book at Balliol College, Oxford.
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Oxford Book of Scottish Short Stories - 2nd edition
Dunn, Douglas (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780192801906

paperback
$25.5
Pub Date: 1/28/2002

Encompassing magical fairy tales and modern innovative works, The Oxford 
Book of Scottish Short Stories surveys the rich literary heritage of Scotland, in a
collection of forty-four superb tales, the most extensive such anthology in print.

Douglas Dunn is Professor of English and Scottish Literature at the University of
St. Andrews. One of Scotland's finest contemporary poets, his collection Elegies
won the Whitbread Prize. He is also a noted writer of short stories.
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On the Air: The Encyclopedia of Old-Time Radio
Dunning, John
Oxford University Press .
9780195076783
840 pages
hardcover
$75
Pub Date: 5/7/1998

Now long out of print, John Dunning's Tune in Yesterday was the definitive one-
volume reference on old-time radio broadcasting. Now, in On the Air, Dunning 
has completely rethought this classic work, reorganizing the material and 
doubling its coverage, to provide a richer and more informative account of radio's
golden age.

John Dunning is a popular mystery novelist, author of The Bookman's Wake and
Booked to Die. He lives in Aurora, Colorado.
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The Virtues of Violence: Democracy Against Disintegration in Modern France
Duong, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190058418
262 pages
hardcover
$59
Pub Date: 4/16/2020

The Virtues of Violence studies a pervasive but misunderstood image of violence
in modern French thought: popular violence as social regeneration. It argues that
this vision of violence was not a niche phenomenon, but central to the 
momentous developments of modern French politics. It appealed to thinkers 
across the spectrum because it answered fundamental dilemmas at the heart of
democratization. Understanding its pervasive appeal, Duong argues, reveals 
how democracy was never simply a struggle for justice or a new legal regime, 
but also liberating visions of the social bond.  Provides a new interpretation of the
modern struggle for democracy. Attends to both canonical and neglected 
thinkers in the history of political thought. Examines a type of violence rarely 
treated in political theory

Kevin Duong is Assistant Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
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The Politics of Drug Violence: Criminals, Cops and Politicians in Colombia and 
Mexico
Duran-Martinez, Angelica
Oxford University Press .
9780190695965
328 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2018
American Tropics Towards a Literary Geography LUP Series

In The Politics of Drug Violence, Angelica Duran-Martinez shows how variation in
drug violence results from the complex relationship between state power and 
criminal competition. Drawing on remarkably extensive fieldwork, this book 
compares five cities that have been home to major trafficking organizations for 
the past four decades: Cali and Medellin in Colombia, and Ciudad Juarez, 
Culiacan, and Tijuana in Mexico.

Angelica Duran-Martinez is assistant professor of Political Science at the 
University of Massachusetts-Lowell.
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Exuberant Life: An Evolutionary Approach to Conservation in Galápagos
Durham, William H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197531518
408 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 3/29/2021

In this book, William H. Durham takes readers on a tour of Galápagos and the 
organisms that inhabit these isolated volcanic islands.

William H. Durham is Bing Professor in Human Biology, Emeritus, and Yang and
Yamazaki University Fellow, Emeritus, at Stanford University.
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I Judge No One: A Political Life of Jesus
Dusenbury, David Lloyd
Oxford University Press .
9780197690512
312 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 3/15/2023

How can the narratives of the gospels, and their interpretation through the 
centuries, explain the highly political death of a deeply spiritual figure?

David Lloyd Dusenbury is a philosopher and historian of ideas, whose books 
include The Innocence of Pontius Pilate (also available from Oxford University 
Press) and Platonic Legislations. He is a senior visiting fellow at Budapest's 
Danube Institute, and he currently holds a joint chair at the University of 
Antwerp's Institute of Jewish Studies and University Centre Saint-Ignatius. He 
writes for The Times Literary Supplement, La Lettura, and others.
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The Innocence of Pontius Pilate: How the Roman Trial of Jesus Shaped History
Dusenbury, David Lloyd
Oxford University Press .
9780197602799
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

How have Christianity and Empire been shaped by perceptions of Pilate's role in
the Crucifixion?

David Lloyd Dusenbury is a research fellow at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem.
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Statecraft and Diplomacy in the Twentieth Century: Essays Presented To P. M.
H. Bell
Dutton, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233794
190 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/7/1995
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Historical Studies

This volume of essays focuses on two areas of research: Anglo-French relations
and the diplomacy of the Second World War. The essays are the results of 
original research and, taken together, they offer new insights into and 
interpretations of key aspects of 20th-century diplomacy.

David Dutton was appointed Senior Lecturer in History at the University of 
Liverpool in 1985. He is currently Visiting Professor in the School of Arts and 
Science at Bolton Institute.
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The Fifth Estate: The Power Shift of the Digital Age
Dutton, William H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190688370
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2023
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES.

In the eighteenth century, the printing press enabled the rise of an independent 
press--the Fourth Estate--that helped check the power of governments, business,
and industry. In similar ways, the internet is enabling the empowerment of a 
more independent collectivity of networked individuals--the Fifth Estate. Dutton 
uses estate theory to illuminate the most important power shift of the digital age.
He argues that this network power shift is not only enabling greater democratic 
accountability in politics and governance but is also empowering networked 
individuals in their everyday life and work.

William H. Dutton is Emeritus Professor at the University of Southern California's
Annenberg School for Communication.
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The Return of the Native: Can Liberalism Safeguard Us Against Nativism?
Duyvendak, Jan Willem / Kesic, Josip / Stacey, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780197663042
232 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
OXFORD STUDIES IN CULTURE AND POLITICS.

In The Return of the Native, Jan Willem Duyvendak and Josip Kesic explore how
nativist logics have infiltrated liberal settings and discourses, primarily in the 
Netherlands as well as other countries with strong liberal traditions like the US 
and France. They deconstruct and explain the underlying logic of nativist 
narratives and show how these narratives are emerging in the discourses of 
secularism, racism, populism, and left-wing politics. By moving systematically 
through these key iterations of nativism, Duyvendak and Kesic show how liberal 
ideas themselves are becoming tools for claiming that some people do not 
belong to the nation.

Jan Willem Duyvendak is Distinguished Research Professor of Sociology at the
University of Amsterdam. Previously, he was Director of the Verwey-Jonker 
Research Institute for Social Issues (1999-2003) and Professor of Community 
Development at the Erasmus University Rotterdam. Josip Kesic is a researcher 
and lecturer in sociology and social work at the Inholland University of Applied 
Sciences, where he focuses on the practical application of Social Reflexivity in 
educational and professional settings, i.e. the awareness of oneself as 
relationally and contextually connected to others. Timothy Stacey is a 
Researcher in the Urban Futures Studio at the Utrecht University and a Visiting 
Fellow at the Centre for Studies in Religion and Society at the University of 
Victoria.
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Liberty, Equality, and Humbug: Orwell's Political Ideals
Dwan, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198738527
320 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/25/2018

Orwell is part of the political vocabulary of our times, yet partly due to this 
popularity, what he stands for remains opaque. His writing confirms deep and 
widely shared intuitions about political justice, but much of its enduring 
fascination derives from the fact that these intuitions don't quite add up. David 
Dwan accounts for these inconsistencies by exploring the broader moral conflict
at the centre of Orwell's work and the troubled idealism it yields. Examining the 
whole sweep of Orwell's writings, this book shows how literature can be a rich 
source of political wisdom.

David Dwan is Associate Professor in English at Hertford College, Oxford. He 
writes on the relationship between literature and intellectual history, particularly
moral and political philosophy, from the late eighteenth- to the early twentieth 
century.
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Interactive Visual Ideas for Musical Classroom Activities: Tips for Music 
Teachers
Dwinal, Catherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190929862
248 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

The digital interactive projection system is a staple of nearly every music 
classroom in the United States. By allowing teachers to show students methods
and outcomes from a computer, these systems have become a necessity for 
reaching students who grew up as digital natives. But, as author and 
distinguished music educator Catherine Dwinal demonstrates, such systems can
be much more meaningful pedagogical tools than simple replacements for 
chalkboards.

Catherine Dwinal is a seasoned conference presenter having presented in 
several states across the country, a music education blogger, and a technology 
coach. As an advocate for music and 21st-century education, Dwinal continues 
her mission to help music educators across the country with implementing 
technology resources into their classroom.Discount:
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Soldiers in Revolt: Army Mutinies in Africa
Dwyer, Maggie
Oxford University Press .
9780190876074
256 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

Soldiers in Revolt examines the understudied phenomenon of military mutinies in
Africa. Through interviews with former mutineers in Sierra Leone, Burkina Faso,
and The Gambia, the book provides a unique and intimate perspective on those
who take the risky decision to revolt.

Maggie Dwyer is a Research Fellow at the Centre of African Studies at the 
University of Edinburgh. She focuses on politics and security in Africa, with a 
particular interest in armed forces. Her works draws on extensive field research
with militaries and police in West and East Africa.
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Strangling Angel : Diphtheria and Childhood Immunization in Ireland
Dwyer, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856585
224 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Winner of the 2019 NUI Publication Prize in Irish History. This book is the first 
comprehensive history of the anti-diphtheria campaign and the factors which 
facilitated or hindered the rollout of the national childhood immunization 
programme in Ireland. It is easy to forget the context in which Irish society opted 
to embrace mass childhood immunization.
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The Power of Partisanship
Dyck, Joshua J. and Pearson-Merkowitz, Shanna
Oxford University Press .
9780197623794
248 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/5/2023

In The Power of Partisanship, Joshua J. Dyck and Shanna Pearson-Merkowitz 
argue that the growth in partisan polarization in the United States, and the 
resulting negativity voters feel towards their respective opposition party, has far-
reaching effects on how Americans behave both inside and outside the realm of
politics. Dyck and Pearson-Merkowitz show how partisanship influences the 
electorate's support for democratic norms, willingness to engage in risk related to
financial and healthcare decisions, interracial interactions, and previously non-
political decisions like what we like to eat for dinner. Drawing on a series of 
original surveys and experiments conducted between 2014 and 2020, Dyck and
Pearson-Merkowitz show how the dominance of partisanship as a decision cue 
has fundamentally transformed our understanding of both political and non-
political behavior.

Joshua J. Dyck is Professor and Chair of the Political Science Department and 
Director of the Center for Public Opinion at the University of Massachusetts 
Lowell. He is co-author of Initiatives without Engagement.  Shanna Pearson-
Merkowitz is Saul I. Stern Professor of Civic Engagement and Associate Dean of
Faculty Affairs in the School of Public Policy at the University of Maryland.
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People of the Screen: How Evangelicals Created the Digital Bible and How It 
Shapes Their Reading of Scripture
Dyer, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197636350
272 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2022

People of the Screen traces the history of Bible software app development, 
showing the unique and powerful role evangelical entrepreneurs and coders 
have played in shaping its functionality and how their choices in turn shape the 
reading habits of millions of people around the world.

John Dyer is VP for Enrollment and Educational Technology and Assistant 
Professor of Theological Studies at Dallas Theological Seminary. He has been a
technology creator for over 20 years, and his research focuses on the 
intersection of faith and technology, including Bible software, digital ecclesiology,
artificial intelligence, and transhumanism.
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Studying British Cinema: 1990s
Dyja, Eddie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733025
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/25/2010
Studying British Cinema

The 1990s were years of contradiction for British cinema.  On the one hand, the
exhibition and production of British films bounced back from the dark days of the
early 1980s, in which cinema attendance and filmmaking slumped to an all-time 
low.  On the other hand, foreign investment now played a major role in 
supporting the industry, with companies erecting cinema multiplexs and, 
particularly in the case of American investment, pouring money into big budget 
British productions.  While this kept studios, technicians, directors, and actors 
busy, none of the profits from these films made it back to Britain.

Eddie Dyja was editor of BFI Film and Television from 1995 to 2005. He now 
works as a freelance writer and editor and has contributed to Rough Guide to 
Film and screenonline, and has compiled an online directory of films for children
called Now Showing 3.
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Studying British Cinema: 1990s
Dyja, Eddie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733032
256 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 5/25/2010
Studying British Cinema

The 1990s were years of contradiction for British cinema.  On the one hand, the
exhibition and production of British films bounced back from the dark days of the
early 1980s, in which cinema attendance and filmmaking slumped to an all-time 
low.  On the other hand, foreign investment now played a major role in 
supporting the industry, with companies erecting cinema multiplexs and, 
particularly in the case of American investment, pouring money into big budget 
British productions.  While this kept studios, technicians, directors, and actors 
busy, none of the profits from these films made it back to Britain.

Eddie Dyja was editor of BFI Film and Television from 1995 to 2005. He now 
works as a freelance writer and editor and has contributed to Rough Guide to 
Film and screenonline, and has compiled an online directory of films for children
called Now Showing 3.
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Between God and Gangsta Rap: Bearing Witness to Black Culture
Dyson, Michael Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780195115697
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/30/1997

Dyson's passion for contemporary black culture informs Between God and 
Gangsta' Rap, his latest foray into the ongoing debate about African-American 
identity which embraces the hopes of the church and the cool reality of hip-hop.

Michael Eric Dyson is an ordained Baptist minister, Director of the Institute of 
African-American Research, and Professor of Communication Studies at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He is the author of the widely acclaimed
Reflecting Black: African-American Cultural Criticism, and Making Malcolm: The
Myth and Meaning of Malcolm X. His most recent publication is race Rules: 
Navigating the Color Line.
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Making Malcolm: The Myth and Meaning of Malcolm X
Dyson, Michael Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780195102857
256 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 1/25/1996

Analyzes selected writings by and about Malcolm X, compares Malcolm to such 
figures as Martin Luther King and Louis Farrakhan, and discusses his influence 
on young African American males.

Michael Eric Dyson is an ordained Baptist minister and Professor of 
Communication Studies at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He is the
author of the widely acclaimed Reflecting Black: African-American Cultural 
Criticism, and the forthcoming Between God and Gangsta Rap: Bearing Witness
to Black Culture.
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Notes for Flutists: A Guide to the Repertoire
Dzapo, Kyle
Oxford University Press .
9780199857074
288 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2016

Notes for Flutists: A Guide to the Repertoire offers important historical and 
analytical information about three dozen of the best-known pieces written for the 
instrument.

Kyle Dzapo, Professor of Music at Bradley University, enjoys a career as 
teacher, performer, scholar, and speaker. She is a pre-concert lecturer for the 
Chicago Symphony and was recognized with her university's highest award for 
research in 2007. She holds degrees from Northwestern University, New 
England Conservatory, and the University of Michigan.
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Democracy Inside: Participatory Innovation in Unlikely Places
Dzur, Albert W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190658670
200 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2018

In our current era of deep distrust in our politics and political institutions, there is
also a pervasive sense that social problems are so overwhelmingly complex that
it is virtually impossible to solve them. In Democracy Inside, Albert W. Dzur looks
at recent instances of effective citizen action across the United States to develop
a grounded political theory of democratic change, one in which citizens 
effectively engage with institutions.

Albert W. Dzur is Professor of Political Science and Philosophy at Bowling Green
State University.
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Public Mental Health - Second Edition
Eaton, William W. and Fallin, M. Daniele (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190916602
632 pages
hardcover
$180
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Public Mental Health equips a new generation of public health students, 
researchers and practitioners with the most innovative social. biological, and 
behavioral science approaches to mental health challenges at the population 
level. REVISED AND UPDATED.

William W. Eaton is professor in the Department of Mental Health, Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, and former chair of that department.
His doctoral training is in sociology. M. Danielle Fallin is Sylvia and Harold 
Halpert professor and chair of the Department of Mental Health, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, with joint appointments in the Departments 
of Biostatistics and Epidemiology.
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Public Mental Health, 2nd ed.
Eaton, William W. and Fallin, M. Daniele (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190916619
632 pages
paperback
$62
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Public Mental Health equips a new generation of public health students, 
researchers and practitioners with the most innovative social. biological, and 
behavioral science approaches to mental health challenges at the population 
level. REVISED AND UPDATED.

William W. Eaton is professor in the Department of Mental Health, Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, and former chair of that department.
His doctoral training is in sociology. M. Danielle Fallin is Sylvia and Harold 
Halpert professor and chair of the Department of Mental Health, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, with joint appointments in the Departments 
of Biostatistics and Epidemiology.
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Varieties of Atheism in Science
Ecklund, Elaine Howard and Johnson, David R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197539163
224 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2021

A significant number of Americans view atheists as immoral elitists, aloof and 
unconcerned with the common good, and they view science and scientists as 
responsible. Many in the public think that all scientists are atheists and that all 
atheist scientists are New Atheists, militantly against religion and religious 
people. But what do everyday atheist scientists actually think about religion? The
research presented in this book shows that there are varieties of atheism among
scientists and that not all atheist scientists see conflict between science and 
religion.

Elaine Howard Ecklund is the Herbert S. Autrey Chair in Social Sciences, 
Professor of Sociology, and director of the Religion and Public Life Program at 
Rice University. David R. Johnson is Associate Professor of Educational Policy 
Studies at Georgia State University.
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Perfecting the Union: National and State Authority in the US Constitution
Edling, Max M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197534717
208 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/28/2020

For most of the twentieth century, the American founding has been presented as
a struggle between social classes over issues arising primarily within, rather than
outside, the United States.  But in recent years, new scholarship has instead 
turned to the international history of the American union to interpret both the 
causes and the consequences of the US Constitution.  In Perfecting the Union, 
Max M.  Edling argues that the Constitution was created to defend US territorial 
integrity and the national interest from competitors in the western borderlands 
and on the Atlantic Ocean, and to defuse inter-state tension within the union.

Max M. Edling is Reader in Early American History at King's College London. He
is the author of A Revolution in Favor of Government: The Origin of the US 
Constitution and the Making of the American State and A Hercules in the Cradle:
War, Money, and the American State, 1783-1867.
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Philosophy Bites
Edmonds, David and Warburton, Nigel
Oxford University Press .
9780199694662
272 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2012

What does Anthony Grayling think about atheism? Adrian Moore about infinity? 
For the last three years, some of the world's leading philosophers have held forth
on their favorite topics on the immensely popular website philosophybites.

David Edmonds is a documentary maker for the BBC World Service. He is the 
author or co-author of several books, including the international bestseller 
Wittgenstein's Poker. Nigel Warburton is a freelance philosopher, podcaster, and
writer.
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Philosophers Take On the World
Edmonds, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198822639
264 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

Every day the news shows us provoking stories about what's going on in the 
world, about events which raise moral questions and problems.

David Edmonds, Uehiro Centre for Practical Ethics, Oxford David Edmonds is a
Senior Research Associate at Oxford's Uehiro Centre for Practical Ethics. He is 
also an award winning documentary maker for BBC radio. He is the author, co-
author, or editor, of 10 books which have been translated into 25 languages. 
They include, with John Eidinow, the international bestseller Wittgenstein's 
Poker.
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Coastal Dune Management: Shared Experience of European Conservation 
Practice
Edmondson, S. E. /  Houston, J. A. / Rooney, Paul  (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238546
256 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 1/4/2001

This volume addresses the key issues for coastal dune conservation in the early
twenty-first century based on the shared experience of practical dune 
management in northwest Europe.

John Houston is the Coastal Strategy Officer for Sefton Council. Paul Rooney 
and Sally Edmondson lecture at Liverpool Hope University College.
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Neoplatonic Saints: The Lives of Plotinus and Proclus by their Students
Edwards, Mark (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236153
264 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2001
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 35)

These two texts are fundamental for the understanding not only of Neoplatonism
but also of the conventions of biography in late antiquity. Neither has received 
such extensive annotation before in English, and this new commentary makes 
full use of recent scholarship. The long introduction is intended both as a 
beginner's guide to Neoplatonism and as a survey of ancient biographical writing.

Mark Edwards is University Lecturer in Patristics at the University of Oxford and
a Fellow of Christ Church.
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Constantine and Christendom: The Orations of the Saints; the Greek and Latin 
Accounts of the Discovery of the Cross; the Donation of Constantine to Pope 
Silvester
Edwards, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236481
192 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2003
Translated Texts for Historians Series

This volume makes available three works attributed to Constantine - two of which
were certainly not written by him - which are important sources for historians of 
the papacy, Christianity and Constantine himself.

Mark Edwards is Tutor in Theology and University Lecturer in Patristics in the 
University of Oxford; he is a Fellow of Christ Church.
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Optatus: Against the Donatists
Edwards, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237525
304 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
Translated Texts for Historians Series

Optatus, Bishop of Milevis in North Africa in the late fourth century, wrote a 
detailed refutation of Donatist claims to be the one true and righteous church, an
ark of purity in a world which was still corrupt despite Constantine's support for 
Christianity. This new translation of Optatus's work is the first since 1917, and 
makes full use of modern scholarship in its annotation and Introduction.

Mark Edwards is University Lecturer in Patristics in the University of Oxford.
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Semi-State Actors in Cybersecurity
Egloff, Florian J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197579282
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2022

Semi-State Actors in Cybersecurity is a historical interpretation of the politics of 
cybersecurity.

Florian J. Egloff is a Senior Researcher in Cybersecurity at the Center for 
Security Studies (CSS) at ETH Zurich. His research focuses on the role of non-
and semi-state actors in cybersecurity, the politics of public attribution, and the 
use of cyber intrusions for political purposes.
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The Politics of Fair Trade: Moving Beyond Free Trade and Protection
Ehrlich, Sean
Oxford University Press .
9780199337644
224 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2018

The Politics of Fair Trade argues that fair trade is more than just labels on 
specialty coffee products.

Sean D. Ehrlich is Associate Professor of Political Science at Florida State 
University. His research focuses on International and Comparative Political 
Economy, Globalization, and Democratic Institutions. His previous book, Access
Points, won the American Political Science Association's 2012 Kammerer Award
for best book on American national policy.
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Social Dictatorships: The Political Economy of the Welfare State in the Middle 
East and North Africa
Eibl, Ferdinand
Oxford University Press .
9780198834274
384 pages
hardcover
$93
Pub Date: 3/27/2020

Why have social spending levels and social policy trajectories diverged so 
drastically across labour-abundant Middle Eastern and North African regimes? 
And how can we explain the marked persistence of spending levels after 
divergence? Using historical institutionalism and a mix of qualitative and 
quantitative methods Social Dictatorships: The Political Economy of the Welfare
State in the Middle East and North Africa develops an explanation of social 
spending in authoritarian regimes.

Ferdinand Eibl is a Lecturer in Political Economy at King's College London. He 
was previously a Postdoctoral Research Officer at the London School of 
Economics, and his research focuses on the political economy of authoritatian 
rule in the Middle East and North Africa, in particular in the areas of distributive 
politics, cronyism, and the political economy of coup-proofing.Discount:
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Exorbitant Privilege: The Rise and Fall of the Dollar
Eichengreen, Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780199596713
222 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 2/24/2011

 In Exorbitant Privilege, one of our foremost economists, Barry Eichengreen, 
traces the rise of the dollar to international prominence. He shows how the 
greenback dominated internationally in the second half of the 20th century for the
same reasons that the United States dominated the global economy. But now, 
with the rise of China, India, Brazil and other emerging economies, America no 
longer towers over the global economy.

Barry Eichengreen is George C. Pardee and Helen N. Pardee Professor of 
Economics and Political Science at the University of California, NBER Research
Associate, and CEPR Research Fellow. He was formerly Senior Policy Advisor 
at the International Monetary Fund (Washington, D.C.), fellow of the Center for 
Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences (Palo Alto), and fellow at the 
Institute for Advanced Study (Berlin).
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Exorbitant Privilege: The Rise and Fall of the Dollar
Eichengreen, Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780199642472
224 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2012

Barry Eichengreen traces the rise of the dollar to international prominence.  He 
shows how the greenback dominated internationally in the second half of the 
20th century for the same reasons that the United States dominated the global 
economy.

Barry Eichengreen is George C. Pardee and Helen N. Pardee Professor of 
Economics and Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Luck, Fate and Fortune: Antiquity and Its Legacy
Eidinow, Esther
Oxford University Press .
9780195380798
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2011

The cultural impulse to try to anticipate the future, and make sense of apparently
random events, is irrepressible. Perhaps the most famous of all sites of 
prediction is the Oracle of Delphi. How the world of antiquity, and particularly the
ancient Greeks, tried to foretell the outcome of the present, serves as Esther 
Eidinow's starting-point for an appraisal of that legacy of forecasting in our own 
era.

Esther Eidinow is Lecturer in Ancient History, Newman University College, 
Birmingham. She is the author of Oracles, Curses and Risk Among the Ancient
Greeks.
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Hope and Honor: Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust
Einwohner, Rachel L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190079444
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2022
16 b&w illustrations

In Hope and Honor, Rachel L. Einwonher illustrates the Jewish struggle for 
survival during the Holocaust and the dangers in attempting resistance under 
unimaginable conditions. She draws on sources produced both by survivors and
those who perished to show how Jews living under Nazi occupation in the 
ghettos of Warsaw, Vilna, and Lodz reached decisions about resistance. 
Employing social science theory on collective action and social movements, 
Einwohner shows that decisions about resistance rested on Jews' assessments
of the threats facing them, and ironically, resistance took place only once people
believed that there was no hope for survival.

Rachel L. Einwohner is Professor of Sociology and (by courtesy) Political 
Science at Purdue University, where she is also a faculty affiliate in Jewish 
Studies.
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Religious Zionism, Jewish Law, and the Morality of War: How Five Rabbis 
Confronted One of Modern Judaism's Greatest Challenges
Eisen, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190687090
312 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 10/2/2017

Explores how modern Israeli rabbis developed a body of Jewish law to deal with
war. Focuses on five key religious Zionist leaders in 1947 Israel. First monograph
on this subject published in English

Robert Eisen is Professor of Religion and Judaic Studies at George Washington
University in Washington, D. C.
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A Patients Guide to Medical Imaging
Eisenberg, Ronald and Margulis, Alexander R.
Oxford University Press .
9780199729913

hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2011

Medical imaging now plays a major role in diagnosis, choice of therapy, and 
follow-up. However, patients are often intimidated by the multiple imaging 
modalities available, the indications for their use, the imposing equipment, what 
the examinations are like and how long they last, and the advantages and 
disadvantages of various procedures. This book is designed to provide 
explanations for these and other issues in order to relieve some of the anxiety 
related to medical imaging studies.

Ronald L. Eisenberg is currently Chairman of Radiology at the Highland General
Hospital in Oakland, CA and Clinical Professor of Radiology at the UC San 
Francisco School of Medicine and Clinical Professor of Radiology at UC Davis 
School of Medicine in Sacramento, CA. Alexander R. Margulis was Pofessor and
Chairman of the department of radiology, UCSF and is now Clinical Professor of
radiology at Weill Cornell Medical College in New York, NY. He has authored or
edited 16 books and more than 400 peer-reviewed papers.
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Nurturing Our Humanity: How Domination and Partnership Shape Our Brains, 
Lives, and Future
Eisler, Riane and Fry, Douglas P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190935726
376 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/13/2019

Nurturing Our Humanity offers a new perspective on our personal and social 
options in today's world, showing how to structure our environments--from family
and gender relations to politics and economics--to support our great capacities 
for consciousness, caring, and creativity. It examines where societies fall on the
partnership-domination scale, and how this impacts equity, sustainability, peace,
and how our brains develop.

Riane Eisler, JD, PhD (hon) is Adjunct Professor at California Institute for Integral
Studies Transformative Leadership Graduate Program, San Francisco and a 
Research Associate at the Department of Anthropology, University of Alabama at
Birmingham.  Douglas P. Fry, PhD, is Professor and Chair of the Department of
Peace and Conflict Studies at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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Embracing Contraries: Explorations in Learning and Teaching
Elbow, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780195046618
338 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/22/1987

Peter Elbow's widely acclaimed and original theories on the writing process, set 
forth in Writing Without Teachers and Writing With Power, have earned him a 
reputation as a leading educational innovator.  Now Elbow has drawn together 
twelve of his essays on the nature of learning and teaching to suggest a 
comprehensive philosophy of education.  At once theoretical and down-to-earth, 
this collection will appeal not only to teachers, adminitrators and students, but to
anyone with a love of learning.  Elbow explores the contraries in the educational
process, in particular his theory that clear thinking can be enhanced by inviting 
indecision, incoherence, and paradoxical thinking.

Peter Elbow is Professor of English at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Everyone Can Write: Essays toward a Hopeful Theory of Writing and Teaching
Writing
Elbow, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780195104165
412 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 1/27/2000

With Writing without Teachers (OUP 1975) and Writing with Power (OUP 1995)
Peter Elbow revolutionized the teaching of writing. His process method--and its 
now commonplace "free writing" techniques--liberated generations of students 
and teachers from the emphasis on formal principles of grammar that had 
dominated composition pedagogy.

Peter Elbow is Professor of English and Director of the writing program at the 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. In 2001, he received the James R. Squire
Award from the National Council of Teachers of English for his transforming 
influence and lasting intellectual contribution to the English Profession.
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Rilke's Sonnets to Orpheus: Philosophical and Critical Perspectives
Eldridge, Hannah Vandegrift and Fischer, Luke
Oxford University Press .
9780190685423
304 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/7/2019

This volume sheds new light on the philosophical significance of Rilke's late 
masterpiece The Sonnets to Orpheus (1923). The volume features eight essays
by philosophers, literary critics, and Rilke scholars, which explore a number of 
the central themes of the Sonnets as well as the significance of their formal 
qualities.

Hannah Vandegrift Eldridge is Associate Professor of German at the University 
of Wisconsin - Madison. Luke Fischer is a philosopher, poet, and scholar of 
poetry.
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Entrepreneurship as Networking: Mechanisms, Dynamics, Practices, and 
Strategies
Elfring, Tom / Klyver, Kim / van Burg, Elco
Oxford University Press .
9780190076894
224 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 5/25/2021
9 illustrations

Tom Elfring, Kim Klyver, and Elco van Burg propose a new perspective on 
entrepreneurship and demonstrate how networking is the core of entrepreneurial
action. Showing that your networking behavior is equally important to who you 
already know, this book addresses the importance of networking for business 
venturing.

Tom Elfring is Dean of Nijmegen School of Management of Radboud University 
in the Netherlands and Professor in Strategic Management and 
Entrepreneurship. Kim Klyver is Professor in Entrepreneurship at University of 
Southern Denmark and Adjunct Professor at University of Adelaide. Elco van 
Burg is Professor of Organizational Theory at the School of Business and 
Economics at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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Pacifist Invasions: Arabic, Translation & the Postfrancophone Lyric
Elhariry, Yasser
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789622263
304 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

Pacifist Invasions is about what happens to the contemporary French lyric in the 
translingual Arabic context. Drawing on lyric theory, comparative poetics, and 
linguistics, it reveals three generic modes of translating Arabic poetics into 
French in works by Habib Tengour (Algeria), Edmond Jabes (Egypt), Salah 
Stetie (Lebanon), Abdelwahab Meddeb (Tunisia), and Ryoko Sekiguchi (Japan).

Yasser Elhariry is Assistant Professor of French at Dartmouth College. He 
received the 53rd Annual William Riley Parker Prize, awarded by the Modern 
Language Association for an outstanding article in PMLA.
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The Age of Federalism: The Early American Republic, 1788-1800
Elkins, Stanley and McKitrick, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780195093810
944 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/23/1995

When Thomas Jefferson took the oath of office for the presidency in 1801, 
America had just passed through twelve critical years, years dominated by some
of the towering figures of our history and by the challenge of having to do 
everything for the first time. Washington, Hamilton, Madison, Adams, and 
Jefferson himself each had a share in shaping that remarkable era--an era that is
brilliantly captured in The Age of Federalism. Written by esteemed historians 
Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism gives us a reflective, 
deeply informed analytical survey of this extraordinary period.

Stanley Elkins is the author of Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional and 
Intellectual Life, and is Professor of History at Smith College. Eric McKitrick is the
author of Andrew Johnson and Reconstruction, and is Professor of History 
Emeritus at Columbia University.
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Early Jewish Writings and New Testament Interpretation
Elledge, C.D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190274597
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2023
ESSENTIALS OF BIBLICAL STUDIES SERIES.

Early Jewish Writings and New Testament Interpretation is a concise, 
introductory volume to orient undergraduates, seminarians, and interested 
readers to some of the most important early Jewish writings that currently inform
New Testament interpretation. Written in accessible, non-technical language, 
Early Jewish Writings and New Testament Interpretation introduces readers to 
some of the most important extra-canonical early Jewish writings from the 
Hellenistic and Roman eras, and how they currently inform understandings of 
early Christianity and New Testament literature.

C. D. Elledge is Associate Professor of Religion at Gustavus Adolphus College in
Saint Peter, Minnesota, where he teaches courses in New Testament and Early
Jewish literature. After completing his Ph.D. from Princeton Theological 
Seminary, Elledge served as a Fulbright Scholar at the Hebrew University 
Institute of Archaeology and the Ecole Biblique de Jerusalem.Discount:
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George Platt Lynes: The Daring Eye
Ellenzweig, Allen
Oxford University Press .
9780190219666
664 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/23/2021

George Platt Lynes: The Daring Eye is a life of the gregarious American portrait,
dance, fashion, and male nude photographer whose career spanned the late 
1920s to 1955. This biography, drawing upon intimate letters and an unpublished
memoir of Lynes's life by his brother, writer and editor Russell Lynes, paints a 
portrait of the emerging influence of gays and lesbians in the visual, literary, and
performing arts that defined transatlantic cosmopolitan culture and presaged 
later gay political activism.

Allen Ellenzweig is a cultural critic and commentator who has published in 
numerous arts and general interest periodicals, including The Village Voice and
Art in America, as well as the online journals Tablet, The Forward, and Poetry 
Magazine. His landmark history, The Homoerotic Photograph: Male Images from
Durieu/Delacroix to Mapplethorpe, was published in 1992. He is a regular 
contributor to the Gay & Lesbian Review/Worldwide and teaches in the Writing 
Program of Rutgers University.
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Daughters of Darkness
Ellinger, Kat
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348295
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 6/30/2020
Devils Advocates

Harry Kumel's cult classic Daughters of Darkness (1971) is a vampire film like no
other. Kat Ellinger explores the film's association with fairy tales, the Gothic and 
fantastic tradition, as well as delving into aspects of the legend of Countess 
Bathory, traditional vampire lore, and much more. The book also contains new 
and exclusive interviews.

Kat Ellinger is the editor in chief of Diabolique Magazine and cohost of their 
Daughters of Darkness and Hell's Belles podcasts. Her writing has featured in a
number of publications, including Scream Magazine, Fangoria, and Senses of 
Cinema.
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Daughters of Darkness
Ellinger, Kat
Oxford University Press .
9781911325567
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2020
Devils Advocates

Harry Kumel's cult classic Daughters of Darkness (1971) is a vampire film like no
other. Kat Ellinger explores the film's association with fairy tales, the Gothic and 
fantastic tradition, as well as delving into aspects of the legend of Countess 
Bathory, traditional vampire lore, and much more. The book also contains new 
and exclusive interviews.

Kat Ellinger is the editor in chief of Diabolique Magazine and cohost of their 
Daughters of Darkness and Hell's Belles podcasts. Her writing has featured in a
number of publications, including Scream Magazine, Fangoria, and Senses of 
Cinema.
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What are the Chances of That?: How to Think About Uncertainty
Elliott, Andrew C. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198869023
384 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/25/2021

What are the Chances of That? discusses chance and the importance of 
understanding how it affects our lives. It goes beyond a mathematical approach 
to the subject, showing how our thinking about chance and uncertainty has been
shaped by history and culture, and only relatively recently by the mathematical 
theory of probability.

Andrew Elliott cares about numbers and how people think about them. Coming 
from a career in financial systems, he understands the importance of fluent 
thinking about the impact of numbers in our lives.
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Is That a Big Number?
Elliott, Andrew C. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198821229
352 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2018

Andrew Elliott gives us the tips and tools to make sense of numbers, to get a 
sense of proportion, to decipher what matters. It is a celebration of a numerate 
way of understanding the world. It shows how number skills help us to 
understand the everyday world close at hand, and how the same skills can be 
stretched to demystify the bigger numbers that we find in the wider contexts of 
science, politics, and the universe.

Andrew Elliott grew up in the Eastern Cape region of South Africa, and studied 
statistics and actuarial science at the University of Cape Town.
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High Command: British Military Leadership in the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars
Elliott, Christopher L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190233051
286 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2015

From 2001, Britain supported the United States in wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
"Victory" in such conflicts is always hard to gauge and domestic political backing
for them was never robust. For this, the governments of Tony Blair and Gordon 
Brown were held responsible, and paid the price, but the role played by the High
Command in the Ministry of Defence also bears examination. Critics have noted 
that the armed services were riven by internal rivalry and their leadership was 
dysfunctional, but the truth is more complicated. In his book, General Elliott 
explores the circumstances that led to these wars and how the Ministry of 
Defence coped with the challenges presented.

Christopher L. Elliott retired from the British Army as a Major General in 2002. 
This book was written over two years while Elliott was a research fellow at the 
universities of Oxford and Reading.
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Theorizing Adaptation
Elliott, Kamilla
Oxford University Press .
9780197511183
376 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 6/19/2020

From film and television theory to intertextuality, poststructuralism to queer 
theory, postcolonialism to meme theory, a host of contemporary theories in the 
humanities have engaged with adaptation studies. In this thorough and 
groundbreaking study, author Kamilla Elliott works to detail and redress the 
problem of theorizing adaptation.

Kamilla Elliott is Professor of Literature and Media in the Department of English 
Literature and Creative Writing at Lancaster University.
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A Tapestry of Values: An Introduction to Values in Science
Elliott, Kevin C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190260811
224 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

This book makes the contemporary philosophical literature on science and 
values accessible to a wide readership. It examines case studies from a variety 
of research areas, including climate science, anthropology, chemical risk 
assessment, ecology, neurobiology, biomedical research, and agriculture.

Kevin C. Elliott is an Associate Professor in Lyman Briggs College, the 
Department of Fisheries & Wildlife, and the Department of Philosophy, Michigan
State University.
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Exploring Inductive Risk: Case Studies of Values in Science
Elliott, Kevin C. and Richards, Ted
Oxford University Press .
9780190467722
312 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 7/3/2017

Exploring Inductive Risk brings together a set of eleven concrete case studies 
with the goals of illustrating the pervasiveness of inductive risk, assisting 
scientists and policymakers in responding to it, and moving theoretical 
discussions of this phenomenon forward.

Kevin C. Elliott is an Associate Professor with joint appointments in Lyman 
Briggs College, the Department of Fisheries & Wildlife, and the Department of 
Philosophy at Michigan State University.
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The Long Road to Peace in Northern Ireland: Peace Lectures from the Institute 
of Irish Studies at Liverpool University
Elliott, Marianne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310652
320 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 2/15/2008

The best-selling first edition of The Long Road to Peace in Northern Ireland 
included essays from Senator George J. Mitchell, Sir David Goodall, Sir George
Quigley, Lord Owen and Niall O'Dowd among others, and demonstrated the 
evolution of peace in Ireland, culminating in the Good Friday Agreement. Now 
Marianne Elliott, one of the world's leading historians of Ireland, has updated the
book and commissioned new essays to ensure that this vital resource for 
students, scholars, politicians and the interested general reader continues to 
illuminate the peace process through the words of some of its pivotal figures.

Professor Marianne Elliott, the Director of the University of Liverpool's Institute of
Irish Studies, is internationally recognised as one of Ireland's leading historians.
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Wolfe Tone - 2nd edition
Elliott, Marianne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786942067
544 pages
paperback
$54.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Theobald Wolfe Tone (1763-1798) was the founder of Irish Republican 
nationalism. As such his political ideas and the circumstances of his life and early
death have become powerful political weapons in the hands of later nationalists.
Today his name still arouses strong passions and he is hailed as the first prophet
of an independent Ireland. Published originally in 1989, Marianne Elliott's book 
was the first major biography of Tone, using a wealth of new material to examine
his personal life and public actions.

Professor Marianne Elliott, the Director of the University of Liverpool's Institute of
Irish Studies, is internationally recognised as one of Ireland's leading historians 
and is best known for her acclaimed biography 'Wolfe Tone: Prophet of Irish 
Independence' (Yale), which won numerous awards and for 'The Catholics of 
Ulster: A History' (Penguin).
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Studying the British Crime Film
Elliott, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733742
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2014
Studying British Cinema

Ever since its inception, British cinema has been obsessed with crime and the 
criminal.  One of the first narrative films to be produced in Britain, the Hepworth's
1905 short Rescued by Rover, was a fast-paced, quick-edited tale of abduction 
and kidnap, and the first British sound film, Alfred Hitchcock's Blackmail (1930), 
centered on murder and criminal guilt.  For a genre seemingly so important to the
British cinematic character, there is little direct theoretical or historical work 
focused on it.  The Britain of British cinema is often written about in terms of 
national history, ethnic diversity, or cultural tradition, yet very rarely in terms of its
criminal tendencies and dark underbelly.

Paul Elliott teaches film and film theory at the University of Worcester. He has 
published research on Hitchcock, embodied film theory, the French 
psychoanalyst Felix Guattari, and various elements of British cinema.
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Dictionary of Celtic Mythology
Ellis, Peter Berresford
Oxford University Press .
9780195089615
240 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 6/23/1994
Oxford Paperback Reference Series

The Celts were one of the great founding civilizations of Europe and the first 
North European people to emerge into recorded history, producing a vibrant 
labyrinth of mythological tales and sagas that have influenced the literary 
traditions of Europe and the world.  The first A-Z reference of its kind, Dictionary
of Celtic Mythology is fascinating and accessible guide to the gods and 
goddesses, the heroes and heroines, the magical weapons, fabulous beasts, and
otherworld entities that populate the myths of this rich European culture.  Like A
Dictionary of Irish Mythology before it, this is a who's who and what's what of the
epic Celtic sagas and tales.  Predated only by Greek and Latin by virtue of the 
fact that the Celtic languages were not written until the early Christian era, Celtic
mythology is a development from a far earlier oral tradition containing voices 
from the dawn of European civilization.

Peter Berresford Ellis is a historian and novelist. He is the author of twenty-four 
books including A Dictionary of Irish Mythology (Oxford, 1991).
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Aetna
Ellis, Robinson and Volk, Katharina
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675389
388 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 2/15/2009

The pseudo-Virgilian Aetna poem has fascinated textual critics for centuries on 
account of its badly corrupted state. But it is fascinating for its content as well. It
appears to date from the first half of the first century AD sometime prior to 79, for
it describes Vesuvius as extinct. The highly original account of a volcano with 
scientific, if eccentric, views of volcanic activity, is enlivened by vivid imagery and
digressions such as a section in praise of physical science and the tale of two 
brothers who rescued their parents from an eruption.

Robinson Ellis (1834-1913) was fellow of Trinity College, Oxford and Corpus 
Christi, where he eventually succeeded Henry Nettleship as Corpus Professor of
Latin (1893). He also produced a major edition of Catullus. Katharina Volk is 
Assistant Professor of Classics at Columbia University, New York and author of
The Poetics of Latin Didactic: Lucretius, Vergil, Ovid and Manilius (2002).
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External Mission: The ANC in Exile, 1960-1990
Ellis, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780199330614
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 12/4/2013

External Mission is the first study of the ANC's period in exile, based on a full 
range of sources in southern Africa and Europe.

Stephen Ellis is the author of groundbreaking books on the ANC, the Liberian 
Civil War, religion and politics in Africa, and the history of Madagascar. He is 
Professor of Social Sciences at the Free University, Amsterdam.
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This Present Darkness: A History of Nigerian Organized Crime
Ellis, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780190494315
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2016

Nigeria and Nigerians have acquired a notorious reputation for involvement in 
drug-trafficking, fraud, cyber-crime and other types of serious crime.

Professor Stephen Ellis, PhD, was Desmond Tutu Professor at the Faculty of 
Social Sciences at the VU University, Amsterdam, and author of, inter alia, The
Mask of Anarchy: The Religious Roots of the Liberian Civil War, Worlds of 
Power: Religious Thought and Political Practice in Africa, Madagascar: A Short 
History, and Season of Rains: Africa in the World.
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Audio Production Principles: Practical Studio Applications
Elmosnino, Stephane
Oxford University Press .
9780190699369
272 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2018

With this all-in-one manual, students and teachers have an easy-to-read 
reference that provides a reliable and current rundown of the world of sound 
production, from planning a recording session to mastering the final product.

Stephane Elmosnino is Lecturer at SAE Institute, Brisbane, Australia. Since the 
early 2000s, he has worked as a professional musician, composer, producer, 
and engineer.
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Game Data Science
El-Nasr, Magy Seif / Nguyen, Truong-Huy D. / Canossa, Alessandro / Drachen, 
Anders
Oxford University Press .
9780192897886
416 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 12/14/2021

Games Data Science delivers an excellent introduction to this new domain and 
provides the definitive guide to methods and practices of computer science, 
analytics, and data science as applied to video games.

Magy Seif El-Nasr is a Professor of Computational Media and Vice Chair of 
Serious Games program at University of California at Santa Cruz. Truong-Huy 
Nguyen is currently working at Google as a Software Engineer. Dr. Alessandro 
Canossa has been straddling between the game industry and academia for 
many years. He has been Assistant Professor at the IT University of 
Copenhagen, Associate Professor at Northeastern University in Boston and he's
now Professor at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts. Anders Drachen, PhD,
is Professor at the University of York and Communications Director at the 
Department of Computer Science.Discount:
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Propelled: How Boredom, Frustration, and Anticipation Lead Us to the Good Life
Elpidorou, Andreas
Oxford University Press .
9780190912963
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

In Propelled, Andreas Elpidorou makes a lively case for the value of discontent 
and illustrates how boredom, frustration, and anticipation are good for us.

Andreas Elpidorou is a writer and philosopher at the University of Louisville. He 
specializes in the philosophical study of the mind and has published extensively
on the character of consciousness, cognition, and emotions. In his written work,
he strives to offer clear, precise, and critical explications of aspects of our mental
lives that often remain hidden from us.
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Phosphorus: Past and Future
Elser, Jim
Oxford University Press .
9780199916917
242 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/24/2020

Phosphorus is essential to the production of our food, and it also triggers algal 
blooms in lakes, rivers, and oceans when it slips through our hands.  An 
understanding of this essential resource and how we have used and misused it 
over the years is crucial to the sustainability of our well-being on our planet.  In 
this book, world authorities on phosphorus sustainability Jim Elser and Phil 
Haygarth explain this element's involvement in biology, human health and 
nutrition, food production, ecosystem function, and environmental sustainability.
Phosphorus chronicles the sustainability challenges phosphorus both poses and
solves in various contexts.

Jim Elser is Bierman Professor of Ecology of the University of Montana in the 
United States and Director of UM's Flathead Lake Biological Station. He also 
holds a part-time research faculty position in the School of Sustainability at 
Arizona State University.Discount:
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Figurines: Figuration and The Sense of Scale
Elsner, Jas
Oxford University Press .
9780198861096
208 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/22/2020
Visual Conversations in Art and Archaeology Series

Figurines are objects of handling.  As touchable objects, they engage the viewer 
in different ways from flat art, whether relief sculpture or painting.  Unlike the 
voyeuristic relationship of viewing a neatly framed pictorial narrative as if from 
the outside, the viewer as handler is always potentially and without protection 
within the narrative of figurines.  As such, they have potential for a potent, even 
animated, agency in relation to those who use them.

Jaś Elsner is Professor of Late Antique Art at the University of Oxford and 
Humfry Payne Senior Research Fellow in Classical Archaeology and Art at 
Corpus Christi College, Oxford. He is also Visiting Professor of Art and Religion 
at the University of Chicago, and External Scientific Member of the 
Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz. He is a Member of the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences and of the Max Planck Society, as well as a Fellow of the 
British Academy.Discount:
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The Art of the Roman Empire: 100-450 AD
Elsner, Jas
Oxford University Press .
9780198768630
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/10/2018
Oxford history of art

Jas' Elsner's ground-breaking account discusses both Roman and early Christian
art in relation to such issues as power, death, society, acculturation, and religion.
By examining questions of reception, viewing, and the culture of spectacle 
alongside the more traditional art-historical themes of imperial patronage and 
stylistic change, he presents a fresh and challenging interpretation of an 
extraordinarily rich cultural crucible in which many fundamental developments of 
later European art had their origins.

Jas Elsner is Professor of Late Antique Art at the University of Oxford, Humfrey 
Payne Senior Research Fellow at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and Visiting 
Professor of Art and Religion at the University of Chicago.
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Landscape and Space: Comparative Perspectives from Chinese, Mesoamerican,
Ancient Greek, and Roman Art
Elsner, Jas’
Oxford University Press .
9780192845955
208 pages
hardcover
$85
Pub Date: 3/22/2022
Visual Conversations in Art and Archaeology Series. 95 colour illustrations

Through comparative case studies from ancient China, ancient Greece, 
Mesoamerican Maya art, and across Eurasia via Pompeii, this book emphasises
the significance of models of landscape in ancient art. Notably, it explores 
questions of space, both actual and conceptual, including how space is 
configured through form and representation.

Jas Elsner is Professor of Late Antique Art at the University of Oxford and 
Humfry Payne Senior Research Fellow in Classical Archaeology and Art at 
Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
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Covariant Physics: From Classical Mechanics to General Relativity and Beyond
Emam, Moataz H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198865001
416 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2021
79 line drawings, 14 colour images  illustrations

A textbook for 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students using the fundamental 
principle of covariance as a basis for studying classical mechanics, 
electrodynamics, the special theory of relativity, and the general theory of 
relativity, before moving on to more advanced topics of field theory, differential 
forms, and modified theories of gravity.

Dr Moataz H. Emam is a professor of physics at the State University of New York
College at Cortland. Dr Emam also serves periodically as Visiting/Adjunct 
Professor of Physics at the Zewail City for Science and Technology in Egypt. 
Teaching and research are Dr Emam's main passions. In his spare time, he 
maintains a popular science blog in Arabic.
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Divided by Faith Evangelical Religion and Problem of Race in America
Emerson, Michael O. and Smith, Christian
Oxford University Press .
9780195147070
320 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 9/6/2001

Through a nationwide telephone survey of 2,000 people and an additional 200 
face-to-face interviews, Michael O. Emerson and Christian Smith probed the 
grassroots of white evangelical America. They found that despite recent efforts 
by the movement's leaders to address the problem of racial discrimination, 
evangelicals themselves seem to be preserving America's racial chasm. In fact,
most white evangelicals see no systematic discrimination against blacks.

Michael O. Emerson is the Tsanoff Professor of Public Affairs and Sociology at 
Rice University. He lives in Houston, Texas. Christian Smith is the Chapin 
Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill.
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Japan's Far More Female Future: Increasing Gender Equality and Reducing 
Workplace Insecurity Will Make Japan Stronger
Emmott, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780198865551
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2020

The Japan on show in the 2019 Rugby World Cup was an admirably safe, stable,
resilient, and efficient society.  However, that appearance disguises crucial 
vulnerabilities and social ailments, including an ageing and shrinking population,
slow productivity growth, a new low-wage, insecure workforce, declining 
marriage and fertility rates, and an extreme level of gender inequality.  Within this
gender gap lies the key both to the ailments and the cure.  A deterioration in the
use of human capital and a decline in family formation have become entrenched
thanks to discrimination against the female half of the population.

Bill Emmott is chairman of the International Institute for Strategic Studies in 
London, chairman of the board of Trinity College Dublin's Long Room Hub for 
Arts & Humanities, and chairman of the Japan Society of the UK.
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A Short History of Police and Policing
Emsley, Clive
Oxford University Press .
9780198844600
240 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2021

A Short History of Police and Policing traces the evolution of the multiple forms of
'policing' that existed in the past and the historical development of the various 
bodies, individuals and officials who carried these out in different societies.

Clive Emsley, Emeritus Professor, Open University, UK Clive Emsley is an 
Emeritus Professor at the Open University whose research has concentrated on 
the history of crime and policing in Western Europe.
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Coral: Something Rich and Strange
Endt-Jones, Marion
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846319594
128 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2014

Coral: Something Rich and Strange examines the enduring fascination with coral
as a material, symbol and inspiration for artists, cultures and societies across the
centuries.

Marion Endt-Jones is a British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of
Manchester.
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When Life Strikes the President: Scandal, Death, and Illness in the White House
Engel, Jeffrey A. and Knock, Thomas J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190650759
360 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2017
12 illustrations

What happens when life, so to speak, strikes the President of the United States?
How do presidents and their families cope with illness, personal loss, and 
scandal, and how have such personal crises affected a president's ability to lead,
shaped presidential decision-making in critical moments, and perhaps even 
altered the course of events? In asking such questions, the essays in this volume
-- written by twelve leading scholars noted for their expertise on their respective 
subjects -- reveal alternately the frailty, the humanity, and the strength of 
character of some of America's most controversial presidents.

Jeffrey A. Engel is Director of the Center for Presidential History at Southern 
Methodist University. Thomas J. Knock is is Professor of History and Altshuler 
Distinguished Teaching Professor at Southern Methodist University.
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Archaeological and Historic Pottery Production Sites : Guidelines for Best 
Practice
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848023895
68 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 10/14/2015
.

This document provides practical guidance on how to investigate sites where 
pottery production has taken place. It describes how to anticipate and locate 
pottery production sites and the types of evidence that may be found.
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Archaeometallurgy : Guidelines for Best Practice
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024090
84 pages
paperback
$52
Pub Date: 4/30/2015
.

This guidance document provides an introduction to the ways that the 
archaeological evidence for metalworking is studied. Archaeometallurgical 
evidence can include whole landscapes, buildings, features, artefacts and waste
materials (eg slag and crucibles).
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Drawing for Understanding : Creating Interpretive Drawings of Historic Buildings
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848023888
98 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 8/3/2016
.
This guidance describes a method of recording historic buildings for the purpose
of historical understanding using analytical site drawing and measuring by hand.
The techniques described here have a long tradition of being used to aid 
understanding by observation and close contact with building fabric.
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Easy Access to Historic Buildings
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024137
54 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 6/5/2015
.

These guidelines focus on physical access issues because these often pose the
greatest challenges as well as opportunities for historic buildings. Other issues 
such as lighting, tone, colour contrast and signing are touched upon, while 
acknowledging the excellent guidance on these aspects of good access design 
which exists elsewhere.
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Geoarchaeology : Using earth sciences to understand the archaeological record
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024182
64 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 12/9/2015
.

This guidance document covers the use of geoarchaeology to assist in 
understanding the archaeological record. Geoarchaeological techniques may 
range in scale from landscape studies to microscopic analysis, and are carried 
out by practitioners with specialist knowledge about the physical environment in
which archaeological stratigraphy is preserved, and excavations take place.
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Piling and Archaeology : Guidelines and Best Practice
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025929
80 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 3/19/2019
.

This guidance note has been prepared to assist planning authorities and 
archaeological officers, developers and their consultants to make clear and 
informed decisions about piling schemes and their potential impact upon 
archaeological remains. It provides information on piling types, impacts, and 
solutions for sustainable foundation design and is illustrated by case studies.
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Traversing the Past : The total station theodolite in archaeological landscape 
survey
England, Historic
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024328
58 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 2/15/2016
.
Description This publication is one of a series on archaeological field survey 
techniques published by Historic England. It covers the electronic total station 
theodolite (TST) and its use in landscape archaeology.
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Transatlantic Studies: Latin America, Iberia, and Africa
Enjuto-Rangel, Cecilia / Faber, Sebastiaan / Garcia-Caro, Pedro / Newcomb, 
Robert Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9781802077421
480 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures LUP. 1 black and white 
illustrations

This book emerges from, and performs, an ongoing debate about transatlantic 
approaches in the fields of Iberian, Latin American, African, and Luso-Brazilian 
studies. In thirty-five short essays, leading scholars reframe the intertwined 
cultural histories of the transnational spaces encompassed by the former 
Spanish and Portuguese empires.

Cecilia Enjuto-Rangel is Associate Professor of Spanish at the Romance 
Languages department, University of Oregon. Sebastiaan Faber is Professor of
Hispanic Studies at Oberlin College. Pedro Garcia-Caro is the Director of Latin 
American Studies Program and an Associate Professor of Spanish in the 
Department of Romance Languages at the University of Oregon. Robert Patrick
Newcomb is Associate Professor of Luso-Brazilian Studies at the University of 
California, Davis.
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Oxford Book of Death
Enright, D. J.,(editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780192803801

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2002

Reading for this anthology,' writes D. J. Enright, 'I was moved to the thought that
on no theme have writers shown themselves more lively. ' A survivor of Belsen 
voiced the same sentiment when, reflecting on the concentration camps, he 
wrote, 'When in death we are in the midst of life. ' By turns poignant, tragic, 
comic, and inspiring, this anthology of thoughts about death ranges from ancient
times to the present day--including almost nine hundred selections by poets, 
novelists, philosophers, scientists, and common people.

D. J. Enright, a well-known poet and critic, has taught at universities in Egypt, 
England, Japan, Germany, Thailand, and Singapore. His books include 
Shakespeare and the Students, The Oxford Book of Contemporary Verse 1945
-1980, and Collected Poems.
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On Inequality and Freedom
Eppard, Lawrence M. and Giroux, Henry A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197583029
480 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2022

Conversations about liberty in the U.S. often focus on freedom from - such as 
freedom from government. This focus can sometimes come at the expense of 
the freedom to - such as the freedom for all Americans to live the lives they 
imagine for themselves, and the conditions that might be necessary for this to be
realized. In On Inequality and Freedom, a divesre groupd of authors explore how
Americans might benefit from this expanded notion of what freedom truly entails.

Lawrence Eppard, PhD, is Assistant Professor in the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology at Shippensburg University. Henry A. Giroux, PhD, is Chair for
Scholarship in the Public Interest in the Department of English and Cultural 
Studies at McMaster University.
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The Only Constant Is Change: Technology, Political Communication, and 
Innovation Over Time
Epstein, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9780190698973
272 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

Over the course of American political history, political elites and organizations 
have often updated their political communications strategies in order to achieve 
longstanding political communication goals in more efficient or effective ways.

Ben Epstein is Assistant Professor of Political Science at DePaul University and
has over 15 years of teaching experience in a variety of high school and 
university settings around the United States.
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Birth of the State: The Place of the Body in Crafting Modern Politics
Epstein, Charlotte
Oxford University Press .
9780190917630
352 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2020

This book uses the body to peel back the layers of time and taken-for-granted 
ideas about the two defining political forms of modernity, the state and the 
subject of rights.  It traces, under the lens of the body, how the state and the 
subject mutually constituted each other all the way down, by going all the way 
back, to their original crafting in the seventeenth century.  It considers two 
revolutions.  The first, scientific, threw humanity out of the centre of the universe,
and transformed the very meanings of matter, space, and the body; while the 
second, legal and political, re-established humans as the centre-point of the 
framework of modern rights.

Charlotte Epstein is Associate Professor of International Relations at the 
University of Sydney.
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Cruising
Ercolani, Eugenio and Stiglegger, Marcus
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348363
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 11/30/2020
Devils Advocates

In the late 1970s William Friedkin - the wunderkind director of The French 
Connection (1971) and The Exorcist (1973) - began work on what became the 
most controversial film of his career, the serial killer thriller Cruising (1980). This
Devil's Advocate examines Cruising's creative context and ongoing influence as 
it turns 40 in 2020.

Eugenio Ercolani is an Italian film scholar who has recently finished two volumes
on Italian genre cinema for McFarland Press. Marcus Stiglegger currently works
at the Department of film, DEKRA Hochschule Berlin and has published a 
number of books and many articles on film aesthetics, film history and film 
theory.
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Cruising
Ercolani, Eugenio and Stiglegger, Marcus
Oxford University Press .
9781800348080
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2020
Devils Advocates

In the late 1970s William Friedkin - the wunderkind director of The French 
Connection (1971) and The Exorcist (1973) - began work on what became the 
most controversial film of his career, the serial killer thriller Cruising (1980). This
Devil's Advocate examines Cruising's creative context and ongoing influence as 
it turns 40 in 2020.

Eugenio Ercolani is an Italian film scholar who has recently finished two volumes
on Italian genre cinema for McFarland Press. Marcus Stiglegger currently works
at the Department of film, DEKRA Hochschule Berlin and has published a 
number of books and many articles on film aesthetics, film history and film 
theory.
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Ranking: The Unwritten Rules of the Social Game We All Play
Erdi, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190935467
264 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2019

Ranking of people, schools, products, countries, and just about everything else is
part of our daily lives. But we are in a paradoxical relationship with ranking: we 
believe that ranking is good because it is informative and objective; and we 
believe ranking is bad because it is biased and subjective, and occasionally, 
even manipulated. Ranking: The Unwritten Rules of the Social Game We All Play
combines the application of scientific theories to everyday experience with 
entertaining personal stories.

Dr. Erdi serves as the Henry R. Luce Professor of Complex Systems Studies at
Kalamazoo College. He is also a research professor in his home town, in 
Budapest, at the Wigner Research Centre of Physics of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences.
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Spanked: How Hitting Our Children is Harming Ourselves
Erickson, Christina L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197518236
272 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2022
5 tables

Why do we accept hitting children and call it discipline when we don't accept 
hitting other people? Erickson reviews more than 100 years of research, sharing 
little known but astounding facts about spanking outcomes. Interwoven with 
relatable human stories, Erickson encourages a conversation about this common
and nearly universal disciplinary practice.

Christina L. Erickson, PhD is a social worker and professor who has worked in 
community social work, health care, and academic settings for over 30 years. 
She is a Professor of Social Work and Environmental Studies at Augsburg 
University. She hopes to further the conversation on the harm of spanking. You 
can find her at ericksoc@augsburg.edu.
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Trans Bodies, Trans Selves: A Resource for the Transgender Community
Erickson-Schroth, Laura
Oxford University Press .
9780199325351
672 pages
paperback
$57
Pub Date: 6/10/2014

Inspired by Our Bodies, Ourselves, the classic and powerful compendium written
for and by women, Trans Bodies, Trans Selves is widely accessible to the 
transgender population, providing authoritative information in an inclusive and 
respectful way and representing the collective knowledge base of dozens of 
influential experts.

Laura Erickson-Schroth, MD, MA, is a psychiatry resident at New York University
Medical Center.
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Silent Witness: Forensic DNA Evidence in Criminal Investigations and 
Humanitarian Disasters
Erlich, Henry / Stover, Eric / White, Thomas J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190909451
392 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2020

By providing a critical inquiry into modern forensic DNA science, Silent Witness 
underscores the need to balance the benefits of using forensic genetics to solve
crime with the democratic right to safeguard against privacy invasion, and raises
the question of what it means to be an autonomous individual in a world where 
the most personal elements of one's identity are now publicly accessible.

Henry Erlich is Senior Scientist at the Benioff Children's Hospital Oakland 
Research Institute. Eric Stover is Faculty Director and Adjunct Professor of Law
and Public Health at the Human Rights Center, School of Law, University of 
California, Berkeley. Thomas J. White is an advisor to the Human Rights Center,
School of Law, University of California, Berkeley, and former 2012-2013 Regents
Lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley.
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Song of the Earth: Understanding Geology and Why It Matters
Ervin-Blankenheim, Elisabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780197502464
368 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 11/12/2021
94 images with color plates .

Song of the Earth is a gripping and lovingly poetic biography of Earth. The book 
includes narrative sections about the lives of pioneering geologists, the reality 
and sublimity of geologic time, the rebirth and destruction of our planet over time,
and the underlying science that influences climate change and species 
extinction.

Elisabeth Ervin-Blankenheim is a licensed professional geologist and geology 
instructor at Front Range Community College in Colorado.
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Humour in Contemporary France: Controversy, Consensus and Contradictions
Ervine, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9781802077414
208 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Studies in Modern and Contemporary France.

Humour and freedom of expression were widely discussed following the January
2015 Charlie Hebdo attacks. However, much analysis failed to assess the 
evolution of French humour in recent decades. This book examines what both 
Charlie Hebdo and French stand-up comedy can tell us about multiculturalism 
and humour in contemporary France.

Jonathan Ervine is a Senior Lecturer in French and Francophone Studies at 
Bangor University.
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A Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering, 2nd ed.
Escudier, Marcel and Atkins, Tony
Oxford University Press .
9780198832102
677 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2019

This new edition of A Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering provides clear and 
concise definitions and explanations for over 8,000 mechanical-engineering 
terms in the core areas of design, stress analysis, dynamics, thermodynamics, 
and fluid mechanics, together with newly extended coverage of materials 
engineering.

Marcel Escudier is Emeritus Harrison Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Liverpool. Tony Atkins was Emeritus Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Reading and Visiting Professor at Imperial 
College.
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God's Forever Family: The Jesus People Movement in America
Eskridge, Larry
Oxford University Press .
9780190881351
402 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

The Jesus People movement was a unique combination of the hippie 
counterculture and evangelical Christianity. It first appeared in the famed 
"Summer of Love" of 1967, in San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury district, and 
spread like wildfire in Southern California and beyond, to cities like Seattle, 
Atlanta, and Milwaukee. In 1971 the growing movement found its way into the 
national media spotlight and gained momentum, attracting a huge new following
among evangelical church youth, who enthusiastically adopted the Jesus People
persona as their own.

Larry Eskridge was born in North Carolina and raised in the Chicago area, where
he was involved with the Jesus People movement in the 1970s. A student of 
evangelicals' relationship to mass media and pop culture, he has been on the 
staff of the Institute for the Study of American Evangelicals at Wheaton College 
since 1988.Discount:
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Babatha's Orchard: The Yadin Papyri and an Ancient Jewish Family Tale Retold
Esler, Philip F.
Oxford University Press .
9780198767169
288 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 4/23/2017

Babatha's Orchard tells a story that has gone untold for nearly two thousand 
years. It is a story that would have perished with the last person familiar with its 
details--the Jewish woman Babatha, daughter of Shim'on ben Menahem.

Philip F. Esler is Portland Chair of New Testament Studies at the University of 
Gloucestershire. He is a Higher Education administrator and academic who 
became the inaugural Chief Executive of the UK's Arts and Humanities Research
Council (AHRC) in 2005, remaining in that role until 2009. From 1995 to 2010 he
was Professor of Biblical Criticism at St Andrews University.
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Islam and Politics Around the World
Esposito, John L. and El-Din Shahin, Emad
Oxford University Press .
9780190900397
272 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2018

Islam and Politics Around the World is a comprehensive and analytical 
examination of Islam and politics in a rapidly changing and globalizing world. Its 
case studies provide overviews of the development and interaction of Islam and
politics in North America, Europe, and the Middle East, and across Asia and 
Africa. Taken together, these essays provide readers with an illuminating and in-
depth overview of the state of political Islam today.

John L. Esposito is University Professor, Professor of Religion and International
Affairs and of Islamic Studies at Georgetown University. He is the author or 
editor of more than 45 books, including What Everyone Needs to Know About 
Islam and The Future of Islam and is Editor in Chief of Oxford Islamic Studies 
Online. Emad El-Din Shahin is the Dean of the College of Islamic Studies, 
Hamad bin Khalifa University, Qatar Foundation and a Senior Fellow at 
Georgetown University.Discount:
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Key Islamic Political Thinkers
Esposito, John L. and El-Din Shahin, Emad
Oxford University Press .
9780190900359
272 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2018

Key Islamic Political Thinkers offers an examination of some of the leading 
intellectuals behind the resurgence of political Islam. The essays in this volume 
cover a selection of thinkers that is representative of the main strands of 
contemporary Muslim political thought.

John L. Esposito is University Professor, Professor of Religion and International
Affairs and of Islamic Studies at Georgetown University. He is the author or 
editor of more than 45 books, including What Everyone Needs to Know About 
Islam and The Future of Islam and is Editor in Chief of Oxford Islamic Studies 
Online. Emad El-Din Shahin is the Dean of the College of Islamic Studies, 
Hamad bin Khalifa University, Qatar Foundation and a Senior Fellow at 
Georgetown University.
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Introduction to Quantitative Ecology: Mathematical and Statistical Modelling for 
Beginners
Essington, Timothy E.
Oxford University Press .
9780192843487
320 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2021
87 colour line figures/illustrations and 32 tables .

Environmental science (ecology, conservation, and resource management) is an
increasingly quantitative field. This accessible textbook introduces quantitative 
ecology in a manner that aims to confront the limitations of the current literature 
and thereby appeal to a far wider audience.

Timothy E. Essington is a Professor at the School of Aquatic and Fishery 
Sciences, University of Washington, USA. He is also Director of the Center for 
Quantitative Sciences and of the University of Washington's QERM Graduate 
Program. His research chiefly focuses on food web interactions involving fish in
marine, estuarine and freshwater habitats.
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Automation Anxiety: Why and How to Save Work
Estlund, Cynthia
Oxford University Press .
9780197566107
248 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2021

This book confronts the hotly-debated prospect of mounting job losses due to 
automation, and the widely-divergent hopes and fears that prospect evokes, and
proposes a strategy for both mitigating the losses and spreading the gains from 
shrinking demand for human labor. We should set our collective sights, it argues,
on ensuri

Cynthia Estlund is the Catherine A. Rein Professor at New York University's 
School of Law.
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Human Rights: Moral or Political?
Etinson, Adam
Oxford University Press .
9780198859994
528 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 6/9/2020

Over the past decade or so, philosophical speculation about human rights has 
tended to fall into two streams. On the one hand, there are Orthodox theorists, 
who think of human rights as natural rights: moral rights that we have simply in 
virtue of being human. On the other hand, there are Political theorists, who think
of human rights as rights that play a distinctive role, or set of roles, in modern 
international politics: setting universal standards of political legitimacy, serving as
norms of international concern, and/or imposing limits on the exercise of national
sovereignty. This edited volume explores this disagreement, its underlying 
sources, and related issues in the philosophy of human rights.

Adam Etinson, University of St Andrews Adam Etinson is a Lecturer in 
Philosophy at the University of St Andrews, where he is also Assistant Director of
the Centre for Ethics, Philosophy, and Public Affairs (CEPPA).
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Alcestis
Euripides
Oxford University Press .
9780195061666
142 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 2/1/1990
Greek Tragedy in New Translations Series. Translated by William Arrowsmith.

At once a vigorous translation of one of Euripides' most subtle and witty plays, 
and a wholly fresh interpretation, this version reveals for the first time the 
extraordinary formal beauty and thematic concentration of the Alcestis. William 
Arrowsmith, eminent classical scholar, translator, and General Editor of this 
highly praised series, rejects the standard view of the Alcestis as a psychological
study of the egotist Admetos and his naive but devoted wife.

Euripides (c. ?480 – c. ?406 BC) was a tragedian of classical Athens. Along with
Aeschylus and Sophocles, he is one of the three ancient Greek tragedians for 
whom a significant number of plays have survived.
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Hecuba
Euripides
Oxford University Press .
9780195068740
112 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 4/25/1991
Translated by Janet Lembke and Kenneth J. Reckford. Greek Tragedy in New 
Translations.

In this new edition of HECUBA, a poet and a classical scholar have collaborated
to produce a striking version of a play central to Euripides' dramatic vision. The 
translators have focused their attention on tonal texture, ranging from grief-
stricken monodies and duets to lyrical choral verse, as well as on the problems 
created by political and forensic rhetoric.

Euripides (c. 480 – 406 BC) was one of the three great tragedians of classical 
Athens, the other two being Aeschylus and Sophocles. Some ancient scholars 
attributed ninety-five plays to him but according to the Suda it was ninety-two at
most. Janet Lembke, a poet, is the author of Bronze and Iron, and is co-
translator of Suppliant Women, also in The Greek Tragedy in New Translation 
series.
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Sculpture Journal
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9781846310997
144 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 5/15/2008
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal

Britain's foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of post-classical and contemporary Western sculpture.  Recent highlights 
include essays by playwright David Hare on Eduardo Paolozzi, Christopher 
Bedford on Richard Serra, and Sarah Wilson on French sculptor Germaine 
Richier, alongside current exhibition news and book reviews.  Academically 
focused but accessible, and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an 
insightful read for anyone interested in sculpture, whether researchers, 
enthusiasts, or collectors.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth-Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Sculpture Journal 20.1
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316463
105 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2011
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal Series

Britain’s foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of postclassical and contemporary Western sculpture. Recent highlights 
include essays by art historian Catherine Speck on Jacob Epstein, Elyse Speaks
on Louise Bourgeois, and Anna Seidel on Gian Lorenzo Bernini, alongside 
current exhibition news and book reviews. Academically focused but accessible
and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an insightful read for 
researchers, enthusiasts, collectors, or anyone interested in sculpture.

Katharine Eustace has an MA in medieval history from the University of St 
Andrews and an MA in art history from the Courtauld Institute of Art.
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Sculpture Journal 21.1
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9781846317026
228 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal Series

Britain's foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of postclassical and contemporary Western sculpture.  Recent highlights 
include essays by art historian Catherine Speck on Jacob Epstein, Elyse Speaks
on Louise Bourgeois, and Anna Seidel on Gian Lorenzo Bernini, alongside 
current exhibition news and book reviews.  Academically focused but accessible
and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an insightful read for 
researchers, enthusiasts, collectors, or anyone interested in sculpture.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth-Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Sculpture Journal 21.2
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9781846317613
228 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal Series

Britain's foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of postclassical and contemporary Western sculpture.  Recent highlights 
include essays by art historian Catherine Speck on Jacob Epstein, Elyse Speaks
on Louise Bourgeois, and Anna Seidel on Gian Lorenzo Bernini, alongside 
current exhibition news and book reviews.  Academically focused but accessible
and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an insightful read for 
researchers, enthusiasts, collectors, or anyone interested in sculpture.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth-Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Sculpture Journal 22.1
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9781846317620
228 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal Series

Britain's foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journalprovides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of postclassical and contemporary Western sculpture.  Recent highlights 
include essays by art historian Catherine Speck on Jacob Epstein, Elyse Speaks
on Louise Bourgeois, and Anna Seidel on Gian Lorenzo Bernini, alongside 
current exhibition news and book reviews.  Academically focused but accessible
and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an insightful read for 
researchers, enthusiasts, collectors, or anyone interested in sculpture.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth-Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Sculpture Journal 22.2
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press .
9781846318276
228 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2014
Liverpool University Press - Sculpture Journal Series

Britain's foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of postclassical and contemporary Western sculpture.  Recent highlights 
include essays by art historian Catherine Speck on Jacob Epstein, Elyse Speaks
on Louise Bourgeois, and Anna Seidel on Gian Lorenzo Bernini, alongside 
current exhibition news and book reviews.  Academically focused but 
accessible--and richly illustrated throughout--Sculpture Journal is an insightful 
read for researchers, enthusiasts, collectors, or anyone interested in sculpture.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth-Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Sculpture Journal: Number 15, Volume 2
Eustace, Katharine
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310133
120 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 2/15/2007
Sculpture Journal Series

Britain’s foremost scholarly journal dedicated to sculpture in all its aspects, 
Sculpture Journal provides an international forum for writers and scholars in the 
field of post-classical and contemporary Western sculpture. Recent highlights 
include essays by playwright David Hare on Eduardo Paolozzi, Christopher 
Bedford on Richard Serra, and Sarah Wilson on French sculptor Germaine 
Richier, alongside current exhibition news and book reviews. Academically 
focused but accessible, and richly illustrated throughout, Sculpture Journal is an 
insightful read for anyone interested in sculpture, whether researchers, 
enthusiasts, or collectors.

Katharine Eustace is an art historian and curator whose publications include 
Continuity and Change: Twentieth Century Sculpture in the Ashmolean Museum.
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Do the Geneva Conventions Matter?
Evangelista, Matthew and Tannenwald, Nina
Oxford University Press .
9780199379781
376 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2017

The Geneva Conventions are the best-known and longest-established laws 
governing warfare, but what difference do they make to how states engage in 
armed conflict? Since the start of the War on Terror with 9/11, these protocols 
have increasingly been incorporated into public discussion. We have entered an
era where contemporary wars often involve terrorism and guerrilla tactics, but 
how have the rules that were designed for more conventional forms of interstate
violence adjusted? Do the Geneva Conventions Matter? provides a rich, 
comparative analysis of the laws that govern warfare and a more specific 
investigation relating to state practice.

Matthew Evangelista is President White Professor of History and Political 
Science and former chair of the Department of Government at Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York. Nina Tannenwald is a faculty fellow at the Watson Institute 
and Director of the International Relations Program. She is also a senior lecturer
in the Department of Political Science at Brown University.
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Nuns: A History of Convent Life
Evangelisti, Silvia
Oxford University Press .
9780192804358
301 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2007

Nuns tells the fascinating stories of the women who have lived in religious 
communities during some of the most tumultuous years in European history. 
Drawing particularly on the nuns' own words, Silvia Evangelisti reveals their 
ideals and achievements, frustrations and failures, and their attempts to reach 
out to the society around them.

Silvia Evangelisti is Lecturer in Early Modern History at the University of East 
Anglia. She has published widely on women and gender history in both English 
and Italian, looking especially at female religious life in the early modern period.
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Do Everything: The Biography of Frances Willard
Evans, Christopher H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190914073
408 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2022
15 b/w halftones

Frances Willard (1839-1898) was one of the most famous American women of 
the late nineteenth century. As president of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU), Willard built the largest women's rights organization in the world,
campaigning for prohibition, women's suffrage, economic justice, and for 
women's broader political participation. As the first new biography of Willard 
published in over thirty-five years, this book provides readers a fascinating look 
into one of the most important women's rights leaders of her era. The book also 
closely examines Willard's religious faith--which galvanized her activism--and 
assesses her importance for our time.

Christopher H. Evans is Professor of the History of Christianity and Methodist 
Studies at Boston University School of Theology. One of the leading scholars of 
the social gospel movement, he has written numerous books and articles on 
American religion and the history of Christianity. His books include The Kingdom
is Always but Coming: A Life of Walter Rauschenbusch, which received an 
Award of Merit from Christianity Today in 2005.
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If Your Adolescent Has Depression or Bipolar Disorder An Essential Resource 
for Parents
Evans, Dwight L. and Andrews, Linda Wasmer
Oxford University Press .
9780195182101

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 8/11/2005

This concise, readable book is the definitive guide to understanding and getting 
effective help for adolescents with depression or bipolar disorder, designed for 
parents and other adults in contact with afflicted teens.

Dwight L. Evans, M.D. is Ruth Meltzer Professor and Chairman of the 
Department of Psychiatry and Professor of Psychiatry, Medicine and 
Neuroscience at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine in 
Philadelphia. Linda Wasmer Andrews is a freelance science writer based in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The Human Gene Editing Debate
Evans, John H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197519561
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

In 2018 the first genetically modified babies were reportedly born in China, made
possible by the invention of CRISPR technology in 2012. This controversial 
advancement overturned the pre-existing moral consensus, which had held for 
over fifty years before: while gene editing an adult person was morally 
acceptable, modifying babies, and thus subsequent generations, crossed a 
significant moral line. If this line is passed over, scientists will be left without an 
agreed-upon ethical limit. What do we do now? John H. Evans here provides a 
meta-level guide to how these debates move forward and their significance to 
society.

John H. Evans is the Tata Chancellor's Chair in Social Sciences, Professor of 
Sociology, and Co-Director of the Institute for Practical Ethics at the University of
California, San Diego.
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Algeria: France's Undeclared War
Evans, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780199669035
496 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2013

Drawing upon previously classified archival sources as well as new oral 
testimonies, this book underlines the conflict of values between the Republican 
Front and Algerian nationalism, explaining how this clash produced patterns of 
thought and action, such as the institutionalization of torture and the raising of 
pro-French Muslim militias, which tragically polarized choices and framed all 
subsequent stages of the conflict.

Martin Evans is Professor of Contemporary History at the University of 
Portsmouth.
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The Blood on Satan's Claw
Evans-Powell, David
Oxford University Press .
9781800348066
120 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Devils Advocates

The Blood on Satan's Claw (1971) remains comparatively undervalued when 
compared to other key folk horror films, Witchfinder General and The Wicker 
Man. David Evans-Powell explores the film in the wider context of the folk horror
sub-genre; the influences of contemporary counter-culture; the importance of 
localism and landscape; and the film as an expression of a wider contemporary 
crisis in English identity.

David Evans-Powell has a BA in History with Ancient History and Archaeology 
from the University of Birmingham, where he is also currently studying for a PhD
in Film. His thesis is folk horror in British cinema and television.
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The Blood on Satan's Claw
Evans-Powell, David
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348349
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Devils Advocates

The Blood on Satan's Claw (1971) remains comparatively undervalued when 
compared to other key folk horror films, Witchfinder General and The Wicker 
Man. David Evans-Powell explores the film in the wider context of the folk horror
sub-genre; the influences of contemporary counter-culture; the importance of 
localism and landscape; and the film as an expression of a wider contemporary 
crisis in English identity.

David Evans-Powell has a BA in History with Ancient History and Archaeology 
from the University of Birmingham, where he is also currently studying for a PhD
in Film. His thesis is folk horror in British cinema and television.
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What Goes On: The Beatles, Their Music, and Their Time
Everett, Walter and Riley, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780190213176
320 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/22/2019

In a stretch of just seven years, the Beatles recorded hundreds of songs which 
tower above those of their worthy peers as both the product of cultural leadership
and an artistic reflection of their turbulent age, the1960s. Walter Everett and Tim
Riley's What Goes On: The Beatles, Their Music, and Their Time blends 
historical narrative, musicology, and music analysis to tell the full story of the 
Beatles and how they redefined pop music.

Walter Everett is Professor of Music in Music Theory at the University of 
Michigan. He is the author of the two-volume study, The Beatles as Musicians, 
and of The Foundations of Rock. Tim Riley is NPR Critic and Emerson College 
associate professor.
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The Beatles As Musicians: Revolver through the Anthology
Everett, Walter
Oxford University Press .
9780195129410
416 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/29/1999

This book is a comprehensive chronological study of every aspect of the Fab 
Four's musical life--including full examinations of composition, performance 
practice, recording, and historical context--during their transcendent late period 
(1966-1970). Rich, authoritative interpretations are interwoven through a 
documentary study of many thousands of audio, print, and other sources.

Walter Everett is Associate Professor of Music in Music Theory at the University
of Michigan.
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Minds on Trial Great Cases in Law and Psychology
Ewing, Charles Patrick and McCann, Joseph T.
Oxford University Press .
9780195181760

hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 3/16/2006

Minds on Trial: Great Cases in Law and Psychology gives you an inside view of
20 of the highest profile legal cases of the last 50 years. Drs. Ewing and McCann
take you 'behind the scenes' of each of these cases, some involving celebrities 
like Woody Allen, Mike Tyson, and Patty Hearst, and explain the impact they had
on the fields of psychology and the law.
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The Making of White American Identity
Eyerman, Ron
Oxford University Press .
9780197658949
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2022

In The Making of White American Identity, Ron Eyerman provides an explanation
for how whiteness has become a basis for collective identification and collective
action in the United States. Drawing upon his previous work on the formation of
African American Identity, as well as cultural trauma theory, collective memory, 
and social movements, Eyerman reveals how and under what conditions such a
collective identification emerges, how collective action around an ideology of 
whiteness and white superiority happens, and considers the prospects of the 
ideology of white supremacy as a political force in the United States.

Ron Eyerman is Professor of Sociology at Yale University.
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Nick Crowe & Ian Rawlinson: At 25 Meter
FACT
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311475
62 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2/15/2008
FACT

FACT (Foundation for Art and Creative Technology) presents At 25 Metres, a 
stunning series of major new video works by UK artists Nick Crowe & Ian 
Rawlinson looking at the complexities of faith in contemporary society.

Nick Crowe and Ian Rawlinson have worked together since 1994, when they 
shared a studio space in Manchester. Their work has been exhibited at: San 
Francisco MOMA; LMCC, New York; Celeste and Eliot, Zurich; KIASMA, 
Helsinki; Museum of Contemporary Art, Istanbul; Fabbricca Del Vapore, Milan; 
and Chisenhale Gallery, London, and many others.
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Activism under Fire: The Politics of Non-Violence in Rio de Janeiro's Gang 
Territories
Fahlberg, Anjuli
Oxford University Press .
9780197519332
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2023
GLOBAL AND COMPARATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY SER. 24 b/w photographs; 4 
maps

Rio de Janeiro's favelas have become well-known sites of gang and police 
violence. In Activism under Fire, Anjuli Fahlberg provides an original account of 
how conflict activism operates in Cidade de Deus, one of Rio's most dangerous 
and famous favelas. Based on fieldwork, virtual ethnography, and participatory 
action research, Fahlberg documents how activists strategically navigate local 
constraints and opportunities--including gendered governing dynamics and 
racialized practices of solidarity--to create space for non-violent governance amid
armed repression.

Anjuli Fahlberg is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Tufts University. Her 
research focuses on social movements and urban violence in Latin America and
employs a participatory action research approach.Discount:
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Peter Moro and Partners
Fair, Alistair
Oxford University Press .
9781800856516
192 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
122 color illustrations . Twentieth Century Architects

Peter Moro and his colleagues were responsible for exceptional buildings 
between the 1930s and the 1980s, including theatres, one-off houses, council 
housing, and schools. Based on detailed archival research and fully illustrated, 
this book sets their work in context and enriches our understanding of the 
experience of modernism in Britain.

Alistair Fair is Reader in Architectural History, University of Edinburgh.
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Fighting to the End: The Pakistan Army's Way of War
Fair, C. Christine
Oxford University Press .
9780190686161
368 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Fighting to the End convincingly shows that because the army is unlikely to 
abandon these preferences, Pakistan will remain a destabilizing force in world 
politics for the foreseeable future.

C. Christine Fair is Provost's Distinguished Associate Professor in the Security 
Studies Program within Georgetown University's Edmund A. Walsh School of 
Foreign Service.
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Fighting to the End : The Pakistan Army's Way of War
Fair, C Christine
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199454686
368 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/3/2014

Fighting to the End convincingly shows that because the army is unlikely to 
abandon these preferences, Pakistan will remain a destabilizing force in world 
politics for the foreseeable future.

C. Christine Fair is Provost's Distinguished Associate Professor in the Security 
Studies Program within Georgetown University's Edmund A. Walsh School of 
Foreign Service.
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Free Traders: Elites, Democracy, and the Rise of Globalization in North America
Fairbrother, Malcolm
Oxford University Press .
9780190635466
272 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

In Free Traders, Malcolm Fairbrother argues that politicians' embrace of 
globalization was much less impacted by public preferences than the agendas of
various firms and elites. Drawing on over one hundred interviews with decision-
makers, and analyses of archival materials from United States, Mexico, and 
Canada, Fairbrother uses both NAFTA and individual cases from each country to
tell the story of how they negotiated and ratified agreements that substantially 
opened and integrated their economies.

Malcolm Fairbrother is a professor of sociology at Umea University, Sweden, and
the University of Graz, Austria. He is also a researcher at the Institute for Futures
Studies, Stockholm.
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Confronting Cyber Risk: An Embedded Endurance Strategy for Cybersecurity
Falco, Gregory J. and Rosenbach, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780197526545
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2021

Using real world examples from SolarWinds to the Colonial Pipeline attack, 
Confronting Cyber Risk provides CEOs and cyber newcomers alike with a 
cutting-edge strategy to mitigate an organization's operational, reputational, and 
litigational risk to malicious cyberattacks in an evolving cyber risk landscape.

Gregory Falco is an Assistant Professor at Johns Hopkins University's 
Department of Civil & Systems Engineering and the Institute for Assured 
Autonomy. Eric Rosenbach is Co-Director and Lecturer at the Harvard Kennedy
School's Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs.
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Chinese Spies: From Chairman Mao to Xi Jinping
Faligot, Roger
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386044
568 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2022
Translated by Natasha Lehrer.

First account to take us right through recent events, from the Beijing Olympics 
into Xi Jinping's absolute rule.

Roger Faligot is an investigative journalist and author of many books on 
European and Asian intelligence, including The Chinese Mafia in Europe and La
Piscine, the first history of France's secret service. He was a correspondent for 
The European (1992-9) and Far East correspondent for Intelligence Online (1993
-2018).
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Spotlight on the USA
Falk, Randee
Oxford University Press .
9780194342353
176 pages
paperback
$20.9
Pub Date: 4/14/1994

Spotlight on the USA is a collection of high-interest reading passages about the 
prominent regions of the United States.
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Re-Animator
Falvey, Eddie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859401
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 11/1/2021

Since its release at the mid-point of the 1980s American horror boom, Stuart 
Gordon's Re-Animator (1985) has endured as one of the most beloved cult 
horror films of that era. Greeted by enthusiastic early reviews, Re-Animator has
maintained a spot at the periphery of the classic horror film canon.

Eddie Falvey completed his AHRC-funded PhD on the early films of New York at
the University of Exeter, research that serves as the basis of a forthcoming 
monograph from University of Amsterdam Press. Falvey is co-editor of New 
Blood: Critical Approaches to Contemporary Horror (co-edited with Joe 
Hickinbottom and Jonathan Wroot) and has published widely on film and 
associated media. Falvey currently lectures in the School of Arts and Media at 
Plymouth College of Art.
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Re-Animator
Falvey, Eddie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859418
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021

Since its release at the mid-point of the 1980s American horror boom, Stuart 
Gordon's Re-Animator (1985) has endured as one of the most beloved cult 
horror films of that era. Greeted by enthusiastic early reviews, Re-Animator has
maintained a spot at the periphery of the classic horror film canon.

Eddie Falvey completed his AHRC-funded PhD on the early films of New York at
the University of Exeter, research that serves as the basis of a forthcoming 
monograph from University of Amsterdam Press. Falvey is co-editor of New 
Blood: Critical Approaches to Contemporary Horror (co-edited with Joe 
Hickinbottom and Jonathan Wroot) and has published widely on film and 
associated media. Falvey currently lectures in the School of Arts and Media at 
Plymouth College of Art.
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Erasmus Darwin: Sex, Science, and Serendipity
Fara, Patricia
Oxford University Press .
9780198848547
336 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/13/2020
8 black and white illustrations

Prize-winning historian Patricia Fara set out to investigate why Darwin had 
provoked such fierce intellectual and political reaction.

Patricia Fara lectures in the history of science at Cambridge University, where 
she is a Fellow of Clare College. She is the President of the British Society for 
the History of Science.
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The Oxford Dictionary of Catchphrases
Farkas, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780198828983
368 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2018

This entertaining collection gives a history of over 800 of our best-loved 
catchphrases. Entries are drawn from books, radio and TV shows, films, 
advertisements, songs, and slogans, and provide full details on who coined or 
employed each phrase, when, and in what context. This fantastic and lively 
assortment incorporates both British and American catchphrases and together 
builds up a rich picture of a fascinating aspect of language.
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Crash and Beyond: Causes and Consequences of the Global Financial Crisis
Farlow, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198822783
448 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/12/2018

In 2008, the world was plunged into a financial and economic crash. This book 
explores the roots of the crash, including the build-up of global economic 
imbalances, the explosion in the use of novel financial instruments, the 
mismanagement of risk, and the specific roles played by housing and debt.

Andrew Farlow is Research Fellow in Economics at Oriel College, University of 
Oxford, and Senior Research Fellow at the Department of Zoology, University of
Oxford.
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Prosperity For All: How To Prevent Financial Crises
Farmer, Roger
Oxford University Press .
9780190922405
296 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 8/29/2018

In this important and provocative reassessment of the causes and consequences
of economic downturns and stagnation, Roger Farmer argues that the central 
problem is recurring and debilitating crises of confidence in the stock market.

Roger Farmer is Research Director at the National Institute of Economic and 
Social Research in London and a Professor of Economics at the University of 
Warwick.
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Inside Arabic Music: Arabic Maqam Performance and Theory in the 20th Century
Farraj, Johnny and Shumays, Sami Abu
Oxford University Press .
9780190658366
480 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2019
247 illus

Inside Arabic Music is a comprehensive introduction to Arabic music, theory, and
performance. Basing their work largely on oral traditions of performance practice,
renowned musicians Johnny Farraj and Sami Abu Shumays cover melodic and 
percussion instruments, vocal and instrumental forms, ornamentation, 
improvisation, rhythm, ensembles and arrangement, the Arabic Maqam, the 
tuning system, and Tarab.

Johnny Farraj is a Lebanese-born musician and software engineer of Palestinian
descent. His main instrument is the riqq; he also plays the 'ud and sings. Sami 
Abu Shumays is a Palestinian-American musician, arts administrator, and 
independent scholar, who traveled to Cairo and Aleppo to immerse himself in 
Arabic Music.
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Does Feminism Discriminate Against Men?: A Debate
Farrell, Warren and Sterba, James P.
Oxford University Press .
9780195312836
258 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 10/10/2007
Oxford Point/Counterpoint Series. With Steven Svoboda.

The only book of its kind, this volume offers a sharp, lively, and provocative 
debate on the impact of feminism on men. Warren Farrell--an international best-
selling author and leader in both the early women's and current men's 
movements--praises feminism for opening options for women but criticizes it for 
demonizing men, distorting data, and undervaluing the family. In response, 
James P. Sterba--an acclaimed philosopher and ardent advocate of feminism--
maintains that the feminist movement gives a long-neglected voice to women in
a male-dominated world and that men are not an oppressed gender in today's 
America. Their wide-ranging debate covers personal issues, from love, sex, 
dating, and rape to domestic violence, divorce, and child custody.

James P. Sterba is a Professor of Philosophy, University of Notre Dame.
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Postcolonial Asylum: Seeking Sanctuary Before the Law
Farrier, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318726
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Postcolonial Asylum is concerned with asylum as a key emerging postcolonial 
field. Through an engagement with asylum legislation, legal theory and ethics, 
David Farrier argues that the exclusionary culture of host nations casts asylum 
seekers as contemporary incarnations of the infrahuman object of colonial 
sovereignty.

David Farrier is Lecturer in Modern and Contemporary English Literature at the 
University of Edinburgh.
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The Limits of Human Rights
Fassbender, Bardo and Traisbach, Knut
Oxford University Press .
9780198824763
416 pages
paperback
$61
Pub Date: 1/21/2020

The continuous expansion of human rights can often appear to be positive, yet it
provokes criticism. This volume argues against the internationalisation of human
rights proving the world is moving from bilateralism to community interests, 
stating contentious supervision, evaluation, and substitution are far more 
common than genuine cooperation.  Analyses the extent to which human rights 
have been expanded. Argues that the development of human rights is in part 
because of contentious processes of supervision and substitution than genuine 
cooperation. Written by a team of experts, this volume provides a survey of the 
critical field

Bardo Fassbender is Professor of International Law at the Bundeswehr 
University in Munich. Knut Traisbach is Associate Professor of International Law
(Adjunct) at the University of Barcelona and tutor for three international 
postgraduate programmes in International Affairs and Diplomacy organized by 
UNITAR and UOC.
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The Will to Punish
Fassin, Didier
Oxford University Press .
9780190888589
208 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/9/2018
Berkeley Tanner Lectures Series. Edited by Christopher Kutz.

Over the last few decades, most societies have become more repressive, their 
laws more relentless, their magistrates more inflexible, independently of the 
evolution of crime. In The Will to Punish, using an approach both genealogical 
and ethnographic, distinguished anthropologist Didier Fassin addresses the 
major issues raised by this punitive moment through an inquiry into the very 
foundations of punishment.

Didier Fassin is James Wolfensohn Professor of Social Science at the Institute 
for Advanced Study and a Director of Studies at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales.
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The Norwegian Exception?: Norway's Liberal Democracy Since 1814
Fasting, Mathilde and Sorensen, Oystein
Oxford University Press .
9781787385603
280 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

A political and economic history of ultra-successful Norway: is it all a fluke on 
borrowed time, or has the country prospered by design?

Mathilde Fasting, of the think-tank Civita, is an economist, historian of ideas and
author of books about Norwegian political and economic history, and on Francis
Fukuyama (forthcoming). Oystein Sorensen, Professor of Modern History at the
University of Oslo, has published on liberalism, nationalism, totalitarianism, 
Norwegian political culture and counterfactual history.
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Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring
Fauser, Annegret
Oxford University Press .
9780190646875
152 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2017
Oxford Keynotes Series

First guide to Appalachian Spring, its history and impact. Offers new 
interpretations of this canonical work. Integrates in-depth archival work with 
broad cultural readings. Tracks the evolution of Graham and Copland's presence
in American culture

Annegret Fauser is Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor of Music at UNC
Chapel Hill. Her research focuses on music of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries.
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Satanic Feminism: Lucifer as the Liberator of Woman in Nineteenth-Century 
Culture
Faxneld, Per
Oxford University Press .
9780190664473
592 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 9/21/2017

The notion of woman as the Devil's accomplice is prominent throughout Christian
history and has been used to legitimize the subordination of wives and 
daughters. Per Faxneld shows how this Satanic feminism was expressed in a 
wide variety of nineteenth-century literary texts, autobiographies, pamphlets, 
newspaper articles, paintings, sculptures, and even artifacts of consumer culture
like jewelry.

Per Faxneld obtained his PhD in the History of Religions at Stockholm University
in 2014. He was a visiting scholar at Cambridge University in 2015, and is 
currently a post-doctoral fellow at Mid-Sweden University.
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Studying Bollywood
Fay, Garrett
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733070
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2009
.

Description Studying Bollywood introduces the stars, directors, and trends of 
India's national cinema. Popular Hindi film has been largely overlooked in the 
West, since its construction and traditions are so unfamiliar.
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Inhospitable World: Cinema in the Time of the Anthropocene
Fay, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190696788
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

What role might cinema and media theory play in challenging our presumed right
to occupy and populate the world? As an art form, film enjoys a unique 
relationship to the material, elemental world it captures and produces. Through it,
we may appreciate the ambitions to design an unhomely planet that may no 
longer accommodate us.

Jennifer Fay is Associate Professor of Film and English at Vanderbilt University
where she also directs the Program in Cinema and Media Arts.
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Memoirs of Riazuddin: A Physicists Journey
Fayyazuddin
Oxford University Press .
9780199406661
284 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 12/29/2020
Edited by Fayyazuddin and Muhammad J. Aslam.

This work brings to light Dr Riazuddins contributions to physics and the sciences
in Pakistan. He was an eminent and prominent physicist, a student of Abdus 
Salam, specializing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics. He is considered to be
one of the pioneers of Pakistans nuclear weapons and atomic deterrence 
development programmes. The book also provides insight into the development
of institutions of higher learning and research, as well as the building of 
infrastructure for science and technology in Pakistan.

Fayyazuddin is a prominent theoretical particle physicist, HEC distinguished 
Professor (Retired) associated with the Physics Department of Quaid-i-Azam 
University since 1968, and an honorary consultant at the National Centre for 
Physics. M. Jamil Aslam is Associate Professor at the Quaid-i-Azam University 
and a researcher focusing on theoretical particle physics.
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Lives of the Visigothic Fathers
Fear, A. T.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235828
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 26)

These five seventh-century religious texts cast light not only on the development
of the church in Visigothic Spain and its internal politics, but also on its, at times 
troubled, relationship with the Visigothic state and the history of that state itself, 
particularly in the period when the Visigoths changed their adherence from Arian
to Trinitarian Christianity.
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Orosius: Seven Books of History Against the Pagans
Fear, A. T.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312397
304 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2010

This book is a new annotated translation of Orosius's Seven Books of History 
against the Pagans. Orosius's History, which begins with the creation and 
continues to his own day, was an immensely popular and standard work of 
reference on antiquity throughout the Middle Ages and beyond.
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British Watercolours and Drawings: Lord Leverhulme's Collection in the Lady 
Lever Art Gallery
Feather, Jessica
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311550
252 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2010
National Museums Liverpool

British Watercolours and Drawings provides a fully illustrated catalog raisonné of
the important collection of over 300 British watercolours and drawings in the 
Lady Lever Art Gallery, which holds one of the best fine and decorative arts 
collections in the United Kingdom.

Jessica Feather was formerly Curator of Works on Paper at the Walker Art 
Gallery, Liverpool.
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Thanks for Your Service: The Causes and Consequences of Public Confidence 
in the US Military
Feaver, Peter D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197681138
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/21/2023
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES. 67 b/w figures; 51 tables

In Thanks for Your Service, Peter D. Feaver shows that the public's high 
confidence in the military is based partly on deservedness and partly based on 
an underlying partisan gap and social desirability bias: extremely high confidence
levels among self-identified Republican respondents but much less among 
Democrats and still weaker confidence among Independents. Not only does 
Feaver helps us understand how and why the public has confidence in the 
military, but he also exposes problems that policymakers need to be aware of. 
Specifically, he elucidates how confidence or over-confidence in the institution 
shapes public attitudes on the use of force and may not support the best 
practices in democratic civil-military relations.

Peter D. Feaver is a Professor of Political Science and Public Policy at Duke 
University. He is Director of the Duke Program in American Grand Strategy and 
co-PI of the America in the World Consortium.
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Charles Dickens: But for you, dear stranger
Federico, Annette
Oxford University Press .
9780192847348
192 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022
My Reading.

Dickens's first concern in all his fiction is with people's feelings and their 
imaginations. This book takes a personal approach to Dickens's art, paying 
attention to what magnetizes Federico or strikes her as newly relevant to our own
world, and to her life, as she explores what Dickens' works are emotionally 
about.

Annette Federico, Professor of English, James Madison University Annette 
Federico is Professor of English at James Madison University. Her books include
Engagements with Close Reading (2016) and Thus I Lived with Words: Robert 
Louis Stevenson and the Writer's Craft (2017). She has published two edited 
collections, Gilbert and Gubar's The Madwoman in the Attic After Thirty Years 
(2009) and My Victorian Novel: Critical Essays in the Personal Voice (2020). She
lives in Harrisonburg, Virginia, USA.
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The Dynamic Genome: Barbara McClintock's Ideas in the Century of Genetics
Fedoroff, Nina and Botstein, David
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879693961
422 pages
paperback
$29
Pub Date: 1/1/1992

Barbara McClintock's life, discoveries, and insights span the history of genetics in
this century. In the 1920s, she became a dominant figure in the group that 
flourished at Cornell University under R. A. Emerson and made remarkable 
technical and conceptual advances in maize cytogenetics. As Barbara's 90th 
birthday approached, some of her many friends and colleagues were invited to 
write essays for the occasion. This book contains a kaleidoscope of 
contributions, many by those who discovered transposition in other organisms. 
Their essays give a remarkable account of the scientific legacy of one of the 
century's greatest geneticists.
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Slavery, Law, and Politics: The Dred Scott Case in Historical Perspective
Fehrenbacher, Don E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195028836
336 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 4/30/1981

This is an abridgement of the Pulitzer-Prize winning The Dred Scott Case, 
making Fehrenbacher's monumental work available to a wider audience. 
Although it condenses the original by half, all the chapters and major themes of 
the larger work have been retained, providing a masterful review of the issues 
before America on the eve of the Civil War.

Don E. Fehrenbacher is at Stanford University.
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Teaching Music Improvisation with Technology
Fein, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190628260
208 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2017
170 illustrations

Incorporating technology in music classrooms can take the mystery out of 
improvisation. What music technology does is establish a strong foundation for 
chord, scale, phrase, ear training, and listening exercises, creating a solid 
backdrop for student expression. As author and educator Mike Fein shows, 
technology is a valuable tool that can be used effectively to supplement student 
practice time while also developing the skills necessary to become a proficient 
improviser.

Michael Fein is an instructor in music technology who teaches at Haverford High
School, at The University of the Arts, and at Central Connecticut State University.
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Schoenberg's New World: The American Years
Feisst, Sabine
Oxford University Press .
9780190632175
400 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

The first full-length study dedicated to Schoenberg's life and music in the United
States, Schoenberg's New World dispels many myths and fills significant gaps in
the existing literature on Schoenberg.

Sabine Feisst is Professor of Musicology at Arizona State University. She has 
published a book on concepts of improvisation in new music as well as 
numerous articles on Arnold Schoenberg and American music in essay 
collections, professional journals, and encyclopedias. She is also the co-editor 
and translator of Schoenberg's Early Correspondence (OUP 2016).
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The Extinction Market: Wildlife Trafficking and How to Counter It
Felbab Brown, Vanda
Oxford University Press .
9780190855116
288 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2017

The Extinction Market explores the causes, means, and consequences of 
poaching and wildlife trafficking, with a view to finding ways of suppressing them.
Vanda Felbab-Brown travelled to the markets of Latin America, South and South
East Asia, and eastern and southern Africa, to evaluate the effectiveness of 
various tools, including bans on legal trade, law enforcement, and interdiction; 
allowing legal supply from hunting or farming; alternative livelihoods; anti- 
money-laundering efforts; and demand reduction strategies.

Vanda Felbab-Brown is a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution in 
Washington, DC. She is an expert on nontraditional security threats, including 
insurgency, urban violence, and illicit economies.
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Jewish Theology for a Postmodern Age
Feldmann Kaye, Miriam
Oxford University Press .
9781800856233
184 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2022

Through a critical study of the writings of Rav Shagar and Tamar Ross, Miriam 
Feldmann Kaye asks how Jewish theology can survive the tide of 
postmodernism and its refutation of a single, objective, and ultimate truth, and 
suggests how aspects of postmodernism might be conceived of as a potential 
resource for rejuvenating religion.

Miriam Feldmann Kaye, a recipient of the Cambridge Theological Studies Prize,
holds a BA from Cambridge University, MA from the University of London, and 
PhD in Jewish History from Haifa University. She is currently a Teaching Fellow
at Bar Ilan University.
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The Rise of Digital Repression: How Technology is Reshaping Power, Politics, 
and Resistance
Feldstein, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190057497
344 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2021
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 9 b&w halftones, 18 b&w line 
drawings, 13 tables.

In The Rise of Digital Repression, Steven Feldstein documents how the 
emergence of advanced digital tools bring new dimensions to political repression.

Kama Maclean is Associate Professor of South Asian and World History at 
UNSW in Sydney, and Editor of South Asia. Her book, Pilgrimage and Power, 
was awarded an honorable mention in the Ananda Coomaraswamy Prize (2009).
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Specters of Belonging: The Political Life Cycle of Mexican Migrants
Félix, Adrián
Oxford University Press .
9780190879372
200 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/17/2018
Studies in Subaltern Latina/o Politics Series

Drawing on his experiences leading citizenship classes for Mexican migrants and
working with cross-border activists, Adrián Félix examines the political lives (and
deaths) of Mexican migrants in Specters of Belonging. Tracing transnationalism
across the different stages of the migrant political life cycle - beginning with the 
so-called political baptism of naturalization and ending with the practice by which
migrant bodies are repatriated to Mexico for burial after death - Félix reveals the
varied ways in which Mexican transnational subjects practice citizenship in the 
United States as well as Mexico.

Adrián Félix is Assistant Professor of Ethnic Studies at the University of 
California Riverside.
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Inside War: The Guerrilla Conflict in Missouri During the American Civil War
Fellman, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195064711
352 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 4/19/1990

During the Civil War, the state of Missouri witnessed the most widespread, 
prolonged, and destructive guerrilla fighting in American history. With its horrific 
combination of robbery, arson, torture, murder, and swift and bloody raids on 
farms and settlements, the conflict approached total war, engulfing the whole 
populace and challenging any notion of civility. Michael Fellman's Inside War 
captures the conflict from 'inside,' drawing on a wealth of first-hand evidence, 
including letters, diaries, military reports, court-martial transcripts, depositions, 
and newspaper accounts.

Michael Fellman is Professor of History at Simon Fraser University in Canada. 
He is the author of three previous books on nineteenth-century American history.
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Rough Beasts: The Monstrous in Irish Fiction, 1800-2000
Fennell, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9781802076936
296 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

This book looks at Irish Gothic and horror texts, in both English and Irish, from 
the beginning of the nineteenth century to the end of the twentieth. Each selected
work is considered in its historical context, to illustrate the historiographical role 
of horror and monstrosity in Irish fiction.

Jack Fennell is a writer, translator and researcher based in Limerick, Ireland.
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Americanist Approaches to the Book of Mormon
Fenton, Elizabeth and Hickman, Jared (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190221935
456 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2019

This landmark collection brings together a diverse range of scholars in American
literary studies and adjacent fields to definitively establish The Book of Mormon 
as an indispensable object of Americanist inquiry not least because it is, among
other things, a form of Americanist inquiry in its own right--a creative, critical 
reading of America.

Elizabeth Fenton is Associate Professor of English at the University of Vermont.
Jared Hickman is Associate Professor of English at Johns Hopkins University.
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Land of the Fee: Hidden Costs and the Decline of the American Middle Class
Fergus, Devin
Oxford University Press .
9780197502808
264 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

Land of the Fee exposes the barely visible system of fees that pervades 
everyday life in America, and explores how this system has shaped wealth 
inequality in contemporary America.  Exposes the cumulative effect fees have on
wealth redistribution from the poor and middle classes to wealthy corporations. 
Traces the history of fees from the deregulation era of the 1970s to the present, 
tracking its effect on growing inequality in the US. Argues that corporations 
employ trick-and-trap fees by hiding them in the complicated terms of agreement
that accompany many consumer transactions, which effectively trick consumers 
into unknowingly paying exorbitant costs

Devin Fergus is the Arvarh E. Strickland Distinguished Professor of History, 
Black Studies, and Public Affairs at the University of Missouri.
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Curated Stories: The Uses and Misuses of Storytelling
Fernandes, Sujatha
Oxford University Press .
9780190618056
232 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2017
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics.

In Curated Stories, Sujatha Fernandes considers the rise of storytelling alongside
the broader shift to neoliberal, free-market economies. She argues that stories 
have been reconfigured to promote entrepreneurial self-making and restructured
as easily digestible soundbites mobilized toward utilitarian ends.

Sujatha Fernandes is Professor of Political Economy and Sociology at the 
University of Sydney.
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The Oxford Illustrated History of the World
Fernandez-Armesto, Felipe
Oxford University Press .
9780198752912
496 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2021
184 colour and black & white illustrations . Oxford Illustrated History

The Oxford Illustrated History of the World is the story of humanity itself, from 
earliest times to the present day, and the changes--good and bad--which have 
shaped our world.

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto is William P. Reynolds Professor of History at the 
University of Notre Dame.
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So You Think You're Human? A Brief History of Humankind
Fernndez-Armesto, Felipe
Oxford University Press .
9780199691289
220 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2005

You think you're human.  But what does that mean? How can humanity be 
defined? Felipe Fernandez-Armesto takes us on an enlightening journey through
the history of humankind to reveal the challenges to our most fundamental belief
- that we are, and have always been, human.  Chimps and humans are 
objectively so alike that an anthropologist from Mars might classify them 
together; advances in artificial intelligence mean that humans no longer have 
exclusive access to reason, consciousness and imagination; developments in 
genetics threaten humanity with an uncertain future.  The harder we cling to the 
concept of humanity, the more slippery it becomes.

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto is William P. Reynolds Professor of History at the 
University of Notre Dame.
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Narrating Utopia: Ideology, Gender, Form in Utopian Literature
Ferns, Chris
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236047
240 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/1999
Science Fiction Texts and Studies

Utopian societies exhibit a variety of ways of organizing the financial, political 
and emotional relationships between people. For all this diversity, however, one 
thing that exhibits far less variation is the story, the framing narrative that 
accounts for how the narrator reaches the more perfect society and obtains the 
opportunity to witness its distinctive excellences. Narrating Utopia is about that 
story, the curious hybrid of the traveler’s tale and the classical dialogue that 
emerges in the Renaissance, but whose outlines remain clearly apparent even in
some of the most recent utopian writing.

Chris Ferns teaches at Mount St Vincent University, Canada.
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The Messages We Send: Social Signals and Storytelling
Ferrari, G. R. F.
Oxford University Press .
9780198798422
216 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/28/2017

G. R. F. Ferrari offers a new framework for understanding different ways in which
we communicate with each other.

G. R. F. Ferrari, University of California, Berkeley, Melpomene Professor of 
Classics G.R.F. (John) Ferrari hs been a professor at the Department of Classics
at the University of California, Berkeley, for over twenty-five years. His principal 
interests are in philosophical aesthetics and in ancient Greek philosophy, 
especially Plato.
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Scrabble: A Chadian Childhood
Ferrier, Michael and Munro, Martin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802076868
160 pages
paperback
$32.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

In 1979, two young boys play Scrabble in a hot, dusty district of N'Djamena, 
Chad, while around them war rages, apparently destroying all in its path: people,
places, and memories. And yet, just as the boys take their letters from the depths
of the pouch, so Michael Ferrier draws from the darkness words and images that
he reassembles into a beautiful and moving tribute to the city, its people, and the
childhood that seemed to end there in those days of chaos and destruction but 
which he brings miraculously back to life in a defiant, poetic statement on the 
power of friendship, family, and memory.

Michael Ferrier is a French writer, novelist and essayist, living in Tokyo. Martin 
Munro is Winthrop-King Professor of French and Francophone Studies at Florida
State University, and the author of Different Drummers: Rhythm and Race in the
Americas (University of California Press, 2010); Exile and Post-1946 Haitian 
Literature: Alexis, Depestre, Ollivier, Laferriere, Danticat (Liverpool University 
Press, 2007); and editor of Haiti Rising: Haitian History, Culture and the 
Earthquake of 2010 (Liverpool University Press, 2010).
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Max Perutz and the Secret of Life
Ferry, Georgina
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press;
9780879697853
368 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 10/30/2007

Few scientists have thought more deeply about the nature of their calling and its 
impact on humanity than Max Perutz (1914-2002).  Born in Vienna, Jewish by 
descent, lapsed Catholic by religion, he came to Cambridge in 1936 to join the 
lab of the legendary Communist thinker J. D.  Bernal.

Georgina Ferry is a former staff editor on New Scientist, and contributor to Radio
4's Science Now. Her books include the acclaimed biography Dorothy Hodgkin:
A Life (1998); The Common Thread (2002), with Sir John Sulston) and A 
Computer Called LEO (2003). She lives in Oxford.
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Scholarly Milton
Festa, Thomas and Donovan, Kevin J. (editors)
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070293
304 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

Scholarly Milton is a collection of essays concerned with the function of 
scholarship in both the invention and the reception of Milton's writings in poetry 
and prose. The eleven essays examine scholarly Milton the writer and scholarly
Milton as an established academic discipline.

THOMAS FESTA is Professor of English at the State University of New York, 
New Paltz. KEVIN J. DONOVAN is Professor of English at Middle Tennessee 
State University.
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The Pursuit of Dominance: 2000 Years of Superpower Grand Strategy
Fettweis, Christopher J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197646649
312 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2022

In The Pursuit of Dominance, Christopher J. Fettweis examines the grand 
strategy of previous superpowers to see how they maintained, or failed to 
maintain, their status. Over the course of six cases, from Ancient Rome to the 
British Empire, he seeks guidance from the past for present US policymakers. 
Fettweis is most interested in how these superpowers defined their interests, the
grand strategies these regimes followed to maintain superiority over their rivals, 
and how the practice of that strategy worked.  A sweeping history of grand 
strategy, this book looks at the past 2,000 years to highlight what--if anything--
current US strategists can learn from the experience of earlier superpowers.

Christopher J. Fettweis is Professor of Political Science at Tulane University. He 
is the author of Losing Hurts Twice as Bad (2008), Dangerous Times? (2010), 
The Pathologies of Power (2013); and Psychology of a Superpower (2018).
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Great Oboists on Music and Musicianship
Fiala, Michele L. and Schuring, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190915100
304 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2020

Michele L. Fiala and Martin Schuring, themselves skilled oboists, undertook the 
project of asking twenty-six of them about their musicianship and pedagogy. The
results are collected in Great Oboists on Music and Musicianship, which provides
a unique window into how these virtuosi of wind instruments think about their 
craft.

Michele L. Fiala is Professor of Oboe at Ohio University. She has performed 
throughout the United States, Italy, England, Germany, France, Spain, Canada,
and Japan. Martin Schuring is Professor of Music at Arizona State University and
performed as a member of orchestras across the world.
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Catholic Bishops in the United States: Church Leadership in the Third Millennium
Fichter, Stephen J. / Gaunt, Thomas P. / Hoegeman, Catherine / Perl, Paul M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190920289
224 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
45 illustrations

Catholic Bishops in the United States: Church Leadership in the Third Millennium
presents the results of a 2016 survey conducted by the Center of Applied 
Research for the Apostolate. It reveals the U. S. bishops' individual experiences,
their day-to-day activities, their challenges and satisfactions as Church leaders, 
and their strategies for managing their dioceses and speaking out on public 
issues.

Father Stephen J. Fichter is the Pastor of Saint Elizabeth Church in Wyckoff, NJ.
Father Thomas P. Gaunt, S.J. is the Executive Director of CARA. Catherine 
Hoegeman, C.S.J. is a Sister of St. Joseph of Carondelet, and is currently an 
Assistant Professor of Sociology at Missouri State University. Paul M. Perl is a 
researcher for the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate, where he has
worked on national surveys of lay Catholics and diocesan surveys of priests.
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Postcolonial Borges: Argument and Artistry
Fiddian, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780198794714
224 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 10/10/2017

Postcolonial Borges is the first systematic account of geo-political and 
postcolonial themes in a range of writings by Borges, from the poetry and essays
of the 1920s, through the prose and poetry of the middle years (the 40s, 50s, and
60s), to the stories of El informe de Brodie and the poems of La cifra and other 
later collections.

Robin Fiddian graduated with a Master's degree and a Doctorate from Edinburgh
University. He is Emeritus Fellow of Wadham College Oxford, having held the 
post of Tutorial Fellow in Spanish there from 1990 to 2015.
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Potentia: Hobbes and Spinoza on Power and Popular Politics
Field, Sandra Leonie
Oxford University Press .
9780197533864
336 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2020

This book draws on the political writings of Hobbes and Spinoza to establish a 
conceptual framework for understanding the genesis, risks, and promise of 
popular power. Radical democrats--whether drawing on Hobbes' sleeping 
sovereign or on Spinoza's multitude--understand popular power as moments 
transcending ordinary institutional politics (e. g. popular plebsites or mass 
movements). However, a focus on the concept of power as potentia generates a
new approach to popular power, according to which its true center lies in the 
slow, meticulous work of organizational design and maintenance. The book 
makes an original contribution at the intersection of early modern philosophy and
democratic theory.

Sandra Leonie Field is Assistant Professor of Humanities (Philosophy) at Yale-
NUS College, Singapore.
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The Churchill Myths
Fielding, Steven / Schwarz, Bill / Toye, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198851967
256 pages
hardcover
$28.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2020

This is not a book about Winston Churchill as a man or a politician. Instead, it 
sees him as a cultural & historical symbol; how he is depicted in contemporary 
historiography, popular culture, & modern political campaigns, particularly 
focusing on the Brexit debate, & how Churchill's legacy was used as a tool by 
both Leave and Remain campaigns.

Steven Fielding is Professor of Political History at the University of Nottingham. 
Bill Schwarz is Professor of Modern Literature and History at Queen Mary 
University of London. Richard Toye is Professor of Modern British History at the
University of Exeter.
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City of Song: Music and the Making of Modern Jerusalem
Figueroa, Michael A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197546437
264 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/31/2022
16 halftones

In City of Song: Music and the Making of Modern Jerusalem, author Michael A. 
Figueroa presents an extensive history of Zionist musical discourses around 
Jerusalem in the long 20th century (1880-2010s), reorienting our understanding
of the city's place in the Israeli-Palestine crisis.

Michael A. Figueroa is Associate Professor of Music at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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Do You Really Need Back Surgery?: A Surgeon's Guide to Neck and Back Pain
and How to Choose Your Treatment
Filler, Aaron G.
Oxford University Press .
9780199895519
464 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2013

For the half million people who undergo back surgery each year, and the 
additional million who are seriously contemplating it, Do You Really Need Back 
Surgery? is a godsend--an informed, reliable guide to when you should consider
surgery and when you should not.

Aaron G. Filler, MD, PhD is one of the world's leading authorities on nerve and 
spinal surgery. He is Medical Director of both the Institute for Nerve Medicine 
and the Center for Advanced Spinal Neurosurgery, and is an Associate of the 
Institute for Spinal Disorders, at Cedars Sinai Medical Center, in Los Angeles, 
California.
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Vagueness: A Global Approach
Fine, Kit
Oxford University Press .
9780197514955
120 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Vagueness is a subject of long-standing interest in the philosophy of language, 
metaphysics, and philosophical logic. Numerous accounts of vagueness have 
been proposed in the literature but there has been no general consensus on 
which, if any, should be be accepted. Kit Fine here presents a new theory of 
vagueness based on the radical hypothesis that vagueness is a global rather 
than a local phenomenon.

Kit Fine is University Professor and Silver Professor of Philosophy and 
Mathematics at New York University.
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Social Theory after the Holocaust
Fine, Robert and Turner, Charles (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239758
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures (Book 2)

This collection of essays explores the character and quality of the Holocaust's 
impact and the abiding legacy it has left for social theory. The premise which 
informs the contributions is that, ten years after its publication, Zygmunt 
Bauman's claim that social theory has either failed to address the Holocaust or 
protected itself from its implications remains true.
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Frontex and Human Rights: Responsibility in 'Multi-Actor Situations' under the 
ECHR and EU Public Liability Law
Fink, Melanie
Oxford University Press .
9780198835455
416 pages
hardcover
$120
Pub Date: 2/19/2019
Oxford Studies in European Law.

This monograph analyses the allocation of legal responsibility for human rights 
violations which may occur in the context of border control or return operations, 
coordinated by the European Border and Coast Guard Agency Frontex.

Melanie Fink, Leiden University Melanie Fink is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the
Europa Institute of Leiden University.
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The Relentless Pursuit of Tone: Timbre in Popular Music
Fink, Robert / Latour, Melinda / Wallmark, Zachary (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199985234
408 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/16/2018

The Relentless Pursuit of Tone: Timbre in Popular Music assembles a broad 
spectrum of contemporary perspectives on how "sound" functions in an equally 
wide array of popular music.

Robert Fink is Professor of Musicology at UCLA and a past President of IASPM-
US. Melinda Latour is Rumsey Family Assistant Professor of Musicology at Tufts
University. Zachary Wallmark is Assistant Professor of Musicology at SMU 
Meadows School of the Arts.
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Specimen Colony: Six Colonies for a European City
Finlay, Alec
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311338
145 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2008

Cultural Writing. Art. Produced in collaboration with The Bluecoat, Liverpool's 
oldest arts center, Alec Finlay's SPECIMEN COLONY draws on an exhibition 
and permanent open-air installation of participative public sculpture that creates
a series of colorful colonies formed by nest boxes -- functional and familiar 
objects created by Finlay whose form suggests the schematic figure of a bird.

Alec Finlay is a Scottish-born artist currently based in Edinburgh. He is a son of
Sue Finlay and Ian Hamilton Finlay.
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The Smart Neanderthal: Bird catching, Cave Art, and the Cognitive Revolution
Finlayson, Clive
Oxford University Press .
9780198797531
240 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2022
10 black and white images and 4 pp colour plate section

Evidence that Neanderthals caught birds and used their feathers for decoration,
along with recent discoveries of Neanderthal cave art, are challenging our 
preconceptions of the cognitive gap between Neanderthals and modern humans.
Clive Finlayson draws on new evidence to overturn the old image of the 
Neanderthal, and our relationship with them.

Clive Finlayson is an evolutionary biologist whose research areas focus on birds
and the behavioural ecology of Neanderthals.
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The Ideology of Democratism
Finley, Emily B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197642290
232 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022

In The Ideology of Democratism, Emily B. Finley argues that history's most vocal
champions of democracy from Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Thomas Jefferson 
to John Rawls put forth an interpretation of democracy that effectively transforms
the meaning of rule by the people into nearly its opposite. Making use of 
democratic language and claiming to speak for the people, elites of one sort or 
another--politicians, philosophers, academics, religious, and many others--
advocate what they take to be the genuine will of the people, even if it defies the
actual, historical popular will. This book examines the origins, underlying 
assumptions, and major thrust of this powerful ideology.

Emily B. Finley is a 2021-2022 John and Daria Barry Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow at Princeton University. She earned her PhD in Politics from The Catholic
University of America and held a postdoctoral fellowships at Stanford as well.
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Billy Graham: American Pilgrim
Finstuen, Andrew / Wacker, Grant / Wills, Anne Blue
Oxford University Press .
9780190683528
344 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2017

Billy Graham: American Pilgrim offers groundbreaking accounts of Graham's role
in shaping these phenomena. Graham stayed true to evangelical precepts yet 
journeyed to positions in religion, politics, and culture that stretched his tradition 
to its limits.

Andrew Finstuen is Dean of the Honors College at Boise State University. Anne
Blue Wills is Associate Professor of Religion at Davidson College. She is 
currently writing a biography of Ruth Bell Graham. . Grant Wacker is the Gilbert 
T. Rowe Professor Emeritus of Christian History at Duke Divinity School.
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Amidst the Debris: Humanitarianism and the End of Liberal Order
Fiori, Juliano / Espada, Fernando / Rigo, Andrea / Taithe, Bertrand / Zakaria, 
Rafia
Oxford University Press .
9781787383968
336 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 9/15/2021

Experts from across academia and the front line reflect on the role and future of
Western humanitarianism in an age of political crisis.

Juliano Fiori is Save the Children's Head of Studies (Humanitarian Affairs). 
Fernando Espada is Save the Children's Head of Humanitarian Affairs. Andrea 
Rigon is Associate Professor at the Bartlett Development Planning Unit, UCL. 
Bertrand Taithe is Professor of Cultural History and Director at the Humanitarian
and Conflict Response Institute, University of Manchester. Rafia Zakaria is a 
writer, political philosopher and attorney.
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A Good Life on a Finite Earth: The Political Economy of Green Growth
Fiorino, Daniel J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190605810
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018
Studies Comparative Energy and Environ

As Daniel J. Fiorino argues, in order for green growth to occur, ecological goals
must be incorporated into the structure of the economic and political systems. In 
this book, he looks at green growth, a vast topic that has heretofore not been 
systematically covered in the literature on environmental policy and politics. 
Fiorino looks at its role in global, national, and local policy making; its relationship
to sustainable development; controversies surrounding it (both from the left and 
right); its potential role in ameliorating inequality; and the policy strategies that 
are linked with it.

Daniel J. Fiorino is Director of the Center for Environmental Policy at American 
University's School of Public Affairs.
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Cyber Persistence Theory: Redefining National Security in Cyberspace
Fischerkeller, Michael P. / Goldman, Emily O. / Harknett, Richard J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197638262
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/20/2022
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES.

In Cyber Persistence Theory, Michael P. Fischerkeller, Emily O. Goldman, and 
Richard J. Harknett argue that this current theory only works well in the cyber 
strategic space of armed conflict but it is completely misaligned for conflict 
outside of war--where most state-sponsored adversarial cyber activity occurs.

Michael Fischerkeller is a research staff member in the Information, Technology
and Systems Division at the Institute for Defense Analyses, a Federally Funded
Research and Development Center. Emily O. Goldman serves as a strategist at
US Cyber Command and a thought leader on cyber policy. Richard J. Harknett is
Professor and Director of the School of Public and International Affairs at the 
University of Cincinnati.
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Strategy in 3D: Essential Tools to Diagnose, Decide, and Deliver
Fisher, Greg / Wisneski, John / Bakker, Rene
Oxford University Press .
9780190081485
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/21/2020

Including a novel organizational framework and never-before-published 
application examples, Strategy in 3D helps build foundational skills and prepares
the reader for success as a strategist in the 21st century.

Greg Fisher is the Larry and Barbara Sharpf Professor of Entrepreneurship and
Associate Professor in the Management and Entrepreneurship Department at the
Kelley School of Business at Indiana University. John E. Wisneski is a Clinical 
Assistant Professor in the Management & Entrepreneurship Department at the 
W.P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University. Rene Bakker is 
Associate Professor in the Strategy and Entrepreneurship Department at the 
Rotterdam School of Management at Erasmus University.
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Guidance for Sentencers : Heritage Crime
Fisher, Joanne and Harrison, Mark
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024854
50 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 2/2/2017
.

This guidance is designed to assist Judges, Magistrates and their legal advisers 
in determining the appropriate sentence for a heritage crime. It is hoped it will 
also assist the parties to any prosecution by providing a summary of the relevant
provisions. The guidance sets out specific heritage crime offences that apply to 
designated heritage assets, those specific heritage crime offences that apply to 
both designated and non-designated heritage assets and other criminal offences
that can affect heritage assets as they do ordinary buildings and sites which do 
not have a heritage interest. Section 3 sets out the matters to be taken into 
consideration when sentencing for heritage crime.
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Bourbon Peru 1750-1824
Fisher, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239086
256 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 9/1/2003
Liverpool Latin American Ser.

By considering Bourbon Peru in a chronological framework which begins at mid-
century rather than 1700, this book focuses the reader's attention on the key 
issue of the relationship between colonial reform in the late eighteenth century 
and the creation of an independent Peruvian state in the 1820s.

John R. Fisher is Professor of Latin American History in the University of 
Liverpool and former Director of the University's Institute for Latin American 
Studies.
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The Inordinately Strange Life of Dyce Sombre: Victorian Anglo Indian MP and 
Chancery 'Lunatic'
Fisher, Michael H.
Oxford University Press .
9780199326907
400 pages
hardcover
$29.5
Pub Date: 2/22/2010

The descendant of German and French Catholic mercenaries, a Scots 
Presbyterian subaltern, and their secluded Indian wives, David Ochterlony Dyce
Sombre defied all classification in the North Indian principality where he was 
raised. Add to these influences an adoptive mother who began as a Muslim 
courtesan and rose to become the Catholic ruler of a strategically-placed, 
cosmopolitan little kingdom, which her foster son was destined to inherit, and you
have the origins of a fascinating life that reflects many of the Romantic, political,
and colonial trends of a century.

Michael H. Fisher is Robert S. Danforth Professor of History at Oberlin College in
Ohio. He is the author of, among others, The Travels of Dean Mahomet: An 
Eighteenth-Century Journey Through India.
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The Gaelic and Indian Origins of the American Revolution: Diversity and Empire 
in the British Atlantic, 1688-1783
Fisher, Samuel K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197555842
320 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 8/26/2022
20 black and white halftones  illustrations

The Gaelic and Indian Origins of the American Revolution offers a new, 
comparative history of the American Revolution that puts colonized people at the
center of the story. It shows how Irish-speaking Catholics, Scottish Highlanders,
and American Indians remade the British empire--and convinced American 
colonists to leave it in the process. To understand Americans' contemporary 
struggles with diversity, this complex imperial history is essential.

Samuel K. Fisher is Assistant Professor of History at the Catholic University of 
America. He is the co-editor of Bone and Marrow/Cnamh agus Smior: An 
Anthology of Irish Poetry from Medieval to Modern.
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Man and the Maritime Environment
Fisher, Stephen (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893930
243 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1994
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Maritime Studies

A cross-disciplinary set of essays which explore man's relationship with the 
maritime environment. They deal with the development of British and American
marine science, including past events and future predictions; nineteenth century
seafarers and their attitude to sea creatures; and the impact of rising seaside 
tourism on Devon's coastlines and coastal waters.

Stephen Fisher until his recent retirement was General Editor of Exeter Maritime
Studies; he is now an Honorary Research Fellow in the Exeter Centre for 
Maritime Historical Studies.
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Recreation and the Sea
Fisher, Stephen (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895408
160 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
Maritime Studies Series

Leisure studies have become an increasingly important area of research within 
social history. In six original essays and an Introduction by established historians,
RECREATION AND THE SEA focuses on the theme of the sea and leisure 
activities in England and Continental Europe.

Stephen Fisher until his recent retirement was General Editor of Exeter Maritime
Studies; he is now an Honorary Research Fellow in the Exeter Centre for 
Maritime Historical Studies.
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Democracy When the People Are Thinking: Revitalizing Our Politics Through 
Public Deliberation
Fishkin, James S.
Oxford University Press .
9780198865186
272 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/25/2020

Democracy When the People Are Thinking contributes both to political theory 
and to the empirical study of public opinion and participation. It should interest 
anyone concerned about the future of democracy and how it can be revitalized.

James S. Fishkin holds the Janet M. Peck Chair in International Communication
at Stanford University, where he is Professor of Communication and (by 
courtesy) Professor of Political Science.
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Democracy When the People Are Thinking: Revitalizing Our Politics Through 
Public Deliberation
Fishkin, James S.
Oxford University Press .
9780198820291
272 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2018

This book argues that 'deliberative democracy' is not utopian. It is a practical 
solution to many of democracy's ills. It can supplement existing institutions with 
practical reforms. It can apply at all levels of government and for many different 
kinds of policy choices.

James S. Fishkin holds the Janet M. Peck Chair in International Communication
at Stanford University, where he is Professor of Communication and (by 
courtesy) Professor of Political Science. He is also Director of Stanford's Center 
for Deliberative Democracy.
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Democratic Practice: Origins of the Iberian Divide in Political Inclusion
Fishman, Robert M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190912888
288 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics Series

In Democratic Practice, Robert M. Fishman elucidates why some democracies 
include the economically underprivileged, and cultural others within the circles of
political relevance that set policies and the political agenda, whereas others 
exclude them. On the basis of in-depth research on Portugal and Spain, Fishman
develops a theoretically innovative explanation for the breadth of democratic 
inclusion and draws out large implications for democracies everywhere.

Robert M. Fishman is CONEX-Marie Curie Professor of Political Science and 
Sociology at Madrid's Carlos III University.
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Listening to Pain: A Clinician's Guide to Improving Pain Management Through 
Better Communication
Fishman, Scott M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199891986

hardcover
$28.95
Pub Date: 2/23/2012

In this groundbreaking book, Dr. Fishman shows how communicating better with
patients about their pain can help physicians create safer and more effective 
treatment strategies. Listening to Pain offers physicians a wealth of practical 
guidance about asking the right questions and assessing patient responses.

Scott M. Fishman, M.D. is a leading pain medicine clinician, teacher, researcher,
and writer. He is President and Chairman of the American Pain Foundation and
Past President of the American Academy of Pain Medicine as well as Professor
and Chief of the Division of Pain Medicine at the University of California, Davis 
School of Medicine.
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Pity the Nation: Lebanon at War
Fisk, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780192801302

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/25/2001

Pity the Nation ranks among the classic accounts of war in our time, both as 
historical document and as an eyewitness testament to human savagery. Written
by one of Britain's foremost journalists, this remarkable book combines political 
analysis and war reporting in an unprecedented way: it is an epic account of the
Lebanon conflict by an author who has personally witnessed the carnage of 
Beirut for over a decade.

Robert Fisk is a leading foreign correspondent in the Middle East - writing for The
Independent, and The Independent on Sunday Newspaper.
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Refuge beyond Reach: How Rich Democracies Repel Asylum Seekers
FitzGerald, David Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780190874155
376 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/12/2019
2 line drawings, 7 maps, 12 photographs

Why do people seeking asylum often break immigration laws? Refuge Beyond 
Reach shows how rich democracies deliberately and systematically shut down 
most legal paths to safety. An architecture of repulsion in the air, at sea, and on 
land keeps most refugees far away from places where they can ask for 
sanctuary.

David Scott FitzGerald is Theodore E. Gildred Chair in U.S.-Mexican Relations,
Professor of Sociology, and Co-Director of the Center for Comparative 
Immigration Studies at the University of California, San Diego.
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Refuge beyond Reach: How Rich Democracies Repel Asylum Seekers
FitzGerald, David Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780197649848
376 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2022

Refuge beyond Reach shows how rich democracies deliberately and 
systematically shut down most legal paths to safety.  Media pundits, politicians, 
and the public are often skeptical or ambivalent about granting asylum.  They 
fear that asylum-seekers will impose economic and cultural costs and pose 
security threats to nationals.  Consequently, governments of rich, democratic 
countries attempt to limit who can approach their borders, which often leads to 
refugees breaking immigration laws.

David Scott FitzGerald is Theodore E. Gildred Chair in US-Mexican Relations, 
Professor of Sociology, and Co-Director of the Center for Comparative 
Immigration Studies at the University of California San Diego.
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Greenovation: Urban Leadership on Climate Change
Fitzgerald, Joan
Oxford University Press .
9780197651421
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2022
20 illustrations

In Greenovation, noted urban policy scholar Joan Fitzgerald explains why efforts
to reduce climate change have to start in cities and calls for a policy of 
greenovation. Greenovation policies use the city as a test bed for adopting and 
perfecting green technologies for more energy-efficient buildings, transportation,
and other fundamental infrastructures of contemporary life.

Joan Fitzgerald is Professor of Urban and Public Policy at Northeastern 
University. She focuses on urban climate action policy, governance, and finance.
She is co-authoring her next book on cities and the struggle for climate justice.
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Studying British Cinema: 1999-2009
Fitzgerald, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733117
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2010
Studying British Cinema

Studying British Cinema: 1999-2009 adopts a number of approaches to 
popularist, mainstream, and esoteric arthouse films.  The book considers the 
institutional and financial factors that influence U. K.  film production and 
assesses issues of genre, representation, authorship, and social, economic, and
political contexts.

John Fitzgerald teaches media and film in Leicester.
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The Geography of Morals: Varieties of Moral Possibility
Flanagan, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780190942861
376 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019

The Geography of Morals is a work of extraordinary ambition: an indictment of 
the parochialism of Western philosophy, a comprehensive dialogue between 
anthropology, empirical moral psychology, behavioral economics, and cross-
cultural philosophy, and a deep exploration of the opportunities for self, social, 
and political improvement provided by world philosophy.

Owen Flanagan was born and raised in Westchester County, New York. He is 
the author of the classics Varieties of Moral Personality (1991) and 
Consciousness Reconsidered (1992). He lives in Durham, NC, where he is 
currently James B. Duke Professor of Philosophy and Co-director of the Center 
for Comparative Philosophy at Duke University.
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Debating Sex Work
Flanigan, Jessica and Watson, Lori
Oxford University Press .
9780190659899
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/21/2019

In this for and against book, ethicists Lori Watson and Jessica Flanigan debate 
the criminalization of sex work. Watson argues for a sex equality approach to 
prostitution in which buyers are criminalized and sellers are decriminalized, 
known as the Nordic Model. Flanigan argues that sex work should be fully 
decriminalized because decriminalization ensures respect for sex workers' and 
clients' rights, and is more effective than alternative policies.

Jessica Flanigan is an Associate Professor of Leadership Studies and 
Philosophy, Politics, Economics, and Law at the University of Richmond where 
she teaches ethics and critical thinking. Lori Watson is Professor and Chair of 
Philosophy at University of San Diego and affiliate faculty in the School of Law.
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Pharmaceutical Freedom: Why Patients Have a Right to Self Medicate
Flanigan, Jessica
Oxford University Press .
9780190684549
288 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 8/3/2017

A new theory of patient rights. A philosophical framework for medical autonomy 
in the twenty first century. The first serious philosophical discussion of the ethics
of pharmaceuticals. A provocative challenge to recent defences of paternalism in
public health ethics

Jessica Flanigan is an Assistant Professor of Leadership Studies and 
Philosophy, Politics, Economics, and Law at the University of Richmond.
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Scrooge
Fleming, Colin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857032
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 12/1/2021

This Devil's Advocate explores the cinematic wonders of Brian Desmond Hurst's
much loved 1951 adaptation of A Christmas Carol, Scrooge, through the prism of
horror cinema, arguing that the film has less in common with cosy festive 
tradition than it does with terror cinema like James Whale's Bride of 
Frankenstein, Robert Weine's The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, and F.W. Murnau's 
Faust. Beginning with Charles Dickens himself, a prolific writer of ghost stories, 
with A Christmas Carol being but one of many, Colin Fleming then considers 
earlier cinematic adaptations including 1935's folk-horror-like Scrooge, before 
offering a full account of the Hurst/Sim version, stressing what must always be 
kept at the forefront of our minds: this is a ghost story.

Colin Fleming's fiction and nonfiction has appeared in Rolling Stone, The New 
York Times, The Atlantic, USA Today, ARTnews, TLS, The Guardian, Film 
Comment, The Wall Street Journal, The New Yorker, The Washington Post, 
JazzTimes, Cineaste, Virginia Quarterly Review, The New Statesman, Vanity 
Fair, Esquire, MOJO, the New York Daily News, Sports Illustrated, LA Times, 
Harper's, and many other publications. He's the author of eight books, including
Dark March: Stories for When the Rest of the World Is Asleep, Meatheads Say 
the Realest Things: A Satirical (Short) Novel of the Last Bro, If You [ ]: Fantasy, 
Fabula, F**kery, Hope, and a volume in the 33 1/3 series on Sam Cooke's Live at
the Harlem Square Club, 1963.
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Scrooge
Fleming, Colin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857049
112 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2021
Devils Advocates

This Devil's Advocate explores the cinematic wonders of Brian Desmond Hurst's
much loved 1951 adaptation of A Christmas Carol, Scrooge, through the prism of
horror cinema, arguing that the film has less in common with cosy festive 
tradition than it does with terror cinema like James Whale's Bride of 
Frankenstein, Robert Weine's The Cabinet of Dr.  Caligari, and F. W.  Murnau's
Faust.

Colin Fleming's fiction and nonfiction has appeared in Rolling Stone, The New 
York Times, The Atlantic, USA Today, ARTnews, TLS, The Guardian, Film 
Comment, The Wall Street Journal, The New Yorker, The Washington Post, 
JazzTimes, Cineaste, Virginia Quarterly Review, The New Statesman, Vanity 
Fair, Esquire, MOJO, the New York Daily News, Sports Illustrated, LA Times, 
Harper's, and many other publications.
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First Woman: Joanne Simpson and the Tropical Atmosphere
Fleming, James Rodger
Oxford University Press .
9780198862734
224 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2020

Clouds are the spark plugs in the heat engine of the tropical atmosphere, and 
heat from the tropics drives the planet's general circulation. Atmospheric 
scientists didn't know this in the 1950s, but Joanne Simpson, the first American 
woman to earn a Ph. D. in meteorology, did. This book is about Joanne's 
personal and professional life, her career prospects as a woman in science, and
her relationship to the tropical atmosphere.

James Fleming is Professor of Science, Technology, and Society at Colby 
College. He is a leading authority on weather, climate, and human affairs. He has
served as a contributing author and expert reviewer for the IPCC.
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Democracy Reloaded: Inside Spain's Political Laboratory from 15-M to Podemos
Flesher Fominaya, Cristina
Oxford University Press .
9780190099978
360 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2020

In Democracy Reloaded, Cristina Flesher Fominaya tells the story of one of the
most influential social movements of recent times: Spain's Indignados or 15-M 
movement that took to the streets of Spain on May 15, 2011 with the rallying cry
Real Democracy Now!

Cristina Flesher Fominaya is Excellence 100 Reader in Social Politics and Media
at Loughborough University and an internationally recognized expert in European
social movements and politics.
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Two Irelands beyond the Sea : Ulster Unionism and America, 1880-1920
Flewelling, Lindsey
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856707
288 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

Two Irelands beyond the Sea: Ulster Unionism and America, 1880-1920 
uncovers the transnational movement by Ireland's unionists as they worked to 
maintain the Union with Great Britain during the Home Rule era of Irish history.
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Flash!: Photography, Writing, and Surprising Illumination
Flint, Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780198808268
384 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/30/2018
Europe in Change

Flash! presents a fascinating cultural history of flash photography, from its mid-
nineteenth century beginnings to the present day.

Kate Flint is Provost Professor of Art History and English at the University of 
Southern California.
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Religion and the Philosophy of Life
Flood, Gavin
Oxford University Press .
9780198836124
464 pages
hardcover
$58
Pub Date: 4/28/2019

Religion and the Philosophy of Life considers how religion as the source of 
civilization transforms the fundamental bio-sociology of humans through 
language and the somatic exploration of religious ritual and prayer.

Gavin Flood is Professor of Hindu Studies and Comparative Religion at the 
University of Oxford, Academic Director of the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies, 
and Yap Kim Hao Visiting Professor of Comparative Religious Studies at Yale-
NUS Singapore.
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The Logic of Information: A Theory of Philosophy as Conceptual Design
Floridi, Luciano
Oxford University Press .
9780198833635
272 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2019

Luciano Floridi presents an innovative approach to philosophy, conceived as 
conceptual design. He explores how we make, transform, refine, and improve the
objects of our knowledge.

Luciano Floridi is Professor of Philosophy and Ethics of Information at the 
University of Oxford, where he directs the Digital Ethics Lab of the Oxford 
Internet Institute and is Professorial Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford.
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The Transformation of Black Music: The rhythms, the songs, and the ships of the
African Diaspora
Floyd Jr., Samuel A. (with Melanie Zeck and Guthrie P. Ramsey Jr.)
Oxford University Press .
9780195307245
280 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/28/2017
24 line art

Powerful and embracive, The Transformation of Black Music explores the full 
spectrum of black musics over the past thousand years as Africans and their 
descendants have traveled around the globe making celebrated music both in 
their homelands and throughout the Diaspora.

Samuel A. Floyd Jr. is Founder and Director Emeritus of the Center for Black 
Music Research, which he established in 1983 at Columbia College Chicago. 
During his tenure at the CBMR, he authored/edited five books, launched two 
periodical series-including the Black Music Research Journal, and published 
numerous articles.
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The Power of Black Music: Interpreting Its History from Africa to the United 
States
Floyd Jr., Samuel A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195109757
336 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 10/31/1996

When Jimi Hendrix transfixed the crowds of Woodstock with his gripping version
of "The Star Spangled Banner," he was building on a foundation reaching back, 
in part, to the revolutionary guitar playing of Howlin' Wolf and the other great 
Chicago bluesmen, and to the Delta blues tradition before him.

Samuel A. Floyd, Jr. is Director of the Center for Black Music Research, 
Columbia College, Chicago. He is also the editor of Black Music in the Harlem 
Rennaissance.
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Ballot Battles: The History of Disputed Elections in the United States
Foley, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190865955
496 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2019

Perhaps the truest test of a nation's ability govern itself democratically is its 
ability to count ballots fairly and accurately in competitive, high-stakes elections.
Yet from the founding on, America's adherence to this ideal has been distinctly 
uneven. Edward Foley's Ballot Battles is a sweeping synthesis of the subject, 
tracing how election controversies evolved over time, from the 1780s to the 
present.

Edward B. Foley is the Charles W. Ebersold and Florence Whitcomb Ebersold 
Chair in Law and Director of Election Law at The Ohio State University College of
Law.
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Presidential Elections and Majority Rule: The Rise, Demise, and Potential 
Restoration of the Jeffersonian Electoral College
Foley, Edward B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197582060
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2021

In his latest book, Presidential Elections and Majority Rule, Edward Foley asks 
how the American electoral system can better represent the people. What kind of
winner truly reflects the nation's votes: the plurality winners of winner-takes-all 
elections, as currently used, or the majority-preferred winners of a reformed 
system? How do third-party candidates affect American presidential elections? 
What, if anything, would change in a two-candidate run-off? And how can 
electoral reform be implemented without sowing chaos? Ultimately, Foley 
outlines a solution in which the Electoral College can be restored to its original 
majoritarian ideals through state law rather than Constitutional amendment.

Edward B. Foley directs the election law program at Ohio State University, where
he also holds the Ebersold Chair in Constitutional Law.
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The Geography of Insight: The Sciences, the Humanities, How they Differ, Why
They Matter
Foley, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190865122
144 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2018

The humanities and the sciences face challenging times, each in their own way.
The humanities suffer shrinking enrollments and budgets, and are perceived by 
some as irrelevant in a changing economy. Richard Foley, a philosopher of 
knowledge and the former Dean of Arts and Sciences at New York University, 
here provides a concise and accessible overview of what the overarching goals 
of these disciplines are, relative to one another, and what kind of knowledge they
aim to produce.

Richard Foley is Professor of Philosophy at New York University. He is the 
author of When is True Belief Knowledge? (2012), Intellectual Trust in Oneself 
and Others (2001), and Working Without a Net (OUP 1992).
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Bede: A Biblical Miscellany
Foley, W. Trent and Holder, Arthur G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236832
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/1999
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 28)

This volume contains six of Bede's shorter biblical writings, most of which appear
here in translation for the first time - On Tobias, On the Resting Places, Thirty 
Questions on the Book of Kings, On Eight Questions, On the Holy Places and 
the letter On What Isaiah Says. Taken together, they reveal his amazing 
versatility as a biblical exegete.
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Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party before 
the Civil War
Foner, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780195094978
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/20/1995

Since its publication twenty-five years ago, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men has
been recognized as a classic, an indispensable contribution to our understanding
of the causes of the American Civil War.

Eric Foner is Professor of History at Columbia University, and author of Tom 
Paine and Revolutionary America and Politics and Ideology in the Age of the 
Civil War.
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Our Blue Planet: An Introduction to Maritime and Underwater Archaeology
Ford, Ben /  Halligan, Jessi J. / Catsambis, Alexis
Oxford University Press .
9780190649937
488 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

Our Blue Planet provides a comprehensive introduction to the field of maritime 
and underwater archaeology. Situating the field within the broader study of 
history and archaeology, this book advocates that an understanding of how our 
ancestors interacted with rivers, lakes, and oceans is integral to comprehending 
the human past.

Ben Ford is a Professor of Anthropology at Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
specializing in maritime and historical archaeology. Jessi Halligan is an Assistant
Professor of Anthropology at Florida State University specializing in the 
geoarchaeology of inundated landscapes and the peopling of the Americas. 
Alexis Catsambis is a Maritime Archaeologist with the Naval History and Heritage
Command in Washington, DC, specializing in heritage management and nautical
archaeology.
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Radical War: Data, Attention and Control in the Twenty-First Century
Ford, Matthew and Hoskins, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780197656549
376 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022

Interrogates the digital dissolution of established relationships between elite 
actors--militaries, governments, journalist--and war's audiences, victims and 
bystanders.

Matthew Ford is Senior Lecturer in International Relations, University of Sussex;
founding editor of the British Journal for Military History; and author of Weapon of
Choice. Andrew Hoskins is Professor of Global Security, University of Glasgow;
and founding editor of the journals Digital War; Memory, Mind & Media; and 
Memory Studies.
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Weapon of Choice: Small Arms and the Culture of Military Innovation
Ford, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190623869
264 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2017

This book examines Western military technological innovation through the lens of
developments in small arms during the twentieth century.

Matthew Ford is a lecturer in International Relations at the University of Sussex.
He has a PhD in War Studies from King's College London and is an Honorary 
Historical Consultant to the Royal Armouries, a former West Point fellow and a 
founding editor of the British Journal for Military History.
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Hard White: The Mainstreaming of Racism in American Politics
Fording, Richard C. and Schram, Sanford F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197500491
288 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

Hard White explains how the mainstreaming of white nationalism occurred, 
pointing to two major shifts in the movement. First, Barack Obama's presidential 
tenure, along with increases in minority representation, fostered white anxiety 
about Muslims, Latinx immigrants, and black Americans. While the book argues 
that white extremism will have enduring effects on American electoral politics for
some time to come, it suggests that the way forward is to refocus the 
conversation on social solidarity, and it concludes with ideas for how to do this.

Richard C. Fording is Marilyn Williams Elmore and John Durr Elmore Endowed 
Professor of Political Science at the University of Alabama. Sanford F. Schram is
Professor of Political Science at Hunter College and Professor of Sociology at 
the Graduate Center, City University of New York.
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Designing for Democracy: How to Build Community in Digital Environments
Forestal, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780197568767
232 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

How should we fix digital technologies to support democracy instead of 
undermining it? In Designing for Democracy, Jennifer Forestal argues that 
accurately evaluating the democratic potential of digital spaces means studying 
how the built environment--a primary component of our modern public square--
structures our activity, shapes our attitudes, and supports the kinds of 
relationships and behaviors democracy requires. Drawing from a wide range of 
disciplines, she argues that democratic spaces must be designed with three 
environmental characteristics that, taken together, afford users the ability to 
engage in fundamental civic practices. In connecting the built environment, digital
technologies, and democratic theory, Designing for Democracy provides 
blueprints for democracy in a digital age.

Jennifer Forestal is Helen Houlahan Rigali Assistant Professor of Political 
Science at Loyola University Chicago.Discount:
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The Death of the French Atlantic: Trade, War, and Slavery in the Age of 
Revolution
Forrest, Alan
Oxford University Press .
9780199568956
352 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 3/30/2020

The Death of the French Atlantic examines the sudden and irreversible decline of
France's Atlantic empire in the Age of Revolution, and shows how three major 
forces undermined the country's competitive position as an Atlantic commercial 
power.

Alan Forrest is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of York. He has 
published widely on the history of the French Revolution and Empire, and on the
history of war.
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Waterloo: Great Battles
Forrest, Alan
Oxford University Press .
9780199663262
240 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 7/27/2023
Great Battles. 18 b&w halftones and 2 maps

The story of Waterloo, the battle that finally ended Napoleon's imperial dreams: 
how it was fought, how it has been remembered, and what it has come to mean.

Alan Forrest is Emeritus Professor of Modern History at the University of York. 
He has published widely on French Revolutionary and Napoleonic history in 
France and Europe, on the history of armies and war, and on the cultural history
of modern France, most recently a biography of Napoleon (2011).
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Postcolonial Thought in the French Speaking World
Forsdick, Charles and Murphy, David (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310553
357 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 9/15/2009
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines

This volume provides an essential tool for students and scholars outside French
departments seeking a way into the study of Francophone colonial postcolonial 
debates. At the same time, it supplies scholars in French with a comprehensive 
of essential ideas and key intellectuals in this area.

Charles Forsdick is James Barrow Professor of French at the University of 
Liverpool. David Murphy is Professor of Postcolonial Studies at the University of
Stirling and President of the Society for Francophone Postcolonial Studies.
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The Silence of the Lambs
Forshaw, Barry
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733650
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2013
Devils Advocates

The 1991 film The Silence of the Lambs, based on Thomas Harris's bestseller, 
was a game-changer in the fields of both horror and crime cinema.  FBI trainee 
Clarice Starling was a new kind of heroine, vulnerable, intuitive, and in a deeply 
unhealthy relationship with her monstrous helper/opponent, the serial killer 
Hannibal Lecter.  Jonathan Demme's film skillfully appropriated the tropes of 
police procedural, gothic melodrama and contemporary horror and produced 
something entirely new.  The resulting film was both critically acclaimed and 
massively popular, and went on to have an enormous influence on 1990s genre
cinema.

Barry Forshaw is a London-based critic and author, most recently of Death in a 
Cold Climate.
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The Circassian: A Life of Esref Bey, Late Ottoman Insurgent and Special Agent
Fortna, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780190492441
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2016

Esref Kusçubasi remains controversial in Turkey over fifty years after his death.
Elsewhere the man sometimes called the "Turkish Lawrence of Arabia" is far less
known but his life offers fascinating insights into the traumatic, increasingly 
violent struggles that ended the Ottoman Empire and ushered in the modern 
Middle East.

Benjamin C. Fortna is Professor and Director, School of Middle Eastern and 
North African Studies at the University of Arizona. His research focus is the late
Ottoman Empire and early Turkish Republic.
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Moving Otherwise: Dance, Violence, and Memory in Buenos Aires
Fortuna, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9780190627027
280 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/5/2018

Moving Otherwise examines how contemporary dance practices in Buenos Aires,
Argentina enacted politics within climates of political and economic violence from
the mid-1960s to the mid-2010s.

Victoria Fortuna is an Assistant Professor in the Dance Department at Reed 
College in Portland, OR.
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A Concise Guide to Communication in Science and Engineering
Foster, David H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198704249
400 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2018

Success in scientific and engineering research depends on effective writing and
presentation. The purpose of this guide is to help the reader achieve that goal.

David H. Foster is Professor of Vision Systems at the University of Manchester 
and Director of Research in the School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering. He
began his academic career as a lecturer in physics at Imperial College London 
and went on to hold personal chairs at several UK universities.
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A Concise Guide to Communication in Science and Engineering
Foster, David H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198704232
400 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 1/9/2018

Success in scientific and engineering research depends on effective writing and
presentation. The purpose of this guide is to help the reader achieve that goal.

David H. Foster is Professor of Vision Systems at the University of Manchester 
and Director of Research in the School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering. He
began his academic career as a lecturer in physics at Imperial College London 
and went on to hold personal chairs at several UK universities.
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The Coquette
Foster, Hannah W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195042399
192 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 2/19/1987

The Coquette, one of the two 'best-selling' American novels of the 18th century, 
tells the much-publicized story of the seduction and death of Elizabeth Whitman,
a poet from Hartford, Connecticut. Written as a series of letters-between the 
heroine and her friends and lovers-it describes her long, tortuous courtship by 
two men, neither of whom perfectly suits her.

Hannah Webster Foster (September 10, 1758/59 – April 17, 1840) was an 
American novelist. Her epistolary novel, The Coquette; or, The History of Eliza 
Wharton, was published anonymously in 1797. Cathy N. Davidson, Professor of
English at Michigan State University, is author most recently of Revolution and 
the Word: The Rise of the Novel in America.
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UNITE History Volume 4 (1960-1974): The Transport and General Workers' 
Union (TGWU): 'The Great Tradition of Independent Working Class Power'
Foster, John
Oxford University Press .
9781802077032
144 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 11/15/2022

This centenary history of Transport and General Workers Union, today Unite, 
records the voices of those who transformed British politics in the fourteen years
between 1960 and 1974, bringing together their stories from Clydeside to the 
London docks and reveals how they created a new level of working class unity.

John Foster is Emeritus Professor, Social Sciences, University of the West of 
Scotland.
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W. B. Yeats A Life, Volume I Apprentice Mage 1865-1914
Foster, R. F.
Oxford University Press .
9780192880857
704 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 12/17/1998
81 halftones & line illus.

In the first authorized biography of Yeats to appear in over fifty years, leading 
Irish historian R. F. Foster travels beyond Yeats's towering image as arguably 
the century's greatest poet to restore a real sense of Yeats's extraordinary life as
Yeats himself experienced it--what he saw, what he did, the passions and the 
petty squabbles that consumed him, and his alchemical ability to transmute the 
events of his crowded and contradictory life into enduring art.

R.F. Foster is Carroll Professor of Irish History, Hertford College, Oxford. His 
books include Modern Ireland 1600-1972, The Oxford Illustrated History of 
Ireland, and acclaimed biographies of Charles Stewart Parnell and Lord 
Randolph Churchill.
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Valuing Dance: Commodities and Gifts in Motion
Foster, Susan Leigh
Oxford University Press .
9780190933982
264 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
27 photographs

Valuing Dance looks at the occasion when dancing passes from one person to 
another as an act of exchange, one that is redolent with symbolic meanings, 
including those associated with its history and all the labor that has gone into its
making.

Susan Leigh Foster, choreographer and scholar, is the author of numerous 
books and essays and editor of several anthologies on dance and the body.
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Women in the World of Frederick Douglass
Fought, Leigh
Oxford University Press .
9780190053833
424 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2019

In both the public and domestic spheres, Douglass relied on a complicated array
of relationships with women: white and black, slave-mistresses and family, 
political collaborators and intellectual companions, wives and daughters. And the
great man needed them throughout a turbulent life that was never so linear and 
self-made as he often wished to portray it. In Women in the World of Frederick 
Douglass, Leigh Fought illuminates the life of the famed abolitionist off the public
stage.

Leigh Fought is Associate Professor of History at LeMoyne College.
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New Oxford Book of Seventeenth-Century Verse
Fowler, Alistair
Oxford University Press .
9780192840875
512 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2002

These self-contained, space-saving displays make National's New Testaments a
focal point for impulse purchases, whether they are positioned on a countertop or
shelf. These testaments offer superior quality and value. They all feature sewn 
pages, gold-stamped covers and spines, flexible imitation leather bindings with 
rounded corners, and crisp black letter text.

Alastair Fowler is Professor of English at the University of Virginia, and author of
History of English Literature.
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Birth Rights and Wrongs: How Medicine and Technology are Remaking 
Reproduction and the Law
Fox, Dov
Oxford University Press .
9780190675721
256 pages
hardcover
$52
Pub Date: 7/5/2019

This book lifts the curtain on reproductive negligence, gives voice to the lives it 
upends, and vindicates the interests that advances in medicine and technology 
bring to full expression.

Dov Fox is Professor of Law and Herzog Endowed Scholar at the University of 
San Diego School of Law, where he directs the Center for Health Law Policy & 
Bioethics.
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Why Do People Discriminate against Jews?
Fox, Jonathan and Topor, Lev
Oxford University Press .
9780197580356
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2021

Jonathan Fox and Lev Topor provide a new and innovative approach to 
answering the age-old question of why people discriminate against Jews. They 
examine anti-Jewish discrimination using a two-pronged approach. First, they 
combine and integrate ideas and theories from classic studies of anti-Semitism 
with social science theories on the causes of discrimination. Second, they use 
previously unavailable data on discrimination against Jews in 76 countries with 
significant Jewish minority populations to analyse the patterns and causes of 
discrimination. They focus on three potential causes: Religious causes, anti-
Zionism, and belief in conspiracy theories about Jewish power and world 
domination.

Jonathan Fox is the Yehuda Avner Professor of Religion and Politics, director of 
the Religion and State project, and a senior research fellow at Bar-Ilan's Begin-
Sadat Center for Strategic Studies. Lev Topor is a senior research fellow at the 
Center for Cyber Law and Policy at the Haifa University in Israel.
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Biography of a Yogi: Paramahansa Yogananda and the Origins of Modern Yoga
Foxen, Anya P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190668051
264 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Focusing on Yogis during this early period of transnational popularization, Foxen
highlights the continuities in the concept of the Yogi as superhuman and traces 
the transformation of yoga from a holistic and spiritual practice to its present-day
postural practice.

Anya P. Foxen teaches in the Religious Studies Program at California 
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo.
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Gradient Acceptability and Linguistic Theory
Francis, Elaine J.
Oxford University Press .
9780192898944
288 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 3/15/2022
Oxford Surveys in Syntax & Morphology.

This volume examines the interpretation of gradient judgments of sentence 
acceptability in relation to theories of grammatical knowledge. It uses 
experimental and corpus-based research, along with a range of case studies, to
argue for a new approach to this crucial problem.

Elaine J. Francis is a professor in the Department of English at Purdue 
University, where she has been teaching linguistics and directing the 
Experimental Linguistics Lab since 2003.
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Gradient Acceptability and Linguistic Theory
Francis, Elaine J.
Oxford University Press .
9780192898951
288 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 3/15/2022
Oxford Surveys in Syntax & Morphology.

This volume examines the interpretation of gradient judgments of sentence 
acceptability in relation to theories of grammatical knowledge. It uses 
experimental and corpus-based research, along with a range of case studies, to
argue for a new approach to this crucial problem.

Elaine J. Francis is a professor in the Department of English at Purdue 
University, where she has been teaching linguistics and directing the 
Experimental Linguistics Lab since 2003.
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Sir Thomas Browne: The Opium of Time
Francis, Gavin
Oxford University Press .
9780192858177
176 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/25/2023
My Reading. 11 Illustrations

In this book, Gavin Francis writes about the resonance for him as medic in 
reading the work of early modern polymath Sir Thomas Browne.

Gavin Francis qualified in medicine from Edinburgh in 1999, then spent ten years
travelling, visiting all seven continents. He is the author of seven award-winning 
books of non-fiction including Adventures in Human Being, Island Dreams, and 
Recovery: the Lost Art of Convalescence. His work has been translated into 
eighteen languages. He is a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of 
Edinburgh, and a Fellow of the Royal College of General Practitioners. He lives 
in Edinburgh, where he also works as a general practitioner.
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When Art Disrupts Religion: Aesthetic Experience and the Evangelical Mind
Francis, Philip S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190279769
232 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017
Foreword by Randall Balmer.

The stories gathered in these pages lay bare the power of the arts to unsettle 
and rework deeply ingrained religious beliefs and practices. This book grounds 
its narrative in the accounts of 82 Evangelicals who underwent a sea-change of 
religious identity through the intervention of the arts.

Philip S. Francis is currently Assistant Professor of Religious Studies at 
Manhattan College and Melon Postdoctoral Fellow in the Humanities at the 
University of Pennsylvania Humanities Forum.
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King Lear: Shakespeare's Dark Consolations
Frank, Arthur W.
Oxford University Press .
9780192846723
176 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2022
My Reading.

A book on the experience of reading Shakespeare's 'dark plays' which 'often 
begin with lives falling apart: an event--shipwreck, exile, doubt, or unexpected 
love--derails what had seemed secure. Those who participate in the plays, as 
players, audience members, or readers, are invited to see in those events the 
vulnerability of their own lives.

Arthur W. Frank, Professor Emeritus, University of Calgary Arthur Frank received
his doctorate in sociology from Yale in 1975 and spent his career teaching at the
University of Calgary in Alberta, Canada. After his retirement in 2013, he taught 
in Norway; throughout his career he has lectured internationally and held visiting
professorships in Australia and England. His work has focused on the experience
of serious illness, beginning with his memoir, At the Will of the Body and his most
cited work, The Wounded Storyteller. His most recent book was Letting Stories 
Breathe (Chicago, 2010). He is an elected member of the Royal Society of 
Canada and recipient of the Career Achievement Award from the Canadian 
Bioethics Society.
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The Democratic Sublime: On Aesthetics and Popular Assembly
Frank, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190658168
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2021

The Democratic Sublime offers an interdisciplinary exploration of how popular 
assemblies--crowds, demonstrations, gatherings of the people out of doors--
came to be central to the political aesthetics of democracy during the age of 
democratic revolutions (1776 to 1848). Engaging with a wide range of sources, 
from canonical political theorists (Rousseau, Burke, and Tocqueville) to the 
novels of Hugo, the visual culture of the barricades, and the memoirs of popular 
insurgents, The Democratic Sublime demonstrates how making the people's 
sovereign will tangible to popular judgment became a central dilemma of modern
democracy, and how it remains so today.

Jason Frank is the Robert J. Katz Chair of Government at Cornell University, 
where he teaches political theory.
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When Nehru Looked East: Origins of India-US Suspicion and India-China Rivalry
Frankel, Francine
Oxford University Press .
9780190064341
364 pages
hardcover
$59
Pub Date: 1/6/2020
Modern South Asia.

This is the first analysis of India-U. S. foreign policy during the formative period of
their relations to be able to use the Nehru Papers, the seminal source for 
understanding the worldview of India's first Prime Minister and Minister of 
External Affairs, 1947-1964. Nehru established the twin pillars of Non-Alignment
and Asianism as the foundation of India's foreign policy. Read alongside 
declassified U. S. documents and available declassified Chinese documents, 
they provide the foundational understanding of U. S. -India suspicion and India-
China rivalry.

Francine R. Frankel is Professor Emeritus of Political Science and Founding 
Director of the Center for the Advanced Study of India (CASI) at the University of
Pennsylvania.
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John Outram
Franklin, Geraint
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856226
160 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Twentieth Century Architects. 143 color illustrations

The first major study of John Outram, whose colourful yet elemental buildings 
communicates myths and metaphysics. Outram launched into practice in 1974, 
securing a reputation for innovative, creative and monumental architecture 
including The New House at Wadhurst, the Isle of Dogs Pumping Station and the
Judge Institute in Cambridge.

Geraint Franklin is an architectural historian with Historic England.
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Sampling Politics: Music and the Geocultural
Franklin, M.I.
Oxford University Press .
9780190855482
360 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/11/2021

Sampling has become a predominantly digitalized practice. It was popularized 
with the rise of Rap and Hip-Hop, as well as ambient music scenes, but it has a 
history stretching back to the earliest days of sound recording and experimental
music making around the world. Digital networks allow artists to sample music 
across national borders and cultural traditions with relative ease, prompting 
questions around not only fair use, copyright, and freedom of expression, but 
also cultural appropriation and copywrongs. Based on archival research and 
musical analysis, alongside conversations with artists and their own public 
reflections, Sampling Politics provides ways to listen more closely and hear 
(again) music making.

M.I. Franklin is Professor of Global Media and Politics at Goldsmiths University of
London.
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The Fascist Turn in the Dance of Serge Lifar: Interwar French Ballet and the 
German Occupation
Franko, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780197503331
296 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2020

In examining the political significance of the critical discussion of Lifar's body and
technique, author Mark Franko provides the ground upon which to understand 
the narcissistic and heroic images of Lifar in the 1930s as prefiguring the role he
would play in the occupation. Through extensive archival research into 
unpublished documents of the era, police reports, the transcript of his postwar 
trial and rarely cited newspaper columns Lifar wrote, Franko reconstructs the 
dancer's political activities, political convictions, and political ambitions during the
Occupation.

Mark Franko is Laura H. Carnell Professor of Dance at Boyer College of Music 
and Dance, Temple University.
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Martha Graham in Love and War: The Life in the Work
Franko, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780199777662
240 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 6/5/2012

Using newly discovered archival sources, award-winning choreographer and 
dance historian Mark Franko reframes Graham's most famous creations, those 
from the World War II era, by restoring their rich historical and personal context.

Mark Franko is Professor of Dance at the University of California, Santa Cruz, 
Director of the Center for Visual and Performance Studies, and Editor of Dance
Research Journal.
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The New Economic Populism: How States Respond to Economic Inequality
Franko, William and Witko, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190671013
248 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2017

Examines the ways states are better positioned to address income inequality. 
Utilizes public opinion polls and national survey data to assess perceptions about
income disparities. Argues that what drives economic policy is the public 
perception of inequality

William Franko is Assistant Professor of Political Science at West Virginia 
University. Christopher Witko is Associate Professor of Political Science at 
University of South Carolina.
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Beyond Sketches of Spain: Tete Montoliu and the Construction of Iberian Jazz
Fraser, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780197549285
240 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022

Few musicians shaped Iberian jazz more than pianist Vicenc Tete Montoliu i 
Massana (1933-97). Fascinated by the modernist aesthetics of mid-century jazz,
Montoliu was known for a carefully crafted mix of lyricism and dissonance, a 
penchant for discordant crashes, and a development of highly original 
compositions. Beyond Sketches of Spain: Tete Montoliu and the Construction of 
Iberian Jazz explores the artist's life, musical production, and international 
reception within a cultural studies framework.

Benjamin Fraser is Professor of Iberian Studies at the University of Arizona. He 
is the author of ten monographs, including The Art of Pere Joan: Space, 
Landscape and Comics Form (2019), Cognitive Disability Aesthetics: Visual 
Culture, Disability Representations and the (In)Visibility of Cognitive Difference 
(2018), and Toward an Urban Cultural Studies: Henri Lefebvre and the 
Humanities (2015). Fraser currently serves as Editor-in-Chief of Hispania, 
Founding and Executive Editor of the Journal of Urban Cultural Studies, Senior 
Editor of the Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies, and Founding Co-
Editor of the Hispanic Urban Studies book series.
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Late Classical Chinese Thought
Fraser, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780198851066
272 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 8/1/2023
The Oxford History of Philosophy.

Chris Fraser presents a rich study of the culminating period of classical Chinese
philosophy, the third century BC. He offers new perspectives on Confucianism, 
Daoism, Mohism, Legalism, and other movements, ranging over metaphysics 
and metaethics, political philosophy, ethics, moral psychology, epistemology, 
philosophy of language and logic

Chris Fraser, Lee Chair in Chinese Thought and Culture, University of Toronto 
Chris Fraser is Richard Charles and Esther Yewpick Lee Chair in Chinese 
Thought and Culture in the Department of Philosophy and Department of East 
Asian Studies at the University of Toronto. He has published widely in Chinese 
philosophy, covering ethics, metaphysics, political philosophy, moral psychology,
epistemology, and philosophy of language and logic.
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The Germany Illusion: Between Economic Euphoria and Despair
Fratzscher, Marcel
Oxford University Press .
9780190676575
232 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/13/2018

Europe is in a period of transition and there is great uncertainty about its 
direction. No country plays a greater role in influencing Europe's future path than
Germany, which is either seen as overbearing or indecisive in its imposition of 
policies-and sometimes is seen as both at once. In The Germany Illusion, Marcel
Fratzscher provides a distinctive corrective to common misunderstandings of 
Germany's domestic political economy and how it affects its European and global
roles.

Marcel Fratzscher is President of DIW Berlin, a leading economics research 
institute in Europe and Professor of Macroeconomics at Humboldt-University 
Berlin.
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Shakespeare and the Political Way
Frazer, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780198848615
256 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/10/2020

This book develops an original approach to theories of political power and seeks
to show the particular value of examining these issues through the frame of 
Shakespeare's plays.

Elizabeth Frazer teaches political thought and political theory at the University of
Oxford. Her publications include Can Violence Ever Be Justified? (with Kimberly
Hutchings, Polity Press, 2019), and she is the author of articles about ideals of 
politics in political thought and education.
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Comparative Human Rights Law
Fredman, Sandra
Oxford University Press .
9780199689415
512 pages
paperback
$74
Pub Date: 1/15/2019

Courts in different jurisdictions face similar human rights questions. Does the 
death penalty breach human rights? Does freedom of speech include racist 
speech? Is there a right to health? This book uses the prism of comparative law 
to examine the fascinating ways in which these difficult questions are decided.

andra Fredman is Rhodes Professor of the Laws of the British Commonwealth 
and the USA at Oxford University. She was elected a Fellow of the British 
Academy in 2005 and became a QC (honoris causa) in 2012. She is Honorary 
Professor of Law at the University of Cape Town and a fellow of Pembroke 
College Oxford.
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White Supremacy: A Comparative Study of American and South African History
Fredrickson, George M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195030426
384 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 2/4/1982

 In this first comparative history of race relations in the United States and South
Africa, George M. Fredrickson uncovers parallels and differences in the origin 
and expression of white supremacy in the two countries.

George M. Fredrickson (July 16, 1934 – February 25, 2008) was an American 
author, activist, historian, and professor. He was the Edgar E. Robinson Emeritus
Professor of History at Stanford University until his retirement in 2002.
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Secession Debated: Georgia's Showdown in 1860
Freehling, William W. and Simpson, Craig M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195079456
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/29/1992

In Secession Debated, William W. Freehling and Craig M. Simpson have for the 
first time collected the seven surviving speeches and public letters of this 
greatest of southern debates over disunion, providing today's reader with a 
unique window into a moment of American crisis.

William W. Freehling is Singletary Professor of the Humanities at the University 
of Kentucky. Craig M. Simpson is Professor of History at the University of 
Western Ontario and the author of A Good Southerner: The Life of Henry A. 
Wise of Virginia.
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Prelude to Civil War: The Nullification Controversy in South Carolina, 1816-1836
Freehling, William W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195076813
416 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 6/4/1992

Now once again available, Prelude to Civil War is still the definitive work on the 
subject, and one of the most important in ante-bellum studies.

William W. Freehling is the Thomas B. Lockwood Professor of American History
at the State University of New York, Buffalo. He is also the author of the The 
Road to Disunion, the first volume of which was published by Oxford in 1990.
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The Reintegration of American History: Slavery and the Civil War
Freehling, William W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195088083
336 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 5/12/1994

Stressing the need for a new synthesis of American history both chronologically
and topically, Freehling explains why the Civil War came, relating it to the 
American Revolution and the reasons why the Confederacy lost the Civil War. 
Likewise, the nature of slavery as a social institution is connected with the nature
of pre-war politics and to the outcome of wartime military encounters.

William W. Freehling is the Singletary Professor of the Humanities at the 
University of Kentucky.
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The Compromising of Louis XVI
Freeman, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892988
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

The discovery of secret documents, secreted in the so-called 'armoire de fer' 
played a crucial role in the French revolution. This book investigates an 18th 
Century Watergate, and its influence on the birth of the French Republic.
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Hindsight
Freeman, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780195389937

hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2009

Mark Freeman maintains that this process of looking backward over the terrain of
the past can also serve as a profound source of insight, understanding, and self-
knowledge.

Mark Freeman is Professor of Psychology and Dean of the Class of 2011 at the
College of the Holy Cross, where he has also served as the W. Arthur Garrity, Sr.
Professor in Human Nature, Ethics and Society.
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Israel and the Cyber Threat: How the Startup Nation Became a Global Cyber 
Power
Freilich, Charles D. / Cohen, Matthew S. / Siboni, Gabi
Oxford University Press .
9780197677711
424 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 2/17/2023
6 b/w line drawings; 2 maps

In Israel and the Cyber Threat, Charles D. Freilich, Matthew S. Cohen, and Gabi
Siboni provide a detailed and comprehensive overview of Israeli's cyber strategy,
tracing it from its origins to the present. They analyze Israel's defensive and 
offensive capabilities, both of which are prodigious, to offer insights into what 
other countries can learn from Israel's experience and actions. The most 
authoritative work to date on Israeli cyber strategy, this book provides an in-
depth look at the major actions Israel has taken in cyberspace and places them 
in the broader context to help readers understand state behavior in cyberspace.

Charles D. (Chuck) Freilich, a former deputy national security adviser in Israel 
and long-time senior fellow at Harvard's Belfer Center, teaches political science 
at Columbia University, New York University, and Tel Aviv University. Matthew S.
Cohen is Assistant Professor of Practice at Merrimack College. Gabi Siboni is a 
former colonel in the Israel Defense Forces, a senior research fellow at the 
Jerusalem Institute for Strategy and Security, and a consultant to the IDF and 
other Israeli defense organizations, including as the chief methodologist of the 
IDF's Research Center for Force Deployment and Buildup.
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Israeli National Security: A New Strategy for an Era of Change
Freilich, Charles D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190602932
496 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 4/5/2018

In Israeli National Security, Chuck Freilich presents an authoritative analysis of 
the military, diplomatic, demographic, and societal challenges Israel faces today,
to propose a comprehensive and long-term Israeli national security strategy.

Charles D. Freilich, a former Israeli deputy national security adviser, is a senior 
fellow at Harvard's Belfer Center, specializing in Israeli national security strategy,
US-Middle East policy, and Middle Eastern affairs. He teaches political science 
at Harvard, NYU, and the Herzliya Inter-Disciplinary Center.
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The Unorthodox Guitar: A Guide to Alternative Performance Practice
Frengel, Mike
Oxford University Press .
9780199381852
264 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017
223 illustrations

The Unorthodox Guitar: A Guide to Alternative Performance Practice is a 
comprehensive resource for experimentally minded guitarists and composers 
wishing to write for or perform on the instrument in new ways.

Mike Frengel is an internationally recognized composer, performer, and music 
scholar. He currently serves on the faculty of the music departments at 
Northeastern University and Boston Conservatory, where he teaches courses in
music technology and composition.
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At What Cost: Modern Capitalism and the Future of Health
Freudenberg, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780197678923
416 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2022

With impeccably detailed research and an eye towards a better future, At What 
Cost arms ordinary citizens, activists, and health professionals with an 
understanding of how we've arrived at the current critical state in global health, 
and what we can do to ensure a healthier collective future.

Nicholas Freudenberg, DrPH, MPH, is Distinguished Professor of Public Health 
at the City University of New York Graduate School of Public Health and Health
Policy, Director of the CUNY Urban Food Policy Institute, and Founder of 
Corporations and Health Watch, a website that monitors the impact of 
corporations on health. Dr. Freudenberg is the author or co-author of five other 
books and more than 100 scientific articles. His work has been supported by the
National Institutes of Health, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation, and the Open Society Institute.
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Honours versus Money: The Economics of Awards
Frey, Bruno S. and Gallus, Jana
Oxford University Press .
9780198798507
160 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

The only book to fully explore the economics of awards. Covers an innovative 
and engaging topic in an easily accessible manner. Provides related empirically
grounded readings to enable a broad view of the subject

Bruno S. Frey is Permanent Visiting Professor at the University of Basel and 
Research Director CREMA, Center for Research in Economics, Management 
and the Arts, Zurich. Jana Gallus is an Assistant Professor at the Anderson 
School of Management, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA).
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Taking Aim at Attack Advertising: Understanding the Impact of Negative 
Campaigning in U.S. Senate Races
Fridkin, Kim and Kenney, Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9780190947576
264 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Negative campaigning is a central component of politics in the United States. 
Yet, until now, demonstrating the impact of combative advertising on voters has
been elusive. How can we reconcile the findings of a plethora of studies with the
methods of politicians? This book cuts through to the central issue: how negative
advertising influences voters' attitudes and actions.

Kim L. Fridkin is a Foundation Professor of Politics and Global Studies at Arizona
State University, where she has taught since 1989. Patrick J. Kenney is Dean of 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and a Foundation Professor of Politics 
and Global Studies at Arizona State University, where he has taught since 1986.
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Russian Hybrid Warfare: Resurgence and Politicization
Fridman, Ofer
Oxford University Press .
9780197660430
 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2022

Considers the contested notion of hybrid warfare, which suggests a mix of 
military and non-military methods of confrontation

Ofer Fridman is Director of Operations at the King's Centre for Strategic 
Communications (KCSC) and a research fellow at the Department of War 
Studies, King's College London.
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Not in My Family: German Memory and Responsibility After the Holocaust
Frie, Roger
Oxford University Press .
9780199372553
312 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2017
Explorations in Narrative Psychology.

Beginning with the narrative of his grandfather, he shows how the transfer of 
memory from one German generation to the next keeps the Holocaust at bay. 
Frie beautifully combines his own story with the stories of others, perpetrators 
and survivors, and the generations that came after. As a practicing 
psychotherapist he also draws on his own experience of working with patients 
whose lives have been directly and indirectly shaped by the Holocaust.

ROGER FRIE is a psychologist and philosopher educated in London and 
Cambridge. He is Professor of Education at Simon Fraser University and Affiliate
Professor of Psychiatry at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, and 
Psychoanalytic Faculty and Supervisor at the William Alanson White Institute of
Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis, and Psychology in New York.
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Nightmare in Red: The McCarthy Era in Perspective
Fried, Richard M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195043617
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 3/28/1991

Providing the most complete history of the rise and fall of the phe-nomenon 
known as McCarthyism, Nightmare in Red offers a riveting and comprehensive 
account of the many different people who became embroiled in the anti-
communist fervor of mid-century America. It traces the second Red Scare's 
antecedents from the 1930s, to the early years of the Cold War, through the peak
of the McCarthy era, and beyond McCarthy's censure to the decline of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities in the 1960s.

Richard M. Fried teaches history at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He is 
author of Men Against McCarthy.
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The Writing Life of James D. Watson
Friedberg, Errol C
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697006
193 pages
hardcover
$26
Pub Date: 9/28/2004

James Watson's fame as a scientist and research leader overshadows his 
considerable achievements as an innovator in the form and style of scientific 
communication. This book surveys Watson's books and essays from the 
perennially bestselling The Double Helix through his classic textbooks of the 
1960s and 70s, polemics on ethical questions about genetic technology, to more
recent works of autobiography.

Errol C. Friedberg holds the Senator Betty and Andy Andujar Distinguished Chair
in Pathology at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.
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Correcting the Blueprint of Life: An Historical Account of the Discovery of DNA 
Repair Mechanisms
Friedberg, Errol C.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879695071
210 pages
hardcover
$27
Pub Date: 1/1/1997

In this brief, readable, and revealing book, one of the pioneers of the now rapidly
evolving field of DNA repair traces the history of the discovery of the more 
important mechanisms by which cells respond to DNA damage. Errol Friedberg 
has written an enjoyable and informative introduction to the study of DNA 
mutagenesis and re-pair that will interest students at an advanced undergraduate
or graduate student level as well as investigators in fields as diverse as 
oncogenesis, cell cycle regulation, transcription and DNA replication.

Errol C. Friedberg holds the Senator Betty and Andy Andujar Distinguished Chair
in Pathology at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.
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Sydney Brenner: A Biography
Friedberg, Errol C.
Oxford University Press .
9780879699475
350 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 9/21/2010

Over his long and inspiring career, the Nobel Laureate Sydney Brenner has 
made some of the most significant and game-changing discoveries in the field of
molecular biology.  But Brenner's reach has extended well beyond his own 
research to inspire new generations of young scientists and to promote the 
development of science and biotechnology around the world.  Based on his 
personal recollections, with contributions and correspondence from his close 
friends and colleagues, this book tells the lively story, not only of Brenner 
himself, but of what came to be known as the golden age of biology.  About the 
author: Errol C.

Errol C. Friedberg, M.D., is the Senator Betty and Dr. Andy Andujar 
Distinguished Professor and Chair at the Department of Pathology, University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.
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Banking on a Revolution: Why Financial Technology Won't Save a Broken 
System
Friedline, Terri
Oxford University Press .
9780190944131
312 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2020

Can grassroots social movements impact the financial system? Technological 
advancements are poised to completely transform the financial system, and soon
it will be unrecognizable.  Banks are increasingly using financial technologies 
(fintech) to deliver products and services and maximize their profits.  Technology
enthusiasts and consumer advocates laude the field for its potential to expand 
access to banking and finance.  However, if history is any indication, fintech 
stands to reinforce digital forms of redlining and enable banks' continued 
racialized exploitation of Black and Brown communities.

Terri Friedline, PhD, is Associate Professor of Social Work, Faculty Director at 
the Center on Assets, Education, and Inclusion, and Faculty Affiliate at Poverty 
Solutions at the University of Michigan.
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Power without Knowledge: A Critique of Technocracy
Friedman, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780190877170
408 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/15/2020

Technocrats claim to know how to solve the social and economic problems of 
complex modern societies. But as Jeffrey Friedman argues in Power without 
Knowledge, there is a fundamental flaw with technocracy: it requires an ability to
predict how the people whom technocrats attempt to control will act in response 
to technocratic policies.

Jeffrey Friedman is a Visiting Scholar in the Charles and Louise Travers 
Department of Political Science, University of California, Berkeley.
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War and Chance: Assessing Uncertainty in International Politics
Friedman, Jeffrey A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190938024
240 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019
Bridging the Gap. 46 black and white illustrationsline drawings

Over the past two decades, the most serious problems with U. S. foreign policy 
have revolved around the challenge of assessing uncertainty. Past experiences 
have shown that there is an urgent need to find ways of improving the ways in 
which foreign policy analysts assess uncertainty, and the ways in which foreign 
policy decision makers account for risk when evaluating high-stakes choices. 
This book shows shows how foreign policy analysts can assess uncertainty in a
manner that is theoretically coherent, empirically meaningful, politically 
defensible, practically useful, and sometimes logically necessary for making 
sound choices.

Jeffrey A. Friedman is Assistant Professor of Government at Dartmouth College.
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War and Chance: Assessing Uncertainty in International Politics
Friedman, Jeffrey A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197619131
240 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2021
46 black and white line drawings . BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES

Over the past two decades, the most serious problems with U.S. foreign policy 
have revolved around the challenge of assessing uncertainty. Past experiences 
have shown that there is an urgent need to find ways of improving the ways in 
which foreign policy analysts assess uncertainty, and the ways in which foreign 
policy decision makers account for risk when evaluating high-stakes choices. 
This book shows shows how foreign policy analysts can assess uncertainty in a
manner that is theoretically coherent, empirically meaningful, politically 
defensible, practically useful, and sometimes logically necessary for making 
sound choices.

Jeffrey A. Friedman is Assistant Professor of Government at Dartmouth College.
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A History of American Law
Friedman, Lawrence M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190070892
864 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2019

A History of American Law presents a general history of the legal system of the
United States, beginning in the colonial period and continuing up to the present 
day. The book covers the changing configurations of commercial law, criminal 
law, family law, and the law of property. Furthermore, it lays great stress on race
relations and looks closely at the legal profession and legal education. The 
underlying theory of this eminently accessible book is that the law is the product
of society.

Lawrence M. Friedman is the Marion Rice Kirkwood Professor of Law at Stanford
Law School.
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Climate Change and the People's Health
Friel, Sharon
Oxford University Press .
9780190492731
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/14/2019
Small Books Big Ideas in Population Heal. Foreword by Nancy Krieger.

Climate change and social inequity are both sprawling, insidious forces that 
threaten populations around the world. It's time we start talking about them 
together. Climate Change and the People's Health offers a brave and ambitious
new framework for understanding how our planet's two greatest existential 
threats comingle, complement, and amplify one another -- and what can be done
to mitigate future harm.

Sharon Friel, PhD, MsC, is Professor of Health Equity and Director of the School
of Regulation and Global Governance (RegNet), Australian National University. 
She is also Director of the Menzies Centre for Health Policy ANU.
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A Casebook on the Roman Law of Contracts
Frier, Bruce W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197573228
568 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 6/9/2021

A Casebook on the Roman Law of Contracts introduces students to the rich and 
influential body of Roman law concerning contracts between private individuals.

Bruce W. Frier is John and Teresa D'Arms Distinguished University Professor of
Classics and Roman Law at the University of Michigan.
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The Moment: Time and Rupture in Modern Thought
Friese, Heidrun (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239666
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/11/2001
Studies in Social and Political Thought

Modern philosophical thought has a manifold tradition of emphasizing "the 
moment". "The moment" demands questioning all-too-common notions of time, 
of past, present and future, uniqueness and repetition, rupture and continuity. 
This collection addresses the key questions posed by "the moment", considering
writers such as Nietzsche, Husserl, Benjamin and Badiou, and elucidates the 
connections between social theory, philosophy, literary theory and history that 
are opened up by this notion.

Heidrun Friese has published widely on social theory and time, the anthropology
of the sciences, and social imagination. She is currently at the Department of 
Social and Political Sciences of the European University Institute, Florence.
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Arlen and Harburg's Over the Rainbow
Frisch, Walter
Oxford University Press .
9780190467340
160 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2017
The Oxford Keynotes Series

Examines a number of cultural contexts in which Over the Rainbow has been 
interpreted since its inception. Positions itself as a song biography, tracing the 
life of this influential number across much of the later twentieth century. 
Accompanied by a companion website of audio and video examples tracing the 
song's evolution

Walter Frisch is H. Harold Gumm/Harry and Albert von Tilzer Professor of Music
at Columbia University.
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Oxford Case Histories in Obstetric Medicine
Frise, Charlotte / Bhalsod, Krupa / Scott, Rebecca / Gibson, Harry
Oxford University Press .
9780192845894
400 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 6/1/2023
Oxford Case Histories.

Featuring 55 cases with guiding questions and detailed explanations, Obstetric 
Medicine is the ideal title for revision and self-assessment, mapping on to five 
major UK examination curricula

Charlotte Frise is Consultant Obstetric Physician for Queen Charlotte's and 
Chelsea Hospital and the NW London maternal medicine network. Krupa 
Bhalsod is a Specialist registrar in Acute Medicine, currently working at West 
Middlesex Hospital in London. Rebecca Scott is a Consultant Obstetric 
Physician, Diabetologist & Endocrinologist working at Chelsea & Westminster 
Hospital in London.  Harry Gibson trained at the University of Cambridge and 
subsequently University College London Medical School.
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Militant Liverpool: A City on the Edge
Frost, Diane and North, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318634
223 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2013

Published to coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the 1983 election, Militant 
Liverpool: A City on the Edge sets out an even-handed assessment of events 
with oral testimonies from many of the key protagonists. Thirty years on, 
Liverpool has to some extent reinvented itself as a visitor destination, but it is 
again facing major spending cuts while its deep seated social problems remain.

Diane Frost is Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Liverpool and the co-
editor of 'Liverpool 81: Remembering the Riots' (Liverpool University Press, 
2011). Peter North is Reader in Alternative Economics at the University of 
Liverpool.
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Liverpool '81: Remembering the Toxteth Riots
Frost, Diane and Phillips, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316685
304 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2011

Published to mark the 30th anniversary of what became known nationally as 'the
Toxteth Riots, ' Liverpool '81 draws together memories of and responses to the 
1981 riots from the people who were there. The book explores why the riots took
place and what their consequences and legacies have been for Liverpool.

Diane Frost is Lecturer at the School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of
Liverpool. Richard Phillips is Reader in Geography at the University of Liverpool
and author of 'Sex, Politics and Empire: a Postcolonial Geography' (Manchester
University Press, 2006) and 'Mapping Men and Empire' (Routledge, 1996).
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Work and Community Among West African Migrant Workers Since the 
Nineteenth Century
Frost, Diane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235330
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/1/1999

Frost reclaims the forgotten history of a group of West Africans, the Kru, who as
ship’s laborers and seafarers contributed greatly to British colonial trade with 
West Africa. "Ms. Frost provides us with an interesting account of this 
exceptionally mobile group of Africans.. she is able to connect the past with the 
present not only by using archival material but also recently conducted 
interviews. "—International Migration Review

Diane Frost is a lecturer in the School of Sociology and Social Policy at the 
University of Liverpool and the author of several books, including Work and 
Community Among West African Migrant Workers since the Nineteenth Century.
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Reckonings: Legacies of Nazi Persecution and the Quest for Justice
Fulbrook, Mary
Oxford University Press .
9780197528457
672 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
5 1/2 x 8 1/4

Winner of the Wolfson History Prize 2019 Shortlisted for the 2019 Cundill History
Prize. Written by one of the world's most respected scholars on the Holocaust, 
this book evokes the multigenerational legacy of Nazi violence among 
perpetrators including German businesses that used slave labor (to this day 
paying only symbolic reparations) and those who ran the agencies that early on 
euthanized German children, elderly, and the infirm--the basis for the horrors to 
follow>

Mary Fulbrook is Professor of German History at University College London and 
the author of the Fraenkel Prize-winning A Small Town near Auschwitz: Ordinary
Nazis and the Holocaust.
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Murder in Our Midst: Comparing Crime Coverage Ethics in an Age of Globalized
News
Fullerton, Romayne Smith and Patterson, Maggie Jones
Oxford University Press .
9780190863548
320 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2021

Based on a sampling of news coverage, codes of ethics and style guides, and 
almost 200 personal interviews in 10 North American and Western European 
countries, Murder in Our Midst reveals that journalists' crime coverage practices
differ greatly. It shows how each nation's story telling reflects not only shapes 
policies toward crime and criminals, but also culturally constructed concepts like
privacy, public, public right to know, and justice.

Romayne Smith Fullerton is Associate Professor in the Faculty of Information 
and Media Studies, at the University of Western Ontario, in London, Ontario, 
Canada. Maggie Jones Patterson is professor of journalism at Duquesne 
University and former reporter for the Pittsburgh Press.
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The Poets of Tin Pan Alley - 2nd edition
Furia, Philip and Patterson, Laurie J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190906474
808 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2022
50 images, 90 music examples

The classic book that first listened to the lyrics of Tin Pan Alley masters like 
Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, and the Gershwins, The Poets of Tin Pan Alley by 
Philip Furia is expanded and reimagined for a new generation with the 
collaboration of Furia's longtime collaborator, Laurie J. Patterson.

Philip Furia was Professor of English and American Studies at the University of 
North Carolina - Wilmington. Laurie J. Patterson has co-written three books, 
including this one, with Phil Furia.
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Georges Bizet's Carmen
Furman, Nelly
Oxford University Press .
9780190059156
152 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2020
The Oxford Keynotes Series 0 illus.

In Georges Bizet's Carmen--the latest volume in the Oxford Keynotes series--
author Nelly Furman explores the evolution of Carmen's story and its meaning, 
illuminating how the titular heroine has maintained her status as a universally 
recognizable cultural icon.

Nelly Furman is a scholar of French nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature
with an interest in textual criticism, women, and feminist studies. She currently 
serves as Director of both the Office of Programs and the Association of 
Departments of Foreign Languages at the Modern Language Association, and is
a Professor Emerita at Cornell University.
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Thinking Goes to School: Piaget's Theory in Practice
Furth, Hans G. and Wachs, Harry
Oxford University Press .
9780195019278
316 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/22/1975

Proposes to show how children can be prepared to develop their full potential as 
'thinking' human beings. The activities or 'games' described provide a general 
foundation which should help the child to deal successfully with specific 
academic subjects. With Additional Thoughts.
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We Now Know: Rethinking Cold War History
Gaddis, John Lewis
Oxford University Press . Clarendon Press
9780198780717
448 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/9/1998

Based on the latest findings of Cold War historians and extensive research in 
American archives as well as the recently opened archives in Eastern Europe, 
the former Soviet Union, and China, We Now Know provides a vividly written, 
eye-opening account of the Cold War during the years from the end of World 
War II to its most dangerous moment, the Cuban missile crisis.

John Lewis Gaddis is Robert Lovett Professor of History at Yale University. His
many books include Strategies of Containment, The Long Peace, and The 
United States and the End of the Cold War.
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On Screenwriting
Gaffney, Freddie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663837
156 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 10/21/2008

Writers have been publishing screenwriting books for over half a century now, full
of inside tips on how to make it big in Hollywood.  Titles suggest screenwriting is
an art, a craft, a skill, a business, a talent, a knack, or most simply, the ability to 
tell stories.  It is, of course, all of these.  What these books seldom do is take a 
complete novice though the steps of learning and understanding creative writing,
be it for the Hollywood feature film or for the college video production.

Freddie Gaffney is chief moderator for film studies at AS/A level. He is a 
screenwriter, filmmaker, and senior lecturer in location and studio production at 
Ravensbourne College of Design and Communication.
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Who Cares about Particle Physics?: Making Sense of the Higgs Boson, the 
Large Hadron Collider and CERN
Gagnon, Pauline
Oxford University Press .
9780198826279
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2018

Here is a book written for every person who wishes to learn a little more about 
particle physics, without requiring prior scientific knowledge. It starts from the 
basics to build a solid understanding of current research in particle physics.

Pauline Gagnon, formerly Senior Research Scientist, Indiana University, USA 
(retired) Pauline Gagnon was born in Quebec, Canada. After teaching physics 
for a few years in local colleges, she moved to California, where she completed a
PhD in particle physics at University of California in Santa Cruz in 1993. She 
then started doing research at CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle 
Physics and is now a Senior Research Scientist at Indiana University.
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What is Alcoholics Anonymous?
Galanter, Marc
Oxford University Press .
9780190276560
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/30/2016

Written by an award-winning psychiatrist and educator in the treatment of alcohol
and drug abuse, What Is Alcoholics Anonymous? provides the most in-depth 
overview to date of this popular and established yet poorly understood recovery
movement.

Marc Galanter is a Professor of Psychiatry at NYU, Founding Director of the 
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, a Senior Editor of the Journal Substance
Abuse, and co-editor of the American Psychiatric Association's Textbook of 
Substance Abuse Treatment. He has written three books, Cults: Faith, Healing, 
and Coercion, Network Therapy for Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and Spirituality and
the Healthy Mind, and has published over 200 peer reviewed articles.
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Translating New York: The City's Languages in Iberian Literatures
Galasso, Regina
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855809
216 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures LUP

The pre-publication version of Translating New York was awarded the 2017 
Northeast Modern Language Association Book Award for the best unpublished 
book-length manuscript on modern language literature.  The cultural production 
of Spanish-speaking New York is closely linked to the Caribbean and to Latin 
America at large, but the city also plays a pivotal role in the work of a host of 
authors from the Iberian Peninsula, writing in Spanish, Catalan, and English.  In
many cases, their New York City texts have marked their careers and the history
of their national literatures.  Drawing from a variety of genres, Translating New 
York recovers cultural narratives occluded by single linguistic or national literary
histories, and proposes that reading these texts through the lens of translation 
unveils new pathways of cultural circulation and influence.

Regina Galasso is Assistant Professor of Spanish and Director of the Translation
Center at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.Discount:
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The Biblical Canon Lists from Early Christianity: Texts and Analysis
Gallagher, Edmon L. and Meade, John D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198838890
352 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2019

A volume of texts and translations of canon-lists in early Christianity, specifically 
from the first four centuries CE on the grounds that this is the most formative 
period in the development of the early Christian canon.

Edmon L. Gallagher is Associate Professor of Christian Scripture at Heritage 
Christian University in Florence, Alabama. He is the author of Hebrew Scripture 
in Patristic Biblical Theory (Brill, 2012). John D. Meade is Associate Professor at
Phoenix Seminary in Phoenix, Arizona.
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The Biblical Canon Lists from Early Christianity: Texts and Analysis
Gallagher, Edmon L. and Meade, John D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198792499
384 pages
hardcover
$61
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

A volume of texts and translations of canon-lists in early Christianity, specifically 
from the first four centuries CE on the grounds that this is the most formative 
period in the development of the early Christian canon.

Edmon L. Gallagher, Associate Professor of Christian Scripture, Heritage 
Christian University in Florence, Alabama,John D. Meade, Associate Professor 
of Old Testament, Phoenix Seminary in Phoenix, Arizona Edmon L. Gallagher is
Associate Professor of Christian Scripture at Heritage Christian University in 
Florence, Alabama.
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Bootstrap Justice: The Search for Mexico's Disappeared
Gallagher, Janice K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197649985
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2022

Since 2006, more than 85,000 people have disappeared in Mexico. Disappeared
people are rarely found, and the Mexican state almost never investigates or 
prosecutes those responsible. Despite this, people not only continue to report 
disappearances, but many devote their lives to answering the question, where 
are they? Given the risks and institutional barriers, why and how do people 
mobilize for justice in Mexico? In Bootstrap Justice, Janice Gallagher leverages 
over a decade of ethnographic research to explain what enables the sustained 
mobilization of family members of the disappeared and analyze how 
configurations of political power between state and criminal actors shape what is
possible for them to achieve. Following three families whose lives have been 
upended by the disappearance of their loved ones, Bootstrap Justice offers a 
unique window into how citizens respond to weak and corrupt institutions.

Janice K. Gallagher is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Rutgers 
University, and during AY 2021-22, she is a Democracy Visiting Faculty Fellow at
Harvard University's Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation. 
Gallagher specializes in comparative politics with a focus on state-society 
relations and human rights in Latin America. Her research includes extensive 
fieldwork in Mexico and Colombia, and she has previously worked as a human 
rights accompanier in Colombia.
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Getting to Church: Exploring Narratives of Gender and Joining
Gallagher, Sally K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190239688
240 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Why do people go to church? What about a congregation attracts new 
members? What is it that draws women and men differently into diverse types of
congregations? Getting to Church assesses the deeply personal and gendered 
narratives around how women and men move toward identifying with three very
different Christian congregations: one Orthodox, one conservative, and one 
mainline.

Sally K. Gallagher is Professor of Sociology in the School of Public Policy at 
Oregon State University.
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Action and Interaction
Gallagher, Shaun
Oxford University Press .
9780198846345
320 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

Shaun Gallagher presents a ground-breaking interdisciplinary account of human
action, bringing out its essentially social dimension. He explores and synthesizes
the different approaches of action theory, social cognition, and critical social 
theory.

Shaun Gallagher is the Lillian and Morrie Moss Professor of Excellence in 
Philosophy at the University of Memphis, and Professorial Fellow at the 
University of Wollongong.
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Enactivist Interventions: Rethinking the Mind
Gallagher, Shaun
Oxford University Press .
9780198794325
240 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 10/10/2017

Enactivist Interventions is an interdisciplinary work that explores how theories of
embodied cognition illuminate many aspects of the mind, including intentionality,
representation, the affect, perception, action and free will, higher-order cognition,
and intersubjectivity. Gallagher argues for a rethinking of the concept of mind, 
drawing on pragmatism, phenomenology and cognitive science.

Shaun Gallagher is the Lillian and Morrie Moss Professor of Excellence in 
Philosophy at the University of Memphis, and Professorial Fellow at the 
University of Wollongong.
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Salazar: The Dictator Who Refused to Die
Gallagher, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9781787383883
360 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

A nuanced and thoughtful biography of the elusive, much debated Portuguese 
dictator.

Tom Gallagher is Emeritus Professor of Politics at the University of Bradford.
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Salazar: The Dictator Who Refused to Die
Gallagher, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9781787388291
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

A nuanced and thoughtful biography of the elusive, much debated Portuguese 
dictator.

Tom Gallagher is Emeritus Professor of Politics at the University of Bradford. He
has published one novel, Flight of Evil, and fifteen single-authored books on 
democracy and authoritarianism in post-1870 Europe, ranging from Britain and 
Iberia to the Balkans. He is currently researching the role of universities in British
politics.
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Illusion of Freedom: Scotland Under Nationalism
Gallagher, Tom
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850659952
256 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 6/14/2011

Alex Salmond, a talented politician in charge of Scotland's devolved government
since 2007, is mounting the biggest challenge to the British union state in its 300-
year history. His fast-growing Scottish National Party wants Scotland to cease 
being the invisible country of Europe and to embrace independence. This book 
argues that if the Union is demolished, change will remain elusive and Scotland
will continue to be run by the close-knit administrative, commercial and religious
elites who have dominated the country for centuries.

Tom Gallagher is a Professor in the Department of Peace Studies, University of
Bradford.
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Inventing the English Massacre: Amboyna in History and Memory
Games, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9780197507735
324 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Drawing on archival documents in Dutch, French, and English, Alison Games 
masterfully recovers the history, ramifications, and afterlives of this event, which
shaped the meaning of subsequent acts of violence and made intimacy, 
treachery, and cruelty indelibly connected with massacres.

Alison Games is the Dorothy M. Brown Distinguished Professor of History at 
Georgetown University.
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The Essential Writings of Mahatma Gandhi
Gandhi, Mahatma
Oxford University Press .
9780195632088
464 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/20/1993
Edited by Raghavan Iyer

This selection of Gandhi's writings, taken from his letters, articles and books, 
represents the complete cross-section of his thought, from his early years as a 
young barrister in London, to his final days as sage and counsel to newly 
independent India. The selection not only reveals the growth of his ideas but also
their essential internal integrity and consistency.

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (2 October 1869 – 30 January 1948) was an 
Indian lawyer, anti-colonial nationalist, and political ethicist, who employed 
nonviolent resistance to lead the successful campaign for India's independence 
from British Rule, and in turn inspire movements for civil rights and freedom 
across the world.
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Voices of the Field: Pathways in Public Ethnomusicology
Garcia Corona, Leon F and Wiens, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780197526699
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2021
48 illustrations  illustrations

Voices of the Field: Pathways in Public Ethnomusicology provides a reflection on
the challenges, opportunities, and often overlooked importance of public 
ethnomusicology, capturing the authors' years of experience simultaneously 
navigating the academic world and the world outside academia, and sharing 
lessons often missing in ethnomusicological training.

Leon F. Garcia Corona (PhD Ethnomusicology, UCLA) is Assistant Professor of
Ethnomusicology at Northern Arizona University. Kathleen Wiens (PhD 
Ethnomusicology, UCLA) is a museum and heritage professional. She has 
worked on museum and heritage projects across North America and Europe.
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The Refugee Challenge in Post-Cold War America
Garcia, Maria Cristina
Oxford University Press .
9780190655303
360 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Appropriate for non-expert readers who are seeking an accessible historical 
overview of the US refugee and asylum system. Provides a basis for 
understanding current policy debates on immigration and refugee policy. Based 
on a wide variety of primary sources including oral interviews with refugees and 
policymakers

Maria Cristina Garcia is the Howard A. Newman Professor of American Studies 
in the Department of History at Cornell University. She also holds a joint 
appointment in the Latino Studies Program. She has served as President of the 
Immigration and Ethnic History Society.
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La Segunda Version de La vida es sueno, de Calderon
García-Luengos, German Vega / Cruickshank, Don William / Ruano de la Haza,
Jose Maria
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238164
288 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
Hispanic Studies. Edited by  D. W. Cruickshank and Jose Maria Ruano de la 
Haza.

This volume presents a "control" edition of the canonical version of Calderon’s 
masterpiece with an abundance of textual notes. The text is preceded by the 
most thorough study of the transmission of the text that has ever been published.
With the publication of this volume scholars can for the first time be confident 
about the texts and textual history of the two versions of La vida es sueño.

German Vega Garcia-Luengos is Associate Professor inthe Department of 
Spanish Literature and Theory of Literature at the University of Valladolid. Don 
William Cruickshank is Associate Professor of Spanish at the National University
of Ireland, Dublin. Jose Maria Ruano de la Haza is Professor of Spanish at the 
University of Ottawa.
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The Literary Afterlives of Roger Casement, 1899-2016
Garden, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9781802077926
248 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

This book explores the literary and cultural afterlives of Irelands most enigmatic,
shape-shifting and controversial son: Roger Casement. Drawing upon a 
transnational selection of modern and contemporary texts, alongside significant 
archival research, this book positions Casement as a vital and fascinating figure 
in the compromised and contradictory terrain of Anglo-Irish history.

Alison Garden is a Marie Sklodowska-Curie Fellow at Queens University Belfast.
She was formerly an Irish Research Council Fellow and Leverhulme Postdoctoral
Fellow at University College Dublin.
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Classroom English
Gardner, Bryan
Oxford University Press .
9780194371735
40 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 10/12/2000
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Bryan Gardner has over 20 years experience in the ESL field. He has delivered a
number of workshops and given presentations as part of in-service courses.
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Poetry & Barthes : Anglophone Responses 1970-2000
Gardner, Callie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856646
232 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

This innovative study traces the engagement with Barthes by poets writing in 
English, beginning in the early 1970s with one of Barthes' earliest Anglophone 
poet readers, Scottish poet-theorist Veronica Forrest-Thomson (1947-75). It goes
on to examine the American poets who published in L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E and 
other small but influential journals of the period, and other writers who engaged
with Barthes later, considering his writings' relevance to love and grief and their 
treatment in poetry.
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The New Oxford Book of English Verse, 1250-1950
Gardner, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198121367
992 pages
hardcover
$70
Pub Date: 10/26/1972

The New Oxford Book of English Verse' is now firmly established as a classic 
anthology of English poetry. Chosen by the distinguished scholar and critic, 
Dame Helen Gardner, the book makes available in one volume the full range and
variety of English non-dramatic verse.

Dame Helen Gardner was Emeritus Professor of English Literature at the 
University of Oxford, a distinguished scholar and author of books including The
Metaphysical Poets, In Defence of the Imagination, and The Art of T. S. Eliot.
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A Cappella: An Anthology of Unaccompanied Choral Music From Seven 
Centuries
Gardner, John and Harris, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9780193361997
254 pages
paperback
$24.25
Pub Date: 6/11/1992

A comprehensive introduction to the politics of the Australian media, particularly 
the effect that Australia's liberal democratic tradition has on the operation and 
structure of the media, and in turn the effect of the media on politics.

John Gardner was born in Manchester and educated at Wellington College and
Oxford University. After 6 years in the RAF, he joined the music staff of the Royal
Opera House, leaving at the end of 1952 to pursue a freelance career as 
composer, teacher, pianist, and conductor. He has composed three symphonies,
several large-scale cantatas, four operas, and a great variety of ensemble, solo 
and choral music as well as theatre music for the Old Vic and the Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre, Stratford.
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The Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way: Nagarjuna's 
Mulamadhyamakakarika
Garfield, Jay L. (translator and commentator)
Oxford University Press .
9780195093360
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/9/1995

In The Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way, Jay L. Garfield provides a clear
and eminently readable translation of Nagarjuna's seminal work, offering those 
with little or no prior knowledge of Buddhist philosophy a view into the profound 
logic of the Mulamadhyamikakarika. Garfield presents a superb translation of the
Tibetan text of Mulamadhyamikakarika in its entirety, and a commentary 
reflecting the Tibetan tradition through which Nagarjuna's philosophical influence
has largely been transmitted.

Jay L. Garfield is Professor of Philosophy at Smith College and Director of the 
Hampshire in India Program (an exchange program with the Tibetan universities 
in exile) at Hampshire College.
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Buddhist Ethics: A Philosophical Exploration
Garfield, Jay L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190907648
248 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2021
BUDDHIST PHIL FOR PHILOSOPHERS SERIES

Buddhist Ethics presents an outline of Buddhist ethical thought. It is not a 
defense of Buddhist approaches to ethics as opposed to any other, nor is it a 
critique of the Western tradition. Garfield presents a broad overview of a range of
Buddhist approaches to the question of moral philosophy. He argues that while 
there are important points of contact with these Western frameworks, Buddhist 
ethics is distinctive, and is a kind of moral phenomenology that is concerned with
the ways in which we experience ourselves as agents and others as moral 
fellows.

Jay L. Garfield is Doris Silbert Professor in the Humanities and Professor of 
Philosophy, Logic and Buddhist Studies, Chair of the Philosophy department, 
and director of the Logic program at Smith College.
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Pursuing a Career in Mental Health: A Comprehensive Guide for Aspiring 
Professionals
Garland, Ann F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197544716
256 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022

Many people are interested in pursuing a career in mental health but may be 
uncertain about career options. This book helps to identify the best educational 
path for their interests and prepares them for success. Alongside practical 
guidance about job possibilities and educational requirements, the book also 
teaches about the ethical and legal components of mental health and how to 
prevent career burnout. Thought-provoking chapters promote balanced respect 
for both the healing art and the science of mental health and forecast innovations
that will shape the future of the field.

Ann F. Garland is Professor and Chair of the Department of School, Family, and
Mental Health Professions at University of San Diego.
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Julius Caesar
Garland, Robert
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675020
140 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2004
Greece and Rome live

Julius Caesar was, as this book maintains, quite simply the most famous Roman
who ever lived. His influence endures to the present day: in our 'Julian' calendar
of 365. 25 days, which he introduced; in the geographical entity we call France,
whose boundaries he established; and, thanks to his 'invasion' of 55 BCE, his is
virtually the earliest familiar name in the history of Britain. This introductory book
seeks to explore the many facets of his complex character - his vanity and his 
vitality, his charisma and his cruelty.

Robert Garland is the Roy D. and Margaret B. Wooster Professor of the Classics
at Colgate University, Hamilton, New York.
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Aelfric's Colloquy
Garmonsway, G.N.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890984
288 pages
hardcover
$29.99
Pub Date: 6/27/2005
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Scholarly edition of Aelfric's Colloquy with supporting introduction and glossary.
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Z Generation: Into the Heart of Russia's Fascist Youth
Garner, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9781787389281
256 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023

A revealing insight into how fascist youth movements have transformed Russian
society and politics for the worse.

Ian Garner's research focuses on Soviet and Russian war propaganda. The 
author of Stalingrad Lives: Stories of Combat and Survival, he studied at the 
Universities of Bristol and Toronto, and at the St. Petersburg State Conservatory.
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Honoring Trans and Gender-Expansive Students in Music Education
Garrett, Matthew L. and Palkki, Joshua
Oxford University Press .
9780197506608
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2021

In this practical resource, authors Matthew L.  Garrett (he/him) and Joshua Palkki
(he/him) encourage music educators to honor gender diversity through ethically 
and pedagogically sound practices across choral, instrumental, and general 
music classroom environments by highlighting the narratives and experiences of
TGE musicians.

Matthew L. Garrett is Associate Professor of Music Education, Director of the 
University Center for Innovation in Teaching and Education (UCITE), and 
Coordinator of Undergraduate Studies in Music Education at Case Western 
Reserve University. Joshua Palkki is Assistant Professor of Music Education at 
California State University, Long Beach.
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China's Quest: The History of the Foreign Relations of the People's Republic - 
revised and updated
Garver, John W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190884352
936 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2018

The evolution of the the People's Republic of China in world politics is an epic 
story and one of the most important developments in modern world history. Yet 
to date, there are no authoritative histories of China's foreign relations. John 
Garver's monumental China's Quest fills this lacuna and draws from memoirs by
Chinese leaders and diplomats, including those written by several foreign 
ministers, as well as significant new archival material.

John W. Garver is Emertius Professor in the Sam Nunn School of International 
Affairs at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
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Aeschylus' Supplices: Play and Trilogy - second edition
Garvie, A. F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675365
312 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/5/2006
Ignibus paperbacks series

This book's first appearance (1969) was a full response to the publication (in 
1952) of a papyrus fragment from Oxyrhynchus which indicated a late production
date (in the 460s BC) for Aeschylus' Supplices, thus upsetting the previous 
scholarly consensus that it was an early work - indeed the earliest Greek tragedy
to survive.

A. F. Garvie is Professor Emeritus of Greek in the University of Glasgow. He has
written widely on Greek tragedy and edited Aeschylus: Choephori (Oxford, 
1986), Homer: Odyssey VI-VIII (Cambridge, 1994) and Sophocles: Ajax 
(Warminster, 1998).
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Democracy's Child: Young People and the Politics of Control, Leverage, and 
Agency
Gash, Alison L. and Tichenor, Daniel J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197581667
272 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/23/2022
6 b/w photographs

In this sweeping and innovative study, Gash and Tichenor place young people at
the heart of pivotal conflicts, decisions and transformations in American politics.
From the March for Our Lives and Black Lives Matter, to Gay Straight Alliances 
and the Dreamer and Sunrise movements, they show how the prominence of 
young people as agents of change are unmistakable in contemporary political 
life. In a lively narrative that's at once highly accessible and sharply analytical, 
Democracy's Child reveals why the control, leveraging, and agency of young 
people shapes and defines our political landscape.

Alison Gash is Associate Professor of Political Science at University of Oregon.
Her research focuses on the substantive intersections of law and social policy 
and their capacity to both reify and reform systems of exclusion-particularly those
affecting BIPOC, Queer, and low-income communities. Daniel J. Tichenor is the
Philip H. Knight Chair of Social Science and Wayne Morse Center Senior Fellow
at the University of Oregon. A scholar of immigration policy, social movements, 
and political history, he has published nine books.
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Hope for Democracy: How Citizens Can Bring Reason Back into Politics
Gastil, John and Knobloch, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190084530
240 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/21/2020
13 b&w line drawings; 17 b&w halftones

Hope for Democracy recognizes the primary problems that plague contemporary
democracy and offers a solution. It tells the story of one civic innovation, the 
Citizens' Initiative Review (CIR), which asks a small group of citizens to analyze
a ballot measure and then provide recommendations on that measure for the 
public to use when voting.

John Gastil (PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison) is a professor in the 
Department of Communication Arts and Sciences and Political Science at the 
Pennsylvania State University. Katherine R. Knobloch (PhD, University of 
Washington) is an assistant professor and the associate director of the Center for
Public Deliberation (CPD) in the Department of Communication Studies at 
Colorado State University.
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Ideological Fixation: From the Stone Age to Today's Culture Wars
Gat, Azar
Oxford University Press .
9780197646700
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2022

Ideological divides and clashes have reemerged with great intensity throughout 
the world. In the United States they have become particularly venomous. Each 
side in America's escalating ideological civil war charges the other with 
concocting 'fake news' and 'alternative facts'. The other side is widely viewed as
malicious, irrational or downright stupid, and, often, as barely legitimate. People
are deaf to claims about reality that come from the opposite camp, no matter how
valid they might be. In exploring this phenomenon, the book combines insights 
from evolutionary psychology regarding the nature of some of our deepest 
proclivities with a broad sweep through history.

Azar Gat is Ezer Weitzman Professor of National Security in the School of 
Political Science, Government, and International Affairs at Tel Aviv University. He
is the author of nine books, including, more recently: A History of Military 
Thought: From the Enlightenment to the Cold War (Oxford, 2001); War in Human
Civilization (Oxford, 2006), named one of the best books of the year by the 
Times Literary Supplement (TLS); Victorious and Vulnerable: Why Democracy 
Won in the 20th Century and How it is still Imperiled (2010); Nations: The Long 
History and Deep Roots of Political Ethnicity and Nationalism (2013); The 
Causes of War and the Spread of Peace: But Will War Rebound? (Oxford, 2017);
and War and Strategy in the Modern World: From Blitzkrieg to Unconventional 
Terrorism, (collected articles and essays, 2018).
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African American Lives
Gates Jr., Henry Louis and Higginbotham, Evelyn Brooks (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195160246
288 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 4/29/2004

African American Lives offers up-to-date, authoritative biographies of some 600 
noteworthy African Americans. These 1,000-3,000 word biographies, selected 
from over five thousand entries in the forthcoming eight-volume African American
National Biography, illuminate African-American history through the immediacy of
individual experience.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is W.E.B. Du Bois Professor of Humanities, Chair of Afro-
American Studies; Director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-American 
Research, Harvard University. Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham is Professor of 
History and Afro-American Studies, Harvard University; Editor, Harvard Guide to
African American History.
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The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism
Gates Jr., Henry Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780195060751
320 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/14/1989

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 's original, groundbreaking study explores the relationship
between the African and African-American vernacular traditions and black 
literature, elaborating a new critical approach located within this tradition that 
allows the black voice to speak for itself.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is W.E.B. Du Bois Professor of Humanities, Chair of Afro-
American Studies; Director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-American 
Research, Harvard University.
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Spirits of Place in American Literary Culture
Gatta, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190646547
296 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

This book offers a uniquely integrative perspective, informed by a theological 
phenomenology of place that takes fuller account of the spiritualities associated
with built environments than ecocriticism typically does. Spirits of Place blends 
theological and cultural analysis with personal reflection, while focusing on the 
multi-layered witness presented by American literature.

John Gatta is William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of English at Sewanee: The 
University of the South.
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Guardians of the Arab State: When Militaries Intervene in Politics, from Iraq to 
Mauritania
Gaub, Florence
Oxford University Press .
9780190697617
224 pages
hardcover
$48.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

A history of the influence of the armed forces in the Arab world in shaping the 
region's political landscape over the last three decades. Explains how and why 
military organizations become involved in politics across the Middle East and 
North Africa. Using numerous case studies from Mauritania to Iraq the book finds
that there are four factors common to all Arab countries who have experience 
coups in the last century

Florence Gaub is a senior analyst at the European Union Institute for Security 
Studies, where she heads the Middle East program. Her research focuses on 
conflict, war and armed forces in the Arab world.
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Listen Up!: Fostering Musicianship Through Active Listening
Gault, Brent M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199990511
144 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2016

In Listen Up!, author Brent Gault approaches listening instruction by actively 
using other musical behaviors (singing, moving, chanting, creating) and aural, 
visual, and kinesthetic learning modes.

Brent M. Gault is Associate Professor of Music Education at the Indiana 
University Jacobs School of Music.
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Pathways to Religious Life
Gaunt, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780190878153
208 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/7/2018

The history of religious life in the Catholic Church has been filled with change: 
periods of membership growth and decline, shifts in the types of ministries, and 
changes in the ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds of the men and women 
who join. Today, as the numbers of new members diminish, some say that the 
very future of religious life is in jeopardy.

Father Thomas Gaunt, S. J. is the Executive Director of the Center for Applied 
Research in the Apostolate. Prior to CARA, he served in Jesuit governance as 
the Socius/Executive Secretary of the Jesuit Conference for nine years and the 
Formation and Studies Director of the Maryland and New York Jesuits for seven
years.
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Muslims in Indian Cities: Trajectories of Marginalisation
Gayer, Laurent and Jaffrelot, Christophe
Oxford University Press .
9780199327683
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2012

At more than 150 million people, Muslims are the largest Indian minority but are 
facing a significant decline in socio-economic as well as political terms--while 
waves of communal violence have affected them over the last twenty-five years.
This book supplements an ethnographic approach to Muslims in eleven Indian 
cities with a quantitative methodology in order to give a first-hand account of this
untold story.

Laurent Gayer is a Research Fellow at the Centre national de la recherche 
scientifique (CNRS), currently posted at the Centre de sciences humaines 
(CSH), Delhi. He is also Research Associate at the Centre d'Etudes de l'Inde et 
de l'Asie du Sud, Paris. Christophe Jaffrelot is Research Director at CNRS and 
teaches South Asian politics and history at Sciences Po (Paris).
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Karachi: Ordered Disorder and the Struggle for the City
Gayer, Laurent
Oxford University Press .
9780199354443
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2014

With an official population approaching fifteen million, Karachi is one of the 
largest cities in the world. It is also the most violent. Since the mid-1980s, it has 
endured endemic political conflict and criminal violence, which revolve around 
control of the city and its resources (votes, land and bhatta-"protection" money).
Gayer's book is an attempt to elucidate this conundrum.

Laurent Gayer is a research fellow at the Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS), currently posted at the Centre de Sciences Humaines 
(CSH) in Delhi. He is also Research Associate at the Centre d'Etudes de l'Inde et
de l'Asie du Sud in Paris.
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Mating Intelligence Unleashed: The Role of the Mind in Sex, Dating, and Love
Geher, Glenn and Kaufman, Scott Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780195396850
320 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2013

Psychologists often paint a picture of human mating as visceral, instinctual. But 
that's not the whole story. In courtship and display, sexual competition and 
rivalry, we are also guided by what Glenn Geher and Scott Barry Kaufman call 
Mating Intelligence--a range of mental abilities that have evolved to help us find 
the right partner.

Glenn Geher is Chair of the Psychology and Director of Evolutionary Studies at 
SUNY New Paltz, where he won the SUNY Chancellor's Award for Excellence in
Teaching. Scott Barry Kaufman is Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology at
New York University and co-founder of The Creativity Post.
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C. Day-Lewis: The Golden Bridle: Selected Prose
Gelpi, Albert and O'Donoghue, Bernard
Oxford University Press .
9780198766117
400 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/28/2017

C. Day-Lewis was a major figure in British poetry and culture from the 1930s until
his death in 1972. The Golden Bridle: Selected Prose takes its title from the myth
of Bellerophon and the golden bridle of Pegasus, which Day-Lewis invoked on 
several occasions as a metaphor for the creative process. poet's development 
and standing.

Albert Gelpi is William Robertson Coe Professor of American Literature, emeritus
at Stanford University. Bernard O'Donoghue is an Emeritus Fellow of Wadham 
College, where he taught Medieval English and Modern Irish Poetry.
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Making Broadway Dance
Gennaro, Liza
Oxford University Press .
9780190631093
256 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021

Through in-depth analysis of musical theatre choreography and choreographers,
Making Broadway Dance challenges long-held perceptions of Broadway dance 
as kitsch, disposable, a dance form created without artistic process.

Liza Gennaro is Associate Dean and Director of Musical Theatre at The 
Manhattan School of Music. Ms. Gennaro is an accomplished choreographer, 
elected member of the Stage Directors and Choreographers Society Executive 
Board, a Tony Voter, and in 2015 she completed a three-year term on the Tony
Award Nominating Committee.
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Dance Me a Song: Astaire, Balanchine, Kelly, and the American Film Musical
Genne, Beth
Oxford University Press .
9780195382181
376 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/27/2018
305 halftones

Dancer-choreographer-directors Fred Astaire, George Balanchine and Gene 
Kelly and their colleagues helped to develop a distinctively modern American 
film-dance style and recurring dance genres for the songs and stories of the 
American musical.

Beth Genne is Professor of Dance History and Art History at the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, in the Dance Department and the Arts and Ideas 
concentration of the Residential College.
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Market Power Politics: War, Institutions, and Strategic Delay in World Politics
Gent, Stephen E. and Crescenzi, Mark J. C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197529812
280 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021
21 illustrations

How are the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Russian incursions into Ukraine and 
Georgia, and China's occupation of islands in the South China Sea related? In 
this book, Mark Crescenzi and Stephen Gent show how all three important 
moments in history are driven by the motivation to capture market power. 
Whether it was oil for Iraq, natural gas for Russia, or rare earth minerals for 
China, the goal isn't just the commodities themselves-it is the power to determine
their price on the global market. They develop a new theory of market power 
politics that explains when and why states will delay cooperation or even fight 
wars in pursuit of this elusive goal.

Stephen E. Gent is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Mark J.C. Crescenzi is the Nancy Hanes White 
Distinguished Professor of Political Science at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.Discount:
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What Will I Be: American Music and Cold War Identity
Gentry, Philip M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190299590
200 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

What Shall I Be follows the concept of identity as it developed alongside new 
post-war music making. Author Philip M. Gentry travels through four very 
different musical scenes: the R&B world of doo-wop pioneers the Orioles, the 
early film musicals of Doris Day, Asian American cabaret in San Francisco, and 
John Cage's infamous 4'33".

Philip M. Gentry writes about music and politics in the United States. He is 
currently assistant professor of music history at the University of Delaware, and 
lives in Philadelphia.
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God's Salesman: Norman Vincent Peale and the Power of Positive Thinking
George, Carol V.R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190914776
352 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 3/26/2019
Foreword by Kate Bowler.

In God's Salesman, Carol V. R. George used interviews with Peale himself as 
well as exclusive access to his manuscript collection to provide the first full-
length scholarly account of Peale and his highly visible career. George explores 
the evolution of Peale's message of Practical Christianity, the belief that when 
positive thinking was combined with affirmative prayer, the technique of 
"imaging," and purposeful action, the result was a changed life.

Carol V. R. George is Research Professor of History at Hobart and William Smith
Colleges. She is the author of One Mississippi, Two Mississippi (OUP 2015).
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How Dead Languages Work
George, Coulter H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198852827
240 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/20/2020

What could Greek poets or Roman historians say in their own language that 
would be lost in translation? After all, different languages have different 
personalities, and this is especially clear with languages of the ancient and 
medieval world. This volume celebrates six such languages - Ancient Greek, 
Latin, Old English, Sanskrit, Old Irish, and Biblical Hebrew - by first introducing 
readers to their most distinctive features, then showing how these linguistic traits
play out in short excerpts from actual ancient texts.

Coulter H. George is Professor of Classics at the University of Virginia.
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The Natural Body in Somatics Training
George, Doran and Foster, Susan Leigh
Oxford University Press .
9780197538746
248 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/19/2020

The Natural Body in Somatics Training looks at what happens in the dance 
studio as dancers learn physical skills and in doing so also assimilate aesthetic,
ethical, and political values. It takes us backstage so as to show how dancers 
come to share certain beliefs and opinions and thereby come to form community

Doran George was on the Faculty of World Arts and Cultures at UCLA. Susan 
Leigh Foster is Distinguished Professor of World Arts and Cultures at UCLA.
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Venantius Fortunatus: Personal and Political Poems
George, Judith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231790
240 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 23)

Venantius Fortunatus, writing in the latter half of the sixth century, was not only a
major Latin poet, but also an important historical figure. He travelled as a young
man to seek patronage in the courts of Merovingian Gaul, writing both formal and
informal poetry for three of the royal brothers, Sigibert, Charibert and Chilperic, 
and for many influential figures in ecclesiastical and secular life. His poems paint
a picture of a literary, not merely literate, culture, which complement's Gregory's
canvas of bloodthirsty dynastic feuding.

Judith George is Deputy Scottish Director and Senior Research Associate of the
UK Open University.
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Liverpool Park Estates: Their Legal Basis, Creation and Early Management
George, Susan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853234098
176 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/10/2000
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Historical Studies

The rapid growth of nineteenth-century English cities produced leafy suburbs, 
and an occasional feature of these was the development of the estate park of 
modestly secluded Victorian villas. To preserve their valued amenities, such 
parks bound the middle-class owners of houses within them by restrictive legal 
covenants. The documents relating to such parks are often inaccessible, but for 
three of them in Liverpool, the available records enable their early history to be 
studied.

Susan George first came to Liverpool as a student, where she graduated from 
the Faculty of Law in the University of Liverpool.
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Household Gods: The Religious Lives of the Adams Family
Georgini, Sara
Oxford University Press .
9780197647219
296 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/11/2022
19 halftones

Household Gods is a 300-year story of religious exploration and discovery, as 
told by early America's first family, the Adamses of Massachusetts, as they 
navigated faith and doubt in the growing nation--and beyond.

Sara Georgini is series editor for The Papers of John Adams, part of the Adams
Papers editorial project based at the Massachusetts Historical Society in Boston.
She earned her doctorate in history from Boston University.
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Inside The Orphan Drug Revolution: The Promise of Patient-Centered 
Biotechnology
Geraghty, James A.
Oxford University Press .
9781621825005
265 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 11/30/2022
46 B&W

Advances in medicine have made possible better treatments for widespread, 
familiar human illnesses like cancer, diabetes, and heart disease. Yet there are 
thousands of much less common diseases, most of genetic origin, each classed
as rare because it afflicts only a small number of people.
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Inside The Orphan Drug Revolution: The Promise of Patient-Centered 
Biotechnology 9781621824688
Geraghty, James A.
Oxford University Press .
9781621824688
264 pages
hardcover
$29
Pub Date: 9/20/2022
B&W  illustrations

This book graphically and poignantly illustrates how far an important healthcare 
revolution has come and reminds us that if not nurtured, it could end before its 
immense promise has been fulfilled.

A widely recognized leader in the rare disease field, Jim Geraghty has been a 
director or chair of seven NASDAQ-listed biotech companies.
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Beyond the Tyranny of Testing: Relational Evaluation in Education
Gergen, Kenneth J. and Gill, Scherto R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190872762
216 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2020

Providing detailed illustrations using cases from pioneering schools around the 
globe at both the primary and secondary level, this book demonstrates how a 
relational orientation to evaluation in education can enhance learning processes,
foster students' engagement and vitality relationships, and elevate the evaluation
of teaching and the school as a whole.

Kenneth J. Gergen is Senior Research Professor in Psychology at Swarthmore 
College and the President of the Taos Institute. Scherto R. Gill is Senior Fellow 
at the GHFP Peace Research Institute, Visiting Fellow at the University of 
Sussex, and Fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts (FRSA).
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Outsourcing Welfare: How the Money Immigrants Send Home Contributes to 
Stability in Developing Countries
Germano, Roy
Oxford University Press .
9780190862848
240 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

Through stories from his fieldwork in Mexico and Central America and analyses 
of data from Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Middle East, Roy 
Germano shows how remittances buffer economic shocks, contribute to 
economic optimism, and dampen the threat of popular discontent during 
economic crises.

Roy Germano is a research scholar at the New York University School of Law.
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The Science and Art of Interviewing
Gerson, Kathleen and Damaske, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780199324293
304 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2020

Qualitative interviewing is among the most widely used methods in the social 
sciences, but it is arguably the least understood. In The Science and Art of 
Interviewing, Kathleen Gerson and Sarah Damaske offer clear, theoretically 
informed and empirically rich strategies for conducting interview studies.

Kathleen Gerson is Professor of Sociology and Collegiate Professor of Arts and
Science at New York University. Sarah Damaske is Associate Professor of 
Sociology and Labor & Employment Relations at The Pennsylvania State 
University.
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Reactionary Republicanism: How the Tea Party in the House Paved the Way for
Trump's Victory
Gervais, Bryan T. and Morris, Irwin L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190870751
328 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2018

In Reactionary Republicanism, Bryan T. Gervais and Irwin L. Morris develop the
most sophisticated analysis to date for gauging the Tea Party's impact upon the
U. S. House of Representatives.

Bryan T. Gervais is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science
& Geography at the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA). Irwin L. Morris is
Professor and Chair of the Department of Government and Politics at the 
University of Maryland, College Park.
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Majority Minority
Gest, Justin
Oxford University Press .
9780197641798
424 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2022

How do societies respond to great demographic change? This question lingers 
over the contemporary politics of the United States and other countries where 
persistent immigration has altered populations and may soon produce a majority
minority milestone. Wielding historical analysis, fieldwork, and polling data, 
Majority Minority shows how states can leverage political institutions and rhetoric
to deepen social divisions or evolve public understandings of the nation.

Justin Gest is Associate Professor of Policy and Government at George Mason
University's Schar School of Policy and Government.
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Mass Appeal: Communicating Policy Ideas in Multiple Media
Gest, Justin
Oxford University Press .
9780190062187
208 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2020

Policy researchers and experts across many subjects spend their professional 
lives developing ideas with public implications, but many are unable to make a 
public impact. A key reason for this is that higher education undervalues a critical
tool for translating policy ideas into action: the ability to communicate those ideas
broadly, strategically, and effectively. To address this communication gap, Justin
Gest has written a primer to help public policy students, multi-disciplinary 
researchers, and policy professionals turn their analyses into clear and 
persuasive campaigns with mass appeal.

Justin Gest is Associate Professor of Policy and Government at George Mason
University's Schar School of Policy and Government.
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The Foundations of Buddhism
Gethin, Rupert
Oxford University Press .
9780192892232
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/24/1998
 3 maps, 1 figure

 Buddhism is a vast and complex religious and philosophical tradition with a 
history that stretches over 2,500 years, and which is now followed by around 115
million people.

Rupert Gethin is co-founder of the Centre for Buddhist Studies at the University 
of Bristol and a specialist in Indian Buddhism.
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Money and Medicine: The Evolution of National Health Expenditures
Getzen, Thomas E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197573266
360 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
46 b/w line drawings; 43 tables

In Money and Medicine, Thomas E. Getzen provides a unified narrative of 
medical spending from ancient Egypt and Babylonia to the present day. Drawing
on a historical reports, documents, and data, spanning millennia Getzen 
concentrates on a single indicator-the share of income devoted to medical care-
to illustrate the growth of expenditures over time and across countries. In doing 
so, he explains inertial responses to the 2008 financial crisis and 2020 Covid 
recession while providing a forecasting model for trends over the next fifty years.

Thomas E. Getzen is Professor Emeritus of Risk, Insurance, and Health 
Management at Temple University. Founder of iHEA-International Health 
Economics Association and its executive director for 22 years, he was 
instrumental in the formation of AfHEA-African Health Economics Association, 
ASHEcon-American Health Economics Association, and EUHEA - European 
Health Economics Association. His textbook Health Economics & Financing is 
now in its 6th edition and used at universities around the world. Formerly Editor-
in-Chief for HEN-Health Economics Network at SSRN, associate editor for 
Health Economics, and a member of the Institute of Medicine committee for the 
future of public health, Professor Getzen currently produces the Model of Long 
Run Medical Cost Trends each year for the Society of Actuaries.
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Who is to Judge?: The Perennial Debate Over Whether to Elect or Appoint 
America's Judges
Geyh, Charles Gardner
Oxford University Press .
9780190887148
216 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/14/2019

Who is to Judge? tackles the judicial selection debate head on. Judicial politics 
expert Charles Gardner Geyh exposes the exaggerations of binary arguments in
support of either elective or appointive systems, approaching middle ground and
ultimately arguing that no single system of selection is optimal for all jurisdictions
at all times.

Charles Gardner Geyh is the John F. Kimberling Professor of Law at the Indiana
University Maurer School of Law.
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Rule By Aesthetics: World-Class City Making in Delhi
Ghertner, D. Asher
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199465859
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2015

Rule by Aesthetics offers a powerful examination of the process and experience
of mass demolition in the world's second largest city of Delhi, India. Using Delhi's
millennial effort to become a 'world-class city,' the book shows how aesthetic 
norms can replace the procedures of mapping and surveying typically considered
necessary to administer space.

D Asher Ghertner is Associate Professor in the Department of Geography at 
Rutgers University. His research focuses on urban environmental politics, 
property, and aesthetic governmentality in contemporary India. He is the author 
of Rule by Aesthetics: World-Class City Making in Delhi (Oxford University Press,
2015) and co-editor of Futureproof: Security Aesthetics and the Management of
Life (Duke University Press, 2020) and Land Fictions: The Commodification of 
Land in City and Country (Cornell University Press, 2021).
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Taking Stock of Shock: Social Consequences of the 1989 Revolutions
Ghodsee, Kristen and Orenstein, Mitchell A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197549247
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/9/2021

Kristen Ghodsee and Mitchell A.  Orenstein blend empirical data with lived 
experiences to produce a robust picture of who won and who lost in post-
communist transition, contextualizing the rise of populism in Eastern Europe.  
After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, more than 400 million people suddenly 
found themselves in a new reality, a dramatic transition from state socialist and 
centrally planned workers' states to liberal democracy (in most cases) and free 
markets.  Thirty years later, postsocialist citizens remain sharply divided on the 
legacies of transition.

Kristen R. Ghodsee is Professor of Russian and East European Studies and a 
Member of the Graduate Group in Anthropology at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Mitchell A. Orenstein is Professor and Chair of Russian and East
European Studies and a Senior Fellow of the Foreign Policy Research Institute.
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John Keats' Medical Notebook: Text, Context, and Poems
Ghosh, Hrileena
Oxford University Press .
9781802077025
320 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
English Association Monographs LUP. 6 black and white illustrations

This study explores the poet John Keats' manuscript medical Notebook from his 
time at Guy's Hospital (October 1815 - March 1816), reconstructing and 
recovering the intriguing and mutually enriching connections between Keats' two
careers of medicine and poetry.

Hrileena Ghosh is an independent scholar whose research interests lie in 
Romanticism and the relationship between literary and scientific thought 
throughout the long eighteenth century.
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Applied Economic Forecasting using Time Series Methods
Ghysels, Eric and Marcellino, Massimiliano
Oxford University Press .
9780190622015
616 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 4/20/2018

This is first and foremost a book aimed at applying time series methods to solve 
real-world forecasting problems.

Eric Ghysels is the Edward M. Bernstein Distinguished Professor of Economics 
at UNC Chapel Hill, Professor of Finance at the Kenan-Flagler Business School
and CEPR Fellow. Massimiliano Marcellino is Professor of Econometrics at 
Bocconi University, fellow of CEPR and IGIER.
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Mohammedanism
Gibb, H. A. R.
Oxford University Press .
9780195002454
160 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1962

Combining a scholar's command of fact with a narrator's ease of style, the noted
scholar H.A.R. Gibb presents an historic survey of Islam, from the days of the 
prophet, through the religion's spread in Asia and Africa, to its confrontation with 
the modern world.

Sir Hamilton Alexander Rosskeen Gibb  (2 January 1895 – 22 October 1971), 
known as H. A. R. Gibb, was a Scottish historian of Orientalism.
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Black and Blue: How African Americans Judge the U.S. Legal System
Gibson, James L. and Nelson, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190865214
220 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 10/23/2018

This book offers an all-inclusive account of how and why African Americans differ
in their willingness to ascribe legitimacy to legal institutions, as well as in their 
willingness to accept the policy decisions those institutions promulgate.

James L. Gibson is the Sidney W. Souers Professor of Government in the 
Department of Political Science at Washington University in St. Louis. Michael J.
Nelson is Jeffrey L. Hyde and Sharon D. Hyde and Political Science Board of 
Visitors Early Career Professor in Political Science and Affiliate Law Faculty at 
Pennsylvania State University.
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Black and Blue: How African Americans Judge the U.S. Legal System
Gibson, James L. and Nelson, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190865221
224 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2018

This book offers an all-inclusive account of how and why African Americans differ
in their willingness to ascribe legitimacy to legal institutions, as well as in their 
willingness to accept the policy decisions those institutions promulgate.

James L. Gibson is the Sidney W. Souers Professor of Government in the 
Department of Political Science at Washington University in St. Louis. Michael J.
Nelson is Jeffrey L. Hyde and Sharon D. Hyde and Political Science Board of 
Visitors Early Career Professor in Political Science and Affiliate Law Faculty at 
Pennsylvania State University.
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The Beat Stops Here: Lessons on and off the Podium for Today's Conductor
Gibson, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190605889
320 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/23/2017

Challenges common pedagogical models with an alternative approach to the 
practice of conducting. Introduces original metaphors to communicate the 
physical practice of conducting, such as brushing the dog and tossing the pasta.
Discusses important works in bar-by-bar detail, with rigorous score analysis 
leading to gestural interpretation. Candidly addresses the conductor's unique 
relationships to orchestra, chorus, opera singer, board member, etc.

Director of Orchestral Studies at the College-Conservatory of Music, University of
Cincinnati, Mark Gibson enjoys a teaching and conducting career that spans four
decades and three continents. Among his former students are many of today's 
up and coming maestros, including Xian Zhang, Tung-Chieh Chuang, 
Annunziata Tomaro and Olivier Ochanine. Mr. Gibson is a native of New Jersey.
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Bram Stoker and the Late Victorian World
Gibson, Matthew and Muller, Sabine Lenore
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070316
280 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022
12 black and white illustrations

This collection places the fiction of Bram Stoker in relation to this life, career and
status as a late Victorian. It centres on various aspects of his interests and 
career, such as politics, the legal system, his role as Irving's stage manager, and
analyses his work in relation to these.

Matthew Gibson is Associate Lecturer in Translation for the University of Hull. 
Sabine Lenore Muller is an Associate Professor at the English Department of 
Zhejiang International Studies University in Hangzhou, China.
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When the Nerds Go Marching In: How Digital Technology Moved from the 
Margins to the Mainstream of Political Campaigns
Gibson, Rachel
Oxford University Press .
9780195397796
304 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/13/2020
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

When the Nerds Go Marching In examines the increasing role and centrality of 
the internet within election campaigns across established democracies since the
1990s. Combining an extensive review of existing literature and comparative 
data sources with original survey evidence and web content analysis of digital 
campaign content across four nations--the UK, Australia, France, and the U. S. --
the book maps the key shifts in the role and centrality of the internet in election 
campaigns over a twenty year period. Based on her findings, Gibson speculates
on the future direction for political campaigns as they increasingly rely on digital 
tools and artificial intelligence for direction and decision-making during elections.

Rachel Gibson is Professor of Political Science at the University of Manchester.
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Man of High Empire: The Life of Pliny the Younger
Gibson, Roy K.
Oxford University Press .
9780199948192
320 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

Man of High Empire is the first full-scale biography devoted solely to the Younger
Pliny. Reserved, punctilious, occasionally patronizing, and perhaps inclined to 
overvalue his achievements, Pliny has seemed to some the ancient equivalent of
Mr. Collins, the unctuous vicar of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. Roy K. 
Gibson reveals a man more complex than this unfair comparison suggests.

Roy K. Gibson is Professor of Classics at Durham University.
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Man of High Empire: The Life of Pliny the Younger
Gibson, Roy K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197654835

paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022

Pliny the Younger (c. 60–112 CE)—senator and consul in the Rome of Domitian
and Trajan, eyewitness to the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 CE, early ‘persecutor’ of
Christians on the Black Sea—remains the best documented Roman individual, 
other than emperors, between Cicero and Augustine.

Roy K. Gibson is Professor of Classics at Durham University.
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Orange-Collar Labor: Work and Inequality in Prison
Gibson-Light, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190055400
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/20/2022

The United States is home to the most expansive prison system on Earth. In 
addition to holding nearly a quarter of the world's legal captives, close to two-
thirds of those held in U.S. state prisons hold some sort of job while incarcerated.
Through insightful first-hand perspectives and rich ethnographic detail, Orange-
Collar Labor takes the reader inside the prison workplace, illustrating the formal 
prison economy as well as the informal black market on which many rely to 
survive. Highlighting moments of struggle and suffering, as well as hard work, 
cooperation, resistance, and dignity in harsh environments, it documents the 
lives of America's working prisoners so often obscured from view.

Michael Gibson-Light is an Assistant Professor of Sociology and Criminology at 
the University of Denver. He specializes in the study of punishment, work, and 
culture. Through ethnographic observations, interviews, and historical and 
archival analysis, he seeks to better understand the often-obscured lives and 
labors of the imprisoned.
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Technology for Unleashing Creativity: Practical Tips and Tools for Music 
Educators
Giddings, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780197570746
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2022
ESSENTIAL MUSIC TECHNOLOGY SERIES. 160 halftones

In Technology for Unleashing Creativity, author Steve Giddings offers a guide to 
the marriage of technology and creativity in the music classroom, and shows that
the two must work together now more than ever.

Steve Giddings has been a long-time advocate for creative musical practices, 
popular music education and a conduit for pushing the envelope in music 
education in Canada and across the world.
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The Plight of Western Religion: The Eclipse of the Other-Worldly
Gifford, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190095871
176 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Argues that science's focus on the natural has displaced the supernatural in 
Western religion, such that it is now largely reduced to a concern for liberal 
causes.

Paul Gifford is Emeritus Professor of Religion at SOAS, University of London.
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South Asia in World History
Gilbert, Marc Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780199760343
208 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2017
New Oxford World History Series

In this accessible book, Marc Jason Gilbert takes us on a journey through South
Asia's fascinating history, starting with the blossoming of the Harappan 
civilization in the fertile Indus valley more than four thousand years ago.

Marc Jason Gilbert is the NEH Endowed Chair of World History at Hawai'i Pacific
University. A founding member and past President of the World History 
Association, he has published widely on the confluence of world, South Asian 
and Southeast Asian history.
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Songs and Secrets: South Africa from Liberation to Governance
Gilder, Barry
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042376
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/12/2013

Gilder's frank, compelling memoir explores the personal, political, psychological 
and historical realities that gave birth to the new South Africa, in particular the 
oft-ignored conditions in which the ANC government tried to turn apartheid 
around.

Barry Gilder was born in South Africa in 1950. He went into exile in 1976, 
composed and sang struggle songs at anti-apartheid events in Europe and 
elsewhere, and served in the ANC's intelligence structures until his return to 
South Africa in 1991. He later became deputy head of the South African Secret 
Service. He is currently Director of Operations at the Mapungubwe Institute for 
Strategic Reflection, a policy think tank set up by former senior leaders in the 
democratic government.
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Don't Look Now
Gildersleeve, Jessica
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325482
124 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2017
Devils Advocates

Nicolas Roeg's Don't Look Now (1973) has been called a ghost story for adults.
Certainly, in contrast to the more explicitly violent and bloodthirsty horror films of
the 1970s, Don't Look Now seems of an entirely different order.  Yet this 
supernaturally inflected tale of a child's accidental drowning, and her parents' 
desperate simultaneous recoil from her death and pursuit of her ghost, Don't 
Look Now is horrific at every turn.  This book argues for it as a particular kind of 
horror film, one which depends utterly on the narrative of trauma-on the horror of
unknowing, of seeing too late, and of the failures of paternal authority and 
responsibility.

Jessica Gildersleeve is senior lecturer in English literature at the University of 
Southern Queensland and the author of Elizabeth Bowen and the Writing of 
Trauma: The Ethics of Survival (2014).
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Next Generation Compliance: Environmental Regulation for the Modern Era
Giles, Cynthia
Oxford University Press .
9780197656747
304 pages
hardcover
$29.99
Pub Date: 9/30/2022

Nearly everyone accepts as gospel two assumptions: compliance with 
environmental rules is high, and enforcement is responsible for making 
compliance happen. Both are wrong. Next Generation Compliance shows how 
regulators can avoid the compliance calamities that plague far too many 
environmental rules today, a lesson that is particularly urgent for regulations 
tackling climate change.

Cynthia Giles served as the Assistant Administrator of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
throughout the Obama Presidency. Previously, she was an Assistant U.S. 
Attorney, the head of Massachusetts' water protection program, a senior regional
official at the EPA, and a Vice President of a New England NGO. More recently,
she was the Director of Strategic Initiatives for the University of Chicago Energy
& Environment Lab, and a Guest Fellow at Harvard's Environmental and Energy
Law Program. She has a BA (Cornell University), JD (University of California at 
Berkeley), and MPA (Harvard Kennedy School of Government).
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Loyal Enemies: British Converts to Islam 1850-1950
Gilham, Jamie
Oxford University Press .
9780199377251
256 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 6/15/2014

Loyal Enemies uncovers the history of the earliest British converts to Islam who 
lived their lives freely as Muslims on British soil, from the 1850s to the 1950s. 
Drawing on original archival research, it reveals that people from across the 
range of social classes defied convention by choosing Islam in this period. 
Through a series of case studies of influential converts and pioneering Muslim 
communities, Loyal Enemies considers how the culture of Empire and 
imperialism influenced and affected their conversions and subsequent lives, 
before examining how they adapted and sustained their faith.

Jamie Gilham is a historian whose research focuses on the modern history and 
politics of Islam and Muslims in Britain.
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Daring to Struggle: China's Global Ambitions Under Xi Jinping
Gill, Bates
Oxford University Press .
9780197545645
328 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2022
12 Figures and Tables

In this timely and illuminating book, internationally-renowned China scholar Bates
Gill explains the fundamental motivations driving the country's more dynamic, 
assertive and risk-taking approach to the world under Xi Jinping.

Dr Bates Gill has a 30-year international career as an institution leader, policy 
advisor, consultant and educator. He is Chair of the Department of Security 
Studies and Criminology, Macquarie University in Sydney and Senior Associate
Fellow, Royal United Services Institute in London.
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Melancholic Modalities: Affect, Islam, and Turkish Classical Musicians
Gill, Denise
Oxford University Press .
9780190495015
288 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2017

Melancholic Modalities is the first in-depth historical and ethnographic study of 
the practices socialized by musicians who enthusiastically teach and perform a 
present-day genre substantially rooted in the musics of the Ottoman court and 
elite Mevlevi Sufi lodges.

Denise Gill is associate professor of ethnomusicology and of Islam & the arts in 
the Department of Music and the Abbasi Program in Islamic Studies at Stanford
University, with affiliations in Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies and The 
Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity.
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Totally Truffaut: 23 Films for Understanding the Man and the Filmmaker
Gillain, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780197536315
336 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/22/2021

Totally Truffaut addresses two central issues in Francois Truffaut's cinema. First,
it follows the coded inscription of some major life events in his films, from his 
illegitimate birth to his passionate but doomed relationship with Catherine 
Deneuve. Second, it accounts for his lasting worldwide success and dispels 
several cliches on his work, for instance the superiority of his earlier films and his
subsequent decline as a major director.

After earning a PhD at Harvard, Anne Gillain taught courses on French cinema at
Wellesley College. She met Francois Truffaut in 1979 while writing a memoir on
his films and remained in touch with in until his death in 1984.
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Boudica: Warrior Woman of Roman Britain
Gillespie, Caitlin
Oxford University Press .
9780197503652
216 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2020

Boudica: Warrior Woman of Roman Britain introduces readers to the life and 
literary importance of Boudica through juxtaposing her different literary 
characterizations with those of other women and rebel leaders.

Caitlin C. Gillespie is Assistant Professor in the Department of Classical Studies,
Brandeis University.
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Reading Maimonides' Mishneh Torah
Gillis, David
Oxford University Press .
9781802070330
464 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
6 tables, 1 figure

David Gillis's highly original study of Maimonides' Mishneh torah demonstrates 
that its form reflects a belief that observance of the divine commandments of the
Torah brings the individual and society into line with the cosmic order. He shows
that the Mishneh torah is intended to be an object of contemplation as well as a 
prescription for action, with the study of it in itself bringing the reader closer to 
knowledge of God.

David Gillis is an independent scholar and author, with Menachem Kellner, of 
Maimonides the Universalist: The Ethical Horizons of the Mishneh Torah (Littman
Library, 2020).
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Research: The Itemisation of Creative Knowledge
Gillman, Clive
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310386
176 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 2/15/2008

Artists who work in new media and film are increasingly reliant on technological 
advancements to make the complex art we see today, such as interactive 
webcasts, sound performances, and robotic installations. That art, in turn, 
inspires engineers working on these emerging technologies to even greater 
heights of achievement.

Clive Gillman founded the ITEM project and is director of Dundee Contemporary
Arts.
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Montesquieu and the Spirit of Rome
Gilmore, Nathaniel K.
Oxford University Press .
9781802070248
208 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 11/10/2022

The eighteenth-century French author Montesquieu developed a novel, 
comprehensive account of Roman history that framed his political science, 
grounded his political teachings, shaped the Enlightenment's image of Rome, 
and revealed, by comparison, the modern state's strengths and weaknesses. 
This book is the first to restore and investigate that complete account.

Nate Gilmore is an Assistant Professor of Government at the University of Texas
at Austin. He studies historical and jurisprudential political thought.
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Continual Raving: A History of Meningitis and the People Who Conquered It
Gilsdorf, Janet R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190677312
264 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/12/2019

Not all scientific discoveries are genius. Continual Raving tells the combined 
stories of how scientists across the 19th and 20th centuries defeated meningitis 
-- not through flawless scientific research, but often through a series of 
serendipitous events, misplaced assumptions, and flawed conclusions. The 
result is a story of not just a vanquished disease, but how scientific 
accomplishment sometimes occurs where it's least expected.

Janet R. Gilsdorf, MD, is the Robert P. Kelch Research Professor Emerita at the
University of Michigan.
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Six Days or Forever?: Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes
Ginger, Ray
Oxford University Press .
9780195197846
272 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 9/12/1974
Galaxy Book; 416

The drama and historical significance of the Scopes case are given equal 
attention in this account of the Tennessee trial.

Ray Ginger was the author of many books on American history.
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Eternal Dawn: Turkey in the Age of Ataturk
Gingeras, Ryan
Oxford University Press .
9780198791218
448 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/7/2020

As a study grounded in largely untapped archival and scholarly sources, Eternal
Dawn presents a definitive look inside the development and evolution of Ataturk's
Turkey. Rather than presenting the country's founding and transformation as an
extension of Mustafa Kemal's life and achievements, scholar Ryan Gingeras 
presents Turkey's early years as the culmination of a variety of social and 
political forces dating back to the late Ottoman Empire.

Ryan Gingeras is an associate professor in the Department of National Security
Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School, and is an expert on Turkish, Balkan, 
and Middle East history.
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The Soviet-Israeli War, 1967-1973: The USSR's Military Intervention in the 
Egyptian-Israeli Conflict
Ginor, Isabella and Remez, Gideon
Oxford University Press .
9780190693480
400 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

A history of how the Russians, ever since the Six Day War, were involved in 
planning, instigating and supporting further Arab military action against Israel.  
Challenges long-accepted notions about Soviet intervention in the Egyptian-
Israeli conflict.  Includes unique source material such as memoirs from Soviet 
soldiers.  The athors' first book, Foxbats over Dimona, won the silver medal in 
the Washington Institute for Near East Policy's inaugural book prize competition.

Isabella Ginor is a fellow of the Truman Institute, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
and former Soviet/Russian affairs specialist for Haaretz newspaper. Gideon 
Remez is a fellow of the Truman Institute, Hebrew University of Jerusalem and 
former head of foreign news, Israel Radio.
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The Jazz Standards: A Guide to the Repertoire
Gioia, Ted
Oxford University Press .
9780199937394
544 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/6/2012

The Jazz Standards, a comprehensive guide to the most important jazz 
compositions, is a unique resource, a browser's companion, and an invaluable 
introduction to the art form.

Ted Gioia is a musician, author, jazz critic and a leading expert on American 
music. His previous books The History of Jazz and Delta Blues were both 
selected as notable books of the year in The New York Times. He is also the 
author of West Coast Jazz, Work Songs, Healing Songs and The Birth (and 
Death) of the Cool.
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Borderland: Decolonizing the Words of War
Giotis, Chrisanthi
Oxford University Press .
9780197565803
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2022
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES.

In Borderland, Chrisanthi Giotis argues that decolonization is possible and 
necessary for the development of a truly global, public sphere. Combining 
academic analysis with autoethnographic descriptions of reporting from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Borderland introduces decolonized reporting 
techniques for foreign correspondents. In turn, Giotis argues that these 
techniques will help journalists--and their audiences--move beyond the 
sociohistorical and political myopia that prevents us from communicating and 
understanding the reality of a complex world.

Chrisanthi Giotis is a lecturer in journalism at the University of South Australia 
and a Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Media Transition at the 
University of Technology Sydney. Her decolonial research focuses on connecting
marginalized communities with working journalists and has been used by 
reporters in Australian newsrooms, including the ABC and the Australian 
Financial Review. A former journalist and deputy editor in Australia and the UK, 
she focused on government, Indigenous affairs, and social enterprise reporting, 
and led her own entrepreneurial journalism project that reported from 10 African
countries.
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The Ethics of Animal Shelters
Giroux, Valery / Voigt, Kristin / Pepper, Angie (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197678640
344 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2023

This edited volume explores the ethical issues involved with work in animal 
shelters.  In the first half of the book, the contributors, in consultation with animal
shelter staff, explore the ethical dilemmas that often arise in animal shelter work.
The second half of the book investigates those dilemmas more deeply and 
identifies the moral issues that underlie them.   This project was developed in 
conjunction with the Montreal SPCA,  and should appeal to those interested in 
animal ethics, in animal shelter work, and in normative ethics generally.

Valery Giroux is Associate Director of the Centre de recherche en ethique (CRE)
at Universite de Montreal. Angie Pepper is Lecturer in Philosophy at the 
University of Roehampton. Kristin Voigt is Associate Professor at McGill 
University.
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The Glorious Art of Peace: From the Iliad to Iraq
Gittings, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198826897
336 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2019
8pp b/w plates

A ground-breaking history of the arts of peace, from Confucius and Ancient 
Greece through to the 21st century, opening an alternative window on history to
show the strength of the case for peace which has been argued from ancient 
times onwards.

John Gittings was for many years chief foreign leader-writer and East Asia Editor
at The Guardian, and is now on the editorial board of the Oxford International 
Encyclopedia of Peace and a research associate of the Centre of Chinese 
Studies at the School of Oriental & African Studies.
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The Changing Face of China: From Mao to Market
Gittings, John
Oxford University Press .
9780192807342
384 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2006

John Gittings, the Guardian's China specialist and East Asia editor for twenty 
years, offers a fascinating glimpse into Chinese history in the last half century.

John Gittings was China specialist and East Asia editor for London's Guardian 
newspaper for twenty years, witnessing the many pivotal events of the eighties 
and nineties. He has also taught at the Polytechnic of Central London. His books
include works on Chinese foreign policy, military affairs, politics, and domestic 
society.
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The Islamic State in Khorasan: Afghanistan, Pakistan and the New Central Asian
Jihad
Giustozzi, Antonio
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386266

paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2022

Analyzes how Islamic State hopes to establish a new bulwark in Central Asia and
Pakistan, supplanting Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan

Antonio Giustozzi has a PhD from the London School of Economics and is 
currently Visiting Professor at King's College, London and fellow at the Royal 
United Services Institute.
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The Taliban at War: 2001 - 2021
Giustozzi, Antonio
Oxford University Press .
9780197649688

paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2022

How fighting a sixteen-year-long war has affected the Taliban, by the world's 
leading expert on the movement.

Antonio Giustozzi is Visiting Professor at King's College London and Fellow at 
RUSI, and has a PhD from the London School of Economics.
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Decoding the New Taliban: Insights from the Afghan Field
Giustozzi, Antonio
Oxford University Press .
9780199326938
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2012

Decoding the New Taliban includes a number of detailed studies of specific 
regions or provinces, which for different reasons are especially significant for the
Taliban and for understanding their expansion. Alongside these regional studies,
the volume includes thematic analyses of negotiating with the Taliban, the 
Taliban's propaganda effort and its strategic vision.

Antonio Giustozzi is a Research Fellow at IDEAS, London School of Economics.
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Empires of Mud: Wars and Warlords in Afghanistan
Giustozzi, Antonio
Oxford University Press .
9780199326785
 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2012

Warlords, namely charismatic military leaders who exploit the weakness of 
central authorities to seize control of and autonomously rule a sub-national area,
have earned much notoriety in recent years on account of the excesses of civil 
wars in Liberia, Somalia and Afghanistan. But notwithstanding their bad 
reputation, warlords have often participated in state formation. In Empires of 
Mud, Giustozzi analyses the dynamics of warlordism in Afghanistan within the 
context of such debates.

Antonio Giustozzi is a Research Fellow at IDEAS, London School of Economics.
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The Pearl of Greatest Price: Mormonism's Most Controversial Scripture
Givens, Terryl and Hauglid, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780190603861
296 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2019

The Pearl of Greatest Price narrates the history of Mormonism's fourth volume of
scripture, canonized in 1880.

Terryl Givens did graduate work in intellectual history at Cornell and in 
comparative literature at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Brian M.
Hauglid is Associate Professor and Visiting Scholar at the Neal A. Maxwell 
Institute for Religious Scholarship, Brigham Young University.
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When Souls Had Wings: Pre-Mortal Existence in Western Thought
Givens, Terryl L.
Oxford University Press .
9780199916856
400 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2012

The idea of the pre-existence of the soul has been extremely important, 
widespread, and persistent throughout Western history--from even before the 
philosophy of Plato to the poetry of Robert Frost.

Terryl Givens did graduate work in intellectual history at Cornell and in 
comparative literature at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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By Hand of Mormon American Scripture that Launched a New World Religion
Givens, Terryl L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195168884
256 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/21/2003

With over 100 million copies in print, the Book of Mormon has spawned a vast 
religious movement, but it remains little discussed outside Mormon circles. Now
Terry L. Givens offers a full-length treatment of this influential work, illuminating 
the varied meanings and tempestuous impact of this uniquely American 
scripture.

Terryl L. Givens did graduate work at Cornell University in intellectual history and
at UNC Chapel Hill, where he received his PhD in comparative literature. He 
holds the Jabez A. Bostwick Chair of English and is Professor of Literature and 
Religion at the University of Richmond, where he teaches courses in nineteenth-
century studies and the Bible's influence on Western literature.
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People of Paradox: A History of Mormon Culture
Givens, Terryl L.
Oxford University Press .
9780199915989
448 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

In People of Paradox, Terryl Givens traces the rise and development of Mormon
culture from the days of Joseph Smith in upstate New York, through Brigham 
Young's founding of the Territory of Deseret on the shores of Great Salt Lake, to
the spread of the Latter-Day Saints around the globe.

Terryl L. Givens did graduate work at Cornell University in intellectual history and
at UNC Chapel Hill, where he received his PhD in comparative literature. He 
holds the Jabez A. Bostwick Chair of English and is Professor of Literature and 
Religion at the University of Richmond, where he teaches courses in nineteenth-
century studies and the Bible's influence on Western literature.
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Child Composers in the Old Conservatories
Gjerdingen, Robert O.
Oxford University Press .
9780190653590
368 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/7/2020

In seventeenth century Italy, overcrowding, violent political uprising, and plague 
led an astonishing number of abandoned and orphaned children to overwhelm 
the cities. Out of the piety of private citizens and the apathy of local 
governments, the system of conservatori was created to house, nurture, and 
train these fanciulli vaganti (roaming children) to become hatters, shoemakers, 
tailors, goldsmiths, cabinet makers, and musicians - a range of practical trades 
that might sustain them and enable them to contribute to society.

Robert Gjerdingen is Professor of Music at Northwestern University's School of
Music.
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Music in the Galant Style
Gjerdingen, Robert O.
Oxford University Press .
9780190095819
528 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 11/15/2019

Music in the Galant Style is an authoritative and readily understandable study of 
the core compositional style of the eighteenth century. Gjerdingen adopts a 
unique approach, based on a massive but little-known corpus of pedagogical 
workbooks used by the most influential teachers of the century, the Italian 
partimenti.

Robert Gjerdingen is Professor of Music at Northwestern University's School of
Music.
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Ibsen's Hedda Gabler: Philosophical Perspectives
Gjesdal, Kristin (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190467883
272 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit

Through ten newly commissioned chapters, written by leading voices in the fields
of drama studies, European philosophy, Scandinavian studies, and comparative 
literature, this volume brings out the philosophical resonances of Hedda Gabler 
in particular and Ibsen's drama more broadly.

Kristin Gjesdal is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Temple University and 
Professor II of Philosophy at the University of Oslo.
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The Outrageous Idea of Christian Teaching
Glanzer, Perry L. and Alleman, Nathan F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190056483
272 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2019
Foreword by George Marsden.

Thousands of professors claim Christian as their primary identity, and teaching 
as their primary vocational responsibility. But how does being a Christian change
one's teaching? Indeed, should it? The Outrageous Idea of the Christian Teacher
explores the responses of more than 2,300 Christian professors from 48 different
institutions across North America to find out.

Perry L. Glanzer is professor of Educational Foundations at Baylor University 
and a Resident Scholar with Baylor Institute for Studies of Religion. Nathan F. 
Alleman is Associate Professor of Higher Education Studies at Baylor University
and a Research Fellow with the Texas Hunger Initiative.
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Suspect Race: Causes and Consequences of Racial Profiling
Glaser, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780195370409

hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 12/5/2014

In Suspect Race, social psychologist and public policy expert Jack Glaser 
leverages a century's worth of social psychological research to provide a clear 
understanding of how stereotypes, even those operating outside of conscious 
awareness or control, can cause police to make discriminatory judgments and 
decisions about who to suspect, stop, question, search, use force on, and arrest.

Jack Glaser is a professor at the Goldman School of Public Policy at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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What Is Race?: Four Philosophical Views
Glasgow, Joshua / Haslanger, Sally / Jeffers, Chike / Spencer, Quayshawn
Oxford University Press .
9780190610180
296 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2019

In this debate-format book, four philosophers--Joshua Glasgow, Sally Haslanger,
Chike Jeffers, and Quayshawn Spencer--articulate contrasting views on race. 
Each author presents a distinct viewpoint on what race is, and then replies to the
others, offering theories that are clear and accessible to undergraduates, lay 
readers, and non-specialists, as well as other philosophers of race.

Joshua Glasgow is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Sonoma State 
University. Sally Haslanger is Ford Professor of Philosophy and Women's and 
Gender Studies at MIT. Chike Jeffers is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at
Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Quayshawn Spencer is the Robert
S. Blank Presidential Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
Pennsylvania.
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Butterflies through Binoculars: The East
Glassberg, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780195106688
400 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/22/1999

This unique field guide to the butterflies of the eastern United States and 
southeastern Canada provides readers with a complete overview of more than 
300 species of butterflies native to North America. Also includes tips on butterfly
photography. 900 halftones. 23 linecuts. 12 phenograms.

Dr. Jeffrey Glassberg is President of the North American Butterfly Association 
and editor of American Butterflies magazine. He lives in Morristown, New Jersey.
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Julian Of Norwich's A Revelation Of Love (revised)
Glasscoe, Marion (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894203
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1993
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Edition with glossary: Informed by a combination of luminous spiritual insight and
the integrity of common sense, this account of Julian's visionary experience is 
one of the most remarkable texts of the Middle Ages.
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The Medieval Mystical Tradition in England
Glasscoe, Marion (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859891837
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1982
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This collection of essays approaches medieval mysticism from a range of 
perspectives, including literary, historical, theological and psychological points of
view.
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Something Old, Something New: Contemporary Entanglements of Religion and
Secularity
Glausser, Wayne
Oxford University Press .
9780190864170
224 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

Something Old, Something New: Contemporary Entanglements of Religion and
Secularity offers a fresh perspective on debates surrounding religious and 
secular thinking. In each chapter, Wayne Glausser focuses on a topic of 
contemporary relevance in which something old (the sacrament of extreme 
unction, Greek rhetorical tropes, scholastic theology) entangles with something 
new (psilocybin therapy for the dying, the New Atheism, cognitive science).

Wayne Glausser is Professor of English at DePauw University.
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Themes in Greek Society and Culture - 2nd Edition
Glazebrook. Allison and Vester, Christina
Oxford University Press .
9780199036813
0 pages
paperback
$75
Pub Date: 2/16/2021

The most engaging, accessible, and rich overview of the ancient Greeks' 
institutions, structures, activities, and cultural outputs from the Bronze Age to the
Hellenistic period.  Covering the Bronze Age, as well as the Archaic, Classical, 
and early Hellenistic periods, Themes in Greek Society and Culture introduces 
students to central aspects of ancient Greek society.  The updated second 
edition brings together 20 expert contributors who explore the institutions, 
structures, activities, and cultural output that formed the experience of living in 
ancient Greece.

Allison Glazebrook is Professor in the Department of Classics at Brock 
University. Christina Vester is Associate Professor in the Department of Classical
Studies at the University of Waterloo.
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The New Mechanical Philosophy
Glennan, Stuart
Oxford University Press .
9780198848073
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/24/2019

Stuart Glennan offers a new vision of nature and science: both natural and social
phenomena are seen as the product of mechanisms, and the work of science is 
to understand those mechanisms. Glennan offers an account of the nature of 
mechanisms and how we represent them, and explores the philosophical 
implications of the mechanistic framework.

Stuart Glennan is the Harry T. Ice Professor of Philosophy at Butler University, 
and Associate Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
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Switched On: Bob Moog and the Synthesizer Revolution
Glinsky, Albert
Oxford University Press .
9780197642078
480 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022
60 b&w halftones  illustrations

The Moog synthesizer bent the course of music forever, Rolling Stone declared.
Bob Moog walked into history in 1964 when his homemade contraption 
unexpectedly became a sensation that heavily influenced the sounds of the 
1960's and 1970's. In Switched On, Albert Glinsky draws on his exclusive access
to Bob Moog's personal archives and his probing interviews with Bob's family 
and a multitude of associates, for this first complete biography of the man and his
work.

Albert Glinsky is an American composer and author. His music has been 
performed internationally and he holds honors and awards from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters and the National Endowment for the Arts, among 
others.
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Freedom Inside?: Yoga and Meditation in the Carceral State
Godrej, Farah
Oxford University Press .
9780190070090
368 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022

Drawing on interviews and fieldwork at yoga/meditation classes in prisons, Farah
Godrej reveals the ways in which incarcerated practitioners have used yoga and
meditation to resist the dehumanizing effects of prisons, and to heighten their 
awareness of institutional racism and mass incarceration among poor people and
people of color.

Farah Godrej is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
California, Riverside. Her areas of research and teaching include Indian political 
thought, Gandhi's political thought, cosmopolitanism, globalization and 
comparative political theory. She also studies contemporary issues such as 
environmental justice, food politics, and mass incarceration.
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Reading Catullus
Godwin, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675648
150 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2008
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live

Of all the Roman poets Catullus is the most accessible for the modern reader. 
His poems range from the sublimely beautiful to the scatologically disgusting, 
from the world of heroic epic poetry to the dirt of the Roman streets. This 
accessible book, which assumes no prior knowledge of the poet or of Roman 
poetry in general, explores Catullus in all his many guises.

John Godwin is the Head of Classics at Shrewsbury School. He has written six 
books in the field of Roman Poetry and edited the complete works of Catullus in 
two volumes.
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Argentina's Partisan Past: Nationalism and the Politics of History
Goebel, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380093
284 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP (Book 11)

Argentina's Partisan Past is a challenging new study about the production, the 
spread and the use of understandings of national history and identity for political
purposes in twentieth-century Argentina. Based on extensive research of primary
and published sources, it analyses how nationalist views about what it meant to 
be Argentine were built into the country's long drawn-out crisis of liberal 
democracy from the 1930s to the 1980s.

Michael Goebel is Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter (lecturer/assistant professor) of
Global History at the Free University Berlin and John F. Kennedy Fellow at the 
Center for European Studies, Harvard University.
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The Politics of Peace: A Global Cold War History
Goedde, Petra
Oxford University Press .
9780195370836
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2019
15 halftones

A study of the emerging politics of peace, both as an ideal and as a pragmatic 
aspect of international relations during the early Cold War, this book argues that
a transnational politics of peace emerged through the dynamic interaction among
three global actors: Cold War states, peace advocacy groups, and anti-colonial 
liberationists.

Petra Goedde is Associate Professor of History and director of the Center for the
Humanities at Temple University. She is the author of GIs and Germans: Culture,
Gender, and Foreign Relations, 1945-1949 and the co-editor of The Human 
Rights Revolution: An International History (OUP, 2012), and The Oxford 
Handbook of the Cold War (OUP, 2013).
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Red Sea-Red Square-Red Thread: A Philosophical Detective Story
Goehr, Lydia
Oxford University Press .
9780197572443
720 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 12/10/2021

A profoundly original philosophical detective story tracing the surprising history of
an anecdote ranging across centuries of traditions, disciplines, and ideas.

Lydia Goehr is Professor of Philosophy at Columbia University. She is the author
of The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of 
Music; The Quest for Voice: Music, Politics, and the Limits of Philosophy, and of
Elective Affinities: Musical Essays on the History of Aesthetic Theory.
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In Search of Ancient Tsunamis: A Researcher's Travels, Tools, and Techniques
Goff, James
Oxford University Press .
9780197675984
280 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2023
34 illustrations

A how to guide to the geology, geomorphology, anthropology, and archaeology 
of tsunamis and a personal story of a researcher's experience in the field and 
laboratory, In Search of Ancient Tsunamis takes readers on a journey through 
the sophisticated and interdisciplinary world of tsunami science.

James Goff is Honorary Professor of Tsunami Research at the University of New
South Wales (UNSW) in Sydney, Australia, and Visiting Professor at the 
University of Southampton in the United Kingdom.
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The Bible in American Life
Goff, Philip / Farnsley, Arthur / Thuesen, Peter (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190468927
456 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2017

Employing both quantitative methods (the General Social Survey and the 
National Congregations Study) and qualitative research (historical studies for 
context), The Bible in American Life provides an unprecedented perspective on 
the Bible's role outside of worship, in the lived religion of a broad cross-section of
Americans both now and in the past.

Philip Goff is the Director of the Center for the Study of Religion and American 
Culture and Chancellor's Professor of Religious Studies, American Studies, and
History at IUPUI. Arthur E. Farnsley II is director of the Indiana University Center
for Civic Literacy and Associate Director of the Center for the Study of Religion 
and American Culture at IUPUI. Peter J. Thuesen is Professor of Religious 
Studies at IUPUI and Co-Editor of Religion and American Culture: A Journal of 
Interpretation.
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Foundations of Info-Metrics: Modeling, Inference, and Imperfect Information
Golan, Amos
Oxford University Press .
9780199349531
488 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 12/5/2017

Provides a complete framework for modelling and inference with insufficient 
information. Includes applications and case studies from across many 
disciplines. Offers graphical illustrations of the theory complement all of the 
mathematical derivations. Provides exercises and problems-at all levels-at the 
end of each chapter

Amos Golan is a professor of economics and directs the Info-Metrics Institute at
American University. He is also an External Professor at the Santa Fe Institute 
and a Senior Associate at Pembroke College, Oxford.
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Open Adoption and Diverse Families: Complex Relationships in the Digital Age
Goldberg, Abbie E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190692032
456 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 10/7/2019

This book explores the reality of what it's like to live adoption-and open adoption
specifically. Most people know very little about how contemporary US adoptions
work - and this book draws back the curtain to reveal the vulnerabilities, 
strengths, challenges, and daily struggles and triumphs of adoptive families 
today. It does not shy away from tough subjects, like birth parents' mental illness
and racial differences between adoptive parents and their children. It aims to 
trace the challenging decisions and dynamics that adoptive parents sign up for 
when they pursue open adoption. It also aims to illuminate the unique benefits 
and joys of open adoption.

Abbie E. Goldberg, PhD, is Professor of Psychology at Clark University. She is 
the author of several books on adoption, including Gay Dads: Transitions to 
Adoptive Fatherhood.
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Sonidos Negros: On the Blackness of Flamenco
Goldberg, K. Meira
Oxford University Press .
9780190466923
320 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music Series

How is the politics of Blackness figured in the flamenco dancing body? What 
does flamenco dance tell us about the construction of race in the Atlantic world?
Sonidos Negros traces how, in the span between 1492 and 1933, the 
vanquished Moor became Black, and how this figure, enacted in terms of a 
minstrelized Gitano, paradoxically came to represent Spain itself.

K. Meira Goldberg is a flamenco performer, teacher, choreographer and 
historian. She teaches at Fashion Institute of Technology and is Scholar in 
Residence at the Foundation for Iberian Music at the CUNY Grad Center.
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Food Citizenship: Food System Advocates in an Era of Distrust
Goldberg, Ray A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190871819
344 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2018

The global food system is the largest segment of the world's economy. As 
agribusiness-studies pioneer Ray Goldberg suggests, it is also the largest health
system on the planet.

Ray A. Goldberg is the George M. Moffett Professor of Agriculture and Business,
Emeritus at Harvard University. He is the pioneer of the field of agribusiness, and
for 60 years he has studied the people and firms who are making a difference 
around the food system.
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Healthy Anger How to Help Children and Teens Manage Their Anger
Golden, Bernard
Oxford University Press .
9780195304503

paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/23/2006

In Healthy Anger, Bernard Golden draws upon more than twenty years of 
experience as a psychologist and teacher to offer specific, practical strategies for
helping children and teens manage their anger constructively.

Bernard Golden teaches in the Illinois School of Professional Psychology, 
Chicago, and is a therapist in private practice, offering workshops to teachers, 
mental health professionals, parents, and adolescents. He is a co-author of New
Hope for People With Bipolar Disorder and lives in Chicago.
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The Southern Key: Class, Race, and Radicalism in the 1930s and 1940s
Goldfield, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190079321
432 pages
hardcover
$59
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

The golden key to understanding the last 75 years of American political 
development, the eminent labor relations scholar Michael Goldfield argues, lies 
in the contests between labor and capital in the American South during the 
1930s and 1940s. Labor agitation and unionization efforts in the South in the 
New Deal era were extensive and bitterly fought, and ranged across all of the 
major industries of the region.

Michael Goldfield is Professor Emeritus of Political Science and currently 
Research Fellow at the Fraser Center for Workplace Issues at Wayne State 
University. A former labor union and civil rights activist, Goldfield's work focuses
on the study of labor, class, race, and American politics.
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The Southern Key: Class, Race, and Radicalism in the 1930s and 1940s
Goldfield, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197629987
432 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022

A sweeping account of Southern political economy in the New Deal era. The 
golden key to understanding the last 75 years of American political development,
the eminent labor relations scholar Michael Goldfield argues, lies in the contests
between labor and capital in the American South during the 1930s and 1940s.

Michael Goldfield is Professor Emeritus of Political Science and currently 
Research Fellow at the Fraser Center for Workplace Issues at Wayne State 
University. A former labor union and civil rights activist, Goldfield's work focuses
on the study of labor, class, race, and American politics.
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Human Anatomy for Artists: The Elements of Form
Goldfinger, Eliot
Oxford University Press .
9780195052060
368 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 11/7/1991

 This most up-to-date and fully illustrated guide presents a single, all-inclusive 
reference to the human form. Includes numerous cross sections made with 
reference to CT scans, magnetic resonance imaging, and cut cadavers showing 
the forms of all body regions and individual muscles. A useful tool for physical 
and dance therapists, trainers, and bodybuilders as well. Over 400 illustrations.

Eliot Goldfinger, a renowned sculptor and illustrator, developed the anatomy 
program at The New York Academy of Art and has been an instructor at The Art
Student's League in New York City.
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Science Wars: The Battle over Knowledge and Reality
Goldman, Steven L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197518625
304 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/17/2021

In this book, Steven L. Goldman breaks down the barriers between these two 
groups to explain what scientists know, how they know it, why it's reliable, and 
why the general public doesn't always know how to make sense of this. Taking 
readers from Plato's perpetual battle to modern disagreements about vaccines,
Goldman's Science Wars provides a thought-provoking analysis of the reliability
of science.

Steven L. Goldman is Andrew W. Mellon Distinguished Professor in the 
Humanities, Emeritus, at Lehigh University.
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The United States' Defend Forward Cyber Strategy: A Comprehensive Legal 
Assessment
Goldsmith, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780197601808
384 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2022

In the 2010s, America's adversaries conducted numerous damaging cyber 
operations inside the United States: the Office of Personnel Management 
breach, attacks on banks, persistent intellectual property theft by China, and the
Russian intervention in the 2016 election. The US--possessor of the world's most
powerful cyber arsenal--responded in 2018 by unveiling a new Defend Forward 
strategy. This volume, edited by Jack Goldsmith and featuring a cast of leading 
scholars in the field, provides an authoritative overview of the origins and 
operation of Defend Forward, and a comprehensive assessment of its legality.

Jack Goldsmith is the Learned Hand Professor of Law at Harvard University.
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The Limits of International Law
Goldsmith, Jack L. and Posner, Eric A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195314175
328 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2006

In this book, Jack Goldsmith and Eric Posner argue that international law matters
but that it is less powerful and less significant than public officials, legal experts,
and the media believe. International law, they contend, is simply a product of 
states pursuing their interests on the international stage.

Jack L. Goldsmith is Henry L. Shattuck Professor of Law, Harvard University. He
is co-author of Who Controls the Internet? and the casebooks Foreign Relations
Law and Conflicts of Laws.  Eric A. Posner is Kirkland & Ellis Professor of Law, 
University of Chicago.
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Vagrant Nation: Police Power, Constitutional Change, and the Making of the 
1960s
Goluboff, Risa
Oxford University Press .
9780190699048
480 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

In 1950s America, it was remarkably easy for police to arrest almost anyone for 
almost any reason. The criminal justice system-and especially the age-old law of
vagrancy-played a key role not only in maintaining safety and order but also in 
enforcing conventional standards of morality and propriety. A person could be 
arrested for sporting a beard, making a speech, or working too little. Yet by the 
end of the 1960s, vagrancy laws were discredited and American society was 
fundamentally transformed. What happened? In Vagrant Nation, Risa Goluboff 
provides a groundbreaking account of this transformation.

Risa Goluboff is the Dean of the University of Virginia School of Law and the 
Arnold H. Leon Professor of Law. She is also the author of The Lost Promise of
Civil Rights.
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The Sacred Depths of Nature: How Life Has Emerged and Evolved
Goodenough, Ursula
Oxford University Press .
9780197662069
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/24/2023
26 coloured illustrations

This eloquent volume reconciles our contemporary scientific understanding of 
reality with our timeless spiritual yearnings. Addressing ideas like evolution, 
emotions, sexuality, and death, The Sacred Depths of Nature allows even non-
scientists to appreciate that the origins of life and the universe are no less 
meaningful in light of our scientific understanding of them. This new edition offers
a deepened consideration of emergent properties and emergent dynamics, as 
well as an exploration of their role as the generators of life's complexity. 
Goodenough also expands upon the ethic of ecomorality in a new chapter, and 
incorporates new quotes, figures, and poems in her analysis.

Ursula Goodenough is Professor Emerita of Biology at Washington University. 
One of America's leading cell biologists, she is the author of a bestselling 
textbook on genetics, is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
and has served as President of the American Society of Cell Biology and of the 
Institute on Religion in an Age of Science. She lives in Chilmark, Massachusetts,
on Martha's Vineyard.
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The Road to Somewhere: The Populist Revolt and the Future of Politics
Goodhart, David
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787382688
256 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2020

A robust and timely investigation into the political and moral fault-lines that divide
Brexit Britain and Trump's America -- and how a new settlement may be 
achieved.

David Goodhart is the founding editor of Prospect magazine and one of the most
distinctive voices on British politics today. He is currently head of the 
Demography, Immigration and Integration Unit at the think tank Policy Exchange,
and was previously director of the center-left think tank Demos.
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Injustice: Political Theory for the Real World
Goodhart, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190692438
296 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

This book challenges the conventional approach to problems of injustice in global
normative theory. It offers a radical alternative designed to transform our thinking
about what kind of problem injustice is and to show how political theorists might 
do better in understanding and addressing it.

Michael Goodhart is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of
Pittsburgh.
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Breaking the Pendulum: The Long Struggle Over Criminal Justice
Goodman, Philip / Page, Joshua / Phelps, Michelle
Oxford University Press .
9780199976065
240 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/17/2017

The history of criminal justice in the U. S. is often described as a pendulum, 
swinging back and forth between strict punishment and lenient rehabilitation. 
While this view is common wisdom, it is wrong. In Breaking the Pendulum, Philip
Goodman, Joshua Page, and Michelle Phelps systematically debunk the 
pendulum perspective, showing that it distorts how and why criminal justice 
changes.

Philip Goodman is Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Toronto 
Mississauga. Joshup Page is Associate Professor of Sociology, University of 
Minnesota. Michelle Phelps is Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of 
Minnesota
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Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow: Left-Libertarian Thought and British Writers
from William Morris to Colin Ward
Goodway, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310263
320 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/15/2006
Liverpool English Texts and Studies

In Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow, David Goodway seeks to recover and 
revitalize that indigenous anarchist tradition.   The book succeeds as both a 
cultural history of left-libertarianism in Britain and a demonstration of the 
applicability of that history to current politics.

David Goodway is Senior Lecturer in History, at University of Leeds.
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The Populist Moment: A Short History of the Agrarian Revolt in America
Goodwyn, Lawrence
Oxford University Press .
9780195024173
384 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/30/1978

This condensed version of Lawrence Goodwyn's Democratic Promise, the highly-
acclaimed study on American Populism which the Civil Liberties Review called 'a
brilliant, comprehensive study,' offers new political language designed to provide
a fresh means of assessing both democracy and authoritarianism today.

Lawrence Goodwyn is Professor of History at Duke University.
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Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music
Gooley, Dana
Oxford University Press .
9780190633585
312 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/12/2018

The first history of keyboard improvisation in European music in the postclassical
and romantic periods, Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-
Century Music documents practices of improvisation on the piano and the organ,
with a particular emphasis on free fantasies and other forms of free playing.

Dana Gooley is Associate Professor of Music at Brown University.
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Oxford Book of Japanese Short Stories
Goossen, Theodore W. (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780192803726

paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/18/2002

This collection of short stories, including many new translations, is the first to 
span the whole of Japan's modern era from the end of the nineteenth century to 
the present day.

Theodore Goossen is Professor of Japanese at York University, Ontario. A 
talented translator, he is well-acquainted with the contemporary Japanese literary
scene, and editor of Descant, a Japanese literary journal.
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Compassionate Reasoning: Changing the Mind to Change the World
Gopin, Marc
Oxford University Press .
9780197537923
304 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/1/2021

People who work in helping professions have in common, Marc Gopin argues, a
set of cultivated moral character traits and psychosocial skills. They tend to be 
kinder, more reasonable, more self-controlled, and more goal-oriented to peace.
They are united by a particular set of moral values and the emotional skills to put
those values into practice, allowing them to excel in what he calls 
Compassionate Reasoning. In this book, Gopin draws upon the history of ethics
along with his own thirty-year career in the field of peacebuilding to develop an 
understanding of decisions that we are all forced to make in life's many ethical 
gray zones. The very multiplicity of approaches to ethics, says Gopin, invites us 
to look for higher principles and intuitions.

Marc Gopin is the Director of the Center for World Religions, Diplomacy, and 
Conflict Resolution (CRDC) and the James Laue Professor at the Carter School 
for Peace and Conflict Resolution, George Mason University.Discount:
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Rethinking Reich
Gopinath, Sumanth and Siôn, Pwyll ap  (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190605292
416 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/10/2019

Described by music critic Alex Ross as "the most original musical thinker of our 
time" and having received innumerable accolades in a career spanning over fifty
years, composer Steve Reich is considered by many to be America's greatest 
contemporary composer. His music, however, remains largely underresearched.
Rethinking Reich redresses this imbalance, providing a space for prominent and
emerging scholars to reassess the composer's contribution to music in the 
twentieth century.

Sumanth Gopinath is Associate Professor of Music Theory at the University of 
Minnesota-Twin Cities. Pwyll ap Sion is Professor of Music at Bangor University,
Wales. He studied music at Oxford University.
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Modern History of Japan From Tokugaw Times to Present
Gordon, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780195110609
674 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 8/23/2002
Oxford Handbooks Series

In The Oxford Handbook of the Politics of International Migration, leading 
migration experts Marc Rosenblum and Daniel Tichenor gather together 29 field
specialists in an authoritative volume on the issue.

Andrew Gordon is Lee and Juliet Folger Fund Professor of History at Harvard 
University.
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No Standard Oil: Managing Abundant Petroleum in a Warming World
Gordon, Deborah
Oxford University Press .
9780190069476
368 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTL PEACE SERIES

In No Standard Oil, environmental policy expert Deborah Gordon examines the 
widely varying climate impacts of global oils and gases, and proposes solutions 
to cut greenhouse gas emissions in this sector while making sustainable 
progress in transitioning to a carbon-free energy future.

Deborah Gordon is a senior principal in the Climate Intelligence Program at RMI
where she leads the Oil and Gas Solutions Initiative.
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Meaningful Inefficiencies: Civic Design in an Age of Digital Expediency
Gordon, Eric and Mugar, Gabriel

Oxford University Press .
9780190870133
208 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/18/2020

Meaningful Inefficiences describes an innovation culture within public serving 
organizations (government, news, civil society), where people, faced with silver 
bullet solutions involving big data and streamlined apps, are actually designing 
for trust. The resulting meaningful inefficiencies involve creating and nurturing 
inclusive, participatory, and accessible publics by opening up spaces for play and
discussion.

Eric Gordon is a professor of civic media and the director of the Engagement Lab
at Emerson College in Boston, Massachusetts. Gabriel Mugar (Ph.D., 
Information Science and Technology, Syracuse University) is a design 
researcher at the global design consultancy, IDEO.
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The Seafarer
Gordon, Ida (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895071
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Edition, with contextual introduction, notes, glossary and bibliography, of the 
poem from the Exeter Book.

Ida Lilian Gordon (born Wakefield 1907, died, apparently in Fortrose 26 
September 2002) was a British academic, specialising in Medieval English and 
Old Norse. She took her BA in English at Leeds University from 1925-28, and 
completed her PhD there in 1930.
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Film is Like a Battleground: Sam Fuller's War Movies
Gordon, Marsha
Oxford University Press .
9780190269753
328 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2017
88 illustrations. 6-1/8 x 9-1/4 inches

After establishing the roots of Fuller's cinematographic schooling in the trenches
during World War II, including careful consideration of his 16mm footage of a 
Nazi camp at the end of that war, Film is Like a Battleground explores Fuller's 
first forays into hot war representation in Hollywood with the pioneering Korean 
conflict films The Steel Helmet (1951) and Fixed Bayonets (1951).

Dr. Marsha Gordon is Associate Professor of Film Studies at North Carolina 
State University.
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There and Back: Twelve of the Great Routes of Human History
Gordon, Stewart
Oxford University Press .
9780199476459
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

The interaction of people on routes generated surprising innovations in ideas, 
religions, art, technology, and cuisine. Common themes appear repeatedly, such
as slavery, piracy, government taxation and control, medicinal plants, military 
expeditions, the interaction of competing religions, processing of goods along the
way, and networks of credit, trust, and information that often spanned continents.
This book is divided into four seconds, each concentrating on a type of route: 
river, pilgrimage, tribute, and trade. The arrangement is based on cognitive 
geography, rather than technological or physical similarities.

Gordon T. Stewart is Professor Emeritus of World History and British Empire 
History at the Michigan State University and is the author of Journeys to Empire 
(2009).
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A Dictionary of Construction, Surveying, and Civil Engineering
Gorse, Christopher / Johnston, David / Pritchard, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780198832485
624 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/6/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. c.70 line drawings

The most up-to-date dictionary of its kind. In over 8,000 entries, it covers the key
areas of construction and civil engineering, construction technology and practice,
construction management techniques and processes, as well as legal aspects 
such as contracts and procurement.  Over 8,000 clear and concise entries. 
Entries contributed by a team of over 130 international experts. Contains more 
than 600 new entries, concentrating on areas such as sustainability, new 
technologies, disaster management, and building software. Supplemented by 
dozens of illiustrations and web links. Includes suggestions for further reading

Prof Christopher Gorse is Director of the Leeds Sustainability Institute at Leeds 
Beckett University. Dr David Johnston is a Professor of Building Performance 
Evaluation within Leeds Sustainability Institute. Dr Martin Pritchard (BEng Hons,
PGCHE, APDRAS, PhD, SFHEA, CEng FICE) is a Reader in Civil Engineering at
Leeds Beckett University.Discount:
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A Dictionary of Construction, Surveying, and Civil Engineering
Gorse, Christopher / Johnston, David / Pritchard, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780199534463
512 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2012
Oxford Paperback Reference.

Written by an experienced team of experts, this new reference work offers the 
most up-to-date coverage available of building, surveying, and civil engineering 
terms. It boasts more than 9,800 alphabetically arranged entries covering the key
areas of construction technology and practice, civil and construction engineering,
construction management techniques and processes, and legal aspects such as
contracts and procurement. Illustrations complement entries where necessary.

Prof Christopher Gorse is Director of the Leeds Sustainability Institute at Leeds 
Beckett University. Dr David Johnston is a Professor of Building Performance 
Evaluation within Leeds Sustainability Institute. Dr Martin Pritchard (BEng Hons,
PGCHE, APDRAS, PhD, SFHEA, CEng FICE) is a Reader in Civil Engineering at
Leeds Beckett University.
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Foundations of Global Health & Human Rights
Gostin, Lawrence O. and Meier, Benjamin Mason
Oxford University Press .
9780197528303
504 pages
paperback
$83
Pub Date: 7/27/2020

This book provides a detailed understanding of the evolving relationship between
global health and human rights, by bringing together leading academics in the 
field to explain the norms and principles that define it, examine the methods and 
tools for implementing human rights to promote health, apply essential human 
rights to leading public health threats, and analyze rising human rights 
challenges in a rapidly globalizing world.

Lawrence O. Gostin is University Professor (Georgetown University's highest 
academic rank), Founding O'Neill Chair in Global Health Law, and Director of the
O'Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law. Benjamin Mason Meier is a
Professor of Global Health Policy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill.
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War and War Crimes: The Military, Legitimacy and Success in Armed Conflict
Gow, James
Oxford University Press .
9780199327027
224 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2013

A compelling analysis of war and war crimes which draws upon research 
conducted over many years with defence professionals from all over the world.

James Gow is Professor of International Peace and Security at King's College, 
University of London.
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Oxford Book of Christmas Organ Music for Manuals
Gower, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780193517677
72 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/21/2017

A diverse collection of seasonal organ music for manuals only, covering the 
church's year from Advent to Epiphany.

On retirement from a teaching career as Director of Music at Radley College, 
Oxfordshire and Glenalmond College, Perthshire, Robert Gower worked as 
Organist at St Barnabas Catholic Cathedral, Nottingham, before moving in 2019 
to become Director of Music at Berwick-upon-Tweed parish church.
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The Gods of Indian Country: Religion and the Struggle for the American West
Graber, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190279615
312 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/12/2018

During the nineteenth century, white Americans sought the cultural 
transformation and physical displacement of Native people. Though this process
was certainly a clash of rival economic systems and racial ideologies, it was also
a profound spiritual struggle.

Jennifer Graber is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at the University of 
Texas at Austin and an affiliated faculty member in the Native American and 
Indigenous Studies Program.
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Constitutional Democracy in Crisis?
Graber, Mark A. / Levinson, Sanford / Tushnet, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190919719
736 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/20/2018

Bringing together leading scholars to engage critically with the crises facing 
constitutional democracies in the 21st century, these essays diagnose the 
causes of the present afflictions in regimes, regions, and across the globe, 
believing at this stage that diagnosis is of central importance - as Abraham 
Lincoln said in his House Divided speech, If we could first know where we are, 
and whither we are tending, we could then better judge what to do, and how to 
do it.

Mark A. Graber is University of Maryland Regents Professor at the Francis King
Carey School of Law.  Sanford Levinson is W. St. John Garwood and W. St. 
John Garwood, Jr., Centennial Chair in Law at the University of Texas Law 
School. Mark Tushnet is the William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law at 
Harvard Law School
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Kurt Weill's America
Graber, Naomi
Oxford University Press .
9780190906580
328 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/27/2021

When German-Jewish composer Kurt Weill arrived in the United States in 1935,
he found a nation nothing like he imagined. This book tells the full story of Weill 
as outsider-turned-insider, showing how he was keenly attuned to the difficult 
relationship America had with her immigrants but was slower to grasp the 
subtleties of race relations.

Naomi Graber is Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Georgia
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The Company of Wolves
Gracey, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325314
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Devils Advocates

Co-written by Irish filmmaker Neil Jordan and British novelist Angela Carter, and
based on several short stories from Carter's collection The Bloody Chamber, The
Company of Wolves (1984) is a provocative reinvention of the fairy tale of Little 
Red Riding Hood.  The film's narrative takes the form of a puzzle box, unfolding 
as dreams within dreams, and stories within stories, which lead further into the 
dark woods of the protagonist's psyche, as she finds herself on the cusp of 
womanhood.

James Gracey is the author of Dario Argento (Kamera Books) and a contributor 
to Diabolique, Exquisite Terror, and Paracinema.
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Cynewulf's Elene
Graddon, P.O.E.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895088
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This new edition of an important early English poem includes a history of the text
and an updated bibliography.
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The German-Jewish Soldiers of the First World War in History and Memory
Grady, Tim
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318511
260 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2013

By examining Germany's complex and continually evolving memory culture, this
book opens up a new approach to the study of both German and German-Jewish
history. In doing so, it draws out a narrative of entangled and overlapping 
relations between Jews and non-Jews during the short twentieth century. The 
Jewish / non-Jewish relationship, the book argues, did not end on the battlefields
of the First World War, but ran much deeper to extend through into the era of the
Cold War.

Dr Tim Grady is Senior Lecturer in European History, University of Chester and
Honorary Fellow, Parkes Institute for Jewish / non-Jewish Relations, University of
Southampton.
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Global Mufti: The Phenomenon of Yusuf Al-Qaradawi
Graf, Bettina
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850659303
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 6/22/2009

This volume is the first book-length treatment of Yusuf al-Qaradawi in any 
European language.

Bettina Graf is an academic assistant to the director at the Centre for Modern 
Oriental Studies (ZMO) in Berlin. She is currently completing her Ph. D. on the 
production and adaptation of fatwas in the era of electronic media with reference
to the works of Yusuf al-Qaradawi.
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The Witch
Grafius, Brandon
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348356
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Devils Advocates

The Witch (2015) is one of the most critically acclaimed horror films of recent 
years. This Devil's Advocate, the first stand-alone critical study of the film, 
provides the historical and religious background necessary for a fuller 
appreciation, as well as situating the film within a number of horror sub-genres 
(such as folk horror) as well as its other literary and folkloric influences.

Dr. Brandon Grafius is Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies at the Ecumenical
Theological Seminary, Detroit, MI.
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The Witch
Grafius, Brandon
Oxford University Press .
9781800348059
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Devils Advocates

The Witch (2015) is one of the most critically acclaimed horror films of recent 
years. This Devil's Advocate, the first stand-alone critical study of the film, 
provides the historical and religious background necessary for a fuller 
appreciation, as well as situating the film within a number of horror sub-genres 
(such as folk horror) as well as its other literary and folkloric influences.

Dr. Brandon Grafius is Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies at the Ecumenical
Theological Seminary, Detroit, MI.
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The House Where My Soul Lives: The Life of Margaret Walker
Graham, Maryemma
Oxford University Press .
9780195341232
680 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2022

This biography of poet and writer Margaret Walker takes us inside America in the
middle of the 20th century, seen through the eyes of one southern black woman
who refused to focus on what was not possible, but what was.

Maryemma Graham is Distinguished Professor of English at the University of 
Kansas.
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The Doctor and the Algorithm: Promise, Peril, and the Future of Health AI
Graham, S. Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780197644461
264 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/23/2022
14 figures

The Doctor and the Algorithm weighs the imaginative promises of health AI 
against the real and unintended consequences that deep medicine can bring for
patients, providers, and public health alike.

S. Scott Graham, PhD, is Associate Professor in the Department of Rhetoric and
Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. He has written extensively about 
communication in health science and policy. He is the author of The Politics of 
Pain Medicine (University of Chicago Press, 2015) and numerous articles in 
journals ranging from the Journal of Medical Humanities and Rhetoric of Health &
Medicine to Plos-One and the Annals of Internal Medicine. His research has 
been reported on in The New York Times, US News & World Report, Science, 
Health Day, AI in Health Care, and Scientific Inquirer.
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The Huxley Viking Hoard: Scandinavian Settlement in the North West
Graham-Campbell, James and Philpott, Robert A.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781902700403
104 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2012

In 2004 an important new Viking silver hoard was discovered near Huxley, 
Cheshire. The hoard, which consists of 21 silver arm-rings and an ingot, was 
declared Treasure in 2005, and was acquired jointly by National Museums 
Liverpool, the Grosvenor Museum Chester and Cheshire Museums Service, with
a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund. In this book, leading specialists in Viking-
age studies have contributed a series of papers on the hoard and its context 
which were first delivered at a conference held in Merseyside Maritime Museum,
Liverpool in November 2008.

James Graham-Campbell is emeritus professor of medieval archaeology, 
University College London. Robert Philpott is head of archaeology at National 
Museums Liverpool.
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The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary English-Spanish  - 2nd edition
Gramer, Margot
Oxford University Press .
9780194372350
142 pages
paperback
$24.2
Pub Date: 3/13/2003
Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Program, Second Ed.

The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary contains 1,200 essential words under 12 
topics and addresses the immediate language needs of beginners.

Margot F Gramer has been an ESL professional for over 20 years, with wide 
ranging experience as a writer, teacher, teacher trainer, and editor.
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The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Monolingual English  - 2nd edition
Gramer, Margot
Oxford University Press .
9780194372329
128 pages
paperback
$24.2
Pub Date: 11/21/2002
Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Program, Second Ed.

1,200 everyday core vocabulary words are included which reflect the immediate 
language needs of beginners.

Margot F Gramer has been an ESL professional for over 20 years, with wide 
ranging experience as a writer, teacher, teacher trainer, and editor.
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Russia, the Former Soviet Republics, and Europe Since 1989: Transformation 
and Tragedy
Graney, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190055097
472 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2019

This book explores what the concept of being European means to people in 
Russia and the states of the former Soviet Union. Katherine Graney provides a 
panoramic and historically rooted overview of politics in the post-Soviet world, 
focusing in particular on how Europe--as both real place and symbol--has 
structured the political trajectory of this vast region. In sum, Graney provides both
a theoretical discussion of contemporary Europeanness, and an empirical 
examination of how Russia and each of the fourteen former Soviet states are 
actually attempting to be European, or not.

Katherine Graney is Professor of Political Science at Skidmore College, where 
she has also held the Joseph C. Palamountain Chair in Political Science and 
directed the Gender Studies Program.
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Oasts and Hop Kilns: A History
Grattan, Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9781789622515
192 pages
hardcover
$79.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2021
250 illus. .

This book is the first comprehensive account of the 400-year history of hop 
drying buildings, oasts and hop kilns, unique to England. Pieced together from 
multiple sources, and richly illustrated, the charm of oasts and hop kilns on the 
countryside is captured in sketches, diagrams and photos.

Patrick Grattan MBE comes from Kent. He had a long career as a diplomat in 
Stockholm, Paris, Brussels and London, worked in the oil industry, and also ran 
charities related to employment and equal opportunities. Oasts and hop kilns is a
subject he first studied in the 1960s. He has written much, but this is his first 
book.
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Prevenge
Graves, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800855939
104 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Prevenge (2016) is an entertainingly dark 21st-century horror movie detailing the
serial killing exploits of heavily pregnant Ruth. This Devil's Advocates examines 
how the film deconstructs the slasher mythology and upends stereotypical 
representations of the 'weak' woman and 'delicate' mother.

Andrew Graves is a freelance writer and film tutor. He has previously written 
Welcome to the Cheap Seats: Silver Screen portrayals of the British Working 
Class for Five Leaves and is currently working on a book about Ben Wheatley's
A Field in England.
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Prevenge
Graves, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800855946
104 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Prevenge (2016) is an entertainingly dark 21st-century horror movie detailing the
serial killing exploits of heavily pregnant Ruth. This Devil's Advocates examines 
how the film deconstructs the slasher mythology and upends stereotypical 
representations of the 'weak' woman and 'delicate' mother.

Andrew Graves is a freelance writer and film tutor. He has previously written 
Welcome to the Cheap Seats: Silver Screen portrayals of the British Working 
Class for Five Leaves and is currently working on a book about Ben Wheatley's
A Field in England.
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English Medieval Religious Lyrics
Gray, Douglas (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893824
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/1992
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This volume provides a representative sample of the major genres of English 
medieval religious lyric. The arrangement of the texts are an important part of its
value as an instrument of teaching and understanding, and the notes are 
extensive.

Douglas Gray is J. R. R. Tolkien Professor of English Literature and Language at
the University of Oxford and is author of several books, including The Faerie 
Queene, Themes and Images in the Medieval English Religious Lyric, A Chaucer
Glossary, and A Selection of Religious Lyrics.
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Habit Forming: Drug Addiction in America, 1776-1914
Gray, Elizabeth Kelly
Oxford University Press .
9780197646694
352 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/16/2022
8 black and white illustrations

Habit Forming explores American drug addiction and recreational drug use from
1776 to 1914, providing important historical context for the ongoing War on 
Drugs.

Elizabeth Kelly Gray is Associate Professor of History at Towson University.
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Rwanda Since 1994: Stories of Change
Grayson, Hannah and Hitchcott, Nicki
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854925
272 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Francophone Postcolonial Studies LUP.

Over the past 25 years, Rwanda has undergone remarkable shifts and 
transitions: culturally, economically, and educationally the country has gone from
strength to strength. While much scholarship has understandably been 
retrospective, seeking to understand, document and commemorate the Genocide
against the Tutsi, this volume gathers diverse perspectives on the changing 
social and cultural fabric of Rwanda since 1994.

Hannah Grayson is an AHRC Research Fellow at the University of St Andrews.
Nicki Hitchcott is Professor in French at the University of St Andrews.
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Gender and the Great War
Grayzel, Susan R. and Proctor, Tammy M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190271084
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2017

Addresses both feminine and masculine genders in examining the experiences 
of men and women in the war.

Susan R. Grayzel is a Professor of History and Director of the Sarah Isom Center
for Women and Gender Studies at the University of Mississippi. Tammy M. 
Proctor is a Professor and Department Head of History at Utah State University.
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Historic Churches of New Mexico Today
Graziano, Frank
Oxford University Press .
9780190663483
320 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

This interpretive guide combines history and ethnography to represent living 
traditions at the adobe and stone churches of New Mexico. Each chapter treats a
particular church or group of churches and includes photographs, practical 
information for visitors, and context pertinent to current understanding.

Frank Graziano is the recipient of grants and fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the 
American Council of Learned Societies, the Fulbright and Fulbright-Hays 
programs, Duke University, and the Rockefeller Foundation's Bellagio Center, 
among many others. He lives in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of northern New
Mexico.
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Consciousness and the Social Brain
Graziano, Michael S. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199928644
280 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2013

What is consciousness and how can a brain, a mere collection of neurons, create
it? In Consciousness and the Social Brain, Princeton neuroscientist Michael 
Graziano lays out an audacious new theory to account for the deepest mystery of
them all.

Michael S. A. Graziano, Professor of Neuroscience and Psychology at Princeton
University, is an internationally renowned scientist and an award-winning 
novelist. His books include the popular science title God, Soul, Mind, Brain and 
the short novels The Divine Farce, The Love Song of Monkey, and Death My 
Own Way.
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The Chronicle of Pseudo-Zachariah Rhetor: Church and War in Late Antiquity
Greatrex, Geoffrey (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846314940
562 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2011

The Chronicle attributed to Zachariah of Mytilene is one of the most important 
sources for the history of the church from the Council of Chalcedon in 451 to the
early years of the reign of Justinian (527-565).

Geoffrey Greatrex is associate professor at the University of Ottawa and author 
of several books, including The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars, 
A. D. 363-630. Robert R. Phenix is an independent scholar whose recent works 
include The Sermons on Joseph of Balai of Qenneshrin. Cornelia B. Horn is 
assistant professor at Saint Louis University and coeditor of Children in Late 
Ancient Christianity.
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Muslims and the Making of Modern Europe
Greble, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780197538807
376 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
31 halftones .

Drawing upon Muslim Europe's own voices, institutions, and experiences, this 
compelling work reframes the debates on European secularism, the historic role
of Shari'a law in diverse European states, Muslims and Nazis, Muslims and 
Communists, and the contributions of Muslims to Europe today.

Emily Greble is Associate Professor of History and Russian and East European
Studies at Vanderbilt University. She is the author of Sarajevo, 1941-1945: 
Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Hitler's Europe.
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The Business of Scholarly Publishing
Greco, Albert N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190626235
224 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2020

The financial, technological, and institutional challenges facing scholarly presses
are more critical now than they have ever been. Sales channels have narrowed,
costs have risen, and technological change and the push toward open access 
have drastically changed the economic landscape. However, the publishing and
dissemination of scholarly books and journals remains essential to academic 
research. How are publishers adapting this evolving environment? In The 
Business of Scholarly Publishing, Albert N. Greco examines this question 
through a detailed analysis of the business of the scholarly publishing in the 
United States since World War II.

Albert N. Greco is Professor of Marketing at Fordham University's Gabelli School
of Business. He is the author or editor of 16 scholarly books and 10 professional
books, 33 journal articles, and 25 book chapters.
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The Shadow of Unfairness: A Plebeian Theory of Liberal Democracy
Green, Jeffrey Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190944605
266 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019

In this sequel to his prize-winning book, The Eyes of the People, Jeffrey Edward
Green draws on philosophy, history, social science, and literature to ask what 
democracy can mean in a world where it is understood that socioeconomic 
status to some degree will always determine opportunities for civic engagement
and career advancement.

Jeffrey Edward Green is Associate Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Pennsylvania. His previous book, The Eyes of the People: 
Democracy in an Age of Spectatorship, was published in 2010.
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The Correspondence of Catharine Macaulay
Green, Karen
Oxford University Press .
9780190934460
344 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

This volume brings together all the available letters between historian Catharine
Macaulay and a number of eighteenth-century luminaries, including George 
Washington, David Hume, and Mary Wollstonecraft. It includes an extended 
introduction by the editor which offers unique insights into Macaulay's life and the
thinking of her friends and correspondents.

Karen Green has been a pioneer in the movement to include women's 
philosophical texts in the history of philosophy, concentrating on their 
contributions to political and ethical thought.
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Listing:

Hear, Listen, Play!: How to Free Your Students' Aural, Improvisation, and 
Performance Skills
Green, Lucy
Oxford University Press .
9780199995769
156 pages
Spiral Bound
$45.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2014

Hear, Listen, Play! is a book for all music teachers who are unfamiliar with, yet 
curious about the worlds of ear-playing, informal learning, improvisation, and 
vernacular musics.

Lucy Green is Professor of Music Education at the Institute of Education, 
University of London. She is widely recognized for her pioneering work in 
developing new pedagogies based on the informal learning practices of popular
musicians.
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Afghanistan in Ink: Literature Between Diaspora and Nation
Green, Nile
Oxford University Press .
9780199327768
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2012

Afghanistan In Ink uses a wide and largely unknown corpus of twentieth-century
Afghan Dari and Pashto literature to show not only how Afghans have reflected 
on their modern history, but also how the state has repeatedly sought to 
dominate the ideological contours of that history through the patronage or exile of
writers.

Nile Green is Professor of South Asian and Islamic history at UCLA and chair of 
the UCLA Program on Central Asia. His research focuses on the history and 
literature of the Muslim communities of India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran and the
Indian Ocean.
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Listing:

Terrains of Exchange: Religious Economies of Global Islam
Green, Nile
Oxford University Press .
9780190222536
288 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 5/15/2015

Terrains of Exchange offers a bold new paradigm for understanding the 
expansion of Islam in the modern world.

Nile Green is Professor of South Asian and Islamic history at UCLA.
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Inventing a Christian America: The Myth of the Religious Founding
Green, Steven K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190675226
312 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017

In Inventing a Christian America, Green, a leading historian of religion and 
politics, explores the historical record that is purported to support the popular 
belief in America's religious founding and status as a Christian nation.

Steven K. Green is Fred H. Paulus Professor of Law and Director of the Center 
for Religion, Law, and Democracy at Willamette University.
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The Third Disestablishment: Church, State, and American Culture, 1940-1975
Green, Steven K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190908140
456 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2019

The Third Disestablishment examines the formative period in the development of
church-state law and the rise and decline of church-state separation as a legal 
construct and a cultural value.

Steven K. Green is Fred H. Paulus Professor of Law and Affiliated Professor of 
History, and Director of the Center for Religion, Law, and Democracy at 
Willamette University. He is the author of Inventing a Christian America: The 
Myth of the Religious Founding, The Bible, the School, and the Constitution: The
Clash That Shaped Modern Church-State Doctrine, and The Second 
Disestablishment: Church and State in Nineteenth-Century America and co-
author of Religious Freedom and the Supreme Court.
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Criminalizing Sex: A Unified Liberal Theory
Green, Stuart P.
Oxford University Press .
9780197507483
400 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

Intellectually rigorous, fair-minded, and deeply humane, Criminalizing Sex offers
a fascinating discussion of a wide range of moral and legal puzzles, arising out of
real-world cases of alleged sexual misconduct - a discussion that is all the more
urgent in the age of #MeToo.

Stuart P. Green is a Distinguished Professor of Law at Rutgers University.
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The Covid Consensus: The New Politics of Global Inequality
Green, Toby
Oxford University Press .
9781787385221
288 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2021

While numerous books consider covid, this is a unique take in considering the 
disproportionate effect of lockdown on the poorest in society

Toby Green, formerly a journalist and travel writer, is Professor of Precolonial 
and Lusophone African History and Culture at King's College, London.
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The Covid Consensus: The Global Assault on Democracy and the Poor - A 
Critique from the Left
Green, Toby and Fazi, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9781787388413
540 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2023

Why does Western pandemic policy have support across the political spectrum,
when its social impacts conflict with ideology on both Right and Left?

Toby Green is Professor of African History at King's College London, and author
of A Fistful of Shells. Thomas Fazi is the author and co-author of several books 
on economic and political issues, including Reclaiming the State. His article with
Toby Green for UnHerd, The Left's Covid Failure, was translated into ten 
languages.
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Listing:

The Oxford English Grammar
Greenbaum, Sidney
Oxford University Press .
9780198612506
668 pages
hardcover
$71
Pub Date: 5/2/1996

Written by one of the world's leading grammarians, The Oxford English Grammar
is a completely new book which combines an authoritative review of and topic 
reference for English grammar.
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No Depression in Heaven: The Great Depression, the New Deal, and the 
Transformation of Religion in the Delta
Greene, Alison Collis
Oxford University Press .
9780190858315
336 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017

Lyrically written study of the Depression-era Delta. Makes a critical argument 
about the role of churches in Southern rural society and their failure during the 
Depression. Brings to life the distinct but intersecting worlds of black and white 
Americans during the Depression. Winner of the Charles S. Sydnor Award of the
Southern Historical Association

Alison Collis Greene is Associate Professor of History at Mississippi State 
University.
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Elizabeth Jennings: 'The Inward War'
Greene, Dana
Oxford University Press .
9780198820840
288 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/20/2018

Elizabeth Jennings was one of the most popular, prolific, and widely anthologized
lyric poets in the second half of the twentieth century.

Dana Greene is Dean Emerita of Oxford College of Emory University. An 
historian by training, she served on the faculty of St. Mary's College of Maryland 
for almost three decades.
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Coercion: The Power to Hurt in International Politics
Greenhill, Kelly M. and Krause, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190846343
386 pages
Kindle Edition
$53
Pub Date: 1/25/2018

Coercion moves beyond these somewhat hidebound premises and examines the
critical issue of coercion in the 21st century, with a particular focus on new 
actors, strategies and objectives in this very old bargaining game. The chapters 
in this volume examine intra-state, inter-state, and transnational coercion and 
deterrence as well as both military and non-military instruments of persuasion, 
thus expanding our understanding of coercion for conflict in the 21st century.

Kelly M. Greenhill is Associate Professor and Director of International Relations 
at Tufts University and Research Fellow at Harvard University. Peter Krause is 
an assistant professor of political science at Boston College and a Research 
Affiliate with the MIT Security Studies Program.
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Shanghai Future: Modernity Remade
Greenspan, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780190206697
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 11/15/2014

Shanghai Future maps the city of tomorrow as it resurfaces in a new time and 
place. It searches for the contours of an unknown and unfamiliar futurism in the 
city's street markets as well as in its skyscrapers. For though it recalls the 
modernity of an earlier age, Shanghai's current re-emergence is only superficially
based on mimicry.

Anna Greenspan is a Shanghai-based philosopher who focuses on urbanism 
and digital culture. She teaches at New York University in Shanghai.
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Ecology and Landscape Development: A History of the Mersey Basin
Greenwoood, Tim
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236535
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/1/1999

This significant study of ecology and landscape development is probably the first
of its kind to focus on an urban and industrial region. The book brings together 
the work of more than fifty experts, many of them world authorities, in studying 
the interactions between humans and other living organisms since the last 'ice 
age' in a region where human intervention has a long history.

E. F. Greenwood is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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Nazism, War and Genocide: New Perspectives on the History of the Third Reich
Gregor, Neil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898065
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2008
History

Contributions by Jane Caplan, Norbert Frei, Dick Geary, Robert Gellately, Neil 
Gregor, Ian Kershaw, Mark Roseman, Jill Stephenson and Nikolaus Wachsmann

Neil Gregor is Reader in Modern German History at the University of 
Southampton. His previous publications include Daimler-Benz in the Third Reich
(1998) (winner of the Fraenkel Prize for Contemporary History; shortlisted for the
Longman/History Today Book of the Year); and Nazism: A Reader (2000).
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Gregory of Tours: Glory of the Confessors
Gregory of Tours
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232261
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/1989
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 3). Translated
by Raymond Van Dam.

The first translation into English of one of Gregory's eight books of miracle 
stories, which contains a series of anecdotes about the lives of confessors.

Gregory of Tours (30 November c. 538 – 17 November 594 AD) was a Gallo-
Roman historian and Bishop of Tours, which made him a leading prelate of the 
area that had been previously referred to as Gaul by the Romans.
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American Exodus: The Dust Bowl Migration and Okie Culture in California
Gregory, James N.
Oxford University Press .
9780195071368
368 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 9/12/1991

 Fifty years ago, John Steinbeck's now classic novel, The Grapes of Wrath, 
captured the epic story of an Oklahoma farm family driven west to California by 
dust storms, drought, and economic hardship.

James N. Gregory is Associate Professor of History at the University of 
California, Berkeley.
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Creative Music Making at Your Fingertips: A Mobile Technology Guide for Music
Educators
Greher, Gena R. and Burton, Suzanne L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190078126
184 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/16/2021

This practical guide for music educators collects tried-and-true strategies for 
effectively using iPads, smartphones, and different apps in music classrooms 
from kindergarten through college to support students' creative engagement with
music and help them realize their musical potential.

Gena R. Greher is Professor of Music Education and Chair of Music at University
of Massachusetts Lowell. Suzanne L. Burton is Professor of Music Education 
and Associate Dean for the Arts at the University of Delaware.
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In-law Relationships: Mothers, Daughters, Fathers, and Sons
Greif, Geoffrey L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190928131
312 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2020

Marriage is a major step in a relationship, and each member of that newly joined
pair brings with them their own existing family and the corresponding complexity
and richness of in-law relationships.  These are multi-generational, multi-layered,
and, like a kaleidoscope, a shifting amalgam of emotional colors.  Exceptionally 
important, in-law relationships can be joyous and comforting.  They can also be 
complicated, contentious, and disappointing.

Geoffrey L. Greif, PhD, is Professor at the University of Maryland School of 
Social Work, where he has been teaching courses on family, group, and 
individual therapy for over 35 years.
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The Beau Monde: Fashionable Society in Georgian London
Greig, Hannah
Oxford University Press .
9780198861188
368 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2021

The story of the world's first fashion-obsessed society in eighteenth century 
London--and the colourful tales of extravagance, vanity, intrigue, and sexual 
indiscretion that accompanied it

Hannah Greig is Senior Lecturer in Early Modern History, University of York, and
a historian of eighteenth-century Britain, with a particular interest in gender, 
material culture and the cultural histories of politics and state craft.
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Survival and Resistance in Evangelical America: Christian Reconstruction in the
Pacific Northwest
Gribben, Crawford
Oxford University Press .
9780199370221
224 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/23/2021

Over the last thirty years, conservative evangelicals have been moving to the 
Northwest of the United States, where they hope to resist the impact of secular 
modernity and to survive the breakdown of society they anticipate. This book 
examines the origins, evolution, and cultural reach of the migration and considers
what it might tell us about the future of American evangelicalism.

Crawford Gribben is Professor of History at Queen's University Belfast.
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In Her Own Right: The Life of Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Griffith, Elisabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780195037296
304 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/21/1985

In Her Own Right restores Elizabeth Cady Stanton to her true place in history. It 
traces Stanton from her privilege, unconventional childhood to her marriage to an
abolitionist hero turned political opportunist ( with whom she had seven children),
to her achievements as reformer, newspaper editor, popular lecturer, 
organization leader, and historian of woman's suffrage.

Elisabeth Griffith has earned a reputation as a respected authority on women’s 
lives, past and present.  She has marched for women’s rights, worked to elect 
women candidates, supported women’s causes as a leader in the National 
Women’s Political Caucus and the Women’s Campaign Fund, educated 
students, and motivated audiences to take up the banner.
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Judith
Griffith, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895682
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

There is no other available edition of Judith which is either comprehensive or up 
to date, or which at all explains how and why the poem is worthy of our attention.
This new edition aims to fill this gap. It includes a full Introduction and 
commentary by the editor, plus a comprehensive glossary, bibliography and 
appendices.

Mark Griffith is a Fellow and Tutor in English at New College, Oxford.
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If Not Critical
Griffiths, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780198805298
272 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2018
Edited by Freya Johnston.

Eric Griffiths delivered hundreds of lectures at the Faculty of English in 
Cambridge, yet his lectures were never turned into books. If Not Critical brings 
together ten lectures, published here for the first time, that offer a representative
selection of Dr Griffiths' original, fully-argued, and richly exemplified contributions
to literary criticism and literary history.

Eric Griffiths is Fellow in English at Trinity College, Cambridge and Lecturer in 
English at the University of Cambridge. Freya Johnston is University Lecturer 
and Tutorial Fellow in English at St Anne's College, Oxford.
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Ex Machina
Grimm, Joshua
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348301
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 9/30/2020
Constellations

In exploring Ex Machina's ideas about consciousness, embodiment, and 
masculinity, all through the lens of a misogynist mad scientist, Joshua Grimm 
argues the result is a fascinating, truly unique film that immediately established 
Alex Garland as a breakout voice.
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Ex Machina
Grimm, Joshua
Oxford University Press .
9781916084209
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2020
Constellations

In exploring Ex Machina's ideas about consciousness, embodiment, and 
masculinity, all through the lens of a misogynist mad scientist, Joshua Grimm 
argues the result is a fascinating, truly unique film that immediately established 
Alex Garland as a breakout voice.

Joshua Grimm is an associate professor at the Manship School of Mass 
Communication at Louisiana State University. His research focuses on media 
portrayals of race, gender and sexuality, themes he explored in his volume on 
the film It Follows, published in Auteur's Devil's Advocates series in 2018.
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It Follows
Grimm, Joshua
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325581
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2018
Devils Advocates

Amid a recent resurgence in horror films, David Robert Mitchell's It Follows 
stands out as a particularly bold entry, a horror fan's dream come true that 
sparked a renewed creativity.  Pulling a robust 97% on Rotten Tomatoes, It 
Follows was hailed as a teen movie you've never seen before, a creepy, 
mesmerizing exercise in minimalist horror, the best horror film in years, and 
simply, so damn good.  Mitchell uses a variety of approaches to reinvent genre 
bromides while simultaneously embracing and challenging tropes that audiences
and filmmakers rely on a little too heavily.  It Follows is one of the best because it
is one of the most unique.

Joshua Grimm is a professor at Louisiana State University.
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One Thousand Exercises in Probability: Third Edition
Grimmett, Geoffrey R. and Stirzaker, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198847618
592 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/16/2020

This volume of more than 1300 exercises and solutions in probability theory has 
two roles. It is both a freestanding book of exercises and solutions in probability 
theory, and a manual for students and teachers covering the exercises and 
problems in the companion volume Probability Theory and Random Processes, 
4e.

Geoffrey Grimmett is Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Statistics at the 
University of Cambridge. David Stirzaker was educated at Oxford University and
Berkeley before being appointed as Fellow and Tutor in Applied Mathematics at
St John's College, Oxford. He is now an Emeritus Research Fellow at St John's
College, and an Emeritus Professor at the Mathematical Institute, Oxford.
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Encores for Choirs 24 Show-Stopping Concert Pieces
Gritton, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780193436305
310 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 5/18/1998

Building on the success of the second edition, the third edition of Knowledge 
Management in Organizations presents a critical introduction to the subject. 
Adopting a multidisciplinary perspective, encompassing issues of strategy, 
structure, systems and human resource management, the text introduces the 
reader to the concept of knowledge before examining how, and whether, 
knowledge can be managed within the organizations in which we work.

Peter Gritton studied music at Clare College, Cambridge before taking up a post
at Christ Church, Oxford as a countertenor Lay Clerk.
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A Journey in Languages and Cultures: The Life of a Bicultural Bilingual
Grosjean, Francois
Oxford University Press .
9780198754947
224 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 7/23/2019

This book explores the life and experiences of one of the world's most renowned
experts in bilingualism. Francois Grosjean takes the author on an engaging trip 
through his life as a bicultural bilingual, combining personal accounts and 
anecdotes with insights from his extensive research, which will appeal to all 
those interested in bilingualism.

Francois Grosjean is Professor Emeritus and former Director of the Language 
and Speech Processing Laboratory at the University of Neuchatel, Switzerland.
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The Oxford Book of Parodies
Gross, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199639373
368 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

This collection includes work by such accomplished parodists as Max Beerbohm,
Robert Benchley, H. L. Mencken, and Evelyn Waugh. And the 'victims' include 
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Poe, Longfellow, Emily Dickinson, 
Cole Porter, Martin Amis, and many others.

John Gross was a major editor and critic who worked for the TLS, the New York
Times, and the Sunday Telegraph during his illustrious career.
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Energy and Power: Germany in the Age of Oil, Atoms, and Climate Change
Gross, Stephen G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197667712
408 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
38 b/w halftones

In Energy and Power, Stephen G. Gross offers the first comprehensive history of
German energy and climate policy from World War II to the present. He shows 
how debates over energy profoundly shaped the course of German history and 
influenced the landmark developments that define modern Europe. Moving 
beyond conventional economic theory, this book gives a novel explanation for 
why energy transitions happen. Further, it provides a powerful lens to move 
beyond conventional debates on Germany's East-West divide, or its postwar 
engagement with the Holocaust, to explore how this nation has shaped the 
contemporary world in other important ways.

Stephen G. Gross is Associate Professor of History and Director of the Center of
European and Mediterranean Studies at New York University.
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Conscious Mind, Resonant Brain: How Each Brain Makes a Mind
Grossberg, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780190070557
768 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/1/2021

Stephen Grossberg is broadly acknowledged to be the most important pioneer 
and current research leader who has, for the past 50 years, modelled how brains
give rise to minds, notably how neural circuits in multiple brain regions interact 
together to generate psychological functions.

For the past 50 years, since his foundational articles appeared in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in 1967-1980, Stephen 
Grossberg has been internationally recognized as the most important pioneer 
and current research leader who introduces and develops neural network models
and mathematical methods for both biological and artificial intelligence.
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Choose Your Medicine: Freedom of Therapeutic Choice in America
Grossman, Lewis A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190612757
416 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2021
14 b/w photographs .

In Choose Your Medicine, Lewis A. Grossman examines the concept of freedom
of therapeutic choice in the United States. He presents a compelling look at how
persistent but evolving notions of a right to therapeutic choice have affected 
American policy and law from the Revolution through the Trump Era. The book is
filled with vivid descriptions of activists and lawyers resisting a variety of 
government limits on therapeutic choice, including medical licensing statutes, 
FDA bans on unapproved drugs and alternative remedies, abortion restrictions, 
and prohibitions against medical marijuana and physician-assisted suicide. He 
further considers the widespread opposition to state-compelled health measures
like vaccines and face masks.

Lewis A Grossman is Professor of Law and Affiliate Professor of History at 
American University.
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Surviving Wounded Knee: The Lakotas and the Politics of Memory
Grua, David W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055578
290 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

A study of the massacre at Wounded Knee in history and memory.

David W. Grua is a historian and documentary editor with the Joseph Smith 
Papers in the Church History Department of The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints.
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Hostile Forces: How the Chinese Communist Party Resists International 
Pressure on Human Rights
Gruffydd-Jones, Jamie J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197643204
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2022
24 illustrations

Hostile Forces shines a light on how China has learned to manage, manipulate,
and resist foreign pressure on human rights, and illustrates how support for 
authoritarian and nationalist policies can actually grow in response to such 
critiques from powers within the liberal international system.

Jamie Gruffydd-Jones is a Lecturer (Assistant Professor) in the University of 
Kent.
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Framing Inequality: News Media, Public Opinion, and the Neoliberal Turn in U.S.
Public Policy
Guardino, Matt
Oxford University Press .
9780190888190
328 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2019
Studies in Postwar American Political Development. 35 line drawings

This book argues that political-economic features of the U. S. commercial media
system have generated news coverage that favors neoliberal viewpoints during 
pivotal domestic policy debates since the early 1980s. It also demonstrates that 
this coverage can shape public opinion to support policies that exacerbate 
economic and political inequality.

Matt Guardino is Associate Professor of political science at Providence College.
A former journalist, his research applies social-scientific and cultural approaches
to analyze media, political discourse and public opinion.
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Ageless Quest: One Scientist's Search for the Genes That Prolong Youth
Guarente, Leonard
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696528
164 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2002

Ageless Quest is a personal, sometimes controversial, account of the pursuit of a
genetic 'cure' for aging by an expert in the field. The author is the Novartis 
Professor of Biology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Leonard Guarente is Novartis Professor of Biology at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
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Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment: Philosophical Perspectives
Guay, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190464028
240 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/29/2019
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit Series

This volume brings together philosophers and literary scholars to explore the 
ways that Crime and Punishment engages with philosophical reflection. The 
seven essays treat a diversity of topics, including: self-knowledge and the nature
of mind, emotions, agency, freedom, the family, the authority of law and morality,
and the self.

Robert Guay is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Binghamton University, 
State University of New York, where he has taught since 2006.
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Racechanges: White Skin, Black Face in American Culture
Gubar, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780195110029
356 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 5/22/1997

In Racechanges: White Skin, Black Face in American Culture, Susan Gubar, 
who fundamentally changed the way we think about women's literature as co-
author of the acclaimed The Madwoman in the Attic, turns her attention to the 
incendiary issue of race. Through a far-reaching exploration of the long 
overlooked legacy of minstrelsy--cross-racial impersonations or "racechanges"--
throughout modern American film, fiction, poetry, painting, photography, and 
journalism, she documents the indebtedness of "mainstream" artists to African-
American culture, and explores the deeply conflicted psychology of white guilt.

Susan Gubar is Distinguished Professor of English at Indiana University. She 
has co-authored and co-edited a range of books with Sandra Gilbert, from The 
Madwoman in the Attic (a runner-up for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book
Critics Circle Award) to The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women.
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Modern Optics Simplified
Guenther, Robert D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198842866
464 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2019

This text reduces the complexity of the coverage of optics to allow students with
elementary calculus to learn the principles of optics and modern Fourier theory of
diffraction and imaging. Each chapter offers simple examples from real 
engineering problems and includes current topics in imaging such as optical 
coherence tomography and fiber optics.

Robert D. Guenther received his undergraduate degree from Baylor University 
and his graduate degrees in Physics from the University of Missouri. For nine 
years he was active in research management as a senior executive in the US 
Army, and was responsible for physics research sponsored by the Army.
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Retrofitting Leninism: Participation without Democracy in China
Gueorguiev, Dimitar
Oxford University Press .
9780197555675
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2021

Retrofitting Leninism explains, through the lens of China, how open governance
and modern information technology come together to sustain a tightly controlled
but socially responsive system of authoritarianism.  When closed authoritarian 
regimes reform and open up, they often fail, most eventually breakdown.  The 
People's Republic of China stands as a notable exception.  How has the ruling 
Chinese Communist Party maintained power throughout decades of reform and 
rapid development? Drawing inspiration from the CCP's Leninist origins, Dimitar
Gueorguiev offers a novel and empirically grounded explanation.

Dimitar D. Gueorguiev is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the Maxwell
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University.
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The Goldilocks Challenge: Right-Fit Evidence for the Social Sector
Gugerty, Mary Kay and Karlan, Dean
Oxford University Press .
9780199366088
312 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

The social sector provides services to a wide range of people throughout the 
world with the aim of creating social value.

Mary Kay Gugerty is the Nancy Bell Evans Professor of Nonprofit Management 
at the Daniel J. Evans School of Public Policy & Governance at the University of
Washington. Dean Karlan is the Frederic Esser Nemmers Distinguished 
Professor of Economics and Finance at Northwestern University.
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Les Antiquites depaysees: Histoire globale de la culture antiquaire au siecle des
Lumieres
Guichard, Charlotte and Van Damme, Stephane
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856011
288 pages
paperback
$99.99
Pub Date: 4/13/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 31 black and white illustrations

Often described as the founding moment of modern European archaeology, the
Enlightenment also saw the emergence of antiquarian cultures in China and 
India. This book aims to show how these developments of a new attention to 
antiquities is contemporary with a form of globalisation, confrontation and 
circulation.

Charlotte Guichard is Research Professor at the Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (Paris). Stephane Van Damme has worked on the origins
of early modern scientific knowledge and European Culture between 1650 and 
1850.
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American Opinion on Trade: Preferences without Politics
Guisinger, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190651831
328 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 8/4/2017

Americans have contradictory beliefs about how international trade affects the 
country as whole and specific communities. Yet notwithstanding the heat of 
political rhetoric, these beliefs are rarely mobilized into political action. Alexandra
Guisinger examines this apparent disconnect by examining the bases of 
Americans' trade preferences in today's post-industrial economy and why do so 
few politicians attempt to take advantage of these preferences.

Dr. Guisinger is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Temple University. 
Her research broadly concerns how political and economic actors communicate
on issues of international political economy and international security.
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Inside the Enemy's Computer: Identifying Cyber Attackers
Guitton, Clement
Oxford University Press .
9780190699994
320 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Attribution - tracing those responsible for a cyber attack - is of primary 
importance when classifying it as a criminal act, an act of war, or an act of 
terrorism. Three assumptions dominate current thinking: attribution is a technical
problem; it is unsolvable; and it is unique. Approaching attribution as a problem 
forces us to consider it either as solved or unsolved. Yet attribution is far more 
nuanced, and is best approached as a process in constant flux, driven by judicial
and political pressures.

Clement Guitton is a former analyst with the Department of Defence, 
Switzerland; he is now an assistant manager for cyber security at PwC.
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Criminal Moves: Modes of Mobility in Crime Fiction
Gulddal, Jesper / Rolls, Alistair / King, Stewart
Oxford University Press .
9781802077063
228 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

Criminal Moves is a ground-breaking collection of essays that challenges the 
distinction between literary and popular fiction and proposes that crime fiction is
a genre that constantly violates its own boundaries. Reorienting crime fiction 
studies towards the mobility of the genre, it has profound ramifications for how 
we read individual crime stories.

Jesper Gulddal is Associate Professor in Literary Studies at the University of 
Newcastle, Australia. Alistair Rolls is Associate Professor of French Studies at 
the University of Newcastle, Australia. Stewart King is Senior Lecturer in Spanish
and Catalan Studies at Monash University, Australia.
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North to Boston: Life Histories from the Black Great Migration in New England
Gumprecht, Blake
Oxford University Press .
9780197614440
240 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
38 b&w halftones

North to Boston tells the life histories of ten Black individuals who moved from 
the southern United States to Boston, Massachusetts, during the Great 
Migration. Based on extensive oral history interviews and a creative narrative 
structure, Gumprecht illuminates this singularly important event in the making of
Boston as it exists today.

Blake Gumprecht taught geography for more than two decades at the University
of New Hampshire, the University of South Carolina, and the University of 
Oklahoma. He is the author of two previous books, The Los Angeles River: Its 
Life, Death, and Possible Rebirth and The American College Town, both of which
won the American Association of Geographers' J. B. Jackson Prize. He now lives
and writes in El Paso, Texas.
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Captive Market: The Politics of Private Prisons in America
Gunderson, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780197624142
208 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022
Studies in Postwar American Political Development.

In Captive Market, Anna Gunderson proposes a novel explanation for why states
privatize prisons. Evidence from an original dataset and interviews with private 
prison companies, government officials, and advocacy groups suggest that 
growing prisoner lawsuits are a significant driver of prison privatization in the 
United States.

Anna Gunderson is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Louisiana State 
University.
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Studying Tsotsi
Gunn, Judith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733087
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2010
Studying Films

Tsotsi (2005) is a life-affirming, if raw, coming-of-age story that boldly confronts 
the legacy of Apartheid and Africa's present struggle to overcome poverty and 
crime.  A small film about a disenfranchised teenage boy, the drama vividly 
articulates themes of disaffection, desperation, and violence and situates them 
within a critical African dilemma: the fight for decency. Aside from being an 
enriching addition to any examination of world cinema, this study will spark a 
tremendous discussion about equality and diversity that will resonate in any 
classroom.

Judith Gunn started her career working for BBC Radio 1 as a chat show 
researcher. She went on to work for the Radio Times and has written five books 
to date, including two biographies and a novelisation of a film. She is now a 
Senior Lecturer in Media Studies at Cirencester College, where she teaches all 
aspects of the AS and A2 specification for OCR.Discount:
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Race and Antiracism in Black British and British Asian Literature
Gunning, Dave
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318535
196 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Race and Antiracism in Black British and British Asian Literature' offers the first 
extended exploration of the cultural impact of the politics of race and antiracism 
in Britain through focussing on a selection of recent novels by black British and 
British Asian writers.

Dave Gunning is Lecturer in English Literature at the University of Birmingham.
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Why Occupy a Square?: People, Protests and Movementsin the Egyptian 
Revolution
Gunning, Jeroen
Oxford University Press .
9780199394982
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2014

On 25 January 2011, tens of thousands of Egyptians came out on the streets to
protest against emergency rule and police brutality. Eighteen days later, 
Mubarak, one of the longest sitting dictators in the region, had gone. Why 
Occupy a Square? is a dynamic exploration of the shape and timing of these 
extraordinary events, the players behind them, and the tactics and protest frames
they developed.

Jeroen Gunning is Reader in Middle East Politics at the University of Durham, 
and author of Hamas in Politics: Democracy, Religion, Violence (OUP/Hurst). 
Ilan Zvi Baron is Lecturer in the School of Government and International Affairs,
University of Durham.
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If Your Adolescent Has Schizophrenia An Essential Resource for Parents
Gur, Raquel E. and Johnson, Ann Braden
Oxford University Press .
9780195182125

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2006

If Your Adolescent Has Schizophrenia is an informative guide, written specifically
to help adults spot the warning signs and seek appropriate treatment for the 
young people in their lives.

Raquel E. Gur, Ph.D., is Professor of Psychiatry, Neurology, and Radiology at 
the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, where she has acted as Director 
of the Neuropsychiatry section and the Schizophrenia Research Center. Ann 
Braden Johnson, Ph.D., is a freelance medical writer and a psychotherapist by 
training.
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Tending the Heart of Virtue: How Classic Stories Awaken a Child's Moral 
Imagination
Guroian, Vigen
Oxford University Press .
9780195384314
320 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2023

Tending the Heart of Virtue sheds light on the power of classic children's tales to
shape the moral imagination. This revised and expanded edition includes three 
new chapters on such stories as Hans Christian Andersen's The Ugly Duckling, 
the Grimms' Cinderella, and John Ruskin's The King of the Golden River.

Until his retirement in 2015, Vigen Guroian was Professor of Religious Studies in
Orthodox Christianity at the University of Virginia. He is now a Permanent Senior
Fellow of the Russell Kirk Center for Cultural Renewal, Senior Fellow at the 
Center on Law and Religion at Emory University, Distinguished Fellow of the 
John Jay Institute, and Senior Fellow at the Trinity Forum. He also is on the 
faculty of Memoria College online and is the author of ten books including The 
Orthodox Reality: Culture, Theology, and Ethics in the Modern World.
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The Frenzied Dance of Art and Violence
Gussak, David E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190064495
320 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/5/2022

Some artists have an inclination towards violence, with art helping to mitigate or 
redirect their destructive energy. For others, their art helps them gain power over
or make sense of violent environs. Finally, for some violent perpetrators, art 
simply mirrors and even perpetuates their psychopathic cycles. Through it all, 
The Frenzied Dance of Art and Violence explores - and seeks to understand - 
these interrelated paths of destruction and creation.

David E. Gussak, PhD, ATR-BC is Professor for the Florida State University's 
Graduate Art Therapy Program and the Project Coordinator for the FSU/FL Dept
of Correction's Art Therapy in Prisons program.
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The Old Faith in a New Nation: American Protestants and the Christian Past
Gutacker, Paul J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197639153
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2023

The Old Faith in a New Nation uses hundreds of sources to show that between 
the Revolution and the Civil War, American Protestants were deeply interested in
the meaning of the Christian past. Even while claiming to rely on the Bible alone,
evangelicals turned to Christian history to navigate pressing questions about 
church-state relations, Catholic immigration, women's rights and roles, slavery, 
and more. By tracing how American evangelicals remembered and used 
Christian history, The Old Faith in a New Nation interrogates the meaning of 
biblicism and provides context for evaluating the ways in which the religious past
is remembered, contested, and memorialized today.

Paul J. Gutacker holds a PhD in History from Baylor University and the MA and 
ThM from Regent College (Vancouver, BC). He has published in Church History,
The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, Fides et Historia, and The International 
Journal of Christianity & Education.  In addition to lecturing in the History 
Department at Baylor University, Paul serves as director of Brazos Fellows, a 
post-college fellowship centered on theological study, spiritual disciplines, and 
vocational discernment.
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The Firm Divided: Manager-Shareholder Conflict and the Fight for Control of the
Modern Corporation
Guthrie, Graeme
Oxford University Press .
9780190641184
352 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 4/3/2017

A battle is being fought within corporations. Shareholders want managers to 
make their shares as valuable as possible, managers want shareholders to leave
them alone, and the board of directors is caught in the middle. The Firm Divided
shows how strong boards persuade managers to do what's best for 
shareholders-and why weak boards don't.

Graeme Guthrie is a professor in the School of Economics and Finance at 
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.
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Stopping the Rot : A Guide to Enforcement Action to Save Historic Buildings
Guy, Michael and Lewis, Sarah
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024595
120 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 4/15/2016
.
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The Battle over Patents: History and Politics of Innovation
Haber, Stephen H. and Lamoreaux, Naomi R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197576168
392 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/20/2021
35 illustrations .

The Battle over Patents traces the long and contentious history of patents, 
examining how they have worked in practice. The essays in this volume, written
by leading social scientists, historians, and legal academics, explore the 
shortcomings of imperfect patent systems and explain why, despite all the 
debate, historically US-style patent systems still dominate all other methods of 
encouraging inventive activity.

Stephen H. Haber is the A.A. and Jeanne Welch Milligan Professor of 
Humanities and Sciences and the Peter and Helen Bing Senior Fellow at the 
Hoover Institution at Stanford University. Naomi R. Lamoreaux is Stanley B. 
Resor Professor of Economics and History at Yale University and a Research 
Associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research.
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Revisionary Narratives: Moroccan Women's Auto/Biographical and Testimonial 
Acts
Hachad, Naima
Oxford University Press .
9781802077438
272 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 7 black and white 
illustrations

Revisionary Narratives examines the historical and formal evolutions of 
Moroccan women's auto/biography and testimony. Considering works in Arabic,
Moroccan Darija, French, and English in the fields of prison narratives, visual 
arts, theater, and digital media, the book highlights strategies women use to 
relate their experiences of political violence, migration, displacement, and 
globalization while also decentering patriarchal and (neo)imperial norms and 
practices.

Naima Hachad is an Assistant Professor of French and Francophone Studies at 
the American University.
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Regulating Blockchain: Techno-Social and Legal Challenges
Hacker, Philipp / Lianos, Ioannis / Dimitropoulos, Georgios / and Eich, Stefan
Oxford University Press .
9780198842187
464 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 10/29/2019

The aim of this book is to understand the technological and business potential of
the blockchain technology and to reflect on its legal challenges, providing an 
unparalleled critical analysis of the disruptive potential of this technology for the 
economy and the legal system.

Philipp Hacker, LL.M. (Yale), is a postdoctoral fellow at the law department of 
Humboldt University of Berlin. Ioannis Lianos holds the chair of global 
competition law and policy at UCL Laws. Georgios Dimitropoulos is an Assistant
Professor of Law at HBKU College of Law & Public Policy. Stefan Eich is the 
Perkins-Cotsen Postdoctoral Fellow in the Princeton Society of Fellows and a 
Lecturer in Politics at Princeton University.
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Sectarianism in Iraq: Antagonistic Visions of Unity
Haddad, Fanar
Oxford University Press .
9780199327386

hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/3/2011

Fanar Haddad provides the first comprehensive examination of sectarian 
relations and sectarian identities in Iraq. Rather than treating the subject by 
recourse to broad-based categorisation, his analysis recognises the inherent 
ambiguity of group identity.

Fanar Haddad is a Singapore based analyst of Middle Eastern and Iraqi affairs.
He previously lectured at the University of Exeter and has worked extensively on
Iraq and the wider region, most recently as an analyst at the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office.
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Edmund Spenser: A Life
Hadfield, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780199591022
656 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2012

Edmund Spenser's innovative poetic works have a central place in the canon of
English literature. Yet he is remembered as a morally flawed, self-interested 
sycophant; complicit in England's ruthless colonisation of Ireland; in Karl Marx's
words, 'Elizabeth's arse-kissing poet'-- a man on the make who aspired to be at 
court and who was prepared to exploit the Irish to get what he wanted. In his 
vibrant and vivid book, the first biography of the poet for 60 years, Andrew 
Hadfield finds a more complex and subtle Spenser.

Andrew Hadfield is Professor of English at the University of Sussex and Visiting
Professor at the University of Grenada. He is author of a number of works on 
early modern literature.
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Rules for a Flat World
Hadfield, Gillian K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190931827
424 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

Technology and globalization are uprooting and reshaping daily life. Global 
supply chains are now deeply embedded, and digital platforms connect almost 
everyone in complex networks of data and exchange. This flat world is one of 
tremendous possibility, but it also poses challenges to stability and shared 
prosperity. In Rules for a Flat World, Gillian Hadfield argues that the legal rules 
that currently guide global integration are no longer working.

Gillian K. Hadfield holds the Schwartz Reisman Chair in Technology and Society,
and is Professor of Law, and Professor of Strategic Management at the 
University of Toronto.
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Oxford Basics: Introduction to Teaching English
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194419758
176 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 7/15/2009
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Presenting New Language
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194421676
80 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 10/26/2000
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Simple Listening Activities
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194421683
80 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 10/26/2000
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Simple Reading Activities
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194421737
72 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 10/12/2000
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Simple Speaking Activities
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194421690
80 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 10/26/2000
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Simple Writing Activities
Hadfield, Jill and Hadfield, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780194421706
72 pages
paperback
$14.3
Pub Date: 2/8/2001
Oxford Basics

Oxford Basics are short, easy-to-use books based on communicative 
methodology.

Jill Hadfield has been involved in EFL either as a teacher or teacher trainer for 
over 20 years and is the author of over 20 books for teachers, some written with
her husband Charles. Charles Hadfield has worked as a teacher and trainer, 
administrator, and consultant in many places including Madagascar, Tibet, 
China, and France, with shorter visits to many African countries, most of Europe,
and Japan.
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Iraq's Democratic Moment
Hadid, Foulath
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042185
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

In 1920, a massive uprising took place against British occupation of 
Mesopotamia. This initiated a struggle for democracy that pitted nationalist 
leaders against the British, their local political allies and a newly-installed 
monarchy. Iraq's Democratic Moment is the story of that long and passionate 
struggle of the Iraqi people to achieve the liberal democracy promised them by 
the constitution of their newly-created country.

Foulath Hadid was educated at Victoria College, Alexandria, and Christ's 
College, Cambridge and is now an Honorary Fellow of St Antony's College, 
University of Oxford. He edited his father's memoir, The Struggle for Democracy 
in Iraq, and has published articles on democracy in the Middle East.
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Listing:

Chicago's Reckoning: Racism, Politics, and the Deep History of Policing in an 
American City
Hagan, John / McCarthy, Bill / Herda, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197627860
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022

Chicago's Reckoning confronts the complicated history of race, politics, and 
policing in Chicago through a study of Richard J. and Richard M. Daley's terms in
mayoral office. The book uses a study of police misconduct and political 
corruption in Chicago to develop an exclusion-containment theory of legal 
cynicism that explains ongoing problems with urban policing.

John Hagan is John D. MacArthur Professor of Sociology and Law at 
Northwestern University. Bill McCarthy is the Dean of Rutgers Newark School of
Criminal Justice and Professor Emeritus of Sociology at the University of 
California Davis. Daniel Herda is Associate Professor and Chair of Sociology at
Merrimack College.
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Merely for Money?: Business Culture in the British Atlantic, 1750-1815
Haggerty, Sheryllynne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380109
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014
Eighteenth Century Worlds LUP

In 1780 Richard Sheridan noted that merchants worked 'merely for money'. 
However, rather than being a criticism, this was recognition of the important 
commercial role that merchants played in the British empire at this time. Of 
course, merchants desired and often made profits, but they were strictly bound 
by commonly-understood socio-cultural norms which formed a private-order 
institution of a robust business culture. In order to elucidate this business culture,
this book examines the themes of risk, trust, reputation, obligation, networks and
crises to demonstrate how contemporary merchants perceived and dealt with 
one another and managed their businesses.

Sheryllynne Haggerty is Associate Professor in Early-Modern History, University
of Nottingham.
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The Last Ghetto: An Everyday History of Theresienstadt
Hájková, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780190051778
376 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2020
17 illustrations.

The Last Ghetto is the first in-depth analytical history of a prison society during 
the Holocaust.

Anna Hájková is Associate Professor of Modern European Continental History at
the University of Warwick.
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A History of US: Eleven-Volume Set
Hakim, Joy
Oxford University Press .
9780195310351
288 pages
Kit
$275.45
Pub Date: 2/16/2006
A History of US. Ages 10 and Up, Grades 5 and Up

Presents the history of America from the earliest times of the Native Americans 
to the Clinton administration. Hakim's ten-volume history of the United States 
makes American history as exciting as an adventure story and as stimulating as
a suspense yarn. She tells stories with all the fascinating sides of factual history.
The dates and events, characters and complexities, heroes, heroines and villains
are woven into the great American history. B&W illustrations throughout, index 
and timelines.

Joy Hakim, a former teacher, editor, and writer won the prestigious James 
Michener Prize for her series, A History of US, which has sold over 4 million 
copies nationwide. A graduate of Smith College and Goucher College she spent
years teaching students from elementary school up to the college level. She also
served as an Associate Editor at Norfolk's Virginian-Pilot, and was an Assistant 
Editor at McGraw-Hill's World News.Discount:
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The De Thematibus ('on the themes') of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus: 
Translated with introductory chapters and notes
Haldon, John
Oxford University Press .
9781802078435
296 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/3/2023
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP. 2 black and white maps

The 10th-century treatise on the military provinces (the 'themes') of the Byzantine
empire is one of the most enigmatic of the works ascribed to the emperor 
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos.  This English translation and detailed 
commentary on this important text makes it available for the first time to a wider 
readership.

John Haldon is Shelby Cullom Davis '30 Professor of European History, emeritus
and Professor of Byzantine History & Hellenic Studies, emeritus, Princeton 
University. He is Director, Climate Change and History Research Initiative and 
Director, Environmental History Lab, Program in Medieval Studies, Princeton 
University.
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The Oxford Book of Children's Verse in America
Hall, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780195035391
368 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 4/25/1985
Oxford Books of Verse

Compiled by the award-winning poet and author of children's books, Donald Hall,
this delightful anthology follows in the tradition of Iona and Peter Opie's classic 
Oxford Book of Children's Verse.  Hall brings together poems written specifically 
for children and also those written for anyone and enjoyed by children and adults
alike.  He presents over two hundred fifty poems written by over one hundred 
different American poets-including anonymous works, ballads, and recitation 
pieces-that range from the Calvinist verses of the seventeenth century to the 
fabulous nonsense poems of the present.  Drawing on literally thousands of 
sources-including Sunday School magazines, Christmas annuals for children, 
and such wonderful children's periodicals as St.

Donald Hall is the author of numerous books of poetry and prose.
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Insulin - The Crooked Timber: A History from Thick Brown Muck to Wall Street 
Gold
Hall, Kersten T.
Oxford University Press .
9780192855381
480 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2022
71 line diagrams and halftones

One hundred years after a milestone medical discovery, 'Insulin - The Crooked 
Timber' tells the story of how insulin was transformed from what one clinician 
called 'thick brown muck' into the very first drug to be produced using genetic 
engineering, one which would earn the founders of the US biotech company 
Genentech a small fortune.

Kersten Hall graduated with an honours degree in biochemistry from St. Anne's
College, University of Oxford, and completed a PhD in gene regulation in 
adenoviruses before working for the School of Medicine at the University of 
Leeds.
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The Man in the Monkeynut Coat: William Astbury and How Wool Wove a 
Forgotten Road to the Double-Helix
Hall, Kersten T.
Oxford University Press .
9780198766964
256 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2022
24 b/w illustrations

Tells the story of the English physicist and molecular biologist William T. Astbury
and how his work forms a previously untold chapter in the story of the discovery
of the structure of DNA.

Kersten Hall graduated from St. Anne's College, Oxford University, with BA 
Honours in Biochemistry before completing a PhD at the University of Leeds on 
the regulation of human genes by viruses. He is now a Visiting Fellow in the 
School of Philosophy, Religion and the History of Science at the University of 
Leeds where his research focuses on the history of genetics and molecular 
biology.
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The Early Days of Yeast Genetics
Hall, Michael N. and Linder, Patrick
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879698744
477 pages
paperback
$61
Pub Date: 9/9/2008

In this remarkable volume, Hall and Linder have assembled the reminiscences of
many early investigators whose pioneering studies in the years before 1975 
brought yeast biology to its current maturity. These illustrated essays about the 
science, the events and the personalities involved capture a fascinating era, in 
the informal style made famous by Phage and the Origins of Molecular Biology. 
This is a book that all scientists interested in the development of modern 
genetics and molecular biology should have on their shelves.
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Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me
Hallam, Lindsay
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325642
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/29/2018
Devils Advocates.

In this Devil's Advocate, Lindsay Hallam argues that the horror genre aids 
Lynch's purpose in presenting the protagonist Laura Palmer's subjective 
experience leading to her death as the incorporation of horror tropes actually 
leads to a more accurate representation of a victim's suffering and confusion.

Lindsay Hallam is senior lecturer in film at the University of East London.
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The Ethics of Capitalism: An Introduction
Halliday, Daniel and Thrasher, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190096212
288 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2020

Can capitalism have moral foundations? Though this question may seem strange
in today's world of vast economic disparities and widespread poverty, 
discussions originating with the birth of capitalism add a critical perspective to the
current debate on the efficacy and morality of capitalist economies. Authors 
Daniel Halliday and John Thrasher use this question to introduce classical 
political philosophy as a framework by which to evaluate the ethics of capitalism 
today.

Daniel Halliday is Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Melbourne. 
He earned his Ph. D. in Philosophy from Stanford University in 2011.  John 
Thrasher is Assistant Professor in the Philosophy Department and in the Smith 
Institute for Political Economy and Philosophy at Chapman University in Orange
County, California.
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The Inheritance of Wealth: Justice, Equality, and the Right to Bequeath
Halliday, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780198803355
256 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 5/8/2018
New Topics in Applied Philosophy

Daniel Halliday examines the moral grounding of the right to bequeath or transfer
wealth. He engages with contemporary concerns about wealth inequality, class 
hierarchy, and taxation, while also drawing on the history of the egalitarian, 
utilitarian, and liberal traditions in political philosophy. He presents an egalitarian
case for restricting inherited wealth, arguing that unrestricted inheritance is unjust
to the extent that it enables and enhances the intergenerational replication of 
inequality.

Daniel Halliday teaches political philosophy at Melbourne University. He works 
mainly on topics relating to justice and political economy. He holds a PhD in 
philosophy from Stanford University.
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The Inheritance of Wealth: Justice, Equality, and the Right to Bequeath
Halliday, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780198860006
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/5/2020

Daniel Halliday examines the moral grounding of the right to bequeath or transfer
wealth. He engages with contemporary concerns about wealth inequality, class 
hierarchy, and taxation, while also drawing on the history of the egalitarian, 
utilitarian, and liberal traditions in political philosophy.

Daniel Halliday, Lecturer in Philosophy, University of Melbourne Daniel Halliday 
teaches political philosophy at Melbourne University. He works mainly on topics 
relating to justice and political economy. He holds a PhD in philosophy from 
Stanford University.
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The New Entrepreneurial Advocacy: Silicon Valley Elites in American Politics
Halpin, Darren R. and Nownes, Anthony J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190883003
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/19/2021

This book looks at one form of business elite activity that has thus far received 
little attention, despite the high-profile political efforts of billionaire 
businesspeople including Bill Gates, Elon Musk, and Mark Zuckerberg: a 
phenomenon that Darren R. Halpin and Anthony J. Nownes call new 
entrepreneurial advocacy. While previous studies focus on a cross section of 
either the wealthiest Americans or the largest firms in the United States, this 
book takes a deep-dive into the political activities of a single, yet pivotal, cohort--
the founders and CEOs of Silicon Valley firms. Leveraging a vast range of unique
datasets, from political donations and lobbying to philanthropic giving and social
media commentary, this book examines the role of this important set of elites in 
contemporary American political life.

Darren R. Halpin is Professor of Political Science at the Australian National 
University in Canberra. Anthony J. Nownes is Professor of Political Science at 
the University of Tennessee.
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Cassiodorus: "Institutions of Divine and Secular Learning" and "On the Soul"
Halporn, James W. (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239987
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2004
Translated Texts for Historians (Book 42). Introduction by Mark Vessey

As a minister of the Ostrogothic regime in the time of Theoderic, Cassiodorus 
had as brilliant a political career as any Roman of the late empire. Around 538 
CE he published a collection of his state letters under the title of Variae (TTH 12),
and disappeared from the public record.

James W. Halporn is Professor Emeritus of Classical Studies at Indiana 
University and is currently Associate in Classics, Harvard University. He edited 
Cassiodorus' De anima for the Corpus Christianorum. He has written extensively
on Cassiodorus and on Greek and Latin literature.
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Valuing Clean Air: The EPA and the Economics of Environmental Protection
Halvorson, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780197538845
312 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/28/2021
10 b/w halftones  illustrations

Valuing Clean Air explains why and how environmental regulation came to be a 
critical site in the evolution of federal governance in both idea and practice in 
American politics and society.

Charles Halvorson won the Bancroft Dissertation Award for his PhD at Columbia
University. He was a Visiting Assistant Professor at Wesleyan University and 
currently works in management consulting.
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Man of the People: A Life of Harry S. Truman
Hamby, Alonzo L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195045468
800 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 10/26/1995

Harry S.  Truman is remembered today as an icon--the plain-speaking president,
Give 'em Hell Harry, the chief executive who put The Buck Stops Here on his 
desk.  But Alonzo L.  Hamby shows that there was more to Truman than the 
pugnacious fighter so prominent in popular memory.

Alonzo L. Hamby is Professor of History at Ohio University. His books include 
Liberalism and its Challengers, The Imperial Years, and Beyond the New Deal: 
Harry S. Truman and American Liberalism.
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Signs of Cleopatra: Reading an Icon Historically
Hamer, Mary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898096
252 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2009

Cleopatra has been dead for twenty centuries, but her name still resonates in the
west. Her story has the status of a foundation myth. As such, artists of all periods
have drawn on it in order to raise questions concerned with the world in which 
they found themselves living. This study chooses a number of key occasions 
from European history on which writers and painters re-imagined Cleopatra.

Mary Hamer is a Fellow of the DuBois Institute, Harvard. She has published 
widely on literary and cultural history including work on Shakespeare's Julius 
Caesar, Anthony Trollope and Cleopatra. She was involved in curating the British
Museum's exhibition on Cleopatra and has appeared on Woman's Hour.
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New Perspectives on the Medieval 'Agricultural Revolution': Crop, Stock and 
Furrow
Hamerow, Helena and McKerracher, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9781802077230
304 pages
paperback
$64.99
Pub Date: 12/1/2022
57 black and white illustrations, 22 color illustrations

Presents new evidence for medieval farming generated by pioneering scientific 
analyses. These reveal the complex and nuanced stories behind the ploughs, 
crops, beasts and feasts of early medieval England and parts of the Frankish 
world, moving beyond conventional narratives of an 'agricultural revolution'.

Helena Hamerow is Professor of Early Medieval Archaeology at the School of 
Archaeology, University of Oxford. Her many publications include Rural 
Settlements and Society in Anglo-Saxon England (OUP 2012) and with D. Hinton
and S. Crawford (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Anglo-Saxon Archaeology (OUP
2011). Mark McKerracher is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the School of 
Archaeology, University of Oxford. His publications include Anglo-Saxon Crops 
and Weeds: A Case Study in Quantitative Archaeobotany (Archaeopress 2019) 
and Farming Transformed in Anglo-Saxon England: Agriculture in the Long 
Eighth Century (Windgather Press 2018).
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The Arabs at War in Afghanistan
Hamid, Mustafa and Farrall, Leah
Oxford University Press .
9781849044202
176 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2015

The result of thousands of hours of discussions over several years, The Arabs at
War in Afghanistan offers significant new insights into the history of many of 
today's militant Salafi groups and movements.

Mustafa Hamid was among the first Arabs to join the jihad against the Soviets, 
and rose to become an influential figure, counting leading Afghan commanders 
and, later, senior Taliban and al-Qaeda figures among his friends. He was 
eyewitness to and a participant in events that shaped not only Afghanistan's 
history. Leah Farrall was formerly a senior counterterrorism analyst with the 
Australian Federal Police, before turning to academia.
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Tweeted Heresies: Saudi Islam in Transformation
Hamidaddin, Abdullah
Oxford University Press .
9780190062583
248 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2019

Tweeted Heresies explores the emergence of patterns of non-belief in Saudi 
Arabia and the responses from the country's Salafi-Wahhabi religious institutions.
Abdullah Hamidaddin focuses on individuals who took advantage of social media
during a period of relative freedom of expression to criticize religion and question
the most fundamental aspects of Saudi society: its politics, religion, social justice,
gender and sexual relations, and the future of the country. The result is a 
uniquely revealing portrait of an otherwise hidden current of religious change that
promises to ultimately transform Saudi society.

Abdullah Hamidaddin is a researcher in Islam in contemporary Arab societies, 
with a focus on critical discourses on religion. He is also a writer and 
commentator on Middle Eastern societies, politics, and religion with a special 
focus on Saudi Arabia and Yemen.
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Potions: Modern Mythology of Drugs and Toxins
Hamilton, Joshua W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195329032
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023
5 halftones, 5 line illus.

Here is an illuminating look at toxicology by a leading expert, exploring some of 
the common myths in our society about the chemicals we call drugs and toxins.
Covering topics such as the placebo effect and herbal remedies, Potions will 
both alleviate unneccessary fears and also provide the reader with the tools to 
evaluate these issues for themselves, in an objective way, so they can determine
what they should and shouldn't worry about.

Joshua Hamilton is Chief Academic and Science Officer at the Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole.
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A Theological Introduction to the Old Testament
Hamilton, Mark W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190203115
432 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

Considering the massive sweep of literary types and ways of expressing ideas 
about God, A Theological Introduction to the Old Testament offers an alternative
to introductions based solely on historical or literary themes.

Mark Hamilton has taught Hebrew Bible at Abilene Christian University since 
2000. He has been a visiting professor in South Korea, New Zealand, and 
Croatia, as well as lecturing in many parts of the United States. He enjoys 
working with students of many cultures as they explore together the meanings of
the ancient Israelite texts for life today.
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The Art of Narrative Psychiatry: Stories of Strength and Meaning
Hamkins, SuEllen
Oxford University Press .
9780199982042

hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/10/2013

The Art of Narrative Psychiatry is the first comprehensive description of narrative
psychiatry in action.

SuEllen Hamkins, MD, is Assistant Director of the Center for Counseling and 
Psychological Health at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and Adjunct 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Tufts University School of Medicine,
Boston, Massachusetts.
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Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs: A Practical Resource
Hammel, Alice
Oxford University Press .
9780190665173
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
98 lineart; 2 halftone

Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs: A Practical Resource brings 
together theory, policy, and planning for instruction in K-12 classrooms. The 
resource is a result of collaboration between K-12 teachers, outstanding 
undergraduate and graduate music education students, and professionals in the 
field.

Alice M. Hammel is a widely known music educator, author, and clinician whose
experience in music is extraordinarily diverse. She teaches for James Madison 
and Virginia Commonwealth Universities in the areas of music education and 
music theory respectively, and has many years of experience teaching both 
instrumental and choral music in public and private schools.
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Teaching Music to Students with Autism
Hammel, Alice M. and Hourigan, Ryan M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190063184
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/21/2020

This book is a comprehensive practical guide for music eductors who work with 
students with autism. This second edition offers fully up-to-date information on 
diagnosis, advocacy, and a collegial team-approach, as well as communication,
cognition, behavior, sensory, and socialization challenges. Many 'real-life' 
vignettes and classroom snapshots are included to transfer theory to practice.

Dr. Alice M. Hammel is on the music faculty of James Madison Universities. She
is in high demand as a clinician and teacher throughout the United States and is
widely published in the areas of music education, teacher education, and 
students with special needs. Dr. Ryan Hourigan is Professor of Music Education
and the Director of the School of Music at Ball State University.
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Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs: A Label-Free Approach
Hammel, Alice M. and Hourigan, Ryan M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190654696
304 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/25/2017

Written by practicing music educators who have years of experience teaching 
students with special needs. Includes updated comprehensive resource section 
of print and online references and tools. Offers practical guidance and insight on
the often confusing maze of legislation and policy in special education. New 
classroom vignettes bring the principles and techniques to life with real-world 
examples. Released alongside an accompanying Practical Resource

Dr. Alice M. Hammel is on the music faculty of James Madison Universities. She
is in high demand as a clinician and teacher throughout the United States and is
widely published in the areas of music education, teacher education, and 
students with special needs. Dr. Ryan Hourigan is Professor of Music Education
and the Director of the School of Music at Ball State University.
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Kafka's the Trial: Philosophical Perspectives
Hammer, Espen
Oxford University Press .
9780190461447
312 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2018
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit

Kafka's novel The Trial, written from 1914 to 1915 and published in 1925, is a 
multi-faceted, notoriously difficult manifestation of European literary modernism,
and one of the most emblematic books of the 20th Century.

Espen Hammer is a Professor of Philosophy at Temple University, Philadelphia.
A former Alexander von Humboldt Fellow at the University of Frankfurt, he has 
held professorships at the University of Essex (UK) and the University of Oslo, 
Norway, and been a Visiting Professor at the University of Pennsylvania and the
New School for Social Research.
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Sophistication: A Literary and Cultural History
Hammill, Faye
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312328
240 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2010

In this fascinating book Faye Hammill explores how a word that once meant 
falsification and perversion came to be regarded as signifying discrimination and
refinement. Hammill provides a literary, linguistic and cultural route from the 
Romantics, via the emergence of the Dandy and then of Modernism, to that most
sophisticated of figures, Noel Coward, and on to the meaning of sophistication in
the twenty-first century.

Professor Faye Hammill is a Lecturer at the University of Strathclyde. Previous 
publications include 'Women, Celebrity and Literary Culture Between the 
Wars' (University of Texas Press, 2007) and 'Literary Culture and Female 
Authorship in Canada, 1760-2000' (Rodopi, 2003).
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Entangled Otherness: Cross-gender Fabrications in the Francophone Caribbean
Hammond, Charlotte
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855892
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

Entangled Otherness explores the dynamics of cross-dressing and gender 
performance in contemporary francophone Caribbean cultures through a range 
of visual and textual media.  Original in its comparative focus on the islands of 
Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe and their diasporic communities in France, this 
study reveals how opaque strategies of crossing, mimicry and masquerade have
enabled resistance to the racialised, gendered and patriarchal classifications of 
bodies that characterized Enlightenment thought during the French transatlantic
slave trade.  It engages with archival texts of pre-revolutionary Haiti to offer a 
historical understanding of current constructions of Caribbean gender most 
influenced by French colonial legacies.  The author argues that cross-dressing, 
as a form of 'self-fabrication', complicates inherently entangled colonial binaries 
of identity and resists France's paternalistic gaze.

Charlotte Hammond is a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at Cardiff University.Discount:
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Asymmetrical Neighbors: Borderland State Building between China and 
Southeast Asia
Han, Enze
Oxford University Press .
9780190060787
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2019

Departing from existing literature on state building, this book proposes a novel 
theoretical approach that looks beyond the confines of state borders. Instead of 
looking at state building as a process determined by domestic factors, such as 
war preparation, political institutions, and geographic and demographic variables,
Asymmetrical Neighbors argues that we should conceptualize state building as 
an interactive process heavily influenced by a neighborhood effect. Ultimately, 
this book tells the story of the success and failure in state and nation building 
across the common borderland area between China, Myanmar, and Thailand.

Enze Han is Associate Professor in the Department of Politics and Public 
Administration at the University of Hong Kong.
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Ceremony and Civility: Civic Culture in Late Medieval London
Hanawalt, Barbara A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190490409
248 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/25/2017

Medieval London, like all premodern cities, had a largely immigrant population-
only a small proportion of the inhabitants were citizens-and the newly arrived 
needed to be taught the civic culture of the city in order for that city to function 
peacefully. Ritual and ceremony played key roles in this acculturation process. In
Ceremony and Civility, Barbara A. Hanawalt shows how, in the late Middle Ages,
London's elected officials and elites used ceremony and ritual to establish their 
legitimacy and power.

Barbara A. Hanawalt is King George III Professor of British History Emerita, Ohio
State University.
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Listing:

The Ties that Bound: Peasant Families in Medieval England
Hanawalt, Barbara A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195045642
364 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/9/1989

Barbara A. Hanawalt's richly detailed account offers an intimate view of everyday
life in Medieval England that seems at once surprisingly familiar and yet at odds
with what many experts have told us. She argues that the biological needs 
served by the family do not change and that the ways fourteenth- and fifteenth-
century peasants coped with such problems as providing for the newborn and 
the aged, controlling premarital sex, and alleviating the harshness of their 
material environment in many ways correspond with our twentieth-century 
solutions.

Barbara A. Hanawalt is Professor of History at the Ohio State University and 
author of Crime and Conflict in English Communities, 1300-1348 and editor of 
Women and Work in Preindustrial Europe.
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Fenelon: Moral and Political Writings
Hanley, Ryan Patrick (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190079598
288 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2020

This collection of Fenelon's moral and political writings makes one of the leading
voices of early modern philosophy available to English-language audiences for 
the first time. Reflecting the impressive breadth of Fenelon's thought, the volume
includes work on topics ranging from women's education and political philosophy
to literature and religion.  Makes the work of one the most influential philosophers
of 18th-century France accessible in English. Encompasses the vast range of 
topics and issues addressed in Fenelon's broad body of work. Includes an 
comprehensive introduction which orients readers to the historical and 
philosophical context of Fenelon's work

Ryan Patrick Hanley is Professor of Political Science at Boston College.
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Listing:

Block by Block: The Historical and Theoretical Foundations of Thermodynamics
Hanlon, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780198851554
672 pages
paperback
$63
Pub Date: 5/16/2020

This book synthesises and gathers into one accessible volume a strategic range
of foundational topics involving the atomic theory, energy, entropy, and the laws
of thermodynamics.

Robert Hanlon is Senior Lecturer, School of Chemical Engineering Practice, at 
MIT.
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Listing:

Editing Medieval Texts
Hanna, Ralph
Oxford University Press .
9781789620733
187 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2019
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP Series

This book is conceived as a handbook for graduates interested in texts and their
manuscript presentation, not solely in editing them. As such, it is potentially of 
broad interest in all fields from antiquity to early modern studies.

Ralph Hanna is Professor of Palaeography (Emeritus) and Emeritus Fellow at 
Keble College, Oxford.
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Listing:

Patient Reading/Reading Patience: Oxford Essays on Medieval English 
Literature
Hanna, Ralph
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789628081
384 pages
paperback
$54.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2020
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP

This volume brings together a variety of studies devoted to the literate culture of 
the English later Middle Ages. The studies hover about four foci: normative 
English polylingualism (across three grammatically distinct languages); the 
messiness and discontinuities of medieval manuscript production; drawing 
conclusions about historical audiences/literary communities on the basis of book-
evidence; and the Middle English poem Piers Plowman.

Ralph Hanna is Professor of Palaeography (Emeritus) and Emeritus Fellow at 
Keble College, Oxford.
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Listing:

Richard Rolle: Unprinted Latin Writings
Hanna, Ralph
Oxford University Press .
9781802077490
272 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP.

The coming of the age of print was not kind to the works of Richard Rolle, the 
most influential spiritual writer of the later English Middle Ages, and many 
remained in manuscript. This critical edition provides four Latin texts with 
translations, including the 'Super Canticum', a seminal text central to Rolle's 
oeuvre.

Ralph Hanna is Professor of Palaeography (Emeritus) and Emeritus Fellow at 
Keble College, Oxford. He is a former Guggenheim Fellow, former Fellow of the
Radcliffe Institute (Harvard University), and winner of the British Academy Sir 
Israel Gollancz Prize for English Language 2015. His books include Editing 
Medieval Texts (Liverpool University Press, 2015) and Introducing English 
Medieval Book History: Manuscripts, their Producers and their Readers 
(Liverpool University Press, 2013).
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Listing:

Introducing English Medieval Book History: Manuscripts, their Producers and 
their Readers
Hanna, Ralph
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381281
240 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2015
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP.

This book offers an introduction to medieval English book-history through a 
sequence of exemplary analyses of commonplace book-historical problems. 
Rather than focus on bibliographical particulars, the volume considers a variety 
of ways in which scholars use manuscripts to discuss book culture, and it 
provides a wide-ranging introductory bibliography to aid in the study.

Ralph Hanna is Professor Emeritus of Palaeography at the University of Oxford 
and Distinguished Professor Emeritus of the University of California, Riverside.
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Listing:

The Travel Writing Tribe: Journeys in Search of a Genre
Hannigan, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9781787388284
360 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

A writer sets out to find the truth about his own genre, from Orientalism and 
falsehoods to today's new voices.

Tim Hannigan is a writer and academic, and the author of several narrative 
history books, including A Brief History of Indonesia and the award-winning 
Raffles and the British Invasion of Java. He holds a PhD from the University of 
Leicester. He was born in Cornwall and lives in Ireland.
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Listing:

The Travel Writing Tribe: Journeys in Search of a Genre
Hannigan, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9781787384705
360 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

A writer sets out to find the truth about his own genre, from Orientalism and 
falsehoods to today's new voices.

Tim Hannigan is a writer and academic, and the author of several narrative 
history books, including A Brief History of Indonesia and the award-winning 
Raffles and the British Invasion of Java. He holds a PhD from the University of 
Leicester. He was born in Cornwall and lives in Ireland.
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Listing:

Why We Disagree About Human Nature
Hannon, Elizabeth and Lewens, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780198823650
240 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018

The contributors to this collection take very different stances with regard to the 
idea of human nature. They come from the fields of psychology, the philosophy 
of science, social and biological anthropology, evolutionary theory, and the study
of animal cognition. The diverse perspectives articulated in this book help to 
explain why we disagree about human nature, and what, if anything, might 
resolve that disagreement.

Elizabeth Hannon is Senior Fellow and Associate Director of the Forum, LSE, 
and the Assistant Editor for the British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, 
University of Leeds. Tim Lewens is a Professor of Philosophy of Science in the 
Department of History and Philosophy of Science, University of Cambridge.
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Listing:

Pop Masculinities: The Politics of Gender in Twenty-First Century Popular Music
Hansen, Kai Arne
Oxford University Press .
9780190938802
232 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/30/2021

Pop Masculinities explores the many ways in which twenty-first century pop 
artists perform masculinity through their songs, music videos, and public 
appearances. This offers a point of entry for addressing broader gender issues in
contemporary popular culture and society.

Kai Arne Hansen is Associate Professor of Music in the Department of Arts and
Cultural Studies at the Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences. He is co-
editor of On Popular Music
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Listing:

Horn, Sahel, and Rift: Fault-lines of the African Jihad
Hansen, Stig Jarle
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044141
224 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

Profiles the range of Islamist groups in Africa, which are on the rise today

Stig Jarle Hansen is based at the University of Life Sciences in Akershus, where
he led Norway's only MA in International Relations (2010-16). He has conducted
extensive field studies in Africa, speaks Somali, Swahili and Arabic, and is the 
author of the acclaimed Al-Shabaab in Somalia, also published by Hurst (2013).
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Listing:

Classical Mythology: A Guide to the Mythical World of the Greeks and Romans
Hansen, William
Oxford University Press .
9780197506646
432 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

Classical Mythology offers both newcomers and long-time enthusiasts new ways
to navigate the fascinating world of Greek and Roman myths and legends. Richly
illustrated with more than one hundred images drawn from ancient art, the 
second edition of this unparalleled guide includes a thoroughly revised 
introduction, augmented lexical entries, an updated further-reading section, and
enlarged discussions about the reception of classical mythology and the impact 
of cognitive science on the study of myth.

William Hansen is Professor Emeritus of Classical Studies & Folklore at Indiana
University, Bloomington.
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Listing:

Phlegon of Tralles' Book of Marvels
Hansen, William
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894258
288 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
Exeter studies in history

The Book of Marvels, a compilation of marvellous events of a grotesque, bizarre
or sensational nature, was composed in the second century A. D. by Phlegon of
Tralles, a Greek freedman of the Roman emperor Hadrian.

William Hansen is Professor of Classical Studies and Folklore at Indiana 
University, Bloomington, USA. He is an expert on Greek and Roman folklore and
the leading Phlegon specialist in the English-speaking world.
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Listing:

NATO's Lessons in Crisis: Institutional Memory in International Organizations
Hardt, Heidi
Oxford University Press .
9780190672188
296 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2018

The book draws on the author's interviews and a survey experiment with 120 
NATO elites across four countries. Cases of NATO crisis management in 
Afghanistan, Libya and Ukraine further illustrate the development of institutional
memory. Findings challenge existing research on organizational learning by 
suggesting that formal learning processes alone are insufficient for ensuring that
learning happens. The book also offers recommendations to policymakers for 
strengthening the learning capacity of IOs.

Heidi Hardt is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of 
California, Irvine. Her research explains how and why international organizations
perform in the ways that they do, particularly in the area of international conflict
management.
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Listing:

Joseph Zobel: Négritude and the Novel
Hardwick, Louise
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855823
288 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

Joseph Zobel (1915-2006) is one of the best-known Francophone Caribbean 
authors, and is internationally recognised for his novel La Rue Cases-Nègres 
(1950).  Yet very little is known about his other novels, and most readings of La
Rue Cases-Nègres consider the text in isolation.  Through a series of close 
readings of the author's six published novels, with supporting references drawn 
from his published short stories, poetry and diaries, Joseph Zobel: Négritude and
the Novel generates new insights into Zobel's highly original decision to develop
Négritude's project of affirming pride in black identity through the novel and social
realism.

Louise Hardwick is Reader in Francophone Postcolonial Studies at the University
of Birmingham (UK), and Associate Fellow of Homerton College, University of 
Cambridge.
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Listing:

Beyond Belief: How Pentecostal Christianity Is Taking Over the World
Hardy, Elle
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787385535
328 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2022

A fascinating expose of the global revolution you've never heard of: a deep-
pocketed, tech-savvy Christian movement reshaping our societies from within.

Elle Hardy is a journalist and foreign correspondent who has reported from the 
United States, the former USSR and North Korea, among a long list of places. 
Her work has appeared in GQ, Lonely Planet, Foreign Policy and Business 
Insider, and on ABC Australia.
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Listing:

Understanding the Book of Mormon: A Reader's Guide
Hardy, Grant
Oxford University Press .
9780199731701
368 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2010

Mark Twain once derided the Book of Mormon as "chloroform in print. " Long and
complicated, written in the language of the King James version of the Bible, it 
boggles the minds of many. Yet it is unquestionably one of the most influential 
books ever written.

Grant Hardy is Professor of History and Religious Studies at the University of 
North Carolina at Asheville. In addition to having written books and articles on 
early Chinese history, he is also the editor of The Book of Mormon: A Reader's 
Edition. Hardy is currently an associate editor for the Journal of the Book of 
Mormon and Restoration Scripture.
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The Poisoned Well: Empire and Its Legacy in the Middle East
Hardy, Roger
Oxford University Press .
9780190056339
280 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

In The Poisoned Well, veteran BBC journalist Roger Hardy presents a realist's 
history of the Middle East, by weaving together stories of political strife and vivid 
firsthand accounts, to illustrate that the current conflicts and crises of the Middle
East are borne out of the troubled legacy of Western imperialism in the region.

Roger Hardy worked for more than twenty years as a Middle East analyst with 
the BBC World Service. He is the author of The Muslim Revolt: A Journey 
through Political Islam (Hurst and Colombia University Press, 2010) and is a 
Research Associate at the Centre for International Studies in Oxford.
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Listing:

Bonobos: Unique in Mind, Brain, and Behavior
Hare, Brian and Yamamoto, Shinya
Oxford University Press .
9780198728528
384 pages
paperback
$71
Pub Date: 12/7/2017

Includes contributions from leading experts studying the behaviour, cognition, 
neurobiology, and development of bonobos living in captivity, sanctuaries, and 
the wild. Figure legends and chapter abstracts translated into French to inspire a
new generation of Congolese scientists to work for the protection of bonobos. 
Includes a foreword by Frans de Waal and an afterword by Richard Wrangham.
The book combines both fieldwork and laboratory work to help readers 
understand bonobos comprehensively

Dr Brian Hare is an associate professor of Evolutionary Anthropology and a 
member of the Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at Duke University in the 
United States. Dr Shinya Yamamoto is an associate professor at Kobe University
in Japan.
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Plato
Hare, R. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780192875853
96 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/31/1983

Even after twenty-three centuries Plato's work remains the starting-point for the 
study of logic, metaphysics, and moral and political philosophy. But though his 
dialogues retain their freshness and immediacy, they can be difficult to follow. 
Professor Hare has provided a short introduction to Plato's thought that makes 
their meaning clear.

Richard Mervyn Hare (21 March 1919 – 29 January 2002), usually cited as R. M.
Hare, was a British moral philosopher who held the post of White's Professor of
Moral Philosophy at the University of Oxford from 1966 until 1983.
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Meeting the Challenge: Top Women in Science
Hargittai, Magdolna
Oxford University Press .
9780197574751
296 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2023

In her latest book, Magdolna Hargittai tells the stories of over 120 women in 
science who overcame social prejudice and other barriers to excel in their 
careers. Hargittai presents entertaining and engaging accounts of the lives and 
careers of women scientists in disciplines such as physics, astronomy, 
mathematics, and medicine. These women include historical figures, such as 
Lady Margaret Cavendish, a natural philosopher who lived in the 1600s, as well
as modern-day scientists, such as COVID-19 vaccine pioneer Katalin Kariko.

Magdolna Hargittai is a research professor of structural chemistry at the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics. She is a member of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the Academia Europaea (London) and 
holds a PhD, DSc, and Dr hc.
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Transnational French Studies: Postcolonialism and Litterature-monde
Hargreaves, Alec G. / Forsdick, Charles / Murphy, David (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318108
307 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Society for Francophone Postcolonial Studies

The 2007 manifesto in favour of a 'Littérature-monde en français' has generated
new debates in both 'francophone' and 'postcolonial' studies. Praised by some 
for breaking down the hierarchical division between 'French' and 'Francophone' 
literatures, the manifesto has been criticized by others for recreating that division
through an exoticizing vision that continues to privilege the publishing industry of
the former colonial métropole.

Professor Alec G. Hargreaves is Ada Belle Winthrop-King Professor of French 
and Director of the Winthrop-King Institute for Contemporary French and 
Francophone Studies at Florida State University. Professor Charles Forsdick is 
James Barrow Professor of French at the University of Liverpool. David Murphy 
is Professor of French and Postcolonial Studies at the University of Stirling and 
President of the Society for Francophone Postcolonial Studies
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Sportin' Life: John W. Bubbles, An American Classic
Harker, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780197514511
328 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/14/2022
CULTURAL BIOGRAPHIES SERIES. 50 images

Sportin' Life tells for the first time the full, dramatic story of one of America's great
song-and-dance men. A groundbreaking tap dancer who provided inspiration to 
the likes of Fred Astaire, Eleanor Powell, and the Nicholas Brothers, John W. 
Bubbles is the epitome of a highly influential but mostly forgotten figure.

Brian Harker is Professor of Music at Brigham Young University. He has twice 
won the Irving Lowens Award for best article on American music. He is the 
author of Louis Armstrong's Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings and Jazz: An 
American Journey. He lives with his wife in Orem, Utah.
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Oxford Book of Italian Madrigals
Harman, Alec
Oxford University Press .
9780193436473
340 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 7/28/1983
Oxford Paperback Reference Series

The second edition of the Oxford Dictionary of Idioms takes a fresh look at the 
idiomatic phrases and sayings that make English the rich and intriguing language
that it is. This major new edition contains entries for over 5000 idioms, including
350 entirely new entries and over 500 new quotations.
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The Curse of Frankenstein
Harmes, Marcus K.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733858
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2015
Devils Advocates

Critics abhorred it, audiences loved it, and Hammer executives where thrilled 
with the box office returns: The Curse of Frankenstein was big business.  The 
1957 film is the first to bring together in a horror movie the 'unholy two', 
Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing, together with the Hammer company, and 
director Terence Fisher, combinations now legendary among horror fans.

Marcus K. Harmes lectures at the University of Southern Queensland, Australia,
and is author of Doctor Who and the Art of Adaptation and numerous studies on
British and European horror and science fiction.
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Integrating Music Across the Elementary Curriculum
Harney, Kristin
Oxford University Press .
9780190085599
280 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2020

This book offers K-5 classroom teachers a new way to integrate music 
throughout the elementary curriculum. It contains detailed, practical ideas and 
examples, including full lesson plans and over 100 teaching ideas and strategies
for integrating music with visual art, language arts, social studies, science, and 
mathematics.

Kristin Harney, Associate Professor of Music Education at Montana State 
University, teaches undergraduate and graduate level music methods, 
assessment, and interdisciplinary arts courses.
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On Life: Cells, Genes, and the Evolution of Complexity
Harold, Franklin M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197604540
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/17/2021
21 images .

Offering an inside look into the world around us, microbiologist Franklin M. 
Harold makes life intelligible for readers interested in biology. The book traces 
living things and how they operate, focusing on questions about the interaction 
between physics, chemistry, and biology.

Franklin M . Harold is Professor Emeritus of biochemistry at Colorado State 
University and Affiliate Professor of microbiology at the University of Washington
in Seattle.
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Frontier of Faith: Islam, in the Indo-Afghan Borderland
Haroon, Sana
Oxford University Press .
9780199326365
 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/22/2008

Sana Haroon examines religious organisation and mobilisation in the North-West
Frontier Tribal Areas, a non-administered region on the Indo-Afghan border.

Sana Haroon completed her PhD with the department of South Asian History, at
SOAS, in 2004. She held the Past and Present post-doctoral fellowship at the 
Institute of Historical Research, Senate House, in 2004-5. She is currently 
Assistant Professor History and Asian Studies at UMass Boston.
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Protestants and American Conservatism: A Short History
Harp, Gillis J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199977413
336 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/16/2019

This short book explores the complicated relationship between Protestants and 
American conservatism from colonial times to the recent past. It connects the 
dots in an accessible way that sheds new light on the Religious Right that has 
garnered public attention since the 1980s.

Gillis J. Harp received his masters and doctorate in American history from the 
University of Virginia. His is Professor of History at Grove City College.
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Iola Leroy: Or Shadows Uplifted
Harper, Frances E.W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195063240
336 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 7/12/1990

First published in 1892, Iola Leroy was probably the best-selling novel by an 
African-American writer prior to the twentieth century. Frances Harper had 
already gained an international reputation as a writer, lecturer, and political 
activist when Iola Leroya, her only novel appeared, as evident by the sizable 
audience she enjoyed of men and women, black and white, in the U. S. , 
Canada, and England.

Frances Ellen Watkins Harper (September 24, 1825 – February 22, 1911) was 
an African-American abolitionist, poet and author. She was also active in other 
types of social reform and was a member of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, which advocated the federal government taking a role in progressive 
reform. Born free in Baltimore, Maryland, she had a long and prolific career, 
publishing her first book of poetry at age 20 and her first novel, the widely 
praised Iola Leroy, at age 67. In 1850, she became the first woman to teach 
sewing at the Union Seminary.
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[REC]
Harper, Jim
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859180
110 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Devils Advocates. 20 black and white illustrations

A cornerstone of the resurgence in Spanish horror cinema, [REC] (2007) is a 
propulsive single-location 'found-footage' film. Jim Harper's Devil's Advocate 
assesses the various political and social themes present in [REC], and considers
its influences, all the while contextualising the film within the history of Spanish 
horror.

Jim Harper is a writer specialising in cult and horror cinema around the globe. He
is the author of Legacy of Blood: A Comprehensive Guide to Slasher Movies, 
Italian Horror 1979-1994 and Flowers From Hell: The Modern Japanese Horror 
Film, and a contributor to a number of encyclopedias, anthologies and 
magazines.
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[REC]
Harper, Jim
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859197
110 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Devils Advocates. 20 black and white illustrations

A cornerstone of the resurgence in Spanish horror cinema, [REC] (2007) is a 
propulsive single-location 'found-footage' film. Jim Harper's Devil's Advocate 
assesses the various political and social themes present in [REC], and considers
its influences, all the while contextualising the film within the history of Spanish 
horror.

Jim Harper is a writer specialising in cult and horror cinema around the globe. He
is the author of Legacy of Blood: A Comprehensive Guide to Slasher Movies, 
Italian Horror 1979-1994 and Flowers From Hell: The Modern Japanese Horror 
Film, and a contributor to a number of encyclopedias, anthologies and 
magazines.
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First Vision: Memory and Mormon Origins
Harper, Steven C.
Oxford University Press .
9780199329472
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/12/2019

Steven C. Harper tells the story of how Latter-day Saints forgot and then 
remembered several accounts of Joseph Smith's experience of his first vision 
and how Smith's 1838 account was redacted and canonized.

Steven C. Harper is currently editor of BYU Studies Quarterly and professor of 
Church History and Doctrine at Brigham Young University.
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Incurable: A Life after Diagnosis
Harris, Charles
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781936113101
300 pages
hardcover
$31
Pub Date: 5/19/2011

In March 2009, during a routine medical exam, Charles Harris learned that he 
had incurable cancer.  Although a private man, he began a blog to keep family 
and friends current on his progress, and found a wider audience.  From the blog
was born Incurable, an account of a mans struggle to live vibrantly and with 
courage in the face of a fatal illness.  An entrepreneur and investor by 
profession, Charles Harris writes about living and dying, friendship and 
fellowship, sports and wine, race horses and recessions.

Charles Harris (1943-2010) was born in Greensboro, North Carolina, and grew 
up in Jacksonville, Florida. He graduated from the Hill School, Princeton 
University (English, 1964), and Columbia University (Finance, 1967). From 1966
to 1983, he worked on Wall Street. In 1983, he became an entrepreneur, later 
founding Harris & Harris Group, a venture capital firm that invests in 
nanotechnology, from which he retired in 2008 as chairman and chief executive 
officer.
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Sierra Leone: A Political History
Harris, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199361762
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 6/1/2014

Sierra Leone examines 225 years of its history and fifty years of independence, 
placing state- society relations at the centre of an original and revealing 
investigation of those who have tried to rule or change Sierra Leone and its 
inhabitants and the responses engendered. It interweaves the historical narrative
with sketches of politicians, anecdotes, the landscape and environment and key 
turning-points, alongside theoretical and other comparisons with the rest of 
Africa.

David Harris is Lecturer in African Studies at Bradford University and specialises
in West African politics. He is the author of Civil War and Democracy in West 
Africa: Conflict Resolution, Elections and Justice in Sierra Leone and Liberia.
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Henry Purcell's Dido and Aeneas
Harris, Ellen T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190271671
272 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 12/5/2017
43 line, 9 halftone

Offers a detailed examination and evaluation of the conflicting theories from the 
past thirty years on the opera's origin and date (known as the dating 
controversy). Includes a comprehensive performance history of the opera from 
its origins to the present day, including published scores, audio recordings, and 
dvds. Reveals three distinct periods of synchronized theatrical and scholarly 
interpretation

Ellen T. Harris is Professor Emeritus at MIT in Music and Theater Arts. Her 
research has focused largely on the music of Handel. Her books include the 
award-winning George Frideric Handel: A Life with Friends (Norton, 2014) and 
Handel as Orpheus: Voice and Desire in the Chamber Cantatas (Harvard, 2001).
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Ancestors in Our Genome: The New Science of Human Evolution
Harris, Eugene E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190941918
278 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

An up-to-date account of the evolution of the human genome amongst the 
primate group, written from the perspective of population genetics.

Eugene E. Harris is Professor of Biological Sciences and Geology at the City 
University of New York, and a Research Affiliate of the Center for the Study of 
Human Origins at New York University.
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A Dictionary of Social Work and Social Care
Harris, John and White, Vicky
Oxford University Press .
9780198796688
544 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2018
Oxford Quick Reference

This new edition has been fully revised and updated to provide over 1,800 A-Z 
definitions of terms from the field of social care, concentrating on social work as
a significant area within this field.

John Harris is Emeritus Professor at the University of Warwick. He was a social
worker, training officer, and manager prior to moving into social work education.
Vicky White is an independent consultant. She was previously Associate 
Professor at the University of Warwick and Principal Social Worker, Children's 
Services, Coventry City Council.
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Value, Art, Politics
Harris, Jonathan (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310423
288 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 10/15/2007
Liverpool University Press - Value-Art-Politics (Book 2). 60 color illustrations, 40
b/w illustrations

Value, Art, Politics draws together questions of value and evaluation in relation to
studies of historical and contemporary art and artists, within a broad 'social 
history of art' conceptual framework.

Jonathan Harris is Professor of Art History, University of Southampton.
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Picasso and the Politics of Visual Representation: War and Peace in the Era of 
the Cold War and Since
Harris, Jonathan and Koeck, Richard (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318757
224 pages
paperback
$70
Pub Date: 10/15/2013
Tate Liverpool critical forum ; 13

This book focuses on the lesser known (and admired) 'political Picasso' of the 
period after 1944.

Jonathan Harris is Professor in Global Art and Design Studies and Director of 
Research at Winchester School of Art, the University of Southampton. Richard 
Koeck is Senior Lecturer in the School of Architecture at the University of 
Liverpool.
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Regenerating Culture and Society: Architecture, Art and Urban Style within the 
Global Politics of City Branding
Harris, Jonathan and Williams, Richard (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316401
347 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2011

This collection is an essential guide to, and critique of, visual arts regeneration 
strategies mobilized by local and national governments attempting to brand their
cities in contemporary regional and global markets for lucrative industries, 
tourism and heritage recognition.

Jonathan Harris is Professor in Global Art and Design Studies at the University of
Southampton. Dr Richard Williams is Professor of Contemporary Visual Cultures
at the University of Edinburgh.
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Art, Money, Parties: New Institutions in the Political Economy of Contemporary 
Art
Harris, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237198
240 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/3/2005
Liverpool University Press - Tate Liverpool Critical Forum (Book 7)

Art, Money, Parties is a collection of essays based on papers given at a 
conference of the same name held at Tate Liverpool in November 2002. It sets 
out to describe and evaluate the development of new forms of art patronage and
display evident in such recurrent events as biennials, 'cultural quarter' projects 
for urban regeneration, novel galleries of contemporary art, and production 
sponsors (such as the Saatchi Gallery and the Baltic). The scope of the 
collection is international and its aim is to map and examine the globalisation of 
art's political-economy.

Jonathan Harris is professor of art history at the University of Liverpool. He is the
author of many books, including Inside the Death Drive: Excess and Apocalypse
in the World of the Chapman Brothers, also published by Liverpool University 
Press.Discount:
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Identity Theft: Cultural Colonisation and Contemporary Art
Harris, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311024
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2009
Liverpool University Press - Tate Liverpool Critical Forum (Book 10)

Identity Theft examines the complex socio-political forces that powerfully 
influence the production of visual art in our postcolonial and globalised world.

Jonathan Harris is Professor of Art History, University of Southampton.
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Inside the Death Drive: Excess and Apocalypse in the World of the Chapman 
Brothers
Harris, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311925
240 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2010
Liverpool University Press - Tate Liverpool Critical Forum

This new study critically assesses the work of one of the art world's most creative
and controversial duos. It includes a rare specially commissioned interview with 
Jake Chapman and features essays from leading international art scholars and 
commentators.

Jonathan Harris is Professor in Global Art and Design Studies and Director of 
Research at Winchester School of Art, the University of Southampton.
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Beyond the Rapist: Title IX and Sexual Violence on US Campuses
Harris, Kate Lockwood
Oxford University Press .
9780190876937
184 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

In Beyond the Rapist, Kate Lockwood Harris demonstrates how universities and
colleges fighting against sexual violence on their campuses may simply be 
reproducing that violence in other forms. She uses feminist new materialist 
theory to analyze how a particular college deals with rape and other sexual 
assaults while complying with federal laws. Ultimately, she shows why 
universities should broaden their concern beyond individual perpetrators to 
organizational processes.

Kate Lockwood Harris is Assistant Professor of Organizational Communication at
University of Minnesota. Her research on the relationship between violence and 
communication appears in fourteen different journals and several edited books.
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Child Psychology in Twelve Questions
Harris, Paul L.
Oxford University Press .
9780192866509
272 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

This book explores some of the enduring questions in developmental 
psychology. Paul Harris shows why these questions are important, proposes 
likely answers, and explains the uncertainties that persist.

Paul L. Harris, Victor S. Thomas Professor of Education, Harvard University Paul
L. Harris is a developmental psychologist with interests in the development of 
cognition, emotion, and imagination. After studying psychology at Sussex and 
Oxford, he taught at the University of Lancaster, the Free University of 
Amsterdam, and the London School of Economics. In 1980, he moved to Oxford
where he became Professor of Developmental Psychology and Fellow of St 
John's College. In 2001, he migrated to Harvard University where he teaches 
developmental psychology in the Graduate School of Education. He is a fellow of
the British Academy and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. His book
Trusting What You're Told: How Children Learn from Others (Harvard University
Press, 2012) won the Cognitive Development Society Book Award in 2013 and 
the Eleanor Maccoby Book Award from the American Psychological Association 
in 2014.
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A Long Reconstruction: Racial Caste and Reconciliation in the Methodist 
Episcopal Church
Harris, Paul William
Oxford University Press .
9780197571828
344 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/15/2022

A Long Reconstruction details the Methodist Episcopal Church's journey with 
unification and justice. Decades after political Reconstruction ended in 1877, the
Church's Black members and their white allies kept up a struggle against racial 
caste, but they encountered numerous disappointments as the Church, like the 
country as a whole, sought to restore unity among whites by downplaying issues
of race.

Paul William Harris is the author of Nothing but Christ: Rufus Anderson and the 
Ideology of Protestant Foreign Missions. For thirty-two years, he was a faculty 
member at Minnesota State University Moorhead.
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Lebanon: A History, 600 - 2011
Harris, William
Oxford University Press .
9780195181111
328 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 7/11/2012

In this impressive synthesis, William Harris narrates the history of the sectarian 
communities of Mount Lebanon and its vicinity. He offers a fresh perspective on 
the antecedents of modern multi-communal Lebanon, tracing the consolidation of
Lebanon's Christian, Muslim, and Islamic derived sects from their origins 
between the sixth and eleventh centuries.

William Harris is Professor of Politics at the University of Otago. He has taught at
Princeton University, Haigazian University College in Beirut, Middle East 
Technical University in Ankara, and the University of Exeter.
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Quicksilver War: Syria, Iraq and the Spiral of Conflict
Harris, William
Oxford University Press .
9780190874872
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Quicksilver War is a panoramic political history of the wars that coursed through
Syria and Iraq in the wake of the 'Arab Spring' and eventually merged to become
a regional catastrophe: a kaleidoscopic and constantly shifting conflict involving
many different parties and phases.

William Harris is Professor of Politics at the University of Otago, New Zealand. 
He works on the politics and history of the Levant states. His most recent books
are Lebanon: A History, 600-2011 and the fourth, completely revised edition of 
The Levant: A Fractured Mosaic.
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Listen, We Need to Talk: How to Change Attitudes about LGBT Rights
Harrison, Brian F. and Michelson, Melissa R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190654757
240 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2017

 Listen, We Need to Talk tests a new theory, what Brian Harrison and Melissa 
Michelson call The Theory of Dissonant Identity Priming, about how to change 
people's attitudes on controversial topics. Harrison and Michelson conducted 
randomized experiments all over the United States, many in partnership with 
equality organizations, including Equality Illinois, Georgia Equality, Lambda 
Legal, Equality Maryland, and Louisiana's Capital City Alliance.

Brian F. Harrison is Lecturer in Political Science at Northwestern University. 
Melissa R. Michelson is Professor of Political Science at Menlo College.
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Music Downtown Eastside: Human Rights and Capability Development through
Music in Urban Poverty
Harrison, Klisala
Oxford University Press .
9780197535073
224 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/26/2020

Music Downtown Eastside offers an in-depth look at how music-making can 
promote human rights among the homeless and others living in urban 
neighborhoods marked by poverty. Author Klisala Harrison critically examines a
wide range of local initiatives and shows how they can help vulnerable citizens 
develop their capabilities but also sometimes unwittingly harm them.

Klisala Harrison is the Academy of Finland Research Scholar in ethnomusicology
at the University of Helsinki.
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Our Civilizing Mission: The Lessons of Colonial Education
Harrison, Nicholas
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854932
368 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

Our Civilizing Mission is both an exploration of colonial education and a response
to current anxieties about the foundations of the 'humanities'. Focusing on the 
example of Algeria, it asks what can be learned by treating colonial education not
just as an example of colonialism but as a provocative, uncomfortable example 
of education.

Nick Harrison is a Professor of French and Postcolonial Studies at King's College
London.
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Benjamin Franklin: Cultural Protestant
Hart, D. G.
Oxford University Press .
9780198788997
272 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 8/11/2021
Spiritual Lives

This compelling biography interprets Franklin as the embodiment of Protestant 
attitudes toward print culture, urban life, science, intellectual life, and politics. It 
shows that Franklin should be included in the company of figures like Lincoln for
whom Protestant convictions informed their outlook on and contribution to the 
world.

D. G. Hart is Distinguished Associate Professor of History at Hillsdale College.
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Renewing Democracy in Young America
Hart, Daniel and Youniss, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190641511
184 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/29/2017

Argues that citizenship is a long-term psychological identity and that it's critical 
for youth to participate as citizens during the time of their identity formation. 
Proposes that 16- and 17-year-olds be able to vote in municipal elections and 
suggests that schools create science-based, community-oriented environmental
engagement programs. Provides concrete examples of how long-term 
commitment to civic duties can be cultivated in youth through hands-on 
experiences. Considers how a generation arrives at its distinctive orientations 
toward society and politics with a look at Millennials specifically. Examines how 
educational opportunity leads to unexpected achievement, and how economic-
educational opportunity leads to citizenship

Daniel Hart, EdD, is Distinguished Professor of Psychology and Faculty Director
of the Institute for Effective Education at Rutgers University. James Youniss, 
PhD, is Emeritus Professor of Psychology at the Catholic University of America,
Washington, DC.
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Oxford Companion to American Literature - 6th edition
Hart, James D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190938239
788 pages
paperback
$79.99
Pub Date: 6/21/2018
With revisions and additions by Phillip Leininger.
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The Oxford Companion to American Literature
Hart, James D.
Oxford University Press .
9780195065480
800 pages
hardcover
$79.99
Pub Date: 10/12/1995

For more than half a century, James D. Hart's The Oxford Companion to 
American Literature has been an unparalleled guide to America's literary culture,
providing one of the finest resources to this country's rich history of great writers.
Now this acclaimed work has been completely revised and updated to reflect 
current developments in the world of American letters.

James D. Hart was Professor of American Literature at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and Director of its Bancroft Library. He is the author of The
Popular Book and A Companion to California. He died in 1990.
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Cyril Ramaphosa: The Path to Power in South Africa
Hartley, Ray
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380158
280 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2018

This captivating biography outlines Ramaphosa's extraordinary political and 
business career. It tells the story of one of the greatest political comebacks of 
modern times.

Ray Hartley is the editor of the Rand Daily Mail. A former anti-apartheid activist,
he also worked as an administrator in the constitutional negotiations that ended 
apartheid.
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Gruesome Deaths and Celibate Lives: Christian Martyrs and Ascetics
Hartney, Aideen M.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675136
164 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/3/2005
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live

From the ranks of the early Christian faithful emerged colourful personalities who
seized the imagination and held the attention of the rest of their community. This
they achieved either by their readiness in times of persecution to die for their 
faith as martyrs or by their sometimes extravagant efforts to subsume their 
physical desires and needs to spiritual ends as ascetics. This book provides a 
short introduction to these remarkable figures and the thinking behind their 
actions.

Aideen M. Hartney studied at University College Dublin and the University of 
Liverpool. She has taught in the University of Bristol and is author of 
Transformation of the City: the Preaching of John Chrysostom (2003).
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A Brief History of Neoliberalism
Harvey, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199283279
254 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 1/18/2007

Neoliberalism--the doctrine that market exchange is an ethic in itself, capable of
acting as a guide for all human action--has become dominant in both thought and
practice throughout much of the world since 1970 or so.

David Harvey is Distinguished Professor of Anthropology at the Graduate Center
of the City University of New York. He formerly held professorial posts at Oxford
University and The Johns Hopkins University, and has written extensively on the
political economy of globalization, urbanization, and cultural change.
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The Imposteress Rabbit Breeder
Harvey, Karen
Oxford University Press .
9780198734888
224 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/23/2020
3 illustrations

In September 1726, Mary Toft was found to have given birth to seventeen rabbits
in Godalming, Surrey. The case caused a sensation and was reported widely in 
newspapers, popular pamphlets, poems and caricatures.  Based on extensive 
new archival research. The first in-depth micro-history of this extraordinary case.
Uncovers new evidence of Mary Toft's experiences, her husband's political 
activity, and the criminal and political context of the case by elites.

Karen Harvey is Professor of Cultural History at the University of Birmingham. 
She studied at the University of Manchester and Royal Holloway, University of 
London.
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Contested Identities in Costa Rica: Constructions of the Tico in Literature and 
Film
Harvey-Kattou, Liz
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070033
224 pages
paperback
$42.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures LUP. 10 illus.

Contested Identities in Costa Rica explores the concept of national identity within
the paradigm of the dominant image of the traditional and idealised tico. 
Considering literature from the 1970s and cinema from the twenty-first century, it
analyses how this identity has been challenged through the soft power of 
creative protest.

Liz Harvey-Kattou is a Lecturer in Hispanic Studies at University of Westminster
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Short History of Scotland
Harvie, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780192100542

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2002

In this gripping narrative, one of Scotland's leading historians and political writers
discusses the geography, people and culture of this fascinating land--from 
prehistoric times to the present day. The only short history of Scotland available 
that deals with the most recent developments in the country, like the 
establishment of Scotland's first parliament in over 300 years in 1999, this work 
places events in their historical and cultural context, and reflects the remarkable 
revival in Scottish culture and history writing since the 1960s.

Christopher Harvie is Professor of British and Irish Studies at Tübingen in 
Germany.
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Intimate Lies and the Law
Hasday, Jill Elaine
Oxford University Press .
9780190905941
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2019

This is the first book that systematically examines deception in sexual, marital, 
and familial relationships and uncovers the hidden body of law that shields 
intimate deceivers from legal consequences. It argues that entering an intimate 
relationship-or being duped into one-should not mean losing the law's protection 
from deceit.

Jill Elaine Hasday is a Distinguished McKnight University Professor and the 
Centennial Professor of Law at the University of Minnesota Law School.
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Intimate Lies and the Law
Hasday, Jill Elaine
Oxford University Press .
9780197619032
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2021

This is the first book that systematically examines deception in sexual, marital, 
and familial relationships and uncovers the hidden body of law that shields 
intimate deceivers from legal consequences. It argues that entering an intimate 
relationship-or being duped into one-should not mean losing the law's protection 
from deceit.

Jill Elaine Hasday is a Distinguished McKnight University Professor and the 
Centennial Professor of Law at the University of Minnesota Law School.
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A Dictionary of Economics
Hashimzade, Nigar / Myles, Gareth / Black, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198759430
596 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2017

Contains approximately 3,500 entries on all aspects of economics from core 
concepts in macroeconomics, microeconomics, and econometrics to specialised
terms in fields including development, finance, game theory, and taxation.

Nigar Hashimzade is a Professor of Economics at Durham University, a 
Research Fellow at the Institute for Fiscal Studies and the Tax Administration 
Research Centre. Gareth Myles is a Professor of Economics at the University of
Exeter. John Black worked on previous editions of this dictionary and was a 
Fellow and Tutor in Economics at Merton College, Oxford and then Professor of
Economic Theory at the University of Exeter.
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Fat, Gluttony and Sloth: Obesity in Literature, Art and Medicine
Haslam, David and Haslam, Fiona
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310942
320 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2009

In Fat, Gluttony and Sloth: Representing Obesity in Art Literature and Medicine,
David W. Haslam, Clinical Director of the National Obesity Forum, and MD 
turned art history PhD Fiona Haslam set out to put the current obesity crisis in 
historical perspective.

David Haslam is Chairman and Clinical Director of the National Obesity Forum, 
and medical doctor. He is Visiting Lecturer at Chester University and Visiting 
Fellow at the Postgraduate Medical School of Herts & Beds. Fiona Haslam 
worked for many years in medical practice and in 1986, while still working she 
began her research into medicine and art, which resulted in the award of a 
doctorate from the University of St Andrews.
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Wartime Suffering and Survival: The Human Condition under Siege in the 
Blockade of Leningrad, 1941-1944
Hass, Jeffrey K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197514276
440 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2021
28 b&w halftones  illustrations

Wartime Suffering and Survival explores how average people survive in the face
of incredible odds. Using diaries, recollections, police records, interviews, and 
state documents from the Blockade of Leningrad in World War II, he shows how
average Leningraders coped with the nightmares of war, starvation, and extreme
uncertainty. Hass not only shares Leningraders' stories to uncover a little-told 
side of Russian/Soviet history, but also to reveal the human condition--who we 
really are when our backs are against the wall.

Jeffrey K. Hass is currently an associate professor in the Department of 
Sociology & Anthropology at the University of Richmond and a part-time 
Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Economics, Department of Economic 
Theory, at St. Petersburg State University in Russia.
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Global Health Impact: Extending Access to Essential Medicines
Hassoun, Nicole
Oxford University Press .
9780197514993
318 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2020

Nicole Hassoun here makes a philosophical argument for health, and access to 
essential medicines, as essential human rights, and she proposes the Global 
Health Impact system as a way to ensure those rights. She reports how life-
saving medicines are inaccessible and costly for the global poor, and that rather 
than focusing on treatments for critical, deadly global health problems, 
pharmaceutical companies instead invest in more profitable drugs. To address 
this problem, Hassoun's proposal will rate pharmaceutical companies based on 
their medicines' impact on the improvement of global health, and will reward 
highly-rated medicines with a Global Health Impact label.

Nicole Hassoun is Professor of Philosophy at Binghamton University and Visiting
Scholar at Cornell University.
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Meter as Rhythm: 20th Anniversary Edition
Hasty, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190886912
400 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Drawing on insights from the modern process philosophy of Bergson, William 
James, and A. N. Whitehead, Christopher Hasty's Meter as Rhythm releases 
meter from its mechanistic connotations and recognizes it as a concrete, visceral
agent of musical expression. Hasty reinterprets oppositions of law and freedom,
structure and process, determinacy and indeterminacy to form a theory that 
engages diverse repertories and aesthetic issues.

Christopher Hasty's scholarly work engages problems in the theory and analysis
of music from the 16th to the 20th centuries from the standpoint of process and 
experience.
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That Damned Fence: The Literature of the Japanese American Prison Camps
Hathaway, Heather
Oxford University Press .
9780190098315
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/10/2022
32 b/w halftones

That Damned Fence paints a haunting and intimate portrait of the World War II 
incarceration of Japanese Americans. Drawing on fiction, journalism, poetry and
art produced by the internees themselves, the book explores how factors such as
the camps' physical settings; the class, gender and generational composition of 
their populations; and the attitudes of camp administrators toward the enterprise
shaped the experiences of the detained.

Heather Hathaway is Professor of English at Marquette University, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin and author of Caribbean Waves: Relocating Claude McKay and Paule
Marshall.
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Cardioprotection
Hausenloy, Derek
Oxford University Press .
9780199544769

hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2009

This book focuses on the role of cardioprotection in surgery and the use of 
pharmacological therapies such as ACE-inhibitors, statins, and beta-blockers in 
order tor educe the myocardial injury sustained by the patient and the significant
risk of morbidity and mortality.

Dr. Hausenloy is Professor at Duke-NUS Medical School and is a Senior 
Consultant Cardiologist and Clinician Scientist at the National Heart Centre, 
Singapore.
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The Bible Told Them So: How Southern Evangelicals Fought to Preserve White
Supremacy
Hawkins, J. Russell
Oxford University Press .
9780197571064
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2021

Why did southern white evangelical Christians resist the civil rights movement in
the 1950s and 1960s? Simply put, they believed the Bible told them so. When 
the civil rights movement ultimately triumphed in the 1960s, it fundamentally 
changed southern society. But it didn't change white evangelicalism. Instead, the
segregationist Christianity that fought against the civil rights movement lived on 
after the movement's success. Turning their attention to institutions they still 
controlled--churches, denominations, homes, and private high schools--white 
evangelicals continued to preach and practice segregationist Christianity, 
disguising it in language of colorblindness and family protection.

J. Russell Hawkins is Professor of Humanities and History in the John Wesley 
Honors College at Indiana Wesleyan University in Marion, Indiana.
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How To Be Trustworthy
Hawley, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780198843900
176 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/26/2019

Katherine Hawley investigates what trustworthiness means in our lives. We 
become untrustworthy when we break promises, miss deadlines, or give 
unreliable information. But we can't be sure about what we can commit to. 
Hawley examines the social obstacles to trustworthiness, and explores how we 
can steer between overcommitment and undercommitment.

Katherine Hawley is Professor of Philosophy at the University of St Andrews, 
where she formerly served as Head of School of Philosophical, Anthropological,
and Film Studies, and as editor of The Philosophical Quarterly.
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Ju-On: The Grudge
Hayes, Marisa
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325291
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2017
Devils Advocates

Takashi Shimizu's Ju-on franchise was a principal instigator in the rise of 
contemporary Japanese horror and its international popularity at the turn of the 
millennium.  Following the success of Hideo Nakata's Ringu (1998), the first 
cinematic release of Ju-on: The Grudge in 2002 crystallized Japanese horror's 
rise to prominence and outlined the new decade's thematic interest in 
supernatural technology and fear of contagions, while skillfully navigating 
domestic social concerns, such as Japan's growing elderly population and 
domestic violence.

Marisa Hayes is a Franco-American film writer specializing in genre cinema, 
chiefly horror, sci-fi, and dance films. Her many writing credits include 
contributions to the Directory of World Cinema, Britain (2015).
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Subhas Chandra Bose in Nazi Germany: Politics, Intelligence and Propaganda 
1941-1943
Hayes, Romain
Oxford University Press .
9780199327393
224 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 7/5/2011

This book is the first to focus exclusively on Subhas Chandra Bose's interactions
with Nazi Germany during the Second World War. Hayes's objective is to reveal
a lesser-known aspect of Nazi foreign policy and to challenge and provide an 
alternative to Gandhi-centric portrayals of the Indian independence movement.

Romain Hayes is a freelance writer; this is his first book.
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Government and Politics in Aotearoa and New Zealand
Hayward, Janine / Greaves, Lara / Timperley, Claire
Oxford University Press .
9780190325497
500 pages
paperback
$75
Pub Date: 11/9/2021

Government and Politics in Aotearoa and New Zealand (Seventh edition) is the 
principal guide to the political context, institutions and processes of government 
in New Zealand.

Janine Hayward is Professor of Politics at the University of Otago. Lara Greaves
(Ngapuhi, Pakeha, Tarara) is Lecturer in New Zealand Politics at the University 
of Auckland. Claire Timperley is Lecturer in Political Science and International 
Relations at Te Herenga Waka-Victoria University of Wellington.
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Humans versus Nature: A Global Environmental History
Headrick, Daniel R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190864729
624 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2020
2 illustrations

Humans versus Nature relates the history of the global environment from the 
Stone Age to the present, emphasizing the adversarial relations between human
societies and the natural environment in all regions of the world and tracing the 
current environmental crisis to its roots in the deep past.  Stresses the 
adversarial relations between humans and the rest of nature and the unintended
consequences of human actions that threaten humanity and the Earth.  Covers 
all major regions of the world, including sub-Saharan Africa, South and 
Southeast Asia, Europe, and the Western hemisphere.  A comprehensive 
synthesis intended for students and non-specialists.

Daniel R. Headrick is Professor of Social Science and History, emeritus, at 
Roosevelt University.
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Goths in the Fourth Century
Heather, Peter and Matthews, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853234265
486 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/10/1991

This volume brings together many important historical texts, the majority of them
(speeches of Themistius, the Passion of St Saba, and evidence relating to the 
life and work of Ulfila) not previously available in English translation.

Peter Heather is Professor of Medieval History at King's College London.
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Politics, Philosophy and Empire in the Fourth Century: Themistius' Select 
Orations
Heather, Peter and Moncur, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231066
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 36)

Around the year 350, a young orator and philosopher called Themistius delivered
a speech to the Emperor Constantius II in Ancyra (modern Ankara). Themistius 
found great favour with the Emperor, who catapulted him into the Constantinople
Senate in 355.
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In the Path of Conquest : Resistance to Alexander the Great
Heckel, Waldemar
Oxford University Press .
9780190076689
368 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/26/2020

This book offers a fresh insight into the conquests of Alexander the Great by 
attempting to view the events of 336-323 BCE from the vantage point of the 
defeated.

Waldemar Heckel is Professor Emeritus of Ancient History and Research Fellow
at the Centre for Military and Strategic Studies, University of Calgary.
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The New Statistics with R: An Introduction for Biologists
Hector, Andy
Oxford University Press .
9780198798187
288 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2021

Statistical methods are a key tool for all scientists working with data, but learning
the basics continues to challenge successive generations of students.  This 
accessible textbook provides an up-to-date introduction to the classical 
techniques and modern extensions of linear model analysis-one of the most 
useful approaches for investigating scientific data in the life and environmental 
sciences.  While some of the foundational analyses (e. g.

Andy Hector is Professor of Ecology at the Department of Plant Sciences, 
Linacre College, University of Oxford, UK.
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Reinventing the Sheikhdom: Clan, Power and Patronage in Mohammed bin 
Zayed's UAE
Hedges, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780197639924
280 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022

A compelling examination of how MBZ has exploited personal networks in his 
drive for power in the UAE.

Matthew Hedges is an academic focusing on authoritarian regimes, with an 
emphasis on the monarchies of the Arabian Peninsula. While conducting 
fieldwork research for his PhD in the UAE, he was arrested and sentenced to life
imprisonment under the charge of espionage. He was awarded his doctorate by
Durham University.
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National Party Organizations and Party Brands in American Politics: The 
Democratic and Republican National Committees, 1912-2016
Heersink, Boris
Oxford University Press .
9780197695111
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/7/2023
51 b/w line drawings; 9 tables

In this book, Boris Heersink analyzes the DNC and RNC in their role as party-
branders. Specifically, he argues the main role of the committees is to try and 
promote an image of the party to voters in a way they hope will help them win 
elections. However, in doing so, they often have to make controversial decisions,
such as picking sides in big intra-party fights about what policies to support and
what voting groups to target or ignore. Through extensive historical analysis, this
book shows that the DNC and RNC were part of every major American policy 
debate throughout the 20th century.

Boris Heersink is an assistant professor in the Department of Political Science at
Fordham University. His research focuses on American political parties as 
organizations at the national and state level and on campaigns and elections.
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All Bullshit and Lies?: Insincerity, Irresponsibility, and the Judgment of 
Untruthfulness
Heffer, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780190923297
344 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

Drawing on linguistic pragmatics, philosophy, psychology and law, All Bullshit 
and Lies? develops a comprehensive framework for analyzing not just the 
deliberate insincerity of lying, misleading, and withholding, but also pathological 
forms of untruthfulness such as dogma, distortion, and bullshit, deriving from an 
irresponsible approach to knowledge.

Chris Heffer is Reader in Linguistics in the School of English, Communication, 
and Philosophy at Cardiff University. He is the author of The Language of Jury 
Trial (2005) and editor of Legal-Lay Communication: Textual Travels in the Law 
(OUP 2013).
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The Book of Common Prayer: A Guide
Hefling, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780190689698
336 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/4/2020
Guides to sacred texts

This brief, accessible account of the Prayer Book, as it is often called, describes 
the contents of the classical version of the text, with special emphasis on the 
services for which it has been used most frequently since it was issued in 1662.
Charles Hefling also examines the historical and theological context of the Prayer
Book's origins, the changes it has undergone, the controversies it has touched 
off, and its reception in England, Scotland, and America.

Charles Hefling was a professor of systematic theology at Boston College for 
thirty years and served as editor-in-chief of The Anglican Theological Review. He
holds three degrees from Harvard University and was ordained to the ministry of
The Episcopal Church in 1974.
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The Future of Catholic Higher Education
Heft, James L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197568880
296 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/18/2021

The Catholic Church has gone through more change in the last sixty years than 
in the previous six hundred.  These changes have caused a significant shift in 
the future outlook of Catholic higher education as the United States has 
developed a culture that has grown less receptive to religious traditions and 
practices.  Drawing upon his extensive experience, James Heft lays out the 
current state of Catholic higher education and what needs to be done to ensure 
that Catholicism isn't fazed out of the educational system.  Heft analyzes the 
foundational intellectual principles of Catholic Higher Education, and both the 
strengths and weaknesses of the present day system in order to look at 
possibilities for its future.

Fr. James L. Heft S.M. (Marianist) is Alton Brooks Professor of Religion at the 
University of Southern California and founder of the Institute for Advanced 
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Confronting Corruption: Past Concerns, Present Challenges, and Future 
Strategies
Heimann, Fritz and Pieth, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190458348
312 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

Chronicles global anticorruption steps taken since the movement advanced after
the end of the Cold War. Critically evaluates what existing anticorruption 
programs and treaties have accomplished while documenting their shortcomings.
Defines corruption, documents its effects, discusses the initiatives that changed
public perception. Analyzes the lessons learned, and then evaluate how to move
forward. Develops an action agenda for the next decade

Fritz Heimann is one of the founders of Transparency International (TI), the 
global coalition against corruption. He served on TI's Board of Directors until 
2003, and has been a member of the International Advisory Council since 2003.
Mark Pieth is Professor of Criminal Law and Criminology at the University of 
Basel, Switzerland.
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Compulsion in Religion: Saddam Hussein, Islam, and the Roots of Insurgencies 
in Iraq
Helfont, Samuel
Oxford University Press .
9780197601266
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2021

Compulsion in Religion investigates religion and politics in Saddam Hussein's 
Iraq as well as the roots of the religious insurgencies that erupted in Iraq 
following the American-led invasion in 2003. In looking at Saddam Hussein's 
policies in the 1990s, many have interpreted his support for state religion as 
evidence of a dramatic shift away from Arab nationalism toward political Islam. 
While Islam did play a greater role in the regime's symbols and Saddam's 
statements in the 1990s than it had in earlier decades, the archival records and 
the regime's internal documents challenge this theory.

Samuel Helfont is an Assistant Professor of Strategy and Policy in the Naval War
College program at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.
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Iraq against the World: Saddam, America, and the Post-Cold War Order
Helfont, Samuel
Oxford University Press .
9780197530153
280 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/21/2023

The move away from post-Cold War unipolarity and the rise of revisionist states 
like Russia and China pose a rapidly escalating and confounding threat for the 
liberal international order. In Iraq against the World, Samuel Helfont offers a new
narrative of Iraqi foreign policy after the 1991 Gulf War to argue that Saddam 
Hussein executed a political warfare campaign that facilitated this disturbance to
global norms. Drawing on internal files from the ruling Ba'th Party, Helfont 
highlights previously unknown Iraqi foreign policy strategies, including the 
prominent use of influence operations and manipulative statesmanship.

Samuel Helfont is Assistant Professor of Strategy and Policy in the Naval War 
College program at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. His 
research focuses on international history and politics in the Middle East, 
especially Iraq and the Iraq Wars. He maintains affiliations with the Abbasi 
Program in Islamic Studies at Stanford University and the Foreign Policy 
Research Institute in Philadelphia.
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Compulsion in Religion: Saddam Hussein, Islam, and the Roots of Insurgencies 
in Iraq
Helfont, Samuel
Oxford University Press .
9780190843311
304 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/23/2018

Samuel Helfont draws on extensive research with Ba'thist archives to investigate
the roots of the religious insurgencies that erupted in Iraq following the American-
led invasion in 2003.

Samuel Helfont is Lecturer in International Relations at the University of 
Pennsylvania and Senior Fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute in 
Philadelphia.
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Suspiria
Heller-Nicholas, Alexandra
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780993238475
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2015

As one of the most globally recognisable instances of 20th century Eurohorror, 
Dario Argento's Suspiria (1976) is poetic, chaotic, and intriguing. The cult 
reputation of Argento's baroque nightmare is reflected in the critical praise it 
continues to receive almost 40 years after its original release, and it appears 
regularly on lists of the greatest horror films ever.

Alexandra Heller-Nicholas is a visiting fellow at the Institute of Social Research at
Swinburne University of Technology in Melbourne, Australia and the author of 
Rape-Revenge Films: A Critical Study (McFarland, 2011) and Found Footage 
Horror Films: Fear and the Appearance of Reality (McFarland, 2013).
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Clementi and the woman at the piano: Virtuosity and the market for music in 
eighteenth-century London
Helyard, Erin
Oxford University Press .
9781800856257
320 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 7/13/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment . 34 black and white illustrations
illustrations

Clementi and the woman at the piano: Virtuosity and the market for music in 
eighteenth-century London maps the social, musical, and gendered implications
of technically difficult keyboard music and helps to underline important changes 
in Enlightenment culture and keyboard practice. Previously actively discouraged 
from practicing or improving their skills due to the restrictive ideologies in place,
Clementi's music increasingly affords female pianists a new kind of musical 
expression.

Erin Helyard has been acclaimed as an inspiring conductor, a virtuosic and 
expressive performer of the harpsichord and fortepiano, and as a lucid scholar 
who is passionate about promoting discourse between musicology and 
performance. He is Artistic Director of the award-winning Pinchgut Opera in 
Sydney, Australia.
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Englishness: The Political Force Transforming Britain
Henderson, Ailsa and Wyn Jones, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780192867599
256 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/13/2023

This book presents a strong and original argument about English nationalism and
the ways in which it is currently transforming British politics.

Ailsa Henderson is Professor of Political Science at the University of Edinburgh 
and the co-author of The National Question and Electoral Politics in Quebec and
Scotland (with E Belanger, R Nadeau, E Hepburn, McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 2018). Richard Wyn Jones is Professor of Welsh Politics and Dean of 
Public Affairs at Cardiff University. He is the co-author of Wales Says Yes: Welsh
Devolution and the 2011 Referendum (with R Scully, University of Wales Press,
2012).
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Figuring Out Roman Nobility: Juvenal's Eighth 'Satire'
Henderson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895170
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

Juvenal is a central author on courses in Classical Studies and has an important
place on courses in comparative literature, both in the UK and USA. This new 
book by John Henderson shows how the eighth Satire, a brilliant piece of writing,
makes fun of traditional Roman family values, and in the process displays the 
core of ideas and practices with which aristocratic culture at Rome enshrined 
itself - the display of geneologies, ancestral busts, proliferating names, the cult of
exemplary legends - in all seriousness.

John Henderson is Professor of Classics, University of Cambridge and Fellow 
and Director of Studies in Classics of King's College, Cambridge.
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Roman Life: Rutilius Gallicus on Paper and in Stone
Henderson, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895651
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

Rutilius Gallicus was chief of police, poet and courtier of the Roman Emperor 
Domitian. He is a unique figure in that he can be studied in detail through both 
text and inscription, thereby fusing literature with history, and linking poetry with 
epigraphy.

John Henderson is Professor of Classics, University of Cambridge and Fellow 
and Director of Studies in Classics of King's College, Cambridge.
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Strategies of Justice: Aboriginal Peoples, Persistent Injustice, and the Ethics of 
Political Action
Hendrix, Burke A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198833543
320 pages
hardcover
$58
Pub Date: 7/2/2019
Oxford Political Theory Series

This book focuses on the claims of Aboriginal peoples to better treatment from 
the United States and Canada. Though other groups face similarly persistent 
injustices (e. g. African Americans in the United States), the specific details of 
injustice matter a great deal for its analysis.

Burke Hendrix is Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science at 
the University of Oregon.
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Pandora's Baby: How the First Test Tube Babies Sparked the Reproductive 
Revolution
Henig, Robin Marantz
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879698096
336 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2006
Science & Society Series

This is the highly acclaimed book by Robin Marantz Henig about the early days 
of in vitro fertilization (IVF) and the ethical and legal battles waged in the 1970s,
as well as the scientific advances that eventually changed the public perception 
of "test tube babies. "

Robin Marantz Henig is the author of eight books. Her previous book The Monk 
in the Garden: The Lost and Found Genius of Gregor Mendel, was a finalist for 
the National Book Critics Circle Award. She writes about science and medicine 
for the New York Times Magazine, where she is a contributing writer, as well as 
for publications such as Scientific American, Smithsonian, and The Washington
Post.
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American Catholics: A History of the Roman Catholic Community in the United 
States
Hennesey, James J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195032680
416 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/24/1983

Written by one of the foremost historians of American Catholicism, this book 
presents a comprehensive history of the Roman Catholic Church in America from
colonial times to the present. Hennesey examines, in particular, minority 
Catholics and developments in the western part of the United States, a region 
often overlooked in religious histories.

James J. Hennesey is at Canisius College.
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Architextual Authenticity : Constructing Literature and Literary Identity in the 
French Caribbean
Herbeck, Jason
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789622270
344 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020

By way of close readings of both constructions in literature and the construction 
of literature, Architextual Authenticity: Constructing Literature and Literary 
Identity in the French Caribbean proposes an original, informative frame of 
reference for understanding the long and ever-evolving struggle for social, 
cultural, historical and political autonomy in the region. Taking as its point of 
focus diverse canonical and lesser-known texts from Guadeloupe, Martinique 
and Haiti published between 1958 and 2013, this book examines the trope of the
house (architecture) and the meta-textual construction of texts (architexture) as a
means of conceptualizing and articulating how authentic means of expression 
are and have been created in French-Caribbean literature over the greater part 
of the past half-century-whether it be in the context of the years leading up to or 
following the departmentalization of France's overseas colonies in the 1940's, the
wrath of Hurricane Hugo in 1989, or the devastating Haiti earthquake of 2010.Discount:
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A History of Twentieth-Century Germany
Herbert, Ulrich
Oxford University Press .
9780190070649
1264 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 9/16/2019

Germany in the 20th century endured two world wars, a failed democracy, 
Hitler's dictatorship, the Holocaust, and a country divided for 40 years. But it has
also boasted a strong welfare state, affluence, liberalization and globalization, a 
successful democracy, and the longest period of peace in European history. In 
this award-winning volume of German history, Ulrich Herbert analyzes the 
trajectory of German politics and culture during a century of extremes.

Ulrich Herbert is the chair for Modern History at the University of Freiburg and 
former Director of the School of History at the Freiburg Institute of Advanced 
Studies.
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Cooperating with the Colossus: A Social and Political History of US Military 
Bases in World War II Latin America
Herman, Rebecca
Oxford University Press .
9780197531877
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022
14 black and white halftones

Cooperating with the Colossus reconstructs the history of US military bases in 
World War II Latin America, from the perspectives of Latin American leaders and
diplomats and the local communities that experienced these installations, as well
as of US leadership and military.

Rebecca Herman is Assistant Professor of History at the University of California,
Berkeley.
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The Critique of Commodification: Contours of a Post-Capitalist Society
Hermann, Christoph
Oxford University Press .
9780197576762
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2021

In The Critique of Commodification, Christoph Hermann argues that 
commodification entails production for profit rather than provision for need. The 
focus on profits, Hermann shows, means that social needs are met in a way that
excludes those who cannot pay and ensures high profits. In going through the 
damaging effects of commodification, Hermann also discusses alternatives 
based on the satisfaction of needs rather than maximization of profits.

Christoph Hermann is a political economist who teaches in the Department of 
History, University of California, Berkeley.
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Delta Democracy: Pathways to Incremental Civic Revolution in Egypt and 
Beyond
Herrold, Catherine E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190093310
224 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/23/2020
Bridging the Gap.

Delta Democracy tells the story of how Egyptian NGOs and philanthropic 
foundations promoted democratic political reform in Egypt in the years since the
Arab Spring. Taking the reader inside the walls of Egypt's NGOs and 
foundations, the book explains how everyday Egyptians understand the concept
of democracy and reveals how civic organizations struggled through political and
economic turmoil to promote it.

Catherine E. Herrold is an Assistant Professor at the Indiana University Lilly 
Family School of Philanthropy and a Faculty Affiliate of the Indiana University 
Paul H. O'Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs.
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What Is Mathematics, Really?
Hersh, Reuben
Oxford University Press .
9780195130874
368 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 7/8/1999

 Reflecting an insider's view of mathematical life, the author argues that 
mathematics must be historically evolved, and intelligible only in a social context.

Reuben Hersh taught at several distinguished colleges and universities around 
the country. Now retired, he resides in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Getting By: Economic Rights and Legal Protections for People with Low Income
Hershkoff, Helen and Loffredo, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780199938513
944 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/26/2019

Getting By offers an integrated, critical account of the programs, rights, and legal
protections that most directly affect poor and low-income people in the United 
States. Insufficient popular understanding about programs and legal protections
has contributed to a widening gap between paper rights that exist on the books 
and actual benefits that people can enforce on the ground. A central goal of this
volume is to empower individuals, groups, and communities to bridge this gap 
and, in doing so, to bridge gaps among those who are locked out of the 
American dream.

Helen Hershkoff is the Herbert M. and Svetlana Wachtell Professor of 
Constitutional Law and Civil Liberties at New York University School of Law. 
Stephen Loffredo is Professor of Law at the City University of New York School 
of Law.
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Double Talking Helix Blues (Book & Cassett
Herskowitz, Joel
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879694319
32 pages

$16
Pub Date: 1/1/1993

Joel Herskowitz is a pediatric neurologist on the faculty of the Boston University
School of Medicine.
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Tethered Fates: Companies, Communities, and Rights at Stake
Hertel, Shareen
Oxford University Press .
9780190903848
240 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 4/8/2019

This book explores the conditions under which local communities and companies
can work with one another and the types of remedies available in one of the most
widespread and challenging sectors: light manufacturing. Tethered Fates draws
on quantitative data (including the 7,000-company database of the Business and
Human Rights Resource Centre) and original qualitative data to analyze regional
and industry-specific trends in stakeholder dialogue globally and at the local 
level.

Shareen Hertel is an Associate Professor of Political Science and Human Rights
at the University of Connecticut and has worked with foundations, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and United Nations agencies in the 
United States, Latin America, and South Asia for over two decades. Hertel is also
editor of The Journal of Human Rights and has published books and articles 
across multiple disciplines.Discount:
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State Capture: How Conservative Activists, Big Businesses, and Wealthy Donors
Reshaped the American Statesaand the Nation
Hertel-Fernandez, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780197564264
384 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021

Over the past forty years, conservatives have mastered the art of pursuing policy
change across the states, while similar liberal efforts have floundered. Using a 
diverse array of original evidence, State Capture explains why and how 
conservatives developed cross-state political clout while progressives did not.

Alexander Hertel-Fernandez is an Associate Professor in Columbia University's
School of International and Public Affairs. He is also the author of Politics at 
Work.
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Politics at Work: How Companies Turn Their Workers into Lobbyists
Hertel-Fernandez, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780197564219
360 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2020
Studies in Postwar American Political Development

How and why U. S.  employers are increasingly recruiting their workers into 
politics-and what such recruitment means for American democracy and public 
policy.  Employers are increasingly recruiting their workers into politics to change
elections and public policy-sometimes in coercive ways.

Alexander Hertel-Fernandez is Associate Professor of International and Public 
Affairs at Columbia University. He is also the author of State Capture (Oxford).
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Business Politics in the Middle East
Hertog, Steffen / Luciani, Giacomo / Valeri, Marc (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9781849042352
288 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2015

Among the topics addressed by the contributing authors are: the role of business
in recent regime change; the political outlook of businessmen; the consequences
of economic liberalization on the composition of business elites in the Middle 
East; the role of the private sector in orienting government policies; lobbying of 
government by business interests; and the mechanisms by which governments 
seek to keep businesses dependent upon them.

STEFFEN HERTOG is a Lecturer in Comparative Politics in the Department of 
Government at the London School of Economics. GIACOMO LUCIANI is 
Scientific Director of the Masters in International Energy of the Paris School of 
International Affairs at Sciences Po. MARC VALERI is a Lecturer in Political 
Economy of the Middle East at the University of Exeter.
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Random Families: Genetic Strangers, Sperm Donor Siblings, and the Creation of
New Kin
Hertz, Rosanna and Nelson, Margaret K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197519981
312 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

Random Families is about the unprecedented families that have grown up at the 
intersection of new reproductive technologies, social media, and the human 
desire for belonging. Children of the same donor and their families, with the help
of the internet, can now locate each other and make contact. Based on over 350
interviews with children (ages 10-28), their parents and related donors from all 
over the U. S. , Random Families chronicles the chain of choices that couples 
and single mothers make from what donor to use to how to participate (or not) in
donor sibling networks.

Rosanna Hertz is the 1919 50th Reunion Professor of Sociology and Women's 
and Gender Studies at Wellesley College. Margaret K. Nelson is the A. Barton 
Hepburn Professor of Sociology Emerita at Middlebury College where she taught
for four decades.Discount:
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Brexit in History: Sovereignty or a European Union?
Heuser, Beatrice
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381261
206 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2019

Provides historical context to the Brexit vote.

Beatrice Heuser is an historian and political scientist who is Chair of International
Relations at the University of Glasgow.
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Montmartre: A Cultural History
Hewitt, Nicholas
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620481
336 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 2/29/2020
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 16 color illustrations

Montmartre: A Cultural History offers an engaging tour of one of the most 
fascinating areas of Paris, exploring a rich history from the Belle Epoque to the 
Occupation. The work explores many iconic areas of Paris, such as the Moulin-
Rouge and Sacre-Coeur.  An engaging tour of one of the most fascinating areas
of Paris. Explores a rich history from the Belle Epoque to the Occupation. 
Includes many iconic areas of Paris, such as the Moulin-Rouge and Sacre-Coeur

Nicholas Hewitt is Emeritus Professor of French at the University of Nottingham.
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Wicked City: The Many Cultures of Marseille
Hewitt, Nicholas
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381995
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

A fascinating cultural history of Europe's greatest port city, capital of the 
Mediterranean.  A fascinating cultural history of Europe's greatest port city, 
capital of the Mediterranean.  A vivid and lively portrait of Marseille. Ranges from
the French Revolution to the present day and from the cultural significance of 
The Count of Monte Cristo to the football club.

Nicholas Hewitt (d. 2019) was Editor of French Cultural Studies, Emeritus 
Professor of French and Francophone Studies at the University of Nottingham, 
and a specialist in twentieth-century French cultural and literary history.
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Recognizing the Romantic Novel: New Histories of British Fiction, 1780-1830
Heydt-Stevenson, Jillian and Sussman, Charlotte (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846315022
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011
Liverpool English texts and studies ; 53

The British Romantic era was a vibrant and exciting time in the history of the 
novel. Yet, aside from a few iconic books -Pride and Prejudice, Frankenstein-it 
has been ignored or dismissed by later readers and critics. Bringing this rich but
neglected body of works to the fore, Recognizing the Romantic Novel: New 
Histories of British Fiction, 1780-1830 challenges us to rethink our ideas of the 
novel as a genre, as well as our long-held assumptions about the literary 
movement of Romanticism.

Jillian Heydt-Stevenson is Associate Professor of English and of Comparative 
Literature and Humanities at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Charlotte 
Sussman is Associate Professor of English at Duke University.
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Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music - 2nd edition
Heyman, Barbara B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190863739
664 pages
hardcover
$64
Pub Date: 2/27/2020
108 line, 53 halftone

This second edition of the award-winning biography of one of the most important
American composers benefits from a quarter century of new discoveries, 
including manuscripts, diaries, correspondence, scholarly publications, and 
serendipitous finds.

Barbara B. Heyman is a musicologist who has written extensively about Samuel
Barber. An accomplished pianist and violinist, she was educated at Barnard 
College, holds an MSSW degree from Columbia University, and a Ph.D. in Music
History from the City University of New York.
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Studying The Third Man: Instructor's Edition
Hibberd, Lynne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663349
78 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Studying Films

A British cinema classic reinterpreted for twenty-first century students of film and
media studies.  On its release in 1949, The Third Man received near-universal 
acclaim, and its reputation is, if anything, even higher today-it was voted the Best
British Film by a British Film Institute poll of critics and film-makers in 1999.  
Studying The Third Man applies the key concepts of film and media studies to 
the film and considers: The complex Anglo-American production process 
Whether it is a genre film or indeed 'genre defying' The ideology behind the film,
and whether this has contributed to its lasting appeal The distinctive application 
of film-making techniques, with numerous illustrated examples Critical responses
to the film Ways in which the The Third Man can be used to introduce students to
black and white film

Lynne Hibberd is a freelance lecturer in film and is currently researching a PhD in
Film Studies.Discount:
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The Securitarian Personality: What Really Motivates Trump's Base and Why It 
Matters for the Post-Trump Era
Hibbing, John R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197649787
304 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2022
17 b/w line drawings; 30 tables

In The Securitarian Personality, John R. Hibbing draws a detailed portrait of the 
psychological makeup of Donald Trump's most ardent supporters. They are 
motivated not by fear and not by a desire for authority and conformity, but rather
by a desire to keep themselves, their families, and their country's core cultural 
group secure and safe from outsiders-defined broadly as anyone not contributing
to the strength of societal insiders. Hibbing concludes by considering the likely 
role of Trump supporters in American politics when there is no Trump.

John R. Hibbing, Foundation Regents Professor of Political Science, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln. John R. Hibbing is the Foundation Regents Professor of 
Political Science at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. His previous works 
include Stealth Democracy and Predisposed: Liberals, Conservatives, and the 
Biology of Political Differences. He has received nine National Science 
Foundation grants, been named a NATO Fellow in Science and a Guggenheim 
Fellow, and appeared on Star Talk, NPR's Hidden Brain, and The Daily Show.
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Mind Cure: How Meditation Became Medicine
Hickey, Wakoh Shannon
Oxford University Press .
9780190864248
336 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
13 illustrations

Mindfulness and yoga are widely said to improve mental and physical health, and
booming industries have emerged to teach them as secular techniques. This 
movement is typically traced to the 1970s, but in reality it began a century earlier.
Mind Cure traces the process by which practices like meditation, mindfulness, 
and yoga moved from the religious fringes of American culture to the medical 
and psychological mainstream, revealing previously overlooked confluences of 
Buddhist, Hindu, medical, African American, and women's history in America.

Rev. Wakoh Shannon Hickey, Ph. D., is an Associate Professor of Religious 
Studies at Notre Dame of Maryland University.
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Assia Djebar: Out of Algeria
Hiddleston, Jane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316852
220 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2011

For more than fifty years, Assia Djebar, Silver Chair of French at New York 
University and winner of the Neustadt Prize for Contribution to World Literature, 
has used the tools of poetry, fiction, drama and film to vividly portray the world of
Muslim women in all its complexity. In the process, she has become one of the 
most important figures in North African literature. In Assia Djebar, Jane 
Hiddleston traces Djebar's development as a writer against the backdrop of North
Africa's tumultuous history.

Jane Hiddleston is a Lecturer and Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. She is also a
Member of the executive committee of the Society for Francophone Postcolonial
Studies, and editor of the accompanying journal.
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In the Matter of Color: Race and the American Legal Process 1: The Colonial 
Period
Higginbotham, A. Leon
Oxford University Press .
9780195027457
544 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/29/1980

Judge Higginbotham chronicles in unrelenting detail the role of the law in the 
enslavement and subjugation of black Americans during the colonial period.

Aloyisus Leon Higginbotham Jr. (February 25, 1928 – December 14, 1998) was
a prominent African-American civil rights advocate, author, and federal court 
judge.
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Shakespeare's Syndicate: The First Folio, its Publishers, and the Early Modern 
Book Trade
Higgins, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9780192848840
304 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 6/10/2022

In 1623 a team of stationers published what has become the most famous 
volume in English literary history: William Shakespeare's First Folio. Drawing on
a host of fresh primary evidence from a wide range of sources, Shakespeare's 
Syndicate illuminates our understanding of how this landmark volume was made
and what it has meant to scholars since.

Ben Higgins read English at the University of Exeter before going to the 
University of Oxford for postgraduate work. He is currently Career Development
Fellow in Early Modern Literature at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford.
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Shared Reality: What Makes Us Strong and Tears Us Apart
Higgins, E. Tory
Oxford University Press .
9780190948054
344 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2019

What makes us human is our special motivation to share with others how we 
feel, what we believe, and what we want to happen in the future. We want to 
share with others what is real about the world. Shared reality is crucial to what 
we believe--sharing is believing. It is central to our sense of self, what we strive 
for and how we strive. It is basic to how we get along with others. It brings us 
together in fellowship and companionship, but it also tears us apart by creating 
in-group bubbles that conflict with one another. Our shared realities are the best
of us, and the worst of us.

E. Tory Higgins is the Stanley Schachter Professor of Psychology, Professor of 
Business, and Director of the Motivation Science Center at Columbia University.
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The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World: Science, Engineering and Technology
Higgins, Michael Denis
Oxford University Press .
9780197648148
360 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2023
100 b/w halftones; 50 b/w line drawings

Covering a wide range of subjects, this book connects each of the Seven 
Wonders to the science that made them possible and also led to their demise.

Michael Denis Higgins is Professor Emeritus of Earth Science at the Universite 
du Quebec a Chicoutimi and the author of Quantitative Textural Measurements 
in Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology, and, with his father Reynold Higgins, A 
Geological Companion to Greece and the Aegean.
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Professor Higgins's Problem Collection
Higgins, Peter M.
Oxford University Press .
9780198755470
136 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2017

What can you do with your maths? You can use it to thoroughly understand all 
manner of things that cannot be dealt with in any other way. This book serves up
a variety of problems and shows how mathematics answers them. Topics range 
from cracking codes to the persistence of recessive genes; from logic puzzles to
classical geometry; and from planetary motion questions to predicting the market
share of competing companies.

Peter Higgins moved with his wife and four children to Essex University in 
Colchester in 1990 where he has worked ever since. He is a research algebraist,
a writer of popular mathematics books, and inventor of the puzzle type Circular 
Sudoku.
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The Noir Atlantic: Chester Himes and the Birth of the Francophone African Crime
Novel
Higginson, Pim
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318696
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

The Noir Atlantic follows the influence of African American author Chester Himes
on Francophone African crime fiction.

Pim Higginson is Associate Professor of French at the Department of French and
Francophone Studies, Bryn Mawr College, USA.
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Timber Castles
Higham, Robert and Barker, Philip
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898812
312 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2013
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

Runner-up for the book award in the 1994 British Archaeological Awards, Timber
Castles is the standard work on the subject and hugely influential in its field. Its 
reissue makes available again this much sought after text with a new preface by
Robert Higham. Some of the greatest medieval castles survive only as 
earthworks and in pictures and written accounts.

Robert Higham recently retired as Senior Lecturer in Archaeology, University of
Exeter. The late Philip Barker was Reader in British Archaeology at the 
University of Birmingham.
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Dance Rituals of Experience - 3rd edition
Highwater, Jamake
Oxford University Press .
9780195112054
320 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/12/1996

 This book presents a powerful view of the history of dance, contrasting its role in
Western civilization with its significance in other cultures. Highwater--a renowned
critic, author, and lecturer on art, theater, music, and dance--links the history of 
dance to cultural forces as diverse as Karl Marx and Elvis Presley.

Jamake Highwater (born Jackie Marks, also known as Jay or J Marks; 14 
February 1931 – June 3, 2001) was an American writer and journalist of Eastern
European Jewish ancestry who mispresented himself as Cherokee.
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The Book of the Rewards of Life: Liber Vitae Meritorum
Hildegard of Bingen
Oxford University Press .
9780195113716
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/27/1997

Hildegard of Bingen, the first German mystic, is one of the most influential 
women in European history.  Born in 1098 in Bockelheim on the Nahe River, 
Hildegard had her first vision at the age of six, a phenomenon she would 
continue to experience the rest of her life.  At the behest of the archbishop of 
Mainz, Hildegard set upon recording her visions in writing.  Her writings soon 
propelled her from Benedictine abbess to celebrity as determined reformer, 
castigating seer, theoretical musician, patient adviser, and exorcist.

Hildegard of Bingen (c. 1098 – 17 September 1179), also known as Saint 
Hildegard and the Sibyl of the Rhine, was a German Benedictine abbess and 
polymath active as a writer, composer, philosopher, mystic, visionary, and as a 
medical writer and practitioner during the High Middle Ages.
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Building a Resilient Tomorrow: How to Prepare for the Coming Climate 
Disruption
Hill, Alice C. and Martinez-Diaz, Leonardo
Oxford University Press .
9780197626610
272 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2022

While squarely confronting the scale of the risks we face, Building a Resilient 
Tomorrow presents replicable sustainability successes and clear-cut policy 
recommendations that can improve the climate resilience of communities in the
US and beyond.

Alice Hill is David M. Rubenstein Senior Fellow for Energy and Environment at 
the Council on Foreign Relations. Leonardo Martinez-Diaz is Senior Director for
Climate Finance in the Office of Special Presidential Envoy for Climate.
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Brotherhood in Rhythm: The Jazz Tap Dancing of the Nicholas Brothers, 20th 
Anniversary Edition
Hill, Constance Valis
Oxford University Press .
9780197523971
384 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/28/2021
63 historic photographs .

A richly detailed history of jazz music and jazz dance, the 20th-Anniversary 
Edition of Brotherhood in Rhythm brings the Nicholas Brothers' act to life, 
explaining their significance through a colourful analysis of their eloquent 
footwork, their full-bodied expressiveness, and the evolution of their style.

Constance Valis Hill is Five College Professor Emerita of Dance Studies at 
Hampshire College. She has taught at the Alvin Ailey School of American Dance,
Conservatoire d'arts Dramatique, and New York University.
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The Book of Baruch by the Gnostic Justin
Hill, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198829522
160 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/20/2019

At his death in 2016, Geoffrey Hill left behind The Book of Baruch by the Gnostic
Justin, a sequence of more than 270 poems, to be published posthumously as 
his final statement. It is a great work, and in Hill's oeuvre it is a uniquely 
welcoming work, open to all comers.

Geoffrey Hill is Professor of Literature and Religion at Boston University in 
Massachusetts, where he was also founding co-director of the Editorial Institute. 
In 2010 he was elected Professor of Poetry at the University of Oxford.
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Becoming Creative: Insights from Musicians in a Diverse World
Hill, Juniper
Oxford University Press .
9780199365180
280 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2018

Author Juniper Hill integrates perspectives from ethnomusicology, education, 
sociology, psychology, and performance studies, while prioritizing the voices of 
practicing musicians and music educators. By comparing and analysing these 
musicians' personal experiences, Becoming Creative deepens our understanding
of the development and practice of musical creativity, the external factors that 
influence it, and strategies for enhancing it.

Juniper Hill has conducted extensive fieldwork on creativity, improvisation, 
pedagogy, and intercultural dynamics in South Africa, Finland, the US, and 
Ecuador. She is currently Professor and Chair of Ethnomusicology at the 
University of Würzburg.
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bird of winter
Hiller, Alice
Oxford University Press .
9781800348691
86 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021
Pavilion Poetry LUP .

Working with her childhood medical notes, bird of winter creates a redemptive 
language to speak about being sexually abused by a family member. Through 
the excavated histories of Pompeii and Herculaneum, these poems document 
the grooming that prepares a child for sexual abuse, and the vulnerability which 
remains afterwards.

Alice Hiller is a writer from London and Dieppe. She is the author of The T-Shirt
Book (Ebury Press), and holds a PhD from UCL. Her journalism has been 
published in the Observer supplement and her reviews in The Poetry Review, 
Poetry London, The TLS, Magma, Literary Imagination and Essays in Criticism.
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English Romantic Partsongs
Hillier, Paul / McDuff, Mallory D. / Monroe, Martha C.
Oxford University Press .
9780193436503
496 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 10/28/1986
Techniques in Ecology & Conservation Series

The conservation of biological diversity depends on people's knowledge and 
actions. This book presents the theory and practice for creating effective 
education and outreach programs for conservation.
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Utopia's Discontents: Russian Émigrés and the Quest for Freedom, 1830s-1930s
Hillis, Faith
Oxford University Press .
9780190066338
360 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/30/2021
16 halftones.

Faith Hillis examines how émigré communities evolved into revolutionary social 
experiments in the heart of bourgeois cities. Feminists, nationalist activists, and 
Jewish intellectuals seeking to liberate and uplift populations oppressed by the 
tsarist regime treated the colonies as utopian communities, creating new 
networks, institutions, and cultural practices that reflected their values and 
realized the ideal world of the future in the present.

Faith Hillis is Associate Professor of Russian History at the University of 
Chicago. She is the author of Children of Rus': Right-Bank Ukraine and the 
Invention of a Nation. 
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Helena Augusta: Mother of the Empire
Hillner, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780190875305
432 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2022
WOMEN IN ANTIQUITY. 68, B/W

Helena Augusta traces the life story of Flavia Iulia Helena, Augusta of the Roman
world and mother of the first Christian emperor Constantine. Her life generated 
literary outrage, beautiful imperial artwork, and entertaining legends, and offers a
unique perspective on the roles of imperial women in fourth-century dynastic 
politics.

Julia Hillner is Professor of Ancient History at the Bonn Center for Dependency 
and Slavery Studies, Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitat Bonn. She is the
author of Prison, Punishment and Penance in Late Antiquity.
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Transatlantic Television Drama: Industries, Programs, and Fans
Hills, Matt / Hilmes, Michele / Pearson, Roberta
Oxford University Press .
9780190663131
336 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2019
14 photographs and screen stills

Transatlantic Television Drama looks at how serial dramas like Black Mirror 
captivate US audiences, and what this reveals about the ways Americans and 
Brits relate to each other on and off the screen.

Matt Hills is Professor of Media and Film at the University of Huddersfield, UK. 
Michele Hilmes is Professor Emerita at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Roberta Pearson is Professor of Film and Television Studies at the University of
Nottingham.
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The Spirit of Early Evangelicalism: True Religion in a Modern World
Hindmarsh, D. Bruce
Oxford University Press .
9780190616694
376 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

Evangelicalism appeared as a new pattern of Christian devotion at a moment 
when the foundations of Anglo-American society were shifting. The Spirit of Early
Evangelicalism locates the rise of evangelical religion in relation to movements 
that we now routinely acknowledge with capital letters: Modernity, the Scientific 
Revolution, and the Enlightenment.

D. Bruce Hindmarsh holds the James M. Houston Chair of Spiritual Theology at
Regent College in Vancouver. A past president of the American Society of 
Church History, he has published and spoken widely to international audiences 
on the history of early British evangelicalism.
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Articulating Bodies: The Narrative Form of Disability and Illness in Victorian 
Fiction
Hingston, Kylee-Anne
Oxford University Press .
9781802076875
232 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Representations Health Disability Culture and Society LUP. 4 black and white 
illustrations

Articulating Bodies shows how Victorian fiction's narrative form as well as 
narrative theme to negotiate how to categorize bodies, both constructing and 
questioning the boundary dividing normalcy from abnormality.

Kylee-Anne Hingston is a Lecturer in English at St. Thomas More College, 
University of Saskatchewan.
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The ADHD Explosion: Myths, Medication, Money, and Today's Push for 
Performance
Hinshaw, Stephen P. and Scheffler, Richard M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199790555
288 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2014

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of the most controversial 
and misunderstood medical conditions today. With skyrocketing rates of 
diagnosis and medication treatment, it has generated a firestorm of controversy.

Stephen P. Hinshaw, PhD, is Professor of Psychology at the University of 
California, Berkeley, and Vice-Chair for Psychology in the Department of 
Psychiatry at the University of California, San Francisco. Richard M. Scheffler, 
PhD, is Distinguished Professor of Health Economics and Public Policy in the 
School of Public Health and the Goldman School of Public Policy at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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Cold War in the Islamic World: Saudi Arabia, Iran and the Struggle for 
Supremacy
Hiro, Dilip
Oxford University Press .
9780197537022
432 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2020

For four decades Saudi Arabia and Iran have vied for influence in the Muslim 
world. At the heart of this ongoing Cold War between Riyadh and Tehran lie the
Sunni-Shia divide, and the two countries' intertwined histories. Dilip Hiro 
examines the toxic rivalry between the two countries, tracing its roots and asking
whether this Islamic Cold War is likely to end any time soon.

Dilip Hiro is the author of more than thirty books, including After Empire: The 
Birth of a Multipolar World; Inside Central Asia; and Apocalyptic Realm: Jihadists
in South Asia.
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Expelling the Poor: Atlantic Seaboard States and the Nineteenth-Century Origins
of American Immigration Policy
Hirota, Hidetaka
Oxford University Press .
9780190055561
320 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Historians have long assumed that immigration to the United States was free 
from regulation until anti-Asian racism on the West Coast triggered the 
introduction of federal laws to restrict Chinese immigration in the 1880s. Studies
of European immigration and government control on the East Coast have, 
meanwhile, focused on Ellis Island, which opened in 1892. In this 
groundbreaking work, Hidetaka Hirota reinterprets the origins of immigration 
restriction in the United States, especially deportation policy, offering the first 
sustained study of immigration control conducted by states prior to the 
introduction of federal immigration law.

Hidetaka Hirota is an associate professor in the Department of History at UC 
Berkeley.
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City, State: Comparative Constitutionalism and the Megacity
Hirschl, Ran
Oxford University Press .
9780190922771
272 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2020
OXFORD COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL SERIES

This book traces the origins of constitutional silence about the metropolis; 
explores how urban agglomeration affects the theory and practice of 
constitutional democracy; examines the constitutional status and jurisprudence of
megacity autonomy/dependence; advances new arguments for granting the 
metropolis adequate constitutional standing; and probes the political economy of
state-city constitutional relations across time and place.

Ran Hirschl is Professor of Political Science & Law at the University of Toronto.
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Suffer the Children: A Theoretical Foundation for the Human Rights of the Child
Hiskes, Richard P.
Oxford University Press .
9780197565995
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

In 1989, the United Nations established the basis for the definition of children's 
rights in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), a document every 
nation in the world, save the United States, has ratified. Still, human rights 
theorists, scholars, and jurists continue to disagree as to the theoretical 
justification for children's human rights. In Suffer the Children, Richard P. Hiskes
establishes the first substantive theoretical foundation for the human rights of 
children. Hiskes provides a new critical assessment of the United Nations CRC 
and explores child activism for human rights worldwide to show how children are
already claiming their rights in ways that will fundamentally change the meaning
both of rights themselves and of democratic processes.

Richard P. Hiskes is Emeritus Professor of Political Science and Human Rights 
at the University of Connecticut.
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Anglo-Jewish Burial Grounds: The Post-Resettlement Period
Historic England
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802070439
24 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
Historic England Guidance. 13 color illustrations

Burial places were of prime importance for Jewish communities throughout 
history, even more essential than synagogue buildings. This document provides
a concise introduction to post-resettlement Anglo-Jewish burial grounds, tracing 
their history and outlines how they have evolved from the 1650s up until the 
present day.

Historic England hold an outstanding range of photographs, plans and drawings 
in their public archive, covering the historic environment of England and publish 
books on a wide variety of subjects to help the understanding, value, care for and
enjoyment of the historic environment.
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Conserving Georgian and Victorian terraced housing: A guide to managing 
change
Historic England
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802070477
30 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
Historic England Guidance. 13 color illustrations

This guide is for anyone involved in the conservation of Georgian and Victorian /
early 20th century terraced housing, providing a historic overview and identifies 
important features of different types of terrace. It identifies issues to consider for 
those wishing to make alterations and provides information for planning 
applications.

Historic England hold an outstanding range of photographs, plans and drawings 
in their public archive, covering the historic environment of England and publish 
books on a wide variety of subjects to help the understanding, value, care for and
enjoyment of the historic environment.
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Local Heritage Listing: Identifying and Conserving Local Heritage: Historic 
England Advice Note 7 (Second Edition)
Historic England
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802070460
25 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
Historic England Guidance.

This publication supports communities and local authorities in introducing a local
heritage list in their area or making changes to an existing list, ensuring the local
heritage lists created provide a consistent and accountable way of identifying 
local heritage assets.

Historic England hold an outstanding range of photographs, plans and drawings 
in their public archive, covering the historic environment of England and publish 
books on a wide variety of subjects to help the understanding, value, care for and
enjoyment of the historic environment.
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Managing Local Authority Heritage Assets: Advice for Local Government
Historic England
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024885
46 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 8/18/2017

The guidance is primarily aimed at local authority asset managers and is 
intended to raise the profile of heritage assets and to provide a framework of 
`best practice' for their care. It is pragmatic and practical guidance which local 
authorities can use as they see fit and integrate into their own management 
arrangements. It contains a set of `tool kits' which local authorities are 
encouraged to modify and use to suit their local circumstances.
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Normalizing an American Right to Health
Ho, Christina S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197650592
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2023

Normalizing an American Right to Health argues against the conventional 
wisdom that a U.S. right to health is out of reach. It shows that the necessary 
change is not extraordinary but familiar and that the law has already laid 
considerable groundwork in ordinary statutes and case law. The book moves 
from the descriptive task of showing where a right to health already exists in our 
legal corpus to the prescriptive goal of showing how we could feasibly and 
meaningfully expand the right through ordinary policies that are widely used in 
other domains, including impact assessments and state-sponsored reinsurance.

Christina S. Ho is a Professor of Law at Rutgers University where she teaches 
health law, administrative law, and South African Constitutional Law.  Before 
teaching, she worked as a health policy staffer on the White House Domestic 
Policy Council, in Hillary Rodham Clinton's Senate Office, and for John F. 
Tierney in the U.S. House of Representatives.Discount:
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The Library Screen Scene: Film and Media Literacy in Schools, Colleges, and 
Communities
Hobbs, Renee / Deslauriers, Liz / Steager, Pam
Oxford University Press .
9780190854324
376 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2019

The Library Screen Scene shows how library film and media literacy education 
programs promote community and a sense of civic engagement.

Renee Hobbs is an internationally recognized authority on digital and media 
literacy education. Liz Deslauriers is a writer and consultant. As an advocate for
kids' creative learning experiences, she facilitates programs and workshops to 
promote film and media literacy through her affiliation with the Media Education 
Lab at the University of Rhode Island and the Providence Children's Film 
Festival. Pam Steager is a Senior Researcher and Writer at the Media Education
Lab at the University of Rhode Island.
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'My Compleinte' and Other Poems
Hoccleve, Thomas
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897013
312 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies (Book 2001). 
Edited by Roger Ellis.

Thomas Hoccleve (1368-426) was one of Chaucer's first disciples and is 
represented in this book by a selection of his works, newly edited from his own 
copies and fully annotated. It provides students and other readers new to his 
work with a very fair indication of his range and achievement as original writer 
and translator and includes a full Introduction and marginal glosses.

Thomas Hoccleve or Occleve (1368 or 1369–1426) was an English poet and 
clerk, who became a key figure in 15th-century Middle English literature.  Roger
Ellis is a senior lecturer in English at the University of Cardiff.
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Squaddies: Portrait of a Subculture
Hockey, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892483
288 pages
paperback
$33.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2002

British military training is given a human aspect in this fascinating study of life in 
the barracks at the common solider level.
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We Are the Voice of the Grass: Interfaith Peace Activism in Northern Uganda
Hoekema, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190923150
312 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2019

In Uganda, East Africa, a region long controlled by Joseph Kony's Lord's 
Resistance Army, leaders of Catholic, Protestant, and Muslim communities 
overcame centuries of mistrust to work together for peace. Drawing on a rich 
collection of personal interviews, David Hoekema recounts the courageous work
of the Acholi Religious Leaders' Peace Initiative to resolve the conflict and rebuild
communities.

David A. Hoekema received BA from Calvin College and the PhD in Philosophy 
from Princeton University. He taught at St. Olaf College and headed the 
American Philosophical Association at the University of Delaware before joining 
the faculty at Calvin College, where he taught philosophy from 1992 until 2018 
and also served as Academic Dean.
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Stalker
Hoel, Jon
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348332
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Constellations

Andrei Tarkovsky's Stalker (1977) is arguably the most thoughtful science fiction
film ever made. This book attempts to unravel its complexities,: its difficult 
production, its composition and cinematography, the many philosophies it 
engages with, the cultural and historical landscapes that cultivated it, and the 
enormity of its influence.

Jon Hoel is a New England essayist and poet. He has an MFA in writing from 
Sarah Lawrence College and has published writing with many journals.
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Stalker
Hoel, Jon
Oxford University Press . Auteur
9781999334086
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Constellations

Andrei Tarkovsky's Stalker (1977) is arguably the most thoughtful science fiction
film ever made. This book attempts to unravel its complexities,: its difficult 
production, its composition and cinematography, the many philosophies it 
engages with, the cultural and historical landscapes that cultivated it, and the 
enormity of its influence.

Jon Hoel is a New England essayist and poet. He has an MFA in writing from 
Sarah Lawrence College and has published writing with many journals.
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Studying German Cinema
Hoffgen, Maggie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733018
256 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 1/27/2010

Adopting a textual, chronological approach, Studying German Cinema is for 
students of German and film studies and the general reader with an interest in 
German cinema.  Each of the fourteen chapters focuses on one key film, from 
the groundbreaking horror Nosferatu (1922) to the Oscar-winning The Lives of 
Others (2007), and explores industrial practices both in West and East Germany;
aesthetic approaches; auteurist traditions (including films by Fassbinder, 
Wenders, and Herzog); and ideology.  Each film is embedded in its cultural and 
political context, and together they provide an overview of German history from 
the end of World War I to the present.

Maggie Hoffgen is an educator in German language and culture with an MA in 
film studies. She divides her time between supervising Goethe-Institut courses at
Manchester University's Language Centre and working as a freelance film 
lecturer.Discount:
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The Band Teacher's Percussion Guide: Insights into Playing and Teaching 
Percussion
Hoffman, Stewart
Oxford University Press .
9780190461690
256 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

The Band Teacher's Percussion Guide: Insights into Playing and Teaching 
Percussion is an essential practical resource for instrumental music teachers and
band directors.

A graduate of the Juilliard School, Stewart Hoffman has performed with the 
Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the orchestras of the National Ballet of Canada 
and the Canadian Opera Company, and the Spoleto Festival Orchestra in Italy 
among many other musical ensembles.
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Israel in Egypt: The Evidence for the Authenticity of the Exodus Tradition
Hoffmeier, James K.
Oxford University Press .
9780195130881
280 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/18/1999
Evidence for the Authenticity of the Exodus Tradition

Scholars of the Hebrew Bible have in the last decade begun to question the 
historical accuracy of the Israelite sojourn in Egypt, as described in the book of 
Exodus. The reason for the rejection of the exodus tradition is said to be the lack
of historical and archaeological evidence in Egypt. Those advancing these 
claims, however, are not specialists in the study of Egyptian history, culture, and
archaeology. In this pioneering book, James Hoffmeier examines the most 
current Egyptological evidence and argues that it supports the biblical record 
concerning Israel in Egypt.

James K. Hoffmeier is Professor of Bible Studies and Archaeology at Wheaton 
College, Illinois.
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The Oxford Book of Spirituals
Hogan, Moses (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193863040

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2001

African American spirituals comprise one of the world's greatest and best-loved 
bodies of music. The Oxford Book of Spirituals is the first anthology to present a
comprehensive survey of the genre's repertoire -- its principal composers, 
themes, and forms -- in a way that is at once stylistically authentic, historically 
meaningful, and intended for practical use both in worship and in concert.

Internationally renowned as a pianist, conductor, and arranger, Moses Hogan is 
recognized as a leading force in promoting and preserving the African-American
musical experience.
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The Aesthetic Animal
Hogh-Olesen, Henrik
Oxford University Press .
9780190927929
192 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2018

The Aesthetic Animal answers the ultimate questions of why we adorn ourselves,
embellish our things and surroundings, and produce art, music, song dance, and
fiction.

Henrik Hogh-Olesen is Professor of Social & Personality Psychology at the 
Department of Psychology and Behavioral Sciences, University of Aarhus, 
Denmark.
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International Law's Objects
Hohmann, Jessie and Joyce, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780198798217
592 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 2/20/2019

This edited collection expands our understanding of the theoretical and critical 
scope of international law by considering the discipline through the lens of 
objects. The relevance of each object for the development, impact, status, and 
authority of international law is examined, shedding new light on the field and 
providing a great teaching tool.

Dr. Jessie Hohmann is a lecturer in law at Queen Mary, University of London. Dr.
Daniel Joyce is a lecturer in law at UNSW Australia.
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From Free to Fair Markets: Liberalism after Covid
Holden, Richard and Dixon, Rosalind
Oxford University Press .
9780197625989
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/5/2022
7 b/w illustrations  illustrations

From Free to Fair Markets proposes a new vision of liberalism coming out of the
COVID-19 pandemic. An accessible articulation of a new economic path for 
liberal societies, this book addresses problems of economic disadvantage, 
stagnation, inequality, and climate change, and simultaneously emphasizes the 
importance of markets in ensuring the efficiency and sustainability of policy 
solutions. With concrete policies and practical steps, Rosalind Dixon and Richard
Holden's proposal for future of liberalism offers a new way to think about 
economic policy that is fair and capable of responding to the challenges of a 
post-COVID world.

Richard Holden is a professor of economics at University of New South Wales 
Business School. Rosalind Dixon is a professor of law at the University of New 
South Wales, Faculty of Law and Justice.
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Bede: On the Tabernacle
Holder, Arthur G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233787
480 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/5/1994

This volume contains the first English translation of Bede's allegorical 
commentary on the tabernacle of Moses, which he interpreted as a symbolic 
figure of the Christian Church. Written in the early 720s at the monastery of 
Wearmouth-Jarrow in Northumbria, On the Tabernacle (De tabernaculo) was the
first Christian literary work devoted entirely to this topic and the first verse-by-
verse commentary on the relevant portions of the Book of Exodus.

Arthur G. Holder is Professor of Christian Spirituality and Dean of Academic 
Affairs at the Church Divinity School of the Pacific, which is part of the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley, California.
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The Inheritance of Historiography, 350-900
Holdsworth, Christopher and Wiseman, T.P. (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892728
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1986
8 X 5 4/5 inches

To what extent did the historians of the early Middle Ages inherit the aims and 
methods of Greek and Roman historiography? How far were they influenced by 
classical coventions about literary genre, rhetorical technique and political 
subject-matter? A conference held in Exeter in 1985 brought together a number
of distinguished scholars to discuss these questions.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at Exeter University and
a Fellow of the British Academy.
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Aulus Gellius: Attic Nights, Preface and Books 1-10 (Auli Gelli Noctes Atticae: 
Praefatio et Libri I-X)
Holford-Strevens, Leofranc
Oxford University Press .
9780199695010
464 pages
hardcover
$70
Pub Date: 1/27/2020
Oxford Classical Texts.

This new critical edition of Aulus Gellius' Noctes Atticae is intended to replace the
1968 Oxford Classical Text by Peter K. Marshall. Based on a thorough 
reconsideration of the manuscripts, the indirect tradition, and the text, it proposes
numerous emendations and in several places corrects the attribution of previous
scholars' conjectures.

Leofranc Holford-Strevens worked as a learned reader at Oxford University 
Press from 1971 to 1984, and thereafter as a copy-editor until his retirement in 
2011 (from 2005 with the title Consultant Scholar-Editor).
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The Struggle to Teach English as an International Language
Holliday, Adrian
Oxford University Press .
9780194421843
205 pages
paperback
$59.4
Pub Date: 9/8/2005
Oxford Applied Linguistics

This book addresses the issue of how to teach English in diverse locations.

Adrian Holliday is Professor of Applied Linguistics & Intercultural Education at 
Canterbury Christ Church University
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Ludwig Wittgenstein
Hollingworth, Miles
Oxford University Press .
9780190873998
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/9/2018

In Ludwig Wittgenstein, Hollingworth continues to pioneer a new kind of 
biographical writing. It stands at the intersection of philosophy, theology and 
literary criticism, and is as much concerned with the secret agendas of life writing
as it is with its Subjects.

Miles Hollingworth is the author of several books, including Saint Augustine of 
Hippo: An Intellectual Biography (OUP 2013). He has received the Jerwood 
Award for Non-Fiction from the Royal Society of Literature and the Elizabeth 
Longford Scholarship from the Society of Authors.
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Ideas with Consequences: The Federalist Society and the Conservative 
Counterrevolution
Hollis-Brusky, Amanda
Oxford University Press .
9780190933746
272 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Now in paperback and updated with a new preface, Ideas with Consequences 
shows how the Federalist Society serves as the hub of a complex circulatory 
system and how the ideas it generates have become the lifeblood of the 
conservative movement.

Amanda Hollis-Brusky is Associate Professor of Politics at Pomona College, 
where she teaches courses in constitutional law, legal institutions, and American
politics.
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Separate but Faithful: The Christian Right's Radical Struggle to Transform Law &
Legal Culture
Hollis-Brusky, Amanda and Wilson, Joshua C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190637262
312 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2020
STUDIES IN POSTWAR AMERICAN POLITCAL

In Separate But Faithful, Amanda Hollis-Brusky and Joshua C. Wilson provide an
in-depth look at the Christian Right's efforts to build a comprehensive legal 
movement aimed at radically transforming American law and policy to reflect 
Christian Worldview. Drawing on an impressive amount of original data from a 
variety of sources, the authors examine the causes, contours and consequences
of these efforts.

Amanda Hollis-Brusky is Associate Professor of Politics at Pomona College, 
where she teaches courses on American politics, constitutional law, and legal 
institutions. Joshua C. Wilson is Professor of Political Science at the University of
Denver where his research and teaching addresses law, conservatism, and 
politics in the United States.
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Beyond Return: Genre and Cultural Politics in Contemporary French Fiction
Hollister, Lucas
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070057
304 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

In Beyond Return, Lucas Hollister examines the political orientations of fictions 
which 'return' to forms that have often been considered sub-literary, regressive, 
outdated or decadent, and suggests new ways of reading contemporary 
adventure novels, radical noir novels, postmodernist mysteries, war novels and 
dystopian fictions.

Lucas Hollister is an Assistant Professor of French Language and Literature at 
Dartmouth College
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Statelet of Survivors: The Making of a Semi-Autonomous Region in Northeast 
Syria
Holmes, Amy Austin
Oxford University Press .
9780197621042
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2023
22 b/w photographs; 5 maps; 5 boxes; 19 tables

In Statelet of Survivors, Amy Austin Holmes charts the history of the Kurdish 
statelet-Rojava-which sits immediately adjacent to the southeastern Turkish 
border. Drawing from four years of research trips to northern and eastern Syria,
Holmes highlights that the movement is founded on the idea of equality between
people of different religious and ethnic backgrounds and does more to empower
women and minorities than any other region of Syria.

Amy Austin Holmes is a Visiting Scholar at George Washington University's 
Institute for Security and Conflict Studies. Holmes has published widely on the 
global American military posture, the NATO alliance, non-state actors, 
revolutions, and military coups. Holmes has a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins 
University, and previously served as a tenured Associate Professor at the 
American University in Cairo, and as a Visiting Scholar at Harvard University.Discount:
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Faiths of the Founding Fathers
Holmes, David L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195300925
324 pages
hardcover
$20
Pub Date: 5/1/2006

It is not uncommon to hear Christians argue that America was founded as a 
Christian nation. But how true is this claim? In this compact book, David L. 
Holmes offers a clear, concise and illuminating look at the spiritual beliefs of our 
founding fathers.

David L. Holmes is Walter G. Mason Professor of Religious Studies at the 
College of William and Mary. He is the author of A Brief History of the Episcopal
Church, A Nation Mourns, other books, and numerous articles.
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Cultural Strategy: Using Innovative Ideologies to Build Breakthrough Brands
Holt, Douglas
Oxford University Press .
9780199655854
416 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2012

How do we explain the breakthrough market success of businesses like Nike, 
Starbucks, Ben & Jerry's, and Jack Daniel's? Conventional models of strategy 
and innovation simply don't work. The most influential ideas on innovation are 
shaped by the worldview of engineers and economists - build a better mousetrap
and the world will take notice. Holt and Cameron challenge this conventional 
wisdom and take an entirely different approach: champion a better ideology and 
the world will take notice as well.

Douglas Holt was Professor of Marketing at both the Harvard Business School 
and the University of Oxford. He is now President of the Cultural Strategy Group,
a consulting firm that provides brand strategy and innovation solutions using the
cultural strategy framework.
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Navigation by Judgment: Why and When Top-Down Management of Foreign Aid
Doesn't Work
Honig, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780197506394
288 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2020

High-quality implementation of foreign aid interventions sometimes requires 
employee use of contextual information that will be precluded by tight 
management control. Drawing from over 130 interviews and statistical analysis of
a novel database of over 14,000 discrete development projects, Honig finds that 
top-down controls sometimes undermine development project success.

Dan Honig is an Assistant Professor of International Development at the Johns 
Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS).
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Navigation by Judgment: Why and When Top Down Management of Foreign Aid
Doesn't Work
Honig, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780190672454
288 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 4/27/2018

Foreign aid organizations collectively spend hundreds of billions of dollars 
annually, with mixed results. Part of the problem in these endeavors lies in their 
execution. When should foreign aid organizations empower actors on the front 
lines of delivery to guide aid interventions, and when should distant headquarters
lead? In Navigation by Judgment, Dan Honig argues that high-quality 
implementation of foreign aid programs often requires contextual information that
cannot be seen by those in distant headquarters.

Dan Honig is an Assistant Professor of International Development at the Johns 
Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS).
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The Edwardians and the Making of a Modern Spanish Obsession
Hooper, Kirsty
Oxford University Press .
9781802078084
336 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023

What did the Edwardians know about Spain and what was that knowledge 
worth? This book explores a vast store of largely unstudied primary source 
material to trace Spain's transformation in the British popular and economic 
imagination during the decades either side of the turn of the twentieth century.

Kirsty Hooper is a Lecturer in Spanish and Galician at the University of Liverpool.
She is author of 'A Stranger in My Own Land: Sofia Casanova, a Spanish Writer 
in the European fin de siecle' (Vanderbilt University Press) and co-editor with 
Manuel Puga Moruxa of 'Contemporary Galician Cultural Studies: Between the 
Local and the Global' (Modern Language Association, 2010).
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Walter Greenwood's 'Love on the Dole': Novel, Play, Film
Hopkins, Chris
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786941794
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP Series

Love on the Dole (1933), the iconic novel about 1930s British working-class life,
has a significant place in British cultural history. Its author, Walter Greenwood, 
went from unemployed Salford man to best-selling writer, and the novel has 
never been out of print.

Chris Hopkins is Professor of English Studies and Head of the Humanities 
Research Centre at Sheffield Hallam University.
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After Modern Art: 1945-2017
Hopkins, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199218455
352 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2018
Oxford History of Art Series

Contemporary art can be baffling and beautiful, provocative and disturbing. This
pioneering book presents a new look at the controversial period between 1945 
and 2015, when art and its traditional forms were called into question. It focuses
on the relationship between American and European art, and challenges 
previously held views about the origins of some of the most innovative ideas in 
art of this time.

David Hopkins is currently Professor of Art History at the University of Glasgow.
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Contending Forces: A Romance Illustrative of Negro Life North and South
Hopkins, Pauline E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195067859
464 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 5/9/1991

 In Contending Forces (1900), her best-known novel and her only work of fiction
published in book form during her lifetime, Pauline Hopkins uses the conventions
of the sentimental romance as she seeks to encourage social change.

Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins (1859 – August 13, 1930) was a prominent African-
American novelist, journalist, playwright, historian, and editor. She is considered
a pioneer in her use of the romantic novel to explore social and racial themes. 
Her work reflects the influence of W. E. B. Du Bois.
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Magazine Novels of Pauline Hopkins (Including Hagar's Daughter, Winona, and
Of One Blood)
Hopkins, Pauline E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195063257
672 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/12/1990

First published in May 1900, the Colored American Magazine provided a 
pioneering forum for black literary talent previously stifled by lack of 
encouragement and opportunity. Not only a prolific writer for the journal, Pauline
Hopkins also served as one of its powerful editorial forces. This volume of her 
magazine novels, which appeared serially in the journal between March 1901 
and November 1903, reveals Hopkins' commitment to fiction as a vehicle for 
social change.

Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins (1859 – August 13, 1930) was a prominent African-
American novelist, journalist, playwright, historian, and editor. She is considered
a pioneer in her use of the romantic novel to explore social and racial themes. 
Her work reflects the influence of W. E. B. Du Bois.
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Divided We Stand: The Strategy and Psychology of Ireland's Dissident Terrorists
Horgan, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199772858

hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2013

Drawing on one of the largest open-source militant databases ever assembled, 
Divided We Stand describes the activities, histories, motivations, psychology, 
and strategy of the small, dynamic, and rapidly evolving splinter groups that 
continue to erode peace, stability, and normalization in Northern Ireland.

John Horgan is Director of the International Center for the Study of Terrorism at 
the Pennsylvania State University, where he is also Associate Professor of 
Psychology.
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Testing the Water: Young People and Galleries
Horlock, Naomi
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239048
168 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/5/2000

Tate Liverpool has established a reputation for its approach to youth audience 
development through Young Tate, a programme for young people aged between
14 and 25. This collection of essays, which responds to a growing demand for 
information about relationships between galleries and their young audiences 
outside formal education, reflects on Tate Liverpool's role in creating a workable
strategy for sustainable youth programming.

Naomi Horlock is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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In Hope of Liberty: Culture, Community and Protest Among Northern Free 
Blacks, 1700-1860
Horton, James O. and Horton, Lois E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195047325
352 pages
hardcover
$67
Pub Date: 12/5/1996

 In this marvelously peopled history, James and Lois Horton introduce us to a 
rich cast of characters. There are familiar historical figures such as Crispus 
Attucks, a leader of the Boston Massacre and one of the first casualties of the 
American Revolution; Sojourner Truth, former slave and eloquent antislavery and
women's rights activist whose own family had been broken by slavery when her 
son became a wedding present for her owner's daughter; and Prince Whipple, 
George Washington's aide, easily recognizable in the portrait of Washington 
crossing the Delaware River.
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All We Have to Fear: Psychiatry's Transformation of Natural Anxieties into Mental
Disorders
Horwitz  Allan V. and Wakefield, Jerome C.
Oxford University Press .
9780199793754
320 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2012

Thirty years ago, it was estimated that less than five percent of the population 
had an anxiety disorder. Today, some estimates are over fifty percent, a tenfold 
increase. Is this dramatic rise evidence of a real medical epidemic? In All We 
Have to Fear, Allan Horwitz and Jerome Wakefield argue that psychiatry itself 
has largely generated this 'epidemic' by inflating many natural fears into 
psychiatric disorders, leading to the over-diagnosis of anxiety disorders and the 
over-prescription of anxiety-reducing drugs.

Allan V. Horwitz is Board of Governors Professor of Sociology at Rutgers 
University. Jerome C. Wakefield is University Professor, Professor of Social 
Work, and Professor of Psychiatry at New York University.
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The Loss of Sadness: How Psychiatry Transformed Normal Sorrow Into 
Depressive Disorder
Horwitz, Allan V.
Oxford University Press .
9780199921577

hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2012

In The Loss of Sadness, Allan V. Horwitz and Jerome C. Wakefield argue that, 
while depressive disorder certainly exists and can be a devastating condition 
warranting medical attention, the apparent epidemic in fact reflects the way the 
psychiatric profession has understood and reclassified normal human sadness 
as largely an abnormal experience.

Allan V. Horwitz is Board of Governors Professor of Sociology at Rutgers 
University. His books include The Social Control of Mental Illness and Creating 
Mental Illness.
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Choral Artistry: A Kodaly Perspective for Middle School to College Level Choirs,
Volume 1
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197550496
480 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2022
KODALY TODAY HANDBOOK SERIES. 125 figures

Choral Artistry provides a practical and organic approach to teaching middle 
school to college level choral singing and sight-reading according to the Kodaly
Concept of Music Education, grounded in current research from the fields of 
choral pedagogy, music theory, music perception and cognition.

Micheal Houlahan is Professor of Music Theory and Aural Skills and Chair of the
Tell School of Music at Millersville University of Pennsylvania. Philip Tacka is 
Professor of Music at Millersville University of Pennsylvania.
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Choral Sight Reading: A Kodaly Perspective for Middle School to College Level
Choirs, Volume 2
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197550540
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2022
KODALY TODAY HANDBOOK SERIES. 500 music examples

Choral Sight Reading provides a practical and organic approach to teaching 
middle school to college level choral singing and sight-reading according to the 
Kodaly Concept of Music Education, through a series of step-by-step practical 
lesson plans and instructions that can be used in choral rehearsals.

Micheal Houlahan is Professor of Music Theory and Aural Skills and Chair of the
Tell School of Music at Millersville University of Pennsylvania. Philip Tacka is 
Professor of Music at Millersville University of Pennsylvania.
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Kodaly in the Fifth Grade Classroom: Developing the Creative Brain in the 21st 
Century
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190235826
376 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 9/7/2015
Kodaly Today Handbook Series.

Kodály in the Fifth Grade Classroom provides teachers with a step-by-step road
map for developing children's performance, creative movement, and literacy 
skills in an organic and thoughtful manner.

Micheal Houlahan and Philip Tacka are faculty members for the Kodaly 
Certification Program at Texas State University.
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Kodaly in the First Grade Classroom: Developing the Creative Brain in the 21st 
Century
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190235789
264 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 8/11/2015
Kodaly Today Handbook Series.

Kodály in the First Grade Classroom provides teachers with a step-by-step road
map for developing children's performance, creative movement, and literacy 
skills in an organic and thoughtful manner.

Micheal Houlahan and Philip Tacka are faculty members for the Kodaly 
Certification Program at Texas State University.
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Kodaly in the Fourth Grade Classroom: Developing the Creative Brain in the 21st
Century
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190235819
344 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 9/7/2015
Kodaly Today Handbook Series.

 Kodály in the Fourth Grade Classroom provides teachers with a step-by-step 
road map for developing children's performance, creative movement, and literacy
skills in an organic and thoughtful manner.

Micheal Houlahan and Philip Tacka are faculty members for the Kodaly 
Certification Program at Texas State University.
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Kodaly in the Second Grade Classroom: Developing the Creative Brain in the 
21st Century
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190235796
296 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 8/11/2015
Kodaly Today Handbook Series.

 Kodály in the Second Grade Classroom provides teachers with a step-by-step 
road map for developing children's performance, creative movement, and literacy
skills in an organic and thoughtful manner.

Micheal Houlahan and Philip Tacka are faculty members for the Kodaly 
Certification Program at Texas State University.
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Kodaly in the Third Grade Classroom: Developing the Creative Brain in the 21st
Century
Houlahan, Micheal and Tacka, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190235802
328 pages
paperback
$58
Pub Date: 9/7/2015
Kodaly Today Handbook Series.

 Kodaly in the Third Grade Classroom provides teachers with a step-by-step road
map for developing children's performance, creative movement, and literacy 
skills in an organic and thoughtful manner.

Micheal Houlahan and Philip Tacka are faculty members for the Kodaly 
Certification Program at Texas State University.
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Who Cares: The Social Safety Net in America
Howard, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190074463
352 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2022

In Who Cares, Christopher Howard focuses on the poor and offers the first 
comprehensive map of the US social safety net. He chronicles what Americans 
say about poverty, and what we do about it, capturing the views of ordinary 
citizens, business and labor organizations, churches and other charities, and 
public officials. Although the US social safety net is extensive, Howard argues 
that major gaps remain, particularly impacting Blacks, Hispanics, and individuals
who are not employed full-time. Emphasizing how we have spent many years 
investigating the poor, this book also shines a light on the behavior and views of 
the non-poor.

Christopher Howard is the Pamela C. Harriman Professor of Government and 
Public Policy at the College of William and Mary, where he has worked since 
1993. He specializes in the history and politics of US social policy. Howard is the
author of three books and co-editor of The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Social 
Policy; he has also written numerous journal articles and book chapters. He is a
member of the National Academy of Social Insurance and the Scholars Strategy
Network. He has won a campus-wide teaching award and an Outstanding 
Faculty Award from the state of Virginia. Chris was a History major at Duke 
University and earned his Ph.D. in Political Science from MIT.
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The Biology of Death: How Dying Shapes Cells, Organisms, and Populations
Howard, Gary C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190687724
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/16/2021
18 figures .

The Biology of Death ties together the many ways that death helps scientists 
understand life. In the book, science writer Gary C. Howard synthesizes the 
involvement and relation of cells, tissues, organisms, and populations, offering a
comprehensive overview of what happens at the end of life.

Gary C. Howard was a science editor for Gladstone Institutes for many years 
until his recent retirement. He continues to edit and write in the San Francisco 
Bay Area.
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War and the Liberal Conscience
Howard, Michael Eliot
Oxford University Press .
9780199354429
0 pages
paperback
$26.5
Pub Date: 3/22/2013

For centuries liberal minded men have been horrified by the pain and waste of 
war.  From Erasmus, who saw war above all as a product of stupidity, to the 
Marxists who see it as a matter of class conflict, they have produced social 
theories to account for its occurrence and have tried to devise means to end it.  
Their prescriptions have been various.  The central view of the Enlightenment 
was that wars would end when the ambitions of princes could be curbed by the 
sanity of ordinary men.

Sir Michael Eliot Howard was a British military historian, formerly Chichele 
Professor of the History of War, Emeritus Fellow of All Souls College, Regius 
Professor of Modern History at Oxford University, Robert A. Lovett Professor of
Military and Naval History at Yale University, and founder of the Department of 
War Studies, King's College London.
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Listing:

The First World War
Howard, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780192804457

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2003

Now more than ever, a clear historical understanding of the conflicts that have 
engulfed the world is essential. In The First World War, one of the most 
respected historians of his generation offers a brief but hugely readable narrative
account of WWI, its causes and consequences, and the many historical 
controversies surrounding the origin and conduct of the war.

Sir Michael Howard has held the Chair of War Studies at King's College London,
the Chichele Chair of History of War and the Regius Chair of Modern History at
Oxford, and the Robert A. Lovett Chair of Military and Naval History at Yale.
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War in European History
Howard, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780192802088

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2001

This reissue of Howard's classic text includes a short new afterword by the 
author. 'Wars have often determined the character of society. Society in 
exchange has determined the character of wars. This is the theme of Michael 
Howard's stimulating book. It is written with all his usual skill and in its small 
compass is perhaps the most original book he has written.

Sir Michael Howard has held the Chair of War Studies at King's College London,
the Chichele Chair of History of War and the Regius Chair of Modern History at
Oxford, and the Robert A. Lovett Chair of Military and Naval History at Yale.
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The Pope and the Professor: Pius IX, Ignaz von Dollinger, and the Quandary of 
the Modern Age
Howard, Thomas Albert
Oxford University Press .
9780198729198
312 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 6/20/2017
13 illustrations

Thomas Albert Howard examines Dollinger's post-conciliar activities, including 
pioneering work in ecumenism and inspiring the "Old Catholic" movement in 
Central Europe.

Thomas Albert Howard is Professor of History and the Humanities and holder of 
the Phyllis and Richard Duesenberg Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso 
University.
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Remembering the Reformation: An Inquiry into the Meanings of Protestantism
Howard, Thomas Albert
Oxford University Press .
9780198808497
208 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2018
Oxford Studies in Early Empires Series

While the book focuses on German-speaking lands, Thomas Albert Howard also
looks at Reformation commemorations in other countries, notably in the United 
States. The central argument is that past commemorations have been heavily 
shaped by their historical moment, exhibiting confessional, liberal, nationalist, 
militaristic, Marxist, and ecumenical motifs, among others.

Thomas Albert Howard is Professor of History and the Humanities and holder of 
the Phyllis and Richard Duesenberg Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso 
University.
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The Last Great War of Antiquity
Howard-Johnston, James
Oxford University Press .
9780198830191
480 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 7/25/2021

The last great war of antiquity was fought on an unprecedented scale along the 
full length of the Persian-Roman frontier. James Howard-Johnston pieces 
together the fragmentary evidence of this period to form, for the first time, a 
coherent story of the dramatic events, key players, and vast lands over which the
conflict spread.

James Howard-Johnston is Emeritus Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
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Al-Andalus Rediscovered: Iberia's New Muslims
Howe, Marvine
Oxford University Press .
9780199327577
 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2012

This book seeks to answer the basic questions: whether an Iberian model of a 
humane immigration policy is possible in 'fortress' Europe and whether the 
partisans of the Andalusian spirit of tolerance and diversity can prevail at this 
time of economic hardship and heightened radicalism in both the Islamic World 
and the West.

Marvine Howe is a former correspondent for The New York Times in Africa, Latin
America, Europe and the Middle East. Her latest books are Turkey: A Nation 
Divided Over Islam's Revival and Morocco: The Islamist Awakening and Other 
Challenges (OUP).
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A Guide to the Birds of Mexico and Northern Central America
Howell, Steve N.G. and Webb, Sophie
Oxford University Press .
9780198540120
1010 pages
paperback
$63
Pub Date: 4/27/1995

A Guide to the Birds of Mexico and Northern Central America is astonishingly 
comprehensive, covering the identification, status, and distribution of all 1,070 
birds species known from Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, Honduras, 
and western Nicaragua. No other book approaches the thoroughness of this 
unique field guide.

Steve N. G. Howell is a Research Associate of the Point Reyes Bird Observatory
in Stinson Beach, California. Sophie Webb has been drawing and studying birds
most of her life.
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A Line of Blood and Dirt: Creating the Canada-United States Border across 
Indigenous Lands
Hoy, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780197528693
344 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
22 halftones  illustrations

This book provides a history of the Canada-United States border from 1775 until
1939, highlighting the formation of each nation state, the role Indigenous people
had in the development of the international boundary, and the impact the border
had on Indigenous people, European settlers, Chinese migrants, and African 
Americans.

Benjamin Hoy is an assistant professor of history at University of Saskatchewan,
where he directs the Historical GIS Lab.
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Theophilus of Edessa's Chronicle and the Circulation of Historical Knowledge in
Late Antiquity and Early Islam
Hoyland, Robert G. (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316982
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2011

Theophilus of Edessa was an astrologer in the court of the Muslim caliphs from 
the 750s to the 780s, a time when their capital, Baghdad, was a thriving 
cosmopolitan centre of culture and trade and one of the most populous and 
prosperous cities of the world. He was fluent in Greek, Syriac and Arabic, and he
used this ability to bring together a number of historical sources in each of these 
languages and blend them into a single chronicle that charted events in the Near
East from 590 to the 750s.

Robert G. Hoyland is Professor of Islamic History at The Oriental Institute, 
University of Oxford.
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Hannibal: Rome's Greatest Enemy
Hoyos, Dexter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675471
176 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2008
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live

Hannibal's enduring reputation as a man and as a general is due to his enemies'
fascination with him. The way his legend was shaped in the Greek and Roman 
consciousness is one of the book's main themes. Under Hannibal's leadership, 
Carthage came close to dominating the western Mediterranean; his total victory
would have changed the course of history.

Dexter Hoyos is Professor of Classics and Ancient History in the University of 
Sydney.
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Beating the Odds: Raising Academically Successful African American Males
Hrabowski, Freeman A. / Maton, Kenneth I. / and Greif, Geoffrey L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195102192
256 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/2/1998

The result of extensive and innovative research, Beating the Odds goes beyond
mere analysis--and beyond the relentlessly negative media images--to show us 
precisely how young Black men can succeed despite the roadblocks of racism, 
the temptations of crime and drugs, and a popular culture that values being 
"cool" over being educated.

Freeman A. Hrabowski, III, is President of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County. Kenneth I. Maton is Professor of Psychology at the University of 
Maryland. Geoffrey L. Greif is Associate Dean and Professor in the School of 
Social Work, University of Maryland.
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Cracking the China Conundrum: Why Conventional Economic Wisdom Is Wrong
Huang, Yukon
Oxford University Press .
9780190630034
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/21/2017

China's rise is altering global power relations, reshaping economic debates, and
commanding tremendous public attention. Despite extensive media and 
academic scrutiny, the conventional wisdom about China's economy is often 
wrong. Cracking the China Conundrum provides a holistic and contrarian view of
China's major economic, political, and foreign policy issues.

Yukon Huang is a Senior Fellow in the Asia Program at Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Washington, DC. He has formerly been the World Bank 
Director for China and Russia, Advisor to the World Bank and Asian 
Development Bank, a featured commentator on China for the Financial Times, as
well as a former U. S. Treasury official and Economics Professor.
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Macbeth before Shakespeare
Hudson, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780197567531
312 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

Macbeth before Shakespeare is a history of the medieval King Macbeth and his 
legend that was the basis for William Shakespeare's Tragedie of Macbeth. It 
traces the life of the real man and his important innovations, while showing how 
different legends were created in subsequent eras.

Benjamin Hudson is Professor of History and Medieval Studies at the 
Pennsylvania State University. His books include Viking Pirates and Christian 
Princes: Dynasty, Religion, and Empire in the North Atlantic  (OUP, 2005) and 
The Picts. Viking Pirates and Christian Princes: Dynasty, Religion, and Empire in
the North Atlantic (OUP, 2005).
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Love and Death in the Great War
Huebner, Andrew J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190853921
408 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Americans today harbor no strong or consistent collective memory of the First 
World War. Ask why they fought or what they accomplished, and democracy is 
the most likely if vague response. The circulation of confusing or lofty rationales 
for intervention started from the moment President Woodrow Wilson secured a 
war declaration in April 1917. Yet amid those shifting justifications, Love and 
Death in the Great War argues, was a more durable and resonant one: 
Americans would fight for home and family.

Andrew J. Huebner is associate professor of history at the University of Alabama.
He is the author of The Warrior Image: Soldiers in American Culture from the 
Second World War to the Vietnam Era.
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Racism Postcolonialism Europe
Huggan, Graham and Law, Ian (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318146
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Racism Postcolonialism Europe turns the postcolonial critical gaze that had 
previously been most likely to train itself on regions other than Europe, and 
sometimes those perceived to be most culturally or geographically distant from 
Europe, back on Europe itself. The book argues that racism is alive and 
dangerously well in Europe, and examines this racism through the lens of 
postcolonial criticism.

Graham Huggan is Professor of English, Chair of Commonwealth and 
Postcolonial Literature, and founding Co-Director of the Institute for Colonial and
Postcolonial Studies (ICPS) at the University of Leeds. Dr Ian Law is Founding 
Director of the Centre for Ethnicity and Racism Studies (CERS) and Reader in 
the School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Leeds.
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Interdisciplinary Measures: Literature and the Future of Postcolonial Studies
Huggan, Graham
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311093
256 pages
hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 6/15/2008
Liverpool University Press - Postcolonialism Across Disciplines

Interdisciplinary Measures makes the case for a cross-disciplinary, but literature-
centred, approach to postcolonial studies.

Graham Huggan is Professor of Postcolonial and Commonwealth Literatures at 
the University of Leeds. He is author of the influential volume The Postcolonial 
Exotic (Routledge, 2001) among many previous books.
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Interdisciplinary Measures: Literature and the Future of Postcolonial Studies
Huggan, Graham
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311109
256 pages
paperback
$29
Pub Date: 6/15/2008
Liverpool University Press - Postcolonialism Across Disciplines

Interdisciplinary Measures makes the case for a cross-disciplinary, but literature-
centred, approach to postcolonial studies.

Graham Huggan is Professor of Postcolonial and Commonwealth Literatures at 
the University of Leeds. He is author of the influential volume The Postcolonial 
Exotic (Routledge, 2001) among many previous books.
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Voices from the Harlem Renaissance
Huggins, Nathan Irvin (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195093605
448 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 1/26/1995

 The Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s symbolized black liberation and 
sophistication - the final shaking off of slavery from the minds, spirits, and 
characters of African Americans.

The late Nathan Irvin Huggins was W.E.B. Du Bois Professor of History and 
Director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute at Harvard University.
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Defying the IRA?: Intimidation, coercion, and communities during the Irish 
Revolution
Hughes, Brian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620764
256 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 9/30/2019
Reappraisals in Irish History LUP Series

This book explores the community experience of the Irish Revolution.

Brian Hughes is Associate Lecturer in Modern History at the University of Exeter.
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Southern Irish Loyalism, 1912-1949
Hughes, Brian and Morrissey, Conor
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854796
368 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
6 black and white illustrations

This book brings together new research on loyalism in the 26 counties that would
become the Irish Free State. It covers a range of topics and experiences, 
including the Third Home Rule crisis in 1912, the revolutionary period, partition, 
independence and Irish participation in the British armed and colonial service up
the declaration of the Republic in 1949.

Brian Hughes is a lecturer in the Department of History, Mary Immaculate 
College, Limerick. Conor Morrissey is Lecturer in Irish/British History at King's 
College London.
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Studying Talk to Her
Hughes, Emily
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733438
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2015
Studying Films

Talk to Her (2002) is a hugely rich and interesting though ambiguous film that 
met with both popular success and critical acclaim.  The film won an Oscar for 
best original screenplay and has been hailed by some critics as Pedro 
Almodóvar's masterpiece.  Yet like most of Almodóvar's films, little is clear cut.  
The characters are complex and our affinity and empathy for them shifts 
throughout the film.

Emily Hughes is lead teacher of film studies at Morpeth School in Bethnal Green,
London.
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Crime, Violence and the Irish in the Nineteenth Century
Hughes, Kyle and MacRaild, Donald
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856592
304 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
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Ribbon Societies in Nineteenth-Century Ireland and its Diaspora: The 
Persistence of Tradition
Hughes, Kyle and MacRaild, Donald
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856714
360 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Reappraisals in Irish History LUP

This is the first full-length study of Irish Ribbonism, tracing the development of 
the movement from its origins in the Defender movement of the 1790s to the 
latter part of the century when the remnants of the Ribbon tradition found solace 
in a new movement: the quasi-constitutional affinities of the Ancient Order of 
Hibernians.

Kyle Hughes is Lecturer in British History, Ulster University. Don MacRaild is 
Pro-Vice Chancellor for Research and Knowledge Exchange at London 
Metropolitan University.
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Culture of Complaint: The Fraying of America
Hughes, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195076769
224 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/22/1993

The best-selling author of The Shock of the New, The Fatal Shore, and 
Barcelona here delivers a withering polemic aimed at the heart of recent 
American politics and culture.  Culture of Complaint is a call for the re-knitting of
a fragmented and over-tribalized America-a deeply passionate book, filled with 
barbed wit and devastating takes on public life, both left and right of center.  To 
the right, Hughes fires broadsides at the populist demagogy of Pat Buchanan, 
Pat Robertson, Jesse Helms and especially Ronald Reagan (with 
somnambulistic efficiency, Reagan educated America down to his level.  He left
his country a little stupider in 1988 than it had been in 1980, and a lot more 
tolerant of lies).

Robert Hughes was born in Australia in 1938 and has lived in Europe and the 
United States since 1964. Since 1970 he has worked in New York as an art critic
for Time Magazine. He has twice received the Franklin Jeweer Mather Award for
Distinguished Criticism from the College Art Association of America.
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The Dinner at Gonfarone's: Salomon de la Selva and His Pan-American Project 
in Nueva York, 1915-1919
Hulme, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070040
416 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
American Tropics Towards a Literary Geography LUP. 33 black and white 
illustrations

The Dinner at Gonfarone's covers five years in the life of the Nicaraguan poet, 
Salomon de la Selva, but it also offers a picture of Hispanic New York in the 
years around the First World War. De la Selva is the forerunner of Latino writers 
like Junot Diaz and Julia Alvarez.

Peter Hulme is Emeritus Professor in Literature at the University of Essex.
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Belgium: Long United, Long Divided
Humes, Samuel
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041461
256 pages
paperback
$29.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2014

This concise history describes the traditions and transitions that over two 
thousand years have developed in Belgium in a sense of shared identity, 
common government, and a centralized nation-state - and then over a few recent
decades paved the way for Flemish-Walloon schism that now threatens to break
up Belgium.

Samuel Humes lived in Belgium from 1984 till 2008, where he was most recently
director of Boston University's Brussels campus. He is a graduate of Williams 
College (BA), the University of Pennsylvania (MGA), and Leiden University (Drs
and PhD).
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Henry Crabb Robinson: Romantic Comparatist, 1790-1811
Hunnekuhl, Philipp
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077827
304 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850. 16 black
and white images

This is the first book-length study of the thought and literary achievement of 
Henry Crabb Robinson (1775-1867). It restores the long-neglected Robinson to 
the central position he occupied in his own time, namely as a pioneering critic, 
comparatist, and literary disseminator at the crossroads of British and European
Romanticism.

Philipp Hunnekuhl is Associate Lecturer in English at the University of Leipzig 
and Visiting Fellow of the Queen Mary Centre for Religion and Literature in 
English, Queen Mary University of London.
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Boundaries Undermined: The Ruins of Progress on the Bangladesh/India Border
Hussain, Delwar
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042321
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2015

When anthropologist Delwar Hussain arrived in a remote coal mining village on 
the Bangladesh/India border to research the security fence India is building 
around its neighbor, he discovered more about the globalised world than he had
expected. The present narrative of the Bangladesh/ India border is one of 
increasing violence.

Delwar Hussain is a writer and anthropologist focusing on the contemporary 
Indian Sub-continent. He was educated in London and Cambridge and has 
written on Bangladesh for The Guardian since 2009.
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Of Popes and Unicorns: Science, Christianity, and How the Conflict Thesis 
Fooled the World
Hutchings, David and Ungureanu, James C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190053093
280 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/3/2021
11 images .

Of Popes and Unicorns shares the story of John Draper and Andrew White who,
in the late 19th century, published books falsely claiming a toxic history between
religion and science. This book examines the implications of Draper and White's
conspiracy and debunks the conflict thesis once and for all.

David Hutchings is Fellow of the Institute of Physics and a physics teacher at 
Pocklington School in England.James C. Ungureanu is Fellow of the Historical 
Society in London and Upper School Humanities Professor at Trinity Classical 
Academy.
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Truth to Power: A History of the U.S. National Intelligence Council
Hutchings, Robert and Treverton, Gregory F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190940010
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 6/20/2019

The National Intelligence Council is a storied but little-understood intelligence 
agency, responsible for providing both strategic assessments and current 
intelligence support to senior policymakers in the government. The Council, and 
this book, trace its lineage back to the Office (and Board) of National Estimates 
in the 1940s. This history is told through the reflections of the last eight Chairs of
the Council, from 1993 to 2017.

Robert Hutchings is the Walt and Elspeth Rostow Chair in National Security and
Professor of Public Affairs at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at 
the University of Texas at Austin. Gregory F. Treverton is Professor of the 
Practice of International Relations and Spatial Sciences at the USC Dornsife 
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences and Visiting Fellow at the Center for 
Asymmetric Threat Studies, Swedish National Defense University.
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The Stations of the Sun: A History of the Ritual Year in Britain
Hutton, Ronald
Oxford University Press .
9780192854483

paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2001

Comprehensive and engaging, this colourful study covers the whole sweep of 
ritual history from the earliest written records to the present day.

Ronald Hutton is Reader in History at the University of Bristol.
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Water and the Environment in the Anglo-Saxon World
Hyer, Maren Clegg and Hooke, Della
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856806
280 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Similar in theme and method to the first and second volumes, Water and the 
Environment in the Anglo-Saxon World, third volume of the series Daily Living in
the Anglo-Saxon World, illuminates how an understanding of the impact of water
features on the daily lives of the people and the environment of the Anglo-Saxon
world can inform reading and scholarship of the period in significant ways.
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The Material Culture of Daily Living in the Anglo-Saxon World
Hyer, Maren Clegg and Owen-Crocker, Gale R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898805
312 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 9/5/2013
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

This illustrated book introduces serious students of Anglo-Saxon culture to 
selected aspects of the realities of Anglo-Saxon life through reference to 
artefacts and textual sources.

Maren Clegg Hyer is Associate Professor of English at Valdosta State University
(Georgia). Gale R. Owen-Crocker is Professor of Anglo-Saxon Culture at the 
University of Manchester.
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The Herculaneum Pottery: Liverpool's Forgotten Glory
Hyland, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239796
336 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 2/20/2006
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

The emergence of Herculaneum pottery in early nineteenth-century Liverpool 
marked a pivotal moment in the clay arts. This book provides a comprehensive 
history of Herculaneum pottery—highly sought after in North America—and its 
rapid rise to international prominence. Renowned Liverpool porcelain collector 
Peter Hyland examines the pottery's relatively brief heyday from about 1800 to 
1820.

Peter Hyland is a well-known collector of Liverpool porcelain and a prominent 
authority on Liverpool Herculaneum wares.
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Women in the New Testament World
Hylen, Susan E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190237585
232 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Essentials of Biblical Studies

Modern readers of the New Testament often notice its varying ideas about 
women. Some passages encouraged women to be submissive and remain silent.
Yet in others, women characters owned property, headed households, or spoke
with approval. Women in the New Testament World helps readers understand 
this conflicting evidence.

Susan E. Hylen is Associate Professor of New Testament at Candler School of 
Theology, Emory University.
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Authoritarian Century: Omens of a Post-Liberal Future
Ibrahim, Azeem
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787388000
336 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2023

A new look at how global liberalism went wrong and how the West can turn the 
tide, challenging liberal fallacies and offering hope for tomorrow.

Azeem Ibrahim is Research Professor at the Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. 
Army War College; Director at the Newlines Institute for Strategy and Policy; and
a Foreign Policy columnist. His previous books are The Rohingyas: Inside 
Myanmar's Genocide and Radical Origins: Why We Are Losing the Battle Against
Islamic Extremism.
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The Rohingyas: Inside Myanmar's Genocide - revised and updated edition
Ibrahim, Azeem
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849049733
256 pages
paperback
$21.5
Pub Date: 2/1/2018
Foreword by Muhammad Yunus.

According to the United Nations, Myanmar's Rohingyas are one of the most 
persecuted minorities in the world.

Azeem Ibrahim has a PhD from the University of Cambridge. He has been a 
Research Fellow with the International Security Program at the Kennedy School
of Government at Harvard, a World Fellow at Yale, Fellow and member of the 
board of directors at the Institute for Social Policy Understanding, and an Adjunct
Research Professor at the Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College.
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Women and Gender in the Qur'an
Ibrahim, Celene
Oxford University Press .
9780190063818
224 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/16/2020

Stories related to gendered social relations permeate the Qur'an, and nearly 
three hundred verses involve specific women or girls. These stories weave 
together theology and ethics to reinforce central Qur'anic ideas regarding 
submission to God and moral accountability. Women and Gender in the Qur'an 
outlines how women and girls - old, young, barren, fertile, chaste, profligate, 
reproachable, and saintly-enter Qur'anic sacred history and advance the Qur'an's
overarching didactic aims.

Celene Ibrahim is a faculty member in the Department of Religious Studies and
Philosophy at Groton School. She has written extensively on themes related to 
women and gender in Muslim intellectual history and is a public voice on issues 
of religious pluralism.
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Borderland Battles: Violence, Crime, and Governance at the Edges of 
Colombia's War
Idler, Annette
Oxford University Press .
9780190849153
496 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/26/2019

This book argues that borderlands intensify security threats at the conflict-crime
nexus. It demonstrates the multiple insecurities that arise from complex 
interactions among rebels, criminals, and other violent non-state groups. 
Challenging urban biases and state-centric views, it draws on unprecedented 
multi-year fieldwork in the war-torn marginalized Colombian-Ecuadorian and 
Colombian-Venezuelan borderlands.

Annette Idler is the Director of Studies at the Changing Character of War Centre,
Senior Research Fellow at Pembroke College, and at the Department of Politics
and International Relations, University of Oxford.
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Harmony, Counterpoint, Partimento: A New Method Inspired by Old Masters
IJzerman, Job
Oxford University Press .
9780190695019
416 pages
paperback
$57
Pub Date: 12/24/2018

A new method of music theory education for undergraduate music students, 
Harmony, Counterpoint, Partimento is grounded in schema theory and 
partimento, and takes an integrated, hands-on approach to the teaching of 
harmony and counterpoint in today's classrooms and studios.

Job IJzerman has graduated in piano and music theory. He teaches music theory
at the Conservatory of Amsterdam.
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Elementary Particle Physics: The Standard Theory
Iliopoulos, John and Tomaras, Theodore N.
Oxford University Press .
9780192844217
528 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
112 line drawing and colour halftones

This engaging introduction to the latest theoretical advances and experimental 
discoveries in elementary particle physics, culminating in the development of the
'Standard Model', makes this fascinating subject accessible to undergraduate 
students and aims at motivating them to study it further.

John Iliopoulos is a Director of Research Emeritus at the Ecole Normale 
Superieure in Paris. Theodore Tomaras worked as research associate at 
CalTech and junior faculty at Rockefeller University, before joining the University
of Crete, Greece, where he is now Professor of Physics Emeritus.
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The Origin of Mass: Elementary Particles and Fundamental Symmetries
Iliopoulos, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198805175
160 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/5/2017

Brief introduction to the origin of mass. Explains the significance of the discovery
of the 'God Particle' or Higgs boson. Written by a leading figure in theoretical 
particle physics. Presents phenomena using simple classical examples. 
Scientifically rigorous discussion

John Iliopoulos, Director of Research Emeritus, Ecole Normale Superieure John 
Iliopoulos is a CNRS Director of Research Emeritus at the Ecole Normale 
Superieure in Paris, where for many years, he was the head of the Theoretical 
Physics Department.
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Giving Now: Accelerating Human Rights for All
Illingworth, Patricia
Oxford University Press .
9780190907044
216 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/26/2022

Patricia Illingworth looks at the ethics of philanthropy, arguing that philanthropic 
donors have human rights responsibilities. She makes an urgent case that 
philanthropy will be more ethical, and more effective, if it is reconfigured around 
human rights.

Patricia Illingworth is an author, philosopher, and lawyer who works on some of 
the most urgent social, ethical, and human rights problems that face people and 
their communities. She has been a Fellow at Harvard Law School, Harvard 
Medical School and most recently, Senior Fellow at the Carr Center for Human 
Rights Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government. She is Professor of
Philosophy and Business at Northeastern University. She lives in Cambridge, 
MA. Her website is https://www.patriciaillingworth.com/
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The End of Love: A Sociology of Negative Relations
Illouz, Eva
Oxford University Press .
9780190914639
320 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 11/6/2019

In The End of Love, Eva Illouz documents the multifarious ways in which 
relationships end. She argues that if modern love was once marked by the 
freedom to enter sexual and emotional bonds according to one's will and choice,
contemporary love has now become characterized by practices of non-choice, 
the freedom to withdraw from relationships.

Eva Illouz is Directrice d'Etudes at the EHESS in Paris and Rose Isaac Chair of
Sociology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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Singing the Congregation: How Contemporary Worship Music Forms Evangelical
Community
Ingalls, Monique M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190499648
272 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2018

Contemporary worship music shapes the way evangelical Christians understand
worship itself. Author Monique M. Ingalls argues that participatory worship music
performances have brought into being new religious social constellations, or 
"modes of congregating".

Monique M. Ingalls is Assistant Professor of Music at Baylor University.
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The Making of a Salafi Muslim Woman: Paths to Conversion
Inge, Anabel
Oxford University Press .
9780190889203
322 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

Drawing on more than two years of ethnographic fieldwork in London, she 
examines why Salafism is attracting so many young Somalis, Afro-Caribbean 
converts, and others. But she also reveals the personal dilemmas they confront.
This ground-breaking, lucid, and richly detailed book will be of vital interest to 
scholars, policy-makers, journalists, and general readers.

Anabel Inge completed her PhD at the Department of Theology and Religious 
Studies, King's College London.
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Religion's Sudden Decline: What's Causing it, and What Comes Next?
Inglehart, Ronald F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197547052
208 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2021

Utilizing a massive global data base, Inglehart analyzes the conditions under 
which religiosity collapses, and explores its implications for the future.

Ronald F. Inglehart is the Lowenstein Professor of Political Science emeritus at 
the University of Michigan.
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Inspiring Science: Jim Watson and the Age of DNA
Inglis, John R / Sambrook, Joseph F / and Witkowski, Jan A
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696986
503 pages
hardcover
$37
Pub Date: 8/18/2003

In the course of his 75 years, Watson has achieved a reputation as outspoken, 
capricious, abrasive, and ruthless in pursuing his visionary goals. Few other 
scientists have achieved his celebrity status, or enjoyed it so much, without 
losing professional credibility. Yet behind the public notoriety there is a 
complexity apparent only to those who know Watson as a colleague, mentor, 
inspiration, and friend. This book gives voice to 43 of these individuals who have
worked with Watson as a scientist, educator, author, administrator, and 
government official.

John R. Inglis is Executive Director of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press. Jan
Witkowski is the Executive Director of the Banbury Conference Center, Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratory. Alex Gann is the Editorial Director of Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory Press.
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Narrow Fairways: Getting By & Falling Behind in the New India
Inglis, Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9780190664770
320 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

In Narrow Fairways, Patrick Inglis tracks the experiences of poor lower-caste golf
caddies at exclusive golf clubs in Bangalore, India's Silicon Valley, as they 
struggle against caste and class discrimination to lift up themselves and their 
families.

Patrick Inglis is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Grinnell College. He teaches
and writes on matters of global development, labor, and inequality.
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Narrown Fairways: Getting By & Falling Behind in the New India
Inglis, Patrick
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197508602
322 pages
hardcover
$99
Pub Date: 8/20/2019

India remains a country mired in poverty, with two-thirds of its 1.3 billion people 
living on little more than a few dollars a day. Just as telling, the country's informal
working population numbers nearly 500 million, or approximately eighty percent 
of the entire labor force. Despite these figures and the related structural 
disadvantages that imperil the lives of so many, the Indian elite maintain that the
poor need only work harder and they, too, can become rich. The results of this 
ambitious ten-year ethnography at exclusive golf clubs in Bangalore shatter such
self-serving illusions.

Patrick Inglis is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Grinnell College. He teaches
and writes on matters of global development, labor, and inequality.
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The Great Decoupling: China, America and the Struggle for Technological 
Supremacy
Inkster, Nigel
Oxford University Press .
9781787383838
304 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

Fresh perspective on China's drive to achieve global technological dominance.

Nigel Inkster CMG is Senior Advisor at the International Institute for Strategic 
Studies and a director of geopolitical and intelligence analysis at Enodo 
Economics, prior to which he worked in the British government dealing with 
foreign policy and security issues. The author of China's Cyber Power, his 
lifelong fascination with China started when he studied the language and culture
at Oxford.
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Streets Without Joy: A Political History of Sanctuary and War, 1959-2009
Innes, Michael A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197567128
336 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2021

Blending historical research with policy analysis, Innes investigates how the 
concept of sanctuary shaped Washington's own understanding of how warfare 
should be conducted, against conventional and unconventional opponents alike.

Michael A. Innes (PhD, SOAS) is a London-based scholar and practitioner. 
Covering conflicts across Africa, Asia and the Middle East for twenty years, he 
has worked in Afghanistan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Cote d'Ivoire, Indonesia and 
Nigeria. In 2003--9, he was a civilian advisor with NATO in Belgium and the 
Balkans.
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Inside The Church of Almighty God
Introvigne, Massimo
Oxford University Press .
9780190089092
168 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/5/2020

Branded as the new Falun Gong by local authorities, The Church of Almighty 
God is the most persecuted religious movement in China today. Introvigne 
reconstructs the Church's idiosyncratic theology, centered in the belief that Jesus
Christ has returned in our time in the shape of a Chinese woman, worshipped as
Almighty God, to eradicate the sinful nature of humans, and that we have 
entered the third and final time period in the history of humanity: the Age of 
Kingdom.

Massimo Introvigne, an Italian sociologist, is the managing director of CESNUR, 
the Center for Studies on New Religions, in Torino, Italy, and the author of some
70 books in the fields of new religious movements and religious pluralism.
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The Plymouth Brethren
Introvigne, Massimo
Oxford University Press .
9780190842420
160 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/18/2018

This book, based on both historical research and participant observation of 
contemporary communities, focuses on a case study of the Plymouth Brethren 
Christian Church, one of the largest groups of the Exclusive Brethren. Massimo 
Introvigne discusses their beliefs, daily life, international school system, and 
charitable activities.

Massimo Introvigne, one of the leading international scholars of new religious 
movements, is the managing director of CESNUR (Center for Studies on New 
Religions) in Torino, Italy.
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Venice's Secret Service: Organising Intelligence in the Renaissance
Iordanou, Ioanna
Oxford University Press .
9780198791317
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 12/28/2019

Ioanna Iordanou traces the remarkable development of Venetian intelligence in 
the city-state system of Northern Italy, contesting that early-modern Venice was
home of the world's first centrally-organized state intelligence service, setting a 
framework that has been instrumental in the creation of modern intelligence.

Ioanna Iordanou is a Senior Lecturer in Human Resource Management at Oxford
Brookes University and an Honorary Research Fellow at the Centre for the Study
of the Renaissance at Warwick University.
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Aha!: The Moments of Insight that Shape Our World
Irvine, William B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190690274
376 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Focusing on aha moments as they take place in five different domains--religion,
morality, science, math, and art--Irvine provides case studies that shed light on 
the different ways epiphanies happen in the different domains, and on their 
differing social impact.

William B. Irvine is Professor of Philosophy at Wright State University in Dayton,
Ohio. He describes himself as a twenty-first century Stoic and is author of On 
Desire: Why We Want What We Want; A Guide to the Good Life: the Ancient Art
of Stoic Joy; and A Slap in the Face: Why Insults Hurt--And Why They Shouldn't.
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How Physics Makes Us Free
Ismael, J.T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190090586
290 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Ismael provides a deeply informed account of what physics tells us about 
ourselves. The result is a vision that is abstract, alien, illuminating, and-Ismael 
argues-affirmative of most of what we all believe about our own freedom. Written
in a jargon-free style, How Physics Makes Us Free provides an accessible and 
innovative take on a central question of human

J. T. Ismael is Professor of Philosophy at Columbia University.
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The Science of Marijuana - 3rd edition
Iversen, Leslie
Oxford University Press .
9780190846848
288 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2018

The Science of Marijuana, 3rd Edition is directed at a public interested in 
knowing more about cannabis, how it works, and what the hazards associated 
with its use may be. In terms of cannabis as a medicine, it is now sanctioned by
a majority of US States, with approved medical indications that often go beyond
what is really known scientifically about the effectiveness of cannabis treatment.

Leslie Iversen, PhD is a retired pharmacologist, known for his work in 
psychopharmacology, especially on drugs acting on monoamine uptake 
mechanisms in the central nervous system.
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Electronic Inspirations: Technologies of the Cold War Musical Avant-Garde
Iverson, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190868208
320 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2018
New Cultural History of Music Series

For a decimated post-war West Germany, the electronic music studio at the 
WDR radio in Cologne was a beacon of hope. Jennifer Iverson's Electronic 
Inspirations: Technologies of the Cold War Musical Avant-Garde traces the 
reclamation and repurposing of wartime machines, spaces, and discourses into 
the new sounds of the mid-century studio.

Jennifer Iverson is a scholar of twentieth-century music, with a special emphasis
on electronic music, avant-gardism, and disability studies.  In 2015-16 she was a
faculty fellow at the Stanford Humanities Center and now teaches at the 
University of Chicago.
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The Texture of the Lexicon: Relational Morphology and the Parallel Architecture
Jackendoff, Ray and Audring, Jenny
Oxford University Press .
9780198827917
384 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/28/2022

This volume offers a major reconceptualization of linguistic theory through the 
lens of morphology, crucially collapsing the distinction between the lexicon and 
the grammar. This approach accounts for both productive and non-productive 
morphological phenomena, and moreover integrates linguistic theory into 
psycholinguistics and human cognition.

Ray Jackendoff is Seth Merrin Professor Emeritus and former co-director of the
Center for Cognitive Studies at Tufts University; he is currently a Research 
Affiliate in Brain and Cognitive Sciences at MIT. Jenny Audring is Assistant 
Professor of Linguistics at Leiden University.
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The Northumbrians: North-East England and its People -- A New History
Jackson, Dan
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381940
320 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

A stirring account of the Northumbrians and their astonishing contribution to 
British and global history.  A stirring account of the Northumbrians and their 
astonishing contribution to British and global history.  From the Venerable Bede 
to Geordie Shore, this is a concise history of the distinctive North East.  Written 
as a popular history Anglophiles

Dan Jackson is a founding member of the Tynemouth WW1 Commemoration 
Project, which received the Queen's Award for Voluntary Service.
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The Northumbrians: North-East England and its People -- A New History
Jackson, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9781787386006
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

A stirring account of the Northumbrians and their astonishing contribution to 
British and global history.

Dan Jackson is a founding member of the Tynemouth WW1 Commemoration 
Project, which received the Queen's Award for Voluntary Service.
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Anthems for Choirs 1, Fifty Anthems for Mixed Voices
Jackson, Francis (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193532144

paperback
$24.75
Pub Date: 5/28/1973

These fifty anthems were chosen for their accessiblity to the average church 
choir, but are suitable for larger choirs and concert settings. Four anthems were
composed specially for this book by Francis Jackson, Kenneth Leighton, David 
Lord, and William Mathias; other composers represented date from present day
back to the sixteenth-century.

Dr Francis Jackson CBE is a British organist and composer.
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American Bandstand: Dick Clark and the Making of a Rock 'n' Roll Empire
Jackson, John A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195130898
368 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 6/3/1999

Here is the first book to tell the full story of what happened in front of--and 
behind--the cameras on Dick Clark's American Bandstand, providing both a 
history of this landmark show and of the changing styles of rock 'n' roll over four
decades. Based on extensive interviews with music business figures, recording 
stars, and Clark himself, and featuring dozens of rare or never before published
photographs, this is a riveting and uncensored account of a show that managed 
to survive countless revolutions in popular music.

John A. Jackson is the author of the prize-winning Big Beat Heat: Alan Freed and
the Early Years of Rock & Roll. He lives in Amity Harbor, New York.
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A Global History of Medicine
Jackson, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780198803188
320 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2018

Exploring changing patterns of disease and different systems of medicine across
continents and countries, A Global History of Medicine provides a rich 
introduction to this emergent field.

Mark Jackson is Professor of the History of Medicine and Director of the 
Wellcome Centre for Cultures and Environments of Health at the University of 
Exeter.
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Fade In, Crossroads: A History of the Southern Cinema
Jackson, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190660185
344 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 6/20/2017
38 Halftone, 1 Line art

How did the US South contribute to the development of film? And how did film 
shape the modern South? In Fade In, Crossroads, Robert Jackson tells the story
of the relationships between southerners and motion pictures from the silent era 
through the golden age of Hollywood.

Robert Jackson is an James G. Watson Professor of English at the University of
Tulsa, where he is also affiliated with programs in Film Studies and African 
American Studies.
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That Man: An Insider's Portrait of Franklin D. Roosevelt
Jackson, Robert H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195177572
320 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/16/2004
Edited and with an introduction by John Q. Barrett. Foreword by William E. 
Leuchtenburg.

This intimate portrait of Franklin D. Roosevelt was written by his close friend and
associate, the late Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson.

Robert H. Jackson was Associate Justice of the Supreme Court from 1941 to his
death in 1954. A major figure in American legal history, he also served as 
Solicitor General and Attorney General of the United States, and the American 
Chief Prosecutor at the Nuremberg Trial.
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The Ascent of John Tyndall: Victorian Scientist, Mountaineer, and Public 
Intellectual
Jackson, Roland
Oxford University Press .
9780198788942
576 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2020

Draws extensively on journals, letters, literary articles, and scientific publications
of the time to paint a detailed portrait of John Tyndall and the world of Victorian 
science and society. The first major biography of Tyndall in over 70 years.

Roland Jackson is a historian of science, with interests also in contemporary 
science and innovation policy, and in bioethics.
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The Islamic Secular
Jackson, Sherman A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197661789
528 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/16/2023

This book argues that the meaning of secular in the West and in Islam differ 
fundamentally. Though the Islamic secular is a liberation from Islam's sacred law,
shari'ah, it is neither outside religion nor a rival to it; it seeks neither to discipline
nor displace religion nor expand its own jurisdiction at religion's expense. The 
Islamic Secular is, in Sherman Jackson's view, a complement to religion-in effect,
a religious secular. In this book, Jackson makes the case for the Islamic Secular
on the basis of Islam's own pre-modern juristic tradition and shows how the 
Islamic Secular impacts the relationship between Islam and the modern state, 
including the Islamic State.

Sherman A. Jackson is King Faisal Chair of Islamic Thought and Culture and 
Professor of Religion and American Studies and Ethnicity at the University of 
Southern California. Prior to that, he spent many  years at the University of 
Michigan's Department of Middle East Studies.Discount:
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The Statue within : An Autobiography
Jacob, Francois and Philip, Franklin
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879694760
326 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/1/1995
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To Be Real: Truth and Racial Authenticity in African American Standup Comedy
Jacobs, Lanita
Oxford University Press .
9780190870089
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
OXFORD STUDIES IN LANGUAGE RACE SERIES. 3 figures

During watershed moments of crisis or incessant hope, African Americans' varied
stances around racial authenticity often bespeak a need to define who and 
whose they are, if only to contend with the enduring significance of race. In To 
Be Real: Truth and Racial Authenticity in African American Standup Comedy, 
Lanita Jacobs analyzes a decade of Black standup comedy to understand 
realness and real Blackness as a cultural imperative in African American culture.
By consciously valuing a real--as opposed to strict notions of the real (which too
often essentialize, objectify, and exclude)--this book reveals why authenticity 
matters to African Americans.

Lanita Jacobs is an Associate Professor of American Studies & Ethnicity and 
Anthropology at the University of Southern California. Her recent research 
examines constructions of race in popular culture.
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What Happened to the Vital Center?: Presidentialism, Populist Revolt, and the 
Fracturing of America
Jacobs, Nicholas F. and Milkis, Sidney
Oxford University Press .
9780197603529
384 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022

What Happened to the Vital Center? demonstrates that American politics has 
become so rancorous because it has been unable to heal wounds opened up by
Sixties-era protest and institutional change. While many scholars suggest that 
the answer to our current predicament is greater presidential power, this work 
shows that doubling down on the myth of transcendent presidential leadership is
likely to exacerbate, not heal, our wounds. Instead, the authors recommend that
a reconstituted party system may once again permit political leaders to prevent 
the worst excesses to democracy that now routinely roil the country.

Nicholas F. Jacobs is an Assistant Professor at Colby College, where he teaches
in the Government Department. Sidney M. Milkis is the White Burkett Miller 
Professor in the Department of Politics and a Faculty Fellow at the Miller Center
at the University of Virginia.Discount:
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Carols for Choirs 1, Fifty Christmas Carols
Jacques, Reginald / O'Gorman, John / Myors, Brett
Oxford University Press .
9780193532229
272 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1968

50 Christmas carols - Orchestrations for several of the carols from this collection
are available on sale or hire under the titles Three Carol Orchestrations and Five
Christmas Carols.

Reginald Jacques was born in 1894 in Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire and 
studied at Queen's College, Oxford, where he later became organist and director
of music in 1926. Reginald Jacques was also conductor of the Oxford Orchestra
Society from 1930 to 1936. From 1931 to 1960 he was conductor of The Bach 
Choir in London. In 1936 he founded his own Jacques Orchestra, which he 
conducted until 1960.
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Managing Stage Fright: A Guide for Musicians and Music Teachers
Jaffee Nagel, Julie
Oxford University Press .
9780190632038
232 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2017

Examines the deeper psychological underpinnings of stage fright to help readers
understand its origins and evolution. Features activities and suggestions that 
teachers can use to help students cope in concrete ways with performance 
anxiety. Applicable to non-musicians who experience performance anxiety at 
work, at school, or in their personal life

Julie Jaffee Nagel, Ph. D. is a graduate of The Juilliard School, The University of
Michigan and The Michigan Psychoanalytic Institute.
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Business and Politics in India
Jaffrelot, Christophe / Kohli, Atul / Murali, Kanta (editors)
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190053307
336 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019

Over the last few decades, politics in India has moved steadily in a pro-business
direction. This shift has important implications for both government and citizens. 
In Business and Politics in India, leading scholars of Indian politics have 
gathered to offer an analytical synthesis of this vast topic.

Christophe Jaffrelot is a senior research fellow at the Center for International 
Studies and Research (CERI) at Sciences Po/ CNRS in Paris. Atul Kohli is the 
David K.E. Bruce Professor of International Affairs and Professor of Politics and 
International Affairs at Princeton University. Kanta Murali is Assistant Professor 
in the Department of Political Science at the University of Toronto.
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Business and Politics in India
Jaffrelot, Christophe / Kohli, Atul / Murali, Kanta
Oxford University Press .
9780190912475
336 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
Modern South Asia.

Over the last few decades, politics in India has moved steadily in a pro-business
direction. This volume analyzes the growing power of business groups in India 
and the consequences of this process on key issue areas. The questions and 
concerns analyzed in this volume have both normative and scholarly 
significance.

Christophe Jaffrelot is a senior research fellow at the Center for International 
Studies and Research (CERI) at Sciences Po/ CNRS in Paris. Atul Kohli is the 
David K.E. Bruce Professor of International Affairs and Professor of Politics and 
International Affairs at Princeton University. Kanta Murali is Assistant Professor 
in the Department of Political Science at the University of Toronto.
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Religion Caste and Politics in India
Jaffrelot, Christophe
Oxford University Press .
9780199327522
600 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 8/16/2011

After Independence the Nehruvian approach to socialism in India rested upon 
three pillars: secularism and democracy in the political domain; state intervention
in the economy; and diplomatic Non-Alignment mitigated by pro-Soviet leanings
after the 1960s. These features defined the 'Indian model,' and even the 
country's political identity. From this starting point Christophe Jaffrelot explores 
the manner in which some of these dimensions have been transformed over the
course of time, more especially since the 1980-90s.

Dr. Christophe Jaffrelot is Research Director at the CNRS (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique) and teaches South Asian politics and history at 
Sciences Po (Paris).
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The Pakistan Paradox: Instability and Resilience
Jaffrelot, Christophe
Oxford University Press .
9780190235185
670 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 8/15/2015
The Ceri Series in Comparative Politics and International Studies

Today, Pakistan faces existential challenges ranging from ethnic strife to 
Islamism, two sources of instability which hark back to elite domination. But the 
resilience of the country and its people, the resolve of the judiciary and hints of 
reform in the army may open a new and more stable chapter in its history.

Christophe Jaffrelot is Research Director at CNRS and teaches South Asian 
Politics and History at Sciences Po (Paris).
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Peace Love Yoga: The Politics of Global Spirituality
Jain, Andrea R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190888633
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

Engaging with the growing popular and academic interest in the spiritual but not 
religious, Andrea R. Jain explores the connections between the practices of 
global spirituality and aspects of neoliberal capitalism in Peace Love Yoga.

Andrea R. Jain, Ph.D. is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at Indiana 
University, Indianapolis (IUPUI),.
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All-women art spaces in Europe in the long 1970s
Jakubowska, Agata and Deepwell, Katy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857124
296 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

The texts gathered in this volume embrace women artists-only exhibitions, 
festivals, collective art projects, groups and associations, organised in the long 
1970s in Europe (1968-1984). These all-women art initiatives are closely related
to developments within the political and politicized women's movement in Europe
and America but what emerges is the varied and plural manner of their 
engagements with feminism(s) alongside their creation of 'heterotopias' in 
relation to specific sites/ politics/ collaborative art practices.
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Church Planting in Post-Christian Soil: Theology and Practice
James, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190673642
368 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 12/8/2017

Uses a pioneering methodological approach by integrating sociological and 
theological perspectives. Offers practical proposals for churches rooted in robust
theological reflection. Provides original data on churches that have recently been
founded in Seattle, Washington

Christopher B. James is Assistant Professor of Evangelism and Missional 
Christianity at the University of Dubuque Theological Seminary, where he also 
directs the Master of Arts in Mission and Discipleship.
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Gregory of Tours: Life of the Fathers - 2nd Edition
James, Edward (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233275
480 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/12/1991

The first translation into English of Life of the Fathers, a collection of twenty lives
of saints which lives present a cross-section of the Gallic Church and are a 
counterpart to the secular society described in Gregory's History of the Franks.

Edward James read history at Oxfod, and then did research on the archaeology
of south-west Gaul in the early Middle Ages. He taught at University College 
Dublin between 1970 and 1978, and is currently Senior Lecturer in the 
Department of History, and Co-Director of the Centre for Medieval Studies, at the
University of York.
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An Invitation to Biblical Poetry
James, Elaine T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190664930
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/10/2021
Essentials of Biblical Studies

An Invitation to Biblical Poetry is an accessibly written introduction to biblical 
poetry that emphasizes the aesthetic dimensions of poems and their openness to
varieties of context.

Elaine James is Associate Professor of Old Testament at Princeton Theological
Seminary in Princeton, New Jersey. She studies the ancient literature of the 
Bible with particular attention to its aesthetic and ecological dimensions.
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Collecting Evolution: The Galapagos Expedition that Vindicated Darwin
James, Matthew J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197508374
306 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In 1905, eight men from the California Academy of Sciences set sail from San 
Francisco for a scientific collection expedition in the Galapagos Islands, and by 
the time they were finished in 1906, they had completed one of the most 
important expeditions in the history of both evolutionary and conservation 
science. In Collecting Evolution, author Matthew James finally tells the story of 
the 1905 Galapagos expedition. James follows these eight young men aboard 
the Academy to the Galapagos and back, and reveals the reasons behind the 
groundbreaking success they had.

Matthew James is a Fellow of the California Academy of Sciences, and 
Professor of Geology and Paleontology at Sonoma State University.
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Realism and International Relations: A Graphic Turn Toward Scientific Progress
James, Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9780197645024
648 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 11/11/2022
75 Illustrations

Translating the vast amount of information in the field of international relations 
into knowledge requires a greater emphasis on communication beyond the use 
of text. Given the challenges posed by existing and intensifying information 
overload, Patrick James calls for a new vision of progress with a solid foundation
in the philosophy of inquiry and through graphic representation of cause and 
effect. In his new book Realism and International Relations, Patrick James gives
us the most comprehensive reassessment of realism since the classic works of 
Vasquez.  When translated into a graphic format that facilitates comparative 
analysis, realist theories collectively have much to contribute to scientific 
progress.

Patrick James is the author or editor of over 30 books and more than 170 articles
and book chapters. Among his honors and awards are the Louise Dyer Peace 
Fellowship from the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, Official Visitor at 
Nuffield College of Oxford University, and the Governor-General's International 
Award in Canadian Studies. James has been Distinguished Scholar for the ISA 
in Foreign Policy Analysis, 2006-07, Ethnicity, Nationalism and Migration, 2009
-10, and Active Learning and International Studies, 2021-22. He served as 
President of the ISA, 2018-19. James is the Editor-in-Chief of the Oxford 
Bibliographies in International Relations.
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The Poems of Lawrence Minot
James, T.B. and Simons, John (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892346
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Edition of eleven poems by Lawrence Minot, with introduction, appendices and 
select bibliography.

John Simons is Head of the School of Humanities and Arts, Edge Hill College of
Higher Education.
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Reason in a Dark Time: Why the Struggle Against Climate Change Failed -- and
What It Means for Our Future
Jamieson, Dale
Oxford University Press .
9780190845889
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Not a save the earth book but a sober diagnosis of why we have failed and a 
proposal for concrete steps for how to move ahead. Argues that common sense
notions of responsibility are inadequate for moralizing acts that contribute to 
climate change. Reflects on how we, as individuals, can live meaningful lives in 
the face of climate change. Treats the scientific, historical, economic, and 
political dimensions of climate changes as well as the philosophical ones

Dale Jamieson teaches Environmental Studies, Philosophy, and Law at New 
York University.
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Understanding the Archaeology of Landscapes : A Guide to Good Recording 
Practice (Second Edition)
Jamieson, Elaine
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025011
68 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 10/9/2017
.

This guidance provides practical advice on the recording, analysis and 
understanding of earthworks and other historic landscape features using non-
intrusive archaeological field survey and investigation techniques. It describes 
and illustrates approaches to archaeological field survey, drawing conventions 
and Levels of Survey for record creators and users
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Dirty Politics Deception, Distraction, and Democracy
Jamieson, Kathleen Hall
Oxford University Press .
9780195085532
320 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 10/28/1993

 In recent years, Americans have become thoroughly disenchanted with political
campaigns, especially with ads and speeches that bombard them with 
sensational images while avoiding significant issues. Now campaign analyst 
Kathleen Hall Jamieson provides an eye-opening look at the tactics used by 
political advertisers. Photos and line drawings.

Kathleen Hall Jamieson is Dean of the Annenberg School for Communication at 
the University of Pennsylvania. She is the author of Beyond the Double Bind, 
Dirty Politics, Eloguence in an Electronic Age, and Presidential Debates.
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Packaging the Presidency: A History and Criticism of Presidential Campaign 
Advertising
Jamieson, Kathleen Hall
Oxford University Press .
9780195089424
608 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/20/1996

Packaging the Presidency, Third Edition, is now completely updated to offer the
only comprehensive study of the history and effects of political advertising in the
United States. Noted political critic Kathleen Hall Jamieson traces the 
development of presidential campaigning from early political songs and slogans 
through newsprint and radio, and up to the inevitable history of presidential 
campaigning on television from Eisenhower to Clinton.

Kathleen Hall Jamieson is Dean of the Annenberg School for Communication at 
the University of Pennsylvania. She is the author of Beyond the Double Bind, 
Dirty Politics, Eloguence in an Electronic Age, and Presidential Debates.
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Mind Race: A Firsthand Account of One Teenager's Experience with Bipolar 
Disorder
Jamieson, Patrick E. (with Moira Rynn)
Oxford University Press .
9780195309058

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2006

Mind Race is a first-person account, aimed at teens who have recently been 
diagnosed with bipolar disorder, informative in a compassionate, good-humored,
yet authoritative manner.

Patrick Jamieson, PH.D., is Associate Director of the Adolescent Risk 
Communication Institute of the Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University
of Pennsylvania. Moira Rynn, M.D., is Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and 
Medical Director of the Mood and Anxiety Disorder Program and of the Child and
Adolescent Research Service (CAReS) at the University of Pennsylvania.
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The Rigveda
Jamison, Stephanie and Brereton, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780190633370
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/10/2020

This concise guide from two of the Rigveda's leading English-language scholars 
introduces the text and breaks down its large range of topics--from meditations 
on cosmic enigmas to penetrating reflections on the ability of mortals to make 
contact with and affect the divine and cosmic realms through sacrifice and 
praise--for a wider audience.

Stephanie Jamison is Distinguished Professor of Asian Languages and Cultures
and of Indo-European Studies at the University of California, Los Angeles. Joel 
Brereton is Professor of Asian Studies and Religious Studies at the University of
Texas at Austin.
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Back to Modern Reason: Johan Hjerpe and Other Petit Bourgeois in Stockholm 
in the Age of Enlightenment
Jarrick, Arne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235934
256 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 1/11/1998
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

A revised and translated edition of Mot det moderna förnuftet, published in 1992.
Utilising the diaries from the 1780s of Johan Hjerpe, the study focuses on the 
specific world of Hjerpe in terms of trade, social conditions and contemporary 
social life in Stockholm.

Arne Jarrick, born 1952, is a Swedish historian. He is Professor of History at the
University of Stockholm.
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Public Characters: The Politics of Reputation and Blame
Jasper, James M. / Young, Michael P / Zuern, Elke
Oxford University Press .
9780190050047
320 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2020
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics.0 black and white halftones

In Public Characters, the authors look at visual images, music, and words to 
show the techniques by which these characters get constructed. They also trace
the impact of these public characters in politics, including the 2016 triumph of 
Donald J. Trump through his ability to cast opponents as villains and minions.

James M. Jasper divides his time between the Graduate Center at the City 
University of New York, the University of Texas at Austin, and the Scuola 
Normale Superiore in Florence. Michael P. Young is Associate Professor of 
Sociology at the University of Texas at Austin. Elke Zuern is Professor of Politics
at Sarah Lawrence College.
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Oxford Dictionary of Political Quotations
Jay, Antony
Oxford University Press .
9780199572687
480 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2012
Oxford Paperback Reference.

With more than 4,500 quotations covering the people, events, and ideas of some
2,500 years of politics, this new edition brings the inspiring speeches and the 
disastrous gaffes right up to date.

Antony Jay is a popular television writer and producer whose credits include the
hugely successful comedies Yes Minister and Yes Prime Minister.
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Selections from the Attic Orators: Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isaeus
Jebb, R. C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675075
480 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2005
Classic editions. Introduction by P. E. Easterling.

This edition was designed by R. C. Jebb - one of the greatest classical scholars
Britain has ever produced - as a companion to his two-volume monograph Attic
Orators from Antiphon to Isaeus (1876).

R. C. Jebb was Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge.
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Ending Midlife Bias: New Values for Old Age
Jecker, Nancy S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190949075
352 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

We live at a time when the human lifespan has increased like never before. As 
average lifespans stretch to new lengths, what impact should this have on our 
values? Should our values change over the course of our ever-increasing 
lifespans? Nancy S. Jecker coins the term, the life stage relativity of values, to 
capture the idea that at different stages of our lives, different ethical concerns 
shift to the foreground.

Nancy S. Jecker is a Professor of bioethics and philosophy at the University of 
Washington School of Medicine, Department of Bioethics and Humanities.
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Walking the Way Together: How Families Connect on the Camino de Santiago
Jenkins, Kathleen E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197553053
216 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2021

In Walking the Way Together, Jenkins shares stories of parents and their young
adult children who walk the Camino de Santiago, revealing their hopes, goals, 
and the challenges they face as they attempt to connect on this spiritual journey 
together. This ethnography illustrates contemporary pilgrimage as a method of 
individual and relational change, the potential for shared pilgrimage to build a 
social consciousness, and the impact of digital technologies on these efforts.

Kathleen E. Jenkins is Professor and Chair of the Sociology Department at 
William & Mary where she teaches courses on qualitative methods, social theory,
sociology of religion, and sociology of families.
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He Will Save You from the Deadly Pestilence: The Many Lives of Psalm 91
Jenkins, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197605646
256 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/27/2022
2 figures

In He Will Save You From the Deadly Pestilence, acclaimed religious scholar 
Philip Jenkins illustrates how the evolving uses of Psalm 91 allow us to map 
developing ideas about religion and the supernatural, theology and politics, 
medicine and mysticism.

Philip Jenkins is Distinguished Professor of History at Baylor University, where 
he serves in the Institute for Studies of Religion. He has published thirty books, 
including The Next Christendom: The Coming Of Global Christianity (2002) and
The Lost History of Christianity (2008). His most recent book is Climate, 
Catastrophe, and Faith: How Changes in Climate Drive Religious Upheaval 
(2021). The Economist has called him one of America's best scholars of religion.
His books have been translated into sixteen languages.
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Autonomous Vehicle Ethics: The Trolley Problem and Beyond
Jenkins, Ryan / Cerny, David / Hribek, Tomas
Oxford University Press .
9780197639191
528 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/20/2022

This book represents a substantial and purposeful effort to move the academic 
discussion beyond the trolley problem to the broader ethical, legal, and social 
implications that autonomous vehicles present.

Dr. Ryan Jenkins is an Associate Professor of Philosophy, a Senior Fellow at the
Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic State University in 
San Luis Obispo, and a former Co-Chair of the Robot Ethics Technical 
Committee of the IEEE. Dr. David Cerny is a research fellow at the Institute of 
State and Law of the Czech Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Computer
Science of the Czech Academy of Sciences. He is a founding member of the 
Karel Capek Center for Values in Science and Technology. His research 
interests range from normative to applied ethics, primarily focusing on artificial 
intelligence, robotics, and medical ethics. Dr. Tomas Hribek is a research fellow
at the Institute of Philosophy of the Czech Academy of Sciences. Together with
David Cerny, he is the founder of the Karel Capek Center for Values in Science 
and Technology.
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Black 1919: Riots, Racism and Resistance in Imperial Britain
Jenkinson, Jacqueline
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786942265
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines

The riots that broke out in various British port cities in 1919 were a dramatic 
manifestation of a wave of global unrest that affected Britain, parts of its empire,
continental Europe and North America during and in the wake of the First World
War.

Jacqueline Jenkinson is Lecturer in History at University of Stirling since 1992.
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Hypnosis for Chronic Pain Management: Workbook
Jensen, Mark P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199772384

hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 4/5/2011

This workbook explains how to use these techniques to manage your chronic 
pain and take back control of your life and your health.

Mark P. Jensen is Professor and Vice Chair for Research of the Department of 
Rehabilitation Medicine at the University of Washington Medical Center.
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Social Justice Through Inclusion The Consequences of Electoral Quotas in India
- South Asia Edition
Jensenius, Francesca R.
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190884994
248 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/16/2017

Across the world, governments design and implement policies with the explicit 
goal of promoting social justice. But can such institutions change entrenched 
social norms? And what effects should we expect from differently designed 
policies? Francesca R. Jensenius' Social Justice through Inclusion is an 
empirically rich study of one of the most extensive electoral quota systems in the
world: the reserved seats for the Scheduled Castes (SCs, the former 
"untouchables") in India's legislative assemblies.

Francesca R. Jensenius is a Senior Research Fellow at the Norwegian Institute 
of International Affairs (NUPI). She specializes in comparative politics and 
comparative political economy, with a focus on India. Her main research interest 
is how institutional design and organizational structures affect different types of 
inequality in society. She is the author of a number of articles on elections, 
political representation and development in India.
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Social Justice through Inclusion: The Consequences of Electoral Quotas in India
Jensenius, Francesca R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190646615
248 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2017
Modern South Asia Series

Features new qualitative and quantitative data on India's scheduled castes. 
Offers a generalizable theory about what effects to expect from differently 
designed quota systems. Insights about dalit politics and empowerment are 
applicable to other oppressed and subaltern groups throughout the world

Francesca R. Jensenius is a Senior Research Fellow at the Norwegian Institute 
of International Affairs (NUPI). She specializes in comparative politics and 
comparative political economy, with a focus on India.
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Beyond the Slave Narrative: Politics, Sex, and Manuscripts in the Haitian 
Revolution
Jenson, Deborah
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317606
322 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2012

The Haitian Revolution has generated responses from commentators in fields 
ranging from philosophy to historiography to twentieth-century literary and artistic
studies. But what about the written work produced at the time, by Haitians? This
book is the first to present an account of a specifically Haitian literary tradition in 
the Revolutionary era.

Deborah Jenson is Professor of Romance Studies, a Global Health Institute 
faculty affiliate; co-director of the Franklin Institute Haiti Lab at Duke University.
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The Triune Story: Collected Essays on Scripture
Jenson, Robert W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190917005
376 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/17/2019
Edited by Brad East. Foreword by Bruce D. Marshall.

Robert W. Jenson, one of America's foremost theologians, dedicated much of his
thought to the theological description of how Scripture should be read--what has
come to be called theological interpretation. In this rapidly expanding field of 
scholarship, Jenson has had an inordinate impact. For the first time, Brad East 
has collected all of Jenson's writings on Scripture and it's interpretation in this 
groundbreaking volume.

Robert W. Jenson (1930-2017) was an internationally renowned theologian and 
the author of dozens of books and hundreds of essays and articles. He earned 
his ThD at the University of Heidelberg, finishing his dissertation in Basel under 
the guidance of Karl Barth. His two-volume Systematic Theology was published 
in 1997 and 1999 by Oxford University Press.
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The Evil Within: Why We Need Moral Philosophy
Jeske, Diane
Oxford University Press .
9780190685379
296 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2018

Thomas Jefferson and Edward Coles were men of similar backgrounds, yet they
diverged on the central moral wrong of this country's history: the former remained
a self-justified slave-holder, while the latter emancipated his slaves. What led 
these men of the same era to choose such different paths? How do we justify 
moral wrongdoing to ourselves? Do we even notice when we are doing so? The
Evil Within demonstrates that the study of moral philosophy can help us to 
identify and correct for such mistakes.

Diane Jeske is a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Iowa.
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Family Sacrifices: The Worldviews and Ethics of Chinese Americans
Jeung, Russell M. / Fong, Seanan S. /  Kim, Helen Jin
Oxford University Press .
9780190875923
224 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2019

Fifty-two percent of Chinese Americans report having no religious affiliation, 
making them the least religiously-identified ethnic group in the United States. But
that statistic obscures a much more complex reality. Family Sacrifices reveals 
that Chinese Americans employ familism, not religion, as the primary narrative by
which they find meaning, identity, and belonging.

Dr. Russell M. Jeung is Chair and Professor of Asian American Studies at San 
Francisco State University. Seanan S. Fong is a writer and Unitarian Universalist
minister with a focus on serving the spiritual needs of Asian Americans. Dr. 
Helen Jin Kim is Assistant Professor of American Religious History at Emory 
University.
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Battles of the New Republic: A Contemporary History of Nepal
Jha, Prashant
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044592
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2015

Battles of the New Republic: A Contemporary History of Nepal is a story of 
Nepal's transformation from war to peace, monarchy to republic, a Hindu 
kingdom to a secular state, and a unitary to a potentially federal state. Part-
reportage, part-history, part-analysis, part-memoir, and part-biography of the key
characters, the book breaks new ground in political writing from the region.

Prashant Jha is an Associate Editor at Hindustan Times. He has extensively 
covered Nepal's political transformation over the past decade, and was a political
columnist for the country's leading dailies. Born in Kathmandu, he now lives in 
New Delhi.
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Divine Guidance: Lessons for Today from the World of Early Christianity
Jillions, John A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055738
336 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2020

Over against the minority who carry out violence at God's direction, however, 
there are millions of believers around the world who live lives of anonymous 
kindness. They also see their actions as guided by the divine. How is divine 
guidance to be understood against the background of such diametrically 
opposed results? How to make sense of both Osama bin Laden and Mother 
Teresa? In order to answer this question, John A. Jillions turns to the first-century
world of Corinth, where Jews, Gentiles, and early Christians intermixed and 
vigorously debated the question of divine guidance.

John A. Jillions is Associate Professor of Theology at Saint Paul University in 
Canada, and served for seven years in New York as Chancellor of the Orthodox
Church in America.
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Stranger in My Own Land: Palestine, Israel and One Family's Story of Home
Jiryis, Fida
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387812
392 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
40 pp color illustrations

A moving exploration of belonging in a contested homeland, from a Palestinian 
writer and citizen of Israel.

Fida Jiryis is a Palestinian writer and editor who has written on life as a 
Palestinian in Israel and the West Bank. She contributed to Kingdom of Olives 
and Ash, a Washington Post bestseller on fifty years of Israeli occupation, and 
Amputated Tongue, a Hebrew-language anthology of Palestinian literature.
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The Power of the Sacred: An Alternative to the Narrative of Disenchantment
Joas, Hans
Oxford University Press .
9780190933272
400 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2021

In The Power of the Sacred, Hans Joas develops a new sociological theory of 
religion by reconstructing existing scientific theories of religion, from the 
eighteenth century to the present. Through a critical reading and reasssessment
of key texts, Joas proposes an alternative to the narratives of disenchantment 
and secularization which have dominated debates on the topic. He further offers 
the most thorough reconstruction of the meaning of this concept, demonstrates 
how problematic it is for an appropriate understanding of religion in modernity, 
and presents the basic features of an alternative.

Hans Joas is Ernst Troeltsch Professor for the Sociology of Religion at the 
Humboldt University of Berlin and Visiting Professor of Sociology and Social 
Thought at the University of Chicago.
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The Cultural Values of Europe
Joas, Hans and Wiegandt, Klaus (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311390
384 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 10/15/2008

What is the cultural identity of Europe? Are there specifically European values?
Questions like these are at the centre of a considerable number of political and 
scholarly debates in contemporary Europe. In this international best-seller, a 
group of acclaimed thinkers - including Orlando Patterson, S. N. Eisenstadt, 
Mark Mazower and Wolfgang Schluchter - examine the most important 
innovations and culturally vital value traditions of Europe to produce an image of
contemporary European self-understanding.

Hans Joas is director of the Max Weber Center at the University of Erfurt and 
professor of sociology and social thought at the University of Chicago. Klaus 
Wiegandt is founder and CEO of Forum fur Verantwortung.
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Where the Evidence Leads: A Realistic Strategy for Peace and Human Security
Johansen, Robert C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197586655
448 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2021
STUDIES IN STRATEGIC PEACEBUILDING

Where the Evidence Leads develops a new theory of empirical realism to enable
the United States to respond more effectively to rising security threats than do 
present policies. It shows that more US security benefits are likely to result from
maximizing the causes or correlates of peace than from maximizing US military 
power, the usual recommendation of US policymakers and political realists. 
Ironically, a global grand strategy for human security, with US national security 
folded into it, is likely to produce more security for the United States than a 
national security policy pursued as an end in itself. Global human security 
policies can achieve sustainable peace in contexts where a national grand 
strategy for US security often fails.

Robert C. Johansen is Professor Emeritus of Political Science and Peace 
Studies at the University of Notre Dame in the Keough School of Global Affairs 
and Senior Fellow at the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies.Discount:
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Middle-Class Life in Victorian Belfast
Johnson, Alice
Oxford University Press .
9781802076912
376 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

Middle-Class Life in Victorian Belfast vividly reconstructs the social world of 
upper middle-class Belfast from c.1830 to 1890. Using extensive primary 
material, the book draws a rich portrait of Belfast's middle-class society, covering
themes of civic activism, working lives, philanthropy, associational culture, 
evangelicalism, recreation, marriage and family life.

Alice Johnson is a lecturer in history at Belfast Metropolitan College and Visiting
Research Fellow at Queen's University Belfast.
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If I Give My Soul: Faith Behind Bars in Rio de Janeiro
Johnson, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190238995
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
Global Pentecost Charismat Christianity Series

Offers the most detailed glimpse into the daily life inside of prison in Brazil yet 
written. Provides a personal account of interactions with inmates, gang 
members, pastors, and prison life.

Andrew Johnson is Assistant Professor at Metropolitan State University in St. 
Paul, Minnesota.
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The Wealth of a Nation: A History of Trade Politics in America
Johnson, C. Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780197619124
664 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2021

The Wealth of a Nation is an authoritative history of trade and the politics 
surrounding it from the nation's founding to the present. Authored by former U.S.
congressman and U.S. Trade Representative C. Donald Johnson, it offers a 
powerful defense of the post-World War Two liberal economic order that America
created, and explains why abandoning it will harm all Americans, including 
workers.

C. Donald Johnson is Director Emeritus of the Dean Rusk International Law 
Center at the University of Georgia School of Law, where he was on the faculty 
for eleven years and taught international trade law in China and Geneva.
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Darwin’s Historical Sketch: An Examination of the 'Preface' to the Origin of 
Species
Johnson, Curtis N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190882938
472 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/19/2019

Charles Darwin's "Historical Sketch" has appeared as a preface to nearly every 
authorized edition of Darwin's Origin of Species since the second English edition
was published in 1860. The "Historical Sketch" provides a brief history of opinion
about the species question as a prelude to Darwin's own independent 
contribution to the subject, but its provenance is somewhat obscure.

Curtis Johnson is Robert B. Pamplin Jr. Chair of Government Emeritus at Lewis
& Clark College in Portland, Oregon.
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This Is Our Message: Women's Leadership in the New Christian Right
Johnson, Emily Suzanne
Oxford University Press .
9780190618933
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/7/2019

In This Is Our Message, Emily Johnson begins by examining the lives and work 
of four well-known women-evangelical marriage advice author Marabel Morgan,
singer and anti-gay-rights activist Anita Bryant, author and political lobbyist 
Beverly LaHaye, and televangelist Tammy Faye Bakker. The book explores their
impact on the rise of the New Christian Right and on the development of the 
evangelical subculture, which is a key channel for injecting conservative political 
ideas into purportedly apolitical spaces.

Emily Suzanne Johnson is an assistant professor of history at Ball State 
University in Muncie, IN, where she teaches courses in American history and 
histories of gender and sexuality.
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After Debussy
Johnson, Julian
Oxford University Press .
9780190066826
396 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 2/10/2020
50 musical ex., 12 illus., 2 photos.

Focusing on the music of Debussy and its legacy in the century since his death,
After Debussy offers a groundbreaking new perspective on twentieth-century 
music that foregrounds a sensory logic of sound over quasi-linguistic ideas of 
structure or meaning.  Offers an innovative new model for understanding 20th 
century music. Reads the music of Debussy and his successors in close 
relationship to key movements in philosophy. Makes a powerful argument that 
thinking about music is central to western thought

Julian Johnson is Regius Professor of Music at Royal Holloway, University of 
London, having earlier been a Reader at the University of Oxford and Lecturer at
the University of Sussex.
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One in Christ: Chicago Catholics and the Quest for Interracial Justice
Johnson, Karen J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190618971
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

Karen J. Johnson tells the story of Catholic interracial activism from the bottom 
up through the lives of a group of women and men in Chicago who struggled with
one another, their Church, and their city to try to live their Catholic faith in a new,
and what they thought was more complete and true, way.

Karen Johnson is Associate Professor of History at Wheaton College in Illinois. 
She studies the intersection of religion and race in American history, teaches 
classes on the civil rights movement, race, and urban and suburban history, and
works with future history teachers.
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The Third Option: Covert Action and American Foreign Policy
Johnson, Loch K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197604410
408 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2022

Covert action, often called the Third Option, refers to efforts by the US to secretly
influence international affairs through propaganda, as well as political, economic,
and paramilitary operations. Loch Johnson offers a frank assessment of this 
obscure but vital component of America's foreign policy.

Loch K. Johnson is Regents Professor Emeritus of International Affairs at the 
University of Georgia.
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Migration for Mission: International Catholic Sisters in the United States
Johnson, Mary / Gautier, Mary / Wittberg, Patricia / and Do, Thu T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190933098
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2019

Catholic sisters from many countries around the world come to the United States
to minister and to study. The sociologist authors of this book combined forces to
document and understand this phenomenon. Together they located more than 
4,000 international sisters who are in the United States for formation, studies, or
ministry, from 83 countries spread over six continents.

Mary Johnson, S.N.D. de N. is Professor of Sociology and Religious Studies at 
Trinity Washington University in Washington D.C. Mary L. Gautier is Senior 
Research Associate at the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate at 
Georgetown University. Patricia Wittberg, S.C. is Emeritus Professor of 
Sociology at Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis and Research 
Associate at the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate at Georgetown 
University. Thu T. Do, L.H.C. is a Visiting Scholar at the Center for Applied 
Research in the Apostolate at Georgetown University.Discount:
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The Kingdom of Matthias: A Story of Sex and Salvation in 19th-Century America
- 2nd edition
Johnson, Paul E. and Wilentz, Sean
Oxford University Press .
9780199892495
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2012

Paul Johnson and Sean Wilentz brilliantly recapture the forgotten story of 
Matthias the Prophet, imbuing their richly researched account with the dramatic 
force of a novel. In the hands of Johnson and Wilentz, the strange tale of 
Matthias opens a fascinating window into the turbulent movements of the 
religious revival known as the Second Great Awakening--movements that swept
up great numbers of evangelical Americans and gave rise to new sects like the 
Mormons.

Paul E. Johnson is Distinguished Professor of History Emeritus at the University
of South Carolina. Sean Wilentz is George Henry Davis 1886 Professor of 
American History, Princeton University.
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How Long Will South Africa Survive?: The Looming Crisis
Johnson, R. W.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045599
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2015

In 1977, Johnson's best selling How Long Will South Africa Survive? offered a 
controversial and highly original analysis of the survival prospects of apartheid. 
Now, after more than two decades of the ANC in government, he believes the 
question must be posed again.

R. W. Johnson is an Emeritus Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and was the
only South African Rhodes Scholar to return home after the fall of apartheid. He
has published twelve books, scores of academic articles and innumerable 
articles for the international press.
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Bone Tomahawk
Johnson, Rich
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856950
128 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Whether a comment on the paranoia of foreign invasion or an exercise in genre 
conventions, S. Craig Zahler's Bone Tomahawk (2015) delivers the shock of a 
video nasty shackled to the traditions of classic cinema.

Rich Johnson writes for Fangoria, Rue Morgue, Little White Lies, We Belong 
Dead, Diabolique Magazine and Second Sight Films. A lecturer in graphic design
and film studies, he also provides further commentary and film analysis as a 
podcaster.
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Bone Tomahawk
Johnson, Rich
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856967
128 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Whether a comment on the paranoia of foreign invasion or an exercise in genre 
conventions, S. Craig Zahler's Bone Tomahawk (2015) delivers the shock of a 
video nasty shackled to the traditions of classic cinema.

Rich Johnson writes for Fangoria, Rue Morgue, Little White Lies, We Belong 
Dead, Diabolique Magazine and Second Sight Films. A lecturer in graphic design
and film studies, he also provides further commentary and film analysis as a 
podcaster.
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The Great War and the Middle East
Johnson, Rob
Oxford University Press .
9780199683291
384 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 10/26/2021
24 black & whilte illustrations, 7 maps .

The story of the First World War in the Middle East - and how it swept away five
hundred years of Ottoman rule to lay the foundations for the troubled Middle East
that we know today.

Rob Johnson is the Director of the Changing Character of War (CCW) research 
programme at Oxford University.
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True to Their Salt: Indigenous Personnel in Western Armed Forces
Johnson, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190694562
552 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2018

In the last decade an Iraqi Army and an Afghan National Army were created 
entirely from scratch, the founding of which was deemed to be a crucial measure
for the establishment of security and the withdrawal of Western forces from Iraq
and Afghanistan. Raising new armies is always problematic, especially during an
insurgency, but doing so outside the sovereignty of one's own state raises 
questions of legality, concerns about their conduct and the risk of an over-
empowered local military.

Robert Johnson is the Director of the Oxford Changing Character of War 
Program, and Senior Research Fellow at Pembroke College, Oxford University.
Has a PhD on the Strategic Defense of India and British Intelligence in the Great
Game from the University of Exeter. A former Army Officer, he became a lecturer
in the History of War at Oxford in 2008. He is the author of a number of 
publications, including The Afghan Way of War (2011) and The Great War in the
Middle East (2016).
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Deferred Dreams, Defiant Struggles: Critical Perspectives on Blackness, 
Belonging, and Civil Rights
Johnson, Violet Showers / Graml, Gundolf  / Lessane, Patricia Williams (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855793
200 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
FORECAAST (Forum for European Contributions to African American Studies)

Deferred Dreams, Defiant Struggles interrogates Blackness and illustrates how it
has been used as a basis to oppress, dismiss and exclude Blacks from societies
and institutions in Europe, North America and South America.  Employing 
uncharted analytical categories that tackle intriguing themes about borderless 
non-racial African ancestry, traveling identities and post-blackness, the essays 
provide new lenses for viewing the Black struggle worldwide.

Violet Showers Johnson is Professor of History and Director of the Africana 
Studies Program at Texas A&M University. Gundolf Graml is Associate Professor
of German at Agnes Scott College. Patricia Williams Lessane is Executive 
Director of the Avery Institute of Afro-American History & Culture at the College 
of Charleston.
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The Nature of Slavery: Environment and Plantation Labor in the Anglo-Atlantic 
World
Johnston, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780197514603
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 9/15/2022
6 halftones

Following a story from the Caribbean to the colony of Georgia through debates 
over the abolition of the slave trade and finally to the antebellum South, The 
Nature of Slavery demonstrates the pervasiveness of a groundless theory about
climate, labor, and bodily difference that ultimately contributed to notions of race.

Katherine Johnston is Assistant Professor of History at Beloit College.
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The Perversion of Virtue: Understanding Murder-Suicide
Joiner, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780199334551
264 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2014

In The Perversion of Virtue, leading suicide researcher Thomas Joiner explores 
the nature of murder-suicide and offers a unique new theory to explain this nearly
unexplainable act: that murder-suicides always involve the wrongheaded 
invocation of one of four interpersonal virtues: mercy, justice, duty, and glory.

Thomas Joiner, PhD, is the Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor in the 
Department of Psychology at Florida State University (FSU), Tallahassee, 
Florida. Dr. Joiner's work is on the psychology, neurobiology, and treatment of 
suicidal behavior and related conditions.
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Sisterhood and After: An Oral History of the UK Women's Liberation Movement,
1968-present
Jolly, Margaretta
Oxford University Press .
9780190658847
352 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/24/2019
Oxford Oral History Series

This ground-breaking history of the UK Women's Liberation Movement examines
the movement's shape and strategy as well as the conditions that gave rise to it.
Through personal stories of key activists, the politics of experience is 
sympathetically evaluated in the context of iconic moments of the movement. It 
urges today's activists to engage anew with feminist memory in shaping new 
political futures.

Margaretta Jolly is based at the University of Sussex in England, where she is 
Professor of Cultural Studies and director of the Centre for Life History and Life
Writing Research.
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Sisterhood and After: An Oral History of the UK Women's Liberation Movement,
1968-present
Jolly, Margaretta
Oxford University Press .
9780197601280
352 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2021
27 illustratons. OXFORD ORAL HISTORY SERIES

This ground-breaking history of the UK Women's Liberation Movement examines
the movement's shape and strategy as well as the conditions that gave rise to it.
Through personal stories of key activists, the politics of experience is 
sympathetically evaluated in the context of iconic moments of the movement. It 
urges today's activists to engage anew with feminist memory in shaping new 
political futures.

Margaretta Jolly is based at the University of Sussex in England, where she is 
Professor of Cultural Studies and director of the Centre for Life History and Life
Writing Research.
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Cultured Violence: Narrative, Social Suffering, and Engendering Human Rights in
Contemporary South Africa
Jolly, Rosemary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318733
312 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Cultured Violence explores contemporary South African culture as a test case for
the achievement of democracy by constitutional means in the wake of prolonged
and violent conflict.

Professor Rosemary Jolly holds appointments in the Department of English; 
Southern African Research Centre and Institute for Population and Public Health
at Queen's University, Canada.
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Flaming? The Peculiar Theopolitics of Fire and Desire in Black Male Gospel 
Performance
Jones, Alisha Lola
Oxford University Press .
9780190065423
336 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/17/2020

Using the lenses of ethnomusicology, musicology, anthropology, men's studies, 
queer studies, and theology, Flaming?: The Peculiar Theo-Politics of Fire and 
Desire in Black Male Gospel Performance observes how male vocalists traverse
their tightly-knit social networks and negotiate their identities through and beyond
the worship experience. Author Alisha Jones ultimately addresses the ways in 
which gospel music and performance can afford African American men not only
greater visibility, but also an affirmation of their fitness to minister through speech
and song.

Alisha Lola Jones, PhD is an assistant professor in the Department of Folklore 
and Ethnomusicology at Indiana University (Bloomington).
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Israel's Clandestine Diplomacies
Jones, Clive and Petersen, Tore T.
Oxford University Press .
9780199330669
320 pages
hardcover
$48.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2013

For over sixty years the state of Israel has proved adept at practising clandestine
diplomacy--about which little is known, as one might expect. These hitherto 
undisclosed episodes in Israel's diplomatic history are revealed for the first time 
by the contributors to this volume, who explore how relations based upon 
patronage and personal friendships, as well as ties born from kinship and 
realpolitik both informed the creation of the state and later defined Israel's 
relations with a host of actors, both state and non-state.

Clive Jones is Professor of Middle East Studies and International Politics at the 
University of Leeds and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. Tore T. 
Petersen is Professor of International and Diplomatic History at the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology, Trondheim.
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Exchange Politics: Opposing Obamacare in Battleground States
Jones, David K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190677244
224 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/5/2017

Provides an overview of how the Tea Party operates at the state level to 
influence policy and sabotage national politics. Uses interviews with over 200 
policymakers at the state and federal level to draw conclusions. An in-depth look
at policymaking and politics in individual states

David K. Jones was an Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Law, 
Policy and Management at Boston University's School of Public Health.
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Profits and Sustainability: A History of Green Entrepreneurship
Jones, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198845652
464 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2019

This book explores the history of green entrepreneurship since the nineteenth 
century, and its spread globally in industries including renewable energy, organic
food, natural beauty, ecotourism, recycling, architecture, and finance.

Geoffrey Jones is the Isidor Straus Professor of Business History at the Harvard
Business School.
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Profits and Sustainability: A History of Green Entrepreneurship
Jones, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198706977
424 pages
hardcover
$56
Pub Date: 6/20/2017

Updated to cover recent key developments in green business, with a new 
preface to the paperback edition. Deals with the little known history of green 
business. Addresses the key issue of whether business and sustainability are 
compatible. Covers many different industries including organic food, natural 
beauty, wind and solar energy, recycling, architecture, and finance. Covers the 
US, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Mutildisciplinary in appeal - business 
history, economic history, environmentalism, environmental history, and green 
entrepreneurship

Geoffrey Jones is the Isidor Straus Professor of Business History at the Harvard
Business School.
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Living Religion: Embodiment, Theology, and the Possibility of a Spiritual Sense
Jones, James W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190927387
200 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

In Living Religion James W. Jones offers a new approach to understanding 
religion, bringing the long-standing tradition of a spiritual sense up to date by 
linking it to contemporary neuroscientific theories that support the argument of 
this book that reason is on the side of those who choose a religiously lived life.

James W. Jones is Distinguished Professor of the Psychology of Religion, 
Emeritus, at Rutgers University.
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Hidden Texts, Hidden Nation: (Re)Discoveries of Wales in Travel Writing in 
French and German (1780-2018)
Jones, Kathryn N. / Tully, Carol / Williams, Heather
Oxford University Press .
9781802078107
304 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2023
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

This book offers a fresh and timely 'European' perspective on Wales and 
Welshness. Uncovering rare travel texts in French and German from 1780 to 
now it provides a valuable case-study of a culture that is often minoritized, and 
demonstrates the value of multilingual research and a transnational approach.

Kathryn Jones is an Associate Professor of French at Swansea University. Carol
Tully is a Professor of German and the Pro-Vice Chancellor at Bangor University.
Heather Williams is a Research Fellow at the University of Wales Centre for 
Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies.
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Digital Authoritarianism in the Middle East: Deception, Disinformation and Social
Media
Jones, Marc Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780197636633
272 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

A probing study of how the Gulf's authoritarian regimes hoodwink citizens across
the world in digital propaganda wars.

Marc Owen Jones is Assistant Professor of Middle East Studies at Hamad bin 
Khalifa University, Qatar, where he researches disinformation and digital media.
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The Last Great Quest: Captain Scott's Antartctic Sacrifice
Jones, Max
Oxford University Press .
9780192805706
404 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2005

Many have told the story of Sir Robert Scott's dramatic and, ultimately, tragic 
race to the South Pole.  But in The Last Great Quest, Max Jones adds a new 
dimension to the story by probing the nature of heroism in modern Britain as 
reflected in the strengths and weaknesses of Scott himself.  In particular, he 
charts the cultural reverberations of Scott's death and sacrifice on the eve of the
greatest slaughter in British history--the First World War.  A dramatic opening 
leads to a compelling examination of the British traditions of exploration, the 
scientific ambitions of the expedition, the race to the South Pole, and the disaster
itself.

Max Jones is Lecturer in Modern British History at the University of Manchester .
He has published various articles on Scott, and was the "talking head" for A&E's
documentary on Shackelton.
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The Sociology of Architecture: Constructing Identities
Jones, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310775
195 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2011

States have long been active in commissioning architecture, which affords one 
way to embed political projects within socially meaningful cultural forms. Such 
state-led architecture is often designed not only to house the activities of 
government, but also to reflect political-economic shifts and to chime with a 
variety of 'internal' and 'external' publics as part of wider discourses of belonging.

Paul Jones is Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Liverpool.
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Studying Pan's Labyrinth
Jones, Tanya
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733308
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2010
Studying Films

Pan's Labyrinth (2006) is a film of extraordinary technical achievement and 
intense emotional impact, garnering acclaim from both critics and audiences 
alike.  Such a rich cinematic text demands close scrutiny and comprehensive 
study.  This volume guides the reader through a detailed analysis of the film, 
concentrating on the generation of meaning for the viewer.  The book maps 
technical choices and how they capture human experience and political conflict.

Tanya Jones is an experienced teacher of film and media studies and a senior 
examiner for a major examination board in the U.K. She is the author of a 
number of best-selling film and media studies textbooks.
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After the Cradle Falls: What Child Abuse Is, How We Respond To It, and What 
You Can Do About it
Jonson-Reid, Melissa and Drake, Brett
Oxford University Press .
9780190653026
248 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2018

There may be no other social problem so common, yet so little understood by the
general public, as child abuse and neglect. This book is intended to help remedy
that situation. After the Cradle Falls integrates examples from folklore, songs, 
and news articles with the latest summary of empirical research to create an 
accessible and engaging work intended to provoke the reader to think about how
to address the issue of child abuse and neglect in America.

Melissa Jonson-Reid, PhD, MSW, is Ralph & Muriel Pumphrey Professor of 
Social Work and directs the Center for Violence and Injury Prevention at 
Washington University. Brett Drake, PhD, MSW, is Professor of Social Work at
Washington University.
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The White Man's Burden: Historical Origins of Racism in the United States
Jordan, Winthrop D.
Oxford University Press .
9780195017434
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 1/24/1974

An abridgement of the acclaimed White Over Black, which won both the National
Book Award and a Bancroft Prize. This study attempts to answer a simple 
question: What were the attitudes of white men toward Negroes during the first 
two centuries of European and African settlement in what became the United 
States of America?

Winthrop D. Jordan was professor of history, University of Mississippi and 
renowned writer on the history of slavery and the origins of racism in the United
States.
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Treatise on Awakening Mahayana Faith
Jorgensen, John / Lusthaus, Dan / Makeham, John / Strange, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190297701
184 pages
hardcover
$120
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
Oxford Chinese Thought Series

The Treatise on Giving Rise to Faith in the Great Vehicle is one of the most 
important foundational texts of East Asian Buddhism. This new annotated 
translation of the Treatise draws on the historical and intellectual contexts of the
work's composition and pays close attention to its interpretation in early 
commentaries.

John Jorgensen studied in Australia, Japan, and Korea. His publications deal 
mainly with Chan/Son Buddhism and include six volumes of translations. Dan 
Lusthaus specializes in the transmission of Buddhism from India to China, with 
special focus on Yogacara Buddhism.  John Makeham specializes in Chinese 
intellectual history. Mark Strange studies the intellectual and political history of 
medieval China.
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Treatise on Awakening Mahayana Faith
Jorgensen, John / Lusthaus, Dan / Makeham, John / Strange, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190297718
184 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
Oxford Chinese Thought Series

The Treatise on Giving Rise to Faith in the Great Vehicle is one of the most 
important foundational texts of East Asian Buddhism. This new annotated 
translation of the Treatise draws on the historical and intellectual contexts of the
work's composition and pays close attention to its interpretation in early 
commentaries.

John Jorgensen studied in Australia, Japan, and Korea. His publications deal 
mainly with Chan/Son Buddhism and include six volumes of translations. Dan 
Lusthaus specializes in the transmission of Buddhism from India to China, with 
special focus on Yogacara Buddhism.  John Makeham specializes in Chinese 
intellectual history. Mark Strange studies the intellectual and political history of 
medieval China.
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How to Subvert a Democracy: Inside India's Deep State
Joseph, Josy
Oxford University Press .
9781787387997
392 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2022

A chilling account of the lengths to which Indian police and intelligence go for 
their political masters, imperiling the state they are sworn to protect.

Josy Joseph is an award-winning journalist and writer. He is the founder of 
Confluence Media, a platform-agnostic investigative journalism outfit; and the 
author of A Feast of Vultures, an expose on corruption in India.
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Global Business
Joshi, Mahesh and Klein, J. R.
Oxford University Press .
9780198827481
176 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/16/2018

In the wake of the Brexit vote and the election of Donald Trump, globalization 
has found itself increasingly under the microscope. An active international 
discussion is underway, and the ideological viewpoint that the reversal of 
globalization and a return to protectionism and isolation will cure the world's ills is
touted by many.

Mahesh Joshi is a Global Business Executive with three decades of global 
business experience in senior management roles. J. R. Klein is the Principal of J.
R. Global, LLC, a consulting firm dedicated to facilitating global transformation 
through local initiatives that strengthen markets by addressing barrier to access.
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Understanding the India-China Border: The Enduring Threat of War in High 
Himalaya
Joshi, Manoj
Oxford University Press .
9781787385405
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2022

 A revealing history of six decades of mutual suspicion, hostility and military 
maneuvering along a cold and largely inhospitable frontier.

Manoj Joshi is a distinguished fellow at the Observer Research Foundation, New
Delhi, and the author of The Lost Rebellion: Kashmir in the Nineties. An Indian 
journalist who has reported and commented extensively on China, he also holds
a PhD from Jawaharlal Nehru University.
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The Story of Collapsing Stars: Black Holes, Naked Singularities, and the Cosmic
Play of Quantum Gravity
Joshi, Pankaj S.
Oxford University Press .
9780198818878
240 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2018

This book journeys into one of the most fascinating intellectual adventures of 
recent decades - understanding and exploring the final fate of massive collapsing
stars in the universe.

Dr Pankaj S. Joshi works as a Senior Professor with the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research, Mumbai. His research is in the fields of gravitation and 
cosmology and he has published more than 150 research papers as well as 
monographs and books on the subject.
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Ramsey Campbell and Modern Horror Fiction
Joshi, S. T.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237754
190 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/7/2001
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Stud

Ramsey Campbell is one of the world's leading writers of supernatural stories, 
although he has received far less attention than other practitioners of the genre.
Joshi focuses in a thematic rather than chronological approach on the whole of 
Campbell's rich and varied work, from his early tales to the powerfully innovative
stories collected in Demons by Daylight: The Doll Who Ate His Mother (1975) to
Silent Children (1999) are also examined in detail.

S. T. Joshi is a freelance writer and editor, and the author of H. P. Lovecraft: A 
Life. He lives in New York City.
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India's Long Road: The Search for Prosperity
Joshi, Vijay
Oxford University Press .
9780190610135
360 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2017

India's economic resurgence has been the subject of many extravagant 
predictions and hopes. In this powerful and wide-ranging book, distinguished 
economist Vijay Joshi lays out a penetrating analysis of the shaky foundations of
the country's performance, and charts the course that it should follow to achieve
widely-shared prosperity.

Vijay Joshi, a distinguished economist, is an Emeritus Fellow of Merton College,
Oxford.
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The Gun Gap: The influence of gun ownership on political behavior and attitudes
Joslyn, Mark R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190064839
224 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2020

In The Gun Gap, Mark R. Joslyn advances gun owners as a new classification 
for understanding political behavior and attitudes. He demonstrates a gun gap, 
which captures the differences between gun owners and non-gun owners, and 
shows how this gap improves conventional behavioral and attitudinal models.

Mark R. Joslyn is Professor of Political Science at University of Kansas.
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The Future of Nuclear Waste: What Art and Archaeology Can Tell Us about 
Securing the World's Most Hazardous Material
Joyce, Rosemary
Oxford University Press .
9780190888138
304 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2020

How can nations ensure that buried nuclear waste goes undisturbed for 
thousands of years? The United States government tried to solve this problem 
with the help of experts they identified in communication, materials science, and 
futurism. From the perspective of a contemporary archaeologist, The Future of 
Nuclear Waste looks at what these experts suggested, and what the government
endorsed: designs for a modern monument, an artificial ruin, a purpose-built 
archaeological site that would escape future exploration.

Rosemary Joyce is Professor of Anthropology at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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The Eighth Day of Creation: Makers of the Revolution in Biology, 
Commemorative Edition
Judson, Horace Freeland
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879694784
720 pages
paperback
$56
Pub Date: 1/1/1996

In this classic book, the distinguished science writer Horace Freeland Judson 
tells the story of the birth and early development of molecular biology in the US, 
the UK, and France.

Horace Freeland Judson is the former director of the Center for History of Recent
Science, which he founded at George Washington University.
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Innovation and Its Enemies: Why People Resist New Technologies
Juma, Calestous
Oxford University Press .
9780190051600
432 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

Drawing from nearly 600 years of technology history, Calestous Juma identifies 
the tension between the need for innovation and the pressure to maintain 
continuity, social order, and stability as one of today's biggest policy challenges.

Calestous Juma was Professor of the Practice of International Development and
Director of the Science, Technology, and Globalization Project at Harvard 
Kennedy School's Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs.
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Contesting the Repressive State: Why Ordinary Egyptians Protested During the
Arab Spring
Jumet, Kira D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190688462
296 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2017

Provides a novel exploration into the perspectives of the general population, and
their decision to protest or not protest. Includes 170 interviews with non-activists 
from Cairo, Egypt. Examines new and old mobilization tactics, and assesses 
which served as catalysts for the 2011 and 2013 Egyptian uprisings. Argues that
new technologies lead to new spaces for mobilization and protest

Kira D. Jumet is Assistant Professor of Government at Hamilton College.
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First Martyr of Liberty: Crispus Attucks in American Memory
Kachun, Mitch
Oxford University Press .
9780190092498
328 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2020
2 hts

First Martyr of Liberty explores how Crispus Attucks's death in the 1770 Boston
Massacre led to his achieving mythic significance in the role of African 
Americans in the mainstream American historical narrative from the eighteenth to
the twenty-first centuries.  Most thorough study of what is known about the life of
Crispus Attucks.  First extended analysis of the role of Attucks in American 
history and memory.  Figure has been referenced constantly in popular culture 
throughout the centuries, inc. current series Luke Cage.

Mitch Kachun is Professor of History at Western Michigan University.
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First Martyr of Liberty: Crispus Attucks in American Memory
Kachun, Mitch
Oxford University Press .
9780199731619
328 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2017

Most thorough study of what is known about the life of Crispus Attucks.  First 
extended analysis of the role of Attucks in American history and memory.  Figure
has been referenced constantly in popular culture throughout the centuries, inc. 
current series Luke Cage.

Mitch Kachun is Professor of History at Western Michigan University.
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Answering Moral Skepticism
Kagan, Shelly
Oxford University Press .
9780197688984
416 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/14/2023
2 b/w charts

This book is an accessible defence of the belief in objective morality.  Most 
books on metaethics-the part of moral philosophy that investigates the existence
and nature of morality-primarily discuss problems that particularly intrigue 
specialists in the field. Answering Moral Skepticism focuses instead on 
examining the worries about morality that are more likely to trouble ordinary 
reflective individuals.

Shelly Kagan is the Clark Professor of Philosophy at Yale University. A popular 
lecturer at Yale, Kagan's lectures on death have been watched online by millions
of people around the world, and a book based on the course, Death, has been a
national best seller in both S. Korea and Japan. His recent books include How to
Count Animals, More or Less (OUP 2019) and The Geometry of Desert (OUP 
2012).
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How to Count Animals, more or less
Kagan, Shelly
Oxford University Press .
9780198829676
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/16/2019

Shelly Kagan argues for a hierarchical position in animal ethics where people 
count more than animals do, and some animals count more than others. In 
arguing for his account of morality, Kagan sets out what needs to be done to 
establish our obligations toward animals and to fulfil our duties to them.

Shelly Kagan is the Clark Professor of Philosophy at Yale, where he has taught 
since 1995.
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Angst: Origins of Anxiety and Depression
Kahn, Jeffrey P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199796441
312 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2012

Some twenty percent of us are afflicted with common anxiety and depressive 
disorders--not just brief bouts of nervousness or sorrow, but painful dysfunctions
without obvious benefit. Why do so many people suffer from angst? In this path-
breaking volume, engagingly written for the general public, psychiatrist Jeffrey 
Kahn reveals that angst ultimately results from our transformation, over tens of 
thousands of years, from biologically shaped, almost herd-like prehistoric tribes, 
to rational and independent individuals in modern civilization.

Jeffrey P. Kahn, MD is Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at Weill-Cornell
Medical College, in New York City and Westchester County.
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The Trouble with Literature
Kahn, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9780198808749
208 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2020

This book, based on the Clarendon Lectures in English for 2017, argues that the
literature of the English Reformation marks a turning point in Western thinking 
about literature and literariness.

Victoria Kahn is the Katherine Bixby Hotchkis Chair in English and Professor of 
Comparative Literature at the University of California, Berkeley.
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The Expressive Instinct: How Imagination and Creative Works Help Us Survive 
and Thrive
Kaimal, Girija
Oxford University Press .
9780197646229
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
39 halftones

Creative self-expression is an essential part of mental health and well-being just
as physical exercise and nutritious food are essential to the body. In The 
Expressive Instinct, Girija Kaimal highlights how creativity is a defining feature of
the human species. The desire to express ourselves is an innate need that 
serves as a safety valve for health and well-being especially during times of 
adversity. As humans we seek to share what we know to maximize our survival 
and invite a belonging of our unique selves in a welcoming community. This book
offers a synthesis of research studies in jargon free language along with tips to 
integrate creative self-expression into our lives.

Girija Kaimal is an Associate Professor in the PhD program in Creative Arts 
Therapies and Assistant Dean for Special Research Initiatives at the Drexel 
University College of Nursing and Health Professions.Discount:
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China and the Geopolitics of Rare Earths
Kalantzakos, Sophia
Oxford University Press .
9780197598740
280 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2021

Featuring a new foreword, the paperback edition of China and the Geopolitics of
Rare Earths examines the impacts of growing worldwide resource competition 
and the complexities policymakers face as they develop strategies and 
responses in an increasingly globalized world.

Sophia Kalantzakos is Global Distinguished Professor in Environmental Studies
and Public Policy at New York University and currently an affiliate at NYU Abu 
Dhabi.
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China and the Geopolitics of Rare Earths
Kalantzakos, Sophia
Oxford University Press .
9780190670931
248 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2017

Provides the reader with extensive information on rare earths and their 
applications. Presents an important and novel case study for established theories
of international relations. The first study to factor rare earths into a wider and 
comprehensive discussion of resource competition and its impacts on geopolitics

Sophia Kalantzakos is Global Distinguished Professor in Environmental Studies
and Public Policy at New York University and currently an affiliate at NYU Abu 
Dhabi.
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The Law of International Human Rights Protection
Kälin, Walter and Milsom, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198825692
640 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 11/18/2019
Tudor Church Music Series

The second edition of Kalin and Kunzli's authoritative book provides a concise 
but comprehensive legal analysis of international human rights protection at the 
global and regional levels. It shows that human rights are real rights creating 
legal entitlements for those who are protected by them and imposing legal 
obligations on those bound by them.

Walter Kalin is Professor of Constitutional and International Law at the Faculty of
Law, University of Bern, and a former Dean of the Faculty and Head of the Legal
Department. Jorg Kunzli is Assistant Professor of Public International and 
Constitutional Law at the Faculty of Law, University of Bern.
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Veiled and Unveiled in Chechnya and Daghestan
Kaliszewska, Iwona and Falkowski, Maciej
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045575
192 pages
hardcover
$35.5
Pub Date: 2/15/2016

Offering an unflinching portrait of life in Daghestan and Chechnya and focusing 
on its girls and women, this book presents the north Caucasus today through the
eyes of two Poles, an anthropologist and a journalist, who travelled there amid a 
locally rooted but newly assertive Islamic revivalism.

Iwona Kaliszewska has been researching the North Caucasus since 2004. She 
teaches anthropology at the University of Warsaw. She is currently a visiting 
scholar at University of California, Berkelely at the Institute of Slavic, East 
European and Euroasian Studies. Maciej Falkowski is a political scientist and 
journalist based at the Centre for Eastern Studies in Warsaw.
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FDR's Gambit: The Court Packing Fight and the Rise of Legal Liberalism
Kalman, Laura
Oxford University Press .
9780197539293
440 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2022
67 political cartoons; 16 b/w halftones

When Franklin Roosevelt proposed adding up to six new justices to the Supreme
Court in 1937, a firestorm exploded. FDR was accused of Court packing, 
dictatorial ambitions, political trickery, undermining the rule of law, and 
undercutting judicial independence. Drawing upon extensive archival research, 
Laura Kalman revises the conventional wisdom by telling the story as it unfolded
in FDR's Gambit. She argues that acumen, not arrogance, accounted for 
Roosevelt's actions. Far from erring tragically, he came very close to getting 
additional justices, and the Court itself changed course.

Laura Kalman is Distinguished Research Professor of History at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, a member of the California Bar, and Past President of
the American Society for Legal History. She is the author of The Long Reach of 
the Sixties: LBJ, Nixon, and the Making of the Contemporary Supreme Court; 
Right Star Rising: A New Politics, 1974-1980; Yale Law School and the Sixties: 
Revolt and Reverberations; The Strange Career of Legal Liberalism; Abe Fortas:
A Biography; and Legal Realism at Yale, 1927-1960.
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The Long Reach of the Sixties: LBJ, Nixon, and the Making of the Contemporary
Supreme Court
Kalman, Laura
Oxford University Press .
9780190079116
488 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

In The Long Reach of the Sixties, legal historian Laura Kalman explores the 
Supreme Court nomination and confirmation battles of the late 1960s and early 
1970s and shows how they have haunted--indeed, scarred--the Supreme Court 
appointments process ever since.

Laura Kalman is Professor of History at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, a member of the California Bar, and past president of the American 
Society for Legal History.
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Unable: The Law, Politics, and Limits of Section 4 of the Twenty-Fifth 
Amendment
Kalt, Brian C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190083199
228 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/14/2019

Section 4 of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment to the Constitution addresses 
presidential incapacity. It is an important but widely misunderstood provision, and
it has never been used. This book gives readers a clear, accessible, even-
handed explanation of Section 4 - how it would work and how it would not work.

Brian C. Kalt is a professor of law and the Harold Norris Faculty Scholar at 
Michigan State University College of Law.
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Crime and Punishment in Islamic Law: A Fresh Interpretation
Kamali, Mohammad Hashim
Oxford University Press .
9780190910648
464 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 6/28/2019

In Crime and Punishment in Islamic Law: A Fresh Interpretation, Mohammad 
Kamali considers problems associated with and proposals for reform of the 
hudud punishments prescribed by Islamic criminal law, and other topics related 
to crime and punishment in Shariah.

Mohammad Hashim Kamali was Dean and Professor at the International Institute
of Islamic Thought and Civilization (ISTAC) and the International Islamic 
University in Malaysia. He currently heads the International Institute of Advanced
Islamic Studies in Kuala Lumpur.
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The Trolley Problem Mysteries
Kamm, F.M. and Rakowski, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780190949112
264 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2019

May one turn a trolley away from five people though it kills someone else 
instead? May one topple an innocent bystander in front of the trolley to save five
others? How should one decide? The Trolley Problem Mysteries considers 
whether who turns the trolley and/or how it is turned (or otherwise stopped) affect
the moral permissibility of acting and suggests general proposals for when we 
may and may not harm some people to help others. Three commentaries and 
responses to them further discuss these proposals and the use of hypothetical 
cases in moral philosophy.

F. M. Kamm is Littauer Professor of Philosophy and Public Policy in the Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University. Eric Rakowski is Edward C. 
Halbach Jr. Professor of Law at University of California Berkeley.
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Uncertainty: How It Makes Science Advance
Kampourakis, Kostas and McCain, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190871666
272 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/7/2019

Anti-evolutionists, climate denialists, and anti-vaxxers, among others, question 
some of the best-established scientific findings by referring to the uncertainties in
these areas of research. Uncertainty: How It Makes Science Advance shows that
uncertainty is an inherent feature of science that makes it advance by motivating
further research.

Kostas Kampourakis is currently a researcher at the University of Geneva, where
he also teaches at the Section of Biology and the University Institute for Teacher
Education. Kevin McCain is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Alabama at Birmingham.
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Triumph and Despair: In Search of Iran's Islamic Republic
Kamrava, Mehran
Oxford University Press .
9780197678411
304 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

A history of Iran's political underdevelopment, of how and why social movements
emerged, and of how they blossomed into revolutions that ultimately betrayed 
their ideals.

Mehran Kamrava is Professor of Government, Georgetown University in Qatar, 
and directs the Iranian Studies Unit at the Arab Center for Research and Policy 
Studies. His books on Iranian and Middle Eastern affairs include Inside the Arab
State and The Nuclear Question in the Middle East, both available from Oxford 
University Press.
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Beyond the Arab Spring: The Evolving Ruling Bargain in the Middle East
Kamrava, Mehran
Oxford University Press .
9780199384419
 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2014

The Arab Spring occurred within the context of the unravelling of the dominant 
'ruling bargain' that emerged across the Middle East in the 1950s. This is being 
replaced by a new and in- choate system that redefines sources of authority and
legitimacy through various devices (such as constitutions), experiences, and 
processes (mass protests, civil wars, and elections), by reassessing the roles, 
functions, and at times the structures of institutions (political parties and 
organisations, the armed forces, the executive); and by the initiative of key 
personalities and actors (agency).

Mehran Kamrava is Professor and Director of the Center for International and 
Regional Studies at Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service in Qatar.
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Inside the Arab State
Kamrava, Mehran
Oxford University Press .
9780190876043
320 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2018

Adopts a multi-disciplinary approach, examining a broad range of political, 
economic, and social variables.

Mehran Kamrava is Professor and Director of the Center for International and 
Regional Studies at Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service in Qatar.
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Climate Justice: Integrating Economics and Philosophy
Kanbur, Ravi and Shue, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780198813248
288 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2018

Bringing together contributions from economists and philosophers, Climate 
Justice illustrates the different approaches, how they overlap and interact, and 
what they have already learned from each other and might still have to learn.

Ravi Kanbur is T. H. Lee Professor of World Affairs, International Professor of 
Applied Economics and Management, and Professor of Economics at Cornell 
University. Henry Shue is a Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for 
International Studies, Department of Politics and International Relations and a 
Senior Research Fellow Emeritus, Merton College, both University of Oxford.
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The INS on the Line: Making Immigration Law on the US-Mexico Border, 1917
-1954
Kang, S. Deborah
Oxford University Press .
9780190055554
296 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2019

The INS on the Line: Making Immigration Law on the US-Mexico Border, 1917
-1954 offers a comprehensive history of the INS in the southwestern 
borderlands, tracing the ways in which local immigration officials both made and
enforced the nation's immigration laws.

S. Deborah Kang is an Assistant Professor of History at California State 
University, San Marcos.
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Making it Personal: Algorithmic Personalization, Identity, and Everyday Life
Kant, Tanya
Oxford University Press .
9780190905095
272 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2020

With the help of searches, browsing history, purchases, likes, and other digital 
interactions, technological experiences are now routinely personalized. 
Companies with access to this information often downplay the fact that users' 
personal data serves as a key form of monetization, and their privacy policies 
tend to use the terms personalization and customization to legitimize the practice
of tracking and algorithmically anticipating users' daily movements. In Making it 
Personal, Tanya Kant sheds light on the dilemmas of algorithmic personalization.

Tanya Kant is Lecturer in Media and Cultural Studies (Digital Media) at the 
University of Sussex, UK. She is Co-Managing Editor of the open access, 
multimedia publishing platform REFRAME.
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Figuring Racism in Medieval Christianity
Kaplan, Lindsay
Oxford University Press .
9780190678241
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/21/2018

In Figuring Racism in Medieval Christianity, M. Lindsay Kaplan expands the 
study of the history of racism through an analysis of the Christian concept of 
Jewish hereditary inferiority.

M. Lindsay Kaplan is Associate Professor of English at Georgetown University.
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Between Dignity and Despair: Jewish Life in Nazi Germany
Kaplan, Marion A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195130928
304 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 6/10/1999

Between Dignity and Despair draws on the extraordinary memoirs, diaries, 
interviews, and letters of Jewish women and men to give us the first intimate 
portrait of Jewish life in Nazi Germany. Kaplan tells the story of Jews in Germany
not from the hindsight of the Holocaust, nor by focusing on the persecutors, but 
from the bewildered and ambiguous perspective of Jews trying to navigate their 
daily lives in a world that was becoming more and more insane.

Marion Kaplan is Professor of History at Queens College and the Graduate 
Center, City University of New York.
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Universal Politics
Kapoor, Ilan and Zalloua, Zahi
Oxford University Press .
9780197607619
264 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/5/2021

In Universal Politics, Ilan Kapoor and Zahi Zalloua argue for a negative 
universality rooted in social antagonism (i.e., shared experiences of exploitation
and marginalization). They examine what a universal politics might look like 
today in the context of key global sites of struggle, including climate change, 
workers' struggles, the Palestinian question, the refugee crisis, Black Lives 
Matter, #MeToo, Political Islam, the Bolivian state under Morales, the European
Union, and COVID-19.

Ilan Kapoor is a Professor of Critical Development Studies at the Faculty of 
Environmental and Urban Change, York University, Toronto. Zahi Zalloua is the
Cushing Eells Professor of Philosophy and Literature, Professor of French and 
Interdisciplinary Studies at Whitman College.
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Jihad as Grand Strategy: Islamist Militancy, National Security, and the Pakistani
State
Kapur, Paul
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199475179
184 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/7/2016

This volume explains Pakistan's strategy of using Islamist militants, as a rational
response to acute state weakness and to Pakistan's founding narrative, rather 
than simply the product of inexorable social forces, perverse structural 
incentives, or organizational pathologies. It also shows that despite its past 
benefits, the strategy has outlived its utility, and Pakistan will have to abandon it 
in order to avoid catastrophe. This will require not simply a change of policy, but
a thoroughgoing reconceptualization of the Pakistani state.

Paul Kapur is Associate Professor of National Security Affairs, U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School.
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Varieties of World Making: Beyond Globalization
Karagiannis, Nathalie and Wagner, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310201
304 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 4/15/2007
Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

Globalization has been the topic of heated debate in recent years, with one side
asserting it will produce a better standard of living for people around the world, 
and a fierce opposition arguing that it will ultimately lead to greater poverty and 
the destruction of unique human cultures. Varieties of World Making tackles the 
issue from a different angle, proposing that the contemporary global network of 
business, politics, and culture be viewed from the interdisciplinary perspective of
“world making. ”

Nathalie Karagiannis is a Marie Curie Intra-Europe Research Fellow at the 
University of Sussex. Peter Wagner is professor in the Department of Political 
and Social Sciences at the European University Institute, Florence.
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Arvo Part's Tabula Rasa
Karnes, Kevin C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190468989
152 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2017
The Oxford Keynotes Series

First book since 1997 on one of today's most widely performed, recorded, and 
acclaimed living composers. First book on Part's path-breaking tintinnabuli work.
Draws from previously unexamined archival materials. Controversially claims that
Part's tintinnabuli music is historically grounded in-and deeply indebted to-Soviet
and Western modernist aesthetics and idioms

Kevin C. Karnes is Professor of Music at Emory University.
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Falling in Love with Wisdom: American Philosophers Talk About Their Calling
Karnos, David D. and Shoemaker, Robert G. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195089172
272 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 3/17/1994

Falling in Love with Wisdom is a fascinating look at how some people became 
philosophers. Contributed by thinkers young and old, male and female, famous 
and obscure, these pieces reveal in very human terms both the rewards and 
hazards of a life dedicated to the pursuit of wisdom. Many recall a single 
memorable moment, an epiphany that changed forever the way they thought 
about themselves and the world around them.

David D. Karnos is Professor of Philosophy at Eastern Montana College. Robert
G. Shoemaker is Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus, at Hendrix College.
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Cracking the Emerging Markets Enigma
Karolyi, G. Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190912314
312 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Financial Management Association Survey and Synthesis Series

In Cracking the Emerging Markets Enigma, emerging markets expert Andrew 
Karolyi outlines a practical strategy for evaluating the opportunities and-more 
importantly-the risks of investing in emerging markets.

G. Andrew Karolyi is Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Harold Bierman, 
Jr. Distinguished Professor of Management at S. C.
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Burden of Sympathy How Families Cope With Mental Illness
Karp, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195152449
340 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2002

This work is a compassionate exploration of how to maintain one's own mental 
health while caring for others. The author has been working in this field for two 
decades and has gained a reputation for being an incisive analyst of everyday 
life.

David A. Karp is Professor of Sociology at Boston College.
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Food and Public Health: A Practical Introduction
Karpyn, Allison
Oxford University Press .
9780190626686
384 pages
paperback
$81
Pub Date: 9/27/2018

A new introduction to public health's most elemental topic.

Allison Karpyn, PhD, is Associate Professor of Education and Behavioral Health
and Nutrition at the University of Delaware.
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Subhuman: The Moral Psychology of Human Attitudes to Animals
Kasperbauer, T.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190695811
248 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

When Harambe, a now-famous gorilla at the Cincinnati Zoo,was shot for 
endangering a small child, animal rights activists protested, calling into question
moral reasoning that privileges the possibility of injury to a human over definite 
violence to an animal. Was the gorilla any worse than the negligent parents? 
Doesn't Harambe have rights just like you and me? How do we decide what 
animals deserve and how we ought to treat them? To what extent are our 
attitudes towards animals embedded in our subconscious and immune to 
reason?

T. J. Kasperbauer is a Visiting Researcher in the Department of Philosophy at 
George Washington University.
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Lucy in the Mind of Lennon
Kasser, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780199747603
184 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2013
Inner Lives.

Since John Lennon composed Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds in early 1967, fans
and music critics alike have argued over the meaning of the song. Is it about 
drugs? Is it just a lyrical response to a drawing given Lennon by his 4-year-old 
son Julian? Is there some deeper meaning? Professor Tim Kasser goes beyond
speculative explanations by applying innovative psychological methods to the 
song's lyrics and music. He deeply analyzes the song's linguistic structure, its 
basic theme, and the way its words and music had been used by Lennon in 
earlier songs.

Tim Kasser is Professor of Psychology at Knox College. His publications include
The High Price of Materialism (MIT Press, 2002) and many scientific articles and
book chapters.
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Inside Greek Terrorism
Kassimeris, George
Oxford University Press .
9780199333394
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

This book also brings up to date the gritty story of Greek terrorism, by analysing 
the country's post-17N generation of urban guerrilla groups, placing their 
extremism and violence in a broader political and cultural perspective.

George Kassimeris is Reader in Terrorism Studies at Wolverhampton University.
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Playing Politics with Terrorism: A User's Guide
Kassimeris, George
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850658634
324 pages
paperback
$26.5
Pub Date: 12/21/2007

The exaggeration by governments of a terrorist threat in order to sustain a 
credible anti-terrorism narrative, to manipulate public opinion, to push through 
draconian legislation or even to win elections are not novelties of the post-9/11 
world, but as the contributors to this book point out, governments in many 
countries, from Putin's Russia and Fujimori's Peru to Italy in the 1970s, have 
stumbled towards repressing the very liberty and democratic culture which the 
terrorists seek to destroy.

George Kassimeris is Reader in Terrorism Studies at Wolverhampton University.
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Cicero: Brutus and Orator
Kaster, Robert A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190857851
328 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2020

Cicero's Brutus and Orator constitute his final major statements on the history of
Roman oratory and the nature of the ideal orator. In the Brutus he traces the 
development of political and judicial speech over the span of 150 years, from the
early second century to 46 BCE, when both of these treatises were written.

Robert A. Kaster is Professor of Classics, emeritus, and Kennedy Foundation 
Professor of Latin Language and Literature, emeritus, at Princeton University.
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An Early Ottoman History: The Oxford Anonymous Chronicle (Bodleian Library,
Ms Marsh 313)
Kastritsis, Dimitri J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620740
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2019
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP Series

The manuscript translated here contains one of the most important texts for 
understanding the development of early Ottoman historiography. Like other 
histories produced in the late fifteenth century, it contains a coherent argument 
for Ottoman superiority over other dynasties. It also shows a strong 
preoccupation with civil strife and dynastic succession.

Dimitri J. Kastritsis is Lecturer in Ottoman History at the University of St 
Andrews.
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Toxic: A History of Nerve Agents, from Nazi Germany to Putin's Russia
Kaszeta, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780197578094
400 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

Nerve agents are the world's deadliest means of chemical warfare. Nazi 
Germany developed the first military-grade nerve agents and massive industry 
for their manufacture--yet, strangely, the Third Reich never used them. Toxic 
recounts the grisly history of these weapons of mass destruction: a deadly suite
of invisible, odourless killers.

Dan Kaszeta lives in London, where he runs a specialist consulting firm. He has
decades of experience in protecting against chemical and biological weapons, 
and has held positions in the US Army, the White House Military Office, the US 
Secret Service and private industry.
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Journalism and Truth in an Age of Social Media
Katz, James E. and Mays, Kate K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190900267
304 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2019

This volume gathers leading scholars in the fields of journalism and 
communication studies, philosophy, and the social sciences to examine critical 
questions of how we should understand journalism's changing landscape as it 
relates to fundamental questions about the role of truth and information in 
society. Identifying and communicating truth is an age-old concern, greatly 
exacerbated and amplified by the onslaught of social media.

James E. Katz is Feld Professor of Emerging Media at Boston University's 
College of Communication. Kate K. Mays is completing her PhD in Emerging 
Media Studies at Boston University's College of Communication and is a 
Graduate Student Fellow for computational and data-driven research at the Rafik
B. Hariri Institute for Computing and Computational Science & Engineering at 
Boston University.
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Groove Music: The Art and Culture of the Hip-Hop DJ
Katz, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780195331127
352 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2012

It's all about the scratch in Groove Music, award-winning music historian Mark 
Katz's groundbreaking book about the figure that defined hip-hop: the DJ.

Mark Katz is Professor of Music and Chair of the Department of Music at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas English Dictionary
Kauffman, Dorothy / Apple, Gary / Kinsella, Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780194525008
196 pages
paperback
$30.8
Pub Date: 1/25/2010
Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas 2e

Accelerate your student's academic language development with the second 
edition of the Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas program.

Dorothy Kauffman, Ph.D., is a consultant with the Center for Applied Linguistics 
(CAL) in Washington, DC, specializing in and advocating for integrated 
instruction. Kate Kinsella, Ed.D., is a teacher educator at San Francisco State 
University and a consultant to state departments of education and school 
districts.
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Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas English/Spanish Dictionary
Kauffman, Dorothy / Apple, Gary / Kinsella, Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780194525022
216 pages
paperback
$30.8
Pub Date: 4/15/2010
Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas 2e

Accelerate your student's academic language development with the second 
edition of the Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas program.

Dorothy Kauffman, Ph.D., is a consultant with the Center for Applied Linguistics 
(CAL) in Washington, DC, specializing in and advocating for integrated 
instruction. Kate Kinsella, Ed.D., is a teacher educator at San Francisco State 
University and a consultant to state departments of education and school 
districts.
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At Home in the Universe: The Search for the Laws of Self-Organization and 
Complexity
Kauffman, Stuart
Oxford University Press .
9780195111309
336 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 11/21/1996

A major scientific revolution has begun, a new paradigm that rivals Darwin's 
theory in importance. At its heart is the discovery of the order that lies deep 
within the most complex of systems, from the origin of life, to the workings of 
giant corporations, to the rise and fall of great civilizations. And more than 
anyone else, this revolution is the work of one man, Stuart Kauffman, a 
MacArthur Fellow and visionary pioneer of the new science of complexity.

Stuart Kauffman is a member of the Santa Fe Institute. A MacArthur Fellowship 
recipient, he is the leading thinker on self-organization and the science of 
complexity as applied to biology.
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Twice Exceptional: Supporting and Educating Bright and Creative Students with
Learning Difficulties
Kaufman, Scott Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780190645472
384 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

In an educational system founded on rigid standards and categories, students 
who demonstrate a very specific manifestation of intelligence flourish, while 
those who deviate tend to fall between the cracks.

Scott Barry Kaufman, PhD, is an author, researcher, speaker, and public science
communicator who is interested in using psychological science to help all kinds 
of minds live a creative, fulfilling, and meaningful life. He is a professor of positive
psychology at the University of Pennsylvania.
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Luther's Jews: A Journey into Anti-Semitism
Kaufmann, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780198738541
240 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 3/12/2017

Written by one of the world's leading authorities on the Reformation, this is the 
vexed and sometimes shocking story of Martin Luther's increasingly vitriolic 
attitude towards the Jews over the course of his lifetime, set against the 
backdrop of a world in religious turmoil.

Thomas Kaufmann is Professor of Church History at University of Gottingen.
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The Saved and the Damned: A History of the Reformation
Kaufmann, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780198841043
384 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 4/26/2023
26 Illustrations

Leading scholar Thomas Kaufmann argues that the main motivations behind the
Reformation rest in religion itself: the Reformers were concerned with the 
salvation of the soul.

Thomas Kaufmann is Professor of Church History at the University of Gottingen,
President of the Society for Reformation History, and a member of the Gottingen
Academy of Sciences. He is the author of numerous books on Reformation 
history, including an acclaimed biography of Martin Luther.
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Ethics at the Edges of Law: Christian Moralists and American Legal Thought
Kaveny, Cathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780190612290
328 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017

With this book, Kaveny leads the way towards a mutually profitable exchange 
between the American legal tradition and the tradition of Christian ethics.

Cathleen Kaveny is the Darald and Juliet Libby Professor of Law and Theology 
at Boston College.
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A Self-Conscious Art: Patrick Modiano's Postmodern Fictions
Kawakami, Akane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235361
176 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/2/2001
Liverpool University Press - Modern French Writers Series

A Self-Conscious Art is the first full-length study in English to attempt to deal with
the formal complexities of Modiano's work, by reading 'against the grain' of his 
self-professed ingenuousness.

Dr Akane Kawakami is Senior Lecturer in the Department of European Cultures
and Languages at Birkbeck, University of London.
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Travellers' Visions: French Literary Encounters with Japan, 1881-2004
Kawakami, Akane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237303
196 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 2/20/2006
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures 
Series

Travellers' Visions adds another perspective to ongoing debates over colonialism
with an examination of the intercultural relations between France, a major 
colonial empire for nearly three centuries, and Japan, a country that has 
remained mostly autonomous throughout its existence.  In this analytic history of
French literary images of Japan, from soon after its reopening to the West to the
present day, Kawakami examines the work of many of France's most revered 
authors including Marcel Proust, Paul Claudel, and Roland Barthes, along with 
other, lesser-known writers and artists, such as Loti and Farrère, as they 
embarked on journeys-literary and real-to this exotic land.

Dr Akane Kawakami is Senior Lecturer in the Department of European Cultures
and Languages at Birkbeck, University of London.
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The Virtues of Sustainability
Kawall, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190919825
312 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021
The Virtues .

With growing awareness of global climate change and its devastating impacts, 
there is significant interest in finding new, sustainable ways of life. This volume 
brings together important new essays by leading scholars from a variety of 
disciplines to examine the character traits and virtues needed to successfully 
achieve such flourishing, sustainable lives--the virtues of sustainability. Our 
pursuit of sustainability will challenge our values and character, from rethinking 
consumption and our relationship to nature, to being resilient in the face of 
environmental disaster. This volume provides readers with a rich understanding
of the nature and importance of these virtues, and practical guidance on how 
they can be developed and applied.

Jason Kawall is the Carl Benton Straub '58 Endowed Chair in Culture and the 
Environment, and Professor of Philosophy and Environmental Studies at Colgate
University.Discount:
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Trade Battles: Activism and the Politicization of International Trade Policy
Kay, Tamara and Evans, R.L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190847449
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/8/2018

Using data from extensive archival materials and over 215 interviews with 
Mexican, Canadian, and U. S. trade negotiators; labor and environmental 
activists; and government officials, Tamara Kay and R. L. Evans assess how 
activists politicized trade policy by leveraging broad divisions across state and 
non-state arenas. Further, they demonstrate how activists were not only able to 
politicize trade policy, but also to pressure negotiators to include labor and 
environmental protections in NAFTA's side agreements.

Tamara Kay is Associate Professor of Global Affairs and Sociology at the 
University of Notre Dame. R. L. Evans is currently an independent scholar.
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A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night
Kazemi, Farshid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859203
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Devils Advocates

The first full-length study dedicated to the film since its release, this book 
provides a unique approach to the film situated within three theoretical 
coordinates: the vampire genre, psychoanalytic (film) theory and German 
Idealism.

Farshid Kazemi is a postdoctoral fellow at the School for the Contemporary Arts,
Simon Fraser University.
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A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night
Kazemi, Farshid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859210
110 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Devils Advocates

There is something weird and eerie going on in the oneiric Iranian ghost-town 
Bad City.  A mysterious female vampire, clad in a long-black veil, imbued with 
occult and erotic power, has newly arrived in town and is summarily dispensing 
with its unsavory characters.  Through a chance encounter in a night of luminal 
darkness, an eternally dark romance begins - baptized in love's blood.  Shot in 
dazzling anamorphic black and white cinematography and accompanied with an 
intoxicating and mesmeric soundtrack, Ana Lily Amirpour's debut feature film A 
Girl Walks Home Alone At Night (2014), was an instant popular and critical 
success.

Farshid Kazemi is a postdoctoral fellow at the School for the Contemporary Arts,
Simon Fraser University.
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The Philosophical Parent: Asking the Hard Questions About Having and Raising
Children
Kazez, Jean
Oxford University Press .
9780190914189
336 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

The Philosophical Parent offers a novel account of the parent-child relationship 
and uses it to tackle a variety of parenting puzzles, but more than that, Kazez 
celebrates both having children and philosophical reflection. Her book provides a
challenging but cheerful companion for thoughtful parents and parents-to-be.

Jean Kazez teaches philosophy at Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
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Helping School Refusing Children and Their Parents A Guide for School-Based
Professionals
Kearney, Christopher A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190662059
528 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Bringing together both classic and contemporary research, The Politics of Terror
provides a systematic introduction to the theory, politics, and practice of 
terrorism. In addition to offering a comprehensive, evidence-based overview of 
the subject, Chenoweth and Moore challenge readers to think critically.

Christopher A. Kearney is Professor and Director of Clinical Training, 
Department of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Silence is Not Golden: Strategies for Helping the Shy Child
Kearney, Christopher A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195326628

paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 10/26/2010

Silence is Not Golden: Strategies for Helping the Shy Child provides information 
for parents and educators on the nature of chronic shyness and its most common
clinical manifestations among children (such as social anxiety and selective 
mutism, the refusal to talk in certain situations or settings).

Christopher A. Kearney is Professor and Director of Clinical Training, 
Department of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Recording Tips for Music Educators: A Practical Guide for Recording School 
Groups
Kearns, Ronald E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190465230
112 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2017
Essential Music Technology: The Prestissimo Series. 9 line art; 54 halftones

Recording Tips for Music Educators: A Practical Guide for Recording School 
Groups provides a go-to guide for music educators to plan and execute a 
successful recording project for school groups.

Ronald E. Kearns is a performer, clinician, educator, producer and author. Ron 
received a BS in Music Education from Knoxville College, and his MM from 
Catholic University. As a performer Ron has performed throughout the United 
States with his quintet and big band.
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Rome and the Unification of Italy
Keaveney, Arthur
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675372
251 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 4/28/2005
Ignibus paperbacks

Scarcely more than a generation before Octavian (later Augustus) set out to 
encounter Antony and Cleopatra at the battle of Actium, confidently relying on 
the firm support of 'all Italy', the Italians were in revolt, with the avowed aim of 
destroying Rome. The impressive unity displayed in 31 BC was the hard-won 
product of fifty years of earlier struggle; and that struggle forms the subject of this
book.

Dr Arthur Keaveney was Reader in Ancient History at the University of Kent. He
specialised in Greek and Roman History as well as neo-Latin, and had a keen 
interest in the Eastern Empires and especially the Persians.
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Behind the Scenes: Or, Thirty Years a Slave, and Four Years in the White House
Keckley, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780195060843
404 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/14/1989
The Schomburg Library of Nineteenth-Century Black Women Writers. 
Introduction by James Olney

Part slave narrative, part memoir, and part sentimental fiction, Behind the 
Scenes depicts Elizabeth Keckley's years as a slave and subsequent four years 
in Abraham Lincoln's White House during the Civil War.

ELIZABETH HOBBS KECKLEY (1818-1907) was born a slave near Dinwiddie 
Court House, Virginia, but purchased her freedom at the age of thirty-seven and
set up a successful dressmaking business in Washington, D. C., in 1860. After 
serving as a seamstress for Varina Davis, wife of the Mississippi senator 
Jefferson Davis, Keckley became the modiste for Mary Todd Lincoln, the First 
Lady of the United States, shortly after Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated 
president of the United States in 1861.
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The Caribbean before Columbus
Keegan, William F. and Hofman, Corinne L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190605254
360 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

This book documents the diversity and complexity that existed in the Caribbean 
prior to the arrival of Europeans, and immediately thereafter. The diversity results
from different origins, different histories, different contacts between the islands 
and the mainland, different environmental conditions, and shifting social 
alliances. Organized chronologically, from the arrival of the first humans-the 
paleo-Indians-in the sixth millennium BC to early contact with Europeans, The 
Caribbean before Columbus presents a new history of the region based on the 
latest archaeological evidence.

William F. Keegan is Curator of Caribbean Archaeology at the Florida Museum of
Natural History and Professor of Anthropology at the University of Florida. 
Corinne L. Hofman is Professor of Caribbean Archaeology and Dean of the 
Faculty of Archaeology at Leiden University.
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The Void Inside: Bringing Purging Disorder to Light
Keel, Pamela K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190061166
192 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2020

The Void Inside: Bringing Purging Disorder to Light is the first scientifically-based
resource for accurate information on purging disorder, written with clinicians and 
laypersons in mind and accessible to both.

Pamela K. Keel, PhD, is Distinguished Research Professor and Director of the 
Eating Behaviors Research Clinic in the Department of Psychology at Florida 
State University.
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War Before Civilization: The Myth of the Peaceful Savage
Keeley, Lawrence H.
Oxford University Press .
9780195091120
272 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 2/22/1996

Lawrence Keeley's groundbreaking War Before Civilization offers a devastating 
rebuttal to such comfortable myths and debunks the notion that warfare was 
introduced to primitive societies through contact with civilization (an idea he 
denounces as "the pacification of the past").
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Youth on the Move: Views from Below on Ethiopian International Migration
Kefale, Asnake and Gebresenbet, Fana
Oxford University Press .
9780197631942
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022

A refreshing study of young Ethiopian migrants, going beyond the usual host- 
dominated narratives surrounding such upheaval to uncover the motivations of 
migrants themselves.

Asnake Kefale, Associate Professor of Political Science and International 
Relations at Addis Ababa University, has published extensively on federalism, 
comparative politics, conflict and migration. Fana Gebresenbet, Assistant 
Professor at Addis Ababa University's Institute for Peace and Security Studies, 
has published on migration, state-society relations and the politics of 
development.
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Hard Questions: Facing the Problems of Life
Kekes, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190919986
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2019

In this book, John Kekes discusses the hard questions we all must face in the 
course of our lives. How should we respond to evil? Do we owe what our country
asks of us? Does it make us better to be ashamed of what we have done? Is it 
always good to be true to who we are? Do good intentions justify bad actions? 
John Kekes argues that such questions are hard because reasonable answers to
them often conflict. He shows how their conflicts can be resolved and how we 
can best cope with these problems.

John Kekes has been visiting professor in Canada, England, Estonia, Hungary, 
Portugal, Singapore, and the United States Military Academy.
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Moderate Conservatism: Reclaiming the Center
Kekes, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197668061
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022

In Moderate Conservatism: Reclaiming the Center John Kekes offers a way 
forward for those who are alarmed by the current state of politics in America. 
Kekes makes a reasoned case for moderation, the defense of the United States'
constitutional democracy, and a criticism of all forms of political extremism. The
U.S. political system has endured because the Constitution has guided the 
balance of the often-conflicting claims of justice, liberty, equality, prosperity, and
security on which the well-being of all American citizens depend.

John Kekes is Professor of Philosophy and Public Policy. He is the author of 
many books, including Hard Questions: Facing the Problems of Life and 
Wisdom: A Humanistic Conception. He has been visiting professor in Canada, 
England, Estonia, Hungary, Portugal, Singapore, and the United States Military 
Academy.
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Feminism and Science
Keller, Evelyn Fox and Longino, Helen E. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780198751465

paperback
$77
Pub Date: 5/23/1996

The seventeen articles in this outstanding volume reflect the diversity and 
strengths of feminist contributions to current thinking about science.

Evelyn Fox Keller is Professor of History and Philosophy of Science in the 
Program in Science, Technology, and Society at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. She is the author of Refiguring Life. Helen E. Longino teaches 
women's studies and philosophy at the University of Minnesota.
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Professionalizing Leadership
Kellerman, Barbara
Oxford University Press .
9780190695781
216 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2018

Over the last 40 years, the leadership industry has grown exponentially. Yet 
leadership education, training, and development still fall far short. Barbara 
Kellerman draws on the military experience specifically to develop a template for
learning how to lead generally.

Barbara Kellerman is the James MacGregor Burns Lecturer in Public Leadership
at the Harvard Kennedy School.
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The Game Music Handbook: A Practical guide to Crafting an Unforgettable 
Musical Soundscape
Kellman, Noah
Oxford University Press .
9780190938697
312 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2020

The Game Music Handbook is a practical book that provides all composers and
musicians with the necessary tools to becoming excellent game music 
composers. Author and experienced game music composer Noah Kellman 
covers everything from basic to advanced game scoring techniques, including 
many that are at the forefront of game music composition today.

Noah Kellman is a composer for video games, film and multimedia based in New
York, NY. He is the 2017 recipient of the ASCAP Henry Mancini Fellowship, as 
well as the winner of two ASCAP Herb Alpert Young Jazz Composer Awards.
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How Scientists Communicate: Dispatches from the Frontiers of Knowledge
Kelly, Alan
Oxford University Press .
9780190936600
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2020

This book offers incredible insight into the history, objectives, and styles of the 
modern scientific research paper.

Alan Kelly is Professor of School of Food and Nutritional Sciences at University
College Cork in Ireland. He is the author of Molecules, Microbes, and Meals 
(Oxford University Press, 2019).
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Molecules, Microbes, and Meals: The Surprising Science of Food
Kelly, Alan
Oxford University Press .
9780190687694
288 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019
35 illustrations

This book seeks to introduce readers to a new perspective on food, showing how
science is at the heart of what we love about food.

Alan Kelly is a Professor in Food Science at University College Cork, where he 
specializes in teaching and research in the science of dairy products, and food 
processing and innovation more generally.
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Irish Medical Education and Student Culture, c.1850-1950
Kelly, Laura
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789628166
296 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2020

This book is the first comprehensive history of medical student culture and 
medical education in Ireland from the middle of the nineteenth century until the 
1950s.
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Nature and the Environment in Nineteenth-Century Ireland
Kelly, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9781802076929
248 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

The environmental humanities are one of the most exciting and rapidly 
expanding areas of interdisciplinary study, and this collection of essays is a 
pioneering attempt to apply these approaches to the study of nineteenth-century
Ireland. By bringing together historians, geographers and literary scholars, the 
volume offers new and original insights into familiar topics.

Matthew Kelly is Professor of Modern History at Northumbria University.
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Disaster by Choice: How our actions turn natural hazards into catastrophes
Kelman, Ilan
Oxford University Press .
9780198841357
192 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2022

We speak of earthquakes, floods, and wildfires as 'natural disasters'. In this 
provocative book, Ilan Kelman argues that the true disaster is not caused by 
natural phenomena, but by human choices which leave people unprepared and 
at terrible risk. He explores how we can and should act to stop people dying 
when nature unleashes its powers.

Ilan Kelman is Professor of Disasters and Health at University College London, 
England and a Professor II at the University of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway.
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Leonardo da Vinci Marvellous Works of Nature and Man
Kemp, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780192807250
416 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 4/12/2006

This masterly account of Leonardo da Vinci and his vision of the world has long 
been recognized as the classic treatment of the Renaissance giant, offering 
unparalleled insight into Leonardo's intellect and vision at every stage of his 
artistic career.

Martin Kemp FBA is Emeritus Professor in the History of Art at Trinity College, 
Oxford University. He is one of the world's leading authorities on Leonardo da 
Vinci.
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Bede: On the Nature of Things and On Times
Kendall, Calvin B. and Wallis, Faith (editors and translators)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846314964
222 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

The Venerable Bede composed On the Nature of Things (De natura rerum) and
On Times (De temporibus) at the outset of his career, about AD 703. Bede 
fashioned himself as a teacher to his people and his age, and these two short 
works show him selecting, editing, and clarifying a mass of difficult and 
sometimes dangerous material.

Calvin B. Kendall is Professor of English Emeritus, University of Minnesota. Faith
Wallis is Associate Professor of History, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
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Bede: On Genesis
Kendall, Calvin B. and Wallis, Faith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310881
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2008
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 48)

This is the first English translation of the Venerable Bede's commentary on the 
book of Genesis.

Calvin B. Kendall is Professor of English Emeritus, University of Minnesota. Faith
Wallis is Associate Professor of History, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
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Paul Muldoon: Critical Essays
Kendall, Tim and McDonald, Peter (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238782
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2004
Liverpool English Texts and Studies

The essays in this book testify to the fascination of Paul Muldoon’s poems, and 
also to their underlying contentiousness. The contributors see Muldoon from 
many different angles – biographical, formal, literary-historical, generic – but also
direct attention to complex moments of creativity in which an extraordinary 
amount of originality is concentrated, and on the clarity of which a lot depends.

Tim Kendall was born in Plymouth in 1970. As well as founding and editing the 
international poetry magazine, Thumbscrew, he has published critical studies of
Paul Muldoon and Sylvia Plath. Peter McDonald is the award-winning author of 
the poetry collections "Adam's Dream" and "Pastorals" and the critical studies 
"Mistaken Identities" and "Serious Poetry: Form and Authority from Yeats to Hill."
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Beowulf: The Oldest English Epic
Kennedy, Charles W. (introduction)
Oxford University Press .
9780195024357
192 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 10/19/1978

This unique poetic rendering, available for the first time in a paperback edition, 
brings the experience of this earliest extant English poem closer to the modern 
reader. It uses the four-beat alliterative measure without attempting to reproduce
the conventional Old English half-line. Consonance and assonance have also 
been freely used to retain the stylistic feeling of the original while keeping the 
language readable and contemporary.
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Freedom from Fear: The American People in Depression and War, 1929-1945
Kennedy, David M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195038347
990 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 5/6/1999

Between 1929 and 1945, two great travails were visited upon the American 
people: the Great Depression and World War II. This book tells the story of how
Americans endured, and eventually prevailed, in the face of those 
unprecedented calamities.

David M. Kennedy is Donald J. McLachlan Professor of History at Stanford 
University. He is the author of Over Here: The First World War and American 
Society, which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, and Birth Control in America:
The Career of Margaret Sanger, which won a Bancroft Prize.
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From Independence to Revolution: Egypt's Islamists and the Contest for Power
Kennedy, Gillian
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849047050
264 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2017

An important account of the vicissitudes of Egypt's Islamists, informed by first-
hand interviews and deep historical scholarship. Argues that the relationship 
between a divided Islamist movement and the state create a pattern of instability
within Egypt. Explores the tumultuous and changeable relationship between the
Egyptian population and the Islamist movement

Gillian Kennedy has a PhD in Middle Eastern Politics from King's College 
London. She works for Canadean as lead analyst for the MENA region and is a 
visiting research fellow at King's College.
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Lost and Found: The "Missing Girls" in Rural China
Kennedy, John James and Shi, Yaojiang
Oxford University Press .
9780190917432
240 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2019

Although the reported gender imbalance, due to the Single Child Policy (1979
-2015) has caused international alarm, this study finds that the number of 
missing girls may not be as pronounced as previous studies suggest due to wide
spread local underreporting of births from the 1980s to early 2000s. In Local 
Leaders, Families, and the Missing Girls in Rural China, John James Kennedy 
and Yaojiang Shi focus on village-level implementation of the one-child policy 
and how shocking the level of mutual-noncompliance between officials and rural 
families has been.

John James Kennedy is Professor of Political Science and Director of Center for
East Asian Studies at the University of Kansas. Yaojiang Shi is Professor of 
Economics and Director of the Center for Experimental Economics in Education 
(CEEE) at Shaanxi Normal University.
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British Women's Writing, 1930 to 1960: Between the Waves
Kennedy, Sue and Thomas, Jane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077841
304 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

This book contributes to recuperative work on mid-twentieth-century women's 
writing too often dismissed as 'middlebrow.' Its feminist sensibility is reflected in a
new descriptive term - interfeminism - bridging and forging links between two 
waves of feminism, in the context of the build-up to and aftermath of the Second
World War.

Sue Kennedy is an Honorary Fellow in the School of Arts at the University of 
Hull. Jane Thomas is Emeritus Professor of Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century 
Literature at the University of Hull, where she was also Director of the Centre for
Nineteenth-Century Studies.
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The Mechanic Muse
Kenner, Hugh
Oxford University Press .
9780195054231
144 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/14/1988
Oxford Paperbacks

With his customary wit and erudition, one of America's most celebrated and 
distinguished critics examines the response of literary Modernism to 
environmental changes caused by technology.  Focusing on Eliot, Pound, Joyce,
and Beckett, Hugh Kenner explores how inventions as various as the linotype, 
the typewriter, the subway, and the computer altered the way these writers 
viewed and depicted the world.  Whether discussing Joyce's acute awareness of
the nuances of typesetting or Beckett's experiments with a proto-computer-
language, Kenner consistently approaches the works of these authors from fresh
angles and offers a wealth of anecdotes and asides that will delight both the 
general reader and the literary specialist.

Hugh Kenner is Professor of English at The Johns Hopkins University and author
of many books, including A Colder Eye: The Modern Irish Writers, The Pound 
Era, and The Invisible Poet: T.S. Eliot.Discount:
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A New History of Western Philosophy
Kenny, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780199589883
1000 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/7/2010
New History of Western Philosophy Series

The individual volumes of Sir Anthony Kenny's acclaimed History of Western 
Philosophy have been hailed as "wonderful authoritative hugely 
rewarding" (Times Higher Education Supplement) and "genial and highly 
accessible" (London Review of Books). Now these four splendid books have 
been combined into one magnificent volume, providing a continuous sweeping 
account of the great thought of the Western world.

Sir Anthony Kenny is one of Britain's most distinguished academic figures. He 
has been Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxford, Master of Balliol 
College, Chairman of the Board of the British Library, and President of the British
Academy.
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Listing:

A New History of Western Philosophy
Kenny, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780199656493
1080 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2012
New History of Western Philosophy.

The individual volumes of Sir Anthony Kenny's acclaimed History of Western 
Philosophy have been hailed as "wonderfulauthoritativehugely rewarding" (Times
Higher Education Supplement) and "genial and highly accessible" (London 
Review of Books).

Sir Anthony Kenny is one of Britain's most distinguished academic figures. He 
has been Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxford, Master of Balliol 
College, Chairman of the Board of the British Library, and President of the British
Academy.
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Making Sense of the Molly Maguires
Kenny, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780195116311
368 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/12/1998

In Pennsylvania in the 1870s, 20 Irish immigrants, suspected of comprising a 
secret terrorist organization called the Molly Maguires, were executed for the 
murder of 16 men. Combining social and cultural history, this work offers a new 
explanation of who the Molly Maguires were and in the process, vividly retells 
one of the classic stories of American labor and immigration. Photos.

Kevin Kenny is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Texas at 
Austin.
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Six Degrees of Social Influence: Science, Application, and the Psychology of 
Robert Cialdini
Kenrick, Douglas T. / Goldstein, Noah J. / Braver, Sanford L. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199743056

hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 2/10/2012

In this book, leading authors, who represent many different countries and 
disciplines, explore new developments and the widespread impact of Cialdini's 
work in research areas ranging from persuasion strategy and social engineering 
to help-seeking and decision-making.

Douglas Kenrick is Professor of Psychology at Arizona State University. Noah J.
Goldstein is Assistant Professor of Human Resources and Organizational 
Behavior at the Anderson School of Management at the University of California,
Los Angeles. Sanford L. Braver is Professor of Psychology at Arizona State 
University.
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The Sami Peoples of the North: A Social and Cultural History
Kent, Neil
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380318
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

The first comprehensive history of the Sami people of the Nordic countries and 
northwestern Russia.

Neil Kent is based at Cambridge University and the St Petersburg State 
Academy of Art, Architecture and Culture, specialising in European history and 
culture.
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The Sami Peoples of the North: A Social and Cultural History
Kent, Neil
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042574
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 8/15/2014

There is no single volume that encompasses an integrated social and cultural 
history of the Sámi people from the Nordic countries and northwestern Russia. 
Neil Kent's book fills this lacuna.

Neil Kent is based at Cambridge University and the St Petersburg State 
Academy of Art, Architecture and Culture, specialising in European history and 
culture.
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Gender: A World History
Kent, Susan Kingsley
Oxford University Press .
9780190621988
192 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2020
New Oxford World History

Gender exists in almost every society as a way of organizing its people.  Gender
is used to assign certain responsibilities, obligations, and privileges to some, and
to deny them to others.  In Gender: A World History, Susan Kingsley Kent tells 
the story of this seemingly simple but in fact quite complex concept.  With 
historical perspective she critically examines our everyday understandings of 
women and men, masculinity and femininity, and sexual difference in general.

Susan Kingsley Kent is an Arts & Sciences Professor of Distinction in the 
Department of History at the University of Colorado, Boulder. She is the author of
The Global 1930s (2017) with Marc Matera, A New History of Britain: Four 
Nations and an Empire (2016), and Queen Victoria: Gender and Empire (2016),
among others.
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Social Democratic Capitalism
Kenworthy, Lane
Oxford University Press .
9780190064112
304 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

What is the configuration of institutions and policies most conducive to human 
flourishing? The historical and comparative evidence from the world's rich 
democratic countries suggests that the answer is capitalism, a democratic 
political system, good elementary and secondary schooling, a big welfare state, 
employment-conducive public services, and moderate regulation of product and 
labor markets.

Lane Kenworthy is Professor of sociology and Yankelovich Chair in Social 
Thought at the University of California-San Diego.
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Would Democratic Socialism Be Better?
Kenworthy, Lane
Oxford University Press .
9780197636817
208 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2022
91 b&w figures

In Would Democratic Socialism Be Better?, Lane Kenworthy examines how 
capitalist economies have performed on 15 outcomes that contemporary 
democratic socialists say we should care about: an end to poverty in rich 
countries, an end to poverty everywhere, more jobs, decent jobs, faster 
economic growth, inclusive growth, more public goods and services, affordable 
healthcare for all, helpful finance, truly democratic politics, economic democracy,
less economic inequality, gender and racial equality, more community, and a 
livable planet. As he shows, the evidence suggests that capitalism, and 
particularly social democratic capitalism, or what is often called the Nordic model,
is better than many democratic socialists seem to think.

Lane Kenworthy is Professor of Sociology and Yankelovich Chair in Social 
Thought at the University of California-San Diego.
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Quantum 20/20: Fundamentals, Entanglement, Gauge Fields, Condensates and
Topology
Kenyon, Ian R.
Oxford University Press .
9780198808367
432 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/4/2019

This textbook for upper-level undergraduates covers the fundamentals and 
incorporates key themes of quantum physics. Major themes include boson 
condensation and fermion exclusivity, entanglement, quantum field theory, 
measurement precision set by quantum mechanics, and topology.

Ian Kenyon is an elementary particle physicist in the School of Physics and 
Astronomy at the University of Birmingham, UK.
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Offshore Island Politics: The Constitutional and Political Development of the Isle
of Man in the Twentieth Century
Kermode, David G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237877
400 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Liverpool University Press - Centre for Manx Studies Monographs

Offshore Island Politics is a fascinating study of the constitutional and political 
development of the Isle of Man. The book analyzes three broad aspects of 
twentieth-century political development: constitutional progress towards self-
government, elections and public policy and the changing role of the state in 
Manx society.

David Kermode was born in Kirk Michael in the Isle of Man in 1942. After gaining
a first degree in economics, in 1969 he was awarded a PhD by Sheffield 
University for a study of the constitutional relationship between the Island and the
United Kingdom.
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Orwell and Empire
Kerr, Douglas
Oxford University Press .
9780192864093
224 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/14/2022

Considers George Orwell's writing about the East, and the presence of the East 
in his writing and argues that in thinking of Orwell as an 'Anglo-Indian writer', not 
just in upbringing and experience, but in many of his views, perceptions, and 
reactions, a different Orwell emerges.

Douglas Kerr, Honorary Professor of English, University of Hong Kong and 
Honorary Research Fellow, Birkbeck College, University of London Douglas Kerr
is Honorary Professor of English at University of Hong Kong and Honorary 
Research Fellow at Birkbeck College, University of London. His first book was 
about the war poet Wilfred Owen and much of his later work studies English 
literature about the East in colonial and postcolonial times. His most recent book
is Conan Doyle: Writing, Profession, and Practice (OUP, 2013) and he is general
editor of the Edinburgh Edition of the Works of Conan Doyle.
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Financial Planning for Older People: A Comprehensive Guide to Decision Making
Kerrigan, John
Oxford University Press .
9781845861124
250 pages
paperback
$100
Pub Date: 3/31/2021

This guide by John Kerrigan, a professional solicitor, is written for law students 
and lawyers, financial advisors and individuals who are planning for retirement, 
retired or caring for retired people. It clearly explains the issues and sets you on 
the path to sound financial advice in the context of the law.

John Kerrigan is a Solicitor with Maxwell MacLaurin.
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Science Fiction and Empire
Kerslake, Patricia
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846315046
208 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

This book offers an insight into the darkest power abuses of mankind; where the
oppression, silencing and marginalisation of those who are not-us continues and
flourishes. Who are the monsters of our future - the Others invading from another
planet, or the unseen and unrecognised Other within?

Patricia Kerslake is Adjunct Senior Lecturer at Central Queensland University 
and a contributor to 'The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Science Fiction and 
Fantasy'.
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Broadway in the Box: Television's Lasting Love Affair with the Musical
Kessler, Kelly
Oxford University Press .
9780190674021
352 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

It was as if American television audiences discovered the musical in the early 
21st century. In 2009 Glee took the Fox Network and American television by 
storm with the unexpected unification of primetime programming, awkward teens,
and powerful voices spontaneously bursting into song.

Kelly Kessler is Associate Professor of Communications at DePaul University 
and author of Destabilizing the Hollywood Musical: Music, Masculinity and 
Mayhem (Palgrave, 2010).
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Follow Me, Akhi: The Online World of British Muslims
Kesvani, Hussein
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381254
208 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

Kesvani's frank and witty book lifts the lid on the many unexpected online 
manifestations of Muslim life in Britain today.

Hussein Kesvani is a journalist, editor and producer based in London. He is the 
Europe editor of MEL magazine, and has written for BuzzFeed, Vice, The 
Guardian, The New Statesman and The Spectator, among others.
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Efficient Organization: A Governance Approach
Ketokivi, Mikko and Mahoney, Joseph T.
Oxford University Press .
9780197610299
312 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2023
12 b/w line drawings; 8 tables

In Efficient Organization, Mikko Ketokivi and Joseph T. Mahoney take a practical
and decision-oriented approach to organization design and governance. They 
first identity and discuss the main organization design and governance problems
that arise in creating an organization, in a growing one, and in a mature 
business. Then they examine contracting and relationships within organizations 
and with other entities in addition to special topics such as non-profits, broader 
stakeholder issues, and technology development. Highlighting the importance of
securing cooperation across individuals and organizations for mutual value 
creation, this book provides tools that decision-makers can use in their own 
organizations.

Mikko Ketokivi is Professor of Operations Management and Organization Design
at IE University, Madrid. He holds a Ph.D. in Business Administration from the 
University of Minnesota. His research and teaching focus on the economics of 
organization, operations management, research methods, and argumentation. 
Joseph T. Mahoney is Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship and the 
Caterpillar Chair of Business in the Gies College of Business at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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New Oxford Book of Carols
Keyte, Hugh and Coggle, Paul (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193533226
379 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/18/1998

Music and texts of 201 carols for the Christmas season (many in more than one
setting), each with copious notes on historical background and performance. An
extensive general introduction gives an overview of the history of the carol, and 
there are a number of appendices dealing with specific areas of the repertory.

Edited by Hugh Keyte and Andrew Parrott, Director, the Taverner Choir, Consort,
and Players.
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Shorter New Oxford Book of Carols
Keyte, Hugh
Oxford University Press .
9780193533240
1989 pages
hardcover
$36.5
Pub Date: 8/11/1993

An anthology of items selected from the massive New Oxford Book of Carols, 
which was immediately acclaimed on publication as the ultimate source-book for
carol lovers and scholars.

Edited by Hugh Keyte and Andrew Parrott, Director, the Taverner Choir, Consort,
and Players.
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Instruction Modeling
Khachatryan, George A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190910709
288 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/13/2020

Instruction modeling is a leading method for designing blended learning 
programs: carefully study high-quality offline instruction and create online 
programs to recreate it on a larger scale. Instruction Modeling is both a practical
guide to developing and implementing blended learning programs, and a first-
hand account of the creation of one such program, Reasoning Mind.  First-hand
account written by a creator of blended learning programs. Includes practical 
recommendations for designing successful programs. Highlights the challenges 
of implementing programs at scale

George Khachatryan cofounded the non-profit Reasoning Mind, a leading 
developer of mathematics blended learning programs for elementary and middle
schools.
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Policing and Prisons in the Middle East: Formations of Coercion
Khalili, Laleh and Schwedler, Jillian (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040570
352 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 11/9/2010

This volume is the first to examine systematically practices of policing and 
incarceration in the modern Middle East, the emergence of modern policing and
prisons and their continued predominance. It offers a useful lens through which 
the complexity of state power and the contours of popular contentious politics 
can be read.

Laleh Khalili is Senior Lecturer in Middle East Politics at SOAS. Jillian Schwedler
is Associate Professor in Political Science at the University of Massachusetts 
Amherst.
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Inventing Ideas: Patents, Prizes, and the Knowledge Economy
Khan, B. Zorina
Oxford University Press .
9780190936082
480 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/8/2020

Based on original archival research, Inventing Ideas sheds light on the origins of
the knowledge economy through empirical analysis of over one hundred 
thousand inventors and innovations in Britain, France, and the United States 
during the first and second industrial revolutions.

B. Zorina Khan is Professor of Economics at Bowdoin College, and Research 
Associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research.
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From Mountains to Mangroves: Protecting Pakistan's Natural Heritage
Khan, Rina Saeed
Oxford University Press .
9780199405466
172 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 6/12/2018

From Mountains to Mangroves informs the reader about the many inspiring 
stories of conservation activities taking place across Pakistan. The sixteen 
stories in the book are penned in an engaging, personal manner with rigorous 
research endorsed by WWF-Pakistan. An important record of the recent 
conservation history of Pakistan, these stories have been selected from the 
author's many travels over the past two decades to far-flung areas ranging from 
the Karakoram Mountains to the Makran Coast.

Rina Saeed Khan is an award-winning environmental journalist based in 
Pakistan. She writes on environment and climate change topics for Dawn and 
Reuters Alert-net in addition to her consultancies for WWF-Pakistan and UNDP-
Pakistan.
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Making Meritocracy: Lessons from China and India, from Antiquity to the Present
Khanna, Tarun and Szonyi, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197602478
392 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2022

In Making Meritocracy, Tarun Khanna and Michael Szonyi have gathered over a
dozen experts from a range of intellectual perspectives to discuss how China and
India have addressed the issue of building meritocracy historically, 
philosophically, and in practice.

Tarun Khanna is the Jorge Paulo Lemann Professor at Harvard Business School
and the first director of Harvard's Lakshmi Mittal and Family South Asia Institute.
Michael Szonyi is Frank Wen-hsiung Wu Professor of Chinese History and 
Director of the Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies at Harvard University.
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The Hizbullah Phenomenon: Politics and Communication
Khatib, Lina
Oxford University Press .
9780199384402
 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/15/2014

The authors of this book address how Hizbullah uses image, language and its 
charismatic leader, Hassan Nasrallah, to legitimise its political aims and ideology
and appeal to different target groups.

Lina Khatib heads the Program on Arab Reform and Democracy at Stanford 
University's Center on Democracy, Development, and the Rule of Law.
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Jihadism in Europe: European Youth and the New Caliphate
Khosrokhavar, Farhad
Oxford University Press .
9780197602522
424 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
Religion and Global Politics .

European jihadism is a multi-faceted social phenomenon. It is not only linked to 
the extremist behaviour of a limited group, but also to a broader crisis, including 
the lack of a utopian vision and loss of meaning among the middle classes, and 
the humiliation and denial of citizenship among disaffiliated young people in poor
districts all over Western Europe. In Jihadism in Europe, Farhad Khosrokhavar 
explores how Jihadism is grounded in an unbridled and modern imagination, in 
an uneasy relationship with social, cultural, and economic reality.

Farhad Khosrokhavar is a retired professor at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en 
Sciences Sociales in Paris, France. He has published some 26 books, several of
which have been translated into different languages.
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Cricket Country: An Indian Odyssey in the Age of Empire
Kidambi, Prashant
Oxford University Press .
9780198843139
448 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

The extraordinary story of the first 'All India' national cricket tour of Great Britain
and Ireland - and how the idea of India as a nation took shape on the cricket 
pitch.

Prashant Kidambi is Associate Professor in Colonial Urban History at the 
University of Leicester.
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Cricket Country: An Indian Odyssey in the Age of Empire
Kidambi, Prashant
Oxford University Press .
9780198843146
448 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 10/14/2022

The extraordinary story of the first 'All India' national cricket tour of Great Britain
and Ireland - and how the idea of India as a nation took shape on the cricket 
pitch.

Prashant Kidambi, Associate Professor in Colonial Urban History School of 
History, Politics and International Relations University of Leicester Prashant 
Kidambi is Associate Professor in Colonial Urban History at the University of 
Leicester. After completing graduate degrees in History at the Jawaharlal Nehru
University in New Delhi, he was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship to pursue a 
doctorate at the University of Oxford. His research explores the interface 
between British imperialism and the history of modern South Asia, with a specific
focus on cities. In addition to numerous articles in journals and edited volumes, 
he is the author of The Making of an Indian Metropolis: Colonial Governance and
Public Culture in Bombay, 1890-1920 (Aldershot, 2007; London and New York, 
2016). His other research interests include the social history of sport in colonial 
and postcolonial India.
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Baptists in America: A History
Kidd, Thomas S and Hankins, Barry G
Oxford University Press .
9780190919450
348 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

Baptists in America is a remarkable story of how one religious denomination was
transformed from persecuted minority into a leading actor on the national stage,
with profound implications for American society and culture.

Thomas S. Kidd is Distinguished Professor of History at Baylor University and 
Associate Director of Baylor's Institute for Studies of Religion. Barry Hankins is 
Professor of History and Chair of the Department of History at Baylor University.
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Theology in Stone: Church Architecture from Byzantium to Berkeley
Kieckhefer, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780195154665
384 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 3/9/2004

Thinking about church architecture has come to an impasse. Reformers and 
traditionalists are talking past each other. In Theology in Stone , Richard 
Kieckhefer seeks to help both sides move beyond the standoff toward a fruitful 
conversation about houses of worship. Drawing on a wide range of historical 
examples with an eye to their contemporary relevance, he offers refreshing new 
ideas about the meanings and uses of church architecture.

Richard Kieckhefer is Professor of Religion and History at Northwestern 
University and an acknowledged expert on medieval magic and witchcraft.
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Viet Nam: A History from Earliest Times to the Present
Kiernan, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9780190053796
656 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

For many Westerners, the name Vietnam evokes images of a bloody televised 
American war that generated a firestorm of protest and brought conflict into their 
living rooms. In his sweeping account, Ben Kiernan broadens this vision by 
narrating the rich history of the peoples who have inhabited the land now known
as Viet Nam over the past three thousand years.

Ben Kiernan is the A. Whitney Griswold Professor of History and Professor of 
International and Area Studies at Yale University, where he founded the 
Cambodian Genocide Program and the Genocide Studies Program.
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Sport and Society in Global France: Nations, Migrations, Corporations
Kilcline, Cathal
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855915
360 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Studies in Modern and Contemporary France

From Zinedine Zidane to Michael Jordan and from Marie-José Pérec to Lance 
Armstrong, over the last thirty years, numerous individuals have emerged 
through the global sports industry to capture the imagination of the French public
and become touchstones for the discussion of a host of social issues.  This book
provides new insights into the evolution of the global sporting spectacle through
a study of star athletes, emblematic organisations, key locations, and celebrated
moments in French sport from the mid-1980s to the present day.  It draws on a 
wide range of sources, from film, television, advertising, newspapers, and 
popular music to cover key developments in sports including football, motorsport,
basketball, and cycling.  Sport here emerges as a privileged site for the 
discussion of the nature of contemporary nationhood, as well as for the 
performance of France's postcolonial heritage.
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Milton's Poetical Thought: The Literary Agenda
Kilgour, Maggie
Oxford University Press .
9780198808824
144 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 3/3/2022
The Literary Agenda .

At a time when literature is thought to have limited value in a world dominated by
scientific thinking, this volume offers close readings of John Milton's major works
to argue that poetry is a vital means of knowing the world and answering the 
most fundamental questions.

Maggie Kilgour is a prize-winning teacher at McGill University where she is 
Molson Professor of English.
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Didactics and the Modern Robinsonade: New Paradigms for Young Readers
Kinane, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9781802076882
224 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

This collection redresses both the gender and geopolitical biases that have 
characterized most writings within the Robinsonade for young readers since its 
inception, and includes chapters on little-known works of fiction by female 
authors, as well as works from outside the mainstream of Anglo-American 
culture.

Ian Kinane is Senior Lecturer in English Literature at the University of 
Roehampton.
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Diversity, Violence, and Recognition: How recognizing ethnic identity promotes 
peace
King, Elisabeth and Samii, Cyrus
Oxford University Press .
9780197509463
240 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2020

When considering strategies to address violent conflict, scholars and 
policymakers debate the wisdom of recognizing versus avoiding reference to 
ethnic identities in government institutions. In Diversity, Violence, and 
Recognition, Elisabeth King and Cyrus Samii examine the reasons that 
governments choose to recognize ethnic identities and the consequences of 
such choices for peace.

Elisabeth King is Associate Professor of International Education and Politics at 
New York University and Founding Director of NYU's minor in Peace and Conflict
Studies. Cyrus Samii is Associate Professor in the Wilf Family Department of 
Politics of New York University and Executive Director of the Evidence in 
Governance and Politics (EGAP) network.
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Faith with Benefits: Hookup Culture on Catholic Campuses
King, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190244804
240 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

Hookup culture has become widespread on college campuses, and Catholic 
colleges are no exception. Indeed, despite the fact that most students on 
Catholic campuses report being unhappy with casual sexual encounters, most 
studies have found no difference between Catholic colleges and their secular 
counterparts when it comes to hooking up. Drawing on a survey of over 1000 
students from 26 institutions, as well as in-depth interviews, Jason King argues 
that religious culture on Catholic campuses can, in fact, have an impact on the 
school's hookup culture, but when it comes to how that relationship works: it's 
complicated.

Jason King is Professor and Chair of the Theology Department at St. Vincent 
College.
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The Excellent Mind: Intellectual Virtues for Everyday Life
King, Nathan L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190096267
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2021

Nathan L. King's The Excellent Mind considers the importance of the intellectual
virtues: the character traits of excellent thinkers. He explains what it means to 
have an excellent mind: one that is curious, careful, self-reliant, humble, honest,
persevering, courageous, open, firm, and wise. He shows how the intellectual 
virtues are critical to living everyday life. They are deeply intertwined with moral 
virtues, and our intellectual character guides our actions and beliefs. The book is
thoroughly accessible and designed for students, not just in philosophy and 
critical thinking classes, but across the curriculum.

Nathan L. King is Professor of Philosophy at Whitworth University.
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The Mediterranean Passage: Migration and New Cultural Encounters in 
Southern Europe
King, Russell (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236467
318 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/5/2001
Liverpool Studies in European Regional Cultures Ser.

During the last two decades of the twentieth century, southern Europe became a
key destination for global migration. Countries which had been important source
countries for emigration, mainly to northern Europe, quickly became targets for 
international migrants coming from an extraordinary range of source countries. 
This book brings together a variety of detailed studies recording the 'cultural 
encounters' of these migrants.
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Zen and the Way of the Sword: Arming the Samurai Psyche
King, Winston L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195092615
288 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/17/1994

In Zen and the Way of the Sword, King offers a fascinating look into the mind of 
the samurai swordsman in a far-reaching account of the role of Zen in the 
thought, culture, and the martial arts of Japan's soldier elite.

Winston L. King is Professor Emeritus of Vanderbilt University.
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An Imperial Disaster: The Bengal Cyclone of 1876
Kingsbury, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780190876098
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 10/15/2018

The storm came on the night of 31 October. A wall of water from the Bay of 
Bengal that reached a height of 40 feet in some places. The wave swept away 
everything in its path, drowning around 215,000 people. At least another 100,000
died in the cholera epidemic and famine that followed. It was the worst calamity 
of its kind in recorded history. Such events are often described as "natural 
disasters. " Kingsbury turns that interpretation on its head, showing that the 
cyclone of 1876 was not simply a "natural" event, but one shaped by all-too-
human patterns of exploitation and inequality -- by divisions within Bengali 
society, and the enormous disparities of political and economic power that 
characterized British rule on the subcontinent.

Benjamin Kingsbury was born in Auckland in 1987, and brought up in New 
Zealand and Pakistan. Since then he has lived in both India and Bangladesh. He
has taught history at Victoria University of Wellington, and now works as a 
historian for the New Zealand government.
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The Ethics of Architecture
Kingwell, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780197558546
176 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2021

The Ethics of Architecture offers a short and approachable scholarly introduction
to a timely question: in a world of increasing population density, how does one 
construct habitable spaces that promote social goals such as health, happiness,
environmental friendliness, and justice? A preface offers specific discussion of 
architecture during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.

Mark Kingwell is a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto and a 
contributing editor of Harper's Magazine.
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Dead Zones: The Loss of Oxygen from Rivers, Lakes, Seas, and the Ocean
Kirchman, David L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197520376
228 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 2/2/2021

The number and size of dead zones, uninhabitable zones in our water, are on 
the rise. In this book, David L. Kirchman explains how they were discovered and
what we can do to reduce their threat on human and aquatic life.

David L. Kirchman was Maxwell P. and Mildred H. Harrington Professor of 
Marine Studies at the University of Delaware before his retirement in 2020.
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Home Free: Prisoner Reentry and Residential Change after Hurricane Katrina
Kirk, David S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190841232
248 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/25/2020

Each year in the United States, more than 625,000 individuals are released from
prison. Half will be back in prison within just three years. Many former prisoners
who reoffend return home to their old communities, where the same family, 
friends, drugs, and criminal opportunities await them. In Home Free, David S. 
Kirk uses Hurricane Katrina as a natural experiment to examine whether 
residential relocation away from an old neighborhood can lead to desistance 
from crime.

David S. Kirk is a professor in the Department of Sociology and Professorial 
Fellow of Nuffield College at Oxford University.
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Transnational Radicalism and the Connected Lives of Tom Mann and Robert 
Samuel Ross
Kirk, Neville
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857100
304 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This is an original study of the connected lives of two important socialists, Tom 
Mann (1856-1941) and Robert Samuel 'Bob' Ross (1873-1931). Born in Britain,
Mann travelled the globe as a tireless socialist organiser and propagandist who
met Ross in the course of his political work in Australia. They then worked 
closely together as labour editors, educators, trade unionists and socialists in 
Australia and New Zealand between 1902 and 1913. Thereafter, they continued 
regularly to correspond with one another and other socialists in Australia, New 
Zealand and other parts of the Pacific Rim.
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Maritime Men of the Asia-Pacific: True-blue Internationals Navigating Labour 
Rights 1906-2006
Kirkby, Diane and Monk, Lee-Ann
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077513
304 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Studies in Labour History LUP Series

Maritime workers occupy a central place in global labour history. This new and 
compelling account from Australia, shows seafaring and waterside unions 
engaged in a shared history of activism for legally regulated wages and safe 
liveable conditions for all who go to sea. Maritime Men of the South Pacific 
provides a corrective to studies which overlook this region's significance as a 
provider of the world's maritime labour force and where unions have a rich 
history of reaching across their differences to forge connections in solidarity.
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Passionate Intellect: The Poetry of Charles Tomlinson
Kirkham, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235538
320 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/6/1999
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool English Texts & Studies Series

Examining the first four decades of Charles Tomlinson's poetry, this study 
emphasizes the originality of his unified vision of a natural-human world, and the
subtlety of his poetic art. Kirkham's reading of the poems aims to show what they
yield to close scrutiny, and to remove misconceptions.

Michael Kirkham is Professor Emeritus at the University of Toronto.
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Identity Parades: Northern Irish Culture and Dissident Subjects
Kirkland, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236368
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2002

Identity Parades investigates of the role and importance of identity politics in 
modern Northern Irish society. Through a discussion of the kinds of texts that are
often overlooked in analyses of culture in the North - such as film, biography, 
popular fiction and travel writing - the book charts the rise of identity as an 
increasingly popular way of defining individual and communal affiliation and 
considers its importance within Northern Irish political discourse as a whole.

Richard Kirkland is a lecturer in the English Department at King's College, 
London. His previous books include Dissident Subjects, also published by 
Liverpool University Press.
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Disrupting Disruption: The Steady Work of Transforming Schools
Kirp, David / Wechsler, Marjorie / Gardner, Madelyn / Ali, Titilayo Tinubu
Oxford University Press .
9780197652008
152 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2022

In Disrupting Disruption, David Kirp and his coauthors look closely at three 
school districts in Oklahoma, New Jersey, and Virginia that have overcome the 
fragmentation, isolation, and lost learning opportunities of the public school 
system. They tell three compelling stories, buttressed by solid research, of how 
seemingly ordinary school districts, where White students don't constitute a 
majority and many students come from low-income families, have dramatically 
boosted graduation rates and closed the opportunity gap. As they show, every 
school system can and should do as well through steady work, setting high 
expectations, and weaving a safety net of supports for each student.

David Kirp is a Professor of the University and Professor Emeritus of Public 
Policy at the University of California at Berkeley. Marjorie Wechsler is the 
Principal Research Manager and co-lead of the Educator Quality team at the 
Learning Policy Institute. She has more than 25 years of experience conducting
policy research at the national, state, and local levels. Madelyn Gardner is a 
doctoral student studying Human Development, Learning, and Teaching at 
Harvard University. Titilayo Tinubu Ali is a partner at Bellwether Education 
Partners and adjunct professor at Georgetown University McCourt School of 
Public Policy.
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Joyce's Ulysses: Philosophical Perspectives
Kitcher, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190842253
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/9/2020

Though James Joyce was steeped in philosophy and humanism, he has 
received too little attention from contemporary philosophers in comparison to 
many of the other titans of modernist fiction. This book probes the possibilities for
thinking philosophically about Joyce's masterpiece, Ulysses, presenting readings
by renowned scholars such David Hills, Garry L. Hagberg, Vicki Mahaffey, 
Martha C. Nussbaum, Sam Slote, Wendy J. Truran, and Philip Kitcher.

Philip Kitcher is John Dewey Professor of Philosophy at Columbia.
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The Main Enterprise of the World: Rethinking Education
Kitcher, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190928971
440 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 11/23/2021
WALTER STRAUSS LECTURE HUMANITIES SERIES

Philip Kitcher's The Main Enterprise of the World offers a sweeping vision of the
goals of education. Kitcher considers the ways in which schools and universities
should advance their goals, explores the social changes required to make high-
quality education available to all, and argues that these reforms are economically
sustainable. Drawing on figures like Dewey, Mill, Atkinson, and others who have
written deeply on education, both in theory and in practice, Kitcher's erudite yet 
accessible volume--the inaugural volume in the Walter A. Strauss Lectures in the
Humanities series--offers an extensive reconsideration of how we might change
our educational institutions to respond not just to the 21st century economy, but 
to the deeper need for lifelong human flourishing.

Philip Kitcher was born in 1947 in London (U.K.). He received his B.A. from 
Cambridge University and his Ph.D. from Princeton.
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What's the Use of Philosophy?
Kitcher, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197657249
208 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2022

What's the use of philosophy? Many a philosopher has been asked this question
- in either a skeptical or curious tone of voice. Philip Kitcher here aims to grapple
with this perhaps most important philosophical question: what the point of 
philosophy is, and what it should and can be. This short manifesto by an eminent
figure should attract wide attention in its urgent and sweeping call for reform.

Philip Kitcher has taught for nearly half a century at several American 
Universities, most recently at Columbia University in the City of New York. His 
work has been honored with a number of awards, including the Rescher Medal 
for systematic philosophy, and the Hempel Award for lifetime achievement in the
Philosophy of Science. He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, a Member of the American Philosophical Society, a Fellow of the 
British Academy, and an Honorary Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge.
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Moral Progress
Kitcher, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197549155
200 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/9/2021
Munich Lectures in Ethics

This inaugural volume in the Munich Lectures in Ethics series presents lectures 
by noted philosopher Philip Kitcher.  In these lectures, Kitcher develops further 
the pragmatist approach to moral philosophy, begun in his book The Ethical 
Project.  He uses three historical examples of moral progress-the abolition of 
chattel slavery, the expansion of opportunities for women, and the increasing 
acceptance of same-sex love-to propose methods for moral inquiry.  In his 
recommended methodology, Kitcher sees moral progress, for individuals and for
societies, through collective discussions that become more inclusive, better 
informed, and involve participants more inclined to engage with the perspectives
of others and aim at actions tolerable by all.

Philip Kitcher is the John Dewey Professor of Philosophy emeritus at Columbia 
University.
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Learning from My Daughter: The Value and Care of Disabled Minds
Kittay, Eva Feder
Oxford University Press .
9780190844608
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2019

Through personal narrative and philosophical argumentation, Eva Feder Kittay 
relates how raising a multiply-disabled daughter has altered her views on what 
matters and gives meaning in life. She explores such difficult topics as the desire
for normalcy, reproductive technology's promise that we can choose our children,
the importance of care, and the need for an ethic of care.

Eva Feder Kittay was Professor of Philosophy at Stony Brook University for over
35 years.
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Martyrdom, Self-Sacrifice, and Self-Immolation: Religious Perspectives on 
Suicide
Kitts, Margo
Oxford University Press .
9780190656492
360 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

In this volume, renowned scholars bring their literary and historical expertise to 
bear on the contested issue of religiously sanctioned suicide. Three examine 
contemporary movements with disputed classical roots, while eleven look at 
classical religious literatures which variously laud and disparage figures who 
invite self-harm to the point of death. Overall, the volume offers an important 
scholarly corrective to the axiom that religious traditions simply and always 
embrace life at any cost.

Margo Kitts is Professor and Coordinator of Religious Studies and East-West 
Classical Studies at Hawai'i Pacific University.
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The Despot's Accomplice: How the West is Aiding and Abetting the Decline of 
Democracy
Klaas, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780190903237
256 pages
paperback
$19.5
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
Studies in Popular Culture

For the first time since the end of the Cold War, the world is steadily becoming 
less democratic. The true culprits are dictators and counterfeit democrats. But, 
argues Klaas, the West is also an accomplice, inadvertently assaulting pro-
democracy forces abroad as governments in Washington, London and Brussels
chase pyrrhic short-term economic and security victories. Friendly fire from 
Western democracies against democracy abroad is too high a price to pay for a
myopic foreign policy that is ultimately making the world less prosperous, stable
and democratic.

Brian Klaas is a Fellow in Comparative Politics at the London School of 
Economics.
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More than Meets the Eye: What Blindness Brings to Art
Kleege, Georgina
Oxford University Press .
9780190604363
176 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2018

Puts theoretical treatments of blindness in dialogue with actual blind people: 
writers, scholars, scientists, and artists. Introduces previously unknown blind and
visually impaired artists. Combines cultural critique with autobiographical 
essayistic inquiry

Georgina Kleege is Lecturer in English at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Her previous books include Blind Rage: Letters to Helen Keller (2006) and Sight
Unseen (1999).
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Unbounded Wholeness
Klein, Anne Carolyn and Rinpoche, Geshe Tenzin Wangyal
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199474615
424 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2016

Dzogchen, meaning "great perfection" in Tibetan, is an advanced practice 
associated particularly with Bon, the native religion of Tibet, and the Nyingma 
School of Tibetan Buddhism. Both these traditions describe their teaching as 
comprising 'nine Ways' or paths of practice leading to enlightenment or 
realization, and in both classifications, Dzogchen is the ninth and highest Way.
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Invisible Men: The Secret Lives of Police Constables in Liverpool, Manchester 
and Birmingham, 1900-1939
Klein, Joanne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312366
334 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2010

This book provides a comprehensive study of English police constables walking 
the beat in the early part of the twentieth century. Joanne Klein has mined a rich
seam of archival evidence to present a fascinating insight into the everyday lives
of these working-class men.

Joanne Klein is Associate Professor of History at Boise State University, Boise, 
Idaho.
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Lives in Common: Arabs and Jews in Jerusalem, Jaffa and Hebron
Klein, Menachem
Oxford University Press .
9780199396269
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2014

Most books dealing with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict see events through the 
eyes of policy-makers, generals or diplomats. Menachem Klein offers an 
illuminating alternative by telling the intertwined histories, from street level 
upwards, of three cities-Jerusalem, Jaffa, and Hebron-and their intermingled 
Jewish, Muslim and Christian inhabitants, from the nineteenth century to the 
present.

Menachem Klein teaches in the Department of Political Science, Bar-Ilan 
University, Israel.
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The Shift: Israel-Palestine from Border Struggle to Ethnic Conflict
Klein, Menachem
Oxford University Press .
9780199327232
144 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/22/2010

The size and intensity of the Israeli army's operations since 2000 as well as the 
unprecedented scale of settlement construction brought about a qualitative 
change in the relationship between Palestinians and Israelis, altering it, Klein 
argues, from a border conflict to an ethnic struggle, pure and simple. Jewish 
Israel has now established its ethno-security regime over the whole area, from 
Jordan to the Mediterranean, a process that was accelerated and facilitated by 
election results in Israel, the United States and the Palestinian Authority.

Menachem Klein is a senior lecturer in the Department of Political Science at 
Bar-Ilan University, Israel.
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Domestic Abuse, Child Custody, and Visitation: Winning in Family Court
Kleinman, Toby G. and Pollack, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190641573
208 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/30/2017

When domestic abuse and children are involved, divorce and custody can be the
epitome of high-stakes conflict and frustration and all too frequently protective 
parents lose custody of their child to a named abuser. Domestic Abuse, Child 
Custody, and Visitation helps mental health professionals, attorneys, and lay 
readers navigate the judicial process so that decisions are truly made in the best
interest of children.

Toby Kleinman, JD, is a New Jersey attorney and a partner in the law firm of 
Adler & Kleinman. Daniel Pollack, JD, MSW, is Professor in the School of Social
Work at Yeshiva University.
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Post-Migratory Cultures in Postcolonial France
Kleppinger, Kathryn and Reeck, Laura (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855830
296 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Francophone Postcolonial Studies LUP

Post-Migratory Cultures in Postcolonial France offers a critical assessment of the
ways in which French writers, filmmakers, musicians and other artists descended
from immigrants from former colonial territories bring their specificity to bear on 
the bounds and applicability of French republicanism, Frenchness and national 
identity, and contemporary cultural production in France.

Kathryn A. Kleppinger is Assistant Professor of French and Francophone Studies
at The George Washington University. Laura Reeck is Professor of French and 
International Studies at Allegheny College.
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The Musician's Way: A Guide to Practice, Performance, and Wellness
Klickstein, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780195343137
360 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2009
51 photos; 58 music ex.

In The Musician's Way, veteran performer and educator Gerald Klickstein 
combines the latest research with his 30 years of professional experience to 
provide aspiring musicians with a roadmap to artistic excellence.

Gerald Klickstein is a veteran performer and educator with more than 30 years of
experience on the concert stage and in higher education.
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Mathematical Thought From Ancient to Modern Times, Volume 1
Kline, Morris
Oxford University Press .
9780195061352
432 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/1/1990

This comprehensive history traces the development of mathematical ideas and 
the careers of the mathematicians responsible for them.

Morris Kline is Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus, at the Courant Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences, New York University, where he directed the Division of 
Electromagnetic Research for twenty years.
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Mathematical Thought From Ancient to Modern Times, Volume 2
Kline, Morris
Oxford University Press .
9780195061369
480 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/1990

This comprehensive history traces the development of mathematical ideas and 
the careers of the men responsible for them.

Morris Kline is Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus, at the Courant Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences, New York University, where he directed the Division of 
Electromagnetic Research for twenty years.
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Mathematical Thought From Ancient to Modern Times, Volume 3
Kline, Morris
Oxford University Press .
9780195061376
448 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 3/1/1990

Now available in a new three-volume paperback edition, Morris Kline's 
monumental work presents the major creations in mathematics from its 
beginnings in Babylonia and Egypt through the first few decades of the twentieth
century.

Morris Kline is Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus, at the Courant Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences, New York University, where he directed the Division of 
Electromagnetic Research for twenty years.
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Mathematics: The Loss of Certainty
Kline, Morris
Oxford University Press .
9780195030853
384 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/17/1982

This work stresses the illogical manner in which mathematics has developed, the
question of applied mathematics as against 'pure' mathematics, and the 
challenges to the consistency of mathematics' logical structure that have 
occurred in the twentieth century.

Morris Kline is Professor Emeritus at the Courant Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences, New York University.
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Coming Home: How Midwives Changed Birth
Kline, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780190232511
264 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/16/2019
25 hts

Coming Home tells the story of how a significant number of parents in postwar 
America opted out of the standardized medicated hospital birth and recast home
birth as a legitimate and desirable choice.

Wendy Kline is professor and Dema G. Seelye Chair in the History of Medicine in
the Department of History at Purdue University.
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Coming Home: How Midwives Changed Birth
Kline, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780197563380
264 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
25 hts

Coming Home tells the story of how a significant number of parents in postwar 
America opted out of the standardized medicated hospital birth and recast home
birth as a legitimate and desirable choice.

Wendy Kline is professor and Dema G. Seelye Chair in the History of Medicine in
the Department of History at Purdue University.
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The Bible in History: How the Texts Have Shaped the Times
Kling, David W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197525364
464 pages
hardcover
$125
Pub Date: 1/3/2023

The Bible in History traces the fascinating story of how specific biblical texts have
at different times emerged to be the inspiration of movements that have changed
the course of history. In this revised and expanded second edition, David W. 
Kling adds two new chapters, one on the iconic Great Commission text of 
missionary motivation in the modern period, the other on the divisive and 
ongoing issue of the Bible and male homosexuality.

David W. Kling is a Professor in the Department of Religious Studies at the 
University of Miami. He is the author of A History of Christian Conversion 
(Oxford, 2020).
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The Bible in History: How the Texts Have Shaped the Times
Kling, David W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197669075
488 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023

The Bible in History traces the fascinating story of how specific biblical texts have
at different times emerged to be the inspiration of movements that have changed
the course of history. In this revised and expanded second edition, David W. 
Kling adds two new chapters, one on the iconic Great Commission text of 
missionary motivation in the modern period, the other on the divisive and 
ongoing issue of the Bible and male homosexuality.

David W. Kling is a Professor in the Department of Religious Studies at the 
University of Miami. He is the author of A History of Christian Conversion 
(Oxford, 2020).
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Tito's Secret Empire: How the Maharaja of the Balkans  Fooled the World
Klinger, William and Kuljis, Denis
Oxford University Press .
9780197572429
352 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021

This new biography situates Tito as an international revolutionary leader, 
suggesting his power and ambition were much wider than has previously been 
understood.

The late William Klinger was a historian of the Balkans; he died in 2015. Denis 
Kuljis was a renowned liberal Croatian journalist. With his partners, he founded
Media Press, a company that launched the influential independent political 
weekly Globus. He died in August 2019.
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Caesarius of Arles: Life, Testament, Letters
Klingshirn, William E.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233688
480 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/5/1994

Caesarius was born in 469/70 and served as Bishop of Arles from 502 until his 
death in 542. Originally trained as a monk at Lérins, he devoted himself as 
Bishop to an ambitious programme of church reform and Christianization inspired
by strict monastic standards of piety.
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The Culture and Development Manifesto
Klitgaard, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197517741
240 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2020

With fascinating examples from around the world, this inspiring manifesto shows
how to account for cultural diversity in reshaping economic and political 
development.  Around the world, the realities of underdevelopment are harsh and
galling, and current strategies are not working well enough or quickly enough.  
One reason, Robert Klitgaard argues in this pathbreaking book, is that the 
strategies don't take cultural diversity into account.  Gently but firmly, he shows 
how and why anthropology and cultural studies have not been effectively applied.

Robert Klitgaard is a University Professor at Claremont Graduate University, in 
California.
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Am I My Genes?: Confronting Fate and Family Secrets in the Age of Genetic 
Testing
Klitzman, Robert L.
Oxford University Press .
9780199837168
376 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

In the fifty years since DNA was discovered, we have seen extraordinary 
advances. For example, genetic testing has rapidly improved the diagnosis and 
treatment of diseases such as Huntington's, cystic fibrosis, breast cancer, and 
Alzheimer's. But with this new knowledge comes difficult decisions for countless
people, who wrestle with fear about whether to get tested, and if so, what to do 
with the results. Am I My Genes? shows how real individuals have confronted 
these issues in their daily lives.

Robert Klitzman, MD, is a Professor of Clinical Psychiatry in the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons and the Joseph Mailman School of Public Health, and 
the Director of the Masters of Bioethics Program at Columbia University.
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The Ethics Police?: The Struggle to Make Human Research Safe
Klitzman, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780199364602
432 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/13/2015

Research on human beings saves countless lives, but has at times harmed the 
participants. To what degree then should government regulate science, and 
how?

Robert Klitzman, MD, is a Professor of Clinical Psychiatry in the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons and the Joseph Mailman School of Public Health, and 
the Director of the Masters of Bioethics Program at Columbia University.
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When Doctors Become Patients
Klitzman, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195327670

hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2007

The psychiatrist Robert Klitzman here weaves together gripping first-person 
accounts of the experience of doctors who fall ill and see the other side of the 
coin, as a patient.

Robert Klitzman, MD, is a Professor of Clinical Psychiatry in the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons and the Joseph Mailman School of Public Health, and 
the Director of the Masters of Bioethics Program at Columbia University.
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The Best Beloved Thing is Justice: The Life of Dorothy Wright Nelson
Kloppenberg, Lisa
Oxford University Press .
9780197608579
216 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2022

Dorothy Wright Nelson was a prominent federal judge on the level just below the
U. S. Supreme Court for over 40 years. Although women had few opportunities in
law when she graduated, she became one of the first female law professors and
deans. The book offers an in-depth look at her life and her rise as a national 
expert in what is now the major field of alternative dispute resolution or conflict 
resolution.

Lisa Kloppenberg serves as Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs at 
Santa Clara University, a Jesuit and Catholic university in Silicon Valley.
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The Transformation of American Liberalism
Klosko, George
Oxford University Press .
9780199973415
304 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 6/30/2017

In The Transformation of American Liberalism, George Klosko explores how 
American political leaders have justified social welfare programs since the 1930s,
ultimately showing how their arguments have contributed to notably ungenerous
programs.

George Klosko is the Henry L. and Grace Doherty Professor of Politics at the 
University of Virginia.
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Dave Brubeck and the Performance of Whiteness
Klotz, Kelsey
Oxford University Press .
9780197525074
312 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2023
15 photographs and archival images

In Dave Brubeck and the Performance of Whiteness, author Kelsey Klotz 
considers how Dave Brubeck, a pivotal jazz musician and public figure, 
represents manifestations of whiteness in mid-century America.

Kelsey Klotz is Lecturer in the Department of Music at the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte. Her research focuses on jazz, race, identity, and privilege.
Her articles have appeared in Daedalus, the American Studies Journal, Jazz 
Perspectives, and the Journal of Jazz Studies. She holds a BA in Music (piano) 
from Truman State University and a PhD in musicology from Washington 
University in St. Louis.
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Pleasing Everyone: Mass Entertainment in Renaissance London and Golden-
Age Hollywood
Knapp, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780190935924
312 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2018

Shakespeare's plays were immensely popular in their own day -- so why do we 
refuse to think of them as mass entertainment? In Pleasing Everyone, author 
Jeffrey Knapp opens our eyes to the uncanny resemblance between 
Renaissance drama and the incontrovertibly mass medium of Golden-Age 
Hollywood cinema.

Jeffrey Knapp is the Eggers Professor of English at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Histories of the Musical: An Oxford Handbook of the American Musical, Volume
1
Knapp, Raymond / Morris, Mitchell / Wolf, Stacy
Oxford University Press .
9780190877767
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2018
Oxford Handbooks

The chapters gathered in this book, Volume I of the reissued Oxford Handbook,
explore the American musical from both the outside and the inside.

Raymond Knapp is Professor of Musicology at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. Mitchell Morris is Associate Professor of Musicology at the University of
California, Los Angeles. Stacy Wolf is Professor in the Program in Theater and 
Director of the Princeton Atelier in the Lewis Center for the Arts at Princeton 
University.
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Identities and Audiences in the Musical: An Oxford Handbook of the American 
Musical, Volume 3
Knapp, Raymond / Morris, Mitchell / Wolf, Stacy
Oxford University Press .
9780190877798
264 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/28/2018
Oxford Handbooks Series

Issues of identity have always been central to the American musical in all its 
guises. Who appears in musicals, who or what they are meant to represent, and
how, over time, those representations have been understood and interpreted, 
provide the very basis for our engagement with the genre. In this third volume of 
the reissued Oxford Handbook of the American Musical, chapters focus on race,
ethnicity, gender, and sexuality, regional vs. national identity, and the cultural 
and class significance of the musical itself.

Raymond Knapp is Professor of Musicology at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. Mitchell Morris is Associate Professor of Musicology at the University of
California, Los Angeles. Stacy Wolf is Professor in the Program in Theater and 
Director of the Princeton Atelier in the Lewis Center for the Arts at Princeton 
University.Discount:
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Media and Performance in the Musical: An Oxford Handbook of the American 
Musical, Volume 2
Knapp, Raymond / Morris, Mitchell / Wolf, Stacy
Oxford University Press .
9780190877828
336 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2018
Oxford Handbooks

The chapters gathered in this book, Volume II of the reissued Oxford Handbook,
explore the American musical from the various media in which musicals have 
been created to the different components of a musical and the people who do the
work to bring a musical to life.

Raymond Knapp is Professor of Musicology at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. Mitchell Morris is Associate Professor of Musicology at the University of
California, Los Angeles. Stacy Wolf is Professor in the Program in Theater and 
Director of the Princeton Atelier in the Lewis Center for the Arts at Princeton 
University.
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She Preached the Word: Women's Ordination in Modern America
Knoll, Benjamin R. and Bolin, Cammie Jo
Oxford University Press .
9780190882365
288 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2018

Sales and Distribution Management is a composite and comprehensive textbook
specially designed to meet the requirements of MBA students specializing in 
marketing.

Benjamin R. Knoll is the John Marshall Harlan Associate Professor of Politics at
Centre College in Danville, Kentucky. Cammie Jo Bolin is a Ph.D. student in 
political science at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.
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'And I Quote...': A History of Using Other People's Words
Knowles, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780198766759
256 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 11/27/2018

Quotations are an essential part of the fabric of the language. In And I quote, 
Elizabeth Knowles draws on her experience editing the Oxford Dictionary of 
Quotations and employs a wide repertoire of examples, ranging from the 
classical canon to contemporary popular culture, to illuminate just how and why
we quote.

Elizabeth Knowles began her lexicographical career as a library researcher for A
Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary. She worked on the 4th edition of 
the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (1993) and has edited the 5th, 6th, 7th, 
and (current) 8th editions of the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (1999, 2004, 
2009, 2014).
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Culture, Tourism and Development: The Case of Ireland
Kockel, Ullrich (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233695
480 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/12/1994

This interdisciplinary volume brings together sixteen original papers on the 
development of tourism in Ireland, and especially its cultural and environmental 
implications, since the 1970s.

Ullrich Kockel is currently Professor of Ethnology, University of Ulster, UK.
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Landscape, Heritage and Identity: Case Studies in Irish Ethnography
Kockel, Ullrich (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235002
272 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/9/1995
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

This book presents a cross-section of contemporary ethnographic research on 
Ireland, ranging from the more traditional concerns of ethnography with rural 
communities and their heritage to the more recent interest in political culture and
socio-economic development. It includes particularly valuable contributions on 
topics which have to date received little ethnographic attention, such as 
immigration to the West of Ireland, or the commodification of heritage, and 
covers both parts of the island.

Ullrich Kockel is currently Professor of Ethnology, University of Ulster, UK.
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Borderline Cases: The Ethnic Frontiers of European Integration
Kockel, Ullrich
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235200
368 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/2000
Liverpool Studies in European Regional Cultures

This book considers ethnic boundaries in the context of European integration 
from the perspective of European ethnology.

Ullrich Kockel is currently Professor of Ethnology, University of Ulster, UK.
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Citizens and the State in Authoritarian Regimes: Comparing China and Russia
Koesel, Karrie / Bunce, Valerie / Weiss, Jessica (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190093495
344 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/6/2020

The revival of authoritarianism is one of the most important forces reshaping 
world politics today. However, not all authoritarians are the same. To examine 
both resurgence and variation in authoritarian rule, Karrie J. Koesel, Valerie J. 
Bunce, and Jessica Chen Weiss gather a leading cast of scholars to compare 
the most powerful autocracies in global politics today: Russia and China.

Karrie J. Koesel is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Notre Dame. Valerie J. Bunce is the Aaron Binenkorb Professor Emerita of 
Government at Cornell University.
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The Trump Administration and International Law
Koh, Harold Hongju
Oxford University Press .
9780190912185
232 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2018

Will Donald trump international law? Since Trump's Administration took office, 
this question has haunted almost every issue area of international law.

Harold Hongju Koh is Sterling Professor of International Law, former Dean (2004
-09) and co-founder of the Rule of Law Clinic at Yale Law School, where he has 
taught since 1985.
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Imperialism and the Developing World: How Britain and the United States 
Shaped the Global Periphery
Kohli, Atul
Oxford University Press .
9780190069629
560 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2020

How did Western imperialism shape the developing world? Atul Kohli tackles that
question by analyzing British and American influence on Asia, Africa, the Middle
East and Latin America from the age of the British East India Company to the 
most recent U. S. war in Iraq. He argues that both Britain and the U. S. expanded
to enhance their national economic prosperity, and shows how Anglo-American 
expansionism hurt the economic development in poor parts of the world.  
Systematically compares British and American imperialism over more than two 
centuries.

Atul Kohli is the David K. E. Bruce Professor of International Affairs at Princeton
University.
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Imperialism and the Developing World: How Britain and the United States 
Shaped the Global Periphery
Kohli, Atul
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197529577
560 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2020

How did Western imperialism shape the developing world? In Imperialism and 
the Developing World, Atul Kohli tackles this question by analyzing British and 
American influence on Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America from the
age of the British East India Company to the most recent U.S. war in Iraq.

Atul Kohli is the David K.E. Bruce Professor of International Affairs at Princeton
University. He is the author of several books, including Poverty amid Plenty in 
the New India, which was a Foreign Affairs Best Book of 2012 on Asia and the 
Pacific, and State-Directed Development, winner of the 2005 Charles Levine 
Award of the International Political Science Association. He served as the chief 
editor of the journal World Politics from 2006-13 and was Vice President of the 
American Political Science Association during 2009-10.
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The Daode Jing: A Guide
Kohn, Livia
Oxford University Press .
9780190689827
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2019
Guides to Sacred Texts Series

This guide provides an overview of the text, presenting its historical unfolding, its
major concepts, and its contemporary use. It also gives some indication of its 
essence by citing relevant passages and linking them to the religious practices of
traditional Daoism.

Livia Kohn is professor emerita of religion and East Asian studies at Boston 
University and now lives in Florida.
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Eyes Wide Shut: Stanley Kubrick and the Making of His Final Film
Kolker, Robert P. and Abrams, Nathan
Oxford University Press .
9780190678036
248 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/5/2019

From inception to reception and afterlife, Eyes Wide Shut traces the details of the
origins and production of Stanley Kubrick's last film. It is based on extensive 
archival research and over twenty new interviews.

Robert P. Kolker, Professor Emeritus, University of Maryland, taught cinema 
studies for almost 50 years. Nathan Abrams is Professor in Film at Bangor 
University in Wales.
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Radiant Emptiness: Three Seminal Works by the Golden Pandita Shakya 
Chokden
Komarovski, Yaroslav
Oxford University Press .
9780197551844
528 pages
hardcover
$99
Pub Date: 6/16/2020

In Radiant Emptiness, Yaroslav Komarovski offers an annotated translation of 
three seminal works on the nature and relationship of the Yogacara and 
Madhyamaka schools of Buddhist thought, by Serdok Penchen Shakya Chokden
(1428-1507).

Yaroslav Komarovski (PhD University of Virginia, 2007) is Associate Professor of
Religious Studies at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He is the author of 
Tibetan Buddhism and Mystical Experience (OUP 2015).
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Many Black Women of this Fortress: Graca, Monica and Adwoa, Three Enslaved
Women of Portugal's African Empire
Konadu, Kwasi
Oxford University Press .
9781787386976
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

A haunting triple biography of women whose lives were indelibly shaped by 
slavery, race and the Inquisition.

Kwasi Konadu is John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Endowed Chair and 
Professor at Colgate University.
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Journalism Without Profit: Making News When the Market Fails
Konieczna, Magda
Oxford University Press .
9780190641900
264 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/20/2018

The last decade has witnessed a dramatic decline in the presence and influence
of legacy news organizations. This decline has led to tremendous growth in news
startups, which have attempted to fill the gap left by their legacy counterparts by
producing the quality public service journalism upon which the health of U. S. 
democracy depends. If legacy news organizations, with their existing 
infrastructure, are failing, can these startups do any better?

Magda Konieczna is an assistant professor of journalism at Temple University in
Philadelphia.
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In the Orbit of Love: Affection in Ancient Greece and Rome
Konstan, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190887872
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/16/2018

This book is about love in the classical world - not erotic passion but the kind of 
love that binds together intimate members of a family and very close friends, but
which may also be extended to include a wider range of individuals for whom we
care deeply.

David Konstan is Professor of Classics at New York University.
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On Site: Methods for Site-Specific Performance Creation
Koplowitz, Stephan
Oxford University Press .
9780197515242
344 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2022
Halftones: 50 b&w, 10 line drawings

On Site is a practical guide to creating site-specific dance performance work. 
Written by experienced artist Stephan Koplowitz, the book guides everyone from
beginners to experienced creators through the work of performing on site.

Stephan Koplowitz is an award-winning director/ choreographer/media artist 
working on stage, film, and site.
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Untapped Power: Leveraging Diversity and Inclusion for Conflict and 
Development
Koppell, Carla
Oxford University Press .
9780197611616
576 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2022

The global #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter movements as well as the push for 
LGBTQ+ rights are all emblematic of a growing interest in and focus on how to 
better embrace and capitalize on diversity. Yet these social movements exist 
alongside renewed efforts to constrain minority rights and stem immigration 
around the world. In Untapped Power, Carla Koppell has assembled a leading 
group of scholars, policy makers, researchers, and activists to provide a 
comprehensive overview for understanding and navigating these countervailing 
forces, so that we can build a more peaceful and inclusive world.

Carla Koppell has worked in every region of the world to advance global 
development and build peace. Currently, she is with Georgetown University.
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Gay Rights vs. Religious Liberty?: The Unnecessary Conflict
Koppelman, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780197500989
208 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

Should religious people who conscientiously object to facilitating same-sex 
weddings, and who therefore decline to provide cakes, photography, or other 
services, be exempted from antidiscrimination laws? This book clearly and 
empathetically engages with both sides of the debate.

Andrew Koppelman is John Paul Stevens Professor of Law, Professor (by 
courtesy) of Political Science, and Philosophy Department Affiliated Faculty at 
Northwestern University.
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12 Monkeys
Kord, Susanne
Oxford University Press .
9781999334000
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/20/2019
Constellations

Terry Gilliam's 12 Monkeys (1995) was a commercial and critical success, but it 
is Gilliam's least understood film, even on the basic plot level.  This volume in the
Constellations series examines Gilliam's film-and briefly the TV series based on 
it-in the context of post-apocalypse movies and with an eye to the film's major 
themes, including mental illness, conspiracy theories, the impossibility of human
closeness, and the nature of reality.

Susanne Kord is a professor at University College London. She is the author of 
ten books (four about film) and has received six major awards for her writing.
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Scientific Epistemology: An Introduction
Kornblith, Hilary
Oxford University Press .
9780197609569
184 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/26/2021

The theory of knowledge has traditionally been pursued in ways which fail to 
draw on the resources of the sciences. This book takes a different approach. It 
offers a theory of knowledge which is informed by scientific work, and it shows 
how this approach can illuminate a variety of traditional philosophical questions 
about the nature and possibility of knowledge. Designed for the non-specialist, 
this book offers an introduction to the theory of knowledge which draws the 
reader in to philosophical issues about perception, inference, bias, and 
argumentation by way of a wide range of interesting examples highlighting the 
strengths and shortcomings of the many ways in which we acquire our beliefs.

Hilary Kornblith is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Eavesdropping on the Emperor: Interrogators and Codebreakers in Britain's War
With Japan
Kornicki, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197602805
376 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
44 pp b&w illus .

The forgotten history of Britain's least likely war heroes: men and women with a 
talent for languages, who cracked Japanese codes and interrogated Hirohito's 
soldiers.

Peter Kornicki is Emeritus Professor of Japanese at the University of Cambridge
and a fellow of the British Academy.
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Fellow Creatures: Our Obligations to Other Animals
Korsgaard, Christine M.
Oxford University Press .
9780198854876
272 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

Christine M. Korsgaard presents a compelling new view of humans' moral 
relationships to the other animals.

Christine M. Korsgaard is Arthur Kingsley Porter Professor of Philosophy at 
Harvard University, where she has taught since 1991. She is a fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a Corresponding Fellow of the 
British Academy in 2015.
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Race Brokers: Housing Markets and Segregation in 21st Century Urban America
Korver-Glenn, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780190063870
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2021
9 b&w halftones; 1 b&w line drawing; 6 tables  illustrations

Race Brokers shows how housing market professionals contribute to unequal 
housing opportunities, neighborhood inequality and racial segregation through 
racist practices. The book tracks how professionals broker racism across the 
housing exchange process--from the home's construction, to real estate 
brokerage, mortgage lending, home appraisals, and the home sale closing.

Elizabeth Korver-Glenn is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of 
New Mexico.
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News Nerds: Institutional Change in Journalism
Kosterich, Allie
Oxford University Press .
9780197500361
192 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES.

The content of news has not changed much over the last century--politicians, 
celebrities, wars, crime, and sports dominate past and present headlines. Yet, 
the ways in which journalists both gather and disseminate information have been
turned on their head. News Nerds explores how technological, economic, and 
societal changes are impacting the institutionalized profession of journalism. Allie
Kosterich draws on a mixed-methods research design that blends interviews, 
social network analysis of LinkedIn data, job postings, and industry publications 
to make sense of how skills and practices become entrenched throughout the 
news industry. Taken together, these data reveal the ways in which the 
profession is evolving to incorporate new technological skillsets and new routines
of production.

Allie Kosterich is an Assistant Professor of Communications and Media 
Management at the Gabelli School of Business at Fordham University, and a 
fellow with the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University. She 
researches transformation in media industries.
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Exploring Classical Mechanics: A Collection of 350+ Solved Problems for 
Students, Lecturers, and Researchers - Second Revised and Enlarged English 
Edition
Kotkin, G. L. and Serbo, V. G.
Oxford University Press .
9780198853794
400 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/10/2020

This widely used text teaches analytical mechanics, the first chapter in the study
of theoretical physics. Its methods and ideas are crucially important as they form
the basis of all other branches of theoretical physics including quantum 
mechanics, statistical physics, and field theory.

Gleb L. Kotkin graduated from the Physics Department of Moscow State 
University in 1958. Since 1962, he has taught at Novosibirsk State University, 
where he is currently a full professor and Chair of Theoretical Physics. Valeriy G.
Serbo graduated from the Physics Department of Leningrad State University in 
1962. Since 1965, he has taught at Novosibirsk State University, where he is 
currently a full professor and Chair of Theoretical Physics.
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Myths, Misconceptions, and Invalid Assumptions About Counseling and 
Psychotherapy
Kottler, Jeffrey and Balkin, Richard S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190090692
288 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

There are certain assumptions about the practice of counseling that are accepted
as truths, beliefs that are so pervasive that they remain unchallenged by almost 
all practitioners of all persuasions and approaches. In this book noted authors 
Jeffrey Kottler and Rick Balkin cover a wide range of myths, misconceptions, and
assumptions that have remained unchallenged or that have little research to 
support their efficacy.

Jeffrey A. Kottler, PhD, is Clinical Professor, Menninger Department of 
Psychiatry, Baylor College of Medicine. Richard Balkin, PhD, Professor, 
Department of Leadership and Counselor Education, University of Mississippi.
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Dancing the World Smaller: Staging Globalism in Mid-Century America
Kowal, Rebekah J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190265328
296 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/10/2019
Oxford Studies in Dance Theory.

Dancing the World Smaller examines international dance performances in New 
York City in the 1940s as sites in which dance artists and audiences contested 
what it meant to practice globalism in mid-twentieth-century America. Debates 
over globalism in dance proxied larger cultural struggles over how to realize 
diversity while honoring difference.  Offers a new account of mid-century 
globalism looking through the lens of dance practices and performances. 
Uncovers a hidden history of globalism in American dance history and illuminates
the seminal role dance globalists played in its development. Provides a cultural 
history of mid-century New York City looking through the lens of international 
dance performances.  Investigates the role of international dance in the formation
of American dance modernism

Rebekah J. Kowal is Associate Professor of Dance at The University of Iowa.
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A Living Work of Art: The Life and Science of Hendrik Antoon Lorentz
Kox, A. J. and Schatz, H. F.
Oxford University Press .
9780198870500
304 pages
hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 4/12/2021
16 pages of b/w photographs  illustrations

This biography describes the life of Lorentz, from his early childhood, as the son
of a market gardener in the provincial town of Arnhem, to his death, as a 
towering figure in physics and in international scientific cooperation, and as a 
trailblazer for Einstein's relativity theory.

Anne J. Kox was trained as a theoretical physicist and obtained a doctorate from
the University of Amsterdam. He is now Pieter Zeeman Professor of History of 
Physics, Emeritus at the University of Amsterdam. Henriette F. Schatz holds a 
Master's Degree in translation and interpretation from the University of 
Amsterdam and a Doctorate in Linguistics from Georgetown University, 
Washington DC. She has been active as an interpreter, translator, and editor 
since the early nineteen sixties.
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Outsiders: Why Difference is the Future of Civil Rights
Kramer, Zachary
Oxford University Press .
9780190682743
240 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/27/2019

Outsiders: Why Difference is the Future of Civil Rights seeks to change the way
we think about identity, equality, and discrimination. Rather than concentrating 
on groups, this ground-breaking book argues that the next wave of civil rights law
can change the course of history by focusing on the individual and arguing for 
the right to personality.

Zachary Kramer is Associate Dean of Faculty, Professor of Law, and Willard H. 
Pedrick Distinguished Research Scholar at the Sandra Day O'Connor College of
Law at Arizona State University.
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The Quality of Life: Aristotle Revised
Kraut, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198828846
272 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

The Quality of Life: Aristotle Revised presents a philosophical theory about the 
constituents of human well-being. The principal idea is that what Aristotle calls 
'external goods' - wealth, reputation, power - have at most an indirect bearing on
the quality of our lives.

Richard Kraut was educated at the University of Michigan and Princeton 
University. He has taught in the Philosophy Departments at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago, and Northwestern University, where he is Charles E. and 
Emma H. Morrison Professor in the Humanities.
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Recoding the Boys' Club: The Experiences and Future of Women in Political 
Technology
Kreiss, Daniel / Adams, Kirsten / Ciesielski, Jenni / Fernandez, Haley / 
Frauenfelder, Kate / Lowe, Brinley / Micchia, Gabrielle
Oxford University Press .
9780197535950
208 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

This book offers the first in-depth look at the employment patterns and work 
experiences of women working in political technology in the United States.

Daniel Kreiss is the Edgar Thomas Cato Distinguished Associate Professor in 
the Hussman School of Journalism and Media at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. Kirsten Adams is a Ph.D. candidate and Roy H. Park Fellow in the
Hussman School of Journalism and Media at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. Jenni Ciesielski is a graduate of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. Haley Fernandez is a graduate of the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. Kate Frauenfelder is a graduate of University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. Brinley Lowe attended The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, where she graduated with honors in journalism and political science. 
Gabrielle Micchia is a graduate of The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.
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Fighting Better: Constructive Conflicts in America
Kriesberg, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780197674802
344 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/20/2022

The people in the United States are experiencing an extreme degree of division,
political polarization, and civic disorder. In Fighting Better, Louis Kriesberg 
argues that the crises confronting the US presently are the result of changes in 
dynamics along three societal dimensions: class, status, and power. Those 
changes were brought about to a great degree by people waging conflicts 
constructively, destructively, or avoiding overt conflicts altogether. Assessing 
major domestic conflicts in the United States since 1945, Kriesberg evaluates 
how well conflicts were waged in terms of advancing justice, liberty, and equal 
opportunity for all Americans.

Louis Kriesberg is the Maxwell Professor Emeritus of Social Conflict Studies and
Professor Emeritus of Sociology at Syracuse University. He has published widely
on diverse areas of sociology and social conflicts, including the US-Soviet Cold
War, Israeli-Palestinian-Arab relations, non-governmental organizations, and 
social movements. His recent work focuses on constructive ways of fighting, 
conflict transformation, and conflict resolution methods. Kriesberg has been 
highly active in regional, national, and international associations of sociology, 
conflict resolution, and international peace, for which he has received numerous
awards. He was also the founding director of the Program on the Analysis and 
Resolution of Conflicts (PARC) at Syracuse University.
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Realizing Peace: A Constructive Conflict Approach
Kriesberg, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780190228675
416 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/30/2015

In this book, Louis Kriesberg, one of the major figures in the school of 
constructive conflict, looks at major foreign conflict episodes in which the United
States has been involved since the onset of the Cold War to analyze when 
American involvement in foreign conflicts has been relatively effective and 
beneficial and when it has not.

Louis Kriesberg is Maxwell Professor Emeritus of Social Conflict Studies and 
Professor Emeritus of Sociology at Syracuse University.
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Pleasure Center
Kringelbach, Morten L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195322859

hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 11/14/2008

In The Pleasure Center, Morten Kringelbach reveals that what we desire, what 
pleases us--in fact, our most base, animalistic tendencies--are actually very 
important sources of information.

Morten L. Kringelbach is a Senior Research Fellow at the Department of 
Psychiatry, University of Oxford, and a Professor at Aarhus University Denmark.
He is also an extraordinary JRF and College Lecturer at The Queen's College, 
University of Oxford.
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Reference and Existence: The John Locke Lectures
Kripke, Saul A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190660611
186 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018

Reference and Existence, Saul Kripke's John Locke Lectures for 1973, can be 
read as a sequel to his classic Naming and Necessity. It confronts important 
issues left open in that work -- among them, the semantics of proper names and
natural kind terms as they occur in fiction and in myth; negative existential 
statements; the ontology of fiction and myth (whether it is true that fictional 
characters like Hamlet, or mythical kinds like bandersnatches, might have 
existed).

Saul Kripke is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy and Computer Science at 
The Graduate Center, CUNY, and Professor Emeritus at Princeton University.
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The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy: Why Strategic Superiority Matters
Kroenig, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780197506585
280 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2020
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES

What kind of nuclear strategy and posture does the United States need to defend
itself and its allies? Contrary to conventional wisdom, this book explains why a 
robust nuclear posture, above and beyond a mere second-strike capability, 
contributes to a state's national security goals.

Matthew Kroenig is an Associate Professor in the Department of Government 
and the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University.
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The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy: Why Strategic Superiority Matters
Kroenig, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190849184
280 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/22/2018
Bridging the Gap

In The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy, Matthew Kroenig challenges the 
conventional wisdom and explains why a robust nuclear posture, above and 
beyond a mere second-strike capability, contributes to a state's national security
goals.

Matthew Kroenig is an Associate Professor in the Department of Government 
and the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University.
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The Return of Great Power Rivalry: Democracy versus Autocracy from the 
Ancient World to the U.S. and China
Kroenig, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780197621233
304 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2022

This book provides an innovative way of thinking about power in international 
politics and provides an optimistic assessment about the future of American 
global leadership.

Matthew Kroenig is an Associate Professor in the Department of Government 
and the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University.
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The Logic of Filtering: How Noise Shapes the Sound of Recorded Music
Kromhout, Melle Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780190070144
184 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 5/4/2021

The Logic of Filtering offers a media archaeological perspective on sound and 
music that develops a new analysis of the noise that technologies add to 
recorded sound. It shows that this noise is not a disturbance but a central 
characteristic of recorded music that shapes how listeners relate to it.

Melle Jan Kromhout is an independent scholar working on the intersection of 
musicology, sound studies, and media studies.
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Violence against Women in Politics
Krook, Mona Lena
Oxford University Press .
9780190088477
336 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

This book provides the first comprehensive account of violence against women in
politics. Tracing its emergence as a concept, Mona Lena Krook draws on 
research in multiple disciplines to theorize that this phenomenon is not simply a 
gendered extension of existing definitions of political violence privileging physical
aggressions against rivals.

Mona Lena Krook is Professor of Political Science and Chair of the Women and
Politics Ph.D. Program at Rutgers University. Since 2015, she has collaborated
with the National Democratic Institute on its #NotTheCost campaign to stop 
violence against women in politics.
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The Radical's Journey: How German Neo-Nazis Voyaged to the Edge and Back
Kruglanski, Arie W. / Webber, David / Koehler, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190851095
264 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

This volume offers a crucial examination of right-wing extremism, supported by 
detailed empirical analyses of right-wing militants' experiences within and outside
their organizations.

Arie W. Kruglanski is Distinguished University Professor of Psychology at the 
University of Maryland. David Webber is Assistant Professor at the L. Douglas 
Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. Daniel Koehler is co-founder of the first peer reviewed open access 
journal on deradicalization, JD Journal for Deradicalization, which he created 
together with the German Institute on Radicalization and De-Radicalization 
Studies (GIRDS).
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Dying to Be Normal: Gay Martyrs and the Transformation of American Sexual 
Politics
Krutzsch, Brett
Oxford University Press .
9780190685218
264 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2019

In Dying to Be Normal, Brett Krutzsch argues that gay activists memorialized 
people like Matthew Shepard as part of a political strategy to present gays as 
similar to the

Brett Krutzsch is Visiting Assistant Professor of Religion at Haverford College.
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The Mindful Elite: Mobilizing from the Inside Out
Kucinskas, Jaime
Oxford University Press .
9780190881818
248 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2018

Mindful meditation is now embraced in virtually all corners of society today, from
K-12 schools to Fortune 100 companies, and its virtues extolled by national and 
international media almost daily. It is thought to benefit our health and overall 
well-being, to counter stress, to help children pay attention, and to foster 
creativity, productivity and emotional intelligence.

Jaime Kucinskas is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Hamilton College. Her 
research focuses on spirituality, social change, and inequality.
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A Dictionary of Film Studies
Kuhn, Annette and Westwell, Guy
Oxford University Press .
9780198832096
576 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 7/12/2020
Oxford Quick Reference.

Covers all aspects of film studies, including film theory and criticism, national and
international cinemas, film history, film movements and genres, film industry 
practices, and key technical terms in over 500 detailed entries. Most entries also
feature recommendations for further reading and a large number also have web 
links.  Over 550 informative A to Z entries detailing all aspects of the study of 
films and cinema, completely revised and updated for this new edition.

Annette Kuhn FBA is Professor and Research Fellow in Film Studies at Queen 
Mary University of London. Guy Westwell is Senior Lecturer in Film Studies at 
Queen Mary University of London.
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OUP

Listing:

A Dictionary of Film Studies
Kuhn, Annette and Westwell, Guy
Oxford University Press .
9780199587261
528 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2012
Oxford Paperback Reference.

This authoritative dictionary features more than 500 detailed entries covering all
aspects of film studies, including terms, concepts, debates, and movements in 
film theory and criticism, national, international and transnational cinemas, film 
history, film movements and genres, film industry organizations and practices, 
and key technical terms and concepts.

Annette Kuhn is Senior Professorial Fellow in Film Studies at Queen Mary, 
University of London. Guy Westwell is Senior Lecturer and Director of Taught 
Program in Film Studies at Queen Mary, University of London.
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Electronic Music School: A Contemporary Approach to Teaching Musical 
Creativity
Kuhn, Will and Hein, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780190076641
320 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/9/2021

This book offers a new practical blueprint for teachers wanting to teach music 
technology to secondary age students. Authors and veteran music educators Will
Kuhn and Ethan Hein give readers all the practical tools they need to open their
own electronic music programs.

Will Kuhn is the Department Chair and Music Technology instructor at Lebanon
High School in Lebanon, Ohio. Ethan Hein is a Doctoral Fellow in music 
education at New York University, and an adjunct professor of music technology
at NYU and Montclair State University.
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City Living: How Urban Spaces and Urban Dwellers Make One Another
Kukla, Quill R
Oxford University Press .
9780190855369
344 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2021
12 color images; 56 b&w images .

Cities shape the people who live in them, while in turn, people shape the cities in
which they live. In this book, Quill R Kukla explores how city living is distinctive, 
and how people build territories for themselves and make themselves at home in
cities. Through a philosophical exploration of what it means to be a city dweller, 
and rich and detailed explorations of particular cities such as Berlin, 
Johannesburg, and Washington, D.C., City Living shows how the cities we live in
penetrate every dimension of our lives, from how we move to how we see, and 
conversely, how city dwellers creatively bend their cities to their needs.

Quill R Kukla is Professor of Philosophy and Senior Research Scholar at the 
Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University, as well as a Humboldt 
Scholar at Leibniz Universitat Hannover.
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Sound Design is the New Score: Theory, Aesthetics, and Erotics of the 
Integrated Soundtrack
Kulezic-Wilson, Danijela
Oxford University Press .
9780190855321
180 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2019
Oxford Music/Media Series

Sound Design is the New Score explores the new trend of blurring the line 
between score and sound design which has transformed contemporary film 
soundscape by rejecting the conventions of classical scoring and challenging the
modes of perception it shaped.

Danijela Kulezic-Wilson teaches film music, film sound, and intermedia at 
University College Cork.
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Abraham Lincoln and Karl Marx in Dialogue
Kulikoff, Allan
Oxford University Press .
9780190210809
152 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/18/2018
Dialogues in History

Why put Abraham Lincoln, the sometime corporate lawyer and American 
President, in dialogue with Karl Marx, the intellectual revolutionary? On the 
surface, they would appear to share few interests. Yet, though Lincoln and Marx
never met one another, both had an abiding interest in the most important issue
of the nineteenth-century Atlantic world-the condition of labor in a capitalist world,
one that linked slave labor in the American south to England's (and continental 
Europe's) dark satanic mills.

Allan Kulikoff is the Abraham Baldwin Distinguished Professor in the Humanities
Emeritus at the University of Georgia.
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The Paradox of German Power
Kundnani, Hans
Oxford University Press .
9780190658700
158 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017

In The Paradox of German Power, Hans Kundnani explains how Germany got to
where it is now and where it might go in future. He explores German national 
identity and foreign policy through a series of tensions in German thinking and 
action: between continuity and change, between "normality" and "abnormality," 
between economics and politics, and between Europe and the world.

Hans Kundnani is Senior Transatlantic Fellow at the German Marshall Fund of 
the United States, having previously worked as a journalist for The Guardian, 
The Observer, Financial Times, Prospect, and the Times Literary Supplement.
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Utopia or Auschwitz: Germany's 1968 Generation and the Holocaust
Kundnani, Hans
Oxford University Press .
9780199327034
320 pages
hardcover
$29.5
Pub Date: 12/22/2009

Kundnani shows that the struggle of Germany's '68 generation also had a darker
side. Although the 'Achtundsechziger' imagined their struggle against capitalism 
in West Germany as 'resistance' against Nazism, they also had a tendency to 
see Auschwitz everywhere and, by using images and metaphors connected with
Nazism to describe events in other parts of the world, they relativized Nazism 
and in particular the Holocaust.

Hans Kundnani is a journalist based in London. He studied German and 
philosophy at Oxford and journalism at Columbia University. He was a 
correspondent in Germany for the Observer and has also written for the 
Guardian, Wall Street Journal, Prospect and the Times Literary Supplement and
various newspapers in Germany.
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Mastering Catastrophic Risk: How Companies Are Coping with Disruption
Kunreuther, Howard and Useem, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197549131
264 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

Mastering Catastrophic Risk is a profound and insightful look at how company 
leaders prepare for and respond to shocks and crises that threaten their 
businesses' operations, reputations, and even existence. This updated 
paperback edition includes a new preface to address threats to business that 
have emerged or intensified in the past two years including COVID-19.

Howard Kunreuther is the James G. Dinan Professor Emreitus of Decision 
Sciences and Public Policy and Co-Director of the Center for Risk Management
and Decision Processes at The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. 
Michael Useem is the William and Jaclyn Egan Professor of Management and 
Director of the Center for Leadership and Change Management at The Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania.
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Isolationism: A History of America's Efforts to Shield Itself from the World
Kupchan, Charles A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197642610
464 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022

This is the first book to examine the full arc of American isolationism, from the 
founding era through the Trump presidency. Charles Kupchan tells the 
fascinating story of why isolationism dominated US statecraft for so long, 
uncovers isolationism's enduring connection to American exceptionalism, and 
explains why an aversion to foreign entanglement is making a comeback.  This 
fresh account of American history sheds revealing light on not only the nation's 
past, but also where US grand strategy is headed and how the nation can find 
the middle ground between isolationism and strategic overreach.

Dr. Charles A. Kupchan is Professor of International Affairs in the School of 
Foreign Service and Government Department at Georgetown University, and 
Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations.
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The Quantum Matrix: Henry Bar's Perilous Struggle for Quantum Coherence
Kurizki, Gershon and Gordon, Goren
Oxford University Press .
9780198787464
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2020
Illustrated by Etzion Goel.

In this book, Henry Bar, physicist and the first quantum superhero, guides the 
reader through the amazing quantum world. His hair-raising adventures in his 
perilous struggle for quantum coherence are graphically depicted by comics and
thoroughly explained to the lay reader. Behind each adventure lies a key concept
in quantum physics.

Gershon Kurizki is Professor and the G. W. Dunne Chair in Quantum Optics at 
the Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel. Goren Gordon is Head of the Curiosity
Lab, Department of Industrial Engineering at Tel Aviv University, Israel. Etzion 
Goel works as a professional illustrator for TV, web and printed media and as a 
teacher of digital and classical illustration.
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Missing Martyrs: Why Are There So Many Muslim Terrorits? - 2nd edition
Kurzman, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780190053444
264 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2018

The Missing Martyrs draws on government sources and revolutionary 
publications, public opinion surveys and election results, historical documents 
and in-depth interviews with Muslims in the Middle East and around the world to
examine barriers to terrorist recruitment, including liberal Islam, revolutionary 
rivalries, and an inelastic demand for U.

Charles Kurzman is Professor of Sociology at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. His books include Democracy Denied and The Unthinkable 
Revolution in Iran.
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The Missing Martyrs: Why Are There So Few Muslim Terrorists?
Kurzman, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780190907976
264 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2018

This revised edition, updated to include the self-proclaimed "Islamic State," 
concludes that fear of terrorism should be brought into alignment with the actual 
level of threat, and that government policies and public opinion should be based
on evidence rather than alarmist hyperbole.

Charles Kurzman is Professor of Sociology at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. His books include Democracy Denied and The Unthinkable 
Revolution in Iran.
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Kumasi Realism, 1951 - 2007: An African Modernism
Kwami, Atta
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040877
488 pages
hardcover
$50.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2014

Western approaches to Africa's visual culture have until recently separated 
'traditional' from 'modern' as if the two categories had no common ground, and 
as if only the former was authentically African. Yet 'tradition' is also an active 
process of handing on, one subject to evolution, development and history. This 
book explores a burgeoning body of West African artistic production that draws 
upon photography, advertising, graphic design, European art history and 
Ghanaian history and culture.

Atta Kwami is a painter, printmaker, independent art historian and curator. He 
trained and taught in Kumasi, Ghana and in the UK, where he was a Visiting 
Fellow at the Cambridge/Africa Collaborative Research Programme, Art and 
Museums in Africa (2012/2013).
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Enlightenment Past and Present: Essays in a social history of ideas
La Vopa, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9781802070231
384 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 10/12/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment.

A collection of essays that pursue new themes in the study of the English, 
Scottish, French and German Enlightenments; demonstrate new ways of 
recovering the social meanings of Enlightenment texts by reading them as 
rhetorical performances; and take stock of developments in Enlightenment 
studies via critical appraisals of major recent contributions.

Anthony La Vopa was born and raised in New York City. Under the direction of 
Mack Walker, he received his Ph.D. in history from Cornell University in 1975. He
is a Professor Emeritus in the history department at North Carolina State 
University in Raleigh. He is a founder and emeritus co-editor of the journal 
Modern Intellectual History. He has had fellowships from the Guggenheim 
Foundation, the Leverhulme Trust, The National Humanities Center, the 
European University Institute, Fiesole, and the Lichtenberg-Kolleg, University of
Goettingen.Discount:
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Creationism USA: Bridging the Impasse on Teaching Evolution
Laats, Adam
Oxford University Press .
9780197516607
232 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/9/2020

Adam Laats argues that Americans do not have deep, fundamental 
disagreements about evolution, but that they do have significant disagreements 
about creationism. Creationism USA both explains the current state of America's
battles over creationism and offers a nuanced yet straight-forward prescription to
solve them.

Adam Laats is a historian interested in culture-war battles over religion and 
education. He taught middle school and high school for ten years in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. He currently teaches at Binghamton University (State University of 
New York)
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Great Strategic Rivalries: From The Classical World to the Cold War
Lacey, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190053192
680 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

From the legendary antagonism between Athens and Sparta during the 
Peloponnesian War to the Napoleonic Wars and the two World Wars of the 
twentieth century, the past is littered with long-term strategic rivalries.  History 
tells us that such enduring rivalries can end in one of three ways: a series of 
exhausting conflicts in which one side eventually prevails, as in the case of the 
Punic Wars between ancient Rome and Carthage, a peaceful and hopefully 
orderly transition, like the rivalry between Great Britain and the United States at 
the turn of the twentieth century, or a one-sided collapse, such as the conclusion
of the Cold War with the fall of the Soviet Union.  However, in spite of a wealth of
historical examples, the future of state rivalries remains a matter of conjecture.
Great Strategic Rivalries explores the causes and implications of past strategic 
rivalries, revealing lessons for the current geopolitical landscape.

James Lacey is Course Director and Professor of both Strategic Studies and 
Political Economy at the Marine Corps War College.
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Academic Freedom
Lackey, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780198791508
224 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 12/25/2018
Engaging Philosophy Series

Academic freedom allows members of institutions of higher learning to engage in
intellectual pursuits without fear of censorship or retaliation, and lies at the heart
of the mission of the university. Recent years have seen growing concerns about
threats to academic freedom, many brought about from the changing norms of 
(and demands on) the university. A wide range of new issues - including content
warnings, safe spaces, social media controversies, microaggressions, and no 
platforming - have given rise to loud cries, in both scholarly and popular contexts,
that academic freedom is under serious attack.

Jennifer Lackey is the Wayne and Elizabeth Jones Professor in the Department
of Philosophy at Northwestern University.
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Revisiting the Arab Uprisings: The Politics of a Revolutionary Moment
Lacroix, Stéphane and Filiu, Jean-Pierre
Oxford University Press .
9780190876081
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2019

Drawing on an A-list of Middle East experts, this book assesses the relative 
merits of the thwarted paths to democracy in the Arab Spring states.

Stéphane Lacroix is an associate professor of Political Science at Sciences Po 
and a researcher at Sciences Po's Centre de Recherches Internationales (CERI).
Jean-Pierre Filiu is Professor of Middle East Studies at Sciences Po in Paris.
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Maternal Optimism: Forging Positive Paths through Work and Motherhood
Ladge, Jamie and Greenberg, Danna
Oxford University Press .
9780190944094
272 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2019

Maternal Optimism: Forging Positive Paths through Work and Motherhood 
shares the stories and research that support the notion of women owning and 
feeling confident in the choices they make, as they navigate a complex series of
work and family transitions. This book challenges the impulse to reduce work/life
challenges to a single point in time, such as the decision to return to work after 
the birth of a child; instead, it recognizes that work and family decisions are 
anything but stagnant.

Jamie Ladge is Patrick F. & Helen C. Walsh Professor of Management at 
Northeastern University.  Danna Greenberg is Walther H. Carpenter Professor of
Organizational Behavior at Babson College.
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Understanding Libya Since Gaddafi
Laessing, Ulf
Oxford University Press .
9781849048880
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

Laessing's fast-paced, on-the-ground narrative reveals what really happened in 
the run up to and aftermath of Gaddafi's ouster.  Laessing's fast-paced, on-the-
ground narrative reveals what really happened in the run up to and aftermath of
Gaddafi's ouster.  Laessing considers why Libya has fallen apart since 2011. The
author has been one of the few foreign journalists to live in post-revolution Tripoli
and draws on personal anecdote as well as history

Ulf Laessing is a Reuters correspondent in Nigeria; he was formerly the Reuters
correspondent in Libya.
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In Defense of Gun Control
LaFollette, Hugh
Oxford University Press .
9780190873370
256 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/29/2018

Hugh LaFollette sorts through the conceptual, moral, and empirical claims to 
fairly assess arguments for and against serious gun control, and ultimately 
argues that the US needs far more gun control than we currently have in most 
jurisdictions.

Hugh LaFollette is currently Cole Chair in Ethics at the University of South 
Florida St. Petersburg.
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Democracy without Shortcuts
Lafont, Cristina
Oxford University Press .
9780198848189
288 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2020

This book defends the value of democratic participation. It aims to improve 
citizens' democratic control and vindicate the value of citizens' participation 
against conceptions that threaten to undermine it.  A major new contribution to a
thriving field by a leading scholar. Defends a participatory conception of 
deliberative democracy against proposals that require citizens to blindly defer to 
the political decisions of others. Sheds new light on ongoing debates on the 
importance of public deliberation, the role of religion in politics, and the 
democratic legitimacy of judicial review. Proposes new ways in which 
deliberative minipublics could be institutionalized to help empower the citizenry

Cristina Lafont is Harold H. and Virginia Anderson Professor of Philosophy at 
Northwestern University.
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Democracy without Shortcuts: A Participatory Conception of Deliberative 
Democracy
Lafont, Cristina
Oxford University Press .
9780192868220
288 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 12/22/2022

This book defends the value of democratic participation. It aims to improve 
citizens' democratic control and vindicate the value of citizens' participation 
against conceptions that threaten to undermine it.

Cristina Lafont,  Harold H. and Virginia Anderson Professor of Philosophy and 
Chair, Department of Philosophy, Northwestern University Cristina Lafont is 
Harold H. and Virginia Anderson Professor of Philosophy at Northwestern 
University, where she is Chair of the philosophy department and Director of the 
Program in Critical Theory. She is the author of Global Governance and Human
Rights (Amsterdam, 2012), Heidegger, Language, and World-disclosure 
(Cambridge, 2000), The Linguistic Turn in Hermeneutic Philosophy (MIT, 1999),
and co-editor of Critical Theory in Critical Times: Transforming the Global 
Political and Economic Order (Columbia, 2017) and the Habermas Handbook 
(Columbia, 2017). She received her Ph.D. in 1992 from the University of 
Frankfurt. In 2011 she held the Spinoza Chair at the University of Amsterdam 
and in 2012/13 she was Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study in Berlin. She
was recently awarded the 2022 Dr. Martin R. Lebowitz and Eve Lewellis 
Lebowitz Prize for Philosophical Achievement and Contribution by The American
Philosophical Association and the Phi Beta Kappa Society.
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Digital Punishment: Privacy, Stigma, and the Harms of Data-Driven Criminal 
Justice
Lageson, Sarah Esther
Oxford University Press .
9780190872007
256 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2020

Data-driven criminal justice operations have led to the transformation of criminal 
records into millions of data points. These records are publicly disclosed on the 
internet, commodified into valuable big data, and leveraged against people. In 
Digitial Punishment, Sarah Lageson demonstrates the consequences this system
has for people, society, and public policy.

Sarah Esther Lageson is a sociologist who studies criminal justice, law, privacy,
and technology. Lageson is Assistant Professor at Rutgers University-Newark 
School of Criminal Justice, a recipient of the National Institutes of Justice Early 
Career Award, and an American Bar Foundation Faculty Scholar.
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In Praise of Litigation
Lahav, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190079062
232 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

In Praise of Litigation explains what civil society gains from litigation and why it is
ultimately a social good.

Alexandra D. Lahav teaches law at the University of Connecticut and has 
previously taught at Harvard, Yale, and Columbia law schools. Before becoming
an academic she litigated civil rights cases in New York City.
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Jihadis' Path to Self-Destruction
Lahoud, Nelly
Oxford University Press .
9780199327157
256 pages
hardcover
$58.95
Pub Date: 11/16/2010

This book explores the religious philosophy underlying jihadism, as set against 
the background of the Kharijites, the first counter-establishment movement in 
Islam, whose idealistic and individualistic practice of Islam inevitably led them to
deploy takfir against each other and thereby to self-destruct.

Nelly Lahoud is associate professor with the Combating Terrorism Center in the
department of Social Sciences, U. S. Military Academy, West Point. Her 
publications include Political Thought in Islam: A Study in Intellectual Boundaries.
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All Hail to the Archpriest: Confessional Conflict, Toleration, and the Politics of 
Publicity in Post-Reformation England
Lake, Peter and Questier, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198840343
336 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

All Hail to the Archpriest is a study of public politics and polemical dispute in late
Elizabethan England. It focuses on the debate among Catholic clergy about the 
appropriate mode of ecclesiastical government to be exercised over them, which
allowed them to make a series of interventions in very major political issues of 
the day.

Peter Lake is Professor of history, professor of the history of Christianity, and 
Martha Rivers Ingram Chair of History at Vanderbilt University. Michael Questier 
is Research Professor, Department of History at Vanderbilt University.
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Understanding Reform in Myanmar: People and Societyin the Wake of Military 
Rule
Lall, Marie
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045803
346 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2016

Marie Lall's book seeks to uncover and explain the recent political and economic
reforms implemented in post-military Myanmar, focusing on key turning-points 
that ushered in the current transformation program, particularly those affecting 
education, NGOs and social justice.

Marie Lall has spent many years teaching and researching in Myanmar. She is 
Professor of Education and South Asian Studies at UCL Institute of Education.
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The Reception of Vatican II
Lamb, Matthew L. and Levering, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190625801
488 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2017

Paying close attention to reforms and new developments, the essays in this 
volume show how the Council has been received and interpreted over the course
of the more than fifty years since it concluded.

Matthew L. Lamb is Cardinal Maida Chair of Theology at Ave Maria University. 
Matthew Levering is James N. and Mary D. Perry, Jr. Chair of Theology at 
Mundelein Seminary in Mundelein, IL.
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The War Lords and the Gallipoli Disaster: How Globalized Trade Led Britain to 
Its Worst Defeat of the First World War
Lambert, Nicholas A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197545201
360 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 2/19/2021
OXFORD STUDIES IN INTL HISTORY SERIES

This book, based on comprehensive archival research in official and private 
papers, offers a new history of the infamous British disaster at Gallipoli in 1915.
Contrary to all previous accounts, it shows that the campaign originated not in 
the search for an alternative to the Western Front, but in the need to lower the 
price of bread in Britain.

Nicholas A. Lambert is the prize-winning author of Sir John Fisher's Naval 
Revolution and Planning Armageddon: British Economic Warfare and the First 
World War. Between 2016 and 2018, he held the Class of 1957 Chair at the 
United States Naval Academy.
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Countering Al Qaeda in London
Lambert, Robert
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041669
256 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 12/25/2012

This book presents an inside account of two pioneering projects in London where
Muslim community groups worked in partnership with police to reduce the 
influence of Al Qaeda-inspired terrorism.

Robert Lambert is an academic with a police career in counter-terrorism. In the 
aftermath of 9/11 he established the Muslim Contact Unit to work empathetically
and in partnership with London Muslims.
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Eyes to See: The Astonishing Variety of Vision in Nature
Land, Michael F.
Oxford University Press .
9780198747710
208 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/22/2019

In Eyes to See, Michael Land, one of the leading world experts on vision, 
explores the varied ways in which sight has evolved and is used in the natural 
world, and describes some of the ingenious experiments researchers have used
to uncover its secrets.

Michael F. Land is Emeritus Professor of Neurobiology at the University of 
Sussex.
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From Taverns to Gastropubs: Food, Drink, and Sociality in England
Lane, Christel
Oxford University Press .
9780198826187
240 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 7/17/2018

From Taverns of Gastropubs: Food, Drink, and Sociality in England charts the 
historical development of the English public house from the Restoration period to
the twenty-first century, culminating in the contemporary gastropub.

Christel Lane is Professor Emeritus of Sociology and a Fellow of St. John's 
College at the University of Cambridge, UK.
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Listing:

The Digital Street
Lane, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780199381272
256 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2018

The Digital Street is the first in-depth exploration of the ways digital social media 
is changing life in poor, minority communities. Based on five years of 
ethnographic observations, dozens of interviews, and analyses of social media 
content, Jeffrey Lane illustrates a new street world where social media 
transforms how young people experience neighborhood violence and poverty.

Jeffrey Lane is a sociologist at Rutgers University New Brunswick in the School 
of Communication and Information.
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All About Osteoarthritis Definitive Resource for Arthritis Patients and Their 
Families
Lane, Nancy E. and Wallace, Daniel J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195138733
272 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 3/14/2002

In All About Osteoarthritis, two leading authorities on the disease--Nancy E. Lane
and Daniel J. Wallace--join forces to provide the most up-to-date and 
comprehensive discussion of osteoarthritis available.

Nancy E. Lane is Associate Professor in Residence of Medicine and 
Rheumatology, University of California, San Francisco, and the Director of the 
Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic, San Francisco General Hospital. Daniel J. 
Wallace is the best-selling author of The Lupus Book and Making Sense of 
Fibromyalgia. He is Clinical Professor at the UCLA School of Medicine, an 
Attending Physician at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, and Past President of the 
Research and Education Foundation of the American College of Rheumatology.
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Franco-British Academic Partnerships: The Next Chapter
Lane, Philippe and Fraser, Maurice
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316647
241 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2011

Franco-British Academic Partnerships: The Next Chapter is a valuable 
opportunity not only to take stock of intensifying bilateral cooperation in the 
higher education sector, but also to share experience and best practice, and, 
hopefully, to identify some new initiatives and areas for collaboration.

Attaché for Higher Education at the French Embassy in the UK and Visiting 
Fellow Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Senior Fellow in European Politics, 
London School of Economics Vice-Chair, Franco-British Council.
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French Studies in and for the 21st Century
Lane, Philippe and Worton, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316562
310 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2011

French Studies in and for the 21st Century draws together a range of key 
scholars to examine the current state of French Studies in the UK, taking account
of the variety of factors which have made the discipline what it is.

Philippe Lane is Cultural Counsellor at the French Embassy in Jordan and 
Visiting Fellow Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Michael Worton is Vice-
Provost and Fielden Professor of French Language and Literature, at University
College London.
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French Scientific and Cultural Diplomacy
Lane, Philippe
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318658
144 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2013

France has long been engaged in a very active cultural and scientific diplomacy.
It aims both at ensuring and valorising the international presence of France in the
domains of language, culture, communication, or higher education and research.
This diplomacy is backed by a network of cooperation services in embassies and
cultural institutions, as well as by numerous operators and specialised agencies 
in various sectors. This book asks whether cultural diplomacy, invented by 
France in the 18th century, is in danger.

Philippe Lane is Professor of French Linguistics at Rouen University in France 
and currently seconded to the French Foreign Ministry as Cultural Counsellor to 
the French Embassy in Jordan.
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Listing:

Thomas Hoccleve : Religious Reform, Transnational Poetics, and the Invention 
of Chaucer
Langdell, Sebastian J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789628067
240 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 10/31/2020

This book explores the work of the late-medieval English writer Thomas 
Hoccleve. It highlights Hoccleve's role, throughout his works, as a religious 
writer: an individual who engages seriously with the dynamics of heresy and 
ecclesiastical reform, who contributes to traditions of vernacular devotional 
writing, and who raises the question of how Christianity manifests on personal as
well as political levels.
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Piers Plowman: A New Annotated Edition of the C-Text
Langland, William
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897846
312 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/11/2008
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies. A new annotated
editon by Derek Pearsall.

William Langland's poem stands at the centre of the study of ideological conflict,
social change and religious ideas in the later fourteenth century.

William Langland (c. 1332 – c. 1386) is the presumed author of a work of Middle
English alliterative verse generally known as Piers Plowman, an allegory with a 
complex variety of religious themes. The poem translated the language and 
concepts of the cloister into symbols and images that could be understood by a 
layman.
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Democratization and Authoritarian Party Survival: Mexico's PRI
Langston, Joy K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190628529
256 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017

Democratization and Authoritarian Party Survival: Mexico's PRI argues that those
authoritarian parties that survive the transition to democratic elections do so 
because they are able to adjust to electoral challenges and the rigors of the 
ballot box more quickly and effectively than their internal party rivals.

Joy K. Langston is Professor of Political Science, Centro de Investigación y 
Docencia Económicas (CIDE).
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Cradle to Grave: Life, Work, and Death at the Lake Superior Copper Mines
Lankton, Larry
Oxford University Press .
9780195083576
352 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/25/1993

Concentrating on technology, economics, labor, and social history, Cradle to 
Grave documents the full life cycle of one of America's great mineral ranges from
the 1840s to the 1960s. Lankton examines the workers' world underground, but 
is equally concerned with the mining communities on the surface.

Larry Lankton is at Michigan Technological University.
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Byron's Letters and Journals: A New Selection
Lansdown, Richard (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780198806448
560 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/26/2017

The only selection of Byron's prose currently available in print. Tells one of the 
great stories in English literature from the inside. Taken from the authoritative 
edition of Byron's works prepared by Leslie Marchand. Provides a full 
introduction, biographical introductions to each chapter, and copious annotation

Richard Lansdown took his bachelor's and doctoral degrees at University 
College, London. After two years teaching literature in Finland he moved to 
Australia, where he has taught in New South Wales and Tropical North 
Queensland, where he still lives and works.
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The Singer's Guide to German Diction
Lanzrein, Valentin and Cross, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190238414
312 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/25/2018

The Singer's Guide to German Diction is the essential foundation for a complete
course in German diction for singers, vocal coaches, choral conductors, and 
anyone wishing to learn the proper pronunciation of High German.

Dr. Valentin Lanzrein is an active performer, ardent voice pedagogue, and native
German speaker. He currently serves as Associate Professor of Music and 
Coordinator of the Graduate Voice Program at the Soochow University School of
Music in Suzhou, China.  . For nearly twenty years Richard Cross was the 
leading bass-baritone of the Frankfurt Opera in Germany.
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Urban Spaces in Nineteenth-Century Ireland
Laragy, Georgina / Purdue, Olwen / Wright, Jonathan Jeffrey (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856653
224 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Society for the Study of Nineteenth Century Ireland LUP

Urban spaces in nineteenth-century Ireland is a wide-ranging and innovative 
collection of essays, which offers new insights on the Irish urban experience.

Georgina Laragy is Glasnevin Trust Assistant Professor in Public History and 
Cultural Heritage at Trinity College Dublin. Olwen Purdue is Lecturer in History 
and Director of the Centre for Public History at Queen's University Belfast. 
Jonathan Jeffrey Wright is Lecturer in British History at Maynooth University.
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Redistributing the Poor: Jails, Hospitals, and the Crisis of Law and Fiscal 
Austerity
Lara-Millan, Armando
Oxford University Press .
9780197507902
256 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/9/2021
4 b/W halftones; 2 b/w line drawings  illustrations

In Redistributing the Poor, ethnographer and historical sociologist Armando Lara-
Millan takes us into the day-to-day operations of running the largest hospital and
jail system in the world. He shows how journalists, academics, and policy makers
have drastically misunderstood the rise mental illness in jails as well as the 
decline of public hospitals in America. Lara-Millan offers a new way to think 
about how the government makes unsolvable social problems disappear on 
paper and perpetuates an endless cycle of social suffering.

Armando Lara-Millan is Assistant Professor of Sociology at University of 
California, Berkeley.
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The Oxford Book of Twentieth Century English Verse
Larkin, Philip (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780198121374
692 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/29/1973

The latest reissue of Philip Larkin's new classic anthology includes a Foreword 
by the poet's biographer, Andrew Motion. Successor to W. B. Yeats's Oxford 
Book of Modern Verse 1892-1935, The Oxford Book of Twentieth Century 
English Verse ranges widely across this century's verse, introducing many less 
well-known poets among the acknowledged greats.

Philip Arthur Larkin (9 August 1922 – 2 December 1985) was an English poet, 
novelist, and librarian.
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Germany since World War II: From Occupation to Unification and Beyond
Larres, Klaus
Oxford University Press .
9780198732112
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2020

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the most important domestic 
and external aspects of contemporary Germany. Drawing on recent research and
newly available evidence of the post-Cold War era, Klaus Larres provides an 
accessible, integrated account of the two Germanies from 1949 through to 
unification and beyond.

Klaus Larres is lecturer in Politics at Queen's University, Belfast.
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Automated Machine Learning for Business
Larsen, Kai R. and Becker, Daniel S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190941666
352 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 6/10/2021
186 b/w illustrations  illustrations

This book teaches the full process of how to conduct machine learning in an 
organizational setting. It develops the problem-solving mind-set needed for 
machine learning and takes the reader through several exercises using an 
automated machine learning tool.

Kai R. Larsen is an Associate Professor of Information Systems in the division of
Organizational Leadership and Information Analytics, Leeds School of Business,
University of Colorado Boulder. Daniel S. Becker is a Data Scientist for Google's
Kaggle division and founder of Kaggle Learn and Decision.ai.
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Gospels before the Book
Larsen, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190848583
248 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

In Gospels before the Book, Matthew D. C. Larsen challenges several subtle yet
problematic assumptions about authors, books, and publication at work in early
Christian studies. He then explores a host of under-appreciated elements of 
ancient textual culture such as unfinished texts, accidental publication, post-
publication revision, and the existence of multiple authorized versions of the 
same work.

Matthew Larsen is a Lecturer in the Department of Religious Studies at Yale 
University.
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A People of One Book: The Bible and the Victorians
Larsen, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780199667819
336 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2012

Serving as a tour of the diversity and variety of nineteenth-century views, 
Larsen's study presents the distinctive beliefs and practices of all the major 
Victorian religious and sceptical traditions from Anglo-Catholics to the Salvation
Army to Spiritualism, while simultaneously drawing out their common, shared 
culture as a people of one book.

Timothy Larsen is McManis Professor of Christian Thought, Wheaton College, 
Wheaton, Illinois. He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and has been a 
Visiting Fellow, Trinity College, Cambridge.
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John Stuart Mill: A Secular Life
Larsen, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780198753155
256 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018
Spiritual Lives

John Stuart Mill: A Secular Life is a biography which follows one of Britain's most
well-respected intellectuals through all of the key moments in his life from falling 
in love to sitting in Parliament and beyond. It also explores his classic works 
including, On Liberty, Principles of Political Economy, Utilitarianism, and The 
Subjection of Women.

Timothy Larsen is McManis Professor of Christian Thought at Wheaton College,
Wheaton, Illinois, and an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Wales 
Trinity Saint David.
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The Trials of Allegiance: Treason, Juries, and the American Revolution
Larson, Carlton F.W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190932749
424 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2019

The Trials of Allegiance examines the law of treason during the American 
Revolution: a convulsive, violent civil war in which nearly everyone could be 
considered a traitor, either to Great Britain or to America. Drawing from extensive
archival research in Pennsylvania, one of the main centers of the revolution, 
Carlton Larson provides the most comprehensive analysis yet of the treason 
prosecutions brought by Americans against British adherents: through 
committees of safety, military tribunals, and ordinary criminal trials

Carlton F. W. Larson is Professor of Law at the University of California, Davis 
School of Law.
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Just Add Water: Solving the World's Problems Using its Most Precious Resource
Larson, Rhett B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190948009
300 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2020

Scientists have long been searching for a unified field theory--one answer to all 
of the questions about the physical universe. In this book, Rhett Larson takes a 
similar approach to social policy questions.

Rhett B. Larson is the Richard Morrison Fellow in Water Law and Associate 
Professor of Law at Arizona State University's Sandra Day O'Connor College of
Law.
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Orders of Exclusion: Great Powers and the Strategic Sources of Foundational 
Rules in International Relations
Lascurettes, Kyle M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190068554
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2020

Kyle M. Lascurettes argues in Orders of Exclusion that the propelling motivation 
for great power order building has typically been exclusionary. Dominant powers
pursue fundamental changes to order when they perceive a major new threat on
the horizon. Moreover, they do so for the purpose of targeting this perceived 
threat, be it another powerful state or a foreboding ideological movement.

Kyle M. Lascurettes is Assistant Professor of International Affairs at Lewis & 
Clark College in Portland, Oregon, where he specializes in global order, 
international institutions, and international relations theory.
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Honest Broker: A Biography of Antonio Guterres
Latoeiro, Pedro and Domingues, Filipe
Oxford University Press .
9781787387126
384 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

The first biography of the UN Secretary-General, drawing on exclusive interviews
with Guterres himself.

Pedro Latoeiro is a political and press adviser at Argentina's Lisbon embassy, 
and a former journalist for Portugal's top financial newspaper. Filipe Domingues 
is Secretary-General of the Institute for the Promotion of Latin America and the 
Caribbean. A former Radio Renascenca journalist, he writes op-eds and columns
for Portuguese media.
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Americans in China: Encounters with the People's Republic
Lautz, Terry
Oxford University Press .
9780197512838
344 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2022

Americans in China tells the dramatic stories of individual women and men who 
encountered the People's Republic of China as adversaries and emissaries, 
mediators and advocates, interpreters and reporters, soldiers, scientists, and 
scholars.

Terry Lautz writes and teaches on the history of United States-China relations. 
He is former vice president of the Henry Luce Foundation, and has chaired the 
Harvard-Yenching Institute, the Lingnan Foundation, and the Yale-China 
Association.
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Preacher Woman: A Critical Look at Sexism without Sexists
Lauve-Moon, Katie
Oxford University Press .
9780197527559
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2021

When organizations are committed to gender equality, what gets in the way of 
their achieving it? How and why do well-intentioned people often end up 
reinforcing sexism? Focusing on the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, Katie 
Lauve-Moon's Preacher Woman explores how congregations can be committed 
to ideas of gender parity while still falling short in practice. Lauve-Moon 
investigates how institutional sexism is upheld through both unconscious and 
conscious biases. In doing so, she demonstrates how addressing issues of 
sexism and gender inequality within organizations must extend beyond good 
intentions and inclusive policies.

Katie Lauve-Moon is Assistant Professor in the Department of Social Work and 
Affiliate Faculty in the Women & Gender Studies Department at Texas Christian
University.
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Concise Colour Medical Dictionary
Law, Jonathan and Martin, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780198836629
880 pages
Flexicover
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. c. 150

Written by a team of medical experts, this market-leading dictionary offers clear 
and authoritative definitions for all aspects of medical science.  Bestselling 
reference work with total life sales of over 1 million copies. More than 12,500 
authoritative and accessible entries on all aspects of medical science. More than
250 newly added entries, including American Medical Association, burden of 
treatment, gaming disorder, MERS, person-centred care, and Zika virus. Over 
150 detailed illustrations accompany the A-Z entries. Recommended web links 
lead to further resources on a dedicated companion website. Useful and 
extensive appendices include tables on biochemical reference values, inherited
medical conditions, units of alcohol, and abbreviations and symbols

Jonathan Law has worked in reference publishing for nearly 30 years and is a 
director of Market House Books Ltd. He is the editor or co-editor of several other
books in the Oxford Quick Reference series, including A Dictionary of Finance 
and Banking and A Dictionary of Business and Management.
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Concise Medical Dictionary
Law, Jonathan and Martin, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780198836612
896 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. c.150

Written by a team of medical experts, this market-leading dictionary offers clear 
and authoritative definitions for all aspects of medical science.  Bestselling 
reference work with total life sales of over 1 million copies. More than 12,500 
authoritative and accessible entries on all aspects of medical science. More than
250 newly added entries, including American Medical Association, burden of 
treatment, gaming disorder, MERS, person-centred care, and Zika virus. Over 
150 detailed illustrations accompany the A-Z entries. Recommended web links 
lead to further resources on a dedicated companion website. Useful and 
extensive appendices include tables on biochemical reference values, inherited
medical conditions, units of alcohol, and abbreviations and symbols

Jonathan Law has worked in reference publishing for nearly 30 years and is a 
director of Market House Books Ltd. He is the editor or co-editor of several other
books in the Oxford Quick Reference series, including A Dictionary of Finance 
and Banking and A Dictionary of Business and Management.
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A Dictionary of Chemistry
Law, Jonathan and Rennie, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198841227
640 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2020
Oxford Quick Reference. c.200

A Dictionary of Chemistry comprises some 5,250 entries, covering all aspects of
chemistry and related topics, such as physical chemistry and biochemistry, 
including recent developments in the field.

Jonathan Law has worked in reference publishing for nearly 30 years and is a 
director of Market House Books Ltd. He is the editor or co-editor of several other
books in the Oxford Quick Reference series. Richard Rennie, BSc, MSc, PhD, 
has conducted research at the Universities of Aberdeen, Oxford, Cambridge, and
California, Santa Barbara.
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A Dictionary of Finance and Banking
Law, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780198789741
528 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2018
Oxford Quick Reference

With over 5,500--including 150 new--accessible entries, this sixth edition of the 
bestselling Dictionary of Finance and Banking has been fully revised and 
updated to take into account the ever-developing financial landscape of recent 
years.

Jonathan Law has worked in reference publishing for nearly 30 years and is a 
director of Market House Books Ltd. He is the editor or co-editor of several other
books in the Oxford Quick Reference series, including A Dictionary of Law and A
Dictionary of Business and Management.
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A Dictionary of Law  - 9th edition
Law, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780198802525
768 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 8/21/2018
Edited by Jonathan Law. Oxford Quick Reference

This bestselling dictionary is an authoritative and comprehensive source of 
jargon-free legal information. It contains over 4,800 entries that clearly define the
major terms, concepts, processes, and the organization of the English legal 
system. Now in its ninth edition.

Jonathan Law has worked in reference publishing for nearly 30 years and is a 
director of Market House Books Ltd. He is the editor or co-editor of several other
books in the Oxford Quick Reference series, including A Dictionary of Finance 
and Banking and A Dictionary of Business and Management.
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Not in Their Name: Are Citizens Culpable For Their States' Actions?
Lawford-Smith, Holly
Oxford University Press .
9780198833666
208 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2019
New Topics in Applied Philosophy Series

In Not In Their Name, Holly Lawford-Smith asks whether the state is a collective
agent, and whether ordinary citizens are members of that agent. If it is, and they
are, there's a clear case for democratic collective culpability.

Holly Lawford-Smith is a Senior Lecturer in Political Philosophy at the University
of Melbourne.
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Augustine of Hippo and his Monastic Rule
Lawless, George
Oxford University Press .
9780198267416
208 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 10/11/1990

* With a Latin text and a facing-page translation of the Rule, Regulations for a 
Monastery, and Letter 211 The Rule of Augustine, very likely the oldest monastic
rule with western origins, provides daily inspiration for more than 150 Christian 
communities. In giving an account of Augustine's distinctive contributions to the
monastic spirituality of the late Roman world, and in particular of his achievement
as a monastic legislator, Augustine of Hippo and his Monastic Rule fills a long-
standing gap in Augustinian studies.
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Running from Office: Why Young Americans are Turned Off to Politics
Lawless, Jennifer L. and  Fox, Richard L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190668730
232 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

The first in-depth account of young people's political ambition. Considers the 
long-term consequences of government dysfunction, partisanship, and 
polarization when it comes to young citizens' future political engagement. 
Combines an authoritative analysis of data and research with lively quotes and 
anecdotes from interviews with high school and college students

Jennifer L. Lawless is a Professor of Government and the Director of the Women
& Politics Institute at American University. Richard L. Fox is a Professor of 
Political Science at Loyola Marymount University.
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Child Welfare and Social Action From the Nineteenth Century To the Present
Lawrence, Jon and Starkey, Pat (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236863
320 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/12/1991

This collection of twelve essays represents an important contribution to the 
understanding of child welfare and social action in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. They challenge many assumptions about the history of childhood and
child welfare policy and cover a variety of themes including the physical and 
sexual abuse of children, forced child migration and role of the welfare state.

Jon Lawrence is Reader in Modern British History at the University of 
Cambridge. Pat Starkey is Honorary research fellow at the University of 
Liverpool.
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The Vietnam War: A Concise International History
Lawrence, Mark Atwood
Oxford University Press .
9780199753932
224 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2010
21 maps & halftones

The Vietnam War remains a topic of extraordinary interest, not least because of 
striking parallels between that conflict and more recent fighting in the Middle 
East. In The Vietnam War, Mark Atwood Lawrence draws upon the latest 
research in archives around the world to offer readers a superb account of a key
moment in U. S. as well as global history. While focusing on American 
involvement between 1965 and 1975, Lawrence offers an unprecedentedly 
complete picture of all sides of the war, notably by examining the motives that 
drove the Vietnamese communists and their foreign allies.

Mark Atwood Lawrence is Associate Professor of History at the University of 
Texas at Austin.
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The Politics of Force: Media and the Construction of Police Brutality, Updated 
Edition
Lawrence, Regina G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197616550
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES.

Published over twenty years ago, Regina G. Lawrence's The Politics of Force 
was the first scholarly book to look at the way in which media coverage of 
unexpected, dramatic events shaped public consciousness about important 
social and political problems. In the intervening years, the empirical and 
theoretical contributions of The Politics of Force have become more significant, 
not only because police brutality is back in the news, but because the media 
system itself has changed. In this updated edition, Lawrence contextualizes and
extends these contributions, while including a closer look at race and racial 
justice in incidents of police use of force.

Regina G. Lawrence is Associate Dean of the School of Journalism and 
Communication at the University of Oregon and Research Director for the Agora
Journalism Center. She is a nationally recognized authority on political 
communication, civic engagement, gender and politics, and the role of media in 
public discourse about politics and policy.
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Population and Society in Western European Port-Cities, C. 1650-1939
Lawton, Richard and Lee, Robert (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239079
400 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/10/2002
Liverpool Studies in European Population

This volume brings together ten original papers on the population dynamics and
development of Western European port cities.

Richard Lawton was Emeritus Professor of Geography in the University of 
Liverpool.
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Speak of the Devil: How The Satanic Temple is Changing the Way We Talk 
about Religion
Laycock, Joseph P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190948498
272 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 2/17/2020

Speak of the Devil is the first book-length study of The Satanic Temple. Joseph 
Laycock, a scholar of new religious movements, contends that the emergence of
political Satanism marks a significant moment in American religious history that
will have a lasting impact on how Americans frame debates about religious 
freedom.

Joseph P. Laycock is an assistant professor of religious studies at Texas State 
University. His work explores American religious history and new religious 
movements. He is also a co-editor of the journal Nova Religio.
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Letters to Doubting Thomas: A Case for the Existence of God
Layman, C. Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780195308150
240 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 8/1/2007

Arguments for or against God's existence can be intense, complex, and 
disconcerting; in fact, they often raise more questions than they answer.  In 
Letters to Doubting Thomas: A Case for the Existence of God, C.  Stephen 
Layman offers an innovative approach to the debate--a way to organize a 
seeming multitude of related claims and ideas--bringing clarity to a discussion 
that is often mired in confusion.  Letters to Doubting Thomas explores the 
evidence for the existence of God through an exchange of fictionalized letters 
between two characters--Zachary, a philosopher (and believer), and Thomas, a 
layperson (and doubter) who appeals to Zachary for help in sorting out his own 
thoughts about God.

C. Stephen Layman is Professor of Philosophy at Seattle Pacific University.
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Passion and Reason Making Sense of Our Emotions
Lazarus, Richard S. and Lazarus, Bernice N.
Oxford University Press .
9780195104615
336 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 4/11/1996

This eye-opening look at the emotions of everyday life is the first book to move 
beyond clinical jargon and popular psychology to really explain why people feel 
the way they do. Based on four decades of pioneering research, it explores 15 
emotions in depth and offers fascinating vignettes to frame each. From the 
acclaimed author of the classic Emotion and Adaptation.

Richard S. and Bernice Lazarus have been happily married since 1945. Richard
S. Lazarus is professor emeritus of psychology at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Predatory Value Extraction
Lazonick, William and Shin, Jang-Sup
Oxford University Press .
9780198846772
256 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2020

Predatory Value Extraction explains how an ideology of corporate resource 
allocation known as 'maximizing shareholder value' (MSV) that emerged in the 
1980s came to dominate strategic thinking in business schools and corporate 
boardrooms in the United States.

William Lazonick is President of the Academic-Industry Research Network and 
Emeritus Professor of Economics at the University of Massachusetts. Jang-Sup
Shin is an economics professor at the National University of Singapore.
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Spectral Music Design: A Computational Approach
Lazzarini, Victor
Oxford University Press .
9780197524022
512 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 8/6/2021

In Spectral Sound Design: A Computational Approach, author Victor Lazzarini 
offers a practical set of tools to implement processing techniques and algorithms
in a balanced way, covering application aspects as well the fundamental theory 
that underpins them within the context of contemporary electronic music practice.

Victor Lazzarini joined the Music Department at Maynooth University in 1998 and
was Dean of the Faculty of Arts from 2014 to 2019.
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Le Chant Intime: The interpretation of French melodie
Le Roux, Francois and Raynaldy, Romain
Oxford University Press .
9780190884185
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/13/2021
116 music examples .

In Le Chant Intime, internationally renowned baritone Francois Le Roux, in 
conversation with journalist Romain Raynaldy, explores the historical and artistic
context of French melodie with enriching analyses of full lyrical poems and 
several musical examples.

Francois Le Roux is recognized as one of the best-known French opera singers
of our time. Internationally known as 'Mister Melodie', Le Roux instructs 
masterclasses on French operatic and recital repertoire all over the world. 
Romain Raynaldy is a journalist specializing in the arts, particularly music and 
cinema.
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Amys and Amylion
Le Saux, Francoise
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894111
157 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1993

Amys and Amylion' is a medieval poem of treason and forbidden love, of loyalty 
and suffering, of crime and miracles; above all, it tells of the unconditional 
friendship uniting two knights throughout their life and beyond their death. This 
story fascinated the Middle Ages; versions of it are found in Latin, French, 
German, Welsh, Old Norse and Flemish, as well as English.
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Oxford Learner's Thesaurus with Cd-Rom
Lea, Diana / Bradbery, Jennifer / Poole, Richard (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780194752008
1024 pages
paperback
$40.7
Pub Date: 9/15/2008

A synonyms dictionary written especially for learners.
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Curse of Self Self-Awareness, Egotism, and Quality of Human Life
Leary, Mark R.
Oxford University Press .
9780195325447

paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2007

In this volume, Mark Leary explores the personal and social problems that are 
created by the capacity for self-reflection, and by drawing upon psychology and 
other behavioral sciences, offers insights into how these problems can be 
minimized.

Mark R. Leary is Professor of Psychology at Duke University.
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Justice
LeBar, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190631758
312 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2018
Virtues Series

As this volume shows, justice begins with the individual, and flows outward to 
make just laws and just societies.

Mark LeBar is Professor of Philosophy at Florida State University.
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English Vocabulary Elements: A Course in the Structure of English Words
Leben, William R. / Kessler, Brett / Denning, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780190925482
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2023

English Vocabulary Elements draws on the tools of modern linguistics to help 
students acquire an effective understanding of learned, specialized, and scientific
vocabulary. This fully refined and updated edition helps develop familiarity with 
over 500 Latin and Greek word elements in English and shows how these roots 
are the building blocks within thousands of different words. The volume includes
new illustrative examples, self-help tests, and study questions, and is 
accompanied by a companion website with an Instructor's Manual. Offering a 
thorough approach to the expansion of vocabulary, English Vocabulary Elements
is an invaluable resource that provides students a deeper understanding of the 
language.

William R. Leben is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Stanford University.  
Brett Kessler is Associate Professor Emeritus in Psychology at Washington 
University in St. Louis.  Keith Denning was Professor of Linguistics at Eastern 
Michigan University.
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The False Promise of Superiority: The United States and Nuclear Deterrence 
after the Cold War
Lebovic, James H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197680872
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/26/2023
9 b/w line drawings; 2 tables

In this book, James H. Lebovic argues that the policy approach to maintain 
nuclear superiority did not make sense during the Cold War and makes even 
less sense now. As he shows, the idea that nuclear superiority is an imperative 
still serves as the foundation for too much strategic policy in an era where utility 
of such weapons is highly questionable. Moreover, continuing to rely on them as
coercive tools rests on deficient logic and is dangerous. Not only explaining why
we remain stuck with a nuclear stance that is largely irrelevant to the era, this 
book also offers a way out of the type of thinking that keeps such policies in 
place.

James H. Lebovic is Professor of Political Science and International Affairs at 
The George Washington University.  He has published widely on defense policy,
deterrence strategy, arms control, military budgets and procurement, foreign aid,
democracy and human rights, international organizations, international conflict 
and cooperation, and military intervention.
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Planning to Fail: The US Wars in Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan
Lebovic, James H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190935320
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/11/2019
Bridging the Gap Series

In this book, Lebovic identifies a common pattern that explains how the US failed
to accomplish its goals in Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. Planning to Fail 
presents a detailed analysis of American decision-making in chapters devoted to
each of these conflicts. It shows the same basic bias, at each of four stages of 
intervention. Such bias left US leaders working less than they should have when
conditions permitted good choices, and then working fruitlessly when conditions 
left them with only bad choices.

James H. Lebovic is Professor of Political Science and International Affairs at 
The George Washington University.
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Justice and International Order: East and West
Lebow, Richard Ned and Feng Zhang
Oxford University Press .
9780197598405
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2022

A comparative exploration of Western and Chinese understandings of justice and
their possible use to reframe Sino-American relations and international 
governance.
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Listing:

Spinoza's Ethics: A Guide
LeBuffe, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197629314
312 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 12/20/2022
OXFORD GUIDES TO PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

In this short guide to a masterpiece of early modern philosophy, Michael LeBuffe
leads readers through Spinoza's Ethics, focusing on one manageable part of the
work's dense argument at a time and pausing frequently to raise questions for 
further research. This guide is designed to help readers to develop and defend 
their own sophisticated interpretations of Spinoza.

Michael LeBuffe is Professor and Baier Chair of Early Modern Philosophy at the
University of Otago. He has broad interests in early modern philosophy and 
specializes in Spinoza. His books include From Bondage to Freedom: Spinoza 
on Human Excellence and Spinoza on Reason.
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OUP

Listing:

Fragile Freedoms: The Global Struggle for Human Rights
Lecce, Steven / McArthur, Neil / and Schafer, Arthur
Oxford University Press .
9780190227197
232 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/24/2017

This book is based upon a lecture series inaugurating the new Canadian 
Museum for Human Rights that took place in Winnipeg, Canada between 
September 2013 and May 2014. Fragile Freedoms brings together some of the
most influential contemporary thinkers on the theory and practice of human 
rights.

Steven Lecce teaches political theory in the Department of Political Studies at 
the University of Manitoba, where he is also Associate Dean of Arts. Neil 
McArthur is Director of the Centre for Professional and Applied Ethics and 
Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Manitoba. Arthur Schafer 
is Founding Director of the Centre for Professional and Applied Ethics at the 
University of Manitoba.
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OUP
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The Tyranny of Generosity: Why Philanthropy Corrupts Our Politics and How We
Can Fix It
Lechterman, Theodore M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197611418
280 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/2/2021

In The Tyranny of Generosity, Theodore Lechterman shows how this private 
power can threaten the foundations of a democratic society.  The deployment of
private wealth for public ends may rival the authority of communities to determine
their own affairs.

Theodore M. Lechterman is a political philosopher who studies how democratic 
principles apply to emerging practices. He is currently a Research Fellow at the 
Institute for Ethics in AI at the University of Oxford.
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The Universe Is on Our Side: Restoring Faith in American Public Life
Ledewitz, Bruce
Oxford University Press .
9780197563939
232 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2021

In The Universe Is On Our Side, Bruce Ledewitz argues that there has been a 
breakdown in American public life that no election can fix - Americans struggle to
even converse about politics and the usual explanations for our condition have 
failed to make things better.  Ledewitz posits that America is living with the 
consequences of the Death of God, which Friedrich Nietzsche presumed would 
be momentous and irreversible.  For a long time, God acted as the story of the 
meaning of our lives.  America's future requires that we begin a new story by 
each of us asking a question posed by theologian Bernard Lonergan: Is the 
universe on our side? When we commit to live honestly and fully by our answer 
to that question, even if our immediate answer is no, America can begin to heal.

Bruce Ledewitz is Professor of Law and Adrian Van Kaam C.S.Sp. Endowed 
Chair in Scholarly Excellence at Duquesne Law School.
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Listing:

Anthems for Choirs 2, Twenty-four Anthems for Sopranos and Altos (unison and
two-part)
Ledger, Philip (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193532403
472 pages
paperback
$24.25
Pub Date: 2/7/1974

24 anthems for sopranos and altos (unison and two-part)

Educated at King's College, Cambridge, Sir Philip Ledger CBE was Director of 
Music at King's College, Cambridge from 1974-1982 and Conductor of the 
Cambridge University Musical Society from 1973-1982.
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Anthems for Choirs 3, Twenty-four Anthems for Sopranos and Altos (three or 
more parts)
Ledger, Philip (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193532427
264 pages
paperback
$24.25
Pub Date: 2/7/1974

24 anthems for soprano and altos (three or more parts)

Educated at King's College, Cambridge, Sir Philip Ledger CBE was Director of 
Music at King's College, Cambridge from 1974-1982 and Conductor of the 
Cambridge University Musical Society from 1973-1982.
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Oxford Book of English Madrigals
Ledger, Philip (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193436640
408 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/28/1979

Faced with many hundreds of possible candidates for inclusion in The Oxford 
Book of English Madrigals, the editor worked on the principle that the major 
composers would each be represented by several madrigals, and the lesser 
figures by one or more.

Educated at King's College, Cambridge, Sir Philip Ledger CBE was Director of 
Music at King's College, Cambridge from 1974-1982 and Conductor of the 
Cambridge University Musical Society from 1973-1982.
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OUP

Listing:

Queen Victoria: This Thorny Crown
Ledger-Lomas, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198753551
368 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 6/8/2021
Spiritual Lives .

This biography offers a comprehensive account of Victoria's religious life. 
Drawing on a systematic reading of her journals and a rich selection of archival
manuscripts, it sheds new light on Victoria's private beliefs and on her activity as
a monarch, who wielded her powers energetically in questions of church and 
state.

Michael Ledger-Lomas, Lecturer in the History of Christianity in Britain, King's 
College London Michael Ledger-Lomas is a Visiting Research Fellow in the 
Department of Theology and Religious Studies at King's College London.
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OUP

Listing:

Rebel Law: Insurgents, Courts and Justice in Modern Conflict
Ledwidge, Frank
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849047982
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2017

A revealing and unique account of how insurgent groups mete our their own 
brand of justice, to maintain control and cement their legitimacy.  A seasoned 
lawyer and military intelligence officer considers issues of justice in newly formed
states, societies post civil war, etc.

Frank Ledwidge is a former barrister and military intelligence officer who served 
in Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. His books include Losing Small Wars: British 
Military Failure in Iraq and Afghanistan (2011) and Investment in Blood: The True
Cost of Britain's Afghan Warr (2013).
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Samuel Johnson Among the Modernists
Lee, Anthony W.
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070286
304 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022
1 black and white illustration

It is the premise of this book to demonstrate that Johnson is indeed a figure of 
modernity, one who possesses an appeal that many Modernist writers found 
irresistible.

Anthony W. Lee's research interests center upon Samuel Johnson and his circle,
mentoring, and intertexuality.
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OUP

Listing:

Birth of Intelligence: From RNA to Artificial Intelligence
Lee, Daeyeol
Oxford University Press .
9780190908324
232 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2020

What is intelligence? How did it begin and evolve to human intelligence? Does a
high level of biological intelligence require a complex brain? Can man-made 
machines be truly intelligent? Is AI fundamentally different from human 
intelligence? In Birth of Intelligence, distinguished neuroscientist Daeyeol Lee 
tackles these pressing fundamental issues.

Daeyeol Lee is a Bloomberg Distinguished Professor Institute at Johns Hopkins
University. His research focuses on the brain mechanisms of decision making 
and high-level cognition.
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OUP

Listing:

The Land Speaks: New Voices at the Intersection of Oral and Environmental 
History
Lee, Debbie and Newfont, Kathryn
Oxford University Press .
9780190664527
320 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017
Oxford Oral History Series

Captures the voice of the land through oral history, offering a new interpretation 
of environmental history. Presents oral history as a tool for environmental 
problem-solving.  Engages pressing current issues such as climate change and
water pollution.

Debbie Lee is a professor of English at Washington State University. Kathryn 
Newfont is Associate Professor of History at the University of Kentucky.
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Angel Island: Immigrant Gateway to America
Lee, Erika and Yung, Judy
Oxford University Press .
9780199896158
432 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2012

From 1910 to 1940, over half a million people sailed through the Golden Gate, 
hoping to start a new life in America. But they did not all disembark in San 
Francisco; instead, most were ferried across the bay to the Angel Island 
Immigration Station. For many, this was the real gateway to the United States. 
For others, it was a prison and their final destination, before being sent home.

Erika Lee is Professor of History and Asian American Studies at the University of
Minnesota. Judy Yung is Professor Emerita of American Studies at the University
of California, Santa Cruz.
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Media and Protest Logics in the Digital Era: The Umbrella Movement in Hong 
Kong
Lee, Francis L.F. and Chan, Joseph M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190856786
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/5/2018
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics

Through a combination of protester surveys, population surveys, analyses of 
news contents and social media activities, this book reconstructs a rich and 
nuanced account of the Umbrella Movement, providing insight into numerous 
issues about the media-movement nexus in the digital era.

Francis L. F. Lee is Director and Professor, School of Journalism and 
Communication, Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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China Imagined: From European Fantasy to Spectacular Power
Lee, Gregory
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380165
232 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2019

If 'China', as Lee argues, is a product of Westernization, then the West is itself in
the process of becoming China.

Gregory B. Lee is Professor of Chinese and Transcultural Studies at the 
University of Lyon.
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We Are Not One People: Secession and Separatism in American Politics Since 
1776
Lee, Michael J. and Atchison, R. Jarrod
Oxford University Press .
9780190876517
304 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 8/5/2022

We Are Not One People is a far-reaching account of the varied disunionists who
have unmade the nation since its separation from Great Britain. Michael J. Lee 
and R. Jarrod Atchison argue that separatism is endemically American, and the 
persistence of American separatism reveals as much about the nation's political
culture as it does the would-be separatists.

Michael J. Lee teaches and writes in the areas of political communication and 
rhetoric at the College of Charleston. R. Jarrod Atchison studies argumentation 
and rhetoric at Wake Forest University where he is the John Kevin Medica 
Director of Debate.
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Halloween
Leeder, Murray
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733797
114 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/17/2015
.

Description The 1970s represented an unusually productive and innovative 
period for the horror film, and John Carpenter's Halloween (1978) is the film that
capped that golden age - and some say ruined it, by ushering in the era of the 
slasher film. Considered a paradigm of low-budget ingenuity, its story of a 
seemingly unremarkable middle-American town becoming the site of violence on
October 31 struck a chord within audiences.
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The World of Myth: An Anthology
Leeming, David A. (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780199316366
352 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2013
7 black and white illustrations.

Since its publication in 1991, The World of Myth has provided thousands of 
students with a fascinating, wide-ranging introduction to world mythology.

David Leeming is Professor Emeritus of English at the University of Connecticut 
in Storrs. He is the author of many books on mythology, including The Oxford 
Companion to World Mythology (2005).
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A Dictionary of Creation Myths
Leeming, David Adams (with Margaret Adams Leeming)
Oxford University Press .
9780195102758
344 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/25/1996

Richly illustrated, A Dictionary of Creation Myths is essential for anyone who has
ever wondered how the world was created, where we came from, or why we are
here at all.

David Leeming is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the 
University of Connecticut, Storrs. He is the author of many books, including The
World of Myth. Margaret Leeming is in a doctoral program in religious studies at 
the University of California at Santa Barbara.
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Mythology: The Voyage of the Hero - 3rd edition
Leeming, David Adams
Oxford University Press .
9780195119572
290 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 5/28/1998

 In Mythology, David Leeming offers an unusual and effective approach to the 
subject of mythology by stressing universal themes through myths of many 
cultures.

David Adams Leeming is Professor Emeritus of English and Comparative 
Literature at the University of Connecticut, Storrs. He is the author of numerous 
books including The World of Myth, and A Dictionary of Creation Myths. He 
resides in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Leader of Band Life of Woody Herman
Lees, Gene
Oxford University Press .
9780195115741
336 pages
hardcover
$24.99
Pub Date: 7/17/1997
25 photos.

 Asked by Woody Herman in 1986 to write his biography, Lees has spent close 
to a decade interviewing many of Herman's childhood friends and lifelong 
acquaintances, as well as numerous artists such as Les Brown, Peggy Lee, and
Milt Jackson, to create this well-informed portrait of one of the great figures in 
jazz history.

Gene Lees is the author of many books on jazz and popular music, including 
Singers and the Song, Meet Me at Jim and Andy's, Waiting for Dizzy, and Cats of
Any Color. He was formerly an editor of Down Beat, and is the publisher of 
Jazzletter (P.O. Box 240, Ojai, California 93024-0240).
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Something of Themselves: Kipling, Kingsley, Conan Doyle and the Anglo-Boer 
War
LeFanu, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780197501443
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2020

In early 1900, the paths of three British writers--Rudyard Kipling, Mary Kingsley 
and Arthur Conan Doyle--crossed in South Africa, during what has become 
known as Britain's last imperial war. Each of the three had pressing personal 
reasons to leave England behind, but they were also motivated by notions of 
duty, service, patriotism and, in Kipling's case, jingoism. Sarah LeFanu 
compellingly opens an unexplored chapter of these writers' lives, at a turning 
point for Britain and its imperial ambitions.

Sarah Lefanu has been RLF Fellow at the University of Exeter, and teaches at 
the University of Bristol's Department for Lifelong Learning.
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S is for Samora: A Lexical Biography of Samora Machel and the Mozambican 
Dream
LeFanu, Sarah
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041942
224 pages
hardcover
$29.5
Pub Date: 11/27/2012

This book examines the discourse of equality, liberty and comradeship that 
flourished during the 1960s and 1970s in the liberation struggles of the countries
of southern Africa, in the face of the dominant rhetoric of the cold war.

Sarah Lefanu has been RLF Fellow at the University of Exeter, and teaches at 
the University of Bristol's Department for Lifelong Learning.
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Ashes of Hama: The Muslim Brotherhood in Syria
Lefevre, Raphael
Oxford University Press .
9780199330621
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 11/11/2013

Ashes of Hama uncovers the major aspects of the Islamist struggle: from the 
Brotherhood's radicalisation and its "jihad" against the Ba'athist regime and 
subsequent exile, to a spectacular comeback at the forefront of the Syrian 
revolution in 2011--a remarkable turnaround for an Islamist movement which all 
analysts had pronounced dead amid the ruins of Hama in 1982.

Raphael Lefevre is a Gates Scholar and PhD student at King's College, 
Cambridge University.
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Hollywood Harmony: Musical Wonder and the Sound of Cinema
Lehman, Frank
Oxford University Press .
9780190606404
312 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018
Oxford Music/Media Series

Film music often tells us how to feel, but it also guides us how to hear. Filmgoing
is an intensely musical experience, one in which the soundtrack structures our 
interpretations and steers our emotions. Hollywood Harmony explores the inner
workings of film music, bringing together tools from music theory, musicology, 
and music psychology in this first ever book-length analytical study of this 
culturally central repertoire.

Frank Lehman is an Assistant Professor of Music at Tufts University.
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It's Not Just Growing Pains A Guide to Childhood Muscle, Bone, and Joint Pain,
Rheumatic Diseases, and Latest Treatments
Lehman, Thomas J. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195157284
416 pages
hardcover
$63
Pub Date: 5/20/2004

Here is a readable, reliable guide to the common causes of bone, joint, muscle, 
and arthritis pain in children, designed to help parents and physicians understand
these disorders, arrive at the proper diagnosis, and choose the most effective 
treatment.

Thomas J. A. Lehman, MD, FAAP, FACR, is Senior Scientist, Attending 
Physician, and Chief, Division of Pediatric Rheumatology, Hospital for Special 
Surgery, and Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, Weill Medical College of Cornell 
University.
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The Inner Life of Catholic Reform: From the Council of Trent to the 
Enlightenment
Lehner, Ulrich L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197620601
312 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022

The Inner Life of Catholic Reform offers a longue duree overview of the 
sentiments and spiritual ideas of the 250-year long time span from the ending of 
the Council of Trent to the Catholic Enlightenment, known as Catholic Reform.

Ulrich L. Lehner is William K. Warren Professor of Theology at University of 
Notre Dame, Indiana.
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Listing:

The Catholic Enlightenment: The Forgotten History of a Global Movement
Lehner, Ulrich L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190912284
272 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

It is the sentiment behind the narrative that Catholic beliefs were incompatible 
with the Enlightenment ideals. Catholics, many claim, are superstitious and 
traditional, opposed to democracy and gender equality, and hostile to science. It
may come as a surprise, then, to learn that Casanova himself was a Catholic. In
The Catholic Enlightenment, Ulrich L. Lehner points to such figures as 
representatives of a long-overlooked thread of a reform-minded Catholicism, 
which engaged Enlightenment ideals with as much fervor and intellectual gravity
as anyone.

Ulrich L. Lehner is Professor of Religious History and Historical Theology at 
Marquette University. A member of the European Academy of
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Playing with Ease: A Healthy Approach to Guitar Technique
Leisner, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190693312
176 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2018

Playing with Ease is a book about ergonomic technique for the guitar, as well as
other instruments. Renowned classical guitarist David Leisner offers an 
introduction to the basic anatomy of movement, advice on relieving unnecessary
tension, pioneering ideas about engaging large muscles, and tips for practicing 
and concert preparation.

David Leisner has a multi-faceted career as an electrifying performing artist, a 
distinguished composer, and a master teacher.
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Singing the Law: Oral Jurisprudence and the Crisis of Colonial Modernity in East
African Literature
Leman, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9781802078060
232 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP.

Singing the Law examines the legal dimensions of East African oral cultures as 
adapted within works of literature. It demonstrates how writers draw on oral 
jurisprudence both to critique the temporal foundations of British colonial law and
imagine new forms of time, law, and justice in the global south.

Peter Leman is an Associate Professor of English and Affiliate Faculty Member 
in Africana Studies at Brigham Young University.
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Inside Austria: New Challenges, Old Demons
Lendvai, Paul
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040396
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2010

Inside Austria is a gripping, in-depth personal report on postwar Austria's 
economic and social success story but also on its turbulent political history.

Paul Lendvai is a Hungarian-born Austrian journalist who worked as a 
correspondent for the Financial Times for more than two decades.
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Crooked Alleys: Deliverance and Despair in Iran
Lennie, Soraya
Oxford University Press .
9781787384668
248 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2021

The inside story of everyday life in Iran, revealing a divided society struggling to 
take charge of its destiny.

Soraya Lennie is an Australian-Iranian journalist and analyst. Based in the 
Middle East, including Iran, since 2010, she has covered politics, war and 
international crisis. She holds an MA in International Diplomacy (MENA) from 
SOAS University of London and a diploma in Persian from the University of 
Tehran.
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Feminist Trouble: Intersectional Politics in Post-Secular Times
Lepinard, Eleonore
Oxford University Press .
9780190077167
336 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2020

In Feminist Trouble, Eleonore Lepinard draws on extended fieldwork with 
numerous women's organizations in France and Quebec. Giving voice to women
of color and white women, Lepinard dissects hierarchies of privilege, in particular
whiteness, in feminist politics, grappling with Islam and Islamic veiling debates to
understand how these changes have transformed contemporary feminist 
movements, intersectional politics, and the feminist collective subject.

Eleonore Lepinard is Associate Professor in gender studies at the Institute of 
Social Sciences of the Universite de Lausanne.
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The Creation of Feminist Consciousness From Middle Ages to Eighteen-seventy
Lerner, Gerda
Oxford University Press .
9780195090604
416 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/14/1994

The Creation of Patriarchy, the first book in her two-volume magnum opus 
Women and History (1986) received wide review attention and much acclaim, 
winning the prestigious Joan Kelly Prize of the American Historical Association 
for the best work on Women's History that year.

Gerda Hedwig Lerner (April 30, 1920 – January 2, 2013) was an Austrian-born 
American historian and woman's history author.
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The Creation of Patriarchy
Lerner, Gerda
Oxford University Press .
9780195051858
368 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/22/1987

A major new work by a leading historian and pioneer in women's studies, The 
Creation of Patriarchy is a radical reconceptualization of Western civilization that
makes gender central to its analysis.

Gerda Hedwig Lerner (April 30, 1920 – January 2, 2013) was an Austrian-born 
American historian and woman's history author.
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Listing:

Why History Matters: Life and Thought
Lerner, Gerda
Oxford University Press .
9780195122893
272 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 2/26/1998

In 'Why History Matters', Lerner sums up her thinking and research of the last 16
years, combining personal reminiscences with innovative theory that illuminates 
the importance of history and the vital role women have played in it.

Gerda Hedwig Lerner (April 30, 1920 – January 2, 2013) was an Austrian-born 
American historian and woman's history author.
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Listing:

Oxford Handbook of Sleep Medicine
Leschziner, Guy
Oxford University Press .
9780192848253
352 pages
Flexicover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/30/2022
Oxford Medical Handbooks. 11 black and white illustrations

This handbook provides a comprehensive, practical guide to clinicians of all 
backgrounds for the diagnosis of treatment of sleep disorders, and their 
relevance to their own clinical field. It is useful for day-to-day practice and as an 
introduction to specialist training in clinical sleep medicine.

Prof Leschziner is a consultant neurologist at Guy's and St Thomas' Hospitals in
London, where he leads the Sleep Disorders Centre, one of the UK's only 
multidisciplinary sleep services.
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Fear and Insecurity: Israel and the Iran Threat Narrative
Leslie, Jonathan G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197685556
312 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 2/15/2023

Why is Israel's former ally Iran now perceived as the country's greatest threat?

Jonathan G. Leslie is a consultant and adjunct professor at the Center for 
Security Studies at Georgetown University, Washington, DC. He received his 
PhD from SOAS University of London, and holds degrees from Princeton 
University and the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.
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The Wanderer
Leslie, Roy F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892612
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1985
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This edition of the Old English poem 'The Wanderer' from the Exeter Book 
includes contextual introduction, notes and glossary.
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Three Old English Elegies
Leslie, Roy F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859891844
108 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1988

Edition of 'The Wife's Lament', 'The Husband's Message' and 'The Ruin' with 
contextual introduction, notes and glossary.
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Listing:

Brahms's Violin Sonatas: Style, Structure, Performance
Lester, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780190087074
352 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2020

Brahms's Violin Sonatas explores key passages of the composer's sonata scores
and reveals, in clear and accessible language, the historical and musical 
nuances behind their composition.

Joel Lester is Professor Emeritus at the CUNY Graduate Center and The City 
College of New York.
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Listing:

Bach's Works for Solo Violin: Style, Structure, Performance
Lester, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780195171440
200 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2003
 11 figures, 70 music examples

This engaging volume is the first comprehensive exploration of the place of these
works within Bach's music: it focuses on their structural and stylistic features as 
they have been perceived since their creation.

Joel Lester is the Dean of the Mannes College of Music. He has been active in 
many areas of music education, scholarship, and performance for three decades.
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The Humanities and Everyday Life: The Literary Agenda
Levenson, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198808299
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/16/2018
The Literary Agenda

The Literary Agenda is a series of short polemical monographs about the 
importance of literature and of reading in the wider world and about the state of 
literary education inside schools and universities.

Michael Levenson is William B. Christian Professor of English at the University of
Virginia.
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Listing:

Delivery as Dispossession: Land Occupation and Eviction in the Postapartheid 
City
Levenson, Zachary
Oxford University Press .
9780197629253
288 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2022
GLOBAL AND COMPARATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY SER. 8 b/w halftones, 2 maps

In Dispossession as Delivery, Zachary Levenson explains why post-Apartheid 
South Africa continues to evict land occupations. Levenson shows that the 
government does this in the name of preserving the order they imagine is 
necessary to deliver housing to its citizens.

Zachary Levenson is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of North
Carolina, Greensboro, and a Senior Research Associate at the University of 
Johannesburg.
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Listing:

Dispossession without Development: Land Grabs in Neoliberal India
Levien, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190859169
336 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 4/4/2018
Modern South Asia Series

Since the mid-2000s, India has been beset by widespread farmer protests 
against land dispossession. Dispossession Without Development demonstrates 
that beneath these conflicts lay a profound shift in regimes of dispossession.

Michael Levien is assistant professor of sociology at Johns Hopkins University. 
He lives in Baltimore, Maryland.
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Meddling in the Ballot Box: The Causes and Effects of Partisan Electoral 
Interventions
Levin, Dov H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197519899
320 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2020

Meddling in the Ballot Box is the first book to focus exclusively on partisan 
electoral interventions. In these situations, such as Russia's intervention in the 
2016 US elections, foreign powers try to determine election results in another 
country. Dov Levin examines why such interventions occur and what their effects
are. Using historical case studies and an original statistical analysis, he identifies
the conditions for meddling.

Dov H. Levin is an Assistant Professor of International Relations at the University
of Hong Kong.
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Surfing the Quantum World
Levin, Frank S.
Oxford University Press .
9780198808275
304 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/14/2017

Demonstrates how quantum theory explains the bizarre quantum world. Carefully
explores the fundamental principles of quantum theory. Bridges the gap between
in-depth texts on quantum mechanics and descriptive popular books on quantum
ideas and phenomena

During his tenure in the Brown University Physics Department, Frank S. Levin 
taught undergraduate and graduate physics courses and carried out U. S. 
government-funded research on nuclear reactions, collision theory, and few-body
quantum systems.
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Religion and Medicine: A History of the Encounter Between Humanity's Two 
Greatest Institutions
Levin, Jeff and Post, Stephen G.
Oxford University Press .
9780190867355
344 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

Though the current political climate might lead one to suspect that religion and 
medicine make for uncomfortable bedfellows, the two institutions have a long 
history of alliance. From religious healers and religious hospitals to religiously 
informed bioethics and research studies on the impact of religious and spiritual 
beliefs on physical and mental well-being, religion and medicine have 
encountered one another from antiquity through the present day. In Religion and
Medicine, Dr. Jeff Levin outlines this longstanding history and the multifaceted 
interconnections between these two institutions.

Dr. Jeff Levin, an epidemiologist and religious scholar, holds a distinguished 
chair at Baylor University.
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Listing:

Vivre Ici: Space, Place and Experience in Contemporary French Documentary
Levine, Alison J. Murray
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855847
320 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

Vivre Ici invites the reader on a journey through the vast viewing landscape of 
contemporary French documentary film, a genre that has experienced a 
renaissance in the past twenty years.  The films explored are connected not just
by a general interest in engaging the real, but by a particular attention to French
space and place.  From farms and wild places to roads, schools, and urban 
edgelands, these films explore the spaces of the everyday and the human and 
non-human experiences that unfold within them.

Alison J. Murray Levine is an Associate Professor of French at the University of
Virginia.
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What Should We Do?: A Theory of Civic Life
Levine, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197570494
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2022

In What Should We Do?, Peter Levine explores how to organize individuals to 
act in concert, how to talk and think well about contentious matters, and how to 
address exclusion.

Peter Levine is the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs and Lincoln Filene 
Professor of Citizenship & Public Affairs in Tufts University's Jonathan Tisch 
College of Civic Life.
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Religion: A Cross-Cultural Dictionary (Oxford Quick Reference)
Levinson, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195123111
312 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/8/1998

With numerous examples from cultures around the world, Religion: A Cross-
Cultural Dictionary documents, describes, and explains both the commonalities 
and differences in how people experience and express their religious beliefs and
spirituality. Clear and concise articles explain the varied philosophies, dogma, 
practices, and origins of the sixteen religions with worldwide following.
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Evolutionary Processes and Organizational Adaptation: A Mendelian Perspective
on Strategic Management
Levinthal, Daniel A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199684946
160 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 8/26/2021

Using the ideas of Gregor Mendel as a useful touchstone, this book aims to 
construct a middle-ground between these two conceptions. The image of the 
Mendelian executive shows how we might effectively balance the ideas of 
godlike rational design on the one hand and evolutionary dynamics on the other.

Daniel A. Levinthal is the Reginald H. Jones Professor of Corporate Strategy at 
the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.
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Transnational Social Protection: Social Welfare across National Borders
Levitt, Peggy / Sun, Ken Chih-Yan / Paul, Ruxandra / Dobbs, Erica
Oxford University Press .
9780197666838
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/24/2023

Transnational Social Protection considers what happens to social welfare when
more and more people live, work, study, and retire outside their countries of 
citizenship where they received health, education, and elder care.

Peggy Levitt is the Mildred Lane Kemper Chair of Sociology and the Chair of the
sociology department at Wellesley College. She is also a co-founder of the 
Global (De)Centre. Erica Dobbs is Assistant Professor of Politics at Pomona 
College. Her research explores how mass migration forces both states and 
individuals to rethink the dynamics of political and social citizenship in liberal 
democratic societies. Ken Chih-Yan Sun is Assistant Professor of Sociology and
Criminology at Villanova University. His research interests include families, 
migration, life stage, inequalities, and globalization. Ruxandra Paul is Assistant 
Professor of Political Science at Amherst College, Massachusetts, and a local 
affiliate of the Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies at Harvard 
University. Her research agenda examines the socio-political effects of 
globalization, supranational integration, and increasingly porous borders.
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Listing:

A Teaching Artist's Companion: How to Define and Develop Your Practice
Levy, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190926168
344 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2019

A Teaching Artist's Companion: How to Define and Develop Your Practice is a 
guide for working professional artists who also teach. With humor and hard-won 
insight, author Daniel Levy and other master teaching artists narrate their 
successes and failures, illustrating the essential techniques teaching artists need
to thrive in the working world.

Daniel Levy is a composer and working musician in New York City.
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The Marsh Builders: The Fight for Clean Water, Wetlands, and Wildlife
Levy, Sharon
Oxford University Press .
9780190246402
248 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2018

Swamps and marshes once covered vast stretches of the North American 
landscape. In The Marsh Builders, Sharon Levy delves into the intertwined 
histories of wetlands loss and water pollution. The book's springboard is the tale
of a years-long citizen uprising in Humboldt County, California, which led to the 
creation of one of the first U. S. wetlands designed to treat city sewage.

Sharon Levy is a science writer based in northern California.
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Inside Science: Revolution in Biology and Its Impact
Lewin, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9781621825012
340 pages
hardcover
$29.5
Pub Date: 6/30/2023
53 B&W  illustrations

Looking behind widely held beliefs about the myth of the scientific enterprise, 
Inside Science is a rare examination of how science really functions.  Drawing on
his 25 years of experience as the founding editor of Cell, the worlds leading 
journal in biology, Benjamin Lewin questions the dogma that scientific papers 
describe how research was actually done, describes the distortions caused by 
pressure to publish, and considers the effects of changes in the way science is 
communicated as we move ever further into the digital era.

Benjamin Lewin obtained his undergraduate and graduate degrees from the 
University of Cambridge, England. He became the first Editor of Nature New 
Biology in 1971, and then worked at the National Cancer Institute from 1972 to 
1973. He founded Cell journal in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1974 and 
remained Editor of Cell until 1999.  Cell became the top-ranked journal in the life
sciences.Discount:
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Despite the Best Intentions: How Racial Inequality Thrives in Good Schools
Lewis, Amanda E. and Diamond, John B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190669829
272 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017
Transgressing Boundaries: Studies in Black Politics and Black Communities.

An in-depth study with far-reaching consequences, Despite the Best Intentions 
revolutionizes our understanding of both the knotty problem of academic 
disparities and the larger question of the color line in American society.

Amanda Lewis studies racial dynamics in the contemporary US. Her research 
focuses on how race shapes educational opportunities and on how our ideas 
about race get negotiated in everyday life.  John Diamond is a sociologist of 
education who focuses on how race, ethnicity, and social class intersect with 
school leadership, practices, and policies to shape educational opportunities and
outcomes.
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Cultures in Conflict: Christians, Muslims, and Jews in the Age of Discovery
Lewis, Bernard
Oxford University Press .
9780195102833
126 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 1/18/1996

Balanced and insightful, this far-reaching discussion of the encounters between 
Islam, the West, and the globe provides a new understanding of the distant 
events that gave shape to the modern world.

Bernard Lewis is Cleveland E. Dodge Professor of Near Eastern Studies, 
Emeritus, at Princeton University.
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Race and Slavery in the Middle East: An Historical Enquiry
Lewis, Bernard
Oxford University Press .
9780195053265
224 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 4/30/1992

Race and Slavery in the Middle East illuminates the legacy of slavery in the 
region where it lasted longest, from the days of warrior slaves and palace 
eunuchs and concubines to the final drive for abolition. Illustrated with 
outstanding reproductions of striking artwork, it casts a new light on this critical 
part of the world, and on the nature and interrelation of slavery and racial 
prejudice.

Bernard Lewis is Cleveland E. Dodge Professor of Near Eastern Studies 
Emeritus at Princeton University.
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The Temptations of Tyranny in Central Asia
Lewis, David
Oxford University Press .
9780199326433
256 pages
hardcover
$33.5
Pub Date: 8/5/2008

The Temptations of Tyranny in Central Asia investigates why the U. S. alliance 
with Uzbekistan failed to produce reform and instead ended with the massacre of
hundreds of civilians in Andijan. David Lewis provides the first detailed account 
of the 2005 revolution in Kyrgyzstan and examines the Islamic militant groups 
that are believed to be threatening stability in the Ferghana Basin.

David Lewis is a Senior Research Fellow in the Department of Peace Studies at
Bradford University.
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The Myth of Left and Right: How the Political Spectrum Misleads and Harms 
America
Lewis, Hyrum and Lewis, Verlan
Oxford University Press .
9780197680629
168 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2023
STUDIES IN POSTWAR AMERICAN POLITCAL.

In The Myth of Left and Right, Hyrum Lewis and Verlan Lewis makes the case 
that public discourse in America today is confused and hostile largely because 
we are thinking about politics all wrong. They argue that the assumption that the 
left-right divide is philosophical leads Americans to absolutism and extremism, 
but the reality is that nothing other than tribal loyalty unites the various positions
associated with the liberal and conservative ideologies of today. Further, the 
book shows why the idea that the political spectrum models competing 
worldviews is the central political myth of our time.

Hyrum Lewis is an associate professor of history at Brigham Young University-
Idaho. He received his PhD from the University of Southern California and was 
previously a visiting scholar at Stanford University. Verlan Lewis is a visiting 
Scholar in the Center for American Political Studies at Harvard University and the
Stirling Professor of Constitutional Studies at Utah Valley University. He received
graduate degrees from Cambridge University and the University of Virginia and 
did postdoctoral work in the Stanford University Department of Political Science.
He is also the author of Ideas of Power: The Politics of American Party Ideology
Development (2019).
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Sibling Therapy: The Ghosts from Childhood that Haunt Your Clients' Love and
Work
Lewis, Karen Gail
Oxford University Press .
9780197670262
232 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2023

Adults with siblings actually have two sets: the flesh-and-blood ones they grew 
up with, who have changed and aged together, and the ones who are a creation
of their childhood perceptions, resentments, and idealizations about the original 
siblings. These siblings, like ghosts, are not visible; they never age. People carry
them within, and, at varying times, are haunted by them. The ghosts have four 
components--frozen images, crystallized roles, unhealthy loyalty, and sibling 
transference--each of which has a unique effect on one's adult life and all may be
transferred onto important adults in their love, work, and friendship lives.

Dr. Karen Gail Lewis has been a marriage and family therapist for more than 50
years. She focuses on a wide range of relationships, including couples, single 
women, and adult siblings.
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Greek Tyranny
Lewis, Sian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675273
160 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2009
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live

The tyrants of Greece are some of the most colourful figures in antiquity, 
notorious for their luxury, excess and violence, and provoking heated debates 
among political thinkers. Greek Tyranny examines the phenomenon of autocratic
rule outside the law in archaic and classical Greece, offering a new interpretation
of the nature of tyranny.

Sian Lewis is a Lecturer in Ancient History at the University of St Andrews.
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America in Vietnam
Lewy, Guenter
Oxford University Press .
9780195027327
560 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/29/1980

Based on a variety of classified military records, Lewy provides the first 
systematic analysis of the course of the Vietnam War, the reasons for the failure
of American strategy and tactics, and the causes of the final collapse of South 
Vietnam.

Guenter Lewy is at University of Massachusetts, Amherst (Emeritus).
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Eight Stories Up An Adolescent Chooses Hope over Suicide
Lezine, DeQuincy and Brent, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195325577

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2008

 Eight Stories Up offers hope to young people who are at risk of suicide, 
extending a lifeline of support and guidance that can save their lives.

DeQuincy A. Lezine, PhD, is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of
Rochester Center for the Study and Prevention of Suicide. David Brent, MD, is 
Academic Chief of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, Western Psychiatric Institute 
and Clinic, and Professor of Child Psychiatry, Pediatrics & Epidemiology, 
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, where he holds the Endowed Chair 
in Suicide Studies.
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Conquest of Invisible Enemies: A Human History of Antiviral Drugs
Li, Jie Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780197609859
280 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2022
38 line drawings and 28 halftones

In his latest book, science writer and medicinal chemist Jie Jack Li guides 
readers through the history of viruses, vaccines, and antiviral drugs. Li chronicles
the discovery and treatment of HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, influenza, and coronaviruses.
Throughout, Li focuses on how viruses have shaped human history and on the 
individuals who developed treatments.

Jie Jack Li is the CSO of GenHouse Bio. Previously, he was VP of Discovery 
Chemistry at ChemPartner, an Associate Professor of Chemistry at the 
University of San Francisco, and a Medicinal Chemist at Pfizer and Bristol-Myers
Squibb. He has authored or edited over 30 books, including Blockbuster Drugs 
(Oxford University Press, 2014), which won the 2015 Alpha Sigma Nu Science 
Book Award.
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Using R for Data Analysis in Social Sciences: A Research Project-Oriented 
Approach
Li, Quan
Oxford University Press .
9780190656225
368 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2018

Statistical analysis is common in the social sciences, and among the more 
popular programs is R. This book provides a foundation for undergraduate and 
graduate students in the social sciences on how to use R to manage, visualize, 
and analyze data.

Dr. Quan Li is Professor of Political Science at Texas A&M University.
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The Dragon in the Jungle: The Chinese Army in the Vietnam War
Li, Xiaobing
Oxford University Press .
9780190681616
344 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2020

Western historians have long speculated about Chinese military intervention in 
the Vietnam War. It was not until recently, however, that newly available 
international archival materials, as well as documents from China, have indicated
the true extent and level of Chinese participation in the conflict of Vietnam. For 
the first time in the English language, this book offers an overview of the 
operations and combat experience of more than 430,000 Chinese troops in 
Indochina from 1968-73.

Xiaobing Li is professor of history and director of the Western Pacific Institute at 
the University of Central Oklahoma.
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Architect of Global Jihad: The Life of Al-Qaeda Strategist Abu Mus'ab Al-Suri
Lia, Brynjar
Oxford University Press .
9780199326457
550 pages
paperback
$24.5
Pub Date: 6/29/2009

Abu Mus'ab al-Suri remains the foremost theoretician in the global jihadist 
movement today, despite his capture in Pakistan in late 2005.

Brynjar Lia is a research professor at the Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment (FFI).
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Ethics of Artificial Intelligence
Liao, S. Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190905040
544 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

This is the first volume to provide an overview of critical perspectives on the 
ethics of Artificial Intelligence (AI), at a point when growth in AI technologies has
exploded but the study of the difficult moral problems presented by AI use is only
in its infancy.

S. Matthew Liao is Arthur Zitrin Chair of Bioethics, Director of the Center for 
Bioethics, Professor of Global Public Health, and Affiliated Professor in the 
Department of Philosophy at New York University.
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The Empowered Citizens Guide: 10 Steps to Passing a Law that Matters to You
Libby, Pat
Oxford University Press .
9780197601631
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

For years, Pat Libby has been teaching everyday citizens how to pass laws. 
Most of them knew next to nothing about the legislative process when they got 
started. Yet, many of those folks surprised themselves by passing a law on their 
first try. The Empowered Citizens Guide provides an easy, 10-step framework 
that breaks down the legislative process into bite-sized pieces.

Pat Libby is one of the nation's leading experts on citizen lobbying campaigns. 
She is also the founder of the Nonprofit Institute at the University of San Diego.
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Bishop Thirlwall's History of Greece: A Selection
Liddel, Peter P. and Thirlwall, Connop
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675297
384 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/10/2007

Connop Thirlwall's 'History of Greece' appeared in eight volumes between 1835
and 1844 and ran to a second edition (1846-52). This single volume provides a 
representative selection from the original eight. Each selection has been edited 
to suit the conventions of modern scholarship, while Liddel's introduction places
Thirlwall's history in the context of nineteenth-century historiography of ancient 
Greece.

Peter P. Liddel is Lecturer in Ancient History in the University of Manchester. 
Connop Thirlwall (1797-1875) was a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge from 
1818 to 1834, prior to a career in the Church.
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Madeira: The Mid-Atlantic Wine
Liddell, Alexander
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043342

paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Madeira is one of the world's greatest wines, with a fascinating history few others
can equal.

Alexander Liddell has been a freelance wine and travel writer since 1992. He has
written three wine books - two of them nominated for the Andre Simon Award - 
published by Sotheby's, Faber & Faber and Mitchell Beazley.
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Ambrose of Milan: Political Letters and Speeches
Liebeschuetz, J. H. W. G. and Hill, Carole
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312434
432 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2010

The episcopate of Ambrose of Milan (374-97) is pivotal to understanding the 
developing relationship between the Christian Church and the Roman Empire in 
late antiquity. As bishop of Milan, Ambrose came into frequent contact with the 
highest levels of the imperial administration, including the emperors Gratian, 
Valentinian II, and Theodosius I themselves.

J. H. W. G. Liebeschuetz is Emeritus Professor of Classics at the University of 
Nottingham and a fellow of the British Academy. He is the author of many books,
including The Decline and Fall of the Roman City (OUP, 2003)
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Contesting the Last Frontier: Race, Gender, Ethnicity, and Political 
Representation of Asian Americans
Lien, Pei-te and Filler, Nicole
Oxford University Press .
9780190077686
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2022

In Contesting the Last Frontier, Pei-te Lien and Nicole Filler examine the scope 
and significance of the rise of Asian Pacific Americans (APA) in US elective 
office over the past half-century.

Pei-te Lien is Professor of Political Science, affiliated with Asian American 
Studies, Feminist Studies, and Black Studies, at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara. Nicole Filler is an instructor of Ethnic and Gender Studies and 
Political Science at Highline College.
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Emperor Julian: Panegyric and Polemic - 2nd Edition
Lieu, S.N.C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853233763
480 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/12/1989

This collection makes available in English for the first time the panegyric of 
Claudius Mamertinus (Panegyrici Latini XI/3), a substantial part of the treatise of
John Chrysostom on St Babylas and against Julian (de S. Babyla c. Julianum et
gentiles XIV-XIX), and Emphrem Syrus' Hymns Against Julian.

Samuel N. C. Lieu read History at Cambridge and took his doctorate in Ancient 
and Oriental History at Oxford. From 1974-76 he was Junior Research Fellow at
Wolfson College, Oxford, and was then appointed Lecturer in Classical 
Civilization at Warwick University where he was promoted to Senior Lecturer in 
Ancient History in 1989.
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Climate Change and the Nation State: The Case for Nationalism in a Warming 
World
Lieven, Anatol
Oxford University Press .
9780197584248
240 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2021

Climate Change and the Nation State is the first book to tie the issue of action 
against climate change to nationalism. Anatol Lieven argues that commitment to
the future of the nation is the only way in which populations can be motivated to
accept the sacrifices necessary to combat climate change.

Anatol Lieven is the senior research fellow on Russia and Europe at the Quincy 
Institute for Responsible Statecraft.
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The Government-Industrial Complex: The True Size of the Federal Government,
1984-2018
Light, Paul C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190851798
256 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2019

In The Government-Industrial Complex, public management expert Paul Light 
not only traces the expansion of the federal government's workforce over the 
past few decades, but also explains why it has taken the shape that it has.

Paul C. Light is the Paulette Goddard Professor of Public Service at New York 
University's Robert F. Wagner School of Public Service as well as a nonresident
senior fellow at the Volcker Alliance and a nonresident senior fellow at the 
Brookings Institution.
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Transcendent Parenting: Raising Children in the Digital Age
Lim, Sun Sun
Oxford University Press .
9780190664329
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2019
Studies in Mobile Communication Series

In digitally connected middle-class households with school-going children, from 
toddlers through to varsity students, the practice of transcendent parenting has 
arisen. Transcendent Parenting addresses modern parenting in the digital world,
and it reveals potential consequences for both parents and children.

Sun Sun Lim is Head of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences at the Singapore
University of Technology and Design.
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Robot Ethics 2.0: From Autonomous Cars to Artificial Intelligence
Lin, Patrick / Abney, Keith / Jenkins, Ryan
Oxford University Press .
9780190652951
440 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 10/3/2017

The robot population is rising on Earth and other planets. (Mars is inhabited 
entirely by robots. ) As robots slip into more domains of human life--from the 
operating room to the bedroom--they take on our morally important tasks and 
decisions, as well as create new risks from psychological to physical. This makes
it all the more urgent to study their ethical, legal, and policy impacts.

Patrick Lin, Ph. D., is a philosophy professor and Director of the Ethics + 
Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic State University. Keith 
Abney, A.B.D., is senior lecturer in the Philosophy Department and a Senior 
Fellow at the Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic State
University. Ryan Jenkins, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of philosophy and a 
Senior Fellow at the Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic
State University.
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Robot Ethics 2.0: From Autonomous Cars to Artificial intelligence
Lin, Patrick / Jenkins, Ryan / Abney, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780197503584
440 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

The robot population is rising on Earth and other planets. (Mars is inhabited 
entirely by robots. ) As robots slip into more domains of human life--from the 
operating room to the bedroom--they take on our morally important tasks and 
decisions, as well as create new risks from psychological to physical. This makes
it all the more urgent to study their ethical, legal, and policy impacts.

Patrick Lin, Ph. D., is a philosophy professor and Director of the Ethics + 
Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic State University. Keith 
Abney, A.B.D., is senior lecturer in the Philosophy Department and a Senior 
Fellow at the Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic State
University. Ryan Jenkins, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of philosophy and a 
Senior Fellow at the Ethics + Emerging Sciences Group at California Polytechnic
State University.
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Dancing with the Devil: The Political Economy of Privatization in China
Lin, Yi-min
Oxford University Press .
9780190682835
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

From 1978 through the turn of the century, China was transformed from a state-
owned economy into a predominantly private economy. This fundamental 
change took place under the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), which has been 
ideologically and politically predisposed to suppress private ownership. In 
Dancing with the Devil, Yi-min Lin explains how and why such a paradoxical 
reality came about.

Yi-min Lin teaches at the Division of Social Science, Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology.
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Einstein's Unfinished Dream: Practical Progress Towards a Theory of Everything
Lincoln, Don
Oxford University Press .
9780197638033
328 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/28/2023
38 B&W illustrations

Humanity has long looked to the sky and marveled at the world around us. We've
wondered why the world is the way it is and whether it must be that way. We 
dream of a time when we have developed a theory of everything--a theory that 
answers all questions. Einstein's Unfinished Dream explores the cutting-edge 
research of modern particle physicists that pushes us slowly towards this theory.
Marshalling decades of experience in distilling high-level scientific concepts, 
Lincoln invites readers into the mysteries of dark matter, dark energy, 
matter/antimatter asymmetry, quark and lepton flavor, and other phenomena that
have puzzled humanity for centuries.

Don Lincoln is a senior scientist at Fermi National Laboratory (Fermilab). A 
particle physicist with more than 35 years of experience as a scientific 
researcher, he is Adjunct Full Professor at the University of Notre Dame. Lincoln
has written four books for general readers about particle physics, cosmology, 
and the search for extra-terrestrial life. He writes for CNN and Forbes, and he 
hosts a well-known YouTube channel that explains complex scientific topics to 
general audiences.
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Pal Joey: The History of a Heel
Lindberg, Julianne
Oxford University Press .
9780190051204
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Pal Joey: The History of a Heel presents a behind-the-scenes look at the 
genesis, influence, and significance of this classic musical comedy.

Julianne Lindberg is Assistant Professor of Musicology at The University of 
Nevada, Reno. Her research interests include musical theater, musical 
modernism in Europe and the U.S., and children's musical cultures.
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An Invitation to Feminist Ethics - 2nd edition
Lindemann, Hilde
Oxford University Press .
9780190059316
216 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2019

An Invitation to Feminist Ethics is a hospitable approach to the study of feminist
moral theory and practice. Designed to be small enough to be used as a 
supplement to other books, it also provides the theoretical depth necessary for 
stand-alone use in courses in feminist ethics, feminist philosophy, and women's 
studies.

Hilde Lindemann is Emerita Professor of Philosophy at Michigan State 
University.
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Global Catholicism: Diversity and Change Since Vatican II
Linden, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780199326266
256 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2009

Ian Linden offers a comprehensive analysis of how much the Catholic Church 
has lived up to the Council's promise, come to terms with pluralism, modernity, 
and different forms of spirituality and become a genuinely world Church, the only
competitor to global Islam in the twenty-first century.

Ian Linden is a professorial research associate at SOAS, University of London.
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Landmark Papers in Yeast Biology
Linder, Patrick
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696436
320 pages
hardcover
$99
Pub Date: 11/4/2005

Yeast has been a preeminent experimental organism of genetic research for 
more than 50 years.  Progress in the field has provided the conceptual 
framework that has driven experiments in many areas of biology.  Landmark 
Papers in Yeast Biology consists of essays by prominent scientists on the 
context and significance of 71 carefully selected research papers, which are 
reprinted on the accompanying CD.

Patrick Hall, David Shore, and Michael N. Hall are well-respected in their field.
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Charles Williams: The Third Inkling
Lindop, Grevel
Oxford University Press .
9780198806431
544 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 12/26/2017

Offers a fascinating and completely new view of the shadowy figure of poet, 
magician and, fantasy-writer Charles Williams. Based on previously unavailable
archive material. Includes never-before-published letters from T. S. Eliot and C.
S. Lewis. Adds surprising new dimensions to our knowledge of the Inklings. 
Recreates secret occult rituals on the basis of private papers and privately-
printed documents

Grevel Lindop was formerly Professor of Romantic and Early Victorian Studies at
the University of Manchester.
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The Stepford Wives
Lindop, Samantha
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859371
120 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Constellations. 20 black and white illustrations

This study finally gives The Stepford Wives (1975) the serious scholarly attention
it deserves. It considers the significance of the film as a socio-cultural and socio-
political document and locates it in the traditions of the gothic, the histories of 
feminism and fictional imaginings about artificial women, and the futures of social
robots and AI, both real and imagined.

Samantha Lindop is an academic at The University of Queensland in the field of 
film, media, and cultural studies.
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The Stepford Wives
Lindop, Samantha
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859364
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Constellations. 20 black and white illustrations

This study finally gives The Stepford Wives (1975) the serious scholarly attention
it deserves. It considers the significance of the film as a socio-cultural and socio-
political document and locates it in the traditions of the gothic, the histories of 
feminism and fictional imaginings about artificial women, and the futures of social
robots and AI, both real and imagined.

Samantha Lindop is an academic at The University of Queensland in the field of 
film, media, and cultural studies.
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Old Norse Mythology
Lindow, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197554487
248 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/21/2020
World Mythology in Theory and Everyday Life

An innovative and accessible overview of how ancient Scandinavians understood
and made use of their mythological stories.  Old Norse Mythology provides a 
unique survey of the mythology of Scandinavia: the gods Þórr (Thor) with his 
hammer, the wily and duplicitous Óðinn (Odin), the sly Loki, and other fascinating
figures.  They create the world, battle their enemies, and die at the end of the 
world, which arises anew with a new generation of gods.  These stories were the
mythology of the Vikings, but they were not written down until long after the 
conversion to Christianity, mostly in Iceland.

John Lindow is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Scandinavian at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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Old Norse Mythology
Lindow, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190852252
246 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 12/21/2020
World Mythology in Theory and Everyday Life

An innovative and accessible overview of how ancient Scandinavians understood
and made use of their mythological stories.  Old Norse Mythology provides a 
unique survey of the mythology of Scandinavia: the gods Þórr (Thor) with his 
hammer, the wily and duplicitous Óðinn (Odin), the sly Loki, and other fascinating
figures.  They create the world, battle their enemies, and die at the end of the 
world, which arises anew with a new generation of gods.  These stories were the
mythology of the Vikings, but they were not written down until long after the 
conversion to Christianity, mostly in Iceland.

John Lindow is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Scandinavian at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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Cross-Domain Deterrence: Strategy in an Era of Complexity
Lindsay, Jon R. and Gartzke, Erik (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190908652
408 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
3 illustrations

In Cross-Domain Deterrence, Erik Gartzke and Jon R. Lindsay assess the 
theoretical relevance of CDD for the field of International Relations. As a general
concept, CDD posits that how actors choose to deter affects the quality of the 
deterrence they achieve.

Jon R. Lindsay is Assistant Professor at the Munk School of Global Affairs and 
Public Policy and the Department of Political Science at the University of 
Toronto.  Erik Gartzke is Professor of Political Science and Director of the Center
for Peace and Security Studies at the University of California, San Diego.
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Age of Emergency: Living with Violence at the End of the British Empire
Linstrum, Erik
Oxford University Press .
9780197572030
328 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/25/2023
26 black and white halftones

Age of Emergency examines how metropolitan Britons understood colonial 
violence in the two decades after V-E Day when small wars raged on the 
frontiers of empire in Malaya, Kenya, and Cyprus.

Erik Linstrum is Associate Professor of History at the University of Virginia.  He is
the author of Ruling Minds: Psychology in the British Empire, which won the 
George Louis Beer Prize of the American Historical Association.
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Animal Theologians
Linzey, Andrew and Linzey, Clair
Oxford University Press .
9780197655559
456 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2023

Many people who have thought about God have not thought about animals, or 
about the relationship between the two. But among those who have some of the
most celebrated religious thinkers. This volume comprises 24 scholarly studies 
that detail challenges to the dominant anthropocentrism of most religious 
traditions.

Andrew Linzey is director of the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics and has been a
member of the Faculty of Theology in the University of Oxford for twenty-eight 
years. Clair Linzey is the deputy director of the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics 
and professor of animal theology at the Graduate Theological Foundation.
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Consuming Identities: Visual Culture in Nineteenth-Century San Francisco
Lippert, Amy DeFalco
Oxford University Press .
9780190268978
416 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

Along with the rapid expansion of the market economy and industrial production
methods, such innovations as photography, lithography, and steam printing 
created a pictorial revolution in nineteenth-century society.

Amy DeFalco Lippert is an Assistant Professor of American History and the 
College at the University of Chicago.
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The Voices of Nimes: Women, Sex, and Marriage in Reformation Languedoc
Lipscomb, Suzannah
Oxford University Press .
9780198797661
400 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2019
10 black and white illustrationsimages

In this book, Suzannah Lipscomb recovers the lives and aspirations of ordinary 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century French women, using rich source material to
show what they thought about their lives, menfolk, friendships, faith, and sex.

Suzannah Lipscomb is Professor of History at the University of Roehampton and
a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
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Quick(er) Calculations: How to add, subtract, multiply, divide, square, and square
root more swiftly
Lipscombe, Trevor Davis
Oxford University Press .
9780198852650
192 pages
hardcover
$22.95
Pub Date: 7/6/2021
4 grayscale line figures .

How fast can you calculate? Would you like to be faster? This book presents the
time honored tricks and tips of calculation, from a fresh perspective, to boost the
speed at which you can add -- whether a couple of numbers, or columns so long
an accountant may faint. Find out how to subtract, multiply, divide, and find 
square roots more quickly.

Trevor Lipscombe graduated with an undergraduate degree in theoretical 
physics from Queen Mary College, University of London, and then obtained a 
doctorate in theoretical physics from the University of Oxford.
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Justus Lipsius: On Constancy
Lipsius, Justus
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675150
162 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 3/31/2006
Edited by John Sellars.

In De Constantia Lipsius deploys Stoic arguments concerning appropriate 
attitudes towards emotions and external events. He also makes clear which parts
of stoic philosophy must be rejected, including its materialism and its 
determinism.

Justus Lipsius (18 October 1547 – 23 March 1606) was a Flemish Catholic 
philologist, philosopher, and humanist.  John Sellars is a Research Associate at
King’s College London, working on the ‘Ancient Commentators on Aristotle’ 
project and on ancient philosophy more generally.
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Strength Through Peace: How Demilitarization Led to Peace and Happiness in 
Costa Rica, and What the Rest of the World can Learn From a Tiny, Tropical 
Nation
Lipton, Judith Eve and Barash, David P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199924974
272 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2018

This book examines how and why Costa Rica is safe and independent without 
any military at all, and what the rest of us can learn from its success.

Judith Eve Lipton is a psychiatrist who practiced psychopharmacology and 
psychosomatic medicine for 30 years. David P. Barash is an evolutionary 
biologist, Professor of Psychology emeritus at the University of Washington.
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The Preacher King: Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Word that Moved America - 
updated edition
Lischer, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190065126
344 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2020

The Preacher King investigates Martin Luther King Jr. 's religious development 
from a precocious preacher's kid in segregated Atlanta to the most influential 
America preacher and orator of the twentieth century. To give the most accurate
and intimate portrait possible, Richard Lischer draws almost exclusively on King's
unpublished sermons and speeches, as well as tape recordings, personal 
interviews, and even police surveillance reports.

Richard Lischer is the James T. and Alice Mead Cleland Professor Emeritus of 
Preaching at Duke Divinity School.
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The Preacher King: Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Word that Moved America
Lischer, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780195111323
368 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/6/1997

 The Preacher King investigates Martin Luther King Jr. 's, religious development 
from a precocious "PK" ("preacher's kid") in segregated Atlanta to the most 
influential American preacher and orator of the twentieth century.

Richard Lischer is Professor of Homiletics, the Divinity School, Duke University.
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Wars of Revelation: The Transformative Effects of Military Intervention on Grand
Strategy
Lissner, Rebecca
Oxford University Press .
9780197583197
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2021

Lissner shows that military interventions in Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq were 
crucibles for American foreign policy in the latter half of the 20th century, testing
strategic axioms on the battlefield and compelling adjustments to Washington's 
conception of its global role.

Rebecca Lissner is an Assistant Professor in the Strategic and Operational 
Research Department at the US Naval War College and a Non-Resident Scholar
at Georgetown University's Center for Security Studies.
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Scottish Contract Law - 3rd edition
Little, Tikus
Oxford University Press .
9781845861513
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2015
Edinburgh Law Essentials EUP.

The law of contract is complex and intricate and disputes over contracts have led
to a wealth of court cases over the years. This guide teaches you the basics of 
the law of contract as it pertains to Scotland, such as forming a contract, 
terminating a contract, third-party rights to cross-border contracts, breach of 
contract and the definition of a contract.

Tikus Little is Senior Teaching Fellow in the School of Law at the University of 
Stirling.
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Listing:

Shifting Dynamics of Contention in the Digital Age: Mobile Communication and 
Politics in China
Liu, Jun
Oxford University Press .
9780190887278
232 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/23/2020
STUDIES IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION SERIES

With a communication-centered framework that brings together communication 
studies, sociology, and political science, this book explains how people adopt 
and maneuver mobile technologies as tactics of contention for political 
mobilization in contentious moments and everyday resistance in contemporary 
China.

Jun Liu is Associate Professor in the Department of Communication at the 
University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
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The Tectonic Plates are Moving!
Livermore, Roy
Oxford University Press .
9780198847939
496 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2019

Plate tectonics is a revolutionary theory on a par with modern genetics. Yet, 
apart from the frequent use of cliches such as "tectonic shift" by economists, 
journalists, and politicians, the science itself is rarely mentioned and poorly 
understood. This book explains modern plate tectonics in a non-technical 
manner, showing not only how it accounts for phenomena such as great 
earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions, but also how it controls 
conditions at the Earth's surface, including global geography and climate.

Roy Livermore is an Associate Lecturer, The Open University.
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Listing:

The Tectonic Plates are Moving!
Livermore, Roy
Oxford University Press .
9780198717867
496 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/5/2018

Plate tectonics is a revolutionary theory on a par with modern genetics. Yet, 
apart from the frequent use of cliches such as 'tectonic shift' by economists, 
journalists, and politicians, the science itself is rarely mentioned and poorly 
understood. This book explains modern plate tectonics in a non-technical 
manner, showing not only how it accounts for phenomena such as great 
earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions, but also how it controls 
conditions at the Earth's surface, including global geography and climate.

Roy Livermore is a marine geophysicist. He spent twenty years with the British 
Antarctic Survey, mapping and exploring the Southern Ocean.
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Proposals for Liverpool
Liversidge, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312052
136 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2009

This volume collects the Peter Liversidge’s 118 proposals for art exhibitions in 
the city of Liverpool, in association with the Tate Liverpool’s exhibition The Fifth 
Floor.

Peter Liversidge (born 1973) is a British contemporary artist notable for his 
diverse artistic practice and use of proposals.
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Listing:

Owain Glyndwr: A Casebook
Livingston, Michael and Bollard, John K.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898836
312 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP

This book presents the original text and English translations of the medieval and
post-medieval records, documents, poems and chronicles relating to Owain 
Glyndwr (1357?-1415, revolutionary and the last native Welshman to hold the 
title Prince of Wales), his career and his legacy.

Michael Livingston is an Associate Professor at The Citadel, The Military College
of South Carolina.  John K. Bollard is a Medieval Welsh scholar, editor, and 
lexicographer.
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Listing:

The Battle of Crecy: A Casebook
Livingston, Michael and DeVries, Kelly
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382707
458 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2016

This casebook is the most extensive collection of documents ever assembled for
the study of one of the famous battles in history. Here we see the Battle of Crécy
across the cultural landscape of Europe - through chronicles and letters, through
poems and prophecies, through sermons and laments - enabling us to 
understand the events of 26 August 1346 like never before.

Michael Livingston is an Associate Professor at The Citadel, The Military College
of South Carolina. Kelly DeVries is Professor of History, Loyola University 
Maryland.
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Listing:

The Battle of Brunanburh: A Casebook
Livingston, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898638
312 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 6/15/2011
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP

This casebook fills a major gap in our cultural knowledge of the Middle Ages. It 
gathers together for the first time the key historical and literary primary sources 
for the study of the Battle of Brunanburh (AD 937); a key moment in the history of
the British Isles.

Michael Livingston is Assistant Professor of English at The Military College of 
South Carolina.
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Listing:

Parenting for a Digital Future: How Hopes and Fears about Technology Shape 
Children's Lives
Livingstone, Sonia and Blum-Ross, Alicia
Oxford University Press .
9780190874704
272 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

In contrast to panicky headlines about clueless parents and kids glued to 
screens, Parenting for a Digital Future offers a balanced, in-depth exploration of 
the realities of parenting today.

Sonia Livingstone is a professor in the Department of Media and 
Communications at the London School of Economics and Political Science. Alicia
Blum-Ross is currently the Public Policy Lead for Kids & Families at Google and
was formerly a Research Officer in the Department of Media and 
Communications at the London School of Economics and Political Science.
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Listing:

Empire Building: The Construction of British India 1690-1860
Llewellyn-Jones, Rosie
Oxford University Press .
9781787388048
352 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2023
24 color illus.

An exploration of the international context for Ambedkar's ideas around caste, 
law, religion, democracy and race, as developed while studying in the imperial 
capital.

Rosie Llewellyn-Jones PhD holds a degree in Urdu from SOAS University of 
London. A renowned historian of colonial India, she is Editor of Chowkidar, the 
journal of the British Association for Cemeteries in South Asia. Her books include
The Last King in India, also available from Oxford University Press, and Lucknow
1857.
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Last King in India: Wajid Ali Shah
Llewellyn-Jones, Rosie
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044080
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2014

The Last King in India is the story of an extraordinary man whose memory still 
divides opinion sharply today. Was he, as the British described him, a 
debauched ruler who spent his time with "fiddlers, eunuchs and women' instead
of running the kingdom?

Rosie Llewellyn-Jones (PhD) graduated from SOAS in Urdu and is now an 
acclaimed historian of the colonial history of India from the eighteenth to the 
twentieth century.
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Listing:

Venizelos: The Making of a Greek Statesman 1864-1914
Llewellyn-Smith, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197586495
196 pages
hardcover
$39.99
Pub Date: 6/1/2021

A new biography of the great Greek statesman's formative years, by a renowned
historian of Greece.

Michael Llewellyn-Smith was British Ambassador in Athens in the 1990s and 
lived in Venizelos' house.
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Listing:

The William Walton Reader: The genesis, performance, and publication of his 
works
Lloyd-Jones, David
Oxford University Press .
9780193414662
322 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/12/2018

Based on research from all 24 volumes of the William Walton Edition, this 
detailed and updated account covers the genesis, performance, and publication
of the works of one of Britain's leading composers. Highly readable yet 
authoritative, it provides a fascinating background to the stage works, film-
scores, and orchestral, vocal, and instrumental pieces, providing both overview 
and chronology.

David Lloyd-Jones was educated at Magdalen College, Oxford and made his 
professional conducting debut in 1961 with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra. He worked briefly as a répétiteur at the Royal Opera House before 
joining the New Opera Company, where he worked from 1961 to 1964.
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Listing:

The Adaptive Markets Hypothesis: An Evolutionary Approach to Understanding 
Financial System Dynamics
Lo, Andrew W. and Zhang, Ruixun
Oxford University Press .
9780199681143
656 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/2/2023
Clarendon Lectures in Finance.

The Adaptive Markets Hypothesis is a formal and systematic exposition. Lo and
Zhang develop the mathematical foundations of the simple yet powerful 
evolutionary model and show that the most fundamental economic behaviours 
that we take for granted emerge solely through natural selection.

Andrew W. Lo is the Charles E. and Susan T. Harris Professor at the MIT Sloan
School of Management, director of the MIT Laboratory for Financial Engineering,
a principal investigator at the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory, and an affiliated faculty member of the MIT Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science. Ruixun Zhang is an assistant professor and
Boya Young Fellow in the School of Mathematical Sciences at Peking University
(PKU).
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Listing:

Making the Bible Belt: Texas Prohibitionists and the Politicization of Southern 
Religion
Locke, Joseph L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190216283
296 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
13 halftones

Making the Bible Belt upends notions of a longstanding, stable marriage between
political religion and the American South.

Joseph L. Locke is an Assistant Professor of History at the University of 
Houston-Victoria.
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Listing:

Dueling Grounds: Revolution and Revelation in the Musical Hamilton
Lodge, Mary Jo and Laird, Paul R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190938857
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 5/4/2021

Demonstrating that there is both much to celebrate and signficant issues to 
confront in the blockbuster Hamilton, Dueling Grounds is an uncompromising 
look at one of the most important musicals of the 21st century.

Mary Jo Lodge is Associate Professor of Theater at Lafayette College in 
Pennsylvania, and a performer, director, and choreographer. Paul R. Laird is 
Professor of Musicology at the University of Kansas.
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Sharpeville: An Apartheid Massacre and Its Consequences
Lodge, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780199642441
448 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 4/25/2017

In Sharpeville, Tom Lodge explains how and why the Massacre occurred, looking
at the social and political background to the events of March 1960 as well as the 
long-term consequences of the shootings. Lodge offers a gripping account of the
Massacre itself as well as the wider events that accompanied the tragedy, 
particularly the simultaneous protest in Cape Town which helped prolong the 
political crisis that developed in the wake of the shootings.

Tom Lodge is Professor of Peace and Conflict Studies at the University of 
Limerick. He has written extensively on South African politics, including Mandela:
A Critical Life.
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Listing:

Restriction Enzymes: A History
Loenen, Wil A.M.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821052
354 pages
hardcover
$49
Pub Date: 4/30/2019

Restriction enzymes cleave DNA at specific recognition sites and have many 
uses in molecular biology, genetics, and biotechnology. More than 4000 
restriction enzymes are known today, of which more than 621 are commercially 
available, justifying their description by Nobel Prize winner Richard Roberts as 
the workhorses of molecular biology. This book by Wil Loenen is the first full-
length history of these invaluable tools, from their recognition in the 1950s to the
flowering of their development in the 1970s and 1980s to their ubiquitous 
availability today. She is the author of several authoritative and widely 
appreciated reviews of the enzymes' biology.

Wil A. M. Loenen is affiliated with Leiden University Medical Center.
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Listing:

The Ex Post Facto Clause: Its History and Role in a Punitive Society
Logan, Wayne A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190053505
312 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
STUDIES CRIME AMD PUBLIC POLICY SERIES.

The Ex Post Facto Clause, one of the few civil liberty protections found in the 
body of the US Constitution, reflects the Framers' acute concern over the 
tendency of legislatures to enact burdensome retroactive laws targeting 
unpopular individuals. In The Ex Post Facto Clause, Wayne A. Logan provides 
the first book-length examination of the history of the Clause and its potential for 
tempering the punitive impulses of modern American legislatures. Drawing on 
Framing Era history, seminal Supreme Court decisions, and the global embrace
of the values underlying the Ex Post Facto Clause, Logan provides a blueprint for
how the Clause can play a reinvigorated and more robust role in guarding 
against the penal populism besetting modern American legislatures.

Wayne A. Logan is the Steven M. Goldstein Professor of Law at Florida State 
University. He is the author or co-author of several books and almost a hundred
book chapters and law review articles, with work appearing in such publications 
as the Georgetown Law Journal, the Michigan Law Review, the Pennsylvania 
Law Review, and the Texas Law Review. He is an elected member of the 
American Law Institute and a past chair of the Criminal Justice Section of the 
Association of American Law Schools.
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Listing:

Hail Columbia! American Music and Politics in the Early Nation
Lohman, Laura
Oxford University Press .
9780190930615
344 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2020
38 illus.

Hail Columbia! is the compelling story of patriotic songs-such as Yankee Doodle
and The Star-Spangled Banner-used as fiery political propaganda between the 
Revolutionary and Civil Wars in America.

Laura Lohman is a music scholar who explores the intersections of music and 
politics in varied cultures ranging from twentieth-century Egypt to early America.
She serves as Director of the Center for the Advancement of Faculty Excellence
and is a professor of music at Queens University of Charlotte.
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Listing:

Escalation Dynamics in Cyberspace
Lonergan, Erica D. and Lonergan, Shawn W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197550892
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/11/2023
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES.

To what extent do cyberspace operations increase the risks of escalation 
between nation-state rivals? In Escalation Dynamics in Cyberspace, Erica D. 
Lonergan and Shawn W. Lonergan tackle this question head-on, presenting a 
comprehensive theory that explains the conditions under which cyber operations
may lead to escalation.

Erica D. Lonergan is Assistant Professor in the Army Cyber Institute at the 
United States Military Academy at West Point. She is also an Adjunct Research
Scholar in the Saltzman Institute of War and Peace Studies and School of 
International and Public Affairs at Columbia University. Shawn W. Lonergan is a
Lieutenant Colonel in the US Army Reserve 75th Innovation Command. Prior to 
joining the Reserves, Shawn was an active-duty cyber officer and played key 
roles in the National Security Agency (NSA) in the office of Tailored Access 
Operations; the United States Cyber Command in the Cyber National Mission 
Force; and the United States Military Academy at West Point, where he taught 
courses on cyber operations.
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Listing:

A Small State's Guide to Influence in World Politics
Long, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780190926212
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2022
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES.

Theoretically innovative and empirically expansive, A Small State's Guide to 
Influence in World Politics sets out to become the new authority for the study of 
small states in International Relations (IR). The book's explanatory approach 
allows for a comparison of small states' situations and relationships across a 
global selection of some twenty cases in issues of international security, 
economy, and institutions. In doing so, it shows how IR's longstanding neglect of
small states is a missed opportunity--not just for understanding small states but 
for developing better theories of IR.

Tom Long is Associate Professor in the Department of Politics & International 
Studies at the University of Warwick.
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Integrating STEM with Music: Units, Lessons, and Adaptations for K-12
Longo, Shawna and Gates, Zachary
Oxford University Press .
9780197546789
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2021

The book offers 15 fully-developed and classroom-vetted instructional plans and
assessments span in age range from kindergarten through grade 12. With these 
instructional lessons for music and STEM classes, teachers in training, current 
educators, and administrators can better understand and immediately use tools 
for planning, assessing, and the practical teaching of STEM with Music.

Shawna Longo is the General Music (Music Technology) teacher and Arts 
Integration Specialist at Durban Avenue School, Hopatcong, NJ. Zachary Gates 
is a choral, piano, and music technology teacher for grades 6-7 in East 
Brunswick Public Schools, NJ.
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The First Person in Cognition and Morality
Longuenesse, Beatrice
Oxford University Press .
9780198845829
112 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 1/20/2020

This book presents contrasting aspects of the self as radically individual on the 
one hand, and as the bearer of universally shared capacities on the other.

Beatrice Longuenesse is Julius Silver Professor of Philosophy at New York 
University.
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Eighteenth Century Women Poets: An Oxford Anthology
Lonsdale, Roger (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780192827753
608 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/15/1990

This delightful anthology takes us back to Augustan England, introducing over 
one hundred of these lost poets from Lady Mary Chudleigh and Octavia Walsh to
Mary Locke and Georgiana Cavendish, Duchess of Devonshire. Their poetry 
speaks with vigor and immediacy, in a range of moods from the resentful and 
melancholic to the humorous and exuberant, as they unveil their individual 
worlds to us.

Roger Lonsdale, a Fellow and Tutor of Balliol College, Oxford, is the editor of 
The New Oxford Book of Eighteenth-Century Verse.
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Distortion and Subversion: Punk Rock Music and the Protests for Free Public 
Transportation in Brazil (1996-2011)
Lopes de Barros, Rodrigo
Oxford University Press .
9781800856141
272 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 12/1/2022
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP.

At the turn of the 21st century, the Brazilian punk and hardcore music scene 
joined forces with political militants to foster a new social movement that 
demanded free public transportation. These groups collaborated in music shows,
protests, festivals, conferences, radio stations, posters, albums, slogans, and 
digital and printed publications.

Rodrigo Lopes de Barros is Assistant Professor of Spanish, Portuguese, and 
Latin American Studies at Boston University.
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Avant-garde Art and Criticism in Francoist Spain
Lopez, Paula Barreiro
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857094
360 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This groundbreaking book surveys the shifts in the aesthetic discourse and 
artistic practises that decisively influenced the shaping of the avant-garde during
Franco's dictatorship (1939-1975). On the basis of extensive, so far unpublished,
archival material, it discusses the intellectual and cultural field as an important 
battlefield for fighting the regime from within.
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Nature That Makes Us Human: Why We Keep Destroying Nature and How We 
Can Stop Doing So
Loreau, Michel
Oxford University Press .
9780197628430
168 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2023
11 B&W illustrations

Nature That Makes Us Human combines recent scientific discoveries in biology 
and psychology with deep philosophical inquiry--in addition to economic, political,
and historical considerations--to understand what motivates us to keep 
destroying nature today and how we can engage in a new relationship with 
nature tomorrow. This book is for anyone interested in understanding and 
overcoming the current ecological crisis.

Michel Loreau is a renowned ecologist, known in particular for his theoretical 
work on the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning and on 
the ecological and societal consequences of biodiversity loss. He has also 
championed an integrative biodiversity science that transcends disciplinary 
boundaries, and devoted significant efforts to linking biodiversity science and 
policy internationally.Discount:
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Capital Bluegrass: Hillbilly Music Meets Washington, DC
Lornell, Kip
Oxford University Press .
9780199863112
376 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/10/2020
American Musicspheres.0 photos, 5 illus.

Documenting the history and development of bluegrass in and around the 
nation's capital since it emerged in the 1950s, Capital Bluegrass: Hillbilly Music
Meets Washington, D. C. is central to our understanding of bluegrass in the 
United States and its place in our nation's capital.  Brings out the urban roots of 
bluegrass music, and the musical heritage of Washington D. C.

Kip Lornell has taught courses in Ameircan music and ethnomusicology at 
George Washington University since 1992.
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Shiism and Politics in the Middle East
Louer, Laurence
Oxford University Press .
9780199327751
176 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2012

 Laurence Louër's timely study immediately precedes the recent outbreak of 
unrest in Bahrain, triggering the escalation of the so-called Arab Spring of 2011.

Laurence Louer is Research Fellow at CERI/SciencesPo in Paris. She has 
served as a permanent consultant for the Policy Planning Department of the 
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs (CAP ) since 2004 and as co-editor-in-chief of
Critique internationale since 2006. Her research focuses on the politics of identity
and ethnicity in the Middle East.
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Fascism and Constitutional Conflict: The British Extreme Right and Ulster in the
Twentieth Century
Loughlin, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854765
384 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

The first major assessment of the British fascist and neo-fascist engagement with
the Ulster question, from Rotha Lintorn-Orman's British Fascists in the 1920s and
early 1930s, Oswald Mosley's BUF in the 1930s and neo-fascist Union 
Movement in the post-war period, through to the National Front and BNP during 
the Troubles.

James Loughlin is Reader Emeritus in History, Ulster University.
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Weather, Macroweather, and the Climate: Our Random Yet Predictable 
Atmosphere
Lovejoy, Shaun
Oxford University Press .
9780190864217
352 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/16/2019

This book describes in simple terms a new paradigm for understanding the 
atmosphere, that goes beyond just weather and climate. Veering from the 
popular expression that the climate is what you expect, the weather is what you 
get, this book takes the reader by the hand and explains that there is a third 
regime--macroweather--in between the weather and climate.

Shaun Lovejoy is Professor of Physics at McGill University.
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Interrogating Ethnography: Why Evidence Matters
Lubet, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190655686
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/17/2017

First and only book to test the accuracy of ethnography. Evaluates major 
ethnographies from the past thirty years. Provides recommendations for 
developing a more reliable evidence-based ethnography. Considers the themes 
that ethnography examines--urban crime, over-policing, the housing crisis, and 
the failures of the criminal justice system--and illuminates the importance of 
getting it right

Steven Lubet is the Williams Memorial Professor of Law at Northwestern 
University.
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Demystifying Anorexia Nervosa
Lucas, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780195340808

paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2008

Dr. Alexander Lucas draws on 40 years of experience mostly at the Mayo Clinic 
to offer clear guidance and authoritative advice on how to overcome anorexia 
nervosa.

Alexander R. Lucas, MD, is Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry and former Head of
the Section of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the Mayo Clinic. For forty 
years he has been a recognized authority on anorexia, with a practice that drew
patients from around the world.
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Anna Lucas: Here and Your Here
Lucas, Anna
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311451
64 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 11/14/2007
FACT

Lucas' distinct ability to transform seemingly unspectacular moments into those 
of epic profundity, combined with her astute awareness of the politicality of film 
and video and use of carefully orchestrated soundscapes position her as one of 
the most interesting artists working with moving image today.

Anna Lucas is a London-based film and video artist. She has produced 
numerous films with an ongoing series of subjects and collaborators.
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Exodus
Lucas, Peter J. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893831
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1994
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This volume is one of a series of Old and Middle English texts, including works of
interest and importance previously unpublished, long out of print, or otherwise 
inaccesible to the student. Out of print for some time, this edition of 'Exodus' 
contains many suggestions for solving some of the poem's difficulties. The 
edition includes a contextual introduction, notes, glossary and bibliography.

Dr Peter J. Lucas is Head of Old and Middle English at University College, 
Dublin.
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Activist Poetics by John Kinsella
Lucy, Niall and Kinsella, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789621709
232 pages
paperback
$49.5
Pub Date: 3/31/2020
13 color plates, 1 b/w plates 1 map

A lively manifesto for contemporary poetry to escape an aesthetic vacuum. 
Places an emphasis on poetry's ability to elucidate and provoke responses to 
ethical issues, notably the environment. A timely critical intervention from an 
acclaimed and widely taught poet

Niall Lucy is a Research Fellow with the Australia Research Institute. He is a 
former Head of the School of Arts at Murdoch University, where he taught for 
many years in the Literature, Philosophy and Communication Studies programs.
John Kinsella is a Fellow of Churchill College, Cambridge University, Professor 
of English at Kenyon College.
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Global architecture for eighteenth-century Beijing: Building Qing Enlightenments
Luengo, Pedro
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856189
320 pages
paperback
$99.99
Pub Date: 5/11/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 60 black and white illustrations

This book reinterprets architecture in Beijing during the reigns of the Kangxi 
(1661-1722), Yongzheng (1723-1735) and Qianlong (1736-1795) emperors in 
the eighteenth-century. More specifically, it views the building processes of the 
four churches and the Western palaces in the Yuanming Yuan garden as an 
example of cultural dialogue in the context of the Enlightenment.

Pedro Luengo is Professor of the History of Art at the Universidad de Sevilla. He
specialises in eighteenth-century architecture in Southeast Asia and the 
Caribbean.
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Leopold Lugones--Selected Writings
Lugones, Leopoldo
Oxford University Press .
9780195174052
152 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 2/13/2008
Library of Latin America

Argentina's best-known writer during his lifetime, Leopoldo Lugones's work 
spans many literary styles and ideological positions. He was influential as a 
modernist poet, as a precursor of the avant-garde, and also as the poet of 
Argentine nature. His short stories (Las Fuerzas Extranas: 1906) were early 
examples of the fantastic in Latin American fiction and influenced Borges, 
Quiroga, and others.

Leopoldo Lugones Argüello (13 June 1874 – 18 February 1938) was an 
Argentine writer and journalist. Lugones was the leading Argentine exponent of 
the Latin American literary current known as Modernismo. This was a form of 
Parnassianism influenced by Symbolism. He was also the author of the 
incredibly dense and rich historical novel La Guerra Gaucha (1905). He was an 
impassioned journalist, polemicist and public speaker who at first was a Socialist,
later a conservative/traditionalist and finally a supporter of Fascism and as such
an inspiration for a group of rightist intellectuals, On February 18, 1938, the 
despairing and disillusioned Lugones committed suicide by taking a mixture of 
whisky and cyanide while staying at the river resort of El Tigre in Buenos Aires.
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The Gulf Monarchies and Climate Change: Abu Dhabi and Qatar in an Era of 
Natural Unsustainability
Luomi, Mari
Oxford University Press .
9780199387526
301 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 12/15/2014

At the heart of Mari Luomi's salutary book is whether oil- and gas-dependent 
authoritarian monarchies can keep their natural resource use and the 
environment in balance. She argues that the Gulf monarchies have already 
reached their limits of 'natural sustainability', given that several of them are 
dependent on natural gas imports.

MARI LUOMI is a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the Center for Regional and 
International Studies at Georgetown University in Qatar.
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Love, Madness, and Scandal: The Life of Frances Coke Villiers, Viscountess 
Purbeck
Luthman, Johanna
Oxford University Press .
9780198754664
240 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
15 black and white illustrations, 2 maps

The life of Frances Coke Villiers, Viscountess Purbeck. A story of love, sex, and
high drama set against the backdrop of a tumultuous and formative period of 
English history, this is also the story of an exceptional and courageous rebel 
against an age in which women were expected to be obedient, silent, and 
chaste.

Johanna Luthman, Associate Professor of History, University of North Georgia 
Johanna Luthman is an associate professor of history at the University of North
Georgia. Originally from Sweden, Luthman has studied and worked in the United
States since the early 1990s, receiving her doctorate from Emory University in 
Atlanta. Her work focuses on the Tudor and Stuart eras, specifically on issues of
love, sex, and marriage. Her previous publications include Love, Lust and 
License in Early Modern England: Illicit Sex and the Nobility (2008), published 
under the name Johanna Rickman. She lives in Atlanta with her husband, Dr. 
Marko Maunula.
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Strauss
Lutteken, Laurenz
Oxford University Press .
9780190605698
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2019
Master Musicians Series. 21 halftone, 4 line

Laurenz Lutteken's Strauss presents a new approach to the life and works of 
Richard Strauss, cutting through the mystery and gossip surrounding the elusive
German composer to reveal his complicated role as representative of modernity.

Laurenz Lutteken is Professor and Chair of Musicology at the University of 
Zurich. He has published numerous works on Richard Strauss and is the general
editor of the music encyclopedia MGG Online.
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Victorian Paper Art and Craft: Writers and Their Materials
Lutz, Deborah
Oxford University Press .
9780198858799
240 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 1/20/2023
22 Illustrations

Studies the way that authors in nineteenth-century Britain used the materials of 
writing (and reading, drawing, note-taking, and handicraft) for inspiration, 
experimentation, subordination, and creative composition, with a focus on 
Charlotte and Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, George Eliot, Elizabeth
Gaskell, and Mary Shelley.

Deborah Lutz is the Thruston B. Morton Endowed Chair of English at the 
University of Louisville. She has published four books, most recently The Bronte
Cabinet: Three Lives in Nine Objects (Norton, 2015) and Relics of Death in 
Victorian Literature and Culture (Cambridge University Press, 2015). She is the 
editor of the Norton Critical Editions of Jane Eyre and Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde and the recipient of an American Council of Learned Societies 
Fellowship and a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship.
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Historical Studies in Industrial Relations, Volume 33 2012
Lyddon, Dave / Smith, Paul / Seifert, Roger /  Thornley, Carole (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318566
268 pages
paperback
$140
Pub Date: 7/15/2013

Historical Studies in Industrial Relations was established in 1996 by the Centre 
for Industrial Relations, Keele University, to provide an outlet for, and to stimulate
an interest in, historical work in the field of industrial relations and the history of 
industrial relations thought.

Dave Lyddon, Keele University Paul Smith, Keele University. Roger Seifert, 
University of Wolverhampton. Carole Thornley, Keele University.
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Shakespeare's Late Work
Lyne, Raphael
Oxford University Press .
9780199265954
336 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2007

Shakespeare's Late Work is a detailed reading of the plays written at the end of
Shakespeare's career, centering on Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter's Tale, and
The Tempest.

Raphael Lyne is a University Lecturer in the Faculty of English, and a Fellow of 
New Hall at the University of Cambridge.
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Saving the Protestant Ethic: Creative Class Evangelicalism and the Crisis of 
Work
Lynn, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190066680
336 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/2/2022
3 figures

Andrew Lynn draws on archival research and interviews with movement leaders 
to survey and assess the surging number of new organizations, books, 
conferences, worship songs, seminary classes, vocational programming, and 
study groups promoting classically Protestant and Calvinist ideas of work and 
vocation with American Evangelicalism.

Andrew Lynn is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies in 
Culture at the University of Virginia. His work spans organizational theory, 
religious studies, and the history of ideas surrounding ethics and economics. He
received a PhD in Sociology from the University of Virginia.
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Common Sense Guide to Improving Palliative Care
Lynn, Joanne / Chaudhry, Ekta / Simon, Lin Noyes / Wilkinson, Anne M. / 
Schuster, Janice Lynch
Oxford University Press .
9780195310412

paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2007

Having worked with hundreds of providers throughout the country, these 
experienced authors know what providers need when it comes to implementing a
quality improvement project.
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Psychedelic Experience: Revealing the Mind
Lyon, Aidan
Oxford University Press .
9780198843757
416 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/25/2023
15 black and white illustrations

The first philosophical study of the nature of psychedelic experience which 
argues that to have a psychedelic experience is to have a part of one's mind that
is normally hidden (or inaccessible) revealed (or made accessible) to one's 
consciousness

Aidan Lyon is a philosopher at the University of Amsterdam and the Munich 
Center for Mathematical Philosophy, and he has held academic appointments at
several universities worldwide. He completed his Ph.D. in Philosophy in 2009 at 
the Australian National University and has Bachelor's degrees in Science 
(Mathematics) and Arts (Philosophy) from the University of Queensland.
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Brian Eno's Ambient 1: Music for Airports
Lysaker, John T.
Oxford University Press .
9780190497309
184 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 12/17/2018
Oxford Keynotes Series

Brian Eno's seminal album Ambient 1: Music for Airports continues to fascinate 
and charm audiences, not only as a masterpiece of ambient music, but as a 
powerful and transformative work of art. Author John T. Lysaker situates this 
album in the context of twentieth-century art music, where its ambitions and 
contributions to avant garde music practice become even more apparent.

John T. Lysaker is currently William R. Kenan Professor of Philosophy at Emory
University.
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Belt and Road: A Chinese World Order
Macaes, Bruno
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380028
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019

What does the biggest geopolitical project of our time tell us about China's global
ambitions?

Bruno Macaes is a non-resident senior fellow at the Hudson Institute and senior
advisor at Flint Global. Formerly Portugal's Europe minister (2013-15), he has 
been a regular commentator for CNN, the BBC and Al Jazeera.
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Belt and Road: A Chinese World Order
Macaes, Bruno
Oxford University Press .
9781787384071

paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2020

What does the biggest geopolitical project of our time tell us about China's global
ambitions?

Bruno Macaes is a non-resident senior fellow at the Hudson Institute and senior
advisor at Flint Global. Formerly Portugal's Europe minister (2013-15), he has 
been a regular commentator for CNN, the BBC and Al Jazeera.
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History Has Begun: The Birth of a New America
Macaes, Bruno
Oxford University Press .
9780197528341
224 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
6 1/8 x 9 1/4

In History Has Begun, Bruno Macaes traces the long arc of US history to argue 
that in contrast to those who see the US on the cusp of decline, it may well be 
simply shifting to a new model, one equally powerful but no longer liberal.

Bruno Macaes is a Senior Fellow at the Hudson Institute and former Portuguese
Minister to Europe. He is the author of Belt and Road: A Chinese World Order 
and The Dawn of Eurasia.
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History Has Begun: The Birth of a New America
Macaes, Bruno
Oxford University Press .
9780197638071
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/3/2022

In History Has Begun, Bruno Maçães offers a compelling vision of America's 
future, both fascinating and unnerving.  From the early American Republic, he 
takes us to the turbulent present, when, he argues, America is finally forging its 
own path.

Bruno Maçães is a senior advisor at Flint Global and a columnist for the New 
Statesman. The author of Belt and Road, History Has Begun, and The Dawn of 
Eurasia, he advises some of the world's leading companies on geopolitics and 
technology.
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Strategic Intelligence: Conceptual Tools for Leading Change
Maccoby, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198804017
208 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Changes in technology, customer demands, competition, and the social 
character challenge organizations to innovate and change. How they change 
depends on their leaders, and their knowledge, and philosophy. To create a 
better future for organizations and to improve the wellbeing of customers, 
collaborators and communities, leaders need to be strategic thinkers. This book
describes the qualities of strategic intelligence and provides the conceptual tools
that equip leaders to improve and transform organizations in the age of 
knowledge work.

Michael Maccoby is a globally recognized expert on leadership who has advised,
taught, and studied leaders of companies, unions, governments, healthcare 
organizations, and universities in 36 countries.
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Legal Right and Social Democracy: Essays in Legal and Political Philosophy
MacCormick, Neil
Oxford University Press .
9780198255024
256 pages
paperback
$63
Pub Date: 4/26/1984

This work is a controversial collection of interrelated papers investigating and 
arguing about issues of concern to lawyers and politicians today. MacCormick 
combines a scholarly concern with leading thinkers such as John Locke, Lord 
Stair, Adam Smith and David Hume, John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, and Patrick 
Atiyah, and stringently argued view of questions of political obligation, civil liberty,
and legal rights.
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White as the Shroud: India, Pakistan and War on the Frontiers of Kashmir
MacDonald, Myra
Oxford University Press .
9781787383982
224 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021

Between South and Central Asia, in the high mountains and cold deserts, India,
Pakistan and China have fought brutal wars over barren, uninhabited territory in
a bid for control over their national peripheries, including Xinjiang and Tibet in 
China, and Jammu and Kashmir on the Indian subcontinent.  White as the 
Shroud explores this broader story through the most surreal of such conflicts: the
Siachen war, fought between India and Pakistan for control of the eponymous 
glacier.

Myra MacDonald is a journalist and author specializing in South Asian politics 
and security. She was a correspondent for Reuters for nearly thirty years.
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The Art of Becoming: How Group Improvisation Works
MacDonald, Raymond A. R. and Wilson, Graeme B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190840921
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/20/2020

At a time of unprecedented interest in improvisation across the arts, The Art of 
Becoming boldly asserts that everyone can and should improvise. Drawing on 
emerging psychological literature as well as their own research with musicians, 
authors Raymond MacDonald and Graeme Wilson - both music psychologists 
and renowned performers in their own right - propose new ideas on what defines
improvisation in music.

Raymond MacDonald is Professor of Music Psychology and Improvisation at 
Edinburgh University. Graeme Wilson is a Visiting Fellow at the University of 
Edinburgh.
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The Sublimity of Document: Cinema as Diorama
MacDonald, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780190052133
560 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

The Sublimity of Document: Cinema as Diorama is a collection of in-depth, 
substantive interviews with filmmakers devoted to documenting places and 
events that most of us never get to see-often, places and events that have 
considerable influence on our lives.

Scott MacDonald has taught film history since 1970, most recently, at Bard 
College, Harvard University, and at Hamilton College.
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On Germany
MacDonogh, Giles
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849049450
272 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2018

After the Second World War, Germany was an international pariah. Today, it has
become a beacon of the Western world. But what makes this extraordinary 
nation tick? On Germany tells the story of a country reborn, from defeat in 1945 
to the fall of the Berlin Wall, the painstaking reunification of "the two Germanies"
and the Republic's return to the world stage as an economic colossus and 
European leader.

Giles MacDonogh is an acclaimed historian and sometime food, wine and travel
writer. He lives in London.
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The Liverpool Underworld: Crime in the City, 1750-1900
Macilwee, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317002
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2011

In the nineteenth century Liverpool gained an unenviable reputation as the most
crime-ridden place in the country. Using contemporary newspapers and journals
(both local and national), autobiographies and first-hand accounts gleaned from
parliamentary and prison reports, Michael Macilwee explores the social 
background, conditions and events that helped create and sustain the variety 
and high level of criminality in Liverpool.

Dr Michael Macilwee is Information Officer at Liverpool John Moores University 
and best-selling author of 'The Gangs of Liverpool' (Milo Press).
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La Escuela de Calderon: Estudio e Investigacion
Mackenzie, Ann L.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853230984
304 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/1/1993
Liverpool University Press - Hispanic Studies TRAC Series

This is a critical evaluation of the dramatic art and ideology of the School of 
Caleron. In the first part ideological preoccupations, artistic attidues and 
theatrical conditions in the Baroque era are discussed. In the second part 
selected plays are analyzed.

Ann L. Mackenzie is Professor of Spanish Literature at the University of 
Liverpool.
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Spain and Its Literature: Essays in Memory Of E. Allison Peers
Mackenzie, Ann L.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236603
388 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/10/1997
Hispanic Studies (Texual Research and Criticism)

Besides an Introduction, Bibliography and "Centenary Reappraisal", eighteen 
original articles by respected Hispanists from Britain, Spain and the United 
States have been collected in this homage volume.

Anna L. Mackenzie, Ivy McClelland Research Professor of Spanish, University of
Glasgow, is author of numerous books and articles on the Golden Age in Spain.
She is editor, with Paul Preston, of The Republic Besieged: Civil War in Spain 
1936-39 and, with Adrian R. Allan, of allison Peers' memoirs, Redbrick University
Revisited: The Autobiography of 'Bruce Truscot'.
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The Insurgent Archipelago
MacKinlay, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199326969
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2012

As a British Gurkha officer assigned to the jungle borders of North Borneo, John
Mackinlay experienced firsthand the Maoist-style insurgencies of the 1950s and
1960s, and later in his career, as a scholar researching Muslim NGOs and 
preventative security, he witnessed the transformation of territorial, labor-
intensive uprisings into the international networks of individuals and communities
that operate across the world today. In this book, Mackinlay focuses on the 
situation in Afghanistan to see how threats from one theater of operation impact
on us domestically in the UK and in the US.

John Mackinlay is a teaching fellow at the War Studies Department of King's 
College, University of London and a former Defence Fellow of Churchill College,
Cambridge.
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Diagnosing Giants: Solving the Medical Mysteries of Thirteen Patients Who 
Changed the World
Mackowiak, Philip A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199937776
240 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

Could Lincoln have lived? After John Wilkes Booth fired a low-velocity. 44 caliber
bullet into the back of the president's skull, Lincoln did not perish immediately. 
Attending doctors cleaned and probed the wound, and actually improved his 
breathing for a time. Today medical trauma teams help similar victims survive-
including Gabby Giffords, whose injury was strikingly like Lincoln's. In Diagnosing
Giants, Dr. Philip A. Mackowiak examines the historical record in detail, 
reconstructing Lincoln's last hours moment by moment to calculate the odds.

Philip A. Mackowiak is Emeritus Professor of Medicine and Carolyn Frenkil and 
Selvin Passen History of Medicine Scholar-in-Residence at the University of 
Maryland School of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland.
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A Revolutionary History of Interwar India: Violence, Image, Voice and Text
Maclean, Kama
Oxford University Press .
9780190217150
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 5/15/2015

Focusing on the Hindustan Socialist Republican Army (HSRA), A Revolutionary
History delivers a fresh perspective on the ambitions, ideologies and practices of
this influential organization, formed by Chandrashekhar Azad and Bhagat Singh
and inspired by transnational anti-imperial dissent.

Kama Maclean is Associate Professor of South Asian and World History at 
UNSW in Sydney, and Editor of South Asia. Her book, Pilgrimage and Power, 
was awarded an honorable mention in the Ananda Coomaraswamy Prize (2009).
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Brainstorm
Maddrey, Joseph
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781916084223
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2020
Constellations

This book examines Brainstorm (1983), considering multiple drafts of the 
screenplay by three different screenwriters, the production history including the 
death of star Natalie Wood, the career of director and special effects wizard 
Douglas Trumbull, and the film's influence on future storytellers like James 
Cameron.

Joseph Maddrey is a television writer and documentary filmmaker, as well as the
author of eight nonfiction books and one graphic novel.
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Brainstorm
Maddrey, Joseph
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348318
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 9/30/2020
Constellations

This book examines Brainstorm (1983), considering multiple drafts of the 
screenplay by three different screenwriters, the production history including the 
death of star Natalie Wood, the career of director and special effects wizard 
Douglas Trumbull, and the film's influence on future storytellers like James 
Cameron.
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Old English Life of St Mary of Egypt: An Edition of the Old English Text with 
Modern English Parallel-Text Translation
Magennis, Hugh
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896726
312 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Mary of Egypt, a penitent prostitute and figure of female autonomy and authority,
is a disconcerting and unconventional saint, especially in an Anglo-Saxon 
context. She is not the kind of model of idealized female virtue normally favoured
by leading churchmen in Anglo-Saxon England, and yet her life occurs in the 
manuscript of Ælfric's Lives of Saints, probably the most influential vernacular 
collection of saints' lives of its period.

Hugh Magennis is Professor of Old English Literature at Queen's University 
Belfast.
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Washington's Heir: The Life of Justice Bushrod Washington
Magliocca, Gerard N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190947040
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2022
23 b/w halftones

Washington's Heir is the first published biography of Bushrod Washington, 
George Washington's nephew and a Supreme Court Justice for over thirty years.
Justice Washington is one of the most underrated Founding Fathers. He was 
Chief Justice John Marshall's right-hand man in establishing the authority of the
Supreme Court and wrote many influential opinions defining the fundamental 
rights of citizens and the structure of the Constitution. Justice Washington's 
remarkable life story and his secret journal shed new light on George 
Washington, John Marshall, the Constitution, and America's ongoing struggle to
overcome its flaws and become a more perfect union.

Gerard N. Magliocca is the Samuel R. Rosen Professor at the Indiana University
Robert H. McKinney School of Law.
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Humanitarian Negotiations Revealed: The MSF Experience
Magone, Claire / Neuman, Michael / Weissman, Fabrice
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041638
256 pages
paperback
$24.5
Pub Date: 2/28/2012

This book seeks to puncture a number of the myths that have grown up over the
forty years since MSF was founded and describes in detail how the ideals of 
humanitarian principles and "humanitarian space" operating in conflict zones are
in reality illusory.

Claire Magone spent several years working with Action Contre la Faim (Action 
Against Hunger) and MSF, and went on to coordinate Sidaction's international 
programmes. Michael Neuman joined MSF in 1999. His work focuses on political
analysis and issues of immigration and geopolitics. Fabrice Weissman, research
director of the MSF Foundation, is the author of many works on humanitarian aid
and the political economy of conflict.
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The Rhetoric of the Page
Maguire, Laurie
Oxford University Press .
9780198862109
320 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2021
58 Illustrations  illustrations

A readable account of the book as an object: a history of the page as well as a 
history of the book. Drawing an arc from the medieval scriptorium to 
googlebooks, this volume shows the creative and playful opportunities blank 
spaces on the page afforded readers and writers.

Laurie Maguire is Professor of Shakespeare at Oxford University and a Tutorial 
Fellow of Magdalen College.
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Unequal Neighbors: Place Stigma and the Making of a Local Border
Maher, Kristen Hill and Carruthers, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197557204
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/16/2021

San Diego and Tijuana are the site of a national border enforcement spectacle, 
but they are also neighboring cities with deeply intertwined histories, cultures, 
and economies. In Unequal Neighbors, Kristen Hill Maher and David Carruthers
shift attention from the national border to a local one, examining the role of place
stigma in reinforcing actual and imagined inequalities between these cities. While
the details of the book are particular to this corner of the world, the kinds of 
processes it documents offer a window into the making of unequal neighbors 
more broadly. The dynamics at the Tijuana border present a framework for 
understanding how inequalities that manifest in cultural practices produce 
asymmetric borders between places.

Kristen Hill Maher is Associate Professor of Political Science at San Diego State
University. David Carruthers is Professor of Political Science at San Diego State
University.Discount:
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The Space Between: How Empathy Really Works
Maibom, Heidi
Oxford University Press .
9780197637081
328 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/8/2022

In The Space Between Heidi Maibom combines results from philosophy, 
psychology, and neuroscience to show how empathy really works and how, 
rather than making us biased, it makes us more impartial and more objective.

Heidi L. Maibom has been Professor in the Department of Philosophy at the 
University of Cincinnati since 2014. In 2021, she became Ikerbasque Research 
Professor & Distinguished Professor at ILCLI at the University of the Basque 
Country. She has held fellowships at Cambridge University and Princeton 
University.
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New Testament Christianity in the Roman World
Maier, Harry O.
Oxford University Press .
9780190264406
264 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2018
Essentials of Biblical Studies

What did it mean to be a Christian in the Roman Empire? In one of the inaugural
titles of Oxford's new Essentials in Biblical Studies series, Harry O. Maier 
considers the multilayered social contexts that shaped the authors and 
audiences of the New Testament.

Harry O. Maier is Professor of New Testament and Early Christian Studies at 
Vancouver School of Theology and Fellow of the Max Weber Center for 
Advanced Cultural and Social Studies at the University of Erfurt.
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Democracy in Hard Places
Mainwaring, Scott and Masqud, Tarek (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197598764
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/5/2022

In Democracy in Hard Places, Scott Mainwaring and Tarek Masoud bring 
together a distinguished cast of contributors to illustrate how democracies around
the world continue to survive even in an age of democratic decline.

Scott Mainwaring is the Eugene and Helen Conley Professor of Political Science
at the University of Notre Dame. Tarek Masoud is the Ford Foundation Professor
of Democracy and Governance at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School
of Government.
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Slavery, Abolitionism and Empire in India, 1772-1843 (Liverpool Studies in 
International Slavery LUP)
Major, Andrea
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381113
320 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2014
Liverpool Studies in International Slavery LUP

In Slavery, Abolitionism and Empire in India, 1772-1843, Andrea Major asks why,
at a time when East India Company expansion in India, British abolitionism and 
the missionary movement were all at their height, was the existence of slavery in
India so often ignored, denied or excused

Andrea Major is Lecturer in Wider World History at the University of Leeds.
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Lost Glory: India's Capitalism Story
Majumdar, Sumit K.
Oxford University Press .
9780199641994
336 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2018

Lost Glory: India's Capitalism Story deconstructs India's industrialization story, 
challenging contemporary ideas about her economy. Based on careful and 
detailed empirical analyses of India's industrialization, for a period of almost 
seven decades, the book provides deeply-nuanced depictions of the history of 
political economy, that have affected India's industrialization over the course of a
century.

Sumit K. Majumdar is Professor of Technology Strategy in the Jindal School of 
Management, University of Texas at Dallas.
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Tyranny and Usurpation: The New Prince and Lawmaking Violence in Early 
Modern Drama
Majumder, Doyeeta
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854680
240 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
English Association Monographs LUP.

This book investigates the political, legal, historical circumstances under which 
the 'tyrant' of early Tudor drama becomes conflated with the 'usurper-tyrant' of 
the commercial theatres of London, and how the usurpation plot emerges as one
of the central preoccupations of early modern drama.

Doyeeta Majumder is Assistant Professor in the Department of English at 
Jadavpur University. Rajpurush, her translation of Niccolo Machiavelli's Il principe
from the original Italian, was published by Jadavpur University Press in 2012.
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Politics on Display: Yard Signs and the Politicization of Social Spaces
Makse, Todd / Minkoff, Scott / Sokhey, Anand
Oxford University Press .
9780190926328
240 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2019

Who displays yard signs? Why do they display them? In Politics on Display, we 
examine how neighborhoods become politicized during campaign seasons, 
exploring the causes and consequences of sign displaying and its implications 
for our understanding of political participation, attitudes about campaigns and 
elections, and social interaction in neighborhoods.

Todd Makse is Associate Professor in the Department of Politics and 
International Relations at Florida International University. Scott L. Minkoff is 
Assistant Professor of Political Science at SUNY New Paltz. Anand E. Sokhey is
Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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A Blaze of Light in Every Word: Analyzing the Popular Singing Voice
Malawey, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9780190052218
224 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 7/16/2020

The human singing voice holds immense power - to convey mood, emotion, and 
identity in songs, provide music's undeniable wow moments, and communicate a
pop song's meaning perhaps more than any other musical parameter.

Victoria Malawey is Associate Professor of Music at Macalester College.
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Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in Civil Conflicts
Malet, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190691899
280 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

In Foreign Fighters, David Malet examines how insurgencies recruit individuals 
from abroad who would seem to have no direct connection to a distant war.

David Malet is Director of the Security Policy Studies Program of the George 
Washington University Elliott School of International Affairs.
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What is a Refugee?
Maley, William
Oxford University Press .
9780190652388
192 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 12/1/2016

With the arrival in Europe of over a million refugees and asylum seekers in 2015,
a sense of panic began to spread within the continent and beyond. What is a 
Refugee? puts these developments into historical context, injecting much-
needed objectivity and nuance into contemporary debates over what is to be 
done.

William Maley is Professor of Diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific College of Diplomacy
at the Australian National University.
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Nobles and Nazis: The History of a Misalliance
Malinowski, Stephan
Oxford University Press .
9780198842552
496 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/11/2021

The first ever in-depth study of the role played by the nobility in the Nazi rise to 
power in interwar Germany, this is a fascinating portrait of an aristocratic world 
teetering on the edge of self-destruction.

Stephan Malinowski teaches Modern European History at the University of 
Edinburgh.
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South Asia's Christians: Between Hindu and Muslim
Mallampalli, Chandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190608910
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2023
OXFORD STUDIES WORLD CHRISTIANITY SERIES. 24, b/w

The stories of South Asia's Christians are vital for understanding the emerging 
faces of World Christianity. Chandra Mallampalli shows how the faith has been 
shaped by Christians' interaction with Hindus and Muslims.

Chandra Mallampalli is Fletcher Jones Foundation Chair of the Social Sciences 
at Westmont College and in 2021-22 was Yang Visiting Scholar of World 
Christianity at Harvard Divinity School. He is the author of Race, Religion and 
Law in Colonial India (2011) and A Muslim Conspiracy in British India? (2017).
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Against Inequality: The Practical and Ethical Case for Abolishing the Superrich
Malleson, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780197670408
352 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/11/2023

In Against Inequality, Tom Malleson makes the case for rejecting meritocracy, 
presenting a strong defense against the claim that individuals deserve their 
wealth. Malleson presents historical and comparative evidence to show that 
raising taxes on both income and wealth is practically feasible and that any costs
of doing so are far outweighed by the truly enormous benefits that such taxes 
could bring in terms of environmental sustainability, democratic equality, equal 
opportunity, and reduced racism and xenophobia. In an era of remarkable wealth
idolatry, Against Inequality takes the radical position that we should abolish the 
billionaires.

Tom Malleson is Associate Professor in the Department of Social Justice & 
Peace Studies at King's University College at Western University. Their work 
focuses on egalitarianism, feminism, and radical democracy. They are 
Coordinator of the Real Utopias Project and their recent books include Part-Time
for All: A Care Manifesto (with Jennifer Nedelsky) and After Occupy: Economic 
Democracy for the 21st Century. They are also a longtime social justice activist 
and organizer.
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River of Life, River of Death: The Ganges and India's Future
Mallet, Victor
Oxford University Press .
9780198786177
288 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 12/19/2017

An entertaining, comprehensive, and up-to-date history of the Ganges, drawing 
on four years of first-hand reporting and research.  Exposes an environmental 
crisis of international significance, with revelations about extreme levels of 
pollution, antibiotic resistance, droughts, and floods.  An introduction to the 
relationship between the Ganges and modern India under Narendra Modi, as 
well as the country's history, religion, literature, politics, and wildlife.  The latest 
work from Financial Times Asia News Editor Victor Mallet, who takes a 
fascinating trip down the most historic of rivers to investigate whether it has a 
future.

Victor Mallet is a journalist and author who has reported for three decades from
Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Europe, first for Reuters and then for the 
Financial Times.
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Deor
Malone, Kemp (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890663
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1977
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

The edition of this poem from the Exeter Book includes a contextual introduction,
notes and glossary. “A stimulating and attractively presented study. ” - Review of
English Studies.

Kemp Malone (Minter City, Mississippi, March 14, 1889 - October 13, 1971) was
a prolific medievalist, etymologist, philologist, and specialist in Chaucer who was
lecturer and then professor of English Literature at Johns Hopkins University 
from 1924 to 1956.
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King Arthur and His Knights: Selected Tales
Malory, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780195019056
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 3/27/1975

Thomas Malory, knight, adventurer, and soldier died on March 14, 1471, having
spent the last 20 years of his life in prison, where he wrote most of his works. 
KING ARTHUR AND HIS KNIGHTS is a thoroughly readable, accurate rendering
of Malory's famous stories of King Arthur, Merlin, Lancelot, Gawain, and the Holy
Grail. It includes the familiar exploits that have become part of the cultural 
tradition of the English-speaking world.

Sir Thomas Malory (c. 1405-1471) was the author or compiler of the famous Le
Morte d'Arthur.
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Vineyards, Rocks, and Soils: The Wine Lover's Guide to Geology
Maltman, Alex
Oxford University Press .
9780190863289
256 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

Jurassic, basalt, moraine, flint, alluvial, magma: what are these words and what 
do they have to do with wine? The answers are here in this book.

Alex Maltman is Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences at Aberystwyth University,
in Wales, U. K. Alongside a long and decorated research and teaching career in
Geology, for over forty years he has grown vines and made wine as a hobby.
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John Rawls: Debating the Major Questions
Mandle, Jon and Roberts-Cady, Sarah (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190859206
408 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

John Rawls is widely considered one of the most important political philosophers
of the 20th century, and his highly original and influential works play a central 
role in contemporary philosophical debates. Given the vast scholarship written in
response to his work, students and scholars need some guidance in finding and
understanding the central debates and arguments. This book meets this need 
like no other collection has before. This collection of original essays is divided 
into ten parts, with each part covering a major area of philosophical debate 
inspired by Rawls's work. In each part, there is an introductory essay, providing 
an overview of the relevant arguments from Rawls's work and the historical 
contours of the debate that ensued. Each introductory essay is followed by two 
essays written by scholars who take opposing positions on the debate, moving 
the debate forward in a fruitful way.

Jon Mandle is Professor of Philosophy at SUNY Albany. Sarah Roberts-Cady is
a Professor of Philosophy at Fort Lewis College.
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The Crisis of the Meritocracy: Britain's Transition to Mass Education since the 
Second World War
Mandler, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198840145
384 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/10/2020

The story of the revolutionary transformation of the British educational system in 
the second half of the 20th century from a rigid hierarchy for a minority, to a 
fundamental right of all citizens, one of the most valued and enduring features of
the welfare state - and the crisis of the meritocracy that this has entailed.

Peter Mandler is an historian of modern Britain who teaches at Cambridge 
University.
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The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of 
Anticolonial Nationalism
Manela, Erez
Oxford University Press .
9780195378535
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2009

This book is the first to place the 1919 Revolution in Egypt, the Rowlatt 
Satyagraha in India, the May Fourth movement in China, and the March First 
uprising in Korea in the context of a broader "Wilsonian moment" that challenged
the existing international order. Using primary source material from America, 
Europe, and Asia, historian Erez Manela tells the story of how emerging 
nationalist movements appropriated Wilsonian language and adapted it to their 
own local culture and politics as they launched into action on the international 
stage.

Erez Manela is Dunwalke Associate Professor of American History, Harvard 
University.
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The Female Body in Medicine and Literature
Mangham, Andrew and Depledge, Greta (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318528
231 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

The Female Body in Medicine and Literature features essays that explore literary
texts in relation to the history of gynaecology and women's surgery.

Andrew Mangham is Lecturer in English at the University of Reading. Greta 
Depledge is a lecturer at Birkbeck College, University of London.
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The Male Body in Medicine and Literature
Mangham, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856684
264 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP

Contrary to what Simone de Beauvoir famously argued in 1949, men have not 
lived without knowing the burdens of their sex.  Though men may have been 
elevated to cultural positions of strength and privilege, it has not been without 
intense scrutiny of their biological functions.  Investigations of male potency and 
the 'ability to perform' have long been mainstays of social, political, and artistic 
discourse and have often provoked spirited and partisan declarations on what it
means to be a man.  This interdisciplinary collection considers the tensions that 
have developed between the historical privilege often ascribed to the male and 
the vulnerabilities to which his body is prone.

Andrew Mangham is Associate Professor in Victorian Literature and Culture at 
the University of Reading.
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A Dictionary of Agriculture and Land Management
Manley, Will / Foot, Katharine / Davis, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780199654406
464 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 5/21/2019
Oxford Quick Reference Series

Over 2,000 clear, accessible, and up-to-date A to Z entries covering all aspects 
of agriculture and land management. Wide-ranging coverage includes 
agricultural and rural business, livestock and crops, rural planning, land 
management law, valuation, environmental management, and global trade 
issues. International in scope and including latest research in the field. Useful 
tables and line drawings to illustrate entries. Entry-level web links are listed and 
regularly updated on a dedicated companion website.

Will Manley is a Principal Lecturer at the Royal Agricultural University. Katharine
Foot is a Senior Lecturer at the RAU.  Andrew Davis farmed a large mixed farm 
for over 15 years before becoming a regional director for the then Country 
Landowners Association.
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A Reader's Guide to Yeats's A Vision
Mann, Neil
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070309
408 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

W. B. Yeats's A Vision is notoriously dense. This book provides an authoritative,
clear, and straightforward guide to the system of A Vision, the framework within
which he created many of his most important and significant works.

Neil Mann works as an editor, translator, and teacher, and as an independent 
scholar, specializing in the works of W. B. Yeats, particularly his esoteric 
interests and A Vision.
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Vocal Repertoire for the Twenty-First Century, Volume 1: Works Written Before 
2000
Manning, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780199391035
352 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/28/2020

Described as the life and soul of British contemporary music, Jane Manning is an
internationally celebrated English concert and opera soprano. In this new follow-
up to her highly regarded New Vocal Repertory, Volumes I and II, she provides a
seasoned expert's guidance and insight into the vocal genre she calls home. 
Vocal Repertoire for the Twenty-First Century spans the late middle-20th century
through the second decade of the 21st.

Jane Manning is a freelance singer, teacher, and academic, currently a 
Professor in the Vocal Studies Department of the Guildhall School of Music, and
Visiting Professor at the Royal College of Music.
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Vocal Repertoire for the Twenty-First Century, Volume 2: Works Written From 
2000 Onwards
Manning, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780199390977
272 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/28/2020

Described as the life and soul of British contemporary music, Jane Manning is an
internationally celebrated English concert and opera soprano. In this new follow-
up to her highly regarded New Vocal Repertory, Volumes I and II, she provides a
seasoned expert's guidance and insight into the vocal genre she calls home. 
Vocal Repertoire for the Twenty-First Century spans the late middle-20th century
through the second decade of the 21st.

Jane Manning is a freelance singer, teacher, and academic, currently a 
Professor in the Vocal Studies Department of the Guildhall School of Music, and
Visiting Professor at the Royal College of Music.
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Black Apollo of Science: The Life of Ernest Everett Just
Manning, Kenneth R.
Oxford University Press .
9780195034981
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/3/1985

This biography illuminates the racial attitudes of an elite group of American 
scientists and foundation officers. It is the story of a complex and unhappy man,
blending social, institutional, black, and political history with the history of 
science.

Kenneth R. Manning is Professor of the History of Science, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.
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A State Built on Sand: How Opium Undermined Afghanistan
Mansfield, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190608316
 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 5/1/2016

Mansfield's book examines why drug control - particularly opium bans - have 
been imposed in Afghanistan; he documents the actors involved; and he 
scrutinizes how prohibition served divergent and competing interests. Drawing on
almost two decades of fieldwork in rural areas, he explains how these bans 
affected farming communities, and how prohibition endured in some areas while 
in others opium production bans undermined livelihoods and destabilized the 
political order, fuelling violence and rural rebellion.

David Mansfield is an independent consultant widely regarded as the pre-
eminent expert on rural livelihoods and opium poppy cultivation in Afghanistan.
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Soldiers as Citizens: Popular Politics and the Nineteenth-Century British Military
Mansfield, Nick
Oxford University Press .
9781802076967
264 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Studies in Labour History LUP. 7 black and white illustrations

This is the first exploration of the British army to combine labour, political and 
military history. It analyses the political lives of nineteenth century rank and file 
soldiers in the context of a developing working-class culture. It focuses on the 
significant radical and socialist movements, alongside influential working-class 
conservatism.

Nick Mansfield is Senior Research Fellow in History at the University of Central 
Lancashire, Preston.
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Free Will: Philosophers and Neuroscientists in Conversation
Maoz, Uri and Sinnott-Armstrong, Walter
Oxford University Press .
9780197572160
344 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022

This book contains thirty bidirectional exchanges between neuroscientists and 
philosophers that focus on the most critical questions in the neurophilosophy of 
free will.

Uri Maoz is a computational neuroscientist, who researches volition, decision-
making, and moral choice. He joined Chapman University in 2017. Walter 
Sinnott-Armstrong is Chauncey Stillman Professor of Practical Ethics in the 
Department of Philosophy and the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke University.
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Between Specters of War and Visions of Peace: Dialogic Political Theory and the
Challenges of Politics
Mara, Gerald M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190903916
280 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

Gerald M. Mara proposes a political philosophy that takes both war and peace 
seriously, and a style of theory committed to questioning rather than closure. He
challenges two powerful currents in contemporary political philosophy: the verdict
that "premodern" or "metaphysical" texts cannot speak to modern and 
postmodern societies and the insistence that all forms of political theory be some
form of democratic theory.

Gerald M. Mara is Affiliate Professor of Government and Dean Emeritus of the 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Georgetown University.
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The Art of Armenia: An Introduction
Maranci, Christina
Oxford University Press .
9780190269005
272 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2018
114 illus. and 4 maps, with 89 color halftones

Though immediately recognizable in public discourse as a modern state in a 
political "hot zone," Armenia has a material history and visual culture that 
reaches back to the Paleolithic era. This book presents a timely and much-
needed survey of the arts of Armenia from antiquity to the early eighteenth 
century C. E. Divided chronologically, it brings into discussion a wide range of 
media, including architecture, stone sculpture, works in metal, wood, and cloth,
manuscript illumination, and ceramic arts.

Christina Maranci is Arthur H. Dadian and Ara T. Oztemel Professor of Armenian
Art, and a specialist on the medieval era. She has published and lectured widely,
having authored three previous monographs and over seventy essays, articles, 
and reviews.
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In Person: Reenactment in Postwar and Contemporary Cinema
Margulies, Ivone
Oxford University Press .
9780190496838
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2019
227 photographs

In Person looks at the ways that documentary film is affected when people are 
cast to reenact their own stories on screen.

Ivone Margulies is a Professor in the Department of Film & Media at Hunter 
College of the City University of New York.
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Improvisation and Inventio in the Performance of Medieval Music: A Practical 
Approach
Mariani, Angela
Oxford University Press .
9780190631185
264 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Offers hands-on practices and exercises. Approaches medieval music as 
process rather than object. Provides insight into the teaching and performance 
techniques of influential medieval music performers

Angela Mariani is Associate Professor of Musicology and director of the 
Collegium Musicum at the Texas Tech University School of Music.
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One Nation, Two Realities: Dueling Facts in American Democracy
Marietta, Morgan and Barker, David C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190677176
360 pages
hardcover
$52
Pub Date: 4/15/2019

Americans no longer agree on basic questions of fact. Is climate change real? 
Does racism still determine who gets ahead? Is sexual orientation innate? Do 
immigration and free trade help or hurt the economy? Does gun control reduce 
violence? Employing several years of original survey data and experiments, 
Marietta and Barker reach a number of enlightening and provocative 
conclusions: dueling fact perceptions are not so much a product of hyper-
partisanship or media propaganda as they are of simple value differences and 
deepening distrust of authorities.

Morgan Marietta is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Massachusetts Lowell. David C. Barker is Professor of Government (American 
Politics) and Director of the Center for Congressional and Presidential Studies at
American University.
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Literatim
Markel, Howard
Oxford University Press .
9780190070007
384 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/10/2020

The first collection of essays from medical historian Howard Markel, author of An
Anatomy of Addiction. Topics range from biographical essays to discussions of 
the art of medicine and the experience of illness as depicted on the written page,
canvas, stage, political arena, and screen. An enjoyable collections of quick 
reads from one of America's preeminent historians and writers

HOWARD MARKEL, M.D., Ph.D., is the George E. Wantz Distinguished 
Professor of the History of Medicine and director of the Center for the History of
Medicine at the University of Michigan.
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China's Western Horizon: Beijing and the New Geopolitics of Eurasia
Markey, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197582015
336 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

In China's Western Horizon, scholar and former U. S. State Department policy 
planner, Daniel S. Markey, draws from extensive interviews, travels, and 
historical research to assess what China is doing, to explain how states along the
historic Silk Road that once knitted Eurasia together are turning Chinese 
initiatives to their own purposes, and to offer thoughtful recommendations for U.
S. policymakers.

Daniel S. Markey is a senior research professor at Johns Hopkins University's 
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), and the academic director of 
the SAIS Global Policy Program.
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China's Western Horizon: Beijing and the New Geopolitics of Eurasia
Markey, Daniel
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197539835
336 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2020

In China's Western Horizon, Daniel S. Markey, a scholar of international relations
and former member of the U.S. State Department's policy planning staff, 
previews how China's efforts are likely to play out across the swath of Eurasia 
that includes South Asia, Central Asia, and the Middle East.

Daniel S. Markey is a senior research professor at Johns Hopkins University's 
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), and the academic director of 
the SAIS Global Policy Program. From 2007-2015, he was senior fellow for India,
Pakistan, and South Asia at the Council on Foreign Relations. While there, he 
wrote a book on the future of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship, No Exit from 
Pakistan. From 2003 to 2007, Dr. Markey held the South Asia portfolio on the 
Secretary's Policy Planning Staff at the U.S. Department of State.Discount:
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Commemorating the Irish Famine: Memory and the Monument
Mark-FitzGerald, Emily
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381694
344 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Reappraisals in Irish History LUP.

Commemorating the Irish Famine: Memory and the Monument presents for the 
first time a visual cultural history of the 1840s Irish Famine, tracing its 
representation and commemoration from the 19th century up to its 150th 
anniversary in the 1990s and beyond.

Dr Emily Mark-FitzGerald is a Lecturer in the School of Art History and Cultural 
Policy at University College Dublin.
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Good News for Common Goods: Multicultural Evangelicalism and Ethical 
Democracy in America
Markofski, Wes
Oxford University Press .
9780197659700
408 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2023

Sociologist Wes Markofski explores how multicultural evangelicals across the U.
S. are addressing race, poverty, inequality, politics, and religious difference in 
America's increasingly plural and polarized public arena. Through his research in
Portland, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Boston, Markofski shows that the varieties of
public religion practiced by evangelical Christians are not always and need not 
be bad news for non-evangelicals, people of color, and those committed to 
ethical democracy.

Wes Markofski is Chair and Associate Professor of Sociology in the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology at Carleton College and received his Ph.D. in 
Sociology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He is the author of New 
Monasticism and the Transformation of American Evangelicalism.
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Perils of Plenty: Arctic Resource Competition and the Return of the Great Game
Markowitz, Jonathan N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190078256
320 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 4/30/2020

Among scholars who focus on the politics of natural resources, conventional 
wisdom asserts that resource-scarce states have the strongest interest in 
securing control over resources. Counterintuitively, however, in Perils of Plenty, 
Jonathan N. Markowitz finds that the opposite is true. In actuality, what states 
make influences what they want to take.

Jonathan N. Markowitz is Assistant Professor in the International Relations and 
Political Science Department at the University of Southern California.
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The Perils of Partnership: Industry Influence, Institutional Integrity, and Public 
Health
Marks, Jonathan H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190907082
256 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/28/2019

This book offers a novel critique of public-private partnerships in public health. 
The author argues these relationships create webs of influence that undermine 
the integrity of public health agencies, and imperil public health. He makes a 
compelling case that the paradigm interaction between governments and 
corporations should be at arm's length: separation, not collaboration.

Jonathan H. Marks is the Director of the Bioethics Program at Pennsylvania 
State University, and affiliate faculty at Penn State Law and the School of 
International Affairs. Whether writing about torture, fracking, obesity, or public 
health, his work addresses the intersections of ethics, law, and policy. His 
research also explores institutional ethics, integrity, and corruption.
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Signs and Meanings: World and Text in Ancient Christianity
Markus, R. A.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237310
158 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 1/9/1996

This book is based on the author’s Forwood Lectures for 1995 in the University 
of Liverpool. The first two chapters incorporate the full text of these and study 
early Christian conceptions of signs and signification, and investigate the ways in
which Christian authors, especially Augustine of Hippo and Gregory the Great, 
made use of theories of meaning in their ways of interpreting scriptures.

R. A. Markus is Professor Emeritus in the University of Nottingham.
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The Descent
Marriott, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733711
119 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/20/2013
.

The story of an all-female caving expedition gone horribly wrong, The Descent 
(2005) is arguably the best of the mid-2000s horror entries to return verve and 
intensity to the genre. Unlike its peers (Saw [2004], Hostel [2011], etc.), The 
Descent was both commercially and critically popular, providing a genuine 
version of what other films could only produce as pastiche.
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How Deaf Children Learn: What Parents and Teachers Need to Know
Marschark, Marc and Hauser, Peter C.
Oxford University Press .
9780195389753

hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2011

In this invaluable guide, renowned authorities Marc Marschark and Peter Hauser
highlight important new advances in scientific and educational research that can
help parents and teachers of students with significant hearing loss.

Marc Marschark is a Professor at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, 
where he is Director of the Center for Education Research Partnerships. Peter C.
Hauser is an Associate Professor at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf.
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The Soul of the American University Revisited: From Protestant to Postsecular
Marsden, George M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197607244
488 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2021

The Soul of the American University is a classic and much discussed account of 
the changing roles of Christianity in shaping American higher education. This 
revised and updated edition brings the story into the twenty-first century.

George M. Marsden is Francis A. McAnaney Professor Emeritus of History at 
The University of Notre Dame and a Distinguished Scholar in the History of 
Christianity at Calvin Theological Seminary.
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The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship
Marsden, George M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195122909
160 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 6/11/1998

George Marsden gives his proposal a fuller treatment in The Outrageous Idea of
Christian Scholarship, a thoughtful and thought-provoking book on the 
relationship of religious faith and intellectual scholarship. More than a response 
to Marsden's critics, The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship takes the next
step towards demonstrating what the ancient relationship of faith and learning 
might mean for the academy today.

George M. Marsden is Francis A. McAnaney Professor of History at the 
University of Notre Dame.
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Fragments of the Afghan Frontier
Marsden, Magnus and Hopkins, Benjamin D.
Oxford University Press .
9780199327447
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 5/31/2011

The border between Afghanistan and Pakistan's northwest territories has a long
and violent past. Through a collage of historical narrative and ethnographic 
research, Benjamin D. Hopkins and Magnus Marsden counter the stereotypes 
and simplistic assessments that obscure a more accurate picture of this frontier,
at the same time exposing the web of difficulties now facing local and 
international actors.

Magnus Marsden is a Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology at the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, London. Benjamin D. Hopkins is an Assistant 
Professor in History and International Affairs at the George Washington 
University, Washington DC and a Research Fellow at Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge.
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The Emotional Life of the Great Depression
Marsh, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198847731
320 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

A new take on the Great Depression that offers a fresh perspective on the 1930s
by expanding the canon of Great Depression emotions beyond despair and fear,
and by mining a wonderfully eclectic archive of sources.

John Marsh is Associate Professor of English at Pennsylvania State University.
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The French Atlantic: Travels in Culture and History
Marshall, Bill
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310515
384 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 2/28/2010
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French & Francophone Cultures 
(Book 9)

Recent history, notably the diplomatic fracas surrounding the Iraq war in 2003 
and continued cultural nationalism on the part of French elites faced with the 
English language and American mass culture, has tended to put forth notions of 
'France' and 'America' as antithetical. This book seeks to break these paradigms,
and to speak of entwined cultures and histories, promoting diasporic notions of 
Frenchness.

Bill Marshall is Professor of Modern French Literature at the University of Stirling.
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The Oxford History of the Reformation
Marshall, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192895264
304 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022
Oxford Histories.

The Oxford History of the Reformation is the story of one of the truly epochal 
events in world history, and how it helped create the world we live in today

Peter Marshal was born and raised in the Orkney islands, and educated at the 
University of Oxford. Since 1994, he has taught at the University of Warwick, 
where he has been Professor of History since 2006.
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The Month that Changed the World: July 1914 and WWI
Martel, Gordon
Oxford University Press .
9780199665396
512 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/13/2017

A gripping, step by step account of the five fateful weeks in 1914 that led to the 
First World War. Investigates the twists and turns of the July Crisis afresh to 
show how the catastrophe really unfurled. Highlights how the personalities of the
leading statesmen were central to the unfolding crisis. Makes clear how little the
conflict was in fact premeditated, preordained, or even predictable. The story of a
terrible, unnecessary tragedy, as the Great Powers escalated a Balkan problem 
into the cataclysm of general war

Gordon Martel is a leading authority on war, empire, and diplomacy in the 
modern age. A founding editor of The International History Review, he has taught
at a number of Canadian universities, and has been a visiting professor or fellow
in England, Ireland and Australia.
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First Raise a Flag: How South Sudan Won the Longest War but Lost the Peace
Martell, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190052706
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2019

A beautifully written first-hand account of how bitter and deadly rivalries dashed 
the hopes of the world's newest nation

Peter Martell has reported from South Sudan for more than a decade, including 
as the BBC correspondent in Juba for the three key years around independence.
He later ran AFP's East Africa bureau as its news editor.
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Flowers for Elephants: How a Conservation Movement in Kenya Offers Lessons 
for Us All
Martell, Peter
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386938
304 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2022
30 color illus

An uplifting story of endangered livelihoods and species saved, by communities 
fighting climate change and poaching.

Peter Martell reports on the Middle East and North Africa for AFP. Hailing from a
Northumberland sheep farm, he started as a foreign correspondent in Zimbabwe.
First Raise A Flag, his book on South Sudanese independence (also published 
by Hurst), was an Economist and a Spectator Book of the Year.
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The Deconstructed Church: Understanding Emerging Christianity
Marti, Gerardo and Ganiel, Gladys
Oxford University Press .
9780190867560
288 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018

Drawing on ethnographic observation of emerging congregations, pub churches,
neo-monastic communities, conferences, online networks, in-depth interviews, 
and congregational surveys in the US, UK, and Ireland, Gerardo Marti and 
Gladys Ganiel provide a comprehensive social-scientific analysis of the 
development and significance of the Emerging Church Movement (ECM).

Gerardo Marti is L. Richardson King Associate Professor of Sociology at 
Davidson College. Gladys Ganiel is Lecturer and the Programme Coordinator of 
the Master's in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation at Trinity College Dublin at
Belfast (the Irish School of Ecumenics).
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Worship across the Racial Divide: Religious Music and the Multiracial 
Congregation
Marti, Gerardo
Oxford University Press .
9780190859947
282 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2017

Challenges commonsense assumptions about the relationship between race-
ethnicity and music in churches. Shows that practical activity, not mystical 
notions of worship, determines the successful cultivation of multiracial churches

Gerardo Marti is L. Richardson King Associate Professor of Sociology at 
Davidson College.
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The Winter of Discontent: Myth, Memory, and History
Martin Lopez, Tara
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786941732
 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Studies in Labour History LUP Series

The Winter of Discontent provides a re-examination of this crucial series of 
events in British history by charting the construction of the myth of the Winter of
Discontent. Highlighting key strikes and bringing forward the previously-ignored 
experiences of female, black, and Asian rank-and-file workers along-side local 
trade union leaders, the author places their experiences within a broader 
constellation of trade union, Labour Party, and Conservative Party changes in 
the 1970s, showing how striking workers' motivations become much more 
textured and complex than the "bloody-minded" or "greedy" labels imply.

Tara Martin Lopez is Professor of Sociology at Peninsula College. Sheila 
Rowbotham is Professor of History at the University of Manchester.
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Harmful Interaction between the Living and the Dead in Greek Tragedy
Martin, Bridget
Oxford University Press .
9781802078442
232 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/3/2023

Examining the manifest and invisible dead, this book considers the nature, extent
and limitations of harmful interaction between the living and the dead in Greek 
tragedy, concentrating on the abilities of the dead, the consequences of corpse 
exposure and mutilation, and the use of avenging agents by the dead.

Bridget Martin is an Occasional Lecturer in Classics at University College Dublin,
Ireland. She has written several articles on funerary topics and Greek tragedy; 
this is her first monograph.
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A Dictionary of Science
Martin, Elizabeth (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780199561469
912 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/26/2010

 Hailed as 'handy and readable' (Nature) and 'well worth browsing' (New 
Scientist), this best-selling dictionary contains 9,200 alphabetically organized 
entries on all aspects of chemistry, physics, biology (including human biology), 
earth sciences, and astronomy.

Elizabeth A. Martin is an editor at Market House Books, in the UK.
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Therapy Thieves: How to Save Mental Health Care from Its Providers
Martin, Francis A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197516782
312 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

Based on this significant original study, and drawing from other research and 
supports, Therapy Thieves describes a near-universal crisis in the field and 
recommends ways to rescue mental health care from itself. The crisis is caused
by declining competence among counselors and psychotherapists who have 
failed to regulate themselves and who, therefore, deliver inadequate - if not 
harmful - services.

Francis A. Martin, PhD, is a Retired Professor and Adjunct Instructor in 
Counselor Education & Supervision at Lindsey Wilson College.
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Charlie Parker, Composer
Martin, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780190923389
372 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 5/19/2020

In this exciting and timely new volume, author Henry Martin rebalances our 
understanding of Parker by spotlighting his significance as a jazz composer.

Henry Martin is Professor of Music at Rutgers University in Newark.
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All Necessary Measures? The United Nations and International Intervention in 
Libya
Martin, Ian
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787385849
224 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 6/15/2022

The UN's former man on the ground in Libya offers his verdict on how the NATO
mission unfolded, then unravelled. Could it have been otherwise?

Ian Martin has led UN human rights and peace operations in countries including
Rwanda, Nepal and Libya. A former Amnesty International secretary-general, in
2011-12 he was Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon's post-conflict planning adviser,
then UN support mission head, for Libya. His publications on UN intervention 
include Self-Determination in East Timor.
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Strategic Taxation: Fiscal Capacity and Accountability in African States
Martin, Lucy E. S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197672648
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2023
9 graphs

This book explains how and when developing countries will increase taxation to 
fund state development. Taxation fundamentally changes the relationship 
between governments and citizens, leading citizens to increase the demands 
they place on government. While this can lead governments to decrease 
corruption and increase public goods, it can also lead governments to 
strategically underinvest in state capacity and to lower taxation in order to reduce
citizens' demands. The book shows that low-capacity democracies are 
particularly prone to low taxation.

Lucy Martin is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. Her research focuses on the ways in which taxation affects
statebuilding and state-society relations in modern developing countries. She has
published in the American Journal of Political Science, the Journal of Politics, 
Political Behavior, the Review of International Organizations, and the Journal of
Experimental Political Science.
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Corporate Peace: How Global Business Shapes a Hostile World
Martin, Mary
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381278
320 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2020

A challenge to conventional wisdom, this eye-opening account explains how 
businesses can stabilise conflict and improve people's lives while still pursuing 
the bottom line. Ours is an era of big companies, multinational brands and global
business power, but also of seemingly unending conflict. Corporate Peace 
examines how corporations respond to the life-and-death business of war and 
peace.

Mary Martin (PhD) is Director of the UN Business and Human Security Initiative,
LSE IDEAS. She was formerly European Business Editor of The Guardian and 
later The Daily Telegraph.
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Why We Fight
Martin, Mike
Oxford University Press . Hurst Publication
9781787384897
328 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2021

A compelling look at the evolutionary psychology of violence and warfare.

Mike Martin is a visiting research fellow at the Department of War Studies, King's
College London, having previously studied biology at Oxford. Between these 
experiences, he served as a British Army officer in Afghanistan.
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Crossing the Congo: Over Land and Water in a Hard Place
Martin, Mike / Baker, Chloe / and Hatch-Barnwell, Charlie
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046855
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 12/1/2016

Crossing the Congo is an offbeat travelogue, a story of friendship and what it 
takes to complete a great journey against tremendous odds, and an intimate look
into one of the world's least-developed and most fragile states, told with humor 
and sensitivity.

Mike Martin is a former British Army officer who has worked in Afghanistan, 
Somalia and Myanmar. Chloe Baker is an anaesthetist working in critical care 
and emergency medicine. She has previously published research conducted in 
Tanzania, Sierra Leone and Togo, and recently received the Ebola Medal for 
Service in West Africa.  Charlie Hatch-Barnwell is a photojournalist. He was UN
Winner of the prestigious 2014 Moscow Photo Awards (Portrait Category) and 
has been shortlisted twice for the Travel Photographer of the Year Award.
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An Intimate War: An Oral History of the Helmand Conflict, 1978-2012
Martin, Mike
Oxford University Press .
9780199387984
 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2014

An Intimate War tells the story of the last thirty-four years of conflict in Helmand
Province, Afghanistan as seen through the eyes of the Helmandis. In the West, 
this period is often defined through different lenses - the Soviet intervention, the 
civil war, the Taliban, and the post-2001 nation-building era. Yet, as experienced
by local inhabitants, the Helmand conflict is a perennial one, involving the same 
individuals, families and groups, and driven by the same arguments over land, 
water and power.

Mike Martin is a Pashto speaker who spent almost two years in Helmand as a 
British army officer. During that time, he pioneered and developed the British 
military's human terrain and cultural capability - a means to understanding the 
Helmandi population and influence it.
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China's Civilian Army: The Making of Wolf Warrior Diplomacy
Martin, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780197647028
320 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

In China's Civilian Army, long-time China reporter Peter Martin combines a fast-
paced history of the Chinese Communist Party's diplomatic corps with a deeply 
researched and revealing account of how China engages the world today 
through its diplomatic civilian army. Drawing from over 100 memoirs by Chinese
diplomats as well as years of interviews, he provides a rich portrait of how they 
operate-and how they are viewed by their counterparts in other nations. As China
flexes its muscles across the globe, understanding the methods and motivations
of Chinese diplomats will become essential for governments, business leaders, 
and scholars everywhere.

Peter Martin is a political reporter for Bloomberg News. He has written 
extensively on escalating tensions in the US-China relationship and reported 
from China's border with North Korea and its far-western region of Xinjiang. He 
previously worked for the consultancy APCO Worldwide in Beijing, New Delhi, 
and Washington, where he analyzed politics for multinational companies.
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Merchants of Labor: Recruiters and International Labor Migration
Martin, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780198808022
248 pages
hardcover
$30.95
Pub Date: 10/3/2017

Using cost data from over 3,000 workers, Merchants of Labor examines the often
murky world of labor brokers, travel agents, and others who move low-skilled 
workers from one country to another in order to explore lower worker-paid 
migration costs.

Philip Martin is Professor of Agricultural and Resource Economics at the 
University of California-Davis.
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The Prosperity Paradox: Fewer and More Vulnerable Farm Workers
Martin, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780198867845
240 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2021
Critical Frontiers of Theory, Research, and Policy in International Development 
Studies .

The Prosperity Paradox explains why farm worker problems often worsen as the
agricultural sector shrinks and lays out options to help vulnerable workers.

Philip Martin Professor of Agricultural and Resource Economics, University of 
California-Davis Philip Martin is Professor of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics at the University of California-Davis. He edits Rural Migration News 
(http://migration.ucdavis.edu), has served on several federal commissions, 
testifies frequently before Congress, and works for UN agencies around the 
world on labor and migration issues. Martin is an award-winning author whose 
research focuses on the impacts of migrant workers on labor markets in 
destination countries, the effects of emigration and remittances on sending 
countries, and the recruitment business that moves workers over borders.
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The Lancashire Giant: David Shackleton, Labour Leader and Civil Servant
Martin, Ross M.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239444
320 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2000
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

The Lancashire Giant tells the story of a nine-year-old cotton weaver who went 
on to carve out two extraordinary careers for himself. In the first, David 
Shackleton became a truly dominating presence in the Edwardian trade union 
movement, was the third MP to be elected under the banner of the Labor party, 
and played a critical role in the infancy of the party. His second career, begun at
Winston Churchill’s prompting in 1910, took him to the summit of the British civil
service and to active participation in the deliberations of Lloyd George’s War 
Cabinet.

Ross M. Martin is Emeritus Professor of Politics at La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, Australia.
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Cultural Diplomacy: A Hundred Years of the British-Spanish Society
Martinez del Campo, Luis
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382752
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2016

This fascinating book tells the story of an organisation at the heart of the 
relationship between two of Europe's major powers, it will be compulsory reading
for those interested in the process of 'soft diplomacy' but above all for those 
interested in the relationship between Spain and Britain.

Luis G. Martinez del Campo is the author of La formacion del gentleman espanol
(The making of the Spanish gentleman). He has been a Visiting Researcher at 
the universities of London (LSE), Cambridge, Liverpool and Costa Rica and 
currently works as Post-doctoral Research Fellow at the University of 
Concepcion (Chile).
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Beyond the Wire: US Military Deployments and Host Country Public Opinion
Martinez Machain, Carla / Allen, Michael A. / Flynn, Michael E. / Stravers, 
Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780197633410
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/17/2022
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES. 76 b/w figures

In Beyond the Wire, the authors argue that the US has entered into a Domain of
Competitive Consent where the longevity of overseas deployments relies upon 
the buy-in from host-state populations and what other major powers offer in 
security guarantees. Drawing from three years of surveys and interviews across 
fourteen countries, they demonstrate that a key component of building support 
for the US mission is the service members themselves as they interact with local
community members. They also highlight both the positive contact and economic
benefits that flow from military deployments and the negative interactions like 
crime and anti-base protests.

Michael A. Allen is a professor in the School of Public Service at Boise State 
University. His research focuses on the relationships between asymmetric actors
in international relations as expressed through conflict, alliances, basing, and 
political economy. Michael E. Flynn is Associate Professor of Political Science 
and Director of the Security Studies Program at Kansas State University. Carla 
Martinez Machain is a Professor in the Political Science Department at the 
University at Buffalo, SUNY. Andrew Stravers is a National Security Fellow at the
University of Texas's Clements Center for National Security. His research has 
examined the politics of overseas basing, both within the United States and 
within host countries.
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Intimate Frontiers: A Literary Geography of the Amazon
Martinez-Pinzon, Felipe and Uriarte, Javier
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070019
288 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
American Tropics Towards a Literary Geography LUP. 12 black and white 
illustrations

The articles compiled in this book discuss different aspects of the cultures and 
literatures of the Amazon, focusing not on its natural resources or opportunities 
for economic exploit, but on the richness that inhabits its diverse archive of oral 
histories, images, songs, material culture, and texts.

Felipe Martinez-Pinzon is Assistant Professor in the Department of Hispanic 
Studies at Brown University. Javier Uriarte is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Hispanic Languages and Literature at Stony Brook University.
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The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America
Marx, Leo
Oxford University Press .
9780195133516
430 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/24/2000
Traditions in American Cinema Series

For over four decades, Leo Marx's work has focused on the relationship between
technology and culture in 19th- and 20th-century America. The Machine in the 
Garden fully examines the difference between the "pastoral" and "progressive" 
ideals which characterized early 19th-century American culture, and which 
ultimately evolved into the basis for much of the environmental and nuclear 
debates of contemporary society.

Leo Marx is Professor Emeritus of the Program in Science, Technology, and 
Society at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Saving the People: How Populists Hijack Religion
Marzouki, Nadia / McDonnell, Duncan / Roy, Olivier (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190639013
288 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2016

Western democracies are experiencing a new wave of right-wing populism that 
seeks to mobilize religion for its own ends. With chapters on the United States, 
Britain, France, Italy, Austria, the Netherlands, Poland and Israel, Saving the 
People asks how populist movements have used religion for their own ends and
how church leaders react to them.

Nadia Marzouki, a political scientist, is a research fellow at the Centre National 
de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Paris.  Duncan McDonnell is a Senior 
Lecturer in the School of Government and International Relations at Griffith 
University, Brisbane. Olivier Roy is one of the most distinguished analysts of and
commentators on political Islam in the Middle East and Central Asia.
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The Duty to Vote
Maskivker, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780190066062
280 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

If you can vote, you are morally obligated to do so. As political theorist Julia 
Maskivker argues, voting in order to improve our fellow citizens' lot is a duty of 
justice. It does not matter that individual votes may rarely tilt elections: the act of
voting is a valuable contribution to a collective activity whose outcome is good 
governance, and we must do it in order to protect the rights and interests of our 
fellow citizens.

Julia Maskivker is Associate Professor of Political Science at Rollins College. 
She is a political theorist whose research includes issues on distributive justice, 
equality, and democratic theory.
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The Cradle of Humanity: How the Changing Landscape of Africa Made Us So 
Smart
Maslin, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780198704522
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2017
Approximately 20 black and white figures

Looking back to a crucial period some 1. 9 million years ago, when brain capacity
increased by as much as 80%, The Cradle of Humanity explores the implications
of two adaptive responses by our hominin ancestors to rapid climatic changes - 
big jaws, and big brains. Maslin argues that the impact of changing landscapes 
and fluctuating climates that led to the appearance of intermittent freshwater 
lakes in East Africa may have played a key role in human evolution.

Mark Maslin (FRGS, FRSA) is a Professor of Climatology and Environmental 
Sciences at University College London, and is currently a Royal Society 
Industrial Fellow.
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The Making of Victorian Sexuality
Mason, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780192853127
352 pages
paperback
$51
Pub Date: 6/8/1995

The Making of Victorian Sexuality directly confronts one of the most persistent 
cliches of modern times. Drawing on an exceptionally wide range of evidence 
about nineteenth-century behaviour and opinion - from modern demographic 
analysis to the travel writing of foreign visitors, and from popular medicine to 
Malthusian polemic - Michael Mason shows how much of our perception of 
nineteenth-century sexual culture is simply wrong.

Michael Mason is Senior Lecturer in English, University College, London.
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The Structure of Theological Revolutions: How the Fight Over Birth Control 
Transformed American Catholicism
Massa, Mark S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190851408
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

On July 29, 1968, Pope Paul VI ended years of discussion and study by Catholic
theologians and bishops by issuing an encyclical on human sexuality and birth 
control entitled Humanae Vitae: "On Human Life. " That document, which 
declared that "each and every marriage act must remain open to the 
transmission of life," lead to widespread dissent and division within the Church, 
particularly in the United States. The divide that Humanae Vitae opened up is still
with us today.

Mark S. Massa, S. J. is Professor of Church History and Director of the Boisi 
Center for Religion and American Public Life at Boston College.
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Aliens
Massaccesi, Cristina
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859449
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 6/1/2023
Constellations.

Aliens (1986) is an endlessly fascinating mixture of different genres - sci-fi, 
revenge movies, action and war films - all contributing to a visual experience that
is dynamic and emotionally enthralling. This Constellation provides a detailed 
visual analysis of the film combined with an overview of its major themes, from its
metaphorical reading of the Vietnam War to the representation of motherhood 
and family.

Cristina Massaccesi is a Teaching Fellow in the School of European Languages,
Cultures and Society of University College London.
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Aliens
Massaccesi, Cristina
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859456
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2023
Constellations.

Aliens (1986) is an endlessly fascinating mixture of different genres - sci-fi, 
revenge movies, action and war films - all contributing to a visual experience that
is dynamic and emotionally enthralling. This Constellation provides a detailed 
visual analysis of the film combined with an overview of its major themes, from its
metaphorical reading of the Vietnam War to the representation of motherhood 
and family.

Cristina Massaccesi is a Teaching Fellow in the School of European Languages,
Cultures and Society of University College London.
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Nosferatu : A Symphony of Horror
Massaccesi, Cristina
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780993238451
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/23/2016

Nosferatu: A Symphony of Horror, directed by German director Friedrich Wilhelm
Murnau in 1922, is not only regarded as one of the most intriguing and 
disquieting films to have been produced during the years of Weimar cinema but 
is also a key step in establishing the vampire as a cinematic figure and in 
shaping its connection with our subconscious fears and desires.
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Sick-Note Britain: How Social Problems Became Medical Issues
Massey, Adrian
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381223
 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

Controversially argues that social problems have become medical issues, and 
doctors cannot hope to solve them.

Adrian Massey has been a doctor for over twenty years, specialising in 
occupational medicine, where healthcare and society meet. He has sat on the 
executive of occupational medicine's most prominent professional bodies, the 
Faculty and the Society, and has been a contributor to UK governmental 
consultations including the Department for Work and Pension's fit-note review 
under David Blunkett.
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Thomas Ades in Five Essays
Massey, Drew
Oxford University Press .
9780199374960
216 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2020

Reaching for the music behind the celebrated composer, conductor, and pianist
Thomas Ades, author Drew Massey offers an indispensable work for scholars 
and general readers alike.

Drew Massey is a scholar of British and American music since 1900. His first 
book, John Kirkpatrick, American Music, and the Printed Page, received the 
ASCAP Foundation's Virgil Thomson Award for Outstanding Music Criticism in 
2014. He has published on Charles Ives, Carl Ruggles, Leonard Bernstein, and 
other topics.
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Studying TV Drama
Massey, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733049
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/25/2010

Graduate students of media studies have benefited from a variety of books on 
television genres, yet lower level students lack resources that focus specifically 
on TV drama. With this genre now dominating this area of study, it is important 
for students to have a text that investigates and analyzes individual dramas in 
detail. Studying TV Drama meets this need. Divided into ten chapters, this 
general introduction begins with the history of UK TV drama, with a specific 
section on shows broadcast in the U.S.
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Studying TV Drama
Massey, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733056
224 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 5/25/2010

Graduate students of media studies have benefited from a variety of books on 
television genres, yet lower level students lack resources that focus specifically 
on TV drama. With this genre now dominating this area of study, it is important 
for students to have a text that investigates and analyzes individual dramas in 
detail. Studying TV Drama meets this need. Divided into ten chapters, this 
general introduction begins with the history of UK TV drama, with a specific 
section on shows broadcast in the U.S.
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(u)Mzantsi Classics: Dialogues in Decolonisation from Southern Africa
Masters, Samantha / Nzungu, Imkhitha / Parker, Grant
Oxford University Press .
9781802077469
272 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 11/23/2022

(u)Mzantsi Classics brings to light conversations between and reflections of 
scholars, emerging academics and students of classics in South Africa, 
Zimbabwe and Mozambique in order to interrogate the teaching, research and 
experience of classics in the Southern African context.

Samantha Masters is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Ancient Studies, 
Stellenbosch University. She is also an Honorary Research Associate at Iziko 
Museums of Cape Town where she has been working on a database of the 
South African Collections of antiquities in South African museums. Imkhitha 
Nzungu is a Research Assistant at the Centre for Research on Evaluation, 
Science and Technology (CREST, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at 
Stellenbosch University) and editor at the not-for-profit publisher, African Minds.
She has a Masters in Ancient Cultures. Grant Parker is Associate Professor of 
Classics, Stanford University and former Co-Director, Center for African Studies,
and former Chair of Classics, both at Stanford. His publications include (ed.) 
South Africa, Greece, Rome: Classical Confrontations (Cambridge University 
Press 2017) and The Making of Roman India (Cambridge University Press 
2008). His current research focuses on the heritage of enslavement in the Cape
and the Indian Ocean world.
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Multiracial Identity and Racial Politics in the United States
Masuoka, Natalie
Oxford University Press .
9780190657475
280 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2017

In Multiracial Identity and Racial Politics in the United States, Natalie Masuoka 
catalogues how this cultural shift from assigning race to perceiving race as a 
product of personal identification came about by tracing events over the course 
of the twentieth century. Masuoka uses a variety of sources including in-depth 
interviews, public opinion surveys and census data to understand how certain 
individuals embrace the agency of self-identification and choose to assert 
multiracial identities.

Natalie Masuoka is Associate Professor of Political Science at Tufts University.
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Ruricius of Limoges and Friends: A Collection of Letterse from Visigothic Gaul
Mathisen, Ralph W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237037
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/8/1999
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 30)

The letter collection of Ruricius, bishop of Limoges c. 485-510, describes the last
quarter of the fifth century, when it had seemed that the Visigothic kingdom of 
Toulouse, not the kingdom of the Franks, would become the primary barbarian 
power of Gaul.
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Military Strategy in the 21st Century: The Challenge for NATO
Matlary, Janne Haaland and Johnson, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9781787388437
400 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

A sober and frank account of the strategic options and constraints affecting 
NATO.

Janne Haaland Matlary is Professor of International Politics at the University of 
Oslo and the Norwegian Military Command and Staff College; she was formerly
Norway's deputy minister of foreign affairs. Robert Johnson is Director of The 
Changing Character of War Centre at the University of Oxford. He is the author 
of a number of publications, including The Afghan Way of War and The Great 
War in the Middle East.
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Moral and Immoral Whiteness in Immigration Politics
Matos, Yalidy
Oxford University Press .
9780197656266
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023

Immigration has been at the heart of US politics for centuries. In Moral and 
Immoral Whiteness in Immigration Politics, Yalidy Matos examines the inherent
moral, value-based, nature of white Americans' immigration attitudes, including 
preferences on local immigration enforcement programs, federal immigration 
policy, and levels of legal immigration allowed. She examines the conditions 
under which white Americans choose to reproduce a system structured on white
supremacy or repudiate it, as well as the role of socialization in their choices and
immigration attitudes. As immigration continues to be weaponized to divide, 
Matos highlights the importance in understanding the roots of immigration 
attitudes in the United States and the ways in which whiteness structures these 
attitudes.

Yalidy Matos is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University.
Matos' research interests lie in racial and ethnic politics, public opinion and 
political behavior, and immigration politics and policy in the United States.
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Theologies of Guadalupe: From the Era of Conquest to Pope Francis
Matovina, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780190902759
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2018

In Theologies of Guadalupe, Timothy Matovina explores the way theologians 
have understood Our Lady of Guadalupe and sought to assess and foster her 
impact on the lives of her devotees since the seventeenth century.

Timothy Matovina is professor and chair of the Department of Theology at the 
University of Notre Dame.
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Angels Tapping at the Wine-shop's Door: A History of Alcohol in the Islamic 
World
Matthee, Rudi
Oxford University Press .
9780197694718
352 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 6/1/2023

A fascinating history of the complexities and contradictions of alcohol 
consumption in the Muslim world, from the founding of the faith to the present 
day.

Rudi Matthee is the John A. Munroe and Dorothy L. Munroe Chair of History at 
the University of Delaware. He is the author of four prize-winning monographs on
Iranian history, and the editor or co-editor of another five books. He is currently 
President of the Persian Heritage Foundation.
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Head Strong: How Psychology is Revolutionizing War, Revised and Expanded 
Edition
Matthews, Michael D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190870478
360 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/6/2020

In Head Strong: How Psychology is Revolutionizing War, Michael D. Matthews 
explores the many ways that psychology will make the difference for wars yet to
come, from revolutionary advances in soldier selection and training to new ways
of preparing soldiers to remain resilient in the face of horror and to engineering 
the super-soldier of the future.

Michael D. Matthews is Professor of Engineering Psychology at the United 
States Military Academy.
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Head Strong: How Psychology is Revolutionizing War
Matthews, Michael D.
Oxford University Press .
9780199916177
288 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2013

In Head Strong: How Psychology Is Revolutionizing War, Michael D. Matthews 
explores the many ways that psychology will make the difference for wars yet to
come, from revolutionary advances in soldier selection and training to new ways
of preparing soldiers to remain resilient in the face of horror and to engineering 
the super-soldier of the future.

Michael D. Matthews is Professor of Engineering Psychology at the United 
States Military Academy.
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The History of Bronze and Iron Age Israel
Matthews, Victor H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190231156
216 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Essentials of Biblical Studies Series

Designed as a supplementary resource for students who have an interest in the
ancient Near East and biblical history, this volume provides a basic introduction 
to the historical, archaeological, and socio-contextual aspects of ancient Israel 
during its early foundation period through the end of the monarchy in Judah.

Victor H. Matthews is Dean of the College of Humanities and Public Affairs and 
Professor of Religious Studies at Missouri State University.
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Volatile States in International Politics
Mattiacci, Eleonora
Oxford University Press .
9780197638682
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2023

In Volatile States in International Politics, Eleanora Mattiacci recasts canonical, 
timeless debate in International Relations on how states' behaviors change. She
demonstrates that states do not simply behave toward other states in stable or 
unstable fashion. Instead, they often twist and turn between cooperation and 
conflict in ways that seem inconsistent to observers. Through real-life anecdotes
and compelling data visualizations, this book explains where volatility comes 
from, renewing key debates on the role of trust, escalation, reputation, audience
costs, and treaty compliance in international politics.

Eleonora Mattiacci is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Amherst College,
where she founded the IR Lab. She researches and publishes on international 
politics and focuses on the ways in which time and power shape actors' options 
on the international arena, particularly in the domain of conflict. Her research has
been published on Perspective on Politics, International Studies Quarterly, and 
British Journal of International Politics, among other outlets. She holds a PhD 
from The Ohio State University.
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A Feminist in the White House: Midge Costanza, the Carter Years, and 
America's Culture Wars
Mattingly, Doreen J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197583357
328 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2021

Midge Costanza was one of the unlikeliest of White House insiders. But for a 
time during the seventies, this loud-mouthed, pushy little broad with no college 
education was a prominent focal point of the American culture wars. In this book,
Doreen Mattingly draws on Costanza's life to tell a wider, but heretofore 
neglected, story of the hopeful yet fraught era of gender politics in late 70s 
Washington--a history that is not just important to US women's and presidential 
history but which continues to resonate in politics today.

Doreen J. Mattingly is Professor Emerita of Women's Studies at San Diego State
University.
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Unredeemed Land: An Environmental History of Civil War and Emancipation in 
the Cotton South
Mauldin, Erin Stewart
Oxford University Press .
9780197563441
258 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
17 hts  illustrations

Unredeemed Land examines the ways the Civil War and the emancipation of the
slaves reconfigured the South's natural landscape, revealing the environmental 
constraints that shaped the rural South's transition to capitalism during the late 
nineteenth century.

Erin Stewart Mauldin is Assistant Professor of History at the University of South
Florida.
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Unredeemed Land: An Environmental History of Civil War and Emancipation in 
the Cotton South
Mauldin, Erin Stewart
Oxford University Press .
9780190865177
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/2/2018

The first environmental history to bridge the antebellum, Civil War, and 
Reconstruction periods, Unredeemed Land powerfully examines the ways 
military conflict and emancipation left enduring ecological legacies.

Erin Stewart Mauldin is Assistant Professor of History at the University of South
Florida, St. Petersburg. She is the co-editor of A Companion to Global 
Environmental History and book review editor of Agricultural History.
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The Piano Proficiency Exam Review Book
Mauro, Lucy and Beard, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780190933937
216 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/24/2019

In this review book, authors and Peabody Institute alumni Lucy Mauro and Scott
Beard provide an invaluable cache of tips, exercises, and practice exams to help
college music students prepare for the Piano Proficiency Exam and find pleasure
in the process.

Pianist Lucy Mauro is Associate Professor at West Virginia University. Scott 
Beard, pianist and Provost at Shepherd University, was named 2006 West 
Virginia Music Teacher of the Year.
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Saxon Shore: A Handbook
Maxfield, Valerie A.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893305
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 25)

This volume presents a summary of the latest state of knowledge of each of the 
ten forts that originally girdled the south-eastern corner of England from 
Brancaster on the Wash to Portchester on Portsmouth Harbour.

Valerie Maxfield is Professor of Roman Archaeology at the University of Exeter.
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Roman Frontier Studies
Maxfield, Valerie A. and Dobson, Michael J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897105
312 pages
paperback
$120
Pub Date: 1/1/2003

This volume presents one hundred of the papers given at the Fifteenth 
International Congress of Roman Frontier Studies. Geographically the material 
ranges throughout the frontier regions of the Roman Empire from Britain to the 
Caucasus, the Low Countries to Upper Egypt, Spain to Jordan.
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The Long Southern Strategy: How Chasing White Voters in the South Changed
American Politics
Maxwell, Angie and Shields, Todd
Oxford University Press .
9780190265960
560 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/23/2019

The Southern Strategy is traditionally understood as a Goldwater and Nixon-era
effort by the Republican Party to win over disaffected white voters in the 
Democratic stronghold of the American South.

Angie Maxwell is the Director of the Diane D. Blair Center of Southern Politics 
and Society, an associate professor of political science, and holder of the Diane
D. Blair Endowed Professorship in Southern Studies at the University of 
Arkansas. Todd Shields is the Dean of the J. William Fulbright College of Arts 
and Sciences and a professor of political science at the University of Arkansas.
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The Long Southern Strategy: How Chasing White Voters in the South Changed
American Politics
Maxwell, Angie and Shields, Todd
Oxford University Press .
9780197579039
560 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

In The Long Southern Strategy, Angie Maxwell and Todd Shields trace the 
consequences of the GOP's decision to court white voters in the South.

Angie Maxwell is the Director of the Diane D. Blair Center of Southern Politics 
and Society, an associate professor of political science, and holder of the Diane
D. Blair Endowed Professorship in Southern Studies at the University of 
Arkansas. Todd Shields is the Dean of the J. William Fulbright College of Arts 
and Sciences and a professor of political science at the University of Arkansas.
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Scents and Sensibility: Perfume in Victorian Literary Culture
Maxwell, Catherine
Oxford University Press .
9780198701750
400 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 12/26/2017

A rare and fascinating account of scent and perfume availability and use in the 
Victorian period. The first book to explore nineteenth-century literature via 
perfume and the sense of smell. Canvasses a large range of British nineteenth-
century poetry and prose and some early twentieth-century writers, and includes
imaginative readings of both canonical and non-canonical literary texts. Includes
a diverse and intriguing range of images including colour plates. Draws on a 
wealth of material including perfumer guides, etiquette guides, beauty manuals, 
advertising, diaries, letters, and biographies. Also studies flowers and 
buttonholes, soap and toiletries, aromatic jewellery, the scenting of garments and
letters, and perfumed snuff and tobacco

Catherine Maxwell is Professor of Victorian Literature at Queen Mary, University
of London.
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Insurgent Truth: Chelsea Manning and the Politics of Outsider Truth-Telling
Maxwell, Lida
Oxford University Press .
9780190920036
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/28/2019

Challenging depictions of Chelsea Manning as a failed whistleblower, Insurgent
Truth argues that Manning's act should be seen as what the book terms outsider
truth-telling. Lida Maxwell develops this argument through an examination of 
Manning's prison writings, the lengthy chat logs between Manning and the 
hacker who eventually turned her in, various journalistic, artistic, and academic 
responses to Manning. Comparing Manning's example and writings with other 
outsider truth-tellers, including Audre Lorde, Virginia Woolf, and Bayard Rustin,
Maxwell develops a theory of outsider truth-telling as a productive practice of 
telling unsettling truths from a position of social illegibility.

Lida Maxwell is Associate Professor of Political Science and Women's, Gender,
and Sexuality Studies at Boston University.
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From Bataille to Badiou: Lignes, the Preservation of Radical French Thought, 
1987-2017
May, Adrian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855861
328 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

From Bataille to Badiou: Lignes: the preservation of Radical French Thought, 
1987-2017 provides an exhaustive reading of the significant yet understudied 
intellectual review Lignes, from 1987 to 2017, to demonstrate how it has 
managed to preserve and develop the legacy of French radical thought often 
referred to as 'French Theory' or 'la pensée 68'.

Adrian May completed his PhD in French Intellectual Culture at the University of
Cambridge. He is currently an independent researcher and teacher.
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Neuroethics: Agency in the Age of Brain Science
May, Joshua
Oxford University Press .
9780197648094
328 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2023
10 halftones; 7 line drawings

What ethical questions does neuroscience raise and help to answer? 
Neuroethics blends philosophical analysis with modern brain science to address
central questions within this growing field, providing an opinionated tour through
captivating cases and a close examination of the philosophical issues and 
scientific evidence. Joshua May's lively and accessible writing style makes this 
an indispensable resource for students and scholars in both the sciences and 
humanities.

Joshua May is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. He is the author of Regard for Reason in the Moral Mind (Oxford 
University Press, 2018) and co-editor of Agency in Mental Disorder (Oxford 
University Press, 2022).
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Love: A New Understanding of an Ancient Emotion
May, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9780190884833
304 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2019

Simon May develops a radically new understanding of love as the emotion we 
feel towards those we experience as grounding our life--as offering us a promise
of home--in a world that we supremely value. He also proposes that the child is 
supplanting the romantic partner as the supreme object of love.

Simon May is visiting professor of philosophy at King's College London.
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Reading F. T. Prince
May, Will
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856615
232 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

F.T. Prince (1912-2003) is now emerging as one of the most distinctive voices of
twentieth-century Anglophone poetry. This collection of specially commissioned 
essays sheds new light on his achievements and reveals his central place in the
story of modern poetry.
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Misreading Anita Brookner: Aestheticism, Intertextuality and the Queer 
Nineteenth Century
Mayer, Peta
Oxford University Press .
9781802077001
288 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

Anita Brookner was known for writing boring books about lonely, single women.
Misreading Anita Brookner unlocks the mysteries of the Brookner heroine by 
creating entirely new ways to read six Brookner novels. Drawing on diverse 
intertextual sources, Peta Mayer illustrates how Brookner's solitary twentieth-
century women can also be seen as variations of queer nineteenth-century male
artist archetypes.

Peta Mayer holds a PhD in English Literature from the University of Melbourne.
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A Dictionary of Geography
Mayhew, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780192896391
592 pages
paperback
$15
Pub Date: 4/26/2023
Oxford Quick Reference. c.70

This bestselling dictionary contains over 3,000 entries on both physical and 
human geography and is an essential guide to students of all levels.

Susan Mayhew, Teacher, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society Susan 
Mayhew is a geography teacher and the author of Masterstudies Geography 
(1986). Her current research interests are in feminist and historical geography 
and she is dedicated to the demystification of her favourite subject.
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UNITE History Volume 3 (1945-1960): The Transport and General Workers' 
Union (TGWU): Post War Britain, the Welfare State and the Cold War
Mayo, Marjorie
Oxford University Press .
9781802077100
144 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
10 illus.

This volume explores the challenges as well as the opportunities for radical 
progress in the post-war period, with the election of the Attlee Labour 
government. Although much remained to be achieved by 1960, the T&G had 
become a more democratic, powerful, progressive force by the end of this period.

Marjorie Mayo is Emeritus Professor of Community Development at Goldsmiths,
University of London.
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Hydrocarbon Citizens: How Oil Transformed People and Politics in the Middle 
East
Mazaheri, Nimah
Oxford University Press .
9780197636725
272 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2022

In Hydrocarbon Citizens, Nimah Mazaheri tells the story of how the discovery of
oil dramatically transformed politics and society in the Middle East. Including 
historical evidence and public opinion surveys, Mazaheri offers a nuanced 
description of how ordinary people in the region think about their government and
evaluate national politics. He concludes that people in oil-rich countries adopt 
attitudes, beliefs, and values that are very different from those among citizens in
oil-poor countries. Mazaheri provides a new way of thinking about current politics
in the Middle East and explains why some of the region's long-lasting autocracies
have been successful in resisting the rise of democracy.

Nimah Mazaheri is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Tufts 
University. His research and teaching are centered in the fields of public policy, 
political economy, and energy studies. He is the author of Oil Booms and 
Business Busts: Why Resource Wealth Hurts Entrepreneurs in the Developing 
World. He held postdoctoral appointments at Princeton University and Harvard 
University, and has worked as a consultant for international development 
agencies.
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Homicide in pre-Famine and Famine Ireland
Mc Mahon, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786940926
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2018

Was pre-Famine and Famine Ireland a violent society? The dominant view 
among a range of commentators at the time, and in the work of many historians 
since, is that violence was both prevalent and pervasive in the social and cultural
life of the country. This book explores the validity of this perspective through the
study of homicide and what it reveals about wider experiences of violence in the
country at that time.

Dr Richard Mc Mahon is Research Fellow in the School of History, Classics and
Archaeology at the University of Edinburgh.
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Freedom Summer
McAdam, Doug
Oxford University Press .
9780195064728
368 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 9/27/1990

Doug McAdam offers the first book to gauge the impact of Freedom Summer on 
the project volunteers and the period we now call 'the turbulent sixties.

Doug McAdam is Professor of Sociology at the University of Arizona and author
of Political Process and the Development of Black Insurgency, 1930-1970.
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The Strange Case of Donald J. Trump: A Psychological Reckoning
McAdams, Dan P.
Oxford University Press .
9780197507445
320 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

The Strange Case of Donald J. Trump provides a coherent and nuanced 
psychological portrait of Donald Trump, drawing upon biographical events in the
subject's life and contemporary scientific research and theory in personality, 
developmental, and social psychology.

Dan P. McAdams is the Henry Wade Rogers Professor of Psychology, and 
Professor of Education and Social Policy, at Northwestern University.
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George W. Bush and the Redemptive Dream
McAdams, Dan P.
Oxford University Press .
9780199752089

hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/24/2010

George W. Bush remains a highly controversial figure, a man for whom millions 
of Americans have very strong feelings. Dan McAdams' book offers an astute 
psychological portrait of Bush, one of the first biographies to appear since he left
office as well as the first to draw systematically from personality science to 
analyze his life.

Dan P. McAdams is the Henry Wade Rogers Professor of Psychology, and 
Professor of Education and Social Policy, at Northwestern University.
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The Kingdom of God Has No Borders: A Global History of American Evangelicals
McAlister, Melani
Oxford University Press .
9780197660423
424 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2022

In The Kingdom of God Has No Borders, Melani McAlister offers a sweeping 
narrative of the last fifty years of evangelical history outside of the United States,
weaving a fascinating tale that upends much of what we know--or think we 
know--about American evangelicals.

Melani McAlister teaches American Studies and International Affairs at George
Washington University. Her books include Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, and
US Interests in the Middle East and the co-edited collection, Global Faith/Worldly
Power.
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Yoga in the Music Studio
McAllister, Lesley
Oxford University Press .
9780190915018
432 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/25/2020

Yoga in the Music Studio brings the popular and beneficial practice of yoga to 
music teachers and students of all instruments and ages, from preschoolers to 
senior adults and all those in-between.

Lesley S. McAllister is Professor of Piano and Director of Piano Pedagogy at 
Baylor University.
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Rethinking Prokofiev
McAllister, Rita and Guillaumier, Christina
Oxford University Press .
9780190670771
544 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 2/18/2020
38 photos, 23 music ex. and tables

Rethinking Prokofiev looks at the background, context, and musical mechanics of
Sergei Prokofiev's work, revealing much of what makes this composer an 
idiosyncratic genius and his music intriguing, often dramatic, and almost always
beguiling.  Utilizes cross-disciplinary research, from music and poetry to popular
media and dance. Challenges conventional divisions and categorizations of 
Prokofiev's career. Accompanied by an extensive website of supplementary 
music examples, appendices, and other archival sources

Rita McAllister is a composer, pianist, educationalist, and writer on music. She 
holds a Research Chair at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. Christina 
Guillaumier is a musicologist, pianist, and writer on music. She is Head of 
Undergraduate Programmes at the Royal College of Music (London).
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Bits and Pieces: A History of Chiptunes
McAlpine, Kenneth B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190496104
320 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2018

Bits and Pieces tells the story of chiptune, a style of lo-fi electronic music that 
emerged from the first generation of video game consoles and home computers 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Kenneth B. McAlpine is an award-winning composer, musician, and technologist
who has scored for theatre, film, and video games, and who has performed 
internationally as a harpsichordist, pianist, and jazz organist.
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Oxford Companion to the English Language
McArthur, Tom / Lam-McArthur, Jacqueline / Fontaine, Lise (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199661282
736 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2018
Oxford Companions

The Oxford Companion to the English Language provides an authoritative single-
volume source of information about the English language

Tom McArthur is an Honorary Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Linguists, and 
the founder editor of the quarterly journal English Today (CUP).  Jacqueline Lam-
McArthur is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Linguists. Lise Fontaine is a 
Senior Lecturer at Cardiff University in the Centre for Language and 
Communication Research (CLCR).
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The Rebirth of Liverpool: The Eldonian Way
McBane, Jack
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311581
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2008

This volume considers one of the most extraordinary communities in the United
Kingdom: the Eldonians from Liverpool. In 1978, facing demolition of their 
neighborhood and the destruction of their community and economy, they created
an alternative strategy for regeneration—embarking on the completion of 
Eldonian Village, a sustainable community that has won major awards over the 
past twenty-five years, including the prestigious World Habitat Award.

Jack McBane has over thirty-five years of regeneration experience in London, 
Liverpool, Sheffield, and South Yorkshire. He was awarded an MBE in 2005 for 
services to urban regeneration.
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H. D. & Bryher: An Untold Love Story of Modernism
McCabe, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780190621223
424 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2021

H.D & Bryher: An Untold Love Story of Modernism explores the lives of two 
queer women, one a poet and the other a historical novelist, living from the late 
19th century through the 20th century. Seeking invisibility to shield their 
deviance, they quested ancient cultures and gnostic wisdom to find a more 
egalitarian creative process like electricity to anchor their lives together. As 
innovators of the power of two, their writing knit their psyches together.

Susan McCabe is a professor of English and Creative Writing at USC.
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Coming to Our Senses: Perceiving Complexity to Avoid Catastrophes
McCabe, Viki
Oxford University Press .
9780199988587
288 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2014

In Coming to Our Senses, cognitive scientist Viki McCabe argues that prevailing 
theories of perception, cognition, and information cannot explain how we know 
the world around us. Using scientific studies and true stories, McCabe shows 
that the ecological disasters, political paralysis, and economic failures we now 
face originate in our tendency to privilege cognitive processes and products over
the information we access with our perceptual systems.

Viki McCabe is Visiting Scholar, Department of Psychology, University of 
California, Los Angeles
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Energy Efficiency and Historic Buildings : How to Improve Energy Efficiency
McCaig, Iain and Pender, Robyn
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025363
46 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 6/15/2018
.

This guidance is for anyone who wishes to improve energy efficiency in an 
historic building. There are many reasons to do this. Improving energy efficiency
will lower carbon emissions and fuel bills and often increase comfort. It also 
might be necessary to ensure that a building complies with legal requirements. 
More broadly, improving energy efficiency forms a part of the wider objective to 
achieve a sustainable environment. It is a widely held view that older buildings 
are not energy-efficient, and must be radically upgraded in order to improve their
performance.
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100 Years of the Nineteenth Amendment: An Appraisal of Women's Political 
Activism
McCammon, Holly J. and Banaszak, Lee Ann
Oxford University Press .
9780190265151
400 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

This collection of original essays takes a long view of the past century of 
women's political engagement to gauge how much women have achieved in the
political arena. The volume looks back at the decades since women won the right
to vote to analyze the changes, developments, and even continuities in women's
roles in the broad political sphere.

Holly J. McCammon is Cornelius Vanderbilt Professor of Sociology, and Affiliated
Professor of Women's and Gender Studies and American Studies at Vanderbilt 
University. Lee Ann Banaszak is Professor of Political Science and Women's 
Studies at the Pennsylvania State University.
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Tallis
McCarthy, Kerry
Oxford University Press .
9780190635213
288 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES

Thomas Tallis spent more than fifty years composing music in the volatile world 
of Tudor England. Tallis is a clear, readable biography of a great Renaissance 
musician, which places the composer's music in its rich historical, cultural, and 
architectural context.

Kerry McCarthy is a musician and author known for her work on early English 
music.
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Citizen of London: Richard Whittington - The Boy Who Would Be Mayor
McCarthy, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9781787387911
424 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2022

A vivid and richly informative biography of the transforming social reformer, 
banker and influencer for Richard II,  Henry IV and Henry V.

Michael McCarthy PhD lectured in politics before a career in development and 
regeneration of rural economies and historic estates. His books include 
Campaigning for the Poor; The New Politics of Welfare; and A History of Their 
Making. Formerly visiting professor at Bournemouth University, he has written for
Political Quarterly.
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George Gabriel Stokes: Life, Science and Faith
McCartney, Mark / Whitaker, Andrew / Wood, Alastair
Oxford University Press .
9780198822868
272 pages
hardcover
$58
Pub Date: 8/27/2019

This edited collection of essays brings together experts in mathematics, physics
and the history of science to cover the many facets of Stokes's life in a scholarly
but accessible way to mark the bicentenary of his birth.

Mark McCartney is currently employed as senior lecturer in mathematics at 
Ulster University. Andrew Whitaker worked on nuclear magnetic resonance with
Peter Mansfield, later Sir Peter and a Nobel Laureate in Medicine for his part in 
the invention of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).  Alastair Wood is a 
gProfessor of Applied Mathematics in Dublin City University,
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Friction: How Radicalization Happens to Them and Us
McCauley, Clark and Moskalenko, Sophia
Oxford University Press .
9780199747436

hardcover
$51
Pub Date: 3/2/2011

This accessible book identifies twelve mechanisms of political radicalization that
can move individuals, groups, and the masses to increased sympathy and 
support for political violence.

Clark McCauley is the Rachel C. Hale Professor of Sciences and Mathematics 
and Co-Director of the Solomon Asch Center for the Study of Ethnopolitical 
Conflict at Bryn Mawr College.Sophia Moskalenko is a Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow at the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to 
Terrorism (NC-START)
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Hearing Voices and Other Matters of the Mind: What Mental Abnormalities Can 
Teach Us About Religions
McCauley, Robert N. and Graham, George
Oxford University Press .
9780190091149
280 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2020

Hearing Voices and Other Unusual Experiences examines the long-recognized 
and striking similarities between features of mental disorders and features of 
religions. Robert McCauley and George Graham emphasize underlying cognitive
continuities between familiar features of religiosity, of mental disorders, and of 
everyday thinking and action.

Robert N. McCauley is William Rand Kenan Jr. University Professor of 
Philosophy at Emory University. George Graham has held professorships in 
philosophy at Alabama-Birmingham, Georgia State, and Wake Forest, where he
was A. C. Reid Professor of Philosophy.
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Who's the Bigot?: Learning from Conflicts over Marriage and Civil Rights Law
McClain, Linda C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190877200
304 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In Bigotry, Conscience, and Marriage, the eminent legal scholar Linda McClain 
traces the rhetoric of bigotry and conscience across a set of debates relating to 
both marriage and antidiscrimination law. In the process, she demonstrates the 
contested nature of the term 'bigotry' along with its complex ties to the concept of
conscience. By teasing out the historical dimensions of the arguments 
surrounding marriage and antidiscrimination law and demonstrating how the 
motive-content divide structures such debates, McClain makes a novel 
contribution to our understanding of the relationship between religious liberty and
discrimination in American life.

Linda C. McClain is the Robert Kent Professor at Boston University School of 
Law.
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Design and Analysis of Time Series Experiments
McCleary, Richard / McDowall, David / Bartos, Bradley
Oxford University Press .
9780190661564
392 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 6/8/2017

Design and Analysis of Time Series Experiments presents the elements of 
statistical time series analysis while also addressing recent developments in 
research design and causal modeling.

Richard McCleary is a Professor at the University of California, Irvine. David 
McDowall is a Distinguished Teaching Professor in the School of Criminal Justice
at the University at Albany, State University of New York. Bradley J. Bartos is a 
Ph.D. Candidate in the School of Social Ecology at the University of California, 
Irvine.
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Dune
McCrea, Christian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325826
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2019
Constellations

David Lynch's Dune (1984) is the film that science fiction-and the director's most
ardent fans-can neither forgive nor forget.  Frank Herbert's original 1965 novel 
built a meticulous universe of dark majesty and justice, as wild-eyed freedom 
fighters and relentless authoritarians all struggled for control of the desert planet
Arrakis and its mystical, life-extending spice.  After several attempts to produce a
film, Italian movie mogul Dino De Laurentiis and his producer daughter Raffaella
would enlist David Lynch, whose Eraserhead (1977) and The Elephant Man 
(1980) had already marked him out as a visionary director.  What emerges out of
their strange, long process is a deeply unique vision of the distant future; an 
eclectic bazaar of wood-turned spaceship interiors, spitting tyrants, and dream 
montages.

Christian McCrea is a researcher writing on science fiction, film, videogames, 
animation, and the popular digital arts. He is a lecturer in the School of Design at
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia.
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Patrick Chamoiseau: Recovering Memory
McCusker, Maeve
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316869
184 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2011

This acclaimed book skilfully examines the work of the award-winning writer 
Patrick Chamoiseau. Considered by many as one of the most innovative writers 
to hit the French literary scene in over 40 years, Chamoiseau made his name 
with his book Texaco (published in 1992 and winner of the highest literary prize 
in France, the Prix Goncourt).

Maeve Mccusker is lecturer in French Studies at Queen's University Belfast.
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Where Ideas Go to Die: The Fate of Intellect in American Journalism
McDevitt, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190869946
272 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

Ideas die at the hands of journalists. This is the controversial thesis offered by 
Michael McDevitt in a sweeping examination of anti-intellectualism in American 
journalism. A murky presence, anti-intellectualism is not acknowledged by 
reporters and editors. It is not easily measured by scholars, as it entails 
opportunities not taken, context not provided, ideas not examined. Where Ideas
Go to Die will be the first book to document how journalism polices intellect at a 
time when thoughtful examination of our society's news media is arguably more 
important than ever.

Michael McDevitt is Professor of Journalism and Media Studies in the College of
Media, Communication and Information at the University of Colorado. He 
previously worked as a reporter and editorial writer for newspapers in the San 
Francisco Bay Area.
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Idiocy: A Cultural History
McDonagh, Patrick
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310966
380 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2009
Liverpool University Press - Representations: Health, Disability, Culture and So

The term 'idiot' is a damning put down, whether deployed on the playground or in
the board room. People stigmatized as being 'intellectually disabled' today must 
confront variants of the fear and pity with which society has greeted them for 
centuries. In this ground-breaking new study Patrick McDonagh explores how 
artistic, scientific and sociological interpretations of idiocy work symbolically and 
ideologically in society.

Patrick McDonagh is a freelance writer and journalist who also teaches at 
Concordia University Canada.
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Enemies Known and Unknown: Targeted Killings in America's Transnational 
Wars
McDonald, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780190683078
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2017

Lays bare the legal and political consequences of Washington's pursuit of 
militarized counterterrorism in the post-9/11 era. Argues that the Obama 
administration's adherence to the rule of law has a disturbing status quo of 
violence in the 'War on Terror'. Understanding of the social and legal 
construction of legitimate violence in warfare

Jack McDonald is a research associate and teaching fellow at the Centre for 
Science and Security Studies, in the Department of War Studies, King's College
London.
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Studying Videogames
McDougall, Julian and O'Brien, Wayne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663844
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/20/2008

Studying Videogames is the first book to look at videogames as media texts.  
Written specifically for advanced level/undergraduate students it covers a broad 
range of games, industry contexts, and research findings.

Julian McDougall is program leader and senior lecturer in media and education 
at Newman University College, Birmingham. Wayne O'Brien is director of 
learning for media and film studies at Smestow School Wolverhampton, U.K.
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Studying Videogames
McDougall, Julian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663851
192 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 8/20/2008

Studying Videogames is the first book to look at videogames as media texts.  
Written specifically for advanced level/undergraduate students it covers a broad 
range of games, industry contexts, and research findings.  The book challenges
conventional media-analysis approaches; sets out the history, present, and 
future of games; and interrogates claims about their social effects.  Featuring 
student activities, interviews with key players in the industry, and an extended 
case study of the Grand Theft Auto cycle, Studying Videogames seriously 
engages with this powerful media.

Julian McDougall is program leader and senior lecturer in media and education 
at Newman University College, Birmingham. Wayne O'Brien is director of 
learning for media and film studies at Smestow School Wolverhampton, U.K.
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Bucking the Buck: US Financial Sanctions and the International Backlash against
the Dollar
McDowell, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197679883
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2023

The US dollar is the world's indispensable currency, and it provides the United 
States enormous coercive powers against its adversaries. Over the last twenty 
years, Washington has increasingly relied on financial sanctions, but Bucking the
Buck shows that the more the US wields the dollar as a foreign policy weapon, 
the more its adversaries move their economic activities into other currencies to 
avoid US coercion. The book shows that if the US wants to protect the dollar's 
status, its approach to sanctions needs to become more nuanced.

Daniel McDowell is Associate Professor of Political Science at the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University and a 2022-23 
Wilson China Fellow at the Wilson Center. His research focuses on the 
international politics of money and finance, with a focus on the role of the United
States and China in these arenas.Discount:
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Conducting Technique: For Beginners and Professionals - 3rd edition
McElheran, Brock
Oxford University Press .
9780193868540
156 pages

$29.5
Pub Date: 12/16/2004

This book gives valuable hints about these three basic conductorial functions 
from the viewpoint of chorus and orchestra alike. McElheran leads the student 
toward mastery of the problems at hand, with firmness and gentle humour.

Brock McElheran was a conductor and professor at the Crane School of Music at
Potsdam, the State University of New York. During his active career he prepared
choruses for many of the world's leading conductors, including Eugene Ormandy,
Robert Shaw and Zubin Mehta.
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The Philosophy of Robert Grosseteste
McEvoy, James
Oxford University Press .
9780198249399
450 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 1/15/1987

Setting the thought of Robert Grosseteste within the broader context of the 
intellectual, religious, and social movements of his time, this study elucidates the
evolution of his ideas on topics ranging from the mathematical laws that govern 
the movement of bodies, God as the mathematical Creator, and human 
knowledge, to religious experience and the place of humanity within the social, 
natural, and providential orders.
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Public Law Essentials- 2nd edition
McFadzean, Dale and McFadden, Jean
Oxford University Press .
9781845861360
112 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2016

Looking at the UK and Scotland, Public Law Essentials is an invaluable guide for
law students throughout the United Kingdom and for practising lawyers needing
a quick reference.

Jean McFadden is Visiting Lecturer in Law at the University of Strathclyde. Dale
McFadzean is Lecturer in Law at the University of the West of Scotland. His 
areas of expertise include constitutional law, administrative law and legal 
education in general.
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Social Science Goes to War: The Human Terrain System in Iraq and Afghanistan
McFate, Montgomery and Laurence, Janice H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190216726
320 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2015

The Human Terrain System (HTS) was catapulted into existence in 2006 by the
US military's urgent need for knowledge of the human dimension of the 
battlespace in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Montgomery McFate is the Minerva Chair at the Center for Naval Warfare 
Studies at the US Naval War College. Janice H. Laurence is a professor in the 
College of Education at Temple University and is an internationally recognized 
military psychologist.
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Violent Loyalties: Manliness, Migration, and the Irish in the Canadas, 1798-1841
McGaughey, Jane G.V.
Oxford University Press .
9781802078282
280 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Reappraisals in Irish History LUP.

This book explores gendered experiences of violence, migration, and settlement
for Irishmen in Upper and Lower Canada between 1798 and 1841 when the 'wild
Irish' stereotype applied to both Protestants and Catholics. Presumptions about 
Irish manliness created an enduring legacy in the Canadas and also affected 
how the Irish were treated across the British Empire.

Jane G.V. McGaughey is Associate Professor of Irish Diaspora Studies at the 
School of Irish Studies, Concordia University.
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Just Words: On Speech and Hidden Harm
McGowan, Mary Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780192897398
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/25/2021

We all know that speech can be harmful. But how? Mary Kate McGowan argues
that speech constitutes harm when it enacts a norm that prescribes that harm. 
She investigates such harms as oppression, subordination, and discrimination in
such forms of speech as sexist remarks, racist hate speech, pornography, verbal
triggers, and micro-aggressions.

Mary Kate McGowan is the Margaret Clapp '30 Distinguished Alumna Professor
of Philosophy at Wellesley College.
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Just Words: On Speech and Hidden Harm
McGowan, Mary Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780198829706
224 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2019

Mary Kate McGowan identifies a previously overlooked mechanism by which 
speech constitutes, rather than merely causes, harm. She argues that speech 
constitutes harm when it enacts a norm that prescribes that harm. McGowan 
illustrates this theory by considering many categories of speech including sexist 
remarks, racist hate speech, pornography, verbal triggers for stereotype threat,
micro-aggressions, political dog whistles, slam poetry, and even the hanging of 
posters.

Mary Kate McGowan is the Margaret Clapp '30 Distinguished Alumna Professor
of Philosophy at Wellesley College.
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Natural Philosophy: On Retrieving a Lost Disciplinary Imaginary
McGrath, Alister
Oxford University Press .
9780192865731
256 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/10/2023

This book argues for the retrieval of the concept of 'natural philosophy', 
encompassing the natural sciences, philosophy, and theology, amongst others. It
identifies the essential characteristics of natural philosophy from its Aristotelian 
roots onwards, and then makes a creative proposal on how we might 
reincorporate it into our current worldview.

Alister McGrath studied theology at Oxford and Cambridge, following 
undergraduate studies in chemistry, and a doctorate in molecular biophysics at 
Oxford University. He was Professor of Historical Theology at Oxford University 
from 1999-2008, and now serves as the Andreas Idreos Professor of Science 
and Religion at Oxford, with a special interest in the interdisciplinary field of 
natural philosophy.
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Surviving Armageddon Solutions for a Threatened Planet
McGuire, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780192805713
248 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/16/2005

What do earthquakes, magma, asteroid 1950DA, and global warming have in 
common? All are very real natural disasters, already under way; all are also the 
focus of intensive work by scientists, aimed at preventing, predicting, or at least 
limiting their impact on civilization. Using the latest chilling data and taking care 
to draw a clear line between scientific fact and fiction, McGuire discusses the 
various ways that scientists have already started to prepare for survival.

Bill McGuire is an academic, science writer, and broadcaster. He is currently 
Professor of Geophysical and Climate Hazards at University College London.
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Surviving Armageddon Solutions for a Threatened Planet
McGuire, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780192805720

paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2007

What do earthquakes, magma, asteroid 1950DA, and global warming have in 
common? All are very real natural disasters, already under way; all are also the 
focus of intensive work by scientists, aimed at preventing, predicting, or at least 
limiting their impact on civilization. Using the latest chilling data and taking care 
to draw a clear line between scientific fact and fiction, McGuire discusses the 
various ways that scientists have already started to prepare for survival.

Bill McGuire is an academic, science writer, and broadcaster. He is currently 
Professor of Geophysical and Climate Hazards at University College London.
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Waking the Giant: How a changing climate triggers earthquakes, tsunamis, and 
volcanoes
McGuire, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780199592265
320 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/16/2012

Already there are signs that the effects of climbing global temperatures are 
causing the sleeping giant to stir once again. Could it be that we are on track to 
bequeath to our children and their children not only a far hotter world, but also a
more geologically fractious one?

Bill McGuire is an academic, science writer and broadcaster. He is currently 
Professor of Geophysical and Climate Hazards at UCL.
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Red at Heart: How Chinese Communists Fell in Love with the Russian 
Revolution
McGuire, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780197528433
476 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/7/2020

Red at Heart conjures a tale of cross-cultural romance from a topic that is 
normally seen in geopolitical or ideological terms-and thereby offers a new 
interpretation of twentieth century communism's most crucial alliance.  This is the
multigenerational history of people who experienced Sino-Soviet affairs most 
intimately: prominent Chinese revolutionaries who traveled to Russia in their 
youths to study, often falling in love and having children there.  Their deeply 
personal memoirs, interviews with their children, and a vivid collection of 
documents from the Russian archives allow Elizabeth McGuire to reconstruct the
sexually-charged, physically difficult, and politically dangerous lives of Chinese 
communists in the Soviet Union.  The choices they made shaped not only the 
lives of their children, but also the postwar alliance between the People's 
Republic of China and Soviet Russia.

Elizabeth McGuire is Assistant Professor of History at California State University,
East Bay. She has studied, lived, and worked in Moscow and Beijing.
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The Big Parade: Meredith Willson's Musicals from The Music Man to 1491
McHugh, Dominic
Oxford University Press .
9780197554739
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/17/2021
Broadway Legacies .

Though Meredith Willson is best remembered for The Music Man, there is a 
great deal more to his career as a composer and lyricist. In The Big Parade, 
author Dominic McHugh uses newly uncovered letters, manuscripts, and 
production files to reveal Willson's unusual combination of experiences in his pre-
Broadway career that led him to compose The Music Man.

Dominic McHugh is Professor of Musicology at the University of Sheffield.
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The Complete Lyrics of Alan Jay Lerner
McHugh, Dominic and Asch, Amy
Oxford University Press .
9780190646738
632 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Alan Jay Lerner wrote the lyrics for some of the most beloved musicals in 
Broadway and Hollywood history.

Dominic McHugh is Senior Lecturer in Musicology and Director of Performance 
at the University of Sheffield. Amy Asch is a musical theatre researcher and 
archivist.
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Figurations of the Feminine in the Early French Women's Press, 1758-1848
McIlvanney, Siobhan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070163
280 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

The origins and early years of the French women's press represent a pivotal 
period in the history of French women's self-expression and their feminist and 
cultural consciousness. Through a range of insightful textual analyses, this book
highlights the political significance of this critically neglected literary medium.

Siobhan McIlvanney is a Reader in French and Francophone Women's Writing at
King's College London.
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Annie Ernaux: The Return to Origins
McIlvanney, Siobhan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235477
248 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/8/2001
Liverpool University Press - Modern French Writers Series

In this first critical study in English to focus exclusively on Annie Ernaux’s writing
trajectory, Siobhán McIlvanney provides a stimulating and challenging analysis of
Ernaux’s individual texts. Following a broadly feminist hermeneutic, this study 
engages in a series of provocative close readings of Ernaux’s works in a move to
highlight the contradictions and nuances in her writing, and to demonstrate the 
intellectual intricacies of her literary project.

Siobhán McIlvanney is reader in French and Francophone women’s writing at 
King’s College London.
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Black Software: The Internet & Racial Justice, from the AfroNet to Black Lives 
Matter
McIlwain, Charlton D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197581599
312 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Black Software, for the first time, chronicles the long relationship between African
Americans, computing technology, and the Internet. Through new archival 
sources and the voices of many of those who lived and made this history, this 
book centralizes African Americans' role in the Internet's creation and evolution, 
illuminating both the limits and possibilities for using digital technology to push for
racial justice in the United States and across the globe.

Charlton D. McIlwain is Vice Provost of Faculty Engagement & Development at 
New York University, and Professor of Media, Culture, and Communication at 
NYU's Steinhardt School.
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Teen Movies: Classroom Resources
McInnes, Rob
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663875
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/25/2008
Teachers Guides and Classroom Resources

Teen movies' have been massively popular with their target audience for half a 
century yet they remain among the most unexamined, in large part due to their 
unpretentiousness, but also because the genre itself is contested just what is a 
'teen movie'? In his Classroom Resources author Rob McInnes explores the 
social, institutional, economic, cultural and political contexts of the genre from the
1950s to the present day from Rebel Without a Cause (1955) to American Pie 
(1999) which reflects recent Media/Film Studies specifications to study genres as
part of a more integrated study of cultural theories and movements.  These 
Resources reflect the structure of the accompanying Teacher's Guide and 
provide accessible exercises and tasks for this most student-friendly of topics.

Rob McInnes teaches Media Studies in South-East London.
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Handbook to Life in Prehistoric Europe
McIntosh, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780195384765
418 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2009

 For most of Europe's long past we have no writing, no named individuals, no 
recorded deeds. Handbook to Life in Prehistoric Europe gathers the results of 
recent archaeological discoveries and scholarly research into a single accessible
volume.

Jane McIntosh is the author of many articles and books, including The Practical
Archaeologist and Eyewitness Archaeology.
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Snuff
McKenna, Mark
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859388
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Devils Advocates. 20 black and white illustrations

Snuff (1976) occupies a unique place in cinematic history, as the first 
commercially successful film to capitalise upon the myth of the 'snuff' movie. This
book explores the film's production, distribution and exhibition, alongside a 
consideration of it contributed to a popular understanding of the snuff movie, and
an assessment of its cultural, cinematic and political legacy.

Mark McKenna in a lecturer in Film, Television and Radio at the University of 
Staffordshire.
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Snuff
McKenna, Mark
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859395
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Devils Advocates. 20 black and white illustrations

Snuff (1976) occupies a unique place in cinematic history, as the first 
commercially successful film to capitalise upon the myth of the 'snuff' movie. This
book explores the film's production, distribution and exhibition, alongside a 
consideration of it contributed to a popular understanding of the snuff movie, and
an assessment of its cultural, cinematic and political legacy.

Mark McKenna in a lecturer in Film, Television and Radio at the University of 
Staffordshire.
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Public Sculpture of Glasgow
McKenzie, Ray
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239376
400 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Public Sculpture of Britain Series

Glasgow is notable as being one of the few British cities to have resisted artistic
centralization based in London. Only in Glasgow were there significant local 
workshops, often family-based, training dynasties of native sculptors. Public 
Sculpture of Glasgow includes work by some of the most influential British and 
continental sculptors during the last 200 years including John Flaxman, John 
Gibson, J. H. Foley and Carlo Marochetti.
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Making Christianity Manly Again: Mark Driscoll, Mars Hill Church, and American
Evangelicalism
McKinney, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780197655795
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2023

Mark Driscoll built Mars Hill Church into one of the fastest growing, most 
innovative, and most influential churches in the country. The ever-colorful Driscoll
crafted a hypermasculine theology, redefining Jesus from a a hippie in a dress to
Warrior, Victor, and King. While Driscoll's church spectacularly imploded, his 
hypermasculine theology is foundational to understanding evangelical support for
politicians like Donald Trump and the rise of Christian nationalism.

Jennifer McKinney is Professor and Chair of Sociology and Director of Women's
Studies at Seattle Pacific University. Jennifer is co-author (with Martin Lee 
Abbott) of Understanding and Applying Research Design.
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The Colonial Heritage of French Comics
McKinney, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318689
270 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Contemporary French and Francophone cultures ; 17

Although France has changed much in recent decades, colonial-era imagery 
continues to circulate widely in comics, in part because the colonial archives are
easily accessible, and through the republication of colonial-era comics that are 
viewed as classics.

Mark McKinney is Professor of French at Miami University and the editor of the 
journal European Comic Art. His previous books include 'History and Politics in 
French-Language Comics and Graphic Novels', Jackson: UP of Mississippi, 
2008.
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Codex Epistolaris Carolinus: Letters from the popes to the Frankish rulers, 739
-791
McKitterick, Rosamond / van Espelo, Dorine / Pollard, Richard / Price, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9781802078251
546 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Translated Texts for Historians LUP. 3 black and white maps

The first complete translation of all of ninety-nine letters that survive in a single 
manuscript, the Codex epistolaris Carolinus. These remarkable eighth century 
political documents are from popes Gregory III, Zacharias, Stephen II, Paul I, the
anti-pope Constantine, Stephen III and Hadrian I to, respectively Charles Martel,
Pippin III, Carloman and Charlemagne.

Rosamond McKitterick is Professor Emerita of Medieval History, University of 
Cambridge. Richard Pollard is Professor in the Department of History, Universite
du Quebec Montreal. He is the editor of Imagining the Medieval Afterlife 
(Cambridge 2020). Richard Price is Professor Emeritus of the History of 
Christianity, Heythrop College and Honorary Research Fellow, Royal Holloway,
University of London.
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Serious Minds: The Extraordinary Haldanes of Cloan
McLauchlan, Richard
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387928
424 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
24 color illustrations

An elegant, revealing portrait of a remarkable family that helped to shape the 
politics, arts and sciences of modern Britain.

Richard McLauchlan is a Scottish writer, educated at the Universities of St 
Andrews and Cambridge. He collaborated with John Campbell on acclaimed 
biography Haldane, also published by Hurst, and has written on the Welsh poet
R.S. Thomas, in Saturday's Silence. Richard co-founded the educational charity
Light Up Learning.
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Poltergeist
McLaughlin, Robert
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856974
128 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Created' by Steven Spielberg yet officially directed by Tobe Hooper, Poltergeist 
(1982) is something of an anachronism. This Devil's Advocate explores its duality
in both its production - a movie with the production values of a mainstream 
entertainment apparently directed by a subversive 'grindhouse' auteur - and 
narrative - taking the best and worst from both aspects of blockbuster cinema 
and cult horror, resulting in a unique text.

Robert McLaughlin is a lecturer at Birmingham City University.
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Poltergeist
McLaughlin, Robert
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856981
128 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Created' by Steven Spielberg yet officially directed by Tobe Hooper, Poltergeist 
(1982) is something of an anachronism. This Devil's Advocate explores its duality
in both its production - a movie with the production values of a mainstream 
entertainment apparently directed by a subversive 'grindhouse' auteur - and 
narrative - taking the best and worst from both aspects of blockbuster cinema 
and cult horror, resulting in a unique text.

Robert McLaughlin is a lecturer at Birmingham City University.
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The Poetry and Music of Science: Comparing Creativity in Science and Art
McLeish, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780192845375
432 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022
14 colour & 6 B/W illustrations .

The Poetry and Music of Science examines aspects of science and art that bear
close comparison - for example the art of the novel and the art of scientific 
experimentation. The book eavesdrops on conversations between scientists on 
how new theories arise, and listens to artists' and composers' witness of their 
own creative processes.

Tom McLeish FRS is Professor of Natural Philosophy at York University,
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Religion and the Rise of Sport in England
Mcleod, David Hugh
Oxford University Press .
9780192859983
304 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/10/2023

Both religion and sport can inspire great loyalty and shape identities. They have
often been in competition for people's time and money but can also be mutually 
supportive. This book follows the changing nature of their relationship in England
from 1800 to the present day, with a focus on Christianity but also considering 
Judaism and Islam.

David Hugh Mcleod, Emeritus Professor, University of Birmingham Hugh 
McLeod is Emeritus Professor of Church History at the University of Birmingham.
He was President of the Ecclesiastical History Society 2002-3 and of CIHEC 
(international organisation of historians of Christianity) 2005-10. He has held 
visiting positions at the Universities of Amsterdam, Uppsala, Munster, Mainz, and
Swedish Collegium for Advanced Studies and received honorary doctorates from
the Universities of Lund and Helsinki and the Open University. He was elected a
Fellow of the British Academy 2008.Discount:
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The Global Village: Transformations in World Life and Media in the 21st Century
McLuhan, Marshall and Powers, Bruce R.
Oxford University Press .
9780195079104
240 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 9/17/1992
Transformations in World Life and Media in the 21st Century

Extending the visionary early work of the late Marshall McLuhan, The Global 
Village, one of his last collaborative efforts, applies that vision to today's 
worldwide, integrated electronic network.

Marshall McLuhan, who died in 1980, taught at St. Michael's College, the 
University of Toronto. His books The Gutenberg Galaxy and Understanding 
Media established his international reputation as a communications theorist and
made him one of the most famous and controversial scholars of the 1960s and 
'70s.
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Meditation, Buddhism, and Science
McMahan, David L. and Braun, Erik
Oxford University Press .
9780190495800
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

The scientific study of Buddhist forms of meditation has surged in recent years, 
capturing the popular imagination and reshaping conceptions of what meditation 
is and what it can do. For perhaps the first time in history, meditation has shifted 
from Buddhist monasteries and practice centers to some of the most prominent 
and powerful modern institutions in the world, as well as non-institutional 
settings.

David L. McMahan is the Charles A. Dana Professor of Religious Studies at 
Franklin & Marshall College in Pennsylvania. Erik Braun is an Associate 
Professor of Religious Studies in the Department of Religious Studies at the 
University of Virginia.
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Integration with Complex Numbers: A Primer on Complex Analysis
McMaster, Brian and McCluskey, Aisling
Oxford University Press .
9780192846075
256 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 8/2/2022

Integration with Complex Numbers: A Primer on Complex Analysis offers a 
reader-friendly contemporary balance between idea, proof, and practice, 
informed by several decades of classroom experience and a seasoned 
understanding of the backgrounds, motivation and competing time pressures of 
today's student cohorts.

Brian McMaster teaches at the National University of Ireland Galway in 1992, 
Aisling McCluskey is currently a Governor at NUI Galway and Head of School.
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Games, Strategies, and Managers: How Managers Can Use Game Theory to 
Make Better Business Decisions
McMillan, John
Oxford University Press .
9780195108033
264 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/2/1996

Games, Strategies, and Managers is a book that injects some science into the 
art of business decision-making.

John McMillan is Professor at the Graduate School of International Relations and
Pacific Studies at the University of California at San Diego.
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Murasaki Shikibu's the Tale of Genji: Philosophical Perspectives
McMullen, James (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190654986
328 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2019
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit.

The essays in this collection engage with Murasaki Shikibu's The Tale Genji as a
work of philosophical significance, analyzing the text from a wide range of 
perspectives. The essays touch on almost all branches of philosophy and 
engage with topics such as the exercise of power, the concept of space, 
construction of personhood, cultural and artistic practices, and gender.

James McMullen is currently a Fellow Emeritus at Pembroke and St Antony's 
Colleges in the University of Oxford.
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Pop Cultured: The Music Photography of Mark McNulty
McNulty, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311680
208 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2008

Since leaving Eat My Dog, Mark McNulty hasn't looked back! For over twenty 
years Mark has been documenting the Liverpool music scene in the city and its 
proliferation worldwide. With 300 photographs from his portfolio Pop Cultured 
celebrates a city, its music and its culture through the lens of an acclaimed and 
highly influential Liverpool photographer.

Mark McNulty is a Liverpool-born photographer who works both commercially 
and editorially in the city. His work has been featured in magazines as diverse as
New Musical Express, the Face, Vogue Italia, and the Observer.
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Creativities, Technologies, and Media in Music Learning and Teaching: An 
Oxford Handbook of Music Education, Volume 5
McPherson, Gary and Welch, Graham F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190674564
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/4/2018
Oxford Handbooks

Creativities, Media, and Technology in Music Learning and Teaching is one of 
five paperback books derived from the foundational two-volume Oxford 
Handbook of Music Education. Designed for music teachers, students, and 
scholars of music education, as well as educational administrators and policy 
makers, this fifth book in the set comprises three complementary sections: 
musical creativity as practice; music teaching and learning through technology; 
and the interplay of media, music, and education.

Gary E. McPherson is the Ormond Professor and Director of the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne. Graham F. Welch holds
the University College London (UCL) Institute of Education Established Chair of
Music Education.
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OUP
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Music and Music Education in People's Lives: An Oxford Handbook of Music 
Education, Volume 1
McPherson, Gary and Welch, Graham F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190674434
384 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2018
Oxford Handbooks

Music and Music Education in People's Lives is one of five paperback books 
derived from the foundational two-volume Oxford Handbook of Music Education.
Designed for music teachers, students, and scholars of music education, as well
as educational administrators and policy makers, this first book in the set 
provides a framework for understanding the content and context of music 
education, and for future action within the profession.

Gary E. McPherson is the Ormond Professor and Director of the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne. Graham F. Welch holds
the University College London (UCL) Institute of Education Established Chair of
Music Education.
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Music Learning and Teaching in Infancy, Childhood, and Adolescence: An 
Oxford Handbook of Music Education, Volume 2
McPherson, Gary and Welch, Graham F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190674595
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2018
Oxford Handbooks

Music Learning and Teaching in Infancy, Childhood, and Adolescence is one of 
five paperback books derived from the foundational two-volume Oxford 
Handbook of Music Education. Designed for music teachers, students, and 
scholars of music education, as well as educational administrators and policy 
makers, the second book in this set explores a broad array of key issues, 
concepts, and debates related to music learning and teaching in three phases of
a child's development.

Gary E. McPherson is the Ormond Professor and Director of the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne. Graham F. Welch holds
the University College London (UCL) Institute of Education Established Chair of
Music Education.
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Special Needs, Community Music, and Adult Learning: An Oxford Handbook of
Music Education, Volume 4
McPherson, Gary and Welch, Graham F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190674441
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018
Oxford Handbooks

Special Needs, Community Music, and Adult Learning is one of five paperback 
books derived from the foundational two-volume Oxford Handbook of Music 
Education. Designed for music teachers, students, and scholars of music 
education, as well as educational administrators and policy makers, this fourth 
book in the set focuses on issues and topics that help to broaden conceptions of
music and musical involvement, while recognizing that development occurs 
through many forms.

Gary E. McPherson is the Ormond Professor and Director of the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne. Graham F. Welch holds
the University College London (UCL) Institute of Education Established Chair of
Music Education.
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Vocal, Instrumental, and Ensemble Learning and Teaching: An Oxford Handbook
of Music Education, Volume 3
McPherson, Gary and Welch, Graham F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190674625
400 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2018
Oxford Handbooks

Vocal, Instrumental, and Ensemble Learning and Teaching is one of five 
paperback books derived from the foundational two-volume Oxford Handbook of
Music Education. Designed for music teachers, students, and scholars of music
education, as well as educational administrators and policy makers, this third 
volume in the set emphasizes the types of active musical attributes that are 
acquired when learning an instrument or to sing, together with how these skills 
can be used when engaging musically with others.

Gary E. McPherson is the Ormond Professor and Director of the Melbourne 
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne. Graham F. Welch holds
the University College London (UCL) Institute of Education Established Chair of
Music Education.
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Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era
McPherson, James M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195038637
944 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 2/25/1988
Oxford History of the United States.

Filled with fresh interpretations and information, puncturing old myths and 
challenging new ones, Battle Cry of Freedom will unquestionably become the 
standard one-volume history of the Civil War.

James M. McPherson is Edwards Professor of American History at Princeton 
University. His books include The Struggle for Equality, Marching Toward 
Freedom, and Ordeal by Fire.
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Catalonia: The Struggle Over Independence
McRoberts, Kenneth H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198801832
352 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 5/10/2022

This second edition offers an overview of Catalonia's political, cultural, and 
economic life and its relations with the rest of Spain. It analyzes the remarkable 
transformation that has taken place over the last decade, and offers important 
insights about the origins of nationalism and politics of secessionism.

Kenneth McRoberts is Professor Emeritus of Political Science, York University, 
Toronto, Canada. His publications include Misconceiving Canada: The Struggle 
for National Unity, second editon (OUP Canada, 2019).
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Planning Derry: Planning and Politics in Northern Ireland
McSheffrey, Gerald
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237242
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2000

This is the story of the making and implementation of a city and regional plan for
the Londonderry area, published in 1968. It was not without its critics, but in time
it became generally accepted by the local population and has largely been 
implemented, although some important elements await the resolution of the 
peace process in Northern Ireland.

Gerald Mcsheffrey studied architecture at University College London and civic 
design at Edinburgh University. He is currently dean and professor emeritus of 
architecture at Arizona State University.
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Studying The Hurt Locker
McSweeney, Terence
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325734
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2019
Studying Films

In this vibrant and dynamic book-length study drawing on a broad tapestry of 
research, Terence McSweeney offers an exploration of The Hurt Locker (2009), 
its stylistic and narrative devices, its cultural impact, its reception, and its 
relationship to the genre of the war film.

Terence McSweeney is senior lecturer in film and television at Southampton 
Solent University.
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A Creative Duet: Mentoring Success for Emerging Music Educators
McWhirter, Jamila L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190645748
168 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2017

A Creative Duet: Mentoring Success for Emerging Music Educators offers new 
insights into music education mentoring. This book shows pre-service and early 
career music educators how to be proactive, innovative partners in the mentoring
process.

Jamila L. McWhirter is Associate Professor and Coordinator of Music Education
at Middle Tennessee State University.
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London's West End: Creating the Pleasure District, 1800-1914
McWilliam, Rohan
Oxford University Press .
9780198823414
368 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/24/2020

Offers the first ever history of the West End of London.

Rohan McWilliam is Professor of Modern British History at Anglia Ruskin 
University in Cambridge and a former President of the British Association for 
Victorian Studies.
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Why Leaders Lie: The Truth About Lying in International Politics
Mearsheimer, John J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199975457
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2013

In Why Leaders Lie, Mearsheimer provides the first systematic analysis of lying 
as a tool of statecraft, identifying the varieties, the reasons, and the potential 
costs and benefits. Drawing on a trove of examples, he argues that leaders often
lie for good strategic reasons, so a blanket condemnation is unrealistic and 
unwise.

John J. Mearsheimer is the R. Wendell Harrison Distinguished Service Professor
of Political Science and the co-director of the Program on International Security 
Policy at the University of Chicago.
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The Shining
Mee, Laura
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325444
124 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/28/2017
Devils Advocates

Taking a fresh look at The Shining (1980), this book situates the film within the 
history of the horror genre and examines its rightful status as one of the greatest
horror movies ever made.

Laura Mee is a lecturer in film and television at the University of Hertfordshire, 
whose research focuses on horror and adaptation. She is the coeditor of 
Cinema, Television and History: New Approaches (2014), and has published 
articles on Room 237 (2012) and various horror remakes.
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Celestial Tapestry: The Warp and Weft of Art and Mathematics
Mee, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780198851950
320 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 10/14/2020

Celestial Tapestry places mathematics within a vibrant cultural and historical 
context. Threads are woven together telling of surprising influences that pass 
between the Arts and Mathematics.

Nicholas Mee studied theoretical physics and mathematics at the University of 
Cambridge, where he gained his PhD in particle physics.
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Gravity: From Falling Apples to Supermassive Black Holes
Mee, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780192845283
368 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/10/2023
137 illustrations

Gravity: From Falling Apples to Supermassive Black Holes provides a fascinating
historical account of how we have reached our current understanding of gravity,
and places the most sensational developments in gravitational physics, including
the detection of gravitational waves and supermassive black holes, in their true 
context.

Nicholas Mee achieved a top distinction in Part III of the Mathematical Tripos of 
the University of Cambridge and gained his PhD there in theoretical particle 
physics, with the thesis Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics and Geometry. He
is Director of software company Virtual Image and author of over 50 multimedia 
titles. He has played key roles in numerous science and art projects including the
Symbolic Sculpture project with John Robinson, the European SCIENAR project,
and the 2012 Henry Moore and Stringed Surfaces exhibition at the Royal 
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Ruth Page: The Woman in the Work
Meglin, Joellen A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190205164
584 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 3/29/2022
10 color plates and 71 photographs

In Ruth Page: The Woman in the Work, the Chicago ballerina emerges as a 
highly original choreographer who, in her art, sought the iconoclastic as she 
transgressed boundaries of genre, gender, race, class, and sexuality.

Joellen A. Meglin is a long-time editor of Dance Chronicle: Studies in Dance and
the Related Arts and professor emerita of Dance at Temple University.
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Delaying Doomsday: The Politics of Nuclear Reversal
Mehta, Rupal N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190077976
264 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2020
Bridging the Gap.

The book draws on interviews with current and former policymakers, as well as 
in-depth case studies of India, Iran, and North Korea to provide policy 
recommendations on how best to manage nuclear proliferation challenges from 
rogue states.

Rupal N. Mehta is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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Global Salafism: Islam's New Religious Movement
Meijer, Roel
Oxford University Press .
9780199326280
 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2009

The contributors to Global Salafism carefully outline not only the differences in 
the Salafi schools but the broader currents of Islamic thought that constitute this 
trend as well. They examine both the regional manifestations of the phenomenon
and its shared, essential doctrines.

Roel Meijer teaches modern Middle Eastern history at Radboud University in 
Nijmegen and is Senior Researcher at the Netherlands Institute of International 
Relations, Clingendael.
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A History of Finland - fully revised and updated edition
Meinander, Henrik
Oxford University Press .
9780190054021
288 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 5/15/2020

A concise history of Finland, from its part in the Swedish kingdom to autonomous
nation state. A CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title. Concise history of Finland,
from its part in the Swedish kingdom to autonomous nation state.

Henrik Meinander is Professor of History at the University of Helsinki.
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A History of Finland
Meinander, Henrik
Oxford University Press .
9780199327218
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/22/2011

Henrik Meinander captures the fascinating contours of Finnish history, culture, 
and society in this brisk and bold portrait. He begins with the country's early 
history as a member of the Swedish kingdom and follows through to its later 
years as an autonomous Grand Duchy within the Russian empire.

Henrik Meinander is Professor of History at the University of Helsinki.
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A History of Finland
Meinander, Henrik
Oxford University Press .
9780199333516
288 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 1/16/2014

Henrik Meinander captures the fascinating contours of Finnish history, culture, 
and society in this brisk and bold portrait.

Henrik Meinander is Professor of History at the University of Helsinki.
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Debating Targeted Killing: Counter-Terrorism or Extrajudicial Execution?
Meisels, Tamar and Waldron, Jeremy
Oxford University Press .
9780190906924
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2020

Known terrorists are often targeted for death by the governments of Israel and 
the United States. Renowned political theorists Jeremy Waldron and Tamar 
Meisels here defend two competing positions on the legitimacy of targeted killing
as used in counterterrorism strategy in this riveting and essential for-and-against
book.

Tamar Meisels is a political theorist, associate professor at The School of 
Political Science, Government and IR, Tel-Aviv University. Jeremy Waldron is 
University Professor and Professor of Law at New York University.
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Multivocality: Singing on the Borders of Identity
Meizel, Katherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190621476
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2020

Author Katherine Meizel recovers the idea of multivocality from its previously 
abstract treatment, and re-embodies it in the lived experiences of singers who 
work on and across the fluid borders of identity.

Katherine Meizel is an Associate Professor of Ethnomusicology at Bowling 
Green State University in Ohio.
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Listening to Bach: The Mass in B Minor and the Christmas Oratorio
Melamed, Daniel R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190097257
176 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Of all the things we can know about J. S. Bach's Mass in B Minor and Christmas
Oratorio, the most profound come from things we can hear. Listening to Bach 
explores musical style as it was understood in the early eighteenth century.

Daniel R. Melamed is Professor at the Indiana University Jacobs School of 
Music.
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Listening to Bach: The Mass in B Minor and the Christmas Oratorio
Melamed, Daniel R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190881054
176 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

Of all the things we can know about J. S. Bach's Mass in B Minor and Christmas
Oratorio, the most profound come from things we can hear. Listening to Bach 
explores musical style as it was understood in the early eighteenth century.

Daniel R. Melamed is Professor at the Indiana University Jacobs School of 
Music.
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Dag Hammarskjold, the United Nations, and the Decolonisation of Africa
Melber, Henning
Oxford University Press .
9780190087562
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

A new investigation into Hammarskjold's role in the decolonization of Africa 
during the Cold War offers startling conclusions

Henning Melber is Director Emeritus of The Dag Hammarskjold Foundation and
Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of
London.
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Understanding Namibia: The Trials of Independence
Melber, Henning
Oxford University Press .
9780190241568
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2015

This book analyses the transformation of Namibian society since Independence.
Melber explores the achievements and failures and contrasts the narrative of a 
post-colonial patriotic history with the socio-economic and political realities of the
nation-building project.

Henning Melber is Director Emeritus of The Dag Hammarskjold Foundation and
Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of
London.
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Culture in History: Production, Consumption and Values in Historical Perspective
Melling, Joseph and Barry, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893800
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1992
History

This volume of interdisciplinary essays brings together leading academics from 
the fields of history, economic history, politics and sociology to review and take 
forward a series of debates on the role of culture in social explanation.

Joseph Melling is Professor of History at the University of Exeter. Jonathan Barry
is Professor of History at the University of Exeter.
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Digital Feminist Activism: Girls and Women Fight Back Against Rape Culture
Mendes, Kaitlynn / Ringrose, Jessica / Keller, Jessalynn
Oxford University Press .
9780190697853
224 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/7/2019
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics.

In light of popular feminist movements such as #MeToo, which harness new 
technologies to challenge rape culture, this pioneering book explores how digital
feminist campaigns are used, felt, and experienced by members of the public 
including feminist leaders and everyday activists and participants.

Kaitlynn Mendes is Associate Professor in Media and Communication at 
University of Leicester. Jessica Ringrose is Professor of Sociology of Gender 
and Education at University College London. Jessalynn Keller is Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Communication, Media and Film at University of
Calgary.
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Russian Politics: The Paradox of a Weak State
Mendras, Marie
Oxford University Press .
9780199327843
288 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 8/28/2012

What has become of the Russian state twenty years after the collapse of 
Communism? Why have the rulers and the ruled turned away from democratic 
institutions and the rule of law? What explains the Putin regime's often 
uncooperative policies towards Europe and its difficult relations with the rest of 
the world? These are among the key issues discussed in this essential book on 
contemporary Russia by Marie Mendras, France's leading scholar on the subject.

MARIE MENDRAS is Professor at Sciences Po University and Research Fellow
with the National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) in Paris.
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The Conceit of Humanitarian Intervention
Menon, Rajan
Oxford University Press .
9780190692186
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

With the end of the Cold War has come an upsurge in humanitarian 
interventions-military campaigns aimed at ending mass atrocities. These wars of
rescue, waged in the name of ostensibly universal norms of human rights and 
legal principles, rest on the premise that a genuine "international community" has
begun to emerge and has reached consensus on a procedure for eradicating 
mass killings. Rajan Menon argues that, in fact, humanitarian intervention 
remains deeply divisive as a concept and as a policy, and is flawed besides.

Rajan Menon is the Anne and Bernard Spitzer Professor of Political Science, City
College of New York/City University of New York.
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The Mary Play: From the N. Town Manuscript
Meredith, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895477
216 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997

The Mary Play is a beautiful and engaging piece of late medieval stagecraft. It is
rich in music and spectacle and is the only English play which deals with Mary's
parents and her early life; the only play which centres on a prayer, the Ave Maria;
the only play which in its devotional intensity reflects the central concerns of late 
fifteenth century lay piety.

Peter Meredith is Professor of Medieval Drama in the School of English at the 
University of Leeds.
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The Mediator: A Biography of Martti Ahtisaari
Merikallio, Katri and Ruokanen, Tapani
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043182
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 10/15/2015

Martti Ahtisaari is the world's most renowned and successful mediator in 
international conflicts. In 2008 he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his 
lead role in bringing independence to Namibia, Serbia's withdrawal from Kosovo,
the decommissioning of weapons in Northern Ireland and autonomy for Aceh in 
Indonesia. The Mediator is an authorized biography, based on extensive 
interviews with Ahtisaari himself as well as his family, friends and colleagues.

Katri Merikallio and Tapani Ruokanen are both Senior Editors of the leading 
Finnish periodical, Suomen Kuvalehti.
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Public Sculpture of Bristol
Merritt, Douglas and Greenacre, Francis (with Katharine Eustace)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316388
306 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 7/15/2011

Bristol has an abundance of fine public sculpture adorning its streets, buildings, 
parks and squares. This volume draws attention to over 200 works of sculpture 
and includes over 400 illustrations.

Douglas Merritt's long association with Bristol began when he was a director of a
Fleet Street design and public relations company that had Harveys of Bristol, 
Rolls-Royce and the S S Great Britain amongst its clients. Francis Greenacre BA
FMA was Curator of Fine Art at Bristol Museum and Art Gallery from 1969 to 
1997.
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A Future in Ruins: UNESCO, World Heritage, and the Dream of Peace
Meskell, Lynn
Oxford University Press .
9780197503188
400 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2020

A Future in Ruins is the story of UNESCO's efforts to save the world's heritage 
and, in doing so, forge an international community dedicated to peaceful co-
existence and conservation. It traces how archaeology and internationalism were
united in Western initiatives after the political upheavals of the First and Second
World Wars.

Lynn Meskell is Professor in the Department of Anthropology at Stanford 
University, and Honorary Professor in the School of Geography, Archaeology, 
and Environmental Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg, South Africa.
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Unconventional Combat: Intersectional Action in the Veterans' Peace Movement
Messner, Michael A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197573648
192 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2021
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics . 12 b&w photographs  illustrations

In Unconventional Combat, Michael A. Messner illuminates the current 
generational transformation of the US veterans' peace movement, from one 
grounded mostly in the experiences of older, White men of the Vietnam War era,
to one increasingly driven by a young, diverse cohort of post-9/11 veterans.

Michael A. Messner is Professor of Sociology and Gender Studies at the 
University of Southern California.
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Paying for Pollution: Why a Carbon Tax is Good for America
Metcalf, Gilbert E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190694197
200 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/10/2019

Paying for Pollution incisively examines the very real costs-economic and social-
of climate change and the challenges of concerted action to reduce future losses
due to damages of higher temperatures and more extreme weather.

Gilbert E. Metcalf is the John DiBiaggio Professor of Citizenship and Public 
Service and Professor of Economics at Tufts University.
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The Oxford Companion to the Bible
Metzger, Bruce M. and Coogan, Michael D. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195046458
932 pages
hardcover
$79.99
Pub Date: 10/14/1993

The Oxford Companion to the Bible provides an authoritative one-volume 
reference to the people, places, events, books, institutions, religious belief, and 
secular influence of the Bible.

Bruce M. Metzger is George L. Collord Professor Emeritus of New Testament 
Language and Literature, Princeton Theological Seminary. Michael D. Coogan is
Professor of Religious Studies at Stonehill College.
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Albemarle Street: Portraits, Personalities and Presentations at The Royal 
Institution
Meurig Thomas, John
Oxford University Press .
9780192898005
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/5/2021
155 half tones and colour images .

The book presents a selection of the remarkable personalities who have worked
at The Royal Institution in London. Many of them revolutionized various facets of
science and technology, others were renowned for their general cultural 
contributions to the arts, literature, drama, anthropology, medicine, music, poetry,
politics and religion.

John Meurig Thomas is Former Director of the Royal Institution of Great Britain 
and the Davy-Faraday Research Laboratory, London, and former Master of 
Peterhouse, Cambridge.
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Architects of Structural Biology
Meurig Thomas, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198854500
320 pages
hardcover
$54
Pub Date: 4/28/2020

Architects of Structural Biology is an amalgam of memoirs, biography, and 
intellectual history of the personalities and single-minded devotion of four 
scientists who are among the greatest in modern times.

John Meurig Thomas is Former Director of the Royal Institution of Great Britain 
and the Davy-Faraday Research Laboratory, London, and former Master of 
Peterhouse, Cambridge.
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China or Japan: Which Will Lead Asia?
Meyer, Claude
Oxford University Press .
9780199327614
208 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/31/2012

The twenty-first century will doubtless be that of Asia, which by 2030 will be 
home to three of the world's four mightiest economies, including India. This 
stimulating book aims to open a debate on the question of leadership in Asia for
which China and Japan are competing.

Claude Meyer is Senior Fellow at GEM-Sciences Po, and teaches international 
economics at Sciences Po (Paris).
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The Resistance: The Dawn of the Anti-Trump Opposition Movement
Meyer, David S. and Tarrow, Sidney
Oxford University Press .
9780190886189
360 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/31/2018

In The Resistance, David S. Meyer and Sidney Tarrow have gathered together a
cast of eminent scholars to tackle the emergence of a volatile and diverse 
movement directed against the Trump presidency.

David S. Meyer is Professor of Sociology, Political Science, and Planning, Policy,
and Design, at the University of California, Irvine. Sidney Tarrow (PhD, Berkeley,
1965) is the Emeritus Maxwell M. Upson Professor of Government at Cornell 
University and an Adjunct Professor at the Cornell Law School.
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What is Rhetoric?
Meyer, Michel
Oxford University Press .
9780199691821
256 pages
hardcover
$48.95
Pub Date: 10/10/2017

The first account in English of the view of this major theorist of rhetoric. Offers a
novel unified view of rhetoric using the author's 'problematological' approach. 
Brings together a range of different disciplines including linguistics, philosophy, 
and political science. Examines historical and contemporary approaches

Michel Meyer is Perelman Professor of Rhetoric and Argumentation at the 
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, having previously taught at Berkeley, McGill 
University, the Sorbonne, and the College de France.
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Human Futures: Art in an Age of Uncertainty
Miah, Andy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311819
352 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 2/15/2009

This innovative book, stimulated by material from FACT's Human Futures 
programme and informed by inquiries into the future of humanity, combines 
scholarly essays, images from leading artists and designers, interviews, design 
products, artistic artefacts, and creative writing.

Dr. Andy Miah is Reader in New Media and Bioethics at the School of Media, 
Language and Music, University of the West of Scotland.
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Doubt is Their Product: How Industry's Assault on Science Threatens Your 
Health
Michaels, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195300673

hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/23/2008

In this eye-opening expose, David Michaels reveals how the tobacco industry's 
duplicitous tactics spawned a multimillion dollar industry that is dismantling public
health safeguards.

David Michaels is a scientist, former government regulator, and the current 
appointed head of OSHA. During the Clinton Administration, he served as 
Assistant Secretary of Energy for Environment, Safety and Health, responsible 
for protecting the health and safety of the workers, neighboring communities, and
the environment surrounding the nation's nuclear weapons factories.
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Lamaze: An International History
Michaels, Paula A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190675103
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2017
Oxford Studies in International History Series

The story of Lamaze illuminates the many contentious issues that swirl around 
birthing practices in America and Europe. Brimming with insight, Michaels' 
engaging history offers an instructive intervention in the debate about how to 
achieve humane, empowering, and safe maternity care for all women.

Paula A. Michaels is Senior Lecturer of history and international studies at 
Monash University in Melbourne, Australia.
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The Heresy of Jacob Frank: From Jewish Messianism to Esoteric Myth
Michaelson, Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780197651025
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2022

Jacob Frank (1726-1791) was once known as the most sinister of Jewish 
heretics, a man who led his sect to convert en masse to Christianity and led 
sexual orgies in secret meetings.  But what was the truth behind these myths? 
The Heresy of Jacob Frank argues, based on close readings of Frank's late 
teachings, that Frank was not some sex-crazed degenerate but an original and 
prescient figure at the crossroads of tradition and modernity, reason and magic,
Kabbalah and Western Esotericism.

Jay Michaelson is an affiliated assistant professor at Chicago Theological 
Seminary and a visiting scholar at the Center for LGBTQ and Gender Studies in
Religion, as well as a bestselling author and journalist. He is the author of nine 
books, including Everything is God: The Radical Path of Nondual Judaism and 
God vs. Gay? The Religious Case for Equality, a Lambda Literary Award finalist.
Outside the academy, Michaelson is a columnist at New York magazine and an 
editor at Ten Percent Happier, having previously been a columnist at The Daily 
Beast for eight years and at the Forward for many years before that.  He is a 
frequent media commentator on issues of law and religion, has twice won the 
New York Society for Professional Journalists Award for opinion writing, and has
been featured in the 'Forward 50' list of the most influential American Jews.
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Ending Global Poverty: Four Women's Noble Conspiracy
Michalopoulos, Constantine
Oxford University Press .
9780198850175
272 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2020

Ending Global Poverty: Four Women's Noble Conspiracy tells the story of 
Eveline Herfkens from the Netherlands, Hilde F. Johnson from Norway, Clare 
Short from the United Kingdom, and Heidemarie Wieczorek-Zeul from Germany
who joined forces to challenge the establishment policies of international 
institutions.

Constantine Michalopoulos has worked on and written about economic 
development and poverty eradication for more than half a century. In 1982-2001
he was a senior official at the World Bank where he served as Director for 
Economic Policy and Coordination and Senior Economic Advisor for Europe and
Central Asia.
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TransVisuality: The Cultural Dimension of Visuality
Michelsen, Anders / Wiegand, Frauke / Kristensen, Tore
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857186
296 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

In a contemporary and ever-changing society, 'the visual' has become a dynamic
element that traverse all parts of current life all over the world - what in this book
series is termed transvisuality.  The present book is volume 3, which attempts to
study the visual as it comes about: through the dynamic involvement in all sorts 
of articulations.

Anders Michelsen is Associate Professor of Visual Culture at the University of 
Copenhagen. Frauke Wiegand is PhD fellow in Visual Culture at the University of
Copenhagen. Tore Kristensen is Professor of Strategic Design at Copenhagen 
Business School.
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Transforming Prejudice: Identity, Fear, and Transgender Rights
Michelson, Melissa R. and Harrison, Brian F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190068899
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2020

In this book, Melissa R. Michelson and Brian F. Harrison examine what tactics 
are effective in changing public opinion regarding transgender people.

Melissa R. Michelson is Professor of Political Science at Menlo College. Brian F.
Harrison is a Lecturer at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at the University
of Minnesota-Twin Cities and Founder and President of Voters for Equality.
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A Dictionary of Wellerisms
Mieder, Wolfgang and Kingsbury, Stewart A. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195083187
208 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 2/17/1994

As defined by folklorists and proverb scholars, a wellerism consists of three 
parts: a speech or statement (often a proverb), identification of the speaker, and 
identification of the situation, which gives the expression an ironic or humorous 
twist, often in the form of a pun.  Prevention is better than cure, said the pig when
it ran away from the butcher.

Wolfgang Mieder is at University of Vermont. Stewart A. Kingsbury is at Northern
Michigan University (Emeritus).
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Pornography: A Philosophical Introduction
Mikkola, Mari
Oxford University Press .
9780190640071
312 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

This book provides an introduction to philosophical treatments of pornography. It
considers relevant debates in ethics, aesthetics, feminist philosophy, political 
philosophy, epistemology, and social ontology thus offering a comprehensive 
examination of the topic.

Mari Mikkola is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Oxford.
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Music Education Research: An Introduction
Miksza, Peter / Shaw, Julia T. / Kapalka Richerme, Lauren / Hash, Phillip M. / 
Hodges, Donald A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197639764
488 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2023
44 figures

Designed to be used as a primary text in introductory research methods courses,
Music Education Research: An Introduction aims to orient even the most novice 
researchers toward basic concepts and methodologies.

Peter Miksza is Professor of Music Education at the Indiana University Jacobs 
School of Music and an affiliate member of the Indiana University Cognitive 
Science Program.  Julia T. Shaw is Associate Professor of Music Education at 
the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music, where she teaches courses in 
qualitative research, college music teaching, choral methods, and inclusive 
participatory music practices. Lauren Kapalka Richerme is Associate Professor 
of Music Education at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music, where she
teaches undergraduate and graduate courses on philosophy, sociology, and 
instrumental methods. Phillip M. Hash is Professor of Music Education at Illinois
State University. Donald A. Hodges served as Covington Distinguished Professor
of Music Education and Director of the Music Research Institute (2003-2013) and
is currently Professor Emeritus at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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Design and Analysis for Quantitative Research in Music Education
Miksza, Peter and Elpus, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780199391912
304 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Authors Peter Miksza and Kenneth Elpus update and expand the set of 
resources that music researchers have at their disposal for conceptualizing and 
analyzing data pertaining to music-related phenomena.

Peter Miksza is Associate Professor of Music (Music Education) at the Indiana 
University Jacobs School of Music and an affiliate member of the Indiana 
University Cognitive Science Program. Kenneth Elpus is Assistant Professor of
Music Education at the University of Maryland.
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Language Arts, Math, and Science in the Elementary Music Classroom: A 
Practical Tool
Milai, Kim
Oxford University Press .
9780190661885
352 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Includes hard-to-find sheet music of international folk songs. Condenses dozens
of classroom activities and lesson plans to a single, easy-to-access volume. 
Provides tips and advice based on research and theory by experienced music 
educators

Kim Milai has worked as an elementary music teacher in public and private 
schools for the past twenty-five years. As well as being a NYC rock drummer in 
bands that opened for groups like the B52's, Cindy Lauper and Living Colour, 
she produced and performed in her own children's music CD, Dinobone, 
Dinobone, Have You Heard?.
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Bangladesh and Pakistan: Flirting with Failure in South Asia
Milam, William B
Oxford University Press .
9780199326716
256 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2010

This book is a sympathetic, frank and nuanced account of the political, social and
economic trajectories of Bangladesh and Pakistan since they separated in 1971,
by an author who served as US ambassador to both countries.

William B. Milam is a Senior Policy Scholar at the Woodrow Wilson Center in 
Washington, DC. He retired from the U.S. Foreign Service at the end of July 
2001.
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The Donatist Schism: Controversy and Contexts
Miles, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786941268
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Translated Texts for Historians Contexts LUP Series

This is the first book for over twenty years to undertake a holistic examination of 
the Donatist Controversy, a bilious and sometimes violent schism that broke out 
in the North African Christian Church in the early years of the century AD and 
which continued up until the sixth century AD.

Richard Miles is Associate Professor in the Department of Classics and Ancient
History and Head of the School of Philosophical and Historical Inquiry at the 
University of Sydney.
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Litigating Across the Color Line: Civil Cases Between Black and White 
Southerners from the End of Slavery to Civil Rights
Milewski, Melissa
Oxford University Press .
9780190249182
360 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2017

Shows how ordinary African Americans were able to negotiate and make gains in
the US court system even before Civil Rights.  Complicates white supremacy by
examining why white southerners sometimes supported black litigants in court.

Melissa Milewski is a lecturer in American History at the University of Sussex.
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What Fire
Miller, Alice
Oxford University Press .
9781800859623
60 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021
Pavilion Poetry LUP .

Third poetry collection by Alice Miller that takes a fascinating, fierce, and 
unflinching look at the world we live in, at what we have made, and whether it is
possible to change.

Alice Miller is the author of two poetry collections and a novel. A graduate of the 
Iowa Writers' Workshop and the International Institute of Modern Letters, Alice is
on the faculty of the MFA programme at Cedar Crest College. Born and raised in
New Zealand, she lives in Berlin.
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Integrity, Honesty, and Truth Seeking
Miller, Christian B. and West, Ryan
Oxford University Press .
9780190666033
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

Edited by philosophers Christian B. Miller and Ryan West, this interdisciplinary 
volume significantly advances the discussion of integrity, honesty, and truth 
seeking by incorporating the insights and perspectives of experts in philosophy, 
law, communication and rhetorical studies, theology, psychology, history, and 
education.

Christian B. Miller is A. C. Reid Professor of Philosophy at Wake Forest 
University.  Ryan West is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Grove City 
College.
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Honesty: The Philosophy and Psychology of a Neglected Virtue
Miller, Christian B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197567494
336 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/2/2021

Honesty is an important virtue.  Parents want to develop it in their children.  
Close relationships depend upon it.  Employers value it in their employees.

Christian B. Miller is the A. C. Reid Professor of Philosophy at Wake Forest 
University.
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The Character Gap: How Good Are We?
Miller, Christian B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197503805
296 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019
Philosophy In Action

We like to think of ourselves, our friends, and our families as decent people. We
may not be saints, but we are still honest, relatively kind, and mostly trustworthy.
Miller argues here that we are badly mistaken in thinking this. Hundreds of recent
studies in psychology tell a different story: that we all have serious character 
flaws that prevent us from being as good as we think we are - and that we do not
even recognize that these flaws exist.

Christian B. Miller is the A. C. Reid Professor of Philosophy at Wake Forest 
University.
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Planning and Profits : British Naval Armaments Manufacture and the Military 
Industrial Complex, 1918-1941
Miller, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857148
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

In a time of great need for Britain, a small coterie of influential businessmen 
gained access to secret information on industrial mobilisation as advisers to the
Principal Supply Officers Committee. They provided the state with priceless 
advice, but, as "insiders" utilised their access to information to build a business 
empire at a fraction of the normal costs. Outsiders, in contrast, lacked influence 
and were forced together into a defensive "ring" - or cartel - which effectively 
fixed prices for British warships.
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Listing:

Science Fiction and Psychology
Miller, Gavin
Oxford University Press .
9781802076998
296 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

Science Fiction and Psychology explores science fiction literature's varied use of
psychological discourses from the late nineteenth century to the end of the 
twentieth. The readings explore the varied employment in science fiction of ideas
from five key psychological schools - evolutionary psychology, psychoanalysis, 
behaviourism, existential-humanism, and cognitivism - and conclude by 
examining psychology's use of science fiction.

Gavin Miller is Senior Lecturer in Medical Humanities at the University of 
Glasgow.
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Studying Waltz with Bashir
Miller, Giulia
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325154
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2017
Studying Films

On its release in 2008, Ari Folman's animated documentary Waltz with Bashir 
was heralded as a brilliant and original exploration of trauma, and trauma's 
impact on memory and the recording of history.  But it is surprising that although
the film is seen through the eyes of one particular soldier, a viewpoint portrayed
using highly experimental forms of animation, this has not prevented Waltz with
Bashir from being regarded as both an autobiographical and honest account of 
the director's own experiences in the 1982 Lebanon war.

Giulia Miller is an academic and critic, and the author of Reconfiguring 
Surrealism in Modern Hebrew Literature (2013). She has an MPhil and PhD in 
Modern Hebrew literature from the University of Cambridge. She has been a 
Visiting Lecturer at Chester and University Centre Shrewsbury since 2016.
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Texas vs. California: A History of Their Struggle for the Future of America
Miller, Kenneth P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190077372
384 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/12/2020

Texas and California are the leaders of Red and Blue America. As the nation has
polarized, its most populous and economically powerful states have taken charge
of the opposing camps. Exploring one of the primary rifts in American politics, 
Texas vs. California sheds light on virtually every aspect of the country's political
system.

Kenneth P. Miller is Associate Professor of Government at Claremont McKenna
College and Associate Director of the Rose Institute of State and Local 
Government.
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Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North America
Miller, Kerby A.
Oxford University Press .
9780195051872
704 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/21/1988

Rich in human detail, penetrating in analysis, this book is social history on an 
epic scale. The first 'transatlantic' history of the Irish, Emigrants and Exiles offers
the fullest account yet of the diverse waves of Irish emigration to North America.
Drawing on enormous original research, Miller focuses on the thought and 
behavior of the 'ordinary' Irish emigrants, as revealed in their personal letters, 
diaries, journals, and memoirs as well as in their songs, poems and folklore.

Kerby A. Miller is Associate Professor of History at the University of Missouri, 
Columbia.
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Playable Bodies: Dance Games and Intimate Media
Miller, Kiri
Oxford University Press .
9780190257842
256 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2017
39 halftones

 Drawing on five years of research with players, game designers, and 
choreographers for the Just Dance and Dance Central games, Playable Bodies 
situates dance games in a media ecology that includes the larger game industry,
viral music videos, reality TV competitions, marketing campaigns, and emerging
surveillance technologies.

Kiri Miller is Associate Professor of Music at Brown University and author of 
Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance and Traveling
Home: Sacred Harp Singing and American Pluralism. Her work has been 
supported by fellowships from the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study and the
American Council of Learned Societies.
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The Myth of Mob Rule: Violent Crime and Democratic Politics
Miller, Lisa L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190921682
280 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2018

In The Myth of Mob Rule, Lisa Miller compares three countries--the US, the UK,
and the Netherlands--and explores when and with what consequences crime 
becomes a politically salient issue.

Lisa L. Miller is Associate Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University, 
and author of The Perils of Federalism (OUP).
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Why Nations Rise: Narratives and the Path to Great Power
Miller, Manjari Chatterjee
Oxford University Press .
9780197558935
208 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2021

In Why Nations Rise, Manjari Chaterjee Miller shows that some countries rise not
just because they develop the military and economic power to do so but because
they develop particular narratives about how to become a great power in the 
style of the great power du jour.

Manjari Chatterjee Miller is Associate Professor of International Relations at the
Frederick S. Pardee School of Global Studies at Boston University.
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Why Nations Rise: Narratives and the Path to Great Power
Miller, Manjari Chatterjee
Oxford University Press .
9780190639938
208 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 2/12/2021

What are rising powers? Do they challenge the international order? Why do 
some countries but not others become rising powers? In Why Nations Rise, 
Manjari Chaterjee Miller answers these questions and shows that some countries
rise not just because they develop the military and economic power to do so but
because they develop particular narratives about how to become a great power 
in the style of the great power du jour.

Manjari Chatterjee Miller is Associate Professor of International Relations at the
Frederick S. Pardee School of Global Studies at Boston University, and a 
Research Associate at the School of Global and Area Studies, University of 
Oxford. She is the author of Wronged by Empire: Post-Imperial Ideology and 
Foreign Policy in India and China, and the co-editor of the Routledge Handbook
on China-India Relations.
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Drugged: The Science and Culture Behind Psychotropic Drugs
Miller, Richard J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190235956

hardcover
$28.95
Pub Date: 12/16/2014

In DRUGGED, Miller takes readers on an eye-opening tour of psychotropic 
drugs, describing the various kinds, how they were discovered and developed, 
and how they have played multiple roles in virtually every culture.

Richard Miller is Alfred Newton Richards Professor of Pharmacology at 
Northwestern University.
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Inglorious Disarray: Europe, Israel and the Palestinians Since 1967
Miller, Rory
Oxford University Press .
9780199327492
224 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/29/2011

Inglorious Disarray tells the story of Europe's evolving, albeit stilted and often 
frustrating, involvement in the Israel-Palestine conflict over the last half century. 
In doing so it sets out how Europe's role has affected its relationship with Israelis,
Palestinians and the wider Arab world, not to mention Europe's Muslim 
population, and how it has influenced Europe's political development in the 
decades since it became an economic powerhouse.

Professor Rory Miller is Director of Middle East & Mediterranean Studies at 
King's College, University of London, where he teaches on EU and US 
involvement in the Middle East.
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The Biopolitics of Embryos and Alphabets: A Reproductive History of the 
Nonhuman
Miller, Ruth A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190638368
200 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Proposes a new feminist theory of nonhuman biopolitics. Argues that gender and
sexuality are essential in understanding nostalgia as a political force.

Ruth A. Miller is Professor of History at University of Massachusetts Boston.
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Sky Above Clouds: Finding Our Way through Creativity, Aging, and Illness
Miller, Wendy L. and Cohen, Gene D.
Oxford University Press .
9780199371419
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 4/29/2016

Cohen and Miller draw deeply on their own lessons learned as they struggle 
through aging, illness, and loss within their own family and eventually Cohen's 
own untimely death.

Wendy L. Miller is the Co-founder of the Create Therapy Institute, an Integrative
Arts Medicine Studio, and the Executive Director of Projects on Intergenerational
Communication at the Washington, DC Center on Aging. Gene D. Cohen was 
the founding director of the Center on Aging, Health and Humanities at George
Washington University in Washington, DC.
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Ancrene Wisse / Guide for Anchoresses: A Translation
Millett, Bella
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897761
312 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2009
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This early thirteenth-century West Midlands guide for women recluses is not only
one of the major works of early Middle English prose, but is also a key document
for the development of medieval spirituality. It reflects the 'democratization' of 
religious experience which was one of the outcomes of the 'Medieval 
Reformation'.

Bella Millett is a Professor of English at the University of Southampton.
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Black Rights/White Wrongs: The Critique of Racial Liberalism
Mills, Charles W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190245429
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2017
Transgressing Boundaries: Studies in Black Politics and Black Communities 
Series

Liberalism is the political philosophy of equal persons - yet liberalism has refused
equality to those it saw as sub-persons.

Charles W. Mills works in the general area of social and political philosophy, 
particularly in oppositional political theory as centered on class, gender, and 
race. In recent years he has focused on race.
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A Dictionary of British Place-Names - Revised Edition
Mills, David (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780199609086
576 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 11/14/2011
Oxford Paperback Reference

This revised edition of the Dictionary of British Place-Names includes over 
17,000 engaging and informative entries, tracing the development of the featured
place-names from earliest times to the present day.

David Mills is Emeritus Reader in English, University of London.
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Baseball: The People's Game
Mills, Dorothy Seymour and Seymour, Harold
Oxford University Press .
9780195069075
672 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/30/1991

In Baseball: The People's Game, Dorothy Seymour Mills and Harold Seymour 
produce an authoritative, multi-volume chronicle of America's national pastime.

Harold Seymour, Ph.D., baseball's leading historian, was a college history 
professor for more than fifteen years. Dorothy Seymour Mills is the author or co-
author of 25 books, including historical novels and children's books. She is a 
member SABR, the North American Society for Sports History, and the 
Association for Women in Sports Media.
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Making Africa Work: A Handbook
Mills, Greg / Obasanjo, Olusegun / Herbst, Jeffrey / Davis, Dickie
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849048736
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2017

A trenchant analysis of the continent's economic faultlines and a handbook of 
best practices to redress them.

Greg Mills heads the Brenthurst Foundation, based in Johannesburg, South 
Africa; Chief Olusegun Obasanjo is the former President of Nigeria; Jeffrey 
Herbst is an American political Scientist and currently President of the Newseum
in Washington; Dickie Davis is a former British Army general and author who 
works with the Brenthurst Foundation.
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Sick Note: A History of the British Welfare State
Millward, Gareth
Oxford University Press .
9780192865748
256 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/8/2022
10 black and white figures

Sick Note is a history of how the British state asked, 'who is really sick?' Tracing
medical certification for absence from work from 1948 to 2010, Gareth Millward 
shows how the sick note has survived in practice and in the popular imagination -
just like the welfare state itself.

Gareth Millward, Research Fellow, University of Birmingham Gareth Millward is a
historian of the postwar British welfare state, focusing particularly on medical and
social security policy. He has previously worked at the London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine and the University of Warwick. Following his PhD on the 
history of disability organizations and government policy, he has also published 
on the histories of the British vaccination system and sickness benefits.
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Science Fiction and Climate Change: A Sociological Approach
Milner, Andrew and Burgmann, J.R.
Oxford University Press .
9781802076943
248 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
2 black and white illustrations

This is a timely, comprehensive and thoroughly researched study of climate 
fiction from around the world, including novels, short stories, films and other 
formats. Informed by a sociological perspective, it will be an invaluable resource 
for students and scholars looking to enter and expand the field of climate fiction 
studies.

Andrew Milner is Professor Emeritus of English and Comparative Literature at 
Monash University. J.R. Burgmann is a PhD student in Creative Writing at 
Monash University.
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Locating Science Fiction
Milner, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381168
244 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2014
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP

Locating Science Fiction is a ground breaking and potentially paradigm-shifting 
book, a major intervention into contemporary theoretical debates about SF.

Andrew Milner is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at Monash 
University.
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The Oxford History of the American West
Milner, Clyde A. / O'Connor, Carol A. / Sandweiss, Martha A. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195112122
904 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 9/19/1996
250 illustrations, 16 in color.

Lavishly illustrated and based on the finest scholarship, this 'stunning portrait of 
the West' (The Wall Street Journal) brings together the work of 28 leading 
western historians who explore this area from a dazzling number of perspectives.

Clyde A. Milner II is Editor of the Western Historical Quarterly and Professor of 
History at Utah State University. Carol A. O'Connor is Professor of History at 
Utah State University.
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Vegetius: Epitome of Military Science (Liverpool University Press - Translated 
Texts for Historians)
Milner, N. P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239109
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 16)

The only Latin art of war to survive, Vegetius' Epitome was for long a part of the
medieval prince's military education. The core of his proposals, the maintenance
of a professional standing army, was revolutionary for medieval Europe, while his
theory of deterrence through strength remains the foundation of modern Western
defence policy.
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Your Genes, Your Health: A Critical Family Guide That Could Save Your Life
Milunsky, Aubrey
Oxford University Press .
9780199792078

hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2011

New advances in genetics have dramatically expanded our ability to avoid, 
prevent, diagnose, and treat a wide range of disorders.

Aubrey Milunsky, MD, D.S.c. is Professor of Human Genetics, Pediatrics, 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Pathology, and the Director of the Center for 
Human Genetics, at Boston University School of Medicine.
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The Struggle for Catalonia: Rebel Politics in Spain
Minder, Raphael
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849048033
256 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2017

Analyzes with rare impartiality what sets the Catalans apart from Spain, and how
the separatist debate is playing out.

Raphael Minder is a journalist who spent ten years as a staff correspondent for 
the Financial Times in Paris, Brussels, Sydney and finally Hong Kong, as 
regional correspondent for Asia.
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Informal Politics in the Middle East
Mirgani, Suzi
Oxford University Press .
9780197604342
336 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

Scholars investigate informal political activity in the Middle East, analyzing how 
groups organize, their relationships with the state, and the results of their 
mobilization

Suzi Mirgani is Assistant Director for Publications at the Center for International 
and Regional Studies (CIRS), Georgetown University in Qatar.
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Criminals, Nazis, and Islamists: Competition for Power in Former Soviet Union 
Prisons
Mironova, Vera
Oxford University Press .
9780197645666
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2023

Criminals, Nazis, and Islamists provides an authoritative overview of prisoner 
organizations in Russia from Soviet times to the present. It shows how the Vory 
criminal organization, the earliest prison gang, came to dominate Russian 
prisons over the course of the twentieth century and establish its own unique 
form of internal prison governance.  After the fall of Soviet Union, new criminal 
organizations--Islamists, Neo Nazis, and others behind bars across the former 
Soviet Union--began challenging the Vory. The book shows what happens when
they take power inside particular prisons and have to govern themselves. Not 
just about Russian prisons, this book also sheds light on Soviet and post-Soviet 
society

Vera Mironova, PhD, is an Associate Fellow at Harvard University and is famous
for her extensive in-depth ethnographic fieldwork with armed groups in active 
conflict zones, terrorist sleeping cells, and criminal organizations. She conducted
fieldwork in numerous active conflict zones and post-conflict regions all over the
world including in Syria, Iraq, Sudan, DRC Congo, and Azerbaijan.
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From Freedom Fighters to Jihadists: Human Resources of Non-State Armed 
Groups
Mironova, Vera
Oxford University Press .
9780190939762
344 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/17/2019

With unparalleled access and extensive ethnographic research drawn from her 
two years embedded with Iraqi Special Operation forces, Mironova delves deep 
into the ideological and practical nexus of some of the most radical groups in the
Middle East.

Vera Mironova is Visiting Fellow at Harvard University.
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The Knowledge We Have Lost in Information: The History of Information in 
Modern Economics
Mirowski, Philip and Nik-Khah, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190270056
312 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017

Philip Mirowski and Edward Nik-Khah argue that the conventional wisdom 
suggesting "economic rationality" was the core of modern economics is 
incomplete. In this trenchant investigation, they demonstrate that the history of 
modern microeconomics is better organized as a history of the treatment of 
information.

Philip Mirowski is Carl Koch Professor of Economics and the History and 
Philosophy of Science at the University of Notre Dame. Edward Nik-Khah is an 
Associate Professor of Economics at Roanoke College (USA).
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iPractice: Technology in the 21st Century Music Practice Room
Mishra, Jennifer and Fast, Barbara
Oxford University Press .
9780190660901
150 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Essential Music Technology:The Prestissimo Series

This book provides new practical tools that bridge the gap between familiar, 
easy-to-use technology and musical practice to enhance musicianship and 
motivate students. Authors Jennifer Mishra and Barbara Fast provide ideas for 
use with students of all levels, from beginners to musicians performing advanced
repertoire.

Jennifer Mishra is a widely published music education researcher and university
string educator with articles published in journals such as Psychology of Music 
and Journal of Research in Music Education. Barbara Fast, Professor of Piano, 
holds the Grant Endowed Chair of Music at the University of Oklahoma.
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Between Power and Irrelevance: The Future of Transnational NGOs
Mitchell, George E. / Schmitz, Hans Peter / Bruno-van Vijfeijken, Tosca
Oxford University Press .
9780190084721
352 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

George E. Mitchell, Hans Peter Schmitz, and Tosca Bruno-van Vijfeijken argue 
that TNGOs need to change the fundamental conditions under which they 
operate by bringing their own forms and norms into better alignment with their 
ambitions and strategies. This book offers accessible, future-oriented analyses 
and lessons-learned to assist practitioners and other stakeholders in formulating
and implementing organizational changes.

George E. Mitchell is an associate professor at the Marxe School of Public and 
International Affairs at Baruch College, City University of New York. Hans Peter
Schmitz is an associate professor at the School of Leadership and Education 
Sciences at the University of San Diego. Tosca Bruno-van Vijfeijken has worked
on international development and civil society issues for 30 years in development
practice, academia, and as an independent consultant.
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The Pipe Organ: A Composer's Guide
Mitchell, James
Oxford University Press .
9780197645291
208 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2023

This book is a practical guide for composers to the pipe organ, showing how the 
instrument is still relevant for new music today. The book is aimed both at those
who have never seen an organ before and experienced composers who want a 
detailed breakdown of what the instrument can do. It draws on musical examples
spanning 400 years, particularly focussing on music by contemporary 
composers. A separate companion website also provides extra content such as 
video demonstrations of the organ, printable material for educational use and 
regularly updated links to further resources.

James Mitchell is the current Sub-Organist at Gloucester Cathedral. He 
graduated from Girton College, Cambridge with a Double First, subsequently 
completing an MPhil in Musicology at Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He is also
an award-winning composer; his music has been published by the RSCM and 
has been performed at various UK cathedrals and churches, including at the 
2021 London Festival of Contemporary Church Music.
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Complexity: A Guided Tour
Mitchell, Melanie
Oxford University Press .
9780199798100
368 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2011

In this remarkably clear and companionable book, leading complex systems 
scientist Melanie Mitchell provides an intimate tour of the sciences of complexity,
a broad set of efforts that seek to explain how large-scale complex, organized, 
and adaptive behavior can emerge from simple interactions among myriad 
individuals.

Melanie Mitchell is Professor of Computer Science at Portland State University 
and External Professor at the Santa Fe Institute.
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Why Delegate?
Mitchell, Neil J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190904203
200 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/17/2021

Why Delegate? explores and develops the logic of delegation, showing its wide 
application in our private and public lives in an accessible way. Mitchell modifies 
the standard economic account to better fit what happens in the world around us.

Neil J. Mitchell is Emeritus Professor of International Relations at University 
College London.
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Carrie
Mitchell, Neil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733728
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2014
Devils Advocates

The act of adapting King's novel for the big screen, the origins of the novel itself,
the place of Carrie in De Palma's oeuvre, the subsequent versions and sequel, 
and the social, political, and cultural climate of the era (including the influence of
second wave feminism, loosening sexual norms, and changing representations 
of adolescence), as well as the explosion of interest in and the evolution of the 
horror genre during the decade, are all shown to have played an important part in
the film's success and enduring reputation.

Neil Mitchell is a writer and editor, most recently of World Film Locations: 
Melbourne. With Emma Bell, he is the coeditor of Directory of World Cinema: 
Britain.
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The Vacant Chair: The Northern Soldier Leaves Home
Mitchell, Reid
Oxford University Press .
9780195078930
240 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 8/26/1993
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Fighting for the Future: Essays on Star Trek: Discovery
Mittermeier, Sabrina and Spychala, Mareike
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077834
424 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

This volume on Star Trek: Discovery brings together eighteen essays and one 
interview from a variety of disciplines including cultural and media studies, 
literary studies, history and political science. The essays examine the narratives
and production history of the new series while situating it within the larger Star 
Trek franchise.

Sabrina Mittermeier is a lecturer and post-doctoral researcher at the University of
Augsburg. Mareike Spychala is a lecturer and research assistant in American 
Studies at the University of Bamberg.
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Rebels in a Rotten State: Understanding Atrocity in the Sierra Leone Civil War
Mitton, Kieran
Oxford University Press .
9780190241582
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2015

The atrocities of civil wars present us with many difficult questions. How do 
seemingly ordinary individuals come to commit such extraordinary acts of cruelty,
often against unarmed civilians? Can we ever truly understand such acts of 
'evil'? Based on a wealth of original interviews with perpetrators of violence in 
Sierra Leone's civil war, this book provides a detailed response.

Kieran Mitton is a lecturer in International Relations in the Department of War 
Studies, King's College London.
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Careers Beyond Clinical Medicine
Moawad, Heidi
Oxford University Press .
9780199860456

hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2013

This book shows physicians how they can serve society and patients in 
innovative ways, and make a notable impact on health care delivery, policy and 
quality when they use their medical background in a non-traditional career 
pursuit.

Heidi Moawad, MD, was trained at the University of Chicago and has worked as
a Neurologist in Chicago and in the Department of Neurology at Case Western 
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Mobilizing Hope: Climate Change and Global Poverty
Moellendorf, Darrel
Oxford University Press .
9780190875619
248 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/18/2022

This book provides an accessible and empirically informed philosophical 
discussion of climate change, global poverty, and the importance of a political 
response that offers hope.

Darrel Moellendorf is Professor of International Political Theory and Professor of
Philosophy at Goethe University, Frankfurt and Distinguished Visiting Professor 
of Philosophy at University of Johannesburg.
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The Shadow of the Black Hole
Moffat, John W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190650728
232 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2020

The Shadow of the Black Hole shares the entertaining history of black holes.

John Moffat is a theoretical physicist at the Perimeter Institute for Th
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The Lever of Riches: Technological Creativity and Economic Progress
Mokyr, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780195074772
368 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/9/1992

In a world of supercomputers, genetic engineering, and fiber optics, technological
creativity is ever more the key to economic success. But why are some nations
more creative than others, and why do some highly innovative societies--such as
ancient China, or Britain in the industrial revolution--pass into stagnation? 
Beginning with a fascinating, concise history of technological progress, Mokyr 
sets the background for his analysis by tracing the major inventions and 
innovations that have transformed society since ancient Greece and Rome.

Joel Mokyr is Professor of Economics and History at Northwestern University.
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Can Big Bird Fight Terrorism?: Children's Television and Globalized Multicultural
Education
Moland, Naomi A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190903954
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2019

Can Big Bird Fight Terrorism? takes an in-depth look at the Nigerian version, 
Sesame Square, which began airing in 2011. In addition to teaching preschool-
level academic skills, Sesame Square seeks to promote peaceful coexistence-a
daunting task in Nigeria, where escalating ethno-religious tensions and terrorism
threaten to fracture the nation.

Naomi A. Moland is on the faculty of the School of International Service at 
American University.
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Mixed Messages: Norms and Social Control around Teen Sex and Pregnancy
Mollborn, Stefanie
Oxford University Press .
9780190633288
296 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/14/2017

 In Mixed Messages, Stefanie Mollborn examines how social norms and social 
control work through in-depth interviews with college students and teen mothers
and fathers, revealing the tough conversations teeangers just can't have with 
adults.

Stefanie Mollborn is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder.
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Governing Least: A New England Libertarianism
Moller, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780190863241
336 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2019
Oxford Political Philosophy.

This book argues that political libertarianism can be grounded in widely shared, 
everyday moral beliefs--particularly in strictures against shifting our burdens onto
others. It also seeks to connect these philosophical arguments with related work 
in economics, history, and politics for a wide-ranging discussion of political 
economy.

Dan Moller is associate professor of philosophy at the University of Maryland.
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Just Policing
Monaghan, Jake
Oxford University Press .
9780197610725
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2023

Just Policing draws on research in political philosophy and the social sciences to
engage a number of current controversies, both scholarly and popular, regarding
the police. It critiques popular approaches to police abolitionism while defending
normative limits on police power. The book offers a defense of police discretion 
against common objections and evaluates controversial issues in order 
maintenance, such as the policing of vice and homelessness, democratic control
over policing, community policing initiatives, police collaborations and 
alternatives like mental health response teams, and possibilities for structural 
reform.

Jake Monaghan is Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy in the Smith 
Institute for Political Economy and Philosophy at Chapman University. He earned
his PhD at the University at Buffalo. His research interests are in political 
philosophy and public policy, with a focus on policing and the criminal justice 
system.
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Patriotism and Propaganda in First World War Britain: The National War Aims 
Committee and Civilian Morale
Monger, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380130
310 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

This book provides the first detailed study of the National War Aims Committe's 
activities, propaganda and reception. It demonstrates the significant role played 
by the NWAC in British society after July 1917, illuminating the local network of 
agents and committees which conducted its operations and the party political 
motivations behind these.

Dr David Monger is Lecturer in Modern European History at the University of 
Canterbury, New Zealand.
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Constitutional Orphan: Gender Equality and the Nineteenth Amendment
Monopoli, Paula A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190092795
256 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/11/2020

Constitutional Orphan explores the role of the former suffragists in the 
emergence of a limited conception of the Nineteenth Amendment, that the 
Nineteenth was simply a rule preventing states from discriminating against 
women at the ballot box. The book describes new legal scholarship, which 
suggests how the Nineteenth can be used more robustly to fully secure gender 
equality today.

Paula A. Monopoli is the Sol & Carlyn Hubert Professor of Law at the University
of Maryland Carey School of Law.
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Searching for Japan: 20th Century Italy's Fascination with Japanese Culture
Monserrati, Michele
Oxford University Press .
9781802078077
264 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Transnational Italian Cultures LUP. 3 illustrations

This book pursues the specific case of Italian travel narratives in the Far East, 
through a focus on the experience of Japan in works by writers who visited the 
Land of the Rising Sun beginning in the Meiji period (1868-1912) and during the
concomitant opening of Japan's relations with the West.
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In the Shadow of Mistrust: The Geopolitics and Diplomacy of US-Iran Relations
Monshipouri, Mahmood
Oxford University Press .
9780197659632
336 pages
hardcover
$50
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

Draws on Farsi and English sources to offer a subtle analysis of the intimate 
symbiotic struggle for hegemony between Washington and Tehran.

Mahmood Monshipouri is Professor and Chair of International Relations at San 
Francisco State University; he also teaches at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Race and IQ
Montagu, Ashley
Oxford University Press .
9780195102208
496 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 4/8/1999

Ashley Montagu, who first attacked the term race as a usable concept in his 
acclaimed work, Man's Most Dangerous Myth, offers here a devastating rebuttal 
to those who would claim any link between race and intelligence.  In now classic
essays, this thought-provoking volume critically examines the terms race and IQ
and their applications in scientific discourse.

Ashley Montagu is a distinguished anthropologist and author of over 40 books, 
including The Nature of Human Agression, Statement on Race, and Science and
Creationism. He lives in Princeton, New Jersey.
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The Annotated Anne of Green Gables
Montgomery, L. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780195104288
504 pages
hardcover
$51.95
Pub Date: 8/28/1997

 This edition of the classic novel about the Prince Edward Island orphan contains
critical material on the work itself and its author, as well as essays, poems, and 
songs.

Lucy Maud Montgomery OBE (November 30, 1874 – April 24, 1942), published 
as L. M. Montgomery, was a Canadian author best known for a collection of 
novels, essays, short stories, and poetry beginning in 1908 with Anne of Green 
Gables.
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Frank O'Hara Now: New Essays on the New York Poet
Montgomery, Will and Hampson, Robert
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312335
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2010

Frank O'Hara's writing is central to any consideration of 20th century American 
poetry. This collection of essays, the first to be dedicated to O'Hara in nearly two
decades, asks why O'Hara remains so important to 21st century readers and 
writers of poetry.

Robert Hampson is Professor of Modern Literature, at Royal Holloway, University
of London. Will Montgomery is RCUK Research Fellow in Contemporary Poetry
and Poetics at Royal Holloway, University of London
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Survivors: Jewish Self-Help and Rescue in Nazi-Occupied Western Europe
Moore, Bob
Oxford University Press .
9780199208234
432 pages
hardcover
$80
Pub Date: 10/28/2010

Survivors is the first examination of how more than half of the Jews in Western 
Europe survived the Holocaust.  The widely differing rates of Jewish mortality 
have long vexed historians, who have traditionally concentrated on explaining 
this problem through national studies or by using a comparative approach, 
concentrating on the role of perpetrators, victims, and circumstances.

Bob Moore is Professor of Twentieth Century History at the University of 
Sheffield.
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Mugabe's Legacy: Coups, Conspiracies, and the Conceits of Power in Zimbabwe
Moore, David B.
Oxford University Press .
9781787387713
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2022
African Arguments .

An authoritative account of Mugabe's destructive hold on power, assessing the 
challenges facing Zimbabwe as it seeks to emerge from the chaos.

David B. Moore is a professor of Development Studies at the University of 
Johannesburg.
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The Developing Genome: An Introduction to Behavioral Epigenetics
Moore, David S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190675653
320 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2017

The Developing Genome is an introduction to this exciting new discipline; it will 
allow readers without a background in biology to learn about this work and its 
revolutionary implications.

David S. Moore is a professor of psychology at Pitzer College and Claremont 
Graduate University in southern California.
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Regulating Big Tech: Policy Responses to Digital Dominance
Moore, Martin and Tambini, Damian
Oxford University Press .
9780197616109
384 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

Regulating Big Tech explores cutting-edge policy innovations that tackle the 
dominance of Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft and the 
interlocking challenges of contemporary tech regulation.

Martin Moore is Director of the Centre for the Study of Media, Communication, 
and Power and a Senior Research Fellow at King's College London. Damian 
Tambini is Associate Professor and Distinguished Policy Fellow at the London 
School of Economics.
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Digital Dominance: The Power of Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple
Moore, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190845117
440 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/5/2018
Getty Trust Publications: J. Paul Getty Museum Series

In this volume, Martin Moore and Damian Tambini draw together the world's 
leading researchers to examine the digital dominance of technologies platforms 
and look at the evidence behind the rising tide of criticism of the tech giants. In 
fifteen chapters, the authors examine the economic, political, and social impacts
of Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft, in order to understand the
different facets of their power and how it is manifested.

Martin Moore is Director of the Centre for the Study of Media, Communication 
and Power at King's College London
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College Music Curricula for a New Century
Moore, Robin D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190658403
312 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017

Motivated by a desire to do just that, College Music Curricula for a New Century
considers what a more inclusive, dynamic, and socially engaged curriculum of 
musical study might look like in universities.

Robin Moore is a Professor in the School of Music at the University of Texas at 
Austin.
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China's Next Act: How Sustainability and Technology are Reshaping China's 
Rise and the World's Future
Moore, Scott M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197603994
320 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2022

In China's Next Act, Scott M. Moore re-envisions China's role in the world, with a
focus on sustainability and technology. Moore argues that these increasingly 
pressing, shared global challenges are reshaping China's economy and foreign 
policy, and consequently, cannot be tackled without China.

Scott M. Moore is Director of China Programs and Strategic Initiatives in the 
Office of the Provost as well as a Lecturer in Political Science at the University of
Pennsylvania.
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Latino and Muslim in America: Race, Religion, and the Making of a New Minority
Morales, Harold D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190852603
272 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018
AAR Religion, Culture, and History

In this book, Harold D. Morales follows the lives of several Latino Muslim leaders
from the 1970's to the present, tracing their efforts to organize and unify 
nationally in order to solidify the new identity group's place within the public 
sphere.

Harold D. Morales is Assistant Professor of Religion at Morgan State University.
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Irish Birmingham: A History
Moran, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846314759
284 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2010

Birmingham has long been shaped by its Irish residents.This book examines this
important aspect of English-Irish history, and explains how events in Birmingham
have influenced Irish political figures from Daniel O'Connell to Pádraic Pearse, 
Irish dramatists from Brendan Behan to Tom Murphy, as well as English writers 
from Gerard Manley Hopkins to Jonathan Coe.

James Moran teaches in the School of English at the University of Nottingham.
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Illicit Worlds of Indian Dance: Cultures of Exclusion
Morcom, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780199343546
286 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/15/2014

In her historical on-the-ground study, Anna Morcom investigates the emergence
of illicit worlds of dance in the shadow of India's official performing arts. She 
explores over a century of marginalisation of courtesans, dancing girls, bar girls 
and transgender performers, and describes their lives as they struggle with 
stigmatisation, derision and loss of livelihood.

Anna Morcom works on music and dance in India and Tibet from a number of 
perspectives pertaining to modernity and the contemporary world.
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Make Believe: The Broadway Musical in the 1920's
Mordden, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780195105940
272 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 5/15/1997

The 1920s represented a turning point in the history of the Broadway musical, 
breaking with the vaudeville traditions of the early twentieth century to anticipate 
the more complex, sophisticated musicals of today.  Composers Jerome Kern, 
George Gershwin, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers, and their contemporaries 
revitalized the musical with the sound of jazz and other new influences.  
Productions became more elaborate, with dazzling sets, tumultuous 
choreography, and staging tricks, all woven into tightly constructed story lines.  
These dramatic changes of the 1920s ushered in the golden age of the American
musical theater.

Ethan Mordden's articles on the American musical have appeared in numerous
magazines, especially the New Yorker.
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Opera Anecdotes
Mordden, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780195056617
288 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/8/1988

From backstage squabbles and box-office chicanery to the gallantry and glory of
creation, this book unveils a delightful panorama of opera lore, alternately 
hilarious, poignant, and wise.

Ethan Mordden's articles on the American musical have appeared in numerous
magazines, especially the New Yorker.
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Developing Scholars: Race, Politics, and the Pursuit of Higher Education
Morel, Domingo
Oxford University Press .
9780197637005
248 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2023

In Developing Scholars, Domingo Morel explores the history and political factors
that led to the creation of community-centered affirmative action programs for 
students of color in the 1960s.

Domingo Morel is Associate Professor of Political Science and Public Service at
New York University's Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service. His
research program and teaching portfolio focus on racial and ethnic politics, urban
politics, education politics, and public policy. He is the author of Takeover: Race,
Education, and American Democracy, which won the W.E.B. DuBois 
Distinguished Book Award from the National Conference of Black Political 
Scientists. He is also co-editor of Latino Mayors: Political Change in the 
Postindustrial City.
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Takeover: Race, Education, and American Democracy
Morel, Domingo
Oxford University Press .
9780190678982
208 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/16/2018

Despite the widespread attention that takeovers in Flint and Detroit have gained,
we know little about how such takeovers--a policy option that has been in use 
since the 1980s--affect political power in local communities. By focusing on 
takeovers of local school districts, this book offers the first systematic study of 
state takeovers of local governments.

Domingo Morel is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University.
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Lived Religion in Latin America: An Enchanted Modernity
Morello, Gustavo S.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197579633
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/13/2021

What does the practice of religion look like in Latin American today? Using semi-
structured interviews with 254 individuals in three cities with shifting religious 
landscapes and different cultural histories, Morello highlights the diversity within
Latin America, exploring societies that are understudied and examining a broad 
array of religious traditions.

Gustavo Morello, SJ is an Associate Professor of Sociology at Boston College. 
He is the author of The Catholic Church and Argentinas Dirty War.
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Cultures of Anyone: Studies on Cultural Democratization in the Spanish 
Neoliberal Crisis
Moreno-Caballud, Luis
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786941848
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Contemporary Hispanic and Lusophone Cultures LUP Series

Cultures of Anyone studies the emergence of collaborative and non-hierarchical
cultures in the context of the Spanish economic crisis of 2008. It explains how 
peer-to-peer social networks that have arisen online and through social 
movements such as the Indignados have challenged a longstanding cultural 
tradition of intellectual elitism and capitalist technocracy in Spain.

Luis Moreno-Caballud is Assistant Professor of Romance Languages at the 
University of Pennsylvania.
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Images at Work: The Material Culture of Enchantment
Morgan, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190272111
240 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

Building on his previous innovative work in visual and religious studies, David 
Morgan creates a new framework for understanding how the human mind can be
enchanted by images in Images at Work.

David Morgan is Professor of Religious Studies with a secondary appointment in
the Department of Art, Art History, and Visual Studies at Duke University.
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The Scars of Evolution
Morgan, Elaine
Oxford University Press .
9780195094312
208 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 11/17/1994

When Elaine Morgan wrote The Descent of Woman in 1972, it sent shock waves
around the world, and is now widely regarded as a key work on human evolution,
and essential to any discussion of women's place in society. Now, with The 
Scars of Evolution, Morgan offers a pioneering look just where it was our earliest
ancestors came from, and the legacy--not always advantageous--that they left 
us.

Elaine Morgan's first book, The Descent of Woman (1972), was an international
bestseller in nine languages. Best known as an award-winning writer for 
television, she is also the author of The Aquatic Ape (1982).
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Sideways in Time: Critical Essays on Alternate History Fiction
Morgan, Glyn and Palmer-Patel, Charul
Oxford University Press .
9781802076950
216 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

This important collection of essays acknowledges the long and distinctive history
of the alternate history genre whilst also revelling in its vitality, adaptability, and 
contemporary relevance, with many of the chapters discussing late twentieth- 
and early twenty-first-century texts which have previously received little or no 
sustained critical analysis.

Glyn Morgan is Project Curator for the science fiction exhibition at The Science
Museum, London, and an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of 
Liverpool. Charul Palmer-Patel is the founder and lead editor of Fantastika 
Journal.
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Listing:

The Classical Greek House
Morgan, Janett
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675754
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2010

This book offers an illuminating re-appraisal of the domestic space in classical 
Greece.

Janett Morgan is Lecturer in Greek Archaeology at Royal Holloway, University of
London.
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Sea and Land: An Environmental History of the Caribbean
Morgan, Philip J. / McNeill, John R. / Mulcahy, Matthew / Schwartz, Stuart B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197555453
464 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 5/13/2022
26 black and white illustrations

The first comprehensive environmental synthesis of the Caribbean region, written
by eminent scholars of the topic.

Philip D. Morgan is the Harry C. Black Professor of History at Johns Hopkins 
University. J.R. McNeill is University Professor at Georgetown University. 
Matthew Mulcahy is Professor of History at Loyola University Maryland. Stuart B.
Schwartz is George Burton Adams Professor of History at Yale University.
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Economic Warfare and the Sea: Grand Strategies for Maritime Powers, 1650
-1945
Morgan-Owen, David and Halewood, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9781802078268
280 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Research in Maritime History LUP.

Economic Warfare and the Sea examines the relationship between trade, 
maritime warfare, and strategic thought between the early modern period and the
late-twentieth century. Using a variety of geographic and chronological 
examples, it presents a longue duree approach to a crucial theme in maritime 
strategic thought.

David Morgan-Owen is Lecturer in Defence Studies, Defence Studies 
Department, King's College London. Louis Halewood is the Philip Nicholas 
Lecturer in Maritime History at Plymouth University.
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Whaling in Japan: Power, Politics and Diplomacy
Morikawa, Jun
Oxford University Press .
9780199326976
256 pages
hardcover
$48.5
Pub Date: 10/22/2009

Whaling in Japan focuses on the gap between the political myths and the reality
of Japan's whaling policy and sheds light on seldom discussed aspects of the 
political and decision-making structures that support it. Morikawa also examines
how Japan has used diplomacy and aid gradually to expand international support
for its whaling policies at the International Whaling Commission (IWC) and 
considers the longer term future of whaling as environmental awareness grows 
apace.

Jun Morikawa is a Professor in the Department of Regional Environmental 
Studies at Rakuno Gakuen University in Sapporo, Japan.
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Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management : Historic England 
Advice Note 1 (Second Edition)
Morrice, Richard
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025912
42 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 2/8/2019
.

This revised advice note supports the management of change in a way that 
conserves and enhances the character and appearance of historic areas through
conservation area appraisal, designation and management.
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Oxford Book of Tudor Anthems 34 Anthems for Mixed Voices
Morris, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780193533257
1633 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 11/30/1978

A collection of 34 anthems covering all seasons of the church's year.
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Public Art Collections in North-West England: A History and Guide
Morris, Edward
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235279
192 pages
paperback
$18
Pub Date: 1/7/2001

There are over thirty public art galleries in north-west England with substantial 
permanent collections. The superb collections in Liverpool at the Walker Art 
Gallery and in Manchester at the City Art Gallery and at the Whitworth Art Gallery
are well known, while Lord Leverhulme’s splendid British paintings and 
sculptures preserved at the Lady Lever Art Gallery in Port Sunlight have an 
international reputation.

Edward Morris is a chairman of the editorial board for the Public Sculpture of 
Britain series.
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Movers and Stayers: The Partisan Transformation of 21st Century Southern 
Politics
Morris, Irwin L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190052904
240 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021
37 illustrations

Movers and Stayers highlights the contributions of blacks and Latinos to the 
growing progressivism in the South, and it explains the coming schism between
high growth and stagnating communities (and states) in the South.

Irwin L. Morris is the Kretzer Distinguished Professor of Humanities and the 
Executive Director of the School for Public and International Affairs at North 
Carolina State University.
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Among the Cities
Morris, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780195056624
414 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/8/1988

No one, since the days of the great Arab travelers, has described so much of the
known world as Jan Morris. Considered by many the preeminent travel writer of 
our age, she now offers this retrospective selection of her best writings. Including
37 pieces, several of which have never appeared in book form before, these 
essays cover Morris' entire career from the 1950s to the present, spanning the 
globe from China to Peru, from Beirut to Houston, and from Leningrad to 
Manhattan.

Jan Morris is the author of many books, including The Matter of Wales, Journeys,
Destinations, Oxford, and Manhattan '45.
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Listing:

Oxford
Morris, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780192801364

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2001

Few cities,' Jan Morris observes, 'have been much more loved, loathed, and 
celebrated. ' This book has become a classic account of the character, history, 
mores, buildings, climate, and people of one of Britain's most fascinating cities.

Jan Morris has written more than thirty books on the British Empire, Venice, 
Sydney, Hong Kong, and Manhattan, as well as six volumes of collected essays
and two autobiographical works. She lives in Wales.
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A Documentary History of the Book of Mormon
Morris, Larry E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190699093
608 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2019

A Documentary History of the Book of Mormon transcribes and annotates a wide
variety of primary source documents related to the origins of the long-ridiculed 
narrative that launched a new world religion.

Larry E. Morris, formerly an editor with the Joseph Smith Papers, is the author of
The Fate of the Corps: What Became of the Lewis and Clark Explorers after the
Expedition.
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The Oxford History of the Prison: The Practice of Punishment in Western Society
Morris, Norval and Rothman, David J. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195118148
448 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/18/1997

In The Oxford History of the Prison, a team of distinguished scholars offers a 
vivid account of the rise and development of this critical institution.

Norval Morris is the Julius Kreeger Professor of Law and Criminology at the 
University of Chicago. Bernard Schoenberg Professor of Social Medicine, and 
Director of the Center for the Study of Society and Medicine at the Columbia 
College of Physicians and Surgeons.
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The Brothel Boy and Other Parables of the Law
Morris, Norval
Oxford University Press .
9780195093865
352 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 11/17/1994

A work of imaginative sympathy that reconstructs George Orwell's life as a 
Burmese policeman and magistrate, treating his moral dilemmas as a filter 
through which to pose questions of justice both universal and contemporary. 
Morris follows each story with an analysis of the legal and moral issues 
presented.

Norval Morris is Julius Kreeger Professor of Law and Criminology at the 
University of Chicago.
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Listing:

Sixteenth Century Anthem Book - 6th edition
Morris, R.O.
Oxford University Press .
9780193534070
86 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 3/24/1988

Twelve arrangements for unaccompanied SATB of folk-songs from the British 
Isles and North America
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The Sandzak: A History
Morrison, Kenneth and Roberts, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780199330652
320 pages
hardcover
$80.5
Pub Date: 12/1/2013

Offering a detailed yet succinct analysis of its religious and ethnic dynamics, the
authors chart a course through conflicting historical narratives to provide a 
comprehensive overview of the complex history of this contested land.

Kenneth Morrison is a Senior Lecturer in Modern European History at De 
Montfort University, Leicester. Elizabeth Roberts is a former diplomat and Balkan
scholar who taught Southeast European history at universities in the Republic of
Ireland and the United States.
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Walter Besant: The Business of Literature and the Pleasures of Reform
Morrison, Kevin A.
Oxford University Press .
9781802076974
264 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

In the 1880s and 1890s, Walter Besant was one of Britain's most lionized living 
novelists. Today he is comparatively unknown. Bringing together literary critics 
and book historians, as well as social and cultural historians, this volume 
provides a major reassessment of Besant.

Kevin A. Morrison is Distinguished Professor in the School of Foreign Languages
at Henan University.
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Improvising Fugue: A Method for Keyboard Artists
Mortensen, John J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197645246
304 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2023
250 music examples

Improvising Fugue: A Method for Keyboard Artists is a guide for those who 
aspire to the highest levels of fluency as inventors of spontaneous music at the 
piano, fortepiano, harpsichord, organ, or digital keyboard.

John J. Mortensen is a leader in the revival of historic improvisation.  He is noted
for his ability to improvise entire concerts. He frequently teaches and performs 
internationally. He is the author of The Pianist's Guide to Historic Improvisation, 
now in use as a course text at many leading conservatories. He is the creator of 
Improv Planet, an online school of historic improvisation, where his students 
include concert artists and conservatory faculty from across the world.
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The Pianist's Guide to Historic Improvisation
Mortensen, John J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190920401
224 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Keyboard artists in the time of J. S. Bach were simultaneously performers, 
composers, and improvisers. By the twentieth century, however, the art of 
improvisation was all but lost. Today, vanishingly few classically-trained 
musicians can improvise with fluent, stylistic integrity.

John Mortensen is a leader in the international revival of historic improvisation. A
Steinway Artist, Fulbright Scholar, and professor of piano, he performs and 
teaches in the USA and overseas.
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The Anthropological Lens: Rethinking E. E. Evans-Pritchard
Morton, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780198812913
256 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2020
89 black and white illustrations

A highly illustrated book exploring the work of Sir Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard,
widely considered the most influential British anthropologist of the 20th century, 
through the lens of his fieldwork photography. It offers new insight and a major 
reinterpreatation of Evans-Pritchard's theoretical contributions to the discipline.
Offers a major reinterpretation of one of the most influential figures in 
anthropology. Presents new insight into Evans-Pritchard's ground-breaking 
anthropological fieldwork. Contains previously unpublished photographs by 
Evans-Pritchard. Examines new archival evidence relating to the contexts of 
Evans-Pritchard's fieldwork

Christopher Morton is Curator of Photograph and Manuscript Collections at the 
University of Oxford's Pitt Rivers Museum, and a Fellow of Linacre College, 
Oxford.
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States of Emergency: Colonialism, Literature and Law
Morton, Stephen
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381144
249 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2014
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP

States of Emergency: Colonialism, Literature and Law examines how violent anti-
colonial struggles and the legal, military and political techniques employed by 
colonial governments to contain them have been imagined in literature and law.

Dr Stephen Morton is Senior Lecture in English, University of Southampton.
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The Tragedies of Sophocles
Morwood, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675723
176 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2008

This volume provides separate discussions of each of Sophocles' seven plays: 
'Ajax',' Women of Trachis, Antigone, Oedipus the King, Electra, Philoctetes, 'and 
'Oedipus at Colonus. 'Including a critical essay which surveys modern 
approaches to Greek tragedy and a coda spotlighting key moments in the 
reception of each work, 'The Tragedies of Sophocles' focuses on the dramatic 
power of the tragedy and the challenges with which it confronts an audience.

James Morwood was Head of Classics at Harrow and is Emeritus Fellow of 
Wadham College, Oxford.
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The Marvel of Martyrdom: The Power of Self-Sacrifice in a Selfish World
Moskalenko, Sophia and McCauley, Clark
Oxford University Press .
9780190689322
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/23/2019

Seeking the developmental origins of self-sacrifice, this book explores children's 
folklore and the success of mega-hits such as The Matrix and Harry Potter. 
Seeking the everyday rewards of self-sacrifice, the book shows the potential for 
finding meaning and happiness in helping others.

Sophia Moskalenko is a psychologist who studies terrorism, radicalization, 
martyrdom and self-sacrifice. She is a research fellow at the National Consortium
for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism. Clark McCauley is 
Research Professor of Psychology at Bryn Mawr College
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Night Raiders: Burglary and the Making of Modern Urban Life in London, 1860
-1968
Moss, Eloise
Oxford University Press .
9780198840381
272 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2019

Lurking in the shadowy depths of the night-time city, burglars inspired both fear 
and fascination during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Night Raiders is 
the first history of burglary in modern Britain, exploring how burglary 
fundamentally reshaped the meanings of 'home' and urban lifestyles during this 
important period of change.

Eloise Moss is Lecturer in Modern British History at the University of Manchester.
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Choosing the Future: Technology and Opportunity  in Communities
Mossberger, Karen / Tolbert, Caroline J. / LaCombe, Scott J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197585764
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2021

Including new data on broadband subscriptions from 2000-2017, and 
comprehensive analysis for U.S. states, counties, metros, cities, and 
neighborhoods, Choosing the Future argues that broadband use in the 
population is a form of digital human capital that benefits communities as well as
individuals.

Karen Mossberger is the Frank and June Sackton Professor in the School of 
Public Affairs at Arizona State University. Caroline J. Tolbert is the Lowell C. 
Battershell University Distinguished Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Iowa. Scott J. LaCombe is an Assistant Professor of Government 
and Statistical and Data Sciences at Smith College.
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Transforming Everything?: Evaluating Broadband's Impacts Across Policy Areas
Mossberger, Karen / Welch, Eric W. / Wu, Yonghong
Oxford University Press .
9780190082888
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2021
14 figures .

Transforming Everything? describes broadband as a social technology and offers
policymakers the necessary evidence to assess whether broadband programs 
are truly empowering the communities they serve.

Karen Mossberger is the Frank and June Sackton Professor in the School of 
Public Affairs and Director of the Center on Technology, Data, and Society at 
Arizona State University. Eric W. Welch is Professor in the School of Public 
Affairs at Arizona State University. Yonghong Wu is Professor in the Department
of Public Administration at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars
Mosse, George L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195071399
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/12/1991

War, and the sanctification of it, is the subject of this pioneering work by well-
known European historian George L. Mosse. Fallen Soldiers offers a profound 
analysis of what he calls the Myth of the War Experience--a vision of war that 
masks its horror, consecrates its memory, and ultimately justifies its purpose.

George L. Mosse is Bascom-Weinstein Professor of History, Emeritus, at the 
University of Wisconsin in Madison.
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Immigration Outside the Law
Motomura, Hiroshi
Oxford University Press .
9780190686130
356 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Follow-up companion volume to the authoritative and award-winning Americans 
in Waiting (Oxford University Press, 2006). Gives a scholarly perspective on a 
perennially controversial issue. Offers concrete solutions to many of today's 
thorniest questions around immigration. Follow-up companion volume to the 
authoritative and award-winning Americans in Waiting (Oxford University Press,
2006). Gives a scholarly perspective on a perennially controversial issue. Offers
concrete solutions to many of today's thorniest questions around immigration

Hiroshi Motomura is Susan Westerberg Prager Professor of Law at UCLA and 
author of Americans in Waiting.
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Ireland, Migration and Return Migration: The Returned Yank in the Cultural 
Imagination, 1952 to present
Moynihan, Sinead
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854758
288 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP. 4 black and white illustrations

Drawing on literary, historical and cultural studies perspectives, this book 
examines the phenomenon of the Returned Yank in the cultural imagination. 
Taking as its point of departure The Quiet Man (1952), it provides a cultural 
history that charts the ways in which the Returned Yank indexes a set of 
recurring anxieties in Ireland from 1952 to the present.

Sinead Moynihan is Senior Lecturer in Twentieth-Century Literature at the 
University of Exeter.
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Rebellious Wives, Neglectful Husbands: Controversies in Modern Qur'anic 
Commentaries
Mubarak, Hadia
Oxford University Press .
9780197553305
368 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2022

Rebellious Wives, Neglectful Husbands explores significant shifts in modern 
Qur'anic commentaries on the subject of women against the backdrop of broader
historical, intellectual, and political developments in early twentieth-century North
Africa.

Hadia Mubarak is Assistant Professor of Religion at Queens University of 
Charlotte.
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Writing a War of Words: Andrew Clark and the Search for Meaning in World War
One
Mugglestone, Lynda
Oxford University Press .
9780198870159
368 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2022
10 illustrations.

Writing a War of Words is the first investigation of a valuable archive of war-time
notebooks documenting changes to the English language on the Home Front.

Lynda Mugglestone is Professor of the History of English at the University of 
Oxford, and a Fellow of Pembroke College.
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Samuel Johnson and the Journey into Words
Mugglestone, Lynda
Oxford University Press .
9780198830689
304 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 11/6/2018

Lynda Mugglestone looks at the range of Johnson's writings on, and the 
complexity of his thinking about, language and lexicography. She shows how 
these reveal him probing problems not just of meaning and use but what he 
considered the related issues of control, obedience, and justice, as well as the 
difficulties of power when exerted over the 'sea of words'.

Lynda Mugglestone is Professor of the History of English at the University of 
Oxford, and a Fellow of Pembroke College.
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New Reading the Landscape: Fieldwork in Landscape History
Muir, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895804
208 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Landscape Studies

Drawing on the wealth of research carried out since Reading the Landscape was
originally published in 1981, Muir provides a masterly synthesis of current 
thinking about the history of the key elements in England's rural landscape.

Richard Muir is Senior Lecturer in Geography in the University College of Ripon
and York St John. He is one of Britain's most widely published and respected 
landscape historians.
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Studying City of God
Muir, Stephanie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663813
95 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/8/2008
.

 In Studying City of God, Stephanie Muir considers the historical and industrial 
context of City of God - a brief history of Latin American cinema is followed by a
more detailed account of film-making in Brazil - from light-hearted travelogues to
Cinema Novo and after - all in the context of increasing globalization.
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Studying Ealing Studios
Muir, Stephanie
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733315
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2010
Studying Films

Located in the West London suburb from which it takes its name, Ealing Studios 
is one of the best loved and best known institutions of British cinema.  Ealing 
represents a particular kind of institutional practicea community of filmmakers 
who collaborate in a defined location and produce a particular kind of film.

Stephanie Muir is course coordinator of film studies at Richmond upon Thames
College, Twickenham, and the author of Studying City of God.
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This Volcanic Isle: The Violent Processes that forged the British Landscape
Muir-Wood, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780198871620
336 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
61 black and white figures

This Volcanic Isle explores the rich geological history of the British Isles over the
past 66 million years, since the disappearance of the dinosaurs. From the Isle of
Wight needles to the Giant's causeway to the Sticklepath faultline in Devon, this
book recounts how earthquakes and eruptions, plumes and plate boundaries, 
built the British Isles.

Robert Muir-Wood is head of research at the world's largest catastrophe 
modelling company, RMS, and a visiting professor at UCL's Institute for Risk and
Disaster Reduction.
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Hunger and Fury: The Crisis of Democracy in the Balkans
Mujanovic, Jasmin
Oxford University Press .
9780190877392
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Drawing on a wide variety of sources, with a unique focus on local activist 
accounts, he argues that a period of genuine democratic transition is finally 
dawning, led by grassroots social movements, from Zagreb to Skopje.

Jasmin Mujanovic is a political scientist whose work focuses on southeast 
European and international affairs, with a broader interest in the politics of post-
conflict and post-authoritarian democratisation.
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Hungry Bengal: War, Famine and the End of Empire
Mukherjee, Janam
Oxford University Press .
9780197690192
 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023
1 b/w Map

This is an unsparing account of one of the most overlooked episodes of mass 
starvation in history. It offers fresh insight into Indian history by focusing on three
crises that precipitated independence:  WWII, the Bengal famine of 1943, and 
the Calcutta riots of 1946.

Dr. Mukherjee’s primary research focuses on colonial India in the 1940s.   Before
coming to Ryerson, Dr. Mukherjee was a postdoctoral fellow in the Agrarian 
Studies Program at Yale University. Janam Mukherjee is also an anti-war activist
and creative writer.
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Final Frontiers: Science Fiction and Techno-Science in Non-Aligned India
Mukherjee, Upamanyu Pablo
Oxford University Press .
9781802077049
204 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP. 6 black and white illustrations

This is the first sustained exploration of the relationship between post-colonial 
science fiction, Indian techno-scientific policies, and the non-aligned movement. 
It shows the critical role played by the science fiction genre in imagining 
alternative pathways for scientific and geo-political developments to those that 
dominate our lives now.

Pablo Mukherjee is Professor of English and Comparative Literary Studies at the
University of Warwick.
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Rumor of Globalization: Desecrating the Global from Vernacular Margins
Mukhopadhyay, Bhaskar
Oxford University Press .
9780199327645
256 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/27/2012

Drawing on recent theories of virtuality, performativity, and governmentality, and
on post-colonial activist scholarship, this book presents a series of ethnographic
and archival studies of what Mukhopadhyay terms "vernacular globalization" in 
India. The book's six provocative chapters cover a wide range of events, objects,
histories, narratives and episodes with the intent of interrogating what Franz 
Fanon called the "zone of occult instability where the people dwell".

Bhaskar Mukhopadhyay (PhD, Calcutta) is Lecturer in Cultural Studies at 
Goldsmiths, University of London.
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Violent Non-State Actors in World Politics
Mulaj, Kledja
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040167
352 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 10/22/2009

The 2008 attacks on Mumbai were carried out by a Pakistani militant group 
known as Lashkar i-Taiba, termed a 'non-state actor' by Pakistan's president, 
Asif Zardari. The essays in this volume map the relationship between VNSAs 
and the state, following the political, economic, and social processes that 
contribute to the emergence of these groups and how VNSAs in turn use these 
processes to trigger a crisis of the state.

Klejda Mulaj is lecturer in International Relations and Leverhulme Fellow in 
Ethno-national Politics in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at the 
University of Exeter.
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Another World Is Possible: How to Reignite Social and Political Imagination
Mulgan, Geoff
Oxford University Press .
9781787386914
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

Draws on the past two centuries of extraordinary experimentation, good and bad,
in pursuit of an 'imaginative surge' to fix our battered societies.

Sir Geoff Mulgan is Professor of Collective Intelligence, Public Policy and Social 
Innovation at University College London. Formerly he was chief executive of 
Nesta, and held several government roles (1997-2004), including as the Prime 
Minister's Strategy Unit director and as Downing Street's head of policy. This is 
his sixth book.
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Aristotle's Political Theory : An Introduction for Students of Political Theory
Mulgan, R. G.
Oxford University Press .
9780198274162
168 pages
paperback
$62.5
Pub Date: 1/1/1987

This book aims to provide an introduction to Aristotle's Politics, highlighting the 
major themes and arguments offered in the scholar's work. It begins with a 
discussion on what Aristotle perceives as human good, which he had described
as the ethical purpose of political science, and how he views the political 
community, or the polis, as a community of persons formed with a view to some
good purpose and a supreme entity in the sense that it is not just one aspect of 
city-state society but is the whole of that society.
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Balanced Leadership: Making the Best Use of Personal and Team Leadership in
Projects
Muller, Ralf / Drouin, Nathalie / Sankaran, Shankar
Oxford University Press .
9780190076139
232 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 12/10/2021
23 b/w illustrations .

This book presents the building blocks for balanced leadership, the coordination
mechanisms, and the situations in which different leadership approaches are 
required and illustrates these elements through real-life case studies.

Ralf Muller is Professor of Project Management at BI Norwegian Business 
School, and Adjunct Professor at University of Technology Sydney. Nathalie 
Drouin is the Executive Director of KHEOPS, an International Research 
Consortium on the Governance of Large Infrastructure Projects. Shankar 
Sankaran is Professor of Organizational Project Management in the School of 
the Built Environment at the University of Technology Sydney, Australia.
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Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resistance in Eighteenth-Century Virginia (Galaxy 
Books)
Mullin, Gerald W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195017885
240 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 4/25/1974

 "Mullin's study of slave resistance in eighteenth-century Virginia is the first 
important contribution to the history of colonial American slavery that we have 
had in several decades."--Journal of Ethnic Studies "An extremely important 
book....It is the most detailed, comprehensive, and best study yet published on 
African slavery in eighteenth-century North America."--Journal of American 
History "One of the two or three most important works on American slavery to 
appear in the last fifteen years...a pathbreaking volume."--American Historical 
Review.

Gerald W. Mullin is at Sacramento State College.
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Quantum Weirdness
Mullin, William J.
Oxford University Press .
9780198854364
224 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

The analyses of quantum systems and their interpretation lead to many 
surprises, for example, the ability to detect the characteristics of an object 
without ever touching it in any way, via interaction-free measurement, or the 
teleportation of an atomic state over large distances.

William J. Mullin is Professor Emeritus at the University of Massachusetts.
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Quantum Weirdness
Mullin, William J.
Oxford University Press .
9780198795131
256 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/16/2017

The analyses of quantum systems and their interpretation lead to many 
surprises, for example, the ability to detect the characteristics of an object 
without ever touching it in any way, via "interaction-free measurement," or the 
teleportation of an atomic state over large distances.

William J. Mullin is Professor Emeritus at the University of Massachusetts.
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An Alien Ideology': Cold War Perceptions of the Irish Republican Left
Mulqueen, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854734
296 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

An Alien Ideology' studies perceptions of Soviet influence in Ireland. It examines
British fears of Dublin being used as a Russian espionage hub during the 
Northern Ireland Troubles and looks at the parliamentary role of the Workers' 
Party in advancing Soviet foreign policy objectives during the Thatcher/Reagan 
era.

John Mulqueen holds a PhD from Trinity College Dublin.
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Exile and Post-1946 Haitian Literature: Alexis, Depestre, Ollivier, Laferriere, 
Danticat
Munro, Martin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318542
320 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French & Francophone Cultures 
(Book 7)

Exile and Post-1946 Haitian Literature reinterprets and analyses post-1946 
Haitian writing as a literature of exile. It moves between texts that have emerged
out of different places and different times, and outlines generational shifts and 
changes in Haitian exiled writing.

Martin Munro is a lecturer in French & Francophone Studies at the Florida State
University.
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Colonial Signs of International Relations
Muppidi, Himadeep
Oxford University Press .
9780199326983
188 pages
hardcover
$24.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

Himadeep Muppidi traces the subtle influence of colonial forms of knowledge on
modern schools of international relations, following the translation and 
transformation of this knowledge within postcolonial settings.

Himadeep Muppidi is Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, 
Vassar College.
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The Apocryphal Lives Of Adam and Eve
Murdoch, Brian and Tasioulas, Jacqueline
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896986
200 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
UEP - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This edition, the first since 1878, offers Middle English texts accompanied by 
detailed notes contextualizing the poems within an apocryphal tradition and full 
glossary. The Introduction reviews the development of the Adam and Eve legend
in medieval European vernacular.

Brian Murdoch is Professor of German at the University of Stirling. Jacqueline 
Tasioulas is a Fellow in English at Newnham College, Cambridge.
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Juvenal's Tenth Satire
Murgatroyd, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856813
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This is not a commentary on Juvenal Satire 10 but a critical appreciation of the 
poem which examines it on its own and in context and tries to make it come alive
as a piece of literature, offering one man's close reading of Satire 10 as poetry, 
and concerned with literary criticism rather than philological minutiae. In line with
the recent broadening of insight into Juvenal's writing this book often addresses 
the issues of distortion and problematizing and covers style, sound and diction as
well.
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Liberty, Conscience, and Toleration: The Political Thought of William Penn
Murphy, Andrew R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190935894
320 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2018

In this long-awaited intellectual biography of William Penn, Andrew R. Murphy 
presents a nuanced portrait of this remarkable entrepreneur, philosopher, 
Quaker, and politician.

Andrew R. Murphy is Professor of Political Science at Rutgers University.
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Somalia the New Barbary?: Piracy and Islam in the Horn of Africa
Murphy, Martin N.
Oxford University Press .
9780199327089

hardcover
$26.5
Pub Date: 2/22/2011

The purpose of this book is to examine whether or not state failure is a useful 
and accurate explanation for Somali piracy and if violent Islamism could exploit 
what the pirates have achieved for their own ends.

Dr Martin N. Murphy is one of the world's leading experts on piracy and irregular
warfare at sea. He lives and works in Washington, DC where he advises the US
Navy. He is also a Visiting Fellow at the Corbett Centre for Maritime Policy 
Studies at King's College, University of London.
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Small Boats Weak States Dirty Money: Piracy and Maritime Terrorism in the 
Modern World
Murphy, Martin N.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040792
288 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2010

It has been alleged that pirates and maritime terrorists present a largely common
threat to international maritime security. This book drives to the heart of this 
proposal by reviewing in detail each phenomenon before asking how and under
what circumstances pirates and maritime terrorists might combine forces.

Dr Martin N. Murphy is one of the world's leading experts on piracy and irregular
warfare at sea. He lives and works in Washington, DC where he advises the US
Navy. He is also a Visiting Fellow at the Corbett Centre for Maritime Policy 
Studies at King's College, University of London.
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Writing Liverpool: Essays and Interviews
Murphy, Michael and Jone, Deryn Rees (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310744
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2007

Writing Liverpool presents a selection of essays and interviews with the 
filmmakers, journalists, cultural critics, and novelists who have called the city 
home—asking if there is a distinctive Liverpool voice, and if so, how we identify 
it.

Deryn Rees-Jones is an Anglo Welsh poet, who lives and works in Liverpool. 
Michael Murphy was senior lecturer in English at Nottingham Trent University.
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The Empire's New Clothes: The Myth of the Commonwealth
Murphy, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780197577783
256 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Is the Commonwealth little more than a mirage--as lacking in substance as the 
emperor's new clothes?

Philip Murphy is Director of the Institute of Commonwealth Studies and Professor
of British and Commonwealth History at the University of London.
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The Empire's New Clothes: The Myth of the Commonwealth
Murphy, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190911157
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

In the wake of Brexit, the Commonwealth has been identified as an important 
body for future British trade and diplomacy, but few know what it actually does.

Philip Murphy is Director of the Institute of Commonwealth Studies and Professor
of British and Commonwealth History at the University of London.
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Gilbert Murray's Euripides: The Trojan Women and Other Plays
Murray, Gilbert
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675358
512 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 8/7/2005
Introduction by James Morwood.

In the story of the reception of Greek tragedy throughout the English-speaking 
world, Murray is a figure of immense importance. He unlocked the gates of 
commercial theatre to its performance - and its performance in verse - on both 
sides of the Atlantic, bringing to the project his enormous personal prestige, 
especially after his election to the Regius Chair of Greek at Oxford (1908).

Gilbert Murray was a British classical scholar; born 1866 in Sidney, Australia; 
died 1957. In 1908 Murray was appointed regius professor of Greek at Oxford.
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The God of the Witches
Murray, Margaret Alice
Oxford University Press .
9780195012705
224 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 9/15/1970

This celebrated study of witchcraft in Europe traces the worship of the pre-
Christian and prehistoric Horned God from paleolithic times to the medieval 
period.

Margaret Alice Murray (13 July 1863 – 13 November 1963) was an Anglo-Indian
Egyptologist, archaeologist, anthropologist, historian, and folklorist.
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So Spirited a Town: Visions and Versions of Liverpool
Murray, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9781846311284
256 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 4/15/2008

In this highly personal encounter with his native city, renowned biographer 
Nicholas Murray blends literary descriptions of Liverpool across the centuries 
with memories of his own 1960s Liverpool childhood in order to create an original
and highly nuanced portrait of the character of this remarkable city.

Nicholas Murray is currently a Royal Literary Fund Fellow at Queen Mary 
University of London.
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Listing:

Studying American Independent Cinema
Murray, Rona
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733179
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2010
.

Rona Murray places modern independent cinema within the general history of 
American independent cinema. Beginning with the work of John Cassavetes, she
blends detailed textual analysis with an exploration of creative talent and the 
moneymen who hope to exploit its commercial potential. In covering the 1990s, 
discussions of Miramax and Sundance are paired with profiles of Steven 
Soderbergh, Quentin Tarantino, Todd Haynes, Gus Van Sant, and Spike Lee.
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Studying Feminist Film Theory
Murray, Terri
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325796
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/17/2019

This book is aimed at helping media and film studies teachers introduce the 
basics of feminist film theory.

Terri Murray studied film and television at NYU's Tisch School of the Arts. A 
former documentary filmmaker, she has taught film studies and written on film 
and philosophy for over twelve years.
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Studying Feminist Film Theory
Murray, Terri
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325802
192 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 12/17/2019

This book is aimed at helping media and film studies teachers introduce the 
basics of feminist film theory.

Terri Murray studied film and television at NYU's Tisch School of the Arts. A 
former documentary filmmaker, she has taught film studies and written on film 
and philosophy for over twelve years.
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London Irish Fictions: Narrative, Diaspora and Identity
Murray, Tony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380154
222 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

This is the first book about the literature of the Irish in London. By examining over
30 novels, short stories and autobiographies set in London since the Second 
World War, London Irish Fictions investigates the complex psychological 
landscapes of belonging and cultural allegiance found in these unique and 
intensely personal perspectives on the Irish experience of migration.

Tony Murray is Director of the Irish Studies Centre at London Metropolitan 
University.
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American Disease Origins of Narcotic Control - 3rd edition
Musto, David F.
Oxford University Press .
9780195125092
432 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 4/22/1999

The American Disease is a classic study of the development of drug laws in the
U. S. Supporting the theory that Americans' attitudes toward drugs have followed
a cyclic pattern of tolerance and restraint, author David Musto examines the 
relations between public outcry and the creation of prohibitive drug laws from the
end of the Civil War to the present day.

David F. Musto, M.D., a well-known authority on drug abuse, is Professor of 
Child Psychiatry and the History of Medicine at the Yale School of Medicine.
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An Introduction to the Gospels and Acts
Myers, Alicia D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190926816
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
8 b/w illustrations . ESSENTIALS OF BIBLICAL STUDIES SERIES

In this short book, Alicia Myers takes readers on a journey through the Gospels 
and Acts, introducing them to the world of Jesus of Nazareth and of the believers
who composed and shared stories inspired by him.

Alicia D. Myers is Associate Professor of New Testament and Greek at Campbell
University And Research Fellow at the University of the Free State, 
Bloemfontein, South Africa.
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The Gratifications of Whiteness: W. E. B. Du Bois and the Enduring Rewards of
Anti-Blackness
Myers, Ella
Oxford University Press .
9780197556771
256 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/28/2022

In The Gratifications of Whiteness, Ella Myers looks at W. E. B. Du Bois's 
conceptualization of American whiteness to argue that his writings offer powerful
insights into the rewards that white identity has offered to Americans, both in the
past and present. Focusing on three key motifs found in his work--wage, 
pleasure, dominion--Myers shows that to Du Bois, whiteness is not one thing, but
many. Highlighting how Du Bois can help us recognize contemporary whiteness
as a multifaceted formation, this book explores the pressing contemporary issue
of what it means to be white through the lens developed by a major Black 
thinker.

Ella Myers is a political theorist and Associate Professor of Political Science and
Gender Studies at the University of Utah. She is author of Worldly Ethics: 
Democratic Politics and Care for the World (2013).Discount:
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Enemies Within: The Global Politics of Fifth Columns
Mylonas, Harris and Radnitz, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780197627945
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2022
8 Tables & Figures

This pathbreaking multidisciplinary volume brings together leading scholars to 
break new ground in the study of fifth columns and the politics that surround 
them.

Harris Mylonas is associate professor of political science and international affairs
at George Washington University. Scott Radnitz is the Herbert J. Ellison 
Associate Professor of Russian and Eurasian Studies and Director of the Ellison
Center for Russian, East European, and Central Asian Studies in the Jackson 
School of International Studies at the University of Washington.
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Native American Architecture
Nabokov, Peter and Easton, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195066654
432 pages
paperback
$59.95
Pub Date: 10/25/1990

For many people, Native American architecture calls to mind the wigwam, tipi, 
iglu, and pueblo. Yet the richly diverse building traditions of Native Americans 
encompass much more, including specific structures for sleeping, working, 
worshipping, meditating, playing, dancing, lounging, giving birth, decision-
making, cleansing, storing and preparing food, caring for animals, and honoring 
the dead.

Peter Nabokov, an anthropologist, has taught in the Department of Architecture 
at the University of California at Berkeley. Robert Easton, a noted California 
architect, has taught at the University of California at Los Angeles and is co-
editor of the acclaimed Shelter and Domebook.
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News on the Right: Studying Conservative News Cultures
Nadler, Anthony and Bauer, A.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190913533
280 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/7/2019

News on the Right offers a thorough introduction to right-wing and conservative
media in the United States and beyond.

Anthony Nadler is an Associate Professor of Media and Communication Studies
at Ursinus College and the author of Making the News Popular. A. J. Bauer is a
Visiting Assistant Professor in the Department of Media, Culture, and 
Communication at New York University.
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Competing by Design Power of Organizational Architecture
Nadler, David and Tushman, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195099171
256 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/10/1997

 This book represents an introduction to the design of organizations. It focuses 
on concepts for thinking about organizations and organization design, tools that 
are useful in designing organizations, and specific processes for making strategic
design decisions.
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Feeding a Thousand Souls: Women, Ritual, and Ecology in India- An Exploration
of the Kolam
Nagarajan, Vijaya
Oxford University Press .
9780190858070
336 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2018

This is the first comprehensive study of the kolam in the English language. It 
examines its significance in historical, mathematical, ecological, anthropological,
and literary contexts. The culmination of Vijaya Nagarajan's many years of 
research and writing on this exacting ritual practice, Feeding a Thousand Souls 
celebrates the experiences, thoughts, and voices of the Tamil women who keep 
this tradition alive.

Vijaya Nagarajan is an associate professor in the Department of 
Theology/Religious Studies and in the Program of Environmental Studies at the
University of San Francisco.
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Managing Stage Fright: A Guide for Musicians and Music Teachers
Nagel, Julie Jaffee
Oxford University Press .
9780190632021
234 pages
hardcover
$96
Pub Date: 11/30/2017

In Managing Stage Fright: A Guide for Musicians and Music Teachers, author 
Julie Jaffee Nagel unravels these mysteries, taking the reader on an intensive 
backstage tour of the anxious performer's emotions to explain why stage fright 
happens and what performers can do to increase their comfort in the glare of the
spotlight.

Julie Jaffee Nagel, Ph.D. is a graduate of The Juilliard School, The University of
Michigan and The Michigan Psychoanalytic Institute.
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Mind and Cosmos: Why the Materialist Neo-Darwinian Conception of Nature Is 
Almost Certainly False
Nagel, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780199919758
144 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2012

The modern materialist approach to life has conspicuously failed to explain such
central mind-related features of our world as consciousness, intentionality, 
meaning, and value.

Thomas Nagel is University Professor in the Department of Philosophy and the 
School of Law at New York University.
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Collaborative Advantage: Forging Green Industries in the New Global Economy
Nahm, Jonas
Oxford University Press .
9780197555378
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

In Collaborative Advantage, Jonas Nahm examines the development of the wind
and solar industries, two historically important sectors that have long been the 
target of ambitious public policy.

Jonas Nahm is Assistant Professor of Energy, Resources, and Environment at 
the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies.
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Marx in Motion: A New Materialist Marxism
Nail, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780197526484
264 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

This book offers readers a new perspective on several major ideas in Marx's 
work. It argues that Marx, contrary to convention, did not think history was 
deterministic or that reality could be reduced to classical materialism. Marx was 
not an anthropocentric humanist nor did he have a labor theory of value.

Thomas Nail is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Denver.
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Being and Motion
Nail, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780190908911
544 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/10/2018

Through its systematic ontology of movement, Being and Motion provides a path-
breaking historical ontology of our present.

Thomas Nail is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Denver.
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Machiavelli's Broken World
Najemy, John M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199580927
496 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 8/12/2022

Machiavelli was painfully aware of living in a disastrous moment of Italy's history,
and was harshly critical of Italy's princes, its professional soldiers, and the 
Church. This is a study of his evaluation of their failures, especially how wealthy
elites were prepared to undermine law and government to preserve and augment
their power and wealth.

John M. Najemy studied history at Princeton and Harvard and held fellowships at
the Villa I Tatti in Florence and from the Guggenheim Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the Humanities.
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John Dos Passos and Cinema
Nanney, Lisa
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070262
264 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

The first study of his little-known screen writing, John Dos Passos and Motion 
Pictures: Writing Film, Film Writing uses unpublished manuscripts and 
correspondence to explore how he adapted film aesthetics to structure his 
modernist novels of the 1920s and 1930s, then, beginning in the 1940s, 
attempted to revise those novels directly into screenplays reflecting the 
controversial conservative political shift that redefined his later literary career.

Lisa Nanney co-edited and co-authored the 2017 study of John Dos Passos's 
visual works, The Paintings and Drawings of John Dos Passos: A Collection and
Study (Clemson University Press).
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Some Versions of Cary Grant
Naremore, James
Oxford University Press .
9780197566381
232 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/3/2022

In his lively, accessible Some Versions of Cary Grant, author James Naremore 
argues for the outsized importance of Cary Grant to the history of film and of 
Hollywood.

James Naremore is author of many books on film, among them The Magic World
of Orson Welles, Acting in the Cinema, and More Than Night: Film Noir in Its 
Contexts.
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Women Philosophers in the Long Nineteenth Century: The German Tradition
Nassar, Dalia and Gjesdal, Kristin (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190868048
336 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2021

This volume makes available to English-language readers--in many cases for the
first time--the works of nine women philosophers from the German tradition. It 
showcases their contemporary relevance and their crucial contributions to 
nineteenth-century philosophical movements.

Dalia Nassar is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Sydney. 
Kristin Gjesdal is Professor of Philosophy at Temple University, Philadelphia.
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Situational Breakdowns: Understanding Protest Violence and other Surprising 
Outcomes
Nassauer, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780190922061
288 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2019
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics Series

Situational Breakdowns develops a counterintuitive approach on how surprising 
social outcomes emerge through a detailed analysis of the breakdown of 
everyday routines in violent protests, violence in uprisings, and failed store 
robberies.

Anne Nassauer is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the John F. Kennedy 
Institute for North American Studies at Freie Universitat Berlin.
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Deceitful Media: Artificial Intelligence and Social Life after the Turing Test
Natale, Simone
Oxford University Press .
9780190080372
208 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2021

Integrating media studies, science and technology studies, and social 
psychology, Deceitful Media examines the rise of artificial intelligence throughout
history and exposes the very human fallacies behind this technology.

Simone Natale is Associate Professor in media theory and history at the 
University of Turin, Italy.
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Memsahibs: British Women in Colonial India
Nath, Ipshita
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387089
496 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 9/15/2022

A refreshing study of colonial women's lives in British India, drawing on their 
writings to consider them as bold actors and overlooked historical sources.

Ipshita Nath received her Ph.D. in English Literature, from Jamia Millia Islamia, 
focusing on the representations of 'memsahibs' in postcolonial Indian literature. 
She currently teaches English at University of Delhi. Her short story collection, 
The Rickshaw Reveries, was published in 2020.
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Making Time for Making Music: How to Bring Music into Your Busy Life
Nathan, Amy
Oxford University Press .
9780190611590
296 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2018

Making Time for Making Music can help adults find ways to make music part of 
their lives. The first book of its kind, it is filled with real-life success stories from 
more than 350 adults who manage to fit music-making into their jam-packed 
schedules.

Amy Nathan is an amateur pianist and choral singer, and an award-winning 
author of nonfiction books for adults and young people.
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Finance and Security: Global Vulnerabilities, Threats and Responses
Navias, Martin S.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381360
288 pages
Kindle Edition
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

Timely account of the global threats facing the financial sector. Timely account of
the global threats facing the financial sector. Considers these threats through the
prism of security and war studies. Looks at the ever-evolving security challenges
and the key players internationally

Martin S. Navias is a lawyer in the City of London. He teaches Finance and 
Security in the Department of War Studies, King's College London.
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Liberal Capitalist Democracy: The God That Failed
Nayar, Krishnan
Oxford University Press .
9781787389496
496 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 4/15/2023

Did capitalism lead inevitably to democracy? Can liberalism overcome the 
ascendant authoritarian right? For liberal democracy to survive, it must learn 
history's lessons.

Krishnan Nayar (full name Radhakrishnan) has written on international affairs 
and world history for The Times Literary Supplement, Times Higher Education, 
the New Statesman, The Political Quarterly and Dagens Nyheter (Sweden). He 
has also worked for the BBC World Service. Long a Londoner, he now lives in 
Vancouver.
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Resurgent Asia: Diversity in Development
Nayyar, Deepak
Oxford University Press .
9780198849513
320 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 12/17/2019
WIDER Studies in Development Economics.

Assesses how development thinking and development outcomes in Asia have 
changed since Gunnar Myrdal published Asian Drama 50 years ago.  Situates 
development in Asia within historical perspectives and political and social factors.

Deepak Nayyar is Emeritus Professor of Economics at Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, New Delhi, and an Honorary Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.
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Resurgent Asia: Diversity in Development
Nayyar, Deepak
Oxford University Press .
9780198872511
336 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2/21/2023
WIDER Studies in Development Economics.

Over the last fifty years Asia has transformed beyond recognition. Resurgent 
Asia provides an analytical narrative of Asia's incredible development situated in
the wider context of historical, political, and social factors.

Deepak Nayyar is Emeritus Professor of Economics at Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, New Delhi, and an Honorary Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. He was
previously Distinguished University Professor of Economics at the New School 
for Social Research, New York and taught at the University of Oxford, the 
University of Sussex, and the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta.
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The Art of Emergency: Aesthetics and Aid in African Crises
Ndaliko, Cherie Rivers and Anderson, Samuel Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190692339
352 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2020

The Art of Emergency charts the maneuvers of art through conflict zones across
the African continent.

Cherie Rivers Ndaliko is an interdisciplinary scholar, activist, and Director of 
Research and Education at the Yole!Africa cultural center in the DRC. Samuel 
Mark Anderson is an ethnographer who researches expressive culture and its 
encounters with violence, politics, and public health in Sierra Leone and 
elsewhere in West Africa.
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Closing the Gap: The Quest to Understand Prime Numbers
Neale, Vicky
Oxford University Press .
9780198788287
176 pages
hardcover
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2017

A unique look at the biggest recent event in number theory. Looks not only at the
breakthroughs on the Twin Primes Conjecture, but also the public collaboration 
aspects of the Polymath8 project. Plenty of visual imagery and sketches to 
illustrate key ideas. Provides a glimpse into how the international mathematical 
community works

Vicky Neale is the Whitehead Lecturer at the Mathematical Institute and Balliol 
College, University of Oxford.
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French Lyric Diction: A Singer's Guide
Nedecky, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780197573839
416 pages
hardcover
$125
Pub Date: 11/28/2022
162 music examples, 2 figures, 24 tables

French Lyric Diction: A Singer's Guide provides a thorough account of the 
language as it is sung in opera and melodie, exploring often-overlooked topics 
including phrasal and emphatic stress, vocalic length, singing the French r, and 
traditions in the setting of French poetry.

Jason Nedecky is an instructor at the University of Toronto Faculty of Music, and
diction coach for its opera division. At the Glenn Gould School of the Royal 
Conservatory of Music, Toronto, he teaches French lyric diction and repertoire 
courses. Nedecky has appeared as baritone soloist in North America and Europe
and is a member of the Canadian Opera Company chorus. He has also covered
and performed numerous supporting roles for the company and has acted as its
French diction coach.
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Part-Time for All: A Care Manifesto
Nedelsky, Jennifer and Malleson, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780190642754
384 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2023
HERETICAL THOUGHT SERIES.

In Part-Time for All, Jennifer Nedelsky and Tom Malleson propose a plan to 
radically restructure both work and care and offer a solution to a fundamentally 
dysfunctional imbalance of work and care obligations. They argue that no 
competent adult should do paid work for more than 30 hours per week, and 
everyone should also contribute roughly 22 hours of unpaid care to family, 
friends, or their chosen community of care. While such a transformation would 
require radical changes to our cultural norms as well as to our workplace 
practices, this book carefully dissects the current crisis of care and offers a 
realistic plan forward.

Jennifer Nedelsky is a Professor at Osgoode Hall Law School of York University.
She was previously Professor of Law and Political Science at the University of 
Toronto and Professorial Fellow at the Institute for Social Justice, Sydney, 
Australia. Tom Malleson is Associate Professor in the Department of Social 
Justice & Peace Studies at King's University College at Western University.
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Aelfric's Lives Of Three English Saints
Needham, G. I. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890762
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1976
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Scholarly edition of Aelfric's 'Lives of Three English Saints' (Oswald, Edmund 
and Swithin) with contextual introduction and glossary.

G. I. Needham is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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Conditions of Visibility
Neer, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198845560
176 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2019
Visual Conversations in Art and Archaeology Series

What conditions must be met, what has to be in place, for a work of art to be 
visible? In this volume, leading scholars working at the intersection of 
archaeology and the history of art compare modern ways of seeing with ancient,
art-historical approaches.

Richard Neer is William B. Ogden Distinguished Service Professor of Art History,
Cinema & Media Studies, and the College, at the University of Chicago.
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Settling the Valley, Proclaiming the Gospel: The General Epistles of the Mormon
First Presidency
Neilson, Reid L. and Waite, Nathan N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190600891
464 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/3/2017

Settling the Valley, Proclaiming the Gospel collects the 14 general epistles, with 
introductions that provide historical, religious, and environmental contexts for the
letters, including how they fit into the Christian epistolary tradition by which they
were inspired.

Reid L. Neilson is Assistant Church Historian and Recorder for The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and Managing Director of the Church History 
Department. Nathan N. Waite is an Associate Editorial Manager for the Joseph 
Smith Papers Project in Salt Lake City.
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Monstrous Adversary: The Life of Edward De Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford
Nelson, Alan H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236887
528 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/9/2003
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP

The Elizabethan Court poet Edward de Vere has, since 1920, lived a notorious 
second, wholly illegitimate life as the putative author of the poems and plays of
William Shakespeare.  The work reconstructs Oxford's life, assesses his poetic 
works, and demonstrates the absurdity of attributing Shakespeare's works to 
him.  The first documentary biography of Oxford in over seventy years, 
Monstrous Adversary seeks to measure the real Oxford against the myth.  
Impeccably researched and presenting many documents written by Oxford 
himself, Nelson's book provides a unique insight into Elizabethan society and 
manners through the eyes of a man whose life was privately scandalous and 
richly documented.

Alan H. Nelson is Professor Emeritus in the Department of English at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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Revolutionary Contagion and International Politics
Nelson, Chad E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197601938
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022

In this book, Chad E. Nelson examines the point when leaders fear revolution is
spreading and how that affects international politics.

Chad E. Nelson is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Brigham Young
University.
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Imagined Audiences: How Journalists Perceive and Pursue the Public
Nelson, Jacob L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197542606
232 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

Jacob L. Nelson examines the role that audiences have traditionally played in 
journalism, how that role has changed, and what those changes mean for both 
the profession and the public.

Jonathan Walley is Associate Professor of Cinema at Denison University.
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A People at War: Civilians and Soldiers in America's Civil War
Nelson, Scott Reynolds and Sheriff, Carol
Oxford University Press .
9780195146554
288 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 1/3/2008

A People at War refutes the popular belief that during the American Civil War the
citizenry bent to the will of the nation's great military and political leaders. 
Capturing how the war rocked the lives of all segments of society, it argues that 
conflicts off the battlefield splintered society in the North and South, creating 
widespread chaos, guerrilla warfare, urban riots, and unprecedented public 
outcry.

Scott Nelson is Associate Professor of History at the College of William and 
Mary. Carol Sheriff is Associate Professor of History at the College of William 
and Mary.
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E Pluribus Unum: How the Common Law Helped Unify and Liberate Colonial 
America, 1607-1776
Nelson, William E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190880804
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2019

In E Pluribus Unum, eminent legal historian William E. Nelson shows that the 
colonies' gradual embrace of the common law was instrumental to the 
establishment of the United States. He traces how the diverse legal orders of 
Britain's thirteen colonies gradually evolved into one system, adding to our 
understanding of how law impacted governance in the colonial era and beyond.

William E. Nelson is Judge Edward Weinfeld Professor of Law, New York 
University. In 1961, he founded the Legal History Colloquium at NYU Law 
School.
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Innovation Generation: How to Produce Creative and Useful Scientific Ideas
Ness, Roberta B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199892594
272 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2012

In Innovation Generation, internationally renowned physician and scientist 
Roberta Ness provides all the tools you need to cast aside your habitual ways of
navigating the everyday world and to think 'outside the box. ' Based on an 
extraordinarily successful program at the University of Texas, this book provides
proven techniques to expand your ability to generate original ideas.

Roberta Ness is an internationally renowned physician-scientist and author of 
over 300 scientific papers and books.
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Genius Unmasked
Ness, Roberta
Oxford University Press .
9780199976591
240 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2013

Genius Unmasked reveals the true nature of genius, taking the reader on a 
journey through the lives and minds of more than a dozen brilliant scientists, 
ranging from Darwin, Einstein, Edison, and Pasteur, to such lesser known but 
important innovators as Maria Montessori.

Roberta Ness is an internationally renowned physician-scientist and author of 
over 300 scientific papers and books.
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Islamist Terrorism in Europe: A History
Nesser, Petter
Oxford University Press .
9780190264024
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/5/2016

Islamist terrorism in Europe is on the rise, as evidenced by the Charlie Hebdo 
shootings in Paris, the grisly beheading of a UK serviceman walking the streets 
of London in 2013, and the shooting spree in Toulouse and Montauban.

Petter Nesser is a senior research fellow with the Norwegian Defense Research
Establishment (FFI).
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Rollerball
Nette, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325666
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
Constellations

Drawing on numerous sources, including little examined documents in the 
archive of the film's screenwriter William Harrison, Andrew Nette examines the 
many dimensions of Rollerball's making and reception.

Andrew Nette is the coeditor of Girl Gangs, Biker Boys, and Real Cool Cats: Pulp
Fiction and Youth Culture, 1950 to 1980 (2017). He was a co-recipient of the 
Australian Film Institute Research Fellowship, examining depictions of crime and
policing in early Australian television crime drama.
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Saving Lives and Staying Alive: The Professionalization of Humanitarian Security
Neuman, Michael and Weissman, Fabrice
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046510
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2016

Building on MSF's experience and observations of the aid world by academics 
and practitioners, the authors of this book look at the drivers of the 
professionalization of humanitarian security and its impact on humanitarian 
practices, with a specific focus on Syria, CAR and kidnapping in the Caucasus.

Michael Neuman is director of studies at MSF-Crash. He joined MSF in 1999, 
alternating between missions in the field and positions at MSF headquarters.
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The Zambezi: A History
Newitt, Malyn
Oxford University Press .
9781787387003
424 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

Traces the history of the peoples that have lived along this key African artery.

Malyn Newitt was deputy vice-chancellor of the University of Exeter, and the first
holder of the Charles Boxer Chair, King's College London.
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First Portuguese Colonial Empire
Newitt, Malyn and Disney, Anthony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892575
112 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1986

The four essays in this book examine aspects of Portugal's first overseas empire,
the maritime and commercial empire that was founded in the fifteenth century 
and which, during the sixteenth century extended from Brazil to China.
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A Short History of Mozambique
Newitt, Malyn
Oxford University Press .
9780190847425
224 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2017

A splendidly written portrait of Mozambique in the colonial and post-colonial eras,
by the premier historian of the country.  Explains why, twenty-five years after the
Peace Accord, Mozambicans still remain among the poorest people in the world.
Beginning with the slave trade and the drawing of colonial boundaries, Newitt 
traces the historical origins of Mozambique's checkered history of development.

Malyn Newitt was Deputy Vice Chancellor of Exeter University and first holder of
the Charles Boxer Chair at King's College London.
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Emigration and the Sea: An Alternative History of Portugal and the Portuguese
Newitt, Malyn
Oxford University Press .
9780190263935
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2015

Today Portuguese is the seventh most widely spoken language in the world and
Brazil is a new economic powerhouse.

Malyn Newitt is Professor of History in the Department of Portuguese and 
Brazilian Studies, King's College London and author of A History of Mozambique
and Portugal in Africa.
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Six Authors in Search of Justice: Engaging with Political Transitions
Newman, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190495749
328 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 10/1/2016

This book makes an original and readable contribution to defining the nature of 
justice in the aftermath of a repressive regime.

Michael Newman is Emeritus Professor of Politics at London Metropolitan 
University and now teaches at New York University in London.
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Love Canal: A Toxic History from Colonial Times to the Present
Newman, Richard S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190053840
328 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2019

A history of the Love Canal region from the nation's founding and the utopian city
planned for the Niagara area to the building of the region's chemistry industry to 
the environmental disaster at Love Canal and its aftermath.

Richard S. Newman is Professor of History at Rochester Institute of Technology.
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Orchestra Management Handbook: Building Relationships in Turbulent Times
Newton, Travis
Oxford University Press .
9780197550687
248 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
20 halftones

In the Orchestra Management Handbook, longtime orchestra manager, violinist,
and professor Travis Newton offers the key tools and skills necessary to 
successfully enter the world of orchestra management.

Travis Newton is Associate Professor of Music at Le Moyne College in Syracuse,
NY, where he is director of the Arts Administration program.
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The World in the Wave Function: A Metaphysics for Quantum Physics
Ney, Alyssa
Oxford University Press .
9780190097714
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/16/2021

How do quantum theories force us to revise our picture of the fundamental 
nature of reality? This book outlines a range of ways to address the fundamental
weirdness of quantum mechanics, from holism and nonlocality to higher 
dimensions. Alyssa Ney defends one approach to answering this question, 
based on an early suggestion of Schrodinger - to take the quantum wave 
function as a real field that ultimately constitutes the rest of our reality.

Alyssa Ney is Professor of Philosophy at UC Davis.
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Games: Agency as Art
Nguyen, C. Thi
Oxford University Press .
9780190052089
252 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/23/2020

This volume presents a new theory of games which insists on their unique value.

C. Thi Nguyen as of July 2020 is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the 
University of Utah.
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Women and the Crusades
Nicholson, Helen J.
Oxford University Press .
9780198806721
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2023
3 black and white maps, 4 family trees

Helen Nicholson surveys women's involvement in medieval crusading from the 
11th century to the 16th, arguing that medieval women were deeply involved in 
the crusades, but that the roles that they could play and how their 
contemporaries recorded their deeds were dictated by social convention and 
cultural expectations.

Helen J. Nicholson is Professor of Medieval History at Cardiff University, UK. 
She has published extensively on the crusades, the military orders, and various 
related subjects, including a translation of a chronicle of the Third Crusade and 
an edition of the Templar trial proceedings in Britain and Ireland. She has just 
completed a history of Queen Sybil of Jerusalem (1186-1190).
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In Search of a Theory of Everything: The Philosophy Behind Physics
Nicolaides, Demetris
Oxford University Press .
9780190098353
208 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

In Search of a Theory of Everything takes readers on an adventurous journey 
through space and time on a quest for a unified theory of everything by means of
a rare and agile interplay between the natural philosophies of influential ancient
Greek thinkers and the laws of modern physics.

Demetris Nicolaides is an award-winning professor of physics at Bloomfield 
College.
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Menergy: San Francisco's Gay Disco Sound
Niebur, Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780197511084
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022
10 b&w illustrations.

Menergy is the product of years of research, with dozens of personal interviews,
archival research drawing upon hundreds of contemporary journals, 
photographs, bar rags, diaries, nightclub ephemera, and, most importantly, the 
recordings of the San Francisco artists themselves.

Louis Niebur is Associate Professor at the University of Nevada, Reno.
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The Power of Platforms: Shaping Media and Society
Nielsen, Rasmus Kleis and Ganter, Sarah Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780190908867
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES.

In The Power of Platforms, Rasmus Kleis Nielsen and Sarah Anne Ganter draw
on original interviews and other qualitative evidence from the United States, 
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom to trace the development of the 
relationships between platforms and news publishers.

Rasmus Kleis Nielsen is Director of the Reuters Institute for the Study of 
Journalism and Professor of Political Communication at the University of Oxford.
Sarah Anne Ganter is Assistant Professor of Communication and Cultural Policy
in the School of Communication at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver.
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Promises to Keep: African Americans and the Constitutional Order, 1776 to the 
Present - 2nd edition
Nieman, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780190071646
368 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

Widely considered the first history of US Constitutionalism that places African 
Americans at the center, Promises to Keep is a compelling overview of how 
conflict over African Americans' place in American society has shaped the 
Constitution, law, and our understanding of citizenship and rights

Donald G. Nieman is Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
at Binghamton University, State University of New York.
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Ancient Greece in Film and Popular Culture - Revised second edition
Nisbet, Gideon
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675785
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2008
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live Series

This revised and expanded second edition responds to new developments in the
reception of Greece in contemporary popular culture, and particularly the impact
of the film "300" (2006).

Gideon Nisbet is a Lecturer in Classics at the Institute of Archaeology and 
Antiquity, University of Birmingham.
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Listing:

Letters of Basil Bunting
Niven, Alex
Oxford University Press .
9780198754817
496 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

An edition of the letters of the poet Basil Bunting (1900-1985) to recipients 
including Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, Harriet Monroe, William Carlos Williams, Louis
Zukofsky, Ted Hughes, George Oppen, Allen Ginsberg, Donald Davie and Tom
Pickard.

Alex Niven, Lecturer in English Literature, Newcastle University Alex Niven is 
Lecturer in English Literature at Newcastle University and his books include Folk
Opposition (2011) and New Model Island (2019).
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Listing:

Nazism 1919-1945 Volume 1: The Rise to Power 1919-1934: A Documentary 
Reader
Noakes, Jeremy and Pridham, G. (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895989
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 1)

Volume 1 of this series of documents with commentary covers the period from 
the founding of the Nazi Party in 1919 to Hitler's assumption of the office of 
Fuhrer and Reich Chancellor of 1 August 1934.

Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

Nazism 1919-1945 Volume 2: State, Economy and Society 1933-39: A 
Documentary Reader
Noakes, Jeremy and Pridham, G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895996
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 2)

Volume 2 of this series of documents with commentary covers the domestic 
aspects of the regime between 1933 and 1939: the political stystem, the 
economy and society, propaganda and indoctrination, policies towards youth and
women, the SS system of terror, antisemitism and popular attitudes towards the 
regime - consent, dissent and resistance.

Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

Nazism 1919-1945 Volume 3: Foreign Policy, War and Racial Extermination: A 
Documentary Reader
Noakes, Jeremy and Pridham, G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896023
208 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 3)

This is a new edition of Volume Three of the four volume collection of documents
on Nazism 1919-1945, with substantial revisions to three chapters and the 
inclusion of many new documents, an index and a revised bibliography. The 
volume contains the most systematic documentation available in English of the 
Nazi programmes of racial and eugenic extermination, including a case study of 
the occupation of Poland.

Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

Nazism 1919-1945 Volume 4: The German Home Front in World War II: A 
Documentary Reader
Noakes, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893114
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/6/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 4)

Volume 4 of this acclaimed series of documents with commentary is the most 
substantial study of the German home front in World War II available in English. 
It illuminates the nature of Nazism and the regime it established by documenting
politics and life in wartime Germany: government and party, law and terror, 
welfare and social planning, sex and population policy, women, youth, 
propoganda, morale and resistance.

Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

The Civilian in War: The Home Front in Europe, Japan and the USA in World 
War II
Noakes, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893572
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1992
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 32)

A collection of essays by specialist authors covering both belligerent and 
occupied countries: Britain, Germany, the United States, the former Soviet 
Union, Japan, Italy, Poland, France and the Netherlands. It explores the impact 
of the Second World War on the civilian population by looking at such aspects as
propaganda, morale, labour mobilization, the role of women, resistance and 
collaboration within a comparative framework.

Jeremy Noakes is Professor of History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

Form as Harmony in Rock Music
Nobile, Drew
Oxford University Press .
9780190948368
320 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2020

Drew Nobile offers the first comprehensive theory of form for 1960s, 70s, and 
80s classic rock repertoire, showing how songs in this genre are not simply a 
series of discrete elements, but rather exhibit cohesive formal-harmonic 
structures across their entire timespan.

Drew Nobile is Assistant Professor of Music Theory at the University of Oregon.
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Listing:

America's Book: The Rise and Decline of a Bible Civilization, 1794-1911
Noll, Mark A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197623466
848 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/3/2022

America's Book shows how the Bible decisively shaped American national 
history even as that history decisively influenced the use of Scripture.

Mark A. Noll is Professor of History Emeritus at the University of Notre Dame.
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Listing:

International Law in Domestic Courts: A Casebook
Nollkaemper, Andre / Reinisch, August / Janik, Ralph / Simlinger, Florentina
Oxford University Press .
9780198739753
768 pages
paperback
$67
Pub Date: 1/28/2019

This ILDC Casebook is the perfect companion, shedding light on the theories 
and doctrines underlying the use of international law in domestic courts, and 
illustrating the importance of domestic courts in formulating law across the globe.

Andre Nollkaemper is Professor of Public International Law at the Faculty of Law
of the University of Amsterdam. August Reinisch is Professor of International and
European Law at the University of Vienna. Ralph Janik is a Lecturer at the 
University of Vienna and Webster University. Florentina Simlinger is an Assistant
at the Section for International Law and International Relations at the University 
of Vienna.
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Listing:

Galileo Unbound: A Path Across Life, the Universe and Everything
Nolte, David D.
Oxford University Press .
9780198805847
352 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

Galileo Unbound traces the history of dynamics that brought us from Galileo's 
law of free fall to today's geneticists measuring evolutionary drift, entangled 
quantum particles moving among many worlds, and our lives as trajectories 
traversing a phase space with thousands of dimensions.

David D. Nolte is the Edward M. Purcell Distinguished Professor of Physics and
Astronomy at Purdue University.
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Listing:

The Knowledge-Creating Company: How Japanese Companies Create the 
Dynamics of Innovation
Nonaka, Ikujiro and Takeuchi, Hirotaka
Oxford University Press .
9780195092691
304 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/18/1995

In The Knowledge-Creating Company, Nonaka and Takeuchi provide an inside 
look at how Japanese companies go about creating this new knowledge 
organizationally.

Ikujiro Nonaka is a Professor in School of Knowledge Science at the Japan 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology. Hirotaka Takeuchi is a Professor
of Management at the Institute of Business Research, Hitosubashi University.
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Listing:

The Wise Company: How Companies Create Continuous Innovation
Nonaka, Ikujiro and Takeuchi, Hirotaka
Oxford University Press .
9780190497002
304 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2019

To survive and thrive in this day and age of high-velocity change, companies 
must draw on high quality, experiential knowledge: practical wisdom.

Ikujiro Nonaka is Professor Emeritus at the Graduate School of International 
Corporate Strategy, Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo. Hirotaka Takeuchi is 
Professor of Management Practice at Harvard Business School.
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Listing:

Self-Help That Works: Resources to Improve Emotional Health and Strengthen 
Relationships
Norcross, John C. and Campbell, Linda F.
Oxford University Press .
9780199915156
624 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 3/29/2013

Self-Help That Works is an indispensable guide that enables readers to identify 
effective self-help materials and distinguish them from those that are potentially
misleading or even harmful.

John C. Norcross is Professor of Psychology and Distinguished University Fellow
at the University of Scranton. Linda F. Campbell, PhD, is a professor and director
of the training clinic in the Department of Counseling and Human Development at
the University of Georgia. John M. Grohol, PsyD, is an expert in online 
psychology, a researcher, and CEO and founder of a leading mental health 
network online, PsychCentral.com. John W. Santrock, PhD, is Professor of 
Psychology at the University of Texas at Dallas. Florin Selagea, MS, is a doctoral
student in counseling psychology at the University of Georgia. Robert Sommer, 
PhD, is Distinguished Professor of Psychology Emeritus at the University of 
California, Davis.
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Listing:

Antioch as a Centre of Hellenic Culture, as Observed by Libanius
Norman, A.F. (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235958
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2001
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 34)

Focusing on the first and last years of Libanius' Antiochene career (AD 354-388),
this volume illustrates his great range of his rhetorical skills, while at the same 
time illuminating the intrigues of city politics and university life.

The late A. F. Norman, a well-known authority on Libanius, was formerly 
professor at the University of Hull.
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Listing:

Sweden's Dark Soul: The Unravelling of a Utopia
Norman, Kajsa
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380097
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

How has the poster child of cradle to grave welfare fared in recent decades, and
what have the strains on Swedish society revealed about its true nature?

Kajsa Norman is a London-based investigative journalist and author. She has 
previously published books on Cuba, Zimbabwe and Venezuela.
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Listing:

Sweden's Dark Soul: The Unravelling of a Utopia
Norman, Kajsa
Oxford University Press .
9781787384095
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

How has the poster child of cradle to grave welfare fared in recent decades, and
what have the strains on Swedish society revealed about its true nature?

Kajsa Norman is a London-based investigative journalist and author. She has 
previously published books on Cuba, Zimbabwe and Venezuela.
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Listing:

Bridge Over Blood River: The Rise and Fall of the Afrikaners
Norman, Kajsa
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046817
208 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2017

Investigative reporter Kajsa Norman uses the lens of the Afrikaners' story to 
examine modern considerations about identity, nationalism, and race

Kajsa Norman is a London-based investigative journalist and author focused on
dictatorships and conflict zones. She has previously published books on Cuba, 
Zimbabwe, and Venezuela. She has also served as a press and information 
officer for the Swedish Armed Forces in Afghanistan and Mali.
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Listing:

Witchcraft in Early Modern Scotland: James VI's Demonology and the North 
Berwick Witches
Normand, Lawrence and Roberts, Gareth
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893886
288 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Exeter Studies in History.

This volume provides a valuable introduction to the key concepts of witchcraft 
and demonology through a detailed study of one of the best known and most 
notorious episodes of Scottish history, the North Berwick witch hunt, in which 
King James was involved as alleged victim, interrogator, judge and 
demonologist.
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Listing:

Witnessing Whiteness: Confronting White Supremacy in the American Church
Norris, Kristopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190055813
252 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2020

Witnessing Whiteness identifies the roots of white supremacy within the Christian
church's theology and practice, and argues that the white church has a particular,
and fundamental, responsibility to address it.

Kristopher Norris is Visiting Professor of Public Theology at Wesley Theological
Seminary in Washington, DC.
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Listing:

In Praise of Skepticism: Trust but Verify
Norris, Pippa
Oxford University Press .
9780197530115
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022

Trust is conventionally believed to have many beneficial consequences for 
citizens and societies. Pippa Norris' In Praise of Skepticism questions the 
prevalent assumptions underpinning modern accounts of trust. Norris unpacks 
the concept and advances a new four-fold typology where trust by principals is 
compared with indicators of the competency, integrity, and impartiality of 
governments. Drawing on new evidence from the European Values 
Survey/World Values Survey conducted in more than 100 societies around the 
world, Norris concludes that the risks arising from too much credulous trust by 
citizens towards authorities are commonly underestimated.

Pippa Norris is the Paul McGuire Lecturer in Comparative Politics at Harvard 
University's Kennedy School of Government and Faculty Affiliate in the 
Department of Government at Harvard. A prolific and award-winning author, she
has taught at Harvard for three decades.Discount:
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Listing:

Electoral Integrity in America: Securing Democracy
Norris, Pippa / Cameron, Sarah / Wynter, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780190934170
280 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 11/20/2018

Given the importance of striking the right balance between security and 
inclusiveness in voter registration, this volume brings together legal scholars, 
political scientists, and electoral assistance practitioners to provide new 
evidence-based insights and policy-relevant recommendations.

Pippa Norris is ARC Laureate Professor of Government and International 
Relations at the University of Sydney, Paul McGuire Lecturer in Comparative 
Politics at Harvard University, and Director of the Electoral Integrity Project. 
Sarah Cameron is Senior Research Associate and the Electoral Integrity Project
Manager at the University of Sydney. Thomas Wynter is Senior Research 
Associate at the Electoral Integrity Project and Program Manager of the 
Perceptions of Electoral Integrity survey.
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Andreas: An Edition
North, Richard and Bintley, Michael (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620726
392 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2019
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP Series

This is the first edition of Andreas for 55 years, also the first to present the Anglo-
Saxon, or rather Old English, text with a parallel Modern English poetic 
translation.

Richard North teaches at University College London. Michael Bintley is Senior 
Lecturer in Medieval Literature at Canterbury Christ Church University.
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The Struggle for Law in the Oceans: How an Isolationist Narrative Betrays 
America
Norton Moore, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197626962
336 pages
hardcover
$39.99
Pub Date: 2/3/2023

The Struggle for Law in the Oceans argues that by following a misleading 
isolationist narrative and not acceding to the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the United States has harmed and continues to harm
its interests. The book makes a compelling case for acceding to UNCLOS at the
earliest opportunity.

John Norton Moore is Emeritus Professor of Law and Emeritus Director of both 
the Center for National Security Law and the Center for Oceans Law and Policy
at University of Virginia. He is an authority on international law, national security 
law, and the law of the sea.
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Wild Democracy: Anarchy, Courage, and Ruling the Law
Norton, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780197644348
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023
HERETICAL THOUGHT SERIES.

Wild Democracy calls for a more anarchic, more courageous democracy. This is
an ethic for people who know the rights they hold, and who struggle to rule 
themselves. This is an ethic for pirates and rebels; an ethic for those who will not
be mastered. Democracy is always a risky business; full of promise and danger.
The promise is freedom. The danger is fear: fear of the unknown, fear of the 
unruly, fear of one another, fear of anarchy. Fear leads to authoritarianism. 
Anarchy leads to courage, to self-reliance, self-discipline, and self-rule. Liberals 
and conservatives look to institutions to control an unruly people. Anne Norton's
vision of democracy turns on democratic people: on ethics, practices, and the 
courage to rule ourselves.

Anne Norton is the Stacey and Henry Jackson President's Distinguished 
Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. She is the author of seven books, 
including Leo Strauss and the Politics of American Empire, 95 Theses on 
Politics, Culture, and Method, and On the Muslim Question.
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Meet the Food Radicals
Norwood, F. Bailey and Mix, Tamara L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190620431
288 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/27/2019

Meet the Food Radicals introduces the reader to twenty-seven individuals to offer
insight into practices and solutions that shape how we farm, how our food system
operates, and how we eat.

F. Bailey Norwood is Barry Pollard, MD / P&K Equipment, Inc. Professor of 
Agricultural Economics at Oklahoma State University. Tama L. Mix is Laurence 
L. and Georgia Ina Dresser Professor in Rural Sociology at Oklahoma State 
University.
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Birmingham Sculpture Trails
Noszlopy, George T. and Waterhouse, Fiona
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311345
224 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 7/31/2008

This richly illustrated volume includes more than one hundred colour 
photographs and showcases the rich array of monuments and sculptures in the 
city of Birmingham.

George T. Noszlopy was Emeritus Professor of Art History at the University of 
Central England. Fiona Waterhouse is a researcher at the University of Central 
England.
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Public Sculpture of Staffordshire and the Black Country
Noszlopy, George T. and Waterhouse, Fiona
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239994
288 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 12/15/2005
Public Sculpture of Britain (Book 9)

There are over 450 entries describing many sculptures and groups of sculptures,
with illustrations of all the major works.

George T. Noszlopy was Emeritus Professor of Art History at the University of 
Central England. Fiona Waterhouse is a researcher at the University of Central 
England.
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Public Sculpture of Birmingham
Noszlopy, George T.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236924
288 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/6/1998
Liverpool University Press - Public Sculpture of Britain (Book 2). Edited by 
Jeremy Beach.

Birmingham not only attracted major sculptors from London, but as a great 
manufacturing city it possessed busy workshops of local sculptors, often closely
associated with its progressive and important art school. As a result the city has
an extensive range of monuments and sculptures accessible to the public.

George T. Noszlopy is Professor Emeritus of art history at the University of 
Central England.
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Public Sculpture of Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull
Noszlopy, George
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238478
400 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/3/2003
Public Sculpture of Britain Ser.

Public sculpture reflects the history of a county and few other areas have 
Warwickshire's variety and vitality.

George T. Noszlopy is Professor Emeritus of art history at the University of 
Central England.
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Going to the Palais: A Social And Cultural History of Dancing and Dance Halls in
Britain, 1918-1960
Nott, James
Oxford University Press .
9780198866633
344 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2020

From the Charleston to the Twist, Going to the Palais provides a lively and vivid
account of dancing and its interaction with race, gender, class, and national 
identity in Britain from 1918 to 1960, exploring the pivotal role dancehalls and 
dancing played in twentieth-century British social and cultural history.

James Nott is Lecturer in Modern History at University of St Andrews.
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Beethoven's String Quartet in C-sharp Minor, Op. 131
November, Nancy
Oxford University Press .
9780190059217
152 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2021
Oxford Keynotes . 12 illustrations  illustrations

In Beethoven's String Quartet in C-sharp Minor, Op. 131, author Nancy 
November provides an analysis of Beethoven's Op. 131, illuminated by excerpts 
from a range of sound recordings, geared towards allowing the reader to access
earlier modes of listening and interpretation.

Nancy November is an Associate Professor in musicology at the University of 
Auckland.
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The Oxford History of World Cinema
Nowell-Smith, Geoffrey (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780198742425
856 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/11/1999

Covering all aspects of its development, stars, studios, and cultural impact, the 
book celebrates and chronicles over one hundred years of diverse achievement 
from westerns to the New Wave, from animation to the avant-garde, and from 
Hollywood to Hong Kong.

Geoffrey Nowell-Smith is Project Director for European Filmography, and Fellow
of the European Humanities Research Centre at Oxford University.
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A Pre-Raphaelite Journey: The Art of Eleanor Fortescue-Brickdale
Nunn, Pamela Gerrish
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318573
96 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - National Museums Liverpool

This book is the first monograph on the artist. It is the result of extensive 
research by Pamela Gerrish Nunn, whose work on Pre-Raphaelite women artists
has done so much to re-assess the art history of the Victorian period.

Pamela Gerrish Nunn was formerly Professor of Art History and Theory at 
University of Canterbury.
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Creating Africas: Struggles Over Nature, Conservation and Land
Nustad, Knut G.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042581
224 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 5/15/2015

In Africa, conflicts between protected areas for fauna and flora and space for 
their surrounding human populations continue despite years spent trying to find 
an accommodation between the needs of both parties. Creating Africas 
investigates the roots of the current conservation boom, demonstrates that it is 
part of a struggle over various definitions of existing realities, and examines the 
global effects of this struggle.

Knut G. Nustad is Associate Professor at the University of Oslo and Senior 
Researcher at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI).
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Travelling While Black: Essays Inspired by a Life on the Move
Nyabola, Nanjala
Oxford University Press .
9781787383821
264 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021

Thoughtful and original reflections on migration, identity and the experiences of a
black woman abroad.

Nanjala Nyabola is a writer and political analyst based in Nairobi, Kenya. Her 
work focuses on the intersection between technology and politics, as well as 
migration and human mobility. A constant traveller, at the time of writing she has
visited over seventy countries across four continents.
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The Entrepreneurial Muse: Inspiring Your Career in Classical Music
Nytch, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780190630980
240 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

The Entrepreneurial Muse: Inspiring your Career in Classical Music explores 
principles of entrepreneurship in a classical music setting, inspiring students, 
emerging professionals, and educators alike to gain the broader perspective and
strategic understanding required to negotiate the complex and ever-changing 
landscape of a professional music career.

Jeffrey Nytch is Director of the Entrepreneurship Center for Music and Associate
Professor at The University of Colorado - Boulder.
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The Passionate Muse: Exploring Emotion in Stories
Oatley, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780199767632
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 3/23/2012

The emotions a character feels--Hamlet's vengefulness when he realizes his 
uncle has killed his father, Anna Karenina's despair when she feels she can 
longer sustain her life, Marcel's joy when he tastes a piece of madeleine cake--
are vital aspects of the experience of fiction. As Keith Oatley points out, it's not 
just the emotions of literary characters such as these in which we are interested.
If we didn't ourselves experience emotions, we wouldn't go to the play, or watch 
the film, or read the book.

Keith Oatley is Professor Emeritus of Cognitive Psychology at the University of 
Toronto.
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The Scientific Sherlock Holmes: Cracking the Case with Science and Forensics
O'Brien, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190670917
200 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

In The Scientific Sherlock Holmes, James O'Brien provides an in-depth look at 
Holmes's use of science in his investigations.

Jim O'Brien is Distinguished Professor Emeritus at Missouri State University.
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Distant Voices Still Heard: Contemporary Readings of French Renaissance 
Literature
O'Brien, John and Quainton, Malcolm (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237952
240 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/11/2000

The aim of this book is to introduce the modern student to readings of French 
Renaissance literature, drawing on the perspectives of contemporary literary 
theories.

John O'Brien is Professor in the Department of French at Royal Holloway, 
University of London. Malcolm Quainton is Professor of French Studies in the 
Department of European Languages and Cultures, Lancaster University.
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Political Communication in the Republic of Ireland
O'Brien, Mark and Ó Beacháin, Donnacha
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381489
268 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2015

This book presents an overview of political communication in the Republic of 
Ireland from a multiplicity of perspectives and sources.

Dr Mark O'Brien is Lecturer in the School of Communications at Dublin City 
University. Dr Donnacha O Beachain is Lecturer in the School of Law and 
Government at Dublin City University.
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War and Justice in the 21st Century: A Case Study on the International Criminal
Court and its Interaction with the War on Terror
Ocampo, Luis Moreno
Oxford University Press .
9780197628973
648 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2022

This is the inside story of the International Criminal Court, perhaps the most 
innovative international institution, from the unique perspective of its first Chief 
Prosecutor, Luis Moreno Ocampo.

Luis Moreno Ocampo was appointed by 78 nations as the founding Chief 
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court in 2003. He received the 
unprecedented mandate to trigger the Court's intervention into sovereign states,
making the decision to commence investigations and trials in seventeen different
countries. Previously he was the deputy prosecutor in the Junta trial and 
intervened as a national prosecutor in other crucial cases related to Argentina's 
transition to democracy. He contributed to anticorruption efforts by the World 
Bank and NGOs like Transparency International. He was a visiting Professor at 
Stanford, Harvard, Hebrew, and Al Qud Universities, and a senior fellow at Yale
and NYU.
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On Borders: Territories, Legitimacy, and the Rights of Place
Ochoa Espejo, Paulina
Oxford University Press .
9780190074203
344 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2020

On Borders asks when are borders legitimate, and it offers a new theory to 
answer the question. The book challenges critical and normative theories that 
criticize or justify borders solely in terms of identity (who you are), and instead 
frames borders and border legitimacy from the perspective of place and 
presence (where you are).

Paulina Ochoa Espejo is Associate Professor of Political Science at Haverford 
College.
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Inspiration: Towards a Christian Interpretation of Biblical Inspiration
O'Collins, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780198824183
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/5/2018

Inspiration: Towards a Christian Interpretation of Biblical Inspiration anchors its 
study of inspiration firmly in the Scriptures and examines the inspired nature of 
the Bible and its inspiring impact.

Gerald O'Collins is Professor Emeritus, Gregorian University, Rome; Adjunct 
Professor, Australian Catholic University; Research Fellow, University of Divinity,
Melbourne.
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The Beauty of Jesus Christ: Filling out a Scheme of St Augustine
O'Collins, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780198853633
176 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2020

This book anchors its account of the beauty of Jesus Christ to a scheme found in
St Augustine of Hippo's Expositions of the Psalms.

Gerald O'Collins is Professor Emeritus, Gregorian University, Rome; Adjunct 
Professor, Australian Catholic University; Research Fellow, University of Divinity,
Melbourne.
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Saint Augustine on the Resurrection of Christ: Teaching, Rhetoric, and 
Reception
O'Collins, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780198799542
160 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/20/2017

Despite an enormous amount of literature on St Augustine of Hippo, this work 
provides the first examination of what he taught about the resurrection of Jesus
Christ.

Gerald O'Collins is Professor Emeritus, Gregorian University, Rome; Adjunct 
Professor, Australian Catholic University; Research Fellow, University of Divinity,
Melbourne.
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The Origins of Unfairness: Social Categories and Cultural Evolution
O'Connor, Cailin
Oxford University Press .
9780198789970
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/18/2019

In almost every human society some people get more and others get less. Why 
is inequity the rule in human societies? Philosopher Cailin O'Connor reveals how
cultural evolution works on social categories such as race and gender to 
generate unfairness.

Cailin O'Connor is an Associate Professor of Logic and Philosophy of Science 
and a member of the Institute for Mathematical Behavioral Science at the 
University of California, Irvine.
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The Islandman
O'Crohan, Tomas
Oxford University Press .
9780192812339
262 pages
paperback
$18
Pub Date: 3/23/1978

Tomas O'Crohan was born on the Great Blasket Island in 1865 and died there in
1937, a great master of his native Irish. His book is a valuable description of a 
now vanished way of life; his sole purpose in writing it was in his own words, 'to 
set down the character of the people about me so that some record of us might 
live after us, for the like of us will never be again'.

Tomás Ó Criomhthain, anglicised as Tomas O'Crohan or Thomas O'Crohan, was
a native of the Irish-speaking Great Blasket Island 3 kilometres off the coast of 
the Dingle Peninsula in Ireland.
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Augustine's City of God: A Reader's Guide
O'Daly, Gerard
Oxford University Press .
9780198841241
384 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/22/2020

The City of God, written in the aftermath of the Gothic sack of Rome in AD 410, 
is the most influential of Augustine's works, having played a decisive role in the 
formation of the Christian West.

Gerard O'Daly read Classics at University College Dublin and has a doctorate in
Plotinus from Berne University, Switzerland. Now retired, Gerard O'Daly has 
taught at the Universities of Lancaster, Wurzburg, and Nottingham.
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A Runner Among Falling Leaves: A Story of Childhood
O'Driscoll, Ciaran
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239475
400 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 2/15/2005

Ciaran O'Driscoll reconstructs his lost childhood in order to unearth the roots of 
the man he has become.

Ciaran O'Driscoll was born in Co. Kilkenny and lives in Limerick. He has 
published eight books of poetry.
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Beyond the 'Wild Tribes': Understanding Modern Afghanistan and Its Diaspora
Oeppen, Ceri
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040556
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/16/2010

This volume, edited by Ceri Oeppen and Angela Schlenkhoff, brings together the
work of some of the leading European specialists studying Afghanistan and its 
diaspora. It collates work that contributes to our understanding of modern 
Afghanistan, and moves beyond the caricatures of Afghanistan and Afghans that
have their roots in European imperial texts of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries but can still be seen today.

Ceri Oeppen completed her doctoral studies at the Sussex Centre for Migration
Research, University of Sussex.
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Dialysis without Fear A Guide to Living Well on Dialysis for Patients and Their 
Families
Offer, Daniel / Offer, Marjorie Kaiz / Szafir, Susan Offer
Oxford University Press .
9780195309959

paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/28/2007

In Dialysis Without Fear, psychiatrist and dialysis patient Dr. Daniel Offer joins 
with his wife, Marjorie Kaiz Offer, and daughter, Susan Offer Szafir, to reveal 
how life can be lived--and lived well--on dialysis.
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Blood Entanglements: Evangelicals and Gangs in El Salvador
Offutt, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780197587317
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2023

Blood Entanglements shows the importance of religion in gang-controlled 
neighborhoods in El Salvador through extensive empirical data and the personal
stories of people who live there. Stephen Offutt uses the notion of entanglement 
to explain how and why evangelicals have such frequent and often intimate 
interactions with gangs, which are groups that many evangelicals believe are 
evil. Entanglement, he shows, also sheds light on how evangelicals engage with
Latin American society and social problems more generally.

Stephen Offutt is Associate Professor of Development Studies at Asbury 
Theological Seminary. He is the author of New Centers of Global Evangelicalism
in Latin America and Africa.
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Alexander the Great: Myth, Genesis and Sexuality
Ogden, Daniel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898386
240 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 1/12/2011
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

In this book, Daniel Ogden discusses the mythologizing of procreation and sex in
the ancient traditions surrounding Alexander.

Daniel Ogden is Professor of Ancient History at the University of Exeter.
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Trouble in Mind: Stories from a Neuropsychologist's Casebook
Ogden, Jenni
Oxford University Press .
9780199827008

hardcover
$63
Pub Date: 2/2/2012

In Trouble in Mind, neuropsychologist Jenni Ogden, author of Fractured Minds, 
transports the reader into the world of some of her most memorable neurological
patients as she explores with compassion, insight, and vivid description the 
human side of brain damage.

Jenni Ogden holds a PhD in psychology and worked as a university professor, 
researcher and practitioner in the fields of clinical psychology and 
neuropsychology for 27 years.
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The Cities on the Hill: How Urban Institutions Transformed National Politics
Ogorzalek, Thomas K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190668884
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

In The Cities on the Hill, Thomas Ogorzalek argues that the answer lies not in 
the sectional divide between North and South, but in the differences between 
how cities and rural areas govern themselves and pursue their interests on the 
national stage.

Thomas K. Ogorzalek is Assistant Professor of Political Science and Urban 
Studies at Northwestern University.
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Jonas of Bobbio: Life of Columbanus, Life of John of Réomé, and Life of Vedast
O'Hara, Alexander and Wood, Ian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381779
400 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2017
Translated Texts for Historians LUP Series

Jonas of Bobbio was an Italian monk, author, and abbot, active in Lombard Italy
and Merovingian Gaul during the seventh century.

Dr Alexander O'Hara currently holds a research post at the Institut für 
Mittelalterforschung in Vienna. Professor Ian Wood is Professor of Early 
Medieval History in the Institute for Medieval Studies at the University of Leeds.
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Four Internets: Data, Geopolitics, and the Governance of Cyberspace
O'Hara, Kieron and Hall, Wendy
Oxford University Press .
9780197523681
360 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/13/2021
Foreword by Vinton Cerf.

Four Internets offers a revelatory new approach for conceptualizing the Internet 
and understanding the sometimes rival values that drive its governance and 
stability.

Kieron O'Hara is a philosopher and computer scientist who researches the social
and political effects of technology, specialising in the World Wide Web. Dame 
Wendy Hall is Regius Professor of Computer Science, Associate Vice President
of International Engagement, and Executive Director of the Web Science Institute
at the University of Southampton.
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Picturing the Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation in the Arts over Two Millennia
O'Hear, Natasha and O'Hear, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780198779278
368 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2017

A reader-friendly explanation of Revelation and its key themes. Includes 120 
illustrations, from all different periods and genres, giving insight into the many 
different ways this text has stimulated and provoked artistic responses over the 
ages.

Natasha O'Hear specialises in artistic interpretations of the Book of Revelation. 
Anthony O'Hear is Professor of Philosophy at Buckingham University and 
Director of the Royal Institute of Philosophy.
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Unfortunate Destiny: Animals in the Indian Buddhist Imagination
Ohnuma, Reiko
Oxford University Press .
9780190637545
264 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

Unfortunate Destiny focuses on the roles played by nonhuman animals within the
imaginative thought-world of Indian Buddhism, as reflected in pre-modern South
Asian Buddhist literature.

Reiko Ohnuma is Professor of Religion, Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, and
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New
Hampshire.
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Unfortunate Destiny: Animals in the Indian Buddhist Imagination
Ohnuma, Reiko
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780190872663
264 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/21/2017

Unfortunate Destiny focuses on the roles played by nonhuman animals within the
imaginative thought-world of Indian Buddhism, as reflected in pre-modern South
Asian Buddhist literature.

Reiko Ohnuma is Professor of Religion, Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, and
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New
Hampshire. She is a specialist in the Buddhist traditions of South Asia, with a 
particular focus on narrative literature, hagiography, and the role and imagery of
women.
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Flow: The Rhythmic Voice in Rap Music
Ohriner, Mitchell
Oxford University Press .
9780190670412
296 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2019
Oxford Studies in Music Theory Series

Flow theorizes the rhythm of the rapping voice at the intersection of music, 
speech, and poetry. Author Mitchell Ohriner addresses pressing questions in 
theories of musical rhythm and meter through a combination of computational 
music analysis and humanistic close reading.

Mitchell Ohriner has earned degrees in music composition and music theory from
the Universities of Colorado and Indiana. He lives in Denver with his wife and two
sons.
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The Wrong of Rudeness: Learning Modern Civility from Ancient Chinese 
Philosophy
Olberding, Amy
Oxford University Press .
9780190880965
200 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Drawing on the work of early Chinese philosophers who lived during great 
political turmoil but nonetheless avidly sought to mind their manners, Amy 
Olberding explains why politeness still matters, and why it is essential to human 
life, due to our deeply social nature.

Amy Olberding is Presidential Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
Oklahoma.
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Francis Crick: Hunter of Life's Secrets
Olby, Robert
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697983
450 pages
hardcover
$46
Pub Date: 8/24/2009

This engrossing biography by one of molecular biology's foremost scholars 
reveals the remarkable evolution of Francis Crick's scientific career and the 
shaping of his personality.

Robert Olby, a prominent historian of science, is research professor in the 
Department of History and Philosophy of Science at the University of Pittsburgh.
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International Women's Year: The Greatest Consciousness-Raising Event in 
History
Olcott, Jocelyn
Oxford University Press .
9780195327687
256 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
35 halftones

Amid the geopolitical and social turmoil of the 1970s, the United Nations 
declared 1975 as International Women's Year. This is the first book to examine 
this critical moment in feminist history, starts by exploring how organizers juggled
geopolitical rivalries and material constraints amid global political and economic 
instability.

Jocelyn Olcott is associate professor of History and Gender, Sexuality, and 
Feminist Studies at Duke University.
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Viruses, Plagues, and History: Past, Present, and Future
Oldstone, Michael B. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190056780
512 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

In Viruses, Plagues, and History, virologist Michael Oldstone explains the 
scientific principles of viruses and epidemics while relating the past and present
history of the major and recurring viral threats to human health, and how they 
have influenced human events.

Michael B. A. Oldstone is a member (Professor) at The Scripps Research 
Institute where he directed the Laboratory of Viral-Immunobiology.
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Irish Migrants in Modern Wales
O'Leary, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238584
400 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2004

The essays in this volume examine the experience of Irish migrants to Wales, 
comparing their experience with that of other migrants and offering case studies
of Irish settlement in a number of Welsh towns.

Dr Paul O'Leary, BA, PhD (Wales), is a specialist in the history of 19th and early 
twentieth-century Wales, especially its social and cultural histories.
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Real Enemies: Conspiracy Theories and American Democracy, World War I to 
9/11
Olmsted, Kathryn S.
Oxford University Press .
9780199753956
336 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2011

in Real Enemies Kathryn Olmsted shows that it was only in the twentieth century
that strange and unlikely conspiracy theories became central to American 
politics.

Kathryn S. Olmsted is a professor of history at the University of California, Davis.
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Real Enemies: Conspiracy Theories and American Democracy, World War I to 
9/11- 10th Anniversary Edition, 2nd edition
Olmsted, Kathryn S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190908560
368 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 4/17/2019

Although paranoia has been a feature of the American scene since the birth of 
the Republic, in Real Enemies Kathryn Olmsted shows that it was only in the 
twentieth century that strange and unlikely conspiracy theories became central to
American politics.

Kathryn S. Olmsted is a professor of history at the University of California, Davis.
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The Cartographic Capital: Mapping Third Republic Paris
Olson, Kory
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855854
320 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Studies in Modern and Contemporary France

Through official maps, this book looks at how government presentations of Paris
and environs change over the course of the Third Republic (1889-1934).

Kory Olson is Associate Professor of French at Stockton University.
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Decolonizing Religion and Peacebuilding
Omer, Atalia
Oxford University Press .
9780197683026
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/9/2023
STUDIES IN STRATEGIC PEACEBUILDING. 14 b/w halftones

In this book, Atalia Omer argues that the efforts of western religious 
organizations in peacebuilding campaigns often reinforce neocolonial practices 
and disempower local religious actors. Focusing on Kenya and the Philippines, 
she shows that religious peacebuilding practices are both empowering and 
depoliticizing. Further, she argues that these religious actors generate decolonial
openings regardless of how closed or open their religious communities are.

Atalia Omer is a Professor of Religion, Conflict, and Peace Studies at the Kroc 
Institute for International Peace Studies and at the Keough School of Global 
Affairs at the University of Notre Dame in the United States. She is also the 
Dermot T.J. Dunphy Visiting Professor of Religion, Violence, and Peace Building
at Harvard University and a senior fellow at the Religion, Conflict, and Peace 
Initiative at Harvard University's Religion and Public Life program.
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Imperial Panegyric from Diocletian to Honorius
Omissi, Adrastos and Ross, Alan J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856363
312 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Translated Texts for Historians Contexts LUP.

Imperial Panegyric from Diocletian to Honorius examines one of the most 
important literatures of the late Roman period: speeches of praise addressed to 
the reigning emperor - for the first time within an explicitly comparative frame, 
and especially between Greek and Latin texts.

Adrastos Omissi is Lecturer in Latin Literature at the University of Glasgow. Alan
J. Ross is Assistant Professor of Classics at Columbia University, USA.
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Listing:

Essaying Montaigne: A Study of the Renaissance Institution of Writing and 
Reading
O'Neill, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235071
136 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/7/2001
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures (Book 5)

John O'Neill reads Montaigne's Essays from their central principle of friendship 
as a communicative and pedagogical practice operative in society, literature and
politics.

Professor John O'Neill is Distinguished Research Professor of Sociology at York
University, Toronto, a Member of the Centre for Comparative Literature at the 
University of Toronto, and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.
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Listing:

The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
Onions, C. T. (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780198611127
1042 pages
hardcover
$89.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1966

This comprehensive dictionary by one of our century's greatest language 
scholars provides a clear and brief account of the origins, history, and sense-
development of more than 38,000 words.

Charles Talbut Onions (C. T. Onions) (10 September 1873 – 8 January 1965) 
was an English grammarian and lexicographer and the fourth editor of the Oxford
English Dictionary.
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The Mightie Frame: Epochal Change and the Modern World
Onuf, Nicholas Greenwood
Oxford University Press .
9780190879808
288 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2018

Inspired by Michel Foucault's The Order of Things, this book tells a story about 
epochal change in the modern world. Like Foucault, Nicholas Onuf is concerned
with how we moderns think about ourselves and our world, but in this book he 
emphasizes the conceptual links in the ways we think, talk, get things done, 
conduct ourselves, and run societies, from age to age.

Nicholas Greenwood Onuf is Professor Emeritus of Politics and International 
Relations at Florida International University.
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Goy: Israel's Multiple Others and the Birth of the Gentile (Oxford Studies in the 
Abrahamic Religions)
Ophir, Adi and Rosen-Zvi, Ishay
Oxford University Press .
9780198866466
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/11/2020
Oxford Studies in the Abrahamic Religions

This work traces the development of the term and category of the goy from the 
Bible to rabbinic literature.

Adi Ophir is Professor Emeritus at The Cohn Institute for the History and 
Philosophy of Science and Ideas at Tel Aviv University and a Visiting Professor 
in the Humanities at the Cogut Center of the Humanities, Brown University. Ishay
Rosen-Zvi is a Professor in the Department of Jewish Philosophy at Tel Aviv 
University and head of the Talmud section.
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Beyond the Arab Cold War: The International History of the Yemen Civil War, 
1962-68
Orkaby, Asher
Oxford University Press .
9780190618445
312 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017
Oxford Studies in International History Series

Beyond the Arab Cold War brings the Yemen Civil War, 1962-68, to the forefront
of modern Middle East History.

Asher Orkaby is Research Fellow at Harvard University's Department for Near 
Eastern Languages and Civilizations.
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China: The Bubble that Never Pops
Orlik, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780197598610
272 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022

Call it Sinophrenia - the simultaneous belief that China will collapse in a bubble 
of debt, and accelerate ahead of the U.S. as the world's economic hegemon. It 
will do one. It can't do both. China: The Bubble that Never Pops interrogates the
arguments, concluding that China is poised to defy the Cassandras of collapse, 
and continue its rise.

Tom Orlik is Bloomberg's Chief Economist, based in Washington DC. Previously,
Tom was the Chief Asia economist for Bloomberg and China economics 
correspondent for The Wall Street Journal, based in Beijing. Prior to a decade in
China, he worked at the British Treasury, International Monetary Fund, and 
European Commission. He is the author of Understanding China's Economic 
Indicators (FT Press) and China: The Bubble that Never Pops (OUP).
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Empire of Ruins: American Culture, Photography, and the Spectacle of 
Destruction
Orvell, Miles
Oxford University Press .
9780190491604
256 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2021

Offers a new understanding of the spectacle of ruins in US culture, exploring how
photographers, writers, painters, and filmmakers have responded to ruin and 
destruction, both real and imaginary, in an effort to make sense of the past and 
envision the future.

Miles Orvell is Professor of English and American Studies at Temple University.
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Hadrian's Wall and its People
Osborn, Geraint
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675198
136 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2006
Bristol Phoenix Press - Greece and Rome Live

Guides to the Wall have tended to concentrate on the archaeological record, on 
the Wall's construction and on military organisation. This book folds these 
aspects into a wider historical, social and economic perspective, providing the 
general reader with an analysis of how Hadrian's Wall functioned.

Geraint Osborn has taught Ancient History in the Universities of Bristol, Cardiff 
and Durham.
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Listing:

The Error of Truth: How History and Mathematics Came Together to Form Our 
Character and Shape Our Worldview
Osterlind, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780198831600
352 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2019

An historical account of how we came to measure uncertainty in our everyday 
lives. Quantitative thinking is our inclination to view natural and everyday 
phenomena through a lens of measurable events, with forecasts, odds, 
predictions, and likelihood playing a dominant part.

Steven J. Osterlind is Emeritus Professor (Measurement & Statistics), University
of Missouri.
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Vanguard of the Imam: Religion, Politics, and Iran's Revolutionary Guards
Ostovar, Afshon
Oxford University Press .
9780190882891
322 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2018

Iran's Revolutionary Guards are one of the most important forces in the Middle 
East today. In Vanguard of the Imam, Afshon Ostovar has written the first 
comprehensive history of the organization.

Afshon Ostovar is an Assistant Professor of National Security Affairs at the Naval
Postgraduate School. He lives on the California Central Coast.
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Legacy: A Genetic History of the Jewish People
Ostrer, Harry
Oxford University Press .
9780195379617
288 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 5/2/2012

In Legacy, Harry Ostrer, a medical geneticist and authority on the genetics of the
Jewish people, explores not only the history of these efforts, but also the insights
that genetics has provided about the histories of contemporary Jewish people.

Harry Ostrer, MD is Professor of Pathology and Genetics at Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine and Director of Genetic and Genomic Laboratories at 
Montefiore Medical Center.
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Legacy: A Genetic History of the Jewish People
Ostrer, Harry
Oxford University Press .
9780199974917
264 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2012

In Legacy, Harry Ostrer, a medical geneticist and authority on the genetics of the
Jewish people, explores not only the history of these efforts, but also the insights
that genetics has provided about the histories of contemporary Jewish people.

Harry Ostrer, MD is Professor of Pathology and Genetics at Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine and Director of Genetic and Genomic Laboratories at 
Montefiore Medical Center.
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The Reinvention of Mexico: National Ideology in a Neoliberal Era
O'Toole, Gavin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318993
302 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

The Reinvention of Mexico explores the ideological conflict between 
neoliberalism and nationalism that has been at the core of economic and political
developments in Latin America since the mid-1980s. It focuses on Mexico, which
offers a unique opportunity to study one of the ruptures in 20th-century political 
thought that has come to define an era of unprecedented globalization.

Gavin O'Toole is Americas Series advisory board member for Texas Tech 
University Press, and editor of the Latin American Review of Books.
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The Executive's Compass: Business and the Good Society
O'Toole, James
Oxford University Press .
9780195096446
176 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/20/1995

The Executive's Compass offers a practical tool to deal more effectively with the 
thorny new issues that technical training leaves professionals ill-prepared to 
handle.

James O'Toole is Executive Director of the Leadership Institute. He holds the 
University Associates' Chair of Management at the USC Graduate School of 
Business.
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Listing:

Honorable Business: A Framework for Business in a Just and Humane Society
Otteson, James R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190914219
248 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2019

Otteson connects honorable business with the political, economic, and cultural 
institutions that contribute to a just and humane society.

James R. Otteson is Professor of Economics and Thomas W. Smith Presidential
Chair in Business Ethics at Wake Forest University.
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Listing:

Stopping Anxiety Medication Workbook (Treatments That Work)
Otto, Michael W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195338553

hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 3/30/2009

This revised edition of the Workbook teaches the skills necessary to help 
individuals wean off their medicine through the use of cognitive restructuring 
techniques, along with exposure to panic and anxiety sensations.

Dr. Otto is Professor of Psychology at Boston University and Director of the 
Translational Research Program at the Center for Anxiety and Related 
Disorders.
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The Idea of the Holy
Otto, Rudolf
Oxford University Press .
9780195002102
256 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1958

Since the English translation first appeared in 1923, Rudolf Otto's volume has 
established itself as a classic in the field of religious philosophy. It offers an in-
depth inquiry into the non-rational factor in the idea of the divine and its relation 
to the rational.

Rudolf Otto (25 September 1869 – 7 March 1937) was an eminent German 
Lutheran theologian, philosopher, and comparative religionist.
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Eastern Medieval Architecture: The Building Traditions of Byzantium and 
Neighboring Lands
Ousterhout, Robert G.
Oxford University Press .
9780190272739
816 pages
hardcover
$76
Pub Date: 9/23/2019
Onassis Series in Hellenic Culture Series

The rich and diverse architectural traditions of the Eastern Mediterranean and 
adjacent regions are the subject of this book, including the social and cultural 
developments of the Byzantine Empire, the Caucasus, the Balkans, and Russia,
as well as parallel developments in Crusader and early Islamic architecture.

Robert G. Ousterhout is Professor Emeritus in the History of Art at the University
of Pennsylvania.
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Making Music Improvisation for Organists
Overduin, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780193860759
224 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/24/1998

Keyboard improvisation is often considered the domain of the musical genius, a
perception created no doubt by masters from Bach and Mozart to Liszt. The 
capacity to express one's musical thoughts spontaneously and coherently, 
however, presumes neither a virtuosic command of the instrument nor a sublime
command of compositional theory.

Jan Overduin, Professor, Faculty of Music, University of Waterloo, Ontario.
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Ovid: Heroides I: Introduction and Latin Text, with Greek Translation by Maximus
Planudes
Ovid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675051
352 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 1/12/2005
Classic editions from Bristol Phoenix Press. Translation by Maximus Planudes. 
Edited by Arthur Palmer and Duncan F. Kennedy

The Heroides, a collection of elegiac poems written as letters, fused Ovid's 
interests in erotics and myth into a new and unique genre, in which experiments
with epistolary form and the psychology of first-person narrative would go on to 
have a profound influence on European literature.

Pūblius Ovidius Nāsō, known in English as Ovid, was a Roman poet who lived 
during the reign of Augustus.
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Ovid: Heroides II: Commentary
Ovid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675068
268 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/12/2005
Classic editions from Bristol Phoenix Press. Edited by Arthur Palmer and Duncan
F. Kennedy

The Heroides, a collection of elegiac poems written as letters, fused Ovid's 
interests in erotics and myth into a new and unique genre, in which experiments
with epistolary form and the psychology of first-person narrative would go on to 
have a profound influence on European literature.

Pūblius Ovidius Nāsō, known in English as Ovid, was a Roman poet who lived 
during the reign of Augustus.
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Ovid: Ibis
Ovid
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675204
290 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2009
Edited by Robinson Ellis and G. D. Williams

This reissue of Robinson Ellis's classic 1881 edition of Ovid's rarely studied 'Ibis'
includes a new introduction by Gareth Williams that places the edition in the 
context of earlier and later developments in classical scholarship.

Pūblius Ovidius Nāsō, known in English as Ovid, was a Roman poet who lived 
during the reign of Augustus.
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Listing:

Labour and the Caucus: Working-Class Radicalism and Organised Liberalism in
England, 1868-1888
Owen, James
Oxford University Press .
9781802078220
254 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Studies in Labour History LUP.

By providing a comprehensive and multi-layered picture of the troubled 
relationship between working-class radicals and organised Liberalism in England
between 1868 and 1888, Labour and the Caucus offers a new, innovative pre-
history of the Labour party.

Dr James Owen is a Research Fellow on the History of Parliament, House of 
Commons, 1832-1945 project.
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Listing:

Working with Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts
Owen-Crocker, Gale R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898416
312 pages
paperback
$52
Pub Date: 7/15/2009
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Working with Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts is a highly readable and well-illustrated 
guide to manuscript study for students and fledgling researchers in Anglo-Saxon
history and literature.

Gale R. Owen-Crocker is Professor of Anglo-Saxon Culture at the University of
Manchester and has published widely in Medieval Studies.
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Studying Shakespeare on Film
Owens, Rebekah
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348547
136 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Studying Films

Aimed at newcomers to literature and film, this book is a guide for the analysis of
Shakespeare on film.

Rebekah Owens is a graduate of the Shakespeare Institute at the University of 
Birmingham, UK, and currently a freelance researcher and writer.
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Listing:

Studying Shakespeare on Film
Owens, Rebekah
Oxford University Press .
9781911325383
136 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Studying Films

Aimed at newcomers to literature and film, this book is a guide for the analysis of
Shakespeare on film.

Rebekah Owens is a graduate of the Shakespeare Institute at the University of 
Birmingham, UK, and currently a freelance researcher and writer.
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Macbeth
Owens, Rebekah
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325130
100 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/24/2017
Devils Advocates

This book demonstrates how Macbeth can be read as part of the British Folk 
tradition, strengthening the reading of the film as a horror movie in its own right 
through its links to The Wicker Man (1973), Blood on Satan's Claw (1971) and 
Witchfinder General (1968) then argues the case for its recognition as a horror 
movie even further, by connecting it to the later American horror classics, such 
as Halloween (1978).

Rebekah Owens is a graduate of the Shakespeare Institute at the University of 
Birmingham, UK, and currently a freelance researcher and writer. She is the 
author of Macbeth (2017) in Auteur's Devil's Advocates series.
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Ruling Emancipated Slaves and Indigenous Subjects: The Divergent Legacies of
Forced Settlement and Colonial Occupation in the Global South
Owolabi, Olukunle P.
Oxford University Press .
9780197673034
368 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2023
9 b/w line drawings; 18 tables; 3 maps

In this book, Olukunle Olowabi explores the divergent developmental 
consequences of nations in the Global South that were shaped on the one hand
by forced settlement, where European colonists established large-scale 
agricultural plantations with enslaved African labor, and on the other by colonial 
occupation. He shows that most forced settlement colonies emerged from 
European domination with higher levels of education attainment, greater 
postcolonial democratization, and favorable human development outcomes 
relative to Global South countries that emerged from colonial occupation after 
1945.

Olukunle P. Owolabi is an associate professor of political science at Villanova 
University, where he teaches courses on Comparative Politics, African Politics, 
comparative democratization, and the developmental legacies of colonialism. His
research examines the developmental legacies of forced settlement and colonial
occupation in the Global South and has been published in Comparative Politics.
He holds a PhD in Political Science from the University of Notre Dame, and an 
M.Phil in Latin American studies from Oxford University.
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Listing:

Oxford University Pocket Diary 2022-2023
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780192870599
200 pages
hardcover
$10
Pub Date: 11/18/2022
Oxford University Pocket Diary Series

A slimline diary available in dark blue boards with marker ribbon. Indispensable 
for all those connected with the University of Oxford, containing dates of degree
days, dates of terms; details of university officers, departments and institutes, 
religious dates, national holidays, trains, airports,coaches, and much more.
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Listing:

BBC Songs of Praise
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191473258
800 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 7/17/1997

BBC Songs of Praise is a compilation of the greatest traditional hymns, the best
hymns from today's writers, and the finest examples of contemporary worship 
songs. It offers to churches and schools the core music required for worship in a
wide range of situations. The breadth and diversity of the material ensures that 
BBC Songs of Praise can be the key resource for any worshipping community.
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Listing:

BBC Songs of Praise
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191473333
384 pages
hardcover
$16.25
Pub Date: 7/17/1997

BBC Songs of Praise is a compilation of the greatest traditional hymns, the best
hymns from today's writers, and the finest examples of contemporary worship 
songs. It offers to churches and schools the core music required for worship in a
wide range of situations. The breadth and diversity of the material ensures the 
BBC Songs of Praise can be the key resource for any worshipping community.
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Listing:

BBC Songs of Praise
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191478390
528 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2001

BBC Songs of Praise is a compilation of the greatest traditional hymns, the best
hymns from today's writers, and the finest examples of contemporary worship 
songs. It offers to churches and schools the core music required for worship in a
wide range of situations. The breadth and diversity of the material ensures the 
BBC Songs of Praise can be the key resource for any worshipping community.
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OUP

Listing:

Benchmarks for Science Literacy 2v: Science for All Americans Set
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780195091106

paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/3/1994

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) is an 
organization that promotes cooperation between scientists, defends scientific 
freedom, encourages scientific responsibility and supports scientific education for
the betterment of all humanity.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Church Hymnal
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191478345
1376 pages
hardcover
$89.95
Pub Date: 8/2/2000
Full Music Edition

The official hymn book of the Church of Ireland.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Cities Set: Five-Volume Set
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780199794034

paperback
$90.8
Pub Date: 10/1/2010

For the first time in a set, these 5 books are perfect for anyone interested in 
Asian and European world history. Set includes Kyoto: A Cultural History, Tokyo:
A Cultural History, Belgard: A Cultural History, and Phnom Penh: A Cultural 
History.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Dictionnaire Oxford Poche: francais-anglais/anglais-francais
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194315289
832 pages
paperback
$24.2
Pub Date: 10/6/2005

This handy-sized dictionary provides extensive coverage of up-to-date 
vocabulary in English and French.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Mythology Set
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780199794089
1432 pages
paperback
$102.8
Pub Date: 10/1/2010

Together these handbooks offer an illuminating account of a fascinating corner of
the world of myth. Set includes Handbook of Japanese Mythology, Handbook of
Native American Mythology, Handbook of Hindu Mythology, and Handbook of 
Chinese Mythology.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

New Oxford Rhyming Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780199652464
448 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 9/8/2012

From wedding toasts to festive birthday cards, the New Oxford Rhyming 
Dictionary has what every writer (or budding writer) needs--rhymes for over 
45,000 words, including proper names, place names, and foreign terms used in
English. A marvel of clarity, the Dictionary is incredibly easy to use, its clear 
organization and layout making it a snap to find the rhymes you're looking for.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford American Dictionary for Learners of English
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194399630

paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2010

Written specifically for English Language Learners, the dictionaries include rich 
examples, define words with vocabulary that learners can understand, and offer
vibrant illustrations to help explain more difficult words.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Basic American Dictionary for Learners of English
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194399647

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2010

Written specifically for English Language Learners, the dictionaries include rich 
examples, define words with vocabulary that learners can understand, and offer
vibrant illustrations to help explain more difficult words.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Business English Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194315845
616 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 3/16/2006

This dictionary focuses on business English.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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OUP

Listing:

Oxford Business English Dictionary for learners of English: Dictionary and CD-
ROM Pack
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194316170
616 pages
paperback
$62.7
Pub Date: 5/18/2006

This is a new up-to-date Business English dictionary that gives learners all the 
help and information they need to do business in English.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194071284
152 pages
paperback
$29.7
Pub Date: 1/7/2012

The Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary explains academic vocabulary at a level 
appropriate for high-beginning and intermediate students, which accelerates their
mastery of content and allows them to be successful in content-area classes and
Content reviewed and approved by nationally accredited science and math 
standards experts

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194071277
200 pages
paperback
$29.7
Pub Date: 1/7/2012

The Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary explains academic vocabulary at a 
level appropriate for high-beginning and intermediate students, which 
accelerates their mastery of content and allows them to be successful in content-
area classes and Content reviewed and approved by nationally accredited 
science and math standards experts

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194071321
217 pages
paperback
$29.7
Pub Date: 6/27/2013

The Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary supports and promotes 
academic success in social studies by making academic vocabulary instruction 
accessible to high-beginning and intermediate language learners.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Phrasal Verbs Dictionary  - 2nd edition
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194317214
432 pages
hardcover
$35.2
Pub Date: 11/12/2006

The information students need to understand over 6,000 common phrasal verbs
and use them correctly.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary Content Area for Kids English-Spanish Dictionary
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780194017770
208 pages
paperback
$30.8
Pub Date: 1/2/2012

Accelerate your students' Academic Language Development with the second 
edition of the Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas for Kids program.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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Listing:

Rejoice and Sing
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191469121
1184 pages
hardcover
$69.95
Pub Date: 7/25/1991

Rejoice and Sing is a completely new collection of hymns and songs for the 
United Reformed Church. It is the first major hymnbook to draw together the 
three traditions within the URC and as such represents a significant landmark in 
the history of the denomination. The editors and compilers have aimed to offer a
worship tool for use by today's Church.
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Listing:

Rejoice and Sing
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191469138
752 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/3/1993

Rejoice and Sing is a completely new collection of hymns and songs for the 
United Reformed Church. It is the first major hymnbook to draw together the 
three traditions within the URC and as such represents a significant landmark in 
the history of the denomination. The editors and compilers have aimed to offer a
worship tool for use by today's Church. The material included ranges from the 
traditional and familiar to those pieces with a more contemporary feel.
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Listing:

Rejoice and Sing
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191469220
896 pages
hardcover
$28.95
Pub Date: 11/28/1991

Rejoice and Sing is a completely new collection of hymns and songs for the 
United Reformed Church. It is the first major hymnbook to draw together the 
three traditions within the URC and as such represents a significant landmark in 
the history of the denomination. The editors and compilers have aimed to offer a
worship tool or use by today's Church.
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Listing:

Songs of God's People
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780191978012
64 pages
paperback
$16.5
Pub Date: 3/3/1988

Compiled originally as a supplement to the Church Hymnary Third edition, Songs
of God's People caters for a wide variety of tastes and styles. Alongside favourite
classic hymns and modern choruses, are African spirituals and Taize and Iona 
chants.
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The English Hymnal
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780192311085
704 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 3/26/1963

Includes hymnody from medieval plain chant to the early twentieth-century 
classics. This work includes hymns that are grouped according to theme and 
contains material suitable for any festival or occasion in the life of a church.
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The Oxford Easy Anthem Book
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780193533219

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 9/1/1962

This volume presents 50 accessible anthems for choirs who may find the pieces 
in The New Church Anthem Book are slightly beyond their reach. These 
simplified pieces have been arranged with the highest level of quality.

Oxford University Press is the university press of the University of Oxford. It is 
the largest university press in the world, and the second oldest after Cambridge
University Press.
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The Overproduction of Truth: Passion, Competition, and Integrity in Modern 
Science
Pacchioni, Gianfranco
Oxford University Press .
9780198799887
176 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2018

This work is a critical review and assessment of present-day policies and 
behavior in scientific production and publication. It touches on the tumultuous 
growth of scientific journals, in parallel with the growth of self-declared scientists
over the world.

Gianfranco Pacchioni is Vice-Rector for Research at the University of Milano 
Bicocca.
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Shrimp to Whale: South Korea from the Forgotten War to K-Pop
Pacheco Pardo, Ramon
Oxford University Press .
9780197659656
280 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 8/15/2022

Charts the remarkable rise of South Korea, from colonialism and civil war to 
today's thriving nation.

Ramon Pacheco Pardo is Professor of International Relations at King's College 
London.
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 Housing First: Ending Homelessness, Transforming Systems, and Changing 
Lives
Padgett, Deborah / Henwood, Benjamin / Tsemberis, Sam
Oxford University Press .
9780199989805
248 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/3/2015

This book is the first to chronicle the story of Housing First (HF), a paradigm-
shifting evidence-based approach to ending homelessness that began in New 
York City in 1992 and rapidly spread to other cities nationally and internationally.

Deborah Padgett is internationally recognized as a qualitative methodologist 
known for her research on homelessness. Benjamin Henwood is a recognized 
expert in mental health and housing services research whose work connects 
clinical interventions with social policy. Sam Tsemberis is the originator of 
Housing First. He is on the faculty of the Department of Psychiatry, Columbia 
University Medical Center.
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The Art of the Bee: Shaping the Environment from Landscapes to Societies
Page, Robert E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197504147
256 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2020

This book combines biological information with sociological and philosophical 
frameworks to draw connections between the sociability of bees and their 
relation to humans.

Robert E. Page, Jr., is Regents Professor Emeritus at Arizona State University 
and Professor Emeritus at the University of California, Davis.
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Inward Bound Of Matter and Forces in Physical World
Pais, Abraham
Oxford University Press .
9780198519973

paperback
$62
Pub Date: 9/29/1988

This magisterial survey explores the discoveries made on the constituents of 
matter, the laws that govern them, and the forces that act on them.

Abraham Pais (May 19, 1918 – July 28, 2000) was a Dutch-American physicist 
and science historian.
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The Seventh Century in the West Syrian Chronicles
Palmer, Andrew and Kennedy, Duncan F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232384
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/5/1993
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 15)

The Seventh Century in the West-Syrian Chronicles makes accessible to a wide
public sources vital for the reconstruction of events in the first Islamic century, 
covering the period which ends with the unsuccessful Arab siege of 
Constantinople, an event which both modern historians and Syriac 
chronographers see as making a decisive caesura in history.
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Philip K Dick: Exhilaration and Terror of the Postmodern
Palmer, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236283
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/7/2003
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies (Book 27)

Once the sole possession of fans and buffs, the SF author Philip K Dick is now 
finding a much wider audience, as the success of the films Blade Runner and 
Minority Report shows.

Christopher Palmer is a former associate professor of English at La Trobe 
University in Melbourne, Australia.
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The Fixers: Local News Workers and the Underground Labor of International 
Reporting
Palmer, Lindsay
Oxford University Press .
9780190680824
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2019

News fixers are locally-based media employees who serve as translators, 
coordinators, and guides to foreign journalists in unfamiliar terrain. In The Fixers,
Lindsay Palmer reveals the lives and struggle of those performing some of the 
most important work in international news.

Lindsay Palmer is Associate Professor of Global Media in the School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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The Invention of Latin American Music: A Transnational History
Palomino, Pablo
Oxford University Press .
9780190687410
272 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2020

The Invention of Latin American Music portrays music as the field where, for the 
first time, the cultural idea of Latin America disseminated through and beyond the
region, connecting the culture and music of the region to the wider, global 
culture, promoting the now-established notion of Latin America as a single 
musical market.

Pablo Palomino is Assistant Professor of Latin American and Caribbean Studies
and Mellon Faculty Fellow at Oxford College of Emory University.
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Welfare for Autocrats: How Social Assistance in China Cares for its Rulers
Pan, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190087432
288 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/29/2020

In Welfare for Autocrats, Jennifer Pan shows that China has reshaped its major 
social assistance program, Dibao, around this preoccupation, turning an effort to
alleviate poverty into a tool of surveillance and repression.

Jennifer Pan is an Assistant Professor of Communication, and an Assistant 
Professor, by courtesy, of Political Science and Sociology at Stanford University.
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New India: Reclaiming the Lost Glory
Panagariya, Arvind
Oxford University Press .
9780197531556
312 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

New India: Reclaiming the Lost Glory offers a persuasive and data-driven 
roadmap for India to eliminate abject poverty, accelerate economic growth, and 
return to a prominent position in the global economy.

Arvind Panagariya is Professor of Economics and the Jagdish Bhagwati 
Professor of Indian Political Economy at Columbia University.
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India: The Emerging Giant
Panagariya, Arvind
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199465323
546 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2015

India is not only the world's largest and fiercely independent democracy, but also
an emerging economic giant. But to date there has been no comprehensive 
account of India's remarkable growth or the role policy has played in fueling this
expansion. India: The Emerging Giant fills this gap, shedding light on one of the
most successful experiments in economic development in modern history.

Arvind Panagariya is Jagdish Bhagwati Professor of Indian Political Economy 
and Professor of Economics in the School of International and Public Affairs at 
Columbia University.
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New India: Reclaiming the Lost Glory
Panagariya, Arvind
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197620090
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/30/2021

In New India: Reclaiming the Lost Glory, Arvind Panagariya outlines a concise 
strategy to transform India from a primarily rural and agricultural economy to an 
urban and industrial economy with well-paid jobs for those with limited skills. 
Panagariya argues that the creation of good jobs requires the emergence of 
medium and large enterprises in industry and services, especially labor-intensive
sectors such as apparel, footwear, and other light manufactures. He explains that
India needs policies conducive to the growth of firms from small to medium, 
medium to large, and large to larger still.

Arvind Panagariya is Professor of Economics and the Jagdish Bhagwati 
Professor of Indian Political Economy at Columbia University.
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Bases Loaded: How US Presidential Campaigns Are Changing and Why It 
Matters
Panagopoulos, Costas
Oxford University Press .
9780197533079
152 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2020

Bases Loaded documents the shift away from persuasion toward base 
mobilization in the context of US presidential elections.

Costas Panagopoulos is Professor of Political Science and interim Chair in the 
Department of Political Science in the College of Social Sciences and 
Humanities at Northeastern University.
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The Colonial Fortune in Contemporary Fiction in French
Panaite, Oana
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855724
216 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

"The Colonial Fortune" highlights the features of a paracolonial aesthetics 
emanating from a significant body of contemporary Hexagonal and non-
metropolitan texts. Authored by writers who are either directly involved in the 
debate about the colonial past and its remanence (J. M. G. Le Clezio, Paule 
Constant, Edouard Glissant, Tierno Monenembo, Marie NDiaye, and Leila 
Sebbar) or who do not overtly manifest such concerns (Stephane Audeguy, 
Marie Darrieussecq, Regis Jauffret, Pierre Michon, and Claude Simon), these 
works create a shared imaginary space permeated by the symbolic, rhetorical, 
and conceptual presence colonialism in our postcolonial era.
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The Confucian Four Books for Women: A New Translation of the Nu Sishu and 
the Commentary of Wang Xiang
Pang-White, Ann A. (translator)
Oxford University Press .
9780190460891
344 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

This volume presents the first English translation of the Confucian classics, Four
Books for Women, with extensive commentary by the compiler, Wang Xiang, and
introductions and annotations by translator Ann A. Pang-White.

Ann A. Pang-White is Professor of Philosophy and Founding Director of Asian 
Studies at the University of Scranton, Pennsylvania.
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Hizb ut-Tahrir: The Untold History of the Liberation Party
Pankhurst, Reza
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044035
256 pages
hardcover
$40.5
Pub Date: 9/15/2016

This book uncovers the history of the global Islamic political party, based upon a
diverse array of archival research, internal documents and other resources.

Reza Pankhurst is a political scientist and historian, specializing in the Middle 
East and Islamic movements.
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Indian Nuclear Policy: Oxford India Short Introductions
Pant, Harsh and Joshi, Yogesh
Oxford University Press .
9780199489022
218 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2018
Oxford India Short Introductions Series

This short introduction provides a clear and succinct account of the evolution of 
Indian nuclear policy over seven decades since Independence.

Harsh Pant is distinguished fellow and head of strategic studies at Observer 
Research Foundation, New Delhi. He holds a joint appointment as professor of 
International Relations in Defence Studies Department and the India Institute at
King's College London. Yogesh Joshi is a Stanton Nuclear Security Fellow at 
Center for International Security and Cooperation (CISAC), Stanford University.
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Don't Wait and See! A Neuropsychologist's Guide to Helping Children Who Are 
Developing Differently
Papazoglou, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780190081300
312 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2020

Full of practical advice on how to address developmental issues, this book aims 
to lower stress and build hope as families learn how to maximize their child's 
potential.

Emily Papazoglou is a board-certified neuropsychologist who studied at the 
University of Oxford and trained at Johns Hopkins Hospital/Kennedy Krieger 
Institute and Emory University School of Medicine.
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Revisiting Gendered States: Feminist Imaginings of the State in International 
Relations
Parashar, Swati / Tickner, J. Ann / True, Jacqui
Oxford University Press .
9780190644048
256 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018
Oxford Studies in Gender and International Relations Series. Preface by V. Spike
Peterson.

Two decades ago, V. Spike Peterson's Gendered States asked what difference 
gender makes in international relations and the construction of the sovereign 
state system. This book connects the earlier debates of Peterson's book with the
gendered state today, one that exists within a globalized and increasingly 
securitized world.

Swati Parashar is Associate Professor in Peace and Development Research at 
the School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg, Sweden. J. Ann Tickner 
is Professor Emerita in the School of International Relations at the University of 
Southern California, and Distinguished Scholar in Residence in the School of 
International Service at American University. Jacqui True is Professor of Politics
& International Relations, and Director of Monash University's Centre for Gender,
Peace and Security.
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King George III and the Politicians : The Ford Lectures Delivered in The 
University of Oxford 1951-2
Pares, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198811305
224 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/2/1988

This description of British politics from 1760 to 1832 deals with the reasons why
people went into politics, the functions of party and patronage, and the balance 
of power between King, Lords and Commons. George III is the central figure of 
the work and the author discusses the King's conception of his mission and his 
struggles with "that hydra faction". The appointment and dismissal of ministries 
and the King's relations with the Cabinet are considered in more detail. The book
concludes with some suggestions about the termination of the conflict and the 
development of a new order of things. This book was first published in 1953 and 
is being made available after 10 years out of print.
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Hybrid Hate: Jews, Blacks, and the Question of Race
Parfitt, Tudor
Oxford University Press .
9780190083335
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2020

In this book, Tudor Parfitt investigates the development of anti-Semitism, anti-
Black racism, and race theory in the West from the Renaissance to the Second
World War.

Tudor Parfitt is Distinguished University Professor at Florida International 
University and Emeritus Professor at the School of Oriental and African Studies,
London University.
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On the Concept of Power: Possibility, Necessity, Politics
Parietti, Guido
Oxford University Press .
9780197607480
280 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2022

Bringing together different disciplinary discourses, On the Concept of Power 
examines the conditions for power to have an actual referent; in other words, for
politics to appear in our world. In this original and ambitious critique of the 
prevailing approaches to political theory and political science, Parietti examines
what it means to have power and what may endanger our access to and exercise
of it.

Guido Parietti is Assistant Professor of Political Theory and Constitutional 
Democracy at James Madison College, Michigan State University.
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Money Code Space: Hidden Power in Bitcoin, Blockchain, and Decentralisation
Parkin, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780197515082
312 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2020
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

Drawing on first-hand experience in cryptocurrency communities and start-up 
companies from Silicon Valley to London, Parkin untangles the complex web of 
culture, politics, and economics that truly drive decentralisation.

Jack Parkin is an Adjunct Fellow at the Institute for Culture and Society, Western
Sydney University.
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Portsmouth Point: The British Navy in Fiction 1793-1815
Parkinson, C. Northcote
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231394
160 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2006

Portsmouth Point has always been synonymous with British Naval history, 
inspiring everything from William Walton's overture to Rowlandson's watercolor.
Portsmouth Point: The British Navy in Fiction, 1793-1815 is a timeless anthology
of seafaring action that offers a fascinating glimpse of British naval life set 
against the thrilling backdrop of the Napoleonic wars.

Cyril Northcote Parkinson (1909 - 1993) was a British historian and author of 
some sixty books. Besides his numerous works on British politics and 
economics, he also wrote historical fiction, often based on the Napoleonic period,
and sea stories.
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Samuel Walters, Lieutenant R.N.: Memoirs of a Naval Officer in Nelson's Navy
Parkinson, C. Northcote
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231493
290 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2006

 A unique and compelling portrait of one man's experience in the heart of the 
Napoleonic Wars, Samuel Walters, Lieutenant R. N. is an essential volume for 
scholars and enthusiasts of maritime history alike.

Cyril Northcote Parkinson (1909-1993) was a British historian and author of 
some sixty books.
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Oxford Idioms Dictionary  - 2nd edition
Parkinson, Dilys and Francis, Ben (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780194317238
512 pages
paperback
$35.2
Pub Date: 11/12/2006

A clear and accessible dictionary that explains over 10,000 frequently-used 
idioms.
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The Deeper Genome: Why there is more to the human genome than meets the 
eye
Parrington, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199688746
272 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2016
26 black and white illustrations.

John Parrington explains the key features of the Human Genome Project.

John Parrington is an Associate Professor in Molecular and Cellular 
Pharmacology at the University of Oxford, and a Tutorial Fellow in Medicine at 
Worcester College, Oxford.
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Cultural Hijack: Rethinking Intervention
Parry, Ben / Medlyn, Sally / Tahir, Myriam
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317514
319 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/4/2012

Cultural Hijack explores our unforeseen encounters with creative action in the 
sites and situations of the urban everyday. These interventions and disruptions of
habitual behaviours and perceptions by the anomalous and the out-of-place 
challenge us in radical ways to rethink our relationship to the urban environment.

Ben Parry is an artist and curator based in London. Sally Medlyn is a creative 
cultural planner and producer who has worked with Jump Ship Rat since 2005. 
Myriam Tahir lives and works in Paris.
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Analytical Essays on Music by Women Composers: Secular & Sacred Music to 
1900
Parsons, Laurel and Ravenscroft, Brenda
Oxford University Press .
9780190077136
288 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

This collection of in-depth analytical essays celebrates music by female 
composers from the twelfth to nineteenth centuries. The essays, written by 
leading music theorists and musicologists, examine select compositions in detail,
collectively establishing a foundation for new scholarly research into outstanding
compositions created by women.

Laurel Parsons has taught music theory and aural skills at the University of 
British Columbia, the University of Victoria, Queen's University, and the 
University of Oregon. Brenda Ravenscroft is Professor of Music Theory and 
Dean of the Schulich School of Music at McGill University.
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The Greater Lincolnshire Farmstead Assessment Framework : Guidelines for 
Best Practice
Partington, Adam and MacIntosh, Alastair
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024021
46 pages
paperback
$42
Pub Date: 7/15/2015
.

This document forms part of the Greater Lincolnshire Farmsteads Guidance, 
which aims to inform the sustainable development of historic farmsteads, 
including their conservation and enhancement.
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High Culture: Drugs, Mysticism, and the Pursuit of Transcendence in the Modern
World
Partridge, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190459116
472 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2018

History is littered with evidence of humanity's fascination with drugs and the 
pursuit of altered states.

Christopher Partridge is Professor of Religious Studies in the Department of 
Politics, Philosophy, and Religion at Lancaster University, UK.
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Contesting Castro United States and Triumph of Cuban Revolution
Paterson, Thomas G.
Oxford University Press .
9780195101201
336 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 10/12/1995

 The gripping story of Batista's fall, Castro's triumph, and the roots of Cuban-
American enmity lays bare the failures of U. S. policy. With evocative prose and
swift-moving narrative, historian Professor Thomas Paterson explores America's
troubled relationship with its island neighbor. Photos and maps.

Thomas G. Paterson is Professor of History at the University of Connecticut.
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How China Loses: The Pushback against Chinese Global Ambitions
Patey, Luke
Oxford University Press .
9780197642672
400 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2022

China's rapid economic growth over the past three decades has endowed it with
enormous power. Chinese leaders now want to harness this power to become 
the world's dominant country, replacing the US as the global superpower. In How
China Loses, Luke Patey argues that despite all its strengths, China cannot 
simply get what it wants. The ambitiousness of China's global economic agenda
and pursuit of military expansion are undermining its ability to realize its 
geopolitical plans; other countries are beginning to resist. Weaving together on-
the-ground reportage and analysis from Africa to Latin America, East Asia to 
Europe, Patey explores how the world is responding to China's rise and what this
means for everyone.

Luke Patey is a senior researcher at the Danish Institute for International 
Studies, Senior Research Fellow at the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, and 
the author of The New Kings of Crude.Discount:
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The New Kings of Crude: China, India, and the Global Struggle for Oil in Sudan 
and South Sudan
Patey, Luke
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042949
376 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 10/15/2014

The New Kings of Crude takes the reader from the dusty streets of an African 
capital to Asia's glistening corporate towers to provide a first look at how the 
world's rising economies established new international oil empires in Sudan, 
amid one of Africa's longest-running and deadliest civil wars.

Luke Patey is a research fellow at the Danish Institute for International Studies.
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Hiding to Nothing
Pati, Anita
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854826
64 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Pavilion Poetry LUP.

Anita Pati's debut collection, Hiding to Nothing, explores the destabilising effects
of violence, particularly empire's aftermath, on a psyche. Threaded with internal 
dialogue, this multi-layered work witnesses how unbelonging can unsettle 
perceptions of the brown female body within an unwelcoming, even hostile, 
environment.

Anita Pati was born and raised in an English northern coastal town and currently
lives in London. Her debut poetry pamphlet, Dodo Provocateur, won The Rialto
Open Pamphlet Competition (2019) and was shortlisted for the Michael Marks 
Awards for Poetry Pamphlets.
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Complete Guide to Relieving Cancer Pain and Suffering
Patt, Richard B. and Lang, Susan S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195312027

paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 12/4/2006

Thoroughly updating their widely praised 1994 book, You Don't Have to Suffer, 
Dr. Richard B. Patt and Susan Lang offer a much-needed handbook for patients
and caregivers on all aspects of cancer pain and suffering.

Richard B. Patt, M.D. is the President and Chief Medical Officer of the Patt 
Center for Cancer Pain and Wellness (www.cancerpain.org) in Houston. Susan 
S. Lang is a Senior Science Writer at Cornell University and the author or co-
author of eleven books, including Headache Help and Beating the Blues: New 
Approaches to Overcoming Dysthymia and Chronic Depression.
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The New Addiction Treatment: From Good Intentions and Bad Intuitions to Data,
Performance, and Technology
Patterson Silver Wolf, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197601372
200 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/28/2021

The New Addiction Treatment explores the shortcomings of traditional addiction 
treatment methods and discusses how addiction treatment could be made more
effective. By exploring science-based therapies and interventions, David A. 
Patterson Silver Wolf examines addiction treatment options with more effective 
outcomes.

David A. Patterson Silver Wolf, PhD, is Associate Professor at Washington 
University in St. Louis' Brown School of Social Work.
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Pioneers in the Attic: Place and Memory Along the Mormon Trail
Patterson, Sara M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190933869
296 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

In Pioneers in the Attic, Sara Patterson analyzes how and why Mormons are 
engaging their nineteenth-century past in the modern era, arguing that as the 
LDS community globalized in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, 
its relationship to space was transformed.

Sara M. Patterson is Professor of Theological Studies at Hanover College.
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Punk Crisis: The Global Punk Rock Revolution
Patton, Raymond A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190872366
232 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2018

The first global narrative of punk, Punk Crisis examines how transnational punk
movements challenged the global order of the Cold War, blurring the boundaries
between East and West, North and South, communism and capitalism through 
performances of creative dissent.

Raymond A. Patton is Director of Educational Partnerships and General 
Education at John Jay College of the City University of New York.
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Art & Science in the Choral Rehearsal
Paul, Sharon J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190863777
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020
30 illustrations

Art and Science in the Choral Rehearsal explores strategies based in cognitive 
neuroscience and social psychology studies, supported by an understanding of 
good teaching practices, to increase singer engagement in both rehearsal and 
performance.

Sharon J. Paul holds the Robert M. Trotter Chair in Music at the University of 
Oregon School of Music and Dance, where she serves as Director of Choral 
Activities and Chair of Vocal and Choral Studies.
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Hitler's New Disorder: The Second World War in Yugoslavia
Pavlowitch, Stevan
Oxford University Press .
9780197537039
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2020

Stevan Pavlowitch attempts a synoptic and chronological analysis of the 
confused yet interrelated struggles fought in 1941-5, during the short but tragic 
period of Hitler's failed New Order, over the territory that was no longer the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia and not yet the Federal Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia,
but that is now definitely former Yugoslavia.

Stevan K. Pavlowitch is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of 
Southampton and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
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Hitler's New Disorder: The Second World War in Yugoslavia
Pavlowitch, Stevan
Oxford University Press .
9780199326631
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/22/2008

Stevan Pavlowitch attempts a synoptic and chronological analysis of the 
confused yet interrelated struggles fought in 1941-5, during the short but tragic 
period of Hitler's failed New Order, over the territory that was no longer the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia and not yet the Federal Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia,
but that is now definitely former Yugoslavia.

Stevan K. Pavlowitch is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of 
Southampton and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
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I, Warbot: The Dawn of Artificially Intelligent Conflict
Payne, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780197672358
280 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

An engrossing look at the new frontier in AI and how it will change war forever.

Kenneth Payne is a reader in International Relations at King's College London. A
former BBC journalist, he is the author of many articles and books, including The
Psychology of Strategy: Exploring Rationality in the Vietnam War, also published
by Oxford University Press.
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I, Warbot: The Dawn of Artificially Intelligent Conflict
Payne, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780197611692
280 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

AI weapons are too useful for states to outlaw. Still, crafting sensible rules for 
warbots is possible. This fascinating book shows how it might be done.

Kenneth Payne is a reader in International Relations at King's College London.
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When Cities Lobby: How Local Governments Compete for Power in State Politics
Payson, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780197615270
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2021

When Cities Lobby tells the story of what happens when local officials rely on 
professional lobbyists to represent their interests in state government. In a 
political environment characterized by intense urban-rural polarization and 
growing hostility between cities and state legislatures, lobbying has emerged as
an important tool to amplify urban and progressive voices.

Julia Payson is an Assistant Professor of Politics at New York University.
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Regional Australia and the Great War: 'The Boys from Old Kio'
Payton, Philip
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898737
272 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 7/15/2012

In this book, Philip Payton provides a vivid insight into the experiences of 
regional Australia during the Great War of 1914-18.

Philip John Payton is a Cornish-Australian historian and Emeritus Professor of 
Cornish and Australian Studies at the University of Exeter.
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Where Have All the Heroes Gone?: The Changing Nature of American Valor
Peabody, Bruce and Jenkins, Krista
Oxford University Press .
9780199982967
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/14/2017

In Where Have All the Heroes Gone?, Bruce Peabody and Krista Jenkins draw 
on the concept of the American hero to show an important gap between the 
views of political and media elites and the attitudes of the mass public.

Bruce Peabody is Professor of Political Science at Fairleigh Dickinson University.
Krista Jenkins is Professor of Political Science and Director of PublicMind at 
Fairleigh Dickinson University.
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Madeleine's Children: Family, Freedom, Secrets, and Lies in France's Indian 
Ocean Colonies
Peabody, Sue
Oxford University Press .
9780190233884
321 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/3/2017

Madeleine's Children explores the changing meanings of slavery and freedom in
France's empire through the life stories of a particular family from through three 
revolutions and two abolitions.

Sue Peabody is Meyer Distinguished Professor of History at Washington State 
University Vancouver.
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Managing Science: Developing your Research, Leadership and Management 
Skills
Peach, Ken
Oxford University Press .
9780198796077
304 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2018

Leadership and management are people skills, and each person is different and
needs to be treated differently. The focus is on the principle and practice. While 
the subject is serious, the approach is conversational, with anecdotes and 
practical examples.

Ken Peach is Professor Emeritus, University of Oxford.
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The Primacy of Metaphysics
Peacocke, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780198835578
240 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2019

This book presents a new view of the relation between metaphysics and the 
theory of meaning, broadly construed. Christopher Peacocke develops a general
claim that metaphysics is always involved, either as explanatorily prior, or in a 
no-priority relationship, to the theory of meaning and content.cal conundrum.

Christopher Peacocke worked for many years in Oxford and London. He was 
successively a Prize Fellow of All Souls College, a Tutorial Fellow of New 
College.
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Between the Bocas: A Literary Geography of Western Trinidad
Peake, Jak
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855762
344 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2021

This study places works by well-known authors such as V. S. Naipaul and 
Samuel Selvon, alongside writing by Michel Maxwell Philip, Marcella Fanny 
Wilkins, E. L. Joseph, Earl Lovelace, Ismith Khan, Monique Roffey, Arthur 
Calder-Marshall and the largely neglected novelist, Yseult Bridges, who is almost
entirely forgotten today. Using fiction, calypso, history, memoir, legal accounts, 
poetry, essays and journalism, this study opens with an analysis of Trinidad's 
nineteenth century literature and offers twentieth century and more contemporary
readings of the island in successive chapters.

Jak Peake is a lecturer in the Department of Literature, Film, and Theatre 
Studies at the University of Essex.
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British Trade with Spanish America, 1763-1808
Pearce, Adrian J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380062
364 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP (Book 9)

In this erudite and comprehensive study Adrian Pearce offers a detailed survey 
of British trade with Spanish America in the latter half of the eighteenth century 
drawing together a variety of sources and looking at all aspects of commercial 
activity.

Adrian J. Pearce is Profesor-Investigador at the Centro de Estudios Historicos, El
Colegio de Mexico.
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Atlantic Families : Lives and Letters in the Later Eighteenth Century
Pearsall, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780199600441
320 pages
paperback
$64
Pub Date: 1/14/2011

The Atlantic represented a world of opportunity in the eighteenth century, but it 
represented division also, separating families across its coasts. Whether due to 
economic shifts, changing political landscapes, imperial ambitions, or even 
simply personal tragedy, many families found themselves fractured and 
disoriented by the growth and later fissure of a larger Atlantic world. Sarah 
Pearsall explores the lives and letters of these families, revealing the sometimes
shocking stories of those divided by sea.
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Rebel Music in the Triumphant Empire: Punk Rock in the 1990s United States
Pearson, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197534892
288 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 12/29/2020

At the dawn of the 1990s, as the United States celebrated its victory in the Cold
War and sole superpower status by waging war on Iraq and proclaiming 
democratic capitalism as the best possible society, the 1990s underground punk
renaissance transformed the punk scene into a site of radical opposition to 
American empire.

David Pearson holds a PhD in musicology from CUNY Graduate Center and is 
an adjunct assistant professor in the music department at Lehman College.
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Queer Universes: Sexualities in Science Fiction
Pearson, Wendy Gay / Hollinger, Veronica / Gordon, Joan (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846315015
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2011

Contestations over the meaning and practice of sexuality have become 
increasingly central to cultural self-definition and critical debates over issues of 
identity, citizenship and the definition of humanity itself.

Wendy Gay Pearson is Assistant Professor of English and Film Studies at Wilfrid
Laurier University. Veronica Hollinger is Associate Professor of Cultural Studies
at Trent University. Joan Gordon is Associate Professor of English at Nassau 
Community College.
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The Readable Darwin: The Origin of Species Edited for Modern Readers
Pechenik, Jan A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197575260
496 pages
hardcover
$49.99
Pub Date: 2/17/2023
102 illustrations.

Darwin's The Origin of Species is essential reading for anyone interested in 
biology, evolution, the natural world, or the history of scientific thought. However,
Darwin's references and writing style make the book difficult for contemporary 
readers to follow. The Readable Darwin translates the sixth and final edition of 
The Origin of Species (1872) into clear, engaging prose. Whereas the first edition
of The Readable Darwin includes the first eight chapters of Darwin's book, this 
new edition presents all fifteen chapters of The Origin of Species and features 
over 100 illustrations.

Jan A. Pechenik is Professor of Marine Biology and Invertebrate Development at
Tufts University. He is the author of The Readable Darwin (2014), Biology of the 
Invertebrates (2014), A Short Guide to Writing about Biology (2012), and more 
than 140 articles. From 1998 to 2001 and again from 2005 to 2008, he served as
Director of the Writing Across the Curriculum program at Tufts University.Discount:
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Variegated Economies
Peck, Jamie
Oxford University Press .
9780190076948
392 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2023
7 tables, 2 figures

The book explores ways of thinking about and understanding economies, in the 
plural, as geographically differentiated phenomena. In contrast to the singular 
worldview of mainstream economics, economic geographer Jamie Peck makes 
the case for studying economic worlds, and lives, and transformations from the 
ground up, recognizing how place and situation really matter.

Jamie Peck is a Professor of Geography and Distinguished University Scholar at
the University of British Columbia, Canada.
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The Recording, Mixing, and Mastering Reference Handbook
Pedersen, Karl and Grimshaw-Aagaard, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190686642
336 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2019

The Recording, Mixing, and Mastering Reference Handbook provides an easy-
to-read guide for music-making in the studio setting, from equipment 
fundamentals to recording and mixing almost any instrument. In six sections, 
lessons give a comprehensive introduction to microphone settings and 
techniques, audio processing and effects, controlling acoustics, and history 
lessons on songs recorded with a given technique.

Karl Pedersen owns and manages Blue Apple Lyd-design studios and 
CantaDTLibris publishing house. Mark Grimshaw-Aagaard is Obel Professor of
Music at Aalborg University, Denmark.
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Choosing War: Presidential Decisions in the Maine, Lusitania, and Panay 
Incidents
Peifer, Douglas Carl
Oxford University Press .
9780190939601
344 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

In Choosing War, Douglas Carl Peifer compares the ways in which different 
presidential administrations have responded when American lives were lost at 
sea. He examines in depth three cases: the Maine incident (1898), which led to
war in the short term; the Lusitania crisis (1915), which set the trajectory for 
intervention; and the Panay incident (1937), which was settled diplomatically.

Douglas Carl Peifer is a Professor of History and Strategy at the US Air War 
College in Montgomery, Alabama.
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Creating Sounds from Scratch: A Practical Guide to Music Synthesis for 
Producers and Composers
Pejrolo, Andrea and Metcalfe, Scott B.
Oxford University Press .
9780199921898
352 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/2/2017
472 illustrations

Creating Sounds from Scratch is a practical, in-depth resource on the most 
common forms of music synthesis. It includes historical context, an overview of 
concepts in sound and hearing, and practical training examples to help sound 
designers and electronic music producers effectively manipulate presets and 
create new sounds.

Andrea Pejrolo is Assistant Chair of the Contemporary Writing and Production 
department at Berklee College of Music in Boston.
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Passing: An Alternative History of Identity
Pelham, Lipika
Oxford University Press .
9781787383814
416 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
8pp colour illus .

Considers the many different forms of passing--race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender

Lipika Pelham worked in the BBC newsroom for over a decade, and has reported
from the Middle East, North Africa and Asia. Having made several award-winning
documentary films, she now writes and produces independent programs for the
BBC. Lipika is the author of Jerusalem on the Amstel, also available from OUP, 
and The Unlikely Settler.
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Diminishing Returns at Work: The Consequences of Long Working Hours
Pencavel, John H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190876166
272 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2018

Diminishing Returns at Work provides a brief history of working hours both in the
United States and Britain, including the influence of trade unions pushing for 
shorter hours of work, the tension with employers who resisted reducing hours, 
and the influence of legislation and custom.

John H. Pencavel is the Levin Professor of Economics-Emeritus, Stanford 
University.
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Pop Culture, Politics, and the News: Entertainment Journalism in the Polarized 
Media Landscape
Penney, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780197557594
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2022
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES.

In Pop Culture, Politics, and the News, Joel Penney explores how pop culture 
news has taken on an important role in contemporary political discourse. 
Through coverage of topics like Hollywood diversity, celebrity controversy, and 
cancel culture backlash, entertainment journalism has emerged as a key source
of political information and commentary, providing audiences with an accessible 
lens into some of the most hot-button issues of our time. Yet due to the clickbait
economics of the polarized digital news business, the quality of entertainment 
journalism is often compromised, and consequently, people view pop culture 
coverage as soft news with little substance or public value. As a cutting-edge, 
data-rich analysis of the blurring boundaries between entertainment, politics, 
social media activism, and partisan journalism, Pop Culture, Politics, and the 
News makes a major contribution to public scholarship on the shifting digital 
information landscape.

Joel Penney is an Associate Professor in the School of Communication and 
Media at Montclair State University, specializing in new media, critical/cultural 
studies, and political communication and theory. His research focuses on the 
uses of digital media and popular culture for political expression as well as the 
construction of collective identities.
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The Citizen Marketer: Promoting Political Opinion in the Social Media Age
Penney, Joel
Oxford University Press .
9780190658069
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2017
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics Series

From hashtag activism to the flood of political memes on social media, the 
landscape of political communication is being transformed by the grassroots 
circulation of opinion on digital platforms and beyond. By exploring how everyday
people assist in the promotion of political media messages to persuade their 
peers and shape the public mind, Joel Penney offers a new framework for 
understanding the phenomenon of viral political communication: the citizen 
marketer.

Joel Penney is Assistant Professor at the School of Communication and Media at
Montclair State University.
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Shadows of the Mind: A Search for the Missing Science of Consciousness
Penrose, Roger
Oxford University Press .
9780195106466
480 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 8/22/1996

A New York Times bestseller when it appeared in 1989, Roger Penrose's The 
Emperor's New Mind was universally hailed as a marvelous survey of modern 
physics as well as a brilliant reflection on the human mind, offering a new 
perspective on the scientific landscape and a visionary glimpse of the possible 
future of science.

Roger Penrose is the Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematic at the University of 
Oxford.
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Children's Health and the Peril of Climate Change
Perera, Frederica
Oxford University Press .
9780197588161
248 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 10/18/2022

Children's Health and the Peril of Climate Change exposes the twin threats of 
climate change and air pollution on children's health and plans a roadmap to a 
brighter future with tangible solutions for governments, businesses, and 
individuals today.

Frederica Perera, MPH, DrPH, PhD, is Professor of Environmental Health 
Sciences at the Mailman School of Public Health and Founding Director of the 
Center for Children's Environmental Health at Columbia University. Dr. Perera is 
internationally recognized for her pioneering research using novel methods to 
link exposure to air pollution and toxic chemicals to developmental disorders and
illness in children, with the goal of preventing those harms. She is the author of 
over 350 peer-reviewed articles and has received numerous honors.
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Science Between Myth and History: The Quest for Common Ground and Its 
Importance for Scientific Practice
Perillan, Jose G.
Oxford University Press .
9780198864967
368 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2021
48 b/w illustrations, 1 colour image .

Science Between Myth and History explores scientific storytelling and its 
implications on the teaching, practice, and public perception of science. In 
communicating their science, scientists tend to use historical narratives for 
important rhetorical purposes. This text explores the implications of doing this.

Jose G. Perillan is Assistant Professor at Vassar College (Poughkeepsie, NY).
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Visions of Filth: Deviancy and Control in the Novels of Galdos
Peris, Teresa Fuentes
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237280
228 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/9/2003

This book explores how notions of deviancy and social control are dramatized in
the novels of the late nineteenth-century Spanish realist author Benito Pérez 
Galdós. Galdós’s treatment of prostitutes, alcoholics, beggars and vagrants is 
studied within the context of the socio-cultural and medical debates circulating 
during the period. Drawing on Foucault’s very specific conceptualization of the 
idea of control through discourses, the book analyzes how Galdós’s novels 
interacted with contemporary debates on poverty and deviancy – notably, 
discourses on hygiene, domesticity and philanthropy.

Teresa Peris Fuentes is Professor in the Spanish at University Of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign.
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Doing What You Really Want: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Mengzi
Perkins, Franklin
Oxford University Press .
9780197574928
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2021

For more than two thousand years, the writings of the Confucian philosopher 
Mengzi have been a source of guidance and inspiration for those set on doing 
something to improve the state of the world. This book is a coherent, systematic,
and accessible explanation of his philosophy.

Franklin Perkins is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa.
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Studying French Cinema
Perks, Sarah / Vanderschelden, Isabelle / Willis, Andy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733155
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2013

Taking a text-led approach, with the emphasis on more recent popular films, 
Studying French Cinema is directed at non-specialists such as students of 
French, Film Studies, and the general reader with an interest in post-war French
cinema.

Sarah Perks is a director of Cornerhouse, Manchester. Isabelle Vanderschelden
teaches French and film studies at Manchester Metropolitan University. Andy 
Willis teaches at the University of Salford.
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Favela: Four Decades of Living on the Edge in Rio de Janeiro
Perlman, Janice
Oxford University Press .
9780199836833
448 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2011

Re-interviewing many longtime favela residents whom she had first met in 1969--
as well as their children and grandchildren--Perlman offers the only long-term 
perspective available on the favelados as they struggle for a better life.

Janice Perlman is President and Founder of the Mega-Cities Project. She is also
the author of The Myth of Marginality: Urban Poverty and Politics in Rio de 
Janeiro, which won the C. Wright Mills Award.
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Great Songwriting Techniques
Perricone, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780199967674
400 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

In Great Songwriting Techniques, veteran composer and teacher Jack Perricone
shares years of experience in the art, science, and pedagogy of songwriting to 
teach readers the craft.

Jack Perricone is Chair Emeritus of Songwriting at Berklee College of Music.
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Edward M. Kennedy: An Oral History
Perry, Barbara A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197601099
568 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2022
OXFORD ORAL HISTORY SERIES. 22 halftones

Based on a comprehensive oral history project on the lion of the Senate, this 
book presents the compelling story of Edward Kennedy's unexpected rise to 
become one of the most consequential legislators in American history and a 
passionate defender of progressive values.

Barbara A. Perry, a well-known authority on the Kennedys, is the director of 
Presidential Studies and co-chair of the Presidential Oral History Program at the
University of Virginia's Miller Center, where she completed the Edward Kennedy
Oral History Project.
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After the Vote: Feminist Politics in La Guardia's New York
Perry, Elisabeth Israels
Oxford University Press .
9780199341849
408 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2019

New York City mayor Fiorello La Guardia appointed almost a hundred women to
administrative and judicial posts. No previous mayor had done anything 
comparable. After the Vote tells the story of these women and their work to 
modernize the nation's largest city and advance American women's political 
careers.

Elisabeth Israels Perry was Professor Emeritus of History and Women's and 
Gender Studies at Saint Louis University.
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Technology Tips for Ensemble Teachers
Perry, Peter J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190840471
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/25/2019
Essential Music Technology:The Prestissimo Series

Technology Tips for Ensemble Teachers offers groundbreaking, innovative 
methods for the use of technology in music ensemble instruction.

Peter Perry holds a Doctorate in Music Education from Shenandoah 
Conservatory, a Masters of Music in Music Education - Conducting 
Concentration, and a Bachelors of Science in Music Education from the 
University of Maryland.
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Listing:

A Bittersweet Heritage: Slavery, Architecture and the British Landscape
Perry, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9781787386969
272 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
75 color illustrations  illustrations

A revealing history of how slavery-derived wealth transformed Britain's natural 
and architectural landscapes.

Victoria Perry PhD is a historian, and an architect and director at Donald Insall 
Associates: Architects and Historic Building Consultants.
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I Wish I'd Made You Angry Earlier: Essays on Science, Scientists, and Humanity
Perutz, Max F.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696740
460 pages
paperback
$18
Pub Date: 12/19/2002
Science & Society Series

In this collection of essays, the Nobel Prize winning protein chemist Max Perutz
writes about the pursuit of scientific knowledge, which he sees as an enterprise 
providing not just new facts but cause for reflection and revelation, as in a poem
or painting.

Max Perutz, FRS, was Director of the Medical Research Council Laboratory for
Molecular Biology from its foundation in 1962 until 1979, and remained a 
member of the scientific staff there until his death in February 2002.
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What a Time I Am Having: Selected Letters of Max Perutz
Perutz, Vivien
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879698645
506 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 3/25/2009

Selected by his daughter, Vivien, from Max Perutz's voluminous correspondence,
the letters reproduced here portray their author with a spontaneity and directness
no autobiography could have matched. They chronicle Perutz's adventurous life 
through his own vivid, erudite and humorous pen, documenting the hopes, 
roadblocks and moments of elation of his sixty-year quest to understand the 
molecular biology of hemoglobin.
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Listing:

Insights from Data with R: An Introduction for the Life and Environmental 
Sciences
Petchey, Owen L. / Beckerman, Andrew P. / Cooper, Natalie / Childs, Dylan Z.
Oxford University Press .
9780198849827
320 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2021
60 colour line figures and illustrations  illustrations

This accessible and engaging book provides readers with the knowledge, 
experience, and confidence to work with raw data and unlock essential 
information (insights) from data summaries and visualisations.

Owen L. Petchey is Professor of Integrative Ecology at the Department of 
Evolutionary Biology and Environmental Studies, University of Zurich, 
Switzerland. Andrew P. Beckerman is Professor of Evolutionary Ecology at the 
Department of Animal and Plant Sciences, University of Sheffield, UK. Natalie 
Cooper is a Researcher at the Natural History Museum, London, UK. Dylan Z. 
Childs is a Senior Lecturer at the University of Sheffield, UK.
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Listing:

C. S. Lewis and the Christian Worldview
Peterson, Michael L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190201111
240 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/13/2020

In this book, Michael Peterson develops a comprehensive framework for 
understanding Lewis's Christian worldview--from his arguments from reason, 
morality, and desire to his ideas about Incarnation, Trinity, and Atonement.

Michael L. Peterson is Professor of Philosophy at Asbury Theological Seminary.
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Listing:

Only the Ball Was White: A History of Legendary Black Players and All-Black 
Professional Teams
Peterson, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195076370
416 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 4/30/1992

A monumental and poignant book, Only the Ball Was White reminds us that what
was often considered the "Golden Age" of baseball was also the era of Jim Crow.
It is a book that must be read by anyone hoping not only to understand the story
of baseball, but the story of America.

Robert W. Peterson is the author of Cages to Jump Shots (Oxford, 1990) and 
The Boy Scouts: An American Adventure. He has written for Sports Illustrated, 
The New York Times Magazine, Sport, Boys' Life, and many other magazines.
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White Fury: A Jamaican Slaveholder and the Age of Revolution
Petley, Christer
Oxford University Press .
9780198791638
320 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/11/2018

The sugar planter Simon Taylor, who claimed ownership of over 2,248 enslaved
people in Jamaica at the point of his death in 1813, was one of the wealthiest 
slaveholders ever to have lived in the British empire.

Christer Petley researches and teaches at the University of Southampton. His 
work has focused mainly on Atlantic history, British imperial history, and the 
history of slavery and emancipation in the Caribbean.
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After the Wrath of God: AIDS, Sexuality, & American Religion
Petro, Anthony M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190064778
308 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2019

After the Wrath of God is the first book to tell the story of American religion and 
the AIDS epidemic. Petro argues that AIDS effected a shift in Christian rhetoric 
regarding sexuality.

Anthony Petro is Assistant Professor of Religion and Women's, Gender, and 
Sexuality Studies at Boston University.
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Classroom Wars: Language, Sex, and the Making of Modern Political Culture
Petrzela, Natalia Mehlman
Oxford University Press .
9780190675097
336 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2017

In Classroom Wars, Natalia Mehlman Petrzela charts how a state and a citizenry
deeply committed to public education as an engine of civic and moral education
navigated the massive changes brought about by the 1960s, including the sexual
revolution, school desegregation, and a dramatic increase in Latino immigration.

Natalia Mehlman Petrzela is Assistant Professor of History at The New School 
and a former public school teacher.
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Listing:

De-Colonization, Heritage, and Advocacy: An Oxford Handbook of Applied 
Ethnomusicology, Volume 2
Pettan, Svanibor and Titon, Jeff
Oxford University Press .
9780190885731
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2019
Oxford Handbooks. 31 illus.

De-Colonization, Heritage, and Advocacy offers an introduction to applied 
ethnomusicology, and explores the themes of social justice, cultural ownership, 
colonialism, and de-colonization in relation to ethnomusicological research and 
fieldwork methodologies and applications.

Svanibor Pettan is professor and chair of the ethnomusicology program at the 
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. Jeff Todd Titon is Professor of Music, Emeritus,
at Brown University.
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Listing:

Public Ethnomusicology, Education, Archives, & Commerce: An Oxford 
Handbook of Applied Ethnomusicology, Volume 3
Pettan, Svanibor and Titon, Jeff
Oxford University Press .
9780190885779
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2019
Oxford Handbooks. 24 illus.

Public Ethnomusicology, Education, Archives, and Commerce offers an 
introduction to applied ethnomusicology, and explores the role of 
ethnomusicology in music education, public folklore, archival and collection work,
and the commercial music industry.

Svanibor Pettan is professor and chair of the ethnomusicology program at the 
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. Jeff Todd Titon is Professor of Music, Emeritus,
at Brown University.
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Theory, Method, Sustainability, and Conflict: An Oxford Handbook of Applied 
Ethnomusicology, Volume 1
Pettan, Svanibor and Titon, Jeff
Oxford University Press .
9780190885694
328 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/20/2019
Oxford Handbooks. 19 illus.

Theory, Method, Sustainability, and Conflict offers an introduction to applied 
ethnomusicology, and explores the themes of peace and conflict studies, 
ecology, sustainability, and the theoretical and methodological considerations 
that accompany them.

Svanibor Pettan is professor and chair of the ethnomusicology program at the 
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. Jeff Todd Titon is Professor of Music, Emeritus,
at Brown University.
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The Kosova Liberation Army: Underground War to Balkan Insurgency, 1948
-2001
Pettifer, James
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043748
 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2014

In this ground-breaking and innovative history, James Pettifer traces the 
development of the force using previously unknown documents from Russian, 
American, Serbian and Swiss archives, numerous interviews with participants 
and observers, and eye-witness material.

JAMES PETTIFER teaches Balkan history at St Cross College, Oxford 
University.
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The Birth of Ethics: Reconstructing the Role and Nature of Morality
Pettit, Philip and Hoekstra, Kinch
Oxford University Press .
9780190904913
400 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/12/2018
The Berkeley Tanner Lectures

According to The Birth of Ethics, the members of that society would have faced a
set of pressures, and made a series of adjustments in response, sufficient to put
them within reach of ethical concepts.

Philip Pettit is Laurence Rockefeller University Professor of Politics and Human 
Values at Princeton University. Kinch Hoekstra is Chancellor's Professor of 
Political Science and Law at University of California, Berkeley.
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Man and Woman: An Inside Story
Pfaff, Donald W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195388848

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 11/24/2010

The saga of sex differences in brain and behavior begins with a tiny sperm 
swimming toward a huge egg, to contribute its tiny Y chromosome plus its copies
of the other chromosomes. Genetic, anatomic and physiologic alterations in the
male ensue, making his brain and behavior different in specific respects from his
sister.

Donald Wells Pfaff is a professor and head of the Laboratory of Neuroscience 
and Behavior at The Rockefeller University in New York City.
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Nowhere to Run: Race, Gender, and Immigration in American Elections
Phillips, Christian Dyogi
Oxford University Press .
9780197538944
280 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2021

Drawing on an original dataset encompassing nearly every state legislative 
general election from 1996-2015, as well as interviews and surveys with 
candidates, donors, and other political elites from 42 states, Nowhere to Run 
tests this theory with a first of its kind study of Asian American and Latina/o 
candidacies, and the first simultaneous look at the relationship between changing
populations and descriptive representation for African American, Asian 
American, Latina/o, and white women and men.

Christian Dyogi Phillips is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Southern California.
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The Rivers Ran Backward: The Civil War and the Remaking of the American 
Middle Border
Phillips, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190053802
528 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

In The Rivers Ran Backward, Christopher Phillips sheds light on the fluid political
cultures of the "Middle Border" states during the Civil War era.

Christopher Phillips is Professor of History and Department Head at the 
University of Cincinnati.
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Suetonius' Life of Augustus
Phillips, Darryl A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199392384
208 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2023
Oxford Greek and Latin College Commentaries.  Commentary by Darryl A. 
Phillips

This volume provides a comprehensive edition of Suetonius's Life of Augustus 
for readers of Latin at the intermediate and advanced levels, with a complete 
Latin text accompanied by a running vocabulary, grammatical support, and 
historical notes to aid comprehension.

Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus (c. AD 69 – after AD 122), was a Roman historian 
who wrote during the early Imperial era of the Roman Empire. His most important
surviving work is a set of biographies of 12 successive Roman rulers, from Julius
Caesar to Domitian, probably entitled De vita Caesarum. Other works by 
Suetonius concerned the daily life of Rome, politics, oratory, and the lives of 
famous writers, including poets, historians, and grammarians. A few of these 
books have partially survived, but many have been lost.
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Martha Graham's Cold War: The Dance of American Diplomacy
Phillips, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9780190610364
472 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/21/2020
38 photos.

Martha Graham's Cold War is the first book to frame the story of Martha Graham
and her particular brand of dance modernism as pro-Western Cold War 
propaganda used by the United States government to promote American 
democracy.

Victoria Phillips specializes in Cold War history, cultural diplomacy, and 
international relations.
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Religious Freedom in Islam: The Fate of a Universal Human Right in the Muslim
World Today
Philpott, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190908188
328 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019

Is Islam hospitable to religious freedom? Daniel Philpott examines conditions on 
the ground in forty-seven Muslim-majority countries today and offers an honest, 
clear-eyed answer to this urgent question.

Daniel Philpott is Professor of Political Science at the University of Notre Dame.
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Irby, Wirral: Excavations on a Late Prehistoric, Romano-British and Medieval 
Site, 1987-96
Philpott, Robert A. and Adams, Mark H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781902700410
270 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2012

A chance find of Roman pottery in a garden at Irby, Wirral in the 1940s led in 
1987 to the discovery of an important and long-lived settlement site by 
archaeologists from National Museums & Galleries on Merseyside (now National
Musuems Liverpool).
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Europe's Growth Champion: Insights from the Economic Rise of Poland
Piatkowski, Marcin
Oxford University Press .
9780198839613
400 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2019

This book is about lessons learned from Poland's remarkable experience, the 
conditions that keep countries poor, and the challenges countries face to grow.

Marcin Piatkowski is a Senior Economist at the World Bank and Associate 
Professor of Economics at Kozminski University in Warsaw.
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Democracy without Journalism?: Confronting the Misinformation Society
Pickard, Victor
Oxford University Press .
9780190946760
264 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2019

Victor Pickard shows that the modern journalism crisis is the culmination of long-
term historical tensions and structural contradictions such as an over-reliance on
advertising revenue, monopoly control over media infrastructures, and a lack of 
independent oversight.

Victor Pickard is Associate Professor at the Annenberg School for 
Communication, University of Pennsylvania.
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Adapting Traditional Farm Buildings : Best Practice Guidelines for Adaptive 
Reuse
Pickles, David and Lake, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025004
52 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 10/20/2017
.
Traditional farmsteads and farm buildings make an important contribution to the 
remarkably varied character of England's landscape. They are fundamental to its
sense of place and local distinctiveness.
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The Maintenance and Repair of Traditional Farm Buildings : A Guide to Good 
Practice
Pickles, David and Lake, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024991
60 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 10/20/2017
.
Traditional farmsteads and farm buildings make an important contribution to the 
remarkably varied character of England's landscape. They are fundamental to its
sense of place and are as important to the character of the countryside as the 
pattern of fields and boundaries associated with them.
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The Conservation, Repair and Management of War Memorials
Pickles, David
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024298
92 pages
paperback
$52
Pub Date: 6/11/2015
.

This guidance is intended for anyone interested in or responsible for the care of
war memorials. This might include parish, local and district councils, 
conservation professionals, contractors, statutory bodies, volunteer groups or 
private owners.
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Vacant Historic Buildings : Guidelines on Managing Risks
Pickles, David
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025141
60 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 3/15/2018
.
When historic buildings are left vacant they are at a greatly increased risk of 
damage and decay as well as being a potential blight on their locality. The best 
way to protect a building is to keep it occupied, even if the use is on a temporary
or partial basis.
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Turmoil: Instability and insecurity in the eighteenth-century Francophone text
Pierse, Siofra and Dunne, Emma M.
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856240
400 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 6/9/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 10 black and white illustrations

What is turmoil? This bilingual and interdisciplinary book proposes a distinctive 
new ontology of turmoil through study of its incidence and impact within the 
eighteenth-century francophone context.

Siofra Pierse is Associate Professor in French and Head of SLCL at University 
College Dublin. Emma M. Dunne completed her PhD in French under Siofra 
Pierse (supervisor) as Irish Research Council Postgraduate Scholar and 
Resident Scholar at UCD Humanities Institute, University College Dublin.
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Ghettos, Tramps, and Welfare Queens: Down and Out on the Silver Screen
Pimpare, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780190660727
376 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/22/2017

Ghettos, Tramps, and Welfare Queens: Down & Out on the Silver Screen 
explores how American movies have portrayed poor and homeless people from 
the silent era to today.

Stephen Pimpare, PhD, is Senior Lecturer in American Politics and Public Policy
at the University of New Hampshire.
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From Dissent to Democracy: The Promise and Perils of Civil Resistance 
Transitions
Pinckney, Jonathan C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190097318
272 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2020

In From Dissent to Democracy, Jonathan Pinckney systematically examines 
transitions initiated by nonviolent resistance campaigns and argues that two key 
factors explain whether or not democracy will follow such efforts. First, a 
movement must sustain high levels of social mobilization. Second, it must direct 
that mobilization away from revolutionary maximalist goals and tactics and 
towards support for new institutions.

Jonathan C Pinckney is a Program Officer in the Program on Nonviolent Action 
at the United States Institute of Peace.
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Climate Future: Averting and Adapting to Climate Change
Pindyck, Robert S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197647349
248 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022
40 b&w illustrations

In Climate Future, Robert Pindyck explains what we know and what we don't 
know about the extent of climate change and its impact, why there is so much 
uncertainty, and what it means for climate policy. Pindyck argues that 
investments in adaptation are urgently needed to insure against catastrophic 
climate change events and shows how that can be done.

Robert S. Pindyck is the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi Professor of Economics and 
Finance in the Sloan School of Management at MIT. He is also a Research 
Associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research, and he has been a 
Visiting Professor at Tel-Aviv University, Harvard University, and Columbia 
University.  He is a Fellow of the Econometric Society, a past President and 
Fellow of the Association of Environmental and Resource Economists, and a 
winner of the Jamieson Prize for Excellence in Teaching.
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Seeing Like an Activist: Civil Disobedience and the Civil Rights Movement
Pineda, Erin R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197526439
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2021

Based on historical and archival evidence, these book argues that civil rights 
activists turned to civil disobedience as a practice of decolonization: to 
emancipate themselves and others, and in the process transform the racial 
order.

Erin R. Pineda is Assistant Professor of Government at Smith College.
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Camp TV of the 1960s: Reassessing the Vast Wasteland
Pinedo, Isabel and Philips, W. D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197650752
352 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2023
25 color illustrations

Camp TV of the 1960s is the first book on camp on television that considers the 
various forms it took during that critical decade. It reconsiders American prime-
time programs that drew significantly on aspects of camp such as Batman, The
Monkees, The Addams Family, Bewitched, F Troop, British programs including 
The Avengers, and programs not often associated with camp TV like 
Snagglepuss. The book also investigates how musical codes convey camp 
humor, camp's origins and later reappropriation within queer communities, and 
how camp's multiple meanings allowed for more conservative readings that led to
its mass dissemination by the seventies.

Isabel C. Pinedo is Associate Professor of Film and Media Studies at Hunter 
College, CUNY.  Wyatt D. Phillips is Associate Professor of Film and Media 
Studies in the English Department at Texas Tech University.
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Terrorists as Monsters: The Unmanageable Other from the French Revolution to
the Islamic State
Pinfari, Marco
Oxford University Press .
9780190927882
232 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2019

This book helps the reader understand what lies behind the use of monster 
images in relation to terrorism, exploring why media and government officials 
present or frame terrorists as monsters, but also why terrorists themselves 
sometimes try to act as such.

Marco Pinfari is Assistant Professor of International Relations at the American 
University in Cairo (AUC).
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Giving Voice to Children's Artistry: A Guide for Music Teachers and Choral 
Conductors
Pinzino, Mary Ellen
Oxford University Press .
9780197606537
152 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021
97 figures .

Giving Voice to Children's Artistry presents a comprehensive view of children's 
musical artistry and how to develop it in both the music classroom and children's
chorus.

Mary Ellen Pinzino is the Founder/Director of the Come Children Sing Institute, a
center for research and development in music learning, and she directs the 
Institute's Online Teacher Education Center for professional development.
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W. S. Graham : Speaking Towards You
Pite, Ralph and Jones, Hester
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235798
215 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/5/2004

Graham's work was published by T. S. Eliot in the 1940s and 50s, but as a major
post-war poet, his work has received astonishingly little critical attention given its
prestige and influence. This collection of essays covers all aspects of Graham's
work - its critical reception, recent influence and its relations with other 
developments in the arts, in particular the work of the St Ives School of visual 
artists.
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Church Planters: Inside the World of Religion Entrepreneurs
Pitt, Richard N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197509418
336 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2021

In Church Planters, sociologist Richard Pitt uses a series of in-depth interviews 
with church planters to understand what moves people who might otherwise be 
satisfied working for churches to the riskier role of starting one.

Richard N. Pitt is an Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
California, San Diego.
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Poetics of Palliation: Romantic Literary Therapy, 1790-1850
Pladek, Birttany
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854789
296 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850.

The Poetics of Palliation argues that Romanticism developed richer literary 
therapies than its contemporary reception remembers. By reading Romantic 
writers against Georgian medical ethics, Poetics recovers their models of 
literature as comfort and sustenance, challenging a health humanities tradition 
that sees literary therapy primarily as cure.

Brittany Pladek is Assistant Professor of English, Marquette University.
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Atlantic Wars: From the Fifteenth Century to the Age of Revolution
Plank, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780190860455
344 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 6/19/2020

In a sweeping account, Atlantic Wars explores how warfare shaped the 
experiences of the peoples living in the watershed of the Atlantic Ocean between
the late Middle Ages and the Age of Revolution.

Geoffrey Plank is Professor of Early Modern History at the University of East 
Anglia.
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Warranted Christian Belief
Plantinga, Alvin
Oxford University Press .
9780195131932
528 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2000

In this volume, Plantinga examines warrant's role in theistic belief, tackling the 
questions of whether it is rational, reasonable, justifiable, and warranted to 
accept Christian belief and whether there is something epistemically 
unacceptable in doing so.

Alvin Plantinga is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Notre Dame.
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Slaves to Sweetness: British and Caribbean Literatures of Sugar
Plasa, Carl
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317491
192 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Unlike previous texts, Plasa's meticulously researched book not only examines 
the traditional classic studies but also the hitherto largely ignored work produced
by a number of expatriate Caribbean authors, both male and female, from the 
1980s onwards. As a result Slaves to Sweetness provides the most 
comprehensive account to date of the historical transformations which sugar's 
representation has undergone, providing a rich resource for scholars in Slavery,
Caribbean, Black Atlantic, Postcolonial and Literary Studies.

Dr Carl Plasa is Senior Lecturer in English Literature at Cardiff University.
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Thucydides on Strategy: Grand Strategies in the Peloponnesian War and Their 
Relevance Today
Platias, Athanassioss G and Koliopoulos, Constantinos
Oxford University Press .
9780199327010
224 pages
hardcover
$27.5
Pub Date: 11/22/2009

The perfect companion to Thucydides' impressive History, this volume details the
specific strategic concepts at work within the History of the Peloponnesian War 
and demonstrates, through case studies of recent conflicts in Kosovo, 
Afghanistan, and Iraq, the continuing relevance of Thucydidean thought to an 
analysis and planning of strategic operations.

Platias Athanassios is Professor of Strategy at the Department of International 
and European Studies, University of Piraeus. Constantinos Koliopoulos is 
Lecturer in International Politics, Panteion University of Political and Social 
Sciences, Athens.
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Listing:

Thucydides on Strategy: Grand Strategies in the Peloponnesian War and Their 
Relevance Today
Platias, Athanassioss G and Koliopoulos, Constantinos
Oxford University Press .
9780190696382
224 pages
paperback
$19.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Updates Thucydides for the modern world.  Shows the relevance of Thucydides' 
ideas in recent conflicts in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq.  Considered a classic
military strategist, Thucydides is still read by students of military operations and 
international studies.

Athanassios Platias is Professor of Strategy at the Department of International 
and European Studies, University of Piraeus. Constantinos Koliopoulos is 
Lecturer in International Politics, Panteion University of Political and Social 
Sciences, Athens.
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Listing:

Understanding Ethiopia's Tigray War
Plaut, Martin and Vaughan, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9781787388116
392 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2023

An unsparing account of the ongoing conflict and famine in the Horn of Africa, 
which could lead to the fragmentation of Ethiopia's multi-ethnic state.

Martin Plaut, the BBC World Service's former Africa Editor, has published 
extensively on African affairs. An adviser to the Foreign Office and the US State
Department, he is Senior Researcher at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies.
Sarah Vaughan PhD has worked in Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa since the late
1980s, and has taught African politics and social theory in Scotland and Ethiopia.
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Listing:

Understanding Eritrea: Inside Africa's Most Repressive State
Plaut, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190669591
264 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

An exploration of one of the most turbulent states in Africa and how it came to be
that way. Examines how Eritrea's instability has alarming consequences for its 
neighboring states. This book tells the untold story of how this tiny nation 
became a world pariah.

Martin Plaut, the BBC World Service's former Africa Editor, has published 
extensively on African affairs. An adviser to the Foreign Office and the US State
Department he is Senior Researcher at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies.
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Listing:

Culture of Health in Practice: Innovations in Research, Community Engagement,
and Action
Plough, Alonzo L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190071400
240 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2020
Culture of Health

At the 2018 Sharing Knowledge to Build a Culture of Health conference, Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation staff and leaders from diverse sectors explored what
a Culture of Health looks like in practice.

Alonzo L. Plough, PhD, MPH, MA, is Chief Science Officer and Vice President of
Research-Evaluation-Learning at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
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Advancing Health and Well-Being: Using Evidence and Collaboration to Achieve
Health Equity
Plough, Alonzo L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190884734
256 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2018
Culture of Health

The case for evidence and collaboration in pursuit of health equity In this second
volume of the Culture of Health series, Advancing Health and Well-Being 
convenes experts from academia, policy, journalism, and community-based 
organizations, among other sectors, to examine how data and narrative can 
catalyze progress toward building a national Culture of Health.

Alonzo L. Plough, PhD, MPH, MA, is Chief Science Officer and Vice President of
Research-Evaluation-Learning at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
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Talent Without Borders: Global Talent Acquisition for Competitive Advantage
Ployhart, Robert E. / Weekley, Jeff A. / Dalzell, Julian
Oxford University Press .
9780199746897
400 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

Talent Without Borders shows how to generate a competitive advantage through
the effective use of global recruitment and staffing.

Robert E. Ployhart is the Bank of America Professor of Business Administration 
and an internationally recognized expert in human resources, staffing, talent 
analytics, and legal issues relating to talent. Jeff A. Weekley is a Clinical 
Professor and Director of the Human Resource Management program at the 
University of Texas at Dallas. Julian Dalzell has over 49 years of experience in 
the field of global resources management as both practitioner and educator.
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OUP

Listing:

Understanding Antiepileptic Drugs: Guiding You Through the Maze of Options
Pohlmann-Eden, Bernd
Oxford University Press .
9780199358915

hardcover
$20.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2014

Understanding Antiepileptic Drugs enhances patient knowledge and to acts as a
facilitator to fill a significant gap in patient-physician communication in the field of
epilepsy.

Dr. Bernd Pohlmann-Eden MD, PhD is a neurologist, who received most of his 
training at the University of Heidelberg, Germany.
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Listing:

Studying American Beauty
Points, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663950
128 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2008
Studying Films

Studying American Beauty is a comprehensive guide to the stylish and 
spectacularly successful film debut of director Sam Mendes and Six Feet Under
creator Alan Ball.  Jeremy Points considers everything students and teachers of
Film and Media Studies are likely to be interested in: cinematography, narrative,
genre, representation, realism, ideology, institutions and audiences.

Jeremy Points was head of Media, Film and Communication Studies at a Sixth 
Form college in Brighton and is currently subject officer in Film and Media at the
WJEC.
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Listing:

The Wealth and Poverty of Cities: Why Nations Matter
Polese, Mario
Oxford University Press .
9780190053710
336 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

This book provides both an accessible introduction to the economy of cities and
an original perspective on what needs to be fixed if cities are to be places of 
economic opportunity and social cohesion.

Mario Polese is professor emeritus at INRS, a research university, Centre 
Urbanisation Culture Societe in Montreal, Canada.
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On Dangerous Ground: America's Century in the South China Sea
Poling, Gregory B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197633984
304 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2022
28 b/w figures

In On Dangerous Ground, Gregory B. Poling evaluates US interests in the 
world's most complex and dangerous maritime disputes: American involvement 
in the South China Sea.

Gregory B. Poling directs the Southeast Asia Program and Asia Maritime 
Transparency Initiative at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in 
Washington, DC.
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OUP

Listing:

Transformational Piano Teaching: Mentoring Students from All Walks of Life
Polischuk, Derek Kealii
Oxford University Press .
9780190664664
232 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2019
8 illus

Transformational Piano Teaching: Mentoring Students from All Walks of Life 
examines the concept of the piano teacher as someone who is more than just a 
teacher of a musical skill, but also someone who wields tremendous influence on
the development of a young person's artistic and empathic potential, as well as 
their lifelong personal motivational framework.

Derek Kealii Polischuk is Associate Professor of Piano and Director of Piano 
Pedagogy at the Michigan State University College of Music.
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OUP

Listing:

Without the Banya We Would Perish: A History of the Russian Bathhouse
Pollock, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780197651674
360 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022
46 halftones

The first history of the banya, this book offers a sweeping cultural history of an 
institution that is emblematic of Russian identity.

Ethan Pollock is Professor of History and Slavic Studies at Brown University. He 
is the author of Stalin and the Soviet Science Wars.
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Faces of the Genome
Pollock, Ludmila / W. Richard McCombie / Witkowski, Jan
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621822936
131 pages
paperback
$29
Pub Date: 4/30/2018
Oxford in Asia Historical Reprints Series

This book portrays, in pencil and prose, 62 outstanding scientists who have had
an extraordinary influence on our current understanding of biology, evolution, 
and medical science.

Ludmila Pollock is Executive Director of the Library and Archvies, Genentech 
Center for the History of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology at Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory.
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Listing:

Jews in Poland and Russia: 1350-1914 Volume 1
Polonsky, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620450
832 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

A comprehensive survey-socio-political, economic, and religious-of Jewish life in
Poland and Russia. Wherever possible, contemporary Jewish writings are used 
to illustrate how Jews felt and reacted to new situations and ideas.

Antony Barry Polonsky (born 23 September 1940, Johannesburg, South Africa) 
is Emeritus Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.
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Jews in Poland and Russia: 1881-1914 Volume 2
Polonsky, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620467
640 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

A comprehensive survey-socio-political, economic, and religious-of Jewish life in
Poland and Russia. Wherever possible, contemporary Jewish writings are used 
to illustrate how Jews felt and reacted to new situations and ideas.

Antony Barry Polonsky (born 23 September 1940, Johannesburg, South Africa) 
is Emeritus Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.
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Listing:

Jews in Poland and Russia: 1914-2008 v. 3
Polonsky, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620474
1040 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

A comprehensive socio-political, economic, and religious history - an important 
story whose relevance extends beyond the Jewish world or the bounds of east-
central Europe.

Antony Barry Polonsky (born 23 September 1940, Johannesburg, South Africa) 
is Emeritus Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.
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OUP

Listing:

The Jews in Poland and Russia: Volume I: 1350 to 1881
Polonsky, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620450
832 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

This first volume of an awarding three-volume series begins with an overview of
Jewish life in Poland and Lithuania down to the mid-eighteenth century, including
social, economic, and religious history. The period from 1764 to 1881 is covered 
in more detail, with attention focused on developments in each country in turn.

Antony Barry Polonsky (born 23 September 1940, Johannesburg, South Africa) 
is Emeritus Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.
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OUP

Listing:

The Jews in Poland and Russia: Volume II: 1881 to 1914
Polonsky, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620467
640 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 12/31/2019

Explores the factors that had a negative impact on Jewish life as well as the 
political and cultural movements that developed in consequence: Zionism, 
socialism, autonomism, the emergence of modern Hebrew and Yiddish literature,
Jewish urbanization, and the rise of popular Jewish culture.

Antony Barry Polonsky (born 23 September 1940, Johannesburg, South Africa) 
is Emeritus Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.
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Beyond Engineering: How Society Shapes Technology
Pool, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195129113
368 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/29/1999

Drawing on such disparate fields as history, economics, risk analysis, 
management science, sociology, and psychology, Pool illuminates the complex,
often fascinating interplay between machines and society, in a book that will 
revolutionize how we think about technology.

Robert Pool writes for Discover and New Scientist and is author of Eves Rib. He 
lives in Arlington, Virginia.
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SAW
Poole, Ben
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733568
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/18/2011
Devils Advocates

In his contribution to the Devil's Advocates series, Ben Poole considers the SAW
phenomenon from all aspects of film and media studies - from its generic 
pedigree in both literature and film, to the visceral audience pleasures (what 
would I do?) of the text, to the contrasting representations of men and women 
and the film's implicit criticism of masculinity.

Ben Poole teaches film and media in Cardiff High School, Wales.
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Peterloo: The English Uprising
Poole, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780198783466
480 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/11/2019

The definitive account of a landmark in the development of democracy - and the
bloodiest political event of the nineteenth century on English soil.

Robert Poole is Professor of History at the University of Central Lancashire and a
Manchester-based historian and writer and historical consultant.
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Gioachino Rossini's The Barber of Seville
Poriss, Hilary
Oxford University Press .
9780190299644
176 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2021
OXFORD KEYNOTES SERIES

This book surveys the myriad and creative changes that have affected The 
Barber of Seville since its premiere, exploring many of the personalities 
responsible for those alterations and taking into account the range of reactions 
that these changes have prompted in spectators and critics from the nineteenth 
century to the present.

Hilary Poriss is Associate Professor of Music in the Department of Music and the
College of Arts, Media and Design at Northeastern University.
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The Consumer Citizen
Porter, Ethan
Oxford University Press .
9780197526798
216 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2020

In The Consumer Citizen, Ethan Porter investigates how the techniques of 
everyday consumer experiences can shape political behavior. Drawing on more 
than a dozen original studies, he shows that the casual conflation of consumer 
and political decisions has profound implications for how Americans think about 
politics.

Ethan Porter is Assistant Professor in the School of Media and Public Affairs at 
George Washington University.
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Blunder: Britain's War in Iraq
Porter, Patrick
Oxford University Press .
9780198807964
256 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2019

This book is the first in-depth history of Britain's decision to invade Iraq since the
Chilcot Inquiry released its report. The volume controversially argues that it was
a blunder, or a careless failure of judgement.

Patrick Porter is Professor International Security and Strategy at the University of
Birmingham.
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From Mao to Market: China Reconfigured
Porter, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780199327201
288 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/22/2010

From Mao to Market is intended for those who wish to engage with China, and as
a supporting text for undergraduates who seek a nuanced overview of modern 
China, grounded in an appreciation of the country's history. It draws both on the
author's long academic career researching and teaching about the country, and 
substantial practical experience of involvement with China going back to a first 
visit in 1972 during the Cultural Revolution, and a first period of work there, as a
sub-editor at Xinhua News Agency in Beijing in the late 1970s.

Robin Porter is Visiting Professor at the Centre for East Asian Studies, Bristol 
University.
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Corporate Spirit: Religion and the Rise of the Modern Corporation
Porterfield, Amanda
Oxford University Press .
9780199372652
216 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

In this groundbreaking work, Amanda Porterfield explores the long intertwining of
religion and commerce in the history of incorporation in the United States. 
Beginning with the antecedents of that history in western Europe, she focuses on
organizations to show how corporate strategies in religion and commerce 
developed symbiotically, and how religion has influenced the corporate 
structuring and commercial orientation of American society.

Amanda Porterfield is Robert A. Spivey Professor of Religion at the Florida State
University.
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Homer's Iliad: A Commentary on the Translation of Richmond Lattimore
Postlethwaite, Norman
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896849
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Exeter studies in history

This book introduces the general reader, as well as the student of Classics, to 
one of the masterpieces of European literature, the Iliad of Homer, in the English
translation of Richmond Lattimore.

Norman Postlethwaite is Senior Lecturer in Classics and Ancient History at the 
School of Classics, Ancient History and Theology, University of Exeter.
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Disruption: Why Things Change
Potter, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197744710
336 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2023

A timely and fascinating look at massive historical change across two millennia, 
from the Christianization of the Roman Empire to today's new economy. 
Disruption examines how fringe intellectual movements can change powerful 
institutions, and why those institutions are vulnerable to big changes.

David Potter is Francis W. Kelsey Collegiate Professor of Greek and Roman 
History and Arthur F. Thurnau Professor at the University of Michigan. His 
previous books include The Origin of Empire: Rome from the Republic to 
Hadrian, Constantine the Emperor, The Victor's Crown: A History of Ancient 
Sport from Homer to Byzantium, and Theodora: Actress, Empress, Saint.
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This is the BBC: Entertaining the Nation, Speaking for Britain, 1922-2022
Potter, Simon J.
Oxford University Press .
9780192898524
320 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/14/2022

Does the BBC represent the voice of Britain? Historian Simon J. Potter explores 
the hundred year history of the British Broadcasting Corporation, illuminating the
significant impact that the BBC has had on the social and cultural history of 
Britain, and on how Britain communicates with the wider world.

Simon J. Potter is Professor of Modern History at the University of Bristol.
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Innovation Commons: The Origin of Economic Growth
Potts, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780190937508
280 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

This book presents a new theory of what happens at the very early stages of 
innovation. It describes how a new technology is transformed into an 
entrepreneurial opportunity and becomes the origin of economic growth. The 
surprising answer is cooperation. The origin of innovation begins in the 
commons.

Jason Potts is a Professor of Economics, School of Economics, Finance & 
Marketing, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia.
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Studying British Cinema: The 1960s
Powell, Danny
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663882
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/24/2009
Studying Films

Using key filmic texts as its starting point, 1960s British Cinema examines the 
events that changed the country reflected in the film of the day.  The book 
examines the reputation of the decade as 'swinging' and explores issues of 
class, race and sexuality whose boundaries paved the way for a greater 
awareness of the county's identity.

Danny Powell is a London-based teacher of media and film studies whose books
include Studying British Cinema: The 1960s.
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Studying British Cinema: The 1960s
Powell, Danny
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663899
256 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 2/24/2009

Using key filmic texts as its starting point, 1960s British Cinema examines the 
events that changed the country reflected in the film of the day.  The book 
examines the reputation of the decade as 'swinging' and explores issues of 
class, race and sexuality whose boundaries paved the way for a greater 
awareness of the county's identity.

Danny Powell is a London-based teacher of media and film studies whose books
include Studying British Cinema: The 1960s.
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Edward Cullinan Architects
Powell, Kenneth
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802077551
160 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
Twentieth Century Architects.

This is a fascinating work on the architectural practice of Edward (Ted) Cullinan,
who worked on schools, health buildings and conference centres before 
embarking on a sequence of university buildings and masterplans in the UK and
abroad, always insisting on thinking and behaving differently for architecture and
the greater good.

Kenneth Powell is an architectural critic and historian who has written extensively
on British 20th-century architecture, and a former Director of the C20th Society.
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Building Peace in Northern Ireland
Power, Maria
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380086
238 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014

Since the onset of the troubles in the late 1960s, people in Northern Ireland have
been working together to bring about a peaceful, non-violent end to the conflict. 
This collection is the first to examine the different forms of peace and 
reconciliation work that have taken place.

Dr Maria Power is Lecturer at the Institute of Irish Studies, University of 
Liverpool.
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Plato and the City: A New Introduction to Plato's Political Thought
Pradeau, Jean-François
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896542
176 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies. 
Translated by Janet Lloyd

Plato and the City is a general introduction to Plato's political ideas. It covers the
main periods of Platonic thought, examining those dialogues that best show how
Plato makes the city's unity the aim of politics and then makes the quest for that
unity the aim of philosophy.

Jean-François Pradeau is a historian of French philosophy, born in 1969, former
student of the École normale supérieure of Fontenay-Saint-Cloud, associate and
doctor of philosophy, specialist in ancient philosophy, notably of Plato and 
Plotinus.
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Gaining Currency: The Rise of the Renminbi
Prasad, Eswar S.
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199474691
344 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/19/2016

China’s currency, the renminbi (RMB), has taken the world by storm. The RMB is
well on its way to becoming a significant international currency, one that is used
widely in international trade and finance. This book documents the RMB’s 
impressive rise, with China successfully adopting a unique playbook for 
promoting its currency.

Eswar S. Prasad is Tolani Senior Professor of Trade Policy at Cornell University,
USA and former head of the IMF’s China Division.
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Problem-Solving Sociology: A Guide for Students
Prasad, Monica
Oxford University Press .
9780197558492
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2021

In Problem-Solving Sociology, Monica Prasad uses the traditions of sociological 
research to solve real-world problems, and uses the attempt to grapple with real-
world problems as a way to reformulate understandings of society and renew or 
reinvent those traditions.

Monica Prasad Professor of Sociology and Faculty Fellow in the Institute for 
Policy Research at Northwestern University.
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Icons of Dissent: The Global Resonance of Che, Marley, Tupac and Bin Laden
Prestholdt, Jeremy
Oxford University Press .
9780190632144
382 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

Author traces the development of shared global imagery and asks why the world
has embraced these controversial figures

Jeremy Prestholdt is Associate Professor of History at the University of 
California, San Diego and author of Domesticating the World: African 
Consumerism and the Genealogies of Globalization.
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We Are Pilgrims: Journeys in Search of Ourselves
Preston, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9781787383036
280 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

A beguiling exploration of our primal urge towards journeys of purpose, from faith
and wonder to liberation and discovery.

Victoria Preston has roamed far and wide in her thirty years advising corporate 
and government clients in Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the 
Americas. She is an associate fellow at the King's Centre for Strategic 
Communications, with an MSc in Development Studies from the London School
of Economics.
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Time's Arrow and Archimedes' Point: New Directions for the Physics of Time
Price, Huw
Oxford University Press .
9780195117981
320 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/4/1997

In this exciting and accessible book, Australian philosopher Huw Price throws 
new light on these great mysteries and presents an innovative and controversial
view of time and contemporary physics.

Huw Price is Reader in Philosophy at the University of Sydney, Australia.
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Evolution of a Taboo: Pigs and People in the Ancient Near East
Price, Max D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197682647
336 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 4/6/2023
20 b/w illustrations

The history of pigs in the ancient Near East, from domestication to taboo, has 
fascinated historians and archaeologists for decades. Rejecting simple 
explanations, Evolution of a Taboo book adopts an evolutionary approach, 
weaving together zooarchaeological and textual data to unravel the relationship 
between pigs and people from the Paleolithic to the present day.

Max D. Price is Assistant Professor in Zooarchaeology at Durham University.
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Evolution of a Taboo: Pigs and People in the Ancient Near East
Price, Max D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197543276
336 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2021

Rejecting simple explanations, this book adopts an evolutionary approach that 
relies on zooarchaeology and texts to unravel the cultural significance of swine in
the Near East from the Paleolithic to the present day.

Max D. Price is Lecturer in Archaeology at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.
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The Acts of the Second Council of Nicaea (787)
Price, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789621570
752 pages
paperback
$70
Pub Date: 3/31/2020
Translated Texts for Historians LUP.

The Second Council of Nicaea decreed that religious images are to be 
venerated, making the cult of icons central in Eastern Orthodoxy. Its Acts are 
essential reading for the iconoclast controversy, one of the most explored and 
contested topics in Byzantine history, and significant for the history of culture and
the history of art.

Richard Price is Professor of the History of Christianity, Heythrop College, 
University of London.
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The Acts of the Council of Chalcedon
Price, Richard and Gaddis, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311000
312 pages
paperback
$75
Pub Date: 6/13/2007
Translated Texts for Historians LUP (Book 45)

The Council of Chalcedon in 451 was a defining moment in the Christological 
controversies that tore apart the churches of the Eastern Roman Empire in the 
fifth and sixth centuries.
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Chalcedon in Context: Church Councils 400 to 700
Price, Richard and Whitby, Mary (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316487
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2011
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians

 This volume is evidence that this situation is now rapidly changing, as historians
of late antiquity as well as specialists in the history of the Christian Church 
discover the richness of this material for the exploration of common concerns 
and tensions across the provinces of the Later Roman Empire, language use, 
networks of influence and cultural exchange, and political manipulation at many 
different levels of society.

Richard Price is a lecturer in the history of Christianity at Heythrop College, 
University of London. Mary Whitby is an instructor in Greek and Latin at Oxford 
University and a lectuer in ancient Greek at Merton College.
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The Acts of the Council of Constantinople of 553: With Related Texts on the 
Three Chapters Controversy
Price, Richard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318368
744 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 9/15/2012

The present edition makes accessible to the modern reader the acts of the 
council, session by session, and the most important related documents, 
particularly those that reveal the shifting stance of Pope Vigilius, veering between
heroic resistance and abject compliance.

Richard Price is Professor of the History of Christianity at Heythrop College and
a priest of the Archdiocese of Westminster.
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The Birds of Wales
Pritchard, Rhion / Hughes, Julian / Spence, Ian M. / Haycock, Bob / Brenchley, 
Anne
Oxford University Press .
9781800859722
600 pages
hardcover
$99.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Wales packs a lot of birds into a small area, from the bustling seabirds of the 
coast to the soaring raptors in the uplands. This new book using the latest 
research and monitoring to tell the stories, and predict the future, of every 
species to have occurred here.

Rhion Pritchard is a former editor of the Cambrian Bird Report and the Welsh 
Bird Report. Julian Hughes: has worked for RSPB since 1992, most recently as
manager of the Conwy reserve for 10 years and is currently Head of Species for
RSPB Cymru. Ian M Spence has been retired for 10 years and is a ringer, bird 
recorder for Denbighshire and Flintshire and Director of Cofnod for 10 years. Bob
Haycock: until retirement, managed national nature reserves in Pembrokeshire 
where he is a Regional Representatives of the British Trust for Ornithology. Anne
Brenchley is a life-long birdwatcher and semi-retired ecologist.Discount:
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Hardboiled: An Anthology of American Crime Stories
Pronzini, Bill and Adrian, Jack (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780195103533
544 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/29/1997

Compellingly and compulsively readable, this collection includes 36 superbly 
suspenseful stories which chronicle the evolution of this quintessentially 
American art form, from its earliest beginnings in the 1920s to the arrival of the 
tough digest formats in the 1950s to the present-day hard-boiled stories.

Bill Pronzini is a well-known mystery and suspense writer of over forty novels, 
and is best known as the creator of the Nameless Detective series. Jack Adrian 
is an authority on popular and genre fiction in the twentieth century.
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They Made Us Happy: Betty Comden & Adolph Green's Musicals & Movies
Propst, Andy
Oxford University Press .
9780190630935
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2019
15 photos

They Made Us Happy is the first book to tell the full story of the extraordinary 
careers and lives of two of Broadway's and Hollywood's most gifted writing 
teams: Betty Comden and Adolph Green, encompassing triumphant musical 
successes (On the Town, Wonderful Town) and much-loved movies (Singin' in 
the Rain and The Band Wagon).

Andy Propst is an arts journalist and the author of You Fascinate Me So: The Life
& Times of Cy Coleman (2014).
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Listing:

The Berlin Academy in the reign of Frederick the Great: Philosophy and science
Prunea-Bretonnet, Tinca and Anstey, Peter R.
Oxford University Press .
9781802070255
272 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 12/14/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 2 illustrations

This collection sheds new light on the nature, role and practice of philosophy and
science in the renewed Berlin Academy from the mid-1740s to the 1790s and in
so doing provides a robust new instalment of materials for the broader task of 
constructing a historiography of philosophy at the Berlin Academy.

Tinca Prunea-Bretonnet is Researcher at the Research Institute of the University
of Bucharest. Her work focuses on Kant and the German Enlightenment, as well
as on Emilie du Chatelet and the reception of Kant's philosophy in the 20th 
century. Her monograph L'avenement de la metaphysique kantienne. Premisses
et enjeux d'une reception au XXe siecle is forthcoming with Garnier, Paris. Peter
R. Anstey is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Sydney. He specialises 
in early modern philosophy with a particular focus on the thought of John Locke,
Robert Boyle, and the French philosophes. His monograph on Experimental 
Philosophy and the Origins of Empiricism (with Alberto Vanzo) is forthcoming 
with Cambridge University Press.
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Understanding Contemporary Ethiopia: Monarchy, Revolution and the Legacy of
Meles Zenawi
Prunier, Gerard
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042611
416 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/15/2015

A comprehensive overview of the country's recent history, politics and culture 
that goes beyond the usual guidebook fare. Understanding Contemporary 
Ethiopia seeks to do just that, presenting a measured, detailed and systematic 
analysis of the main features of this unique country, now building on the 
foundations of a magical and tumultuous past as it struggles to emerge in the 
modern world on its own terms.

Gerard Prunier is a renowned historian of contemporary Africa.
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Listing:

The Tumbleweed Society: Working and Caring in an Insecure Age
Pugh, Allison J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190868666
280 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

In The Tumbleweed Society, Allison Pugh offers a moving exploration of 
sacrifice, betrayal, defiance, and resignation, as people cope in a society where 
relationships and jobs seem to change constantly.

Allison J. Pugh is Professor of Sociology at the University of Virginia.
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Listing:

The Invisibility Bargain: Governance Networks and Migrant Human Security
Pugh, Jeffrey D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197553916
296 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 2/10/2021

By examining the informal pathways to human security, Pugh dismantles the 
false dichotomy between international and national politics, and exposes the 
micro politics of institutional innovation.

Jeffrey D. Pugh is Assistant Professor in the McCormack Graduate School of 
Policy and Global Studies at the University of Massachusetts Boston.
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Listing:

Mirrorlands: Russia, China, and Journeys in Between
Pulford, Ed
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381384
360 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

A vivid account of everyday encounters in the Russia-China borderlands.

Ed Pulford is a Cambridge-trained linguist and anthropologist who currently 
works as a researcher in the Department of Anthropology at the University of 
Amsterdam.
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The Rules of Rescue: Cost, Distance, and Effective Altruism
Pummer, Theron
Oxford University Press .
9780190884147
264 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/16/2022

This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 
International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered 
as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access locations. In The 
Rules of Rescue, Theron Pummer argues that we are often morally required to 
engage in effective altruism, directing altruistic efforts in ways that help the most.
Even when the personal sacrifice involved makes it morally permissible not to 
help at all, he contends, it often remains wrong to provide less help rather than 
more. He argues that the ubiquity of opportunities to help distant strangers 
threatens to make morality extremely demanding, and that it is only thanks to 
adequate permissions grounded in considerations of cost and autonomy that we
may pursue our own plans and projects. He concludes that many of us are 
required to provide no less help over our lives than we would have done if we 
were effective altruists.

Theron Pummer is a Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of St 
Andrews, and Director of the Centre for Ethics, Philosophy and Public Affairs. 
Previously he was a Junior Research Fellow in Philosophy at the University of 
Oxford. He received his PhD from the University of California, San Diego.
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A Purcell Anthology
Purcell, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780193533516
606 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/25/1995
Oxford Paperback Reference Series

This is far more than a dry hagiographical account of the lives of saints. This 
entertaining and authoritative dictionary breathes life into its subjects and is as 
browsable as it is informative.

Henry Purcell (1659-1695) was the outstanding musician and composer of his 
time in Britain.
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Listing:

Antonin Scalia and American Constitutionalism: The Historical Significance of a 
Judicial Icon
Purcell, Jr., Edward A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197508763
328 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2020

Antonin Scalia and American Constitutionalism is an in-depth study of Justice 
Antonin Scalia's jurisprudence, his work on the Supreme Court, and his 
significance in the history of American constitutionalism.

Edward A. Purcell, Jr. is the Joseph Solomon Distinguished Professor at New 
York Law School.
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Listing:

Brains as Engines of Association: An Operating Principle for Nervous Systems
Purves, Dale
Oxford University Press .
9780190880163
216 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 4/29/2019

Brains As Engines of Association unravels how human brains operate. Based on
evidence from vision, audition, speech and music, Purves argues that brains 
function wholly on the basis of trial and error experience that has been encoded 
in neural circuitry over evolutionary and individual time. The theory presents a 
challenge to all neuroscientists.

Dale Purves is Geller Professor of Neurobiology Emeritus at Duke University, 
where he moved in 1990 as the founding chair of the Department of 
Neurobiology.
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The Color of Welfare: How Racism Undermined the War on Poverty
Quadagno, Jill
Oxford University Press .
9780195101225
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/11/1996

n the 1960s, the United States embarked on a journey to resolve the "American 
dilemma. " Yet instead of finally instituting full democratic rights for all its citizens,
the policies enacted in that turbulent decade failed dismally. The Color of Welfare
reveals the root cause of this failure--the inability to address racial inequality.

Jill Quadagno is Professor of Sociology and Mildred and Claude Pepper Chair in
Social Gerontology at Florida State University.
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Listing:

Huntington's Disease
Quarrell, Oliver
Oxford University Press .
9780198844389
160 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/26/2021
The Facts Series .

Huntington's disease (HD) is a genetically inherited condition resulting in severe
nerve-cell damage in the brain. Written for patients and their families, this book 
explains the features of HD, the role of genetics, and advice on managing 
symptoms.

Dr. Quarrell has a long standing interest in Huntington's disease (HD). He has 
written peer reviewed papers and book chapters on the subject.
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Listing:

Snow Angel
Quartel, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780193512283
40 pages
paperback
$10.5
Pub Date: 2/2/2017

Forces or Category: SATB, solo cello, djembe & piano for SATB, solo cello, 
djembe, and piano Snow Angel is an evocative five-movement choral work that 
explores themes of love, rebirth, and beauty through the eyes of children and the
heavenly army of angels that watch over them, yearning to make a difference to 
their lives.

Canadian composer and educator Sarah Quartel is known for her fresh and 
exciting approach to choral music. Deeply inspired by the life-changing 
relationships that can occur while making choral music,
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Listing:

Snow Angel
Quartel, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780193512290
44 pages
paperback
$10.5
Pub Date: 3/16/2017

Forces or Category: SATB, solo cello, djembe & piano for SATB, solo cello, 
djembe, and piano Snow Angel is an evocative five-movement choral work that 
explores themes of love, rebirth, and beauty through the eyes of children and the
heavenly army of angels that watch over them, yearning to make a difference to 
their lives.

Canadian composer and educator Sarah Quartel is known for her fresh and 
exciting approach to choral music. Deeply inspired by the life-changing 
relationships that can occur while making choral music,
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Virgil's Aeneid: A Critical Description
Quinn, Kenneth
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675525
460 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 1/5/2006
An Ignibus paperback

The aim of this important and still valuable book - first published in 1968 but 
never before available in paperback - is, quite simply, to help all who approach 
Virgil's Aeneid seriously, whether in the original Latin or in English translation, to
read it with discernment and appreciation.

Kenneth Quinn was a fellow of St John's College, Cambridge and later became 
Professor of Classics in the University of Otago, New Zealand.
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Listing:

The United States and Canada: How Two Democracies Differ and Why It Matters
Quirk, Paul J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190870836
376 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/8/2019

This edited volume presents an integrated comparative examination of the 
political systems of the United States and Canada-with special attention to the 
effects of political institutions, and their interaction with political values and other 
factors, in policymaking.

Paul J. Quirk is Phil Lind Chair in U. S. Politics and Representation at the 
University of British Columbia.
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Defensive Nationalism: Explaining the Rise of Populism and Fascism in the 21st
Century
Rabinowitz, B. S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197672044
304 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 4/18/2023
7 b/w line drawings; 5 tables

In Defensive Nationalism, B. S. Rabinowitz looks at the rise of nativism and 
populism today by using the works of two great theoreticians: Karl Polanyi and 
Joseph Schumpeter. She combines Polanyi's concept of the 'double movement'
away from markets and toward social protection with Schumpeter's theory of 
innovation. Rabinowitz argues turn-of-the-century transportation and 
communications revolutions in both eras produced toxic political upheavals and 
reframes nationalism as a three-part process: creative, consolidating, and 
defensive. Skillfully combining theory and history, the author produces a 
stunningly comprehensive account of why populism and fascism are on the rise 
in the early 21st century.

B. S. Rabinowitz is Associate Professor of Comparative Politics at Rutgers 
University. Rabinowitz's research addresses large theoretical questions about 
politics and social organization, from the effects of nationalism and the causes of
ethnic conflict to the conditions needed for post-colonial state development.
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And Then Came Dance: The Women Who Led Volynsky to Ballet's Magic 
Kingdom
Rabinowitz, Stanley J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190943370
296 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2019

And Then Came Dance provides new insight into the evolution of Russian literary
scholar, art historian, and ballet critic Akim Volynsky's life-altering fascination 
with female ballet dancers, and the dance writings that resulted from his 
fascination.

Stanley J. Rabinowitz is Professor Emeritus of Russian at Amherst College.
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Listing:

Fantastic Worlds: Myths, Tales, and Stories
Rabkin, Eric S. (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195025415
496 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 6/7/1979

Covers fantastic narrative from ancient myths to modern science fiction in more 
than fifty tales which represent man's imagination in etiology, entertainment, and
wonder

Dr. Eric S. Rabkin is the Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of English Language and 
Literature at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
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Science Fiction: A Historical Anthology
Rabkin, Eric S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195032727
544 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/7/1983

An invaluable contribution to the serious study of science fiction as well as a 
highly entertaining collection, Science Fiction contains 27 chronologically-
arranged stories and excerpts, ranging from such early classic works as Swift's 
Gulliver's Travels and Shelley's Frankenstein to recent stories such as Harlan 
Ellison's 'I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream' and Ursula K. Le Guin's 'Vaster 
Than Empires and More Slow. '

Eric Rabkin is Arthur F. Thurnau Professor Emeritus, Professor Emeritus of 
English Language and Literature, and Professor Emeritus of Art and Design at 
the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
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Reproducible Econometrics Using R
Racine, Jeffrey S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190900663
320 pages
hardcover
$64
Pub Date: 1/23/2019

This book is designed to facilitate reproducibility in Econometrics. It does so by 
using open source software (R) and recently developed tools (R Markdown and 
bookdown) that allow the reader to engage in reproducible research. Illustrative 
examples are provided throughout, and a range of topics are covered. 
Assignments, exams, slides, and a solution manual are available for instructors.

Jeffrey S. Racine is the Senator William McMaster Chair in Econometrics and 
Professor in the Department of Economics and a Professor in the Graduate 
Program in Statistics in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at 
McMaster University.
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Careless Thought Costs Lives: The Ethics of Transplants
Radcliffe Richards, Janet
Oxford University Press .
9780199575558
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/30/2012

In The Ethics of Transplants, Janet Radcliffe Richards, a leading moral 
philosopher and author of The Sceptical Feminist and Human Nature after 
Darwin, casts a sharp critical eye over these institutional barriers to organ 
procurement, and the logic of the arguments offered in their defense.

Janet Radcliffe Richards is currently Distinguished Research Fellow at the 
Oxford Uehiro Centre for Practical Ethics. She is a well-established philosopher,
writer, and public commentator, and author of The Sceptical Feminist (1982).
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Revealing Schemes: The Politics of Conspiracy in Russia and the Post-Soviet 
Region
Radnitz, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780197573549
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2021

Insidious Schemes analyzes the political use of conspiracy theories in post-
Soviet countries. It asks why leaders sometimes make conspiracy claims and 
what their effects are.

Scott Radnitz is the Herbert J. Ellison Associate Professor of Russian and 
Eurasian Studies in the Jackson School of International Studies at the University
of Washington.
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The People Next Door: The Curious History of India's Relations with Pakistan
Raghavan, T.C.A.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380196
352 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

Considers the relationship between India and Pakistan since the bloody Partition
of 1947

T. C. A Raghavan is a former Indian High Commissioner to Pakistan and 
Singapore. He has a PhD in history from the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 
Delhi.
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The American Nonvoter
Ragsdale, Lyn and Rusk, Jerrold G.
Oxford University Press .
9780190670719
328 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017

The authors also challenge the stereotype of nonvoters as poor, uneducated and
apathetic. Instead, the book shows that nonvoters are, by and large, as politically
knowledgeable as voters, but see no difference between candidates or view 
them negatively.

Lyn Ragsdale is Radoslav A. Tsanoff Professor of Public Affairs and Professor of
Political Science at Rice University. Jerrold G. Rusk is Professor of Political 
Science at Rice University.
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Pearl of the Desert: A History of Palmyra
Raja, Rubina
Oxford University Press .
9780190852221
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
38 illustrations

A Pearl of the Desert is the most comprehensive history of this fabled ancient city
in English.

Rubina Raja is Professor of Classical Archaeology at Aarhus University, 
Denmark, and director of the Danish National Research Foundation's Centre for
Urban Network Evolutions (UrbNet).
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Musical Theater in Schools: Purpose, Process, Performance
Rajan, Rekha S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190603212
168 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
16 tables

Musical Theater in Schools: Purpose, Process, and Performance is a 
comprehensive resource for general classroom teachers, music and drama 
educators.

Rekha S. Rajan is Co-Director for PANCH Research, LLC, an international 
consulting firm specializing in biomedical, health, education, arts research and 
program evaluation.
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The Ethics of Universal Health Insurance
Rajczi, Alex

Oxford University Press .
9780190946838
352 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2019

In The Ethics of Universal Health Insurance, Alex Rajczi shows how defenders of
universal health insurance can address the ethical issues raised by these 
objections and make the moral case for an American universal health insurance
system that improves on the gains made in the Affordable Care Act.

Alex Rajczi is the Deborah and Kenneth Novack '67 Professor of Ethics and 
Leadership and a George R. Roberts Fellow at Claremont McKenna College.
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Studying Fight Club
Ramey, Mark
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733551
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/14/2012
Studying Films

Fight Club is, on one level, pop-culture phenomena and on another, a deeply 
philosophical and satirical exploration of modern life.  David Fincher's 1999 film 
(and Chuck Palahniuk's source novel) has had a huge impact on audiences 
worldwide leading to spoofs, homage, merchandising and numerous Internet fan
sites.

Mark Ramey teaches film and media studies at Collyer's Sixth Form in Horsham,
UK.
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Jean Sibelius's Violin Concerto
Ramnarine, Tina K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190611545
176 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 6/12/2020

Jean Sibelius's Violin Concerto is the story of Sibelius as performer and 
composer, of violin performing traditions, of histories of musical transmission, 
and of virtuosity itself. It investigates the history and legacy of one of the most 
recorded concertos in the violin repertoire.

Tina K. Ramnarine is Professor of Music at Royal Holloway, University of 
London.
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Markets, Market Culture and Popular Protest in Eighteenth-Century Britain and 
Ireland
Randall, Adrian and Charlesworth, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237006
212 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 3/1/1996

This volume is concerned with markets, market culture and popular protest in 
eighteenth-century Britain and Ireland. The chapters focus upon both urban and 
rural communities: towns and cities, villages and corporations, colliers and 
tradesmen all feature in these studies since the market was ubiquitous and 
universal.

Adrian Randall is currently Head of the School of Social Sciences and Professor
of English History at the University of Brimingham. Andrew Charlesworth is 
Reader in Human Geography at Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher 
Education.
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Music Teacher as Music Producer: How to Turn Your Classroom into a Center 
for Musical Creativities
Randles, Clint
Oxford University Press .
9780197519462
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
80 line illustrations, 40 b&w halftones

In Music Teacher as Music Producer, Clint Randles offers enlightening 
suggestions for the future of creativity-infused recording and contemporary 
performance-centered music classrooms.

Clint Randles is Associate Professor of Music Education at the University of 
South Florida, where he teaches courses at the intersection of contemporary 
musicianship, creativity, philosophy, and popular music. His work centers on the
development of innovative curricular practice. He enjoys performing guitar and 
singing as a part of his role as Director of Contemporary Worship at a church in 
Tampa.
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One Nation, Underprivileged Why American Poverty Affects Us All
Rank, Mark Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780195189728

paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2005

 Mark Robert Rank vividly shows that the fundamental causes of poverty are to 
be found in our economic structure and political policy failures, rather than 
individual shortcomings or attitudes.

Mark Robert Rank is a social scientist and Herbert S. Hadley Professor of Social
Welfare at Brown School at Washington University in St. Louis.
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Out of Time
Rao, Rahul
Oxford University Press .
9780190865528
288 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2020

By employing an intersectional analysis and drawing on a range of sources, Rao
offers an original interpretation of why queerness mutates to become a metonym
for categories such as nationality, religiosity, race, class, and caste.

Rahul Rao is Senior Lecturer in Politics at SOAS University of London.
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Little Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
Ratcliffe, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780199654505
496 pages
hardcover
$14.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2012

Here at your fingertips are over 4,000 of the best things ever said on more than 
300 topics. From Actors to Writing by way of America, Children, Cinema, Last 
Words, Marriage, Politicians, Sex, and Taxes, it only takes a moment to find the
perfect witticism, bon mot, or sage adage to suit any occasion.

Susan Ratcliffe is Associate Editor for Oxford Quotations Dictionaries, and has 
previously edited the Oxford Treasury of Sayings and Quotations and The 
Concise Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.
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Quantum Theory: An Information Processing Approach
Rau, Jochen
Oxford University Press .
9780192896315
288 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/26/2021
60 line illustrations .

This text, for the first time, introduces quantum theory from the perspective of 
both the physical foundations and practical applications - from quantum 
computers to secure communication.

Jochen Rau is currently professor of mathematics at RheinMain University of 
Applied Sciences.
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The Economics of the Middle East: A Comparative Approach
Rauch, James E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190879198
328 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2019

Economist James Rauch evaluates the socioeconomic trajectories of groups of
Middle Eastern States in relation to each other and to countries with similar 
characteristics.

James Rauch is Professor of Economics at the University of California, San 
Diego. He is a Guggenheim Fellow and a Research Associate with the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).
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Slow Media: Why Slow is Satisfying, Sustainable, and Smart
Rauch, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190641795
208 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/9/2018

Today we recognize that we have a different relationship to media technology--
and to information more broadly--than we had even five years ago.

Jennifer Rauch is an award-winning writer, educator and researcher whose work
focuses on alternative media, media activism and popular culture.
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To Stand with the Nations of the World:
Japan's Meiji Restoration in World History
Ravina, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190088378
330 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
3 halftones

This book explains the paradox of the Meiji Restoration: revering the ancient past
while embracing the foreign and new.

Mark Ravina is Professor of History at Emory University. He is the author of The
Last Samurai and Land and Lordship in Early Modern Japan.
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To Stand with the Nations of the World:
Japan's Meiji Restoration in World History
Ravina, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780195327717
224 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2017

The samurai radicals who overthrew the last shogun in 1868 promised to restore
ancient and pure Japanese ways. Foreign observers were terrified that Japan 
would lapse into violent xenophobia. But the new Meiji government took an 
opposite course. To Stand with the Nations of the World explains the paradox of 
the Restoration through the forces of globalization.

Mark Ravina is Professor of History at Emory University. He is the author of The
Last Samurai and Land and Lordship in Early Modern Japan.
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Black Health: The Social, Political, and Cultural Determinants of Black People's
Health
Ray, Keisha
Oxford University Press .
9780197620274
232 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2023
Bioethics for Social Justice.

Black Americans generally have worse health than White Americans, but there is
nothing inferior about their bodies, despite what some may believe. Why is this?
What are the causes of the health disparities that impact the Black community?
Relying on research that shows Black people do not have worse health simply 
because of their race, bioethicist Keisha S. Ray examines how Black people's 
lives intersect with anti-Black racism in American social institutions, like health 
care, law, the environment, and housing. When these intersections occur, they 
result in inequitable access to the social and political determinants of health 
needed for proper health: access to clean air and water, health care, 
transportation, income, and proper housing. In examining these phenomena, Ray
pays particular attention to Black people's health in the areas of pregnancy and 
birth, clinical pain management, sleep, and cardiovascular disease.

Keisha Ray is an Associate Professor of bioethics and medical humanities at 
McGovern Medical School in Houston, Texas. Her research focuses on the 
socio-political determinants of Black people's health and exposing structural 
racism's effects on Black people's health and wellbeing.
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Policing in Northern Ireland: Delivering the New Beginning?
Rea, Desmond and Masefield, Robin
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381502
670 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2015

The story of the Policing Board, from its establishment in 2001 through to the 
reconstitution of the membership in 2009 is in many ways an inspirational one, 
showing what can be done by politicians and community representatives working
together to bring about a fundamentally different way of policing that better meets
the needs of the whole community.

Professor Emeritus Sir Desmond Rea OBE is Former Chairman of the Northern 
Ireland Policing Board, 2001-2009 and Former Chairman of the Northern Ireland
Labour Relations Agency, 1996-2002. Robin Masefield CBE is Former Director 
General of the Northern Ireland Prison Service, 2004-2010.
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The Hiddenness of God
Rea, Michael C.
Oxford University Press .
9780192845160
224 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 10/25/2021

This study addresses the problem of divine hiddenness which concerns the 
ambiguity of evidence for God's existence, the elusiveness of God's comforting 
presence, the palpable and devastating experience of divine absence and 
abandonment, and more.

Michael C. Rea is a Professorial Fellow at the Logos Institute for Analytic and 
Exegetical Theology at the University of St Andrews.
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The Hiddenness of God
Rea, Michael C.
Oxford University Press .
9780198826019
224 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
Gifford lectures

The Hiddenness of God addresses the problem of divine hiddenness which 
concerns the ambiguity of evidence for God's existence, the elusiveness of God's
comforting presence, the palpable and devastating experience of divine absence
and abandonment, and more; phenomena which are hard to reconcile with the 
idea, central to the Jewish and Christian scriptures, that there exists a God who 
is deeply and lovingly concerned with the lives of humans.

Michael C. Rea is a Professorial Fellow at the Logos Institute for Analytic & 
Exegetical Theology at the University of St Andrews.
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The Marais: The Story of a Quartier
Reader, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9781802078091
176 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2023
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP.

A cultural history of one of Paris's most fascinating and variegated areas, whose
history can be summarized as ''from riches to rags and back again.' From beating
heart of fashionable Paris in the Middle Ages to run-down, largely Jewish 
neighbourhood and post-restoration chic gay habitat, the Marais has probably 
undergone more major changes in its identity than any other Paris quartier.

Keith Reader is Visiting Emeritus Professor at the University of London Institute 
in Paris. His previous books include 'The Place de la Bastille: The Story of a 
Quartier' (LUP, 2011), 'French Cinema: A Student's Guide' (Longman, 2003) and
'The Papin Sisters' (OUP, 2001).
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The First Minds: Caterpillars, Karyotes, and Consciousness
Reber, Arthur S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190854157
296 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2018

First Minds: Caterpillars, 'Karyotes, and Consciousness presents a novel theory
of the origins of mind and consciousness dubbed the Cellular Basis of 
Consciousness (CBC).

Arthur S. Reber earned his Ph.D. from Brown University (1967). He was in the 
Psychology Department of the University of British Columbia from 1966 to 1970
when he moved to Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center of the City 
University of New York.
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Why Not Better and Cheaper?: Healthcare and Innovation
Rebitzer, James B. and Rebitzer, Robert S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197603109
200 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2023
1 b/w line drawing

Why doesn't healthcare get better and cheaper like the cell phones we carry in 
our pockets? In this book, James B. Rebitzer and Robert S. Rebitzer argue that 
it's because the healthcare system generates the wrong kinds of innovation. 
Further, they show that incentive contracts, professional norms, social narratives,
and the nature of competition and disruption in the health sector conspire against
cost-reducing innovation. The book not only sheds new light on the trajectory of 
innovation in healthcare, but it also highlights how we can point innovation in a 
better direction to deliver more value to patients and society.

James B. Rebitzer is the Peter and Deborah Wexler Professor of Management at
Boston University's Questrom School of Business where he was founding chair 
of the department of Markets, Public Policy, and Law. Robert S. Rebitzer is a 
senior advisor at Manatt Health and a Distinguished Career Institute Fellow at 
Stanford University.Discount:
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Cognition and Communication in the Evolution of Language
Reboul, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780198847243
288 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2019

This book shows that language, though now routinely used for communication, 
actually primarily evolved as a system for thought. Anne Reboul proposes a new
two-step approach whereby syntax first evolved as a language of thought, which
was then externalized for communication due to social selection pressures.

Anne Reboul has a Ph. D in linguistics from EHESS, Paris, and a Ph. D in 
philosophy from the University of Geneva. She is Senior Researcher at CNRS 
and co-director of the Institute for Cognitive Sciences-Marc Jeannerod in Lyon.
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Mental Files in Flux
Recanati, Francois
Oxford University Press .
9780198790365
184 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2019
Lines of Thought Series

François Recanati has pioneered the 'mental file' framework for thinking about 
concepts and how we refer to the world in thought and language.

Francois Recanati is a philosopher of language and mind based in Paris. He is a
Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, an 
honorary doctor of Stockholm University, and a recipient of the CNRS silver 
medal.
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The Mind within the Brain: How We Make Decisions and How those Decisions 
Go Wrong
Redish, A. David
Oxford University Press .
9780190263171
394 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2015

In The Mind within the Brain, David Redish brings together cutting edge research
in psychology, robotics, economics, neuroscience, and the new fields of 
neuroeconomics and computational psychiatry, to offer a unified theory of human
decision-making.

A. David Redish is Distinguished McKnight University Professor in the 
Department of Neuroscience and the Graduate Program in Neuroscience at the
University of Minnesota.
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The Mind within the Brain: How We Make Decisions and How those Decisions 
Go Wrong
Redish, A. David
Oxford University Press .
9780199891887
392 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 7/18/2013

In The Mind within the Brain, David Redish brings together cutting edge research
in psychology, robotics, economics, neuroscience, and the new fields of 
neuroeconomics and computational psychiatry, to offer a unified theory of human
decision-making.

A. David Redish is Distinguished McKnight University Professor in the 
Department of Neuroscience and the Graduate Program in Neuroscience at the
University of Minnesota.
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Blade Runner
Redmond, Sean
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325093
100 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2016
Constellations

Sean Redmond excavates the many significances of the film - its breakthrough 
use of special effects as a narrative tool; its revolutionary representation of the 
future city; its treatment of racial and sexual politics; and its unique status as a 
text whose meaning was fundamentally altered in its re-released Director's Cut 
form, then further revised in a Final Cut in 2007, and what this means in an 
institutional context.

Sean Redmond is an associate professor in media and communication at Deakin
University.
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Studying Blade Runner: Instructor's Edition
Redmond, Sean
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663790
96 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/8/2008
.

Description Ridley Scott's Blade Runner is now widely recognised as a 
masterwork of science fiction cinema,and one of the most influential of any films 
released in the last twenty-five years. In Studying Blade Runner, Sean Redmond
uses the key concepts of media and film studies-film language, representation, 
institutions, and audiences-to explore the significance of the film: its 
breakthrough use of special effects as a narrative tool; the film's revolutionary 
representation of the future city; its treatment of racial and sexual politics; its 
unique status as a text whose meaning was fundamentally altered in its 
rereleased "Director's Cut" form-and what this means in an institutional context.

Sean Redmond is professor of screen and design at Deakin University, Australia.
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Unassailable Ideas: How Unwritten Rules and Social Media Shape Discourse in
American Higher Education
Redstone, Ilana and Villasenor, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190078065
208 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2020

In Unassailable Ideas, Ilana Redstone and John Villasenor examine the belief 
system that is dominant on American campuses, its uncompromising 
enforcement through social media, and the consequences for American higher 
education. They also provide a detailed set of recommendations to improve the 
climate for open inquiry both on campus and beyond.

Ilana Redstone is a professor of sociology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. John Villasenor is a professor of electrical engineering, law, public 
policy, and management at the University of California, Los Angeles.
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Laurie Anderson's Big Science
Reed, S. Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780190926021
192 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 12/10/2021
17 figures . OXFORD KEYNOTES SERIES

In Laurie Anderson's Big Science, S. Alexander Reed dives into the wonderfully 
strange making and meanings of this singular album and of its creator's long 
artistic career, offering scrupulous new research, reception history, careful 
description, and dizzying creativity.

Dr. S. Alexander Reed is a musician and scholar of subculture, pop, and 
technology.
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Cognitive Skills You Need for the 21st Century
Reed, Stephen K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197529003
300 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020

Reed presents problems and personal anecdotes to encourage reflection, and 
concludes with three chapters on educating 21st century skills at all levels of 
instruction.

Stephen Reed is an Emeritus Professor at San Diego State University and a 
visiting scholar at the University of California, San Diego.
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Tell Me a Story: Sharing Stories to Enrich Your Child's World
Reese, Elaine
Oxford University Press .
9780199772650
272 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2013

Tell Me a Story: Sharing Stories to Enrich Your Child's World shows parents how
telling and sharing stories about family experiences can help children grow into 
healthy, happy adolescents and adults. Dr. Elaine Reese outlines the techniques
that work best with children of all ages, from toddlers to teens, including children
with learning delays and difficult temperaments.

Elaine Reese is Professor of Psychology at the University of Otago in New 
Zealand.
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Religion of a Different Color: Race and the Mormon Struggle for Whiteness
Reeve, W. Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190674137
352 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

W. Paul Reeve looks at how Protestants racialized Mormons, using physical 
differences in order to define Mormons as non-White to help justify their 
expulsion from Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois.

W. Paul Reeve is Associate Professor of History at the University of Utah.
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The Sonnet
Regan, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780192893079
448 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 4/28/2019

Provides a comprehensive study of one of the oldest and most popular forms of
poetry, combining a broad historical overview of the sonnet with detailed critical 
analysis to show how the form of poetry has achieved its special status and 
popularity among poets in Britain, Ireland, and America.

Stephen Regan is a Lecturer in Modern Poetry at Royal Holloway, University of 
London.
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Science, Secrecy, and the Smithsonian: The Strange History of the Pacific 
Ocean Biological Survey Program
Regis, Ed
Oxford University Press .
9780197520338
200 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2023

Science, Secrecy, and the Smithsonian: The Strange History of the Pacific 
Ocean Biological Survey Program tells the story of how in the 1960s the 
Smithsonian Institution, with its otherwise spotless reputation, got involved in the
sordid business of biological warfare.  Over a seven-year period, Smithsonian 
scientists undertook a large-scale biological survey of a group of uninhabited 
tropical islands in the Pacific but there was a twist.

Ed Regis holds a Ph.D. in philosophy from New York University and is the author
of ten science books. He lives with his wife, Pam, and Kerry Blue terrier, Razzle,
near Camp David in the Maryland mountains.
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Narrative in Film and TV: Classroom Resources
Rehahn, Eleanor
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663622
50 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2008
Teachers Guides and Classroom Resources

In Narrative in Film and TV: A Teacher's Guide, Eleanor Rehahn explores the 
variations in narrative structure between different fictional texts.

Eleanor Rehahn teaches Media Studies at a school in the east of England.
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Beethoven's Symphony No. 9
Rehding, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780190299705
176 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2017
The Oxford Keynotes Series

Examines the transformations of Beethoven's symphony in contemporary digital
culture. Considers the work from the perspective of temporality, opening up 
broad aesthetic and philosophical questions. Brings media theory to bear on the
symphony

Alexander Rehding is Fanny Peabody Professor of Music at Harvard University.
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Writings on Music, 1965-2000
Reich, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780195151152
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2004

 In the mid-1960s, Steve Reich radically renewed the musical landscape with a 
back-to-basics sound that came to be called Minimalism.

Steve Reich was recently called America's greatest living composer by The 
Village Voice.
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The Free Voice: A Guide to Natural Singing
Reid, Cornelius L. and Shirley, George
Oxford University Press .
9780190683917
232 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 7/16/2018

Great vocal teachers from the 16th century through the early 19th century 
discovered through trial and error how to properly develop the singing voice, and
the term bel canto came to be applied to both the manner of singing and the 
vocal music of that period.

Cornelius L. Reid (1911-2008) began his studies in music at Trinity Church Choir
School in New York City as a boy soprano in 1920. His teaching career began as
assistant to Dr. Douglas Stanley from 1934 to 1937.
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Abraham Lincoln's DNA and Other Adventures in Genetics
Reilly, Philip R.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696498
339 pages
paperback
$18
Pub Date: 3/6/2002
Science & Society Series

Twenty-four true, wide-ranging tales of crime, history, human behavior, illness, 
and ethics, told from the personal perspective of the author, an eminent 
physician-lawyer who uses the stories to illustrate the principles of human 
genetics and to discuss the broader issues.

Philip R. Reilly is a clinical geneticist, an attorney, and a biotechnology 
consultant who frequently writes about the societal implications of genetics. Dr. 
Reilly has held faculty appointments at Harvard Medical School, Brandeis 
University, and Tufts University School of Medicine.
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The Strongest Boy in the World, Updated and Expanded: How Genetic 
Information is Reshaping Our Lives, Updated and Expanded Edition, Updated 
ed.
Reilly, Philip R.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879699437
300 pages
paperback
$16
Pub Date: 2/17/2010

This updated edition of Philip Reilly's highly praised and provocative book has 
been expanded to include an essay about the fast-moving and controversial field
of personal genomics. In the essay, Reilly explains how new, cutting-edge 
technologies have facilitated the rapid discovery of genetic markers associated 
with ailments such as macular degeneration, heart disease, and schizophrenia.

Philip R. Reilly is a clinical geneticist, an attorney, and a biotechnology 
consultant who frequently writes about the societal implications of genetics. Dr. 
Reilly has held faculty appointments at Harvard Medical School, Brandeis 
University, and Tufts University School of Medicine.
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No Small Hope: Towards the Universal Provision of Basic Goods
Reinert, Kenneth A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190499440
296 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2018

Kenneth A. Reinert calls for a basic goods approach that focuses on the 
provision of nutritious food, clean water, sanitation, health services, education 
services, housing, electricity, and human security services.

Kenneth A. Reinert is Professor of Public Policy and the Schar School of Policy 
and Government at George Mason University.
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Race, Gender, and Political Representation: Toward a More Intersectional 
Approach
Reingold, Beth / Haynie, Kerry L. / Widner, Kirsten
Oxford University Press .
9780197502174
256 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/16/2020

Drawing on original data on the presence, policy leadership, and policy impact of
Black women and men, Latinas and Latinos, and White women and men in state
legislative office in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, this book 
demonstrates what an intersectional approach to identity politics can reveal.

Beth Reingold is Associate Professor of Political Science and Women's, Gender,
and Sexuality Studies at Emory University. Kerry L. Haynie is Associate 
Professor of Political Science and African and African American Studies at Duke
University. Kirsten Widner is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Tennessee.
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The Story of Rufino: Slavery, Freedom, and Islam in the Black Atlantic
Reis, Joao Jose / Gomes, Flavio dos Santos / de Carvalho, Marcus J. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190224363
324 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2020
60 illus

The Story of Rufino: Slavery, Freedom, and Islam in the Black Atlantic 
reconstructs the lively biography of Rufino Jose Maria, set against the historical 
context of Brazil and Africa in the nineteenth century, that sheds light on slavery
and the slave trade, manumission, the complexities of slavery and freedom in 
Brazil, African freed persons, and the resilience of ethnic and religious identities.

João José Reis is a historian at the Federal University of Bahia in Brazil. Flávio 
dos Santos Gomes is Professor of History at the Universidade Federal do Rio de
Janeiro. Marcus J. M. de Carvalho is Professor of History at the Universidade 
Federal de Pernambuco.
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Social Enterprise Law: Trust, Public Benefit and Capital Markets
Reiser, Dana Brakman and Dean, Steven A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190249786
216 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 10/4/2017

By providing a comprehensive survey of the U. S. laws and a bold vision for how
legal institutions across the globe could be reformed, this book offers new 
insights and approaches to help social enterprises raise the capital they need to 
flourish. It offers a rich guide for students, entrepreneurs, investors, and 
practitioners.

Professor Brakman Reiser has been teaching and writing about social enterprise
and nonprofit law as a member of the Brooklyn Law School faculty since 2001. 
Professor Stephen Dean teaches Tax Law at NYU Law, prior to which he taught 
tax at Brooklyn Law School, where he also served as Vice Dean.
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The Baroque Violin & Viola, vol. II: A Fifty-Lesson Course
Reiter, Walter S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197525128
360 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/17/2020

A groundbreaking pedagogical work, The Baroque Violin & Viola, Volume II: A 
Fifty-Lesson Course blends Walter Reiter's experience as a renowned teacher 
and performer to guide the reader through the techniques and interpretive 
complexities of the Baroque violin repertory.

Walter S. Reiter is internationally recognized as a leading Baroque violinist, 
leader and conductor. He has made countless recordings with both British and 
European Baroque orchestras as well as several highly acclaimed solo CDs.
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Listing:

The Baroque Violin & Viola, Volume 1: A Fifty-Lesson Course
Reiter, Walter S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190922702
312 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/17/2020
133 music examples, 17 illustrations

A groundbreaking pedagogical work, The Baroque Violin & Viola, Volume I: A 
Fifty-Lesson Course blends Walter Reiter's experience as a renowned teacher 
and performer to guide the reader through the techniques and interpretive 
complexities of the Baroque violin repertory.

Walter S. Reiter is internationally recognized as a leading Baroque violinist, 
leader and conductor. A devoted and experienced teacher of both modern and 
Baroque violin, he is currently Professor of Baroque Violin and Viola in the Royal
Conservatory of The Hague in the Netherlands.
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The Returns to Power: A Political Theory of Economic Inequality
Remington, Thomas F.
Oxford University Press .
9780197685969
432 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2023
44 b/w line drawings

In The Returns to Power, Thomas F. Remington examines the rise of extreme 
economic inequality in the United States by drawing comparisons to the effects 
of market reforms in Russia, China, and Germany. Employing an unconventional
comparative framework, he shows that the US embraced deregulation and 
market-based solutions around the same time that China and Russia also 
implemented major privatization and liberalization reforms. Remington contrasts 
the effects of these policies Germany's postwar social market economy. The 
book concludes with an analysis of the political dangers posed by high inequality
and calls for a new public philosophy of liberal capitalism and liberal democracy.

Thomas F. Remington is Visiting Professor of Government at Harvard University
and Goodrich C. White Professor of Political Science (Emeritus) at Emory 
University.
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Amorous Aesthetics: Intellectual Love in Romantic Poetry and Poetics, 1788
-1853
Reno, Seth T.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854697
256 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850.

Amorous Aesthetics traces the development of intellectual love from its first 
major expression in Baruch Spinoza's Ethics, through its adoption and adaptation
in eighteenth-century moral and natural philosophy, to its emergence as a 
Romantic tradition in the work of six major poets.

Seth T. Reno is Associate Professor of English at Auburn University at 
Montgomery.
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Life Itself: Exploring the Realm of the Living Cell
Rensberger, Boyce
Oxford University Press .
9780195125009
304 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/17/1998

In Life Itself, Boyce Rensberger, science writer for The Washington Post, takes 
readers to the frontlines of cell research with some of the brightest investigators 
in molecular, cellular, and developmental biology.

Boyce Rensberger has been a science writer and science editor for more than 30
years, including long stints at the New York Times and the Washington Post. He
now directs the Knight Science Journalism Fellowship Program at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Socialism and the Diasporic 'Other': A Comparative Study of Irish Catholic and 
Jewish Radical and Communal Politics in East London, 1889-1912
Renshaw, Daniel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800857179
296 pages
paperback
$47.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Studies in Labour History LUP

In Socialism and the Diasporic 'Other' Daniel Renshaw examines the sometimes
turbulent relationships formed between Irish Catholic and Jewish populations and
the socialist and labour organisations agitating in the area.

Daniel Renshaw is Lecturer in Modern History at the University of Reading.
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The Ghost in the Constitution : Historical Memory and Denial in Spanish Society
Resina, Joan Ramon
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855748
344 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

The Ghost in the Constitution offers a reflection on the political use of the 
concept of historical memory foregrounding the case of Spain. The book 
analyses the philosophical implications of the transference of the notion of 
memory from the individual consciousness to the collective subject and 
considers the conflation of epistemology with ethics. A subtheme is the origins 
and transmission of political violence, and its endurance in the form of symbolic 
violence and "negationism" in the post-Franco era. Some chapters treat of 
specific "traumatic" phenomena such as the bombing of Guernica and the 
Holocaust.
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Seven Myths of Spanish Conquest - updated edition
Restall, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780197537299
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 4/27/2021
1 map, 20 halftones & line illus.

An update of a popular work that takes on the myths of the Spanish Conquest of
the Americas, featuring a new afterword.

Matthew Restall is Sparks Professor of Latin American History at Penn State and
the author of eight books on colonial Latin America, including Seven Myths of the
Spanish Conquest.
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Listing:

Parenting Made Complicated: What Science Really Knows About the Greatest 
Debates of Early Childhood
Rettew, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197550977
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2021

Practical, informed, and entertaining, Parenting Made Complicated is a complete
resource for parents and professionals alike who are looking for dependable 
information about today's parenting controversies.

David Rettew, MD is an Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Pediatrics at the
University of Vermont Larner College of Medicine and serves as Medical Director
of the Child, Adolescent, and Family Division of the Vermont Department of 
Mental Health.
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Epilepsy Explained
Reuber, Markus / Schachter, Steven C.  / Elger, Christian E. / Altrup, Ulrich
Oxford University Press .
9780195379532

paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2009

Filled with illustrations on almost every page and boasting an attractive and 
stimulating layout, Epilepsy Explained offers a wealth of crystal clear information
on epilepsy, intended for patients, family members, friends, and caregivers.

Markus Reuber, MD, is Senior Lecturer in Neurology at the University of 
Sheffield. Steven C. Schachter, MD, is Professor of Neurology at Harvard 
Medical School and Director of Research, Department of Neurology, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center. Christian E. Elger, MD, is Professor of Epileptology
at the University of Bonn. The late Ulrich Altrup, MD, was Professor of 
Experimental Epileptology at the University of Münster.
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The Children of Harvey Milk: How LGBTQ Politicians Changed the World
Reynolds, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190088972
384 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

Andrew Reynolds' The Children of Harvey Milk is not only a compelling collective
portrait of LGBTQ politicians around the globe; it also offers a powerful 
explanation of why individual politicians practicing identity politics have been 
absolutely crucial to the successes of this still-expanding global social 
movement.

Andrew Reynolds is Professor of Political Science at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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Reading and Rebellion: An Anthology of Radical Writing for Children 1900-1960
Reynolds, Kimberley / Rosen, Jane / Rosen, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198806189
496 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2018

Kim Reynolds, Jane Rosen, and Michael Rosen present a new anthology of 
radical writings for children from the first half of the twentieth century. In the 
years 1900 to 1960, large sections of the British population embraced a 
spectrum of left-wing positions with a view to maintaining peace and creating a 
more just, less class riven, more planned, and more enjoyable society for all.

Kimberley Reynolds is the Professor of Children's Literature in the School of 
English Literature, Language and Linguistics at Newcastle University in the UK. 
Jane Rosen is a Librarian who works in Special Libraries. She is currently 
employed in a national museum. Michael Rosen is the Professor of Children's 
Literature at Goldsmiths, University of London.
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How to Market the Arts: A Practical Approach for the 21st Century
Rhine, Anthony S. and Pension, Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780197556085
288 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/14/2022
7, B/W  Illustrations

In How to Market the Arts: A Practical Approach for the 21st Century, expert 
authors Anthony Rhine and Jay Pension provide a new and practical paradigm to
explain how nonprofit arts marketing can and should work.

Anthony S. Rhine is Clinical Associate Professor of Management at Pace 
University. He is the author of Theatre Management: Arts Leadership for the 21st
Century and Marketing the Arts: An Introduction.   Jay Pension teaches arts 
administration and theatre at Florida State University. He is the co-author of 
Business Issues in the Arts.
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Ambition: For What?
Rhode, Deborah L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197538333
344 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/16/2021

This is a this is a lively account of ambition, and the forces driving and 
constraining it. It explores the toxic aspect of preoccupations with recognition, 
power and money, and how society, families and schools can help shape 
positive ambition.

Deborah L. Rhode was the Ernest W. McFarland Professor of Law and the 
Director of the Center on the Legal Profession.
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Lawyers as Leaders
Rhode, Deborah L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190685584
314 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

The first serious treatment of the subject, Lawyers as Leaders will be essential to
law school instructors who teach leadership courses (a growing field) and any 
attorney who finds him or herself in a management position.

Deborah L. Rhode is the Ernest W. McFarland Professor of Law, the director of 
the Center on the Legal Profession, and the director of the Program in Law and 
Social Entrepreneurship at Stanford University.
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The Trouble with Lawyers
Rhode, Deborah L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190933753
248 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2019

The Trouble with Lawyers is a comprehensive account of the challenges facing 
the American bar.

Deborah L. Rhode is the Ernest W. McFarland Professor of Law, the director of 
the Center on the Legal Profession, and the director of the Program in Law and 
Social Entrepreneurship at Stanford University.
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Women and Leadership
Rhode, Deborah L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190931773
256 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2018

In Women and Leadership, the eminent legal scholar Deborah L. Rhode focuses
on women's underrepresentation in leadership roles and asks why it persists and
what we can do about it.

Deborah L. Rhode is the Ernest W. McFarland Professor of Law, the director of 
the Center on the Legal Profession, and the director of the Program in Law and 
Social Entrepreneurship at Stanford University.
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Creating Memorials, Building Identities: The Politics of Memory in the Black 
Atlantic
Rice, Alan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317590
244 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2012

The book is not restricted by geographical strictures like many studies but 
includes work on European, Caribbean, African and North American examples of
memorialisation. The book ranges across chronologies including case studies on
all centuries from the 18th to the 21st and often mixing chronologies within the 
case studies themselves.

Alan Rice is Professor of English and American Studies, University of Central 
Lancashire.
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Modeling Ethnomusicology
Rice, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780190616892
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2017

Ethnomusicology is an academic discipline with a very broad mandate: to 
understand why and how human beings are musical through the study of music 
in all its geographical and historical diversity.

Timothy Rice, professor of ethnomusicology at the University of California, Los 
Angeles (UCLA), specializes in the traditional music of Bulgaria and writes 
frequently about the field of ethnomusicology.
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The Life and Times of Congressman John Quincy Adams
Richards, Leonard L.
Oxford University Press .
9780195054279
256 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 4/14/1988

Richards' study presents not only a vivid portrait of John Quincy Adams but also
provides an insightful exploration of American politics in the 1830s and 40s.

Leonard L. Richards is Professor of History at the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, and author of several books, including Gentlemen of Property and 
Standing.
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Intellectual Privacy: Rethinking Civil Liberties in the Digital Age
Richards, Neil
Oxford University Press .
9780190623388
240 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

In sharp contrast to conventional wisdom, Richards argues that speech and 
privacy are only rarely in conflict. True invasions of privacy like peeping toms or 
electronic surveillance should almost never be protected as "free speech. "

Neil Richards is a Professor of Law at Washington University in St. Louis, where
he teaches and writes about privacy, technology, and civil liberties.
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Cinematic TV: Serial Drama goes to the Movies
Richards, Rashna Wadia
Oxford University Press .
9780190071264
248 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2021
24 figures  illustrations

Investigating the boundaries between media in an age of convergence, 
Cinematic TV constructs a new model for exploring how contemporary serial 
dramas quote, copy, and appropriate American cinema.

Rashna Wadia Richards is Associate Professor and T. K. Young Chair of English
at Rhodes College.
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Bearing Witness While Black: African Americans, Smartphones, and the New 
Protest #Journalism
Richardson, Allissa V.
Oxford University Press .
9780190935535
272 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2020

Bearing Witness While Black tells the story of this century's most powerful Black
social movement through the eyes of 15 activists who documented it.

Allissa V. Richardson is Assistant Professor of Communication and Journalism at
the University of Southern California's Annenberg School.
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Liverpool and Transatlantic Slavery
Richardson, David and Schwarz, Suzanne (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312441
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2010

This book sets Liverpool in the wider context of transatlantic slavery and 
addresses issues in the scholarship of transatlantic slavery, including African 
agency and trade experience.

David Richardson is Professor of Economic History at the University of Hull. 
Suzanne Schwarz is a Professor of History at Liverpool Hope University. 
Anthony Tibbles was formerly Keeper of the Merseyside Maritime Museum.
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Numbering and Measuring in the Classical World
Richardson, William F. and Richardson, Margaret R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675181
90 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 1/1/2004
Classical handbook

This volume introduces the reader to Greek and Roman ways of expressing 
numbers, weights and measures. These are matters often relegated to footnotes
or an appendix. Yet the words, the symbols and the calculations used in the 
classical world have an interest in themselves and often reveal unexpected 
facets of the culture that employed them.

The late William F. Richardson was Honorary Research fellow in the University 
of Auckland, New Zealand.
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Underground Warfare
Richemond-Barak, Daphne
Oxford University Press .
9780190457259
296 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 1/25/2018

Underground warfare, a tactic of yesteryear, has re-emerged as a global and 
rapidly diffusing threat. This book is the first of its kind to examine tunnel warfare
in a systematic and comprehensive way, addressing the legal issues while 
keeping in mind operational and strategic challenges.

Daphne Richemond-Barak is Assistant Professor at the Lauder School of 
Government, Diplomacy, and Strategy, and Senior Researcher and Head of the 
International Law Desk at the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism at the 
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya.
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The World in One School: The History and Influence of the Liverpool School of 
Architecture 1894-2008
Richmond, Peter and Dunne, Jack
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311659
95 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2009

The World in One School explores in text and image the global influence of 
Britain's oldest University School of Architecture, exploring the history of the 
School and what its teachers and graduates have achieved internationally in 
designing and constructing the architecture of the world.

Peter Richmond, an architectural historian, works in the Liverpool School of 
Architecture. Jack Dunne is a lecturer in the Liverpool School of Architecture and
Co-head of Year 2.
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Marketing Modernisms: The Architecture and Influence of Charles Reilly
Richmond, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237662
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/7/2001

Architect, teacher, journalist, town planner and cultural entrepreneur, Sir Charles
Reilly (1874 1948) was a leading figure of the early twentieth-century British 
architectural scene. Marketing Modernisms is the first book to take an in-depth 
look at Reilly's career, tracing his evolving architectural ethos via a series of case
studies of his built work.

Peter Richmond lectures on architectural design and history at the University of 
Liverpool.
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We Are an African People: Independent Education, Black Power, and the 
Radical Imagination
Rickford, Russell
Oxford University Press .
9780190055530
402 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2019

A history of black independent schools as the forge for black nationalism and a 
vanguard for black sovereignty in the 1960s and 70s.

Russell Rickford is Assistant Professor of History at Cornell University.
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Cyber War Will Not Take Place
Rid, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780190660710
232 pages
paperback
$16.5
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

By the author who wrote extensively on the DNC hacking, suggesting the 
Russian connection. A fresh and refined appraisal of today's top cyber threats. 
Considers how computer espionage, sabotage and subversion present serious 
security threats but not war.

Thomas Rid is Reader in War Studies at King's College London. He is also a 
non-resident fellow at the Center for Transatlantic Relations in the School for 
Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University, Washington, DC.
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The Damned
Riddle, Nick
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325529
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2019
Constellations

The Damned (1963) is the most intriguing of director Joseph Losey's British 
journeyman films.  A sci-fi film by a director who hated sci-fi; a Hammer 
production that sat on the shelf for over two years before being released with 
almost no publicity as the second half of a double bill.

Nick Riddle is a writer and editor at the University of Bristol, UK, and has 
contributed to a number of volumes in the Intellect series Film Locations.
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Reflections on the Battlefield: From Infantryman to Chaplain 1914-1919
Rider, Robert J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238973
272 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/12/2001
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Historical Studies. Edited by P. E. H. Hair 
and Alan C. Robinson.

When Robert J. Rider died in 1961, he left to his descendants a typescript text, 
tentatively entitled Flashbacks, which would eventually become Reflections on 
the Battlefield. Broadly autobiographical, this text offers a unique account of its 
author who fought as an infantryman while also serving as a chaplain, thus 
exposing himself in peculiar directness to the ambiguities of chaplaincy service 
on the battlefield.

Robert J. Rider fought as an infantryman while also serving as a chaplain in 
WWI.
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A Dictionary of Astronomy
Ridpath, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780199609055
544 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2012
Oxford Paperback Reference.

Covering more than 3,000 astronomical terms, ranging from methods, 
instruments, and equations to famous astronomers, satellites, and stars, this 
book is an ideal reference for students, professionals, and astronomy buffs.

Ian Ridpath is editor of Norton's Star Atlas, The Monthly Sky Guide, and many 
other titles.
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The Shias of Pakistan: An Assertive and Beleaguered Minority
Rieck, Andreas
Oxford University Press .
9780190051907
564 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

As sectarian violence spirals alarmingly in Pakistan the need for a rigorous 
history of its Shia population is met by Rieck's definitive account.

Andreas T. Rieck has a PhD in Islamic Studies from the University of Hamburg 
and served with the UN Mission to Afghanistan before spending four years in 
Pakistan with the Hanns Seidel Foundation. Since 2007 he has been an advisor 
to the German Federal Criminal Police Office, Berlin.
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Speculative Epistemologies: An Eccentric Account of SF from the 1960s to the 
Present
Rieder, John
Oxford University Press .
9781802077810
192 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

Speculative Epistemologies examines six narratives that challenge dominant 
assumptions about the normal, the possible, and the real. Combining genre 
theory, reception theory, and the sociology of cultural production, it traces the 
increasingly feminist, racially and ethnically diverse, philosophically ambitious, 
and politically engaged character of science fiction and speculative fiction from 
the 1960s to the present.

John Rieder is Professor Emeritus of English at the University of Hawai'i at 
Manoa.
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The Battle over Hetch Hetchy: America's Most Controversial Dam and the Birth 
of Modern Environmentalism
Righter, Robert W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195313093
332 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/17/2006
28 halftones & maps

In the wake of the devastating 1906 earthquake and fire, the city of San 
Francisco desperately needed reliable supplies of water and electricity. Its 
mayor, James Phelan, pressed for the damming of the Tuolumne River in the 
newly created Yosemite National Park, setting off a firestorm of protest.

Raised in the San Francisco Bay Area, Robert W. Righter is Research Professor
of History at Southern Methodist University.
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The Political History of American Food Aid: An Uneasy Benevolence
Riley, Barry
Oxford University Press .
9780190228873
592 pages
hardcover
$65
Pub Date: 9/22/2017

In The Political History of American Food Aid, Barry Riley explores the influences
of humanitarian, domestic agricultural policy, foreign policy, and national security
goals that have created the uneasy relationship between benevolent instincts 
and the realpolitik of national interests.

Barry Riley is a Visiting Scholar at the Center on Food Security and the 
Environment in the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies at Stanford
University.
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A Season in Hell and the Illuminations
Rimbaud, Arthur
Oxford University Press .
9780195017601
192 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/9/1974
A New Translation by Enid Rhodes and With a Foreword by Henri Peyre

This new translation, with the French text on the facing pages, captures the tone
and rhythm of Rimbaud's language as well as the quality of his thought.

Jean Nicolas Arthur Rimbaud (20 October 1854 – 10 November 1891) was a 
French poet known for his influence on modern literature and arts, which 
prefigured surrealism.
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Stalin's Secret Weapon: The Origins of Soviet Biological Warfare
Rimmington, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780190928858
384 pages
hardcover
$48.5
Pub Date: 11/15/2018

Stalin's Secret Weapon is a gripping account of the early history of the globally 
significant Soviet biological weapons program, including its key scientists, its 
secret experimental bases and the role of intelligence specialists, establishing 
beyond doubt that the infrastructure created by Stalin continues to form the core
of Russia's current biological defense network.

Anthony Rimmington is Honorary Senior Research Fellow at the Center for 
Russian, European & Eurasian Studies, University of Birmingham.
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The Formularies of Angers and Marculf: Two Merovingian Legal Handbooks
Rio, Alice (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311598
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2009
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 49)

This book offers the first full English translation of two major sources for the 
Merovingian kingdoms: the formularies of Angers and Marculf (sixth and seventh
centuries).

Alice Rio is Osborn Fellow and College Lecturer in Medieval History and Culture,
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.
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Panpipes & Ponchos: Musical Folklorization and the Rise of the Andean 
Conjunto Tradition in La Paz, Bolivia
Rios, Fernando
Oxford University Press .
9780190692285
288 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2020
CURRENTS IN LATIN AMER AND IBERIAN MUSIC

Panpipes and Ponchos offers the first detailed historical study of the Bolivian 
folkloric music movement, showing how musical practices developed by the 
politically dominant, nonindigenous residents of twentieth-century La Paz city 
came to be misrepresented as pre-Columbian, indigenous folk music.

Fernando Rios is Associate Professor in Ethnomusicology at the University of 
Maryland.
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Kant and the Law of War
Ripstein, Arthur
Oxford University Press .
9780197604205
288 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2021

This book is a major intervention into just war theory by the most influential 
contemporary interpreter and exponent of Kant's legal and political philosophy.

Arthur Ripstein is Professor of Law and Philosophy and University Professor at 
the University of Toronto.
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Rules for Wrongdoers: Law, Morality, War
Ripstein, Arthur
Oxford University Press .
9780197553978
240 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2021
The Berkeley Tanner Lectures. Edited by Saira Mohamed.

Arthur Ripstein's lectures focus on the two bodies of rules governing war: the ius
ad bellum, which regulates resort to armed force, and the ius in bello, which sets
forth rules governing the conduct of armed force and applies equally to all 
parties. Ripstein argues that recognizing both sets of rules as distinctive 
prohibitions, rather than as permissions, can reconcile the supposed tension 
between them. In his first lecture, Rules for Wrongdoers, he explains how moral
principles governing an activity apply even to those who are not permitted to 
engage in them. In his second lecture, Combatants and Civilians, he develops a
parallel account of the distinction between combatants and civilians. The book 
includes subsequent essays by commentators Oona A. Hathaway, Christopher 
Kutz, and Jeff McMahan, followed by a response from Ripstein.

Arthur Ripstein is Professor of Law and Philosophy and University Professor at 
the University of TorontoDiscount:
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Where the Millennials Will Take Us: A New Generation Wrestles with the Gender
Structure
Risman, Barbara J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199324392
376 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2018

 In Where the Millennials Will Take Us, Barbara J. Risman reveals the diverse 
strategies youth use to negotiate the ongoing gender revolution. Using her theory
of gender as a social structure, Risman analyzes life history interviews with a 
diverse set of Millennials to probe how they understand gender and how they 
might change it.

Barbara J. Risman is Distinguished Professor of Arts & Sciences in the 
Department of Sociology at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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Isaac Nelson: Radical Abolitionist, Evangelical Presbyterian, and Irish Nationalist
Ritchie, Daniel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856691
336 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021

This book reconsiders the career of an important, controversial, but neglected 
figure in this history of Irish Presbyterianism.  The Revd Isaac Nelson is mostly 
remembered for his opposition to the evangelical revival of 1859, but this book 
demonstrates that there was much more to Nelson's career.

Daniel Ritchie was an Irish Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow at the School 
of History and Archives, University College Dublin between 2014-16.
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Organ Technique Modern and Early
Ritchie, George H. and Stauffer, George B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195137453
400 pages
Spiral Bound
$55
Pub Date: 4/13/2000

The authors' new approach to learning two playing techniques offers a 
systematic method for mastering the modern, legato technique needed for organ
music composed after 1750, as well as an articulated technique for earlier works.

George H. Ritchie, Head of the Organ Department and Marguerite Scribante 
Professor of Organ, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, and George B. Stauffer, 
Professor of Music History and Department Chair, Hunter College and Graduate
Center of CUNY.
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Accessible Elections: How the States Can Help Americans Vote
Ritter, Michael and Tolbert, Caroline J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197537251
224 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2020

Most research on election reforms to increase voter turnout has downplayed their
effects, showing that they generally benefit educated, older, and more affluent 
people. This book shows the positive effects that these reforms have on overall 
voter turnout, and among voters of disadvantaged groups. It emphasizes the 
ways that state governments are making it easier to participate in elections in an
effort to strengthen democratic government. With important implications for the 
2020 general election and beyond, Accessible Elections underscores how state 
governments can modernize their electoral practices to increase voter turnout, 
address electoral inequalities, and influence campaign and party mobilization 
strategies.

Michael Ritter is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Washington State
University. Caroline J. Tolbert is Professor of Political Science at the University of
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Anaconda: The Secret Life of the World's Largest Snake
Rivas, Jesus A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199732876
420 pages
hardcover
$66
Pub Date: 9/18/2020

This book reveals the natural history of the green anaconda, one of the most 
elusive of snakes.

Jesus A. Rivas is a herpetologist and tropical ecologist and Professor of Biology
at New Mexico Highlands University.
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Unscripted America: Indigenous Languages and the Origins of a Literary Nation
Rivett, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190077815
400 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 2/28/2020
Oxford Studies in American Literary History.

Unscripted America reconstructs an archive of indigenous language texts in 
order to present a new and wholly unique account of their impact on philosophy 
and US literary culture.

Sarah Rivett is Associate Professor of English at Princeton University.
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Unscripted America: Indigenous Languages and the Origins of a Literary Nation
Rivett, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190492564
400 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 11/17/2017
Oxford Studies in American Literary History Series

Unscripted America reconstructs an archive of indigenous language texts in 
order to present a new and wholly unique account of their impact on philosophy 
and US literary culture.

Sarah Rivett is Associate Professor of English at Princeton University.
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Taken For A Ride: Grounding Neoliberalism, Precarious Labour, and Public 
Transport in an African Metropolis
Rizzo, Matteo
Oxford University Press .
9780198839057
240 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2019
Critical Frontiers of Theory, Research, and Policy in International Development 
Studies.

The growth of cities, and informal economies within them, are two central 
manifestations of globalization in the developing world. This book contributes to 
our understanding of both, through a study of public transport in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania's largest city, from 1970 to 2015.

Matteo Rizzo is a political economist who lives and works in London, where he is
a senior lecturer across the Departments of Economics and Development 
Studies at SOAS, University of London, UK.
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Moon
Robb, Brian J.
Oxford University Press .
9781800856431
136 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

One of the most acclaimed debut features of this century, Moon (2009) harks 
back to classics of 1970s and 1980s science fiction films cinema in its 
philosophical and theological preoccupations. Brian Robb's Constellation covers 
the early filmmaking and influences of director Duncan Jones, provides a 
production history of the film, and examines questions of isolation and identity, 
curiosity and investigation as raised in Moon.

Brian J. Robb is the New York Times and Sunday Times bestselling biographer 
of Leonardo DiCaprio, Johnny Depp and Brad Pitt. He has also written books on
silent cinema, the films of Philip K. Dick, Wes Craven and Laurel and Hardy, as
well as television series Doctor Who and Star Trek. He is co-editor of the Sci-Fi 
Bulletin website.
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Is International Law International?
Roberts, Anthea
Oxford University Press .
9780190066055
434 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2019

This book takes the reader on a sweeping tour of the international legal field to 
reveal some of the patterns of difference, dominance, and disruption that belie 
international law's claim to universality.

Anthea Roberts is Professor in the School of Regulation and Global Governance
(RegNet) at the Australian National University.
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Linear Algebra for 21st Century Applications
Roberts, Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780198856405
768 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 12/9/2020

Customarily, much of traditional mathematics curricula was predicated on 'by 
hand' calculation. However, ubiquitous computing requires us to refresh what we
teach and how it is taught. This is especially true in the rapidly broadening fields
of Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence, and also in fields such as 
Bioinformatics, which all require the use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

Anthony Roberts is Professor of Applied Mathematics, University of Adelaide.
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The BRICS and Collective Financial Statecraft
Roberts, Cynthia / Armijo, Leslie / Katada, Saori
Oxford University Press .
9780190697525
288 pages
paperback
$41.95
Pub Date: 11/3/2017

Offers important insight into the relations between the BRICS countries and the
US. Presents empirical analysis based on deep national and regional expertise. 
Introduces a theoretical framework that draws on insights from the fields of 
international political economy, international relations and comparative foreign 
policy

Cynthia Roberts is Associate Professor of Political Science at Hunter College, 
City University of New York. Leslie Elliott Armijo is term Associate Professor in 
the School for International Studies, Simon Fraser University, British Columbia, 
Canada. Saori N. Katada is Associate Professor in the School of International 
Relations, University of Southern California.
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Jamaica Making: The Theresa Roberts Art Collection
Roberts, Emma
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856202
96 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 3/18/2022

Including texts by the Prime Minister of Jamaica, and prestigious author, Edward
Lucie-Smith, Jamaica Making: The Theresa Roberts Art Collection accompanies
the first exhibition wholly of Jamaican art in the UK's north-west. The exhibition at
Liverpool's Victoria Gallery and Museum presents the best of Jamaican art since
the 1960s.

Emma Roberts is Associate Dean (Global Engagement) at Liverpool John 
Moores University.
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Guide to Scripts Used in English Writings up to 1500
Roberts, Jane
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781382660
328 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2016
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP Series

The resurgence of interest in the history of the English language has prompted 
this indispensable introductory guide to the scripts used in Old and Middle 
English writing. The best way to gain a sense of changes in scripts across time is
through visual examples.

Jane Roberts is Professor Emerita of Medieval English Language & Literature at
King's College London.
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The Original Compromise: What the Constitution's Framers Were Really 
Thinking
Robertson, David Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780190686154
344 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2017

Draws from little-used sources to provide a much fuller account of the debates in
the Constitutional Convention of 1787.

David Brian Robertson is Curator's Distinguished Teaching Professor of Political
Science at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
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Trouble Every Day
Robertson, Kate
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859241
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

Transgressive both in its narrative and in its filmmaking, Trouble Every Day 
(2001) envisions the monster inside, unspeakable urges and an overwhelming 
need for complete incorporation. A plant discovered in the South American jungle
produces in its test subjects a terrible, unnatural and uncontrollable hunger. 
Vicious, all-consuming desire begets excessive violence and a turn to 
cannibalism, which situates Trouble Every Day into a tradition of challenging 
cinema, a film maudit that pushes the boundaries of what can be shown on 
screen.

Dr Kate Robertson is an Australian-born, New York-based writer and academic 
affiliate of the University of Sydney.
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Trouble Every Day
Robertson, Kate
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859258
112 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Devils Advocates

Vicious, all-consuming desire begets excessive violence and a turn to 
cannibalism, which situates Trouble Every Day into a tradition of challenging 
cinema, a film maudit that pushes the boundaries of what can be shown on 
screen.

Dr Kate Robertson is an Australian-born, New York-based writer and academic 
affiliate of the University of Sydney.
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Outsourcing Duty: The Moral Exploitation of the American Soldier
Robillard, Michael and Strawser, Bradley
Oxford University Press .
9780190671457
240 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 2/25/2022

In this volume, Michael J. Robillard and Bradley J. Strawser, who have both 
served in the military themselves, examine the notion of whether and how 
American soldiers have been exploited in this unique way, and in so doing offer 
an original normative theory of 'moral exploitation'--the notion that persons or 
groups can be wrongfully exploited by being made to shoulder an excessive 
amount of moral weight.

Michael J. Robillard is a research fellow at the Notre Dame Institute for 
Advanced Studies. Bradley J. Strawser is an Associate Professor of Philosophy 
in the Defense Analysis Department at the Naval Postgraduate School in 
Monterey, CA.
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Industry: Bang on a Can and New Music in the Marketplace
Robin, William
Oxford University Press .
9780190068653
320 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/22/2021

One of the best-known and most celebrated new music ensembles, Bang on a 
Can has presented sold-out marathon concerts of experimental music and 
captured a new public for music. And where other institutions faltered amidst the
vagaries of late capitalism, the renegade Bang on a Can survived--and thrived--
in a tumultuous but idealistic moment that made new music what it is today. This
book tells its story in full.

William Robin is an assistant professor of musicology at the University of 
Maryland's School of Music.
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The Maldives: Islamic Republic, Tropical Autocracy
Robinson, J.J.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045896
336 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 1/15/2016

The Maldives is a small and beautiful archipelago south of India, more renowned
for luxury resorts than experiments in democracy. It is a country of 
contradictions, where tourists sip cocktails on the beach while on nearby islands 
local women are flogged for extramarital sex and blackmarket vodka costs $140
a bottle.

J. J. Robinson was formerly editor of the Maldives' only independent English 
news service, Minivan News. He is a Fulbright scholar and graduate of the 
Columbia School of Journalism.
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Dangerous Instrument: Political Polarization and U.S. Civil-Military Relations
Robinson, Michael A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197611562
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/8/2022
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES.

In a data-driven analysis of contemporary American attitudes, Dangerous 
Instrument examines the current state of U.S. civil-military affairs, probing how 
the public views their military and the effect that partisan tribalism may have on 
that relationship in the future. Michael A. Robinson studies the sources and 
potential limits of American trust in the armed services, focusing on the interplay
of the public, political parties, media outlets, and the military itself on the prospect
of politicization and its associated challenges. As democratic institutions face 
persistent pressure worldwide, Dangerous Instrument provides important insights
into the contemporary arc of American civil-military affairs and delivers 
recommendations on ways to preserve a non-partisan military.

Michael A. Robinson is a former Assistant Professor of International Affairs at the
United States Military Academy at West Point and an Army strategist. A 
researcher on U.S. and comparative civil-military relations, he is a non-resident 
fellow at West Point's Modern War Institute and holds a Ph.D. in Political Science
from Stanford University.
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Liverpool Accents: Seven Poets and a City
Robinson, Peter (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236719
194 pages
paperback
$16
Pub Date: 1/9/1996
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures 
Ser.

This anthology is not a historical survey of poetry about Liverpool, neither is it 
representative of "Liverpool poets". Rather, it is an opportunity for seven poets –
all with a biographical link to the city – of different ages and affiliations to 
introduce their poetry. The poets represented have all been shaped by hearing 
the Liverpool accents; they have been influenced by the city’s history, culture and
spirit.

Peter Robinson is Professor of English and American Literature at The University
of Reading, UK.
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Fishermen, the Fishing Industry and the Great War at Sea: A Forgotten History?
Robinson, Robb
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070170
216 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Research in Maritime History LUP. 16 black and white illustrations

This book examines the scale and scope of the largely forgotten role played for 
the Admiralty by 3000 armed fishing vessels, 39,000 fishermen and many 
coastal communities during the Great War in the unrelenting struggle against 
mines and U-boats. It is a story largely forgotten in the recent centenary 
commemorations.

Robb Robinson is Honorary Research Fellow at the Maritime Historical Studies 
Centre, University of Hull.
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Trawling : The Rise and Fall of the British Trawl Fishery
Robinson, Robb
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896283
288 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
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How Journalists Engage: A Theory of Trust Building, Identities, and Care
Robinson, Sue
Oxford University Press .
9780197667125
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/18/2023

In this book, Sue Robinson explores how journalists of different identities, 
especially racial, enact trusting relationships with their audiences. Drawing from 
case studies, community-work, interviews, and focus groups, she documents an
emergent ecosystem around trust building and engagement journalism that 
represents the first major paradigm shift of the press's core values in more than a
century. Developing a new theory of trust building, Robinson calls for journalists 
to grapple actively with their own identities--especially the privileges, biases, and
marginalization attached to them--and those of their communities, resulting in a
more intentional and effective moral voice focused on justice and equity through 
the news practice of an ethic of care.

Sue Robinson is the Helen Firstbrook Franklin Professor of Journalism in the 
School of Journalism & Mass Communication at the University of Wisconsin-
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Isle of Man: Celebrating a Sense of Place
Robinson, Vaughan and McCarroll, Danny (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232964
312 pages
paperback
$28.5
Pub Date: 1/6/1990
Utp Correspondence James Polk Ser.

This book, drawing on wide experience of the Isle of Man, describes, interprets 
and explains the features that make the Island’s physical and human landscapes
so distinctive and give it a unique sense of place.
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A Sociology of Modern China
Rocca, Jean-Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780190231200
160 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2015

Jean-Louis Rocca's admirably concise A Sociology of Modern China wears its 
scholarship lightly and paints an intimate and complex portrait of Chinese 
society, all the while avoiding cliches and simplifications.

Jean-Louis Rocca is a sociologist, Professor and Researcher at CERI Sciences-
Po in Paris and at Tsingshua University in Beijing.
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Argentine Cinema and National Identity (1966-1976)
Rocha, Carolina
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855786
264 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Argentine Cinema and National Identity covers the development of Argentine 
cinema since the late 1950s to the mid-1970s, a period that has been 
understudied. This essential cultural history delves on the dialect tradition versus
modernity that was in place during those years and also comprises an 
examination of the political economy of film production as well as the different 
laws, including that implementing censorship that regulated this cultural industry.
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Moral Acrobatics: How We Avoid Ethical Ambiguity by Thinking in Black and 
White
Rochat, Philippe
Oxford University Press .
9780190057657
192 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/13/2021

Human beings are full of moral inconsistencies. We wear multiple moral hats on
one head, and juggle double standards. But how do we manage being the moral
acrobats that we are? Moral Acrobatics addresses this question by trying to shed
honesty on who we are as moral agents and the limits of what we consider 
moral.

Philippe Rochat is Professor of Psychology at Emory University.
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City of Illusions: A History of Granada
Rodgers, Helen and Cavendish, Stephen
Oxford University Press .
9780197619414
312 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
32 color .

Covering the eleventh-century to the present day, the authors recount stories 
from the Alhambra, the Reconquista, French occupation and the Spanish Civil 
War.

Helen Rodgers is an Arabist, whose fascination for the history of the Arab world
has led to over two decades of historical research across the Mediterranean 
region. Stephen Cavendish is a writer, editor and historian with a passion for the
medieval and modern history of Europe and the Middle East.
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Into Russian Nature: Tourism, Environmental Protection, and National Parks in 
the Twentieth Century
Roe, Alan D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190914554
360 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In Into Russian Nature, Alan D. Roe offers the first history of the Russian national
park movement.

Alan D. Roe is a lecturer in history at West Virginia University.
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Missing the Target: Why Stock-Market Short-Termism Is Not the Problem
Roe, Mark J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197625620
200 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/29/2022
20 illustrations

Missing the Target challenges the view that stock-market-driven short-termism is
severely damaging the American economy. Mark J. Roe shows that the evidence
does not support that view, examines why this issue is popular, why the issue 
continues to grip lawmakers, and why they are mistaken in according it much 
weight.

Mark J. Roe is the David Berg Professor of Corporate Law at Harvard Law 
School.
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Wordsworth and Coleridge: The Radical Years- 2nd edition
Roe, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780198818113
352 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2019

This volume offers a reappraisal of Wordsworth's and Coleridge's radical careers
before their emergence as major poets. Updated, revised, and with new 
manuscript material, this expanded new edition responds to the most significant
critical work on Wordsworth's and Coleridge's radical careers in the three 
decades since the book first appeared.

Nicholas Roe is Wardlaw Professor of English Literature, University of St 
Andrews.
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The Ultimate Musical Theater College Audition Guide: Advice from the People 
Who Make the Decisions
Rogers Schwartzreich, Amy
Oxford University Press .
9780190925055
208 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

In The Ultimate Musical Theatre College Audition Guide, author, acting teacher,
and musical theatre program director Amy Rogers offers an honest, no-nonsense
guide to the musical theatre audition.

Amy Rogers Schwartzreich is Director and Founder of the B. F. A Musical 
Theater Program at Pace University in New York City.
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Resonant Recoveries: French Music and Trauma Between the World Wars
Rogers, Jillian C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190658298
400 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 1/22/2021

In Resonant Recoveries, author Jillian C. Rogers shows what a profound effect
World War I had on French musical life as musicians and their audiences turned
to music as a consolatory practice to help them mourn their losses and heal their
wounds.

Jillian C. Rogers is Assistant Professor of Musicology at Indiana University. Her 
research centers on relationships between music/sound and trauma in historical
contexts.
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Polio Wars: Sister Kenny and the Golden Age of American Medicine
Rogers, Naomi
Oxford University Press .
9780195380590
488 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2013

 Polio Wars is the story of Sister Elizabeth Kenny -- 'Sister' being a reference to 
her status as a senior nurse, not a religious designation -- who arrived in the US 
from Australia in 1940 espousing an unorthodox approach to the treatment of 
polio.

Naomi Rogers, PhD, is a tenured Associate Professor in the Program for the 
History of Science and Medicine at Yale University where she teaches medical 
students, undergraduates and graduate students.
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The Cultural Nature of Human Development
Rogoff, Barbara
Oxford University Press .
9780195131338
448 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/13/2003

The volume examines multiple aspects of development, including childrearing, 
gender differences, interdependence and autonomy, developmental transitions,
maternal attachment, parental discipline, and cognition and culture. This 
important new work will appeal to psychologists, educators, and anthropologists.

Barbara Rogoff is UCSC Foundation Distinguished Professor of Psychology at 
the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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The Climate Question: Natural Cycles, Human Impact, Future Outlook
Rohling, Eelco J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190910877
176 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

The Climate Question offers a background to these concerns in straightforward 
terms, with examples, and is motivated by Rohling's personal experience in 
being intensely quizzed about whether modern change is not all just part of a 
natural cycle, whether nature will not simply resolve the issue for us, or whether it
won't be just up to some novel engineering to settle things quickly.

Eelco J. Rohling is based at the Research School of Earth Sciences, The 
Australian National University, Canberra (since 2013), and secondarily affiliated
with the University of Southampton, National Oceanography Centre 
Southampton, UK (since 1994).
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The Honest Look
Rohn, Jennifer L
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781936113118
300 pages
paperback
$21
Pub Date: 11/19/2010

The Honest Look is a tale of passion, betrayal and a devastating secret that 
threatens to bring down careers, a company and a widely accepted scientific 
theory.

Dr. Jennifer Rohn is a cell biologist at University College London and founder 
and editor of LabLit.com, an online magazine devoted to lab culture and fiction.
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Experimental Heart: A Novel
Rohn, Jennifer L.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879698768
364 pages
paperback
$15
Pub Date: 11/13/2008

A thriller centered on commercial drug development, the book will be enjoyed by
anyone who knows the intense, intimate world of biomedical research. At last, a
novel about scientists with characters that are recognizably real!

Dr. Jennifer Rohn is a cell biologist at University College London and founder 
and editor of LabLit. com, an online magazine devoted to lab culture and fiction.
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Sophocles' Electra
Roisman, Hanna M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190461393
264 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/13/2020
Oxf Greek Latin College Comment Series.

Sophocles' Electra is a riveting play with a long and varied reception. Its nuanced
treatment of matricidal revenge with all the questions it raises and its superb 
poetry have all contributed to making this one of Sophocles' most admired plays.
This text and commentary provides students with all the essential information to
appreciate Sophocles' complex tragedy.

Hanna Roisman is Arnmold Benhard Professor of Arts and Humanities at Colby
College.
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The Classical Art of Command: Eight Greek Generals Who Shaped the History 
of Warfare
Roisman, Joseph
Oxford University Press .
9780197607176
416 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2021
18 b/w line drawings; 20 b/w halftones .

The Classical Art of Command gives readers a unique opportunity to examine 
the variegated nature of Greek generalship through the individual careers of 
eight prominent commanders.

Joseph Roisman is Professor of Classics at Colby College.
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The Classical Art of Command: Eight Greek Generals Who Shaped the History 
of Warfare
Roisman, Joseph
Oxford University Press .
9780199985821
416 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2017
18 b/w line drawings; 20 b/w halftones

The Classical Art of Command gives readers a unique opportunity to examine 
the variegated nature of Greek generalship through the individual careers of 
eight prominent commanders.

Joseph Roisman is a Professor of Classics at Colby College.
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Cleopatra's Daughter: and Other Royal Women of the Augustan Era
Roller, Duane W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197604151
224 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
WOMEN IN ANTIQUITY

This is the first study of the royal women who ruled in the Mediterranean in the 
latter first century BC, in a symbiotic relationship with the Roman government. 
Several are discussed, with the most prominent being Cleopatra Selene (the 
daughter of the famous Cleopatra VII of Egypt) and Salome, the sister of Herod 
the Great.

Duane W. Roller, Professor Emeritus of Classics at The Ohio State University, is
an ancient historian, archaeologists, and classicist.
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The Empire of the Black Sea
Roller, Duane W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197673171
296 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2023

This book provides the most comprehensive general history of the kingdom of 
Pontos, from its mythic origins in Greek literature (e.g., Jason and the Golden 
Fleece) to its violent destruction by the late republic of Rome. It includes detailed
discussions of Pontos' cultural achievements-a rich blend of Greek and Persian 
influences-as well as its political and military successes under Mithridates VI, 
who proved to be as formidable a foe to Rome as Hannibal.

Duane W. Roller is Professor Emeritus of Classics at The Ohio State University 
and the author of numerous books, including Cleopatra: A Biography, Cleopatra's
Daughter: And Other Royal Women of the Augustan Era, and Ancient 
Geography
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Cleopatra's Daughter: and Other Royal Women of the Augustan Era
Roller, Duane W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190618827
224 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2018
Women in Antiquity Series

The Roman emperor Augustus gave his name to the age he dominated, from the
latter half of the first century BC until the second decade of the following century.
Yet he shared the age with several royal women who ruled parts of the 
Mediterranean world, in a symbiotic relationship with Rome. This book is the first
detailed portrait of these remarkable women.

Duane W. Roller, Professor Emeritus of Classics at The Ohio State University, is
an ancient historian, archaeologists, and classicist.
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How Brands Grow Part 2: Including Emerging Markets, Services, Durables, B2B
and Luxury Brands - Revised Edition
Romaniuk, Jenni and Sharp, Bryon
Oxford University Press .
9780190330026
256 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2022

How Brands Grow Part 2 is about the fundamentals of buying behaviours and 
brand performance fundamentals that provide a consistent roadmap for brand 
growth, and improved marketing productivity. This revised edition includes 
updates to all chapters and the addition of a new chapter, 'Getting Down to 
Business-to-Business Markets'.

Jenni Romaniuk is Associate Director (International) of the Ehrenberg-Bass 
Institute, University of South Australia. Professor Byron Sharp is Director of the 
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, University of South Australia.
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How Brands Grow and How Brands Grow Part 2
Romaniuk, Jenni and Sharp, Byron
Oxford University Press .
9780190304935
352 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 3/28/2016

This pack contains How Brands Grow: What Marketers Dont Know and How 
Brands Grow Part 2: Emerging Markets, Services, Luxury Brands and Durables.
Buy the pack to save and take a journey to smarter, evidence-based marketing.
How Brands Grow provides evidence-based answers to the key questions asked
by marketers every day.

Jenni Romaniuk is Associate Director (International) of the Ehrenberg-Bass 
Institute, University of South Australia. Professor Byron Sharp is Director of the 
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, University of South Australia.
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Building Distinctive Brand Assets
Romaniuk, Jenni
Oxford University Press .
9780190311506
248 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 5/16/2018

Building Distinctive Brand Assets is for anyone with a brand logo, font or colour 
scheme, and is essential reading for those who have wondered if (or have been 
told) it's time for a change. Readers will learn how to set up a long-term strategy 
to build a strong brand identity, and how to make use of knowledge, metrics and
management systems in order to build and protect a brand's Distinctive Assets.

Jenni Romaniuk is a Research Professor and Associate Director (International) 
of the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute at the University of South Australia Business 
School.
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Functional Awareness and Yoga: An Anatomical Guide to the Body in Reflective
Practice
Romita, Nancy and Romita, Allegra
Oxford University Press .
9780190863920
136 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/5/2018

Functional Awareness and Yoga is an essential book for all who wishes to 
deepen their yoga practice and discover strategies to reduce strain or discomfort
on the mat as well as in daily life.

Allegra Romita teaches Functional AwarenessRG Anatomy in Action, Dance, 
and Vinyasa Flow Yoga in New York City. She is also a Certified Movement 
Analyst. Nancy Romita is on faculty at Towson University where she teaches 
anatomy and kinesiology. She is also Director of the Alexander Technique Mid-
Atlantic Teacher Training Course.
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Tomorrow's Table: Organic Farming, Genetics, and the Future of Food
Ronald, Pamela C. and Adamchak, Raoul W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190201456

paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2014

Tomorrow's Table argues that a judicious blend of two important strands of 
agriculture-genetic engineering and organic farming-is key to helping feed the 
world's growing population in an ecologically balanced manner.

Pamela C. Ronald is a Professor in the Department of Plant Pathology at the 
University of California, Davis. Raoul Adamchak has grown organic crops for 
twenty years, part of the time as a partner in Full Belly Farm, a private 150-acre 
organic vegetable farm. He now works at the U.C., Davis as the Market Garden
Coordinator at the certified organic farm on campus.
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Schoenberg's Models for Beginners in Composition
Root, Gordon
Oxford University Press .
9780190865658
272 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2017
Schoenberg in Words

Uniquely traces Schoenberg's development of the two-measure phrase as the 
main component of his pedagogical method. Incorporates corrections to original
manuscript from 1943. Includes significant commentary. Uncovers precedents for
Schoenberg's thought in the works of earlier theorists

Gordon Root is an Associate Professor at the State University of New York at 
Fredonia, where he has taught since 2006.
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'Into Another Mould': Aspects of the Interregnum
Roots, Ivan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894173
184 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

The first edition of this volume, published in 1981 under the title Into Another 
Mould, contemplated three aspects of the interregnum 1642-60: the suggested or
even attempted reforms of local government; the politics of the New Model Army;
the strains, new and old, between and within the constituent kingdoms. In this 
new edition, the original essays have been revised and joined by three new 
essays.

Ivan Roots is Emeritus Professor in History at the University of Exeter.
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Governing in the Shadows: Angola's Securitized State
Roque, Paula Cristina
Oxford University Press .
9780197629895

paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
African Arguments.

Reveals the Angolan state's intrusion into citizens' lives in the name of security, 
in stark contrast with governmental neglect in addressing poverty and 
marginalization.

Paula Cristina Roque has been an independent analyst on Angola for two 
decades. She has worked for the Crisis Management Initiative established by 
Martti Ahtisaari; the South Sudan Centre for Strategic and Policy Studies, Juba;
and the International Crisis Group, as senior analyst for Southern Africa (Angola
and Mozambique).
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The Alcoholic Republic: An American Tradition
Rorabaugh, W.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195029901
320 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/17/1981

Recreating America's first fifty intemperate years, when, from 1790 to 1840, 
Americans drank more alcoholic beverages per capita than at any other time in 
history, Rorabaugh examines some of the reasons why Americans drank so 
much

W. J. Rorabaugh is at University of Washington.
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Why Culture Matters Most
Rose, David C.
Oxford University Press .
9780199330720
216 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2018

The key to achieving mass flourishing is culture - not genes, geography, 
institutions, or policies. In this thought-provoking book, David C. Rose argues 
that societal success depends on overcoming the challenge posed by rational 
self-interest undermining the common good.

David C. Rose is Professor of Economics at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
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Citizens By Degree: Higher Education Policy and the Changing Gender 
Dynamics of American Citizenship
Rose, Deondra
Oxford University Press .
9780190650957
312 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/16/2018
Studies in Postwar American Political Development

Examining the development and impact of the National Defense Education Act of
1958, the Higher Education Act of 1965, and Title IX of the 1972 Education 
Amendments, Deondra Rose in Citizens By Degree argues that higher education
policies represent a crucial-though largely overlooked-factor shaping the 
progress that women have made.

Deondra Rose is Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Political Science in the
Sanford School of Public Policy at Duke University.
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Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1970
Rose, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663981
256 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 7/28/2009

Accessible to the students, tutors, and the general reader, Beyond Hammer 
provides new critical readings of classic, contemporary, and lesser known films 
of the post-Hammer British horror canon.

James Rose is an independent scholar specializing in Gothic and horror cinema.
He has published with a range of international journals, including Vertigo, Splice,
Senses of Cinema, Offscreen, MediaMagazine, and Rue Morgue, and is the 
author of Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1970.
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Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1971
Rose, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663974
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2009

Accessible to the students, tutors, and the general reader, Beyond Hammer 
provides new critical readings of classic, contemporary, and lesser known films 
of the post-Hammer British horror canon.

James Rose is an independent scholar specializing in Gothic and horror cinema.
He has published with a range of international journals, including Vertigo, Splice,
Senses of Cinema, Offscreen, MediaMagazine, and Rue Morgue, and is the 
author of Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1970.
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Studying The Devil's Backbone
Rose, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733094
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2010
Studying Films

The Devil's Backbone (2001) is a Gothic film written and directed by Guillermo 
del Toro (Pan's Labyrinth, 2006).  The story centers on a ghost that haunts an 
isolated orphanage during the Spanish Civil War.  Studying The Devil's 
Backbone explores the narrative of the film in relation to central concerns, such 
as genre, theme, iconography, representation, and film language.

James Rose is an independent scholar specializing in Gothic and horror cinema.
He has published with a range of international journals, including Vertigo, Splice,
Senses of Cinema, Offscreen, MediaMagazine, and Rue Morgue, and is the 
author of Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1970.
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The Texas Chain Saw Massacre
Rose, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733643
108 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/16/2013
.

No-one who has ever seen the original The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974) 
is ever likely to forget the experience. An intense fever dream (or nightmare), it is
remarkable for its sense of sustained threat and depiction of an insane but 
nonetheless (dys)functional family on the furthest reaches of society who have 
regressed to cannibalism in the face of economic hardship. As well as providing
a summary of the making of the film, James Rose discusses the extraordinary 
censorship history of the film in the UK (essentially banned for two decades) and
provides a detailed textual analysis of the film with particular reference to the 
concept of 'the Uncanny'. He also situates the film in the context of horror film 
criticism (the 'Final Girl' character) and discusses its influence and subsequent 
sequels and remakes.

James Rose is an independent scholar specializing in Gothic and horror cinema.
He has published with a range of international journals, including Vertigo, Splice,
Senses of Cinema, Offscreen, MediaMagazine, and Rue Morgue, and is the 
author of Beyond Hammer: British Horror Cinema Since 1970.
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Readers' Liberation: The Literary Agenda
Rose, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780198723554
208 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/11/2018
The Literary Agenda

The Literary Agenda is a series of short polemical monographs about the 
importance of literature and of reading in the wider world and about the state of 
literary education inside schools and universities.

Jonathan Rose is William R. Kenan Professor of History at Drew University.
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Beavers: Ecology, Behaviour, Conservation, and Management
Rosell, Frank and Campbell-Palmer, Roisin
Oxford University Press .
9780198835059
464 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/25/2022
95 colour line figures, illustrations and photographs; 17 tables

Beavers: Ecology, Behaviour, Conservation, and Management is an accessible 
reference for a broad audience of professional academics (especially carnivore 
and mammalian biologists), researchers and graduate students, governmental 
and non-governmental wildlife bodies, and amateur natural historians intrigued 
by these wild animals and the extraordinary processes of nature they exemplify.

Frank Rosell is a Professor in behavioural ecology at the University of South-
Eastern Norway where he has worked since 1994. Roisin Campbell-Palmer is an
independent beaver consultant working throughout Britain and the Republic of 
Ireland but based in Scotland, advising on a range of beaver issues from 
reintroduction to management conflicts.
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The Reparative in Narratives: Works of Mourning in Progress
Rosello, Mireille D.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312212
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 5/15/2010
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French & Francophone Cultures 
(Book 13)

The authors studied in this book can be visualized as the islands that constitute 
an unknown, fragile and trembling literary and cultural Francophone archipelago.
The archipelago does not appear on any map, in the middle of an ocean whose 
name we already know.

Mireille D. Rosello is Chair of the Program of Comparative Studies at the 
University of Amsterdam.
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Lives Reclaimed: A Story of Rescue and Resistance in Nazi Germany
Roseman, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780198802846
352 pages
hardcover
$25.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2020

Lives Reclaimed tells an extraordinary story of resistance against the Nazi 
regime and help for Jews in the Third Reich.  Still largely unknown today, 'The 
Bund' were a small left-wing group based in Germany's industrial heartland.  
Initially preoccupied with surviving the Nazi onslaught and adapting to 
clandestine life under a dictatorship, in 1938 the men and women of the Bund 
were shocked by the anti-Jewish violence of Kristallnacht into reaching out to 
their Jewish neighbours.

Mark Roseman was born in London and educated at the Universities of 
Cambridge and Warwick. Since 2013 he has been Director of the Borns Jewish
Studies Program at Indiana University.
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Collateral Damage: A Candid History of a Peculiar Form of Death
Rosen, Frederik
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044073
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 2/15/2016

Rosén explains how collateral damage is linked to ideas of authority, thereby 
anchoring it to the existential riddles of our individual and collective lives, and 
that this peculiar form of death constitutes an image of what it means to be 
human.

Frederik Rosen is a research fellow at the Danish Institute for International 
Studies and has published widely on a range of topics related to military force 
and global governance. He holds a PhD in Political Science from the University 
of Copenhagen.
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It's a Jungle in There: How Competition and Cooperation in the Brain Shape the
Mind
Rosenbaum, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190263164
272 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2015

Written in a light-hearted tone and with reference to hypothetical neural 
'creatures' making their way in a tough environment, Rosenbaum makes 
cognitive psychology and his theory easy to understand and exciting to ponder.

David A. Rosenbaum is Professor of Psychology at the Pennsylvania State 
University.
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It's a Jungle in There: How Competition and Cooperation in the Brain Shape the
Mind
Rosenbaum, David A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199829774
272 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 2/20/2014

Written in a light-hearted tone and with reference to hypothetical neural 
'creatures' making their way in a tough environment, Rosenbaum makes 
cognitive psychology and his theory easy to understand and exciting to ponder.

David A. Rosenbaum is Professor of Psychology at the Pennsylvania State 
University.
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What is a Superhero?
Rosenberg, Robin S. and Coogan, Peter (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780199795277
200 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 8/29/2013

 In What is a Superhero?, psychologist Robin Rosenberg and comics scholar 
Peter Coogan explore this question from a variety of viewpoints, bringing 
together contributions from nineteen comic book experts--including both scholars
in such fields as cultural studies, art, and psychology as well as leading comic 
book writers and editors.

Robin S. Rosenberg is a clinical psychologist. In addition to running a private 
practice, she writes about superheroes and the psychological phenomena their 
stories reveal. She is editor of Psychology of Superheroes and Our Superheroes,
Ourselves.
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Our Superheroes, Ourselves
Rosenberg, Robin S.
Oxford University Press .
9780199765812
232 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 7/22/2013

Superhero fans are everywhere, from the teeming halls of Comic Con to 
suburban movie theaters, from young children captivated by their first comic 
books to the die-hard collectors of vintage memorabilia.

Robin S. Rosenberg is a clinical psychologist. In addition to running a private 
practice, she writes about superheroes and the psychological phenomena their 
stories reveal. She is editor of Psychology of Superheroes and Our Superheroes,
Ourselves.
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Buckets from an English Sea: 1832 and the Making of Charles Darwin
Rosenblatt, Louis B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190654405
216 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

This study of 1832 highlights the resources available to the young Darwin as he
worked to secure humanity's innate goodness.

Louis B. Rosenblatt taught for over 30 years, chiefly at the Park School, but also
at Leeds University and Gallaudet College.
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America's Competitive Secret Women Managers
Rosener, Judy B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195119145
336 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 12/4/1997

America's Competitive Secret redefines the issue for a new era, showing that 
America's most successful competitive strategy is one that most effectively 
utilizes all its human resources.

Judy B. Rosener, Ph.D. is a professor in the Graduate School of Management at
UC-Irvine.
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The Rainbow after the Storm: Marriage Equality and Social Change in the U.S.
Rosenfeld, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197600443
336 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021
35 color figures; 7 photographs; 4 tables .

In Rainbow after the Storm, Michael J. Rosenfeld provides a comprehensive new
and compelling analysis of who made these social changes and how. He relies 
on many different kinds of evidence to explain why marriage equality has 
achieved success when other progressive American social movements have 
stalled.

Michael J. Rosenfeld is Professor of Sociology at Stanford University.
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Machines for Living
Rosner, Victoria
Oxford University Press .
9780198845195
320 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2020
4 Illustrations

Rosner's work develops a new methodology for interdisciplinary modernist 
studies and shows how the reinvention of domestic life is central to modernist 
literature.

Victoria Rosner is Dean of Academic Affairs at Columbia University School of 
General Studies and Adjunct Associate Professor in the Columbia University 
Department of English and Comparative Literature.
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Smashing H-Block: The Popular Campaign against Criminalization and the Irish
Hunger Strikes 1976-1982
Ross, F. Stuart
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846317101
226 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2012

Smashing H-Block is a political history of the Irish republican struggle against 
criminalization from 1976 to 1982.

F. Stuart Ross is a Derry-based activist and academic. He received his PhD from
Queen's University Belfast and has also studied at Syracuse University and the 
London School of Economics.
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Evangelical Worship: An American Mosaic
Ross, Melanie C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197530757
320 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2021

Weaving together insights from American religious history and liturgical studies,
and drawing on extensive fieldwork in seven congregations, Melanie C. Ross 
brings contemporary evangelical worship to life.

Melanie C. Ross is Associate Professor of Liturgical Studies at Yale Divinity 
School and Yale Institute of Sacred Music.
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Overcoming the Oppressors: White and Black in Southern Africa
Rotberg, Robert I.
Oxford University Press .
9780197674208
416 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2023

How did Africans win their freedom in southern Africa?  And what did they do 
with their freedom in the several decades since each southern African country 
became free?  Overcoming the Oppressors discusses Black oppression 
succeeding white oppression, indicates why and how corruption prevails in the 
region, and explains why Botswana is exceptional in being non-corrupt and well-
governed.  The present problems of each country are analyzed and we learn 
what their leaders are doing to uplift their peoples.

Robert I. Rotberg is the Founding Director of the Harvard Kennedy School's 
Program on Intrastate Conflict.
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Third-Party Peacemakers in Judaism: Text, Theory, and Practice
Roth, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197566770
384 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2021

Third-Party Peacemakers in Judaism presents an array of case studies featuring
third-party peacemakers found within Jewish rabbinic literature and serves as an
inspiration for fostering indigenous practices of third-party peacemaking and 
mediation in the modern era.

Rabbi Dr. Daniel Roth is the Director of Mosaica -The Religious Peace Initiative,
which engages religious leaders in mediation, conflict resolution, and religious 
peacebuilding and is a lecturer of religion and conflict resolution at Bar-Ilan 
University's Conflict Resolution, Management and Negotiation Graduate Program
in Israel.
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Eduard Hanslick's On the Musically Beautiful: A New Translation
Rothfarb, Lee and Landerer, Christoph
Oxford University Press .
9780190698188
224 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2018

Rothfarb and Landerer's translation includes three introductory essays offering 
fresh perspectives on Hanslick, and on the origins, publications, and translation 
history of his treatise, as well as its central concepts and philosophical 
underpinnings.

Lee Rothfarb is Professor of Music Theory at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. Christoph Landerer is Project Staff and Principal Investigator at the 
Austrian Academy of Sciences, and author of Eduard Hanslick und Bernard 
Bolzano (2004).
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Aristophanes' Wasps
Rothwell, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780190639716
264 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/22/2019
Oxford Greek and Latin College Commentaries

Aristophanes' Wasps (422 B. C. ) is an entertaining comedy that plunges us into 
the life of a family in classical Athens, while treating themes that readers of any 
time and place can appreciate. This edition provides a full introduction devoted to
the political, social, and literary background of the play, as well as notes to the 
text explaining historical details.

Kenneth S. Rothwell, Jr., is Professor and Chair of Classics at the University of
Massachusetts Boston.
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The Rise of Neoliberal Feminism
Rottenberg, Catherine
Oxford University Press .
9780197523773
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

In her analysis of recent bestselling feminist manifestos, well-trafficked mommy 
blogs, and television series such as The Good Wife, Catherine Rottenberg 
reveals that a particular variant of feminism--which she calls neoliberal 
feminism--has come to dominate the cultural landscape, one that is not 
interested in a mass women's movement or struggles for social justice.

Catherine Rottenberg is Marie Sklodowska-Curie Visiting Professor in the 
Department of Sociology at Goldsmiths, University of London, as well as Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Foreign Literatures and Linguistics and the Gender
Studies Program at Ben-Gurion University.
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The Rise of Neoliberal Feminism
Rottenberg, Catherine
Oxford University Press .
9780190901226
264 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/4/2018
Heretical Thought Series

In her analysis of recent bestselling feminist manifestos, well-trafficked mommy 
blogs, and television series such as The Good Wife, Catherine Rottenberg 
reveals that a particular variant of feminism--which she calls neoliberal 
feminism--has come to dominate the cultural landscape, one that is not 
interested in a mass women's movement or struggles for social justice.

Catherine Rottenberg is Marie Sklodowska-Curie Visiting Professor in the 
Department of Sociology at Goldsmiths, University of London, as well as Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Foreign Literatures and Linguistics and the Gender
Studies Program at Ben-Gurion University.
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Empires of the Senses: Bodily Encounters in Imperial India and the Philippines
Rotter, Andrew J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190924706
392 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/22/2019

A deeply researched study, this book offers the first sensory history of the British
empire in India and the United States in the Philippines, reflecting on how senses
structured the colonizers' perception of the colonized (and vice versa) and 
impacted the British and American imperial projects.

Andrew J. Rotter is Charles A. Dana Professor of History at Colgate University.
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Citizens of the World: Political Engagement and Policy Attitudes of Millennials 
across the Globe
Rouse, Stella M. / McDonald, Jared / Engstrom, Richard N. / Hanmer, Michael J.
/ Gonzalez, Roberto / Lay, Siugmin / Miranda, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780197599389
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

Drawing on data from Australia, Chile, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa, South
Korea, the United Kingdom, and the United States, Citizens of the World shows 
how Millennials' global identity has developed and how it fuels their policy 
attitudes and willingness to engage in the political world.

Stella M. Rouse is Professor in the Department of Government and Politics, 
Director of the Center for Democracy and Civic Engagement, and Associate 
Director of the Critical Issues Poll at the University of Maryland. Jared McDonald
is Assistant Professor of Political Science and International Affairs at the 
University of Mary Washington. Richard N. Engstrom is Senior Lecturer in the 
Department of Government and Politics at the University of Maryland. Michael J.
Hanmer is Professor in the Department of Government and Politics and 
Research Director for the Center for Democracy and Civic Engagement at the 
University of Maryland. Roberto Gonzalez is Professor of Social Psychology at 
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile and Principal Investigator at the Centre 
for Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies (COES; ANID/FONDAP 15130009). 
Siugmin Lay is Assistant Research Professor at the Centro de Medicion, MIDE 
UC, at Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile. Daniel Miranda is Assistant 
Research Professor at the Centro de Medicion, MIDE UC, at Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica de Chile.
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Cains: The Story of Liverpool in a Pint
Routledge, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311505
160 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/15/2009

The story of Cain’s, like the story of Liverpool, is one of passion, ambition, and 
graft. It takes in immigration, global trade, terrible poverty, and vast wealth. In 
just two generations, the Cain family went from the slums of Irish Liverpool to a 
seat in the House of Lords. As the city grew, so did the brewery, and as the 
city struggled, so Cain’s fought for survival.

Christopher Routledge is a freelance writer and editor. He is the author of 
Thinkers in Linguistics and the Philosophy of Language and Mystery in 
Children’s Literature.
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Iris Murdoch
Rowe, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9781789620160
160 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

This study provides an accessible introduction to the whole range of Iris 
Murdoch's fiction, exploring philosophical, theological, political, social and 
biographical influences and her experimentations with the novel form.

Anne Rowe is Visiting Professor at the University of Chichester and Emeritus 
Research Fellow at Kingston University, where she was Associate Professor and
Director of the Iris Murdoch Archive Project (2004-2016).
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Vintage Humour: The Islamic Wine Poetry of Abu Nuwas
Rowell, Alex
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849048972
224 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018

Abu Nuwas, the pre-eminent bacchic bard of the classical Arabic canon, was 
loved and reviled in equal measure for his lyrical celebration of Abbasid 
Baghdad's dissolute nightlife, his cutting satires of religion and the clergy, and 
the extraordinary range and virtuosity of his literary talent.

Alex Rowell is a writer and translator based in Beirut, Lebanon, where he has 
contributed to media including The Daily Beast, The Economist, the BBC, and 
NOW Lebanon. His classical Arabic poetry translations have previously been 
published in the literary journal of the American University of Beirut.
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Tony Harrison and the Holocaust
Rowland, Antony
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235163
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/8/2001
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool English Texts & Studies (Book 39)

This book argues that Tony Harrison's poetry is barbaric. It revisits one of the 
most misquoted passages of twentieth-century philosophy: Theodor Adorno's 
apparent dismissal of post-Holocaust poetry as 'impossible' or 'barbaric'. His 
statement is reinterpreted as opening up the possibility that the awkward and 
embarrassing poetics of writers such as Harrison might be re-evaluated as 
committed responses to the worst horrors of twentieth-century history.

Antony Rowland is Professor in English at the University of Salford.
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World on Fire: Humans, Animals, and the Future of the Planet
Rowlands, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780197541890
256 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 6/4/2021

The philosopher Mark Rowlands takes a novel perspective on the problem of 
climate change and how to address it. With energy consumption at the core of 
the issue, he claims climate, extinction, and pestilence as three epoch-defining 
environmental issues of our time. Rowlands proposes a single solution to all 
three: breaking our collective habit of eating animals.

Mark Rowlands (D.Phil., University of Oxford) is Professor and Chair of 
Philosophy at the University of Miami.
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Can Animals Be Persons?
Rowlands, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190846039
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/21/2019

Can animals be persons? To this question, scientific and philosophical 
consensus has taken the form of a resounding, 'No!' In this book, Mark Rowlands
disagrees. Not only can animals be persons, many of them probably are. Taking,
as his starting point, John Locke's classic definition of a person, as "a thinking 
intelligent being, that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself the same
thinking thing, in different times and places," Rowlands argues that many animals
can satisfy all of these conditions.

Mark Rowlands is Professor Philosophy at the University of Miami. He received a
D. Phil. from Oxford University.
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Charlotte Temple
Rowson, Susanna
Oxford University Press .
9780195042382
160 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 2/19/1987

Extremely popular in America after the Revolution and throughout the nineteenth
century, Charlotte Temple and The Coquette were two of the most successful 
novels of the period.

Susanna Rowson, née Haswell (1762 – 2 March 1824) was a British-American 
novelist, poet, playwright, religious writer, stage actress, and educator, 
considered the first woman geographer and supporter of female education and 
wrote against slavery.
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The Partition of India
Roy, Haimanti
Oxford University Press .
9780199488698
208 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2019
Oxford India Short Introductions Series

This short introduction provides a comprehensive account of the causes, 
experience and aftermath of the division and its legacies in the South Asian 
subcontinent.

Haimanti Roy teaches history at the University of Dayton, US.
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Jihad and Death: The Global Appeal of Islamic State
Roy, Olivier
Oxford University Press .
9780190843632
136 pages
hardcover
$26.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2017

In this compelling intervention into the debate about Islamic State's origins and 
future prospects, the renowned French political scientist, Olivier Roy, argues that
while terrorism and jihadism are familiar phenomena, the group's deliberate 
pursuit of death has produced a new kind of radical violence.

Olivier Roy is Professor of Political Science and Mediterranean studies at the 
European University Institute in Florence.
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Capable Women, Incapable States: Negotiating Violence and Rights in India
Roychowdhury, Poulami
Oxford University Press .
9780190881900
256 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2020
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES

A unique theory of gender inequality and governance, Capable Women, 
Incapable States forces us to rethink the effects of rights activism across large 
parts of the world where political mobilization for rights confront negligent 
criminal justice systems.

Poulami Roychowdhury is Assistant Professor of Sociology at McGill University.
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Capable Women, Incapable States: Negotiating Violence and Rights
Roychowdhury, Poulami
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197582428
356 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2020

A unique theory of gender inequality and governance, Capable Women, 
Incapable States forces us to rethink the effects of rights activism across large 
parts of the world where political mobilization confronts negligent criminal justice
systems.

Poulami Roychowdhury is Assistant Professor of Sociology at McGill University.
Her research examines the relationship between politics, law, and social 
inequality, with a focus on the global south. Her research has been supported by
the National Science Foundation, the Fulbright Foundation, the American 
Institute for Indian Studies, the Social Science and Humanities Research Council
of Canada, and the Fonds de Recherche du Quebec.
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Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages: Science, Rationalism, and Religion
Rudavsky, T. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199580903
320 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2018

This book illuminates our understanding of medieval thought by offering a much 
richer view of the Jewish philosophical tradition, informed by the considerable 
recent research that has been done in this area.

T. M. Rudavsky is Professor of Philosophy at The Ohio State University.
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Shocks, States, and Sustainability: The Origins of Radical Environmental 
Reforms
Rudel, Thomas K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190921026
232 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2019

In Shocks, States, and Sustainability, Thomas K. Rudel outlines a theory of 
environmental revolutions and when they will likely occur through a comparison 
of radical environmental reforms throughout the 20th century.

Thomas K. Rudel is Distinguished Professor Emeritus in the Departments of 
Human Ecology and Sociology at Rutgers University.
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Tree of Pearls: The Extraordinary Architectural Patronage of the 13th-Century 
Egyptian Slave-Queen Shajar al-Durr
Ruggles, D. Fairchild
Oxford University Press .
9780190873202
208 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2020

This biography--the first ever in English--will place the rise and fall of the sultan-
queen in the wider context of the cultural and architectural development of Cairo,
the city that still holds one of the largest and most important collections of Islamic
monuments in the world.

D. Fairchild Ruggles is Professor and Debra L. Mitchell Chair in the Department
of Landscape Architecture at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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Cosmopolitanism and Europe
Rumford, Chris (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310478
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 6/15/2007
Liverpool University Press - Studies in European Regional Cultures Series

This timely book, with contributions from Ulrich Beck, Daniele Archibugi, and 
Gerard Delanty, persuasively argues that cosmopolitan perspectives are vital to 
the study of contemporary Europe.

Chris Rumford is a senior lecturer in political sociology at Royal Holloway, 
University of London. He is coauthor of Rethinking Europe: Social Theory and 
the Implications of Europeanization.
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Why We Hate: Understanding the Roots of Human Conflict
Ruse, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780197621288
312 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022

Why We Hate tackles a pressing issue of both longstanding interest and fresh 
relevance: why a social species like Homo sapiens should nevertheless be so 
hateful to itself.

Michael Ruse, born (in 1940) in England, taught philosophy for 35 years at the 
University of Guelph, in Ontario, Canada, and then for 20 years at Florida State
University. He is an expert on the history and philosophy of evolutionary biology
and has written or edited over sixty books.
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The Problem of War: Darwinism, Christianity, and their Battle to Understand 
Human Conflict
Ruse, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190867577
280 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2018

In The Problem of War, philosopher Michael Ruse argues that the roots of the 
unease lie not simply (as many think) in a straight clash between science and 
religion, but more deeply in the fact that, while professional biologists are 
producing first-class science, Darwinism has always had a somewhat darker side
where it functions as a secular religion, a form of humanism, directly challenging
Christianity.

Michael Ruse is Lucyle T. Werkmeister Professor of Philosophy and Director of 
the Program in the History and Philosophy of Science at Florida State University.
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Contradictions of Democracy: Vigilantism and Rights in Post-Apartheid South 
Africa
Rush Smith, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9780190847197
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2019
Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics Series

Where most studies explain vigilantism as a response to state or civic failure, in
Contradictions of Democracy, Nicholas Rush Smith illustrates that vigilantism is 
actually a response to the processes of democratic state formation.

Nicholas Rush Smith is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the City 
University of New York--City College.
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After Injury: A Historical Anatomy of Forgiveness, Resentment, and Apology
Rushdy, Ashraf H.A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190851972
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

After Injury explores the practices of forgiveness, resentment, and apology in 
three key moments when they were undergoing a dramatic change.

Ashraf H. A. Rushdy is the Benjamin Waite Professor at Wesleyan University.
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The Country You Have Never Seen: Essays and Reviews
Russ, Joanna
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238690
288 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/15/2007
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies

The Country You Have Never Seen gathers Joanna Russ's most important 
essays and reviews, revealing the vital part she played over the years in the 
never-ending conversation among writers and fans about the roles, boundaries,
and potential of science fiction. Spanning her entire career, the collection shines
a light on Russ's role in the development of new wave science fiction and 
feminist science fiction, while at the same time providing fascinating insight into 
her own development as a writer.

Joanna Russ is the author of many books and the winner of the Hugo and 
Nebula awards.
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Tweeting is Leading: How Senators Communicate and Represent in the Age of 
Twitter
Russell, Annelise
Oxford University Press .
9780197582275
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2021
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

Tweeting is Leading emphasizes why representation on social media matters for
understanding media norms and how lawmakers digitally build a political brand, 
showing empirically how senators self-constrain their communications to curate 
different styles of representation that match constituent expectations.

Annelise Russell is an Assistant Professor of Public Policy at the University of 
Kentucky.
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Statistics in Music Education Research
Russell, Joshua A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190695224
368 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 2/6/2018

In Statistics in Music Education Research, author Joshua Russell explains the 
process of using a range of statistical analyses from inception to research design
to data entry to final analysis using understandable descriptions and examples 
from extant music education research.

Joshua A. Russell is Associate Professor of Music Education at the Hartt School
of the University of Hartford.
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The Parliamentary Battle over Brexit
Russell, Meg and James, Lisa
Oxford University Press .
9780192849717
416 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/9/2023

The definitive and revealing account of the extraordinary parliamentary battle 
over Brexit and what it means for British democracy.

Meg Russell is Professor of British and Comparative Politics and Director of the
Constitution Unit at UCL. She is particularly known for her work on parliament, 
having published books on the House of Lords, the legislative process and 
parliament's policy influence. Lisa James is a Research Fellow at the 
Constitution Unit, where she focuses on the UK parliament. From 2019-22 she 
worked on the ESRC-funded 'Brexit, Parliament and the Constitution' project.
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Gregory Palamas: The Hesychast Controversy and the Debate with Islam
Russell, Norman
Oxford University Press .
9781802077476
504 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP.

This book gives the first English translations of the contemporary Life of Gregory
Palamas by Philotheos Kokkinos, the Synodal Tomoi issued in Constantinople 
from 1341 to 1368, and the important texts relating to Palamas' year of captivity 
among the Ottoman Turks. The introductions set Palamas convincingly in his 
historical context.

Norman Russell is Honorary Research Fellow of St Stephen's House, University
of Oxford. His previous publications include The Doctrine of Deification in the 
Greek Patristic Tradition (Oxford, 2004) and Gregory Palamas and the Making of
Palamism in the Modern Age (Oxford, 2019).
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Dance Theory
Russell, Tilden
Oxford University Press .
9780190059767
320 pages
paperback
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2020

Dance Theory: Source Readings from Two Millenia of Western Dance revives 
and reintegrates dance theory as a field of historical dance studies, presenting a
coherent reading of the interaction of theory and practice during two millennia of
dance history.

Tilden Russell is Professor Emeritus of Music at Southern Connecticut State 
University.
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Rural Rhythm: The Story of Old-Time Country Music in 78 Records
Russell, Tony
Oxford University Press .
9780190091187
336 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021
268 illustrations.

In this groundbreaking book, music historian Tony Russell turns the spotlight on
seventy-eight original 78rpm discs of songs and tunes from the 1920s and 
1930s, uncovering the hidden stories of how they came to be recorded, the 
musicians who sang and played them, the record companies that marketed 
them, and the listeners who absorbed them.

Tony Russell is a music historian who has written on country music, blues, jazz,
and other forms of popular music in a wide variety of publications.
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Science for All Americans
Rutherford, F. James and Ahlgren, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780195067712
272 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 2/14/1991

Essential reading for the making of a scientifically literate America, exploring 
what constitutes scientific literacy in a modern society: the knowledge, skills and
attitudes all students should acquire in scientific study, and what steps this 
country must take in reforming its system of education in science, mathematics,
and technology.

F. James Rutherford is Chief Education Officer of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science and Director of Project 2061: Education for a 
Changing Future. Andrew Ahlgren was Associate Director of Project 2061.
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Un flambeau, Jeannette, Isabelle/Bring a torch, Jeannette, Isabella
Rutter, John (arranger)
Oxford University Press .
9780193417182
20 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2016
John Rutter Anniversary Edition

This accompaniment is compatible with both the JRAE vocal score and the Joy 
to the world! collection.

John Rutter studied music at Clare College, Cambridge and first came to notice 
as a composer and arranger of Christmas carols and other choral pieces during 
those early years.
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Un flambeau, Jeannette, Isabelle/Bring a torch, Jeannette, Isabella
Rutter, John (arranger)
Oxford University Press .
9780193417199
42 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 9/1/2016
John Rutter Anniversary Edition

This accompaniment is compatible with both the JRAE vocal score and the Joy 
to the world! collection.

John Rutter studied music at Clare College, Cambridge and first came to notice 
as a composer and arranger of Christmas carols and other choral pieces during 
those early years.
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Folk Songs for Choirs, Book 1 Twelve Arrangements for Unaccompanied Mixed
Voices of Songs from British Isles and North America
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193437180
832 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 3/21/1985
Oxford Handbooks Series

Twelve arrangements for unaccompanied SATB of folk-songs from the British 
Isles and North America

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge.
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Folk Songs for Choirs, Book 2 Thirteen Arrangements for Unaccompanied Mixed
Voices, All from British Isles
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193437197
912 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 3/21/1985

Thirteen arrangements for unaccompanied SATB of folk-songs from the British 
Isles

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Oxford Choral Classics Christmas Motets
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193437043
224 pages
paperback
$19.25
Pub Date: 9/28/1999

Gathered in this volume are some of the finest motets and related pieces for the
season of Christmas. Christmas Motets provides a superb choice of pieces for all
choirs looking for something new. John Rutter has prepared completely new 
editions of all the pre-twentieth-century works, going back to the earliest and 
most reliable manuscript or printed sources.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Oxford Choral Classics European Sacred Music
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193436954
1632 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 12/16/1996

European Sacred Music is a collection of over 50 of the finest examples of 
sacred choral music from continental Europe, ranging from the sixteenth to 
twentieth centuries. John Rutter has prepared completely new editions of all the
pre-twentieth-century items, going back to the earliest and most reliable 
manuscript or printed sources.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Oxford Choral Classics Opera Choruses
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193436930
384 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 2/16/1995

The Oxford Choral Classics series gathers together over three hundred of the 
world's choral masterpieces into a unique series of seven volumes. Each volume
contains all of the established classics of its genre under a single cover, in 
authoritative new editions, at a budget price. Opera Choruses is the first volume 
in the series.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Oxford Choral Classics Opera Choruses, Recorded Pronunciation Guide
Rutter, John (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193437005
144 pages
CD Audio
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/22/1995

The Oxford Choral Classics series gathers together over three hundred of the 
world's choral masterpieces into a unique series of seven volumes. Each volume
contains all of the established classics of its genre under a single cover, in 
authoritative new editions, at a budget price. Opera Choruses is the first volume 
in the series.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Angels' Carol
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512214
24 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2016

Set of parts for the joyful carol of celebration with the refrain 'Gloria in excelsis 
Deo'. Compatible with both the upper- and mixed-voice versions. This set 
contains the following string parts: 4 x vln I, 4 x vln II, 3 x vla, 2 x vc, 1 x db. Also
available on hire/rental.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Angels' Carol
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512221
84 pages
paperback
$61.95
Pub Date: 9/29/2016

Set of parts for the joyful carol of celebration with the refrain 'Gloria in excelsis 
Deo'. Compatible with both the upper- and mixed-voice versions. This set 
contains the following string parts: 4 x vln I, 4 x vln II, 3 x vla, 2 x vc, 1 x db. Also
available on hire/rental.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Christmas Lullaby
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193415621
58 pages
paperback
$65
Pub Date: 6/9/2016
John Rutter Anniversary Edition

for SATB and organ or small orchestra Christmas Lullaby was commissioned in 
1989 by the Bach Choir in celebration of the seventieth birthday of its conductor,
Sir David Willcocks. The haunting melody of the verses and the reflective refrain
of 'Ave Maria' have made this an immensely popular carol. This set contains the 
following string parts: 4 x vln I, 4 x vln II, 3 x vla, 2 x vc, 1 x db.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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I wish you Christmas
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512238
20 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/20/2016

for SATB and four-piece ensemble (flute, oboe, harp, organ) Four-piece chamber
ensemble accompaniment to Rutter's uplifting carol. Pack includes full score and
set of parts.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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I wish you Christmas
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512245
88 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/20/2016

for SATB and four-piece ensemble (flute, oboe, harp, organ) Four-piece chamber
ensemble accompaniment to Rutter's uplifting carol. Pack includes full score and
set of parts.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Te Deum
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193513754
24 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 11/17/2016

Set of parts for the brass accompaniment to John Rutter's popular setting of the
Te Deum: a hymn of praise that is appropriate for choral concerts, as well as for
use in sacred settings. The music is jubilant, straightforward, and appealing, with
extrovert writing. An accompaniment for full orchestra is also available on rental.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Te Deum
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193513761
48 pages
paperback
$58.75
Pub Date: 11/24/2016

Set of parts for the brass accompaniment to John Rutter's popular setting of the
Te Deum: a hymn of praise that is appropriate for choral concerts, as well as for
use in sacred settings. The music is jubilant, straightforward, and appealing, with
extrovert writing. An accompaniment for full orchestra is also available on rental.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Te Deum
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193514201
36 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/9/2017

Set of parts for the brass accompaniment to John Rutter's popular setting of the
Te Deum: a hymn of praise that is appropriate for choral concerts, as well as for
use in sacred settings. The music is jubilant, straightforward, and appealing, with
extrovert writing. An accompaniment for full orchestra is also available on rental.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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The Very Best Time of Year
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512573
16 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/6/2016

for SATTBB unaccompanied With a text by the composer, this secular carol is a 
true celebration of all that we love about the festive season. Owain Park's 
arrangement presents a new take on this Christmas classic, drawing on Rutter's
evocative orchestral colours to create this characterful and heart-warming 
arrangement for a cappella voices.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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The Very Best Time of Year
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512580
36 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/6/2016

for SATTBB unaccompanied With a text by the composer, this secular carol is a 
true celebration of all that we love about the festive season. Owain Park's 
arrangement presents a new take on this Christmas classic, drawing on Rutter's
evocative orchestral colours to create this characterful and heart-warming 
arrangement for a cappella voices.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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We wish you a merry Christmas
Rutter, John
Oxford University Press .
9780193512252
20 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/6/2016

Full score for John Rutter's charming arrangement of the enduringly popular 
carol.

John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral anthologies.
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Contacts, Collisions and Relationships: Britons and Chileans in the 
Independence era, 1806-1831
Ruz, Andres Baeza
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070026
272 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Liverpool Latin American Studies LUP. 4 black and white illustrations

A study of the relations between Britain and Chile during the Spanish American 
independence era (1806-1831). It focuses on the dynamic, unpredictable and 
changing nature of cultural encounters to cast doubt on the assumption that 
imperialism was their obvious outcome and to understand further nation-building
processes.

Andres Baeza Ruz is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Institute of History,
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
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Sugamo Diary
Ryoichi, Sasakawa
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040525
320 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 5/6/2010

This astonishing diary and collection of letters were written by Ryoichi Sasakawa,
a wealthy business tycoon, statesman, nationalist leader, philanthropist, and war
crime suspect. He has been variously cast as a Japanese don, the last power 
broker, a political fixer, and a right-wing godfather.

Ryoichi Sasakawa (1899-1995) founded what is now known as The Nippon 
Foundation, a philanthropic body that is Japan's largest charitable organization.
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The Age of the Efendiyya: Passages to Modernity in National-Colonial Egypt
Ryzova, Lucie
Oxford University Press .
9780198824398
304 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/10/2018
Oxford Historical Monographs Series

In colonial-era Egypt, a new social category of "modern men" emerged, the 
efendiyya. Working as bureaucrats, teachers, journalists, free professionals, and
public intellectuals, the efendiyya represented the new middle class elite. They 
were the experts who drafted and carried out the state's modernisation policies, 
and the makers as well as majority consumers of modern forms of politics and 
national culture. Lucie Ryzova explores where these self-consciously modern 
men came from, and how they came to be such major figures, by examining 
multiple social, cultural, and institutional contexts.

Lucie Ryzova is Lecturer in Middle East History at the University of Birmigham. 
She is a cultural historian working on modern Egypt.
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Dictionary of Ancient Greek World
Sacks, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195112061
320 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/6/1997

 This text assembles the people, places, events, and ideas of the ancient Greek
civilization in one easy-to-use resource. More than 500 entries and more than 70
line drawings cover every aspect of Greek civilization, from the beginning of the
Minoan culture to the Roman annexation of mainland Greece in 146 B. C. 73 
linecuts. 3 maps.

David Sacks has an MA in Greek and Roman studies from Oxford University. His
articles on cultural topics have appeared in The New York Times Magazine, The
New York Times Book Review, The Wall Street Journal, and Vanity Fair. Jersey.
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Poland's Constitutional Breakdown
Sadurski, Wojciech
Oxford University Press .
9780198840503
304 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/16/2019

Poland's anti-constitutional breakdown poses three questions that this book sets
out to answer: What, exactly, has happened since 2015? Why did it happen? 
And what are the prospects for a return to liberal democracy?

Wojciech Sadurski is Challis Professor of Jurisprudence at the University of 
Sydney and Professor at the University of Warsaw Centre for Europe.
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The Laughter of Foxes: A Study of Ted Hughes
Sagar, Keith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310119
204 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 3/1/2007
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool English Texts & Studies (Book 38)

The Laughter of Foxes was the first study to be published after Hughes' death, 
and therefore the first to survey the whole of Hughes' achievement, including 
Birthday Letters. It contains a great deal of new information, including extracts 
from Hughes' letters, and the first publication of the background story of Crow. T

Keith Sagar was a close friend of Ted Hughes for over thirty years. He has 
published more than twenty books, including The Art of Ted Hughes and The Life
of D. H. Lawrence.
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Mr Freedom
Sage, Tyler
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856936
112 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022
Constellations.

William Klein's Mr. Freedom (1969) is one of the most important American 
satirical films ever made, its primary topic being American culture. Tyler Sage 
argues that the film is less anti-American than part of a tradition as old as that of
American arts and letters, one that uses satire to reflect on the excesses, foibles
and dangers of the stories we tell ourselves.

Tyler Sage was educated at Williams College and the University of Iowa Writers'
Workshop. He's a filmmaker and writer, and has published fiction, criticism and 
essays on a wide variety of topics. He lives in Los Angeles.
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Mr Freedom
Sage, Tyler
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856943
112 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2022
Constellations.

William Klein's Mr. Freedom (1969) is one of the most important American 
satirical films ever made, its primary topic being American culture. Tyler Sage 
argues that the film is less anti-American than part of a tradition as old as that of
American arts and letters, one that uses satire to reflect on the excesses, foibles
and dangers of the stories we tell ourselves.

Tyler Sage was educated at Williams College and the University of Iowa Writers'
Workshop. He's a filmmaker and writer, and has published fiction, criticism and 
essays on a wide variety of topics. He lives in Los Angeles.
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Come Out, Come Out, Whoever You Are
Saguy, Abigail C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190931667
192 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/12/2020

Come Out, Come Out, Whoever You Are examines the variety of ways various 
people and groups use the concept of coming out to resist stigma and mobilize 
for social change.

Abigail Saguy is Professor of Sociology and of Gender Studies at UCLA.
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Sex, Lies, and Brain Scans
Sahakian, Barbara J. and Gottwald, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780198752899
176 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2020
10 figures including a 4 page colour plate section

Barbara J. Sahakian and Julia Gottwald describe how fMRI allows us to see 
inside the living brain, giving us the ability to attempt to read minds, guess 
purchasing choices in advance, and check whether people are lying, or biased.

Barbara J. Sahakian is Professor of Clinical Neuropsychology at the University of
Cambridge's Department of Psychiatry and the Behavioural and Clinical 
Neuroscience Institute. Julia Gottwald is a PhD student at the University of 
Cambridge in the Department of Psychiatry at the Behavioural and Clinical 
Neuroscience Institute.
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Among the Ruins: Syria Past and Present
Sahner, Christian
Oxford University Press .
9780199396702
256 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2014

Among the Ruins blends history, memoir and reportage, drawing on the author's
extensive knowledge of Syria in ancient, medieval, and modern times, as well as
his experiences living in the Levant on the eve of the war and in the midst of the 
'Arab Spring'.

Christian C. Sahner is an historian of the Middle East. He graduated from 
Princeton University and the University of Oxford, where he was a Rhodes 
Scholar. He is completing his doctorate at Princeton, focusing on the role of non-
Muslims in Islamic societies.
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Augustine: De Civitate Dei the City of God Books XV and XVI
Saint Augustine
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781786940186
272 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2020
Aris and Phillips Classical Texts Series

This is the only edition of these books in English which provides not only a text 
but also a detailed commentary on one of the most influential documents in the 
history of western Christianity.

Augustine of Hippo (13 November 354 – 28 August 430), also known as Saint 
Augustine, was a theologian and philosopher of Berber origin and the bishop of
Hippo Regius in Numidia, Roman North Africa.
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Aesthetics of the Familiar
Saito, Yuriko
Oxford University Press .
9780198852919
272 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 2/5/2020

Yuriko Saito explores the nature and significance of the aesthetic dimensions of
people's everyday life. Everyday aesthetics has the recognized value of enriching
one's life experiences and sharpening one's attentiveness and sensibility. Saito 
draws out its broader importance for how we make our worlds, environmentally,
morally, as citizens and consumers.

Yuriko Saito, born and raised in Japan, is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at 
the Rhode Island School of Design in the United States.
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The Global Politics of Jesus: A Christian Case for Church-State Separation
Saiya, Nilay
Oxford University Press .
9780197638842
360 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/24/2022
6 b&w line drawings; 5 tables

Using global data and case studies, The Global Politics of Jesus examines the 
paradox of privilege with respect to some of the most important areas in 
contemporary global politics--violence and persecution, human rights, foreign 
policy, and peace and reconciliation--and considers its implications for the church
itself.

Nilay Saiya is Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Global Affairs at Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore.
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Closing Death's Door: Legal Innovations to End the Epidemic of Healthcare 
Harm
Saks, Michael J. and Landsman. Stephan
Oxford University Press .
9780190667986
352 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/4/2021

Closing Death's Door brings the psychology of decision making together with the
law to explore ways to improve patient safety and reduce iatrogenic injury, when
neither the healthcare industry itself nor the legal system has made a substantial
dent in the problem.

Michael Saks is a Regents' Professor in the Sandra Day O'Connor College of 
Law and Department of Psychology at Arizona State University. Stephan 
Landsman is Emeritus Professor of Law and Organizer and Director of the 
Clifford Symposium on Tort Law and Social Policy at the DePaul University 
College of Law.
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Lives on the Line: How the Philippines became the World's Call Center Capital
Sallaz, Jeffrey J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190630669
256 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/14/2019

Dial just about any toll-free number and chances are you'll be talking to a Filipino.
In fact, around the year 2005, the country overtook India as the world's voice 
capital. Lives on the Line argues that this has nothing to do with wages or 
accents. Rather, as Jeffrey J. Sallaz shows, there is a perfect match between 
offshored call centers and educated young Filipinos. For Filipina women and gay
Filipinos in particular, call centers are veritable lifelines, and their lives tell us 
much about contemporary capitalism and the future of work.

Jeffrey J. Sallaz is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of Arizona.
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Listing:

A History of German: What the Past Reveals about Today's Language - 2nd 
edition
Salmons, Joseph
Oxford University Press .
9780198723028
474 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
Oxford linguistics

This book provides a detailed but accessible introduction to the development of 
the German language from the earliest reconstructable prehistory to the present
day.

Joseph Salmons is the Lester W. J. Smoky Seifert Professor of Linguistics at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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The Rise of English: Global Politics and the Power of Language
Salomone, Rosemary
Oxford University Press .
9780190625610
488 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/1/2021

The Rise of English is a masterful account of the spread of English as the 
dominant lingua franca worldwide, its intimate connections with globalization and
neoliberalism, and its effects on linguistic justice, opportunity, and identity.

Rosemary Salomone is the Kenneth Wang Professor of Law at St. John's 
University School of Law (USA).
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Listing:

Ancrene Riwle
Salu, M. B. and Sitwell, Dom Gerard
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893411
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1990
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Translation of the Middle English manual 'Ancrene Riwle' ('Rule for 
Anchoresses'), which was composed between 1225 and 1240 for the spiritual 
instruction of women. This edition contains an introduction by Dom Gerard 
Sitwell and a preface by J. R. R. Tolkie
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A History of Roman Britain
Salway, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192801388

paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2001

This book is the most authoritative and comprehensive account of Roman Britain
ever published for the general reader.

Peter Salway has been a Special Advisor on Roman Britain to the National Trust
Chedworth Roman Villa Development Project since the early 1990s to the 
present.
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Pakistan-US Conundrum: Jihadists, the Military and the People-The Struggle for
Control
Samad, Yunas
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849040099
320 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 1/3/2012

Yunas Samad's trenchant analysis of contemporary Pakistan features five main 
players: the people, the army, the Islamists, the politicians and the Americans. 
His book explains how a series of alliances borne of political and strategic 
expediency between the US and the military, between these parties and the 
Afghan mujahidin, and between various Pakistani politicians and some or all of 
the above - have continually undermined the state to the extent that its very 
existence is now in jeopardy.

Yunas Samad is Senior Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Bradford.
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Mexican Philosophy in the 20th Century: Essential Readings
Sánchez, Carlos Alberto and Sanchez Jr., Robert Eli
Oxford University Press .
9780190601300
328 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2017
Oxford New Histories of Philosophy Series

Sánchez and Sanchez have selected, edited, translated, and introduced some of
the most influential texts in Mexican philosophy, which constitute a unique and 
robust tradition that will challenge and complicate traditional conceptions of 
philosophy.

Carlos Alberto Sánchez, is Professor of Philosophy at San Jose State University.
Robert Eli Sanchez, Jr. is Associate Professor, Philosophy at Occidental College.
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Listing:

Becoming Mexican American: Ethnicity, Culture, and Identity in Chicano Los 
Angeles, 1900-1945
Sanchez, George J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195096484
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/23/1995

Twentieth-century Los Angeles has been the locus of one of the most profound 
and complex interactions between variant cultures in American history.

George J. Sanchez in Associate Professor of History, University of Southern 
California.
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The Long Peace Process: The United States of America and Northern Ireland, 
1960-2008
Sanders, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9781802076905
328 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

This book examines the role of the United States of America in the Northern 
Ireland conflict and peace process. Featuring interviews with former government
figures from the US, UK, and Ireland, it analyses the complicated diplomatic 
relationship between the three countries during the years of violence.

Andrew Sanders is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Texas A&M 
University San Antonio.
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Night Letters: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and the Afghan Islamists Who Changed the
World
Sands, Chris (with Fazelminallah Qazizai)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787381964
528 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

The first English biography of the notorious warlord, Afghan politician and anti-
Soviet mujahid.

Chris Sands is a British freelance journalist who has been working in Afghanistan
since 2005. Based there permanently for nine years, he continues to travel to 
Kabul. Fazelminallah Qazizai is an Afghan journalist with a degree in Islamic Law
from Kabul University. He has always lived in Afghanistan.
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Listing:

Middle English Verse Romances
Sands, Donald B. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892285
288 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/1986
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

A valuable basic student edition illustrating the variety of subjects and narrative
modes that engaged medieval storytellers and their audiences. The verse is 
made accessible by glossing on the page as well as by end glossary and each 
romance is prefaced with an introduction to its literary history and provenance.

Donald B. Sands is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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Listing:

Oxford Picture Dictionary Content Area for Kids English Dictionary
Santamaria, Jenni
Oxford University Press .
9780194017756
200 pages
paperback
$30.8
Pub Date: 1/2/2012

Accelerate your students' Academic Language Development with the second 
edition of the Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas for Kids program.
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More Parties or No Parties: The Politics of Electoral Reform in America
Santucci, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780197630655
248 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022

In More Parties or No Parties, Jack Santucci traces the origins and performance
of proportional representation in US cities, the reasons for repeal in all but one 
case, and discusses the implications of this history for current reform movements
in US cities and states, as well as at the national level. Santucci also introduces
a new shifting-coalitions theory, which argues that electoral reform is likely in 
periods of party-system instability. Drawing on extensive research in cities with 
experience of proportional representation, Santucci provides a timely and 
insightful theory of electoral reform with advice for the next generation of 
reformers.

Jack Santucci is Assistant Teaching Professor of Politics at Drexel University, 
focusing on American party politics and electoral systems.
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Listing:

The Poetry of Sappho: An Expanded Edition, Featuring Newly Discovered 
Poems
Sappho
Oxford University Press .
9780190937386
88 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/3/2019
Translated by Jim Powell.

This new edition of The Poetry of Sappho translates all the surviving texts of 
Sappho that make consecutive poetic sense, including the newly discovered 
Brothers Ode, Cypris fragment, and other papyrus texts published in 2014.

Sappho (c. 630 – c. 570 BC) was an Archaic Greek poet from Eresos or Mytilene
on the island of Lesbos. Sappho is known for her lyric poetry, written to be sung
while accompanied by music. In ancient times, Sappho was widely regarded as 
one of the greatest lyric poets and was given names such as the "Tenth Muse" 
and "The Poetess"
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Critical Muslim 37: Virus
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787384866
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

Critical Muslim showcases ground breaking thinking on Islam and what it means
to be a Muslim in a rapidly changing, interconnected world.

Ziauddin Sardar is a renowned writer, broadcaster and cultural critic. A former 
columnist on the New Statesman, he has also served as a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. He is professor of Law and society at
Middlesex University, and the author of numerous books.
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Critical Muslim 38: Humor
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787384873
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

Critical Muslim showcases ground breaking thinking on Islam and what it means
to be a Muslim in a rapidly changing, interconnected world.

Ziauddin Sardar is a renowned writer, broadcaster and cultural critic. A former 
columnist on the New Statesman, he has also served as a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. He is professor of Law and society at
Middlesex University, and the author of numerous books.
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Critical Muslim 41: Bodies
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787387164
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

Critical Muslim showcases ground breaking thinking on Islam and what it means
to be a Muslim in a rapidly changing, interconnected world.

Ziauddin Sardar is a renowned writer, broadcaster and cultural critic. A former 
columnist on the New Statesman, he has also served as a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. He is professor of Law and society at
Middlesex University, and the author of numerous books.
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Critical Muslim 42: Liberty
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787387171
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

Critical Muslim showcases ground breaking thinking on Islam and what it means
to be a Muslim in a rapidly changing, interconnected world.

Ziauddin Sardar is a renowned writer, broadcaster and cultural critic. A former 
columnist on the New Statesman, he has also served as a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. He is professor of Law and society at
Middlesex University, and the author of numerous books.
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Critical Muslim 43:  Ignorance
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787388185
256 pages
paperback
$24.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2022

Considers the world order through the lens of Islamic Studies.

Ziauddin Sardar is an award-winning, internationally renowned writer, futurist and
cultural critic. A former New Statesman columnist and Equality and Human 
Rights Commissioner, he has authored many books, including Desperately 
Seeking Paradise: Journeys of a Sceptical Muslim; Reading the Quran; A Person
of Pakistani Origins, and Mecca: The Sacred City. He is editor of the influential 
quarterly, Critical Muslim.
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Critical Muslim 44: History
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787388192
236 pages
paperback
$24.5
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

Ziauddin Sardar is an award-winning, internationally renowned writer, futurist and
cultural critic. A former New Statesman columnist and Equality and Human 
Rights Commissioner, he has authored many books, including Desperately 
Seeking Paradise: Journeys of a Skeptical Muslim; Reading the Qur'an; and 
Mecca: The Sacred City. He is editor of the influential quarterly Critical Muslim.
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Critical Muslim 45: Transitions
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9781787389571
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2023

Considers the world order through the lens of Islamic Studies.

Ziauddin Sardar is a renowned writer, broadcaster and cultural critic. A former 
columnist on the New Statesman, he has also served as a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission. He is professor of Law and society at
Middlesex University, and the author of numerous books.
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Critical Muslim 06: Reclaiming Al-Andalus
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043168
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 4/1/2013
Critical Muslim

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 07: Muslim Archipelago
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043083
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 9/15/2014
Critical Muslim

Malaysia and Indonesia are seen as bastions of liberal Islam. Is this really true or
simply a widely held misconception about south-east Asian Muslims? What is the
contribution of the Muslim archipelago to the world of Islam? What can we learn 
from Malaysian and Indonesian experiments in democracy? This issue of Critical
Muslim addresses these questions by examining the politics, history, culture and
religious traditions of Malaysia and Indonesia.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 08: Men in Islam
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043175
 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2014

A great deal has been said and written about 'women in Islam' - from how they 
should behave and dress to their 'duties' and position in society. Muslim men, on
the other hand, have escaped all scrutiny. With contributions from leading 
Muslim women scholars and writers, including Amina Wadud, Kecia Ali, 
Sheikhah Halima Krausen, Ziba Mir Hosseini, Asma Afsaruddin, Mohja Kahf, 
Alev Adil and Leyla Jagiella, this issue of Critical Muslim balances the equation.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 09: the Maghreb
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043946
 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 9/15/2014

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 1: The Arabs are Alive
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849041904
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 10/2/2012
Critical Muslim

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 10: Sects
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043953
 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2014
Critical Muslim

 About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 11: Syria
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044516
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 9/15/2014

Critical Muslim's Syria issue approaches the diversity of this rich culture as it is 
reborn through revolution, tortured by repression, and traumatised by war.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 12: Dangerous Freethinkers
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044523
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 11/1/2014

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 13: Race
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044899
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2015

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews. Also in this issue: Ruth Waterman's 
photographs of Bosnia, an epic poem on Bhopal, poetry by Dorothea Smartt, a 
short story by Aiysha Jahan, race relations in Trinidad and our list of ten political
organisations that promote Islamophobia.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 14: Power
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044905
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 8/15/2015

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 15: Educational Reform
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045421
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2015

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 16: Turkey
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045438
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2015

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
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paperback
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Pub Date: 5/1/2016

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 18: Cities
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046268
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 6/1/2016

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 2: The Idea of Islam
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042215
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2012
Critical Muslim

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 20: PostWest
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046756
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 12/1/2016

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 3: Fear and Loathing
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042222
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 11/1/2012
Critical Muslim

AbdelWahab El-Affendi on Islamophobia and Orientalism in the age of liberal 
paranoia, Arun Kundnani on English Defense League and the rise of the far right
in Europe, Vinay Lal on Hindus who love Hitler, Gordon Steffey on Christian 
fundamentalism, Fanar Haddad on the sectarian schisms in the Arab world, Gary
McFarlane on Tottenham Riots, Farouk Peru on self loathing Muslims, Claire 
Chambers on 'Four Lions', Peter Clark on Bernard Lewis and Peter Moray on 
Irshad Manji. Plus a short story by Suhel Ahmed, six poems by Stéphane 
Chaumet, Anita Sethi's dangerous bus ride through Iran, Ten Top Techs for 
Muslim and Ziauddin Sardar on his pet hate: the beards of Islam.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 4: Pakistan
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042239
256 pages
paperback
$22
Pub Date: 11/1/2012
Critical Muslim

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Critical Muslim 5: Love and Death
Sardar, Ziauddin and Yassin-Kassab, Robin (editors)
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043076
256 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2013
Critical Muslim

About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing 
groundbreaking thinking on Islam and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly 
changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and 
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, 
photography, poetry, and book reviews.

Ziauddin Sardar is a professor of Law and society at Middlesex University. Robin
Yassin-Kassab is the author of the acclaimed novel, The Road From Damascus 
(Penguin).
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Reading the Qur'an: The Contemporary Relevance of the Sacred Text of Islam
Sardar, Ziauddin
Oxford University Press .
9780190657840
432 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

Sardar explores the Qur'an from a variety of perspectives, from traditional 
exegesis to hermeneutics, critical theory, and cultural analysis, drawing fresh and
contemporary lessons from the Sacred Text.

Ziauddin Sardar, a writer, broadcaster and cultural critic, is visiting professor at 
City University, London. He has published more than 45 books, and made a 
number of documentaries for UK's BBC and Channel 4.
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A Superpower Transformed: The Remaking of American Foreign Relations in the
1970s
Sargent, Daniel J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190672164
456 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2017
19 illustrations.

In A Superpower Transformed, Daniel J. Sargent chronicles how policymakers 
across three administrations worked to manage complex international changes in
a tumultuous era.

Daniel J. Sargent is Assistant Professor of History, University of California, 
Berkeley. He is the co-editor of The Shock of the Global: The International 
History of the 1970s.
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Nicholas Love's Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ: A Full Critical Edition 
(University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies)
Sargent, Michael G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897419
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2004
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Nicholas Loves Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ is an important work of 
late medieval English vernacular theology, and is made available here in a 
modern paperback 'Reading Text' edition, complete with a short Introduction, 
explanatory notes and glossary.
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More than the Sum of the Parts: Complexity in Physics and Beyond
Satz, Helmut
Oxford University Press .
9780192864178
160 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 8/25/2022
67 line drawings and colour halftones

Complexity is one of the most promising fields of modern science, and this book
explores the new perspectives opening up when we consider systems made up 
of many similar or identical constituents.

Helmut Satz, Emeritus Professor, University of Bielefeld Helmut Satz is 
Professor Emeritus of Theoretical Physics at the University of Bielefield in 
Germany and has been with the university since 1971. From 1989-1996, he was
Staff Member, European Center for Nuclear Research CERN, Geneva. During 
his career he has been the author of around 250 scientific papers and books, his
most recent being The Rules of the Flock: Self-Organization and Swarm 
Structure in Animal Societies.
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Before Time Began: The Big Bang and the Emerging Universe
Satz, Helmut
Oxford University Press .
9780198792420
192 pages
hardcover
$28.95
Pub Date: 11/21/2017

Explains the origin of the universe and what was there before the universe 
appeared. Incorporates most recent developments in modern cosmology. 
Includes an account of the multiverse. Written by a recognized authority in the 
field

Helmut Satz is Professor Emeritus of Theoretical Physics at the University of 
Bielefeld in Germany.
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Eliminating Nuclear Weapons: The Role of Missile Defense
Sauer, Tom
Oxford University Press .
9780199327539
176 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 5/17/2011

At a certain point in the not too distant future, nuclear elimination and missile 
defense will either reinforce or weaken each other. Is missile defence a 
mandatory precondition for arriving at a nuclear weapons--free world, as some 
claim? Or will missile defence make it more difficult, if not impossible, to reach 
'global zero'? This book is the first to systematically compare and analyse both 
options.

Tom Sauer teaches International Politics at the University of Antwerp.
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The Room Between Us
Saul, Denise
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854857
64 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Pavilion Poetry LUP.

A stunning debut collection that explores family and identity, the story of a 
mother's illness and a daughter's role as carer. Highlighting an awareness of the
inadequacies of language to name painful experiences, this deeply affecting 
book finds a space for both the extraordinary and the ordinary.

Denise is the author of two pamphlets. White Narcissi (Flipped Eye Publishing) 
was Poetry Book Society Pamphlet Choice and House of Blue (Rack Press) was
PBS Pamphlet Recommendation. She is the recipient of Poetry Book Society's 
Geoffrey Dearmer Prize and Fellow of The Complete Works.
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Role of the Romanies: Images and Counter Images of 'Gypsies'/Romanies in 
European Cultures
Saul, Nicholas and Tebbutt, Susan (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236894
224 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 5/30/2005

Since their arrival in Europe at the beginning of the eleventh century, the 
"Gypsies" have stimulated and fascinated the European imagination, but have 
also always been perceived as "other" and marginalised.

Nicholas Saul is Professor of German at the University of Durham. Susan 
Tebbutt is Head of German Studies at Mary Immaculate College, University of 
Limerick.
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Studying Disaster Movies
Saunders, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781903663998
160 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2009
Studying Films

Studying Disaster Films provides a comprehensive introduction to a sub-genre 
that has flourished since the 1970s, fully accounting for the genre's origins and 
focusing on key films, including Airport, The Towering Inferno, The Day After 
Tomorrow, and, most recently, Cloverfield.

John Saunders is head of film studies at Bedford Modern School, UK, and the 
author of The Film Genre Book.
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Teaching the Whole Musician: A Guide to Wellness in the Applied Studio
Savvidou, Paola
Oxford University Press .
9780190868802
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2021

In Teaching the Whole Musician: A Guide to Wellness in the Applied Studio, 
author Paola Savvidou empowers applied music instructors to honor and support
their students' wellness through compassion-filled conversation tools, and hands-
on activities both injury prevention, mental health protection, and recovery 
support.

Paola Savvidou is a pianist, pedagogue, and wellness advocate. She serves as
Wellness Initiative Program Manager and Adjunct Lecturer in Piano at the 
University of Michigan.
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Speaking Science Fiction: Dialogues and Interpretations
Sawyer, Andy and Seed, David (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238447
256 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/2/2001
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies

This wide-ranging volume explores the various dialogues that flourish between 
different aspects of science fiction: academics and fans, writers and readers; 
ideological stances and national styles; different interpretations of the genre; and
how language and 'voices' are used in constructing SF.

Andy Sawyer is the Science Fiction Foundation Collection Librarian and Director
of MA in SF Studies, University of Liverpool. David Seed holds a chair in 
American Literature at Liverpool University.
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The Ghost in the Image: Technology and Reality in the Horror Genre
Sayad, Cecilia
Oxford University Press .
9780190065775
168 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/16/2021

The Ghost in the Image offers a new take on the place that supernatural 
phenomena occupy in everyday life by examining nonfictional works not 
traditionally associated with the horror genre and participative forms of engaging
with horror themes such as experiential viewing and game playing.

Cecilia Sayad is Senior Lecturer in Film at the University of Kent.
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Mortuary Practices and Social Identities in the Middle Ages
Sayer, Duncan and Williams, Howard M. R.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898799
320 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 9/5/2013
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History Series

This book sets a new agenda for mortuary archaeology. Applying explicit case 
studies based on a range of European sites (from Scandinavia to Britain, 
Southern France to the Black Sea), 'Mortuary Practices and Social Identities in 
the Middle Ages' fulfills the need for a volume that provides accessible material 
to students and engages with current debates in mortuary archaeology's 
methods and theories.

Duncan Sayer is lecturer in archaeology at the University of Central Lancashire
where his principal interest is in Anglo-Saxon cemeteries and burial archaeology.
Howard Williams is Professor of Archaeology at the University of Chester.
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Vaughan Williams
Saylor, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780190918569
336 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/1/2022
MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES. 34 halftones

In Vaughan Williams, author Eric Saylor revisits the life and work of famed British
musician Ralph Vaughan Williams, with particular attention to the relationship 
between his work and his life.

Eric Saylor is Professor of Music History at Drake University.
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Postcolonial People: South Asians in Britain
Sayyid, S. / Kalra, V.S. / and Ali, Nasreen
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850657972
400 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/22/2008

"A Postcolonial People" is a lively, critical survey of contemporary South Asian 
Britain that fills a conspicuous gap in the literature.

Nasreen Ali is a Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Research in Primary 
Care, University of Leeds. Virinder Kalra is Senior Lecturer in Sociology at the 
University of Manchester. S. Sayyid is University Research Fellow in Race, 
Ethnicity and Postcolonialism in the School of Sociology and Social Work, 
University of Leeds.
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Recalling the Caliphate: Decolonization and World Order
Sayyid, S.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787387256
288 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

Considers why Islam's political and cultural influence has not dissipated in the 
advance of westernization and modernization

S. Sayyid is Professor of Decolonial Thought and Social Theory at the University
of Leeds, where he is also Head of the School of Sociology and Social Policy.
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The Ubiquitous Presidency: Presidential Communication and Digital Democracy 
in Tumultuous Times
Scacco, Joshua M. and Coe, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780197520642
248 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 3/26/2021
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics .

Focusing on the presidency since Ronald Reagan, and devoting particular 
attention to the cases of Barack Obama and Donald Trump, the book uncovers 
remarkable shifts in communication that test the institution of the presidency and,
consequently, democratic governance itself.

Joshua M. Scacco is an Associate Professor of Communication at the University
of South Florida. Kevin Coe is a Professor of Communication at the University of
Utah.
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Until There Is Justice: The Life of Anna Arnold Hedgeman
Scanlon, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190050412
336 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

Through a commitment to faith-based activism, civil rights, and feminism, Anna 
Arnold Hedgeman played a key role in some of the 20th century's most important
developments, including advances in education, public health, politics, and 
workplace justice. Until There Is Justice tells the story of this remarkable and 
remarkably understudied civil rights figure.

Jennifer Scanlon is William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Gender, Sexuality, and 
Women's Studies at Bowdoin College.
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Why Does Inequality Matter?
Scanlon, T. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780198812692
192 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2018

Inequality is widely regarded as morally objectionable: T. M. Scanlon investigates
why it matters to us.

T. M. Scanlon attended Princeton University (BA in Philosophy, 1962), studied at
Oxford, Brasenose College, 1962-63, and then at Harvard University (PhD in 
Philosophy, 1968). Scanlon taught philosophy at Princeton 1966-1984, then at 
Harvard from 1984 until his retirement in 2016.
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The Periodic Table: Its Story and Its Significance
Scerri, Eric
Oxford University Press .
9780190914363
504 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2019

The Periodic Table: Its Story and Its Significance traces the evolution and 
development of the periodic table, from Mendeleev's 1869 first published table 
and onto the modern understanding provided by modern physics.

Dr. Eric Scerri is a leading philosopher of science specializing in the history and
philosophy of the periodic table.
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A Performer's Guide to Transcribing, Editing, and Arranging Early Music
Schab, Alon
Oxford University Press .
9780197600665
216 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2022
5 halftones

In A Performer's Guide To Transcribing, Editing, and Arranging Early Music, 
author Alon Schab lays out a clear, accessible roadmap for adapting early pieces
to today's ear.

Alon Schab is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Music at the University of 
Haifa.
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The Trial of the Kaiser
Schabas, William A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198833857
432 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2018

In the immediate aftermath of the armistice that ended the First World War, the 
Allied nations of Britain, France, and Italy agreed to put the fallen German 
Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm II on trial, in what would be the first ever international 
criminal tribunal. This book provides a history of the very beginnings of 
international criminal justice, a history which has never before been fully told.

William A. Schabas is professor of international law at Middlesex University in 
London. He is also professor of international human law and human rights at 
Leiden University,
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The Art of Tonal Analysis: Twelve Lessons in Schenkerian Theory
Schachter, Carl
Oxford University Press .
9780190909178
312 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Edited by Joseph N. Straus.

Carl Schachter is the world's leading practitioner of Schenkerian theory and 
analysis. His articles and books have been broadly influential, and are seen by 
many as models of musical insight and lucid prose. Yet, perhaps his greatest 
impact has been felt in the classroom. At the Mannes College of Music, the 
Juilliard School of Music, Queens College and the Graduate Center of the City 
University of New York, and at special pedagogical events around the world, he
has taught generations of musical performers, composers, historians, and 
theorists over the course of his long career.

Carl Schachter is an extraordinary musician and musical thinker, and the world's
leading practitioner of Schenkerian theory and analysis.
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Reckoning with Reagan America and Its President in 1980s
Schaller, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195090499
336 pages
hardcover
$24.99
Pub Date: 8/4/1994
8 halftones.

A professor of history offers an illuminating look at Reaganism as an American 
phenomenon. Schaller shows how Reagan created an illusion of national 
prosperity and global power when these were in fact declining, and he examines
Reaganomics, the rise of political Christianity, the war on drugs, relations with 
the Soviet Union, and more.

Michael Schaller is Professor of History at the University of Arizona.
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Why Worry About Future Generations?
Scheffler, Samuel
Oxford University Press .
9780198798989
160 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2018

Rather than focusing exclusively on issues of moral responsibility, Samuel 
Scheffler considers the broader question of why and how future generations 
matter to us.

Samuel Scheffler is University Professor in the Department of Philosophy at New
York University.
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A Short History of the Jewish People: From Legendary Times to Modern 
Statehood
Scheindlin, Raymond P.
Oxford University Press .
9780195139419
288 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 7/27/2000

Written by a respected Hebrew scholar, cultural historian, noted author, and 
rabbi, A Short History of the Jewish People carefully describes the story of a 
people as varied as the many cultures in which they have lived.

Raymond P. Scheindlin teaches at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America 
in New York City.
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Beyond Discovery: Moving Academic Research to the Market
Schelhorn, Jean E. and Herbers, Joan M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197512708
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2022

Beyond Discovery demystifies the process of commercialization for inventors of 
all backgrounds with best practices and case studies of successful academic 
entrepreneurs.

Jean E. Schelhorn, PhD, is Director of Commercialization and Industry 
Collaborations for the College of Veterinary Medicine at The Ohio State 
University. Joan M. Herbers, PhD, is Professor and Dean Emeritus at the Ohio 
State University, Co-Principal Investigator of the Advance Resource Coordination
Network Project, and former President of the Association for Women in Science.
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The Wisdom of Syria's Waiting Game: Foreign Policy Under the Assads
Scheller, Bente
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042864
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 2/3/2014

In this book long- time Syria analyst and former diplomat Bente Scheller 
contends that Bashar Assad's deadly waiting game is following its own logic: 
whatever difficulties the Syrian regime has faced, its previous experience has 
been that it can simply sit out the current crisis. The difference this time is that 
Syria faces a double crisis-internal and external. While Hafez Assad, renowned 
as an astute politician, adapted to new challenges, his son, Bashar, seems to 
have no alternative plan of action.

Bente Scheller is Director of the Beirut based Middle East office of Heinrich- Boll-
Stiftung, a political foundation close to the German Green Party.
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Healers: Extraordinary Clinicians at Work
Schenck, David and Churchill, Larry
Oxford University Press .
9780199735389

hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2011

In this groundbreaking volume, David Schenck and Larry Churchill present the 
results of fifty interviews with practitioners identified by their peers as 'healers,' 
exploring in depth the things that the best clinicians do. They focus on specific 
actions that exceptional healers perform to improve their relationships with their 
patients and, subsequently, improve their patients' overall health.

David Schenck is Research Assistant Professor at the Center for Biomedical 
Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Larry Churchill is Ann
Geddes Stahlman Professor of Medical Ethics at the Center for Biomedical 
Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
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The New Nationalism in America and Beyond: The Deep Roots of Ethnic 
Nationalism in the Digital Age
Schertzer, Robert and Woods, Eric Taylor
Oxford University Press .
9780197547830
240 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/6/2022
20 b&w halftones

In The New Nationalism in America and Beyond, Robert Schertzer and Eric 
Taylor Woods, explain why ethnic nationalists like Donald Trump in the US, 
Marine Le Pen in France, and the Brexit campaigners in the UK have gained so
much support in the last few years.

Robert Schertzer is an Associate Professor at the University of Toronto. Eric 
Taylor Woods is a Lecturer (Assistant Professor) in Sociology at the University of
Plymouth.
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Does Torture Work?
Schiemann, John W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190872816
336 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018

In this book, John W. Schiemann takes a truly unique approach to the question 
of torture: game theory. Thinking of torture as a game played between an 
interrogator and a detainee, the book walks the reader through the logic of 
interrogational torture, comparing the outcomes to the claims made by torture 
proponents. The book draws on a wide variety of sources ranging from records 
of the Inquisition to secret CIA memos to trace this logic, illustrating each 
outcome of the model with a narrative from the real world of interrogational 
torture.

John W. Schiemann is Professor of Political Science at Fairleigh Dickinson 
University.
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The Data Imperative: How Digitalization is Reshaping Management, Organizing,
and Work
Schildt, Henri
Oxford University Press .
9780198840817
240 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2020

Companies across all industries are engaging in digital transformation. Henri 
Schildt provides an in-depth look at how data and algorithms are reshaping 
management practices, organizational structures, corporate culture, and work 
roles, and presents 'the data imperative' as a framework for understanding 
digitalization as a new normative mind-set.

Henri Schildt is Professor of Strategy at Aalto University with a joint appointment
at the School of Business and School of Science. He is currently heading the 
Department of Management Studies.
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Crossed Wires: The Conflicted History of US Telecommunications, From The 
Post Office To The Internet
Schiller, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780197639238
816 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 3/6/2023
20 b/w photographs; 1 table

In Crossed Wires, Dan Schiller, who has conducted archival research on US 
telecommunications for more than forty years, recovers the extraordinary social 
history of the major network systems of the United States from the nineteenth to 
the twenty-first centuries. Drawing on arrays of archival documents and 
secondary sources, Schiller reveals that this history has been shaped by sharp 
social and political conflict and is embedded in the larger history of an 
expansionary US political economy. This authoritative and comprehensive 
revisionist history of telecommunications argues that business, economic, and 
regulatory concerns influenced the evolution of this industry far more than the 
technology.

Dan Schiller studies the social and intellectual history of US and global 
communications as a part of the conflicted development of capitalism. After 
working at the University of Leicester, Temple University, UCLA, and UCSD, Dan
Schiller finished his academic career at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign where he is Professor Emeritus.
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Your Future as a Faculty Member: How to Survive and Thrive in Academia
Schimel, Joshua
Oxford University Press .
9780197608838
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/6/2023
2 line illustrations

There is much more to being a college professor than just teaching and doing 
research. Most new faculty struggle because they have to figure out how to 
juggle a complex mix of activities that are dominated by the human and 
institutional structures they live within--from departments up to international 
professional communities. Your Future as a Faculty Member: How to Survive 
and Thrive in Academia discusses these human elements that are core to 
surviving and thriving as a faculty member. It guides readers through lessons in 
building successful and supportive relationships with communities of students, 
campus colleagues, professional peers, and university administrative and 
support staff.

Joshua Schimel received his Ph.D. in soil science from University of California, 
Berkeley, and became an assistant professor at the University of Alaska, 
Fairbanks, before moving to the University of California, Santa Barbara.Discount:
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Rich Russians: From Oligarchs to Bourgeoisie
Schimpfossl, Elisabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780197523797
248 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

As the first book to examine the transformation of Russia's former robber barons
into a new social class, Rich Russians provides insight into how this nation's 
newly wealthy tick.

Elisabeth Schimpfossl is Lecturer in Sociology and Policy at Aston University. 
Her research focuses on elites and social inequality as well as questions around
post-Socialist media and self-censorship.
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Rich Russians: From Oligarchs to Bourgeoisie
Schimpfössl, Elisabeth
Oxford University Press .
9780190677763
248 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/26/2018

As the first book to examine the transformation of Russia's former robber barons
into a new social class, Rich Russians provides insight into how this nation's 
newly wealthy tick.

Elisabeth Schimpfossl is Lecturer in Sociology and Policy at Aston University. 
Her research focuses on elites and social inequality as well as questions around
post-Socialist media and self-censorship.
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A Hidden Legacy: The Life and Work of Esther Zimmer Lederberg
Schindler, Thomas E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197531679
176 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/31/2021

A Hidden Legacy reveals previously unknown insights into the remarkable 
contributions Esther Zimmer Lederberg made to molecular biology and takes 
readers through her instrumental role in the discovery of bacterial genetics.

Thomas E. Schindler is an accomplished science writer who has devoted several
years to researching and writing about the neglected heroine of bacterial 
genetics, Esther Zimmer Lederberg.
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Music, Communities, Sustainability: Developing Policies and Practices
Schippers, Huib and Seeger, Anthony (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780197609118
344 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2022
6 figures, 2 tables  illustrations

In Music, Communities, Sustainability, editors Huib Schippers and Anthony 
Seeger bring together a diverse roster of thinkers and practitioners to offer new 
perspectives on the effects of the 2003 UNESCO Convention on Safeguarding of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage, and on efforts around the world to treat music as
one essential Intangible Cultural Heritage of humankind.

Huib Schippers has a thirty-year history of leadership positions in music 
performance, community engagement, sustainability, education and training 
across cultures. Anthony Seeger is an anthropologist, ethnomusicologist, 
audiovisual archivist, record producer, and musician.
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In a Bad State: Responding to State and Local Budget Crises
Schleicher, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197629154
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2023
5 b/w halftones; 1 table

In a Bad State provides the first comprehensive history and theory of how the 
federal government has addressed subnational debt crises. Tracing the long 
history of public budgeting at the state and local level, David Schleicher argues 
that federal officials face a trilemma when a state or city nears default. But 
whether they demand state austerity, permit state defaults, or provide bailouts-
and all have been tried-federal officials can only achieve two out of three goals, 
at best. Authoritative and accessible, this book is a guide to understanding the 
pressing problems that local, state, and federal officials currently face and the 
policy options they possess for responding.

David Schleicher is a Professor of Law at Yale Law School. He is an expert in 
local government law, federalism, land use, state and local finance, and urban 
development.
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What Is it Like to Be Dead?: Near-Death Experiences, Christianity, and the 
Occult
Schlieter, Jens
Oxford University Press .
9780190888848
376 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2018
Oxford Studies in Western Esotericism

In What Is It Like To Be Dead?, Jens Schlieter argues that to understand recent 
testimonies of near-death experiences, we need to be aware of the history of 
innumerable reports of earlier near-death experiences that were communicated 
and handed down in scores of newspapers, journals, and books.

Jens Schlieter (Ph. D. University of Bonn, Germany) is Professor of the 
Systematic Study of Religion and Co-Director of the Institute for the Science of 
Religion, University of Bern, Switzerland.
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Alfred Schnittke's Concerto Grosso no. 1
Schmelz, Peter J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190653729
184 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2019

Peter J. Schmelz's Alfred Schnittke's Concerto Grosso no. 1 is the first 
accessible, comprehensive study of one of Schnittke's best-known and most 
compelling works.

Peter J. Schmelz is Associate Professor of Musicology at Arizona State 
University, Tempe.
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Secret Science: A Century of Poison Warfare and Human Experiments
Schmidt, Ulf
Oxford University Press .
9780198833802
688 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/20/2019

Charting the ethical trajectory and culture of military science from its 
development in 1915 in response to Germany's first use of chemical weapons in
WW1 to the ongoing attempts by the international community to ban these 
weapons, Secret Science offers a comprehensive history of chemical and 
biological weapons research by former Allied powers.

Ulf Schmidt is Professor of Modern History at the University of Kent.
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Living Together: Inventing Moral Science
Schmidtz, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197658505
280 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/13/2022
9 b/w illustrations

David Schmidtz disputes the idea that rigorous reflection on how to live needs to
begin with timeless axioms, rather than with more ephemeral circumstances of 
time and place. Rather, he argues that theorizing about how to live together 
should take its cue from contemporary moral philosophy's attempts to go beyond
formal theory, and should ask which principles have a history of demonstrably 
being organizing principles of actual thriving communities at their best.

David Schmidtz is Presidential Chair of Moral Science at West Virginia 
University's Chambers College of Business and Economics. Before that, he was
Kendrick Professor of Philosophy and Eller Chair of Service-Dominant Logic at 
the University of Arizona. While there, he founded and served as Head of the 
Department of Political Economy and Moral Science. He also was founding 
Director of the Center for the Philosophy of Freedom. Since 2012, he has been 
Editor of Social Philosophy & Policy.Discount:
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Debating Education: Is There a Role for Markets?
Schmidtz, David and Brighouse, Harry
Oxford University Press .
9780199300952
272 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2019

Debating Education puts two leading scholars in conversation with each other on
the subject of education-specifically, what role, if any, markets should play in 
policy reform.

David Schmidtz is Kendrick Professor of Philosophy (College of Social & 
Behavioral Sciences), Eller Chair of Service-Dominant Logic (College of 
Management), founding Director of the Center for Philosophy of Freedom, 
founder of the Department of Political Economy and Moral Sciences. Harry 
Brighouse is Professor of Philosophy, affiliate professor of educational policy 
studies, and Dickson Bascom Professor of the Humanities at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison.
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China's Digital Nationalism
Schneider, Florian
Oxford University Press .
9780190876807
320 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2018
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics

In China's Digital Nationalism, Florian Schneider looks at digital China first hand,
exploring what search engines, online encyclopedias, websites, hyperlink 
networks, and social media can tell us about the way that different actors 
construct and manage a crucial topic in contemporary Chinese politics.

Florian Schneider is University Lecturer for the Politics of Modern China at the 
Leiden University Institute for Area Studies.
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The Finger of the Scribe: How Scribes Learned to Write the Bible
Schniedewind, William M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190052461
248 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2019

The Finger of the Scribe summarizes the evidence for how, when, and where 
scribes learned to write ancient Israel. Putting together new data from 
archaeological excavations as well as new interpretations from ancient 
inscriptions, this book pieces together early education and shows how that 
education influenced the writing of biblical literature.

William M. Schniedewind has been a Professor of Biblical Studies and Northwest
Semitic Languages at UCLA for twenty-five years.
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Prisons and Health in the Age of Mass Incarceration
Schnittker, Jason / Massoglia, Michael / Uggen, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190603823
200 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2022

Prison and Health in the Age of Mass Incarceration explores how incarceration 
undermines the health of people currently and formerly in prison. The book uses
years of empirical research to show the intricate web of pathways through which
mass incarceration also weakens the health and well-being of families, 
communities, and health care systems. It explores the social and legal forces 
that have made these connections possible, as well as the implications of the 
incarceration-health relationship for understanding and reforming about the 
justice system.

Jason Schnittker is Professor of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Michael Massoglia is Professor of Sociology at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. Christopher Uggen is Regents Professor and Distinguished McKnight 
Professor of Sociology and Law at the University of Minnesota and a Fellow of 
the American Society of Criminology.Discount:
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The Omen
Schober, Adrian
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857070
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Adrian Schober's Devil's Advocate overs the genesis, authorship, production 
history, marketing and reception of The Omen, before going on to examine the 
overarching theme of paranoia that drives the narrative: paranoia about the end 
times, government and conspiracy; child rearing; and paranoia about imagined 
threats to the hardening right-wing Establishment from liberal and post-
countercultural forces in the 1970s.

Adrian Schober, an Australian-based film writer and scholar, has a PhD in 
English from Monash University.
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The Omen
Schober, Adrian
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857087
120 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

Adrian Schober's Devil's Advocate overs the genesis, authorship, production 
history, marketing and reception of The Omen, before going on to examine the 
overarching theme of paranoia that drives the narrative: paranoia about the end 
times, government and conspiracy; child rearing; and paranoia about imagined 
threats to the hardening right-wing Establishment from liberal and post-
countercultural forces in the 1970s.

Adrian Schober, an Australian-based film writer and scholar, has a PhD in 
English from Monash University.
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Rethinking Coal: Chemicals and Carbon-Based Materials in the 21st Century
Schobert, Harold
Oxford University Press .
9780199767083
376 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/12/2022
36 B&W illustrations

The coal industry, and society's use of coal, is in a time of transition in many 
parts of the world. Rethinking Coal: Chemicals and Carbon-Based Materials in 
the 21st Century provides a discussion of the nature and properties of coal, how
coal is currently used, environmental forces driving for change in the use of coal,
and how coal could be used in cleaner, greener ways in the future.

Harold Schobert has been a Professor of Fuel Science at Penn State University 
for 25 years, also at times being chair of the Fuel Science academic program 
and director of the EMS Energy Institute. He has been a visiting professor at 
North-West University in South Africa, as well as universities in Japan and 
Turkey.
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William Shakespeare: A Compact Documentary Life
Schoenbaum, S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195051612
416 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/14/1987

Covering 400 years of Shakespeare scholarship, Schoenbaum's now classic 
William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life received high acclaim from critics and
scholars. The New York Review of Books called it 'a masterpiece,' and the 
Guardian labeled it 'our best life of Shakespeare.'

S. Schoenbaum, Director of the Center for Renaissance and Baroque Studies at
the University of Maryland, is the author of Shakespeare's Lives and 
Shakespeare: The Globe and the World.
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The Twentieth Century: A World History
Schoppa, R. Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780190497361
192 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2021
25 b&w illustrations . NEW OXFORD WORLD HISTORY SERIES

Through a global lens spanning Africa, the Middle East, Russia, Asia and the 
Pacific, Europe, and the Americas, this volume traces the major developments of
the twentieth century from the rise of globalization to the dawn of the digital age; 
from the Great War (1914-1918) to the great war in Africa (1998-2003); from the 
first genocide of the century in Namibia to the Bosnian-Kosovo genocides of the 
late 1990s.

R. Keith Schoppa is Professor Emeritus of History at Loyola University Maryland.
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Macarius, Apocriticus: Introduction, Translation, and Notes
Schott, Jeremy M. and Edwards, Mark J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381304
384 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2015
Translated Texts for Historians LUP.

The Apocriticus purports to be the record of a four-day public debate between a
pagan philosopher, whom the text calls simply the "Hellene", and the author, 
Macarius, a Christian rhetor. The text is a rich, though often neglected, source for
the history of intellectual and cultural conflict between Christian and Hellene 
intellectuals in the fourth century CE.

Jeremy M. Schott is Associate Professor in the Department of Religious Studies
at Indiana University, Bloomington. Professor Mark J. Edwards is Tutor in 
Theology at Christ Church College, Oxford.
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City Power: Urban Governance in a Global Age
Schragger, Richard C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190921675
338 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2018

Reigning theories of urban power suggest that in a world dominated by footloose
transnational capital, cities have little capacity to effect social change. In City 
Power, Richard C. Schragger challenges the existing assumptions, arguing that 
cities can govern, but only if we let them.

Richard Schragger is the Perre Bowen Professor at the University of Virginia 
School of Law, where he has taught for almost fifteen years.
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We the Gamers: How Games Teach Ethics and Civics
Schrier, Karen
Oxford University Press .
9780190926113
400 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2021

Combining research-based perspectives and current examples including 
Minecraft and Animal Crossing: New Horizons, We the Gamers shows how 
games can be used in ethics, civics, and social studies education to inspire 
learning, critical thinking, and civic change.

Karen Schrier is Associate Professor of Games and Director of the Games and 
Emerging Media Program at Marist College. She has over 20 years of 
experience creating, producing, and designing media, and has worked previously
at places like Nickelodeon, BrainPOP, and Scholastic.
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One of Ten Billion Earths: How we Learn about our Planet's Past and Future 
from Distant Exoplanets
Schrijver, Karel
Oxford University Press .
9780192845337
480 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2021
61 figures, of which 30 in colour .

This book is an exploration of our Solar System and of distant planetary systems.
The author explains what has recently been learned about exoplanets and their 
habitability, how this is done, and what it means for the search for life.

Karel Schrijver, is a stellar astrophysicist specialized in the study of the Sun and 
the space around it, stellar magnetism and its impacts on the environments of 
planets, and space weather.
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Living with the Stars: How the Human Body is Connected to the Life Cycles of 
the Earth, the Planets, and the Stars
Schrijver, Karel and Schrijver, Iris
Oxford University Press .
9780198835912
224 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2019

Living with the Stars tells the fascinating story of what truly makes the human 
body. The body that is with us all our lives is always changing. We are quite 
literally not who we were years, weeks, or even days ago: our cells die and are 
replaced by new ones at an astonishing pace. The entire body continually 
rebuilds itself, time and again, using the food and water that flow through us as 
fuel and as construction material. What persists over time is not fixed but merely
a pattern in flux.

Karel Schrijver is a Senior Fellow at Lockheed Martin's Advanced Technology 
Center in Palo Alto, California. Iris Schrijver is a Professor of Pathology and 
Pediatrics at Stanford University School of Medicine.
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Bach
Schulenberg, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190936303
432 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/10/2020
MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES

Updated and refreshed with new biographical information and understanding of 
Bach's contemporary context, Bach traces the composer's student years, 
professional career, and family life alongside his most famous compositions.

David Schulenberg is Department Chair and Professor of Music at Wagner 
College.
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Early Jazz: Its Roots and Musical Development
Schuller, Gunther
Oxford University Press .
9780195040432
416 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 6/19/1986
History of Jazz Series

Early Jazz is one of the seminal books on American jazz, ranging from the 
beginnings of jazz as a distinct musical style at the turn of the century to its first 
great flowering in the 1930s.

Gunther Schuller has been on the faculties of the Manhattan School of Music 
and Yale University; he was, for many years, head of contemporary music 
activities (succeeding Aaron Copland) and director of the Tanglewood Music 
Center, and served as president of the New England Conservatory. He is the 
author of The Swing Era: The Development of Jazz, 1930-1945; Early Jazz: Its 
Roots and Musical Development; The Compleat Conductor, and many other 
books.
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The Compleat Conductor
Schuller, Gunther
Oxford University Press .
9780195126617
592 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/10/1998
35 tables.

In world renowned conductor and composer Gunther Schuller's highly 
provocative critique of modern conducting, he castigates many of this century's
most venerates conductors for using the podium to indulge their own interpretive
idiosyncrasies, rather than devote themselves to reproducing the composer's 
stated intentions. 937 music examples.

Gunther Schuller is a composer, conductor, orchestral hornist, educator, author.
He served as the Artistic Director at the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood 
and as President of the New England Conservatory of Music. The author of the 
landmark studies Early Jazz and The Swing Era, Schuller was also a recipient of
a MacArthur Foundation genius grant.
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Listing:

The Swing Era: The Development of Jazz, 1930-1945
Schuller, Gunther
Oxford University Press .
9780195071405
944 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 12/19/1991

Focusing on that extraordinary period in American musical history--1933 to 
1945--when jazz was synonymous with America's popular music, The Swing Era
puts this era into new perspective. Thorough scholarship, critical perceptio ns 
and a great love for jazz make this 'the ultimate jazz history'. --The New 
Republic. More than 500 music examples.

Gunther Schuller began his professional career in 1943, at age seventeen, when
he played French horn with the Cincinnati Symphony and later served as first 
horn in the Metropolitan Opera. A prominent American composer, he has written
a wide range of orchestral and chamber music, as well as jazz compositions.
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The Mind of the Artist: Personality and the Drive to Create
Schultz, William Todd
Oxford University Press .
9780197611098
208 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 12/3/2021

As an eminent psychobiographer with an award-winning career as a personality
and creativity psychologist, Dr. William Todd Schultz yet again offers his unique
perspective on a fascinating topic that is both engaging and insightful. In 
exploring the precise nature of inner chaos in a wide range of renowned artists, 
this book takes an enchanting dive into the artistic abyss for all those interested 
in creativity, personality, and psychology, including both general and academic 
readers.

William Todd Schultz is an internationally recognized expert in 
psychobiographical research, personality psychology, and creativity, based at 
Pacific University.
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A Time for War: The United States and Vietnam, 1941-1975
Schulzinger, Robert D.
Oxford University Press .
9780195125016
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/28/1999

Eminent historian Robert D. Schulzinger has combed the newly available 
documentary evidence, both in public and private archives, to produce an 
ambitious, masterful account of three decades of war in Vietnam--the first major 
full-length history of the conflict to be based on primary sources.

Robert D. Schulzinger is Professor of History and Director of the International 
Affairs Program at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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Listing:

Evolution’s Witness: How Eyes Evolved
Schwab, Ivan
Oxford University Press .
9780195369748

hardcover
$105
Pub Date: 11/21/2011

With predation and carnivory as catalysts, the first known eye appeared in a 
trilobite during the Cambrian explosion approximately 543 million years ago. This
period was a crucible of evolution and teemed with anatomic creativity although 
the journey to formed vision actually began billions of years before that. The 
Cambrian period, however, spawned nearly all morphologic forms of the eye, 
followed by descent over hundreds of millions of years providing an 
unimaginable variety of eyes with at least ten different designs.

Ivan R. Schwab M.D. is currently a professor at the University of California, 
Davis.
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A History of Supreme Court
Schwartz, Bernard
Oxford University Press .
9780195093872
336 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 2/23/1995

With impeccable scholarship and in an engaging, clear style, Schwartz tells the 
story of the justices and their jurisprudence--and the influence the Court has had
on American politics and society, from its first convention in 1790 to the impact 
that it makes today.

BERNARD L. SCHWARTZ is an investor, a retired industrialist, a progressive 
public policy advocate, and a philanthropist. For thirty-four years he served as 
chairman and CEO of Loral Corporation and its successor company, Loral Space
& Communications. Loral, a Fortune 200 defense electronics firm, achieved 
revenues of nearly $7.5 billion and employed 38,000 people at its height.
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The Spirit of the Constitution: John Marshall and the 200-Year Odyssey of 
McCulloch v. Maryland
Schwartz, David S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190699482
344 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2019

The Spirit of the Constitution covers the impact and reputation of both McCulloch
and Justice Marshall himself throughout American history. One of the central 
threads of American history is the battle over the proper reach of the federal 
government's power, and that story cannot be told without reference to 
McCulloch. Schwartz's analysis of the shifting interpretations of McCulloch and 
Marshall over the course of American history not only reaffirms the case's 
importance, it also helps us understand the circuitous process by which 
American constitutional law and ideology are made.

David S. Schwartz is Foley & Lardner-Bascom Professor of Law at the University
of Wisconsin Law School.
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Tree of Souls: The Mythology of Judaism
Schwartz, Howard
Oxford University Press .
9780195327137
704 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/24/2007

The first anthology of Jewish mythology in English, Tree of Souls reveals a 
mythical tradition as rich and as fascinating as any in the world.

Howard Schwartz is Professor of English at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
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The Value of Science in Space Exploration
Schwartz, James S.J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190069063
272 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2020

Space exploration, especially the recent push for the commercialization and 
militarization of space, is attracting increased attention not only from the wider 
public and the private sector but also from scholars in a wide range of disciplines.
At this moment of uncertainty about the future direction of national spaceflight 
programs, The Value of Science in Space Exploration defends the idea, often 
overlooked, that the scientific understanding of the Solar System is both 
intrinsically and instrumentally valuable.

James S. J. Schwartz is Assistant Teaching Professor of Philosophy at Wichita 
State University and coeditor of The Ethics of Space Exploration.
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Reclaiming Space: Progressive and Multicultural Visions of Space Exploration
Schwartz, James S.J.; Billings, Linda; Nesvold, Erika
Oxford University Press .
9780197604793
392 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2023
18 illustrations

Much has been said and written about the value of space exploration from a 
worldview that is primarily Western, Caucasian, male, and politically libertarian. 
Reclaiming Space aims to incubate, illuminate, and illustrate a more diverse and
inclusive conversation about space travel. Featuring twenty-seven essays written
by a diverse array of contributors, Reclaiming Space offers perspectives on 
subjects such as spaceflight's history; the links between science fiction, space art
and imagery, and space policy; and spaceflight as a tool for social progress.

James S.J. Schwartz is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Wichita State 
University. Linda Billings is a consultant to NASA's astrobiology and planetary 
defense programs in the Planetary Science Division of the Science Mission 
Directorate at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Erika Nesvold is an 
astrophysicist and developer for the Universe Sandbox, a gravity simulation.
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Today Sardines Are Not for Sale: A Street Protest in Occupied Paris
Schwartz, Paula
Oxford University Press .
9780197648292
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
20 b/w photos

This is the story of a demonstration for food organized by the underground 
French Communist party that took place at a central Parisian marketplace on 
May 31, 1942. The so-called women's demonstration on the rue de Buci became
a cause celebre.

Paula Schwartz is the Lois B. Watson Professor Emerita of French Studies at 
Middlebury College in Vermont.
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Gender and Representation in Latin America
Schwindt-Bayer, Leslie A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190851231
352 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/2/2018

This book draws upon the expertise of top scholars of women, gender, and 
political institutions in Latin America to analyze the institutional and contextual 
causes and consequences of women's representation in Latin America.

Leslie A. Schwindt-Bayer is Professor of Political Science at Rice University.
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Hope in the Age of Anxiety
Scioli, Anthony and Biller, Henry
Oxford University Press .
9780195380354

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2009

 In the timely Hope in the Age of Anxiety, Anthony Scioli and Henry Biller 
illuminate the nature of hope and offer a multitude of techniques designed to 
improve the lives of individuals, and bring more light into the world. In this 
fascinating and humane book, Scioli and Biller reveal the ways in which human 
beings acquire and make use of hope.

Anthony Scioli is Professor of Clinical Psychology at Keene State College. Henry
Biller is Professor of Clinical Psychology at The University of Rhode Island.
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Affective Disorders: Emotion in Colonial and Postcolonial Literature
Scott, Bede
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802070064
200 pages
paperback
$42.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2022
Postcolonialism Across the Disciplines LUP. 2 black and white illustrations

Affective Disorders explores the significance of emotion in a range of colonial 
and postcolonial narratives. Through close readings of Naguib Mahfouz, Joaquim
Maria Machado de Assis, and Upamanyu Chatterjee, among others, Bede Scott
argues that literary representations of emotion need not be interpreted solely at 
the level of character, individual psychology, or the contingencies of plotting, but
could also be related to broader sociopolitical forces.

Bede Scott is an Associate Professor of World Literature at Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore.
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Listing:

Music Education for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Resource for 
Teachers
Scott, Sheila J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190606343
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

Music Education for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: A Resource for 
Teachers provides foundational information about autism spectrum disorder and
strategies for engaging students with ASD in music-based activities such as 
singing, listening, moving, and playing instruments.

Sheila J. Scott is Associate Professor of Music Education at Brandon University.
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Folk Horror: Hours Dreadful and Things Strange
Scovell, Adam
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325222
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

Interest in the ancient, the occult, and the wyrd is on the rise. Folk Horror: Hours
Dreadful And Things Strange charts the summoning of these esoteric arts n the 
latter half of the twentieth century and beyond, using theories of 
psychogeography, hauntology, and topography to delve into the genre's output in
film, television, and multimedia as its "sacred demon of ungovernableness" rises
yet again in the twenty-first century.

Adam Scovell is a Ph.D candidate at the University of Liverpool, a short film-
maker, and an authority in the field of folk horror. He blogs at celluloidwickerman.
com.
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Folk Horror: Hours Dreadful and Things Strange
Scovell, Adam
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325239
224 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 10/24/2017

Interest in the ancient, the occult, and the wyrd is on the rise. Folk Horror: Hours
Dreadful And Things Strange charts the summoning of these esoteric arts n the 
latter half of the twentieth century and beyond, using theories of 
psychogeography, hauntology, and topography to delve into the genre's output in
film, television, and multimedia as its "sacred demon of ungovernableness" rises
yet again in the twenty-first century.

Adam Scovell is a Ph.D candidate at the University of Liverpool, a short film-
maker, and an authority in the field of folk horror. He blogs at celluloidwickerman.
com.
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The Shogun's Silver Telescope: God, Art, and Money in the English Quest for 
Japan, 1600-1625
Screech, Timon
Oxford University Press .
9780198832034
336 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2020

The East India Company, founded in London in 1600, was a spice trading 
organisation.  But its governors soon began to think bigger.  After a decade, they
started to plan voyages to more fabulous places, notably India and Japan.  India
had cotton cloth, while Japan had silver, and crucially was cold in winter.

Timon Screech teaches at University of London.
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The Two Faces of Democracy: Decentering Agonism and Deliberation
Scudder, Mary F. and  White, Stephen K.
Oxford University Press .
9780197623893
216 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2023

Those who want to defend democracy against right-wing anti-democratic forces
are at odds with one another: some want a politics that puts vehement conflict at
the center of democratic strategies, while others assert the necessity of more 
civil and deliberative strategies. What should our stance be as defenders of 
democratic life? In The Two Faces of Democracy, Mary F. (Molly) Scudder and 
Stephen K. White present an analysis of these two stances, the deliberative and
agonistic models of democracy, arguing that neither is adequate on its own. 
Moreover, Scudder and White develop a distinctive portrait of the core 
commitments of a democratic life, from the perspective of which we can better 
appreciate the respective roles of both orientations in the current struggles for a
healthy democratic future.

Mary F. Scudder is Associate Professor of Political Science at Purdue University.
Stephen K. White is James Hart Professor of Politics Emeritus and Fellow of the
Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture at the University of Virginia.
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Pauperland: Poverty and the Poor in Britain
Seabrook, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849042734
288 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/16/2014

Pauperland is Jeremy Seabrook's account of the mutations of poverty over time,
historical attitudes to the poor, and the lives of the impoverished themselves, 
from early Poor Laws till today.

Jeremy Seabrook is the author of more than forty books on subjects as diverse 
as transnational prostitution, child labour, social class, ageing, unemployment 
and poverty. His most recent include People Without History, a report from 
India's Muslim slums, and The Refuge and the Fortress: Britain and the Flight 
from Tyranny, a study of academic refugees between 1933 and the present day.
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The Song of the Shirt: The High Price of Cheap Garments, from Blackburn to 
Bangladesh
Seabrook, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849045223
288 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2015

With capital becoming more protean than ever, it won't be long before global 
business, in its nomadic cultivation of profit, relocates mass textile manufacture 
to an even cheaper source of labour than Bangladesh, with all too predictable 
consequences for those involved.

Jeremy Seabrook is the author of more than forty books on subjects as diverse 
as transnational prostitution, child labor, social class, ageing, unemployment and
poverty. His most recent include People Without History, a report from India's 
Muslim slums, and The Refuge and the Fortress: Britain and the Flight from 
Tyranny, a study of academic refugees between 1933 and the present day.
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Ballet in the Cold War: A Soviet-American Exchange
Searcy, Anne
Oxford University Press .
9780190945107
190 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/7/2020

This book tells the full story of the earliest Soviet-American ballet exchanges, in
which the governments of the USSR and the United States sent their most 
prestigious ballet companies on tours to the other country. Author Anne Searcy 
draws on Soviet- and American- archival sources and shows the spectacular 
misunderstandings that happened when audiences trained to view one type of 
ballet saw a very different style.

Anne Searcy is Professor of Music History at the University of Washington.
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Saving Animals, Saving Ourselves: Why Animals Matter for Pandemics, Climate
Change, and other Catastrophes
Sebo, Jeff
Oxford University Press .
9780190861018
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 3/8/2022

In 2020, COVID-19, the Australia bushfires, and other global threats served as 
vivid reminders that human and nonhuman fates are increasingly linked. Human
use of nonhuman animals contributes to pandemics, climate change, and other 
global threats which, in turn, contribute to biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse,
and nonhuman suffering.

Jeff Sebo is Clinical Associate Professor of Environmental Studies, Affiliated 
Professor of Bioethics, Medical Ethics, and Philosophy, and Director of the 
Animal Studies M.A. Program at New York University.
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Key Thinkers of the Radical Right: Behind the New Threat to Liberal Democracy
Sedgwick, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190877590
352 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/5/2019

In an increasingly polarized political environment, Key Thinkers of the Radical 
Right offers a comprehensive and unbiased introduction to the thinkers who form
the foundation of the radical right. Sixteen expert scholars explain sixteen 
classic, modern, and emerging thinkers, focusing on thinkers who are widely 
read across the political right in both Europe and America.

Mark Sedgwick was born in England and studied history of Oxford University 
before emigrating to Egypt. He received his PhD at the University of Bergen in 
Norway, taught history at the American University in Cairo, and then moved to 
Denmark to teach in the Department of the Study of Religion at Aarhus 
University.
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American Travellers in Liverpool
Seed, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311291
320 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2008
LUP - Poetry and ... Ser.

Liverpool was the first British port of call for most American travellers throughout
the nineteenth century. Many left accounts of their experiences in the city, 
providing fascinating glimpses of a Liverpool life that has now disappeared. The
excerpts collected here give a series of American views of Liverpool and 
demonstrate the rich variety of cultural contacts between the two nations during 
the nineteenth century.

David Seed is Professor in the School of English, University of Liverpool. David 
Seed holds a chair in American Literature at Liverpool University.
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Cinematic Fictions: The Impact of the Cinema on the American Novel up to 
World War II
Seed, David
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318122
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

 Covering the period from the 1910s up to the Second World War, Cinematic 
Fictions offers new insights into classics like The Great Gatsby and The Grapes
of Wrath discussing major writers' critical writings on film and active participation 
in film-making.

David Seed is Professor of English at the University of Liverpool.
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Oxford A-Z of Grammar and Punctuation
Seely, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198849889
224 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 12/21/2020

The Oxford A-Z of Grammar and Punctuation offers accessible and coherent 
explanations across a broad range of topics, and is an excellent first port of call 
for any reader seeking clear, authoritative help with grammar and punctuation.

John Seely has been a freelance author and editor for almost 40 years, 
specializing in language and communication skills.
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Oxford Guide to Effective Writing and Speaking - 2nd edition
Seely, John
Oxford University Press .
9780192806130

paperback
$31.5
Pub Date: 7/28/2005

The Oxford Guide to Effective Writing & Speaking is the essential guide for 
everyone who needs to communicate in clear and effective English, both written
and spoken.

John Seely has been a freelance author and editor for over 30 years, specialising
in language and communication skills.
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One Hundred Patents That Shaped the Modern World
Segal, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198834311
240 pages
hardcover
$54
Pub Date: 6/17/2019
70 grayscale line and 1 grayscale halftone illustrations

Patent documents describe inventions and offer accurate information about the 
history of technology. This book shows how patents and the inventions they 
describe have shaped the modern world. Patent documents from the 19th 
century to the present are covered, from frozen foods and ring-pulls for soft drink
cans, to Monopoly, to MRI and insulin.

David Segal obtained an M. Sc. in surface chemistry and colloids with 
commendation at Bristol University and a Ph. D in foaming in lubricating oils at 
the same university.
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UNITE History Volume 2 (1932-1945): The Transport and General Workers' 
Union (TGWU): 'No turning back', the road to war and welfare
Seifert, Roger
Oxford University Press .
9781802076981
184 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 9/15/2022
6 black and white illustrations

This is volume 2 on the history of the TGWU, covering how they went from a 
ramshackle body in 1931 to a major force by 1945. It faced mass unemployment,
hostile governments, fascism and war, and established industry-wide formal 
collective agreements. At the same time, there were unofficial strikes by 
members antagonistic to the leadership's embracing of class compromise.

Roger Seifert, University of Wolverhampton
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The Guitar Workbook: A Fresh Approach to Exploration and Mastery
Seifried, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780190660826
176 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/5/2017

Presents a new and contemporary approach to guitar study in a classroom 
setting. Includes creative projects for class use throughout the year. Offers 
popular music examples to connect with students

Scott Seifried teaches classroom guitar at James W. Robinson Secondary 
School in Fairfax, Virginia.
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The Maya and Climate Change: Human-Environmental Relationships in the 
Classic Period Lowlands
Seligson, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780197652923
304 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2022
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Premodern Societies and Environments.

One of the most well-known things about the Classic Maya civilization is that it 
collapsed, which leads to many questions about what happened. Geared toward
a general audience, this book argues that Classic Maya civilization did not in fact
collapse in the literal sense of the word. Instead, it shifts the focus to the 700-
plus years of societal growth and environmental conservation that preceded the 
transformation of Maya civilization about 1,000 years ago. Drawing on 
archaeological, environmental, and historical evidence, it explores the many 
ways that Maya communities addressed the challenges of climate change and 
other tropical environment stressors.

Kenneth Seligson is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at California State 
University, Dominguez Hills.
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Hellenistic Philosophy
Sellars, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199674121
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

The Hellenistic period was a rich and exciting time for philosophy. It saw the birth
of two new schools of thought, Epicureanism and Stoicism, and important 
developments in Plato's Academy. Aristotelians and Cynics were also active 
during the period, all of which created a vibrant philosophical landscape.

John Sellars is a Lecturer in Philosophy at Royal Holloway, University of London,
and a Visiting Research Fellow at King's College London.
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The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America, 1815-1846
Sellers, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780195089202
512 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 5/19/1994

Based on impeccable scholarship and written with grace and style, The Market 
Revolution provides a sweeping political and social history of the entire 
Jacksonian period from the diplomacy of John Quincy Adams to the birth of 
Mormonism under Joseph Smith, from Jackson's slaughter of the Indians in 
Georgia and Florida to the Depression of 1819, and from the growth of women's 
rights to the spread of the temperance movement.

Charles Sellers is Professor of History Emeritus at the University of California, 
Berkeley. His two-volume biography of President James Polk won a Bancroft 
Prize in 1967.
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Reframing Catholic Theological Ethics
Selling, Joseph A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198815129
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2018

Reframing Catholic Theological Ethics offers an alternative ethical method which,
without destroying any of the valuable insights of normative ethics, reorients the
discipline to consider human motivation and intention before investigating 
behavioral options for realizing one's end.

Joseph A. Selling is Emeritus Professor of Theological Ethics at Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven.
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The Joy of Statistics: A Treasury of Elementary Statistical Tools and their 
Applications
Selvin, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780198833444
224 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2019

This book consists of 42 anecdotes illustrating how statistical methods applied to
data produce insight and solutions to the questions that the data were collected 
to answer. Real-life and sometimes artificial data are used to demonstrate the 
painless method and magic of statistics. Statistical jokes, puzzles and folktales 
are scattered throughout.

Steve Selvin is a professor of biostatistics and epidemiology at the University of
California, Berkeley.
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Development as Freedom
Sen, Amartya
Oxford University Press .
9780192893307
384 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/18/2001

The author explains how, in a world of unprecedented increase in overall 
opulence, millions of people living in the Third World are still unfree.

Amartya Sen is the Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, and the winner of the 
1998 Nobel Prize in Economic Science. He has been President of the Indian 
Economic Association, the American Economic Association, the International 
Economic Association and the Econometric Society. He has taught at Calcutta, 
Delhi, Oxford, Cambridge, the London School of Economics, and Harvard.
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Farewell to Arms: How Rebels Retire Without Getting Killed
Sen, Rumela
Oxford University Press .
9780197529874
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/9/2021
Modern South Asia .

How do armed revolts against existing governments end? What compels rebels 
to lay down their arms and put revolution aside? And what happens then? 
Drawing on her years-long research amidst Maoist rebels in India, Rumela Sen 
outlines the successful methods that persuade rebels to move past revolutionary
goals and integrate back into society.

Rumela Sen is currently a Lecturer in the Discipline of International and Public 
Affairs at the School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA) at Columbia 
University, where she is also affiliated with the Saltzman Institute of War and 
Peace Studies.
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The New Testament: A Guide
Senior, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780197530849
272 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021
GUIDES TO SACRED TEXTS SERIES

What is there about the New Testament that has made it a revered and 
normative text for Christians for two thousand years? That is the subject of The 
New Testament: A Guide.

Rev. Donald Senior, C.P. is President Emeritus and Chancellor of Catholic 
Theological Union in Chicago (CTU), where he is also a member of the faculty as
Professor of New Testament.
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Networked Collective Actions: The Making of an Impeachment
Seo, Hyunjin
Oxford University Press .
9780197538890
200 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2021
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

In Networked Collective Actions, Hyunjin Seo offers a comprehensive account of
South Korean citizens' massive and sustained candlelight vigils in 2016-17, 
which led to impeachment and removal of then President Park Geun-hye.

Hyunjin Seo is Oscar Stauffer Professor and Associate Dean for Research and 
Faculty Development in the William Allen White School of Journalism and Mass
Communications at the University of Kansas as well as founding director of the 
KU Center for Digital Inclusion.
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Beyond Reason: Postcolonial Theory and the Social Sciences
Seth, Sanjay
Oxford University Press .
9780197500583
264 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 12/28/2020

In this bold and ambitious book, Sanjay Seth argues that modern knowledge and
the social sciences are a product of Western modernity claiming a spurious 
universality: that what we treat as the truths discovered by social scientific 
reason are instead a parochial knowledge.

Sanjay Seth is Professor of Politics and Director of the Centre for Postcolonial 
Studies at Goldsmiths, University of London.
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Beyond Reason: Postcolonial Theory and the Social Sciences
Seth, Sanjay
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197626931
264 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2021

In this bold and ambitious book, Sanjay Seth argues that modern knowledge and
the social sciences are a product of Western modernity claiming a spurious 
universality: that what we treat as the "truths" discovered by social scientific 
reason are instead a parochial knowledge.

Sanjay Seth is Professor of Politics and Director of the Centre for Postcolonial 
Studies at Goldsmiths, University of London.
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Statistical Mechanics: Entropy, Order Parameters, and Complexity: Second 
Edition
Sethna, James P.
Oxford University Press .
9780198865254
496 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/26/2021
Oxford Master Series in Physics . 230 line drawings  illustrations

A new and updated edition of the successful Statistical Mechanics: Entropy, 
Order Parameters and Complexity from 2006. Statistical mechanics is a core 
topic in modern physics. Innovative, fresh introduction to the broad range of 
topics of statistical mechanics today, by brilliant teacher and renowned 
researcher.

James P. Sethna is professor of physics at Cornell University.
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Your Voice Speaks Volumes: It's Not What You Say, But How You Say It
Setter, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192843029
240 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021

Professor Setter draws on examples from the media and from her own 
professional and personal experience, from her work on the provenance of the 
terrorist 'Jihadi John' to why the Rolling Stones sounded American.

Jane Setter is Professor of Phonetics at the University of Reading and a National
Teaching Fellow of the UK Higher Education Academy.
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Baseball: The Early Years
Seymour, Harold and Mills, Dorothy Seymour
Oxford University Press .
9780195059120
392 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 7/13/1989

The true story of how baseball came into being and how it developed into a 
highly organized business and social institution.

Harold Seymour, Ph.D., baseball's leading historian, was a college history 
professor for more than fifteen years. Moreover, he knows baseball firsthand 
through experience as batboy for the Brooklyn Dodgers, high school PSAL and 
college player, organizer and field manager of amateur and semipro teams, and
major-league bird dog. Dorothy Seymour Mills is the author or co-author of 25 
books, including historical novels and children's books. She is a member SABR, 
the North American Society for Sports History, and the Association for Women in
Sports Media.
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Baseball: The Golden Age
Seymour, Harold and Mills, Dorothy Seymour
Oxford University Press .
9780195059137
512 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/13/1989

With Baseball: The Golden Age, Dr. Harold Seymour--the man whom Sports 
Illustrated has called 'the Edward gibbon of baseball history'--continues his 
monumental multi-volume study of the sport.

Harold Seymour, Ph.D., baseball's leading historian, was a college history 
professor for more than fifteen years. Moreover, he knows baseball firsthand 
through experience as batboy for the Brooklyn Dodgers, high school PSAL and 
college player, organizer and field manager of amateur and semipro teams, and
major-league bird dog. Dorothy Seymour Mills is the author or co-author of 25 
books, including historical novels and children's books. She is a member SABR, 
the North American Society for Sports History, and the Association for Women in
Sports Media.
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Antonin Dvorak's New World Symphony
Shadle, Douglas W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190645632
208 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2021
Oxford Keynotes .

Before Antonin Dvorak's New World Symphony became one of the most 
universally beloved pieces of classical music, it exposed the deep wounds of 
racism at the dawn of the Jim Crow era while serving as a flashpoint in broader 
debates about the American ideals of freedom and equality. Drawing from a 
diverse array of historical voices, author Douglas W. Shadle's richly textured 
account of the symphony's 1893 premiere shows that even the classical concert
hall could not remain insulated from the country's racial politics.

Douglas W. Shadle is Associate Professor of Musicology and Chair of the 
Department and Ethnomusicology at Vanderbilt University's Blair School of 
Music.
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Orchestrating the Nation: The Nineteenth-Century American Symphonic 
Enterprise
Shadle, Douglas W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190914479
344 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018

In Orchestrating the Nation: The Nineteenth-Century American Symphonic 
Enterprise, author Douglas W. Shadle explores the stunning stylistic diversity of 
this substantial repertoire and uncovers why it failed to enter the musical 
mainstream.

Douglas W. Shadle is currently Assistant Professor of Musicology at Vanderbilt 
University's Blair School of Music. He holds a Ph.D. in musicology from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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The Social Roots of American Politics: A Widening Gyre?
Shafer, Byron E. and Wagner, Regina L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197650851
192 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/21/2022
6 b/w line drawings; 62 tables

In The Social Roots of American Politics, Regina L. Wagner and Byron E. Shafer
examine the social roots of American political conflict, how these roots produce 
differing policy preferences in the general public, and how those preferences get
transmitted into American government. Drawing from over a half-century of 
public surveys of American voters, they demonstrate that class, race, religion, 
and gender provide the roots of these conflicts across the four primary domains 
of policy conflict: social welfare, civil rights, foreign affairs, and cultural values. By
turning the focus to deep-rooted social cleavages, this book provides a novel and
powerful explanation of the basic forces that shape the contours of conflict in 
American politics.

Regina L. Wagner is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of
Alabama and coauthor, with Byron Shafer, of The Long War over Party Structure
(2019). Byron E. Shafer is Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the 
University of Wisconsin and the author of many books, including The American 
Political Pattern (2016).
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The Other #MeToos
Shagufta Cheema, Iqra
Oxford University Press .
9780197619889
344 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/5/2023
OXF STUDIES GENDER INTL RELATIONS SERIES.

To bring awareness to the revolutionary international impact of #MeToo, Iqra 
Shagufta Cheema brings together contributions from scholars and scholar 
activists that look at specific iterations of the #MeToo movement across multiple
communities, cultures, and countries in the global south. Going beyond gender, 
the book considers the intersectional assemblage of location, history, religion, 
ethnicity, race, class, and neoliberal globalization that inform #MeToo and its 
place in local and transnational feminisms. By doing so, The Other #MeToos 
highlights the adaptation, translation, and impact of #MeToo in non-Western, 
postcolonial, minoritized, and othered locales to explore its wider scope and 
possibilities.

Iqra Shagufta Cheema is a Postdoctoral Fellow in Global Literatures and 
Multilingual Pedagogy at Middle Tennessee State University. Their research 
focuses on new media cultures, transnational feminisms, global postcolonial 
literatures, gender and sexuality studies, and postcolonial film studies.
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Capitalism: Competition, Conflict, Crises
Shaikh, Anwar
Oxford University Press .
9780190938260
1024 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2018

Orthodox economics operates within a hypothesized world of perfect competition
in which perfect consumers and firms act to bring about supposedly optimal 
outcomes.

Anwar Shaikh is Professor of Economics at the Graduate Faculty of Political and
Social Science of the New School University and Associate Editor of the 
Cambridge Journal of Economics. From 2000-2005, he was Senior Scholar and
member of the Macro Modeling Team at the Levy Economics Institute of Bard 
College.
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Making Sense of Pakistan
Shaikh, Farzana
Oxford University Press .
9780190929114
312 pages
paperback
$21.5
Pub Date: 11/15/2018

Farzana Shaikh argues that while external influences and domestic politics have
unquestionably shaped the direction of change, the country's social and political
decline is rooted primarily in uncertainty about the meaning of Pakistan and the 
significance of 'being Pakistani'.

Farzana Shaikh is an Associate Fellow at the Royal Institute of International 
Affairs in London.
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China and the World
Shambaugh, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190062323
416 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2020
3 halftones

China & the World is the single most comprehensive and up-to-date scholarly 
assessment of China's foreign relations and roles in international affairs.

David Shambaugh is an internationally recognized authority and award-winning 
author on contemporary China and the international relations of Asia. He is 
currently the Gaston Sigur Professor of Asian Studies, Political Science & 
International Affairs, and the founding Director of the China Policy Program in the
Elliott School of International Affairs at George Washington University.
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Where Great Powers Meet: America & China in Southeast Asia
Shambaugh, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197667347
352 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2022

Where Great Powers Meet explores the global competition for power between 
the United States and China. Focusing on Southeast Asia, David Shambaugh 
looks at how ASEAN (the Association of Southeast Asian Nations) and the 
countries within it maneuver between the US and China and the degree to which
they align with one or the other power.

David Shambaugh is Gaston Sigur Professor of Asian Studies, Political Science,
& International Affairs and the founding Director of the China Policy Program in 
the Elliott School of International Affairs at George Washington University. He is
an internationally recognized authority and award-winning author on 
contemporary China and the international relations of Asia. An active public 
intellectual and frequent commentator in the international media, he serves on 
numerous editorial boards, and has been a consultant to governments, research
institutions, foundations, universities, corporations, banks, and investment funds.
As an author, Professor Shambaugh has published more than 30 books and 300
articles.
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Cytopathology - 2nd edition
Shambayati, Behdad
Oxford University Press .
9780198717362
608 pages
paperback
$48.95
Pub Date: 7/28/2018
Fundamentals of Biomedical Science Series

Cytopathology provides a wide-ranging overview of the microscopic study of 
normal and abnormal cells, showing how current visualization methods are used
to study cell structure, and how early detection of abnormal cell pathology can 
lead to timely clinical interventions.

Behdad Shambayati is Consultant Clinical Cytologist, at the Cytopathology 
Department, Ashford and St. Peter's Hospitals Foundation Trust, Chertsey, 
Surrey.
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Yiddish: Biography of a Language
Shandler, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780190651961
264 pages
hardcover
$30.95
Pub Date: 10/19/2020
16 illustrations

Jeffrey Shandler tells the multifaceted history of Yiddish in the form of a 
biographical profile, revealing surprising insights through a series of thematic 
chapters.

Jeffrey Shandler is Distinguished Professor of Jewish Studies at Rutgers 
University.
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An Uneasy Embrace: Africa, India and the Spectre of Race
Shankar, Shobana
Oxford University Press .
9780197619407
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
African Arguments

 A definitive cultural and political history of how race and racialization have 
brought Africans and Indians together, yet also driven them apart.

Shobana Shankar is Associate Professor of History at Stony Brook University.
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Avitus of Vienne: Selected Letters and Prose
Shanzer, Danuta and Wood, Ian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235880
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2002
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 38)

Alcimus Ecdicius Avitus, bishop of Vienne from c. 494 to c. 518, is known for his
poetic works, but his Latin prose style has led to some neglect of his letters. This
first complete translation of the letters into English gives access to an important 
source for the history of the Burgundian Kingdom in the early sixth century.
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Planning for Cities and Regions in Japan
Shapira, Philip / Masser, Ian / Edgington, David (editors)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232483

hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 1/2/1995

This book brings together a series of contributions which examine the processes
of contemporary city development and urban planning in Japan.

Philip Shapira is Associate Professor, School of Public Policy at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. Ian Masser is Professor of Town and Regional Planning
at the University of Sheffield. David W. Edgington is Associate Professor in the 
Department of Geography at the University of British Columbia.
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Aesthetics of Equality
Shapiro, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197670354
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2023

Presuming that the problem of political equality, as it bears on both persons and
assemblages, is about being accorded access to the material and symbolic 
resources needed to manage an effective civic presence, Michael J. Shapiro's 
critical interventions engage the way a wide variety of aesthetic genres address 
this problem. In Aesthetics of Equality, Shapiro offers a guide to aesthetic 
methods, focusing on how to conceive equality issues through conceptual 
engagements with diverse artistic genres. Emphasizing relationships between 
compositional form and ideational commitment, while focusing on the texts' 
protagonists (aesthetic subjects), the analyses include a wide variety of spaces 
and historical moments in scenes ranging from ancient Israel and Egypt in the 
Old Testament's Genesis to the ethno-histories of California and Texas, with 
attention on the right to urban space in such megacities as Paris, New York, Los
Angeles, and Istanbul.

Michael J. Shapiro is Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa. He is the author of several books, including War Crimes, 
Atrocity and Justice; Politics and Time; The Political Sublime; Punctuations: How
the Arts Think the Political; The Cinematic Political: Film Composition as Political
Theory; and Writing Politics: Studies in Compositional Method.
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The Red Mirror: Putin's Leadership and Russia's Insecure Identity
Sharafutdinova, Gulnaz
Oxford University Press .
9780197502945
248 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2020

In The Red Mirror, Gulnaz Sharafutdinova uses social identity theory to explain 
Putin's leadership. The main source of Putin's political influence, she finds, lies in
how he articulates the shared collective perspective that unites many Russian 
citizens.

Gulnaz Sharafutdinova is Reader in Russian Politics at King's College London.
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Headquarters Economy: Managers, Mobility, and Migration
Shaver, J. Myles
Oxford University Press .
9780198828914
240 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 12/25/2018

Why do some regions develop vibrant headquarters economies, whereas others
do not? The answer lies in understanding the essence of headquarters - the 
managerial talent pool that guides and governs these companies.

J. Myles Shaver is Professor of Strategic Management and Entrepreneurship at 
the Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota.
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Music Assessment for Better Ensembles
Shaw, Brian P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190603151
238 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 10/5/2018

Assessment is central to ensemble music. Yet, teachers do not always have the
expertise to harness its potential to improve rehearsals and performances, and 
promote and document student learning. Written specifically for band, choir, and
orchestra teachers at all levels, this book contains all of the information 
necessary to design and use assessment in a thriving music classroom.

Brian Shaw teaches music education at The Ohio State University.
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The Turnout Myth: Voting Rates and Partisan Outcomes in American National 
Elections
Shaw, Daron and Petrocik, John
Oxford University Press .
9780190089467
216 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2020

The Turnout Myth refutes the long and widely held convention that high voter 
participation advantages Democratic candidates while low involvement helps 
Republicans in national elections.

Daron Shaw is a Professor of Government at the University of Texas at Austin. 
John Petrocik is Professor Emeritus Political Science at the University of 
Missouri.
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The Story of Yoga: From Ancient India to the Modern West
Shearer, Alistair
Oxford University Press .
9781787387188
 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

The astounding story of how a venerable Indian practice   became a truly global
phenomenon.

Alistair Shearer is a cultural historian specialising in the art and architecture of 
the Indian subcontinent, a former lecturer at SOAS University of London, and a 
teacher of meditation and the psychology of yoga. He has translated the Yoga 
Sutras and co-created an award-winning retreat hotel in Kerala (www.
neeleshwarhermitage.com)
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Concise Historical Atlas of the U.S. Civil War
Sheehan-Dean, Aaron
Oxford University Press .
9780195309584
128 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2008
50 maps

There are few events as central to the American historical consciousness as the
Civil War, which is a fascinating area of interest for students and general readers
alike. One of the most efficient ways to study a war is with an atlas; however, 
most of the atlases devoted to this period focus almost exclusively on military 
movements and are prohibitively expensive for use in undergraduate courses.

Aaron Sheehan-Dean is a Professor of History at the University of North Florida.
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Building a Business of Politics: The Rise of Political Consulting and the 
Transformation of American Democracy
Sheingate, Adam
Oxford University Press .
9780190692155
296 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2018
Studies in Postwar American Political Development

Political races in the United States rely heavily on highly paid political 
consultants. In Building a Business of Politics, Adam Sheingate traces the history
of political consultants from its origins in the publicity experts and pollsters of the
1920s and 1930s to the strategists and media specialists of the 1970s who 
transformed political campaigns into a highly profitable business.

Adam Sheingate is a professor and chair of Political Science at Johns Hopkins 
University. He is the author of The Rise of the Agricultural Welfare State.
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Mr Barry's War: Rebuilding the Houses of Parliament after the Great Fire of 1834
Shenton, Caroline
Oxford University Press .
9780198707202
304 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 10/23/2018

When the brilliant classical architect Charles Barry won the competition to build a
new, Gothic, Houses of Parliament in London he thought it was the chance of a 
lifetime. It swiftly turned into the most nightmarish building programme of the 
century. From the beginning, its design, construction and decoration were a 
battlefield.

Caroline Shenton was Director of the Parliamentary Archives at Westminster 
from 2008 to 2014, and prior to that was senior archivist at Parliament and The 
National Archives at Kew.
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Ancrene Wisse: Parts Six and Seven
Shepherd, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892568
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1991
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

An edition of parts six and seven of the Middle English treatise 'Ancrene 
Wisse' ('Guide for Anchorites'), composed between 1225 and 1240. This 
scholarly edition includes an introduction, notes, glossary and index of proper 
names.

Geoffrey Shepherd is well-respected in his field.
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Narrating the Women, Peace and Security Agenda: Logics of Global Governance
Shepherd, Laura J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197557259
208 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2021
Oxford Studies in Gender and International Relations .

This book presents an analysis of the emergence of the Women, Peace and 
Security agenda as a knowable policy object, applying narrative and discourse 
theory to a dataset of publicly available documents published over the past two 
decades, and original interviews with people working on and around the WPS 
agenda at the United Nations Headquarters in New York.

Laura J. Shepherd is an Australian Research Council Future Fellow and 
Professor of International Relations at the University of Sydney, Australia.
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Extreme Exoticism: Japan in the American Musical Imagination
Sheppard, W. Anthony
Oxford University Press .
9780190072704
640 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 10/18/2019

W. Anthony Sheppard's Extreme Exoticism offers a detailed documentation and
wide-ranging investigation of music's role in shaping American perceptions of the
Japanese, the influence of Japanese music on American composers, and the 
place of Japanese Americans in American musical life.

W. Anthony Sheppard is Marylin and Arthur Levitt Professor of Music at Williams
College where he teaches courses in twentieth-century music, opera, popular 
music, and Asian music.
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Commitment and Sacrifice: Personal Diaries from the Great War
Shevin-Coetzee, Marilyn and Coetzee, Frans
Oxford University Press .
9780190902353
352 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2018

In Commitment and Sacrifice, Marilyn Shevin-Coetzee and Frans Coetzee bring 
together previously unpublished diaries of five participants in the First World War
and restoring to publication the diary of a sixth that has long been out of print.

Marilyn Shevin-Coetzee and Frans Coetzee have taught at Yale and George 
Washington Universities and have been the recipients of fellowships from the 
American Council of Learned Societies, American Philosophical Society, 
Alexander von Humboldt, Fulbright, and Mellon Foundations, Institute for 
Advanced Study (Princeton), and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Philosophy for Girls: An Invitation to a Life of Thought
Shew, Melissa and Garchar, Kimberly
Oxford University Press .
9780190072926
304 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/12/2020

This volume aims to redress the imbalance in gender parity that persists well into
the 21st century by offering a range of essays written exclusively by women and
directed toward girls and young women interested in philosophy and analytical 
thinking.

Melissa Shew is Visiting Professor of Philosophy at Marquette University. 
Kimberly K. Garchar is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Kent State 
University and an associated faculty member at Northeast Ohio Medical 
University.
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Democratic Law
Shiffrin, Seana Valentine
Oxford University Press .
9780190084486
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
BERKELEY TANNER LECTURES. Edited by Hannah Ginsborg.

In this book, based on her 2017 Berkeley Tanner Lectures, Seana Valentine 
Shiffrin offers an original, deontological account of democracy, law, and their 
interrelation.

Seana Valentine Shiffrin is Professor of Philosophy and Pete Kameron Professor
of Law and Social Justice at the University of California, Los Angeles.
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Pseudo-Skylax's Periplous: The Circumnavigation of the Inhabited World: Text, 
Translation and Commentary
Shipley, Graham
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675839
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2012

The text of the Periplous or 'circumnavigation' that survives under the name of 
Skylax of Karyanda is in fact by an unknown author of the 4th century BC. It 
describes the coasts of the Mediterranean and Black Sea, naming hundreds of 
towns with geographical features such as rivers, harbours and mountains.

Graham Shipley is Professor of Ancient History at the University of Leicester.
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The Gerry Mulligan 1950s Quartets
Shipton, Alyn
Oxford University Press .
9780197579763
240 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
OXFORD STUDIES IN RECORDED JAZZ SERIES.

Using original scores and detailed transcriptions of Mulligan's early work, The 
Gerry Mulligan 1950s Quartets offers an intimate look at Mulligan's musical 
development from his teenage years to adulthood, analyzing the ways in which 
his compositions and arrangements evolved through collaborations with Elliot 
Lawrence, Gene Krupa, and Claude Thornhill, culminating with Miles Davis's 
Birth of the Cool nonet.

Alyn Shipton is a writer, publisher, broadcaster and researcher, as well as a jazz
musician. Since 2012 he has hosted BBC Radio 3's Jazz Record Requests, the 
longest running jazz programme in the world. He previously hosted the BBC 
World Service show Jazzmatazz reaching over 150 million listeners worldwide, 
and earning him the Marian McPartland/ Willis Conover Lifetime Achievement 
Award in Jazz Broadcasting from the Jazz Journalists' Association.
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Hi-de-ho: The Life of Cab Calloway
Shipton, Alyn
Oxford University Press .
9780195141535
304 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 10/12/2010

Drawing on first-hand accounts from Calloway's family, friends, and fellow 
musicians, the book traces the roots of this music icon, from his childhood in 
Rochester, New York, to his life of hustling on the streets of Baltimore. Shipton 
highlights how Calloway's desire to earn money to support his infant daughter 
prompted his first break into show business, when he joined his sister Blanche in
a traveling revue.

Alyn Shipton is the author of several award winning books on music.
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The New ABCs of Research: Achieving Breakthrough Collaborations
Shneiderman, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9780198812173
336 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/23/2018

 In this book, Ben Shneiderman recognizes the unbounded nature of human 
creativity, the multiplicative power of teamwork, and the catalytic effects of 
innovation.

Ben Shneiderman is a Distinguished University Professor in the Department of 
Computer Science and Founding Director (1983-2000) of the Human-Computer 
Interaction Laboratory at the University of Maryland.
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Autopsy of a Suicidal Mind
Shneidman, Edwin S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195172737

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 2/26/2004

Autopsy of a Suicidal Mind is a uniquely intensive psychological analysis of a 
suicidal mind.

Edwin S. Shneidman (May 13, 1918 – May 15, 2009) was an American clinical 
psychologist, suicidologist and thanatologist.
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Suicidal Mind
Shneidman, Edwin S.
Oxford University Press .
9780195118018
208 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 4/23/1998

Autopsy of a Suicidal Mind is a uniquely intensive psychological analysis of a 
suicidal mind.

Edwin S. Shneidman (May 13, 1918 – May 15, 2009) was an American clinical 
psychologist, suicidologist and thanatologist.
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Theories of Delinquency: An Examination of Explanations of Delinquent Behavior
Shoemaker, Donald J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190841270
416 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

Theories of Delinquency is a comprehensive survey of the theoretical 
approaches towards understanding delinquent behavior. Donald Shoemaker 
aptly presents all major individualistic and sociological theories in a standard 
format with basic assumptions, important concepts, and critical evaluations. 
Theories covered include biological and psychological explanations, anomie and
social disorganization, differential association, drift theory, labeling theory, critical
theories, and explanations of female delinquency.

Donald J. Shoemaker is Professor of Sociology at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University.
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Our Changing Views of Photons: A Tutorial Memoir
Shore, Bruce W.
Oxford University Press .
9780198862857
512 pages
hardcover
$82
Pub Date: 11/11/2020

Definitions, and views, of photons have undergone a remarkable change during 
the last century, continuing today with advances in nanotechnology and lasers. 
'Our Changing Views of Photons - A Tutorial Memoir' describes the changing 
views of the physics community toward photons, and how photons are viewed 
today in several contexts.

Dr. Bruce W. Shore has been an academic visitor in the Physics Departments at
Imperial College, London, the Technical University of Kaiserslautern, and the 
Technical University of Darmstadt.
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Our Changing Views of Photons: A Tutorial Memoir
Shore, Bruce W.
Oxford University Press .
9780198877394
512 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/27/2023
37 illustrations

Definitions, and views, of photons have undergone a remarkable change during 
the last century, continuing today with advances in nanotechnology and lasers. 
'Our Changing Views of Photons - A Tutorial Memoir' describes the changing 
views of the physics community toward photons, and how photons are viewed 
today in several contexts.

Bruce W. Shore received his PhD degree from MIT in 1960, was a Research 
Fellow at the Harvard College Observatory, an Associate Professor of Physics at
Kansas State University, and retired in 2001 from the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, where for decades he was involved with theory of coherent
atomic excitation. He has published, singly and with numerous European 
colleagues, descriptions of the relevant physics. He has served as an editor of 
JOSA B and Reviews of Modern Physics and was a Fellow of the OSA and the 
APS. He has been an academic visitor in the Physics Departments at Imperial 
College, London, the Technical University of Kaiserslautern, and the Technical 
University of Darmstadt. Dr. Bruce W. Shore is now deceased.
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Before Prozac: The Troubled History of Mood Disorders in Psychiatry
Shorter, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780195368741

hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2008

Psychiatry today is a barren tundra, writes medical historian Edward Shorter, 
where drugs that don't work are used to treat diseases that don't exist. In this 
provocative volume, Shorter illuminates this dismal landscape, in a revealing 
account of why psychiatry is 'losing ground' in the struggle to treat depression.

Edward Shorter is an internationally-recognized historian of psychiatry.
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How Everyone Became Depressed: The Rise and Fall of the Nervous 
Breakdown
Shorter, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780199948086
272 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2013

About one American in five receives a diagnosis of major depression over the 
course of a lifetime. That's despite the fact that many such patients have no 
mood disorder; they're not sad, but suffer from anxiety, fatigue, insomnia, or a 
tendency to obsess about the whole business.

Edward Shorter is an internationally-recognized historian of psychiatry.
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God is No Thing: Coherent Christianity
Shortt, Rupert
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849046374
96 pages
hardcover
$16.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2016

 "God is no thing, but not nothing. " These words from the renowned thinker 
Herbert McCabe point to a fallacy at the heart of New Atheist polemics against 
religion: the deity rejected by Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Sam 
Harris and their followers is not God as taught in classical tradition, but merely a
blown-up thing. From this basic error flow many more misunderstandings about
Christianity and other creeds.

Rupert Shortt is Religion editor of the Times Literary Supplement and a former 
Visiting Fellow at Oxford University.
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Touchstones: John McGahern's Classical Style
Shovlin, Frank
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856622
210 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Touchstones examines the ways in which John McGahern became a writer 
through his reading. This reading, it is shown, was both extensive and intensive,
and tended towards immersion in the classics. As such, new insights are 
provided into McGahern's admiration and use of writers as diverse as Dante 
Alighieri, William Blake, James Joyce, Albert Camus and several others. 
Evidence for these claims is found both through close reading of McGahern's 
published texts as well as unprecedented sleuthing in his extensive archive of 
papers held at the National University of Ireland, Galway. The ultimate intention 
of the book is to draw attention to the very literary and writerly nature of 
McGahern as an artist, and to place him, not just as a great Irish writer, but as 
part of a long and venerable European tradition
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Choral Monuments: Studies of Eleven Choral Masterworks
Shrock, Dennis
Oxford University Press .
9780190469030
464 pages
paperback
$72
Pub Date: 7/3/2017

First volume to critically engage with major choral masterpieces and their musical
forms, structures and performance practices. Combines histories, analyses, and
performance practices to provide comprehensive information about these 
masterworks.

Dennis Shrock is widely acclaimed as a master teacher, scholar, and performer 
of choral music, being noted for his commitment to performance practices and 
being hailed for performances characterized for their technical precision, stylistic
faithfulness, and musical expression.
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When Sonia Met Boris: An Oral History of Jewish Life under Stalin
Shternshis, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780190223106
264 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 2/13/2017
Oxford Oral History Series.

One of the first scholars to record and analyze oral testimonies of Soviet Jews, 
Anna Shternshis unearths their everyday life and the difficult choices that they 
were forced to make as a repressed minority living in a totalitarian regime.

Anna Shternshis is the Al and Malka Green Associate Professor in Yiddish 
Language and Literature and the Director of Anne Tanenbaum Centre for Jewish
Studies at the University of Toronto.
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Crisis in Greece
Siani-Davies, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190456726
460 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2017

Artifacts of Thinking: Reading Arendt's Denktagebuch offers a path through 
Hannah Arendt's recently published Denktagebuch, or Book of Thoughts.

Peter Siani-Davies is an Honorary Senior Research Associate in the School of 
Slavonic and East European Studies, University College London, and was 
previously Senior Lecturer and Director at the Centre for South-East European 
Studies at the same institution.
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Migration, Mobility, and Modernization
Siddle, David (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239635
232 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2000

In this book the imaginative use of alternative sources for example, apprentice 
books, guild and craft records, legal and court documents, diaries and 
biographies gives fresh insights into the processes of movement to reveal much
more complex circulatory behaviour than the standard models derived from 
census and registration sources alone have suggested.

David J. Siddle is Senior Research Fellow in the Department of Geography at 
Liverpool University.
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How Things Are: An Introduction to Buddhist Metaphysics
Siderits, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780197606919
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/28/2021
BUDDHIST PHIL FOR PHILOSOPHERS SERIES

This work fills that gap by focusing not on history and texts but on the 
metaphysical puzzles themselves, and on ways of trying to solve them.

Mark Siderits works primarily in analytic Asian philosophy. He retired from Seoul
National University in 2012, but now lectures occasionally at Kyoto University.
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Erotic City: Sexual Revolutions and the Making of Modern San Francisco
Sides, Josh
Oxford University Press .
9780195377811

hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2009

Since the 1960s, San Francisco has been America's capital of sexual libertinism
and a potent symbol in its culture wars. In this highly original book, Josh Sides 
explains how this happened, unearthing long-forgotten stories of the city's sexual
revolutionaries, as well as the legions of longtime San Franciscans who tried to 
protect their vision of a moral metropolis.

Josh Sides is Whitsett Chair of California History and director of the Center for 
Southern California Studies at California State University, Northridge.
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Melting the Earth: The History of Ideas on Volcanic Eruptions
Sigurdsson, Haraldur
Oxford University Press .
9780195106657
272 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/24/1999

From prehistoric times to the fiery destruction of Pompeii in 79 A.D. and the more
recent pyrotechnics of Mt. St. Helens, volcanic eruptions have aroused fear, 
inspired myths and religious worship, and prompted heated philosophical and 
scientific debate.
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Sin in the New Testament
Siker, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780190465742
240 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 12/11/2019
Essentials of Biblical Studies.

This book provides a comprehensive treatment of different understandings of sin
in early Christianity.  First book-length analysis of sin in the New Testament. 
Gives a thoroughly contextual approach to sin in light of first century Jewish and
Greco-Roman attitudes.

Dr. Jeffrey S. Siker has taught at Loyola Marymount University since 1987 in the
areas of New Testament, early Jewish/Christian relations, the Bible and Ethics, 
and the history of biblical interpretation.
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Central Banks into the Breach: From Triumph to Crisis and the Road Ahead
Siklos, Pierre L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190228835
344 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 8/14/2017

Central Banks into the Breach provides an overarching analysis of the current 
and vulnerable state of central banks and offers potential solutions to stabilize 
the uncertain future of central banking.

Pierre L. Siklos is Professor of Economics, Wilfrid Laurier University.
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Outside In: The Oral History of Guido Calabresi
Silber, Norman I.
Oxford University Press .
9780197635117
 pages
hardcover
$99
Pub Date: 1/24/2023

Outside In spans established categories of legal and historical writing.  It is a 
legal history, an autobiographical oral history memoir, a biography, and a portrait
of the life and times of Guido Calabresi, a scholar, a professor, a dean, and a  
judge.

Norman I.  Silber is a professor of law and the Associate Dean for Intellectual 
Life at the Maurice A. Deane School of Law, Hofstra University. He was 
previously a Senior Research Scholar at Yale Law School. He holds an 
undergraduate degree from Washington University, a J.D. from Columbia 
University, and a Ph.D. in history from Yale University.
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Scars on the Land: An Environmental History of Slavery in the American South
Silkenat, David
Oxford University Press .
9780197564226
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/12/2022
16 black and white halftones

Scars on the Land is the first comprehensive history of American slavery to 
examine how the environment fundamentally formed enslaved people's lives and
how slavery remade the Southern landscape.

David Silkenat is a Senior Lecturer in American History at the University of 
Edinburgh.
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Picturing England between the Wars: Word and Image 1918-1940
Sillars, Stuart
Oxford University Press .
9780198828921
288 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 2/11/2022
Over 120 illustrations

Picturing England between the Wars offers a richly illustrated study of the 
interplay of word and image in representations of the English countryside, built 
environment, and domestic space during the interwar period.

Stuart Sillars read English and Music at the University of Exeter and after 
working in a series of further and higher education, including the Open University
and the faculty of English at Cambridge, he was appointed Professor of English 
at Bergen where he teaches across a range of topics and levels.
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Anti-Empire: Decolonial Interventions in Lusophone Literatures
Silva, Daniel F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855908
336 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
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We're Still Here: Pain and Politics in the Heart of America
Silva, Jennifer M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197582619
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2021

We're Still Here provides powerful, on the ground evidence of the remaking of 
working-class identity and politics. Drawing on years of fieldwork and over 100 
interviews with black, white, and Latino working-class residents of a declining 
coal town in Pennsylvania, Jennifer M. Silva tells a deep, multi-generational story
of pain and politics.

Jennifer M. Silva is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Bucknell University.
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A Parents Guide to Raising Grieving Children
Silverman, Phyllis Rolfe and Kelly, Madelyn
Oxford University Press .
9780195328844

paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2009

Filled with compassion and common sense, A Parent's Guide to Raising Grieving
Children: Rebuilding Your Family after the Loss of a Loved One offers readers a
wealth of solace and sound advice, and even--where one might least expect it--a
measure of hope.

Phyllis R. Silverman has received many awards for her work and is recognized 
internationally as a leader in the field of bereavement. The co-principal 
investigator of the pioneering Harvard Child Bereavement Study, her books 
include Widow to Widow: How the Bereaved Help Each Other and Never Too 
Young to Know: Death in Children's Lives. Madelyn Kelly is a writer and former 
television news producer, and the mother of two sons.
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You and Your Aging Parent A Family Guide to Emotional, Social, Health, and 
Financial Problems - 4th edition
Silverstone, Barbara and Hyman, Helen Kandel
Oxford University Press .
9780195313161

paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 2/27/2008

As the first of the baby boom generation turns 60 and their increasingly frail 
parents approach late retirement and final decline, this new and updated edition
of You and Your Aging Parent will answer their need for authoritative, practical 
information about this major phase of life.

Barbara Silverstone, DSW, is past president of the Gerontological Society of 
America and a member of the American Society on Aging and the National 
Association of Social Workers. Helen Kandel Hyman was a free-lance writer 
whose career dates back to the Golden Age of radio, when she wrote dramatic 
scripts for CBS. She died in March 2006. Bob Morris is a columnist for the 
Sunday New York Times and often writes about issues of aging in his column. 
He is also the author of the play Assisted Loving, about his now-deceased father.
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Feeling Unreal: Depersonalization and the Loss of the Self - 2nd edition
Simeon, Daphne and Abugel, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780197622445
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2023

First published in 2006, the landmark volume Feeling Unreal was the first of its 
kind to delve into the mysterious phenomenon of Depersonalization-
Derealization Disorder (DDD). This fully revised and updated edition describes 
important new research, continuing to serve as a trusted source of cutting-edge 
information on DDD, on its history and treatment, and on its place in literature 
and philosophy as well as in contemporary society.

Daphne Simeon M.D. has practiced psychiatry for over 30 years. Internationally 
recognized as a leading expert in depersonalization, she has published 
extensively in the field and is a contributor to the DSM-5 and DSM-5-TR. Jeffrey
Abugel has been an editor and writer for more than 30 years, researching 
depersonalization and its relationship to philosophy and literature since 
experiencing it firsthand for more than a decade.
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The Elephant in the Brain: Hidden Motives in Everyday Life
Simler, Kevin and Hanson, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780197551950
416 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2020
10 illustrations

The aim of this book is to confront our hidden motives directly - to track down the
darker, unexamined corners of our psyches and blast them with floodlights.

Kevin Simler is a writer and software engineer currently living in Brooklyn, NY. 
Robin Hanson is an associate professor of economics at George Mason 
University and a research associate at the Future of Humanity Institute of Oxford
University.
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Berg
Simms, Bryan R. and Erwin, Charlotte
Oxford University Press .
9780190931445
536 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 2/23/2021
MASTER MUSICIANS SERIES

Alban Berg (1885-1935), a student of Arnold Schoenberg and one of the most 
prominent composers of the Second Viennese School, is counted among the 
pioneers of twelve-tone serialism. This new life-and-works study from authors 
Bryan R. Simms and Charlotte Erwin delivers a fresh perspective formed from 
comprehensive study of primary sources that reveal the forces that shaped 
Berg's personality, career, and artistic outlook. Berg is an accessible and all-
encompassing resource for all readers who wish to learn about the life and music
of this composer, one of the great figures in modern music.

Bryan R. Simms is Professor Emeritus of Musicology at the University of 
Southern California. Charlotte Erwin retired in 2015 from the California Institute 
of Technology where she was head of archives and special collections.
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Guy of Warwick and Other Chapbook Romances: Six Tales from the Popular 
Literature of Pre-Industrial England
Simons, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894456
256 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998

The chapbook romances included in this volume derive from tales of chivalric 
adventure and courtly love current in the Middle Ages or the Renaissance.

John Simons is Head of the School of Humanities and Arts at Edge Hill 
University.
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Great Flicks: Scientific Studies of Cinematic Creativity and Aesthetics
Simonton, Dean Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780199752034

hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 2/23/2011

This review of cinematic creativity and aesthetics is confined to scientific studies
carried out by a multidisciplinary group of researchers.

Dean Keith Simonton (Ph.D. Harvard University) is Distinguished Professor of 
Psychology at the University of California, Davis.
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Listing:

Language and Society: An Introduction
Simpson, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190210663
488 pages
paperback
$76
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

Language and Society is a broad introduction to the interaction of language and
society, intended for undergraduate students majoring in any academic 
discipline.

Andrew Simpson is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Southern 
California.
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Listing:

Highways to the End of the World: Roads, Roadmen and Power in South Asia
Simpson, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9781787383975
296 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 1/15/2023
30 b&w illus.

A highly original mix of polemic and ethnographic scholarship, exploring how 
South Asia's culture of road-building reflects the world's dangerous obsession 
with progress and growth.

Edward Simpson is Professor of Social Anthropology at SOAS University of 
London, and Director of the SOAS South Asia Institute. He is the author of The 
Political Biography of an Earthquake: Aftermath and Amnesia in Gujarat, India; 
and Muslim Society and the Western Indian Ocean.
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Struggling with History: Islam and Cosmopolitanism in the Western Indian Ocean
Simpson, Edward and Kresse, Kai
Oxford University Press .
9780199326426
400 pages
paperback
$34
Pub Date: 2/5/2008

This volume compares and contrasts anthropological and historical approaches 
to the study of the Indian Ocean by focusing on the vexed nature of 
'cosmopolitanism'.

Edward Simpson is Lecturer in Anthropology at Goldsmiths College and an 
ESRC Research Fellow. Kai Kresse is Lecturer in Anthropology at the University
of St Andrews and Research Fellow at the Zentrum Moderner Orient in Berlin.
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War From the Ground Up: Twenty-First Century Combat as Politics
Simpson, Emile
Oxford University Press .
9780190902087
256 pages
paperback
$19.5
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
Oxford India Paperbacks Series

As a British infantry officer in the Royal Gurkha Rifles Emile Simpson completed 
three tours of Southern Afghanistan. Drawing on that experience, and on a range
of revealing case studies ranging from Nepal to Borneo, War From The Ground
Up offers a distinctive perspective on contemporary armed conflict.

Emile Simpson served in the British Army from 2006-12 as an infantry officer in 
the Royal Gurkha Rifles. He completed three tours in Southern Afghanistan, and
also served in Brunei, Nepal, and the Falkland Islands. He previously read 
history at Oxford University, and was a visiting defence fellow there in 2011 on 
the Changing Character of War Programme.
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Piers Plowman: An Introduction: second revised edition
Simpson, James
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898034
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/10/2007

This book provides an accessible, concise and intellectually stimulating 
introduction and guide to one of the richest, most challenging poems of pre-
Reformation English.

James Simpson is Donald P. and Katherine B. Loker Professor of English at 
Harvard University. He is a co-editor of The Norton Anthology of English 
Literature and co-edited the Yearbook of Langland Studies.
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Oxford English Dictionary Additions Series - Volume 1
Simpson, John and Weiner, Edmund (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780198612926
352 pages
hardcover
$70
Pub Date: 2/10/1994

The Oxford English Dictionary has been hailed as "the greatest work in dictionary
making ever undertaken" by the New York Times. When the 20-volume second 
edition was published in 1989, Time magazine called it "an inexhaustible record
of what we have written and the foundation for what we may yet come to invent.

J. A. Simpson and E. S. C. Weiner are Lexicographers in the Oxford Languages
department.
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Oxford English Dictionary Additions Series - Volume 2
Simpson, John and Weiner, Edmund (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780198612995
384 pages
hardcover
$70
Pub Date: 2/10/1994

The Oxford English Dictionary has been hailed as "the greatest work in dictionary
making ever undertaken" by the New York Times. When the 20-volume second 
edition was published in 1989, Time magazine called it "an inexhaustible record
of what we have written and the foundation for what we may yet come to invent.

J. A. Simpson and E. S. C. Weiner are Lexicographers in the Oxford Languages
department.
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Cutting the Clouds Towards
Simpson, Matt
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237136
64 pages
paperback
$13.5
Pub Date: 1/1/1999
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures 
Ser.

The poems in this fifth collection of his poetry were written before, during and 
after Matt Simpson's two-month period as poet-in-residence at the Queen 
Victoria Museum and Art Gallery in Launceston, Tasmania.

Matt Simpson (13 May 1936 – 8 June 2009) was an English poet and literary 
critic. He published six full poetry collections, and after retiring from a senior 
lectureship in English at Liverpool Hope University, wrote numerous books of 
literary criticism.
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Listing:

History of South Africa: From 1902 to the Present
Simpson, Thula
Oxford University Press .
9780197672020
632 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

A fascinating account of South Africa's 120-year journey through war, crisis and
division, which now looks set to come full circle.

Thula Simpson is Associate Professor of History at the University of Pretoria. A 
British scholar, he obtained his PhD at Birkbeck, University of London. He is the
author of the acclaimed Umkhonto we Sizwe: The ANC's Armed Struggle.
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Decision Advantage: Intelligence in International Politics from the Spanish 
Armada to Cyberwar
Sims, Jennifer E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197508046
632 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022
3 b/w halftones; 8 maps

In Decision Advantage, Jennifer E. Sims examines the role of intelligence in 
international conflict throughout history to show that intelligence has been a 
measurable, buildable, and consequential form of power over centuries.

Jennifer E. Sims is a non-resident Senior Fellow with the Chicago Council on 
Global Affairs.
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Science Denial: Why It Happens and What to Do About It
Sinatra, Gale and Hofer, Barbara
Oxford University Press .
9780190944681
208 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/6/2021

In Science Denial: Why It Happens and What to Do About It, the authors identify
the problem and why it matters and offer tools for addressing it.

Gale M. Sinatra is the Stephen H. Crocker Professor of Education and 
Psychology at the Rossier School of Education at the University of Southern 
California. She resides in Altadena, California. Barbara K. Hofer is a Professor of
Psychology Emerita at Middlebury College.
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The Proper Pirate: Robert Louis Stevenson's Quest for Identity
Singer, Jefferson A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199328543
224 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2016

Exploring the life and times of author Robert Louis Stevenson, The Proper Pirate
takes readers on a psychological journey from the writer's religious and 
constricted upbringing to a life of imagination and wonder culminating in the 
South Seas island of Samoa.

Jefferson A. Singer is the Dean of the College and Faulk Foundation Professor of
Psychology at Connecticut College.
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Listing:

Material Transgressions: Beyond Romantic Bodies, Genders, Things
Singer, Kate and Cross, Ashley
Oxford University Press .
9781802078367
320 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850.

Material Transgressions examines how Romantic-era authors explored more 
capacious ideas of materiality that challenged ideologies of discrete bodies, 
sexed affects, and nonhuman things.  The new materialist processes traced in 
these essays craft alternative modes of being-in-the-world that create new ways
of understanding materiality both in the Romantic period and now.

Kate Singer is Associate Professor of English at Mount Holyoke College. Ashley
Cross is Professor of English at Manhattan College. Suzanne L. Barnett is an 
independent scholar.
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Number Theory: Step by Step
Singh, Kuldeep
Oxford University Press .
9780198846734
400 pages
paperback
$43.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2020

Number Theory: Step by Step is an undergraduate-level introduction to number 
theory that assumes no prior knowledge, but works to gradually increase the 
reader's confidence and ability to tackle more difficult number theory material.

Kuldeep Singh is a Senior Lecturer in Mathematics at the University of 
Herefordshire.
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Listing:

The Great Paradox of Science: Why Its Conclusions Can Be Relied Upon Even 
Though They Cannot Be Proven
Singham, Mano
Oxford University Press .
9780190055059
320 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2019

Explains how scientists arrive at consensus conclusions about which theories are
best even in the absence of certainty. Argues that falsification is not a viable 
explanation for scientific progress, eliminating a very deep-seated popular 
misconception about science

Mano Singham is retired Director of the University Center for Innovation in 
Teaching and Education (UCITE ), Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics at 
Case Western Reserve University.
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The Yom Kippur War: Politics, Diplomacy, Legacy
Siniver, Asaf
Oxford University Press .
9780199334810
320 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

The contributors to this book provide the first comprehensive account of the 
domestic and international factors which informed the policies of Israel, Egypt, 
Syria and Jordan, as well as external actors before, during and after the war.

Asaf Siniver is Senior Lecturer in International Security in the Department of 
Political Science and International Studies at the University of Birmingham.
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Casino Capitalism: How the Financial Crisis Came About and What Needs to be
Done Now
Sinn, Hans-Werner
Oxford University Press .
9780199588275
304 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 9/30/2010

In Casino Capitalism, Hans-Werner Sinn examines the causes of the banking 
crisis, points out the flaws in the economic rescue packages, and presents a 
master plan for the reform of financial markets. Sinn argues that the crisis came
about because limited liability induced both Wall Street and Main Street to 
gamble with real estate properties.

Hans-Werner Sinn is Chair of Economics and Public Finance at the University of
Munich and President of the combined Institute for Economic Research and 
Center for Economic Studies (CES-ifo).
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Gukurahundi in Zimbabwe: A Report on the Disturbances in Matebeleland and 
the Midlands, 1980-88
Sisulu, Elinor
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850658900
448 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/22/2008

It is ten years since the original publication of Breaking the Silence: A Report on 
the Disturbances in Matebeleland and the Midlands. In conjunction with the 
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace and the Legal Resources 
Foundation in Harare, the Report is offered again at a time when the events it 
describes--the Gukurahundi--have acquired a fresh relevance.

Elinor Sisulu is a writer, human rights activist and political analyst.
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Listing:

India Before Modi: How the BJP Came to Power
Sitapati, Vinay
Oxford University Press .
9781787385375
400 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

An engagingly written account of how India's political landscape has been 
reshaped by Hindu nationalism.

Vinay Sitapati is Assistant Professor of Political Science and Legal Studies at 
Ashoka University.
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Studying Ida
Skaff, Sheila
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325628
112 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2018
Studying Films

Sheila Skaff's introduction to the film explains the historical setting, including the
violence that took place in the Polish countryside during World War II and was 
not exposed for sixty years, and provides political and cultural analysis to aid the
reader in understanding the film's setting and narrative.

Sheila Skaff is a New York-based professor of film studies and the author of The
Law of the Looking Glass: Cinema in Poland, 1896-1939 (2008).
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Catherine Littlefield
Skeel, Sharon
Oxford University Press .
9780190654542
376 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2020
39 photos.

This is the first biography of Catherine Littlefield, one of the most important 
figures in twentieth-century American ballet.

Sharon Skeel is a freelance dance researcher with extensive credits in scholarly
presentations, writing for journals, and curation.
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The Complete English Poems of John Skelton: Revised Edition
Skelton, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846319488
256 pages
paperback
$54.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2015
Edited by John Scattergood.

John Scattergood's 'The Complete English Poems of John Skelton', originally 
published in 1983 and long out of print, was the leading academic edition with 
comprehensive notes. Students are currently limited to searching for Skelton's 
poems in anthologies. This new edition contains the poems, accompanied by 
around 150 pages of revised notes.

John Skelton, also known as John Shelton (c. 1463 – 21 June 1529), possibly 
born in Diss, Norfolk, was an English poet and tutor to King Henry VIII of 
England. Skelton died in Westminster and was buried in St. Margaret's Church, 
although no trace of the tomb remains.
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This Land is My Land: Rebellion in the West
Skillen, James R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197500699
288 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2020

This Land Is My Land tells the story of rebellion over federal land management in
the American West, from lawsuits to armed confrontation. It starts with the stories
of Cliven Bundy, Wayne Hage, and the Dann sisters, who all struggled for 
decades to maintain their accustomed use of federal rangeland and then 
explains evolution that made them conservative celebrities.

James R. Skillen is Associate Professor of Environmental Studies at Calvin 
University. He teaches at the intersection of environmental history, law, and 
science, including regular field courses on federal lands in California, Nevada, 
and Oregon.
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Form and Fancy : Factories and Factory Buildings by Wallis, Gilbert and 
Partners, 1916-39
Skinner, Joan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236221
352 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/9/1997

In 1916 Thomas Wallis founded a practice - Wallis, Gilbert & Partners - primarily
to collaborate with an American company in the design of factories to be 
constructed of reinforced concrete. Designing factories was not then popular 
among architects, and many manufacturers regarded the employment of an 
architect as an extravagance. Wallis's move could be seen as a reckless gamble,
but his and his partners' subsequent achievements suggest that his choice had 
been well considered; some of the best-known inter-war industrial buildings - 
Firestone, Hoover, The Gramophone Company, Glaxo Laboratories - were their
work.
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The Icon Project: Architecture, Cities, and Capitalist Globalization
Sklair, Leslie
Oxford University Press .
9780190068387
352 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

The Icon Project argues that the transnational capitalist class mobilizes two 
forms of iconic architecture--unique icons recognized as works of art, notably 
designed by global starchitects (such as Frank Gehry and Zaha Hadid); and 
typical icons copying elements of unique icons--to promote the same ideological
message: the culture-ideology of consumerism.

Leslie Sklair is Professor Emeritus of Sociology at the London School of 
Economics. He worked in a cotton mill outside Glasgow for two years before 
going to university to study sociology and philosophy.
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Upending American Politics: Polarizing Parties, Ideological Elites, and Citizen 
Activists from the Tea Party to the Anti-Trump Resistance
Skocpol, Theda and Tervo, Caroline
Oxford University Press .
9780190083533
384 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 1/7/2020

Upending American Politics offers a fresh perspective on recent, radical turns in
American politics, from the Tea Parties starting in 2009 and anti-Trump 
resistance groups starting in late 2016.

Theda Skocpol is the Victor S. Thomas Professor of Government and Sociology
at Harvard University and the Director of the Scholars Strategy Network. Caroline
Tervo is a research coordinator in the Harvard Government Department who 
focuses on citizen grassroots organizing, state and local party building, and the 
local effects of federal policy changes.
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Stop & Frisk and the Politics of Crime in Chicago
Skogan, Wesley G.
Oxford University Press .
9780197675069
280 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 12/19/2022

In Stop & Frisk and the Politics of Crime in Chicago, Wesley G. Skogan offers a 
comprehensive analysis of the stop & frisk policy, its origins as Chicago's 
predominant strategy for responding to violent crime, and its impact on public 
opinion. Drawing on a crime database of over 14 million incidents, interviews with
1,450 Chicagoans and 714 police officers, and the author's 30 years of studying,
talking to, and riding along with Chicago police officers, Skogan looks at the inner
workings of police departments and the history and politics of crime prevention 
that motivate these policies. Rather than looking at individual stops and how they
are handled, he argues for considering stop & frisk as an organizational strategy,
intimately tied to the move from reactive to preventive policing.

Wesley Skogan is Professor Emeritus at Northwestern University, with joint 
appointments in the Political Science Department and the University's Institute 
for Policy Research. His research focuses on community policing initiatives in 
Chicago and elsewhere; neighborhood and community responses to crime; and 
criminal victimization and the evaluation of service programs for victims.
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Conversion and the Rehabilitation of the Penal System: A Theological Rereading
of Criminal Justice
Skotnicki, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190880835
200 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

In this book, Andrew Skotnicki argues that the criminal justice system can only 
be rehabilitated by eliminating punishment and policies based upon deterrence, 
rehabilitation, and the incapacitation of the urban poor and returning to the 
original justification for the practice of confinement: conversion.

Andrew Skotnicki teaches theological and criminological ethics at Manhattan 
College in New York City.
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Phantoms of a Beleaguered Republic: The Deep State and The Unitary 
Executive
Skowronek, Stephen / Dearborn, John A. / King, Desmond
Oxford University Press .
9780197656945
360 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 6/21/2022

A powerful dissection of one of the fundamental problems in American 
governance today: the clash between presidents determined to redirect the 
nation through ever-tighter control of administration and an executive branch still
organized to promote shared interests in steady hands, due deliberation, and 
expertise.

Stephen Skowronek is Pelatiah Perit Professor of Political Science and Professor
in the Institution for Social and Policy Studies at Yale University. John A. 
Dearborn is an Assistant Professor of Political Science and the Carolyn T. and 
Robert M. Rogers Dean's Faculty Fellow at Vanderbilt University. Desmond King
is the Andrew W. Mellon Professor of American Government at the University of
Oxford and a Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford.
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The National Debt: A Short History
Slater, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190914530
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2018

While it is central to today's politics, few people fully understand the National 
Debt and its role in shaping the course of British history. Without it, Britain would
not have gained-and lost-two empires, nor won its wars against France and 
Germany. But Britain has also been molded by attempts to break free of the 
Debt, from postwar Keynesian economics to today's austerity.

Martin Slater was Economics Fellow at St Edmund Hall, Oxford for over thirty 
years before retiring in 2013. He has also served as Oxford's Economics Sub-
Faculty chair and as a managing editor of Oxford Economic Papers. Principally 
an industrial economist, recent years have stimulated his interest in the 
peculiarities of debt.
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The Whiskey Rebellion: Frontier Epilogue to the American Revolution
Slaughter, Thomas P.
Oxford University Press .
9780195051919
300 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/14/1988

Thomas P. Slaughter recaptures the historical drama and significance of this 
violent episode in which frontier West and cosmopolitan East battled over the 
meaning of the American Revolution.

Thomas P. Slaughter is Associate Professor of History at Rutgers University.
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Solferino 21: Warfare, Civilians and Humanitarians in the Twenty-First Century
Slim, Hugo
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386839
328 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2022

A persuasive overview of conflict and aid today, calling for a major rethink of war
humanitarianism to meet the new challenges of the twenty-first century.

Hugo Slim is a senior research fellow at the Las Casas Institute for Social 
Justice, Blackfriars Hall, University of Oxford. He was previously a senior 
research fellow at the Oxford Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed Conflict, which 
is based at Oxford's Blavatnik School of Government.
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Humanitarian Ethics: A Guide to the Morality of Aid in War and Disaster
Slim, Hugo
Oxford University Press .
9780190264833
224 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2015

Humanitarians are required to be impartial, independent, professionally 
competent and focused only on preventing and alleviating human suffering. It 
can be hard living up to these principles when others do not share them, while 
persuading political and military authorities and non-state actors to let an agency
assist on the ground requires savvy ethical skills.

Hugo Slim (PhD) is a leading scholar of Humanitarian Studies with particular 
expertise in humanitarian ethics, the protection of civilians, conflict resolution, 
and international business ethics. He is Senior Research Fellow at the University
of Oxford Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed Conflict and author of Killing 
Civilians: Method, Madness and Morality in War.
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Mind and Body in Early China: Beyond Orientalism and the Myth of Holism
Slingerland, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190842307
400 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/21/2018

Mind and Body in Early China critiques Orientalist accounts of early China as the
radical, "holistic" other. The idea that the early Chinese held the "strong" holist 
view, seeing no qualitative difference between mind and body, has long been 
contradicted by traditional archeological and qualitative textual evidence.

Edward Slingerland is Distinguished University Scholar and Professor of Asian 
Studies at the University of British Columbia.
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Oral History and the Environment: Global Perspectives on Climate, Connection,
and Catastrophe
Sloan, Stephen M. and Cave, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190684976
320 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022
OXFORD ORAL HISTORY SERIES. 16 B/W

Oral History and the Environment: Global Perspectives on Climate, Connection,
and Catastrophe brings together interviews with a global range of environmental
activists, farmers, water system managers, victims of environmental catastrophe,
tribal trustees, wilderness rangers, reindeer herders, and foresters, whose life 
experience gives them special insights into human-environmental interaction and
adaption. Commentary by oral historians examines how these stories can be 
used to better understand our relationship with the natural world.

Stephen M. Sloan is the Director of the Institute for Oral History and Associate 
Professor of History at Baylor University.  Mark Cave is Senior Historian with the
Historic New Orleans Collection. Sloan and Cave are the editors of Listening on 
the Edge: Oral History in the Aftermath of Crisis, winner of the Oral History 
Association book prize.Discount:
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Motor City Music: A Detroiter Looks Back
Slobin, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190882082
248 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/12/2018

This is the first-ever historical study across all musical genres in any American 
metropolis.

Mark Slobin was born in wartime Detroit and grew up with classical and folk 
music backgrounds. His early work on folk music of Afghanistan shifted to 
studies of Eastern European Jewish music in Europe and America, film music, 
and theory of ethnomusicology. He spent his career in Wesleyan University's 
renowned ethnomusicology program and is retired in Manhattan.
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Teaching Moral Sex: A History of Religion and Sex Education in the United 
States
Slominski, Kristy L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190842178
376 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 2/3/2021

Teaching Moral Sex is the first comprehensive study of the role of religion in the
history of public sex education in the United States from the late nineteenth 
century to the early twenty-first.

Kristy L. Slominski is Assistant Professor of Religion, Science, and Health at the
University of Arizona.
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Oxford Handbook of Medical Ethics and Law
Smajdor, Anna / Herring, Jonathan / Wheeler, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780199659425
384 pages
Flexicover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Oxford Medical Handbooks.

The definitive guide to the legal and ethical issues around medical and surgical 
practice. It is written with the busy clinician in mind who requires the key 
information presented without technical jargon in a handy quick-reference style.

Anna Smajdor is Associate Professor of Practical Philosophy at the University of
Oslo. Jonathan Herring is DW Wolfe-Clarendon Fellow in Law at Exeter College,
Oxford University and Professor of Law at the Law Faculty, Oxford University. 
Robert Wheeler has been a Consultant Paediatric & Neonatal Surgeon in 
Southampton since 1994.
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The China-Pakistan Axis
Small, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190076818
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2020

The first book-length analysis of an often secretive but mutually beneficial military
and strategic partnership.  The first book-length analysis of an often secretive but
mutually beneficial military and strategic partnership.  This crucial relationship is
often overlooked on the world stage

Andrew Small has researched Chinese foreign and economic policy issues in 
Beijing, Brussels, London, and now Washington, D. C. He is a Transatlantic 
Fellow at the German Marshall Fund of the United States.
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The Function of Cynicism at the Present Time
Small, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198861935
288 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 8/29/2020

Tracing and re-evaluating the role of cynicism within literature, public moralism, 
and critical philosophy, this volume discovers how a range of modern writers 
have engaged with Cynic traditions of thought to test the boundaries of what can
be thought and said on matters of general moral concern.

Helen Small is Merton Professor of English Language and Literature at the 
University of Oxford.
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Someone To Talk To: How Networks Matter in Practice
Small, Mario Luis
Oxford University Press .
9780190090432
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

Someone To Talk To reveals the often counter-intuitive nature of social support,
showing that Americans often take pains to avoid close friends and family--their 
strong ties--when deciding on whom to rely. In contrast, they often confide in 
weak ties, as the need for understanding or empathy trumps their fear of 
misplaced trust.

Mario L. Small, Grafstein Professor of Sociology at Harvard University, is an 
expert on poverty, personal networks, cities, and social science methods.
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Someone To Talk To: How Networks Matter in Practice
Small, Mario Luis
Oxford University Press .
9780190661427
296 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2017

Explains the surprising fact that people often confide highly personal matters to 
people they are not close to, and at times even barely know. Eschews big data 
and large-scale network analysis to revisit fundamental questions of who we 
connect with, why, and how we use those connections

Mario L. Small, Grafstein Professor of Sociology at Harvard University, is an 
expert on poverty, personal networks, cities, and social science methods.
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A Geography of Infection: Spatial Processes and Patterns in Epidemics and 
Pandemics
Smallman-Raynor, Matthew R. / Cliff, Andrew D. / Ord, J. Keith / Haggett, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192848390
192 pages
hardcover
$75
Pub Date: 5/17/2022

A Geography of Infection explores the spatial mechanisms by which infectious 
diseases, such as measles and influenza, can develop into epidemics and 
pandemics.

Matthew R. Smallman-Raynor, Head of School and Professor of Analytical 
Geography, School of Geography, University of Nottingham. Andrew D. Cliff, 
Emeritus Professor of Theoretical Geography, Department of Geography, 
University of Cambridge; Emeritus Fellow, Christ's College Cambridge, J. Keith
Ord, Emeritus Professor, McDonough School of Business, Georgetown 
University. Peter Haggett, Professor Emeritus and Senior Research Fellow in 
Urban and Regional Geography, School of Geographical Sciences, University of
Bristol Professor.
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The 'Russian' Civil Wars, 1916-1926: Ten Years That Shook the World
Smele, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780190861148
464 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 11/1/2017

An original interpretation of the wars that ravaged Russia for decades after the 
toppling of the Romanovs.  Reverberations of post-Tsarist Russian wars still 
seen today from the Baltic to the Caucasus. Considers why some were 
successful (Poland, Finland) while others were not (Ukraine, Georgia)

Jonathan D. Smele teaches Russian and European History at Queen Mary, 
University of London.
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The Parker Chronicle: 832-900
Smith, A. H. (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890991
288 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1981
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

An edition with glossary of the section of the Chronicle covering the earliest 
Danish invasions and Ælfric's reign.

A. H. Smith is well-respected in his field.
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Three Northumbrian Poems
Smith, A. H.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890786
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/15/1978
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Edition of 'Cædmon's Hymn', 'Bede's Death Song' and 'The Leiden Riddle' with 
contextual introduction, notes and glossary.
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Baptizing Business: Evangelical Executives and the Sacred Pursuit of Profit
Smith, Bradley C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190055776
216 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 8/10/2020

Baptizing Business sifts through popular perceptions regarding the relationship 
between business and religion and the agenda of conservative Christian 
business leaders, drawing on personal interviews with the most diverse group of
evangelical executives yet studied.

Bradley C. Smith is a multi-disciplinary executive with Wall Street and corporate
experience and expertise in finance, strategy, and investor relations. A 
Princeton-trained sociologist with a master's degree in theology, Smith's 
academic and professional background affords an ideal vantage point from which
to investigate the intersection of business and religion.
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The 9 Pitfalls of Data Science
Smith, Gary and Cordes, Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780198844396
272 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

The 9 Pitfalls of Data Science is loaded with entertaining tales of both successful
and misguided approaches to interpreting data, both grand successes and epic 
failures.

Gary Smith is the Fletcher Jones Professor of Economics at Pomona College. 
He received his Ph. D. in Economics from Yale University and was an Assistant
Professor there for seven years. Jay Cordes is a data scientist who enjoys 
tackling challenging problems, including how to guide future data scientists away
from the common pitfalls he saw in the corporate world.
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The Phantom Pattern Problem: The Mirage of Big Data
Smith, Gary and Cordes, Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780198864165
240 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 11/24/2020

Patterns in data are often used as evidence, but how can you tell if that evidence
is worth believing? The Phantom Pattern Problem helps readers avoid being 
duped by data, tricked into worthless investing strategies, or scared out of getting
vaccinations. Becoming a sceptical consumer of data is important in this age of 
Big Data.

Gary Smith is the Fletcher Jones Professor of Economics at Pomona College. 
He received his Ph. D. in Economics from Yale University and was an Assistant
Professor there for seven years. Jay Cordes is a data scientist who enjoys 
tackling challenging problems, including how to guide future data scientists away
from the common pitfalls he saw in the corporate world.
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Mark Twain: Preacher, Prophet, and Social Philosopher
Smith, Gary Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780192894922
272 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 9/22/2021
Spiritual Lives

Smith offers an engaging biography of one of the world's most inspiring, 
humorous, and provocative authors. He analyzes Mark Twain's constantly 
changing views of Christianity, humanity, the afterlife, and other theological 
topics, thereby providing a window into the spiritual crisis of the Gilded Age.

Gary Scott Smith taught at Grove City College from 1978 to 2017 where he 
chaired the History Department and coordinated the Humanities Core. He 
received Grove City's inaugural Professor of the Year award in 2000, and the 
next year he was named Pennsylvania Professor of the Year by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement 
and Support of Education.
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Hyperscapes in the Poetry of Frank O'Hara: Difference, Homosexuality, 
Topography
Smith, Hazel
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235057
208 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/12/2000

Frank O'Hara's poetry evokes a specific era and location: New York in the fifties
and early sixties. This is a pre-computer age of typewritten manuscripts, small 
shops and lunch hours: it is also an age of gay repression, accelerating 
consumerism and race riots. Hazel Smith suggests that the location and 
dislocation of the cityscape creates 'hyperscapes' in the poetry of Frank O'Hara.

Hazel Smith is a Senior Lecturer in the School of English, University of New 
South Wales and co-author, with Roger Dean, of Improvisation, Hypermedia and
the Arts Since 1945.
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The Christian's Guide to Greek Culture: The Pseudo-Nonnus 'Commentaries' on
'Sermons' 4, 5, 39 and 43 by Gregory of Nazianus
Smith, Jennifer Nimmo (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239178
272 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2002

The Commentaries translated here, dating from the sixth century, show the 
persisting survival of Greek learning in an increasingly Christianised world. The 
work takes the form of a series of explanations and glosses of classical 
references in Gregory's original Sermons.

Jennifer Nimmo Smith is a postdoctoral scholar witha longstanding honorary link
with the Department of Classics at the University of Edinburgh. Her edition of the
Greek text of the Pseudo-Nonnus Commentaries was published in 1992 
(Brepols).
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Embodiment: A History
Smith, Justin E.H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190490454
384 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2017
OXFORD PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS.

Embodiment--defined as having, being in, or being associated with a body--is a 
feature of the existence of many entities, perhaps even of all entities. Why 
entities should find themselves in this condition is the central concern of the 
present volume.

Justin E. H. Smith is professor in the department of history and philosophy of 
science at the Universite Paris Diderot - Paris 7.
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Compromising Positions: Sex Scandals, Politics, and American Christianity
Smith, Leslie Dorrough
Oxford University Press .
9780190924072
312 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2019

The book shows that Americans condemn or excuse the sexual indiscretions of 
their politicians depending on the degree to which those politicians reinforce 
longstanding evangelical symbols associated with American values and a 
Christian nation.

Leslie Dorrough Smith is Associate Professor of Religious Studies and Director 
of the Women's and Gender Studies Program at Avila University.
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Capitalism's Sexual History
Smith, Nicola J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197545195
200 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2020
Oxford Studies in Gender and International Relations

Focusing on the history of sex work in Britain, the book shows that capitalism has
long needed the construction of artificial boundaries around sex and work in 
order to extract profit from sexual labor, both paid and unpaid.

Nicola J. Smith is Senior Lecturer in Political Science at the University of 
Birmingham.
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Dramatized Societies: Quality Television in Spain and Mexico
Smith, Paul Julian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855922
256 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Over the last decade Spain and Mexico have both produced an extraordinary 
wealth of television drama. Drawing on both national practices of production and
reception and international theories of textual analysis this book offers the first 
study of contemporary quality TV drama in two countries where television has 
displaced cinema as the creative medium that shapes the national narrative. As
dramatized societies, Spain and Mexico are thus at once reflected and refracted
by the new series on the small screen.

Paul Julian Smith is distinguished professor at the Graduate Center, City 
University of New York. He is the author of nineteen books, including Mexican 
Screen Fiction: Between Cinema and Television, Amores Perros, and Desire 
Unlimited: The Cinema of Pedro Almodóvar. He was a juror at the Morelia and 
San Sebastián International Film Festivals and is a columnist at Film Quarterly.Discount:
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Spanish Screen Fiction: Between Cinema and Television
Smith, Paul Julian
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846312021
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/15/2009

This pioneering book is the first to argue that cinema and television in Spain only
make sense when considered together as twin vehicles for screen fiction.

Paul Julian Smith has been the Professor of Spanish in the Faculty of Modern 
and Medieval Languages of the University of Cambridge since 1991 and Visiting
Professor in ten universities (including Stanford, UC Berkeley, NYU's King Juan
Carlos Chair, Johns Hopkins, Universidad del Pais Vasco, and Lund, Sweden).
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Productivity and the Bonus Culture
Smithers, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198836117
192 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/11/2019

Growth in the US and UK is declining due to poor productivity. This book sets out
a revised model which demonstrates that weakness in productivity is the result of
the bonus culture, and suggests ways to change this flawed system so that 
investment is encouraged and growth returns.

Andrew Smithers Andrew Smithers is the founder of economic consultancy 
Smithers & Co.
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To Mock a Mockingbird: and Other Logic Puzzles
Smullyan, Raymond
Oxford University Press .
9780192801425
256 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 1/9/2001

In this entertaining and challenging collection of logic puzzles, Raymond 
Smullyan - author of Forever Undecided - continues to delight and astonish us 
with his gift for making available, in the thoroughly pleasurable form of puzzles, 
some of the most important mathematical thinking of our time.

Raymond Merrill Smullyan (May 25, 1919 – February 6, 2017) was an American
mathematician, magician, concert pianist, logician, Taoist, and philosopher.
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Jules Verne: Narratives of Modernity
Smyth, Edmund (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237044
168 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2000
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies

This collection of essays reflect the diversity of approaches currently being 
brought to bear on the writings of Jules Verne. "An indispensable book for those
who want to see how far we have come along the path toward a better 
understanding of Verne. "—Science Fiction Studies.

Edmund Smyth is affiliated with the Manchester Metropolitan University.
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Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris
Snedden, Christopher
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849043427
288 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 9/15/2015

Snedden weaves a compelling narrative that frames the Kashmir dispute, 
explains why it continues, and assesses what it means politically and 
administratively for the divided peoples of J&K and their undecided futures.

Christopher Snedden is an Australian politico-strategic analyst who has visited 
J&K often and interviewed many elder statesmen involved in the Kashmir 
dispute.
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Great Crossings: Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in the Age of Jackson
Snyder, Christina
Oxford University Press .
9780190053826
418 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2019

A new interpretation of Jacksonian era politics, slavery, and Indian removal 
through a grippingly narrated microhistory. The book uses the world of an elite 
Indian school to draw a broader picture of United States/tribal relations. An 
unusually detailed and personal view of Indian lives, as well as their interaction 
with a multiracial community. Also recounts the history of Jackson’s Indian 
removal.

Christina Snyder is Thomas and Kathryn Miller Associate Professor of History at
Indiana University.
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Me, Myself, and Them A Firsthand Account of One Young Person's Experience
with Schizophrenia
Snyder, Kurt / Gur, Raquel E. / Andrews, Linda Wasmer
Oxford University Press .
9780195311228

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2007

My, Myself, and Them offers hope to young people who are struggling with 
schizophrenia, helping them to understand and manage the challenges of this 
illness and go on to lead healthy lives.

Kurt Snyder is a database administrator for the state of Maryland as well as 
president of his local volunteer fire department. Rachel Gur, MD, PhD, is 
Professor of Psychiatry, Neurology, and Radiology at the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Linda Wasmer Andrews is a freelance health and 
psychology writer based in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Oxford Puzzle Solver
Soanes, Catherine
Oxford University Press .
9780192807120
352 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2006

The Oxford Puzzle Solver will help to solve puzzles of all kinds quickly and 
easily.  Over 500 lists covering a wide variety of subjects offer an excellent 
starting point for all puzzle sleuths working on crosswords or other word games.
It includes animals, plants, metals, and food and drink, as well as lists for 
biographical names (artists and actors, doctors and scientists, etc. ), 
geographical data (countries, Us states, rivers, and mountains, etc.
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Oil and Politics in the Gulf of Guinea
Soares de Oliveira, Ricardo
Oxford University Press .
9780199326464
320 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 11/22/2007

This book investigates the paradox at the heart of present-day Gulf of Guinea 
politics. The governance crisis festering throughout every one of the region's 
states ought to discourage outsiders from capital-intensive, long-term 
commercial involvement and cast doubts over the political survival of ruling 
cliques.

Ricardo Soares de Oliveira is University Lecturer in Comparative Politics, 
University of Oxford, fellow of St. Peter´s College, Oxford, and fellow of the 
Global Public Policy Institute, Berlin. He is the author of Oil and Politics in the 
Gulf of Guinea and co-editor of China Returns to Africa.
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Revisioning French Culture
Sobanet, Andrew and Sago, Kylie
Oxford University Press .
9781802077445
384 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022

Revisioning French Culture brings together a striking group of leading 
intellectuals and scholars to explore new avenues of research in French and 
Francophone Studies. Covering the medieval period through the twenty-first 
century, this volume presents investigations into a vast array of subjects, with 
global Francophonie as its primary focal point.

Andrew Sobanet is Professor of French and Francophone Studies at 
Georgetown University and is the author of 'Generation Stalin: French Writers, 
the Fatherland, and the Cult of Personality'.
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Credible Threat: Attacks Against Women Online and the Future of Democracy
Sobieraj, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190089290
200 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2020
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

 Drawing on interviews with over fifty women who have been targeted by digital 
harassment, Credible Threat ultimately shows that this toxicity comes with 
economic, professional, and psychological costs for those targeted, while also 
exacting societal-level costs that are rarely recognized.

Sarah Sobieraj is Professor of Sociology at Tufts University, where she directs 
the Digital Sexism Project. She is an expert on US political culture, extreme 
incivility, digital abuse and harassment, and the mediated information 
environment.
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Real to Reel: A New Approach to Understanding Realism in Film and TV Fiction
Sohn-Rethel, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780993071751
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2016

In this accessible book, Martin Sohn-Rethel brings a lifetime of teaching film and
media to bear on developing a new approach to analyzing the realism of the 
moving image: a set of seven codes that plot this tricky field of enquiry more 
systematically.  In doing so, he considers a wide range of film and media texts 
chosen for their accessibility, including Do the Right Thing (1989), In the Name of
the Father (1993), Erin Brockovich (2000), and District 9 (2009).

Martin Sohn-Rethel taught film and media studies at Varndean College, Brighton,
from 1990 to 2013.
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Real to Reel: A New Approach to Understanding Realism in Film and TV Fiction
Sohn-Rethel, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780993071768
224 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 3/8/2016

In this accessible book, Martin Sohn-Rethel brings a lifetime of teaching film and
media to bear on developing a new approach to analyzing the realism of the 
moving image: a set of seven codes that plot this tricky field of enquiry more 
systematically.  In doing so, he considers a wide range of film and media texts 
chosen for their accessibility, including Do the Right Thing (1989), In the Name of
the Father (1993), Erin Brockovich (2000), and District 9 (2009).

Martin Sohn-Rethel taught film and media studies at Varndean College, Brighton,
from 1990 to 2013.
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The Performance of Listening in Postcolonial Francophone Culture
Solheim, Jennifer
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855779
200 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

The Performance of Listening in Postcolonial Francophone Culture argues that 
globalized media has allowed for efficient transmission of transnational culture, 
and in turn, our everyday experiences are informed by sounds ranging from 
voices, to music, to advertising, to bombs, and beyond. In considering cultural 
works from French-speaking North Africa and the Middle East all published or 
released in France from 1962-2011, Solheim's study of listening across cultural 
genres will be of interest to any scholar or lay person curious about 
contemporary postcolonial France. This book is also a primer to contemporary 
Francophone culture from North Africa and the Middle East.
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The Little Philosophy Book
Solomon, Robert C.
Oxford University Press .
9780195311143
108 pages
paperback
$29.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2007

In a lively and accessible style, acclaimed author Robert C. Solomon leads 
students and other readers through an exploration of the self, the universe, and 
the nature of truth and morality.

Robert C. Solomon (September 14, 1942 – January 2, 2007) was a philosopher
and business ethicist, notable author, and "Distinguished Teaching Professor of
Business and Philosophy" at the University of Texas at Austin, where he held a 
named chair and taught for more than 30 years
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Collected Essays: v. 1
Soloveitchik, Haym
Oxford University Press .
9781786941657
352 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2019

These essays reflect the author's lifelong interest in the history of halakhah, 
asking what happens when strong forces impinge on halakhic observance, 
forcing adaptation to new circumstances. The essays cover usury, 
moneylending, and pawnbroking; Gentile wine; and the self-image of the 
Ashkenazic community, and show that the line between adaptation and deviance
is a fine one.

Haym Soloveitchik is the Merkin Family Research Professor at Yeshiva 
University, New York.
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Collected Essays: v. 2
Soloveitchik, Haym
Oxford University Press . The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization in association
with Liverpool University Press
9781786941664
448 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2019
Jewish Cultural Studies Series. The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization in 
association with Liverpool University Press

In this second volume of his essays on the history of halakhah, Haym 
Soloveitchik grapples with much-disputed topics in medieval Jewish history, 
including the roots and culture of Early Ashkenaz and its knowledge of the 
Babylonian Talmud; martyrdom as perceived and practised by Jews under Islam
and Christianity; and the interpretation of Maimonides' Mishneh torah.

Haym Soloveitchik is the Merkin Family Research Professor at Yeshiva 
University, New York.
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Getting the Message: A History of Communications, Second Edition
Solymar, Laszlo
Oxford University Press .
9780198863007
384 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/17/2021
182 halftones and line illustrations .

Getting the Message is a unique and engaging exploration of the fascinating 
history of communications, starting with ancient civilisations, the Greeks and 
Romans, then leading through the development of the electric telegraph, and up 
to the present day with email and smartphones.

Laszlo Solymar is Emeritus Professor of Applied Electromagnetism at the 
University of Oxford and Visiting Professor and Senior Research Fellow at 
Imperial College, London.
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Ivory
Somerville, Keith
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787382220
368 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020

 Comprehensive exploration of history and politics of ivory in Africa. 
Comprehensive exploration of history and politics of ivory in Africa.

Keith Somerville is a senior research fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth 
Studies, University of London and Honorary Professor of Journalism at the 
Centre for Journalism, University of Kent.
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Free to Move: Foot Voting, Migration, and Political Freedom
Somin, Ilya
Oxford University Press .
9780190054588
272 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2020

In Free to Move, Ilya Somin explains how broadening opportunities for foot voting
can greatly enhance political liberty for millions of people around the world.

Ilya Somin is Professor of Law at George Mason University.
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Free to Move: Foot Voting, Migration, and Political Freedom
Somin, Ilya
Oxford University Press .
9780197618776
304 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2021

In Free to Move, Ilya Somin explains how broadening opportunities for foot voting
can greatly enhance political liberty for millions of people around the world.

Ilya Somin is Professor of Law at George Mason University.
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The Slaves of the Churches: A History
Sommar, Mary E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190073268
296 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2020

This timely book, the result of many years of research, examines the origins of 
slavery in the early Church and the ways in which Church authorities attempted 
to define and regulate it over time.

Mary Sommar has taught ancient and medieval history for the past twenty years,
most of them at Millersville University in Pennsylvania.
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Immigration and Democracy
Song, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780197614396
264 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
OXFORD POLITICAL THEORY SERIES

How should we think about immigration and what policies should democratic 
societies pursue? Sarah Song offers a political theory of immigration that takes 
seriously both the claims of receiving countries and the claims of prospective 
migrants. What is required, she argues, is not a policy of open or closed borders
but open doors.

Sarah Song is Professor of Law and Political Science and Faculty Director of the
Kadish Center for Morality, Law, & Public Affairs at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Immigration and Democracy
Song, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9780190909222
264 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/28/2018
Oxford Political Theory

In Immigration and Democracy, Sarah Song develops an intermediate ethical 
position that takes seriously both the claims of receiving countries and the claims
of prospective migrants. She argues that political membership is morally 
significant, even if morally arbitrary.

Sarah Song is Professor of Law and Political Science and Faculty Director of the
Kadish Center for Morality, Law, & Public Affairs at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Panda Nation: The Construction and Conservation of China's Modern Icon
Songster, E. Elena
Oxford University Press .
9780199393671
264 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 4/13/2018

In Panda Nation, E. Elena Songster links the emergence of the giant panda as a
national symbol to the development of nature protection in the People's Republic
of China. T

E. Elena Songster is Associate Professor of History at St. Mary's College of 
California.
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The Hero's Farewell: What Happens When CEOs Retire
Sonnenfeld, Jeffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780195065831
336 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 2/7/1991

From interviews with prominent retired chief executives such as David 
Rockefeller and Tom Watson, Jr. , the author describes the four major types of 
leadership departure styles--Monarchs, Generals, Ambassadors, and 
Governors--to help CEOs and their firms better prepare for changes to come.

Jeffery Sonnenfeld is a professor at the Harvard Business School.
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Sophocles: Antigone and other Tragedies: Antigone, Deianeira, Electra
Sophocles
Oxford University Press .
9780199286249
272 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2020
Translated by Oliver Taplin.

These original and distinctive verse translations convey the vitality of Sophocles'
poetry and the vigour of the plays in performance, doing justice to both the sound
of the poetry and the theatricality of the tragedies.

Sophocles (c. 497/6 – winter 406/5 BC) is one of three ancient Greek tragedians
at least one of whose plays has survived in full. His first plays were written later 
than, or contemporary with, those of Aeschylus; and earlier than, or 
contemporary with, those of Euripides. Sophocles wrote over 120 plays, but only
seven have survived in a complete form: Ajax, Antigone, Women of Trachis, 
Oedipus Rex, Electra, Philoctetes and Oedipus at Colonus.
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Freedom of Speech and Expression: Its History, Its Value, Its Good Use, and Its
Misuse
Sorabji, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780197532157
216 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 4/9/2021
The Rutgers Lectures in Philosophy .

Sir Richard Sorabji, the British historian of ancient Western philosophy, examines
free speech through a historical lens from antiquity up to today.

Professor Sir Richard Sorabji writes and speaks about intercultural philosophy 
and its history since antiquity for both academics and the general reader.
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The Emperors' Needles: Egyptian Obelisks and Rome
Sorek, Susan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675303
192 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/5/2010

This book discusses each obelisk in detail, and traces individual histories and 
anecdotes concerning their journeys from Egypt. The work is illustrated 
throughout and translations of some of the relevant historical texts are supplied.

Susan Sorek teaches in the Classics Department at Lampeter University and is 
Associate Lecturer with the Open University.
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Black is a Church: Christianity and the Contours of African American Life
Sorett, Josef
Oxford University Press .
9780190615130
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/21/2023

From the earliest literary productions of the eighteenth century to the 
#BlackLivesMatter movement in the twenty-first century, religion--namely 
Protestant Christianity--has been encoded in black life in North America. Black is
a Church invites attention to the surprising alliances, peculiar performances, and
at times contradictory ideas and complex institutions that shape the contours 
black life in the United States.

Josef Sorett is Dean of Columbia College and Vice President of Undergraduate
Education at Columbia University, where he is also Professor of Religion & 
African American and African Diaspora Studies. He is the author of Spirit in the 
Dark: A Religious History of Racial Aesthetics (OUP, 2016).
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Spirit in the Dark: A Religious History of Racial Aesthetics
Sorett, Josef
Oxford University Press .
9780190064228
312 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

Spirit in the Dark examines how African American literary visions were animated
and organized by religion and spirituality, from the New Negro Renaissance of 
the 1920s to the Black Arts movement of the 1960s.

Josef Sorett is Associate Professor of Religion and African-American Studies at
Columbia University.
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Art of JAMA
Southgate, M. Therese
Oxford University Press .
9780199753833

hardcover
$130
Pub Date: 3/2/2011

Since 1964, beginning with a reproduction of Jan van Eycke's St Jerome in His 
Study, the front cover of JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical Association
has featured full-color images of renowned works of fine art as well as many 
lesser-known gems.

M. Therese Southgate, MD, has been a member of the editorial staff of The 
Journal of the American Medical Association since 1962, serving as Senior 
Editor, Deputy Editor, and, most recently, as Senior Contributing Editor. She has
been selecting the front covers of JAMA since 1974 and writing the essays since
1989.
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Collected Plays: Volume 2
Soyinka, Wole
Oxford University Press .
9780192811646
282 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/9/1975

The ironic development and consequences of 'progress' may be traced through 
both the themes and the tone of the works included in this second volume of 
Wole Soyinka's plays.

Wole Soyinka is a celebrated Nigerian writer and winner of the 1986 Nobel Prize
for Literature. As well as plays he has written two novels, two volumes of poetry,
and The Man Died, notes of his prison experience. His other plays include The 
Lion and the Jewel, Kongi's Harvest, The Trails of Brother Jero, Jero's 
Metamorphosis, and Madmen and Specialists. He has a new book, The Open 
Sore of a Continent, published in in June 1996.
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The Lion and the Jewel
Soyinka, Wole
Oxford University Press .
9780199110834
72 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 12/31/1966

This is one of the best-known plays by Africa's major dramatist, Wole Soyinka.

Akinwande Oluwole Babatunde Soyinka (born 13 July 1934), known as Wole 
Soyinka is a Nigerian playwright, poet and essayist. He was awarded the 1986 
Nobel Prize in Literature, the first African to be honoured in that category.
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The Open Sore of a Continent: A Personal Narrative of the Nigerian Crisis
Soyinka, Wole
Oxford University Press .
9780195119213
176 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 8/7/1997
The W.E.B. Dubois Institute Series

In The Open Sore of a Continent, Soyinka, whose own Nigerian passport was 
confiscated by General Abacha in 1994, explores the history and future of 
Nigeria in a compelling jeremiad that is as intense as it is provocative, learned, 
and wide-ranging.

Wole Soyinka, an internationally acclaimed playwright, essayist, and memoirist,
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1986. In exile from his Nigerian 
homeland, he is currently Woodruff Professor of the Arts at Emory University, 
Atlanta.
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Accidental Orientalists : Modern Italian Travelers in Ottoman Lands
Spackman, Barbara
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855731
256 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This book identifies a strand of what it calls "Accidental Orientalism" in narratives
by Italians who found themselves in Ottoman Egypt and Anatolia in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries through historical accident and who 
wrote about their experiences in Italian, English, and French.
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The Phenomenal and the Representational
Speaks, Jeff
Oxford University Press .
9780198840596
296 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2019

Jeff Speaks attempts to make progress on three questions: What are 
phenomenal properties? What are representational properties? How are the 
phenomenal and the representational related?

Jeff Speaks received his PhD from Princeton in 2003, and has taught at McGill 
University and the University of Notre Dame.
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Rousseau et Locke: Dialogues critiques
Spector, Celine and Lenne-Cornuez, Johanna
Oxford University Press .
9781800854741
272 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 8/11/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment .

This edited volume reassesses the legacy of Lockian thought in that of 
Rousseau, in all areas of his philosophy (personal identity, epistemology, 
medicine, morality, pedagogy, economics, politics).

Celine Spector is Professor at the Philosophy Department of Sorbonne 
University. Johanna Lenne-Cornuez is an associate researcher at SND 
(Sorbonne University/CNRS). She recently published Etre a sa place. La 
formation morale du sujet dans la philosophie de Rousseau (Classiques 
Garnier).
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Lightspeed: The Ghostly Aether and the Race to Measure the Speed of Light
Spence, John C. H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198841968
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/14/2019
19 grayscale and 11 color line figures; 13 grayscale and 5 color halftone figures

This book tells the story of one of man's greatest intellectual adventures - how it
came to be understood that light travels at a finite speed, so that when we look 
up at the stars we are looking back in time. From the ancient Greeks measuring 
the distance to the sun, to today's satellite navigation, the book offers a gripping
historical journey.

John C. H. Spence FRS Ais Snell Professor of A Physics at Arizona State 
University.
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The Roman Alexander: Reading a Cultural Myth
Spencer, Diana
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896788
252 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

This book seizes on one of the eternal objects of widespread attention in Ancient
History and turns the tables on the scholarship that has shaped and dominated 
the field. Instead of scrutinising the documents in order to reconstruct the 
biography and assess the historical significance, Diana Spencer traces the 
deployment and development of the mythical figure of Alexander.

Diana Spencer is a Senior Lecturer in Classics at the University of Birmingham.
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Unequal: How America's Courts Undermine Discrimination Law
Sperino, Sandra F. and Thomas, Suja A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190278380
232 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017
Law and Current Events Masters

Provides an in-depth examination of discrimination laws that judges have failed 
to enforce. A ground-breaking analysis of why most employment discrimination 
cases are dismissed, despite evident discrimination

Sandra F. Sperino is Professor of Law at the University of Cincinnati. Suja A. 
Thomas is Professor of Law at the University of Illinois.
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English Pastoral Partsongs
Spicer, Paul (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780193437227
912 pages
paperback
$24.75
Pub Date: 10/28/1994

A collection of 19 partsongs for unaccompanied SATB by British composers 
writing in the first half of the twentieth century. There are a variety of pieces, from
settings of simple beauty to more opulent works that are rich in chromaticism and
sonority.

Paul Spicer began his musical training as a chorister at New College, Oxford. He
studied with Herbert Howells and Richard Popplewell at the Royal College of 
Music in London, winning the Walford Davies Organ Prize in his final year.
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Urban Visions: Experiencing and Envisioning the City
Spier, Steven
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236641
240 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/5/2002
Liverpool University Press - Tate Liverpool Critical Forum Series

The question of what kind of city we are trying to have is an urgent one as the 
world continues its dramatic urbanization. Urban Visions presumes that an 
understanding of our urban experience is a prerequisite for envisioning what the
city could be. In assembling work by distinguished authors from different 
disciplines and countries, Urban Visions offers a patient examination of what 
urban experience is and of the city’s necessity, with explicit and implicit 
propositions about what it could be. The book is illustrated in full color.

Steven Spier is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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Guns across America: Reconciling Gun Rules and Rights
Spitzer, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190621063
288 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2017

Gun ownership is as old as the nation, but, as Robert J. Spitzer demonstrates in
Guns across America, so is gun regulation. In vast swathes of America, the 
sanctity of the Second Amendment has become a political third rail, never to be 
questioned, yet by employing new research on early gun laws, Spitzer reveals 
that firearms were in fact more strictly regulated in the country's first three 
centuries than in recent years.

Robert J. Spitzer is Distinguished Service Professor and Chair of the Political 
Science Department at SUNY Cortland.
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The Gun Dilemma: How History is Against Expanded Gun Rights
Spitzer, Robert J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197643747
200 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2022

In The Gun Dilemma, Robert J. Spitzer examines this gun rights 2.0 movement 
in the light of a host of gun controversies: assault weapons, ammunition 
magazines, silencers, public gun brandishing and display, and the emergent 
Second Amendment sanctuary movement. Given the importance of actual gun 
law history to this debate, Spitzer draws from the historical record to illuminate 
several contemporary and emergent gun controversies that may well make their
way to the Supreme Court. Revealing and illuminating as that history is, he 
argues that we should not be straitjacketed by that history, but rather informed by
it as the nation struggles with how to frame its gun policies.

Robert J. Spitzer is Distinguished Service Professor of Political Science Emeritus
at the State University of New York, College at Cortland.
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The Mysterious Death of Mary Rogers: Sex and Culture in Nineteenth-Century 
New York
Srebnick, Amy Gilman
Oxford University Press .
9780195113921
240 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 8/7/1997

In the summer of 1841, Mary Rogers disappeared without a trace from her New
York City boarding house. Three days later, her body, badly bruised and 
waterlogged, was found floating in the shallow waters of the Hudson River just a
few feet from the Jersey shore. In The Mysterious Death of Mary Rogers, 
historian Amy Gilman Srebnick brilliantly recaptures the story of Mary Rogers, 
showing how Rogers represented an emerging class of women who took 
advantage of the greater economic and sexual opportunities available to them in
urban America, and how her death became a touchstone for the voicing of mid-
nineteenth century concerns over sexual license, the changing roles of women, 
law and order, and abortion.

Amy Gilman Srebnick is Professor of History at Montclair State University.
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Transitional Justice in the Middle East and North Africa
Sriram, Chandra (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780190628567
336 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 2/15/2017

This volume is the first to look at this process and brings together leading experts
in the fields of human rights and transitional justice, and in the history, politics 
and justice systems of countries such as Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria, Bahrain
and Morocco.

Chandra Lekha Sriram is Professor of International Law and International 
Relations, at the University of East London, where she is founder and Director of
the Centre on Human Rights in Conflict. She is currently the chair of the 
International Studies Association Human Rights Section, and the co-chair of the
London Transitional Justice Network.
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Computing for Ordinary Mortals
St. Amant, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780199775309
256 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 10/29/2012

Computing isn't only (or even mostly) about hardware and software; it's also 
about the ideas behind the technology. In Computing for Ordinary Mortals, 
computer scientist Robert St. Amant explains this 'really interesting part' of 
computing, introducing basic computing concepts and strategies in a way that 
readers without a technical background can understand and appreciate.

Robert St. Amant is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at North 
Carolina State University
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Narrative, catastrophe and historicity in eighteenth-century French literature
Stacey, Jessica
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856004
368 pages
paperback
$99.99
Pub Date: 3/13/2022
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 10 black and white illustrations

How do communities tell and re-tell stories of catastrophe to explain their own 
origins, imagine their future, and work for their survival? This book explores this 
question, so vital for our present moment, through narratives produced in 
eighteenth-century France: a tumultuous period when a modern national history
was being elaborated.

Jessica Stacey is a Career Development Fellow in French at The Queen's 
College, Oxford and has a PhD from King's College London. Her research 
interests include catastrophe and time, civilisation and barbarism, story and 
community; she has also published on Antillean volcanoes and queer readings of
Rousseau.
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Devouring Japan: Global Perspectives on Japanese Culinary Identity
Stalker, Nancy K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190240417
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/24/2018

Essays from a variety of disciplinary perspectives interrogate how foodways have
come to represent aspects of a "unique" Japanese identity and are infused with 
official and unofficial ideologies.

Nancy Stalker is the Soshitsu Sen XV Distinguished Professor of Traditional 
Japanese Culture and History at University of Hawai'i at Manoa.
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Art Incorporated Story of Contemporary Art
Stallabrass, Julian
Oxford University Press .
9780192801654
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2004

The art world is bound to the economy, writes Julian Stallabrass, as tightly as 
Ahab to the white whale. In Art Incorporated, Stallabrass offers a provocative 
look at contemporary art and the dramatic changes that have taken place in the 
last twenty years, illuminating the connections between money, politics, and art.

Julian Stallabrass is Senior Lecturer in Art History at the Courtauld Institute of Art
in London.
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New York's Newsboys: Charles Loring Brace and the Founding of the Children's
Aid Society
Staller, Karen M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190886608
406 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2020

New York's Newsboys tells the tale of Children's Aid Society's flagship New York
program, the Newsboys' Lodging House, opened in 1853. Conceived as part of a
visionary intervention orchestrated by social reformer Charles Loring Brace, its 
policies and practices were forged from daily interactions with the city's 
impoverished, sometimes lawless, and entrepreneurial newsies.

Karen M. Staller, PhD, JD, is an Associate Professor at the University of 
Michigan School of Social Work.
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Propositions: Ontology and Logic
Stalnaker, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197647035
216 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/20/2022
RUTGERS LECTURES IN PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

In the third volume in the Rutgers Lectures in Philosophy series, distinguished 
philosopher Robert Stalnaker here offers a defense of an ontology of 
propositions, and of some logical resources for representing them. He offers an 
austere formulation of a theory of propositions in a first-order extensional logic, 
but then uses the commitments of this theory to justify an enrichment to modal 
logic as an appropriate framework for regimented languages that are constructed
to represent any of our scientific and philosophical commitments. His book 
adopts a self-consciously neo-Quinean methodology, and argues that the theory
that is developed helps to motivate and clarify Quine's naturalistic metaphysical 
picture.

Robert Stalnaker received his PhD from Princeton in 1965, and taught over the 
next fifty years at Yale, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Cornell 
and MIT. He is the author of four books: Inquiry (1984), Our Knowledge of the 
Internal World (2007), Mere Possibilities (2012), and Context (2015). He has also
published three collections of papers, all with Oxford:  Context and Content 
(1999), Ways a World Might Be (2003), and Knowledge and Conditionals (2019).
He is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a 
corresponding fellow of the British Academy.
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Line by Line: Progressive Staff Method Arrangements for Elementary Music 
Literacy
Standerfer, Stephanie L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190909857
224 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2019

A practical guide that promotes music learning by experience rather than 
imitation and memorization.

Stephanie L. Standerfer taught public school vocal and general music in grades
K-12 and is currently Professor of Music Education at Shenandoah University.
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American Holocaust: The Conquest of the New World
Stannard, David E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195085570
416 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 11/18/1993

Historian David E. Stannard argues in this stunning new book, that the European
and white American destruction of the native peoples of the Americas was the 
most massive act of genocide in the history of the world.

David E. Stannard is Professor of American Studies at the University of Hawaii.
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The Puritan Way of Death: A Study in Religion, Culture, and Social Change
Stannard, David E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195025217
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 2/1/1979
Galaxy Books

‘A bellwether book--an intelligent and highly original study of seventeenth-century
attitudes toward death. The book rests upon a strong command of social science
literature and is written with style and grace. ’--David Hackett Fischer, The New
Republic.  ‘Stannard skillfully weaves diverse rich sources into this 
interdisciplinary study of death--a common human concern. His study of the 
Puritan way of death sets the tone for all the following eras of American culture’ 
--Mary Pope, Westmar College.

David E. Stannard is Professor of American Studies at the University of Hawaii.
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The Global Refuge: Huguenots in an Age of Empire
Stanwood, Owen
Oxford University Press .
9780190264741
312 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/20/2020
15 hts

The Global Refuge is the first global history of the Huguenots, Protestant 
refugees from France who scattered around the world in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Inspired by visions of Eden, these religious migrants were 
forced to navigate a world of empires, forming colonies in North America, the 
Caribbean, and even South Africa and the Indian Ocean.

Owen Stanwood is an associate professor of history at Boston College.
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The Power of Godliness: Mormon Liturgy and Cosmology
Stapley, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780190844431
200 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2018

The Power of Godliness is a key work to understand Mormon conceptions of 
priesthood, authority, and gender.

Jonathan Stapley is an award-winning historian and scientist. An active 
participant in the field of Mormon Studies, he is also the Chief Technology Officer
for a bio-renewables company.
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Coercive Control: How Men Entrap Women in Personal Life
Stark, Evan
Oxford University Press .
9780197639986
600 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 3/24/2023
INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE SERIES.

Coercive Control, a major update of the seminal first edition, contains painful 
first-hand accounts of psychological, sexual, financial, and physical abuse of 
women.  Stark identifies the elements of coercive control and the harms they 
pose to women and their rights.  New laws, policies, and approaches are 
proposed for supporting perpetrators and victims.  The overall effect is uplifting 
because the numerous real life stories emphasize survival and endurance.

Evan Stark is a sociologist, forensic social worker and an award-winning 
researcher with an international reputation for his legal advocacy and innovative
policy work on interpersonal violence. With his wife, Anne Flitcraft, MD, Dr. Stark
co-founded an early shelter for abused women, co-directed the pioneering Yale 
Trauma Studies showing the significance of domestic violence for women's 
health and co-chaired a U.S. Surgeon General's Task Force on Domestic 
Violence and Women's Health.Discount:
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Coercive Control: How Men Entrap Women in Personal Life Interpersonal 
Violence
Stark, Evan
Oxford University Press .
9780195384048

paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2009

One of the most important books ever written on domestic violence, Coercive 
Control breaks through entrenched views of physical abuse that have ultimately 
failed to protect women.

Evan Stark is an award-winning researcher and has served as an expert in over
100 cases involving battered women and their children. He teaches at the 
Rutgers School of Public Affairs and Administration and Chairs the Department 
of Urban Health Administration at the UMDNJ School of Public Health.
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Exploiting the Sea: Aspects of Britain's Maritime Economy since 1870
Starkey, David J. and Jamieson, Alan G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895330
184 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Maritime Studies

Exploiting the Sea offers new perspectives on Britain's vital but changing 
relationship with the sea since the late nineteenth century. It assesses the 
significance to the British economy of sea-reliant industries such as shipping, 
shipbuilding, fishing, coastal trading and seaside tourism.

Dr Starkey is Director of the Maritime Historical Studies Centre at the University
of Hull. Alan G. Jamieson is Leverhulme Research Fellow in British Maritime 
History in the Centre for Maritime Historical Studies, University of Exeter.
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Families and Social Workers: The Work of Family Service Units 1940-1985
Starkey, Pat
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236665
272 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/2/2001

Families and Social Workers examines the origins, development and impact of 
Family Service Units (FSU), a voluntary social work agency that, during the post-
war period, exercised an influence on the development of social work practice 
and training out of all proportion to its size and resources.

Pat Starkey is in the School of History at the University of Liverpool.
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Endangered Dreams: The Great Depression in California
Starr, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780195118025
432 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/13/1997

In capturing the powerful forces that swept the state of California in the 1930s, 
Kevin Starr weaves an insightful analysis into his narrative fabric. Out of a 
shattered decade of economic and social dislocation, he constructs a coherent 
whole and a mirror for understanding our own time. 50 photos.

Kevin Owen Starr (September 3, 1940 – January 14, 2017) was an American 
historian and California's State Librarian, best known for his multi-volume series
on the history of California, collectively called Americans and the California 
Dream. From 1989 until his death in 2017, he was a professor at the University 
of Southern California.
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Inventing the Dream: California through the Progressive Era
Starr, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780195042344
416 pages
paperback
$34.99
Pub Date: 12/4/1986

This second volume in Kevin Starr's passionate and ambitious cultural history of 
the Golden State focuses on the turn-of-the-century years and the emergence of
Southern California as a regional culture in its own right

Kevin Owen Starr (September 3, 1940 – January 14, 2017) was an American 
historian and California's State Librarian, best known for his multi-volume series
on the history of California, collectively called Americans and the California 
Dream.
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Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to the Uprising
Starr, Stephen
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044509
256 pages
paperback
$21.5
Pub Date: 8/15/2015

In conversations with people from all strata of Syrian society, Starr draws 
together and makes sense of perspectives illustrating why Syria, with its 
numerous sects and religions, was so prone to violence and civil strife.

STEPHEN STARR is a freelance Irish journalist who has been reporting from 
Damascus since 2007. He covered the Syrian uprising for some of the world's 
leading newspapers and his work has been published in The Washington Post, 
Financial Times, The Times and Sunday Times, The Los Angeles Times and The
Irish Times. He is also the founder and editor-in-chief of Near East Quarterly.
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The Oxford Book of Jewish Stories
Stavans, Ilan
Oxford University Press .
9780195110197
512 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/19/1998

In this remarkably wide-ranging anthology, Ilan Stavans has collected the work of
more than fifty notable Jewish writers from around the globe, weaving these 
diverse viewpoints and voices into a rich portrait of Jewish literary tradition. The
Oxford Book of Jewish Stories takes us from the mid-1800s right up to the 
present, encompassing the full spectrum of Jewish writing around the world.

Ilan Stavans is an Associate Professor of Spanish at Amherst College.
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Science and Humanity: A Humane Philosophy of Science and Religion
Steane, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198824589
304 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 9/12/2018

Andrew Steane reconfigures the public understanding of science, by drawing on
a deep knowledge of physics and by bringing in mainstream philosophy of 
science.

Andrew Steane is a Professor of Physics at Oxford University and a Fellow of 
Exeter College, Oxford. His research includes experimental and theoretical 
Quantum Computing, atomic physics, and Special Relativity. He co-discovered 
quantum error correction. His research group, co-led by David Lucas, has 
pioneered the ion trap approach to quantum computing.
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The Wonderful World of Relativity: A precise guide for the general reader
Steane, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198789208
248 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2017

This book provides a lively and visual introduction to Einstein's theory of 
relativity.

Andrew M. Steane was born in Bath, England (1965) and educated at Christ's 
Hospital school and Oxford University. He has been Professor of Physics at the
University of Oxford since 2002 and has been a Visiting Professor at various 
institutes.
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The Wonderful World of Relativity: A precise guide for the general reader
Steane, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780199694617
256 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2012

This book provides a lively and visual introduction to Einstein's theory of 
relativity. It brings to life the excitement of this fascinating subject, for an 
audience including young people at school (post-16) and the general public with
an interest in modern physics.

Andrew M. Steane was born in Bath, England (1965) and educated at Christ's 
Hospital school and Oxford University. He has been Professor of Physics at the
University of Oxford since 2002 and has been a Visiting Professor at various 
institutes.
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The Story of Jazz
Stearns, Marshall W.
Oxford University Press .
9780195012699
416 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/15/1970

Beginning with the African musical heritage and its fusion with European forms in
the New World, Marshall Stearns's history of jazz guides the reader through work
songs, spirituls, ragtime, and the blues, to the birth of jazz in New Orleans and its
adoption by St Louis, Chicago, Kansas City, and New York. From swing and bop
to the early days of rock, this lively book introduces us to the great musicians and
singers and examines jazz's cultural effects on American and the world.

Marshall Winslow Stearns (October 18, 1908 – December 18, 1966) was an 
American jazz critic and musicologist. He was the founder of the Institute of Jazz
Studies.
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Introduction to Quantum Nanotechnology: A Problem Focused Approach
Steel, Duncan G.
Oxford University Press .
9780192895080
400 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2021
52 line drawings and halftones  illustrations

This book serves as introduction to quantum theory with emphasis on dynamical
behaviour and applications of quantum mechanics, with minimal discussion of 
formalism. The goal is to help engineering and physics students begin to learn 
the tools for a quantum toolbox they will need to work in this area.

Duncan G. Steel is Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 
Professor of Physics, University of Michigan.
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Betrayals: Fort William Henry and the "Massacre"
Steele, Ian K.
Oxford University Press .
9780195084269
272 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 5/13/1993

In Betrayals, historian Ian K. Steele gives us the true story behind Cooper's 
famous book, bringing to life men such as British commander of Fort William 
Henry George Monro, English General Webb, his French counterpart Montcalm,
and the wild frontier world of Natty Bumppo.

Ian K. Steele is Professor of History at the University of Western Ontario. He has
written widely on early North American history and his books include Politics of 
Colonial Policy and the award-winning The English Atlantic, 16751740: An 
Exploration of Communication and Community, both published by Oxford.
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Fetish: Fashion, Sex & Power
Steele, Valerie
Oxford University Press .
9780195090444
280 pages
hardcover
$89
Pub Date: 1/4/1996

Cultural historian Valerie Steele has devoted much of her career to the study of 
the relationship between clothing and sexuality, and is uniquely qualified to write
this book. Marshalling a dazzling array of evidence from pornography, 
psychology, and history, as well as interviews with individuals involved in sexual 
fetishism, sadomasochism, and cross-dressing, Steele illuminates the complex 
relationship between appearance and identity.

Valerie Steele is a cultural historian specializing in the history of fashion. She 
received her Ph.D. from Yale University and teaches at the Fashion Institute of 
Technology. Dr. Steele has appeared frequently on television and radio. Her 
other books include Fashion and Eroticism, Paris Fashion, Men and Women: 
Dressing the Part, and Women of Fashion.
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Fetish: Fashion, Sex & Power
Steele, Valerie
Oxford University Press .
9780195115796
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/31/1997

Cultural historian Valerie Steele has devoted much of her career to the study of 
the relationship between clothing and sexuality, and is uniquely qualified to write
this book. Marshalling a dazzling array of evidence from pornography, 
psychology, and history, as well as interviews with individuals involved in sexual 
fetishism, sadomasochism, and cross-dressing, Steele illuminates the complex 
relationship between appearance and identity.

Valerie Steele is a cultural historian specializing in the history of fashion. She 
received her Ph.D. from Yale University and teaches at the Fashion Institute of 
Technology.
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Medical Nihilism
Stegenga, Jacob
Oxford University Press .
9780198747048
256 pages
hardcover
$54
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

This book argues that if we consider the ubiquity of small effect sizes in 
medicine, the extent of misleading evidence in medical research, the thin 
theoretical basis of many interventions, and the malleability of empirical methods,
and if we employ our best inductive framework, then our confidence in medical 
interventions ought to be low.

Jacob Stegenga is a Lecturer in the Department of History and Philosophy of 
Science at the University of Cambridge.
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Balanchine and Kirstein's American Enterprise
Steichen, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190607418
312 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

Tracing the tangled histories of two of the most important figures in twentieth-
century dance, Balanchine and Kirstein's American Enterprise offers a fresh 
perspective on a pivotal period in cultural history.

James Steichen grew up in Tulsa, Oklahoma and attended the University of 
Virginia and University of Chicago before completing a PhD in musicology from 
Princeton University. Prior to his doctoral studies he worked for five years in the
development office at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, and 
he currently serves as Director of Individual Gifts at the San Francisco 
Conservatory of Music.
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The Marshall Plan: Dawn of the Cold War
Steil, Benn
Oxford University Press .
9780192843104
624 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2022

With Britain's empire collapsing and Stalin ascendent, U. S. officials set out to 
reconstruct Western Europe as a bulwark against communist authoritariansim. 
This is the story of the Marshall Plan and the birth of the Cold War: a gripping 
account of the seminal episodes marking the post-WWII collapse of U. S. -Soviet
relations.

Benn Steil is Senior Fellow and Director of International Economics at the 
Council on Foreign Relations.
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Me vs. Us: A Health Divided
Stein, Michael D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197637562
176 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2022

Longtime physician and public health advocate Michael Stein reveals the true 
differences between public health and medicine--and how we can bridge the 
divide to solve our most pressing health crises.

Michael D. Stein, MD, a primary care physician and researcher, has been writing
about medicine and public health for decades. He is Professor and Chair of 
Health Law, Policy, and Management at Boston University School of Public 
Health. Stein graduated from Harvard College and received his medical degree 
from Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons. Stein has published more 
than 400 scientific journal articles related to behavioral medicine and risk-taking,
and is the best-selling author of ten books, including The Addict: One Patient, 
One Doctor, One Year, Pained: Uncomfortable Conversations about The Public's
Health, and Broke: Patients Talk about Money with Their Doctor.
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Humanitarians at War: The Red Cross in the Shadow of the Holocaust
Steinacher, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780198705178
352 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 9/22/2021
15 black & white illustrations .

How the International Committee of the Red Cross emerged triumphant from the
dark days of World War II, escaping its ambiguous wartime record to re-affirm its
leadership in world humanitarian affairs and help rewrite the rules of war in the 
Geneva Conventions.

Gerald Steinacher is the James A. Rawley Professor of History at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL).
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Nazis on the Run: How Hitler's Henchmen Fled Justice
Steinacher, Gerald
Oxford University Press .
9780199642458
416 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2012

This book takes a hard look at the International Committee of the Red Cross, 
proving that identification papers issued by the Red Cross made it possible for 
thousands of Nazis, war criminals, and collaborators--including Adolf Eichmann 
and Josef Mengale--to slip through the hands of justice and to find refuge in 
North and South America, Spain, and the Near East.

Gerald Steinacher is the James A. Rawley Professor of History at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL).
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With Liberty and Justice for All?: The Constitution in the Classroom
Steinbach, Steven A. / Marcus, Maeva / Cohen, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197516300
420 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 6/10/2022
Foreword by Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

This book combines penetrating essays by constitutional scholars with a wealth 
of supporting primary source documents and discussion topics. It reveals how 
controversies over the US Constitution--debates over its intentions and 
interpretations; disagreements about both its soaring ideals and tragic flaws--
have fundamentally shaped the nation's story.

Steven A. Steinbach teaches United States History and American Government 
courses and has served as history department chair at Sidwell Friends School in
Washington, DC. Maeva Marcus, a past president of the American Society for 
Legal History, is Research Professor of Law and Director of the Institute for 
Constitutional Studies at the George Washington University Law School. Robert
Cohen is professor in the Department of Teaching & Learning at New York 
University.
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With Liberty and Justice for All?: The Constitution in the Classroom
Steinbach, Steven A. / Marcus, Maeva / Cohen, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197516317
420 pages
hardcover
$74
Pub Date: 6/10/2022
Foreword by Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

This book combines penetrating essays by constitutional scholars with a wealth 
of supporting primary source documents and discussion topics. It reveals how 
controversies over the US Constitution--debates over its intentions and 
interpretations; disagreements about both its soaring ideals and tragic flaws--
have fundamentally shaped the nation's story.

Steven A. Steinbach teaches United States History and American Government 
courses and has served as history department chair at Sidwell Friends School in
Washington, DC. Maeva Marcus, a past president of the American Society for 
Legal History, is Research Professor of Law and Director of the Institute for 
Constitutional Studies at the George Washington University Law School. Robert
Cohen is professor in the Department of Teaching & Learning at New York 
University.
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The Symphony: A Listener's Guide
Steinberg, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195126655
704 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/10/1998

Enriched by biographical detail, historical background, musical examples, and 
many finely nuanced observations, this volume is a treasury of insight and 
information. Readers will find illuminating discussion of the complete symphonies
of Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms, Sibelius, and Mahler, as well as of the most 
loved symphonic works of Schubert, Bruckner, Dvorak, Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev, 
and others.

Michael Steinberg was the program annotator of the San Francisco Symphony 
and the New York Philharmonic and earlier served the Boston Symphony in the 
same capacity.
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Who Rules the Earth?: How Social Rules Shape Our Planet and Our Lives
Steinberg, Paul F.
Oxford University Press .
9780190692216
352 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2017

Brings the latest social science research from across a number of disciplines to 
bear on some of the most pressing environmental problems of our time. Strips 
away the jargon from the vital concept of 'social rules' to reveal fascinating 
insights into how our world works and why societies protect or plunder the planet.
Organized around compelling and relevant case studies

Paul F. Steinberg is the Malcolm Lewis Professor of Sustainability and Society 
and Professor of Political Science and Environmental Policy at Harvey Mudd 
College.
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After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation
Steiner, George
Oxford University Press .
9780192880932
560 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/10/1998

When it first appeared in 1975, After Babel created a sensation, quickly 
establishing itself as both a controversial and seminal study of literary theory. For
the long-awaited second edition, Steiner entirely revised the text, added new and
expanded notes, and wrote a new preface setting the work in the present context
of hermeneutics, poetics, and translation studies

George Steiner is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the 
University of Geneva. His books include The Death of Tragedy, Language in 
Silence, In Bluebeard's Castle, and On Difficulty and Other Essays.
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Antigones: How the Antigone Legend has Endured in Western Literature, Art, 
and Thought
Steiner, George
Oxford University Press .
9780192819345
324 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/27/1986

This book examines the far-reaching legacy of one of the great myths of classical
antiquity. According to Greek legend, Antigone, daughter of Oedipus, secretly 
buried her brother in defiance of the orders of Creon, king of Thebes.

George Steiner is Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the 
University of Geneva. His books include The Death of Tragedy, Language in 
Silence, In Bluebeard's Castle, and On Difficulty and Other Essays.
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Union Booms and Busts: The Ongoing Fight Over the U.S. Labor Movement
Stepan-Norris, Judith
Oxford University Press .
9780197539859
304 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/28/2023

Unions are back in the news, with new organizing activity abounding, from 
Amazon to Starbucks. In Union Booms and Busts, authors Judith Stepan-Norris
and Jasmine Kerrissey explain the evolution of the U.S. labor movement and 
shed light on the fluctuating strength of unionization in the past 115 years. Unlike
other accounts, this book features detailed data to demonstrate the shifting 
fortunes of workers over time and by industry. While documenting the economic,
political, and legal changes of each period, the authors highlight the union and 
employer actions that were crucial to creating their changing fortunes. By 
demonstrating how workers used strikes, elections, and other strategies to win 
power and employers used legal maneuvers, workforce-based strategies, and 
race and gender divisions to disrupt unions, the authors reveal data-driven truths
about the ongoing history of unionization.

Judith Stepan-Norris is Professor Emerita of Sociology at the University of 
California, Irvine. Her research addresses U.S. labor unions (internal democracy,
politics, effectiveness) and gender equity in higher education.Jasmine Kerrissey 
is Associate Professor of Sociology and Director of the Labor Center at the 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Kerrissey's research examines the 
historical and contemporary role of labor movements in shaping working 
conditions, inequality, and politics.
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Anatomy as Spectacle: Public Exhibitions of the Body from 1700 to the Present
Stephens, Elizabeth
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318740
166 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

From the late eighteenth century to the present day, public exhibitions featuring 
displays of human anatomy have proven popular with a wide range of audiences,
successfully marketed as educational facilities for medical professionals as well 
as improving entertainments for the general public.

Dr Elizabeth Stephens is ARC Research Fellow at the University of Queensland.
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Baroque between the Wars: Alternative Style in the Arts, 1918-1939
Stevenson, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780198808770
320 pages
hardcover
$61
Pub Date: 3/11/2018

Baroque between the Wars is a fascinating and new account of the arts in the 
twenties and thirties.

Jane Stevenson was born in 1959 and mostly brought up in London. She studied
at the University of Cambridge, and subsequently taught at the Universities of 
Sheffield and Warwick before moving to Aberdeen, where she was Regius 
Professor of Humanity. Jane Stevenson is now Senior Research Fellow at 
Campion Hall at the University of Oxford.
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Eighteen Takes on God: A Short Guide for Those Who Are Still Perplexed
Stevenson, Leslie
Oxford University Press .
9780190066109
208 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Surveying everything from the idea of God as an old man in the sky to the more
abstract idea of a metaphysical God, among other ways of imaging the divine, 
Stevenson presents a clear and helpful guide for curious readers.

Leslie Stevenson is Honorary Reader in Philosophy and Honorary Quaker 
Chaplain at St. Andrews University in Scotland, where he taught from 1968 to 
2000.
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Why Spy?: On the Art of Intelligence
Stewart, Brian and Newbery, Samantha
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787383357
288 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2020

Spying continues to fascinate us, as evidenced in the popularity of shows such 
as Homeland or the interest in Wikilieaks documents, and this book argues the 
case for traditional espionage.

Brian Stewart went from Oxford into the Black Watch and studied Chinese during
the pre-Communist turmoil. His career in the Malayan Civil Service and during 
later postings in Asia, including in Hanoi during the Vietnam War, was frequently
concerned with intelligence in the field and his subsequent position as Secretary
of the Joint Intelligence Committee in the Cabinet Office gave him a bird's eye 
view of the intelligence bureaucracy both in Britain and the United States. 
Samantha Newbery is Lecturer in Contemporary Intelligence Studies, University
of Salford.
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From Here to Infinity
Stewart, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780192832023
336 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/23/1996

In this retitled and revised edition of The Problems of Mathematics, renowned 
mathematician Ian Stewart gives math buffs and non-technical readers--as well 
as students of the subject--the perfect guide to today's mathematics. This 
challenging and fascinating book includes three new chapters that cover the 
most recent developments in the mathematics field, including one on Kepler's 
sphere-packing problem, to which a solution has been at last announced after a
wait of 380 years.

Ian Stewart is Professor of Mathematics at Warwick University in England.
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Soren Kierkegaard: Subjectivity, Irony, & the Crisis of Modernity
Stewart, Jon
Oxford University Press .
9780198785224
240 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2018

The main focus of this book is The Concept of Irony, which is a key text at the 
beginning of Kierkegaard's literary career. Although it was an early work, it 
nevertheless played a determining role in his later development and writings. 
Indeed, it can be said that it laid the groundwork for much of what would appear 
in his later famous books such as Either/Or and Fear and Trembling.

Jon Stewart is Associate Professor at the Soren Kierkegaard Research Centre, 
at the University of Copenhagen.
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Fair Trade for All: How Trade Can Promote Development
Stiglitz, Joseph E. and Charlton, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780199219988
340 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 9/26/2007
Initiative for Policy Dialogue S

How can the poorer countries of the world be helped to help themselves through
freer, fairer trade? In this challenging and controversial book, Nobel prize-
winning economist Joseph E.  Stiglitz and his co-author Andrew Charlton present
a radical new economic model, designed to open up markets in a way that will 
allow them to flourish.

Joseph E. Stiglitz was awarded the Nobel Prize in economics in 2001 and is 
University Professor at Columbia University where he founded the Initiative for 
Policy Dialogue in 2000. Andrew Charlton is a Research Officer at the London 
School of Economics.
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Nashville Cats: Record Production in Music City
Stimeling, Travis D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197502815
346 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

The Nashville Cats bounced from studio to studio along the city's Music Row, 
delivering instrumental backing tracks for countless recordings throughout the 
mid-20th century. Music industry titans like Chet Atkins, Anita Kerr, and Charlie
McCoy were among this group of extraordinarily versatile session musicians who
defined the era of the Nashville Sound, and helped establish the city of Nashville
as the renowned hub of the record industry it is today.

Travis D. Stimeling is Associate Professor of Musicology at the West Virginia 
University School of Music, where he also directs the WVU Bluegrass and Old-
Time Bands.
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Bach's Legacy: The Music as Heard by Later Masters
Stinson, Russell
Oxford University Press .
9780190091224
192 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/22/2020

In this latest addition to his long list of Bach studies, renowned Bach scholar 
Russell Stinson examines how four of the greatest composers of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries - Felix Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, Richard 
Wagner, and Edward Elgar - engaged with Bach's legacy, not only as composers
per se, but also as performers, conductors, scholars, critics, and all-around 
musical ambassadors.

Russell Stinson is the Josephine Emily Brown Professor of Music at Lyon 
College.
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Bach Orgelbuchlein
Stinson, Russell
Oxford University Press .
9780193862142
360 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/11/1999

This is the first book-length study of the Orgelbuchlein, the masterful collection of
organ chorales by Johann Sebastian Bach. T

Russell Stinson is the Josephine Emily Brown Professor of Music at Lyon 
College.
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Singing Across Divides: Music and Intimate Politics in Nepal
Stirr, Anna Marie
Oxford University Press .
9780190631987
312 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2017

An ethnographic study of music, performance, migration, and circulation, Singing
Across Divides examines how forms of love and intimacy are linked to changing
conceptions of political solidarity and forms of belonging, through the lens of 
Nepali dohori song.

Anna Stirr is Assistant Professor of Asian Studies at the University of Hawaii at 
Manoa. She is an ethnomusicologist specializing in music of the Himalayan 
region.
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Singing Across Divides: Music and Intimate Politics in Nepal
Stirr, Anna Marie
Oxford University Press .
9780190908546
312 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/3/2018

An ethnographic study of music, performance, migration, and circulation, Singing
Across Divides examines how forms of love and intimacy are linked to changing
conceptions of political solidarity and forms of belonging, through the lens of 
Nepali dohori song.

Anna Stirr is Associate Professor of Asian Studies at the University of Hawaii-
Manoa. She holds a BA in music and religious studies from Lawrence University 
in Wisconsin, and an MA, MPhil, and PhD in ethnomusicology from Columbia 
University. She has also taught at Oxford University, Leiden University, and the
New School. Her research focuses on music, dance, language, intimacy, and 
politics in South Asia, particularly in Nepal and the Himalayan region.
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American Public Education and the Responsibility of its Citizens: Supporting 
Democracy in the Age of Accountability
Stitzlein, Sarah M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190657383
240 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 7/3/2017

Public school systems are central to a flourishing democracy, where children 
learn how to solve problems together, build shared identities, and come to value 
justice and liberty for all. However, as citizen support for public schools steadily 
declines, our democratic way of life is increasingly at risk. Often, we hear about 
the poor performances of students and teachers in the public school system, but
as author Sarah M. Stitzlein asserts in her compelling new volume, the current 
educational crisis is not about accountability, but rather citizen responsibility.

Sarah M. Stitzlein is Associate Professor of Education and Affiliated Associate 
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Cincinnati.
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Learning How to Hope: Reviving Democracy through our Schools and Civil 
Society
Stitzlein, Sarah M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190062651
184 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/26/2019

Offering an informed call to citizen engagement, Stitzlein directly addresses 
presidential campaigns, including how to select candidates who support citizens 
in enacting and sustaining hope. Drawing on examples from American history 
and pragmatist philosophy, this book explains how hope can be cultivated in 
schools and sustained through action in our communities.

Sarah M. Stitzlein is Professor of Education and Affiliate Faculty in Philosophy at
the University of Cincinnati.
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The Dynamic Welfare State
Stoesz, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190251123
304 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/21/2016

The Dynamic Welfare State makes a case for a radical shift in how we view the 
roles of both public and private institutions in the United States. It documents the
emergence of a third stage in the American welfare state, evident in corporations
exploiting markets in healthcare, education, and financial services.

David Stoesz, PhD, MSW, is Executive Director of Kean University's MSW 
program. Dr. Stoesz has experience in public welfare, mental health, and higher
education. His books have addressed children's services, welfare reform, 
international development, professional education, and social policy.
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The Investment State: Charting the Future of Social Policy
Stoesz, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190864835
208 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2018
Emergencies in... Series

The Investment State provides a template for future social policy, which can be 
adapted to cities, states, nations, and international trade agreements. It serves 
as a sequel to the author's previous book, The Dynamic Welfare State (OUP, 
2016)--which included a theory of welfare state decline--by envisioning a new 
paradigm for social programs.

David Stoesz, PhD, MSW, was the Samuel Wurtzel Chair at Virginia 
Commonwealth University.
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Fear of the Family: Guest Workers and Family Migration in the Federal Republic
of Germany
Stokes, Lauren
Oxford University Press .
9780197558416
312 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 2/25/2022
OXFORD STUDIES IN INTL HISTORY SERIES. 16 black and white halftones

Fear of the Family offers a comprehensive postwar history of guest worker 
migration to the Federal Republic of Germany, particularly from Greece, Turkey,
and Italy.

Lauren Stokes is Assistant Professor of History at Northwestern University.
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Short Circuiting Policy: Interest Groups and the Battle Over Clean Energy and 
Climate Policy in the American
Stokes, Leah Cardamore
Oxford University Press .
9780190074265
336 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2020

Short Circuiting Policy offers a bold new argument about how the policy process
works, and why seeming victories can turn into losses when the opposition has 
enough resources to roll back laws.

Leah Cardamore Stokes is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the 
University of California Santa Barbara.
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Interior Frontiers: Essays on the Entrails of Inequality
Stoler, Ann Laura
Oxford University Press .
9780190076382
392 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/3/2022
Heretical Thought .

In this collection of essays, Ann Laura Stoler takes aim at the racial formations of
imperial democracy and its interior frontiers, helping us dissect the racist 
underpinnings of current forms of global violence. Building on Etienne Balibar's 
political conceptualization of the interior frontier, Stoler argues that interior 
frontiers are sites of struggle between different populations, spaces, and 
persons--divisions that can be silently and violently enforced.

Ann Laura Stoler is Willy Brandt Distinguished University Professor of 
Anthropology and Historical Studies at The New School for Social Research, as
well as the Founding Director of the Institute for Critical Social Inquiry.
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Inherit the Holy Mountain: Religion and the Rise of American Environmentalism
Stoll, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190697945
424 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2017

Argues for the place of religion in shaping the views of historical environmental 
figures. Demonstrates how religious traditions fostered distinctive aesthetic 
reactions to nature.

Mark Stoll is Associate Professor of History and Director of Environmental 
Studies at Texas Tech University.
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Being Born: Birth and Philosophy
Stone, Alison
Oxford University Press .
9780198845782
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/26/2019

Alison Stone investigates how human existence is conditioned by the fact that it
begins with birth. How does birth shape the way we are in the world, and the 
meaning of our lives? Philosophers have written much about death, but 
neglected birth. Stone brings natality into philosophical view, offering fascinating 
insights into the human condition.

Alison Stone, Lancaster University Alison Stone is Professor of Philosophy at 
Lancaster University.
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Breeding Superman : Nietzsche, Race and Eugenics in Edwardian and Interwar
Britain
Stone, Dan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239970
224 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/6/2002

Before the First World War there existed an intellectual turmoil in Britain as great
as any in Germany, France or Russia, as the debates over Nietzsche and 
eugenics in the context of early modernism reveal. With the rise of fascism after
1918, these debates became more ideologically driven, with science and vitalist
philosophy being hailed in some quarters as saviours from bourgeois decadence,
vituperated in others as heralding the onset of barbarism. Breeding Superman 
looks at several of the leading Nietzscheans and eugenicists, and challenges the
long-cherished belief that British intellectuals were fundamentally uninterested in
race. The result is a study of radical ideas which are conventionally written out of
histories of the politics and culture of the period.

Dan Stone is Professor of Modern History at Royal Holloway, University of 
London. He is a historian of ideas who has written or edited fourteen books on 
subjects including the Holocaust, genocide, fascism and eugenics, including the
The Oxford Handbook of Postwar European History.
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The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558 to 1641
Stone, Lawrence
Oxford University Press .
9780195002744
384 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/31/1967

Made by Lawrence Stone himself, this abridgement of his highly-regarded study
omits many statistical details not needed by the non-specialized reader.  It 
presents a new interpretation of the long-term social changes leading up to the 
English Revolution of the mid-seventeenth century.

Lawrence Stone is the author of the acclaimed Road to Divorce (OUP, 1990), 
Family and Fortune (Clarendon Press, 1973), The Crisis of the Aristocracy 1558
-1641 (Clarendon Press, 1965), and, with J. C. F. Stone, of An Open Elite? 
England 1540-1880 (OUP, 1984).
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Writing and Righting: Literature in the Age of Human Rights
Stonebridge, Lyndsey
Oxford University Press .
9780192884688
176 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 3/1/2023

Lyndsey Stonebridge presents a new way to think about the relationship between
literature and human rights that challenges the idea that empathy inspires action.

Lyndsey Stonebridge is Professor of Humanities and Human Rights at University
of Birmingham. Her books include: The Judicial Imagination: Writing after 
Nuremberg (2011/2014), winner of the British Academy Rose Mary Crawshay 
Prize, The Destructive Element (1998), Reading Melanie Klein (with John 
Phillips, 1998), The Writing of Anxiety (2007), and British Fiction after Modernism
(with Marina MacKay, 2007). She is currently collaborating on a large 
interdisciplinary project, Refugee Hosts.
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Writing and Righting: Literature in the Age of Human Rights
Stonebridge, Lyndsey
Oxford University Press .
9780198814054
160 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/30/2021

Lyndsey Stonebridge presents a new way to think about the relationship between
literature and human rights that challenges the idea that empathy inspires action.

Lyndsey Stonebridge is Interdisciplinary Professor of Humanities and Human 
Rights at the University of Birmingham.
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Highly Recommended: English for the Hotel and Catering Industry Workbook  - 
2nd edition
Stott, Trish and Revelle, Rod
Oxford University Press .
9780194574655
64 pages
paperback
$12.1
Pub Date: 10/14/2005

This is a practical course for younger trainees in the hospitality and catering 
industry.
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Vanished Ocean: How Tethys Reshaped the World
Stow, Dorrik
Oxford University Press .
9780199214297
320 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2012

World-renowned geologist and oceanographer Dorrik Stow describes the 
powerful forces that shaped the ocean; the marine life it once held and the rich 
deposits of oil that life left behind; and the impact of its currents on environment 
and climate.

Dorrik Stow is ECOSSE Chair of the Institute of Petroleum Engineering at Heriot-
Watt University, in Edinburgh.
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1931: Debt, Crisis, and the Rise of Hitler
Straumann, Tobias
Oxford University Press .
9780198816195
272 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2020

Germany's financial collapse in the summer of 1931 was one of the biggest 
economic catastrophes of modern history.  It led to a global panic, brought down
the international monetary system, and turned a worldwide recession into a 
prolonged depression.  The crisis also contributed decisively to the rise of Hitler.
Within little more than a year of its onset, the Nazis were Germany's largest 
political party at both the regional and national level, paving the way for Hitler's 
eventual seizure of power in January 1933.

Tobias Straumann is Associate Professor of Economic History, University of 
Zurich
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The Art of Post-Tonal Analysis: Thirty-Three Graphic Music Analyses
Straus, Joseph N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197543986
240 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/5/2022
400 examples

The Art of Post-Tonal Analysis consists of analyses of thirty-three musical 
passages or entire short works in a variety of post-tonal styles from throughout 
the long twentieth century, representing a diversity of musical style, chronology,
geography, gender, and race/ethnicity.

Joseph N. Straus is Distinguished Professor at the Graduate Center, City 
University of New York, where he has taught since 1985.
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Broken Beauty: Musical Modernism and the Representation of Disability
Straus, Joseph N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190871208
224 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2018

Preeminent music theorist and leader in the study of music and disability Joseph
Straus presents a truly groundbreaking take on musical modernism--
demonstrating in an expansive and vivid multimedia presentation that modernist
music is inextricably entwined with attitudes toward disability.

Joseph N. Straus is Distinguished Professor at the Graduate Center of the City 
University of New York and is the author of numerous books and articles. His 
previous book, Extraordinary Measures (Oxford UP, 2011) established him as 
the leading figure in the study of music in relationship to disability. He is a former
president of the Society for Music Theory.
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Privilege Lost: Who Leaves the Upper Middle Class and How They Fall
Streib, Jessi
Oxford University Press .
9780190854058
192 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 4/20/2020

In Privilege Lost, Jessi Streib traces the lives of over 100 youth born into the 
upper-middle-class. Following them for over ten years as they transition from 
teens to young adults, Streib examines who falls from the upper-middle-class, 
how, and why don't they see it coming. In doing so, she reveals the patterned 
ways that individuals' resources and identities push them onto mobility paths--
and the complicated choices youth make between staying true to themselves 
and staying in their class position.

Jessi Streib is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Duke University. She is the 
author of The Power of the Past: Understanding Cross-Class Marriages.
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Presidential Campaigning in the Internet Age
Stromer-Galley, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780190694050
304 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2019
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics Series

Presidential Campaigning in the Internet Age challenges popular claims about 
the democratizing effect of Digital Communication Technologies (DCTs). Citizen 
involvement in the campaign historically has been and, as this book shows, 
continues to be a means to an end: winning the election for the candidate. For all
the proliferation of apps to download, polls to click, videos to watch, and 
messages to forward, the decidedly undemocratic view of controlled interactivity 
is how most campaigns continue to operate.

Jennifer Stromer-Galley is Professor of Information Studies and Director for the
Center for Computational and Data Sciences at Syracuse University.
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Paradigms Lost: Fighting Stigma and the Lessons Learned
Stuart, Heather / Arboleda-Florez, Julio / Sartorius, Norman
Oxford University Press .
9780199797639

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2012

Paradigms Lost challenges key paradigms currently held about the prevention or
reduction of stigma attached to mental illness using evidence and the experience
the authors gathered during the many years of their work in this field.

Heather Stuart, PhD, has been working in the field of stigma research for almost
15 years and is the co-founder and current Chair of the Scientific Section on 
Stigma and Mental Disorders for the World Psychiatric Association. Julio 
Arboleda-Flórez is Emeritus Professor, Departments of Psychiatry and of 
Community Health and Epidemiology and the Inmediate Past Head and Chief-of-
Psychiatry at Queen's University in Ontario, Canada. Norman Sartorius was 
Director of the World Health Organization's mental health programme from 1977
- 1993, President of the World Psychiatric Association from 1993 - 1999 and has
been President of the European Psychiatric Association since 1999.
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Breaking Away: How to Regain Control Over Our Data, Privacy, and Autonomy
Stucke, Maurice E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197617618
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/31/2022

This book explores how data-opolies colonize and dominate markets, identifying
shortcomings in the proposed remedies and providing solutions that can promote
privacy, deter the toxic competition caused by behavioral advertising, and 
balance privacy and healthy competition when they conflict.

Maurice E. Stucke is the Douglas A. Blaze Distinguished Professor of Law at the
University of Tennessee and founder of the law firm, Konkurrenz.
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The Age of Innocence: Nuclear Physics between the First and Second World 
Wars
Stuewer, Roger H.
Oxford University Press .
9780192865557
496 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 7/29/2022
93 black and white illustrations

This history of nuclear physics sets the experimental innovations and theoretical
breakthroughs in the field in the period between the two world wars within the 
contexts of the lives and personalities of the physicists who made them and the 
physical, intellectual, and political environments of the countries and institutions 
in which they worked.

Roger H. Stuewer received a double Ph.D. major in history of science and 
physics at the University of Wisconsin and founded the Program in History of 
Science and Technology at the University of Minnesota where he is Professor 
Emeritus.
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The Age of Innocence: Nuclear Physics between the First and Second World 
Wars
Stuewer, Roger H.
Oxford University Press .
9780198827870
512 pages
hardcover
$63
Pub Date: 9/26/2018

This history of nuclear physics sets the experimental innovations and theoretical
breakthroughs in the field in the period between the two world wars within the 
contexts of the lives and personalities of the physicists who made them and the 
physical, intellectual, and political environments of the countries and institutions 
in which they worked.

Roger H. Stuewer received a double Ph.D. major in history of science and 
physics at the University of Wisconsin and founded the Program in History of 
Science and Technology at the University of Minnesota where he is Professor 
Emeritus.
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A History of Genetics
Sturtevant, A. H. and Lewis, Edward B.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879696078
174 pages
paperback
$24
Pub Date: 1/18/2001

In the smallFly Room at Columbia University, T.H. Morgan and his students, A.H.
Sturtevant, C.B. Bridges, and H.J. Muller, carried out the work that laid the 
foundations of modern, chromosomal genetics. The excitement of those times, 
when the whole field of genetics was being created, is captured in this book, 
written in 1965 by one of those present at the beginning. His account is one of 
the few authoritative, analytic works on the early history of genetics. This 
attractive reprint is accompanied by a website offering full-text versions of the 
key papers discussed in the book, including the world's first genetic map.
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A Guide to the Elements
Stwertka, Albert
Oxford University Press .
9780190682354
264 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/27/2018

Newly updated throughout, and now covering 118 elements, this crystal-clear 
guide to the periodic table illuminates the basic concepts of chemistry as it traces
the history and development of our knowledge of the material world.

Albert Stwertka is Professor Emeritus at the United States Merchant Marine 
Academy.
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A Guide to the Elements
Stwertka, Albert
Oxford University Press .
9780199832521
256 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2012
Ages 12 and Up, Grades 7 and Up

Newly updated throughout, and now covering 118 elements, this crystal-clear 
guide to the periodic table illuminates the basic concepts of chemistry as it traces
the history and development of our knowledge of the material world.

Albert Stwertka is Professor Emeritus at the United States Merchant Marine 
Academy.
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Sailing the Ocean of Complexity: Lessons from the Physics-Biology Frontier
Succi, Sauro
Oxford University Press .
9780192897893
384 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
186 line drawings and colour halftones

The book provides a non-specialist introduction to the reasons why we can make
sense of the world around and within us, facing the oceans of complexity which 
inhabit both. The book provides a scientific and easily accessible description of 
some of the key physical mechanisms by which the wonderful gift of life 
materializes in the natural world.

Sauro Succi graduated in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Bologna 
and holds a PhD in Physics from the Swiss Polytechnique Institute in Lausanne.
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The Lattice Boltzmann Equation: For Complex States of Flowing Matter
Succi, Sauro
Oxford University Press .
9780192862808
800 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 5/21/2022
Over 280 illustrations/figures

After providing a self-contained introduction to the kinetic theory of fluids and a 
thorough account of its transcription to the lattice framework, this text provides a
survey of the major developments which have led to the impressive growth of the
Lattice Boltzmann across most walks of fluid dynamics and its interfaces with 
allied disciplines.

Sauro Succi holds a degree in Nuclear Engineering from the University of 
Bologna and a PhD in Plasma Physics from the EPFL, Lausanne. Since 1995 he
serves as a Director of Research at the Istituto Applicazioni Calcolo of the Italian
National Research Council in Rome.
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Evaluation of Museum and Gallery Displays
Sudbury, Patrick
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853230281
97 pages
paperback
$16.5
Pub Date: 1/9/1995
Liverpool University Press - CRIPSAT Papers

This book reports on the collaboration between the Department of Education in 
the University of Liverpool and the National Museums and Galleries on 
Merseyside on a programme of research and development concerned with the 
public's response to exhibitions and displays in the museum environment. The 
aim of publication is to describe the way in which an education evaluation 
programme can play its part in developing a more effective museum service, and
the report presents the rationale for the studies, methodological issues, 
management and training issues, specific outcomes and future plans.

Patrick Sudbury is a well-respected Liverpool University Press author.
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The Allure of Empire: American Encounters with Asians in the Age of 
Transpacific Expansion and Exclusion
Suh, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780197631621
320 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2023
21 black and white halftones

The Allure of Empire traces how American ideas about race in the Pacific were 
made and remade on the imperial stage and how these ideas shaped US foreign
and immigration policies before World War II. It examines how the United States
emerged as a Pacific power by collaborating with Japan to maintain an imperial 
order across the Pacific and how this cooperation depended on positive 
assessment of Japan's colonial rule of Japan.

Chris Suh is Assistant Professor of History at Emory University.
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When More Is Less: The International Project in Afghanistan
Suhrke, Astri
Oxford University Press .
9780199327560
 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 12/27/2011

The Western-led efforts to establish a new post-Taliban order in Afghanistan are
in serious trouble, and in this book Suhrke sets out to explain why.

Astri Suhrke is Senior Researcher at the Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen, 
Norway, 1992 to present, having previously been Professor of International 
Relations at the American University, Washington, DC. Her research experience
in Afghanistan dates back over twenty-five years.
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Pink Ribbon Blues: How Breast Cancer Culture Undermines Women's Health
Sulik, Gayle A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199740451
424 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2010

Pink ribbon paraphernalia saturate shopping malls, billboards, magazines, 
television, and other venues, all in the name of breast cancer awareness. In this
compelling and provocative work, Gayle Sulik shows that though this 'pink ribbon
culture' has brought breast cancer advocacy much attention, it has not had the 
desired effect of improving women's health.

Gayle A. Sulik, PhD is a medical sociologist and was a 2008 Fellow of the 
National Endowment for the Humanities for her research on breast cancer 
culture.
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Pink Ribbon Blues: How Breast Cancer Culture Undermines Women's Health
Sulik, Gayle A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199933990
480 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2012

Pink ribbon paraphernalia saturate shopping malls, billboards, magazines, 
television, and other venues, all in the name of breast cancer awareness. In this
compelling and provocative work, Gayle Sulik shows that though this 'pink ribbon
culture' has brought breast cancer advocacy much attention, it has not had the 
desired effect of improving women's health.

Gayle A. Sulik, PhD is a medical sociologist and was a 2008 Fellow of the 
National Endowment for the Humanities for her research on breast cancer 
culture.
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Which Side Are You On? 20th Century American History in 100 Protest Songs
Sullivan, James
Oxford University Press .
9780197549452
264 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

In Which Side Are You On?, author James Sullivan delivers a lively anecdotal 
history of the progressive movements that have shaped the growth of the United
States, and the songs that have accompanied and defined them. Covering one 
hundred years of social conflict and progress across the twentieth century and 
into the early years of the twenty-first, this book reveals how protest songs have
given voice to the needs and challenges of a nation, and asked its citizens to 
take a stand--asking the question Which side are you on?

James Sullivan is a longtime contributor to the Boston Globe and a former staff 
critic for the San Francisco Chronicle, and he has written for Rolling Stone, the 
Atlantic and many other publications.
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Earned Citizenship
Sullivan, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190918354
296 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 4/16/2019

Earned Citizenship is a normative intervention in migration and citizenship 
studies that advances the proposition that long-term unauthorized immigrant 
residents should be able to earn legalization and a pathway to citizenship 
through service to citizens in their adopted communities.

Michael J. Sullivan is Associate Professor in the Graduate International Relations
Department at St. Mary's University in San Antonio, Texas.
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The Icy Planet: Saving Earth's Refrigerator
Summerhayes, Colin
Oxford University Press .
9780197627983
472 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2023
24 B&W illustrations

For most people, planet Earth's icy parts remain out of sight and out of mind. Yet
it is the melting of ice that will both raise sea level and warm the climate further 
by reducing the white surfaces that reflect solar energy back into space. In effect,
our icy places act as the world's refrigerator, helping to keep our climate 
relatively cool. The Icy Planet lays out carbon dioxide's role as the control knob 
of our climate over the past 1000 million years, then explores what is happening 
to ice and snow in Antarctica, the Arctic and the high mountains.

Colin Summeryhayes is a chartered geologist and Emeritus Associate for the 
Scott Polar Research Institute at Cambridge University. He previously served as
Executive Director of the International Council for Science's Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research at the Scott Polar Research Institute.
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Madness in the City of Magnificent Intentions: A History of Race and Mental 
Illness in the Nation's Capital
Summers, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780190852641
408 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 8/7/2019

Summers documents the history of Saint Elizabeths Hospital, a federal mental 
institution in Washington, DC, in relation to that city's African American 
community. He sheds light on the intersections of the historical process of 
racialization, medical and cultural understandings of insanity, the exercise of 
institutional power, and individual and collective agency.

Martin Summers is an associate professor of history and African and African 
diaspora studies at Boston College.
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Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict
Sunstein, Cass R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190864446
272 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2018

In Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict, Cass R. Sunstein, one of America's 
best known commentators on our legal system, offers a bold, new thesis about 
how the law should work in America, arguing that the courts best enable people 
to live together, despite their diversity, by resolving particular cases without 
taking sides in broader, more abstract conflicts.

Cass R. Sunstein is the Robert Walmsley University Professor at Harvard 
University. From 2009 to 2012, he was Administrator of the White House Office 
of Information and Regulatory Affairs.
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The End of Lawyers?: Rethinking the nature of legal services
Susskind, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780199593613
368 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2010

Susskind lays down a challenge to all lawyers, and indeed all those in a 
professional service environment. He urges them to ask themselves, with their 
hands on their hearts, what elements of their current workload could be 
undertaken differently - more quickly, cheaply, efficiently, or to a higher quality - 
using alternative methods of working.

Richard Susskind is an author, speaker, and independent adviser to international
professional firms and national governments.
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Tomorrow's Lawyers: An Introduction to Your Future
Susskind, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198796633
240 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 5/25/2017

Tomorrow's Lawyers predicts that we are at the beginning of a period of 
fundamental transformation in law: a time in which we will see greater change 
than we have seen in the past two centuries. Where the future of the legal 
service will be a world of internet-based global businesses, online document 
production, commoditized service, legal process outsourcing, and web based 
simulation practice.

Richard Susskind is an author, speaker, and independent adviser to international
professional firms and national governments. He is President of the Society for 
Computers and Law IT Adviser to the Lord Chief Justice. He holds 
professorships at Oxford University, UCL, Strathclyde University, and Gresham
College.
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The Mummy
Sutherland, Doris V.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325956
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2019
Devils Advocates

Released in 1932, The Mummy moved Universal horror away from the Gothic 
Europe of Dracula and Frankenstein and into a land of deserts, pyramids, and 
long-lost tombs. This book examines the roots of The Mummy.  It shows how the
film shares many of its motifs with the work of writers such as Bram Stoker, 
Arthur Conan Doyle, and H. Rider Haggard, whose tales of living mummies, 
immortal sorcerers, and Egyptian mysticism bear strong resemblances to 
Universal's movie.

Doris V. Sutherland is a UK-based author who frequently writes on the subjects 
of horror, fantasy, and science fiction.
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Concepts of Materials Science
Sutton, Adrian P.
Oxford University Press .
9780192846440
160 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
47 b/w and colour illustrations: 8 halftones, 39 line art illustrations .

This book provides an expert perspective and a unique insight into the essence 
of the science of materials, introducing the reader to ten fundamental concepts 
underpinning the subject. It is suitable for undergraduate and pre-university 
students of physics, chemistry and mathematics.

Adrian P. Sutton FRS, Emeritus Professor, Faculty of Natural Sciences, 
Department of Physics, Imperial College London Educated at the Universities of
Oxford and Pennsylvania,
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Twenty-First-Century Readings of E. M. Forster's 'Maurice'
Sutton, Emma and Tsai, Tsung-Han
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077865
296 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP.

This is the first book focused on Forster's Maurice and its legacies in modern and
contemporary fiction, film and new media. Ground-breaking essays by leading 
scholars offer new readings by exploring overlooked contexts including: feminism
and the social purity movement; anti-Fascism; religion and allegory; and early 
twentieth-century debates about identity and body-soul relations.

Emma Sutton is Professor of English at the University of St Andrews, Scotland. 
Tsung-Han Tsai is an independent scholar.
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51 Imperfect Solutions: States and the Making of American Constitutional Law
Sutton, Jeffrey S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190088811
296 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2020

51 Imperfect Solutions argues that American Constitutional Law should account 
for the role of the state courts and state constitutions, together with the federal 
courts and the federal constitution, in protecting our individual liberties. An 
underappreciation of state constitutional law has hurt state and federal law and 
has undermined the appropriate balance between state and federal courts in 
protecting individual liberty.

The Honorable Jeffrey S. Sutton serves on the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Sixth Circuit. Judge Sutton was a partner with the law firm of Jones Day 
and served as State Solicitor of the State of Ohio. He also served as a law clerk 
to the Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr. (Ret.), the Honorable Antonin Scalia, and 
the Honorable Thomas J. Meskill.
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Dangerous Ground: Squatters, Statesmen, and the Antebellum Rupture of 
American Democracy
Suval, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197531426
240 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 6/14/2022
11 black and white halftones

Dangerous Ground examines how white squatters in the American West came to
occupy a central and destabilizing position in US political culture in the decades 
culminating in the Civil War.

John Suval is a Research Assistant Professor of History at the University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville, serving as an Assistant Editor of The Papers of Andrew 
Jackson.
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The Musical Brain: What Students, Teachers, and Performers Need to Know
Svard, Lois
Oxford University Press .
9780197584170
288 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2023
37 figures

We make or listen to music for the powerful effect it has on our emotions, and we
can't imagine our lives without music. Yet we tend to know nothing about the 
intricate networks that neurons create throughout our brains to make music 
possible. The Musical Brain explores fascinating discoveries about the brain and
music, often told through the stories of musicians whose lives have been 
impacted by the extraordinary ability of our brains to learn and adapt. Svard 
relates neuroscientific research in how the brain processes music in a practical 
way to those individuals who make or teach music.

Pianist Lois Svard is known for her performances and recordings of works by 
American experimental composers. She has also written and lectured 
extensively about the applications of neuroscience research for the study and 
performance of music. She is Professor Emerita of Music at Bucknell University 
in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, and is the author of the blog The Musician's Brain 
about music, the brain, and learning.
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Bentham's Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation: A Guide
Sverdlik, Steven
Oxford University Press .
9780190089917
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/20/2023
OXFORD GUIDES TO PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

Bentham's Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation is often 
considered the first work of the philosophical school of utilitarianism and is thus a
central text for students of philosophy. Sverdlik's exposition of Bentham's 
thinking serves as an invaluable guide for students and scholars seeking to 
better understand Bentham's book. By explaining and evaluating its major 
themes and central arguments, Sverdlik helps readers to relate this important 
work to contemporary discussions in moral philosophy and the philosophy of 
criminal law.

Steven Sverdlik has taught Philosophy at Southern Methodist University in Dallas
since 1982. His main interests are philosophy of criminal law, the history of moral
philosophy, and moral psychology. His previous works include Motive and 
Rightness (2011).
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Themistius and Valens: Orations 6-13
Swain, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9781802078473
416 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 5/3/2023
Translated Texts for Historians LUP. 4 blak and white maps

Themistius and Valens offers the first complete English translation and analysis 
of Themistius' speeches for the emperor Valens (364-378). Themistius' 
command of rhetoric and his political skill made him a perfect ally for presenting 
imperial policy and action to the leaders of the Greek East.

Simon Swain is Professor of Classics, University of Warwick. His books include
A Literary History of Medicine - The 'Uyun al-anba 'fi tabaqat al-atibba' of Ibn Abi
Usaybiah (Brill, 2020); Themistius, Julian, and Greek Political Theory under 
Rome: Texts, Translations and Studies of Four Key Words (CUP, 2013); 
Economy, Family, and Society from Rome to Islam. A Critical Edition, English 
Translation, and Study of Bryson's Management of the Estate (CUP, 2013).
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Practical English Usage 4th Edition with Online Access Code  - 4th edition
Swan, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780194202411
768 pages
paperback
$55
Pub Date: 2/7/2017
PRACTICAL ENGLISH USAGE

Practical English Usage is recommended for any teacher, trainee teacher, or 
advanced-level student looking for answers to questions about the English 
language.

Michael Swan is a writer specializing in English language teaching and reference
materials.
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Practical English Usage, 4th Edition Hardback with Online Access: Michael 
Swan's Guide to Problems in English
Swan, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780194202428

paperback
$62.7
Pub Date: 2/7/2017

Practical English Usage is recommended for any teacher, trainee teacher, or 
advanced-level student looking for answers to questions about the English 
language.

Michael Swan is a writer specializing in English language teaching and reference
materials. His interests include pedagogic grammar, mother-tongue influence in 
second language acquisition, and the relationship between applied linguistic 
theory and classroom language-teaching practice, and he
has published a number of articles on these topics.
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Practical English Usage, 4th Edition Paperback: Michael Swan's guide to 
problems in English
Swan, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780194202435
768 pages
paperback
$48.4
Pub Date: 2/7/2017
PRACTICAL ENGLISH USAGE

Practical English Usage is recommended for any teacher, trainee teacher, or 
advanced-level student looking for answers to questions about the English 
language.

Michael Swan is a writer specializing in English language teaching and reference
materials. His interests include pedagogic grammar, mother-tongue influence in 
second language acquisition, and the relationship between applied linguistic 
theory and classroom language-teaching practice, and he
has published a number of articles on these topics.
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An Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
Swanton, M.J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893534
36 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1990
UEP - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

An introduction to Old English and a starting-point for the discussion of life and 
literature in Anglo-Saxon England; this book offers seven passages suitable for 
weekly or fortnightly work; each page is accompanied by a facing glossary. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle traces the history of early England from the migration of 
the Saxon war-lords, through Roman Britain, the onslaught of the Vikings, the 
Norman Conquest and on through the reign of Stephen.

Michael Swanton is Professor of Medieval Studies at the University of Exeter.
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English Poetry Before Chaucer
Swanton, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896337
400 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
UEP - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

A new and completely revised edition of this authoritative work, intended to 
encourage personal appreciation and independent appraisal by students of 
English. This is a stimulating introduction to the poetry composed in an age that
witnessed fundamental cultural developments: the emergence of the English 
from among the warring tribes of Europe, their conversion to Christianity, the 
development of feudalism and the chivalric myth, the military adventure of the 
Crusades, and the growth of a vigorous citizen class in the burgeoning towns of
England.

Michael Swanton is Professor of Medieval Studies at the University of Exeter.
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The Dream of the Rood
Swanton, Michael
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895033
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1996
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

The Dream of the Rood is a poem that has entranced generations of scholars. It 
is one of the greatest religious poems in English literature, the work of a 
nameless poet of superb genius. This edition presents a conservative text with 
variant reading described in the notes. In his introduction Professor Swanton 
describes the Vercelli Book, in which the full text of The Dream of the Rood is 
found, and gives an account of the Ruthwell Cross, the sources for which are 
scattered and not normally familiar to students of Old English.

Michael Swanton is Professor of Medieval Studies at the University of Exeter.
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Facing West: American Evangelicals in an Age of World Christianity
Swartz, David R.
Oxford University Press .
9780190250805
336 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/7/2020

As Christian immigration to the United States burgeoned in the wake of the 
Immigration Act of 1965, global evangelicals forced many American Christians to
think more critically about their own assumptions. The United States is just one 
node of a sprawling global network that includes Korea, India, Switzerland, the 
Philippines, Guatemala, Uganda, and Thailand. Telling stories of resistance, 
accommodation, and cooperation, Swartz shows that evangelical networks not 
only go out to, but also come from, the ends of the earth.

David R. Swartz is an associate professor of history at Asbury University. He is 
the author of Moral Minority: The Evangelical Left in an Age of Conservatism 
(2012).
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The OA
Sweeney, David
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859425
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Constellations. 20 black and white illustrations

The OA (2016-19) is a generically ambiguous vehicle for exploring such themes
as identity, belief and the nature and construction of reality. This Constellation 
discusses the show's themes in the context of the creators' earlier collaborations
and the influences on it, such as the work of David Lynch, the writings of Jorge 
Luis Borges and Philip K Dick.

Dr David Sweeney is a lecturer in The Glasgow School of Art's department of 
Design History and Theory where he specialises in popular culture. His particular
interests include science fiction and horror texts.
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The OA
Sweeney, David
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800859432
120 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2022
Constellations. 20 black and white illustrations

The OA (2016-19) is a generically ambiguous vehicle for exploring such themes
as identity, belief and the nature and construction of reality. This Constellation 
discusses the show's themes in the context of the creators' earlier collaborations
and the influences on it, such as the work of David Lynch, the writings of Jorge 
Luis Borges and Philip K Dick.

Dr David Sweeney is a lecturer in The Glasgow School of Art's department of 
Design History and Theory where he specialises in popular culture. His particular
interests include science fiction and horror texts.
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Thinking Outside the Voice Box: Adolescent Voice Change in Music Education
Sweet, Bridget
Oxford University Press .
9780190916381
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

In this practical teaching guide for voice teachers and choir directors, author 
Bridget Sweet encourages a holistic approach to female and male adolescent 
voice change.

Bridget Sweet is Associate Professor of Music Education at the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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Voices of Jordan
Sweis, Rana
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787380134
184 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019

With her deep knowledge of Jordan's landscape, language and culture, Rana 
Sweis sketches an intimate portrait of the intricacies and complexities of life in 
the Middle East. Rather than focusing on how individuals are affected by events 
in the region, she reveals a cast of characters shaping their own lives and times.
Voices of Jordan shares those stories in all of their rich detail, offering a living, 
breathing social and political history.

Rana F. Sweis is a Jordanian journalist covering political, social and refugee 
issues in the Middle East, most often for the New York Times. She is also the 
founder and managing director of Wishbox Media, a provider of media training, 
research services and creative storytelling packages. She holds an MA from 
George Washington University's Graduate School of Political Management.
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Mayo Clinic Strategies To Reduce Burnout: 12 Actions to Create the Ideal 
Workplace
Swensen, Stephen and Shanafelt, Tait D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190848965
328 pages
paperback
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/28/2020
Mayo Clinic Scientific Press

Mayo Clinic Strategies to Reduce Burnout: 12 Actions to Create the Ideal 
Workplace tells the story of the evolving journey of those in the medical 
profession. It dwells not on the story of burnout, distress, compassion fatigue, 
moral injury, and cognitive dissonance but rather on a narrative of hope for 
professional fulfillment, well-being, joy, and camaraderie.

Stephen J. Swensen, MD, is the Former Director of Leadership and Organization
Development at Mayo Clinic. Tait Shanafelt, MD, is the Chief Wellness Officer, 
Jeanie and Stewart Ritchie Professor of Medicine, and Associate Dean at 
Stanford School of Medicine.
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Building an Award-Winning Guitar Program: A Guide for Music Educators
Swick, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780197609811
200 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/19/2022
5 b&w  illustrations

Building an Award-Winning Guitar Program is a practical guide to assist 
secondary and post-secondary music educators with the tasks involved in 
establishing a successful music program.

Bill Swick currently writes guitar ensemble arrangements, supplementary 
teaching materials, and method books for several publishers.
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Teaching Beginning Guitar Class: A Practical Guide
Swick, Bill
Oxford University Press .
9780190661922
224 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2017

Caters specifically to the non-guitar playing music instructor. Offers step-by-step
guides to each week for the school year. Features questions from actual first-
year classroom guitar teachers

Bill Swick currently teaches guitar for the twelve-time Grammy award winning 
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts and is the guitar task force chair for Clark 
County School District. Swick has served as faculty of Drake University and 
University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
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Are We Bodies or Souls?: Revised edition
Swinburne, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780198874959
208 pages
paperback
$15
Pub Date: 4/30/2023

What makes us human? Richard Swinburne presents new philosophical 
arguments, supported by modern neuroscience, for the view that we are 
immaterial souls sustained in existence by our brains.

Richard Swinburne was Professor of the Philosophy of the Christian Religion at 
the University of Oxford from 1985 until 2002. Since then he has continued to 
lecture in many different countries. His published works include a trilogy on the 
philosophy of theism, the central title being The Existence of God, Second 
Edition (Oxford 2004), a tetralology of books on the meaning and justification of 
central Christian doctrines, and Mind, Brain, and Free Will (Oxford 2013). He is a
Fellow of the British Academy.
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Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future
Swirski, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789620542
224 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2019
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP Series

Stanislaw Lem: Philosopher of the Future brings a welter of unknown elements of
Lem's life, career, and literary legacy to light.

Peter Swirski is Distinguished Professor of American Studies and Literature at 
Sun Yat-sen University.
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Lemography
Swirski, Peter and Osadnik, Waclaw M.
Oxford University Press .
9781789620535
256 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 9/30/2019
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP Series

A unique collection of critical essays on writer and philosopher Stanislaw Lem, 
evaluating his influence on twentieth-century literature and culture.

Peter Swirski is Distinguished Professor of American Studies and Literature at 
Sun Yat-sen University. Waclaw M. Osadnik is Professor of Modern Languages
and Cultural Studies at the University of Alberta in Edmonton.
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The Musical Gift
Sykes, Jim
Oxford University Press .
9780190077143
290 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Critical Conjunctures in Music and Sound.0 photos.

The Musical Gift tells Sri Lankan music history as a story of exchange between 
humans and nonhumans, and between human communities defined by 
difference. Sykes argues that histories of sonic generosity have a role to play in 
fostering reconciliation in post-war Sri Lanka.  The first ethnography of Sri 
Lankan traditional musics. The first study of the politics and cultural significance
of music during and after Sri Lanka's war. The first book to formally bring the gift-
perhaps anthropology's most canonized theoretical topic-into music studies

Jim Sykes is an Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Pennsylvania.
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Curating and Re-Curating the American Wars in Vietnam and Iraq
Sylvester, Christine
Oxford University Press .
9780190840556
240 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019

Christine Sylvester looks at four sites of war memory-the National Museum of 
American History, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery,
and selected novels and memoirs of the American wars in Vietnam and Iraq-to 
consider the way war knowledge is embedded in differing sites of memory and 
display.

Christine Sylvester is Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Connecticut, specializing in international relations, and professorial affiliate of the
School of Global Studies at Gothenburg University.
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We'll Have Manhattan: The Early Work of Rodgers & Hart
Symonds, Dominic
Oxford University Press .
9780190848910
360 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2017
Broadway Legacies Series

An unprecedented look at Rodgers and Hart's earliest collaborations. Provides 
unique insight into Rodgers and Hart in New York and London. Based on 
extensive original archival research in the US and the UK.

Dominic Symonds is Reader in Drama at the University of Lincoln and founding 
editor of the journal Studies in Musical Theatre. He is also a director and writer 
for musical theatre.
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Tainted Democracy: Viktor Orban and the Subversion of Hungary
Szelenyi, Zsuzsanna
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787388024
352 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

The inside story of Hungary's descent into autocracy at the hands of Viktor 
Orban, told by a former parliamentary ally turned fierce political opponent

Zsuzsanna Szelenyi is a Hungarian politician and foreign policy specialist. In the
1990s, she was an activist and MP for Fidesz, then a liberal anti-Communist 
party. After working at the Council of Europe for fifteen years, she returned to 
politics in 2012, representing the liberal opposition in Parliament.
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The Bioethics of Space Exploration
Szocik, Konrad
Oxford University Press .
9780197628478
192 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/6/2023
15 B&W illustrations

The Bioethics of Space Exploration provides a comprehensive discussion of the
possible bioethical issues and challenges that may arise when considering future
long-term space missions. Because of numerous threats within the space 
environment, many consider the concept of radically modifying humans to be a 
serious and perhaps even necessary option. Konrad Szocik presents what types
of ethical and bioethical challenges may await participants on commercial, 
scientific, and colonizing missions, and provides a new perspective into the 
potential for radical biomedical technologies.

Konrad Szocik is a visiting fellow at the Yale Interdisciplinary Center for Bioethics
and an assistant professor at the University of Information Technology and 
Management in Rzeszow, Poland. His research interests include philosophy, 
ethics, and bioethics of space exploration, human enhancement, feminism, and 
selected issues on the border of futures studies and technology.Discount:
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From Terrain to Brain: Forays into the Many Sciences of Wine
Szymanski, Erika
Oxford University Press .
9780197640319
264 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/7/2023
37 illustrations

From Terrain to Brain is about how the many sciences that apply to making and
enjoying wine are tools for exploring and making wine more interesting, not a set
of facts to memorize. Rather than comprehensively reporting on a topic, each 
chapter leads readers through a foray or journey, beginning with a common wine
concern and traveling through science, culture, tradition, and taste. Throughout,
From Terrain to Brain emphasizes that wine science and wine culture are 
connected and complementary, placing scientific research in social and historical
context.

Erika Szymanski is an assistant professor of rhetoric of science at Colorado 
State University. After earning B.S. and M.S. degrees in microbiology, she 
earned an M.A. in English rhetoric and composition, followed by a Ph.D. in 
science communication from the University of Otago. She completed post-
doctoral work in science and technology studies at the University of Edinburgh. 
Her current work investigates microbe-human working relations in contemporary
biotechnologies.
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Fantasy Fictions from the Bengal Renaissance: The Make-Believe Prince; 
Toddy-Cat the Bold
Tagore, Abanindranath and Tagore, Gaganendranath
Oxford University Press .
9780199486755
372 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 12/10/2018
Translated and annotated by Sanjay Sircar.

Fantasy Fictions from the Bengal Renaissance' presents two masterpieces of 
Bengali literature by Rabindranath Tagore's nephews, Abanindranath Tagore 
and Gaganendranath Tagore. 'The Make-Believe Prince' is the delightful story of
a king, his two wives, a trickster monkey, a witch, and a helper from another 
world who is not a 'fairy godmother'. 'Toddy-Cat the Bold' sees a group of brave 
comrades seek help from a young boy to rescue the son of their leader from the
Two-Faced Rakshasa of the forest, and has another, more numinous helper

Abanindranath Tagore was a renowned Indian artist, author, and folklorist. 
Gaganendranath Tagore was a famous satirical cartoonist, and a pioneer of 
lithography and design in India. Sanjay Sircar is a scholar in children's literature 
and fantasy fiction.
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Against Decolonization
Taiwo, Olufemi O.
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787386921
368 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2022

A leading African political philosopher offers his searing intellectual and moral 
critique of the 'expanded' decolonization movement.

Olufemi Taiwo is Professor of African Political Thought and current Chair at the 
Africana Studies and Research Center, Cornell University. His writings have 
been translated into French, Italian, German and Portuguese. He has taught at 
universities in Canada, Nigeria, Germany, South Korea and Jamaica.
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Reconsidering Reparations
Táíwò, Olúfẹ́mi O.
Oxford University Press .
9780197508893
424 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/20/2022
Philosophy of Race.

Argues that reparations should be seen as a future-oriented project engaged in 
building a better social order; and that the costs of building a more equitable 
world should be distributed more to those who have inherited the moral liabilities
of past injustices.

Olúfemi O. Táíwò is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Georgetown University.
His theoretical work draws liberally from the Black radical tradition, contemporary
social science, histories of activism and activist thinkers. He also regularly writes
public philosophy, including articles exploring intersections of climate justice and
colonialism.
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Composition in Black and White Life of Philippa Schuyler
Talalay, Kathryn
Oxford University Press .
9780195113938
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/24/1997

The first authorized biography of Philippa Schuyler, Composition in Black and 
White draws on previously unpublished letters and diaries to reveal an 
extraordinary and complex personality. Extensive research and personal 
interviews from around the world make this book not only the definitive chronicle
of Schuyler's restless and haunting life, but also a vivid history of the tumultuous 
times she lived through, from the Great Depression, through the Civil Rights 
movement, to the Vietnam war. Talalay has created a highly perceptive and 
provocative portrait of a fascinating woman.

Kathryn Talalay, the recipient of a 1988-1989 Rockefeller Foundation Grant, was
on the faculty of Indiana University for fourteen years.
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Colonial Lahore: A History of the City and Beyond
Talbot, Ian and Kamran, Tahir
Oxford University Press .
9780190642938
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/15/2017

The first general history of one of the greatest cities of South Asia. Examines the
impact of colonialism: socially, architecturally and politically, on Lahore's relations
with North India and beyond. Reflective of concerns arising from the global 
history of Empire which are addressed thematically rather than chronologically

Ian Talbot is Professor of modern British history and formerly head of history at 
the University of Southampton. Tahir Kamran teaches history at G. C. University,
Lahore and was until recently Allama Iqbal Fellow at the University of Cambridge
and Fellow of Wolfson College.
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The Business of Music
Talbot, Michael (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235385
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2002
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Music Symposium Series

Is business, for music, a regrettable necessity or a spur to creativity? Are there 
limits to the influence that economic factors can or should exert on the musical 
imagination and its product? In the eleven essays contained in this book the 
authors wrestle with these questions from the perspective of their chosen area of
research. The range is wide: from 1700 to the present day; from the opera house
to the community centre; from composers, performers and pedagogues to 
managers, publishers and lawyers; from piano miniatures to folk music and pop
CDs.

Michael Talbot is Professor of Music at the University of Liverpool.
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Neighborhood
Talen, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780190907495
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2018

Emily Talen provides a multi-dimensional, comprehensive view of what 
neighborhoods signify how they're idealized and measured, and what their 
historical progression has been.

Emily Talen is Professor of Urbanism at the University of Chicago. Her research 
is devoted to urban design and the relationship between the built environment 
and social equity. She is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship and is a 
Fellow of the American Institute of Certified Planners.
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Defending Frenemies: Alliances, Politics, and Nuclear Nonproliferation in US 
Foreign Policy
Taliaferro, Jeffrey W.
Oxford University Press .
9780190939311
312 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2019

Defending Frenemies examines the nonproliferation strategies that United States
pursued toward vulnerable and often obstreperous allies in three volatile regions
of the globe, the Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia, from the early 1960s to
the early 1990s. Jeffrey W. Taliaferro shows that superpower competition and 
regional power dynamics, as filtered through US domestic politics, shaped the 
types of strategies US policymakers adopted toward the nuclear proliferation by 
Israel, Pakistan, South Korea, and Taiwan during the Cold War.

Jeffrey W. Taliaferro is Associate Professor of Political Science at Tufts 
University.
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Overdoing Democracy: Why We Must Put Politics in its Place
Talisse, Robert B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197619100
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2021

In Overdoing Democracy, Robert B. Talisse turns the popular adage the cure for
democracy's ills is more democracy on its head. Indeed, he argues, the widely 
recognized, crisis-level polarization within contemporary democracy stems from 
the tendency among citizens to overdo democracy. When we make everything--
even where we shop, the teams we cheer for, and the coffee we drink--about our
politics, we weaken our bonds to one another, and work against the fundamental
goals of democracy.

Robert B. Talisse is W. Alton Jones Professor of Philosophy at Vanderbilt 
University.
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Sustaining Democracy: What We Owe to the Other Side
Talisse, Robert B.
Oxford University Press .
9780197556450
184 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2021

Democracy is not only a form of government. It is also the moral aspiration for a
society of self-governing political equals who disagree about politics. Citizens are
called on to be active democratic participants, but they must also acknowledge 
one another's political equality. Democracy thus involves an ethic of civility 
among opposed citizens. Upholding this ethic is more difficult than it may look. 
When the political stakes are high, the opposition seems to us to be advocating 
injustice. Sustaining Democracy poses the question: why should we uphold 
democratic relations with those whose politics we despise?

Robert B. Talisse is W. Alton Jones Professor of Philosophy at Vanderbilt 
University.
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Overdoing Democracy: Why We Must Put Politics in its Place
Talisse, Robert B.
Oxford University Press .
9780190924195
216 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2019

In Overdoing Democracy, Robert B. Talisse turns the popular adage the cure for
democracy's ills is more democracy on its head. Indeed, he argues, the widely 
recognized, crisis-level polarization within contemporary democracy stems from 
the tendency among citizens to overdo democracy. When we make everything--
even where we shop, the teams we cheer for, and the coffee we drink--about our
politics, we weaken our bonds to one another, and work against the fundamental
goals of democracy.

Robert B. Talisse is W. Alton Jones Professor of Philosophy at Vanderbilt 
University.
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Tallis Anthology 17 Anthems and Motets
Tallis, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780193534100
464 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 4/11/1992

An anthology of 17 of Tallis's shorter anthems, some familiar, some little known,
but all freshly edited and revised. Includes practical performing editions 
(transposed where necessary, and with keyboard reductions) of 11 motets with 
Latin texts, 2 sacred partsongs, and 4 anthems with English texts, all with full 
critical apparatus.

Thomas Tallis (c. 1505 – 23 November 1585) was an English composer of High
Renaissance music. His compositions are primarily vocal, and he occupies a 
primary place in anthologies of English choral music. Tallis is considered one of
England's greatest composers, and is honoured for his original voice in English
musicianship.
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Gender and Discourse
Tannen, Deborah
Oxford University Press .
9780195101249
240 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 1/4/1996

The bestselling author of You Just Don't Understand has gathered together six of
her scholarly essays, including her newest and previously unpublished work in 
which language and gender are examined through the lens of 'sex-class-linked' 
patterns, rather than 'sex-linked' patterns. These essays provide an informative 
introduction to linguistics.

Deborah Tannen is University Professor of Linguistics at Georgetown University.
She is the author of the best-selling You Just Don't Understand: Women and 
Men in Conversation, Talking Voices: Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in 
Conversational Discourse, That's Not What I Meant: How Conversational Style 
Makes or Breaks Your Relations With Others, Conversational Style: Analyzing 
Talk Among Friends, and most recently, Talking From 9 to 5: Women and Men in
the Workplace: Language, Sex, and Power.
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Horace's Odes
Tarrant, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780195156768
262 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/23/2020

 In this book, Richard Tarrant introduces readers to the Odes by situating them in
the context of Horace's career as a poet and by defining their relationship to 
earlier literature, Greek and Roman.

Professor Richard Tarrant taught at the University of Toronto from 1970 until 
1982, when he joined the Harvard faculty.
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Oxford History of Western Music: 5-vol. set
Taruskin, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780195386301
3856 pages
Kit
$185
Pub Date: 7/27/2009

The universally acclaimed and award-winning Oxford History of Western Music 
by one of the most prominent and provocative musicologists of our time, Richard
Taruskin. Now in paperback, the set has been reconstructed to be available for 
the first time as individual books, each one taking on a critical time period in the 
history of western music. All five books are also being offered in a shrink 
wrapped set for a discounted price.

Richard Taruskin is professor of musicology at the University of California, 
Berkeley.
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Family Guide to Mental Illness and the Law: A Practical Handbook
Tashbook, Linda
Oxford University Press .
9780190622220
504 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/24/2018

Family Guide to Mental Illness and the Law offers the nuts-and-bolts legal 
information and problem-solving steps families need.

Linda Tashbook, Esq., is a law librarian at the University of Pittsburgh School of
Law and part-time lawyer. A Fulbright Senior Specialist and winner of the 
Pennsylvania Bar Association's Pro Bono Award, she is well known for her 
Homeless Law Blog, www. homelesslaw.
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Bangkok is Ringing: Sound, Protest, and Constraint
Tausig, Benjamin
Oxford University Press .
9780190847531
224 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
25 color illus

Bangkok Is Ringing is an on-the-ground sound studies analysis of the political 
protests that transformed Thailand in 2010-11. Drawing on sixteen months of 
ethnographic fieldwork with dissidents in Bangkok and beyond, the book 
analyzes how political dissidents must be sensitive to the ways that their 
sounding is constrained and channeled.

Benjamin Tausig is assistant professor of music (ethnomusicology) at Stony 
Brook University.
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Possession
Taylor, Alison
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857056
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 2/5/2022
Devils Advocates.

Andrzej Zulawski's Possession (1981) remains a distinct phenomenon. Skirting 
the boundary between art and exploitation, body horror and cerebral reverie, 
relationship drama and political statement, Possession is a truly astonishing film.

Alison Taylor teaches at Bond University, Australia. She is the author of Troubled
Everyday: The Aesthetics of Violence and the Everyday in European Art Cinema
and is currently co-writing a book with Jason Jacobs on the work of Nicolas 
Winding Refn for the SUNY Press 'Horizons of Cinema' series.
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Possession
Taylor, Alison
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800857063
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/5/2022
Devils Advocates.

Andrzej Zulawski's Possession (1981) remains a distinct phenomenon. Skirting 
the boundary between art and exploitation, body horror and cerebral reverie, 
relationship drama and political statement, Possession is a truly astonishing film.

Alison Taylor teaches at Bond University, Australia. She is the author of Troubled
Everyday: The Aesthetics of Violence and the Everyday in European Art Cinema
and is currently co-writing a book with Jason Jacobs on the work of Nicolas 
Winding Refn for the SUNY Press 'Horizons of Cinema' series.
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The Code of Putinism
Taylor, Brian D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190867324
264 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2018

What is Vladimir Putin up to? This book shows how the mentality of Putin and his
team - the code of Putinism - has shaped Russian politics over the past two 
decades.

Brian D. Taylor is Professor and Chair of Political Science, Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University.
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Why Women Read Fiction: The Stories of Our Lives
Taylor, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198827696
304 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2022
30 half tone Illustrations

Written by a leading academic and broadcaster and drawing on interviews with 
readers, writers, reading groups, bookshop owners, librarians, and figures from 
literary publishing, reviewing, and festivals, this accessible volume offers an 
overview of the contemporary scene of women's novel-reading.

Helen Taylor is Emeritus Professor of English at the University of Exeter, 
Honorary Fellow of the British Association of American Studies, and Leverhulme
Emeritus Fellow 2016-18.
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Reading Hume on the Principles of Morals
Taylor, Jacqueline
Oxford University Press .
9780199603749
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/19/2020

Hume's Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals is one of the landmark works
in the history of moral philosophy; this volume presents a section-by-section 
study of the work in the form of new interpretative essays by leading Hume 
scholars. The result is a comprehensive reassessment of Hume's 'recasting' of 
his moral philosophy in this work. Particular attention is given to the 
Enlightenment concepts of justice and benevolence, as well as to the concept of
humanity and moral sentiment.

Jacqueline Taylor is a Professor in the Department of Philosophy at the 
University of San Francisco.
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Shining Path : Guerrilla War in Peru's Northern Highlands
Taylor, Lewis
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310164
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 1/11/2006
.

The Insurrection mounted by the Sendero Luminoso or 'Shining Path' guerrilla 
movement, sparked one of the most vicious civil wars in recent Latin American 
history, in which an estimated 69,000 people lost their lives. The book also 
surveys the literature on Shining Path dealing with the Ayacucho and other 
departments, comparing and contrasting developments elsewhere in the north.
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Hippocrates Cried: The Decline of American Psychiatry
Taylor, Michael A
Oxford University Press .
9780199948062
296 pages
hardcover
$47.95
Pub Date: 4/29/2013

Hippocrates Cried offers an eye-witness account of the decline of American 
psychiatry by an experienced psychiatrist and researcher. Arguing that patients
with mental disorders are no longer receiving the care they need, Dr. Taylor 
suggest that modern psychiatrists in the U. S. rely too heavily on the DSM, a 
diagnostic tool that fails to properly diagnose many cases of mental disorder and
often neglects important conditions or symptoms.

Michael A. Taylor, MD, lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan, where he works as an 
adjunct clinical professor of psychiatry at the University of Michigan Medical 
School.
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Estonia
Taylor, Neil
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787383371
 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020

As Russia rattles its sabers in the Baltic, Neil Taylor reconsiders the history of 
Estonia and its struggle to achieve statehood.

Neil Taylor has spent most of his life in the travel business and pioneered 
tourism to Estonia in 1992. His Bradt Travel Guide to Estonia, now in its seventh
edition, remains the definitive guidebook to the country. He divides his time 
between London and Tallinn
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Heroes or Traitors?: Experiences of Southern Irish Soldiers Returning from the 
Great War 1919-1939
Taylor, Paul
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781383384
304 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

An important and impressive piece of work which brings greater detail and 
nuance than any historian has yet managed to the subject of British ex-
servicemen in Ireland.

Paul Taylor received his PhD from the University of Oxford, and a MA with 
distinction from University College London.
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The Day of the Hillsborough Disaster: A Narrative Account
Taylor, Rogan / Ward, Andrew / Newburn, Tim
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231998
288 pages
paperback
$17.5
Pub Date: 1/6/1995

A collection of eyewitness accounts from supporters, players, officials and police
of the day in 1989 when 96 Liverpool supporters were crushed to death at an FA
Cup semi-final. Royalties from sales of the book go to charities designated by the
Hillsborough Support Group.

Rogan P. Taylor is a British presenter of television and radio programs and 
writer. Andrew Ward is the author of numerous books, most recently the award-
winning Dark Midnight When I Rise: The Story of the Jubilee Singers, He is a 
former contributing editor at The Atlantic Monthly, commentator for National 
Public Radios All Things Considered, columnist for The Washington Post,
and screenwriter. Tim Newburn is Professor of Criminology and Social Policy, 
and Head of Department of Social Policy at the London School of Economics.
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Stalin's Apologist: Walter Duranty: The New York Times's Man in Moscow
Taylor, S. J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197536520
432 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2020

The definitive biography of the Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times journalist
who helped cover up the crimes of the Stalinist regime.

S. J. Taylor is a writer living in London.
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The Image of Gender and Political Leadership: A Multinational View of Women 
and Leadership
Taylor-Robinson, Michelle M. and Geva, Nehemia
Oxford University Press .
9780197642733
312 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/12/2023

In The Image of Gender and Political Leadership, Michelle M. Taylor-Robinson 
and Nehemia Geva bring together on-site experiments conducted in countries 
around the world to compare the ways in which young people view gender and 
leadership. Together, the chapters in this book present findings from over 6,000
young adult students of highly diverse socio-economic backgrounds in eight 
countries: Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, England, Israel, Sweden, the United 
States, and Uruguay. Overall, the book finds little evidence of traditional gender 
stereotypes that would limit young people's support for women as political 
leaders.

Michelle M. Taylor-Robinson is Professor of Political Science at Texas A&M 
University. Her research focuses on how the design of democratic institutions 
affects representation and the consequences for consolidating democracy.   
Nehemia Geva is Associate Professor of Political Science at Texas A&M 
University. His research highlights experimental methodology in the assessment
of the public's preferences and choices of political policies and actions.
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The Last Pagan Emperor: Julian the Apostate and the War against Christianity
Teitler, H. C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190626501
312 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/13/2017

Flavius Claudius Julianus was the last pagan to sit on the Roman imperial throne
(361-363). Born in Constantinople in 331 or 332, Julian was raised as a 
Christian, but apostatized, and during his short reign tried to revive paganism, 
which, after the conversion to Christianity of his uncle Constantine the Great 
early in the fourth century, began losing ground at an accelerating pace.

H. C. Teitler, born in Surabaya in the Dutch East Indies--now Indonesia--and 
raised in Den Helder and Amsterdam in the Netherlands, studied Classics at the
University of Amsterdam.
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Durable Ethnicity: Mexican Americans and the Ethnic Core
Telles, Edward and Sue, Christina A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190221508
272 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/22/2019
5 black and white halftones

In Durable Ethnicity, Edward Telles and Christina A. Sue examine what ethnicity
means and how it is negotiated in the lives of multiple generations of Mexican 
Americans.

Edward Telles is Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. Christina A. Sue is Associate Professor of Sociology 
at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
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The Musical Language of Rock
Temperley, David
Oxford University Press .
9780190870522
312 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/22/2018

In all of the books about rock music, relatively few focus on the purely musical 
dimensions of the style: dimensions of harmony and melody, tonality and scale, 
rhythm and meter, phrase structure and form, and emotional expression. The 
Musical Language of Rock puts forth a new, comprehensive theoretical 
framework for the study of rock music by addressing each of these aspects.

David Temperley is Professor of Music Theory at Eastman School of Music. He 
has published extensively in the fields of music cognition, music theory, and 
linguistics.
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Most Secret Agent of Empire: Reginald Teague-Jones, Master Spy of the Great
Game
ter Minassian, Taline
Oxford University Press .
9780190210762
256 pages
hardcover
$32.5
Pub Date: 3/15/2015

Dubbed an "agent of British imperialism" by Joseph Stalin, Reginald Teague-
Jones (1889-1988) was the quintessential English spy whose exceptional story is
recounted in this new biography.

Taline Ter Minassian is a historian at the Institut National des Langues et 
Civilisations Orientales, INALCO, Paris, specialising in Soviet and Middle 
Eastern studies. She is the author of Colporteurs du Komintern, L'Union 
Sovietique et les minorites au Moyen- Orient.
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The Comedies of Terence
Terence
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897631
312 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/27/2006
Translated by Frederick Clayton. Introduction by Matthew Leigh.

The Comedies of Terence' presents entirely new translations, in rhyming 
couplets, of all six extant plays by this Latin author, dating from the period 166-60
BC. An excellent literary translation, the versions remain very close to Terence's 
texts; consequently they will be not only enjoyable to the general reader, but also
great value to the student of classics. The Introduction is in itself a major 
contribution to our understanding of Terence.

Publius Terentius Afer (c. 195/185 – c. 159? BC), better known in English as 
Terence, was a Roman African playwright during the Roman Republic.  Frederick
Clayton was Professor of Classics at the University of Exeter. Matthew Leigh is 
Fellow and Tutor in Classics at St Anne's College, Oxford.
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Successful Ageing: Ambition and Ambivalence
Tesch-Romer, Clemens / Wahl, Hans-Werner / Rattan, Suresh / Ayalon, Liat
Oxford University Press .
9780192897534
128 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/29/2022

This book argues that a narrow policy on successful ageing excludes a large 
portion of ageing individuals from the quest for a good life in old age. It explores
various models defining successful ageing and argues that successful ageing in
guiding policy will profit by following a pluralistic and holistic view.

Clemens Tesch-Romer is director of the German Centre of Gerontology and 
associate professor for psychology at the Free University Berlin. Hans-Werner 
Wahl is a former Professor of Psychological Ageing Research. He is currently the
Director of the Network Aging Research of Heidelberg University. Suresh I.S. 
Rattan Ph.D.,D.Sc., is Professor Emeritus of Biogerontology at the Department 
of Molecular Biology and Genetics, Aarhus University, Denmark. Liat Ayalon, 
PhD, is a researcher in the School of Social Work, at Bar Ilan University, Israel.
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Debating Humanitarian Intervention: Should We Try to Save Strangers?
Teson, Fernando R. and van der Vossen, Bas
Oxford University Press .
9780190202910
288 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2017
Debating Ethics

Offers the first extended discussion of the moral arguments for and against the 
permissibility of humanitarian intervention. Engages with the tools of analytic 
philosophy and in particular, with state-of-the-art just-war theory. Many of the 
arguments are novel, such as Teson's thesis of the moral equivalence of 
intervention and revolution, and Van der Vossen's claim that decisions to go to 
war must be evaluated in terms of their ex ante prospects

Fernando R. Teson is the Tobias Simon Eminent Scholar at Florida State 
University College of Law. Bas van der Vossen is Associate Professor of 
Philosophy in the Smith Institute of Political Economy and Philosophy and the 
Philosophy Department at Chapman University.
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The Journal of Beatles Studies (Volume 1, Issue 1)
Tessler, Holly and Long, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9781802077667
128 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 10/1/2022

To mark the first issue of this exciting new journal, Liverpool University Press are
publishing a commemorative paperback edition of The Journal of Beatles Studies
which will be available alongside the Open Access Journal edition. The Journal 
of Beatles Studies is the first journal to establish The Beatles as an object of 
academic research, and will publish original, rigorously researched essays, 
notes, as well as book and media reviews.

Dr Holly Tessler is a Lecturer in Music Industries at the University of Liverpool. 
Paul Long is a Professor of Creative Industries at Monash University.
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The Disappearance of the Soul and the Turn against Metaphysics: Austrian 
Philosophy 1874-1918
Textor, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780198769828
416 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 11/17/2021
The Oxford History of Philosophy

Textor reveals the roots of analytic philosophy in a great age of Austro-German 
philosophy in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. He introduces Brentano, 
Mach, and other key figures, and traces the development of the landmark ideas 
that there can be 'psychology without a soul', and that metaphysics lies beyond 
the limits of knowledge.

Mark Textor is Professor of Philosophy at King's College London. He previously 
taught in Bern, Hamburg, Munich, and Zurich.
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Role-Play and the World as Stage in the Comedia
Thacker, Jonathan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235583
240 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/5/2002
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Music Symposium Series

The theatrum mundi metaphor was well-known in the Golden Age, and was often
employed, notably by Calderón in his religious theatre. However, little account 
has been given of the everyday exploitation of the idea of the world as stage in 
the mainstream drama of the Golden Age. This study examines how and why 
playwrights of the period time and again created characters who dramatize 
themselves, who re-invent themselves by performing new roles and inventing 
new plots within the larger frame of the play.

Jonathan Thacker is Tutorial Fellow in Spanish at Merton College, Oxford.
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The Struggle for India's Soul: Nationalism and the Fate of Democracy
Tharoor, Shashi
Oxford University Press .
9781787385597
356 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/15/2021

Tharoor dissects how competing, increasingly strident visions of India will shape 
its destiny for decades to come.

Shashi Tharoor is a former UN under-secretary-general, a Congress MP in India,
the author of twenty-three books, and the recipient of literary awards including a
Commonwealth Writers Prize. His Inglorious Empire: What the British Did to 
India was a Sunday Times bestseller and a Financial Times Book of the Year
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The Origin of Everyday Moods: Managing Energy, Tension, and Stress
Thayer, Robert E.
Oxford University Press .
9780195118056
288 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 11/27/1997

 Psychologist Robert E. Thayer offers compelling evidence that our moods are 
closely tied to the rhythms of our evolutionary past, and are directly affected by 
our health, the food we eat, the amount of sleep we get, exercise (or lack of it), 
and the time of day. Far from a shallow quick-fix book, this is an in-depth 
exploration of the origins and influences of moods that affect us every day of our
lives.

Robert E. Thayer is Professor of Psychology at California State University, Long
Beach. A pioneering and highly influential researcher in biopsychology, he is the
author of The Biopsychology of Mood and Arousal.
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A New Spirit of Capitalism: Toward More Sustainable and Inclusive Economies
The Trilateral Commission
Oxford University Press .
9781787387942
282 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2022

Examines the future of the world economic order in the context of major global 
trends such as climate change, digitization and rising inequalities.

The Trilateral Commission aspires to shape a new economic consensus, pushing
the world towards the most optimal growth path from a societal perspective. It 
advocates a new spirit of capitalism that goes beyond the simple profit motive 
and realigns market incentives to channel different economic actors towards the
common good.
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Ancient Rome at the Cinema: Story and Spectacle in Hollywood and Rome
Theodorakopoulos, Elena
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675280
208 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2010

Ancient Rome at the Cinema' is a lucid study of the worlds created in Roman 
historical epics. Based on analysis of the visual and narrative fabric of seven 
films set in Ancient Rome, 'Ancient Rome at the Cinema' demonstrates how 
cinematic versions of Ancient Rome have been able to captivate us, and inscribe
their versions of the city and its history onto our imagination. Theodorakopoulos
uses film theory and criticism to examine the ways in which historical drama 
creates the past through story-telling and visual effects.

Elena Theodorakopoulos is a lecturer in Classics at the University of 
Birmingham.
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Grounds for Review: The Garden Festival in Urban Planning and Design
Theokas, Andrew C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235392
256 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/3/2005

Garden Festivals are more than temporary horticultural expositions. Complex 
and phased, these projects have additional significance as planning stratagems,
reclamation projects, public art venues, and precursors of new urban parks. Their
scope extends well beyond that implied by the term 'garden festival'. Typically 
exceeding 50 hectares, they stimulate development and steer site design 
through a unique merger of domestic garden culture with a large-scale urban 
project.

Andrew C. Theokas is a lecturer at the Boston Architectural Center. Prior to 
teaching, he was a practicing landscape architect.
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Sport and Monstrosity in Science Fiction
Thiess, Derek J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800854772
224 pages
paperback
$42.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

This book pits the imaginative sports of science fiction against our widespread 
suspicion of the monstrous athletic body. The biopolitical nature of sport 
demands we see these bodies as our bodies, capable of the greatest physical 
feats science fiction can imagine, but also our worst fears of injury and death.

Derek J. Thiess is Assistant Professor of English at the University of North 
Georgia, USA.
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Fix IT: See and solve the problems of digital healthcare
Thimbleby, Harold
Oxford University Press .
9780198861270
600 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2022

This book tells stories of widespread problems with digital healthcare. The stories
inspire and challenge anyone who wants to make hospitals and healthcare 
better. The stories and their resolutions will empower patients, clinical staff and 
digital developers to help transform digital healthcare to make it safer and more 
effective.

Harold Thimbleby is See Change Fellow in Digital Health, based at Swansea 
University, Wales.
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The Sources of International Law - 2nd edition
Thirlway, Hugh
Oxford University Press .
9780198841821
272 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/28/2019
Foundations of public international law

This new edition of Hugh Thirlway's authoritative text provides an introduction to
one of the fundamental questions of the discipline: what is, and what is not, a 
source of international law.

Hugh Thirlway was Principal Legal Secretary to the International Court of Justice
from 1989 to 1994, and has since been Professor of International Law at the 
Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva, Visiting Professor at Bristol
University, and Visiting Professor at the University of Leiden.
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Graded Keyboard Musicianship Book 1
Thomas, Anne Marsden and Stocken, Frederick
Oxford University Press .
9780193411937
64 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/8/2017

Graded Keyboard Musicianship provides graded and integrated exercises for 
developing five core skills at the keyboard: figured bass, score-reading, 
transposition, harmonization, and improvisation. Organized into two books, it 
develops these skills from an elementary level, providing support for practical 
and theoretical music exams, and for teaching harmony. Book 1 assumes 
keyboard ability of Grade 1 ABRSM standard and covers up to Grade 5, while 
Book 2 covers Grades 6 to 8. The bite-size approach, catering for pianists and 
organists, uses practical worksheets of exercises alongside supplementary text.
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Graded Keyboard Musicianship Book 2
Thomas, Anne Marsden
Oxford University Press .
9780193411944
48 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 6/8/2017

Graded Keyboard Musicianship provides graded and integrated exercises for 
developing five core skills at the keyboard: figured bass, score-reading, 
transposition, harmonization, and improvisation.

Anne Marsden Thomas is one of the most influential organ teachers of today, 
and has wide experience as a concert and church organist.
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The Meaning of Travel
Thomas, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780198835417
272 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022
25 illustrations

The first ever history of the places where history and philosophy meet, from the 
Age of Discovery in the sixteenth century to contemplation of how space travel 
will affect our understanding of who we are in the twenty-first. This book will 
reshape your understanding of travel.

Emily Thomas is Associate Professor in Philosophy at Durham University. She 
completed her PhD at the University of Cambridge and worked in the 
Netherlands for three years before arriving at Durham.
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The (Un)Written Constitution
Thomas, George
Oxford University Press .
9780197555972
184 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/2/2021

With the appointment of Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court,
jurists in the mold of Justice Scalia, textualism and originalism are more 
prominent then ever before. These justices insist that in interpreting the 
Constitution, they focus on text while other justices neglect the Constitution. In 
The (Un)Written Constitution, George Thomas reveals that textualists and 
originalists rely on unwritten understandings that shape their reading of the 
Constiution's text. Our most pressing debates over how to interpret the 
Constitution are debates about unwritten ideas, not the text. And these debates 
have been with us from the creation of the Constitution to the present.

George Thomas is Wohlford Professor of American Political Institutions and 
Director of the Salvatori Center for the Study of Individual Freedom at Claremont
McKenna College.
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Border Blurs: Concrete Poetry in England and Scotland
Thomas, Greg
Oxford University Press .
9781802077087
318 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 10/1/2022
Liverpool English Texts and Studies LUP. 44 black and white illustrations

This book considers the relationship between English and Scottish poets and the
international concrete poetry movement of the 1950s-1970s, focusing on the 
work of Ian Hamilton Finlay, Edwin Morgan, Dom Sylvester Houedard and Bob 
Cobbing. It will be a vital resource for students and scholars of modernism, 
intermedia art and British literature.

Greg Thomas is an independent scholar and recent British Academy 
Postdoctoral Fellow based in London.
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Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800
Thomas, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780195111224
332 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/24/1996

Thomas seeks to expose the assumptions beneath the perceptions, reasonings,
and feelings of the inhabitants of early modern England toward the animals, 
birds, vegetation, and physical landscape among which they spent their lives, 
often in conditions of proximity which are now difficult for us to appreciate.

Sir Keith Thomas is President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford University. His 
works include Religion and the Decline of Magic, and other writings on the social
and cultural history of early modern England.
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Great Power Rising: Theodore Roosevelt and the Politics of U.S. Foreign Policy
Thompson, John M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190859954
288 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
23 hts

Widely lauded as one of the great foreign policy presidents, Theodore Roosevelt
thrived in spite of a challenging domestic political landscape. He did so, argues 
Great Power Rising, by combining an inspiring vision for national greatness, faith
in the people and the U. S. system, political dexterity, and skilled leadership.

John M. Thompson is Team Leader and a Senior Researcher in the Global 
Security Team at the Center for Security Studies, ETH Zurich. He is co-editor of
Progressivism in America: Past, Present, and Future and America's Transatlantic
Turn: Theodore Roosevelt and the Discovery of Europe.
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The Voice of the Past: Oral History - 4th edition
Thompson, Paul and Bornat, Joanna
Oxford University Press .
9780199335466
504 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 3/24/2017
Oxford Oral History Series.

In this fourth edition of his pioneering work, fully revised with Joanna Bornat, 
Paul Thompson challenges the accepted myths of historical scholarship. He 
discusses the reliability of oral evidence in comparison with other sources and 
considers the social context of its development. He looks at the relationship 
between memory, the self and identity.

Paul Thompson is Professor Emeritus in Sociology at the University of Essex. He
is Founder-Editor of Oral History and Founder of National Life Stories at the 
British Library. Joanna Bornat is Emeritus Professor of Oral History at the Open
University, UK.
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Get Close: Lean Team Documentary Filmmaking
Thompson, Rustin
Oxford University Press .
9780190909901
216 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2019
35 photographs

Get Close gives filmmakers new practical tools to make documentaries for less
money, less hassle, and less time.

Rustin Thompson is a writer and filmmaker who has made six feature length 
documentaries, beginning with 30 Frames A Second: The WTO in Seattle 
(2000), which won several Best Documentary awards and was named one of the
Top Ten films of the year by the American Library Association.
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The Truth of Myth: World Mythology in Theory and Everyday Life
Thompson, Tok and Schrempp, Gregory
Oxford University Press .
9780190222802
224 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

The Truth of Myth is a thorough and accessible introduction to the study of myth,
surveying the intellectual history of the topic, methods for studying myth cross-
culturally, and emerging trends. Readers will encounter insightful commentaries
on such questions as: What is the relation of mythology to religion? To science?
To popular culture? Did the events recounted in myths actually occur? Why does
the term myth have so many contradictory definitions and connotations?

Tok Thompson is Associate Professor of Teaching, Anthropology, and 
Communications at the University of Southern California. Gregory Schrempp is 
Professor of Folklore at Indiana University.
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American Global Pre-Eminence: The Development and Erosion of Systemic 
Leadership
Thompson, William R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197534670
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/12/2022
18 b&w figures; 45 tables

In American Global Pre-Eminence, William R. Thompson argues that systemic 
leadership is based on a pecking order established by leads in technological 
innovation, energy, and global reach. The ultimate irony is that as it becomes 
clearer how these variables interact, the processes under scrutiny may be 
fundamentally transforming. Thompson asks whether it remain possible for a 
single state to lead the global system as in the past.

William R. Thompson is Distinguished Professor and Rogers Chair in Political 
Science Emeritus at Indiana University, Bloomington.
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Racing to the Top: How Energy Fuels System Leadership in World Politics
Thompson, William R. and Zakhirova, Leila
Oxford University Press .
9780190699697
320 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2018

In the international political economy of the last two millennia, there tends to be 
one state leading the world as the foremost producer of energy and new 
technology. In Racing to the Top, William R. Thompson and Leila Zakhirova 
argue that the US and China, like previous leading countries, rely on energy 
transition, or the development of alternative energy, in order to make new 
technology relatively inexpensive to develop and to fuel.

William R. Thompson is a Distinguished Professor and Rogers Professor of 
Political Science at Indiana University. Leila Zakhirova is an assistant professor 
of political science at Concordia College.
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The Armenian History Attributed to Sebeos
Thomson, R. W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235644
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 31). Historical
commentary by James Howard-Johnston.

The History attributed to Sebeos is one of the major works of early Armenian 
historiography. Although anonymous, it was written in the middle of the seventh 
century, a time when comparable chronicles in Greek and Syriac are sparse. 
Sebeos traces the fortunes of Armenia in the sixth and seventh centuries within 
the broader framework of the Byzantine-Sasanian conflict. This book will be of 
interest to all those involved in the study of Armenia, the Caucasus, the Eastern
Roman Empire and the Middle East in late antiquity.

Robert Thomson read Classics at Cambridge University, then studied Armenian
at SOAS and Louvain. In 1969 he was appointed Professor of Armenian Studies
at Harvard, and served as Director of Dumbarton Oaks from 1984 to 1989. Since
1992 he has been Calousete Gulbenkian Professor of Armenian Studies at 
Oxford Univesity.Discount:
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An Ancient Dream Manual : Artemidorus' The Interpretation of Dreams
Thonemann, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198843825
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

Artemidorus' Oneirocritica ('The Interpretation of Dreams') is the only dream-
book which has been preserved from Graeco-Roman antiquity. Composed 
around AD 200, it comprises a treatise and manual on dreams, their 
classification, and the various analytical tools which should be applied to their 
interpretation, making Artemidorus both one of the earliest documented and 
arguably the single most important predecessor and precursor of Freud.

Peter Thonemann, Forrest-Derow Fellow and Tutor in Ancient History, Wadham
College, Oxford Peter Thonemann teaches Greek and Roman history at 
Wadham College, Oxford.
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Grammar
Thornbury, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780194421928
144 pages
paperback
$25.3
Pub Date: 2/23/2006
Resource Books for Teachers

This book helps teachers become more versatile and resourceful in teaching 
grammar.

Scott Thornbury (born 1950 in New Zealand) is an internationally recognized 
academic and teacher trainer in the field of English Language Teaching (ELT).
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The Failure of Political Extremism in Inter-War Britain
Thorpe, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893077
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1989
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

The period between the two World Wars saw the emergence of authoritarian and
totalitarian regimes in most European countries, and the development of 
powerful communist and fascist movements in most others. The book examines 
the reasons why such movements did not flourish in Britain.

Andrew Thorpe is Senior Lecturer in History at the University of Exeter.
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Jesus as Philosopher: The Moral Sage in the Synoptic Gospels
Thorsteinsson, Runar M.
Oxford University Press .
9780198815228
224 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 7/30/2018

Jesus as Philosopher: The Philosophical Sage in the Synoptic Gospels examines
the possible ways in which the authors of the Synoptic Gospels, Mark, Matthew,
and Luke, were inspired by contemporary philosophical traditions about the ideal
philosophical sage in their description of their ideal human being, Jesus Christ.

Runar M. Thorsteinsson is Professor of New Testament in the Faculty of 
Theology and Religious Studies at the University of Iceland. He is the author of 
Roman Christianity and Roman Stoicism: A Comparative Study of Ancient 
Morality (Oxford University Press, 2010).
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Intimate Justice: The Black Female Body and the Body Politic
Threadcraft, Shatema
Oxford University Press .
9780190909710
226 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2018

In 1973, the year the women's movement won an important symbolic victory with
Roe v. Wade, reports surfaced that twelve-year-old Minnie Lee Relf and her 
fourteen-year-old sister Mary Alice, the daughters of black Alabama farm hands,
had been sterilized without their or their parents' knowledge or consent. Just as
women's ability to control reproduction moved to the forefront of the feminist 
movement, the Relf sisters' plight stood as a reminder of the ways in which the 
movement's accomplishments had diverged sharply along racial lines.

Shatema Threadcraft is Associate Professor in the Department of Government at
Dartmouth College.
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My Black Stars: From Lucy to Barack Obama
Thuram, Lilian
Oxford University Press .
9781800859173
304 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 7/1/2021

This volume is a translation of the bestselling text, Mes Etoiles Noires, originally
published in 2010 by the renowned French footballer, Lilian Thuram, who has, 
since his retirement from football, become France's leading activist against 
racism. The book contains brief portraits of a selection of Thuram's black heroes
(stars) from across history.

Lilian Thuram was born in Guadeloupe in 1972. In 2008, he created a 
Foundation for Education against Racism, and he is author of several books, 
including: Mes Etoiles noires (2010), which won the Seligmann Prize for anti-
racism, Manifeste pour l'egalite (2012), Notre histoire (2014 & 2016), La Pensee
blanche (2020). In an earlier life, he enjoyed a highly successful football career,
winning the World Cup (1998) and the European Championship (2000).
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Transatlantic Slavery: An Introduction
Tibbles, Anthony (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231981
172 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 2/1/2006

Between 1500 and 1870, European traders transported millions of Africans to the
Americas to work as slaves—yet despite the wealth of scholarship on this period,
many people remain uninformed about the history of the slave trade and its 
implications for the modern black experience. Published to accompany a 
permanent gallery in the Merseyside Maritime Museum, Transatlantic Slavery 
documents this era through essays on women in slavery, the impact of slavery 
on West and Central Africa, and the African view of the slave trade.

Anthony Tibbles is curator of the Merseyside Maritime Museum in Liverpool.
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Left to Our Own Devices: Coping with Insecure Work in a Digital Age
Ticona, Julia
Oxford University Press .
9780197631003
192 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/18/2022
5 b&w figures; 2 tables

A moving and accessible look at the intimate consequences of contemporary 
capitalism, Left to Our Own Devices explores the ways that workers use digital 
technologies to navigate insecurity.

Julia Ticona is Assistant Professor of Communication at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Her research investigates the ways that digital communication 
technologies shape the meaning and dignity of precarious work.
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Donatist Martyr Stories: The Church in Conflict in Roman North Africa
Tilley, Maureen A.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239314
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 24)

With this volume, Donatism regains its voice and its hagiography is available in 
English for the first time. The stories included provide a unique opportunity to 
glimpse the daily life of the church which for over a century was the faith of the 
majority of North African Christians.

Maureen A. Tilley served as President of the North American Patristics Society,
wrote over 70 academic articles and 50 book reviews, and was known as one of 
the world's most accomplished scholars of Christianity in North Africa.
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Theology of Culture
Tillich, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780195007114
352 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/31/1964
Edited by Robert C. Kimball.

Theology of Culture draws together fifteen of Dr. Tillich's finest essays, in which a
diversity of contemporary attitudes and problems is brought within the wide 
scope of his philosophy. His classic essay, 'The Two Types of Philosophy of 
Religion, ' is included here as a focal argument for closing 'the fateful gap 
between religion and culture, thus reconciling concerns which are not strange to
each other, but have been estranged from each other.'

Paul Johannes Tillich (August 20, 1886 – October 22, 1965) was a German-
American Christian existentialist philosopher, religious socialist, and Lutheran 
Protestant theologian who is widely regarded as one of the most influential 
theologians of the twentieth century.
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Remapping India: New States and Their Political Origins
Tillin, Louise
Oxford University Press .
9780199336036
 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/30/2013

Remapping India looks at the most recent episode of state creation in 2000, 
when the states of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Uttarakhand came into being in
some of the poorest, yet resource-rich, regions of Hindi-speaking north and 
central India. Their creation represented a new turn in the history of territorial 
organisation in India. This book explains the politics that lay behind this episode
of post-linguistic state reorganisation, and what it means for the future design of 
India's federal system.

Louise Tillin is a lecturer in politics at the King's India Institute, King's College 
London. She was previously the Joyce Lambert research fellow in politics at 
Newnham College, University of Cambridge. Before joining academia, she 
worked for BBC News.
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High Risk: A True Story of the SAS, Drugs,  and Other Bad Behaviour
Timberlake, Ben
Oxford University Press .
9781787384637
312 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

A high-octane memoir of special forces, hard drugs, extreme sex and useless 
terrorists.

Ben Timberlake's undercover missions have concerned nuclear terrorism, the 
Far Right, and the trafficking of people, wildlife, looted antiquities and organs. He
has written for the Financial Times, The Guardian and The Economist, and made
Channel 4 and Discovery films on topics from Japanese mummies to prehistoric 
rock art.
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High Risk: A True Story of the SAS, Drugs,  and Other Bad Behaviour
Timberlake, Ben
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781787388420
 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023

A high-octane memoir of special forces, hard drugs, extreme sex and useless 
terrorists.

Ben Timberlake's undercover missions have concerned nuclear terrorism, the 
Far Right, and the trafficking of people, wildlife, looted antiquities and organs. He
has written for the Financial Times, The Guardian and The Economist, and made
Channel 4 and Discovery films on topics from Japanese mummies to prehistoric 
rock art.
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The Musician's Journey, Second Edition: Crafting your Career Vision and Plan
Timmons, Jill
Oxford University Press .
9780197578520
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/14/2023

The Musician's Journey is a resource guide for musicians looking to develop their
careers. From the process to all the practical details that must be part of an 
effective career strategy, any musician can embrace the vast array of resources
provided in this helpful and accessible publication. The new edition incorporates
current brain research, recent job trends in higher education, insights from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and new true-life stories from a diverse group of 
musicians, as well as an expanded bibliography and a new chapter on grant 
writing.

Jill Timmons is known to international audiences and educators as a leading 
consultant in arts management. Her consulting firm, Artsmentor LLC, has helped
countless music organizations and individual artists meet the challenge of today's
marketplace.
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Kant's Doctrine of Virtue
Timmons, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190939236
328 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2021
Oxford Guides to Philosophy .

Immanuel Kant's final publication in ethics was The Doctrine of Virtue, Part II of 
the 1797 The Metaphysics of Morals. This text presents Kant's normative ethical
theory. This guide is meant to be read alongside Kant's text, combining 
accessible explanations and novel interpretations of this difficult text. It is the first
book in English devoted to The Doctrine of Virtue, one of Kant's most significant
works.

Mark Timmons is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Arizona. He 
specializes in metaethics, Kant's ethics, and normative moral theory. He is author
of Morality without Foundations (1999) and Moral Theory: An Introduction, 2nd 
edition (2013).
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The Death of Consensus: 100 Years of British Political Nightmares
Tinline, Phil
Oxford University Press .
9781787386907
472 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

From the Great Depression to the pandemic, a new history of British politics, 
revealing UK democracy's ritual building and breaking of shared national 
outlooks.

Phil Tinline works for BBC Radio; he has made and presented many acclaimed 
documentaries about how political history shapes our lives. Formerly executive 
producer of Radio 4's award-winning investigative history series, Document, he 
has written for The Guardian, The Independent on Sunday, The Daily Telegraph,
BBC History Magazine and the New Statesman.
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Extending Themselves: User-Initiated Transformations of Government-Built 
Housing in Developing Countries
Tipple, Graham
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235040
368 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2000

Many countries have large stocks of government-built housing which, for various
reasons, are in poor physical conditions and/or do not conform to the 
expectations of occupants. The occupants of such housing frequently make 
unauthorized but quite considerable changes and extensions (transformations) to
their dwellings. This book examines user-initiated transformations to 
government-built housing in Bangladesh, Egypt, Ghana and Zimbabwe, 
surveyed in a research program sponsored by the UK Department for 
International Development.

Dr Graham Tipple is Reader in Housing Policy and Development and Director of
CARDO in the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, University of 
Newcastle upon Tyne.
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Incentivizing Peace: How International Organizations Can Help Prevent Civil 
Wars in Member Countries
Tir, Jaroslav and Karreth, Johannes
Oxford University Press .
9780190699529
272 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2018

In Incentivizing Peace, Jaroslav Tir and Johannes Karreth show that considering
civil wars from a developmental perspective presents opportunities to prevent the
escalation of nascent armed conflicts into full-scale civil wars. The authors 
demonstrate that highly-structured intergovernmental organizations (IGOs such 
as the World Bank, IMF, or regional development banks) are particularly well-
positioned to engage in civil war prevention.

Jaroslav Tir is Professor of Political Science at the University of Colorado 
Boulder. Johannes Karreth is Assistant Professor of Politics and International 
Relations at Ursinus College in Collegeville, Pennsylvania.
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Near Abroad: Putin, the West, and the Contest over Ukraine and the Caucasus
Toal, Gerard
Oxford University Press .
9780190069513
410 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2019

In sum, by showing how and why local regional disputes quickly develop into 
global crises through the paired power of historical memory and time-space 
compression, Near Abroad reshapes our understanding of the current conflict 
raging in the center of the Eurasian landmass and international politics as a 
whole.

Gerard Toal (Gearóid Ó Tuathail) is Professor of Government and International 
Affairs in the School of Public and International Affairs at Virginia Tech's 
Washington metro area campus.
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Privilege and Prophecy: Social Activism in the Post-War Episcopal Church
Tobin, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780190906146
392 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/5/2022

The Episcopal Church has long been regarded as the religion of choice among 
America's ruling elite. Yet after World War II a new generation of leaders 
emerged, eager to shake off the church's reputation as a bastion of privilege and
transform it into an agent of social reform. Taking an active part in the civil rights
and anti-war movements of the 1960s, these leaders struggled to draw the 
church's membership into their vision of change. Despite their shortcomings, 
these activist leaders played a pivotal role in the evolution of Episcopalianism 
from establishment church into a more diverse and inclusive denomination.

Robert Tobin is a historian and priest in the Church of England.
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From Pariahs to Partners: How Parents and their Allies Changed New York City's
Child Welfare System
Tobis, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195099881
288 pages
hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2013

At the end of the 20th century, New York City had one of the worst child welfare
systems in the United States: 50,000 children were in foster care; they and their 
families were often neglected or abused by the system; parents had no voice; 
and the services designed to protect children were more often harming, rather 
than helping, them. From Pariahs to Partners tells for the first time the inspiring 
story of the parents and their allies--child welfare commissioners, social workers,
lawyers, and foundation officers--who joined together to change the system.

David Tobis, PhD, is currently a principal of Maestral International (MaestralintL.
Com), and was the Executive Director of the Fund for Social Change.
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Diderot, Rousseau and the politics of the Arts in the Enlightenment
Tocchini, Gerardo
Oxford University Press . Voltaire Foundation in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781802070613
432 pages
paperback
$99
Pub Date: 2/9/2023
Oxford University Studies in The Enlightenment. 29 illustrations

Paris 1759: a campaign to radically redefine the public dimension of all 
'imaginative' arts is underway. This study examines the clash between Diderot 
and Rousseau, freres ennemis, in a dispute that was above all else political, 
despite revolving entirely around forms of artistic expression.

GERARDO TOCCHINI is Full-Professor in Modern History at the Ca 'Foscari 
University of Venice. His research area is the social history of early modern 
European culture from the sixteenth to the late nineteenth century. He is the 
author of I Fratelli d'Orfeo (1998); Minacciare con le immagini. Tintoretto (2010);
La politica della rappresentazione (2012); Su Greuze e Rousseau (2016).
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Dying by the Sword: The Militarization of US Foreign Policy
Toft, Monica Duffy and Kushi, Sidita
Oxford University Press .
9780197581438
296 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/23/2023

Tracing the entire history of American foreign policy, Dying by the Sword focuses
on how the US came to prioritize the use of military tools over other tools of 
statecraft, including diplomacy and economic policy. It demonstrates that since 
the end of the Cold War, the US has dramatically increased its use of force 
abroad despite fewer international threats. The US's hyper-militaristic foreign 
policy, which the authors term kinetic diplomacy, threatens to undermine not just
America's leadership role, its credibility, and its domestic policy priorities, but 
more broadly international peace and security.

Sidita Kushi, PhD, is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Bridgewater 
State University. Monica Duffy Toft is Professor of International Politics and 
Director of the Center for Strategic Studies at The Fletcher School of Tufts 
University.
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Nationalizing Sex: Fertility, Fear, and Power
Togman, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190871840
296 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 3/13/2019

Nationalizing Sex traces why population emerged as an object of governance 
and how natalist policy has changed over time and place, using case studies 
from France, Germany, Russia, India, and China. It analyzes the origins, growth,
and development of fertility as a national and international political issue, the rise
and fall of the narratives used to ascribe meaning to natality, and the global 
proliferation of oddly similar policies adopted by widely dissimilar states. As 
importantly, it explains why, after hundreds of years, countries continue to pursue
natalist policy even though it has been such a widespread failure.

Dr. Richard Togman received his PhD from the University of British Columbia 
specializing in political demography.
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Will China's Rise Be Peaceful?: Security, Stability, and Legitimacy
Toje, Asle
Oxford University Press .
9780190675394
392 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2018

How the security, stability and legitimacy built upon foundations that were 
suddenly shifting, adapting to this new reality is the subject of Will China's Rise 
be Peaceful? Bringing together the work of seasoned experts and younger 
scholars, this volume offers an inclusive examination of the effects of historical 
patterns-whether interrupted or intact-by the rise of China.

Asle Toje (b. 1974) is the Research Director at the Norwegian Nobel Institute in
Oslo.
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Erdogan's War: A Strongman's Struggle at Home and in Syria
Tol, Gonul
Oxford University Press .
9780197677322
332 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

An authoritative account of the Turkish president's wars at home and abroad, 
and how each of these power games has shaped both policy and strategy.

Gonul Tol is the founding director of the Middle East Institute's Turkey program, 
and a Frontier Europe Initiative senior fellow. A frequent media commentator, 
she teaches and writes extensively on Turkey-US relations, Turkish politics and 
foreign policy, the Kurdish issue, and Islamism in Western Europe and the 
Middle East.
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Amilcar Cabral: The Life of a Reluctant Nationalist
Tomas, Antonio
Oxford University Press .
9780197525579
272 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2021

A new biography of one of Africa's seminal anti-colonial thinkers and activists.

Antonio Tomas is a senior lecturer at the University of Cape Town (South Africa).
He holds a PhD in Anthropology from Columbia University, in New York. He has
worked as a journalist in Angola and Portugal and has written extensively on 
issues related to Lusophone Africa.
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Relational Inequalities: An Organizational Approach
Tomaskovic-Devey, Donald and Avent-Holt, Dustin
Oxford University Press .
9780190624439
304 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2019

Relational Inequalities argues that inequalities in resources, rewards, and 
respect are relational, produced within and between workplaces. Generic 
inequality processes are identified and multiple qualitative, quantitative, and 
historical case studies developed to demonstrate organizational variation in the 
types and levels of inequalities, as well as the institutional contexts shaping this 
variation.

Donald Tomaskovic-Devey is a Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. Dustin Avent-Holt is an Associate Professor of 
Sociology at Augusta University.
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Insurgent Universality: An Alternative Legacy of Modernity
Tomba, Massimiliano
Oxford University Press .
9780197577233
300 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021
Heretical Thought .

This book suggests that we need to think of a different idea of universality that 
exceeds the juridical universialism of the Declaration of the Rights of Man. 
Insurgent Universality investigates alternative trajectories of modernity that have
been repressed, hindered, and forgotten. Investigating radical upheavals, Tomba
excavates an alternative idea of universality that is based on popular political 
practices that disrupt and reject the existing political and economic order.

Massimiliano Tomba is Professor in the History of Consciousness Department at
University of California, Santa Cruz. He is the author of Marx's Temporalities.
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Insurgent Universality: An Alternative Legacy of Modernity
Tomba, Massimiliano
Oxford University Press .
9780190883089
304 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2019

This book suggests that we need to think of a different idea of universality that 
exceeds the juridical universialism of the Declaration of the Rights of Man. 
Insurgent Universality investigates alternative trajectories of modernity that have
been repressed, hindered, and forgotten. Investigating radical upheavals, Tomba
excavates an alternative idea of universality that is based on popular political 
practices that disrupt and reject the existing political and economic order.

Massimiliano Tomba is Professor in the History of Consciousness Department at
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Doing Justice, Preventing Crime
Tonry, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195320503
256 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2020
Studies in Crime and Public Policy

Doing Justice, Preventing Crime lays normative and empirical foundations for 
building new, more just, and more effective systems of sentencing and 
punishment in the twenty-first century. The overriding goals are to prevent crime
while treating people convicted of crimes justly, fairly, and even-handedly; to take
sympathetic account of the circumstances of peoples' lives; and to punish no one
more severely than he or she deserves.

Michael Tonry is McKnight Presidential Professor of Criminal Law and Policy and
Director of the Institute on Crime and Public Policy at the University of 
Minnesota.
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Listing:

Malign Neglect: Race, Crime, and Punishment in America
Tonry, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195104691
256 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/11/1996

Despite the perennial claims of politicians that our courts are coddling hardened
criminals, the fact is that America already sends a higher proportion of its citizens
to prison--and for longer terms--than any other western nation.

Michael Tonry is Sonosky Professor of Law and Public Policy at the University of
Minnesota.
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Hold On: The Life, Science, and Art of Waiting
Toohey, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780190083618
320 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2020

Waiting, which is sculpted by the passing of time, is an experience just as much
as it is a situation. In this book I'll be focusing on the experience, on how it feels 
to wait. This experience can encompass such things as hesitation and curiosity,
dithering and procrastination, hunting and being hunted, fearing and being 
feared, dread and illness, courting and parenting, anticipation and excitement, 
curiosity, listening to and even performing music, being religious, being happy or
unhappy, being bored and being boring, doing business and making decisions.

Peter Toohey was born in Australia. After teaching for many years in at the 
University of New England in Australia, he is now a professor of classics at the 
University of Calgary, Canada.
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Abortion: Three Perspectives
Tooley, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780195308952
272 pages
paperback
$39.99
Pub Date: 1/13/2009
Oxford Point/Counterpoint Series

Moving beyond traditional liberal versus conservative arguments for and against
abortion, Abortion: Three Perspectives is an up-to-date, accessible, and 
engaging exploration of this highly contentious issue.  Featuring a triangular 
debate between four prominent moral and political philosophers, it presents three
different political perspectives: Michael Tooley argues the liberal pro-choice 
approach; Philip E.  Devine and Celia Wolf-Devine argue the communitarian pro-
life approach; and Alison M.  Jaggar argues the gender justice approach.

Michael Tooley is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder. Celia Wolf-Devine is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Stonehill 
College. Philllip E. Devine is Professor of Philosophy at Providence College. 
Alison Jaggar is Professor of Philosophy and Women's Studies at the University
of Colorado at Boulder.
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American Psychosis: How the Federal Government Destroyed the Mental Illness
Treatment System
Torrey, E. Fuller
Oxford University Press .
9780199988716
224 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

E. Fuller Torrey's book provides an inside perspective on the birth of the federal
mental health program.

E. Fuller Torrey is Executive Director of the Stanley Medical Research Institute in
Chevy Chase, MD, founder of the Treatment Advocacy Center, and Professor of
Psychiatry at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences.
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Dawn of the Dead
Towlson, Jon
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800856387
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022
Devils Advocates.

This Devil's Advocate explores the various ways in which director George A. 
Romero took his 1978 zombie masterpiece Dawn of the Dead into areas of 
extremity during its scripting, production and distribution; and the responses of 
industry, censorship bodies, reviewers and audiences of the time to the film's 
excesses.

Jon Towlson is the author of The Turn to Gruesomeness in American Horror 
Films, 1931-1936 (2016); Close Encounters of the Third Kind in Auteur's 
'Constellations' series (2016); and the Rondo Hatton Classic Horror Award-
nominated Subversive Horror Cinema: Countercultural Messages of Films from 
Frankenstein to the Present (2014).
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Listing:

Candyman
Towlson, Jon
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325543
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018
Devils Advocates

When Candyman was released in 1992, Roger Ebert gave it his thumbs up, 
remarking that the film was scaring him with ideas and gore, rather than just 
gore.  Indeed, Candyman is almost unique in 1990s horror cinema in that it 
tackles its sociopolitical themes head on. In this book, Jon Towlson considers 
how Candyman might be read both as a return of the repressed during the 
George H. W. Bush era, and as an example of nineties neoconservative horror.

Jon Towlson is the author of The Turn to Gruesomeness in American Horror 
Films, 1931-1936 (2016); Close Encounters of the Third Kind (Auteur, 2016); and
the Rondo Hatton Classic Horror Award-nominated Subversive Horror Cinema: 
Countercultural Messages of Films from Frankenstein to the Present (2014).
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Listing:

Close Encounters of the Third Kind
Towlson, Jon
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325079
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2016
Constellations

For many, Close Encounters of the Third Kind (CE3K) is not so much a movie as
a religious experience.  On its release in 1977, CE3K virtually redefined the 
science fiction film, shifting it away from spaceships, laser guns, and bug-eyed 
monsters into a modified form of science fiction that John Wyndham once called 
'logical fantasy'.

Jon Towlson is the author of The Turn to Gruesomeness in American Horror 
Films, 1931-1936 (2016); Close Encounters of the Third Kind (Auteur, 2016); and
the Rondo Hatton Classic Horror Award-nominated Subversive Horror Cinema: 
Countercultural Messages of Films from Frankenstein to the Present (2014).
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Listing:

The Evolution of Music through Culture and Science
Townsend, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198848400
288 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2020
33 illustrations

This book explores some of the very strong links between music and advances in
science. It contains many original perceptive insights, from why music evolves, to
the political influences of music, and even how new streaming techniques could
undermine the music industry.

Peter Townsend is Emeritus Professor of Experimental Physics in Engineering at
Sussex University, UK.
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Listing:

The Power of Imperfections: A Key to Technology, Love, Life and Survival
Townsend, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780192857477
400 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 4/6/2022
88 line drawings and halftones

A stimulating and highly readable introduction to the science of imperfections, 
this book focuses on their crucial role in technology, as well as their influence on
society, love, life, health, politics, career development, and key environmental 
issues, enabling readers to counteract scientific misinformation.

Peter Townsend is Emeritus Professor of Experimental Physics in Engineering at
Sussex University, UK.
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Listing:

The Dark Side of Technology
Townsend, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198790532
336 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2017

Technology clearly explained for non-scientists. Dark sides range from 
humorous, to unexpected, to potentially disastrous. Original, novel, and 
speculative discussion of how we could avoid many of the dangers and improve
society. New inferences, such as the pattern of information survival declining with
advancing technology

Peter Townsend is Emeritus Professor of Experimental Physics in Engineering at
Sussex University, UK.
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Listing:

The Dark Side of Technology
Townsend, Peter
Oxford University Press .
9780198826293
320 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 7/24/2018

Technology clearly explained for non-scientists. Dark sides range from 
humorous, to unexpected, to potentially disastrous. Original, novel, and 
speculative discussion of how we could avoid many of the dangers and improve
society. New inferences, such as the pattern of information survival declining with
advancing technology

Peter Townsend is Emeritus Professor of Experimental Physics in Engineering at
Sussex University, UK.
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Listing:

The Many Faces of Socioeconomic Change
Toye, John
Oxford University Press .
9780192882011
208 pages
paperback
$20
Pub Date: 1/3/2023

Development is not a purely economic phenomenon; it also has a strong 
sociological element. This book surveys narratives of how development occurs, 
starting with early evolutionary models and moving on to recent types of 
development theory, outlining the main long term changes in how socioeconomic
development has been envisaged through time.

John Toye, Chair of the Advisory Committee, Department of International 
Development, Oxford University Dr John Toye was Chair of the Advisory Council
of the Department of International Development at Oxford University. He had an
undergraduate degree from Cambridge University and postgraduate 
qualifications from the University of London. He directed research institutes at 
the University of Wales, Sussex, and Oxford working on development studies. 
He also had experiences of the public sector, the private sector, and international
organisations including the British Treasury, a consultancy specialising in 
commodity prices in the private sector, and was the director of the UN 
Committee on Trade and Development. He authored seven books and many 
articles in academic journals.
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Winston Churchill: A Life in the News
Toye, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780192896230
400 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 2/25/2022

A books which traces Churchill's life in the news from cradle to grave, showing 
how tensions between tradition and novelty played into his constantly evolving 
media image.

Richard Toye is Professor of Modern History at the University of Exeter. He 
previously worked at the University of Cambridge.
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Listing:

A Study of History: Abridgement of Volumes I-VI
Toynbee, Arnold J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195050806
640 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/10/1987

 Of Somervell's work, Toynbee wrote, 'The reader now has at his command a 
uniform abridgement of the whole book, made by a clear mind that has not only
mastered the contents but has entered into the writer's outlook and purpose.

The late Arnold Toynbee was Director of Studies at the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs and Research Professor of International History at the 
University of London and author of numerous other books, including Mankind 
and Mother Earth: A Narrative History of the World. The late D. C. Somervell was
a teacher at Tonbridge School in England.
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Listing:

A Study of History: Abridgement of Volumes VII-X
Toynbee, Arnold J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195050813
432 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/10/1987

Contained in two volumes, D. C. Somervell's abridgement of Arnold Toynbee's 'A
Study of History' preserves the method, atmosphere, texture, and, in many 
instances, the very words of the original. This volume includes sections on 
Universal States, Universal Churches, Heroic Ages, Contacts Between 
Civilizations in Space, Contacts Between Civilizations in Time, Law and Freedom
in History, the Prospects of the Western Civilization, and the Conclusion.

The late Arnold Toynbee was Director of Studies at the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs, Research Professor of International History at the University
of London, and author of numerous other books.
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Listing:

The Suffragist Peace: How Women's Votes Lead to Fewer Wars
Trager, Robert F. and Barnhart, Joslyn N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197629758
272 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2023
20 Illustrations

Women's suffrage is often recognized as one of the most significant political 
events of the 20th century. But conventional wisdom has long held that giving 
women the right to vote has had little effect on our world. The Suffragist Peace 
shatters this perspective. An authoritative history of the entire century in which 
women have had the vote, this book shows how the political influence of women
at the ballot box has made the world a more peaceful place. Wars have not 
ended, but this book powerfully demonstrates how women gaining the franchise
has contributed to war's decline over the past century.

Robert Trager teaches International Relations at UCLA.  He has written about 
the creation of international orders, the political control of emerging technologies,
and other topics.   Joslyn Barnhart teaches International Relations at the 
University of California Santa Barbara. She has written extensively about 
national identity and collective emotion as a cause of war.Discount:
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Asian Americans and the Spirit of Racial Capitalism
Tran, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780197617915
368 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
AAR Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion

Any serious consideration of Asian American life forces us to reframe the way we
talk about racism and antiracism.  There are two contemporary approaches to 
antiracist theory and practice.  The first emphasizes racial identity to the 
exclusion of political economy, making racialized life in America illegible.  This 
approach's prevalence, in the academy and beyond, now rises to the level of 
established doctrine.

Jonathan Tran is Professor of Theology and Ethics at Baylor University where he
holds the George W. Baines Chair of Religion.
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Multivariable Calculus
Trapp, Rolland
Oxford University Press .
9780198835189
480 pages
paperback
$54
Pub Date: 12/24/2019

Multivariable Calculus is an introductory textbook in the field of multivariable 
calculus, which utilises interactive 3D graphing software to develop students' 
understanding.

Rolland Trapp is professor of mathematics at California State University, San 
Bernardino. He's been an educator for 25 years, and received his PHD from 
Columbia in 1990. His research endeavours have focused around knot theory 
and geometric structures for link complements.
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Ancient Bodies, Modern Lives
Trevathan, Wenda
Oxford University Press .
9780195388886

hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2010

Exploring a range of women's health issues that may be viewed through an 
evolutionary lens, specifically focusing on reproduction, Trevathan delves into 
issues such as the medical consequences of early puberty in girls, the impact of
migration, culture change, and poverty on reproductive health, and how fetal 
growth retardation affects health in later life.

Wenda Trevathan, PhD, is the Regents Professor of Anthropology at New 
Mexico State University.
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Why Humans Like to Cry: Tragedy, Evolution, and the Brain
Trimble, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780199693184
240 pages
hardcover
$30.95
Pub Date: 12/12/2012

In this fascinating volume, neurologist Michael Trimble offers a wide-ranging 
discussion of emotional crying, looking at its physiology as well as its 
evolutionary past. To shed light on why crying is uniquely human, Trimble offers
an insightful account of the neuroanatomy of the human brain, highlighting 
differences from those of other primates, especially with regards to the 
representation of emotion and the circuitry related to the release of tears.

Michael Trimble is emeritus professor of Behavioural Neurology at the Institute of
Neurology, Queen Square, London.
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Listing:

Above Moon Earth Rises Hymn Texts, Anthems, and Poems for a New Creation
Troeger, Thomas H.
Oxford University Press .
9780193864191

paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 1/24/2002

A gathering of hymn texts, anthems, and poems by one of the most important 
American figures in the liturgical renewal movement. This collection covers the 
entire church's year and a broad range of contemporary topics, needs, and 
concerns.

Dr. Thomas H. Troeger is the Lantz Professor Emeritus at Yale Divinity School 
and Institute of Sacred Music.
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Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite
Trombley, Frank R. and Watt, John W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235859
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2001
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 32)

This is a Syriac text written, in all probability, by an inhabitant of Edessa almost 
immediately after the conclusion of the war between Rome and Persia in 502
-506 AD.
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The Literature of Connection: Signal, Medium, Interface, 1850-1950
Trotter, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198850472
304 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 8/11/2020

This book is about some of the ways in which the world got ready to be 
connected, long before the advent of electronic digital computing.

David Trotter is an Emeritus Professor of English literature at the University of 
Cambridge, and Fellow of the British Academy.
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All Talked Out: Naturalism and the Future of Philosophy
Trout, J.D.
Oxford University Press .
9780190686802
192 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2018
The Romanell Lectures

In All Talked Out J. D. Trout exemplifies the power of science in a philosopher's 
hands, and takes a welcome look at the resulting fate of philosophy. Based on 
his 2013 Phi Beta Kappa Romanell Lectures, each chapter presents a novel and
positive view of intellectual advancements with respect to traditional topics in 
philosophy, and explains why these achievements occurred despite the archaic 
and often retrograde influence of philosophical doctrine and method.

J. D. Trout is Professor and John and Mae Calamos Endowed Chair of 
Philosophy at the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago.
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Geopolitics and Democracy: The Western Liberal Order from Foundation to 
Fracture
Trubowitz, Peter and Burgoon, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780197535417
272 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/12/2023

In Geopolitics and Democracy, Peter Trubowitz and Brian Burgoon provide a 
powerful new explanation of why the Western liberal international order--which 
dominated for a half century after World War II--has buckled under the pressures
of anti-globalist political forces in recent times. They trace the anti-globalist 
backlash to foreign policy decisions made by Western leaders in the decade after
the Cold War's end. These decisions sought to globalize markets and pool 
national sovereignty at the supranational level while undercutting social 
protections at home--a combination of policies that succeeded in expanding the
Western liberal order, but at the cost of mounting public discontent and political 
fragmentation.

Peter Trubowitz is Professor of International Relations and Director of the Phelan
United States Center at the London School of Economics and Political Science, 
and Associate Fellow at Chatham House, the Royal Institute of International 
Affairs.  Brian Burgoon is Professor of International and Comparative Political 
Economy at the University of Amsterdam, Director of the Amsterdam Centre for
European Studies (ACES), and the former Academic Director of the Amsterdam 
Institute for Social Science Research (AISSR).
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China and Tibet: The Perils of Insecurity
Tsering, Topgyal
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044714
256 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 4/15/2016

Over sixty years of violence and dialogue have brought China and the Tibetans 
no closer to a resolution of their conflict. Tsering Topgyal argues that it is China's
sense of insecurity, its perception of itself as a socio-politically weak state, which
has disproportionately influenced its policies towards the religion, language, 
education and economy of Tibet.

Tsering Topgyal is Lecturer in International Relations at the University of 
Birmingham.
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Constitutional Ethos: Liberal Equality for the Common Good
Tsesis, Alexander
Oxford University Press .
9780199359844
216 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 3/27/2017

Constitutional Ethos is a groundbreaking investigation into the fundamental 
principles of constitutional principle, meaning, and interpretation. It explores the 
core purposes of American representative democracy in light of historical 
sources, recent precedents, and contemporary debates. Alexander Tsesis 
argues that a central norm of U. S. law can be derived from the Declaration of 
Independence and Preamble.

Alexander Tsesis is Raymond & Mary Simon Chair in Constitutional Law and 
Professor of Law at the Loyola University School of Law.
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Rights Make Might: Global Human Rights and Minority Social Movements in 
Japan
Tsutsui, Kiyoteru
Oxford University Press .
9780190853112
328 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/7/2018

Since the late 1970s, the three most salient minority groups in Japan - the 
politically dormant Ainu, the active but unsuccessful Koreans, and the former 
outcaste group of Burakumin - have all expanded their activism despite the 
unfavorable domestic political environment. In Rights Make Might, Kiyoteru 
Tsutsui examines why, and finds an answer in the galvanizing effects of global 
human rights on local social movements.

Kiyoteru Tsutsui is the Henri H. and Tomoye Takahashi Professor and Senior 
Fellow in Japanese Studies at Shorenstein APARC, the Director of the Japan 
Program at APARC, a senior fellow of the Freeman Spogli Institute for 
International Studies, and Professor of Sociology, all at Stanford University.
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The Dark Double: US Media, Russia, and the Politics of Values
Tsygankov, Andrei P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190919344
184 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2019
3 black and white illustrationsline drawings

In Dark Double, Andrei P. Tsygankov focuses on the driving power of values and
media, in addition to political and economic interests, in structuring US-Russia 
relations. By analyzing mainstream US newspapers and other media sources, 
Tsygankov identifies five media narratives involving Russia since the Cold War's
ends and shows how Americans' negative views toward Russia draw from a 
deep wellspring of suspicion and are further enhanced by a biased media that 
regularly exploits such negativity, Russia's centralization of power and anti-
American attitudes.

Andrei P. Tsygankov is Professor at the departments of Political Science and 
International Relations at San Francisco State University.
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Racial Climates, Ecological Indifference: An Ecointersectional Analysis
Tuana, Nancy
Oxford University Press .
9780197656617
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/13/2023
STUDIES IN FEMINIST PHILOSOPHY SERIES. 4 b/w illustrations

Racial Climates, Ecological Indifference offers a powerful intervention to the field
of climate justice scholarship by addressing a too often neglected aspect of the 
field of climate justice, namely systemic racisms. Building on the work of Black 
feminist theorists, Tuana develops an ecointersectional approach designed to 
reveal the depth and complexities of racial climates overlooked even in 
environmental justice literature. Tuana underscores that any effort to protect the
environment must also be a fight against systemic racisms and other forms of 
systemic inequity.

Nancy Tuana is DuPont/Class of 1949 Professor of Philosophy and Women's, 
Gender, and Sexuality Studies at The Pennsylvania State University.
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The Duke Ellington Reader
Tucker, Mark (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780195093919
352 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 6/1/1995

Duke Ellington is universally recognized as one of the towering figures of 20th 
century music, both a brilliant composer and one of the preeminent musicians in 
jazz history. Here, Tucker offers the first historical anthology of writings about this
major black musician. Includes over 100 selections--interviews, reviews, 
memoirs--for each selection provided by the editor.

Mark Tucker, author of Ellington: The Early Years, was Associate Professor of 
Music at Columbia University when this book first appeared. He died in 2000 (at
age forty-six) and had begun work on a book about Thelonious Monk.
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Real Sex Films: The New Intimacy and Risk in Cinema
Tulloch, John and Middleweek, Belinda
Oxford University Press .
9780190244613
376 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 11/2/2017

Offers a new, interdisciplinary approach to this controversial film movement. 
Containes detailed analyses of key films. Features 40 screen images

John Tulloch is Professor Emeritus of Communications, Charles Sturt University
and Adjunct Professor, University of Newcastle, Australia. Belinda Middleweek is
a Senior Lecturer in Journalism at the University of Technology Sydney, 
Australia.
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Bright Stars: John Keats, Barry Cornwall and Romantic Literary Culture
Turley, Richard Marggraf
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318139
200 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

If we could ask a Romantic reader of new poetry in 1820 to identify the most 
celebrated poet of the day after Byron, the chances are that he or she would 
reply with the name of Barry Cornwall'. Solicitor, dandy and pugilist, Cornwall -- 
pseudonym of Bryan Waller Procter (1787-1874) -- published his first poems in 
the Literary Gazette in late 1817. By February 1820, under the tutelage of 
Keats's mentor, Leigh Hunt, Cornwall had produced three volumes of verse. 
Marcian Colonna sold 700 copies in a single morning, a figure exceeding Keats's
lifetime sales.

Richard Marggraf Turley is Professor of English Literature at Aberystwyth 
University.
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The Irish Buddhist: The Forgotten Monk who Faced Down the British Empire
Turner, Alicia / Cox, Laurence / Bocking, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780190073084
336 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 5/20/2020

Dhammaloka's dramatic life rewrites the previously accepted story of how 
Buddhism became a modern global religion.

Alicia Turner is Associate Professor of Humanities and Religious studies at York
University Toronto. Laurence Cox is Associate Professor of Sociology, National
University of Ireland Maynooth. Brian Bocking is Emeritus Professor of the Study
of Religions, University College Cork.
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Edge of England: Landfall in Lincolnshire
Turner, Derek
Oxford University Press .
9781787386983
336 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
16pp color illus.

The untold story of a great English county and its people, from the Vikings to 
Brexit.

Derek Turner (derek-turner.com) is an Irish-born, Lincolnshire-resident novelist 
and reviewer. He has written for The Economist, The Spectator, The Times, The
Daily Mail, The Irish Times, Country Life, Literary Review and The Lady; his 
poetry has appeared in Quadrant. This book draws on twenty years exploring 
and reading about Lincolnshire.
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The Literary Mind: The Origins of Thought and Language
Turner, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780195126679
208 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/17/1998

This book makes the revolutionary claim that the basic issue for cognitive 
science is the nature of literary thinking. In The Literary Mind, Turner ranges from
the tools of modern linguistics, to the recent work of neuroscientists such as 
Antonio Damasio and Gerald Edelman, to literary masterpieces by Homer, 
Dante, Shakespeare, and Proust, as he explains how story and projection--and 
their powerful combination in parable--are fundamental to everyday thought.

Mark Turner is Institute Professor and Professor and Chair of Cognitive Science
at Case Western Reserve University.
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The Origin of Ideas: Blending, Creativity, and the Human Spark
Turner, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780190263157
320 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2015

This book explores the claim that the human spark, the source of innovation and
the origin of ideas, was an advance that occurred in a particular kind of mental 
operation, which Turner calls blending.

Mark Turner is Institute Professor and Professor and Chair of Cognitive Science
at Case Western Reserve University.
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The Blair Witch Project
Turner, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733841
110 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2015
Devils Advocates

Few films have had the influence and impact of The Blair Witch Project (1999).  
Its arrival was a horror cinema palette cleanser after a decade of serial killers 
and postmodern intertextuality, a bare bones 'found footage' trend setter.  In this
Devil's Advocate, Peter Turner tells the story of the film from his conception and
production then provides a unique analysis of the techniques used, their appeal 
to audiences and the themes that helped make the film such an international hit, 
including the pionerring internet marketing.

Peter Turner is a film and media studies lecturer at Bracknell and Wokingham 
College, UK, and a regular contributor to MediaMagazine and Splice, among 
other publications.
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Studying Horror Cinema
Turnock, Bryan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325888
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2019

Aimed at teachers and students new to the subject, Studying Horror Cinema is a
comprehensive survey of the genre from silent cinema to its twenty-first century 
resurgence.  Structured as a series of thirteen case studies of easily accessible 
films, it covers the historical, production, and cultural context of each film, 
together with detailed textual analysis of key sequences.

Bryan Turnock has an MA in film studies from Sheffield Hallam University, UK, 
and is a freelance writer currently based in Australia. A lifelong horror fan, this is
his first book.
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Studying Horror Cinema
Turnock, Bryan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325895
256 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 6/11/2019

Aimed at teachers and students new to the subject, Studying Horror Cinema is a
comprehensive survey of the genre from silent cinema to its twenty-first century 
resurgence.  Structured as a series of thirteen case studies of easily accessible 
films, it covers the historical, production, and cultural context of each film, 
together with detailed textual analysis of key sequences.

Bryan Turnock has an MA in film studies from Sheffield Hallam University, UK, 
and is a freelance writer currently based in Australia. A lifelong horror fan, this is
his first book.
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Power to the People: Constitutionalism in the Age of Populism
Tushnet, Mark and Bugaric, Bojan
Oxford University Press .
9780197606711
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2021

Power to the People proposes that some forms of populism are inconsistent with
constitutionalism, while others aren't. By providing a series of case studies, some
organized by nation, others by topic, the book identifies these populist 
inconsistencies with constitutionalism-and, importantly, when and how they are 
not. Opening a dialogue for the possibility of a deeper, populist democracy, the 
book examines recent challenges to the idea that democracy is a good form of 
government by exploring possibilities for new institutions that can determine and 
implement a majority's views without always threatening constitutionalism.

Mark Tushnet is William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law emeritus at Harvard
Law School. Bojan Bugaric is Professor of Law at Sheffield University, School of
Law.
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A Fake Saint and the True Church: The Story of a Forgery in Seventeenth-
Century Naples
Tutino, Stefania
Oxford University Press .
9780197578803
208 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

A Fake Saint and the True Church offers the remarkable story of a fake saint to 
contemplate the meaning of truth. It follows the efforts made by the supposed 
saint's (real) seventeenth-century descendant to promote his cult in Naples and
Rome.

Stefania Tutino is a Professor of History at UCLA. She is the author of numerous
award-winning books and essays on early modern Catholicism.
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Politics of the Pantry: Housewives, Food, and Consumer Protest in Twentieth-
Century America
Twarog, Emily E. LB
Oxford University Press .
9780190685591
208 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2017

The history of women's political involvement has focused heavily on electoral 
politics, but throughout the twentieth century women engaged in grassroots 
activism when they found it increasingly challenging to feed their families and 
balance their household ledgers.

Emily E. LB. Twarog is an Assistant Professor Labor Studies and American 
History in the School of Labor and Employment Relations at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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Dreadful Pleasures: An Anatomy of Modern Horror
Twitchell, James B.
Oxford University Press .
9780195050677
368 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 5/28/1987

Dreadful Pleasures takes a lively look at the stories that make our hair stand on 
end. James Twitchell examines the appeal of horror through the centuries--its 
persistence in our culture, its manifestations in art, literature, and cinema, and 
our need for the frisson it provides.
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Contesting the Classroom: Reimagining Education in Moroccan and Algerian 
Literatures
Twohig, Erin
Oxford University Press .
9781802077452
200 pages
paperback
$44.99
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP. 5 black and white 
illustrations

Contesting the Classroom explores how Algerian and Moroccan novels depict 
the postcolonial classroom, and how postcolonial literature has been taught in 
Morocco and Algeria. It argues that Arabized education has indelibly influenced 
the development of postcolonial novels, which have a deeply fraught yet 
endlessly creative relationship to the classroom.

Erin Twohig is an Assistant Professor of French and Francophone Studies at 
Georgetown University.
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The Making of Our Urban Landscape
Tyack, Geoffrey
Oxford University Press .
9780198792635
384 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 6/30/2022
160 illustrations  illustrations

The Making of the English Urban Landscape tells the story of our towns and 
cities and how they came into being over the last two millennia.

Geoffrey Tyack is the former Director of the Stanford University Programme in 
Oxford and a Fellow of Kellogg College.
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Vagueness and the Evolution of Consciousness: Through the Looking Glass
Tye, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198867234
144 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 9/8/2021

The two dominant theories of consciousness argue it appeared in living beings 
either suddenly, or gradually. Both theories face problems. The solution is the 
realization that a foundational consciousness was always here, yet varying 
conscious states were not, and appeared gradually. Michael Tye explores this 
idea and the key questions it raises.

Michael Tye is the Dallas TACA Centennial Professor in Liberal Arts at the 
University of Texas at Austin.
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Twists of Fate: Multiracial Coalitions and Minority Representation in the US 
House of Representatives
Tyson, Vanessa C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190872809
208 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2018

Members of Congress from racial minority groups often find themselves in a 
unique predicament. For one thing, they tend to represent constituencies that are
more economically disadvantaged than those of their white colleagues. 
Moreover, they themselves experience marginalization during the process of 
policy formulation on Capitol Hill. In Twists of Fate, Vanessa C. Tyson illuminates
the experiences of racial minority members of the House of Representatives as 
they endeavor to provide much-needed resources for their districts.

Vanessa C. Tyson is Assistant Professor of Politics at Scripps College.
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The Samurai and the Cross: The Jesuit Enterprise in Early Modern Japan
Ucerler, M. Antoni J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195335439
472 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 7/5/2022

Based on little-known primary sources in various languages, The Samurai and 
the Cross explores the moral and political debates over religion, law, and "reason
of state" that took place on both the European and the Japanese side.

M. Antoni J. Ucerler, S.J., is the Director of the Ricci Institute for Chinese-
Western Cultural History and Provost's Fellow at Boston College.
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Percussion Pedagogy
Udow, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780190902957
492 pages
paperback
$74
Pub Date: 8/27/2019

Percussion Pedagogy offers students a series of practical exercises to improve 
percussion technique.

Michael Udow has served as Principal Percussionist (1968-2009) in The Santa 
Fe Opera and as Professor of Music at the University of Michigan (1982-2011). 
He was the 2014-15 Composer-in-Residence with the Colorado Chamber 
Orchestra.
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Origins of Mithraic Mysteries Cosmology and Salvation in Ancient World
Ulansey, David
Oxford University Press .
9780195067880
352 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 3/28/1991

 The teachings of the ancient Roman 'mystery religion' of Mithraism--one of the
most important competitors of early Christianity--were guarded with the utmost 
secrecy, reveled only to select initiates. While the Mithraists never wrote down 
their secret doctrines, they did leave a key to them in the arcane iconography 
which filled the walls of their underground temples. Until now, all attempts to 
decipher this iconography have proven fruitless.

David Ulansey is Assistant Professor of Religion at Boston University.
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Insecure Gulf: The End of Certainty and the Transition to the Post-oil Era
Ulrichsen, Kristian Coates
Oxford University Press .
9780190241575
320 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2015

Insecure Gulf examines how the concept of Arabian/Persian Gulf 'security' is 
evolving in response to new challenges that are increasingly non-military and 
longer-term.

Kristian Coates Ulrichsen is a research fellow at the James A. Baker III Institute 
for Public Policy at Rice University and an associate fellow on the Middle East 
North Africa Programme at Chatham House.
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Insecure Gulf: The End of Certainty and the Transition to the Post-oil Era
Ulrichsen, Kristian Coates
Oxford University Press .
9780199327355
288 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/12/2011

Insecure Gulf examines how the concept of Arabian/Persian Gulf 'security' is 
evolving in response to new challenges that are increasingly non-military and 
longer-term.

Kristian Coates Ulrichsen is a research fellow at the James A. Baker III Institute 
for Public Policy at Rice University and an associate fellow on the Middle East 
North Africa Programme at Chatham House.
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Punching the Clock: Adapting to the New Future of Work
Ungemah, Joe
Oxford University Press .
9780190061241
208 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2021

Although the nature of work might have changed, the drives and needs of 
workers have not. Punching the Clock explores how well workers are likely to 
both navigate and adapt to the new Future of Work, using the best of 
psychological science as a guide.

Dr. Joe Ungemah's work seeks to make connections between the psychology 
underlying human behavior and the social world we live in, translating scientific 
theory into simple and straightforward insight that can be applied in the 
workplace and beyond. He is a registered psychologist, Principal at Ernst & 
Young LLP.
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Paramilitarism: Mass Violence in the Shadow of the State
Ungor, Ugur Umit
Oxford University Press .
9780192865298
224 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 10/6/2022

From the deserts of Sudan to the jungles of Colombia, from the streets of Belfast
to the mountains of Kurdistan, paramilitaries have appeared in violent conflicts. 
Ungor presents a comparative and global overview of paramilitarism, showing 
how states use it to successfully outsource mass political violence against 
civilians.

Ugur Umit Ungor, Associate Professor of History, Utrecht University Ugur Umit 
Ungor is Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the University of 
Amsterdam and the NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust, and Genocide Studies. 
His main area of interest is the historical sociology of mass violence in the Middle
East. He is an editor of the Journal of Perpetrator Research, and coordinator of 
the Syrian Oral History Project. He is the author of the award-winning The 
Making of Modern Turkey (Oxford University Press, 2011) and is currently writing
a monograph on mass violence in Syria.Discount:
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Aelfric's Lives of the Virgin Spouses: with Modern English Parallel-Text 
Translations
Upchurch, Robert K.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897808
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2007
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Drawn from Aelfric's Old English Lives of the Saints, this is an edition of the lives
of the little-known virgin spouses: Julian and Basilissa, Cecilia and Valerian, and
Chrysanthus and Daria. As well as the Old English original texts, it provides the 
reader with modern English parallel-text translations.

Robert K. Upchurch is Assistant Professor in the Department of English at the 
University of North Texas, Denton.
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Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them
Uscinski, Joseph E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190844080
536 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/19/2018

In Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them, Joseph E. Uscinski 
has gathered forty top researchers on the topic to provide both the foundational 
tools and the evidence to better understand conspiracy theories in the United 
States and around the world.

Joseph E. Uscinski is an associate professor of Political Science in the University
of Miami College of Arts & Sciences.
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Public Sculpture of North-East England
Usherwood, Paul and Beach, Jeremy
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236351
288 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 1/7/2000
Liverpool University Press - Public Sculpture of Britain (Book 3)

The North East of England boasts one of the greatest concentrations of recent 
public sculpture in Britain, the most well known being the 'Angel of the North'. 
Public Sculpture of North-East England documents over 450 of these works with
full details of their materials, physical condition, ownership and commissioning 
and also their use and interpretation at various times in history. From this 
emerges a fascinating picture of the development of public sculpture and 
monuments in the region and of the contribution these objects make to ideas of 
local identity.

Paul Usherwood is affiliated with the University of Northumbria.
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America's Covert War in East Africa: Surveillance, Rendition, Assassination
Usiskin, Clara
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044547
224 pages
hardcover
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2019

Clara Usiskin has spent eight years investigating the 'War on Terror' and its 
effects in the East and Horn of Africa, documenting hundreds of cases of 
rendition, secret detention and targeted killings.

Clara Usiskin is a human rights investigator who documents national security-
related abuses around the world, with a particular focus on the East and Horn of
Africa. She was formerly a National Security Fellow at the Open Society Justice 
Initiative and Deputy Director of the Secret Prisons team at Reprieve.
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Morale: A Modern British History
Ussishkin, Daniel
Oxford University Press .
9780190469078
264 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2017

Arguably no nation is as closely associated with the term morale as Great Britain.
Daniel Ussishkin's Morale tells the history of concept central to the management
of war, business, and civic society not just in Britain but in modern culture writ 
large.

Daniel Ussishkin is Associate Professor of history at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison.
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Outside the Bubble: Social Media and Political Participation in Western 
Democracies
Vaccari, Cristian and Valeriani, Augusto
Oxford University Press .
9780190858483
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/13/2021
OXFORD STUDIES DIGITAL POLITICS SERIES

Drawing on an original study of internet users across nine Western democracies,
Outside the Bubble offers an unprecedented look at the effects of social media 
on democratic participation.

Cristian Vaccari is Professor of Political Communication and Co-Director of the 
Centre for Research in Communication and Culture at Loughborough University.
Augusto Valeriani is Associate Professor in Sociology of Culture and 
Communication at the Political and Social Sciences Department of the University
of Bologna.
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Liberalism in Illiberal States: Ideas and Economic Adjustment in Contemporary 
Europe
Vail, Mark I.
Oxford University Press .
9780190683993
296 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/23/2018

After the end of the Cold War, liberalism emerged as the world's dominant 
political-economic ideology, and economic liberalism seemed to have achieved 
global hegemony. In Liberalism in Illiberal States, Mark Vail acknowledges the 
dominance of economic liberalism, but argues that its implementation in specific
countries is always unique and dependent upon powerful historical factors.

Mark I. Vail is an Associate Professor of Political Science and a Faculty Fellow at
the Murphy Institute of Political Economy at Tulane University.
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The Inclusion Calculation: Why Men Appropriate Women's Representation
Valdini, Melody E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190936204
208 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2019

In The Inclusion Calculation, Melody E. Valdini examines women's 
representation in politics and offers insights into men's strategies for using 
women to advance their own political ambitions. While it is certainly valuable to 
encourage women to run for office,

Melody E. Valdini is Associate Professor of Political Science at Portland State 
University
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After the Projects: Public Housing Redevelopment and the Governance of the 
Poorest Americans
Vale, Lawrence J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197522325
504 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/2/2020

In After the Projects, Lawrence Vale investigates the deeply-rooted spatial 
politics of public housing development and redevelopment at a time when lower-
income Americans face a desperate struggle to find affordable rental housing in
many cities. Drawing on more than 200 interviews with public housing residents,
real estate developers, and community leaders, Vale analyzes the different ways
in which New Orleans, Boston, Tucson, and San Francisco implemented the 
federal government's HOPE VI program for public housing transformation, while
also providing a national picture of this program.

Lawrence J. Vale is Associate Dean and Ford Professor of Urban Design and 
Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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After the Projects: Public Housing Redevelopment and the Governance of the 
Poorest Americans
Vale, Lawrence J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190624330
504 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2018

Drawing on more than 200 interviews with public housing residents, real estate 
developers, and community leaders, Vale analyzes the different ways in which 
four major American cities implemented the federal government's HOPE VI 
program for public housing transformation, while also providing a national picture
of this program.

Lawrence J. Vale is Professor of Urban Studies and Planning and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and director of MIT's Resilient Cities 
Housing Initiative (RCHI).
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Force and Fanaticism: Wahhabism in Saudi Arabia and Beyond
Valentine, Simon Ross
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781849044646
256 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 9/1/2015

This book defines Wahhabism and Wahhabi beliefs and considers the life and 
teaching of Muham-mad ibn Abd'al Wahhab and the later expansion of his sect.
Also discussed are the rejection of later developments in Islam such as bid'ah; 
harmful innovations, among them celebrating the prophet's birthday and visiting 
the tombs of saints; the destruction of holy sites due to the fear of idolatry; 
Wahhabi law, which imposes the death sentence for crimes as archaic as 
witchcraft and sorcery, and the connection of Wahhabism with militant Islam 
globally.

Simon Ross Valentine is a freelance British lecturer and researcher into Islam 
and comparative religions who has taught part-time at Leeds University and 
Bradford University.
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The Opening of the Protestant Mind: How Anglo-American Protestants 
Embraced Religious Liberty
Valeri, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780197663677
304 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/11/2023
24 illustrations

The Opening of the Protestant Mind traces a transformation in how English and 
colonial American Protestants described other religions during a crucial period of
English colonization of North America. Mark Valeri shows how a wide range of 
Protestants began to see other religions not as entirely good or entirely bad, but
as complex, and to evaluate them according to their commitment to religious 
liberty.

Mark Valeri is the Reverend Priscilla Wood Neaves Distinguished Professor of 
Religion and Politics at Washington University in St. Louis. His book Heavenly 
Merchandize: How Religion Shaped Commerce in Puritan America, received the
2011 Philip Schaff Prize from the American Society of Church History. He was a
National Endowment for the Humanities fellow at the American Antiquarian 
Society and a Los Angeles Times Distinguished Fellow in the Culture of the 
Americas at the Huntington Library.
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Cyber Strategy: The Evolving Character of Power and Coercion
Valeriano, Brandon / Jensen, Benjamin / Maness, Ryan C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197523780
320 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/6/2020

This book examines the emerging art of cyber strategy and its integration as part
of a larger approach to coercion by states in the international system between 
2000 and 2014.

Brandon Valeriano is the Donald Bren Chair of Armed Conflict at the Marine 
Corps University and a Senior Fellow at the Niskanen Center. Benjamin Jensen 
is an Associate Professor at Marine Corps University and a Scholar-in-
Residence at American University, School of International Service.  Ryan C. 
Maness is an Assistant Professor in the Defense Analysis Department at the 
Naval Postgraduate School.
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Cyber Strategy: The Evolving Character of Power and Coercion
Valeriano, Brandon / Jensen, Benjamin / Maness, Ryan C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190618094
320 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

This book examines the emerging art of cyber strategy and its integration as part
of a larger approach to coercion by states in the international system between 
2000 and 2014.

Brandon Valeriano is the Donald Bren Chair of Armed Conflict at the Marine 
Corps University and a Senior Fellow at the Niskanen Center. Benjamin Jensen 
is an Associate Professor at Marine Corps University and a Scholar-in-
Residence at American University, School of International Service.  Ryan C. 
Maness is an Assistant Professor in the Defense Analysis Department at the 
Naval Postgraduate School.
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Technology and the Virtues: A Philosophical Guide to a Future Worth Wanting
Vallor, Shannon
Oxford University Press .
9780190905286
328 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2018

Technology and the Virtues develops a practical framework for seeking that goal
by means of the deliberate cultivation of technomoral virtues: specific skills and 
strengths of character, adapted to the unique challenges of 21st century life, that
offer the human family our best chance of learning to live wisely and well with 
emerging technologies.

Shannon Vallor is the William J. Rewak, S. J. Professor in Philosophy at Santa 
Clara University, with a research and teaching focus on the philosophy of 
science and technology.
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Rethinking Racial Justice
Valls, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190860561
256 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/20/2018

The racial injustice that continues to plague the United States couldn't be a 
clearer challenge to the country's idea of itself as a liberal and democratic 
society, where all citizens have a chance at a decent life. Moreover, it raises 
deep questions about the adequacy of our political ideas, particularly liberal 
political theory, to guide us out of the quagmire of inequality. So what does 
justice demand in response? What must a liberal society do to address the 
legacies of its past, and how should we aim to reconceive liberalism in order to 
do so?

Andrew Valls is Associate Professor of Political Science at Oregon State 
University.
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Make Arts for a Better Life: A Guide for Working with Communities
Van Buren, Kathleen and Schrag, Brian
Oxford University Press .
9780190878283
352 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2018

Make Arts for a Better Life: A Guide for Working with Communities provides a 
ground-breaking model for arts advocacy. Drawing upon methods and theories 
from disciplines such as ethnomusicology, anthropology, folklore, community 
development, and communication studies, the Guide presents an in-depth 
approach to researching artistic practices within communities and to developing
arts-based projects that address locally-defined needs.

Brian Schrag is SIL International's Ethnomusicology and Arts Coordinator, and 
founder of the Center for Excellence in World Arts (Dallas), a graduate program 
in applied ethnoarts. Kathleen J. Van Buren is an ethnomusicologist with special 
interests in medical and applied ethnomusicology, arts and social change, and 
musics of Africa. She is currently Honorary Research Fellow for the Department
of Music at the University of Sheffield,
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Gregory of Tours: Glory of the Martyrs
Van Dam, Raymond (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853232360
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/11/1988
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 4)

The first translation into English of one of Gregory's eight books of miracle 
stories, which contains a series of anecdotes about the lives and cults of martyrs.

Raymond Van Dam is Professor of Roman History at the University of Michigan.
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Before and after Babel: Writing as Resistance in Ancient Near Eastern Empires
Van De Mieroop, Marc
Oxford University Press .
9780197634660
360 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 12/20/2022
11 b/w illustrations

The ancient Near East is not only where the world's earliest writing system, 
Babylonian cuneiform, was invented some 5,000 years ago, but also where 
nearly 2,000 years later numerous other scripts developed each to write a 
specific language. As a framework for the rich intellectual history of this region's
ancient past, this book investigates how this confusion of tongues came about, 
how writings in the multiple languages and scripts interacted with each other, and
what the consequences were.

Marc Van De Mieroop is Professor of History at Columbia University. His 
previous books include The Ancient Mesopotamian City, Philosophy before the 
Greeks, and, as coauthor, World in the Making: A Global History.
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Nemesius: On the Nature of Man
van der Eijk, Philip and Sharples, R.W.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311321
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2008
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 46)

On the Nature of Man provides the first kown compendium of theological 
anthropology with a Christian orientation and considerably influenced later 
Byzantine and medieval Latin philosophical theology.

Philip Van Der Eijk is Professor of Greek at Newcastle University. R.W. Sharples
was Professor of Classics at University College London.
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The Global Gag Rule and Women's Reproductive Health: Rhetoric Versus 
Reality
van der Meulen Rodgers, Yana
Oxford University Press .
9780190876128
232 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2018

In this innovative book, Yana van der Meulen Rodgers argues that the gag rule 
has failed to achieve its goal of reducing abortions. Rather, the restrictive 
legislation is associated with higher abortion rates, and because the reduction in
funding is indiscriminate there are negative repercussions across a range of 
health outcomes for women, children, and men.

Yana van der Meulen Rodgers is a Professor of Women's and Gender Studies at
Rutgers University.
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Alien Plots: Female Subjectivity and the Divine in the Light of James Tiptree's 'A
Momentary Taste of Being'
van der Spek, Inez
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238249
208 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/4/2000
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies (Book 22)

At the heart of this stimulating and provocative study is a science fiction story by
James Tiptree Jr (Alice Sheldon-Bradley, 1916-1987) about a brother and a 
sister (and 58 other human beings) who encounter an alien while on a starship 
travelling to discover a habitable planet.

Inez van der Spek has taught at the Universities of Utrecht, Amsterdam and 
Nijmegen.
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A Notebook for Viola Players
van der Werff, Ivo-Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780197619445
144 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/9/2022
34 music examples, 39 figures

A Notebook for Viola Players is Ivo-Jan van der Werff's handbook to playing 
viola, with exercises and discussion of every aspect from posture to technique to
mindset.

Ivo-Jan van der Werff was a member of the Medici String Quartet for 31 years, 
playing in major concert halls worldwide and making over 50 recordings, 
including the complete Beethoven Quartet Cycle, for Hyperion, Koch, Nimbus, 
and EMI.
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The Platform Society: Public Values in a Connective World
van Dijck, Jose / Poell, Thomas / de Waal, Martijn
Oxford University Press .
9780190889777
240 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/2/2018

In The Platform Society, Van Dijck, Poell and De Waal offer a comprehensive 
analysis of a connective world where platforms have penetrated the heart of 
societies-disrupting markets and labor relations, circumventing institutions, 
transforming social and civic practices and affecting democratic processes. This
book questions what role online platforms play in the organization of Western 
societies.

Jose van Dijck is a distinguished university professor at Utrecht University. 
Thomas Poell is Senior Lecturer in New Media & Digital Culture at the University
of Amsterdam. Martijn de Waal is a Lector at the Play & Civic Media research 
group at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences.
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Richard Rolle: On Lamentations: A Critical Edition with Translation and 
Commentary
Van Dussen, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9781802078299
232 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies LUP.

The first study, critical edition, and translation of one of the earliest works by the
hermit and mystic Richard Rolle (c. 1300-1349), On Lamentations gives us a 
glimpse of how the biblical commentary tradition informed what would become 
Rolle's signature mystical, doctrinal, and reformist preoccupations throughout his
career.

Michael Van Dussen is Associate Professor in the Department of English at 
McGill University. He specializes in the study of late medieval religious 
controversy and communication in a manuscript culture, with emphasis on 
England and Central Europe. He has received awards for distinguished research
and teaching at McGill University.
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Democracy Lives in Darkness: How and Why People Keep Their Politics a 
Secret
Van Duyn, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780197557020
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2021
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES

Democracy Lives in Darkness is about why people choose to hide their political 
beliefs from others and how they do so. Emily Van Duyn follows a secret political
organization in rural Texas whose all-female membership meets in secret out of 
fear of their conservative spouses, friends, family, and neighbors.

Emily Van Duyn is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Communication 
at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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Oxford Handbook of Head and Neck Anatomy
van Gijn, Daniel R. and Dunne, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780198767831
592 pages
Flexicover
$42.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
Oxford Medical Handbooks. 425 colour and black and white illustrations

The Oxford Handbook of Head and Neck Anatomy will cover the clinically 
applied, complex anatomy of the head and neck in a practical, user-friendly and 
succinct format. Written and illustrated by subject experts, it provides an 
authoritative quick reference.

Daniel van Gijn is a Specialist Registrar in Oral and Maxillofacial surgery in the 
South of England. Professor Standring is the current Editor-in-Chief of Gray's 
Anatomy, Anatomy Development Tutor for the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England and immediate Past President of the Anatomical Society.
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Reimagining Christianity and Sexual Diversity in Africa
van Klinken, Adriaan and Chitando, Ezra
Oxford University Press .
9780197619995
264 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
African Arguments

A much-needed exploration of the queer-positive approaches Emerging within 
African Christianity

Adriaan van Klinken is Professor of Religion and African Studies at the University
of Leeds. Ezra Chitando is Professor of Religious Studies at the University of 
Zimbabwe, and Theology Consultant on HIV/AIDS for the World Council of 
Churches.
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House of Usher
van Leeuwen, Evert
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325604
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
Devils Advocates.

Evert van Leeuwen explores the underlying narrative structure borrowed from 
Poe's original story and shows how closely Richard Matheson's script followed 
Poe's theory of short fiction.

Evert van Leeuwen is a lecturer in English and American culture at Leiden 
University.
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Jordanes: Romana and Getica
Van Nuffelen, Peter and Van Hoof, Lieve
Oxford University Press .
9781802078213
480 pages
paperback
$59.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Translated Texts for Historians LUP. 5 maps

The histories of Jordanes are unique sources for the history of Late Antiquity and
the Middle Ages, narrated from the perspective of a Goth loyal to Rome. This 
new translation is the first one of the Getica in English for a century and the first
ever of the Romana.

Peter Van Nuffelen is Professor of Ancient History at Ghent University. Lieve Van
Hoof is Professor of Ancient History and Classics at Ghent University.
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The Politics of the Pill: Gender, Framing, and Policymaking in the Battle over 
Birth Control
VanSickle-Ward, Rachel and Wallsten, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190675356
296 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/20/2019

In The Politics of the Pill, Rachel VanSickle-Ward and Kevin Wallsten tell the 
story of contemporary birth control policy and the role that women played in it. 
First, they chart the twists and turns of a fascinating, controversial and 
consequential policy debate. Second, they use their analysis of contraception 
politics as a vehicle for identifying more generally the position of women in the 
public sphere and the influence that gender exerts across policy-making and 
media venues.

Rachel VanSickle-Ward is Professor of Political Studies at Pitzer College in 
Claremont, California. Kevin Wallsten is Associate Professor of Political Science
at California State University, Long Beach.
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Essays in Romanticism, Volume 19 2012
Vardy, Alan (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318559
128 pages
paperback
$99.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2013
Essays in Romanticism

Essays in Romanticism, a peer-reviewed journal edited by Alan Vardy, is the 
official journal of the International Conference on Romanticism, succeeding 
Prism(s): Essays in Romanticism. EiR continues the tradition of its predecessor 
in encouraging contributions within an interdisciplinary and comparative 
framework. More broadly, it welcomes submissions on any aspect of 
Romanticism, and especially work using emergent or innovative perspectives 
and approaches.

Alan Vardy, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY.
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Composing with Constraints: 100 Practical Exercises in Music Composition
Variego, Jorge
Oxford University Press .
9780190057244
144 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 7/27/2021
100 illustratons.

Composing with Constraints provides an innovative approach to the instruction of
the craft of music composition based on tailored exercises to help students 
develop their creativity. The 100 exercises that are included contain a unique set
of guidelines and constraints intended to place the student in a specific 
compositional framework.

Jorge Variego was born in Rosario, Argentina. He is a former Fulbright Scholar 
and is currently Lecturer in Music Theory at the University of Tennessee - 
Knoxville, where is also the Founding Director of the UT Electroacoustic 
Ensemble.
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The Democratic Coup d'État
Varol, Ozan O.
Oxford University Press .
9780190626020
248 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/7/2017

The term coup d'’Etat--French for stroke of the state--brings to mind coups 
staged by power-hungry generals who overthrow the existing regime, not to 
democratize, but to concentrate power in their own hands as dictators. We 
assume all coups look the same, smell the same, and present the same threats 
to democracy. It's a powerful, concise, and self-reinforcing idea. It's also wrong. 
In The Democratic Coup d'Etat, Ozan Varol advances a simple, yet controversial,
argument: Sometimes, a democracy is established through a military coup.

Ozan O. Varol is a rocket scientist turned award-winning law professor and 
author. He was born and raised in Istanbul, Turkey, and came to the United 
States to attend Cornell University, where he served on the operations team for 
the 2003 Mars Exploration Rovers mission. He is currently a tenured law 
professor at Lewis & Clark Law School in Portland, Oregon.
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Southern Lady, Yankee Spy: The True Story of Elizabeth Van Lew, a Union 
Agent in the Heart of the Confederacy
Varon, Elizabeth R.
Oxford University Press .
9780195179897
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 3/24/2005

Northern sympathizer in the Confederate capital, daring spymaster, postwar 
politician: Elizabeth Van Lew was one of the most remarkable figures in 
American history, a woman who defied the conventions of the nineteenth-century
South. In Southern Lady, Yankee Spy, historian Elizabeth Varon provides a 
gripping, richly researched account of the woman who led what one historian 
called "the most productive espionage operation of the Civil War.

Elizabeth Varon is Professor of History at Temple University. She is the author of
We Mean to Be Counted: White Women and Politics in Antebellum Virginia.
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Divine Democracy: Political Theology after Carl Schmitt
Vatter, Miguel
Oxford University Press .
9780190942366
304 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2020

In this book, Miguel Vatter reconstructs how and why the discourse of political 
theology was adopted and repurposed by anti-Schmittian thinkers, from Eric 
Voegelin through Jacques Maritain and Ernst Kantorowicz to Jurgen Habermas, 
to bolster the legitimacy of liberal democratic government. The book traces the 
way in which crucial political concepts for liberal democracy--including 
sovereignty, representation, government, constitutionalism, human rights, and 
public reason--are transformed when they become part of a discourse on political
theology.

Miguel Vatter is Professor of Politics at Flinders University, Australia.
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Practical Epidemiology: Using Epidemiology to Support Primary Health Care
Vaughan, J Patrick / Victora, Cesar / Chowdhury, A Mushtaque R
Oxford University Press .
9780192848741
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/28/2022

Practical Epidemiology focuses on the importance of using epidemiological 
concepts and skills by health workers in Lower and Middle Income Countries 
(LMICs), in particular to investigate, plan and deliver primary health care services
and to strengthen district level public health programmes.

J Patrick Vaughan has had an extensive career in international health and in 
health systems planning, evaluation and research, mainly in low and middle 
income countries. Professor Cesar Victora leads the International Center for 
Equity in Health. Professor Mushtaque Chowdhury was the founding Dean of the
James P Grant BRAC School of Public Health in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and 
formerly Executive Director and Vice Chair of BRAC, the world's largest NGO.
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The Oxford Book of Health Foods
Vaughan, J. G. and Judd, P. A.
Oxford University Press .
9780192806802
224 pages
paperback
$31.5
Pub Date: 6/8/2006

The Oxford Book of Health Foods is a comprehensive, up-to-date, and 
scientifically based guide to a variety of foods associated with good health. From
fruits, herbs, and grains to vitamins, minerals, and dietary supplements, this new
resource offers not only the claims associated with each food, but also the 
scientific truths behind these claims.

J. G. Vaughan is Emeritus Professor of Food Sciences, King's College, London.
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Patching Development: Information Politics and Social Change in India
Veeraraghavan, Rajesh
Oxford University Press .
9780197567821
256 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/24/2021
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES

In Patching Development, Rajesh Veeraraghavan reports on a relatively positive
case study of developing in India, shedding new light on the challenges and 
benefits of using information and technology to effectively reach marginalized 
citizens.

Rajesh Veeraraghavan is an Assistant Professor at Georgetown University. He 
received his Ph.D from the University of California, Berkeley in 2015. He has 
been researching and writing about the politics of data and technology and its 
role in improving the lives of marginalized citizens for the last 15 years.
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Patching Development: Information Politics and Social Change in India
Veeraraghavan, Rajesh
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780197658284
248 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 2/8/2022

In Patching Development, Rajesh Veeraraghavan presents an ethnography of 
one of the largest development programs in the world, the Indian National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA), and examines NREGA's implementation 
in the South Indian state of Andhra Pradesh.

Rajesh Veeraraghavan is an Assistant Professor of Science Technology and 
International Affairs (STIA) Program at Georgetown University's School of 
Foreign Service.
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Multisensory Experiences: Where the senses meet technology
Velasco, Carlos and Obrist, Marianna
Oxford University Press .
9780198849629
112 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2020

Multisensory Experiences: Where the senses meet technology takes you on a 
journey that goes from the fundamentals of multisensory experiences, through 
the relationship between the senses and technology, to what the future of those
experiences may look like, and our responsibility in it.

Carlos Velasco is an Associate Professor at the Department of Marketing, BI 
Norwegian Business School (Norway). Marianna Obrist is Professor of 
Multisensory Experiences and, before joining UCL, she was head of the Sussex
Computer Human Interaction (SCHI 'sky') Lab at the School of Engineering and 
Informatics at the University of Sussex (United Kingdom).
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The Secret Garland: Antal's "Tiruppavai" and "Nacciyar Tirumoli"
Venkatesan, Archana
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780198089483

paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2010
AAR Religions in Translation.

The secret garland: antals tiruppavai and nacciyar tirumoli this book aims to 
capture the lyricism, beauty, and power of kotais original works in addition, 
detailed notes based on traditional commentaries, and discussions of the ritual 
and performative lives of the tiruppavai and nacciyar tirumoli highlight the 
importance of this ninth-century poet and her two poems over the past one 
thousand years

Archana Venkatesan is assistant professor of comparative literature and religious
studies at the University of California, Davis.
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Global Banks on Trial
Verdier, Pierre-Hugues
Oxford University Press .
9780190675776
280 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 3/16/2020

The book provides a concise, readable, and up-to-date explanation of the 
numerous criminal prosecutions and large fines imposed on global banks for 
market manipulation, tax evasion, sanctions evasion, and money laundering.

Pierre-Hugues Verdier is John A. Ewald Jr. Research Professor of Law at the 
University of Virginia.
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Presence: How Mindfulness and Meditation Shape Your Brain, Mind, and Life
Verhaeghen, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780199395606
248 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 4/24/2017

Presence reviews how meditation calms the body and what goes on inside the 
brain during meditation-how it impacts control over attention, awareness of the 
body, and the experience of self. It examines how meditation leaves telltale 
lasting traces in brain structure, and how it impacts important areas of life such 
as well-being, stress, and health. In addition, it examines how mindfulness can 
be useful as therapy, alleviating depression, anxiety, worry, and pain.

Paul Verhaeghen is professor in Psychology at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology.
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Empire's Legacy: Roots of a Far-Right Affinity in Contemporary France
Veugelers, John W.P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190875664
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 11/22/2019

In 1995, Toulon became the largest city in Europe to come under the far right 
since the end of World War II. This book asks what led up to the far right's win; 
how it governed for six years; and what we learn from mainstream politicians 
who are keeping it weak. Empire's Legacy delves into a latent far right affinity in
French society, traces the deep roots of this affinity, and explains why it has 
become a factor in French politics.

John W. P. Veugelers is Associate Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Toronto.
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Victor of Vita: History of the Vandal Persecution (Liverpool University Press - 
Translated Texts for Historians)
Victor of Vita
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853231271
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/4/1992
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 11). 
Translated by John Moorhead.

Among the peoples who occupied the territories of the Roman Empire in the 
West in the fifth century, the Vandals are notorious for their persecution of the 
Catholic inhabitants of Africa. By far the fullest narrative of their doings prior to 
the time of Justinian is that provided by Victor of Vita, who in 484 wrote the 
greater part of the work here translated.

Victor Vitensis (or Victor of Vita; born circa 430) was an African bishop of the 
Province of Byzacena. His importance rests on his Historia persecutionis 
Africanae Provinciae, temporibus Genserici et Hunirici regum Wandalorum (A 
History of the African Province Persecution, in the Times of Genseric and 
Huneric, the Kings of the Vandals).
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Writing for Love and Money: How Migration Drives Literacy Learning in 
Transnational Families
Vieira, Kate
Oxford University Press .
9780190877323
264 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2019

Based on research with transnational families in Latin Ame ica, Eastern Europe,
and North America, Writing for Love and Money tells the story of how families 
separated across borders write--and learn new ways of writing--in pursuit of love
and money.

Kate Vieira is Associate Professor and the Susan J. Cellmer Distinguished Chair
in Literacy in the School of Education at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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Signatures of the Artist: The VitalImperfections That Make Our Universe 
Habitable
Vigdor, Steven E.
Oxford University Press .
9780198814825
368 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

The goal of this book is to review the recent and ongoing scientific research 
exploring these imperfections, in a broad-ranging, non-mathematical approach 
with an emphasis on the intricate tapestry of elegant experiments that bear on 
the conditions for habitability in our universe.

Steven Vigdor is a well-known experimental physicist with more than 45 years of
experience in cutting-edge research in nuclear and particle physics. Currently 
Professor Emeritus in the Department of Physics at Indiana University.
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War-Torn: The Unmaking of Syria, 2011-2021
Vignal, Leila
Oxford University Press .
9780197619988
328 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021

To see Syria's future in the Middle East, we must analyze its destruction: not just
the physical rubble, but the social, economic and geographic collapse.

Leila Vignal is Professor of Geography at the Ecole normale superieure, Paris, 
and the editor of The Transnational Middle East: People, Places, Borders.
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Mathematics is the Poetry of Science
Villani, Cedric
Oxford University Press .
9780198846437
96 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 5/24/2020

In the words of the great poet Senghor, Cedric Villani makes the bold claim that
Mathematics is the Poetry of Science. Perhaps paradoxical to some, both 
disciplines are concerned with describing the world around us, understanding its
parts, and using this knowledge to create something profound. World-renowned
mathematician and Fields Medallist Cedric Villani explores this analogy in this 
engaging and intelligent text, and shows how mathematics, one of the world's 
few universal languages, holds deep similarities to the literary genre.

Cedric Villani is a Professor at University of Lyon. He is a French mathematician
and politician working primarily on partial differential equations, Riemannian 
geometry and mathematical physics..
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Congress and the Media: Beyond Institutional Power
Vinson, C. Danielle
Oxford University Press .
9780190632250
256 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2017

Arguing that members of Congress turn to the media to enhance their formal 
powers or to compensate for their lack of power, Congress and the Media 
explains why congressional members go public and when they are likely to 
succeed in getting coverage. Vinson uses content analysis of national 
newspaper and television coverage of congressional members over time and 
members' messages on social media as well as case studies to examine how 
members in different political circumstances use the media to try to influence 
policymaking and how this has changed over time.

C. Danielle Vinson is Professor of Political Science, Furman University.
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Animal Alterity: Science Fiction and the Question of the Animal
Vint, Sherryl
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318153
306 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2013

Animal Alterity uses readings of science fiction texts to explore the centrality of 
animals for our ways of thinking about human.

Sherryl Vint is professor of science fiction media studies at the University of 
California, Riverside.
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Stalinist Perpetrators on Trial: Scenes from the Great Terror in Soviet Ukraine
Viola, Lynne
Oxford University Press .
9780190053857
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2019

Based on chilling and revelatory new archival documents from the Ukrainian 
secret police archives, Stalinist Perpetrators on Trial illuminates the darkest 
recesses of Soviet repression-the interrogation room, the prison cell, and the 
place of execution-and sheds new light on those who carried out the Great 
Terror.

Lynne Viola is Professor of History at the University of Toronto.
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Aeneid
Virgil
Oxford University Press .
9780192832061
468 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2007
Translated by Frederick Ahl.

Written more than two thousand years ago, The Aeneid tells the story of Aeneas'
seven-year journey from the ruins of Troy to Italy, where he becomes the 
founding ancestor of Rome. Virgil's supreme achievement is not only to reveal 
Rome's imperial future, but to invest it with both passion and suffering for all 
those caught up in the fates of others. Frederick Ahl's new translation captures 
the excitement, poetic energy, and intellectual force of the original in a way that 
has never been done before.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Aeneid, Books VII-IX
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675259
312 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2009
Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie, and Anne Rogerson

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Conington's Virgil: Aeneid I - II
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675235
278 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2008
Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie, and Anne Rogerson

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Conington's Virgil: Aeneid III - VI
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675242
448 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2009
Bristol Phoenix Press - Classic Editions. Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie,
and Anne Rogerson

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Listing:

Conington's Virgil: Aeneid X - XII
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675266
356 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2009
Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie, and Anne Rogerson

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Conington's Virgil: Eclogues
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675211
288 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2008
Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie, and Brian W. Breed.

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Conington's Virgil: Georgics
Virgil
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675228
336 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2008
Edited by J. Conington, Philip R. Hardie, and Monica R. Gale

John Conington's three-volume edition of The Works of Virgil, begun in 1852, has
long been unavailable except in rare second-hand sets. The whole work is now 
being reissued in six affordable paperbacks, with new introductions setting the 
commentary in its context. ale's introduction to the Georgics, and also includes 
Conington's index.

Publius Vergilius Maro (October 15, 70 BC – September 21, 19 BC), was an 
ancient Roman poet of the Augustan period.
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Iraq of Its Regions: Cornerstones of a Federal Democracy?
Visser, Reider and Stansfield, Gareth
Oxford University Press . Hurst
9781850658757
256 pages
paperback
$31.5
Pub Date: 11/22/2007

Red Star over Iraq analyses the twists and turns of the Iraqi Communist Party 
(ICP) from its inception until its ultimate demise as a significant political force at 
the hands of Saddam in 1979.

Reidar Visser is a Research Fellow specialising in Iraqi politics at the Norwegian
Institute of International Affairs, Oslo. Gareth Stansfield is Reader in Middle 
Eastern Politics at the University of Exeter.
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Campus Misinformation: The Real Threat to Free Speech in American Higher 
Education
Vivian, Bradford
Oxford University Press .
9780197531273
240 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/6/2022

In Campus Misinformation, Bradford Vivian shows how misinformation about 
colleges and universities has proliferated in recent years, with potentially 
dangerous results. Popular but highly misleading narratives about the state of 
free speech and intellectual diversity on college campuses impede constructive 
deliberation about higher education while promoting suspect ideas about First 
Amendment freedoms and democratic participation. A powerful demonstration of
how disingenuous information can become accepted as fact, this book should 
matter to anyone concerned about the state of higher education and our 
democracy alike.

Bradford Vivian is Professor of Communication Arts and Sciences and past 
Director of the Center for Democratic Deliberation at Penn State University. His 
previous books include Commonplace Witnessing: Rhetorical Invention, 
Historical Remembrance, and Public Culture (OUP 2017) and Public Forgetting:
The Rhetoric and Politics of Beginning Again (2010), which received the Winans-
Wichelns Award for Distinguished Scholarship in Rhetoric and Public Address 
awarded by the National Communication Association.
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For God and Liberty: Catholicism and Revolution in the Atlantic World, 1790
-1861
Voekel, Pamela
Oxford University Press .
9780197610206
432 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/29/2022
10 black and white illustrations

For God and Liberty centers the Catholic Church's contributions to the Age of 
Revolution, particularly to the rise of democratic political forms in the early 
republics of the nineteenth century in Latin America. It breaks with secular 
narratives of the nineteenth century to argue that the major political fault lines in
Latin America corresponded to fault lines within the Church, while also grappling
with the religious origins of the civil wars in Mexico and Central America.

Pamela Voekel is Associate Professor of History and Latin American, Latino, and
Caribbean Studies  at Dartmouth College.  She is the author of the prize-winning
Alone Before God: The Religious Origins of Modernity in Mexico and is a co-
founder of the Tepoztlan Institute for the Transnational History of the Americas.
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Conflict Minerals, Inc.: War, Profit and White Saviourism in Eastern Congo
Vogel, Christoph N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197659649
224 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
African Arguments.

Vogel demonstrates how Western advocacy and policy have relied on colonial 
frames to drive change, and how White Saviourism perpetuates structural 
violence and inequality across global supply and value chains.

Christoph N. Vogel is an award-winning investigator of conflicts in Central Africa.
He is Research Director of the Insecure Livelihoods project at Ghent University,
and has worked with the UN. Christoph holds a PhD from the University of Zurich
and helped develop the Congo Research Group at New York University.
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Marketcraft: How Governments Make Markets Work
Vogel, Steven K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190090449
202 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019

Marketcraft argues that markets do not arise spontaneously but rather are 
crafted by individuals, firms, and most of all by governments. Thus marketcraft 
represents a core function of government comparable to statecraft.

Steven K. Vogel is the Chair of the Political Economy Program, Il Han New 
Professor of Asian Studies, and a Professor of Political Science at the University
of California, Berkeley.
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Marketcraft: How Governments Make Markets Work
Vogel, Steven K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190699857
200 pages
hardcover
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Modern-day markets do not arise spontaneously or evolve naturally.

Steven K. Vogel is the the Chair of the Political Economy Program, the Il Han 
New Professor of Asian Studies, and a Professor of Political Science at the 
University of California, Berkeley.
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Leveraging Latency: How the Weak Compel the Strong with Nuclear Technology
Volpe, Tristan A.
Oxford University Press .
9780197669532
256 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/14/2023
Disruptive Technology and International Security Series.

In Leveraging Latency, Tristan A. Volpe explores how weak nations compel 
concessions from superpowers by threatening to acquire atomic weapons. Volpe
finds that there is a trade-off between threatening proliferation and promising 
nuclear restraint. States need just enough bomb-making capacity to threaten 
proliferation, but not so much that it becomes too difficult for them to offer 
nonproliferation assurances. Including four comparative case studies and 
identifying a generalizable mechanism--the threat-assurance tradeoff--Volpe 
provides a systematic assessment of the coercive utility of nuclear technology.

Tristan A. Volpe is Assistant Professor in the Defense Analysis Department of 
the Naval Postgraduate School. He is also a Nonresident Fellow in the Nuclear 
Policy Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
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Political Islam Observed
Volpi, Frederic
Oxford University Press .
9780199327140
288 pages
hardcover
$34.5
Pub Date: 9/21/2010

This book offers a framework for understanding the interaction between the 
academic disciplines 'observing' contemporary political Islam and the individuals
and communities being 'observed' practicing it. Volpi investigates how different 
disciplinary approaches in the social sciences explain and understand their 
'Islamic' subject matter, revealing how political Islam is a phenomenon that each
academic discipline analyses using its own dominant paradigms.

Frederic Volpi is Lecturer in International Relations at the University of St 
Andrews and the author of Islam and Democracy.
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Listing:

The Max Planck Handbooks in European Public Law: Volume III: Constitutional 
Adjudication: Institutions
von Bogdandy, Armin and Huber, Peter and Grabenwarter, Christoph
Oxford University Press .
9780198726418
976 pages
hardcover
$295
Pub Date: 5/12/2020

Recognizing that the ongoing vertical and horizontal processes of European 
integration make legal comparison the task of our time for both scholars and 
practitioners, the series aims to foster the development of a specifically 
European legal pluralism and to contribute to the legitimacy and efficiency of 
European public law.

Armin von Bogdandy is Director of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative 
Public Law and International Law and Professor for Public Law at the University 
in Frankfurt/Main. Von Bogdandy is the recipient of the Leibniz Prize, the prize 
for outstanding scientific achievements in the field of legal and economic 
foundations by the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences, the Premio 
Internacional 'Hector Fix Zamudio', and the 'Mazo' (gavel) of the Interamerican 
Court of Human Rights.Discount:
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Deploying Feminism: The Role of Gender in NATO Military Operations
von Hlatky, Stefanie
Oxford University Press .
9780197653524
248 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 12/2/2022
BRIDGING THE GAP SERIES. 3 b/w line drawings; 4 tables

In Deploying Feminism, Stefanie von Hlatky tells the story of how the military has
been delegated authority to advance gender equality as part of their activities, 
while simultaneously tackling increasingly complex threats. Drawing upon 
fieldwork and interviews, von Hlatky argues that there is a distortion of Women, 
Peace and Security norms, as gender equality concerns fade into the 
background. Looking at NATO's ongoing operations in Iraq, Kosovo, and the 
Baltics, she details the process by which Women, Peace and Security norms are
militarized and put at the service of operational effectiveness. Further, it shows 
why an adjustment is necessary for gender equality to become a true planning 
priority.

Stefanie von Hlatky is the Canada Research Chair in Gender, Security and the 
Armed Forces, Associate Professor of Political Studies at Queen's University, 
and Associate Dean of Research within the Faculty of Arts and Science. She is a
leading expert on NATO and military affairs, the founder of Women in 
International Security-Canada, and the Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel of the 
Princess of Wales' Own Regiment. Dr. von Hlatky is the author of American 
Allies in Times of War: The Great Asymmetry (Oxford, 2013).
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Guilt: A Force of Cultural Transformation
von Kellenbach, Katharina and Buschmeier, Matthias
Oxford University Press .
9780197557440
376 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/31/2021

Since the end of the 20th century, social movements around the world have 
called for accountability and reparation for past harms, particularly harms 
committed by states against various minority groups. This volume argues that 
guilt is a productive force that helps to balance unequal power dynamics 
between individuals and groups.

Katharina von Kellenbach is Professor emerita of Religious Studies at St. Mary's
College of Maryland. Matthias Buschmeier is an Associate Professor 
(Akademischer Oberrat) of German Literature at Bielefeld University, Germany.
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Believing in Magic: The Psychology of Superstition - Updated Edition
Vyse, Stuart A.
Oxford University Press .
9780199996926
328 pages
paperback
$28.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2013

While we live in a technologically and scientifically advanced age, superstition is
as widespread as ever. Not limited to just athletes and actors, superstitious 
beliefs are common among people of all occupations, educational backgrounds,
and income levels. In this fully updated edition of Believing in Magic, renowned 
superstition expert Stuart Vyse investigates our tendency towards these irrational
beliefs.

Stuart A. Vyse is Joanne Toor Cummings '50 Professor of Psychology at 
Connecticut College.
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Body & Soul: Notebooks of an Apprentice Boxer, Revised and Updated
Wacquant, Loic
Oxford University Press .
9780190465698
320 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 12/7/2021

Loic Wacquant's Body and Soul melds Pierre Bourdieu's signal concept of 
habitus with Wacquant's ethnographic observations as an amateur boxer at a 
gym in Chicago's South Side. This updated edition features a new preface and 
postface that elaborate upon Bourdieu's theory of habitus, demonstrating the 
ways in which habitus anchors both the method and theory in the book and to 
provide a geneaology of the concept.

Loic Wacquant is a professor of Sociology and Research Associate at the 
Institute for Legal Research, Boalt Law School, University of California at 
Berkeley.
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Cannibal Holocaust
Waddell, Calum
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781911325116
100 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/27/2016
Devils Advocates

Cannibal Holocaust is one of the most controversial horror films ever made.  
Despite not achieving huge success when it was first released, the Italian 
production found an audience on home video in the 1980s and became a 'must-
see' for connoisseurs of extreme cinema.

Calum Waddell gained his Ph.D from Aberdeen University in 2014, and now 
works full time as an academic. He also moonlights as a documentary filmmaker,
with credits that include Eaten Alive! The Rise and Fall of the Italian Cannibal 
Film (2015), and acting as the co-producer of the American Blu-ray of Cannibal 
Holocaust for Oscar winner Bob Murawski.
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Gladsongs and Gatherings: Poetry and its Social Context in Liverpool since the 
1960s
Wade, Stephen (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237273
246 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 3/1/2001

With the 'Liverpool Scene', poetry registered nationally as a popular art form 
arguably for the first time. Since then, poetry appears to have contracted once 
more to its metropolitan, literary heartland. So what happened to the 'Mersey 
sound'? Gladsongs and Gatherings examines this question through the ideas 
and reflections of poets and poetry readers. The book includes interviews with 
the famous 60s trio, and places their experience alongside that of contemporary
poets who continue to find the city a rich source of inspiration.

Musician, recording artist, and writer Stephen Wade is best known for his long-
running stage performances of Banjo Dancing and On the Way Home.
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The Fiery Cross: The Ku Klux Klan in America
Wade, Wyn Craig
Oxford University Press .
9780195123579
528 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 11/19/1998

Traces the Klan from its beginnings after the Civil War as a social club in Pulaski,
Tennessee, to the present, providing the history of the group, which has gone 
through a number of declines and renaissances over the last hundred years.

Wyn Craig Wade is a psychologist and historian.
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The Penultimate Curiosity: How Science Swims in the Slipstream of Ultimate 
Questions
Wagner, Roger and Briggs, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198839286
496 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2019

This book sets out to answer one of the most profound questions about the 
development of human thought: why it is that throughout the long journey from 
cave painting to quantum physics what we now refer to as 'science' and 'religion'
have been so closely entangled.

Roger Wagner has been described by Charles Moore as the best religious 
painter in Britain today. Andrew Briggs was elected in 2002 as the first holder of 
the newly created Chair in Nanomaterials at the University of Oxford.
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Chronicle of the Logothete (Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP)
Wahlgren, Staffan
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789628074
320 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2020
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP

This book contains a translation of the Chronicle of the Logothete (10th c. AD), 
one of the most widely read Byzantine historical texts. Preserved in more than 30
manuscripts, the Chronicle covers the period from the Creation of the World until
the burial of emperor Romanos Lekapenos in 948.

Staffan Wahlgren is Professor of Classical Philology at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Trondheim and a member of the Royal Norwegian 
Society of Sciences and Letters.
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Medical Illuminations: Using Evidence, Visualization and Statistical Thinking to 
Improve Healthcare
Wainer, Howard
Oxford University Press .
9780199668793

hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2014

Is it sensible to screen for breast or prostate cancer? Should the locations of 
cancer clusters be made available to the general public? When a doctor wants to
perform major surgery and there's no chance for a second opinion, do you 
agree? The answers to these questions are not as black and white as they may 
first appear.

Howard Wainer is a statistician and author. He has been working primarily on 
medical topics since 2001 as the Distinguished Research Scientist of the 
National Board of Medical Examiners.
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Live Music in America: A History from Jenny Lind to Beyonce
Waksman, Steve
Oxford University Press .
9780197570548
656 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 9/20/2022
54 halftones

Live Music in America provides the first dedicated survey of music history in the
United States as seen through the lens of live performance, offering readers a 
wide-ranging social and cultural history of American music that touches on race,
class, gender, and debates over cultural value.

Steve Waksman is Elsie Irwin Sweeney Professor of Music at Smith College, 
Massachusetts.
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Peeping Tom
Walden, Kiri Bloom
Oxford University Press .
9781800348073
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Devils Advocates

Reviled on its release, Peeping Tom (1960) all-but ended the career of director 
Michael Powell, previously one of Britain's most revered filmmakers. The story of
a murderous cameraman and his compulsion to record his killings, Powell's film 
stunned the same critics who had acclaimed him for the work he'd made with 
writer-producer Emeric Pressburger.

Kiri Bloom Walden teaches film and cultural studies at Oxford University's 
Department of Continuing Education.
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Peeping Tom
Walden, Kiri Bloom
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781800348370
120 pages
hardcover
$95
Pub Date: 1/31/2021
Devils Advocates

Reviled on its release, Peeping Tom (1960) all-but ended the career of director 
Michael Powell, previously one of Britain's most revered filmmakers. The story of
a murderous cameraman and his compulsion to record his killings, Powell's film 
stunned the same critics who had acclaimed him for the work he'd made with 
writer-producer Emeric Pressburger.

Kiri Bloom Walden teaches film and cultural studies at Oxford University's 
Department of Continuing Education. She is the author of two other books and 
her research interests include British film history, Victorian women's magazines,
ballet history and the circus.
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Studying Hammer Horror
Walden, Victoria
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733322
142 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/7/2016
.

When Hammer Productions was formed in the 1920s, no one foresaw the impact
this small, independent studio would have on the international film market. 
Christopher Lee's mesmerizing, animalistic, yet gentlemanly performance as 
Dracula, Frankenstein's Monster, and the Mummy were celebrated worldwide, 
and the Byronic qualities of Peter Cushing's Dr. Frankenstein, among his many 
other Hammer characters, proved impossible to forget. Hammer maintained 
consistent period settings, creating a timeless and enchanting aesthetic. 
Studying Hammer Horror treats Hammer as a quintessentially British product and
through a study of its work investigates larger conceptions of national horror 
cinemas.
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The New Turkey and Its Discontents
Waldman, Simon and Caliskan, Emre
Oxford University Press .
9780190668372
360 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

The New Turkey and Its Discontents traces Turkey's evolution under Erdogan's 
leadership, and assesses the likely consequences at home and abroad.

Simon A. Waldman is a lecturer in Middle Eastern Studies at the Institute for 
Middle Eastern Studies, King's College London. Emre Caliskan is a Turkish 
analyst and journalist who previously worked for BBC and Turkish public channel
TRT.
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John Quincy Adams and the Politics of Slavery: Selections from the Diary
Waldstreicher, David and Mason, Matthew
Oxford University Press .
9780190932923
336 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2019
6 halftones

Expertly edited by David Waldstreicher and Matthew Mason, John Quincy 
Adams and the Politics of Slavery offers an unusual perspective on the dramatic
and shifting politics of slavery in the early republic, as it moved from the margins
to the center of public life and from the shadows to the substance of Adams's 
politics.

David Waldstreicher is Distinguished Professor of History at the City University of
New York's Graduate Center. Matthew E. Mason is an Associate Professor of 
History at Brigham Young University.
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Mobilized by Injustice: Criminal Justice Contact, Political Participation, and Race
Walker, Hannah L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190940652
216 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2020
Studies in Postwar American Political Development. 12 B&W line drawings

In Mobilized by Injustice, Hannah L. Walker excavates the power of criminal 
justice to inspire political action. Mobilization results from the belief that one's 
experiences are a consequence of policies that target people like one's self on 
the basis of group affiliation like race, ethnicity and class. Walker offers a 
compelling account of the criminal justice system as a spark for the formation of
a movement with the potential to remake American politics.  Brings immigration 
into conversation with research on American criminal justice. Sheds new light on
how the criminal justice system impacts Latinos. Examines both policy feedbacks
literature together with research on social movements and the participation of 
marginalized people. Includes in-depth interviews on the topic which have never
been published before; brings together a vast array of survey data amounting to
over 8,000 completed survey interviews

Hannah L. Walker is Assistant Professor of Political Science and Criminal Justice
at Rutgers University.
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Labyrinths of Deceit: Culture, Modernity and Identity in the Nineteenth Century
Walker, Richard J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853238492
320 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 3/15/2008
Liverpool English Texts & Studies

Mining literary and philosophical works of the period, Walker explores the crisis 
of identity that beset nineteenth-century thinkers and how that crisis revealed 
itself in portrayals of addiction, split personalities, and religious mania. Victorian
England will never look the same.

Richard J. Walker is a senior lecturer in English literature at the University of 
Central Lancashire.
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Making Sense of Fibromyalgia: New and Updated
Wallace, Daniel J. and Wallace, Janice Brock
Oxford University Press .
9780199321766
272 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 2/21/2014

This fully updated edition of Making Sense of Fibromyalgia distills complex 
concepts and symptoms into an easily understandable narrative. Daniel J. 
Wallace, a leading rheumatologist at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, and Janice 
Brock Wallace, an expert medical writer, have updated the original classic 
resource, which has sold over 100,000 copies since 1999.

Daniel J. Wallace, MD, is a Clinical Professor of Medicine at the David Geffen 
School of Medicine at UCLA based at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los 
Angeles. Janice Brock Wallace is a freelance medical writer.
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The Sjogren's Book, 4e
Wallace, Daniel J.
Oxford University Press .
9780199737222

hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 10/3/2011

Afflicting one in seventy Americans, Sjögren's syndrome is an autoimmune 
disease that commonly causes dryness of the eyes, mouth, and nose, and that 
can lead to complications including profound fatigue, depression, and lymphoma.
While there is no cure for Sjögren's, much can be done to alleviate the suffering
of patients. This extensively revised handbook offers everything you need to 
know to cope with this disease.

Daniel J. Wallace, MD, is a Clinical Professor of Medicine at the David Geffen 
School of Medicine at UCLA based at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los 
Angeles.
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The Culture Trap: Ethnic Expectations and Unequal Schooling for Black Youth
Wallace, Derron
Oxford University Press .
9780197531471
296 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/17/2023

In The Culture Trap, Derron Wallace argues that the overreliance on culture to 
explain Black students' achievement and behavior in schools is a trap that 
undermines the historical factors and institutional processes that shape how 
Black students experience schooling. Drawing on rich ethnographic observations
and interviews, Wallace suggests that use of culture as a proxy for gauging and 
justifying achievement outcomes obscures the very real ways school structures, 
institutional processes, and colonial and post-colonial conditions matter for the 
racial, class, and gender inequalities Black Caribbeans students experience in 
the US and Britain. Wallace shows how culture is at times used as an alibi for 
racism in schools, and points out what educators, parents, and students can do 
to change it.

Derron Wallace is Assistant Professor of Sociology and Education at Brandeis 
University, and Research Associate at the Centre on the Dynamics of Ethnicity at
the University of Manchester. He is a cultural sociologist of race, ethnicity, and 
education. His research and teaching interests are concerned with the analysis 
and amelioration of structural and cultural inequalities that shape schooling in the
United States, Britain, the Caribbean, and around the world.
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Seeking Truth and Hiding Facts: Information, Ideology, and Authoritarianism in 
China
Wallace, Jeremy L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197627662
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2022
6 b/w line drawings; 4 tables

For decades, a few numbers came to define Chinese politics-until those numbers
did not count what mattered and what they counted did not measure up. Seeking
Truth and Hiding Facts argues that the Chinese government adopted a system of
limited, quantified vision in order to survive the disasters unleashed by Mao 
Zedong's ideological leadership. Jeremy Wallace explains how that system 
worked and analyzes how the problems that accumulated in its blind spots led Xi
Jinping to take drastic action. Xi's neopolitical turn, through which quantification 
decisions have been overtly repoliticized, is an attempt fix the problems of the 
prior system, as well as a hedge against an inability to do so.

Jeremy L. Wallace is an associate professor of government at Cornell University,
on sabbatical leave for 2021-22 at Georgetown's Mortara Center for International
Studies. He studies authoritarian politics focusing on China, cities, statistics, and
climate change. He recently published work on COVID-19 in APSR and on 
China's relationship with the international order in International Organization. He
serves as an editor at The Monkey Cage and writes the China Lab newsletter.
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History of Namibia: From the Beginning to 1990
Wallace, Marion
Oxford University Press .
9780199333509
454 pages
paperback
$29.5
Pub Date: 1/16/2014

In 1990 Namibia gained its independence after a decades-long struggle against
South African rule--and, before that, against German colonialism. This book, the 
first new scholarly general history of Namibia in two decades, provides a fresh 
synthesis of these events, and of the much longer pre-colonial period.

Marion Wallace is African curator at the British Library and a historian of 
Namibia.
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A Troubled Sleep: Risk and Resilience in Contemporary Northern Ireland
Waller, James
Oxford University Press .
9780190095574
376 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 4/9/2021

By examining the Northern Ireland example, Waller presents deep insight into 
what happens when identity politics prevail over democracy, when a paralysis in
governance leads to a political vacuum for extremist voices to exploit, when de 
facto social segregation becomes normalized, when acclimatization to violence 
becomes a generational legacy, and when questions of who we are become 
secondary to who we are not.

Dr. James Waller is the Cohen Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at
Keene State College in New Hampshire.
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Becoming Evil: How Ordinary People Commit Genocide and Mass Killing - 2nd 
edition
Waller, James
Oxford University Press .
9780195314564

paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/22/2007

With this second edition, James Waller brings us up to date on some of the 
horrific events he used in the first edition to illustrate his theory of extraordinary 
human evil, particularly those from the perennially troubled Balkans and Africa, 
pointing out steps taken both forward and back.

Dr. James Waller is the Cohen Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at
Keene State College in New Hampshire.
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Confronting Evil: Engaging Our Responsibility to Prevent Genocide
Waller, James
Oxford University Press .
9780199300709
416 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 6/24/2016

Drawing on over two decades of primary research and scholarship from a wide 
range of disciplinary perspectives, Confronting Evil: Engaging Our Responsibility
to Prevent Genocide is grounded in the belief that preventing mass atrocity is an
achievable goal, but only if we have the collective will to do so. This 
groundbreaking book from one of the foremost leaders in the field presents a 
fascinating continuum of research-informed strategies to prevent genocide from
ever taking place; to avert further atrocities once mass murder occurs; and to 
prevent further turmoil once a society learns how to rebuild itself.

Dr. James Waller is the Cohen Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at
Keene State College in New Hampshire.
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Breeding: The Human History of Heredity, Race, and Sex
Waller, John
Oxford University Press .
9780199239214
368 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023
25 illus.

In Breeding, John Waller offers an intriguing look at human heredity and the 
often troubling conclusions different societies have drawn about it. The book 
explores a dizzying array of topics--the Greek and Roman view of sub-human 
barbarians; the suppression of peasants in medieval Europe and of slaves in the
American plantations; ideas of class, criminality, moral weakness, and IQ; and 
much more. At the same time, it is a story of remarkable scientific achievement,
as figures from Linnaeus to Mendel, Darwin, Galton, Crick and Watson 
unravelled the way life works.

John Waller is Associate Professor of the History of Medicine at Michigan State
University.
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Bede: The Reckoning of Time
Wallis, Faith (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236931
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/4/1999
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 29)

From the patristic age until the Gregorian calendar reform of 1582, computus - 
the science of time reckoning and art of calendar construction - was a subject of 
intense concern to medieval people. Bede's The Reckoning of Time (De 
temporum ratione) was the first comprehensive treatise on this subject, and the
model and reference for all subsequent teaching, discussion and criticism of the
Christian calendar.

Faith Wallis is associate professor in the department of history at McGill 
University.
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Bede: Commentary on Revelation
Wallis, Faith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846318450
343 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2013
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians Series

The Commentary on Revelation is Bede's first venture into Biblical exegesis -- an
ambitious choice for a young monastic scholar in a newly Christianized land. Its 
subject matter -- the climax of the great story of creation and redemption, of 
history and of time itself -- adds to the Commentary's intrinsic importance, for 
these themes lie at the heart of Bede's concerns and of his achievement as a 
historian, exegete, scholar, and preacher.

Faith Wallis is Associate Professor in the Department of History at McGill 
University, Montreal.
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Nothing but Noise: Timbre and Musical Meaning at the Edge
Wallmark, Zachary
Oxford University Press .
9780190495107
232 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 2/4/2022

Nothing but Noise: Timbre and Musical Meaning at the Edge explores how 
timbre shapes musical affect and meaning. Integrating perspectives from 
musicology with the cognitive sciences, author Zachary Wallmark advances a 
novel model of timbre interpretation that takes into account the bodily, 
sensorimotor dynamics of sound production and perception

Zachary Wallmark teaches musicology and music cognition at the University of 
Oregon.
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Two Dozen (or so) Arguments for God: The Plantinga Project
Walls, Jerry L. and Dougherty, Trent (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190842222
504 pages
paperback
$51
Pub Date: 9/4/2018

Thirty years ago, Alvin Plantinga gave a lecture called "Two Dozen (or so) 
Theistic Arguments," which served as an underground inspiration for two 
generations of scholars and students. In it, he proposed a number of novel and 
creative arguments for the existence of God which have yet to receive the 
attention they deserve.

Jerry L. Walls is Scholar in Residence and Professor of Philosophy at Houston 
Baptist University. Trent Dougherty is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Baylor
University.
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Migration and Refuge: An Eco-Archive of Haitian Literature, 1982-2017
Walsh, John Patrick
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855885
264 pages
paperback
$36.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

This book argues that contemporary Haitian literature historicizes the political 
and environmental problems brought to the surface by the earthquake by 
building on texts of earlier generations, especially at the end of the Duvalier era 
and its aftermath.

John Patrick Walsh is Associate Professor of French and Francophone Studies 
at the University of Pittsburgh.
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Generations: Age, Ancestry, and Memory in the English Reformations
Walsham, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780198854036
576 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 1/27/2023
Over 100 figures/illustrations

Generations examines how the English Reformation was shaped by the 
generations that experienced, witnessed, and participated in it. Drawing on a rich
array of evidence, it highlights the vital part played by families bound by blood 
and by faith in the religious revolution that stretched across the 16th and 17th 
centuries.

Alexandra Walsham, Professor of Modern History, University of Cambridge; 
Fellow of Emmanuel College Alexandra Walsham is Professor of Modern History
and Chair of the Faculty of History at the University of Cambridge. A Fellow of 
Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and of the British Academy, she has published 
extensively on the religious and cultural history of early modern Britain and 
Europe.
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Fortress Plant: How to survive when everything wants to eat you
Walters, Dale
Oxford University Press .
9780198745600
320 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2017
12 black and white halftones and 10 colour plates

The survival of plants on our planet is nothing short of miraculous. They are 
virtually stationary packages of food, providing sustenance for a vast array of 
organisms, ranging from bacteria and fungi, through to insects, and even other 
plants. But plants are master survivors, having coped with changing 
environments and evolving predators over much of the history of life on earth.

Dale Walters is Emeritus Professor of Plant Pathology at Scotland's Rural 
College (SRUC). Until his retirement in February 2016, he was leader of the Crop
Protection team at SRUC's campus in Edinburgh, where his research focused on
induced resistance to plant pathogens.
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Pornography: The Politics of Legal Challenges
Waltman, Max
Oxford University Press .
9780197598535
560 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

This book offers a cutting-edge, cross-disciplinary analysis of how the explosive
spread of pornography contributes to violence against women, including 
prostitution, while presenting a political and legal theory on how to effectively 
stop it. It guides the reader through fifty years of significant empirical research on
the harms, including a vast array of different studies illuminating pornography's 
powerful impact on men, a majority of whom consume it. In a comparative 
analysis of legal challenges in Canada, Sweden, and the United States, it 
demonstrates why civil rights, not criminal laws, can empower those hurt, 
subordinated, and exploited while efficiently dismantling the sex industry, 
consistent with free speech guarantees.

Max Waltman is Assistant Professor at Stockholm University who has published
on the politics of legal challenges to prostitution, sex trafficking, and 
pornography, including its association with gender-based violence and sex 
inequality.
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Singapore, Singapura: From Miracle to Complacency
Walton, Nicholas
Oxford University Press .
9781787384910
224 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

A portrait of the ultimate globalized city, its fortune tied firmly to the world 
economy and vulnerable to the vagaries of global commerce.

Nicholas Walton is a former BBC World Service journalist who worked and 
reported from around the world for fourteen years before moving to the European
Council on Foreign Relations.
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William Walton Edition Complete Set
Walton, William
Oxford University Press .
9780193402508
6530 pages
hardcover
$5775
Pub Date: 1/28/2022

The William Walton Edition is a collection of the works of one of England's finest
and best-loved composers. Each work is newly edited and checked against the
manuscript's previous editions and other relevant material, resulting in a 
definitive and fully practical edition with carefully researched introductory essays
and full critical notes.

Sir William Walton was born in Oldham, Lancashire in 1902, the son of a 
choirmaster and a singing-teacher. He became a chorister at Christ Church 
Cathedral, Oxford, and then an undergraduate at the University. His first 
composition to attract attention was a piano quartet written at the age of sixteen.
At Oxford he made the acquaintance of the Sitwells who gave him friendship, 
moral and financial support and in 1922 he collaborated with Edith in devising the
entertainment Belshazzar's Feast. From 1922 to 1927 Walton began to spend an
increasing amount of time abroad, notably in Switzerland and Italy. The war 
years were devoted mainly to writing film and ballet scores and he became 
established as amongst the greatest composers for the screen.
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Maoism and Grassroots Religion
Wang, Xiaoxuan
Oxford University Press .
9780190069384
240 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 3/24/2020

Contrary to the popular image of total suppression and disruption during the Mao
years, this book shows that religious changes under Mao were highly complex 
and contingent on a confluence of political campaigns, local politics and 
community responses.

Xiaoxuan Wang is a historian of modern and late imperial China. His research 
interests include communal religion, Christianity, and the Chinese diaspora in 
Europe and the US.
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Andrew Jackson: Symbol for an Age
Ward, John William
Oxford University Press .
9780195006995
304 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/31/1962

Separating myth from reality, John William Ward here demonstrates how Andrew
Jackson captured the imagination of a generation of Americans and came to 
represent not just leadership but the ideal of courage, foresight, and ability.

John William Ward (1922–1985), was a professor of English and history at 
Princeton University from 1952 to 1964 and a Professor of History and American
Studies at Amherst College from 1964 to 1971. In 1971, Ward became the 
fourteenth President of Amherst College, a position he held until 1979. Ward 
sparked controversy less than one year after his inauguration as President by 
protesting the war in Vietnam through nonviolent civil disobedience at Westover
Air Force Base in Chicopee, Massachusetts.
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Public Sculpture of Historic Westminster: Volume 1
Ward-Jackson, Philip
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846316913
592 pages
paperback
$60
Pub Date: 3/15/2012

This book is a survey of the outdoor statuary in the area of London where 
national government is conducted and which includes a large proportion of what 
is known as the "West End". It excludes only those sculptures which were 
conceived as integral to buildings, for which a separate volume is planned, and 
covers predominantly commemorative monuments to royalty and politicians, war
memorials, fountains and works of art placed in the street for public enjoyment.

Philip Ward-Jackson was the Conway Librarian at the Courtauld Institute and is 
author of Public Sculpture of the City of London, 2003 (Liverpool University 
Press).
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Myanmar's 'Rohingya' Conflict
Ware, Anthony and Laoutides, Costas
Oxford University Press .
9780190928865
224 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2018

The plight of Myanmar's Rohingya Muslims has made international news in 
recent years. Reports of genocide, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity
are commonplace. The Rohingyas have been denied citizenship and are widely
discriminated against. Hundreds of thousands have been internally displaced by
violence, or have sought refuge in neighbouring or friendly Muslim countries. 
This conflict has become a litmus test for change in this country in transition, and
current assessments are far from positive.

Anthony Ware is Senior Lecturer in Development Studies at Deakin University, 
Melbourne. Costas Laoutides is Senior Lecturer in International Relations at 
Deakin University, Melbourne.
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Willful Defiance: The Movement to Dismantle the School-to-Prison Pipeline
Warren, Mark R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197611517
352 pages
paperback
$22.95
Pub Date: 11/9/2021

In Willful Defiance, by Mark R. Warren tells the story of how Black and Brown 
parents and students organized to dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline in their
local schools and built a movement that spread across the country. He examines
organizing processes in Mississippi, Los Angeles, Chicago, and other localities, 
showing how parents and students of color changed exclusionary discipline 
policies that suspend and expel students of color at disproportionate rates and 
policing practices that lead students into the juvenile and criminal justice 
systems.

Mark R. Warren is Professor of Public Policy and Public Affairs at the University
of Massachusetts Boston.
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Latin Jazz: The Other Jazz
Washburne, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780197510841
216 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/18/2020

Jazz has always been a genre built on the blending of disparate musical cultures.
Latin jazz proves this rule perhaps better than any other style in this rich tradition,
yet its cultural heritage has been all but erased from narratives of jazz history. 
Latin Jazz: The Other Jazz corrects the record.

Christopher Washburne is Associate Professor of Music at Columbia University 
and the Founder and Director of Columbia's Louis Armstrong Jazz Performance
Program.
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A Place in History: The Biography of John C. Kendrew
Wassarman, Paul M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199732043
368 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 4/6/2020

John C. Kendrew (1917-1997) was a pioneer in structural biology and a catalyst 
for the emergence of molecular biology in the second half of the twentieth 
century. In this book, Paul M. Wassarman, a postdoctoral fellow with Kendrew in
the late 1960s, delves into Kendrew's personal and scientific life to uncover the 
background, traits, and experiences of the man responsible for so many 
achievements within science and beyond.

Paul M. Wassarman is Professor of Cell, Developmental, and Regenerative 
Biology in the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai and Series Editor for 
Current Topics in Developmental Biology.
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The Oxford History of Modern China
Wasserstrom, Jeffrey N.
Oxford University Press .
9780192895202
512 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2022
Oxford Histories. 10 maps

Explores the history of China from the founding of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912)
to the present day. Essential reading for anyone who wants to understand this 
rising superpower in what promises to be the 'Chinese century'.

Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom is the Chancellor's Professor of History at the University
of California, Irvine.
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Gothic Science Fiction: 1980-2010
Wasson, Sara and Alder, Emily
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781380031
219 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2014
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP (Book 41). 2 b&w illustrations

These essays explore questions of genre, medical science, gender, biopower 
and capitalism, demonstrating the ways in which Gothic science fiction texts 
stage contemporary concerns around power, anxiety, resistance and capital.

Sara Wasson is Lecturer in Literature and Culture at Edinburgh Napier University
and author of Urban Gothic of the Second World War: Dark London (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2010). Emily Alder is Lecturer in Literature at Edinburgh Napier 
University.
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Projecting Imperial Power: New Nineteenth Century Emperors and the Public 
Sphere
Watanabe-O'Kelly, Helen
Oxford University Press .
9780198802471
360 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 10/25/2021

The nineteenth century is notable for its newly proclaimed emperors, from the 
well-known, such as Napoleon and Queen Victoria, to the lesser known, like 
Pedro II of Brazil. This book examines how emperors used images, religion, 
international exhibitions, and pageants to project their ijmperial power.

Helen Watanabe-O'Kelly is a Professor of German Literature at the University of
Oxford and an Emeritus Fellow at Exeter College.
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Wendy Cope
Waterman, Rory
Oxford University Press .
9781802077872
 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 7/1/2023
Writers and Their Work.

This is the first critical book on the poetry of Wendy Cope, one of Britain's most 
widely read poets. Rory Waterman considers her five 'adult' collections, her 
works for children and her uncollected poems, with many close readings, and 
careful consideration of her cultural and literary contexts and her poetic 
development.

Rory Waterman is Senior Lecturer in English and Creative Writing at Nottingham
Trent University.
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Postbop Jazz in the 1960s: The Compositions of Wayne Shorter, Herbie 
Hancock, and Chick Corea
Waters, Keith
Oxford University Press .
9780190604578
192 pages
hardcover
$31.95
Pub Date: 7/23/2019

Postbop Jazz in the 1960s shows innovations in postbop composition of the 
1960s at the hands of jazz composers such as Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock,
Chick Corea, among others. The book develops analytical pathways through a 
number of compositions, many of them well-known jazz compositions.

Keith Waters is Professor of Music at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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Grounds for Knowledge: A Guide to Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory's 
Landscapes and Buildings/Introducing the Bungtown Botanical Garden
Watson, Elizabeth L.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879697990
232 pages
hardcover
$30
Pub Date: 5/20/2008

Grounds for Knowledge is an engaging and knowledgeable guide to CSH 
Laboratory's buildings both historic and new, and to the 150 species of trees that
surround them. The superb color photography and detailed maps invite 
exploration of the newly designated Bungtown Botanical Garden. Buildings and 
landscapes of nearby Lab campuses in Woodbury, Lloyd Harbor, and Cold 
Spring Harbor are covered as well.

Elizabeth L. Watson is well-respected in her field.
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A Passion for DNA: Genes, Genomes, and Society
Watson, James D.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879696092
266 pages
paperback
$16
Pub Date: 8/20/2001
Science & Society Series

A principal architect and visionary of the new biology, a Nobel Prize-winner at 34
and best-selling author at 40 (The Double Helix), James D. Watson had the 
authority, flair, and courage to take an early and prominent role as commentator
on the march of DNA science and its implications for society. In essays for 
publications large and small, and in lectures around the world, he delivered what
were, in effect, dispatches from the front lines of the revolution.

James D. Watson is president of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York. A
member of the National Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society, he has 
received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the National Medal of Science, and,
with Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or 
Medicine for 1962.
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Avoid Boring People: Lessons from a Life in Science
Watson, James D.
Oxford University Press .
9780192802736
362 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2007

From Nobel Prize--winning scientist James D.  Watson, a living legend for his 
work unlocking the structure of DNA, comes this candid and entertaining memoir,
filled with practical advice for those starting out their academic careers.  In Avoid
Boring People, Watson lays down a life's wisdom for getting ahead in a 
competitive world.  Witty and uncompromisingly honest, he offers young 
scientists advice on choosing the right projects, and shares his thoughts on the 
supreme importance of collegiality and dealing with competitors within the same 
institution.

James D. Watson was director of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York 
from 1968 to 1993 and is now its chancellor emeritus. He has also received the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the National Medal of Science, and, with Francis
Crick and Maurice Wilkins, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1962.
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Father to Son: Truth, Reason, and Decency
Watson, James D.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621820352
288 pages
hardcover
$29
Pub Date: 5/31/2014

Many of us wonder how our heritage has influenced who we are and what we 
have become. The renowned scientist and author James D. Watson has more to
reflect upon than most. A Radio Quiz Kid at 12 and a University of Chicago 
student at 15, Watson at 24 had a scientific discovery to his credit - the structure
of DNA - that would win a Nobel Prize and forever change our understanding of 
genes and inheritance. Now, after a lifetime of accomplishment in research, 
writing, education, and science advocacy, Watson has delved for the first time 
publicly into his own lineage.

James Dewey Watson, a son of Chicago, is the author of numerous books, 
including The Double Helix, named by the Modern Library to its list of 100 Best 
Non-Fiction Books of the Twentieth Century and by the Library of Congress to its
list of 88 Books That Shaped America. He is Chancellor Emeritus of Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory, in New York.Discount:
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Genes, Girls, and Gamow: After the Double Helix
Watson, James D.
Oxford University Press .
9780375412837
336 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 1/29/2002

Genes, Girls, and Gamow is James Watson’s report on the amazing aftermath of
the DNA breakthrough, picking up where his now classic memoir, The Double 
Helix, leaves off.

James D. Watson is president of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York. A
member of the National Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society, he has 
received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the National Medal of Science, and,
with Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or 
Medicine for 1962.
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Learning to Trust: Attachment Theory and Classroom Management, 2nd ed.
Watson, Marilyn
Oxford University Press .
9780190867263
440 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/29/2018

Learning to Trust describes a constructivist approach to classroom management
and discipline that was developed by the Child Development Project, a multiyear
research and development project that applied attachment theory, care, and self-
determination theories to the elementary school classroom.

Marilyn Watson retired in 2001 after 20 years with the Developmental Studies 
Center (DSC). As director of the center's Child Development Project, she guided
the DSC's approach to professional development.
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The Author's Effects
Watson, Nicola J.
Oxford University Press .
9780198847571
352 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2020
4 Illustrations

A fascinating account of the emergence of the writer's house museum over the 
course of the nineteenth century in Britain, Europe, and North America. It 
considers the museum as a cultural form and asks why it appeared and how it 
has constructed authorial afterlife for readers individually and collectively.

Nicola J. Watson trained at Oxford and held posts at Oxford, Harvard, 
Northwestern, and Indiana Universities before taking up a position at the Open 
University.
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Muhammad: Prophet and Statesman
Watt, W. Montgomery
Oxford University Press .
9780198810780
256 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 2/7/1974

A short account of the life and achievements of one of the great figures of 
history, this volume also serves as an excellent introduction to one of the world's
major religions.

William Montgomery Watt (14 March 1909 – 24 October 2006) was a Scottish 
historian, Orientalist, Anglican priest, and academic. From 1964 to 1979, he was
Professor of Arabic and Islamic studies at the University of Edinburgh. Watt was
one of the foremost non-Muslim interpreters of Islam in the West, and according 
to Carole Hillenbrand an enormously influential scholar in the field of Islamic 
studies and a much-revered name for many Muslims all over the world. Watt's 
comprehensive biography of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, Muhammad at 
Mecca (1953) and Muhammad at Medina (1956), are considered to be classics 
in the field.
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Hypatia: The Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher
Watts, Edward J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190073701
224 pages
paperback
$23.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2019

Hypatia: The Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher brings to life Hypatia's 
intellectual and political triumphs, uncovers the unique challenges she faced as a
female teacher in a man's world, details the tragic story of her murder, and 
shows why her story has fascinated people for 1600 years.

The Alkiviadis Vassiliadis Chair and Professor of History at the University of 
California, San Diego, Edward Watts studies the intellectual and religious history
of the later Roman and early Byzantine Empires.
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Social Change and Halakhic Evolution in American Orthodoxy
Waxman, Chaim I.
Oxford University Press .
9781786941640
704 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019

Chaim Waxman presents a detailed analysis of halakhic developments, covering
family and community life, the increasing Americanization of Orthodox Jews, and
how developments in Orthodoxy in Israel are having an impact on American 
norms. He shows that there is both greater stringency and greater leniency, and
he discusses the many reasons for this.

Chaim I. Waxman is chair of the Behavior Sciences Department of Hadassah 
Academic College in Jerusalem and Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Jewish
Studies, Rutgers University.
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Political Utopias: Contemporary Debates
Weber, Michael and Vallier, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190280604
272 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 4/11/2017

By and large, contributors to the volume deny that the choice between realism 
and idealism is binary. Rather, there is a continuum between realism and 
idealism that locates these extremes of each view at opposite poles. The 
contributors, therefore, tend to occupy middle positions, only leaning in the ideal
or non-ideal direction.

Michael Weber is Professor of Philosophy, and Department Chair, at Bowling 
Green State University.  Kevin Vallier is an Associate Professor of Philosophy at
Bowling Green State University.
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The Painful Truth: What Chronic Pain Is Really Like and Why It Matters to Each
of Us
Webster, Lynn
Oxford University Press .
9780190659721
216 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2016

Internationally recognized pain specialist Dr. Lynn Webster validates the 
debilitating nature of pain, offers practical answers, and helps you become a 
catalyst for changing the way pain is viewed in society. Drawing on his years of 
experience and the inspirational stories of others.

Lynn R. Webster, MD, one of the world's leading pain experts, is board certified 
in anesthesiology, pain medicine, and addiction medicine.
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Salafism in the Maghreb: Politics, Piety, and Militancy
Wehrey, Frederic and Boukhars, Anouar
Oxford University Press .
9780190942410
240 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/19/2019
Carnegie Endowment for Intl Peace Series

Examines Islamism in the Maghreb with a comparative, multi-disciplinary 
framework that blends political and policy analysis with theology and sociology. 
Provides rich descriptions of doctrine and jurisprudence, as well as granular 
insights into militant strains of Salafism

Frederic Wehrey is a senior fellow in the Middle East program at the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace. Anouar Boukhars is a nonresident fellow in
Carnegie's Middle East Program and Associate Professor of International 
Relations at McDaniel College in Westminster, Maryland.
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News in their Pockets: A Cross-City Comparative Study of Mobile News 
Consumption in Asia
Wei, Ran and Lo, Ven-hwei
Oxford University Press .
9780197523735
240 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/4/2021
Studies in Mobile Communication .

News in Their Pockets provides the framework necessary for constructive, 
continuing debates over the promise and peril of digital news. It further exposes
our underlying reasoning behind the adoption of the mobile phone as the all-in-
one media of choice to stay socialized, entertained, and informed in the modern
digital age.

Ran Wei is Professor at the School of Journalism and Communication, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, and Distinguished Professor 
Emeritus of Mass Communications at the University of South Carolina, USA. 
Ven-hwei Lo is Visiting Professor of Journalism in the School of Communication
at Hong Kong Baptist University and Editor of Communication and Society, a 
leading Chinese communication journal.
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The Internet and Political Protest in Autocracies
Weidmann, Nils B. and Rød, Espen Geelmuyden
Oxford University Press .
9780190918316
216 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 8/7/2019
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics Series

Eight years after the Arab Spring there is still much debate over the link between
Internet technology and protest against authoritarian regimes. While the debate 
has advanced beyond the simple question of whether the Internet is a tool of 
liberation or one of surveillance and propaganda, theory and empirical data 
attesting to the circumstances under which technology benefits autocratic 
governments versus opposition activists is scarce. In this book, Nils B. 
Weidmann and Espen Geelmuyden Rod offer a broad theory about why and 
when digital technology is used for one end or another, drawing on detailed 
empirical analyses of the relationship between the use of Internet technology and
protest in autocracies.

Nils B. Weidmann is Professor of Political Science at the University of Konstanz.
Espen Geelmuyden Rød is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Department of 
Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University.Discount:
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Inner Sound: Altered States of Consciousness in Electronic Music and Audio-
Visual Media
Weinel, Jonathan
Oxford University Press .
9780190671198
224 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2018

Taking a broad view across a wide range of genres, Inner Sound draws 
connections between shamanic art and music, and the modern 
technoshamanism of psychedelic rock, electronic dance music, and 
electroacoustic music.

Jon Weinel is an artist, writer, and researcher. His work operates within the 
nexus of sound, psychedelic culture, and immersive computer technologies. His
music and audio-visual artworks have been presented at a variety of international
festivals, while his writings have been featured in a number of academic 
publications.
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The Macabresque: Human Violation and Hate in Genocide, Mass Atrocity and 
Enemy-Making
Weisband, Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190677886
480 pages
hardcover
$64
Pub Date: 11/2/2017

Provides an original conceptualization of the term, the macabresque, to 
understand how human violation is used in episodes of genocide and mass 
atrocity. Includes comparative case studies to illustrate the macabresque in 
different cultures, locations, and eras. Examines extreme political violence 
through the Lacanian psychosocial theoretical perspective

Edward Weisband is the Edward S. Diggs Endowed Chair in the Social 
Sciences, Department of Political Science, Virginia Tech.
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The Survival Nexus: Science, Technology, and World Affairs
Weiss, Charles
Oxford University Press .
9780190946265
384 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2021

Technology should allow us to build a safer, more productive, and equitable 
future for the generations to come. Instead, our international dependence on 
technology is putting pressure on companies to act quickly and without 
consequence. Charles Weiss' The Survival Nexus explores the three-way 
intertwining of science, technology, and world affairs. It delves into society's 
dependence on technology, discussing the importance of knowing what we share
and with whom.

Charles Weiss is Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the Walsh School of 
Foreign Service at Georgetown University,
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Wace's Roman De Brut: A History Of the British (Text and Translation)
Weiss, Judith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897341
312 pages
hardcover
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/2003
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Wace uses Geoffrey's stories, such as those of King Lear and King Arthur, with a
lively inventiveness and originality, drawing on oral sources and his own 
knowledge of parts of Britain, imaginatively re-interpreting the material. This is 
the first complete English translation and is presented in parallel with the French
text, enabling those who wish to have access to the original to do so easily.
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Reading Minds: How Childhood Teaches Us to Understand People
Wellman, Henry M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190878672
200 pages
hardcover
$40.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2020

In Reading Minds, Henry Wellman tells the story of our journey into that 
understanding.  Presents and integrates research on theory of mind accessibly 
for a general audience. Includes fascinating ideas about the frontiers of research,
from robots to religion. Reveals novel child thinking through conversations and 
quotations never published before. Provides important updates and extends 
topics covered by Wellman's 2014 book, Making Minds

Henry M. Wellman graduated with a BA from Pomona College in 1970 and with a
PhD from the Institute of Child Psychology at the University of Minnesota in 
1975. He has been on the faculty of the University of Michigan for just over 40 
years.
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Hijacking History: How the Christian Right Teaches History and Why It Matters
Wellman, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780197579237
384 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/22/2021

Hijacking History analyzes the high school world history textbooks produced by 
the three most influential publishers of Christian educational materials.  In these
books, the historian, informed by his faith, tells the allegedly unbiased story of 
God's actions as interpreted through the Bible.

Kathleen Wellman is Dedman Family Distinguished Professor of History and 
Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor at Southern Methodist University.
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Between Beats: The Jazz Tradition and Black Vernacular Dance
Wells, Christi Jay
Oxford University Press .
9780197559284
272 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 4/16/2021

Between Beats: The Jazz Tradition and Black Vernacular Dance offers a new 
look at the complex intersections between jazz music and popular dance over 
the last hundred-plus years. Author Christi Jay Wells shows how popular 
entertainment and cultures of social dancing were crucial to jazz music's 
formation and development even as jazz music came to earn a reputation as a 
legitimate art form better suited for still, seated listening.

Christi Jay Wells is assistant professor of musicology at Arizona State 
University's School of Music, Dance, and Theatre and affiliate faculty with ASU's
Center for the Study of Race and Democracy.
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Great Shakespeare Actors: Burbage to Branagh
Wells, Stanley
Oxford University Press .
9780198769729
314 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2017
Numerous black-and-white halftones

Great Shakespeare Actors offers a series of essays on great Shakespeare 
actors from his time to ours, starting by asking whether Shakespeare himself was
the first--the answer is No--and continuing with essays on the men and women 
who have given great stage performances in his plays from Elizabethan times to
our own.

Stanley Wells is Emeritus Professor of Shakespeare Studies of the University of
Birmingham, and Honorary Emeritus Governor of the Royal Shakespeare 
Theatre. He was for nearly twenty years the editor of the annual Shakespeare 
Survey, and writes for the TLS and many other publications.
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Shakespeare on Page and Stage: Selected Essays
Wells, Stanley
Oxford University Press .
9780198884569
496 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 8/18/2023

This volume presents a winning selection of the very best essays from the long 
and distinguished career of Stanley Wells, one of the most well-known and 
respected Shakespeare scholars in the world. Its chapters are divided into 
themed sections, on Shakespearian influences, particular works, theatre, and 
text.

Stanley Wells, CBE, FRSL, described by Roy Hattersley as 'Our greatest 
authority on Shakespeare's life and work', is Honorary President, Life Trustee, 
and former Chairman of the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust. He was Professor of
Shakespeare Studies and Director of the Shakespeare Institute, University of 
Birmingham, from 1988-1997, and is now Emeritus Professor. He is an Honorary
Emeritus Governor of the Royal Shakespeare Company.
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Titanic: The Last Night of a Small Town
Welshman, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198786498
352 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 9/27/2017
16pp black and white plate section

In his famous book A Night to Remember, historian Walter Lord described the 
sinking of the Titanic as 'the last night of a small town'. Now, a hundred years 
after her sinking, John Welshman reconstructs the fascinating individual histories
of twelve of the inhabitants of this tragically short-lived floating town. They 
include members of the crew; passengers in First, Second, and Third Class; 
women and men; adults and children; rich and poor.

John Welshman is the author or editor of six books on twentieth-century British 
social history and has held posts at the Universities of Leicester, Oxford, and 
York. He is currently Senior Lecturer in the Department of History at Lancaster 
University.
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Tracking Medicine: A Researcher's Quest to Understand Health Care
Wennberg, John E.
Oxford University Press .
9780199731787

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 8/26/2010

An indispensable resource for those involved in public health and health policy, 
this book uses Dr. Wennberg's pioneering research to provide a framework for 
understanding the health care crisis; and outlines a roadmap for real change in 
the future.

John E. Wennberg, MD, MPH, is Peggy Y. Thomson Professor (Chair) in the 
Evaluative Clinical Sciences, and Founder and Director Emeritus of The 
Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice.
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1837: Russia's Quiet Revolution
Werth, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780198826354
240 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 4/12/2021

1837 was a critcal moment in Russia's history. The year's noteworthy 
occurrences extend from the realms of culture, religion, and ideas to those of 
empire, politics, and industry. This book argues that the 1830s in Russia were a
period of dynamism and culture, and that 1837 was pivotal for the country's entry
into the modern age.

Paul Werth, Professor, Department of History, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Paul Werth is Professor in the Department of History at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. He has held research fellowships in the US, Germany, and Japan, 
and in 2010-15 he was an editor of the journal Kritika: Explorations in Russian 
and Eurasian History. His previous research focused on the problems of religion
and empire in Russian History, and in 2014 he published The Tsar's Foreign 
Faiths: Toleration and the Fate of Religious Freedom in Imperial Russia with 
OUP. Earlier research convinced him of the importance for Russian history of the
1830s-and 1837, in particular.
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How Nations Remember: A Narrative Approach
Wertsch, James V.
Oxford University Press .
9780197551462
288 pages
hardcover
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2021

Drawing on psychology, anthropology, literary studies, and other disciplines, and
on illustrations from Russia, America, China, and Georgia, the author examines 
notions such as narrative templates, narrative dialogism, and privileged event 
narratives that shape national memory, and concludes by outlining strategies for
managing its destructive consequences.

James V. Wertsch studies language, thought, and culture, with a special focus 
on national memory and narratives. He is a Nonresident Senior Fellow at the 
Brookings Institution and has served as a guest professor at the University of 
Oslo in Norway, Tsinghua University in Beijing, and at Fudan University in 
Shanghai.
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John Wesley
Wesley, John
Oxford University Press .
9780195028102
528 pages
paperback
$20.95
Pub Date: 11/13/1980
Edited by Albert C. Outler.

This volume offers a representative selection of theological writings by Wesley 
and includes historically oriented introductions and footnotes which indicate 
Wesley's Anglican, patristic, and biblical sources.

John Wesley (28 June 1703 – 2 March 1791) was an English cleric, theologian 
and evangelist who was a leader of a revival movement within the Church of 
England known as Methodism.
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Teaching School Jazz: Perspectives, Principles, and Strategies
West, Chad and Titlebaum, Mike
Oxford University Press .
9780190462581
296 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/2/2019

A new practical guide for pre- and in-service music educators, Teaching School 
Jazz is an essential resource for teaching beginning through high school level 
jazz.

Chad West is Associate Professor and Chair of music education at Ithaca 
College. Mike Titlebaum is Associate Professor and Director of Jazz Studies at 
Ithaca College, where he directs the Jazz Ensemble, coaches combos, and 
teaches jazz saxophone and courses in jazz standards, arranging, repertoire, 
and pedagogy.
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Scream
West, Steven
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325277
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 3/19/2019
Devils Advocates.

This Devil's Advocate offers a full exploration of Scream, including its structure, 
its many reference points (such as the prominent use of Halloween as a kind of 
sacred text), its marketing ("the new thriller from Wes Craven" - not a horror film),
and legacy for horror cinema in the new millennium.

Steven West writes on cinema for a range of publications, and is a regular 
contributor to the Frightfest website and vintage horror magazine We Belong 
Dead. He has contributed essays for books including 70s Monster Memories and
The Shrieking Sixties.
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Among the Scientologists: History, Theology, and Praxis
Westbrook, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780190664978
352 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 12/3/2018
Oxford Studies in Western Esotericism

Drawing on six years of interviews, fieldwork, and research conducted among 
members of the Church of Scientology, this groundbreaking work examines 
features of the new religion's history, theology, and praxis in ways that move 
discussion beyond apostate-driven and exposé accounts.

Donald A. Westbrook (Ph. D. Claremont Graduate University) has taught at 
UCLA, Cal State Fullerton, Fuller Seminary, and is affiliated with the Faculty for 
the Comparative Study of Religion and Humanism (FVG) in Antwerp, Belgium.
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Bloom
Westcott, Sarah
Oxford University Press .
9781800348707
68 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2021
Pavilion Poetry LUP .

Bloom, Westcott's second collection, approaches the cultural and physical 
spaces where human and non-human lives co-exist. These poems are attuned to
a tender, bleeding world in which 'all flesh is grass' and language is matter. 
These are poems of resistance: attentive to non-human life, 'eternal and 
plaintive. . counter-balanced, strange.'

Sarah Westcott's debut collection Slant Light, Pavilion Poetry, was Highly 
Commended in the 2017 Forward Prizes. She was a news journalist for twenty 
years and now teaches poetry at City Lit in London.
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Candrakirti’s Introduction to the Middle Way: A Guide
Westerhoff, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780197612347
304 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/9/2023
OXFORD GUIDES TO PHILOSOPHY SERIES.

This Oxford Guide is designed for the philosophically interested student or 
scholar reading Candrakirti's Introduction to the Middle Way, a key text in the 
Buddhist philosophical tradition. Jan Westerhoff's commentary focuses on the 
philosophical content of the text, using Candrakirti's auto-commentary as the 
main explicatory resource.

Jan Westerhoff is Professor of Buddhist Philosophy at the University of Oxford 
and a Fellow at Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford.
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The Golden Age of Indian Buddhist Philosophy in the First Millennium CE
Westerhoff, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780198732662
352 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 7/31/2018
The Oxford History of Philosophy

Jan Westerhoff unfolds the story of one of the richest episodes in the history of 
Indian thought, the development of Buddhist philosophy in the first millennium 
CE. He starts from the composition of the Abhidharma works before the 
beginning of the common era and continues up to the time of Dharmakirti in the 
sixth century.

Jan Westerhoff was educated at Cambridge and the School of Oriental and 
African Studies.
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The Mechanics of Wonder : The Creation of the Idea of Science Fiction
Westfahl, Gary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235736
256 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/1/1999

The Mechanics of Wonder will arouse debate and force the questioning of 
presuppositions. No other book so closely examines the origins and development
of the idea of science fiction, and it will stand among a small number of crucial 
texts with which every science fiction scholar or prospective science fiction 
scholar will have to read.

GARY WESTFAHL teaches at the University of California, Riverside.
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Ahead of the Curve: Women Scientists at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular 
Biology
Weston, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9781621824527
304 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2021
56 color & 10 B&W .

The MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) in Cambridge, UK is a world-
leading scientific institution. This book, by LMB alumna Kathy Weston, is a 
collective portrait of women scientists who, as staff members, visitors, and 
trainees, helped build the LMB's reputation as a powerhouse of science, often 
going on to stellar careers at other outstanding institutions around the world.

Kathleen M. Weston is affiliated with the London Research Institute.
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Blue Skies and Bench Space: Adventures in Cancer Research
Weston, Kathleen
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621820772
328 pages
hardcover
$22
Pub Date: 10/31/2013

London's Imperial Cancer Research Fund laboratories at Lincoln's Inn Fields and
Clare Hall (renamed The London Research Institute in 2002) were world-famous
for a century. This book, published with the assistance of the Institute, contains 
snapshots of the science done at the ICRF, a selection of discoveries with lasting
impact on biological knowledge. The author, Kathy Weston, an experienced 
research investigator, also tells the human stories underlying the facts of 
discovery, revealing what really happened, and the personalities involved, behind
the passive voice and dry logic of scientific reports.

Kathleen M. Weston is affiliated with the London Research Institute.
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The Fly
Westwood, Emma
Oxford University Press . Auteur Publishing in partnership with Liverpool 
University Press
9781911325420

paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 11/6/2018
Devils Advocates.

Drawing from interviews with cast, crew, film commentators, and other 
filmmakers, Emma Westwood interlaces the "making of" travails of The Fly with
why it is one of the most important examples of master storytelling ever 
committed to screen.

Emma Westwood is a writer and film historian based in Melbourne, Australia. 
She contributes to a number of cinema journals, collaborates with film festivals, 
and appears weekly on the Plato's Cave film criticism show on the Melbourne 
radio station Triple R.
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The Conjuring
Wetmore, Kevin J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859265
120 pages
hardcover
$90
Pub Date: 8/1/2021

In 2013 an apparently simple, back-to-basics scary movie transformed horror 
cinema for the rest of the decade. Based on the allegedly true story of the Perron
family haunting and subsequent investigation by ghost hunters Ed and Lorraine
Warren, The Conjuring has to-date spawned six sequels and prequels, making 
up a Conjuring 'universe' that has taken over a billion dollars around the world. 
The New York Times called The Conjuring 'a fantastically effective haunted-
house movie' which, following his earlier film Insidious, established director 
James Wan as a force in horror cinema. In this Devil's Advocates, horror scholar
Kevin Wetmore examines what elements in the film are truly terrifying, how the 
filmmakers' claims of being based on a true story hold up against the actual 
history of the haunting and the Warrens, and the relationship between The 
Conjuring and the many films in its universe

Kevin J. Wetmore is the author of Post-9/11 Horror in American Cinema, Back 
from the Dead: Reading Remakes of Romero's Zombie Films as Markers of their
Times, and the editor of The Streaming of Hill House and the Bram Stoker 
Award-nominated Uncovering Stranger Things, among other books. He is a 
professor at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles, as well as an actor, 
director, and stage combat choreographer.
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The Conjuring
Wetmore, Kevin J.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800859272
120 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Devils Advocates

In this book, horror scholar Kevin Wetmore examines what elements in the film 
are truly terrifying, how the filmmakers' claims of being based on a true story hold
up against the actual history of the haunting and the Warrens, and the 
relationship between The Conjuring and the many films in its universe.

Kevin J. Wetmore is  a professor at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles,
as well as an actor, director, and stage combat choreographer.
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The Collected Works of Phillis Wheatley
Wheatley, Phillis
Oxford University Press .
9780195060850
384 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/14/1989

Contains the complete works of the first African-American to publish a book of 
poetry

Phillis Wheatley (c. 1753 – December 5, 1784) was both the second published 
African-American poet and first published African-American woman. Born in 
West Africa, she was sold into slavery at the age of seven and transported to 
North America. She was purchased by the Wheatley family of Boston, who 
taught her to read and write, and encouraged her poetry when they saw her 
talent.
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Debussy's Legacy and the Construction of Reputation
Wheeldon, Marianne
Oxford University Press .
9780190631222
240 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 6/26/2017
12 halftones, 28 line

In Debussy's Legacy and the Construction of Reputation, Marianne Wheeldon 
examines the vicissitudes of the composer's posthumous reception in the 1920s
and 30s, and analyzes the confluence of factors that helped to overturn the initial
backlash against his music.

Marianne Wheeldon is Professor of Music Theory at the University of Texas at 
Austin.
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Streets for All : Advice for Highway and Public Realm Works in Historic Places
Whimster, Rowan
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848025370
56 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 3/15/2018
.

This guidance, together with the Streets for All regional documents, provides 
updated practical advice for anyone involved in planning and implementing 
highways and other public realm works in sensitive historic locations, including 
highways engineers, planners and urban and landscape designers.
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John Stewart Bell and Twentieth Century Physics
Whitaker, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198861263
480 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 3/3/2020

This book gives a readable non-mathematical account of the upbringing, 
education and academic achievement of John Stewart Bell, the celebrated 
physicist from Belfast, who was born in 1928. Bell has become famous for what 
he described as his 'hobby', analysing the fundamental aspects of quantum 
theory, where he clarified a long-standing debate between the two most 
important figures of twentieth century physics, Albert Einstein and Niels Bohr, 
and showed that, contrary to belief over the previous thirty years, quantum theory
could be supplemented with extra 'hidden variables'.

Andrew Whitaker is Professor of Physics, Queen's University Belfast.
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The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius Scholasticus
Whitby, Michael (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236054
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/2001
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 33)

An annotated English translation of Evagrius' history of the Church from the start
of the Nestorian controversy in AD 428 until the death of Evagrius' patron, 
Patriarch Gregory of Antioch, in 592. The introduction discusses Evagrius' 
perspective on the disputes that shaped the church and his portrayal of the Late
Roman Eastern Empire.

Michael Whitby studied Classics at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. After several
years at St Andrews, where he became Professor of Ancient History, he was 
appointed Professor of Classics and Ancient History at Warwick University in 
1995.
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Chronicon Paschale 284-628 (Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for 
Historians)
Whitby, Michael and Whitby, Mary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853230960
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/2/1990
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 7)

The Chronicon Paschale is one of the major constituents of the Byzantine 
chronographic tradition covering the late antique period.

Michael Whitby studied Classics at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. After several
years at St Andrews, where he became Professor of Ancient History, he was 
appointed Professor of Classics and Ancient History at Warwick University in 
1995. Mary Whitby was Lector, Faculty of Classics and Lecturer in Ancient 
Greek, Merton College, Oxford 
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Law in American History, Volume III: 1930-2000
White, G. Edward
Oxford University Press .
9780190634940
1056 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 5/23/2019

In Law in American History, Volume III: 1930-2000, the eminent legal scholar G.
Edward White concludes his sweeping history of law in America, from the 
colonial era to the near-present. Picking up where his previous volume left off, at
the end of the 1920s, White turns his attention to modern developments in both 
public and private law.

G. Edward White is David and Mary Harrison Distinguished Professor of Law and
University Professor at the University of Virginia.
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Conservation and Management of War Memorial Landscapes
White, Jennifer
Oxford University Press . Historic England
9781848024106
52 pages
paperback
$47
Pub Date: 1/27/2016
.
War memorials are important features of our cities, towns and villages. In the 
aftermath of the war many communities, families and individuals also chose to 
dedicate gardens, parks, playing fields and other open spaces as living and 
useful memorials or peace tributes. One hundred years on from the First World
War, many communities are interested in conserving their war memorials.
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Medieval Technology and Social Change
White, Lynn
Oxford University Press .
9780195002669
224 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 12/31/1966

This study examines the role of technological innovation during the rise of social
groups in the Middle Ages

Lynn White is Founding Director of UCLA Center for Medieval & Renaissance 
Studies, University of California, Los Angeles.
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Taking America Back for God - updated edition
Whitehead, Andrew L. and Perry, Samuel L.
Oxford University Press .
9780197652572
304 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/14/2022

Drawing on national survey data and interviews with Americans across the 
political spectrum, Taking America Back for God illustrates the tremendous 
influence of Christian nationalism on debates about the most contentious issues
dominating American public life.

Andrew Whitehead is an Associate Professor of Sociology at Clemson University
and Assistant Director of the Association of Religion Data Archives. Samuel L. 
Perry is an Assistant Professor of Sociology and Religious Studies at the 
University of Oklahoma.
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The Doctrine of the Hert: A Critical Edition with Introduction and Commentary
Whitehead, Christiania and Renevey, Denis
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897785
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2010
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This volume makes readily available for the first time a critical edition of The 
Doctrine of the Hert, the fifteenth-century English translation of De doctrina 
cordis, a thirteenth-century Latin devotional treatise addressed to nuns. A 
religious bestseller, the Doctrina circulated throughout Europe between the 
thirteenth and fifteenth centuries and was translated into six different languages.

Christiania Whitehead is a Senior Lecturer in Medieval English Literature at the 
University of Warwick. Denis Renevey is Chair of Medieval English Literature 
and Language at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland.
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Sermo Lupi Ad Anglos
Whitelock, Dorothy (editor)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859890717
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1977
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Fully annotated edition of the 'Sermo ad Anglos' with a glossary that includes an 
introductory examination of Wulfstan's works and career.

Dorothy Whitelock (11 November 1901 – 14 August 1982) was an English 
historian. From 1957 to 1969, she was the Elrington and Bosworth Professor of 
Anglo-Saxon at the University of Cambridge. Her best-known work is English 
Historical Documents, vol. I: c. 500-1042, which she edited. It is a compilation of 
translated sources, with introductions.
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Listing:

Wonderful Design: Glamour in the Hollywood Musical
Whitesell, Lloyd
Oxford University Press .
9780190843823
272 pages
paperback
$42.95
Pub Date: 8/3/2018

As one of the most beloved and beguiling genres of entertainment, the film 
musical wears its style ostentatiously. The genre allows for hyperbolic 
expression, extravagant sonic and visual decor, and extremely stylized forms of
movement and performance. By staging a glittering spectacle, by releasing a 
current of lush sentiment, by unveiling a world of elegance and romance, the film
musical woos us with patterns, textures, finesse and sensory display.

Lloyd Whitesell teaches music history in the Schulich School of Music, McGill 
University.
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Endgame for ETA: Elusive Peace in the Basque Country
Whitfield, Teresa
Oxford University Press .
9780199387540
 pages
hardcover
$37.5
Pub Date: 7/1/2014

Endgame for ETA offers a compelling account of the long path to ETA's 
declaration of a definitive end to its armed activity in October 2011. Its political 
surrogates remain as part of a resurgence of regional nationalism - in the Basque
Country as in Catalonia - that is but one element of multiple crises confronting 
Spain. Drawing on extensive field research, Teresa Whitfield argues that while 
negotiations did not prosper, a form of 'virtual peacemaking' was an essential 
complement to robust police action and social condemnation.

Teresa Whitfield is a fellow of New York University's Center on International 
Cooperation.
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Listing:

Dirty Love: The Genealogy of the Ancient Greek Novel
Whitmarsh, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780199742653
224 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
Onassis Series in Hellenic Culture Series

This book argues that whereas much of Greek literature was committed to a form
of cultural purism, presenting itself as part of a continuous tradition reaching back
to the founding fathers within the tradition, the novel reveled in cultural hybridity.

Tim Whitmarsh is the second A. G. Leventis Professor of Greek Culture at the 
University of Cambridge.
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World Music and the Black Atlantic: Producing and Consuming African-Cuban 
Musics on World Music Stages
Whitmore, Aleysia K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190083953
250 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 5/26/2020

In the mid-20th century, African musicians took up Cuban music as their own and
claimed it as a marker of black Atlantic connections and of cosmopolitanism 
untethered from European colonial relations. World Music and the Black Atlantic 
follows two of these bands, Orchestra Baobab and AfroCubism, and the industry
and audiences that surround them-from musicians' homes in West Africa, to 
performances in Europe and North America, to record label offices in London.

Aleysia K. Whitmore is an Assistant Professor of Ethnomusicology at the Lamont
School of Music, University of Denver.
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Jerusalem: Blake, Parry, and the Fight for Englishness
Whittaker, Jason
Oxford University Press .
9780192845870
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 10/14/2022
9 Illustrations

A reception history of William Blake's 'Jerusalem' that traces the hymn's 
increasing associations with national identity and explores how different social 
and political factions, both left and right, have sought to impose their own 
meaning on building Jerusalem.

Jason Whittaker, Head of the School of English and Journalism, University of 
Lincoln Jason Whittaker is Head of the School of English and Journalism at the 
University of Lincoln. He has written extensively on William Blake, specializing in
the reception of Blake by later generations of artists, writers, and musicians. He 
is also co-editor of the series Pop Music, Culture and Identity.
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Frenemies: Feminists, Conservatives, and Sexual Violence
Whittier, Nancy
Oxford University Press .
9780190236007
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/6/2018

Drawing on extensive research, Whittier shows how feminist and conservative 
activists interacted with each other and with the federal government, how their 
interaction affected them, and what each side achieved.

Nancy Whittier is Sophia Smith Professor of Sociology at Smith College.
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Unlocking the Church: The lost secrets of Victorian sacred space
Whyte, William
Oxford University Press .
9780198796169
272 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/9/2020

Unlocking the Church is the story of a revolution. The Victorians transformed how
churches were understood, experienced, and built. Initially controversial, this 
revolution was so successful that it has now been forgotten. Yet it still shapes our
experience of church buildings and also helps make sense of what we should do
with them now.

William Whyte is Professor of Social and Architectural History and Vice President
of St John's College, Oxford.
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Conservation Technology
Wich, Serge A. and Piel, Alex K
Oxford University Press .
9780198850250
320 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/31/2021
37 colour line figures and illustrations .

The first comprehensive text to describe the breadth of available technology for 
conservation and to evaluate its varied applications, bringing together a team of 
international experts using a diverse range of approaches.

Serge A. Wich is a Professor in Primate Biology at Liverpool John Moores 
University, Liverpool, UK and a honorary professor for the conservation of the 
great apes at the University of Amsterdam, Netherlands. Alex K. Piel is Assistant
Professor of Anthropology at University College London, UK and Director of the
Greater Mahale Ecosystem Research and Conservation Project in Tanzania.
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The Donkey and the Boat: Reinterpreting the Mediterranean Economy, 950-1180
Wickham, Chris
Oxford University Press .
9780198856481
848 pages
hardcover
$55
Pub Date: 7/13/2023
40 black and white and colour figures and maps

A new account of the Mediterranean economy in the 10th to 12th centuries, 
forcing readers to entirely rethink the underlying logic to medieval economic 
systems. Chris Wickham re-examines documentary and archaeological sources 
to give a detailed account of both individual economies, and their relationships 
with each other.

Chris Wickham taught at Birmingham for nearly thirty years before moving to 
Oxford as Chichele Professor in 2005. He was Head of Department from 2009 to
2012, and Head of the Humanities Division in 2015 and 2016. He returned to 
Birmingham as pasrt-time Professor of Medieval History from 2016 until his 
retirement in 2021. He was Director of the British School at Rome in 2020-2021.
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Hilary of Poitiers: Conflicts of Conscience and Law in the Fourth-Century Church
Wickham, Lionel (translator)
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235729
192 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 25)

Two texts are presented in English translation here. The first is what remains of a
historical work Hilary wrote against two distinguished contemporary bishops, 
Valens and Ursacius, whose intervention on behalf of the Emperor Constantius 
Hilary thought disastrous. They throw a flood of light upon scenes of disarray, 
violence and betrayal in the Church life of the fourth century.

Lionel Wickham (born 1932) has divided his working life between parish 
priesthood, mostly in Yorkshire, and university teaching. His last academic post
was as University Lecturer in the Faculty of Divinity at Cambridge where he 
taught under the heading of the History and Interpretation of Christian doctrine in
the Patristic period.
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Sri Lanka in the Modern Age: A History
Wickramasinghe, Nira
Oxford University Press .
9780190225797
416 pages
paperback
$37.5
Pub Date: 3/1/2015

Drawing on recent work as well as on her own research in the field, Nira 
Wickramasinghe has written above all a history of the people of Sri Lanka rather
than a history of the nation-state.

Nira Wickramasinghe is Professor and Chair of Modern South Asian Studies at 
Leiden University in the Netherlands.
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The Resilient Clinician
Wicks, Robert J.
Oxford University Press .
9780195316971

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 9/13/2007

A concise guide to preventing and limiting acute and chronic secondary stress, 
The Resilient Clinician offers an overview of mindfulness and meditation as it 
applies to the clinician's own life rather than that of the client or patient, and 
describes how to develop a personally designed self-care protocol.

Robert J. Wicks received his doctorate in psychology from Hahnemann Medical
College and Hospital and is on the faculty of Loyola University, Maryland.
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The Silken Thread: Five Insects and Their Impacts on Human History
Wiedenmann, Robert N. and Fisher, J. Ray
Oxford University Press .
9780197555583
296 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2021
55 illustrations .

Insects are seldom mentioned when we discuss human history, yet they 
significantly shaped today's societies. In this book, entomologists Robert N. 
Wiedenmann and J. Ray Fisher take readers through the unique stories of five 
insects that have shaped history: silk moths, rat fleas, lice, fever mosquitos, and
honey bees.

Robert N. Wiedenmann is Professor Emeritus of Entomology at the University of
Arkansas. J. Ray Fisher is a postdoctoral researcher of entomology at the 
University of Arkansas.
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Part of Our Lives: A People's History of the American Public Library
Wiegand, Wayne A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190660291
344 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2017

Brings to life library patrons' perspectives to argue that for many the public 
library's most important function is providing commonplace reading materials and
public space. Challenges a professional ethos about public libraries and their 
responsibilities to fight censorship and defend intellectual freedom.

Wayne A. Wiegand is F. William Summers Professor Emeritus of Library and 
Information Studies at Florida State University.
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Secularization and the World Religions
Wiegandt, Klaus and Joas, Hans
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846311888
308 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2009

This volume concerns itself with the connections between religions and the social
world and with the extent, limits, and future of secularization.

Hans Joas is Director of the Max Weber Center at the University of Erfurt and 
Professor of Sociology and Social Thought at the University of Chicago. Klaus 
Wiegandt is founder and CEO of the foundation Forum für Verantwortung.
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What Christians Believe: The Story of God and People in Minimal English
Wierzbicka, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780190855284
248 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 3/28/2019

Many people today, both Christians and non-Christians, are confused about or 
unaware of the essentials of Christian faith. In this book, Anna Wierzbicka takes
a radically new approach to the task of communicating "what Christians believe" 
to the widest possible audience.

Anna Wierzbicka is Professor Emerita at Australian National University, 
Canberra.
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PTL: The Rise and Fall of Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker's Evangelical Empire
Wigger, John
Oxford University Press .
9780197649602
432 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2022
46 b/w images  illustrations

On its surface, PTL is the spectacular story of the rise and fall of Jim and Tammy
Faye Bakker from humble beginnings to wealth, fame, and eventual disgrace. 
John Wigger makes the case that this is also the story of a group of people who
stood at the center of several major trends in American religion and culture 
during the 1970s and 1980s.

John Wigger is a Professor of History at the University of Missouri.
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Kinky in the Digital Age: Gay Men's Subcultures and Social Identities
Wignall, Liam
Oxford University Press .
9780197651513
248 pages
paperback
$45
Pub Date: 7/21/2022
SEXUALITY IDENTITY AND SOCIETY .

This book draws on a range of psychological, sociological and cultural theories to
investigate what attracts gay men to kink and the ways it becomes part of their 
social and sexual identities.

Liam Wignall (he/him) is a senior lecturer in psychology at Bournemouth 
University.
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The Prodigal
Wilberg, Mack
Oxford University Press .
9780193413375
56 pages
paperback
$15.25
Pub Date: 7/7/2016

The closely woven text and music feature an expansive range of expression-
plaintive, exuberant, and resolute-before concluding with a transcendent coda 
that gives way to reverberating 'Amen's.

Mack Wilberg was appointed Music Director of The Tabernacle Choir in 2008, 
having served as Associate Music Director since 1999.
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The Italian Empire and the Great War
Wilcox, Vanda
Oxford University Press .
9780198822943
288 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 8/24/2021
The Greater War

Vanda Wilcox explores how the Italian empire was conceived both in 
conventional terms as a system of colonies under Italian sovereignty, and as an 
informal global empire of emigrants; both were mobilised in support of the war.

Vanda Wilcox is a historian of Italy and Europe in the early twentieth century with
interests in colonial, military and cultural history. She completed a DPhil at the 
University of Oxford before moving to Rome to teach at John Cabot University 
and Trinity College, Rome Campus. Since 2019 she has lived and worked in 
Paris.
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American Popular Song: The Great Innovators, 1900-1950
Wilder, Alec
Oxford University Press .
9780190939953
576 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
Edited and revised by Robert Rawlins.

Hailed as the definitive account of the classic era of American popular music, this
essential book is now brought fully up-to-date in a third edition by popular music
scholar Robert Rawlins, just in time for the 50th anniversary of its original 
publication. Both skillfully analytical and engagingly informal, American Popular 
Song examines the musical qualities that created a uniquely American art form.

Alexander Lafayette Chew "Alec" Wilder (February 16, 1907 – December 24, 
1980) was an American composer.
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American Popular Song: The Great Innovators, 1900-1950
Wilder, Alec
Oxford University Press .
9780195014457
576 pages
hardcover
$75
Pub Date: 4/27/1972

 'The first serious and most valuable study of American popular music, the blood
and bone of so much glorious jazz. The book is provocative, informative, 
opinionated, never dull. ' -Down Beat

Alec Wilder was the composer of such famous songs as I'll Be Around, It's So 
Peaceful in the Country, and While We're Young, as well as theater and film 
scores and chamber music for every instrument in the orchestra.
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Sandbows and Black Lights: Reflections on Optics
Wilk, Stephen R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197518571
216 pages
hardcover
$49.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2021

Why are candle flames yellow? Why does ultraviolet light supposedly kill 
vampires? What about the monocle? Why was the monocle--a corrective lens 
that only corrects vision in a single eye--so popular among businessmen and 
politicians for so many years? Stephen R. Wilk answers all this and so much 
more in Sandbows and Black Lights.

Stephen R. Wilk is an optical engineer and project manager at XENON 
Corporation.
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F. X. Velarde
Wilkinson, Dominic and Crompton, Andrew
Oxford University Press . Historic England in association with Liverpool 
University Press
9781789628142
192 pages
paperback
$69.95
Pub Date: 11/30/2020
Twentieth Century Architects

Frances Xavier Velarde was a stylish architect who designed Catholic churches
during the 1930s and 1950s. Closer to European Expressionism than 
International Modernism, his buildings are full of patterns, colour and gold. This 
illustrated book is a must for anyone wanting to discover a different route 
modernism could have taken.

Dominic Wilkinson is a Principal Lecturer in Architecture at Liverpool John 
Moores University. Andrew Crompton is a Reader in Architecture at the 
University of Liverpool.
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Carols for Choirs 3, Fifty Carols
Willcocks David and Rutter, John (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193535701
142 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 10/5/1978

A third collection of 50 carols, mostly for SATB, some unaccompanied, and some
having accompaniments for piano, organ, or orchestra. The carols reflect a 
diversity of styles and periods, while remaining within the capacity of an average
group of amateur performers. Includes compositions and arrangements by 
Britten, Holst, Howells, Hurford, Vaughan Williams, and Walton.

Born in 1919, David Willcocks began his musical career as a chorister at 
Westminster Abbey. He was Director of Music at the Royal College of Music from
1974-1984, and was knighted in the Queen's Silver Jubilee Honours List in 1977.
Willcocks also conducted The Bach Choir for 38 years, retiring in 1998. Sir David
died in September 2015. John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied 
music at Clare College, Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, 
orchestral, and instrumental music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral
anthologies.Discount:
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Listing:

100 Carols for Choirs
Willcocks, David and Rutter, John (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193532274
172 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/7/1988

74 of the most popular items from Carols for Choirs 1, 2 and 3 in one volume, 
plus 26 pieces new to the series. The volume contains both accompanied and 
unaccompanied items, and the Order of Service for a Festival of Nine Lessons 
and Carols. Orchestral and brass ensemble accompaniments for many of the 
items are available on hire.

Born in 1919, David Willcocks began his musical career as a chorister at 
Westminster Abbey. He was Director of Music at the Royal College of Music from
1974-1984, and was knighted in the Queen's Silver Jubilee Honours List in 1977.
Willcocks also conducted The Bach Choir for 38 years, retiring in 1998. Sir David
died in September 2015. John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied 
music at Clare College, Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, 
orchestral, and instrumental music, and he has edited or co-edited various choral
anthologies.Discount:
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Listing:

Carols for Choirs 2, Fifty Carols for Christmas and Advent
Willcocks, David and Rutter, John (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193535657
128 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 2/1/1972

A second collection of 50 carols, mostly for SATB, some unaccompanied, and 
some having accompaniments for piano, organ, orchestra, or brass ensemble.

David Willcocks began his musical career as a chorister at Westminster Abbey, 
later winning scholarships to Clifton College and King's College, Cambridge. 
John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music.
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Carols for Choirs 4, Fifty Carols for Sopranos and Altos
Willcocks, David and Rutter, John (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780193535732
560 pages
paperback
$25.25
Pub Date: 10/23/1980

50 carols for sopranos and altos (suitable for boys', girls', or women's choirs). It 
contains mostly simple arrangements of the best-loved carols, some less well-
known ones, and four original pieces by Britten (2), Rutter, and Hadley.

David Willcocks began his musical career as a chorister at Westminster Abbey, 
later winning scholarships to Clifton College and King's College, Cambridge. 
John Rutter was born in London in 1945 and studied music at Clare College, 
Cambridge. His compositions embrace choral, orchestral, and instrumental 
music.
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Art in A City
Willett, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310829
256 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 12/15/2007

This classic text, reissued to coincide with the 800th anniversary of the City of 
Liverpool, was originally published in 1967. It is a milestone in the examination of
urban arts movements and also provides the starting point for looking at art in 
Liverpool from the 1960s to the present day.

John Willett was born in Hampstead in 1917. During the war he was an 
intelligence officer based in England, the Middle East and Italy. In 1951 he wrote
his acclaimed book The Theatre of Bertolt Brecht (Willett was a friend of Brecht).
In 1960 he became Assistant Editor of the TLS where he stayed until 1967.
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A University Education
Willetts, David
Oxford University Press .
9780198835127
496 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 6/25/2019

Former Universities and Science Minister David Willetts combines a passionate 
advocacy of the value of a university education with a serious in-depth 
knowledge of the higher education sector to present his vision of what our 
universities can offer us--both now and in the future.

David Willetts was Minister for Universities and Science in the Coalition 
Government. He is now a Visiting Professor at King's College London.
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Between Resistance and Adaptation: Indigenous Peoples and the Colonisation in
the Choco, 1510-1753
Williams, Caroline
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236993
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 4/15/2005
Liverpool Latin American Studies

A study of the interactions between Indians and Spaniards in the Chocó 
throughout much of the colonial period, revealing the complexity of inter-ethnic 
relations in frontier regions.

Caroline A. Williams is a lecturer in Latin American history at the University of 
Bristol.
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Defenders of the Unborn: The Pro-Life Movement before Roe v. Wade
Williams, Daniel K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190053321
400 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2019

In Defenders of the Unborn, Daniel K. Williams reveals the hidden history of the
pro-life movement in America, showing that a cause that many see as 
reactionary and anti-feminist began as a liberal crusade for human rights.

Daniel K. Williams is Associate Professor of History at the University of West 
Georgia.
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Handbook of Hindu Mythology
Williams, George M.
Oxford University Press . OUP India
9780199467983
393 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 2/9/2016

Unlike many other ancient mythologies, Hinduism thrives in the modern world. 
One billion followers and countless others have been captivated by its symbolic 
representations of love, karma, and reincarnation. Handbook of Hindu Mythology
offers an informative introduction to this dauntingly complex mythology of 
multifaceted deities, lengthy heroic tales, and arcane philosophies-all with a 
3,000-year history of reinterpretations and adaptations
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Brithop: The Politics of UK Rap in the New Century
Williams, Justin A.
Oxford University Press .
9780190656812
224 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 10/19/2020

With the United Kingdom politically more divided than ever, author Justin A. 
Williams finds new hope in an often-neglected figure: the British rapper. Through
themes of nationalism, history, subculture, politics, humor, and identity, Brithop 
offers insightful new perspectives from rappers based in Wales, Scotland, and 
England.

Justin A. Williams is Senior Lecturer in music at the University of Bristol, UK.
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H. G. Wells, Modernity and the Movies
Williams, Keith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310607
256 pages
paperback
$29
Pub Date: 3/15/2008
Liverpool University Press - Liverpool Science Fiction Texts & Studies (Book 35)

This book investigates Wells's interest in cinema and related media technologies,
by placing it back into the contemporary cultural and scientific contexts giving 
rise to them. It plugs a gap in understanding Wells's contribution to exploring and
advancing the possibilities of cinematic narrative and its social and ideological 
impacts in the modern period.

Keith Williams is senior lecturer in English literature at Dundee University.
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The Cosmic Oasis: The Remarkable Story of Earth's Biosphere
Williams, Mark and Zalasiewicz, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780198845874
288 pages
hardcover
$27.95
Pub Date: 9/23/2022
8 black and white images

Apparently alone in the Universe, the Earth glows bright with life, a cosmic oasis
of biodiversity. This book considers life on Earth, and human interactions with it 
culminating in our domination of the living world, and asks what we have learnt 
about our biosphere, the risks it faces, and how we might become stewards of 
the life around us.

Mark Williams, Professorof Palaeobiology, University of Leicester,Jan 
Zalasiewicz, Emeritus Professor of Palaeobiology, University of Leicester Mark
Williams> is a Professor of Palaeobiology at the University of Leicester, a 
sometime British Geological Survey palaeontologist, and a former scientist with 
the British Antarctic Survey. He has a strong interest in how the fossil record 
reflects changes in our planet through time. He teaches many aspects of geology
and palaeontology and has published many papers in scientific journals. Jan 
Zalasiewicz is Emeritus Professor of Palaeobiology at the University of Leicester,
before that working at the British Geological Survey. A field geologist, 
palaeontologist, and stratigrapher, he is a researcher into fossil ecosystems and
environments across over half a billion years of geological time. He has 
published over a hundred papers in scientific journals. Together they are the 
authors of The Goldilocks Planet, (2012); Ocean Worlds (2014); and Skeletons 
(2018).
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Jazz Changes
Williams, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780195083491
336 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 5/20/1993

The third and perhaps the best collection of jazz portraits, interviews, narrarive 
accounts of recording sessions, rehearsals, and performances, important liner 
notes, and far-reaching discussions of musicians and their music includes 30 
years worth of Williams' finest pieces, taking readers on an engaging tour of the 
changing jazz world.

Martin Williams has written and edited a number of books on jazz. His articles 
have appeared in Harper's, The New York Times, and Down Beat.
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Jazz Heritage
Williams, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780195050714
376 pages
hardcover
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/14/1987

Jazz Heritage brings together twenty years' of reviews, musicians' profiles, and 
critical essays by the renowned critic Martin Williams.

Martin Williams has written and edited a number of books on jazz. His articles 
have appeared in Harper's, The New York Times, and Down Beat.
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Symphony No. 4: Full score
Williams, Ralph Vaughan (composer)
Oxford University Press .
9780193519671
176 pages
hardcover
$134
Pub Date: 4/28/2022

Described by Walton as the 'greatest symphony since Beethoven', Vaughan 
Williams's fourth symphony was composed in 1935 and is noted for its abrasively
dissonant harmonic language, unlike much of the composer's other work.

Ralph Vaughan Williams, born in Gloucestershire on 12 October 1872, read 
History at Cambridge and went to the Royal College of Music where his teachers
were Parry, Wood, and Stanford.
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Symphony No. 9
Williams, Ralph Vaughan
Oxford University Press .
9780193514119
144 pages
hardcover
$140
Pub Date: 1/28/2022

This scholarly edition replaces the original 1958 edition, and includes detailed 
preliminary matter comprising a preface, sources and editorial method, and 
detailed textual notes. Orchestral material is available on hire/rental.

Ralph Vaughan Williams, born in Gloucestershire on 12 October 1872, read 
History at Cambridge and went to the Royal College of Music where his teachers
were Parry, Wood, and Stanford.
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Symphony No. 9
Williams, Ralph Vaughan
Oxford University Press .
9780193514126
144 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2022

Symphony No. 9 in E minor was the last symphony written by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams and was premiered by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Malcolm Sargent on 2nd April 1958.

Ralph Vaughan Williams, born in Gloucestershire on 12 October 1872, read 
History at Cambridge and went to the Royal College of Music where his teachers
were Parry, Wood, and Stanford.
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Marxism and Literature
Williams, Raymond
Oxford University Press .
9780198760610

paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 2/16/1978

This book extends the theme of Raymond Williams's earlier work in literary and 
cultural analysis. He analyzes previous contributions to a Marxist theory of 
literature from Marx himself to Lukacs, Althusser, and Goldmann, and develops 
his own approach by outlining a theory of cultural materialism' which integrates 
Marxist theories of language with Marxist theories of literature.

Raymond Henry Williams was a Welsh Marxist theorist, academic, novelist and 
critic. He was an influential figure within the New Left and in wider culture.
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Listing:

The Country and the City
Williams, Raymond
Oxford University Press .
9780195198102
352 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/27/1975

As a brilliant survey of English literature in terms of changing attitudes towards 
country and city, Williams' highly-acclaimed study reveals the shifting images and
associations between these two traditional poles of life throughout the major 
developmental periods of English culture.

Raymond Henry Williams was a Welsh Marxist theorist, academic, novelist and 
critic. He was an influential figure within the New Left and in wider culture.
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Listing:

Marginalized, Mobilized, Incorporated: Women and Religious Nationalism in 
Indian Democracy
Williams, Rina Verma
Oxford University Press .
9780197567227
216 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/13/2023
MODERN SOUTH ASIA SERIES.

In Marginalized, Mobilized, Incorporated, Rina Verma Williams places women's 
participation in religious politics in India in historical and comparative perspective
through a focus on the most important Hindu nationalist political parties in 
modern Indian history: the All-India Hindu Mahasabha and the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP). Williams compares three critical periods to show the increasing 
involvement of women in Hindu nationalist politics over time, and draws on 
significant new data sources to construct an unmatched before-and-after view of
India's watershed 2014 elections.

Rina Verma Williams is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University
of Cincinnati, where she is also Affiliate Faculty in Asian Studies and Women's,
Gender and Sexuality Studies. She teaches and researches in the areas of 
gender and identity politics; religion, law, and nationalism; democracy and 
politics in developing countries; and South Asian and Indian politics. She has 
published extensively on these topics and is especially interested in the role of 
the state and democracy in the social and political construction of gendered 
identities.
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Listing:

Who Killed Hammarskjold?: The UN, the Cold War and White Supremacy in 
Africa
Williams, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780190231408
305 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 8/15/2014

Dag Hammarskjold and his UN team died in a plane crash in central Africa in 
1961 abruptly ending his mission to bring peace to the Congo.  This book shows
that there was a massive cover-up that suppressed and dismissed a mass of 
crucial evidence, especially that of African eye-witnesses.

Susan Williams has published widely on Africa, decolonisation and the global 
power shifts of the 20th century.She is a Senior Research Fellow at the Institute
of Commonwealth Studies, University of London.
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Listing:

Who Killed Hammarskjold?: The UN, the Cold War and White Supremacy in 
Africa
Williams, Susan
Oxford University Press .
9780190873974
320 pages
paperback
$23.5
Pub Date: 10/1/2017

New edition with an update on the UN investigation sparked by the books initial 
release.  A shocking expose of the true story behind the death of the much-
beloved UN Secretary General, Dag Hammarskjold. A compelling mystery that 
unearths new evidence, long suppressed by Western governments and multi-
nationals

Susan Williams Senior Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, School
of Advanced Study, University of London.
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Listing:

The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land
Williamson, H. G. M. and Hoyland, Robert G.
Oxford University Press .
9780198724407
416 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2022
Oxford Illustrated History. Edited by H. G. M. Williamson. 141 illustrations; 6 
maps

Highly illustrated with paintings, photographs, and ancient texts, this is a 
fascinating documentation of a region central to the cultural and intellectual 
history of the world.

H. G. M. Williamson was Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford University.  
Robert G. Hoyland is Professor of Late Antique and Early Islamic Middle Eastern
History at New York University's Institute for the Study of the Ancient World.
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Listing:

The Vaccination Controversy: The Rise, Reign and Fall of Compulsory 
Vaccination for Smallpox
Williamson, Stanley
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310874
256 pages
paperback
$32
Pub Date: 5/15/2008

Stanley Williamson’s meticulously researched history of the British government’s
smallpox vaccination program begins with Edward Jenner’s development of the 
vaccine at the end of the eighteenth century, charts the astonishing speed at 
which it became compulsory for children, and documents the decades of 
resistance that resulted in its repeal in 1946.

Stanley Williamson is the author of Gresford: The Anatomy of Disaster, also 
published by Liverpool University Press.
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Scandalize My Name: Black Feminist Practice and the Making of Black Social 
Life
Williamson, Terrion L.
Oxford University Press . American Literatures Initiative
9780823274734
184 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 10/3/2016
Commonalities

From sapphire, mammy, and jezebel, to the angry black woman, baby mama, 
and nappy-headed ho, black female iconography has had a long and tortured 
history in public culture.

Terrion L. Williamson is Assistant Professor of African American and African 
Studies, with joint appointments in American studies and Gender, Women and 
Sexuality Studies, at the University of Minnesota.
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Listing:

Suppose and Tell: The Semantics and Heuristics of Conditionals
Williamson, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780198860662
288 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 9/2/2020

What does 'if' mean? Timothy Williamson presents a controversial new approach
to understanding conditional thinking, which is central to human cognitive life. He
argues that in using 'if' we rely on psychological heuristics, fast and frugal 
methods which can lead us to trust faulty data and prematurely reject simple 
theories.

Timothy Williamson is Wykeham Professor of Logic at the University of Oxford 
and Whitney Griswold Visiting Professor at Yale University.
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Listing:

The Transformation of Rural England: Farming and the Landscape 1700-1870
Williamson, Tom
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859896344
312 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/2002
History

This is the first book to study in detail the making of the rural English landscape 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Tom Williamson is lecturer in landscape history at the University of East Anglia 
and has written widely on agricultural history, landscape archaeology and the 
history of garden design.
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Listing:

Algeria: Politics and Society from the Dark Decade to the Hirak
Willis, Michael J.
Oxford University Press .
9780197657577
320 pages
hardcover
$60
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

From an esteemed scholar on the Maghreb region, a pioneering account of 
Algeria's Bouteflika years and the revolution that ousted him.

Michael J. Willis teaches contemporary Maghreb politics at St Antony's College,
University of Oxford. He is the author of Politics and Power in the Maghreb: 
Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco from Independence to the Arab Spring and The 
Islamist Challenge in Algeria: A Political History.
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Listing:

Politics and Power in the Maghreb: Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco from 
Independence to the Arab Spring
Willis, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780199327744
320 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 4/17/2012

This book examines the politics of the three states of the central Maghreb--
Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco--since their achievement of independence from 
European colonial rule in the 1950s and 1960s.

Michael J. Willis is King Mohamed VI Fellow in Moroccan and Mediterranean 
Studies at St. Antony's College, Oxford University.
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OUP

Listing:

Envoys of Abolition: British Naval Officers and the Campaign Against the Slave 
Trade in West Africa
Wills, Mary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781802077711
256 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 3/1/2023
Liverpool Studies in International Slavery LUP. 9 black and white illustrations, 2
maps

Drawing on substantial collections of previously unpublished papers, this book 
examines personal experiences of British naval officers employed in suppressing
the transatlantic slave trade from West Africa in the nineteenth century. It 
illuminates cultural encounters, the complexities of British abolitionism, and 
extraordinary military service at sea and in African territories.

Mary Wills is an Honorary Fellow of the Wilberforce Institute, University of Hull.
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OUP

Listing:

Taming the Megabanks: Why We Need a New Glass-Steagall Act
Wilmarth Jr., Arthur E.
Oxford University Press .
9780190260705
600 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/2/2020

Drawing from an analysis of the Great Depression of the 1930s and the Global 
Financial Crisis of 2007-09, Wilmarth demonstrates that a new Glass-Steagall 
Act would make our financial system much more stable and less likely to produce
boom-and-bust cycles.

Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr. is Professor of Law at the George Washington University
Law School.
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Listing:

Opera in the Jazz Age: Cultural Politics in 1920s Britain
Wilson, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190912666
256 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 1/3/2019
8 illus

In this provocative and timely study, Alexandra Wilson considers how the opera 
debate of the 1920s continues to shape the ways in which we discuss the art 
form, and draws connections between the battle of the brows and present-day 
discussions about elitism.

Alexandra Wilson is Professor of Music at Oxford Brookes University (UK), 
where she also co-directs the OBERTO opera research unit.
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Listing:

Puccini's La Bohème
Wilson, Alexandra
Oxford University Press .
9780190637897
168 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/4/2020
OXFORD KEYNOTES SERIES

This cultural history of La Boheme traces its rise to global fame. It demonstrates
how the opera's prominence in popular culture, the inventiveness of its directors
and performers, and its enduring themes of gender, poverty, and nostalgia have
captured audiences' imagination for more than 120 years.

Alexandra Wilson is Professor of Music and Cultural History at Oxford Brookes 
University.
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Listing:

The Property Species: Mine, Yours, and the Human Mind
Wilson, Bart J.
Oxford University Press .
9780190936792
264 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020

What is property, and why does our species have it? In The Property Species, 
Bart J. Wilson explores how humans acquire, perceive, and know the custom of
property, and why this might be relevant to understanding how property works in
the twenty-first century.

Bart J. Wilson is Professor of Economics and Law and Donald P. Kennedy 
Endowed Chair in Economics and Law at Chapman University.
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Listing:

The Greatest Empire: A Life of Seneca
Wilson, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780190939533
280 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018

By any measure, Seneca (4-65AD) is one of the most significant figures in both
Roman literature and ancient philosophy.

Emily Wilson is Associate Professor of Classical Studies at the University of 
Pennsylvania.
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OUP

Listing:

The Mathematical World of Charles L. Dodgson (Lewis Carroll)
Wilson, Robin and Moktefi, Amirouche
Oxford University Press .
9780198817000
288 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 4/21/2019

This is the first academic work that collects the research on Dodgson's wide-
ranging mathematical achievements into a single practical volume. Much 
material appears here for the first time, such as Dodgson's personal letters and 
drawings, as well as the results of recent investigations into the life and work of 
Dodgson.

Robin Wilson is currently a Visiting Professor at the London School of 
Economics. Amirouche Moktefi is a Lecturer in Philosophy at Tallinn University of
Technology, Estonia.
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OUP

Listing:

Euler's Pioneering Equation: The most beautiful theorem in mathematics
Wilson, Robin
Oxford University Press .
9780198794936
176 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2019

In just seven symbols, with profound and beautiful simplicity, Euler's Equation 
connects five of the most important numbers in mathematics. Robin Wilson 
explores each number in turn, then brings them together to consider the power of
the equation as a whole.

Robin Wilson is an Emeritus Professor of Pure Mathematics at the Open 
University, Emeritus Professor of Geometry at Gresham College, London, and a 
former fellow of Keble College, Oxford University.
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Listing:

Picasso / Marx: and Socialist Realism in France
Wilson, Sarah
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381922
288 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Value Art Politics LUP.

Picasso/Marx looks backwards and perhaps forwards, resituating Picasso in 
dialectical terms. His context as player in the little-known Communist West, 
centred on Paris, brings into play the Marxist theory of his times.

Sarah Wilson is Professor of Art History at the Courtauld Institute of Art, London.
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Listing:

Killing Strangers: How Political Violence Became Modern
Wilson, T. K.
Oxford University Press .
9780198863502
272 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2020

A bewildering feature of so much contemporary political violence is its stunning 
impersonality, with every city centre a potential shooting gallery; every metro 
system a potential bomb alley. Killing Strangers explores how acts of political 
violence have changed over time, becoming 'unchained' from inter-personal 
relationships.

T. K. Wilson is Director, Handa Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political 
Violence (CSTPV), University of St Andrews.
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Listing:

The Meaning of Everything: The Story of the Oxford English Dictionary
Winchester, Simon
Oxford University Press .
9780192805768

paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 11/23/2004

The greatest enterprise of its kind in history,' was the verdict of British prime 
minister Stanley Baldwin in June 1928 when The Oxford English Dictionary was 
finally published. With its 15,490 pages and nearly two million quotations, it was 
indeed a monumental achievement, gleaned from the efforts of hundreds of 
ordinary and extraordinary people who made it their mission to catalogue the 
English language in its entirety.

Simon Winchester is the author of Atlantic, The Professor and the Madman, The
Map that Changed the World, and A Crack in the Edge of the World, all of which
have been New York Times bestsellers.
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Listing:

Eighteenth-Century Women's Writing and the Methodist Media Revolution: 
'Consider the Lord as Ever Present Reader'
Winckles, Andrew O.
Oxford University Press .
9781802076899
288 pages
paperback
$47.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2022
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850.

This book traces specific cases of how evangelical and Methodist discourse 
practices interacted with major cultural and literary events during the long 
eighteenth century, from the rise of the novel to the Revolution controversy of the
1790s to the shifting ground for women writers leading up to the Reform era in 
the 1830s.

Andrew O. Winckles is an Assistant Professor at Adrian College.
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Listing:

Gendering the GOP: Intraparty Politics and Republican Women's Representation
in Congress
Wineinger, Catherine N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197556559
232 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022

Unlike previous research on women in Congress, Wineinger focuses exclusively
on the experiences of Republican congresswomen to uncover some of the 
gendered implications of congressional polarization.

Catherine N. Wineinger is an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Western
Washington University.
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Prima Donna: The Psychology of Maria Callas
Wink, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190857738
296 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 12/22/2020
INNER LIVES

Prima Donna: The Psychology of Maria Callas explores the psychological 
mechanisms underlying the hypnotic power of Callas's artistry and the unfolding
of her tragic life story.

Paul Wink is Professor of Psychology and the Nellie Zuckerman Cohen & Anne
Cohen Heller Professor in Health Science at Wellesley College.
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Big Deal: Bob Fosse and Dance in the American Musical
Winkler, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190086336
370 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2019
Broadway Legacies.7 photos

Big Deal: Bob Fosse and Dance in the American Musical is a fascinating look at 
the evolution of Fosse as choreographer and director.

Kevin Winkler enjoyed a career of more than twenty years as a curator, archivist,
and library administrator at the New York Public Library, prior to which he was a
professional dancer.
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Everything is Choreography: The Musical Theater of Tommy Tune
Winkler, Kevin
Oxford University Press .
9780190090739
296 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/15/2021
Broadway Legacies.

For two decades, Tommy Tune was the maestro presiding over a string of 
glittering Broadway musicals that took the tradition of complete musical staging 
by a director-choreographer into a new era defined by spectacle and technology.

Kevin Winkler enjoyed a career of more than twenty years as a curator, archivist,
and library administrator at the New York Public Library, prior to which he was a
professional dancer.
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An Uneasy Guest in the Schoolhouse: Art Education from Colonial Times to a 
Promising Future
Winner, Ellen
Oxford University Press .
9780190061289
216 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/18/2022

This book recounts how art education has been conceptualized, taught, and 
advocated for in the United States in the face of its persistent marginalization in 
the education system. Tracing various rationales offered from the 19th century 
onward, Winner argues for the importance of quality visual art education in our 
schools.

Ellen Winner is Professor Emerita of Psychology at Boston College.
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How Art Works: A Psychological Exploration
Winner, Ellen
Oxford University Press .
9780190863357
320 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 11/5/2018

There is no end of talk and of wondering about 'art' and 'the arts.

Ellen Winner is Professor of Psychology at Boston College and Senior Research
Associate at Project Zero, Harvard Graduate School of Education.
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The Oxford History of Life-Writing: Volume 1. The Middle Ages
Winstead, Karen A.
Oxford University Press .
9780198707042
280 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/29/2020
Oxford History of Life-Writing

The Oxford History of Life-Writing: Volume 1: The Middle Ages explores the 
richness and variety of life writing in the Middle Ages, ranging from Anglo-Latin 
lives of missionaries, prelates, and princes to high medieval lives of scholars and
visionaries to late medieval lives of authors and laypeople.

Karen A. Winstead is a Professor of English at the Ohio State University.
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Roots of War: Wanting Power, Seeing Threat, Justifying Force
Winter, David G.
Oxford University Press .
9780199355587
440 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 10/3/2017

Provides a comprehensive analysis of the causes of war by analyzing the 
concepts of power and power motivation. Incorporates the most recent 
scholarship on the origins of WWI and the Cuban Missile Crisis.

David G. Winter is Professor Emeritus of Psychology at the University of 
Michigan.
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Our Love Affair with Drugs: The History, the Science, the Politics
Winter, Jerrold
Oxford University Press .
9780190051464
216 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 11/25/2019

In Our Love Affair with Drugs, Jerrold Winter provides a nontechnical, accessible
account of the effects of psychoactive drugs in America.

Jerrold Winter, PhD, is professor of pharmacology and toxicology in the School 
of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo.
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Listing:

The Silk Road: Connecting Histories and Futures
Winter, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780197605066
280 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
OXFORD STUDIES IN CULTURE AND POLITICS. 29 b&w halftones

In The Silk Road, Tim Winter reveals the different paths this history of connected
cultures took towards global fame, a century after the first evidence of contact 
between China and Rome was unearthed.

Tim Winter is an interdisciplinary scholar and Professorial Future Fellow of the 
Australian Research Council.
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The Amazing Iroquois and the Invention of the Empire State
Winters, John C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197578223
272 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 1/3/2023
19 black and white illustrations

The Amazing Iroquois and the Invention of the Empire State tells the story of a 
multi-generational Iroquoian family from American Revolution to the Cold War 
who used their peoples' history, politics, and culture to shape how New Yorkers 
conceived of their own history and self-identity.

John C. Winters is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Southern 
Mississippi and ITPS Research Associate in New York History at the Institute for
Thomas Paine Studies at Iona College. A public historian, he has also worked in
historic homes, museums, and other institutions.
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Locating the Gothic in British Modernity
Wiseman, Sam
Oxford University Press . Clemson University Press
9781802070279
272 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

This study considers how British literature from the late-Victorian era to the 
1930s draws upon Gothic and supernatural narrative and imagery in its 
representations of place, whether metropolitan, suburban or rural; it argues that 
this period of dramatic socio-cultural change is shadowed by a corresponding 
evolution in Gothic literary representation.

Sam Wiseman is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Erfurt and will be 
teaching at the university upon completion of this project.
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Clio's Cosmetics: Three Studies in Greco-Roman Literature
Wiseman, T. P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781904675006
222 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/30/2004
Ignibus paperbacks

Peter Wiseman's influential book concerns the writing of history during the first 
century BCE, when Rome was in process of becoming the centre of the Greek, 
as much as her own, literary world. Historians, trained in the schools of rhetoric,
prized elegant plausibility above the empirical objectivity we expect of them 
today.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at the University of 
Exeter.to 1990.
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The Death of Caligula: Flavius Josephus
Wiseman, T. P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846319631
122 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2014

This new edition of T. P. Wiseman's acclaimed Death of an Emperor (his 
translation and commentary of Josephus' account of Caligula's assassination) 
includes an updated bibliography, revised introduction, translation and 
commentary. Appendix 1 on the Augustan Palatine has been completely revised
to take account of recent archaeological information.

T. P. Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Classics at Exeter University and a 
Fellow of the British Academy.
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Roman Political Life, 90BC-AD69 (University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in
History)
Wiseman, T.P. and Wiseman, T. P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859892254
288 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/1/1985
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History (Book 7)

Essays designed to illuminate the nature of politics at the end of the late 
Republic and during the first dynasty of the Principate.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at Exeter University.
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Listing:

Historiography and Imagination: Eight Essays on Roman Culture
Wiseman, T.P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894227
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1994
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

How did the Romans make sense of their own past? And how can we make 
sense of it, when the evidence for early Rome and the Republic is so 
inadequate? In this volume, Professor Wiseman focuses on some of the more 
unfamiliar aspects of the Roman experience, where the historian needs not just 
knowledge but imagination too.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at Exeter University.
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Roman Drama and Roman History
Wiseman, T.P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895606
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1998
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Studies in History

In this sequel to Historiography And Imagination (UEP 1994), Professor 
Wiseman explores the question of how the Romans understood their own past 
and the role of early drama in generating and transmitting legends.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at Exeter University.
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Talking to Virgil: A Miscellany
Wiseman, T.P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859893756
288 pages
paperback
$40
Pub Date: 1/1/1992
Classical Studies and Ancient History

A unique collection that uncovers connections between a fascinating assortment
of subjects with classical associations, ranging from Plato to Anthony Powell.

Peter Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Roman History at Exeter University and
a Fellow of the British Academy.
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The Myths of Rome
Wiseman, T.P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859897044
448 pages
paperback
$50
Pub Date: 8/10/2008

This major re-evaluation of Roman history and its afterlife in western culture 
through the mediums of myth and art is fast becoming the standard popular 
account of the Roman story-world.

T. P. Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Classics at the University of Exeter.
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Unwritten Rome
Wiseman, T.P.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859898232
312 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2008

An imaginative and appealing picture of the early society of pre-literary Rome-as
a free and uninhibited world in which the arts and popular entertainments 
flourished.

T. P. Wiseman is Emeritus Professor of Classics at Exeter University and a 
Fellow of the British Academy.
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The Origins and Dynamics of Inequality: Sex, Politics, and Ideology
Wisman, Jon D.
Oxford University Press .
9780197575949
520 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 6/17/2022

In The Origins and Dynamics of Inequality, Jon Wisman provides a re-
interpretation of economic history and society. He argues that the struggle over 
income, wealth, and privilege-inequality-has been the principal, defining issue in
human history and provides a novel framework for understanding inequality 
today.

Jon D. Wisman is Professor of Economics at American University in Washington,
D.C.
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Pseudo-Dionysius of Tel-Mahre: Chronicle, Part III
Witakowski, Witold
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853237600
192 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians Series

The Chronicle of Pseudo-Dionysius (or the Zuqnin Chronicle) is an important 
Syriac historiographical work dating from the end of the eighth century. The work
is written from the point of view of a religious dissident, a Monophysite, whose 
personal experience as a persecuted monk in his native Mesopotamia, as well as
his later life in Constantinople, make the History a most interesting and unusual 
source.

Witold Witakowski is working on a monograph dealing with events in South 
Arabia at the beginning of the sixth-century AD that culminated in the persecution
of the Christians in the city of Nagran by the Jewish king of Himyar, Yusuf Asa'r
Yath'ar, a.k.a. Dhu Nuwas.
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Studying Early and Silent Cinema
Withall, Keith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733698
176 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/9/2014

In this accessible introduction to early and silent cinema, which is currently 
enjoying a renaissance, both academically and in the popular imagination thanks
to The Artist, Keith Withall provides both a comprehensive chronology of the 
period until the birth of sound and also a series of detailed case studies on the 
key films from the period.

Keith Withall is a UK-based film studies teacher and writer specialising in early 
and silent cinema.
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Listing:

Studying Early and Silent Cinema
Withall, Keith
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781906733704
176 pages
hardcover
$100
Pub Date: 12/9/2014

In this accessible introduction to early and silent cinema, which is currently 
enjoying a renaissance, both academically and in the popular imagination thanks
to The Artist, Keith Withall provides both a comprehensive chronology of the 
period until the birth of sound and also a series of detailed case studies on the 
key films from the period.

Keith Withall is a UK-based film studies teacher and writer specialising in early 
and silent cinema.
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Futuristic Cars and Space Bicycles: Contesting the Road in American Science 
Fiction
Withers, Jeremy
Oxford University Press .
9781802078343
272 pages
paperback
$49.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP. 10 black and white illustrations

Examining representations of cars and bicycles in American science fiction from 
the late nineteenth century to the present day, Futuristic Cars and Space 
Bicycles argues that science fiction by and large perceives the car as anything 
but a marvelous invention of modernity. Rather, the genre often scorns and 
ridicules the automobile and instead promotes more sustainable, more benign, 
more restrained technologies of movement such as the bicycle.

Jeremy Withers is Associate Professor of English at Iowa State University.
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Davenport's Dream: 21st Century Reflections On Heredity And Eugenics
Witkowski, Jan A. and Inglis, John R. (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9781621822325
490 pages
paperback
$49
Pub Date: 3/10/2008

In 1911, the influential geneticist Charles Davenport published Heredity in 
Relation to Eugenics, advancing his ideas of how genetics would improve society
in the 20th century. It became a college textbook and a foundation for the 
widespread eugenics movement in the United States. Nearly 100 years later, 
many of the issues raised by Davenport are again being debated, in different 
guises. In this new volume, prominent academics discuss themes from 
Davenport''s book - human genetic variation, mental illness, nature vs. nurture, 
human evolution - in a contemporary context. Davenport''s original book is 
reprinted along with the essays. This book will be useful to historians of science
as well as those interested in the social implications of human genetics research
- past, present, and future.

Jan A. Witkowkski and John R. Inglis are both affiliated with Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory.Discount:
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Illuminating Life: Selected Papers from Cold Spring Harbor, Volume 1 (1903
-1969)
Witkowski, Jan A.
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879695668
383 pages
hardcover
$26
Pub Date: 11/1/1999

This volume showcases reprints of 20 significant papers published by scientists
while at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, with a non-technical explanation of the 
work's significance at the time and a profile of the investigator concerned.

Since 1987, Jan Witkowski has been the Director of the Banbury Center, Cold 
Spring Harbor, New York.
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The Inside Story : DNA to RNA to Protein
Witkowski, Jan
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,U.S.
9780879697501
382 pages
paperback
$29
Pub Date: 5/19/2005

A collection of reprinted articles from the review journal Trends in Biochemical 
Sciences (TiBS) focusing on the central dogma of molecular biology--DNA 
makes RNA makes protein. The biographical and autobiographical articles 
graphically describe the great discoveries in the field from an insider's 
perspective.
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The Road to Discovery: A Short History of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Witkowski, Jan
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9781621821083
369 pages
hardcover
$29
Pub Date: 10/31/2015

At Cold Spring Harbor, in a bucolic setting on the north shore of New York's Long
Island, two interdependent research centers in biology were founded as Charles
Darwin's insights into heredity and evolution shook the world of science. Fifty 
years later, those centers would emerge as a single institution that would cradle
another revolution, the new science of molecular biology, and advance to world 
renown in research and professional education.

Jan Witkowski is the Executive Director of the Banbury Conference Center, Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory. Alex Gann is the Editorial Director of Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory Press. Joe Sambrook is the Director of Research at the Peter
MacCallum Cancer Center, Melbourne.
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Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment - 5th edition
Witte, John / Nichols, Joel A. / Garnett, Richard W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197587621
432 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 5/27/2022

The new 5th edition of this classic textbook provides a comprehensive 
interdisciplinary overview of the historical formation and judicial application of the
First Amendment guarantees of no establishment and free exercise of religion.

John Witte, Jr. is Woodruff University Professor, McDonald Distinguished 
Professor, and Director of the Center for the Study of Law and Religion at Emory
University. Joel A. Nichols is Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor
of Law at the University of St. Thomas (MN). Richard W. Garnett is Paul J. 
Schierl/Fort Howard Corporation Professor of Law, Concurrent Professor of 
Political Science, and Director of the Program on Church, State, and Society at 
the University of Notre Dame.
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Saving the Dammed: Why We Need Beaver-Modified Ecosystems
Wohl, Ellen
Oxford University Press .
9780190943523
176 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2019

Saving the Dammed follows the course of the seasons throughout one 
representative year at a beaver meadow in Rocky Mountain National Park, 
Colorado.

Ellen Wohl has been on the faculty at Colorado State University since 1989.
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Compromise in an Age of Party Polarization
Wolak, Jennifer
Oxford University Press .
9780197510506
240 pages
paperback
$30.95
Pub Date: 6/17/2020

Legislators who refuse to compromise might be doing just what their constituents
want them to do. In Compromise in an Age of Party Polarization, Jennifer Wolak
challenges this wisdom and demonstrates that Americans value compromise in 
politics.

Jennifer Wolak is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder.
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Conquerors and Chroniclers of Early Medieval Spain
Wolf, Kenneth Baxter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853235545
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2000
Liverpool University Press - Translated Texts for Historians (Book 9)

From the perspective of the Hispano-Romans, the Visigoths who invaded Spain 
in the mid-fifth century were heretical barbarians. But Leovigild's military success
and Reccared's conversion to Catholic Christianity led to more positive 
assessments of the Gothic role in Iberian history.

Kenneth Baxter Wolf is currently an Associate Professor of Medieval History at 
Pomona College in Claremont College in California.
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Thought and Play in Musical Rhythm
Wolf, Richard / Blum, Stephen / Hasty, Christopher
Oxford University Press .
9780190841492
456 pages
paperback
$53
Pub Date: 11/8/2019
177 illus.

Through the analysis and comparison of diverse repertoires, performance 
practices, and theories, Thought and Play in Musical Rhythm responds to the 
critical need for developing richer ways of describing rhythm in all its complexity.
Focusing on tensions between the general and the culturally specific, the book 
considers musics from Africa and Asia, as well as jazz, popular music, and new
music of the late 20th century.

Richard K. Wolf is Professor of Music and South Asian Studies at Harvard 
University. Stephen Blum initiated a doctoral program in ethnomusicology at the
CUNY Graduate Center in 1988. Christopher Hasty is Walter W. Naumburg 
Professor of Music at Harvard University.
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Beyond Broadway: The Pleasure and Promise of Musical Theatre Across 
America
Wolf, Stacy
Oxford University Press .
9780190639532
400 pages
paperback
$35.95
Pub Date: 12/23/2019
30 photos.

Beyond Broadway travels across America to illustrate musical theatre's 
ubiquitous presence as a thriving national folk practice that touches millions of 
lives.

Stacy Wolf is Professor in the Program in Theater in the Lewis Center for the 
Arts at Princeton University.
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How Many Miles to Babylon? European Travels and Adventures in Egypt 1300
-1600
Wolff, Anne
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853236689
304 pages
paperback
$22.5
Pub Date: 1/9/2003
Liverpool University Press - Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures 
Ser.

How Many Miles to Babylon? is a fascinating picture of the people, customs and
culture of Egypt from the fourteenth century to the beginning of the seventeenth.

Anne Wolff was born in Cairo and has had a long-standing interest in the history,
politics and culture of the Middle-East and Eurasia. She is an experienced and 
respected egyptologist.
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Occasional Pieces: Writings and Interviews, 1952-2013
Wolff, Christian
Oxford University Press .
9780190614706
368 pages
paperback
$45.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2017

With Occasional Pieces, Wolff brings together a collection of his most notable 
writings and interviews from 1950 to the present, shining a new light on American
music of the second half of the twentieth century.

Christian Wolff is a former Professor of Classics and Music at Dartmouth 
College, now a full-time composer and sometime performer. Born in Nice, 
France, he has lived and worked primarily in the United States since 1941, where
he studied composition briefly with John Cage in 1950.
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Building Theory in Political Communication: The Politics-Media-Politics Approach
Wolfsfeld, Gadi / Sheafer, Tamir / Althaus, Scott
Oxford University Press .
9780197635001
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/14/2022
JOURNALISM AND POL COMMUN UNBOUND SERIES.

In Building Theory in Political Communication, Gadi Wolfsfeld, Tamir Sheafer, 
and Scott Althaus present the first generalizable conceptual framework for 
political communication that is also falsifiable, explaining how media performance
contributes to successful political performance across nations, regime types, and
information systems.

Gadi Wolfsfeld is Professor of Communication and Head of the Communication 
and New Media MA program at Reichman University's Sammy Ofer School of 
Communication. Tamir Sheafer is Professor of Political Science, Professor of 
Communication and Journalism, and the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  Scott Althaus is Merriam Professor of 
Political Science, Professor of Communication, and Director of the Cline Center 
for Advanced Social Research at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
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From Camelot to Spamalot: Musical Retellings of Arthurian Legend on Stage and
Screen
Woller, Megan
Oxford University Press .
9780197511039
248 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 4/2/2021

For centuries, Arthurian legend with its tales of Camelot, romance, and chivalry 
has captured imaginations throughout Europe and the Americas. This book 
explores musical adaptations of Arthurian legend as filtered through specific 
versions of the tale as told by Mark Twain, T.H. White, and Monty Python.

Megan Woller is Director of Liberal Studies and Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
at Gannon University.
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Passionate Minds Inner World of Scientists
Wolpert, Lewis and Richards, Alison (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780198549048

hardcover
$63
Pub Date: 4/23/1998

Biologist Lewis Wolpert lets readers sit in as he talks with 23 of the world's 
leading scientists. In this stimulating series of conversations, Murray Gell-Man, 
Jared Diamond, Gerald Edelman, Carlo Rubbia, and others talk candidly about 
their backgrounds, their careers, the people who have influenced or inspired 
them, and their most significant findings. 23 photos.

Lewis Wolpert is Emeritus Professor of Biology as Applied to Medicine in the 
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology at University College London.
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Fandom and The Beatles: The Act You've Known for All These Years
Womack, Kenneth and O'Toole, Kit (editors)
Oxford University Press .
9780190917869
296 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2021
6 figures  illustrations

Fandom and the Beatles: The Act You've Known for All These Years offers an 
insightful look into the band's enduring appeal through fan responses, exploring 
how The Beatles have inspired such loyalty and multigenerational popularity.

Kenneth Womack is one of the world's foremost writers and thinkers about the 
Beatles. Kit O'Toole is a Chicago-based independent scholar who has written 
about rock, jazz, and R&B for over 25 years.
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Locating Guyane
Wood, Sarah and MacLeod, Catriona
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800855816
248 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures LUP

This edited collection is the first volume to study Guyane from multiple 
perspectives.  It subjects the enduring clichés and negative stereotypes 
regarding Guyane to critical examination, exploring how discourse on this DOM 
is, and has been, formed and how it may evolve.

Dr Sarah Wood is Visiting Assistant Professor of French and Francophone 
Studies at the University of Connecticut. Dr Catriona MacLeod is Lecturer in 
French Studies at the University of London Institute in Paris (ULIP).
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Reckoning: Black Lives Matter and the Democratic Necessity of Social 
Movements
Woodly, Deva R.
Oxford University Press .
9780197603956
304 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/26/2021
TRANSGRESSING BOUNDARIES

As Deva Woodly argues in Reckoning - a sweeping account of the meaning and
purpose of the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL) - social movements are 
necessary for the health and survival of democracy. Drawing from on-the-ground
interviews with activists in the movement, Woodly analyzes the emergence of the
M4BL, its organizational structure and culture, and its strategies and tactics. She
also shows how a unique political philosophy - Radical Black Feminist 
Pragmatism - served as an intellectual foundation of the movement and 
documents the role it played in transforming public meanings, public opinion, and
policy. Interweaving theoretical and empirical observations throughout, Woodly 
provides both a unique portrait of the movement and a powerful explanation of 
the labor social movements do in democracy.

Deva R. Woodly is Associate Professor of Political Science at The New School 
and the author of The Politics of Common Sense (Oxford).
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Living Toward Virtue: Practical Ethics in the Spirit of Socrates
Woodruff, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780197672129
248 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2022

Paul Woodruff's Living Toward Virtue gives ethics a new start that is practical 
and down to earth, while resting on a foundation of ancient wisdom.  Woodruff 
draws on the ancient wisdom of Socrates to develop a new approach to an 
ethical life - one that shows how we can nurture our souls, enjoy a virtuous 
happiness, and avoid moral injury.

Paul Woodruff is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Texas at Austin.  
His main goal is to make the ethical and political thinking of ancient Greeks 
accessible to modern readers.  His work includes books on the virtues of 
reverence and justice, as well as on the ideas behind democracy. He has 
translated most of Thucydides' History, several Platonic dialogues, and a number
of ancient Greek plays. He served in the U.S. Army as an officer during the 
American war in Vietnam, in 1969-70, gaining experience of both physical and 
moral danger. That experience informs this book.Discount:
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The Garden of Leaders: Revolutionizing Higher Education
Woodruff, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190883645
272 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/24/2019

In The Garden of Leaders, philosopher Paul Woodruff advances a new view of 
liberal arts education that places leadership at the root of everything it does, 
presenting three core sets of recommendations for how the contemporary 
university can and should foster such leadership skills.

Paul Woodruff is Darrell K. Royal Regents Professor in Ethics at the University of
Texas at Austin.
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The Ethics of Giving: Philosophers' Perspectives on Philanthropy
Woodruff, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190648879
240 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 6/8/2018

In giving to charity, should we strive to do the greatest good or promote a lesser
good that we care more about? On such issues, ethical theory can have 
momentous practical effects. This volume is a unique collection of new papers on
philanthropy from a range of philosophical perspectives. The authors are among
the best-regarded philosophers writing on ethics today and include a number of 
thinkers who have not previously published on the subject.

Paul Woodruff is Darrell K. Royal Regents Professor of Ethics at the University of
Texas at Austin.
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The Oedipus Plays of Sophocles: Philosophical Perspectives
Woodruff, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780190669454
264 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit

Paul Woodruff provides historical backdrop to Sophocles and the plays, and 
connections to the contributions by philosophers and classicists that follow.

Paul Woodruff is a professor of philosophy and classics at the University of 
Texas at Austin.
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The Strange Career of Jim Crow
Woodward, C. Vann
Oxford University Press .
9780195146905
272 pages
paperback
$19.99
Pub Date: 11/29/2001

A special commemorative edition of Woodward's most influential work, The 
Strange Career of Jim Crow. The Strange Career of Jim Crow is one of the great
works of Southern history.

The late C. Vann Woodward was the Sterling Professor of History at Yale until 
his death in 1999.
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Listing:

The Lost Lectures of C. Vann Woodward
Woodward. C. Vann
Oxford University Press .
9780190863951
272 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/20/2020
Edited by Ring & Gardner

The Lost Lectures of C. Vann Woodward presents for the first time lectures that 
showcase his life-long interest in exploring the contours and limits of nineteenth-
century liberalism during key moments of social upheaval in the South.

The late C. Vann Woodward was the Sterling Professor of History at Yale until 
his death in 1999.
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Psychology for Musicians: Understanding and Acquiring the Skills
Woody, Robert H.
Oxford University Press .
9780197546604
368 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2021

Psychology for Musicians, Second Edition draws on insights provided by recent 
research in music psychology, combining academic rigor with accessibility to 
offer readers research-supported ideas that they can readily apply in their 
musical activities.

Dr. Robert H. Woody is Steinhart Foundation Distinguished Professor of Music at
the University of Nebraska - Lincoln.
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Cynewulf's Juliana
Woolf, Rosemary
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859894210
288 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/15/1993
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

Part of the 'Exeter Medieval English Texts and Studies' series, which includes 
works of interest and importance previously unpublished, long out-of-print, or 
otherwise inaccessible to students. This edition provides a reassessment of 
Cynewulf's 'Juliana', in the light of recent knowledge.

Rosemary Estelle Woolf (27 December 1925 – 13 April 1978) was an English 
scholar of medieval literature, known especially for her work on medieval English
religious lyrics, The English Religious Lyric in the Middle Ages.
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Computational Propaganda: Political Parties, Politicians, and Political 
Manipulation on Social Media
Woolley, Samuel C. and Howard, Philip N.
Oxford University Press .
9780190931414
272 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/8/2018
Oxford Studies in Digital Politics Series

This book includes cases of computational propaganda from nine countries (both
democratic and authoritarian) and four continents (North and South America, 
Europe, and Asia), covering propaganda efforts over a wide array of social media
platforms and usage in different types of political processes (elections, referenda,
and during political crises).

Samuel C. Woolley is Assistant Professor in the School of Journalism at the 
University of Texas, Austin. Philip N. Howard is Director and Professor at the 
Oxford Internet Institute at University of Oxford.
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Jet Stream: A Journey Through our Changing Climate
Woollings, Tim
Oxford University Press .
9780192845313
240 pages
paperback
$17.95
Pub Date: 10/13/2021
50 illustrations .

This book offers a general introduction to the jet stream, and examines how it 
affects much of the weather across the northern hemisphere. The science is built
up as we follow a journey along the jet stream, providing structure and an 
element of a travelogue.

Tim Woollings is Associate Professor, Department of Physics, University of 
Oxford.
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Our Common Future: The World Commission on Environment and Development
World Commission on Environment and Development
Oxford University Press .
9780192820808
400 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 5/21/1987

Rather than presenting a gloom and doom report about the destruction of natural
resources, Our Common Future offers an agenda advocating the growth of 
economies based on policies that do not harm, and can even enhance, the 
environment. The commission recognizes that the time has come for a marriage
of economy and ecology, in order to ensure the growth of human progress 
through development without bankrupting the resources of future generations.

The Brundtland Commission, formerly the World Commission on Environment 
and Development, was a sub-organization of the United Nations (UN) that aimed
to unite countries in pursuit of sustainable development.
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A River Running West: The Life of John Wesley Powell
Worster, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780195156355
688 pages
paperback
$25.95
Pub Date: 11/28/2002

 In A River Running West, Donald Worster, one of our leading Western 
historians, tells the story of Powell's great adventures and describes his historical
significance with compelling clarity and skill.

Donald Worster is Hall Distinguished Professor at the University of Kansas.
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Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West
Worster, Donald
Oxford University Press .
9780195078060
416 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 6/18/1992

Rivers of Empire represents a radically new vision of the American West and its
historical significance. Showing how ecological change is inextricably intertwined
with social evolution, and reevaluating the old mythic and celebratory approach 
to the development of the West, Worster offers the most probing, critical analysis
of the region to date.

Donald Worster is Hall Distinguished Professor of American History Emeritus at 
the University of Kansas.
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Athens After Empire: A History from Alexander the Great to the Emperor Hadrian
Worthington, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780197684764
424 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 12/1/2022

Athens After Empire provides a detailed history of Athens and its constancy as a
crucial part of the Mediterranean landscape. This new narrative history of post-
Classical Athens extends the period of study and expands research into the 
areas of socio-cultural change.

Ian Worthington, FSA, FRHistS is Professor of Ancient History of Macquarie 
University. He is the author of numerous books about ancient the ancient world, 
including, most recently, The Last Kings of Macedonia and the Triumph of Rome,
Ptolemy I: King and Pharaoh of Egypt, By the Spear: Philip II, Alexander the 
Great, and the Rise and Fall of the Macedonian Empire, and Demosthenes of 
Athens and the Fall of Classical Greece.
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The Last Kings of Macedonia and the Triumph of Rome
Worthington, Ian
Oxford University Press .
9780197520055
296 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/27/2023
23 black & white halftones, 7 maps

The Last Kings of Macedonia and the Triumph of Rome provides a chronicle of 
the last three kings of Macedonia: Philip V (r. 221-179), his son Perseus (r. 179
-168), and the pretender Andriscus or Philip VI (r. 149-148). Far from being a 
mere postscript to Macedonia's Classical greatness or collateral damage in 
Rome's ascendancy in the east, Philip and Perseus should be remembered for 
heroically striving to preserve their kingdom's independence against staggering 
odds.

Ian Worthington is Professor of Ancient History at Macquarie University.
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Listing:

Beowulf: with the Finnesburg Fragment
Wrenn, C. L. and Bolton, W. F.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780859895187
288 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 1/1/1997
University of Exeter Press - Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies

This fifth, revised edition of Wrenn's Beowulf strives to retain the four distinctive 
features of the previous editions: textual conservatism, concise presentation, 
concentration on the needs of literary students, and Wrenn's superb erudition 
and experience. For the most part it leaves intact Wrenn's basic intentions and 
editorial decisions; with rare exceptions, they have been altered only because of
new evidence that Wrenn could not have seen. Includes the Old English text of 
'Beowulf' and the 'Finnesburg Fragment', with introduction, notes and glossary.

The late C. L. Wrenn was Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon at 
the University of Oxford. W. F. Bolton is Emeritus Professor of English at Rutgers
University.
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The Spiritual Lives of Young African Americans
Wright, Almeda M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190664732
352 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017

Foregrounds the theological reflections of Black youth. Explores the continued 
intersection of African American Christianity and Activism among young people.
Examines a theology of abundant life for youth who deal with death on a regular
basis

Almeda M. Wright is Assistant Professor of Religious Education at Yale Divinity 
School.
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Living Skillfully: Buddhist Philosophy of Life from the Vimalakirti Sutra
Wright, Dale S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197587355
176 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2021

Based on an innovative understanding of an important Buddhist scripture, this 
book provides a jargon-free introduction to a Buddhist philosophy of life suited for
twenty-first-century global citizens, showing how the practice of insight 
meditation can deepen our perspective on life.

Dale Wright is David B. and Mary H. Gamble Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies and Asian Studies at Occidental College.
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What Is Buddhist Enlightenment?
Wright, Dale S.
Oxford University Press .
9780197675410
256 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2022

Dale Wright offers a wide-ranging exploration of issues that have a bearing on 
the contemporary meaning of enlightenment. He considers the historical 
meanings of enlightenment within various Buddhist traditions, but does so in 
order to expand on the larger question that our lives press upon us--what kinds 
of lives should we aspire to live here, now, and into the future?

Dale S. Wright is the Gamble Professor of Religious Studies and Asian Studies 
Emeritus at Occidental College. His recent books include Living Skillfully: 
Buddhist Philosophy of Life from the Vimalakirti Sutra and Buddhism: What 
Everyone Needs to Know.
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The Six Perfections: Buddhism and the Cultivation of Character
Wright, Dale
Oxford University Press .
9780199895793
304 pages
paperback
$31.95
Pub Date: 11/28/2011

Here is a lucid, accessible, and inspiring guide to the six perfections--Buddhist 
teachings about six dimensions of human character that require "perfecting": 
generosity, morality, tolerance, energy, meditation, and wisdom.

Dale Wright is David B. and Mary H. Gamble Distinguished Professor of 
Religious Studies and Asian Studies at Occidental College.
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Humility
Wright, Jennifer Cole
Oxford University Press .
9780190864880
408 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 8/28/2019

This volume provides a multidisciplinary exploration of humility as a virtue 
through essays spanning religious and secular traditions.

Jennifer Cole Wright is Associate Professor of Psychology at the College of 
Charleston.
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Shadows of the New Sun : Wolfe on Writing/Writers on Wolfe
Wright, Peter
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846310584
270 pages
paperback
$27.5
Pub Date: 8/22/2007
.
This collection of interviews and essays places under one cover an amazing 
selection of difficult-to-find resources for the avid Gene Wolfe reader and scholar.
Essays concern the nature of writing, including character, structure and the 
profession of the writer. Also included are a series of interviews with Wolfe and 
the holy grail of 'New Sun' aficionados: Books in the Book of the New Sun, 
previously only available in a rare small-press volume. This collection will inspire
fans and scholars alike to commit themselves to debating new interpretations of
Wolfe's fiction.
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Khalifa ibn Khayyat's History on the Umayyad Dynasty (660-750)
Wurtzel, Carl and Hoyland, Robert G.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781781381755
304 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2015
Translated Texts for Historians LUP.

Khalifa ibn Khayyat is the author of the earliest extant Arabic chronicle. The work
principally deals with fighting between Arab groups, external conquests, and 
administrative matters. After the death of each caliph it lists the persons who held
office (as governors, judges and secretaries) during his reign; it also notes who 
led the pilgrimage in each year, the death of prominent persons (included those
who died in major battles), and natural phenomena.

Dr Carl Wurtzel is a professional translator; certified by the American Translators
Association as a translator from Arabic to English. Carl is also an instructor in the
New York University (NYU) School of Continuing and Professional Studies 
translation program. Robert G. Hoyland is Professor of Islamic History at the 
Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Oxford.
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Religion's Power: What Makes It Work
Wuthnow, Robert
Oxford University Press .
9780197652534
248 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 11/25/2022

Religion's Power investigates the power dynamics in religious rituals, discourse, 
institutions, identities, and politics, paying special attention to gender, sexuality, 
and race.

Robert Wuthnow is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, a 
fellow of the American Philosophical Society, a Guggenheim Fellowship 
recipient, former president of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, and
the recipient of numerous awards for his scholarly work.
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Honor and Violence in the Old South
Wyatt-Brown, Bertram
Oxford University Press .
9780195042429
288 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/11/1986

The first major reinterpretation of southern life and custom since W. J. Cash's 
'The Mind Of The South', this work explore the meaning and expression of the 
ancient code of honor as whites-both slave holders and nonslaveholders-applied
it to their lives.

Bertram Wyatt-Brown is at University of Florida.
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Heaven Has Eyes: Law and Justice in Chinese History
Xu, Xiaoqun
Oxford University Press .
9780190060046
376 pages
hardcover
$43.95
Pub Date: 10/27/2020

In Heaven Has Eyes, Xiaoqun Xu provides a comprehensive yet concise history
of Chinese law and justice from the imperial era to the post-Mao era. Xu 
addresses the evolution and function of law codes and judicial practices 
throughout China's long history, and examines the transition from traditional laws
and practices to modern ones in the twentieth century.

Xiaoqun Xu is Professor of History at Christopher Newport University.
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Escaped Nuns: True Womanhood and the Campaign Against Convents in 
Antebellum America
Yacovazzi, Cassandra L.
Oxford University Press .
9780190881009
232 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 9/21/2018
Getty Museum Studies on Art Series

Just five weeks after its publication in January 1836, Awful Disclosures of the 
Hotel Dieu Nunnery, billed as an escaped nun's shocking exposé of convent life,
had already sold more than 20,000 copies. The book detailed gothic-style horror
stories of licentious priests and abusive mothers superior, tortured nuns and 
novices, and infanticide. By the time the book was revealed to be a fiction and 
the author, Maria Monk, an imposter, it had already become one of the 
nineteenth century's best-selling books.

Cassandra L. Yacovazzi is Visiting Assistant Professor of History at the 
University of South Florida-Sarasota-Manatee. Her research focuses on 
American cultural, religious, and gender history in the nineteenth century.
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The Varieties of Spiritual Experience: 21st Century Research and Perspectives
Yaden, David B. and Newberg, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780190665678
440 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2022

A cutting-edge guide to the psychology and neuroscience of spiritual experiences
Spiritual experiences have occurred within people around the world and 
throughout history, up to and including the present day.
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The Holocaust: The Fate of European Jewry, 1932-1945
Yahil, Leni
Oxford University Press .
9780195045239
832 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/17/1991

When The Holocaust first appeared in Israel in 1987, it was hailed as the finest,
most authoritative history of Hitler's war on the Jews ever published. Twenty 
years of research and reflection went into this Shazar Prize-winner. Now 
available in English, it offers a sweeping look at the Final Solution. A 1990 New 
York Times Notable Book of the Year.

Leni Yahil was Professor Emeritus at Haifa University, and was a member of the
Editorial Board of Yad Vashem Studies, and its affiliated publications.
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In the Shadow of Korematsu: Democratic Liberties and National Security
Yamamoto, Eric K.
Oxford University Press .
9780190878955
264 pages
hardcover
$53
Pub Date: 4/9/2018

This book discusses the broad civil liberties challenges posed by these past-into-
the-future linkages highlighting pressing questions about the significance of 
judicial independence for a constitutional democracy committed both to security
and to the rule of law.

Eric K. Yamamoto is the Fred T. Korematsu Professor of Law and Social Justice
at the William S. Richardson School of Law, University of Hawai`i.
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How the Color Line Bends: The Geography of White Prejudice in Modern 
America
Yancy, Nina M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197599433
336 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2022

In How the Color Line Bends, Nina M. Yancy shows that what White people think
depends on where they live--but not, as conventional wisdom might suggest, 
because they are more likely to feel threatened in places where race is salient. 
Rejecting this tendency to tacitly position White Americans as victims, this book 
focuses on power, agency, and positionality in the study of prejudice and place.

Nina M. Yancy holds a doctorate in Politics from the University of Oxford, where
she was a Rhodes Scholar.
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Rebuilding Mostar: Urban Reconstruction in a War Zone
Yarwood, John
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9780853239031
274 pages
paperback
$30
Pub Date: 1/4/1999

In a book extensively illustrated with photographs and plans, Yarwood and his 
collaborators describe reconstruction from a general technical standpoint. The 
book shows what was done; explains how it was done; and considers the 
problems, issues, failures and successes. It analyses what lessons were learned
and points out the relevance for similar future projects. The analysis is firmly 
grounded in the context of Bosnian and European politics.

John Yarwood is an International Planning Consultant. He is a Former Director of
Urban Institute Ireland at University College Dublin.
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Nostalgia for the Empire: The Politics of Neo-Ottomanism
Yavuz, M. Hakan
Oxford University Press .
9780197512289
336 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 8/6/2020

Making a country great again is a theme for nationalist authoritarians. Across 
countries with past experience as great powers, nationalist politicians typically 
harken back to a golden age. In Nostalgia for Empire, Hakan Yavuz focuses on 
how this trend is playing out in Turkey, a nation that lost its empire a century ago
and which is now ruled by a nationalist authoritarian who invokes nostalgia for 
the Ottoman era to buttress his power.

M. Hakan Yavuz is a professor of political science at The University of Utah.
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'The Excursion' and Wordsworth's Iconography
Yen, Brandon C.
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781800856639
336 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
Romantic Reconfigurations Studies in Literature and Culture 1780 1850

This book considers William Wordsworth's use of iconography in his long poem 
'The Excursion'.

Brandon C. Yen is an Irish Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow at University 
College Cork. He holds a PhD from the University of Cambridge and is co-author
(with Peter Dale) of Wordsworth's Gardens and Flowers: The Spirit of Paradise 
(2018).
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Algorithmic Regulation
Yeung, Karen and Lodge, Martin
Oxford University Press .
9780198838494
304 pages
hardcover
$110
Pub Date: 11/5/2019

This collection of essays, edited by two leading regulatory governance scholars,
offers a critical exploration of 'algorithmic regulation', understood both as a 
means for co-ordinating and regulating social action and decision-making, as 
well as the need for institutional mechanisms through which the power of 
algorithms and algorithmic systems might themselves be regulated.

Karen Yeung is Interdisciplinary Professorial Fellow in Law, Ethics and 
Informatics at Birmingham Law School & School of Computer Science, University
of Birmingham. Martin Lodge is Professor of Political Science and Public Policy 
and Director of the Centre for Analysis of Risk and Regulation (carr) at the 
London School of Economics and Political Science.
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Narrow Content
Yli-Vakkuri, Juhani and Hawthorne, John
Oxford University Press .
9780198785965
224 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 8/7/2018

In the face of this wave of externalism, many philosophers have argued that 
there must be some good sense in which our intentional states are internal after
all, and that such narrow content can play various key explanatory roles relating,
inter alia, to epistemology and the explanation of action. This book argues that 
this is a forlorn hope, and defends a thoroughgoing externalism.

Juhani Yli-Vakkuri is Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellow at the University
of Bielefeld. John Hawthorne is Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
Southern California.
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Irony and Outrage: The Polarized Landscape of Rage, Fear, and Laughter in the
United States
Young, Dannagal Goldthwaite
Oxford University Press .
9780197581803
288 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2021

Irony and Outrage explores the aesthetics, underlying logics, and histories of two
seemingly distinct genres: liberal political satire and conservative talk radio.

Dannagal Goldthwaite Young is Professor of Communication at the University of
Delaware.
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Debating the Covenanters and the British Civil Wars
Young, John
Oxford University Press .
9780748627851

paperback
$35
Pub Date: 3/31/2022

This book examines the importance of the Scottish Covenanters during one of 
the most turbulent and complex periods of early modern British History. Thematic
issues are examined within a chronological framework and consideration is given
to the importance of the Covenanters in a wider British and European context.

Dr John R. Young is Senior Lecturer in History at the University of Strathclyde. 
He has published widely on the 1640s in particular and seventeenth century 
Scotland in general. He is a Vice President and Convener of the UK and 
Republic of Ireland section of the International Commission for the History of 
Representative and Parliamentary Institutions (ICHRPI).
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Civic Activism Unleashed: New Hope or False Dawn for Democracy?
Youngs, Richard
Oxford University Press .
9780190931704
192 pages
hardcover
$37.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2019
Carnegie Endowment for Intl Peace Series

Mass protest and other forms of activism are spreading around the world. The 
book examines why this is happening and what implications such dynamic new 
activism has for global politics.

Richard Youngs is Senior Fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace and Professor of International Relations at the University of Warwick, UK.
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Beastly Journeys: Travel and Transformation at the fin de siecle
Youngs, Tim
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781846319587
288 pages
hardcover
$45
Pub Date: 3/1/2014
Liverpool English Texts and Studies (Book 63)

Beastly Journeys examines bestial transformations across a range of well-known
and less familiar texts and shows how they are provoked not only by the 
mutations of Darwinism but by social and economic shifts that have been lost in 
retellings and readings of them.

Tim Youngs is Professor of English and Travel Studies at Nottingham Trent 
University and the editor of the journal Studies in Travel Writing.
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Deciphering Sun Tzu: How to Read The Art of War
Yuen, Derek M. C.
Oxford University Press .
9780197649695

paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2022

A revealing insight in to the hidden contours of Chinese strategic thought

Derek M. C. Yuen has a PhD in Strategic Studies from the University of Reading.
Based in Hong Kong, he has been working on the synthesis of Chinese and 
Western strategic thought and Taoist strategic thinking.
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Biology and Manners: Essays on the Worlds and Works of Lois McMaster Bujold
Yung Lee, Regina and McCormack, Una
Oxford University Press .
9781802078374
320 pages
paperback
$54.99
Pub Date: 4/1/2023
Liverpool Science Fiction Texts and Studies LUP.

An essay collection that significantly expands previous scholarly writing on 
award-winning science fiction and fantasy author Lois McMaster Bujold, arguing 
for the significant contributions her works make to feminist and queer thought, 
disability studies and fan studies.

Regina Yung Lee is Senior Lecturer in Gender, Women and Sexuality Studies at
the University of Washington, Seattle. Una McCormack is a bestselling science 
fiction writer, formerly Lecturer in Creative Writing at Anglia Ruskin University 
and an Honorary Visiting Fellow at the Anglia Ruskin Centre for Science Fiction 
and Fantasy.
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The Chronicle of Constantine Manasses
Yuretich, Linda
Oxford University Press . Liverpool University Press
9781789621587
344 pages
paperback
$49.95
Pub Date: 5/31/2020
Translated Texts for Byzantinists LUP.

This book translates the mid-12th-century Synopsis Chronike by Constantine 
Manasses, covering a history of the peoples of the East, Alexander the Great's 
conquests, the Hellenistic empires, the Trojan War and early empire until the 
reigns of Constantine I in the East, finally focusing on New Rome and its 
emperors.

Linda Yuretich is an independent scholar who received a B.A. from New York 
University in classics and an M.A. from the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst
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Boundary Spanners of Humanity: Three Logics of Communications and Public 
Diplomacy for Global Collaboration
Zaharna, R.S.
Oxford University Press .
9780190930288
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 1/18/2022

Boundary Spanners of Humanity introduces an expansive pan-human, 
evolutionary perspective of communication and public diplomacy that can 
enhance global collaboration.

R.S. Zaharna is Professor of Communication at the American University in 
Washington, DC, and Faculty Fellow with the Center on Public Diplomacy, 
University of Southern California.
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Husserl's Legacy
Zahavi, Dan
Oxford University Press .
9780198852179
256 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date: 1/21/2020

Dan Zahavi offers an in-depth and up-to-date analysis of central and contested 
aspects of the philosophy of Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology.

Dan Zahavi is Professor of Philosophy and Director of the Center for Subjectivity
Research at the University of Copenhagen.
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Catching the Light: The Entwined History of Light and Mind
Zajonc, Arthur
Oxford University Press .
9780195095753
400 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/20/1995

With rare clarity and unmatched lyricism, Zajonc illuminates the profound 
implications of the relationships between the multifaceted strands of human 
experience and scientific endeavor. A fascinating search into our deepest 
scientific mystery, Catching the Light is a brilliant synthesis that will both 
entertain and inform.

Arthur Zajonc is Professor of Physics at Amherst College and a fellow of both the
Lindisfarne Association and the Fetzer Institute.
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The Goldilocks Planet: The 4 Billion Year Story of Earth's Climate
Zalasiewicz, Jan and Williams, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780199593576
256 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/18/2012

Climate change is a major topic of concern today and will be so for the 
foreseeable future, as predicted changes in global temperatures, rainfall, and sea
level continue to take place. But as Jan Zalasiewicz and Mark Williams reveal in
The Goldilocks Planet, the climatic changes we are experiencing today hardly 
compare to the changes the Earth has seen over the last 4. 5 billion years.

Jan Zalasiewicz is Senior Lecturer in Geology at Leicester University. He is the 
author of The Earth After Us and The Planet in a Pebble. Mark Williams is 
Reader in Geology at Leicester University. Both are established researchers into
palaeoclimates and climate change.
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Myelin: The Brain's Supercharger
Zalc, Bernard and Rosier, Florence
Oxford University Press .
9780190686093
328 pages
hardcover
$42.95
Pub Date: 9/19/2018

The emergence of myelin 425 million years ago marked a turning point in 
evolution. The study of myelin's role in the conduction of nerve impulses has led 
to a better understanding of several diseases including multiple sclerosis, 
Guillain-Barre syndrome, Charcot-Marie-Tooth peripheral neuropathies, and 
other genetic diseases of myelin.

Bernard Zalc is a neuroscientist and a Director Emeritus of Research at Inserm.
Florence Rosier is a Science and Health Journalist who regularly contributes to 
the science and medicine section of Le Monde.
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Bitter Pills: The Global War on Counterfeit Drugs
Zaman, Muhammad H.
Oxford University Press .
9780190219444
280 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2018

Author Muhammad H. Zaman pays special attention to the science and 
engineering behind both counterfeit and legitimate drugs, and the role of a 
"technological fix" for the fake drug problem. Increasingly, fake drugs affect us 
all.

Muhammad H. Zaman is Howard Hughes Medical Institute Professor of 
Biomedical Engineering and International Health at Boston University.
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Shakespeare's Hamlet: Philosophical Perspectives
Zamir, Tzachi
Oxford University Press .
9780190698522
296 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 1/4/2018
Oxford Studies in Philosophy and Lit

Does philosophy gain or lose when it is embedded within literature or embodied
by drama? Does literary criticism gain or lose when it turns to literary works as 
occasions for abstract reflection? Leading literary scholars and philosophers 
interrogate philosophical dimensions of Shakespeare's Hamlet with these urgent
questions in view.

Tzachi Zamir is Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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A Mind Over Matter: Philip Anderson and the Physics of the Very Many
Zangwill, Andrew
Oxford University Press .
9780198869108
416 pages
hardcover
$36.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2021
32 line drawings and 30 photographs  illustrations

A Mind Over Matter is a biography of the Nobel-prize winner Philip W. Anderson,
a person widely regarded as one of the most accomplished and influential 
physicists of the second half of the twentieth century.

Andrew Zangwill earned a B.S. in Physics at Carnegie-Mellon University in 1976.
He currently works at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
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A Fledgling Democracy: Tunisia in the Aftermath of the Arab Uprisings
Zayani, Mohamed
Oxford University Press .
9780197661635
320 pages
paperback
$35
Pub Date: 1/15/2023

A probing analysis of the challenges still facing the Arab Spring's 'success story',
a decade into its transition to democracy.

Mohamed Zayani is an award-winning author, and Professor of Critical Theory at
the School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University in Qatar. His works 
include Networked Publics and Digital Contention: The Politics of Everyday Life 
in Tunisia; and Digital Middle East.
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Listing:

Digital Middle East: State and Society in the Information Age
Zayani, Mohamed
Oxford University Press .
9780190859329
256 pages
paperback
$32.5
Pub Date: 5/15/2018

Digital Middle East sheds a critical light on continuing changes that are closely 
intertwined with the adoption of information and communication technologies in 
the region.

Mohamed Zayani is Professor of Critical Theory at the Georgetown University 
School of Foreign Service in Qatar and Research Fellow at the University of 
British Columbia's Liu Institute for Global Issues.
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Through Iceboxes and Kennels: How Immigration Detention Harms Children and
Families
Zayas, Luis
Oxford University Press .
9780197668160
304 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 3/17/2023

Through Iceboxes and Kennels informs readers about lesser discussed issues in
immigration reform.  Luis Zayas introduces the history and politics of the systems
of immigration enforcement and of detention centers operated by private prison 
companies growing rich by using penal methods on infants, toddlers, children, 
and mothers.   Featuring stories told by children and parents, the book describes
government decisions, at the federal and state levels, that vilified and hurt 
children and parents.  It analyzes the stages of migration from Central America 
and dissects the damaging effects on children's brain growth and their social, 
psychological, and emotional development.

Luis Zayas, PhD is Dean and Professor, and Robert Lee Sutherland Chair in 
Mental Health and Social Policy, Steve Hicks School of Social Work, University 
of Texas-Austin.  At UT-Austin he also holds appointments as Professor of 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Dell Medical School and Affiliated Faculty, 
Lozano Long Institute for Latin American Studies.  He is currently serving as 
President of the Society for Social Work Research (SSWR).
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Foundations of Musical Grammar
Zbikowski, Lawrence M.
Oxford University Press .
9780190653637
272 pages
hardcover
$57
Pub Date: 9/26/2017
Oxford Studies in Music Theory Series

First published attempt to present a cognitive grammar of music. Offers 
sustained engagements with the music and the emotions as well as music and 
gesture. The first book to draw on research in cognitive science in relation to 
music. Explains how music and dance together construct social interactions

Lawrence M. Zbikowski is Professor of Music at the University of Chicago.
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Catholic Parishes of the 21st Century
Zech, Charles E. / Gautier, Mary L. / Gray, Mark M. / Wiggins, Jonathon L. / and
Gaunt, Thomas P.
Oxford University Press .
9780190645168
176 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 2/1/2017

This book provides a unique 360-degree view of parish life from the perspective
of pastors, parish staff, parishioners, as well as the larger Catholic population.

Charles Zech is a professor of economics in the Villanova University School of 
Business and the Director of Villanova's Center for Church Management. He is 
the author or co-author of over 50 articles and 12 books on the topic of church 
management. Mary L. Gautier is a sociologist and senior research associate at 
CARA.
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Capitalist Peace: A History of American Free-Trade Internationalism
Zeiler, Thomas W.
Oxford University Press .
9780197621363
384 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 9/9/2022
25 black and white halftones

This wide-ranging history of modern America demonstrates that the idea of a 
capitalist peace cast free trade as an engine of US foreign policy and the key to 
global prosperity from the 1930s to the present.

Thomas W. Zeiler is a Professor of History and Director of the Program in 
International Affairs at the University of Colorado Boulder. He is the author and 
editor of numerous books, including Free Trade, Free World: America and the 
Advent of GATT, Globalization and the American Century, and Annihilation: A 
Global Military History of World War II (OUP, 2010). He served as the President
of the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations and as editor of its 
journal, Diplomatic History.
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Beyond 1917: The United States and the Global Legacies of the Great War
Zeiler, Thomas W. / Ekbladh, David K. / Montoya, Benjamin C.
Oxford University Press .
9780190604011
352 pages
paperback
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/27/2017
24 illustrations.

A massively destructive and transformative event, the First World War left in its 
wake many legacies. Beyond 1917 explores both the consequences of the war 
for the United States (and the world) and American influence on shaping the 
legacies of the conflict in the decades after US entry in 1917.

Thomas W. Zeiler is Professor of History and Director of the Program in 
International Affairs at the University of Colorado Boulder. David K. Ekbladh is 
Associate Professor of History and Core Faculty in International Relations at 
Tufts University. Benjamin C. Montoya is a Lecturer in History and International 
Affairs at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
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A History of French Passions: Ambition and Love - Volume 1
Zeldin, Theodore
Oxford University Press .
9780192850904
352 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 1/24/1980

Analyzes the Frenchman's unique national identity, attitudes towards foreigners,
education, and intellectual and cultural development from the late 1840's through
the 1900's.

Theodore Zeldin (born 22 August 1933) is an Oxford scholar and thinker
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A History of French Passions: Intellect and Pride - Volume 3
Zeldin, Theodore
Oxford University Press .
9780192850966
360 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 11/20/1980
Oxford Paperbacks

Analyzes the Frenchman's unique national identity, attitudes towards foreigners,
education, and intellectual and cultural development from the late 1840's through
the 1900's.

Theodore Zeldin (born 22 August 1933) is an Oxford scholar and thinker
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A History of French Passions: Politics and Anger - Volume 2
Zeldin, Theodore
Oxford University Press .
9780192850829
474 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 9/6/1979

Analyzes the Frenchman's unique national identity, attitudes towards foreigners,
education, and intellectual and cultural development from the late 1840's through
the 1900's.

Theodore Zeldin (born 22 August 1933) is an Oxford scholar and thinker.
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A History of French Passions: Taste and Corruption - Volume 4
Zeldin, Theodore
Oxford University Press .
9780192851000
352 pages
hardcover
$44.95
Pub Date: 12/18/1980

Analyzes the Frenchman's unique national identity, attitudes towards foreigners,
education, and intellectual and cultural development from the late 1840's through
the 1900's.

Theodore Zeldin (born 22 August 1933) is an Oxford scholar and thinker
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Generally Speaking: An Invitation to Concept-Driven Sociology
Zerubavel, Eviatar
Oxford University Press .
9780197519288
128 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2020

In this invitation to concept-driven sociology, defying the conventional split 
between theory and methodology (as well as between quantitative and 
qualitative research), Eviatar Zerubavel introduces a yet unarticulated Simmelian
method of theorizing specifically designed to reveal fundamental, often hidden 
social patterns.

Eviatar Zerubavel is Board of Governors Distinguished Professor of Sociology at
Rutgers University.
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Listing:

Critics, Compilers, and Commentators: An Introduction to Roman Philology, 200
BCE-800 CE
Zetzel, James E.G.
Oxford University Press .
9780195380521
448 pages
paperback
$37.95
Pub Date: 5/14/2018

Critics, Compilers, and Commentators is the first comprehensive introduction to 
the history, forms, and texts of Roman philology.

James E. G. Zetzel is Anthon Professor of the Latin Language and Literature at
Columbia University.
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Taming Sino-American Rivalry
Zhang, Feng and Lebow, Richard Ned
Oxford University Press .
9780197521953
272 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2020

In Taming Sino-American Rivalry, Feng Zhang and Richard Ned Lebow reject 
the prevailing idea that competition between a dominant and a rising power must
necessarily lead to conflict. Rather, they identify the mistakes that both countries
have made and explain the causes and consequences of their missteps.

Feng Zhang is Professor of International Relations and Executive Dean of the 
Institute of Public Policy at the South China University of Technology in 
Guangzhou. Richard Ned Lebow is Professor of International Political Theory in 
the War Studies Department of King's College London.
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Matchmakers and Markets: The Revolutionary Role of Information in the 
Economy
Zhang, Yi-Cheng
Oxford University Press .
9780198840985
224 pages
hardcover
$46.95
Pub Date: 3/30/2020

This book presents a novel theory on current markets. It helps us understand 
how the information ecology is important to how the markets work, and how our 
economy functions and evolves.

Yi-Cheng Zhang is a theoretical physicist, educated in China, Austria, Italy, and 
the US. He has been a physics professor at the Fribourg University in 
Switzerland for over two decades.
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The Dynamic Free Speech Clause: Free Speech and its Relation to Other 
Constitutional Rights
Zick, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780190841416
328 pages
hardcover
$62
Pub Date: 9/12/2018

This book examines the relations between the U.S. Constitution's Free Speech 
Clause and other constitutional rights. Free speech principles and doctrines have
brought about constitutional rights including equal protection, the right to 
abortion, and the free exercise of religion.

Timothy Zick is the Mills E. Godwin, Jr. Professor of Law at William & Mary 
School of Law. Professor Zick teaches courses on constitutional law and the First
Amendment.
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The First Amendment in the Trump Era
Zick, Timothy
Oxford University Press .
9780190073992
192 pages
hardcover
$35.95
Pub Date: 10/28/2019

This book catalogues and examines the various First Amendment free speech 
and press controversies that have roiled the Trump presidency. It highlights both
what is unique about those controversies, and what is consistent with historical 
patterns. From past conflicts and eras, the book draws various First Amendment
lessons that will help guide readers through the Trump Era.

Timothy Zick is the John Marshall Professor of Government and Citizenship at 
William & Mary Law School.
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Homeward Bound: Modern Families, Elder Care, and Loss
Ziettlow, Amy and Cahn, Naomi
Oxford University Press .
9780190261092
240 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 4/10/2017

Homeward Bound shows that as family structure becomes more complex, so too
does elder care, and existing institutions and legal approaches are not prepared 
to handle those complexities.

Amy Ziettlow is Affiliate Scholar at the Institute for American Values and a 
frequent contributor to The Atlantic and Huffington Post. Naomi Cahn is Harold 
H. Greene Professor of Law, George Washington University.
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The Insidious Momentum of American Mass Incarceration
Zimring, Franklin E.
Oxford University Press .
9780197513170
232 pages
hardcover
$38.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2020

In The Insidious Momentum of American Mass Incarceration provides a 
comprehensive understanding of when, how, and why the United States became
the world leader in incarceration to further propose a range of strategies that can
reduce prison population and promote rational policies of criminal punishment.

Franklin E. Zimring is the William G. Simon Professor of Law at the University of
California, Berkeley.
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Crime Is Not the Problem: Lethal Violence in America
Zimring, Franklin E. and Hawkins, Gordon
Oxford University Press .
9780195131055
288 pages
paperback
$44.95
Pub Date: 5/27/1999

 Explores the differences between crime and lethal violence and proposes 
targeted responses to a national homicide rate that far exceeds that of other 
industrialized nations.

Franklin E. Zimring is the William F. Simon Professor of Law and Director of the
Earl Warren Legal Institute at the University of California at Berkeley. Gordon 
Hawkins is Senior Fellow at the Earl Warren Legal Institute at the University of 
California at Berkeley.
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Political Choice in a Polarized America: How Elite Polarization Shapes Mass 
Behavior
Zingher, Joshua N.
Oxford University Press .
9780197630709
256 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 8/5/2022

What motivates citizens to support one party over the other? Tackling decades of
mixed findings about the prevalence (or lack) of policy voting, Joshua N. Zingher
argues that the average American is much more likely to vote for the party that 
best represents their views than they were in the past.

Joshua N. Zingher is an Associate Professor of Political Science and Geography
at Old Dominion University.
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No Longer Welcome: The Epidemic of Expulsion from Early Childhood Education
Zinsser, Katherine M.
Oxford University Press .
9780197639719
184 pages
hardcover
$39.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2022

Drawing on her research and interviews with teachers, program administrators, 
parents, and policymakers, Dr. Katherine Zinsser presents the reader with a rich
description of the myriad of factors contributing to the expulsion crisis.

Dr. Katherine Zinsser received her Ph.D. in Applied Developmental Psychology 
from George Mason University and her B.A. from Smith College.
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tPA for Stroke
Zivin, Justin A. and Simmons, John Galbraith
Oxford University Press .
9780195393927

hardcover
$41.95
Pub Date: 12/3/2010

A drug known as tPA can drastically reduce the long-term disability associated 
with stroke if it is administered within the first three hours after the event occurs. 
tPA for Stroke: The Story of a Controversial Drug explains the drug's beginnings
within pharmaceutical giant Genentech, and its eventual marginalization due to a
convergence of unfortunate political, fiscal, and medical circumstances.

Justin Zivin, M.D., Ph.D., is a Professor of Neurosciences at the University of 
California San Diego. John Galbraith Simmons studied philosophy at 
Northwestern University, graduating with honors, and also holds a degree in 
developmental studies from Long Island University.
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Ethics for the Coming Storm: Climate Change and Jewish Thought
Zoloth, Laurie
Oxford University Press .
9780197661352
272 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 5/23/2023

In Ethics for the Coming Storm, Laurie Zoloth argues that our debates about 
environmental issues have largely been driven by the language of economics 
and political power, and have become both deeply divisive and symbolic, turning
our differing truth claims and moral appeals into signs of identity. This discourse
has utterly failed to change the human behavior or political and economic 
structures necessary to face global warming head on. So Zoloth turns to another
language, found in the texts and traditions of Jewish thought--the language of 
Scripture, the Talmud, and philosophy of Judaism--which, she contends, offers a
different kind of argument for such a change.

Laurie Zoloth holds the Margaret E. Burton Professor of Religion and Ethics 
Chair at the University of Chicago. She is the past president of the American 
Academy of Religion and of the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities.
She is the recipient of numerous awards for her teaching and research in 
bioethics and has served on international ethics advisory boards for NASA, the 
NIH, HHMI, and the CDC. She is the author of nine books and over 200 articles.
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Second Texts and Second Opinions: Essays Towards a Jewish Bioethics
Zoloth, Laurie
Oxford University Press .
9780197632147
312 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2022

This book is about bioethical dilemmas in a large public children's ward. It goes 
beyond the usual work in secular bioethics by turning to the classic texts of 
Jewish thought. The book constructs a discussion between and among several 
disciplines, clinical medicine, Jewish philosophy, and feminist thought.

Laurie Zoloth is the Margaret E. Burton Professor of Religion and Ethics and 
Senior Advisor to the Provost for Social Ethics, at the University of Chicago and 
former Dean of the Divinity School. She was President of the American Academy
of Religion and the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities, and Vice 
President of the Society for Jewish Ethics. She has published many books on 
bioethics and Jewish thought. She is currently a member of the Engineering 
Biology Research Consortium Board of Advisors, the NASA National Bioethics 
Committee, and the Ethics Advisory Board of the American Heart Association.
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Great God A'Mighty! The Dixie Hummingbirds: Celebrating the Rise of Soul 
Gospel Music
Zolten, Jerry
Oxford University Press .
9780190071493
368 pages
hardcover
$35
Pub Date: 7/15/2022
21 halftones  illustrations

In Great God A'Mighty! The Dixie Hummingbirds, author Jerry Zolten portrays 
one of the most influential gospel groups of the 20th century, from 1920s South
Carolina to 1940s New York, through the Civil Rights era and beyond.

Jerry Zolten, Professor of Communication Arts & Sciences and Integrative Arts at
The Pennsylvania State University, Altoona, is an educator, author, music and 
film producer, and screen and broadcast narrator.
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Quantum Mechanics for Beginners: With Applications to Quantum 
Communication and Quantum Computing
Zubairy, M. Suhail
Oxford University Press .
9780198854234
288 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 7/7/2020

Quantum Mechanics for Beginners provides an accessible introduction to this 
fascinating subject for those with only a high school background in physics and
mathematics.

M. Suhail Zubairy is University Distinguished Professor and Munnerlyn-Heep 
Chair in Quantum Optics, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Texas A&M 
University.
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The House of Jaipur: The Inside Story of India's Most Glamorous Royal Family
Zubrzycki, John
Oxford University Press .
9781787385566
288 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2021
32 color .

A gripping royal saga of charmed lives in a changing world

John Zubrzycki has worked in India as a foreign correspondent and diplomat, 
with a doctorate from the University of New South Wales.
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Revivalistics: From the Genesis of Israeli to Language Reclamation in Australia 
and Beyond
Zuckermann, Ghil'ad
Oxford University Press .
9780199812790
352 pages
paperback
$38.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2020

In this book, Ghil'ad Zuckermann introduces revivalistics, a new trans-disciplinary
field of enquiry surrounding language reclamation, revitalization, and 
reinvigoration.

Ghil'ad Zuckermann is Chair of Linguistics and Endangered Languages at the 
University of Adelaide, Australia.
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Demagogues in American Politics
Zug, Charles U.
Oxford University Press .
9780197651957
224 pages
paperback
$29.95
Pub Date: 10/18/2022

In Demagogues in American Politics, Charles U. Zug offers a historical analysis 
of the role of demagoguery in the American political system. Challenging the 
conventional wisdom, he argues that demagoguery is not an inherently bad form
of leadership. Through case studies drawn from the presidency, Congress, and 
the Supreme Court, this book argues that demagogic leadership can be 
deployed by public officials to advance the aspirations of constitutional 
democracy

Charles U. Zug is Assistant Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Colorado-Colorado Springs. Previously he taught at Williams College. Before 
earning his Ph.D. in Government at The University of Texas at Austin, he 
graduated from St. John's College in Annapolis. He was born and raised in 
Washington State.
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Naked City: The Death and Life of Authentic Urban Places
Zukin, Sharon
Oxford University Press .
9780199794461
312 pages
paperback
$27.95
Pub Date: 5/13/2011

As cities have gentrified, educated urbanites have come to prize what they 
regard as "authentic" urban life: aging buildings, art galleries, small boutiques, 
upscale food markets, neighborhood old-timers, funky ethnic restaurants, and 
old, family-owned shops.

Sharon Zukin is Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn College and the City 
University of New York Graduate Center.
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Kashmir's Contested Pasts: Narratives, Sacred Geographies, and the Historical 
Imagination
Zutshi, Chitralekha
Oxford University Press .
9780199481347
380 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 4/8/2018
Oxford India Paperbacks

Kashmir's Contested Pasts is a long history of the historical imagination in 
Kashmir.

Chitralekha Zutshi is James Pinckney Harrison Professor of History at The 
College of William and Mary.
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